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From:

The Economic Report of the President

Jan. 1954

Chapter 9

Social Insurance and the Minimum Wage
ECAUSE THE FLOOR OF SECURITY to the individual has been
Bbuilt primarily upon welfare considerations, its contribution to the
economic progress of the United States has not been adequately appreciated.
Yet the worker is likely to be fully productive only if he feels reasonably safe
against want from unemployment, old-age, or misfortune. To help provide
such personal security, the Federal Government has developed or sponsored
systems of unemployment insurance, old-age and survivors insurance, and
public assistance, as well as programs to conserve health, educate the young,
rehabilitate the disabled, and provide security and opportunity to the war
veteran. In an effort to improve the lot of the low-income worker, it has
also established minimum wages under the Fair Labor Standards Act.
Some of these programs need improvement in scope and depth, and others
in clarity and financial strength. The specific recommendations that follow
are intended to make them more effective, both as conditions of progress
and as bulwarks against instability.
FEDERAL-STATE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SYSTEM

Unemployment insurance is a valuable first line of defense against
economic recession. Benefit payments go to a worker as a matter of right
and at the time he loses his income, instead of as matter of need and after
he has exhausted his savings or liquidated his house and car. In 1949,
a year of recession, the amount of benefit payments was 1.7 billion dollarsmore than twice the 1948 level. Benefits are payable, after a brief waiting
period, from State unemployment reserves of 8.5. billion dollars. When set
at appropriate levels, they can sustain to some degree the earner's way of
life as well as his demand for commodities. Thus, unemployment insurance
payments can help to curb economic decline during an interval of time that
allows other stabilizing measures to become effective.
Coverage
But even as a first defense, the system needs reinforcement. One
deficiency is its inadequate coverage. From the beginning only certain
classes of earners-now averaging annually about 36 million-have enjoyed
protection. A worker laid off by a Government agency gets no insurance
benefits despite the fact that in many types of Federal jobs he is as vulnerable
to lay-off or dismissal as the factory worker. It is recommended that
Congress include in the insurance system the 2.5 million Federal civilian

employees, under conditions set by the States in which they last worked,
and that it provide for Federal reimbursement to the States of the amount
of the cost, estimated to be about 25 million dollars for the fiscal year
ending in 1955. In addition, it is hoped that the States will include under
the system the 4.2 million persons who work for them or for their munici
palities and other political subdivisions.
A person lacks protection also if he works on a farm or in an establish
ment that processes farm products as an incident to farming. It is not sug
gested at this time to include farm workers; but it is recommended that
persons engaged in certain operations in the processing, packing, storing,
or delivering of agricultural commodities, which cannot reasonably be
classed as agricultural pursuits, be brought under the insurance system.
The number to be so added is around 200,000.
A much larger group of earners, numbering 3.4 million, are unprotected
in 35 States if they are employed by small businesses-meaning in most of
these States firms with fewer than eight persons on the payroll. It is pro
posed that Congress amend the present law to cover employees of businesses
with fewer than eight employees, on the ground that such workers need
protection no less than those of larger, and often more stable, enterprises.
Officials in States that already insure the employees of small firms report
tbat the administrative burden of both the agency and the employer is
manageable.
Experience-rating period

The Federal Unemployment Tax Act does not permit a State to give an
experience rating, and therefore a tax reduction, to the employer-however
stable his employment-until he has had at least three years of covered
experience. A newly covered employer is obliged to pay the full 2.7 per.
cent of his taxable payroll and is thus put at a competitive disadvantage
with the average employer, who has over the years been able to reduce
his contribution to 1.4 percent and, in over a dozen States, to I percent
or less. This extra cost could be troublesome if the expansion of coverage
coincided with a business contraction. For these reasons it is recommended
that Congress allow the shortening, from three years to one, of the period
required to qualify for a rate reduction.
Amount of benefits

A second inadequacy is the size of benefits. Originally, upon the recom
mendation of the President's Committee on Economic Security in 1935,
the States set benefits generally at 50 percent of weekly wages. However,
they also fixed dollar maximums which have since significantly curtailed
the benefits. The effective ratio of average weekly unemployment benefits
to average weekly wages of covered workers was 43 percent in 1938. Since
then, with dollar maximums failing to keep pace with rising wage levels,
the effective ratio has fallen to 33 percent. At present, these maximums
are typically between $20 and $30 weekly. It is suggested that the States

raise these dollar maximums so that the payments to the great majority
of the beneficiaries may equal at least half their regular earnings.
Durationof benefits
A third deficiency is the duration of benefits. Only two dozen States
provide for 26 weeks, and only four of these pay benefits for that length
of time to all persons who meet minimum requirements for any benefits.
During the 1949 recession, almost 2 million persons exhausted their rights,
most of them in less than 4½/months. Yet a conspicuous feature of un
employment is that, as it increases in amount, it also increases in duration
for the individual. For example, in April 1940, when unemployment was
large, three-fifths of those seeking employment had been out of work six
months or longer, compared with an average duration in 1953 of less
than two months. It is urged, therefore, that all of the States raise the
potential duration of unemployment benefits to 26 weeks, and that they
make the benefits available to all persons who have had a specified amount
of covered employment or earnings. A six-month period would not prevent
exhaustion of benefits in a severe slump; but in a minor downturn it should
be adequate for a great majority of the claimants.
Federal loans to reserve funds
A fourth point deserves attention. The present law requires that unem
ployment benefits in each State be paid out of its own earmarked reserve
in the Federal Treasury. The reserves of most States are sufficient to
finance payments for a number of years at the unemployment experience
of 1946-52. But the reserves of a few States are less adequate and might
be jeopardized by widespread unemployment. It is recommended, there
fore, that the Congress provide machinery for granting non-interest-bearing
loans to a State whose reserves are near exhaustion.
The Federal Unemployment Tax Act levies a tax on all covered em
ployers, of wvhich the share that is retained by the Federal Government is
0.3 percent of taxable payrolls. Annual appropriations are made to cover
the costs of the State and the Federal Governments in administering the
Act. Since these appropriations are less than the receipts of the tax, it is
possible to use the difference to establish a fund from which loans to needy
State funds can be made. In the interest of allowing a State a reasonable
interval in which to readjust its economy and attract new industries, it is
recommended that repayment of any loan made from the fund be postponed
until after it has been outstanding for four years. Repayment should
nevertheless start earlier, if at any time the State's fund rises above a safe
minimum or its contribution rate is not sustained at a level reflecting its
financial responsibility.
Improved benefits and administration
Adoption by Congress and the States of the above recommendations
would extend protection to more than 10 million additional workers, case

the financial burden on newly covered employers, raise benefits, lengthen
durations, and save the States' reserves from exhaustion without deterring
new industries from entering a State undergoing economic readjustment.
They would constitute the most important improvement for defending the
worker against recession that has been made in our Federal-State Unem
ployment Insurance System since it was instituted more than a decade
and a half ago.
It is highly important that the recommended improvement of benefits be
accompanied by strict administration of the law, so as to prevent abuses and
to assure that benefits are paid only to workers who are entitled to them.
Nothing is more likely to cast doubt on the unemployment compensation
system, despite its great social utility, than lax administration.
FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE SYSTEM

The present system of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance covers about
four in five of the civilian labor force and pays average monthly benefits
of $49 to a retired worker, and of $84.75 to a retired worker and his wife,
compared with maximum benefits of $85 and $127.50, respectively. At the
end of 1953 it was paying benefits to almost 1.5 million widows and children,
as well as over 4.5 million aged-close to 6 million persons altogether.
Benefits are financed from payroll taxes--one-half being paid by the em
ployer, except for the self-employed. These combined tax rates rose to 4
percent on January 1, 1954. For the future the law provides for additional
financing by periodic rate increases.
Although desirable changes were made in 1950 and 1952, the System has
urgent need of further improvement. Millions of workers are still ex
cluded, and benefits have not kept pace with wage levels or living standards.
Moreover, in the interests of economic growth, as well as of individual
welfare, the retirement test should be so adjusted as to remove barriers to
part-time productive employment. On the other hand, if an aged person
is obliged to give up work, both human and economic considerations argue
for benefits in reasonable relation to his previous earnings.
Coverage
Coverage should be extended to bring into the System some 10 million
additional workers, 4 million of them on a voluntary group basis. The
new groups would include, principally, professional persons in independent
practice, self-employed farmers, hired farm workers and domestic workers
not now covered, members of State and local retirement systems, and min
isters of religion. Further broadening of the coverage is being considered
by the Congressional Committee on Retirement Policy for Federal Per
sonnel, which will soon report a plan for including Federal employees
in OASI without impairing the independence of present Federal retire
ment plans. After the Committee has made its report, appropriate
recommendations will be made to the Congress.

Amount of benefits
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance benefits should be increased; first,
by eliminating from the earnings base the four lowest years of earnings;
second, by raising the benefit to 55 percent of the first $110 of the average
monthly wage, plus 20 percent of the balance; third, by increasing the
minimum benefit from $25 to $30; fourth, by raising from $3,600 to $4,200
the annual maximum above which wages are not counted in computing
benefits or taxes. As regards the retirement test, the earnings permissible
without loss of benefits should be put on a yearly basis for all beneficiaries,
and liberalized in amount.
Benefit rights of the disabled; rehabilitation
For those with substantial OASI work records who suffer total and
extended disability, benefit rights should be preserved without diminu
Furthermore,' all disabled workers
tion or loss until they reach age 65.
should be referred to the State Vocational Rehabilitation agencies. An
expanded and improved program of vocational rehabilitation to help bring
more persons back to productive employment was proposed to Congress
on January 18, 1954.
Financialand other aspects
The substantial steps toward improvement of the OASI system can be
safely taken without any immediate increase in the payroll tax rates. The
net additional cost of the Administration's recommendations would be,
on a long-term basis, about one-half of one percent of the annual payrolls
subject to OASI taxes.
It may be observed, in passing, that, during the transition in 1954 to the
recommended broader coverage and more liberal benefits of unemployment
compensation and old-age and survivors insurance, the increased expendi
tures for benefits under OASI will far more than offset the net addition to
tax payments under the unemployment compensation system.

Low INCOMES

AND THE MINIMUM WAGE

The prosperity enjoyed by the overwhelming majority of Americans
should not blind us to the minority of families with annual incomes below
$2,000, or even $1,500. Low annual incomes are not caused solely by low
wages, nor are high incomes assured by high hourly wage rates. Some
people have no earnings at all, or extremely low earnings because of partial
unemployment, sickness, or other factors. Some do not earn enough, even
when fully employed, to support their families at a decent living standard.
As one means of dealing with the problem of low incomes, Congress
and some State legislatures have sought to place a floor under wages by re
quiring employers not to pay less than a certain hourly rate. Minimum
wage laws in the United States now apply to only 28.5 million employees.
The Federal Fair Labor Standards Act covers about 24 million-two

thirds of them factory workers-at a minimum of 75 cents per hour, with
few exceptions other than for learners and handicapped. This 75-cent
minimum became effective just before the invasion of Korea, when the
cost of living was appreciably lower than at present. Twenty States cover
another 4.5 million workers, the majority of them women or minors in
retail trade. The State minimums, usually established under wage orders
by specially appointed boards, range for the most part between 60 and 75
cents.
There are several considerations concerning minimum wages that deserve
comment. These relate to legal coverage, to appropriate level, to impact
upon self-employed persons of low income, to fundamental measures for
reducing poverty, and to the method of achieving adjustments in minimum
wages.
Coverage
Neither the Federal nor the State laws now include the lowest-paid
workers. Yet a floor that does not support the poorest worker may com
pound his miseries in two ways: it may force him to pay higher prices as
a customer of the covered industries whose costs have risen; and it may
push down his own wages by obliging him to compete for jobs with persons
whom the covered industries have let go, because they are unable to pay
the higher minimum. An effective minimum-wage program should cover
millions of low-paid workers now exempted.
Size of the minimum
A minimum does not protect the inadequately rewarded worker if it is
too low. On the other hand, it may not benefit him if it is so high as to
push up the whole scaffolding of wages and of costs of doing business,
thus leading either to inflation of prices and the worker's own living costs,
or to elimination of the less efficient employers and workers. Yet the
ability of the employer to absorb a high minimum wage is limited. Indeed,
the low-pay industries of today are often those earning modest profits,
having limited opportunities to increase productivity, and containing firms
easily squeezed out of business by rising costs.
The self-employed worker
It is important to recognize that the economic condition of the wage
earner cannot be set off sharply from that of the person who provides his
own employment. The Census has revealed that one in four of the
families with incomes under $1,500 in 1950 had the major source of their
earnings in self-employment. A minimum that would benefit the wage
earner materially may put a heavy burden on the small farmer or small
business operator, not only of higher prices for what he-like the uncovered
wage earner-buys, but also of the higher wages he must pay if he hires
assistance. Protection to the wage earner must be considered with full
regard to the complexities of our society.

Basic means of reducing poverty

A minimum wage fixed by law helps to protect wage earners against un
justifiably low compensation. But a minimum wage program is an ex
pedient of limited value for dealing with low incomes. The best help for
the lowest earner is to enhance his usefulness as a worker, and to improve
his knowledge and mobility. Some individuals manage to attain economic
success with little formal learning; but, on the average, there is a close
relation between earnings and education. Fortunately, education is being
steadily and rapidly extended. Already, the average American worker
under 35 years of age is a graduate of high school.
It is also important to keep in mind that, although some low-wage firms
are lucrative, the firms that skimp on rewards to their workers are, not
infrequently, those in which profits are also small, owing in part to inefficient
management. Improvements in efficiency of worker and employer will
take time; but it cannot be doubted that they-rather than a minimum
wage-provide the major escape from poverty.
Conclusions

While minimum wage laws do not get at the fundamental causes of
poverty, they can make a useful contribution to its reduction. Recognizing
that an increase of the minimum now provided by Federal law and an
expansion of its coverage are desirable, the exact nature and timing of these
(changes must be worked out with a view to the best interests of the economy.
We must not proceed-as has happened at times in the past-to ignore some
workers and pretend to aid others, while in fact raising their cost of living
and reducing their chances of employment. We should undertake adjust
mnents of the minimum wage at a time when economic activity can take
them in stride, thereby minimizing the risk of unemployment of the less
productive workers whose welfare the minimum wage seeks to aid. The
Secretary of Labor is continuing his intensive canvass of this highly complex
problem and is consulting with appropriate groups. At the proper time
recommendations will be made to the Congress.
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AUGUST 3,

1953

Mr. REED of New York (by request) introduced the following bill; which was
referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

A BILL
To amend the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue
'Code so as to extend coveroge under the old-age and sur
vivors insurance program, and for other purposes.
I

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be cited as the "Old-age and Survivors

4

Insurance Amendments of 1953".

5

TITLE I-AMENDMIENTS TO TITLE II OF THE

6

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

7

EXTENSION OF COVERAGE

8

DOMESTIC SERVICE, SERVICE NOT IN COURSE OF EMPLOYER'S

9

BUSINESS, AND AGRICULTURAL LABOR

10

11

SEC. 101.

(a) (1) Paragraph (2) of section 209 (g)

of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

2
"(2)

1

Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

2

any calendar quarter to an employee for domestic service

3

in a private home of the employer, if the cash re

4

muneration paid in such quarter by the employer to

5

the employee for such service is less than $50.

6

used in this paragraph, the term 'domestic service in a

7

private home of the employer' does not include service

8

described in section 210 (f)

9

(2) Section 209 (g) of such Act is amended by adding

(5)

As

;".

10 at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
11

" (3) Cash remuneration paid by an employer iii

12

any calendar quarter to an employee for service not

13

in the course of the employer's trade or business, if the

14

cash remuneration paid in such quarter by the em

15

ployer to the employee for such service is less than

16

$50.

17

in the course of the emiployer's trade or business' does

18

not include domestic service in a private home of the

19

employer and does not include service described in

20

section 210 (f)

21

(3) Section 209 (b1)

As used in this paragraph, the term 'service not

(5);"
of such Act is amended by in

(1) " after " (Ii) " and by adding at the end thereof

22

,serting

23

the following new paragraph:

24
25

"

"(2)

Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

any calendar quarter to an employee for agricultural

3
1

labor, if the cash remuneration paid in such quarter by

2

the employer to the employee for such labor is less

3

than $50;".

4

(4) Section 210 (a.)

(1)

of such Act is amended to

5 read as follows:
6

"

(1)

Service peifoimed by foreign agricultural

7

workers under contracts entered into in accordance with

8

title V of the Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended;".

9

(5) Such Act is amended by striking out paragraph

10

(3) of section 210 (a.) and redesignating paragraphs (4),

12

(14) of such section, and references thereto, as paragraphs

14 and (13), respectively.
15

AMERICAN CITIZENS EMPLOYED BY AMERICAN EMPLOYERS

16

ON FOREIGN-FLAG VESSELS

17

(b) The paragraph of section 210 (a) of the Social

18 Security Act herein redesignated a~s paragraph

(4)

is

19amended by striking out "if the individual is employed on
20

and in connection with such vessel or aircraft when outside

21 the United States" and inserting in lieu thereof: "if (A)
22 the individual is employed on And in connection with such
23 vessel or aircraft when outside the United States and (B)
24

(i) such individual is not an American citizen or (ii) the

25 employer is not an American employer".

4

1
2

CERTAIN FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

()()Clause

(ii) of subparagraph (B) of the para

3 graph of section 210 (a) of the Social -Security Act herein
4 redesignated as paragraph (6) is amended by inserting "a
5 Federal Home Loan Banik," after "a Federal Reserve
6

Bank,".

7

(2)

8

Such subparagraph

(B) is further amended by

striking out "or" at the end of clause (iii)

,

inserting "or",

9 at the end of clause (iv), and adding the following new
10 clause at the end of such subparagraph:
11

"(v) service performed by a civilian employee,

12

not compensated from funds appropriated by the

13

Congress, in the Coast Guard Exchanges or other

14

activities, conducted by an instrumentality of the

15

United States subject to the jurisdiction of the See

16

retary of the Treasury, at installations of the Coast

17

Guard for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and

18

mental and physical improvement of personnel of

19

the Coast Guard;".

20

(3) Such Act is amended by striking out clause (iii)

21

of subparagraph (C) of the paragraph of section 210 (a)

22 herein redesignated as paragraph
23

clauses (iv), (v)

24

(xii), and (xiii)

,

(vi)

,

(vii)

,

(6)
(viii)

and redesignating
,

(ix), (x), (xi)

of such subparagraph, and references

5
(iv)

(v)

(vi)

1

thereto, as clauses (iii)

2

(ix) , (x), (xi), and (xii) , respectively.

3

(4) Section 205 (p)

,

,

,

(vii)

,

(viii)

(3) of such Act is amended by

4

adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The

5

provisions of paragraphs (1)

6

also in the case of service performed by a civilian employee,

7

not compensated from funds appropriated by the Congress,

and (2) shall be applicable

8 in the Coast Guard Exchanges or other activities, conducted
9

by an instrumentality of the United States subject to the

10

jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treasury, at installations

11

of the Coast Guard for the comfort, pleasure, contentment,

12

and mental and physical improvement of personnel of the

13

Coast Guard; and for purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2)

14

the Secretary of the Treasury shall be deemed to be the

15

head of such instrumentality."

16
17

MINISTERS

(d) The paragraph of section 210 (a) of the Social

18 Security Act herein redesignated as paragraph
19
20

(8)

is

amended to read as follows:
"(8)

(A) Service performed in the employ of a

21

religious, charitable, educational, or other organization

22

exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) of the

23

Internal Revenue Code, other than service performed by

24

a duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a

6
1

church in the exercise of his ministry or by a member

2

of a religious order in the exercise of duties required by

3

such order; but this subparagraph shall not apply to

4

serv~ice performed during the period for which a cer

5

tificate, filed pursuant to section 1426 (1) (1)

6

Internal Revenue Code, is in effect, if such service is

7

performed by an employee (i) whose signature appears

8

on the list filed by such organization under such section,

9

or (ii) who became an employee of such organization

10

after the certificate was filed and after such period began;

11

" (B)

Service performed,

of the

in the employ of a

12

religious, charitable, educational, or other organization

13

exempt from income tax under section 101 (6) of the

14

Internal Revenue Code, by a duly ordained, commis

15

sioned, or licensed minister of a church in the exercise

16

of his ministry or by a member of a religious order In

17

the exercise of duties required by such order; but this

18

subparagraph shall not apply to service performed by a

19

duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a

20

church or a member of a religious order, other than a

21

member of a religious order who has taken a vow of

220

pvrty as a member of such order, during the period

230

for which a certificate,, filed pursuant to section 1426 (1)

24

(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, is in effect, if such

25

service is performed by an employee (i) whose signa

7
1

ture appears on the list filed by such organization

2

under such section, or (ii) who became an employee of

3

such organization after the certificate was filed and after

4

such period began;".

5

INTER-NES

6
7

(e)

The paragraph of section 210 (a) of the Social

Security Act herein redesignated as paragraph

(13)

is-

8 amended by striking out all after the first semicolon therein.

9

WORK ON SHIPS OF LESS THAN TEN TONS

(f) The Social Security Act is amended by strikinga

10

paragraph (15) of section 210 (a) and redesignating

11

out

12

paragraphs (16) and (17) of such section, and references

13 thereto, as paragraphs

14
15

(14)

and (15), respectively.

HO0MAEWORKERS,

(g)

Subparagraph

(C)

of section 210 (k)

(3)

of

16

the Sociul Security Act is amended by striking out

17

the performance of such services is subject to licensing re

18

quirements under the laws of the State in which such services

19

are performed".

20

FARMIERS A ND PROFESS IONALI

",

if

SELF-EMPLOYED

21

(h) (1) Section 211. (,a)of the Social Security Act

22

is amended by strikding ou1t paragrafph (2) and redesignatinog

23

paragraphs (3),

(4),

24 thereto, as paragraphs

(5),
(2),

(6), and (7), and~.:references
(3),

(4),

(5), and

(6),

25 respectively, and by adding at the end of such section the

8
1following new sentence: "In the case of any trade or TLnsi
2 ness carried on by an individual in whichi, if it were carried
3 on exclusively by employees, the major portion of the serv
4

ices would constituite agricultural labor as defined in section

5 210 (f) , (i)

if the gross income

(computed tunder thc

6

preceding provisions of this subsection) derived froni siidh

7

trade or business by such individual is not more than

S $1,800, the net earnings from self-employment derived by
9

him therefrom may, ait his option, be deemed to be 50 per

.10

centum of such gross income in lieu of his net eari-uiigs

-11

from self-employment from such trade or business comn

12

puted as provided under the preceding provisions of this

13

subsection, or (ii) if the gross income derived from such

14

trade or business by such individual is more than $1,800

15

and the net earnings from self-employment derived by himi

16

therefrom, as computed under the preceding provisions of

1.7

this subsection, would be less than $900, such net earnings

18

may instead, at the option of such individual, he deemedl

19

to be $900."

20

(2) The paragraph of such section 211

(a)

herein

21

redesignated as paragraph

22

"cuttiiig or disposal of tinmber" "Ind inserting in lien thiereof

2

"cutting of timbor, or the disposal of timber or coal,".

24
25

(3) is amended by striking out

(3) Section 211 (c) of such Act. is amended by strik
otot"
ing otparagraph (5), by strikingot

r
tteedo
;r"attendf

9
1 paragraph (4) and inserting a period in lieu thereof, and by
2 inserting "or" at the end of paragraph (3).

3

EMPLOYEES COVERED BY STATE OR LOCAL RETIREMENT

4

SYSTEMS

5

(i)

(I

) Section 218 (d) of such A-et is amiended

6 by striking out "EXCLIJSION OF" ill the heading, by insert
7

ing "(1)" after " (1) " ,uid by addinig at the end thereof the

8

f~following new paragraphis:

9

"

(2)

Notwithstanding paragraph

(1) , ain agreement

10

with a State mnay be made applicable (either in the original

11

agreement or by any modification thereof)

12

formed by employees in positions covered by a retiremient

13

system

14

but excluding positions specified in paragraph

15

the Governor of the State certifies to the S3ecretary of

16

Healthi, Education, and Welfare that the following conditions

17

have been met:

to service per

(including positions specified in paragraph
(4)

(3)

) if

18

" (A) A referendum by secret written ballot was

19

held on the question whether service in positions covered

20

by such retirement system should be excluded from oil

21

included under an agreement under this section;

22

" (B) An opportunity to vote in such referendum

23

was given (and was limited) to the employees who, at

24

the time the referendum was held, were in positions
11.IR. 6812

2

10
1

then covered by such retirement system and were mem

2

bers of such system (other than employees who were

3

not in such positions at the time notice of such referen

4

dum was given as required by subparagraph (C) ; other

5

than employees in positions to which, at the time the

6

referendum was held, the State agreement already ap

7

plied; and other than employees in positions specified

8

in paragraph (4))

9
10
11

"(C) Ninety days' notice of such referendum was
given to all such employees;
"4

(ID) Such referendum was conducted under the

12

supervision of the governor or an agency or individual

13

designated by him; and

14

" (E) Two-thirds or more of the eirployees who

15

voted in such referendum voted in favor of including

16

service in such positions under an agreement under this

17

section.

18

No referendum with respect to a retirement system shall be

19

valid for the purposes of this paragraph unless held within

20 the two-year period which ends on the date of execution of
21

the agreement or modification which extends the insurance

22

system established by this title to such retirement system,

23

nor shall any referendum with respect to a retirement sys

24

tem be valid for purposes of this paragraph if held less than

1

one year after any prior referendum held with respect to

2

such retirement system.

3

" (3) For the purposes of subsection (c) of this section,

4

the following employees shall be deemed to be a separate

5

coverage group:

6

" (A) all employees in positions which were coy

'7

ered by the same retirement system on the date the

8

agreement was made applicable to such system;
" (B) all employees in positions which were cov

9
10

ered by such system at any time after such date; and
" (C) all employees in positions which were cov

11
12

ered by such system at any time before such date and to

13

which the insurance system established by this title

14

has not been extended before such date because the

15

positions were covered by such retirement system.

16

" (4) Nothing in the preceding paragraphs of this sub

17

section shall authorize the extension of the insurance system

18

established by this title to service in any policeman's or

19

fireman's position or in any position covered by a retirement

20 system applicable exclusively to positions in one or more law
21
22

enforcement or fire-fighting units, ,agencies, or departments.
"(5)

If a retirement system covers positions of em

23

ployees of the State and positions of employees of one or

24

more political subdivisions of the State, or covers positions

12
1 of employees of two or more political subdivisions of the
2

State, then, for purposes of the preceding paragraphs of

3

this subsection, there shiall, if the State so desires, be deemed

4 to be a separate retirement system with respect to each
5 political, subdivision concerned and, where the retirement
6

system covers positions of em-rployees of the State, a separate

7 retirement systemi with respect to the State."
8

(2) Section 218 (f) of such Act is amenided to read as

9 follows:
10

"

(f) Any) agreemient or modification of an agreement

11 uinder this section shiall be effective with respect to services
12 performed after an effective date specified ini such agree
13

ment or mi-odification; except that

14

" (1)

in the case of an agreement or modification

15

agreed to prior to 1954, such date may not be earlier

16

than December 31, 1950;

17

" (2) in the case of -an agreement or modification

18

agreed to after 1953 but prior to 1956, such (late may

19

not be eariler than December 31, 1953; and

20

" (3) in the case of an agreement or modification

21

agreed to after 1955, such date m-ay not be earlier than

22

the last day of the calendar year preceding the year in
23

which such agreemient or modification, as the case may

24

be, is agreed to by the Secretary of Health, Education,

25

and Welfare and the State."

13
1For purposes of such section 218

(f) , the amendments

made by paragraph (1)

of this subsection shall take effect

3 as of January 1, 1951.

An agreement or modification of

2

4

an agreement under section 218 of the Social Security Act,

5

agreed to after 1953, shall not be effective for purposes of

6

deductions under section 203 of such Act for months for

7

which benefits under title II of such Act have been certified

8 and paid prior to the date such agreement or modification, as
9

the case may be, is agreed to by the Secretary of Health,

10

Education, and Welfare and the State, except that, for pur

11

poses of section 215 (f)

12

would have been imposed under such section 203 but for the

13

provisions of this sentence shall bc dccmed to hiave been

14

imposed.

15

(3) Section 218 (in)

of such Act, deductions which

(1) of suich Act is amcnded by
and inserting in lieu thereof

16

striking out "subsection (d)

17

"paragraph (1) of subsection (d)

18

19
20

"

".

EFFECTIVE DATES

(j) The amendment made by

paragraph (2)

of sub

section (h) shall be applicable only with respect to tax

21 able years beginning after 1950.
by paragraphs

23

applicable only with respect to taxable years beginning,

25

and (3)

of such subsection shall be

22

24 after 1953.

(1)

The amendments made

The amendments made by paragraphs (1),

('2), and (3) of,. subsection

(a) shall be applicable only

14
1 with respect to remuneration paid after 1953. The amend
2

ments made by paragraphs (4) and (5) of subsection (a)

3

shall be applicable only with respect to services (whether

4

performed after 1953 or prior to 1954)

5

remuneration is paid after 1953.

6

paragraph

7

January 1, 1954.

8

tion (other than the amendments made by subsection (i)

9

shall be applicable only with respect to services performed

10

(5)

of subsection

for which the

The amendment made by)
(c)

shall become effective

The other amendments made by this sec

)

after 1953.

11 ELIMINATION OF LOWEST THREE YEARS FROM COMPUTA
12
13

TION OF AVERAGE WAGE
SEC. 102.

(a) Paragraph

(1)

of section 215 (b) of

14

the Social Security Act is amended by striking out "except

15

that when the number of such elapsed monthis thus computed

16

is less than eighteen, it shall be increased to eighteen" and

17

inserting in lieu thereof "except that (i) if the number of

18

such elapsed months as thus computed is less than eighteen,

19

it shall be increased to eighteen, or (ii) if the number of

20

such elapsed months as thus computed and after the applica

21

tion of paragraph (5) is less than twenty-four, it shall be

22

increased to twenty-four".

23
24
25

(b) Such section 215 (b) is further a-mended by add
ing at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
" (5) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

15
1 subsection, in the case of any individual to whom the pro
2

visions of clause (i) of paragraph

(1) of this section is

3 inapplicable
4

" (A)

For purposes of computing his average

5

monthly wage, the monthly average of his wages and

6

self-employment income for any calendar year, all or

7

any part of which was included after his starting date

8

and prior to his divisor closing date, shall be determ~ined

9

by dividing (i) the wages and self-employment income

1-0

for such year which would (but for the provisions of

1-1

this paragraph) be included in computing his average

12

monthly wage, by (ii) the number of months in such

13

year included between such starting and closing dates;

14

" (B) There shall be excluded from the elapsed

15

months, for purposes of paragraph (1) of this subsec

16

tion, all such elapsed months in the calendar years for

17

which the monthly average determined under subpara

18

graph (A) was, respectively, the lowest, next to the

19

lowest, and second from the, lowest;

20

" (C) For purposes of paragraph (1) of this sub

21

section, tbe wages and -self-employment income for any

22

calendar year, the mionths of which have been excluded

23

pursuant to subpa~ragraph (B) , shall be excluded.

24

Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraphs (B) and

25

(C) of this paragraph, the months of a calendar year and

1

the -wages and self-employment income for such year shall

2

not be excluded pursuant to such subpara~gra~phs if the

3

primary insuraince amount would be higher \without such.

4

exclusion."

5

(c) The amendments made by this section shall be

6

effective only in. the ease of monthly benefits and lump-suim

7

death payments under section '202 of the Social Security

8 Act based on the wagyes and self-employment income of
9

()any1

individual -who does not become eligible

10

for benefits under section_ 202 (a) of such Act until

1i

after the mionth in wh\,ich this Act is enacted;
12(2)

an-y individual w\ith respect to whom not less

13.

than six of the quarters. elapsing after June 300, 1952,

14

are quarters of coverage;

15

(3)

any individual who dies after theo mon tl

in

I16

which this Acet is enacted and prior to the month in

17

which hie attains the age of sixty-five.

IS

Aui Individual shlwl, for piii-poes of claluse (I) of thi, sub

119

section, be decinied eligible for benefits under section 202

20

(a) of the Social Security Act for- any month if lie w\-as or
21would, upon- filing application therefor in such month, hafve

22
23
24

been entitled to such benefits for such month.
(d) In, the case of any individual to whom clause (2)
o(f subsection

(c)

is applicable and whvlo -was entitled to

17
1 old-age insurance benefits under sectioii 202 of the Social
2

Security Act for the month in w-,hich this Act is enacted or

3 any month prior thereto, the Secretary of Health, Education,
4

and Welfare shall, notwithstanding the provisions of section

5 215 (f)

(1.)

of the Social Security Act, recompute tile,

6 primary insurance amiount of ,,uch individual upon the filing
7 of ani application by hin or, if he dies without filing such an
8 application, by aiy persoul entitled to monthly survivor's
9 beiiefits tunder section 202;-), on the basis of such individual's
10

w\ag-es and self-enipl~oymei

11

shall bie mnade in the mainner provided in sectioni 215 of the

12

Social Security Act (other than subsection

13

for com puta ti oi

14

amiouiit, except that his closing dates, for plllposes of sub)

of such

it

niiwome.

Such reeomputatioin

(f)

thereof)

individual's primiary insurance

15section (f) of such section, shall be determined as though
1-6

he becamie entitled to old-,age insurance benefits in the month

17

in which lie filed such (application fo]. reconmputation or, if

18

he died without filing such application, the month in -which

19

he died.

20

the month in 'which the ,application therefor was filed.

21

such recomputation of an individual's primary insurance

Such recomputation shall be effective for and after
N~o

22amount shall be effective unless it results in a. higher pri
23inary insurance amiount for him; nlor shall any such recoinH. R. 6812-3

18
1 putation of an individual's primary insurance amount be ef
2

fective if such amount has previously been recomputed uinder

3

this subsection.

4
5

TECHNICAL PROVISIONS
SEC.

103. (a) Section 215 (f) of the Social Security

6 Act is amended by redesignating paragraph (6) as pflra
7 graph (7) and by inerting after paragraph (5) the fol
8 lowing new paragraph:
9
10

In the case of any individual

"(6)

"

(A)

(i) who becamec (without. the applica

(j) (1) ) entitled to old-age

11

tion of section 202

12

insurance benefits in 1954 or 1955 or ifl a taxable

13

year which began in 1955, or

14

" (ii) who died in 1954 or 1955 or in a taxable,

15

year which began in 1955 and who, if hie

16

titled to old-age insurance benefits, for any miontli

17

prior to 1954, wvould have been en.-titled to a recoin

18

putation under paragraph (2) of this subsection if

1.9

he had filed an application therefor in the month in

20

which he died, or

21

was

eu

"(iii) who filed an application for recomputa

22

tion under paragraph

23

1954 or 1955 or in a taxable year which began in

24

1955 and was entitled to such recomputation, arid

25

"t(B) who had self-employment income for a

(2)

of this subsection in

19
-1

taxable year which ended within or with 1954 or

2

1955 or which began in 1955,

3 then upon application filed after the close of such taxable
4

year by such individual or (if he died without filing such

5 application) by a person entitled to monthly sur'vivor's bone
6 fits on the basis of such individual's wages and self-employ
7 moent income,

the Sectretary of Health, Education, and

8 Welfare shall recompute such individutal's primary insurance
9

amount.

Such reconiputation shall be made in the manner

10

provided in thie precedingu subsections of this section (ther

11

than subsection (b)

12

except that (A) the self-employment income closing date

13

shall be the day following the quarter with or within which

14

such taxable year ended, and

15

income for any subsequent taxable year shall not be taken

1-6

into account.

17

in thre case of an application filed by an individuail to whom

18

clause (A) (i) of the first sentence of this paragraph applies,

19

for and after the first month in which he became entitled

20

to old-age insurance benefits, (B) in the case of an applica

21

ti on filed byv an individual to whom clause

22

the first sentence of this paragraph applies, for and after

23

the month in which he filed the application referred to in

24

such clause, and (C) in the case of an application filed by

25

any other person, for and after the month in which such

(4)) for computation of such amount,

(B)

the self-employment

Such recomputation shall. be effective

(A)

(A)

(iii)

of

20

1 person became entitled to monthly survivor's benefits onl the
basis of the wvages and self-employment incomle of the in

2

(I -i~dual
referredI to ini subparagraph (A

)

of the first sentenice

4

of this paragraph.

')

purstiant to an

6

dividual referred to in such) subparagraphi

7

the amouint, of the lump-sum death payment unilcr suib

8

seetion (i) of section 202, and no surch reconiputationi shall

9

render erroneous any such payinent certified by the Secre

10

tarv

No recomp~utatioln under thiis, paragraphi

UtpplicatiOD

of Health,

filed after the death of the in

Education,

(A) shall affect

and l Welfar~e

prior

to the

iieffective date of the recompuitation."
12

(b) In thec case of an individital wh-lo died or became

(j )

1:3

(-without the ajpphcationl of section 202

14

Social Security A~ct)

15

under section 202 of suchi A~ct after 1958;' and prior to July

16

I1, 1956, his wtage closing date, for- purp~oses of section 215

(1)

of the

entitledl to 01(1-age insurannce b~enefits

17(b) of suich Acet, shall 1)e wh~ichiever of the followingll

vields,

18the highest primary insurance amounit:
19

(1)

The first day of the, quarter in which lie (lied

20

or becaime entitled to old-a ge instinlance benefits', which

21

cver first occlllred; or

22

(2)

The first day of the quarter preceding such

23

quarter, b)ut only if such quarter of death or entitlement

24

is a quarter ending onl June 30, or

21
1

(3) The day specified in section 215, (b)

2

(A) of such Act.

3

(c) Section 215 (b)

4

(3)

(3)

(A) of the Social Security

Act. is amended by striking out the period and inserting in

5 lieu thereof

",

or, if such first day is the first day of the

6 quarter following the qluarter in which occurs such indi
7 viduald's self-employment income closing date and if it would
8 result in a higaher primary insurance ,amount for such indi
9 vidual, the first day of the quarter in which occurs his self
The amendment made

10

emiplovnient income closing date."

11

by tins subsection shall be alpplicab~le only in the case of

12

applications, filed after the month in which this Act is

13

enacted, for benefits under section 202 of the Social Security

14 Act for mouths after such month, and applications for re

15 computation uinder section 215 (f) of such Act, to which
16

the ,applicant is entitled, filed after the month in which this

17

Act is enacted.

18

TITLE 1[-AMENTIMENTS' TO INTTERNAL REVE

19

NUE COIDE

20

21

MNDE

TS o DEFINITION Or, SELF-EMNPLOYMVENT

INCOMIE AND) RELATED I)EFINITIONS

22

SEC. 201. (a) Section 481 (a) of the Internal Reve.

23

nime Code is aminended by striking out paragraph (2) and

24

redlesignating paragrap~hs

(3),

(4),

(5)

,

(6), -and (7),

22
1

and references thereto, as paragraphs (2), (3), (4), (5),

2

and (6) , respectively, and by adding at the end of such

3

section the following new sentence: "In the case of anly

4

trade or business carried on by anl individual in which, if

5

it were carried onl exclusively by employees, the major

6

portion of the services would constitute agricultural labor-

7 as defined in section 1426 (hi),
8

(i) if the gYross income

(computed under the preceding provisions of this subsec

9 tion) derived from such trade or bushie~.s by such individ
10

ual is not more than $1,800, the net (earnings from self-

11

employment derived by him therefrom may, at his option,

12

be deemled to be 50 per centurn of such gross income in

13

lieu of his net earnings from self-employment fromt such

14

trade or business computed as provided under the preced

15

ing provisions of this subsection, or (ii) if the gross inconme

16

derived from. such trade or business by such individual is

17

mnore than $1,800 and the net earnings from self-emnploy

18

ment derived by him therefrom, as computed under the

19

preceding provisions of this subsection, would be less than

20

$900, such net earnings ma~y instead, at the option of such

21

individual, be deemned to be $900."

22

(b) Section 481 (c) of. the Internal Revenue Code is

23
1amended by striking out paragraph (5) , by striking out

"

2 or" a~t the end of paragraph (4) and inserting a period in
3 lieu thereof, and by inserting "or" at the end of paragraph
4
5
6

(3) .
(c)

The amendments made by subsections

(a)

and

(b) of this section shall be applicable only with respect to

7 taxable years beginning after 1953.

8 COLLECTIO-N9

AND PAYMENT OF TAXES WITH RESPECT TO

COAST GUARD EXCHANGES

10

SEC. 202. (a) Section 1420 (e) of the Internal Revenue

11

Code is amended by adding a~t the end thereof the following

12 new sentence: "The provisions of this subsection shall be
13

applicable also in the case of service performed by a civilian

14

employee, not compensated from funds appropriated by the

15

Congress, in the Coast Guard Exchanges or other activities,

1.6

conducted by an instrumentality of the United States subject

17

to the jurisdiction of the Secretary, at installations of the

18

Coast Guard for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and

19

mental and physical improvement of personnel of the Coast

20

Guard; and for purposes of this subsection the Secretary

21

shall be deemed to be the head of such instrumentality."

22
23

(b)

The amendment made by subsection

become effective January 1, 1954.

(a) shall

24

1

AMENDMIENTS TO DEFINITION OF WAGES

SEc. 203. (a) (1) Subparagraph

2
3

(a.)

(B) of section 1426

(7) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read

4 as follows:
5

"(B) Cash remuneration paid by an employer

6

in any calendar, quarter to an employee for domestic

7

service in a, private home of the employer, if the

8

cash remuneration paid in surch quarter lby the

9

employer to the employee for such service is less

10

than $50.

11

'domestic service in a privatc home of tlhe employer'

12

does not include service described in subsection

13,

(h)

14

(2)

As used in this subparagraphi, the term

(5);"

Section 1426 (a)

(7)

of the Internal Revenue

15

Code is, amended by adding at the end thereof the following

16

new subparagraph:

17

"(C)

Cash remuneration paid by an employer

18

in any calendar quarter to an employee for service

19

not in the course of the employer's trade or business,

20

if the cash remuneration paid in such quarter by the

21

employer to the employee for

22

than $50.

23

'~service not in the course of the employer's trade

24

or business' does not include domestic service in a

such

service is less

As used in this subpargraph, the term

25
1

private home of the employer and does not include

2

service described in subsection (h)

4

(8)

(3) Section 1426 (a.)

3

(5)

;".

of the Internal iRevenue

Code is amended by inserting " (A) " after " (8) " and by

5 adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
"(B)

6

Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

7

any calendar quarter to an employee for agricultural

8

labor, if the cash remuneration paid in such quarter by

9

the employer to the employee for such labor is less

10

than $50;".

11

(1)) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be

12

apiplicable only with respect to remuneration paid after 1953.

13

AMENDIMENTS TO DEFINITION

14

SEC. 204. (a) Section 1426 (b)

15

OF EMPLOYMENT

(1) of the Internal

Revenuec Code is amended to read as follows:
"(1)

16

Scr\vice perfonmed by1 foreigni agricultttral

1-7

workers uender coitraets entercd inito itt accordance wNith

1.8

title V of the Aogrieultural Act of 19490, as amnended

;".

~(b) The Internal R~eveniue Code is amended by striking

19
20

out paragraph (3) of section 1426 (b) and by redesignating

21

paragraphs (4),
(13),

(5), (6),

and (14)

(7), (8),

(9),

(10),

(11),

of such section, and references

22

(12),

23

thereto, as paragraphs (3),

24

(9), (10) , (1-1) , (12), and (13) , respectively.

(4), (5),

(6), (7), (8),

26
1

(c) The paragraph of section 1426 (b) of the Internal

2

Revenue Code herein redesignated as paragraph

3

amended by striking out "if the individual is employed on

4

and in connection with such vessel or aircraft when outside

(4) is

5 the United States" and inserting in lieu thereof: "if (A)
6

the individual is employed on and in connection with such

7 vessel or aircraft when outside the United States and (B)
8

(i) such individual is not an American citizen or (ii) the

9

employer is not an American employer".

10

(d)

(1)

Clause

(ii)

of subparagraph

(B)

of the

11

paragraph of section 1426

12

Code herein redesignated as paragraph (6) is amended by

13

inserting "a Federal Home ILoan Bank," ,after "a Federal

(b)

of the Internal Revenue

14Reserve Bank,"
15
16

(2)

Such subparagraph

(B) is further amended by

striking out "or" at the end of clause (iii), inserting "Coryp

17 at the end of clause (iv), and adding the following new
18 clause at the end of such subparagraph:
19

" (v) service performed by a civilian employee,

20

not compensated from funds appropriated by the

21

Congress, in the Coast Guard Exchanges or other

22

activities, conducted by an instrumentality of the

23

United States subject to the jurisdiction of the Sec

24

retary, At installations of the Coast Guard for the
25comfort,

pleasure, contentment, and mental and

27,
1

physicalI improvement of personnel of the Coast

2

Guard;".

3

(3) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by strik

4 ing out clause (iii) of subparagraph (C) of the paragraph
5 of such section 1426 (b) herein redesignated as paragraph
6

(6)

7

(viii), (ix)

and redesignating clauses
,

(iv),

(v) ,

(vi),

(vii),

(x), (xi), (xii), and (xiii) of such subpara

8 graph, and references thereto, as clauses (iii) , (iv) , (v) ,
9
10

(vi)

,

(vii)

,

(viii)

,

(ix). (x). (xi) , and (xii) respectively.

(e) The paragraph of section 1426 (b) of the Internal

11

Revenue Code herein redesignated as paragraph

12

amended to read as follows:

13

" (8)

(8)

is

(A) Service performed in the employ of a

14

religious, charitable, educational, or other organization

15

exempt from income tax under section 101 (6), other

16

than service performed by a duly ordained, com

17

missioned, or licensed minister of a. church in the exercise

18

of his ministry or by a member of a religious order in

19

the exercise of duties required by such order; but this

20

subparagraph shall not apply to service performed dur

21

ing the period for which a certificate, filed pursuant to

22

subsection (1) (1) , is in effect, if such service is per

23

formed by an employee (i) whose signature appears on

24

the list filed by such organization under such subsection,

28
1

or (ii) who became an employee of such organization

2

after the certificate was filed and after such period began;

3

" (B) Service performed, in the employ of a reli

4

gious, charitable,

5

exempt from income tax under section 101 (6), by a

6

duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a

7

church in the exercise of his ministry or by a member

8

of a religious order in the exercise of duties required by

9

such order; but this subparagraph shall not apply to

10

service performed by a duly ordained, commissioned,
11

educational,

or other organization

or licensed minister of a. church or a member of a reli

12

gious order, other than a member of a religious order

13

who ha~s taken a vow of poverty as a member of such

14

order, during the period for which a certificate, filed

15

pursuant to subsection

16

service is performed by an employee (i) whose signature

17

appeJar's on the list filed by such organization under such

-18

subsection, or (ii) who became an employee of such

19

organization after the certificate ivas filed and after

20

such period began;".

21

(1) (2)

,

is in effect, if such

(f) The paragraph of section 1426 (b)

of the In

22ternal Revenue Code herein redesignated as paragraph
23(13) is amended by striking out all after the first semi
24
25

colon therein.
(g) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by strik

29
1 ing out paragraph (15) of section 1426 (b) and redesig
2

nating paragraphs

(16)

of such section, and

and (17)

3 references thereto, as paragraphs (14) and (15), respec
4

tively.

5

The (amendmnents made by subsections (c)

(1i)

,

(d),

(f), aiid (g) shall be applicable only with respect

6

(e),

7

to services performed after 1953.

The amendments made

8 by subsections (a) andl (b) shall be applicable only with
9 respect to services (whether performed after 1953 or prior
10

to 1,954) for which the remuneration is paid after 195.3.

11

AMENDMENT To DEFINITION

OF EmPLOYEE,

12

SEC. 205. (a) Subparagraphi (C) of section 1426 (d)

13

(3) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking

14 -out ",1 if the performance of such services is subject to licens

15

ing requirements under the laws of the State in which such

16

services are performed".

17

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be

18

applicable only with respect to services performed after

19

1953.

20 WAIVER

OF TAx ExEMNPTION By NONPROFIT ORGANIZA

21

TIONS

22

EMPLOY

23

SEC. 206. (a) Paragraph (1)

WITH

RESPECT TO MINISTERS

IN

THEIR

of section 1426 (1) of

24

the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting " (other

25

than service performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, or

30
1 licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry
2

or by a member of a religious order in the exercise of duties

3

required by such order) " after "service" in the first senl

4 tence, by striking out "two-thirds of its employees" and in
5

serting in lieu thereof "two-thirds of its employees perform

6

ing service to which this paragraph is applicable" in such

'7 sentence, and by deleting so much of the section as follows
8 the first sentence.
9

(b) Such section 1426 (1) is amended by redesignat

10

ing paragraphs (2) and (3) as paragraphs (6) and (7),

11

respectively, and by adding after paragraph (1) the follow

12 ing new paragraphs:
13

"

(2)

NAVAITER

OF EXEMPTIOI.I IN' THEI

CASE

OF

.14

MlNJSTERS.-An organization exempt from income tax

15

under section 101 (6) mnay file a certificate (in such

16

form and manner, and with such official, as may be

17

prescribed by regulations made under this subchapter)

18

certifying that it desires to have the insurance system

19

established by title 1I of the Social Security Act ex

20

tended to service performed by its employees who are

21

duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed ministers of

22

a church or churches and perform such service in the

23

exercise of their ministry or who are members of a

24

religious order or orders and perform such service in

25

the exercise of duties required by such order or orders,

31
I.

other than a member of a religious order who has taken

2

a vow of poverty as a member of such order, and that

3

at least two-thirds of such employees concur in the

4

filing of the certificate.

5

sentence of this paragraph, a certificate may not be filed

6

by an organization pursuant to such sentence unless (A)

7

such organization does not have any employees with

8

respect to whom a certificate may be filed pursuant to

9

paragraph (1), or (B) such organization has filed a

Notwithstanding the preceding

10

certificate pursuant to paragraph

U1

such employees.

12

"(3)

(1)

with respect to

LIST TO ACCOMPANY CERTIFICATE.-A

cer

13

tificate may be filed pursuant to paragraph

14

paragraph (2) only if it is accompanied by a list con

15

tamning the signature, address, and social security ac

16

count number (if any) of each employee who concurs

17

in the filing of the certificate.

18

at any time by filing with the prescribed official a sup

19

plemental list or lists containing the signature, address,

20

and social security account number (if any) of each

21

additional employee who concurs in the filing of the

22

certificate.
23

24

25

(1)

or

Such list may be amended

The list and any supplemental list shall be

filed in such form and manner as may be prescribed
by regulations made under this subchapter.

" (4)

EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF WAIVER.-A

certificate

32
1

filed pursuant to paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) shall

2

be in effect (for the purposes of subsection (b)

3

this section and for the purposes of section 210 (a)

4

of the Social Security Act)

5

"

(8) of
(8)

-

(A) in the case of a certificate filed pursuant

6

to paragraph (1) , for the period beginning with

7

the first day of the calendar quarter in whichi such

8

certificate is filed or the first (lay of the succeeding

9

calendar quarter, as may lie specified in the certifi
cate; or

10
1-1

"

(B) in the case of a certificate filed pursutan-t
(2)

for the period beginning witli

12

to paragraph

13

the first day of whichever of the following calendar

14

quarters may be specified in the certificate:

15

the quarter in which such certificate is filed, or (ii)

16

the succeeding quarter, or (iii) if the certificate is

17

filed during the calendar year 1954, any quarter

18

in such year prior to the quarter in which it is

19

filed;

,

(i.)

except that, in the case of service performed by an

20
21

individual whose name appears on a supplemental list

22

filed after the first month following the first calendar

23

quarter for which the certificate is in effect (as de

24

termined under subparagraph (A) or (B), whichever

25

is applicable) or following the calendar quarter in which

33
1

the certificate was filed, whichever is later, and to whom

2

subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection (b)

3

this section would otherwise apply, the ceitificate shall

4

be in effect, for purposes of such subsection (b)

5

and for purposes of section 210 (a)

6

Security Act, only with respect to, service performed

7

by such individual after the calendar quarter in which

8

such supplemental list is filed.

9

(8) 'bf

(8)

(8) of the Social

" (5) TERMINATION OF WAIVER PERIOD BY ORGAN

10

IZATION.-The period for which a certificate filed pursu

11

ant to paragraph (1) of this subsection is effective may

12

be terminated by the organization, effective at the end of

13

a calendar quarter, upon giving two years' advance

14

notice in writing, but only if, at the time of the receipt
15

of such notice, the certificate has been in effect for a

16

period of not less than eight years and only if such

17

notice applies also to the period for which the certificate,
18

19

if any, filed by such organization pursuant to paragraph
(2)

is effective.

The period for which a certificate

20

filed pursuant to paragraph (2) is effective may also

21

be terminated by the organization, effective at the end of
22

a calendar quarter, upon giving two years' advance

23

notice in writing, but only if, at the, time of the receipt

24

of such notice, the certificate has been in effect for a,

25

period of not less than eight years.

The notice of termi

34
1

nation may be revoked by the organization by giving,

2

prior to the close of the calendar quarter- specified in

3

the notice of termination, a written notice of such revo

4

cation.

5

shall be filed in such form and manner, and with such

6

official, as may be prescribed by regulations made uinder

7

this subchapter."

8

(c)

Notice of termination or revocation thereof

The paragraph of such section 1426 (1) herein

9

redesignated as paragraph (6.) is amended by adding at the

10

end thereof the following new sentence: "If the period

11

covered by a certificate filed pursuant to paragraph (1) of

12 this subsection is terminated under this paragraph, the period
13

covered by the certificate, if any, filed by the same organi

14 zation pursuant to paragraph (2) shall also be terminated
15
16

at the same time."
(d) The paragraph of such section 1426 (1) herein

17 redesignated as paragraph (7) is amended to read as follows:
18

" (7) No RENEWAL OF WAIVER.-In- the event the

19

period covered by a certificate filed pursuant to para

20

graph (1)

21

the organization, no certificate may again be filed by

22

such organization pursuant to such paragraph."

23

(e) The amendments made -by this section shall become

or (2)

of this subsection is terminated by

85
1 effective January 1, 1954. Nothing in this section shall be
2 construed as affecting the validity of any certificate filed
3 prior to January 1, 1954, under section 1426 (1) of the In
4 ternal Revenue Code. If a certificate filed during the calen
5 dar year 1954 pursuant to section 1426 (1) (2) of the
6 Internal Revenue Code is in effect for any calendar quarter
7 in 1954 which precedes the quarter during which the cer
8 tificate was filed, the return and payment of the taxes for any
9 such preceding calendar quarter with respect to service
10 which constitutes employment by reason of the filing of
11

such certificate shall be deemed to be timely made if made

12

on or before the last -day of the first month following the'

13 calendar quarter in which the certificate is filed.

A certi

14 ficate filed pursuant to section 1426 (1) of the Internal
15 Revenue Code'shall not be in effect for purposes of'-deductions
16

under section 203 of the Social Security Act for months for

17 which benefits under title II of such Act have been certified
18 and paid prior to the date on which such certificate is filed,
19 except that, for purposes -of section 215 (f) of such Act,
20 deductions which would have been imposed under such sec
21 tion 203 but for the provisions of this sentence shall be
22 deemed to have been imposed.
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1

TITLE III-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

2 AMENDMENT PRESERVING RELATIONSHip BETWEEN RAIL
3

ROAD RETIREMENT AND OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS

4

'INSURANCE

5

SEC. 301. Section 1 (q) of the Railroad Retirement

6

Act of 1937, as amended, is amended by striking out "1952"

7

and inserting in lieu thereof "1953".

8

CROSS REFEPRENCES TO REDESIGNATED PROVISIONS

9

SEC. 302. References in the Internal Revenue Co-de, the

10

Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 , as a-mended, or any other

11 law of the United States to any section or subdivision of a
12

section of the Social Security Act redesignated by this Act,

13 and references in the Social Security Act, the Railroad Re
14 tirement Act of 1937, as amended, or any other law of the
15 United States to any section or subdivision of the Internal
16 Revenue Code redesignated by this Act, shall be deemed
17 to refer to such section or subdivision of a section of the
18

Social Security Act and the Internal. Revenue Code, re

1-9

spectively, as so redesignated.
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83D CONGRESS
IST SESSION

A BILL
To amnend the Social Security Act and the In
ternal Revenue Code so as to extend cover
age under the old-age and survivors insur
ance program, and for other purposes.
By Mr.

REED

of New York

AUGUST 3, 1953

Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means

FROM THE OFFICE OF
DANIEL A. REED, M.C.
1202 New House Office Bldg.

FOR EIMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 3, 1953

Chairman Daniel A. Reed, (R. N.Y.) of the House Ways and
Means Committee today introduced a bill extending social security
coverage to an additional 10,500,000 people as recommended by
President Eisenhower in a special message to Congress on Saturday.
In presenting his measure at the request of the Administra
tion, Chairman Reed said that the President's proposal would re
ceive the careful consideration it merits when the Committee
assembles early next year to take up the social security question.
Mr. Reed pointed out that a subcommittee of the Ways and Means
Committee has been engaged since February in a comprehensive
study of social security. Representative Curtis, (R., Neb.) is
chairman of the subcommittee.

A statement from Mr. Reed accompanying the introduction
of his bill follows:
"The President has transmitted a message to the
Congress recommending the extension of social security coverage to
about 10,500,000 persons who are not afforded protection under
existing law. Among the groups which would be brought under the
law are self-employed farmers; additional farm workers and
donestic workers not now covered; doctors, dentists, lawyers,
architects, accountants and other professional people; members of
many state and local retirement systems on a voluntary group

basis; clergymen on a voluntary group basis and other smaller groups.
"I am happy to introduce the President's proposal
but until I have the opportunity to study it I must necessarily

reserve the right to withhold comment or give it my blanket en
dorsement.

"I can assure the President that it will receive the
careful consideration by the Ways and Means Committee that it

merits. This consideration will coincide with the recommendations
of a subcommittee of my Committee which, under the able direction
of Representative Curtis, has been engaged in a social security
study for several months. It is conceivable that the President
will see fit to approve some of the proposals of this subcommittee
in preference to his own when the question is discussed early in
January.
"I am certainly not opposed to the principle of
economic protection for our people. But I believe that better
methods can be devised -- methods that provide better protection
for less cost. I am especially concerned with adequate benefits
for the aged and am convinced that we could do more for them if
we were less generous to the people of other nations. Many of us
in the Congress feel that we have been too generous abroad at the
expense of our own people at home.
"The entire question of social security is a complex
one. To devise a system that will dovetail with our economy re
quires careful study and extensive exploration. It is the purpose
of my Committee, in complete cooperation with the executive branch,
to make that study and to explore into every phase of social
security. The result of such a realistic approach may give
America the kind of social security system we can afford and
one that may better provide for the needs of our citizens."
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Director's Bulletin No. 196
Message of the President on Extension of' Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Coverage; and Report of' Consultants on Social Security
to the Secretary
President Eisenhower on August 1 sent to the Congress a
message recommending the extension of old-age and survivors insurance
year
to between 10 and U1 million persons who during the course 'fa
Concurrently,
the
program..
engage in work that is not now covered by
the Secretary made public a report to her of' a group of consultants
who have studied and made recommendations on coverage of' the specific
groups involved. in the President's recommendation.
In his message the President said there are two points he
wished especially to stress: first, his belief' that the proposals
would "add immeasurably to the peace of' mind and security of the
individual citizens who would be covered for the first time"; and
second, his belief that they would "add greatly to the national2
sense of' domestic security."
Among the groups for whom coverage is recommended are farm
operators, self-employed professional persons, additional farm and
domestic workers, State and local government employees under retire
maent systems (through voluntary agreements between the States and
.the Federal Government), ministers (under provisions similar to those
now applying to the lay employees of nonprofit organizations), and
several minor groups. The consultants also recommend a limited
extension of' the "free" wage credits for military service and a
revised method of' computing the "average monthly wage."
The group of' consultants was made up of recognized experts
in social security, including individuals with backgrounds in
business, labor, agriculture, and social welfare. As some of you
know, the consultants had available to them the Bureau's resources
of' data and experience as a result of my having sat in on their
deliberations. The report notes that the consultants served as
individuals rather than as representatives of the organizations
with which they are affiliated. I think it is significant, though,
that a group of' individuals with such varied backgrouinds i'ere in
8greement on the desirability of' broad extension of' coverage and,
in general, on the specific proposals for accomplishing it.
The specific recommnendations of' the consultants, as summarized
in the report, are as follows:

2
Admintstrative, Supervisory, and
Technical Employees - 8/3/53
1. Allow coverage under Federal-State agreements of members
of State and local government retirement systems under
provisions requiring that all .members of a coverage
group be brought in if any are covered.
2. Cover self-employed professional
basis as other self-employed now
internes by deleting the present
of internes in the definition of

3.

persons on the same
covered and cover
exclusion of services
employment.

Cover farm operators on a basis consistent with that
on which other self-employed are now covered.

4. Cover cash wages earned in hired farm work regardless
of the number of days the individual works for a single
employer, and remove the exclusion of workers employed
in cotton ginning and the production of gum naval stores.

5. Cover cash wages of domestic workers regardless of the
number of days the individual works for a single employer.
6.

Allow coverage for ministers and members of religious
orders (other than those who take a vow of poverty) on a
basis similar to that on which other employees of nonprof it organizations may now be covered.

7.

Cover employees engaged in fishing and similar activities
who are now excluded.

8.

Cover home workers in States without licensing laws on
the same basis as those in States with licensing laws.

9.

Cover American citizens employed on vessel- ,:If foreign
registry by American employers on the same oasis as other
American citizens working outside the United States for
American employers.

10.

Extend for a limited period the present provision giving
"free" wage credits of $1l60 a month for service in the
armed forces.

11.

Revise the method for computing the average monthly wage
to provide that the three years in which earnings credits
were the lowest (or nonexistent) would ordinarily be
disregarded, but in no case shall the period over which
the average monthly wage is comouted be less than the
period of time required for the worker to obtain fully
insured status.

j

-3
Administrative, Supervisory, and
Technical Employees - 8/3/53
You will note that the only major groups for which the con
sultants have made no recommendations are railroad workers and
employees of the Federal Government. For each of these groups special
studies of the relationships of their retirement systems to the oldage and survivors insurance program are already being conducted. The
study of the railroad retirement -program and its relation to old-age
and survivors insurance was undertaken by the Joint Congressional
Committee on Railroad Retirement, established by S. Con. Res. 51 of
the Eighty-second Congress. The relation of old-age and survivors

insurance to the Federal employee retirement systems is being studied
by a Committee on Retirement Policy for FederalI Personnel, authorized
by Public Law 555, Eighty-second Congress, and consisting of the
Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget, and the Chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, with a Chairman (Mr. HL.Eliot Kaplan) appointed by the
President. The consultants therefore made no recommendations con
cerning railroad workers and none for civilian or military employees
of the Federal Government except the one for a limited extension of
the "free" wage credits now provided for military service.
A word of explanation on proposal 11 may be helpful to you.
The report of the consultants indicates that this proposal is designed
to meet the problem of the newly covered groups as part of an over-all
improvement in the program. By making possible the payment of full-

rate benefits where earnings were reduced or nonexistent in as many
as 3 years, the proposal does away with the need for a new start as
a result of the extension of coverage, while at the same time it gives
to those already covered the advantage of some future protection
against lower benefits because of periods of unemployment, disability,
or low earnings. In transmitting the Department's recommendations
based on this report to the President the Secretary pointed out that
the report assumed coverage extension as of January 1, 1954, and
that if coverage is extended as of 1955, instead, it may be necessary
to allow for dropping out the 4 rather than 3 years of lowest earnings.
Cost estimates prepared for the consultants by Robert J. Myers,
Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, indicate that the
extension of coverage recommended in the report would result in a
reduction in the long-range cost of the program of about 0.25 percent
of pay roll.

The proposal for the change in the method of computing

the average monthly wage is estimated to increase long-range costs
by about 0.i. percent of pay roll, so that, on balance, the recom
mendations of the consultants will not have any significant effect
on the percentage of pay rolls required to meet the costs of the
program.

44.

Administrative, Supervisory, and
Technical Employees - 8//53
The text of the President's message is enclosed. Printed
copies of the consultants' report are beiong sent to you with this
mailing and copies of the Secretary's press release on the report
w.ill be sent, for staff information only, to each office. If a
bill which embodies the recommendations is introduced before the
close of this session, a separate bulletin on the bill will be
distributed.

Robert M. Bal
Acting Direco
Enclosures

Text of the President's Message on Social Security
In my message to the Congress on the State of the Union, I
pointed out that there is urgent need for making our Social. Security'
programs more effective.
I stated that the provisions of the Old Age and Survivor's
Insurance Law should cover millions of our citizens who thus far have
been excluded from participation in the Social Security program.
Retirement systems, by which individuals contribute to their
own security according to their own respective abilities., have
become an essential part of our economic and social life. These
systems are but a reflection of the American heritage of sturdy
self-reliance which has made our country strong and kept it free;
the self-reliance -without which we would have had no Pilgrim Fathers.,
no hardship-defying pioneers., and no eagerness today to push to
ever-widening horizons in every aspect of our national life.
The Social Security program furnishes., on a national scale.,
the opportunity for our citizens, through that same self-reliance,
to build the foundation for their security. We are resolved to
extend that opportunity to millions of our citizens who heretofore
have been unable to avail themselves of it.
The Departmnent of Health., Education and Welfare, 'with the
counsel and assistance of twelve outstanding consultants., has been
carefully studying the difficult technical and administrative
aspects of this effort.
The Secretary of that department has now recommended the
specific additional groups which, in the judgment of the department
and its consultants, should be covered under this program. The
Secretary has also recommended the means by which these additional
groups can be brought into the system most equitably, with full
consideration for the new groups as well as those who have hereto-.
fore contributed to the insurance system.
The Secretary's recommendations would effectively carry out
the objectives that I expressed in my message to the Congress on
the State of the Union and I am pleased to transmit them to the
Congress for its consideration.
Under the attached plan, approximately 1O,5OOOOO individuals
would be offered. Social Security protection for the first time.
About 6,500POOO of these would be brought into the system; the
remaining 14,000,000 would be eligible for coverage under voluntary
group arrangemients *

-2 
New groups to be covered would include self-employed fanmers;
many more farm workers and domestic workers than are now covered;
doctors, dentists, lawyers., architects, accountants and other pro
fessional people; members of many state and local retirement systems
on a voluntary group basis; clergymen on a voluntary group basis
and several other smaller groups.
As the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representa
tives proceeds -with its studies to improve the Social Security Act,
I stronglJy commend to it this plan for the extension of coverage
to most of the major groups not now covered by any social insurance
or public retirement system.
This is a specific plan for a specific purpose-the extension
of coverage. Other important improvements in the Social Security Act
are now under study and-will be the subject of further recommenda
tions.
There are two points about these proposals which I cannot
stress too strongly. One is my belief that they would add im
measurably to the peace of mind and security of the individual
citizens who would be covered for the first time under this plan;
the second is my belief that they would add greatly to the national
sense of domestic security.
The systematic practice of setting aside funds during the
productive years to build the assurance of basic retirement benefits
when the productive years are over--or to one's survivors in the
event of death--is important to the strength of our traditions and
our economy.
We must not only preserve this systematic practice., but
extend it at every desirable opportunity. We now have both such
an opportunity and a definite plan. I commend it to the Congress
for its consideration.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
June 24, 1953.
HON. OVETA CuLP HOBBY,
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MRS. SECRETARY:
When you asked us to serve as consultants on social security,
you referred to the President's recommendation in his State of
the Union Message on February 2 that the "old-age and survivors
insurance law should promptly be extended to cover millions of
citizens who have been left out of the social-security system." The
paragraph of the State of the Union Message in which that
recommendation appears is:
"There is urgent need for greater effectiveness in our programs,
both public and private, offering safeguards against the privations
that too often come with unemployment, old age, illness, and
accident. The provisions of the old-age and survivors insurance
law should promptly be extended to cover millions of citizens who
have been left out of the social-security system. No less important
is the encouragement of privately sponsored pension plans. Most
important of all, of course, is renewed effort to check the inflation
which destroys so much of the value of all social-security
payments."
As requested by you, we have given consideration in our study
of social security to various alternatives for extending old-age and
survivors insurance to additional groups of current workers, both
employed and self-employed. In this study we have all served as
individuals and the proposals contained in this report do not
necessarily reflect the views of any organization with which any
consultant may be connected.
There is transmitted herewith a report which includes the
proposals which we have developed for your consideration in
carrying out the President's recommendation for extending oldage and survivors insurance.
Respectfully submitted.
REINHARD
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EXTENSION OF OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS
INSURANCE TO ADDITIONAL GROUPS
OF CURRENT WORKERS
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
As requested by Secretary Hobby, we have given consideration
to various alternatives for extending old-age and survivors insur
ance to additional groups of current workers, both employed and
self-employed. It is our understanding from the Secretary that
the President wishes us to give our considered collective opinion,
respecting each question involved, as individual citizens from
varied backgrounds. Our conclusions, therefore, should not be
interpreted as those of any organizations with which any of us are
connected.
In evaluating the possibility of including each additional group
of current workers not now included, we have considered first of
all the question of technical feasibility. This has involved con
sultation with representatives of the Bureau of Internal Revenue
as to the practical difficulties with respect to each separate group
in collecting the necessary tax and with representatives of the
Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance regarding the prac
tical aspects of determining both eligibility and benefit amount for
the groups in question.
We have, however, been forced to recognize that the distinction
between what is technically feasible and what is fair, socially
desirable, and in the public interest is useful mainly as a device
for breaking down the broad subject of social security into divi
sions that lend themselves to separate study. In actual practice,
the various phases and aspects of social insurance such as coverage,
benefits, and financing are not separable. In complying with the
request that we make recommendations regarding extension of
coverage, it has not been possible for us to make a study of certain
other features of the old-age and survivors insurance program,
the existence of which means that the present plan falls short in
certain respects of providing all the various advantages which a
contributory old-age and survivors insurance system can have for
the country. The objectives of this program as we understand
it are:
(a) Inclusion of all workers, employed and self-employed;
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(b) Payment of benefits related to prior earnings and as a
matter of right without a needs test; and
(c) Financing on a contributory basis.
We have operated on the premise that participation in the oldage and survivors insurance program will prove of real benefit to
the members of most groups of current workers and that broader
participation therein will be in the public interest. We have,
therefore, tried to take into account the question of fairness,
justice, and consistent treatment for each group considered, no
matter how small the group or what initial difficulties would have
to be overcome in administering the program for that group.
Beyond this, we have operated on the principle that the 'solutions
chosen should be directed toward (1) maintaining the longestablished standards of honesty and objectivity in regard to indi
vidual reports and benefit rights; (2) minimizing the possibility
of abuses that might undermine public confidence in the old-age
and survivors insurance program; and (3) extending coverage
on a basis which will not adversely affect the protection of those
now covered.
In summary, we might identify our method of approach by
stating that with respect to each group we have asked ourselves
this question: "Taking into account all problems involved, and
the broad lines of policy which the President has indicated he
wishes to follow, is it our best judgment that an effort should be
made to include this group ?"
Under the coverage provisions of the Social Security Act as
originally enacted, about six out of ten paid civilian jobs were
included. Subsequent amendments to the Social Security Act,
including the major revisions made in 1950, extended coverage so
that now about eight out of ten paid civilian jobs are included.
Although there has been at least one cogent reason why each
group of excluded workers has been left out in the past, we believe
that it is feasible at this time to extend coverage to most of the
jobs now excluded.
Several of the groups for whom we recommend coverage do
not raise any particular administrative or technical difficulty not
already encountered under present coverage. Coverage for State
and local government employees under retirement systems, self.
employed professional persons, fishermen, and home workers is
almost entirely a matter of policy rather than administrative or
technical feasibility. Coverage of some of the other groups does
present certain difficulties but we believe these can be overcome
in the ways which we suggest in the report. The groups which
present some special, but not insuperable, problems include self
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employed farm operators, hired farm workers, and domestic
workers.
On the other hand, our recommendations for extension of cover
age at this time do not include the blanketing-in of persons already
age 65 or over who because they have not become eligible through
prior work in covered employment are not receiving insurance
benefits. We have excluded this group from consideration in this
report because their inclusion would involve very substantial
modifications of the present program which would require careful
and prolonged study.
Since special studies were initiated last year by Congress in
regard to the relationship of the old-age and survivors insurance
program to the Railroad Retirement Act and to Federal employee
retirement systems, we have not included in this report any recom
mendations with respect to railroad workers or to employees of
the Federal Government and its instrumentalities who are cur
rently excluded. The study of the railroad retirement program
and its relation to old-age and survivors insurance was undertaken
by the Joint Congressional Committee on Railroad Retirement,
established by S. Con. Res. 51 of the Eighty-second Congress.
The relation of old-age and survivors insurance to the Federal
employee retirement systems is being studied by a Committee on
Retirement Policy for Federal Personnel, consisting of the Secre
tary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Direc
tor of the Bureau of the Budget, and the Chairman of the Civil
Service Commission, with a Chairman (Mr. H. Eliot Kaplan)
appointed by the President. This Committee was authorized by
Public Law 555, Eighty-second Congress. Because of these special
studies, we are making no proposals at this time concerning rail
road workers and none for Federal employees other than one that
the "free" wage credits now provided for members of the armed
services be extended for a temporary period. It is urgent that
this proposal for a limited extension of the $160 "free" wagecredit provision receive early consideration, since the present
provision expires at the end of this year. There are no special
technical problems connected with this proposal. Finally, in order
to complete the report as speedily as possible, we have not given
consideration to a few special employment categories listed in
Appendix A, and accordingly no recommendations are made for
them in this report.
We have included in the report a proposal (Number 11) for
revising the method for computing the average monthly wage to
provide that the three years in which earnings credits were the
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lowest (or nonexistent) would ordinarily be disregarded but in
no case shall the period over which the average monthly wage is
computed be less than the period of time required for the worker
to obtain fully insured status.
Our proposal is designed to meet the problem of the newly
covered groups, who under existing legislation would in many
instances have substantially lower benefits than those already
covered because they do not have wage credits in 1951, 1952, and
1953. Our proposal solves this problem of the newly covered
groups as part of an overall improvement in the program. It rep
resents a recognition that for the long run the present average
monthly wage provision results in reductions in the benefit amount
for every year a worker is out of the system. Unemployment or
disability for even part of a year can now cause benefit reductions.
For example, to get maximum benefits a worker must now be paid at
least $3,600 in every year after 1950 or his twenty-second birth
day, whichever is later. Any year in which he earned less would
result in his getting a benefit lower than the $85 maximum.
By making possible the payment of full-rate benefits where earn
ings were reduced or nonexistent in as many as three years, the
proposal does away with the need for any special provision for the
newly covered groups. At the same time it gives to those already
covered the advantage of some future protection against the low
ering of the average monthly wage because of periods of unem
ployment, disability, or low earnings. For newly covered persons
with no prior quarters of coverage the three years prior to 1954
will be omitted from the computation since such persons will not
have had covered earnings in those years; any subsequent years
with little or no earnings will count against them. For persons
now covered who contributed on earnings in years prior to 1954,
on the other hand, up to three years (past or future) in which
they have little or no earnings will be omitted from the computa
tion. This recognizes the longer period during which such persons
have been under the system.
Our proposal solves the ininediate problem arising from exten
sion of coverage. We recognize, however, that it may be desirable
for the long run to allow individuals who have been under the
program for a considerable period of time to disregard more than
three years in computing the average monthly wage. This is
particularly important because the groups brought under coverage
after 1953 will in general be unable to utilize the three-year pro
vision to offset future periods of low earnings or absence from
the system. We are not intending by our present recommendation
to prejudge later consideration of broader proposals designed to
solve the long-range problem of the adverse effect of periods of
low earnings or absence from the system on monthly benefits.
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It will be noted that we have not reconmmended a new start for
newly covered groups similar to what was done in 1950. While we
think such an arrangement would probably be practical if coverage
were extended to substantially all workers now excluded we be
lieve that our proposal is superior to the alternative of a series
of new starts.
We have not included in this report any recommendations rela
tive to the retirement test. We recognize that extension of
coverage will increase the number of anomalous situations which
are created by the existing retirement test and, to this extent,
intensify the need to find a more satisfactory retirement provi
sion. However, this problem, like the question of benefit levels
and methods of financing, raises broad questions relating to the
system as a whole, whatever its coverage, and lies beyond the
specific subjects we were asked to consider.
Nor have we included any recommendation for changing the
definition of "wages," designed to include remuneration (such as
tips) other than that paid an employee directly by his employer.
However, we recognize that in certain employments the definition
contained in the present law omits a part of the remuneration of
some workers. We have confined our report to recommendations
relating to categories of workers. Legislation aimed at coverage
with all remuneration included would need to take into account
those types of payment not now considered "wages."~
Appendix B contains cost estimates for the present old-age and
survivors insurance program and for the program expanded to
include virtually all gainful employment, prepared by Robert J.
Myers, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration. On the
basis of the intermediate cost estimates shown in the appendix,
universal coverage without other changes in the system would
result in a reduction of about 0.4 in the percentage of payrolls
required over the years to meet the costs of old-age and survivors
insurance. Comparative figures for the extension of coverage that
we propose (we have made no reconmmendation for coverage of
additional categories of Federal civilian employment or for cov
erage of military service beyond a limited extension of present
provisions for "free" wage credits) show a reduction of 0.25
percent of payroll over the years.
The saving occurs first of all because under limited coverage,
those who move in and out of covered employment have low average
monthly wages in covered employment and receive the advantage
of a formula weighted in favor of those with low average wages
(the benefit formula is 55 percent of the first $100 of average
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monthly wage but only 15 percent above). Under extended cov
erage, their wages in covered employment will be greater. This
means a corresponding increase in contribution income from those
persons and their employers, with some but proportionately smaller
increase in benefit outgo. This, in turn, means that over time the
contribution income will increase more than benefit outgo. Sec
ond, extension of coverage means that there will be fewer cases
in which earnings from uncovered employment are disregarded in
applying the retirement test.
Our proposal for a change in the method of computing the aver
age monthly wage will, on the basis of the intermediate cost esti
mate, increase long-range costs by about 0.1 percent of payroll.
Thus since our proposals for extension of coverage will save about
0.25 percent it is estimated that on balance our proposals taken
together will have no significant effect on the percentage of pay
roll required to meet the costs of the old-age and survivors
insurance program.

Summary
In accordance with the President's policy to extend old-age and
survivors insurance coverage, we recommend the following:
1. Allow coverage under Federal-State agreements of members
of State and local government retirement systems under provi
sions requiring that all members of a coverage group be brought
in if any are covered.
2. Cover self-employed professional persons on the same basis
as other self-employed now covered and cover internes by deleting
the present exclusion of services of internes in the definition of
employment.
3. Cover farm operators on a basis consistent with that on
which other self-employed are now covered.
4. Cover cash wages earned in hired farm work regardless of
the number of days the individual works for a single employer,
and remove the exclusion of workers employed in cotton ginning
and the production of gum naval stores.
5. Cover cash wages of domestic workers regardless of the
number of days the individual works for a single employer.
6. Allow coverage for ministers and members of religious orders
(other than those who take a vow of poverty) on a basis similar
to that on which other employees of nonprofit organizations may
now be covered.
7. Cover employees engaged in fishing and similar activities
who are now excluded.
8. Cover home workers in States without licensing laws on the
same basis as those in States with licensing laws.
9. Cover American citizens employed on vessels of foreign reg
istry by American employers on the same basis as other American
citizens working outside the United States for American employers.
10. Extend for a limited period the present provision giving
"free" wage credits of $160 a month for service in the armed
forces.
11. Revise the method for computing the average monthly wage
to provide that the three years in which earnings credits were the
lowest (or nonexistent) would ordinarily be disregarded, but in no
case shall the period over which the average monthly wage is
computed be less than the period of time required for the worker
to obtain fully insured status.
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EXTENSION OF COVERAGE
1. State and Local Government Employees Under Retirement Systems

Allow coverage under Federal-State agreements of members of
State and local government retirement systems under provisions
requiring that all members of a coverage group be brought in if
any are covered.
We believe that the retirement systems of State and local gov
ernments, which now cover about 3.8 million workers,' perform
for Government as employer the same functions as nongovern
mental plans perform for private industry and charitable organi
zations by attracting and holding good employees and, on the other
hand, by making it feasible to retire individuals when appropriate.
These functions of State and local systems are not accomplished
by old-age and survivors insurance alone, but old-age and survivors
insurance coverage need not interfere with these functions where
the State retirement systems are retained and are appropriately
integrated with old-age and survivors insurance.
The extension of old-age and survivors insurance to employees
of State and local government retirement systems would close two
major gaps in the protection now afforded such persons-the lack
of adequate survivor protection and the lack of continuity of pro
tection for those who move in and out of Government service.
Probably about fou~r-fifths 2 of the persons covered under State
and local retirement systems lack adequate survivor protection.
Moreover, existing State and local staff retirement systems are
designed primarily for those who continue in the service of a par
ticular unit until retirement; the majority of those who leave the
service before retirement age normally forfeit any right to retire
ment income they may have acquired and merely receive a refund
of their own accumulated contributions.3 Similarly, persons who
enter State and local government employment from private indus
try may lose all or part of the protection they have acquired under
old-age and survivors insurance. The extension of old-age and surISurvey of retirement coverage of State and local government employees in the last pay
period of October 1952. conducted for the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance by the
Governments Division, Bureau of the Census. The figure of 8.8 million includes 8 million
workers actually covered by retirement systems and 800.000 workers who, though not them
selves covered, are in positions covered by retirement systems and therefore cannot be covered
by old-age and survivors insurance.
Estimated by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on the basis of partial data
for State and local retirement systems.
Information furnished by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.
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vivors, insurance to such Government employment would fill these
gaps in present protection.
When coverage is extended to State and local employees who are
members of staff retirement systems, those systems can be adjusted
to supplement the basic old-age and survivors insurance benefits.
It has been demonstrated in private systems that such adjustments
can be made satisfactorily and without loss in total retirement pro
tection. Since the old-age and survivors insurance program has
been established many hundreds of employee retirement systems
of private employers and nonprofit organizations have been made
supplementary to old-age and survivors insurance without loss of
total retirement protection for the employees concerned. In many
cases the protection of employees previously covered under retire
ment plans in private industry and in nonprofit employment has
been considerably increased as a result of the extension of old-age
and survivors insurance and the continuance of the private plans
on an adjusted basis.
While constitutional barriers preclude the Federal Government
from imposing an old-age and survivors insurance employer con
tribution upon State and local governments on a compulsory tax
basis, coverage has been made available to certain employees of
State and local governments on a contributory basis through
Federal-State agreements. At the present time the Federal statute
permits Federal-State agreements covering employees of the States
or localities who are not in positions covered by a retirement sys
tem but it bars the States and localities from bringing in employees
who are in such positions. We believe that the Federal law should
be changed in order to permit the coverage of these employees as
well.
There are two views as to whether, in making coverage available
to employee groups who are under public retirement systems, it is
appropriate that the Federal Government leave the decision to
bring these employees under old-age and survivors insurance to
the State and local governments alone, or whether the Federal
Government should require that the decision of the State or local
government be subject to the concurrence of the employees con
cerned. Those consultants holding the view that concurrence of
the employees should be required believe that the concurrence
should be expressed by a substantial majority of those voting. All
are agreed that any provision for covering State and local em
ployees should be on a basis that all members of a coverage group
be brought in if any are covered.
We recognize that certain groups of State and local employees
such as policemen and fire fighters feel that because there are
hazardous and special requirements connected with their work
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recognition has been accorded these factors in existing retirement
plans. Therefore they hold that there should be no extension of
old-age and survivors insurance to their groups. In any case a
mandatory Federal exclusion limited to these special groups would
be preferable to the continued prohibition of coverage for all State
and local employees under existing retirement plans.
2. Self-Employed Professional Persons

Cover self-employed professional persons on the same basis as
other self-employed now covered and cover internes by deleting
the present exclusion of services of internes in the definition of
employment.
Present law specifically excludes the following professions
from the definition of trade or business in connection with selfemployment: Accountants (with some exceptions), architects,
chiropractors, Christian Science practitioners, dentists, funeral
directors, lawyers, naturopaths, optometrists, osteopaths, physi
cians, professional engineers, and veterinarians. Many if not all
of these exclusions were made at the request of the groups excluded.
There are no special administrative or technical problems in
volved in extension of coverage to these self-employed persons
which are not already encountered in the present coverage of other
professional self-employed persons . 4 We propose that coverage
be extended to persons in the professional groups now excluded on
the same basis as other nonf arm self-employed are covered. Thus
anyone with annual net earnings of $400 or more from covered
self-employment, including all professional self-employment, would
be included. About half a million or so self-employed professional
persons would be covered in the course of a year . 5 These profes
sional persons would report their earnings for social-security
purposes annually with their income-tax reports, as is done by the
self-employed people now covere4.
As a corollary to the inclusion of medical practitioners, we pro
pose that the specific exclusion of services of internes in the
definition of employment be deleted.
3. Self-employed

Farm Operators

Cover farm operators on a basis consistent with that on which
other self-employed are now covered.
We propose that farm self-employment be covered on a basis
consistent with the provisions now covering other self-employment.
This would be accomplished by removing from the definition of
"inet earnings from self-employment" the present exclusion of
income "derived from any trade or business in which, if the trade
' Although most Professional groups are now excluded, a few-writers, artists, actuaries,
Psychologists, and so forth-are now covered.
IEstimate made by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on the basis of unpublished
data of the National Income Division, Department of Commerce.

or business were carried on exclusively by employees, the major
portion of the services would constitute agricultural labor." Thus
anyone with annual net earnings of $400 or over from self-employ
ment, including the operation of a farm, would be covered.
We are advised that in the course of a year about 5 million selfemployed persons are covered by present law and that over 3
million farm operators would be covered by this proposal .6
Under the provisions now in effect for coverage of nonfarm selfemployed persons, the individual, in computing his net income from
self-employment on which his benefits are based, must compute his
business expenses. This is required for income-tax purposes, also.
In computing net income for social-security purposes the individual
is required to follow the same rules, regulations, and definitions as
he follows for income-tax purposes. Unless some special provi
sion were made for farm operators, the same procedure would
have to be followed by farm operators in computing their income
for social-security purposes.
Many farm operators, however, do not have an income-tax lia
bility because after deducting expenses and other deductions from
gross income their net income does not exceed their personal and
dependents' exemptions. Since their exemptions would have no
application for social-security purposes, such farm operators would
become liable for the self-employment tax. It would be desirable,
therefore, to develop a simplified procedure which could be used
by the small-farm operator.
One possibility would be to permit a farmer who meets prescribed
conditions to report his income from self-employment for socialsecurity purposes as some fixed percentage (say 50 percent) of his
gross receipts from farming. Under this proposal anyone wishing
to report his actual expenses in computing his net income would be
permitted to do so.
We believe that the details of some such simplified method of
reporting should be worked out by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and the Treasury Department in consulta
tion with the Department of Agriculture.
4. Hired Farm Workers

Cover cash wages earned in hired farm work regardless of the
number of days the individual works for a single employer, andt
remove the exclusion of workers employed in cotton ginning and
the productionof gum naval stores.
Under present law, in order to be covered a farm worker must
be "regularly employed" by one employer and receive cash wages

6The

3 million figure includes almost all farmers who are actually in the business of farming
and who derive the major part of their support from farm self-employment. Estimates made by
the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on the basis of data from the 1950 Census of
Agriculture and the 1949 Consumer Income Survey of the Census Bureau.
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of $50 or more in a calendar quarter from that employer. The
definition of "regularly employed" is complicated and difficult to
apply. In general, after a farm worker has worked for one em
ployer continuously for an entire calendar quarter, he is "regularly
employed" in succeeding quarters if he works for that employer
on a full-time basis on at least 60 days during the quarter. Records
must be kept over a substantial period before it is clear whether or
not an individual is covered. In our opinion the "regularly
employed" test is an unnecessary complication.
The elimination of this test would result in the course of a year
in covering farm wages for about 2.7 million workers who do not
now have their farm wages included. 7 Moreover, some of the farm
workers now covered would have additional wages included if this
proposal were adopted.
To get the widest possible coverage under old-age and survivors
insurance it would also be necessary to eliminate the $50 cash wage
test in the present law. Such a minimum cash wage test is included
only for hired farm workers, domestic workers, and a few smaller
categories and does not apply to other employees covered under the
system. In principle we believe the elimination of such a test is
desirable for all categories of employees. A cash wage test of $50
related to work for a single employer excludes some workers who
would benefit from coverage and also prevents some workers now
covered from getting credit for all the wages they have earned.
To obtain coverage for all agricultural workers who would benefit
therefrom would therefore require the elimination of the cash wage
test as well as the time tests.
The maj or problems concerning the elimination of the cash test
relate to the administration of the necessary benefit and tax collec
tion provisions, with the attendant necessity for securing the cor
rect names, account numbers and amounts of wages for agricul
tural workers hired for only brief periods, and the consequent
increase in the reporting burden on the farm employer. The
Treasury Department has assured us that it believes it would be
possible to secure substantial enforcement of the reporting require
ments even if the cash test as well as the time tests were eliminated
and has indicated that enforcement would be strengthened if some
simplification is made in the present system of wage reporting. It
has pointed out, however, that administrative costs would be lower
if a wage test were retained. In the opinion of the Treasury
Department there would be some advantages in adopting a cash
wage test based on a shorter period than a calendar quarter. A
', Estimated by Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on basis of data from Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, Survey of the Hired Farm Working Force. 1951.
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weekly or monthly test would reduce the period during which an
employer had to keep records to determine whether a worker is
covered or not. On the other hand, there are many situations in
which an employer will know at the time of hire whether a worker
will be paid a total of $50 in a quarter.
Since in principle we believe that all agricultural workers should
be covered, we urge the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Treasury Department to continue their explora
tion, in consultation with the Department of Agriculture, of possi
ble methods of accomplishing this objective in the near future with
out undue burden on the employer.
Under present law workers employed in cotton ginning and in
the production of turpentine and other gum naval stores are de
fined as engaging in "agricultural labor" and are specifically ex
cluded from coverage. Cotton ginning is essentially a commer
cial service which farmers use in processing their cotton. Many
of the owners of the gins are independent businessmen without any
farm connections, some are farm cooperatives, some are farm
operators who gin only the cotton they produce, and others are
farm operators who, in addition to ginning their own cotton, gin
cotton for others as a commercial business. The effect of the
exclusion of workers who produce gum naval stores is that workers
(including sales and administrative workers) employed by a manu
facturer of turpentine are not covered by old-age and survivors
insurance if the manufacturer produces at least 50 percent of the
crude gum processed. We believe that the specific exclusions of
these two groups of employees should be eliminated and that the
workers should be brought under old-age and survivors insurance.
No special administrative or technical problems would be involved
in covering these two groups.
The law also excludes from coverage workers from Mexico who
are brought to the United States under contract for agricultural
work under the Agricultural Act of 1949. While the provisions
under which these workers are brought to the United States expire
at the end of 1953, they may be extended. The consultants are
divided on what should be done in that event.
One group of consultants believes that employers of foreign con
tract workers in agriculture should be required to pay the same tax
as they would if United States citizens or residents were employed,
even though the workers themselves may not be required to pay a
tax and may not be entitled to benefits. This group believes that
the social security program should be designed so as to prevent its
providing an incentive to employ such contract workers in prefer
ence to United States workers. These consultants further believe
that such an incentive would arise from extension of coverage to
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farm workers unless employers of foreign contract workers were
required to pay the same tax on the wages paid foreign contract
workers as on those paid to domestic workers. Others believe that
imposition of the employer tax on employers of foreign contract
workers, without giving the workers social-security credit, is a
matter extraneous to extension of social-security coverage and
therefore is a matter which should not be considered by the
consultants.
5. Domestic Workers

Cover cash wages of domestic workers regardlessof the number of
days the individualworks for a single employer.
Under present law, in order to be covered, a household worker
must work for a single employer on each of 24 days during a calen
dar quarter and must be paid at least $50 in cash for such services.
In general, under this provision a household worker is covered if
she works regularly for a single employer on at least two days a
week. In our opinion, the day test is an unnecessary complication.
Elimination of the day test would bring under the program
somewhere between 100,000 and 200,000 persons in addition to the
somewhat less than a million covered under present law, and would
also mean additional coverage for perhaps 50,000 to 100,000 work
ers who are now covered on some but not all of their jobs.8
To get the widest possible coverage under old-age and survivors
insurance it would also be necessary to eliminate the $50 cash wage
test in the present law. Such a minimum cash wage test is included
only for domestic workers, hired farm workers, and a few smaller
categories and does not apply to other employees covered under the
system. In principle we believe the elimination of such a test is
desirable for all categories of employees. A cash wage test of $50
related to work for a single employer excludes some workers who
would benefit from coverage and also prevents some workers now
covered from getting credit for all the wages they have earned.
To obtain coverage for all domestic workers who would benefit
therefrom would therefore require the elimination of the cash
wage test as well as the time tests.
The major problems concerning the elimination of the cash test
relate to the administration of the necessary benefit and tax-collec
tion provisions, with the attendant necessity for securing the cor
rect names, account numbers, and amounts of wages for domestic
workers hired for only brief periods, and the consequent increase
in the reporting burden on the employer. The Treasury Depart
ment has assured us that it believes it would be possible to secure
substantial enforcement of the reporting requirements, for domes
5,, Estimated bY Bureau of Old-Age and survivors Insurance on basis of data from unpublished
urvey of domestic workers included in the current Population sample of the Bureau of the
Census. June 1951.
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tic workers as well as farm workers, even if the cash test were
eliminated. However, it believes that administrative costs would
be lower if a wage test were retained. In the opinion of the Treas
ury Department there would be some advantages in adopting a
cash wage test based on a shorter period than a calendar quarter.
A weekly or monthly test would reduce the period during which an
employer had to keep records to determine whether a worker is
covered or not. On the other hand, there are many situations in
which an employer will know at the time of hire whether a worker
will be paid a total of $50 in a quarter.
Since in principle we believe that all domestic workers should
be covered, we urge the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Treasury Department to continue their explora
tion of possible methods of accomplishing this objective in the near
future without undue burden on the employer.
6. Ministers and Members of Religious Orders

Allow coverage for ministers and members of religious orders
(other than those who take a vow of poverty) on a basissimilar to
that on which other employees of nonprofit organizationsmay now
be covered.
Approximately 190,000 9ministers are excluded from old-age
and survivors insurance coverage at any one time. This figure
includes not only pastors of churches but also ministers who are
employed in other capacities (teaching and administration, for
example) by religious organizations or pursuant to an assignment
by a church. In addition there are about 150,000 '1' members of
religious orders excluded.
In the past, proposals for coverage of ministers have been con
sidered in the context of compulsory coverage, and many religious
organizations were opposed to compulsory coverage of ministers.
Many, if not most, such organizations probably would not oppose
coverage being made available on a voluntary basis, such as we
propose, similar to that on which lay employees of religious organi
zations may now be covered. Under our proposal coverage would
be available to ministers on election by the proper administrative
unit of the religious organization and by two-thirds of the minis
terial employees.
We believe that the lay employees of a religious organization
should be allowed coverage even though the organization does not
desire to cover its ministers. On the other hand, an organization
should not be permitted to cover its ministers unless its lay em
'Nuber of pastoral clergymen estimated by Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on
basis o~f1950 Population Census Data. Number of nonpastoral clergymen estimated by Bureau
of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on basis of data in National Council of Churches, Year.
book of American Churches, 1951.
"~Estimated by Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on basis of data Ino National
Catholic Directoryi, 1952.
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ployees are also covered. We believe that the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare and the Treasury Department
should consult the various denominations on the details of the
coverage provisions for ministers as employees.
We are not now recommending coverage for members of religious
orders who are required to take vows of poverty. (Most members
of monastic and other religious orders are required to take such
vows.) We believe that the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and the Treasury Department should consult with the
denominations involved and give further consideration to the ques
tion of whether coverage should be made available to this group.
Many of the members of religious orders receive no cash remunera
tion for their services, and the Bureau of Internal Revenue has
ruled for income-tax purposes that even if payment is made for
services of a member who has taken a vow of poverty, the payment
is not his personal income but is income of the order. Thus if cov
erage were to be extended to this group it would have to be on the
basis of a presumed inc~ome. Moreover, the members of religious
orders frequently live in communal homes where the older members
receive support and continue to perform whatever duties they can.
We are not now recommending coverage of self-employment in
come which clergymen derive for the performance of religious
duties. This, too, seems to us a matter for further exploration by
the departments and the denominations.
Under present provisions of law applying to lay employees of
religious organizations, once an organization and two-thirds of the
employees have elected coverage all new employees of the organiza
tion must be covered. There are two views as to how new minis
terial employees of an organization which has elected coverage
should be treated. One view is that the rule applying to lay em
ployees should be applied to ministers also, on the ground that to
do otherwise would permit voluntary election of coverage by the
individual ministers. Under a program such as old-age and sur
vivors insurance, which in many cases, especially in the early years
and for workers with large families, pays benefits considerably in
excess of the value of contributions, the opportunity for individual
voluntary coverage is likely to have serious effects on the financing
of the program if made available to any large number of people.
The group of consultants which holds the view that on this point
the rule applying to lay employees should be applied to ministers
also is opposed in principle to individual voluntary coverage and
does not believe it should be provided for ministers.
The other view is that if any class of individual is to be allowed
to elect to stay outside of old-age and survivors insurance coverage
this freedom to choose should be extended to ministers and its
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effectiveness should not be affected by transfer from one congrega
tion to another. Resistance to coverage on the part of some minis
ters is considered by them to be a matter of principle. To meet this
latter view it has been proposed that if a minister elected to be
covered, he would be covered whenever he worked for an organiza
tion that had also elected coverage. A minister who had not elected
coverage would not be covered no matter what action his employing
organization had taken. Those holding this view point out that in
any case the minister would not have the election to come into the
system unless the employing organization has similarly elected.
7. Employee Fishermen Not Now Covered

Cover employees engaged in.fishing and similar activities who are
now excluded.
Most fishermen are now covered under old-age and survivors
insurance either as employees or as self-employed Persons. Of the
160,000"1 or so people engaged in fishing and similar activities,
however, about 30,000 12 employees are excluded because they are
not employed on vessels of more than ten net tons and are not en
gaged in the catching of halibut or salmon for commercial purposes.
Some of the excluded employees work on the smaller vessels; others
perform services, such as clam digging, which do not require them
to serve on vessels. 13 When old-age and survivors insurance was
extended to most employee fishermen in 1939, the Congress ex
cluded these groups at the request of certain employers, primarily
employers in the shrimp industry. In 1950 the employers of these
workers were themselves brought under old-age and survivors
insurance as self-employed persons.
We have been advised that most of the fishermen now excluded
from coverage work on a share arrangement, as do most fishermen
who are now covered. We are also advised that many fishermen
are engaged during part of the year in fishing activities covered by
old-age and survivors insurance and part of the year in fishing that
is not covered. 1 It appears that the evaluation of a fisherman's
share of the catch for social-security purposes should present no
problems peculiar to the group working on the smaller vessels.
We are not aware of any other technical or administrative reasons
for the continued exclusion of this group.
11i Fish and Wildlife
Service, Department of the Interior: Fishing Statistics of the United
Sates. 1949.
12Estimate made by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance on the basis of data from
the Fis h and Wildlife Service. Department of the Interior.
15 The exclusion in question reads as follows: "Service performed
. . .in
. . . the catching.
taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind of fish, shellfish, crustacea, seaweeds, or
except (A) service performed in Connection
other aquatic forms of animal and vegetable life ...
with the catching or taking of salmon or halibut, for commercial purposes, and (B) service
performed on or in connection with a vessel of more than 10 net tons . ..
"1Information furnished by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.
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8. Home Workers

Cover home workers in States without licensing laws on the same
basisas those in States with licensing laws.
Home workers who have the status of employees under the usual
common-law rules applicable in determining employer-employee
relationship are covered in all States. At present home workers
in States with licensing laws who do not have employee status un
der usual common-law rules are also considered employees for
purposes of coverage under old-age and survivors insurance if they
meet the following conditions:
1. that the work be performed at home according to specifica
tions of the person for whom it is performed;
2. that the work be performed on materials or goods furnished
by such person;
3. that the worker be paid cash wages of $50 or more during a
calendar quarter for his services for the particular employer;
4. that the services as a home worker be subject to licensing
requirements under State law.
Only 15 States have licensing laws. Moreover, since some of the
State licensing laws are not generally applicable to all home work
ers, even home workers meeting the other conditions listed above
for coverage as employees are not necessarily covered as employees
in those States.
We propose that home workers in States without licensing laws
be covered on the same basis as those in States with licensing laws,
so that employee coverage will be extended to home workers who
meet the other conditions for coverage now in the statute, irrespec
tive of the State in which the individual is located. If the $50
quarterly cash wage test now imposed as a condition of coverage of
domestic and farm workers is removed, we would propose that it
also be removed from the above conditions for home workers.
Home workers who would not have employee coverage would con
tinue to be subject to the self-employment coverage provisions on
the same basis as other self-employed persons.
9. American Seamen Employed on Foreign-Flag Vessels
by American Employers

Cover American citizens employed on vessels of foreign registry
by American employers on the same basis as other American
citizens working outside the United States for American em
ployers.
The 1950 amendments extended old-age and survivors insurance
coverage to most United States citizens working outside the United
States for American employers. The law as it existed prior to the
1950 amendments, however, excluded from coverage seamen work
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ing outside the United States on vessels of foreign registry, and,
possibly through an oversight, this exclusion was not amended, so
that the provision covering American citizens who work outside the
United States for American employers did not extend coverage to
American seamen working for American employers on vessels of
foreign registry. While there are few people affected by this exclu
sion, it would seem desirable to remove the exclusion and treat all
American citizens employed outside the United States on a con
sistent basis.
The definition of "American employer" now contained in present
law, which would be applied in determining coverage on vessels of
foreign registry, includes an individual who is a resident of the
United States, a partnership if two-thirds or more of the partners
are residents of the United States, a trust if all of the trustees are
residents of the United States, or a corporation organized under
the laws of the United States or any State. The only seamen who
would be covered would be those employed by such "American em
ployers." We are advised by the Treasury Department that there
are no special problems of tax jurisdiction or administration in
volved in this proposal.
10. Extension of "Free" Wage Credit Provisions for Members of
the Armed Forces

Extend for a limited period the present provision giving "free"
wage credits of $160 a month for service in the armed forces.
Members of the armed forces are now given "free" wage credits
of $160 a month for service any time after September 16, 1940, and
prior to January 1, 1954. We believe that this temporary provi
sion should be extended pending a permanent solution of the prob
lem of old-age and survivors insurance coverage for the armed
forces.
Old-age and survivors insurance coverage for this group on a
mandatory contributory basis is now under consideration by two
separate Committees. The Committee on Retirement Policy for
Federal Personnel, consisting of the Secretary of the Treasury, the
Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, and the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, with a
Chairman (Mr. H. Eliot Kaplan) appointed by the President, is
making a study of "all retirement systems for all Federal person
nel" (including the military retirement systems) and their relation
to old-age and survivors insurance. A Special Committee on Sur
vivors' Benefits, representing each of the four services in the De
partment of Defense, has recommended to the Director of Per
sonnel Policy in the Department that the armed services be brought
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into old-age and survivors insurance coverage, but the Department
has not yet taken a position on the question. We believe that con
sideration of permanent contributory coverage of the armed forces
should await the results of the studies of these two groups. We
propose as an interim measure, pending a plan for contributory
coverage, an extension of the "free" wage credits for a limited
period.
11. Revised Method of Computing the Average Monthly Wage

Revise the method for computing the average monthly wage to pro
vide that the three years in which earnings creditswere the lowest
(or nonexistent) would ordinarily be disregarded but in no case
shall the period over which the average monthly wage is computed
be less than the period of time required for the worker to obtain

fully insured status. 1
Our proposal is designed to meet the problem of the newly cov
ered groups, who under existing legislation would in many in
stances have substantially lower benefits than those already covered
because they do not have wage credits in 1951, 1952, and 1953.
Our proposal solves this problem of the newly covered groups as
part of an overall improvement in the program. It represents a
recognition that for the long run the present average monthly wage
provision results in reductions in the benefit amount for every year
a worker is out of the system. Unemployment or disability for
even part of a year can now cause benefit reductions. For example,
to get maximum benefits a worker must now be paid at least $3,600
in every year after 1950 or his twenty-second birthday, whichever
is later. Lower earnings in any year would cause his monthly
benefit to fall below the $85 maximum.
By making possible the payment of full-rate benefits where earn
ings were reduced or nonexistent in as many as three years, the
proposal does away with the need for any special provision for the
newly covered groups. At the same time it gives to those already
covered the advantage of some future protection against the lower
ing of the average monthly wage because of periods of unemploy
ment, disability, or low earnings.
For newly covered persons with no prior quarters of coverage
the three years prior to 1954 will be omitted from the computation
since such persons will not have had covered earnings in those
years; any subsequent years with little or no earnings will count
against them. For persons now covered who contributed on earn

"5

Because the provisions for the self-employed are on an annual basis it may be desirable to
make certain technical modifications of this general proposal. One possibility would be to intro
duce an exception to the idea that disregarding the three years should not bring the period over
which the average is computed below the period of coverage necessary for acquiring fully insured
status. The exception would be that where the period required is not a multiple of one year it
would be reduced to the next lower multiple of one year providing that in no case would the
period be reduced below two years.
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ings in years prior to 1954, on the other hand, up to three years
(past or future) in which they have little or no earnings will be
omitted from the computation. This recognizes the longer period
during which such persons have been under the system.
If, for example, an individual who is newly covered in 1954 with
no earnings reported for 1951, 1952, and 1953 retires in January
1957, having earned $3,600 during each of the years after 1954, his
three years of no earnings after 1950 would be disregarded and he
would become eligible for the $85 maximum benefit. At the same
time, an individual who contributed on earnings in the years prior
to 1954 would also benefit through the disregarding of the lowest
three years. An example is that of an individual with reported
earnings of $3,600 from 1951 through 1956 who becomes disabled
in 1957 and reaches 65 in 1960. If, in the first year of his disable
ment, he earned less than $3,600 and was unable to work at all in
1958 and 1959, the last three years would be disregarded. He would
thus be eligible for the $85 maximum at age 65.
Our proposal solves the immediate problem arising from exten
sion of coverage. We recognize, however, that it may be desirable
for the long run to allow individuals who have been under the pro
gram for a considerable period of time to disregard more than three
years in computing the average monthly wage. This is particularly
important because, as indicated, the groups brought under cover
age after 1953 will in general be unable to utilize the three-year
provision to offset future periods of low earnings or absence from
the system. We are not intending by our present recommendation
to prejudge later consideration of broader proposals designed to
solve the long-range problem of the adverse effect of periods of low
earnings or absence from the system on monthly benefits.
Dropping out the lowest three years will ordinarily leave a period
of at least several years over which to compute the average monthly
wage. For example, a person who attains age 65 at the beginning
of 1971 would, under present law, have his average wage computed
over at least the period of 20 years from the new start date of Janu
ary 1951 through 1970. Thus, the dropping out of three years
would leave a 17-year period over which the average was computed.
However, some persons retiring in the near future may, under
present law, have their benefits based on a period as short as one
and a half years. To drop out three years in such cases would
leave no period at all over which to compute the average. Some
limitation on the dropping out of three years is therefore needed.
We are proposing a limitation such that in every case the average
monthly wage would be computed over a period at least as long as
that required for the attainment of insured status.
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Our proposal would result in dropping out less than three full
years in computing retirement benefits only in the case of persons
who will attain age 65 before 1957. For all persons who reach age
65 in 1957 or thereafter, three years could be disregarded without
reducing the period over which the average wage is computed to
less than that required for attaining insured status. On the other
hand, a person who attained age 65, let us say, in January 1955
would need the equivalent of two years of coverage in order to -be
insured. In computing his average monthly wage from the 1951
starting date, since two of the four elapsed years must be retained,
only two years may be disregarded.1 6
We have been advised by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance that although it would not be practical to recompute
individually benefits for the over 5 million persons now on the rolls
for the purpose of dropping out the lowest three years of earnings,
our proposal is practical for future benefit computations.
'1 The limitation on the dropping out of three years will have a continuing effect in the average
wage computation for the purpose of survivor benefits in the relatively few cases where death of
the Tinsured worker occurs before age 27.

APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A. Employment Categories for Which No
Recommendations Are Made
In order to complete the report as speedily as possible, the con
sultants have not given consideration to extension of coverage to
the following special employment categories now excluded, and
accordingly no recommendations are made for them in the report.
Students and Student Nurses

Services performed by a student or student nurse for the school,
college, university, or hospital in which he is enrolled and domestic
services performed in local college clubs or local chapters of fra
ternities or sororities by students are specifically excluded from
old-age and survivors insurance coverage.
Family Employment

The 1939 amendments exclude service performed by an indi
vidual in the employ of his son, daughter, or spouse, and service
performed by a child under 21 in the employ of his father or mother.
Employees of Foreign Governments

The United States Government, of course, cannot impose the
employer tax of the program on a foreign government. The exclu
sion of the employees of foreign governments from compulsory
coverage must therefore be continued. 17
Newsboys Under Age 15

The present law excludes newsboys, under age 18 whether they
work as employees or as self-employed news vendors.
Alien Residents of the United States Working for American Employers
in Foreign Countries

Citizens of the United States working for American employers
in foreign countries are covered by old-age and survivors insurance,
but alien residents of the United States working under the same
conditions are not.
Service for International Organizations

Employees performing service for international organizations
entitled to certain privileges under the International Organiza
tions Immunities Act are excluded from coverage.
37 We have been informed that the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare and the
State Department are exploring the possibility of covering by voluntary agreement United
States citizens employed in this country by foreign government,.
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APPENDIX B. Cost Estimates for Universal Coverage
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New cost estimates for the present old-age and survivors insur
ance program have just recently been developed to take into account
the considerable change in economic conditions during the last few
years and the additional actuarial and statistical data available
from operating experience and from the 1950 census. These cost
estimates have been expanded so as to present data on the cost of
the present benefit provisions with universal employment coverage.
These cost estimates are based on assumptions of continued high
employment and also of level earnings (somewhat below the pres
ent levels in both instances).
Estimates of future costs of the old-age and survivors insurance
program are influenced by many factors difficult to determine.
Accordingly, underlying assumptions may well differ widely and
yet be reasonable. Among the many assumptions used, the follow
ing are perhaps the most important:
(a) Mortality.-Mortality rates by age have been improving
steadily since the turn of the century for both sexes and for virtu
ally all ages up to age 60. Although there was relatively little
change above that age during the first four decades, during the past
decade there has been significant improvement. In the low-cost
assumptions, some improvement in mortality rates at all ages is
assumed. However, in the high-cost assumptions, considerably
more improvement is assumed.
(b) Retirement Rates.-The program has been in effect too
short a time to give completely conclusive evidence as to probable
future retirement rates. Since relatively little is known on this
subject from a long-range standpoint, the estimates are based on
two widely different assumptions so as to indicate the range of
possibilities. These assumptions, however, have been based to a
certain extent upon the actual claims data developing over the past
few years. Under the low-cost estimate, after a period of years
it develops that about 60 percent of the men age 65-69 and 80 per
cent of the wonien of those ages who are eligible to receive benefits
would actually draw them by reason of ceasing substantial covered
employment. For the high-cost estimate, the corresponding figures
are 75 percent for men and 90 percent for women. For ages 70-74,
the proportions are correspondingly higher, while, of course, beyond
age 75 all eligible persons may receive benefits regardless of em
ployment. In the early years all these figures are materially lower
since more of those eligible have recently been in employment and
thus would be more likely to continue to work.

'BPrepared by

Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
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(c) Employment.-The estimates of future costs assume that
the general level of employment will be relatively high, although
somewhat below conditions prevailing at the end of 1952.
(d) EarningsLevel.-The estimates are based on level earnings
assumptions slightly below the present levels. If in the future the
earnings level should be considerably above that which now pre
vails, and if the benefits for those on the roll are at some time ad
justed upward so that the annual costs relating to pay roll will
remain the same, then the increased dollar outgo resulting will
offset the increased dollar income. This is an important reason for
considering costs relative to pay roll rather than in dollars. Under
the assumptions used, with the $3,600 maximum wage base, fourquarter male workers have average earnings of $2,980 per year,
while for women the corresponding figure is $2,030.
Further details as to the mortality and other demographic as
sumptions may be obtained from Actuarial Study No. 33, while a
forthcoming ActuarialStudy will give more details in regard to the
cost estimates themselves and the various assumptions made.
It should be emphasized that the universal coverage assumed for
the purpose of the cost estimates given in this memorandum goes
beyond the proposals being made in this report. If coverage were
extended only as far as definitely recommended by the consultants
(or in other words not to the armed forces or Federal civilian em
ployees under a retirement system), the cost estimates therefor
would lie roughly midway between those shown for present cover
age and those for universal coverage.
The cost estimates for expanded coverage have been based on the
assumption that some provision would be made for removing the
handicap of the newly covered groups as to the method for comput
ing the average monthly wage, and thus the benefit amount.
Although such a provision would probably not be limited exclu
sively to the newly covered groups, it was assumed that it would
"wash out" over the long-range future. If, however, a provision
is adopted which will have some permanent and long-range effect,
there would be some increase in cost over the figures shown in this
report. For instance, if the average monthly wage is to be com
puted as at present except that the three years that have the lowest
amount of earnings are eliminated from the computation, the cost
shown would be increased somewhat, roughly, in the neighborhood
of 0.1 percent of pay roll on a level-premium basis.
One other factor in regard to extension of coverage should be
mentioned, namely, that insofar as financial relationships are con
cerned, railroad employment is now covered by the old-age and
survivors insurance system as- a result of the Railroad Retirement
Act Amendments of 1951. Now all survivor and retirement cases
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involving less than ten years of railroad service (as well as some
survivor cases with ten or more years of service) are to be paid by
the old-age and survivors insurance system. Financial interchange
provisions are established such that the old-age and survivors in
surance trust fund is to be in the same financial position as if there
never had been a separate railroad retirement program. The net
effect will probably be a relatively small gain to the old-age and
survivors insurance system, since the reimbursements from the
railroad retirement system will be somewhat larger than the net
additional benefits paid on the basis of railroad earnings. The
long-range costs developed here are on the basis that all railroad
employment is covered employment. The balance in the fund thus
corresponds to the actual situation arising. The contribution and
benefit figures, however, are slightly higher (roughly 5 percent)
than the actual operating figures will show. This is the case be
cause the figures shown here include both the additional contribu
tions which would have been collected if railroad employment were
covered employment, and the additional benefits that would have
been paid under such circumstances.
Table 1 compares benefit costs both in dollars and relative to
pay roll for present coverage and for universal coverage. The
level-premium cost figures are based on two interest rates, 21/4
percent (close to the current average for trust fund investments)
and 23/4 percent so as to show the effect of higher rates (interest
rates on which investments are based are rising rapidly, and when
the major portion of the fund is reinvested at the end of June 1953,
it will probably be at 23% percent or possibly 21/2 percent). In
considering the increases in the amount of benefit payments, it
should be kept in mind that the covered pay roll is about 25 percent
higher under universal coverage than under present coverage.
The benefit disbursements over the years under universal coverage
would be about 10-20 percent higher than those for present cover
age. It would be anticipated that benefit disbursements would not
increase proportionately with taxable pay roll. If coverage is
broadened, the cost of the program relative to pay roll decreases
for two reasons. First of all, under limited coverage those whc
move in and out of covered employment have low average monthly
wages in covered employment and receive the advantage of a for
mula weighted in favor of those with low average wages (the
benefit formula is 55 percent of the first $100 of average monthly
wage but only 15 percent above). Under extended coverage, their
wages in covered employment will be greater. This means a cor
responding increase in contribution income from those persons and
their employers, with some but proportionately smaller increase in
benefit outgo. This, in turn, means that over time the contribution
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income will increase more than benefit outgo. Second, extension
of coverage means that there will be fewer cases in which earnings
from uncovered employment are disregarded in applying the retire
ment test.
On a level-premium basis the reduction resulting from these two
factors under universal coverage amounts to about 0.3 percent of
pay roll for the low-cost estimate, about 0.6 percent for the highcost estimate, and about 0.4 percent for the intermediate-cost esti
mate. The extension of coverage recommended in this report
would result in a reduction in the level-premium cost of the pro
gram by about 0.25 percent of pay roll on the basis of the inter
mediate-cost estimates.
Table 2 considers the breakdown of the aged population into
those receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefits or being
supported by earnings, and all others. This is of significance in
considering proposals for extending coverage and for "blanketing
in" the current aged. The figures which have been developed are
based in large part upon the previous cost estimates, although cer
tain other estimates had to be made which are somewhat tentative
and preliminary in nature.
Table 2 relates to both present coverage and universal coverage.
At the present time, somewhat less than 60 percent of the aged are
receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefits or earnings
(including wives of earners). This proportion will gradually rise
to about 85-90 percent in the next 25 years under present old-age
and survivors insurance coverage and to 90-95 percent under uni
versal coverage. After that time, there will be a further slow in
crease to an ultimate figure of close to 100 percent for universal
coverage and close to 95 percent for present coverage. At the
present time, almost 75 percent of the men are receiving benefits
or earnings while for women, the corresponding figure is only about
45 percent. However, by 1980, the ratio for women will be quite
close to that for men. This difference in the proportions for men
and women is, of course, largely explained by the continued pres
ence of a large number of widows whose husbands died without
being insured under the old-age and survivors insurance program.
Table 3 shows the progress of the trust fund under the present
coverage, using 21/4 percent and 23/4 percent of interest. Under
the low-cost estimate, the fund builds up steadily, reaching in the
year 2000 about $130 billion for the 21/4 percent interest assump
tion and $160 billion for 234,4 percent and continues to grow there
after. For the year 2000, benefits and contributions are roughly
equal and although benefits increase more rapidly than contribu
tions thereafter, interest on the fund would more than take care
of this difference.
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Under the high-cost estimate, the trust fund builds up to a maxi
mum of about $40 billion in '1975-80 for 21/4 percent interest and
$47 billion in 1980 for 23,4 percent interest and thereafter declines,
being exhausted about 20 years later. Under this estimate, con
tributions generally exceed benefit payments plus administrative
expenses until about 1975, although for 1958 and 1959 there is a
slight excess of benefits over contributions (these are the last two
years that the 4 percent combined contribution rate is in effect)
and the same situation also holds true for 1963 and 1964 (the last
two years on the 5 percent combined rate).
Under the intermediate-cost estimate, at 21/4 percent interest the
trust fund builds up to a maximum of about $65 billion in 1985 and
declines slowly thereafter to about $55 billion in the year 2000. At
23/4 percent interest, the corresponding figures are a peak of about
$80 billion in 1990, and $77 billion in 2000. Carrying the cost esti
mates out beyond the year 2000, the trust fund continues to de
crease until it is exhausted many years later.
Table 4 shows the progress of the trust fund under universal
coverage using 21/4 percent and 23/4 percent interest. Since the
cost of the program relative to pay roll is lower than for present
coverage and since the dollar amounts involved are larger because
of more persons being covered, the resulting trust fund figures are
higher, and in any cases where the trust fund reaches a maximum
and declines, this point is at a higher amount and is further off in
the future than the corresponding figures in Table 3. Under the
low-cost estimate, the fund builds up steadily reaching about $190
billion in 2000 at 21/4 percent interest and $225 billion at 23% per
cent interest, and continues to grow thereafter. For the year 2000,
contributions are roughly 5 percent higher than benefit payments.
Although thereafter benefits increase more rapidly than contribu
tions and after about 20 years become larger, interest on the fund
more than takes care of this difference.
Under the high-cost estimate, the fund builds up to a maximum
of about $65 billion in 1980 at 21/4 percent interest and to about $75
billion in 1980-85 at 23/4 percent interest and thereafter declines,
being exhausted shortly after 2000. Contributions generally ex
ceed benefit payments plus administrative expenses until about
1975.
Under the intermediate-cost estimate, the fund builds up steadily
over the next 50 years reaching about $105 billion in 2000 at 21/4
percent interest and about $135 billion at 23/4 percent interest.
Thereafter the fund grows more slowly, and for 21/4 percent inter
est eventually reaches a maximum and then declines.
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TABLE

1-Comparisonof Cost of OA SI System for Present Coverage
and Universal Coverage
Benefits as Percent of Payroll

Benefit Payments (milllons)
Calendar Year
Present
Universal
Increase
Coverage ICoverage Iin Cost

Present
Coverage

UIvesl
Cvrg

Ices
nCs

LOW-COST ESTIMATE
Percent
$6,267
$5,873
$606
3.76
1960------------------------4.85
7, 723
9,059
1,336
1970 ------------------------8.86
12,385
2,064
1980------------------------- 10,321
16,029
2,574
6. 29
2020 ------------------------- 13,455
25,887
3,936
6.88
2050 ------------------------- 21,951
Level-Premium *
85.69
ait23j interest----------- ------------ ------------ -----------65.42
at2i interest ---------- ------------I------------I------------

Percent
3.34
4.85
5.84
6.01
6.52

Percent
-0.42
-. 30
-. 22
-. 28
-. 36

5.40
5.14

-. 29
-. 2

4. 44
5.66
6.95
8.42
10.93

3.91
5.40
6.68
7.81
9.90

-. 53
-. 26
-. 27
-. 61
-1.03

7.63
7.12

7.03
6.88

-. 60
-. 54

4.10
5.26
6.40
7.30
8.48

3.63
4.97
6.16
6.86
7.85

-. 47
-. 29
-. 24
-. 44
-. 63

6.58
6.22

6.15
&82

-. 43
-. 40

HIGH-COST ESTIMATE
$648
1960------------------------$6,166
$6,814
8,913
10,631
1,718
1970------------------------2,388
14, 277
1980------------------------- I1, 909
16,169
18,739
2,570
2000 ------------------------25,658
3,004
2050 ------------------------22,65
Level-Premium .
lit 2YAOInterest ---------- ------------ ------------ -----------at 2P,?(%interest ---------- ------------ ------------ -----------INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE b
$6,344
$629
1960 ------------------------- $5,716
9,845
1,627
1970 ------------------------8,318
13,331
2,215
1980 ------------------------- 11,116
17,382
2,570
2000 ------------------------- 14,812
25,773
3,471
2050 ------------------------- 22,302
Level-Premium.
ait 2XO7%interest ---------- ------------ ------------ -----------at23%q interest ---------- ------------ ------------ ------------

.Level contribution rate (based on interest rate shown) for benefit payments after 1952, taking Into
account the accumaulated funds at the end of 1952 and future administrative expenses, and assuming that
after the year 2050 benefit payments and taxable payroll are level (actually the relationship between bene
fits and payroll Is virtually constant after about 2020).
b Based on average of the dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates.
Mote: The figures in this table are based on the cost estimate involving high-employment assumptions.
see text for explanation of meaning of these figures in regard to financlal interchange provisions with rail
road retirement system.
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TABLui

2-Aged persons receiving OASI benefits or 8up ported by earnings compared
with total aged population, present coverage and universal coverage
(in msllions of persons)
Receiving OASI Benefits or Supported by
TotalEarnings.
PopuIa

tion111

Calendar Year

Age 65

I

Number
_

and Over
J

_

_

_

Present
Coverage

_

_

Percent
_

_

_

Universal
Coverage

_

_

_

_

_

Present
Coverage

_

_

_

_

Universal
Coverage

LOW-COST ESTIMATE, TOTAL PERSONS
1953-----------------------------------19855----------------------------------1960-----------------------------------1970-----------------------------------1980 -----------------------------------

13.3
13.9
16.4
18.4
22.0

7.6
8.6
10.7
14.4
18.7

()

11.1
15. 1
20.1

5)7
2
69
78
88

72
82
91

75
83
91

77
87
96

HIGH-COST ESTIMATE, TOTAL PERSONS

1980-----------------------------------1970-----------------------------------1980 -----------------------------------

15.6i
18.7
22.8

11.7
18.6
2.

12.0
16.3
21.6

LOW-COST ESTIMATE, MEN
1913-----------------------------------19155----------------------------------1960-----------------------------------1970-----------------------------------1980------------------------------------

6. 2
6.5
7.
8.1
9. 4

4. 1
4.84
.5
6.7
8.4

73
6.5
6.9
8. 9

79
83
89

79
85
98

6.1
7.65
9. 7

86
87
95

87
90
98

56
82
11.

44
1
62
75
82

HIGH-COST ESTIMATE, MEN
1953-----------------------------------1955-----------------------------------1980-----------------------------------1970-----------------------------------1980------------------------------------

6.2
6.6
7.0
8.3
9.9

4.57
8.2
6.0
7.2
9.4

LOW-COST ESTIMATE, WOMEN
1953-----------------------------------19558-----------------------------------1960-----------------------------------1970-----------------------------------1980------------------------------------

7.
7.
8.4
103
12.6

3.
1.
5.2
77
10.1

()
C'

()
(')
67
8
89

HIGH-COST ESTIMATE, WOMEN
1953-----------------------------------19155----------------------------------1960-----------------------------------1970-----------------------------------1980------------------------------------

7.1
7.4
8.4
10.4
12.9

3. 1
4.1
8.7
8. 4
11.3

)
1.98
88
11.

44
5'51
68
81
88

)
'

70
88
92

*Notavailable.
* As used here, "earnings" includes earnings from noncovered employment.
Note., The figures in this table are based on the cost estimate involving high-employment assumptions.
See text for explanation of meaning of these figures in regard to financial interchange provisions with rail
road retirement system,
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TABLE

3-Progre88of OASI Trust Fund for Preaent Coverage (in millions)
Interest Rtate at 23j%

Calendar

ContribuBenefit
Yer tosExpenses

Adminis

Interest Rate at 2~%

-____

Interest
on
Fund b

Fund at
End
of Year

____

____

interest
on
Fund b

Fund at
End
of Year

ACTUAL DATA .
1950-----------1961------------1952-------------

$2,7
3,367
3,819

$96
1,886
2,194

$61
81
88

$257
417
365

$13,71
155,50
17,442

$7
417
365

$50,482
54,982
85, 263
196,282
128,685

$827
1,541
2,507
3,303
4,208j

$13,721
15,640
17,442

LOW-COST ESTIMATE
1960-------$6,
646
1970-------------9,985
1980------------ 11, 176~
1990------------ 12,224
2000------------ 13, 591

$6,267
7, 723
10,321
12,5684
13,455

$101
125
151
175
191

$657
1,186
1,868
2!,345
2,880

I

$31,538
58,656
94,016
123,138
187, 197

HIGH-COST ESTIMATE

1960-------0,58

1970-------------9. 878
1980------------ 10,874
1990:------------11,436
2000-----------12, 191

618
$8,'9163
11,909
14, 728
16, 169

$134

170
208
246
268

$540

741
916
5517

(d)

$24, 673

I

34,084 I
40,941
23,647

(d)

I

$26, 6388

j

(4)

$82
978 I
1,271
on93I
(d)

36,940
46,875
3,284

INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE.
1960-------$6,612
1970-------------9,932
1980-----------11,025
1990-----------11,630
2000-----------12,891

$5,716
8,318
11,116
13,656
14,812

$118
148
180
210
230

$598
964
1,392
1,451
1,265

$27, 578
44,633
63, 102
64,914
56, 412

$764
1,260
1,689
2,120
2,097

$28,688
47,798
70,446
78,210
77, 274

Combined employer, employee, and self-employed contributions. The combined employer-employee
rate is 3 percent for 1950-3 4 percent for 1954-59 5percent for 1960-64, 6 percent for 1965-69, and 63. percent
for 1970 and after. The self-employed pay X of these rates.
b Actual interest receipts used forl198052. For future years interest is figured atmrte shown on av;erage
balance in fund. Actual 1951 figure Is inflated because it includes a considerable amount of the i
ters
which accrued in the second half of 1950 and also virtually all of the 1911 interest.
a Based on Daily Statement of the U. S. Treasury. For 1950, benefit payments were those of 1989 Act
for first 9 months and those of 1980 Act for last 3 months, and contribution income was that of previous
law for entire year. For 1952, benefit payments were those of 1980law for firstg9months and thoseo011952
law for last 3 months.
d Fund exhausted in 1997.
*Based on average of the dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates.
Note: The figures in this table are based on the cost estimate involving high-employment assumptions.
Ometext for explanation of meaning of these figures in regard to financlal interchange provisions with rail
road retirement g"stem.
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TABLin

4-Progress of 0ASI Truat Fundfor Universal Cover-age (in millions)
Interest Rate at 2Xj%

Calendar
Year

Contributions *

Benefit
Payments

Adminismtratve
Expenses

Interest
IFund
o
I
En at
Fund
of Year

Interest Rate at

Interest
on
Fun

2M%

Fund
End at
of Year

LOW-COST ESTIMATE
1960 ----------1970-----------1980------------1990-----------2000------------

$8,133
12,275
13, 727
14, 970
16,680

$5,873
9,059
12,185
15, 015
16,029

$118
147
177
203
221

$800
1,592
2, 584
8,295
4,109

$37, 420
73,885
116, 658
149, 636
186,980

$1,005
2,058
8,409
4,605
6,030

$38, 617
78,440
127,967
171,920
225,602

$31,94
60,61
64,977
83,952
24, 101

80
1,434
1,974
1,871
1,259

3,
54,225
73, 175
68, 167
45, 024

$938
1,746
2.692
3, 238
3,644

$35, 840
60,332
100,571
120,044
135,263

HIGH-COST ESTIMATE
1960--------$8, 064
1970-------------12, 147
1980------------13,367
1990-:-----------14,030
2000------------15, 018

86,814
10,631
14, 277
17, 273
18, 739

$184
198
238
271
291

$6911
1,097
1,442
1,226
674

INTERMEDIATE-COST ESTIMATE b
1960-------$8,098
1970------------12,211
1980------------ 13,547
1990-----------14,800
2000-----------18,849

$6,344
9,845
13,331
16. 142
17,182

$136
172
208
237
256

$746
1,344
1,998
2, 260
2,342

$34, 683
62,199
90,816
101, 794
105,5830

Combined employer, employee, and self-employed contributions. The combined employer-employee
rate is 3 percent for 1950-83 4 percent for 1954-59, 5 percent for 1960-64, 6 percent for 1965-69, and 6J1 percent
for 1970 and after. The self-employed pay Y,of these rates.
bBased on average of the dollar costs under the low-cost and high-cost estimates.
Note: The figures in this table are based on the cost estimate involving high-employment assumptions.
See text for explanation of meaning of these figures in regard to financial interchange provisions with rail
road retirement system.
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Robert M. Ball, Acting Director
Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Director's Bulletin No. 197
Administration Bill to Extend Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Coverage
Today Chairman Reed (R., New York) of the House Ways and Means
Committee introduced, upon request, H.R. 6812, a bill to carry out
the President's recommendation that old-age and survivors insurance
be extended "to cover millions of our citizens who have been left
out of the social security system." Representative Kean (R., New Jersey)
a member of the same committee, concurrently introduced an identical
bill.
This legislation, developed by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare on the basis of the study made by the consultants
on social security, would extend coverage to between 10 and 11 million
additional people during the course of a year. About 61/2million of
these would be covered on a compulsory basis; coverage would be made
available to the others--State and local government employees under
public retirement systems and clergymen—subject to action comparable
to that now required for coverage of State and local and nonprofit
employees.
Even though it is expected at this time that the first step
in the legislative process—consideration by the House Committee on
Ways and Means--will be deferred until the start of the next regular
session, it is not too soon for us to start thinking of the effects
the bill, if enacted, would have on the old-age and survivors in
surance program and on Bureau operations.
The provisions of the bill closely parallel the recommendations
made by the consultants on social security. Enactment of the bill
would make basic old-age and survivors insurance protection available
to workers in practically all types of employment and self-employment
except employment (both civilian and armed forces) for the Federal
Government covered by the Federal staff retirement system. These areas
of employment, as well as railroad employment, are not affected by
the bill because, as I mentioned in the preceding Director's Bulletin
on the report of the consultants on social security, they are the
subjects of special studies authorized by the Congress.
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The major groups which would be covered by the proposed bill
are farm operators; self-employed professional groups now excluded;
hired farm workers and household workers who meet a $50-a-quarter
cash wage test; members of State and local government retirement
systems (except policemen and firemen) who could be covered after
a favorable vote by two thirds of the members of the system who
participate in a referendum; and clergymen, who would be covered on
much the same basis as lay employees of nonprofit organizations
under present law.
Coverage would also be provided for the following minor
groups: workers in cotton gins and those employed in the production
of gum naval stores; persons performing "casual labor" who are paid
cash wages of $50 or more in a quarter by an employer; fishermen
who are now excluded because they are not employed on vessels of
more than ten net tons; home workers not subject to State licensing
laws (on the same basis as those subject to State licensing laws
are now covered); internes; American citizens employed by American
employers on vessels or aircraft registered in foreign countries;
and three groups of employees of the Federal Government or its
instrumentalities--temporary employees in the field service of the
Post Office Department, certain civilian employees of Coast Guard
Exchanges (PX's), and employees of the eleven district Home Loan
Banks.
In line with the President's recommendation, the bill is
essentially a coverage bill. It would bring the new groups under
old-age and survivors insurance without making substantial changes
in the present program, except for one change designed to offset
the disadvantageous effect which late entry into the program would
have on the newly covered person's everage monthly wage and resulting
benefits. Instead of providing a "new start" to accomplish this
purpose, the bill provides a new method for computing the average
monthly wage. Under the new method, up to 3 of the years in which
an individual's credited earnings were the lowest would ordinarily
be disregarded in the computation. For newly covered workers who
have no wage credits prior to 1954, the years 1951, 1952, and 1953
would generally be omitted. For persons now covered who have wage
credits in the 3 years prior to 1954, 3 future years in which they
have little or no earnings could generally be disregarded. Thus,
in addition to precluding the need for a new start for computing
the average monthly wage of newly covered groups, the provision
affords workers already covered some future protection against a
lowered average monthly wage which might otherwise result because
of periods of low earnings, unemployment, or disability. Generally
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speaking, the new method of computation would be available only
to those who have their benefits computed after the legislation is
enacted. The 3-year drop out provision would also apply to the
computation of the average monthly wage under the old formula.
I am enclosing a summary of the provisions of the bill which
will give you more details on the proposed program changes mentioned
above and on some minor modifications which I have not discussed.
Copies of the bill will be mailed to all offices.

Two bills affecting old-age and survivors insurance were
passed by both houses of Congress during the past week and are now
before the President for signature. One provides for an extension
of 1-1 years--through June 30, 1955--of the period for which free
wage credits of $160 a month may be given for military service.
This is a version of H.R. 4151, introduced earlier in this Congress
by Representative Cooper (D., Tennessee) and amended in line with
the Administration's recommendations; it also carries out recom
mendations of the consultants on social security. The other,
H.R. 2062, introduced by Representative Byrnes (R., Wisconsin),
would make it possible to include employees of the Wisconsin State
retirement system in the Wisconsin Agreement covering State and
local employees. The Wisconsin retirement system is unique in
that for several years it has been designed as a supplementary
system to old-age and survivors insurance and could not be fully
effective until old-age and survivors insurance coverage was
made possible.

Robert M. Ball
Enclosure

SUIMvIRY OF PROVISIONS OF THE ADMVINISTRATION BIL.L
COVERAGE
1. Self-employed farm operators.--By deleting the existing
provision which excludes farm self-employment earnings from "net
earnings from self-employment.," the bill would extend coverage to
about 3.1 million people who during the course of a year have income
from farm self-employment. In effect, farm self-employment earnings
would be covered on much the same basis as earnings from urban
self-employment, However, the bill contains a special provision which
would make it easier for certain people engaged in farm self-employment
to compute their net earnings from farming for old-age and survivors
insurance purposes.
Under the special provision, a person who had gross income from
farm self-employment of $1,800 or less during his taxable year would
have the option of reporting for old-age and survivors insurance
purposes either his actual net earnings from farm self-employment
(gross receipts minus allowable expenses) or presumptive net earnings
equal to 50 percent of his gross receipts from farm self-employment.
If the farm operator's gross income from farm self-employment was more
than $1,800 during his taxable year, he would be required to report
his actual farm self-employment net earnings if they were $900 or
more; however., if his actual net earnings from farm self-employment
were less than $900., he could report presumptive net earnings of
$900. (For example, a farm operator with an annual gross income
from farming of $2,400 whose actual farm business expenses were
$1,600 could report as his net earnings from farm self-employment
either his actual net of $800 or -a presumptive net of $900.)
The optional method of computing net earnings from farm selfemployment could be used only for old-age and survivors insurance
purposes.
Its principal purpose would be to make it unnecessary for
operators of small farms who are not liable for income taxes but who
would be covered by old-age and survivors insurance to assume a
record-keeping task they do not now perform. Presumptive net earnings
were set at 50 percent of gross after a review was made of farm in
come data; the data showed that up until a few years ago the average
net-to-gross ratio for all types of farming was about 50 percent and
that lately the average ratio is close to 4O percent.
2. Self-em-oloyed professional persons.--The bill would extend
coveraae to some 500,000 self-employed professional people on the
same basis as persons in other types of nonfarm self-employment are
now covered. As a corollary to the inclusion of medical practitioners,
coverage also would be provided for about 10,000 internes whose
services under the present law are excluded; internes, of course.,
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would be covered as employees, with those employed by nonprofit
organizations being subject to the same conditions for coverage
as other lay employees of nonprofit organizations.
The self-employed professional people who would be c~overed
are: physicians, lawyers, dentists, osteopaths, veterinarians,
chiropractors, optometrists, funeral directors, architects., naturopaths,
professional engineers, and certain accountants. The deletion of the
"self-employed professional" exclusion contained in the present law
would also mean that the services of Christian Science practitioners
would no longer be specifically excluded from covered self-employment.
However, it is likely that Christian Science practitioners would be
excluded by the provision which bars self-employed ministers from
coverage.

3. Hired farm workers.-.-The bill would cover all agricultural
laborers who are paid $50 in cash wages by an employer in a calendar
quarter. The qualifying quarter and 60-day test in the present law
would be eliminated. As a result, about 2.7 million more hired farm
workers than are now covered would be brought under old-age and
survivors insurance during the course of a year, bringing the total
up to about 3.4 million. Most of the farm workers who would continue
to be excluded from coverage are students, housewives and others not
in the labor force except for the few days they work during the
harvest season.
In addition to covering additional hired farm workers on the
basis of a $50-a-quarter cash wage test, the bill would change the
definition of agricultural labor so as to extend coverage to workers
in cotton gins and those employed in the production of gum naval
stores.

4. Domestic workers in private homes.--The bill would cover
all domestic workers who work in private homes and who are paid $50
in cash wages by an employer in a calendar quarter. The day test
of the present law would be removed. This provision of the bill would
cover during the course of a year about 200,000 more household
workers than the present law. It also would mean additional coverage
for from 50,000 to 100,000 workers who are now covered on some but
not all of their domestic jobs. In a calendar quarter between 55 and
60 percent of all persons in household employment would be covered.
Most of those who would continue to be excluded from coverage would
be students, housewives, and aged persons who spend comparatively
little time working for pay. It is estimated that the bill would
.cover about 90 percent of the persons whose major activity is regular
employment in household work.
Persons performing "casual labor" (service not in the course
of the employer's trade or business) would, like domestic workers in
private homes., be covered by the bill if they were paid $50 in cash
wages by an employer in a calendar quarter.
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5. State and local government employees under retirement
systems.-The bill would make old-age and survivors insurance coverage
available during the course of a year to some 3.9 million State and
local government employees in positions covered by State and local
retirement systems. More specifically, section 218 (d) (which
prohibits coverage of employees who are in positions covered by a
retirement system at the time the coverage agreement is made applicable
to their coverage group) would be amended so as to permit coverage
of services in positions under a State or local retirement system
without requiring dissolution of the system. Such services could be
covered by means of an agreement between the individual State and the
Department of Health., Education, and Welfare, provided a vote were
held among the active members of the system and two thirds of those
voting were in favor of coming under old-age and survivors insurance.
The provision permitting coverage of members of State and
systems would not apply to policemen and firemen
retirement
local
under retirement systems; such employees would continue to be excluded.
The bill provides that a group brought under coverage alfter
1953 but prior to 1956 could be covered retroactively to January 1,
1954. This provision is intended to give State legislatures adequate
time to pass necessary enabling legislation and to give the responsible
State authorities time enough to complete arrangements for agreements
or modifications which would extend old-age and survivors insurance
to groups under State and local retirement systems. Coverage for
groups for which agreements were completed after 1956 could not begin
before the first of the calendar year in which the agreement was
executed.
6. Clergymen.--The bill would make coverage available to some
200,000 clergymen employed by nonprofit organizations. Clergymen
could be covered on much the same basis as the present law provides
for covering lay employees of nonprofit organizations. A separate
waiver would be required for covering clergymen, and at least two
thirds of the clergymen would have to favor coverage. Clergymen
employed by an organization could not~be covered unless the
organization covered its lay employees also. Members of religious
orders who are required to take a vow of poverty (practically all
members of religious orders are required to do so) would continue
to be excluded. The exclusion of self-employed clergymen (probably
very few in number) would also be continued,
An important change which the bill provides for all employees
of nonprofit organizations is that an employee who did not concur in
the filing of a certificate., and so was not covered, could at any
later time change his mind and obtain current, but not retroactive,
coverage,
7. Employee fishermen.-The bill would extend coverage to
about 40,000 fishermen who are-now excluded because they are not employed
on vessels of more than ten net tons. (People engaged in catching
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halibut or salmon for commercial purposes are the only fishermen
now covered while employed on vessels of ten net tons or less.)
In addition to extending old-age and survivors insurance protection
to people who spend all of their time in fishing activities which
are now excluded from coverage, the amendment would strengthen the
protection of many people who work part of the time in fishing
activities now covered by old-age and survivors insurance and part
of the time in fishing activities now excluded.

8. Home workers.--The bill would cover, as employees, additional
home workers. This would be accomplished by eliminating the present
provision which requires that, to be covered, the services rendered
by certain home workers must be subject to licensing requirements
under the laws of the State in which they work. (Only 15 States require
home workers to secure licenses.) The bill would not change the
requirement that the home worker be paid $50 or more in cash wages
in a calendar quarter in order to be covered, nor would it modify
the requirement that the home worker's services must be performed
according to specifications and on materials furnished by the person
for whom the work is done.
9. American seamen and airmen employed on foreign-flag vessels
and aircraft by American employers. --The 1950 amendments extended
coverage generally to citizens of the United States working outside
of the United States for an American employer, but failed to cover
those performing services for American employers on or in connection
with vessels or aircraft registered in a foreign country. The bill
would correct this gap in the 1950 legislation by extending coverage
to seamen on foreign-flag vessels and airmen on foreign-flag aircraft
if the seamen or airmen are citizens of the United States and are
employed by an American employer.
10.

Certain Federal employees. --The bill would extend coverage

to about 35,000 temporary employees who are employed during the course

of a year in the field service of the Post Office Department and to
employees of the district Home Loan Banks. Also covered would be
certain civilian employees of Coast Guard Exchanges. (These exchange
employees perform services similar to those performed by civilian
employees in the PX's of the armed forces under the jurisdiction of
the Secretary of Defense. The latter were covered under old-age and
survivors insurance by the 1950 amendments.) None of the three groups
of Federal employees to whom the bill would extend old-age and survivors
insurance coverage is under the civil service retirement system.
NEW ALTERN\ATIVYE METrHOD OF COMPUTING TEE AVEBA GE MONTHLY WA GE.,
RECOMPUTATION1, AND OTHER AMENDMENTS PERTAINING TO BENEFIT COMPUTATIONS
The bill provides a new method of computing the average monthly
wage under which most workers coming on the benefit rolls in the
future would have up to three years in which their covered earnings
were lowest or nonexistent eliminated from the computation. As

-5
indicated in the covering memorandum,, elimination of these years
will eliminate the need for a new start on average monthly wage for
the newly covered groups, and will also give persons already covered
some protection against benefit reductions resulting from periods
of unemployment, illness or low earnings. The use of the new method
is limited to individuals who (1) become eligible for benefits after
the month in which the bill is enacted, or (2) acquire at least six
quarters of coverage after June 30, 1952, or (3)die after the month
in which the bill is.enacted and prior to the attainment of age 65.
These requirements are designed to prevent the mass recomputation
of benefits for persons already on the rolls; as indicated, however,
any old-age insurance beneficiary who acquires six quarters of
coverage after June 30,. 1952, may have his benefit recomputed to
drop out up to three of the lowest years. The new computation
provisions would apply to cases in which the old benefit formula and
conversion table are used as well as to "new-start" cases.
The report of the consultants on social security recommended
that in no case should the average monthly wage be computed over
a period shorter than that required for fully insured status
(rounded down to whole years). This restriction would assure that
even after the elimination of low years the period of time remaining
would be sufficiently representative for purposes of determining an
individual's average monthly wage. The bill achieves an almost
identical result by requiring that at least the equivalent of two
years be used in the computation. In other words, a minimum divisor
of 24-i
must always be used -where low years are dropped.
The bill provides for lag recomputations for the self-employed
for the years 1954-i and 1955. For these years there will be cases
where for newly covered workers only one year of earnings will be
available for the initial computation, and the minimum divisor of
will have to be applied if the years 1951, 1952, and 1953, are
24-i
to be dropped. Because of the minimum divisor of 24-i.,
the wage
closing date also is modified for 195)-i, 1955, and the first half of
1956 to permit the use of wages up to the quarter of entitlement
in the initial computation.
PRESERVING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RAILROAD RETIRENEN\T
AND OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE
The 1952 amendments to the Social Security Act provided that
the various references to the Social Security Act contained in the
coordination provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act would refer
to the Social Security Act as amended in 1952. This amendment was
necessary to maintain the relationship between the old-age and survivors
insurance system and the railroad retirement system that was established
by the amendments made in 1951 to the Railroad Retirement Act.
Similarly, the Administration bill provides that references in the
Railroad Retirement Act to the Social Security Act refer to the Social
Security Act as amended in 1953.
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IN THE HFOUSE OF REPIRESENTATIVES
JANUARY

Mr.

REED

14, 1954

of New York introduced the following bil]; which was referred to
the Committee on Ways and Means

A BILL
To amend the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue
Code so as to extend coverage under the old-age and sur
vivors insurance program, increase the benefits payable
thereunder, preserve the insurance rights of disabled individ
uals, and increase the amount of earnings permitted without
loss of benefits, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

1
2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be cited as the "Social Security Amend

4 ments of 1954".
I

2
1

TITLE I-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II OF THE

2

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

3

EXTENSION OF COVERAGE

4 DOMESTIC SERVICE, SERV ICE NOT IN COURSE OF EMPLOYER')S
5

BUSINESS, AND AGRICULTURAL LABOR

6

SEC. 101. (a)

7

(1) Paragraph (2) of section 209 (g)

of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

8

" (2) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

9

anty calendar quarter to an employee for domestic service

10

in a private home of the employer, if the cash retnunera

11

tion paid in such quarter by the employer to the em

12

ployee for such service is less than $50.

13

this paragraph, the term 'domestic service in a private
14

As used in

home of the employer' does not include service de

15

scribed in section 210 (f)

16

(2) Section 209 (g) of such Act as amended by adding

17

(5)

;".

at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

18

~

19

'(3)

Cash remunera-tion paid by an employer in

any calendar quarter to an employee for service not in

20

the course of the employer's trade or business, if the

21

cash remuneration paid in such quarter by the employer

22

to the employee for such service is less than $50. As

23

used in this paragraph, the term 'service not in the

24

course of the employer's trade or business' does not in

25

clude domestic service in a private home of the employer

3

1and does not include service described in section 210
2

(f) (5);"

3

(3) Section 209 (li) of such Act is amended by in

4

serting " (1) " after " (i) " and by adding at the end thereof

5 the following new paragraph:
6

" (2) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

7

any calendar quarter to an employee for agricultural

8

labor, if the cash remuneration paid in such quarter by

9

the employer to the employee for such labor is less

10

than $50 ;".

11

(4) Section 210. (a) (1) of such Act is amended to

12 read as follows:
13

"()Service performed by foreign agricultural

14

workers under contracts entered into in accordance with

15

title V of the Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended;".

16

(5) Such Act is amended by striking out paragraph

17

(3) of section 210 (a) and redesignating paragraphs (4),

:18

(F), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), and

19

(14) of such section, and references thereto, as paragraphs

21 and (13), respectively.
22

AMERICAN CITIZENS EMPLOYED BY AMERICAN EMPLOYERS

23

ON FOREIGN-FLAG VESSELS

24

(b) The paragraph of section 210 (a) of the Social

25 Security Act herein redesignated as paragraph

(4)

is

4
1

amended by striking out "if the individual is employed on

2

and in connection with such vessel or aircraft when outside

3

the United States" and inserting in lieu thereof: "if (A) the

4

individual is employed on and in connection with such vessel

5

or aircraft -Nhen outside the United States and (B) (i) such

6

individaal is not an American citizen or (ii) the employer is

7

not an American employer".

8
9

CERTAIN FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

()()Clause

(ii) of subparagraph (B) of the para

10

graph of section 210 (a) of the Social Security Act herein

11

r-edesignated as paragraph (6) is amended by inserting "a

12

Federal H-oine Loan Bank." after "a Federal Reserve Bank,"

13
14

(2)

Such subparagraph

(B) is further amended by

striking out "or"~at t~he end of clause (iii) Iinserting "or~
15at the end of clause (iv),I and adding the following- new

16

clause at the end of such subparagraph:
17"(v)

service performed by a civilian em

18

ployee, not compensated from funds appropri

19

ated bv the Conoxess, in the Coast Guard Ex

20

changes 'or other activities, conducted by an

21

instrumentality of the United States subject to

22

the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treasury,

23

ait installations of the Coast Guard for the corn

1

fort, pleasure, contentment, and mental and

2

physical improvement of personnel of the Coast

3

Guard;".

4

(3) Such Act is amended by striking out clause (iii)

5 of subparagraph (C) of the paragraph of section 210 (a)
6 herein redesignated as paragraph
7 clauses (iv), (v), (vi)
8

(xii) , and

(xi..i)

11

(vii), (viii)

,

(ix), (x), (xi),

of such subparagraph, and references

9 thereto, as clauses (iii)
10

,

(6) and redesignating

,

(iv)
, (v), (vi)

,

(vii)

,

(viii)

(ix),
(x4 xi), and (xii), respectively.
(4)Section 205 (p) (3) of such Act isamended by

12 adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The

13 provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be applicable
14 also in the case of service performed by a civilian employee,
15 not compensated from funds appropriated by the Congress,
16 in the Coast Guard exchanges or other activities, conducted
17 by an instrumentality of the United States subject to the
IS jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treasury, at installations
19 of the Coast Guard for the comfort, pleasure, contentment,
20 and mental and physical improvement of personnel of the
21 Coast Guard; and for purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2)
22

the Secretary of the Treasury shall be deemed to be the head

23 of such instrumentality."

6

1

MINISTERS

(d) The paragraph of section 210 (a) of the Social

2
3

Security Act herein redesignated as paragraph

4

amended to read as follows:
5

"(8)

(8)

is

(A) Service performed in the employ of a

6

religious, charitable, educational, or other organization

7

exempt from income tax uinder section 101 (6) of the

8

Internal Revenue Code, other than service performed by
9

a duly ordained, commiissioned, or licensed minister of
a church in the exercise of his ministry or by a member

10
11

of a religious order in the exercise of duties required

12

by such order; but this subparagraph shall not apply to

13

service performed during the period for which a certifi

14

cate, filed pursuant to section 1426 (1) (1)

15

Internal Revenue Code, is in effect, if such service is

16

performed by an employee (i) whose signature appears

17

on the list filed by such organization under such section,

18

or (ii) who became an employee of such organization

19

after the certificate was filed and after such period

20

began;

21

of the

"(B) Service performed in the employ of a reli
educational, or other organization

22

gious, charitable,

23

exempt from income tax tinder section 101 (6) of the

24

Internal Revenue Code, by a dulyj ordained, cornmis

.7
1

sioned, or licensed minister of a church in the exercise of

2

his ministry or by a member of. a religious order in the

3

exercise of duties required by such order; but this sub

4

paragraph shall not apply to service performed by a

5

duly ordained,, commissioned, or licensed minister of a

6

church or a member of a religious order, other than

7

a member of a religious order who has taken a vow

8

of poverty as a member of such order, during the period

9

for which a certificate, filed pursuant to section 1426.

10

.(1) (2) of the Internal. Revenue Code, is in effect, if

11

such service is performed by an employee (i) whose

12

signature appears on the list filed by such organization

13

under such section, or (ii) who became an employee of

14

such organization after the certificate was filed and after

15

such period began ;".

16

INTERNES

17

(e) The paragraph of section 210 (a) of the. Social

18 Security Act herein redesignated as paragraph

(13)

is

19amended by strikin out all after the first semicolon therein.
20
21

FISHINQ AND RELATED SERVICE

(f) The Social Security Act is amended by striking out
22paragraph. (15) of section 210 (a) and redesignating para

23 graphs (.16) and (17)

of. such section,, and references

24 thereto, a~s paragraphs. (14) and (15), respectively.

1

HOMTEWORKERS

2

(g) Subparagraph (C) of section 210 (k) (3) of the

3 Social Security Act is amended by striking out

",

if the per

4 formance of such services is subject to licensing requirements
5 uinder the laws of the State in which such services are
6 performed".
7

8

FARMERS AN'D PROFESSIO'NAL SELF-EMPLOYED

(11)

(1) Section 2.11 (a) of the Social Security Act

9 is amended by striking out paragraph (2) and redesignating
10

paragraphs (3) , (4),~(5) , (6), and (7) , and references

11

thereto, as paragraphs

12

respectively, and by adding at the end of such section the

(2),

(3),

(4),

(5), and (6),

13 following new sentence: "In the case of any trade or busi
14 ness carried on by, an individual in which, if it were carried
15. on exclusively by employees, the major portion of the serv
16 ices would constitute agricultural labor as defined in section
17 210 (f), (i) if the gross income (computed under the
18preceding provisions of this subsection) derived from such
19 trade or business by such individual is not more than $1,800,
20 the net earnings from self-employment derived by him there
21from may, at his option, be deemed to be 50 per centumi of
22such gross income in lieu of his net earnings from self
23employment from such trade or business computed as pro
24 vided under the preceding provisions of this subsection, or
25

(ii) if the gross income derived from such trade or business

9
1 by such individual is mnore than $1,800 and the net earnings
2 from self-employment derived by him therefrom, as corn
3 puted under the precedling

provisions

of this subsection,

4 would be less than 8900, such net earnings may instead, at
5 the option of such individual, be deemied to be $900."
6

(2) The paragraph of such section 211 (a) herein re
7designated as paragraph (3) is amended bysrking out

8

"cutting or disposal of timber" and inserting in lieu thereof
9"cutting, of timber, or the disposal of timber or coal,".

10

(3) Section 211 (c) of such kct is amended by strik

11 ing out paragraph (5), by striking out

";

or" at -the end of

12 paragraph (4) and ins~erting a period in lieu thereof, and
13 by inserting "or" at the end of paragraph (3) .

14

EMPLOYEES COVER-ED BY STATE OR LOCAL RETIREMENT

15

SYSTEMS'

16

(i)

(1) Section 218 (d} of such Act is amended by

17 striking out "EXCLUSION OF" in the heading, by insert
18 ing " (1) " after " (d) ", and by striking out "on the date such
19 agreement is made applicable to such coverage group" and,
20 inserting in lieu thereof "either (A) on the date such agree
21 ment is made applicable to such coverage group-, or (B) on
22 the date of enactment of the succeeding paragraph of this
23 subsection (except in the case of positions specified in para
24 graph (5) of this subsection and in the case of positions
H. R. 7199-2

10
1 which are, by reason of action by such State or political
2 subdivision theveof, as may be appropriate, taken prior to
the date of enactment of such succeeding paragraph, no
longer covered by a retirement system on the date referred
5 to in clause (A)

)

.Such

section is further amended by

6adding at the end thereof the folowing new paragraphs:
"()It is hereby declared to be the policy of the
8Congress in enacting the succeeding paragraphs of this
9 subsection that the protection afforded employees in positions
10 covered under a retirement system on the date an agreement
11

under this section is made applicable to service performed

12 in such positions, or receiving periodic benefits under such
13 retirement system at such time, will. not be impaired as a
14 result of making the agreement so applicable or as a result
15 of legislative enactment in anticipation thereof.
16

"(3)

Notwithstanding paragraph (1) , an agreement

17 with a State may be made applicable (either in the original
18 agreement or by any modification thereof) to service per
19 formed by employees in positions covered by a retirement
20 system (including position's specified in paragraph (4) but,
21 excluding positions specified in paragraph

(5) ) if the

22 governor of the State certifies to the Secretary of Health,
23 Education, and Welfare that the following conditions have
24 been met:
25

" (A) A referendum by secret w~ritten ballot was

11
1

held on the question whether service in positions covered

2

by such retirement system should be excluded from or

3

included under an agreement under this section;

4

"(B)

An opportumitY to vote in such 'referendum

5

was given (and was limiited) to the employees who, at

6

the time the r'eferendum was held, were in positions then

7

covered by such retirement system and 1Vere members

8

of such system (other than employees who were not in

9.

such positions at the time notice of such referendum was

10

g'iven ahs required by subparagraph

11

employees in positions to which, at the time the refer

12

enduin was held, the State agreement already applied;

13

and other than employees in positions specified in para

14

graph (5) )

15
'16
17

(C) ; other than

"(C) Ninety days' notice of such referendum was
given to all such employees;
"(D)

Such referendum was conducted under the

18

supervision of the governor or an agency or individual

19

designated by him; and

20

"(E)

Two-thirds or more of the employees who

21

voted in such referendum voted in favor of including

22

service in such positions under an agreemeint under this

23

section.

24 No referendum with respect to a retirement system shall be
25 validl for the piirpOzCs of this paragraph unless held within

12
1

the two-year period which ends on the date of execution of

2

the- agreement or modification which extends the insurance

3 system established by this title to such retirement system,
4 nor shall any referendum with respect to a retirement system
5

be valid for purposes of this paragraph if held less than one

6

year after any prior referendum held witli respect to such

7 retirement system.
8

"(4) For the purposes of subsection (c) of this section,

9

the following employees shall be deemed to be a separate

10
11

coverage group
"(A) all employees in positions which wvere coy

12

ered by the same retirement. system on the date the-

13

agreement was made applicable to such system;

14
15

"(B) all employees in positions which were coy
ered by such system at any time after such date; and

16

"(C) all employees in positions which were cov

17

ered by such system at any time before such date and

18

to which the insurance system established by this title

19

has not been extended before such date because the posi

20

tions were covered by such retirement system.

21

" (5) Nothing in paragraph (3) of this subsection shall

22 authorize the extension of the insurance system established
23 by this title to service in any policeman's or fireman's
24 position or in any position covered by a retirement system

13
1 applicable exclusively to positions in one or more law
2 enforcement or fire-fighting units, agencies, or departments.
3.

"(6) If a retirement system covers positions of em

4 ployees of the State and positions of employees of one or
5 more political subdivisions of the State, or covers positions
6 of employees of two or more political subdivisions of the
7 State, then, for purposes of the preceding paragraphs of this
8

subsection, there shall, if the State so desires, be deemed to be

9

a separate retirement system with respect to each political

10 subdivision concerned and, where the retirement system coy
11

ers positions of employees of the State, a separate retirement

12 system with respect to the State."
13

(2) Section 218 (f) of such Act is amended to read

14 as follows:
15

"(f) Any agreement or modification of an agreement

16

under this section shall be effective with respect to services

17

performed after an effective date specified in such agreement
18or modification; except that

19

"(1) in the case of an agreement or modification

20

agreed to prior to 1954, such date may not be earlier

21

than December 31, 1950;

22

" (2) in the case of an agreement or modification

23

agreed to after 1954 but prior to 1957, such date may

24

not be earlier than December 31, 1954; and

14
1

"(3) in the case of an agreement or modification
2

agreed to during 1954 or after 1956, such date may not

3

be earlier than the last day of the calendar year preced

4

ing the year in which such agreement or modification,

5

as tile case may be, is agreed to by the Secretary of

6

Health, Education, and Welfare and the State."

7 The amendments made by paragraph (1) of this subsection
8 shall take effect January 1, 1955. Deductions under see
9 tion 203 of the Social Security Act shall not be made, from
10 any benefits under such Act certified and paid prior to the
11 date an agreement or modification of an agreement is agreed
12 to (after 1954) under section 218 of such Act, on account
13 of services, rendered prior to such date, to which such agree
14 ment or modification, as the case may be, is applicable; ex
15 cept that, for purposes of section 215 (f) of such Act, de
16 ductions which would have been imposed under such section
17 203 had such agreement or modification, as the case may be,
18 been agreed to on the date it became effective shall be
19 deemed to have been imposed.
20

(3) Section 218 (in) (1I)

of such Act is a-mended by

21 striking out "subsection (d) " and inserting in lieu thereof
22 "paragraph (1) of subsection (d).
23

24

EFFECTIVE DATES

(j) The amendment made by paragraph (2) of subsec

25 tion (h) shall be applicable only with respect to taxable
26 years beginning after 1950.

The amendments made by

13
1 applicable exclusively to positions in one or' more law2 enforcement or fire-fighting units, agencies, or departments.
3

"(6) If a retirement system covers positions of em

4 ployees of the State and positions of employees of one or
5 more political subdivisions of the State, or covers positions
6 of employees of two or more political subdivisions of the
7 State, then, for purposes of the preceding paragraphs of this
8 subsection, there shall, if the State so desires, be deemed to be
9 a. separate retirement system with respect to each political
10

subdivision concerned and, where the retirement system coy

11

ers positions of employees of the State, a separate retirement

12

system with respect to the State."

13

(2) Section 218 (f) of such Act is a-mended to read

14 as follows:
15

"(f) Any agreement or modification of an agreement

16 under this section shall be effective with respect to services
17

performed after an effective date specified in such agreement

18

or modification; 'except that-

19

"(1) in the case of an agreement or modification

20

agreed to prior to 1954, such date may not be earlier

21

than December 31, 1950;

22

" (2) in the case of an agreement or modification

23

agreed to after 1954 but prior to 1957, such date may

24

not be earlier than December 31, 1954; and

14
1

"(3) in the case of an agreement or modification
2

agreed to during 1954 or after 1956, such date may not

.3

be earlier than the last day of the calendar year preced

4

ing the year in which such agreement or modification,

5

as the case may be, is agreed to by the Secretary of

6

Health, Education, and Welfare and the State."

7 The amendments made by paragraph (1) of this subsection
8 shall take effect January 1, 1955. Deductions under see
9 tion 203 of the Social Security Act shall not be made, from
10 any benefits under such Act certified and paid prior to the
11 date an agreement or modification of an agreement is agreed
12 to (after 1954) under section 218 of such Act, on account
13 of services, rendered prior to such date, to which such agree
14 ment or modification, as the case may be, is applicable; ex
15 cept that, for purposes of section 215 (f) of such Act, de
16 ductions which would have been imposed under such section
17 203 had such agreement or modification, as the case may be,
18 been agreed to on the date it became effective shall be
19 deemed to have been imposed.
20

(3) Section 218 (in) (I1) of such Act is amended by

21 striking out "subsection (d) " and inserting in lieu thereof
22 "paragraph (1) of subsection (d)
23

24
25

"

EFFECTIVE DATES

(j) The amendment made by paragraph (2) of subsec
tion (h) shall be applicable only with respect to taxable

26 years beginning after 1950.

The amendments made by

15

1 paragraphs (1) and (3) of such subsection shall be applica
2 ble only with respect to taxable years beginning after 1954.
3

The amendments made by paragraphs (1) , (2), and (3) of

4 subsection (a) shall be applicable only with respect to
5 remuneration paid after 1954. The amendments made by
6 paragraphs (4) and (5) of subsection (a) shall be applica
7 ble only with respect to services (whether performed after
8 1954 or prior to 1955) for which the remuneration is paid
9 after 1954. The amendment made by paragraph (4) of sub
10 section (c) shall become effective January 1, 1955. The
11 other amendments made by this section (other than the
-12 amendments made by subsection (i) ) shall be applicable
13 only with respect to services performed after 1954.
14
15

INCREASE IN BENEFIT AMOUNTS

SEC. 102. (a) Subsection (a) of section 215 of the Social

16 Security Act is amended to read as follows:
17
18

"Primary Insurance Amount
"(a)

.(1)

The primary insurance amount of any

19 individual (i) who does not become eligible for benefits
20 under section 202 (a) until after the last day of the month
.21 following the month in which the Social Security Amend
22 ments of 1954 are enacted, or who dies after such day and
23 without becoming eligible for benefits under such section
24 202 (a) , and (ii) with respect to whom not less than six
25 of the quarters elapsing after 1950 are quarters of coverage,
26 and the primary insurance amount of any individual with

16
1 respect to whom not less than six of the quarters elapsing
2 after June 30, 1953, are quarters of coverage, shall be
3 whichever of the following amounts is the larger':
4

"(A) Fifty-five per centumn of the first $110 of his

5

average monthly wage, plus 20 per centum. of the next

6

$240; or

7

" (B) The amount determined under subsection (c).

8 An individual shall, for purposes of -this paragraph, be
9 deemed eligible for benefits under section 202 (a) for any
10 month if he was or would have been, upon -filing application
11 therefor in such month, entitled to such benefits for such
12 month.
13

"(2)

The primary insurance amount of any other

14 individual shall be the amount -determined under subsec
15tion (c)"
16

(b)

(1) Paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of 'such

17 section is amended by striking out "except that when the
.18. number of such elapsed months thus computed is less than
19eighteen, it shall be increased to. eighteen" and inserting ini
20 lieu thereof "except that (i) if the'number of such elapsed
21 months as thus computed is less than eighteen, it shall be
22increased to eighteen, or (ii) if the number of such elapsed
23months as thus computed and after the application of para
24graph (5) is less than twenty-four, it shall be increased to
25twenty-four"

17
1

(2) Such subsection is further amended by adding at

2 the end thereof the following new paragraph:
3

" (5) In the case of any individual, the Secretary shall

4 determine the four or fewer calendar years,, which, if the
5 months thereof elapsing after his starting date and prior to
6 his divisor closing date, together with the wages and self
7 employment income for such years, were excluded in com
8 puting his average monthly wage, would produce the
9 highest primary insurance amount. Such elapsed months
10 of the years so determined and the wages and self-employ
11 ment income for such years shall be excluded for purposes
12 of computing such individual's average monthly wage."
13

(c) Subsection (c) of such section is amended to read
14as follows:

15

"eDETERMINATIONS MADE BY USE

16
17

OF THE CONVERSION

TABLE

"(c)

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this

18 subsection, the amount referred to in paragraphs (1) (B)
19 and (2) of subsection (a) for an individual shall be either
20 the amount appearing in column III of the following table
21 on the line on which in column I appears his primary in
22 surance benefit (as determined under subsection (d) ), or
23 the amount appearing in column III of the following table
24on the line on which in column II appears his primary inH. IR.7199-3

18
1 surance amount (determined as provided in subsection (d)

2

)

'whichever produces the higher amount; and his average

3 monthly wage shall, for purposes of section 203 (a), be the
4 amount appearing in column IV on the line on which, in
5 column III, appears such higher amount.
'~1

I

IIIIV

"If the primary insurance
Or the primary
beeimasdtrindisrance amiount
be ubfect(an (d))erise (as djetermined
under sbeto
d)iunder subsection
(d) isSio-------------------------$11--------------------------S12--------------------------S13--------------------------$14--------------------------SIS--------------------------$16--------------------------$17--------------------------Sig--------------------------$19--------------------------$20--------------------------$21--------------------------$22 -------------------------$23--------------------------$24 ---------------------.
825--------------------------$26--------------------------$27--------------------------$28--------------------------$29--------------------------$30---------------------------~
$31--------------------------$F32--------------------------$33--------------------------$34--------------------------$35--------------------------$36--------------------------$37--------------------------$38--------------------------S39--------------------------$40--------------------------S41--------------------------$42--------------------------$43--------------------------$44--------------------------$45--------------------------$46---------------------------

$25.00
27.00
29.00
31. 00
33.00
35.00
36.70
38.20
39. 50
40. 70
42. 00
43. 50
45.30
47.350
50. 10
52. 40
54. 40
56. 30
58. 00
59. 40
O. 80
62. 00
63. 30
64. 40
65. 50
66. 60
67. 80
68. 90
70. 00
71. 00
72. 0 0
73. 10
74. 10
75. 10
76. 10
77. 10
77. 10
77. 20
77. 30
77. 40
77. 50
78. 00
79. 00
80. 10
81. 00
82. 00
83. 10
84. 00
85. 00

The amount
referred to in
paragraphs (1)
(B) and (2) of
subsection (a)
shall be$30.00
32.00
34.00
36.00
38.00
40.00
41.7-0
43.20O
44.50
45.70
47.00
48. 50
50. 30
52. 50
00. 10
57. 40
59. 40
61. 30
63. 00
64. 40
66. 30
67. 90
69. 50
71. 10
72. 50
73. 90
75. 50
77. 10
78. 50
79. 90
81. 10
82. 70
83. 90
85. 30
86. 70
88. 50
8&. 50
88. 50
88. 50
88. 50
88. 50
89. 10
90. 50
91. 90
93. 10
94. 50
95. 90
97. 10
98. 50

And the average
munthly wage
for purposes of
computing maximumi benefits
shall be$55.00
58.00
62.00
65.00
69.00
73.00
76.00
79.00
81.00
83.00
85.00
88. 00
91. 00
95. 00
100. 00
104. 00
108. 00
114. 00
123. 00
130. 00
139. 00
147. 00
1515.00
163. 00
170. 00
177. 00
185. 00
193. 00
200. 00
207. 00
213. 00
221. 00
227. 00
234. 00
241. 00
250. 00
250. 00
250. 00
250. 00
250. 00
250. 00
253. 00
260. 00
267. 00
273. 00
280. 00
287. 00
293. 00
300. 00
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1

"(2) (A) In case the primary insurance benefit (deter

2 mined as provided in subsection (d) ) of an individual falls
3 between the amounts on any two consecutive lines in column
4 I of the table, the amount referred to in paragraphs (1)

(B)

5 and (2) of subsection (a) for such individual shall be the
6 amount determined by applying the formula in subsection
7

(a) (1) to the average monthly wage which would be de

8 termined for such individual under applicable regulations of
9 the'S~ecretary in effect on January 1, 1954, increased, if it is
10 not then a multiple of $0.10, to the next higher multiple of
11 $0.10.

The amount so determined for any individual shall

12 be increased to the extent, if any, it is less than $5 -greater
13 than the primary insurance amount which would be deter
14 mined for him by use of his primary insurance benefit under
15 such applicable regulations.
16

"(B) In case the primary insurance amount (deter

17 mined under subsection (d) ) of an individual falls between
18 the amounts on any two consecutive lines in column II of
1.9 the table, the a-mount referred to in paragraphs (1) (B) and
20

(2) of subsection (a) for such individual shall be the amount

21 determined under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph for an
22 individual whose primary insurance benefit would (under the
23 regulations referred to in such subparagraph) produce such
24 primary insurance amount; except that, if there is no primary
25 insurance benefit which would (under such regulations) pro

1 duce such primary,, insurance amount or if such primary
2 insurance amount is higher than the amount appearing in
3

column II on the line on which in column I appears the

4 highest primary insurance benefit, the amount referred to in
5 paragraphs (1)

(B) and (2) of subsection (a) for such

6 individual shall be determined by applying the formula in
7 subsection (a) (1) to the average monthly wage from which
8 such primary insurance amount was determined, increased, if
9 it is not a multiple of $0.10, to the next higher multiple of
10 $0.10, and further increased to the extent (if any) it is less
11 than $5 greater than such primary insurance amount.
12

"(C) If the provisions of subparagraphs (A) and (B)

13 of the paragraph are both applicable to an individual, the
14 a-mount referred to in paragraphs (1) (B) and (2) of sub
15

section (a) for such individual shall be the larger of the

16 amounts determined under such subparagraphs.
17

" (3) For the purpose of facilitating the use of the

18 conversion table in computing any insurance benefit under
19section 202, the Secretary is authorized to assume that
20 the primary insurance benefit from which such benefit under
21 section 202 is determined is one cent or two cents more or
2,

less than its actual amount.

23

" (4) For purposes of section 203 (a) , the average

24

monthly wage of an individual whose primary insurance

25

amount is determined under paragraph (2) of this subsection

21
1 shall be a sum equal to the average monthly wage which
2 would result in such primary insurance amount upon the
3 application of the provisions of subsection (a) (1)

(A) of

4 this section and without the application of subs~ection
5

(a)

(2) or (g), of this section; except that, if such sum is not,

6 a 'multiple of $1, it shall be rounded to the nearest multiple
7 of $1. (or to the next higher multiple of $1 if it is a
8 multiple of $0.50)
9

."

(d) (1) The heading of subsection (d) of such section

10 is amended to read "Primary Insurance Benefit and Primary,
11 Insurance Amount For Purposes of Conversion Table".
12

(2) So much of such subsection (d) as precedes par&

13 graph (1) thereof is amended by inserting "and the primary
14 insurance amounts" after "primary insurance benefits".
15

(3) So much of paragraph (4) of such sibsection (d)'

16 as precedes subparagraph (A) is amended by inserting.
17 " (except an individual who attained age twenty-two. after
18 1950 and with respect to whom not less than six of the
19 quarters elapsing after 1950 a-re quarters of coverage)"
20after "individual".
21

(4) Such subsection (d) is amended by adding after
22paragraph (5), added 'by section 106 of. this Act, the fol-.

23 lowing new paragraph:
24

"(6) The primary insurance amount of any. individual
25shall be computed as provided in this, section as. in effect prior

22
1 to the enactment of this paragraph, except that the amend
2 ments made by sections 104, 106, and 107 of the Social
3 Security Amendments of 1954 (relating, respectively, to
4 increase in earnings counted, periods of disability, and
5

technical amendments) shall, to the extent provided by such

6 sections, be applicable to such computation."
7

(e) Section 203 (a) of such Act is amended by striking

8 out "$168.75" and "$45" -wherever they occur and inserting
9 in lieu thereof "$190" and "$50", respectively.
10

(f) (1) The amendments made by the preceding sub

11

sections shall (subject to the provisions of paragraph (2)

12

and notwithstanding the provisions of section 215 (f) (1) of

13

the Social Security Act) apply in the case of lump-sum death

14

payrments under section 202 of such Act with respect to

15

deaths occurring after, and in the case of monthly benefits

16

under such section for months after, the effective date of this

17

Act. As used in this and the succeeding subsections of this

18

section, the "effective date" is the last day of the month fol

19 lowing the month in which this Act is enacted.
20

(2) (A) The amendments made by subsection (b) (2)

21

shall be applicable only in the case of an individual (i) who

22

does not become eligible for benefits under section 202 (a)

23

of the Social Seculity Act until after the effective date, or

24

(ii) who dies after such'effective date and without becoming

25

eligible for benefits under such section 202 (a) , or (iii)

23
iwho files, after the effective date, an application for a re
(2) of the Social Se

2

computation under section 215 (f)

3

curity Act, to which he is (or would, but for the provisions

4 of section 215 (f)
5

(7) of such Act, be) entitled, or (iv)

(subject to the provisions of subparagraph (B)') with re

6 spect to whom not less than six of the quarters elapsing after
'7 June 1953 are quarters of coverage (as defined in such Act) ,
8

or (v) who files, after the effective date, an application for

9

a disability determination (as provided in section 216 (i) of

io

such Act), or (vi) who dies after the effective date and

11 whose survivors are (or would, but for the provisions of
12 section 215 (f) (7) of such Act, be) entitled to a recompu
13

tation of his primary insurance amount under section 215 (f)

14

(4) (A) of such Act. For purposes of the preceding sen

15 tence an individual shall be deemed eligible for benefits under
16 section 202 (a) of the Social Security Act for any month if
17 he was or would, upon filing application therefor in such
18 month, have been entitled to such benefits for such month.
19

(B) In the case. of any individual entitled to old-age

20 insurance benefits under section 202 (a) of the Social Secu
21 rity Act who was or, upon filing application therefor, would
22 have been entitled to such benefits for the month in which
23 the effective date occurs, and with respect to whom not less
24 than six of the quarters'elapsing a~fter June 30, 1953 are
25

quarters of coverage, the Secretary of Health, Education,

24
1 and Welfare shall, notwithstanding the provisions of section
2 215 (f)

(1) of the Social Security Act, recompute the

3 primary insurance amount of such individual but only upon
4

the filing of an application by him or, if he dies without filing

5 such an application, by any person entitled to monthly sur
6 vivor's benefits under section 202 of such Act on the basis of
7 such individual's wages and self-employment income. Such
8 recomputation shall be made in the manner provided in sec
9 tion 215 of the Social Security Act (other than subsection
10

(f) thereof) for computation of such individual's primary

11 insurance amount, except that his closing dates, for purposes
12

of subsection (b) of such section, shall be determined as

13

though he became entitled to old-age insurance benefits In

14 the month in which he filed such application for recomputa
15 tion or, if he died without filing such application, the month
16 in which he died. Such recomputation shall be effective for
17

and after the month in which the application therefor was

18 filed by such individual or if such application was filed by a
19person entitled to mnonthly survivor's benefits under section
20 202 of the Social Security Act on t~he basis of such individ-.
21 ual's wages and self-employment income, for and after the
22 first month for which such person was entitled to such sur
23 vivor' s benefits.

No such recomputation of an individual's

24 primary insurance amount shall be effective unless it results
25 in a higher primary insurance amount for him; nor shall any

25
1 wich recomputation of an individual's primary insurance
2 a-mount be effective if such amount has previously been
3 recomputed under this subsection.
4

(C) No increase in any benefit by reason of the amend

5 ments made by this section (other than subsection (i) ) or
6 :by reason of subparagraph (B) of this paragraph shall be
7 regarded as a recoinputation for purposes of section 215 (f)
8 of the Social Security Act.
9

(g) Effective with the beginning of the second month

10 following the month in which this Act is enacted, section
11 2 (c,) (2) (B) of the Social Security' Act Amendments of
12 1952 is amended to read as follows:
13

"(B) The provisions of subparagraph (A) shall

14

cease to apply to the benefit of any individual under

15

title II of the Social Security Act for any month after

16

the month following the month in which the Social

17

Security Amendments of 1954 are enacted."

18

(h) (1) Where

19

(A) an individual was entitled (without the appli

(j) (1) of the Social Security

20

cation of section 202

21

Act) to an old-age insurance benefit under title II of

22

such Act for the month in which the effective date
23

occurs;
24

(B) two or more other persons were entitled (withH. R. 7199-4

26

(j) (1) ) to

1

out the application of such section 202

2

monthly benefits under such title for such month on the

3

basis of the wages and self-employment income of such

4

individual; and

5

(C) the total of the benefits to which all persons

6

are entitled uinder such title on the basis of such indi

7

vidual's wages and self-employment income foT any

8

subsequent montli for which he is entitled to an old-age

9

insurance benefit uinder such title, would (but for the

10

provisions of this paragraph) be reduced by reason of the

11

application of section 203 (a) of the Social Securitv

12

Act, as amended by this Act,

13

then the total of benefits referred to in clause (C) for such
14subsequent month shall be reduced to whichever of the

15 following is the larger
16

(D) the amount determined pursuant to section

17

2003 (a) of the Social Security Act, as amended by this
18
19

Act; or
(E) the amount determined pursuant to such sec

20

tion, as in effect prior to the enactment of this Act, for

21

the month in which the effective date occurs plus the
22

excess of (i) the amount of his old-age insurance bene

23

fit for such month computed as if the amendments made

24

by the preceding subsections of this section had been

27
1

applicable in the case of such benefit for such month

2

over (ii) the amount of his old-age insurance benefit

3

for such month, or

4

(F) the amount determined p~ursuant to section 2

5

(d)

6

1952 for the month in wvhich the effective date occurs
7

(1) of the Social Security Act Amendments of

plus the excess of (i) the amount of his old-age insur

8

ance benefit for such month computed as if the amend

9

ments made by the preceding subsections of this section

10

had been applicable in the case of such benefit for such

11

month over (ii) the amount of his, old-age insurance

12

beniefit for'such month.

13

(2) Where

14

(A) two or more persons were entitled (without

(j) (1)

15

the Application of section 202

16

Security Act) to monthl'y benefits under title II of such

'17

Act for the month in which the effective date occurs on

18

the basis of the wages and self-employment income of a

19

deceased individual; and

of the Social

20

(B) the total of the benefits to- which all such

21

persons are entitled on the basis of such deceased

22

individual's wages and self-employment income for any

23

subsequent month would (but for the provisions of this

24

par~agraph) be reduced by reason of the application of

28

) of the S'ocial

1

sectionl 2023 (a

2

by this Act, to SO per celuttim of suich individtial's
3

4

etriyAcvt, as amiended

average mnonthily wagve,
then, notwithstadingiio any otber provision in title I1 of the

5 Social Secuirity Act, such deceased individual's average
6 monthly wag-e shall, for purposes of such section 203 (A),
7 be. wh~ichever of the following, is the larger:
8

(C) hiis average monthly wage determined pur

9

suiant. to section 215) of such Act, as amended by this

10

Act: or

ii1

(D) his averag-e monthly wage determined under

12

such section 215. as in effect prior to the enactment of

13

this Act, plus $7.

14
15

(i)
(f)

(1) Subparagraphis (B) and (C) of section 215

(2) of suich Act are amiended to read as follows:

16

(B), upon ap~plicatiolI by an individual entitled to

17

old-ag-e rinsurance benefits who, in or before the month

18

of filing such application, attained the age of 75, and

19

with respect to whom, at the time lie became entitled

20

to old-age insurance benefits, less than six of the quar

21

ters elapsing after 1950 were quarters of coverage, the

22

Secretary shall recompute his primarY insurance amount

2)3

if not less than six of the quarters elapsing after 1950

24

and prior. to the quarter in which lie filed such appli

25

cation for recomputation are quarters of coverage, and

29
1

if his primary insurance amount has not previously been

2

recomputed under this paragraph.

3

" (C) A recomputation under subpa-ragraphs (A)

4

and (B) of this paragraph shall be made only as pro

5

vided in subsection (a)

6

thereof) and shall take into account only such wages

7

and self-employment income as would be taken into

(1) (other than clause (B)

8account under subsection -(b) if the month in which
9

application for recomputation is filed were deemed to be

10

the month in which the individual became entitled to

11

old-age insurance benefits.

12

be effective for and after the month in which such appli

13

cation for recomputation is filed."

14

(2) The. amendments made by this subsection shall be

Such recomputation shall

15 applicable in the case of applications for recomputation filed
16 after the effective date of this Act.
17

18

AMENDMENTS .RELATING To DEDUCTIONS FROM BENEFITS

SEc. 103. (a)

(1)

Section 203

(b) of the Social

'19

Securitv Act is amended by striking out paragraphs (1)

20

and (2)

21

paragraph:

22

and inserting in lieu thereof the following new

".(1)

in which such individual is under the age of

.23

seventy-five and for which month he is charged with

24

any earnings under the provisions of subsection (e) of

25

this section; or".

30
1

) Stich sectioii 2023 (1)) is ameneded by inserthiii

(2

2

after paragrapli

3

subsection)I the following new- paragraph:

4

"

(1)

(ins~erted by paragraph

(1) of this

(2) in whichi such individual is under the age of

5

seventv-five aiid on seven or miore different calendar

6

days, of w-hich lie engaged. in noncovered remunerative

7

activity outside the Unlited States; or".

8

(b)

(1) Section 203 (c) of suchl Act is amtended by

striking out paragraphs (1 ) and (2) and inserting in lieu

9

10

thiereof the followving niew paragraph:
(1)

11

in w-hichi the individual, on the basis of

12

whose wages and self-employment income such benefit

13

wvas payable, is under the age of seventy-five and] for

-14

w-hich mon0jth lie is charged withi amY earnings under

15

the priovisions, of sulbsectio]I (e) of this section; or''.

16i

(2) Suich section 203 (c) is amended bv in'serting after
17paragraph

(1)

(iniserted

by p)aragrap)h

(1) of this sub

18 section ) tim followvim, new paragraph:
19

"'(2) in which the inidividual referred to in para

20

graph (1) is u1nder. the age of seventy-five and on seven

21

01.

22

noncovered remunerative activity outside the United

25

more different calendar days of which hie engaged in

23

States."

24

(c) The second sentence of section 203 (d) of such

Act is ainiended to read as follow.s: "Thie charging of earn

31
1

ing., to any month shall be treated as anl event occurring ill

2

such month."

3

(d)

(1)

The heading of Section 203 (e) of such Act is

4 amended to read:
5

6

"MONTHS TO WiHICH- EARN\I-NGS

ARE

CHARGED".

(2) Paragraphi,

(1.)

'1iid (2) of suich section 203 (e)

7 aire amended to read as followvs
8
9

10

''()If

an bidividual's earning-s.for a taxable year

of t'welve months are not more than $1,000. ino month
in surch year shall be charged with any earnings.

If anl

11

individual's earning-s for a taxable year of less than

12

twelve mouths are not more than the product of onle

13

twelfth of $1 .000 times the number of months inl such

14

year. no month in such year shall be charged with any

16

"(2)

If (an individual's earnings, for a taxable year

17

of twelve mnouthls are in excess of $1,000, the amount

18

of his earnings ini excesq of $1,000 shall be charged to

19

months; as follows: The first $80 of such excess shall. be

20

charged to the last month of such taxable year, and the

21

balance, if any, of such excess shall be charged at the

22

rates of $80 per month to each preceding month in such

23

year to -which such charging is not prohibited by the

24

last sentence of this paragraph, until all of such balance

25

has been applied.

If an individual's earnings for a tax

32
1

able year of less than twelve months are more than the

2

product of one-twelfth of $1,000 times the number of

3

months in such year, the ai-ount of such earnings in

4

excess of such product shall be charged to -months as

5

follows: The first $80 of such excess shall be charged to

6

the last month of such taxable year, and the balance,

7

if any, shall be charged at the rate of $80 per month to

.8

each preceding month in such year to which such charg

9

ing is not prohibited by the last sentence of this para7

10

graph until all of such balance has been applied.

11

Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this para-.

12

graph, no part of the excess referred. to in such pro

,13

visions shall be charged to any month (A) for which
the individual whose earnings are involved was not en

14
15

titled to a benefit under this title, (B) in which -anevent

16

described in paragraph (2), (3), (4), or (5) of

17

sub1section (b) occurred, (C) in which such individual

18

was age -seventy-five or over, or (D) in which such

19

individual did not engage in self-employment and did
20 not render services for wages (determined as provided
'in paragraph (4); of this subsection) of more than $80."

21
22

(3)Para-graph (3) (B) of such section 203 (e) is'

23amended to, read as follo'Ws:
24

"(B) -For purposes of clAuse (D) of paragraph (2)
"(i) An individual will be presumed, with respect

33
1

to any month, to have been engaged in self-employment

2

in such month until it is shown to the satisfaction of the

3

Secretary that such individual rendered no substantial

4

services in such month with respect to any trade or busi

5

ness the net income or loss of which'is includible in corn

6

puting (as provided in paragraph (4) of this subsec

7

tion) his net earnings or net loss from -self-employment

8

for any taxable year. The Secretary shall by regula

9

tions prescribe the methods and criteria for determining

10

whether or not an individual has rendered substantial

11

services with respect to any trade or business.

12

" (ii) An individual will be presumed, with respect

13

to any month, to have rendered services for-wages (de

14

termnined as.-provided in paragraph (4) of this subsec

15

tion) of more than $80 until it -is shown to the satis

16

tion of the Secretary that such individual did not render

17

such services in such month for more than such amount."

18

(4) Such section 203 (e) is further amended by add

19 ing at the end thereof the following new paragraphs:
20
" (4) (A) An individual's earnings for a taxable
21

year means (i) the sum of his wages for 'services ren

22

dered in such year and his net earnings from 'self

23

employment for such year, minus (ii) any net loss from

24

sell-employment for such year.
H. R. 7199-5
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1

"(B) In determiningr an individual's net earnings

2

from self-employment and his net loss from sell-employ

3

ment for purposes of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph

4

and subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3), the provisions

5

of section 211, other than clauses (1) and (4) of sub

6

section (c),, shall be applicable; and any excess of in

'7

come over deductions resulting from such a computation

8

shall be his net earnings from self-employment and any

9

excess of deductions over income so resulting shall be
his net loss from self-employment.

10

"(C) For purposes of this subsection, an individual's

11

12

wages shall be computed without regard to the limita

13

tions as to amounts of remuneration specified in subsec

14

tions (a), (g) (2), (g) (3),

15

section 209; and in making such computation services

(h) (2), and

(j)

of

16

(which do not -constitute employment as defined in see

17

tion 210) performed within the United States by the

18

individual as an employee shall be deemed to be employ

19

ment as so defined, ifthe remuneration for such services

20

is not includible incomputing his net earnings or net

21

loss from sell-employment.
"(5) For purposes of this subsection, wages (deter

22

mined as provided in paragraph (4) (0)) which, ac
24

cording to reports received by the Secretary, are paid to

35
1

an individual during a taxable year shall be presumed

2

to have been paid to him for services performed, in such

3

year until it is shown to the. satisfaction of the Secretary

4

that they were paid for services performed in another

5

taxable year. If such reports with respect to an individ

6

ual show his wages for a calendar year, such individual's

'7

taxable year shall be presumed to be a calendar year for

8

purpose of this subsection until it'is shown to the satis

9

faction of the Secretary that his taxable year is not a

10

calendar year."

11

(e) Section 203 (f) of such Act is amended to read

12
13

as follows:
"Penalty for Failure To Report Certain Events.

14

"(f) Any individual in receipt of benefits subject to de

15

duction under subsection (b) or (c) (.or who is -in receipt

16

of such benefits on behalf of another individual) , because of

17

the occurrence of an event specified therein (other than an

18 event specified in subsection- (b)
19

(1) or (c)

(1) ), who

fails to report such occurrence to the Secretary prior to the

20. receipt and acceptance of an insurance benefit for the second
21

month following- the month in which such event occurred,

22

shall suiffer an additional deduction equal to that imposed

23

under subsection (b) or (c) , except that the first additional

24

deduction imposed by this paragraph in the case of any

36
1individual shall not exceed an amount equal to one month's
2

benefit even though the failure to report is with respect to

3 more than one month."
4

(f) (1) The heading of section 203 (g) of such Act

5 is amended to read:

6
'7
8

"REPORT OF EARNINGS TO SECRETARY"

(2) The first sentence of paragraph (1) of section 203
(g) of such Act is amended to read as follows: "If an indi

9 vidual is entitled to any monthly insurance benefit uinder
10

section 202 during any taxable year in which he has earnings

11

or wages, as computed pursuant to paragraph (4) of subsec

12

tion (e) , in excess of the p~rodulct of one-twelfth of $1,000

13

times the number of months in such year, such individual (or

14

the individual who is in receipt of such benefit on his be

15

half) shall make a report to the Secretary of his earnings

16

(or wages) for such taxable year."

17
18
19

(3) Paragraph (2) of such section 203 (g) is amended
to read as follows:
" (2) If an individual fails to make a report required

20 uinder paragraph (1), within the time prescribed therein,
21 for any taxable year and any deduction is imposed under
22, subsection (b) (1) by reason of his earnings for such year,
23 he shall suffer additional deductions as follows:
24

"(A) if such failure is the first one with respect to
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1

which an additional deduction is imposed under this

2

paragraph, such additional deduction shall be equal to

3

his benefit or benefits for the last month (of such year)

4

for which he was entitled to a benefit under section 202;

5

"(B) if such failure is the second one for which an

6

additional deduction is imposed under this paragraph,

'7

such additional deduction shall be equal to two times his

8

benefit or benefits for the last month (of such year) for

9

which he was entitled to a benefit under section 202;

10

"(C) if such failure is the third or subsequent one

11

for which an additional deduction is imposed under this

12

paragraph, such additional deduction shall be equal to

13

three times his benefit or benefits for the last month

14

(of such year) for which he was entitled to a benefit
under section 202;
16except that the number of the additional deductions required

17 by this paragraph with respect to a failure to report earnings
18 for a taxable year shall- not exceed the number of months in
19 such year for which such individual received -and accepted
20 insurance benefits under section 202 and for which deduc
21 tions are imposed under subsection (b)
22 his earnings.

(1) by reason of

In determining whether a failure to report

23 earnings is the first failure for any individual, all taxable
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1 Years ending prior to the imposition of the first additional
2 deduction under this paragraph, other than the -latest one
3 of surch Years, shall be disregarded."
4

(4) Paragraph (3) of such section 203 (g) is amended

5 by striking out "subsection (b) (2) " each time it appears.
6 and inserting in lieu thereof ."subsection (b)

(1) "; by

7 striking out "net earnings from self-employment" each time
8it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "earnings"; by strik
9 ing out "such net earnings" and inserting in lieu thereof "such
10 earnings"; and by adding at the end of such paragraph the
J1 following new sentence: "If, after the close of a taxable~year
12 of an individual entitled to benefits under section 202 for
13 such year, the Secretary requests such individual to furnish
14 a report of his earnings (as computed pursuant to paragraph
(4) of subsection (e) ) for such taxable year or any other

15

16 information with respect to such earnings which the Secre
17 tary may specify, and the individual falls to comply with such
18 a request, such failure shall in itself constitute justification for
19 a determination that such individual's benefits are subject to
20 deductions under subsection (b) (1) for each month in such
21 taxable year (or only for such months thereof as the Secre
22 tary may specify) by reason of his earnings for such year."
23
24

(g) Section 203 of such Act is amended by adding at

the end thereof the following new subsection:
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"Noncovered Remunerative Activity Outside the United

2

States

3

"(k) An individual shall be considered to be engaged in

4 noncovered remunerative activity outside the United States
5 if he performs services outside the United States as an em
6 ployee and such services do not constitute employment as
7 defined in section 210, or he carries on a trade or business
8 outside the -United States (other than the performance of
9 service as an employee) the net income, or loss of which is
10 not includible in computing his net earnings from self-em
11 ployment for a taxable year and the net income or loss of
12

which would not be excluded from net earnings from self

13 employment, if carried on in the United States, by any of
14, the provisions of clauses (1) to (6), both inclusive, of sec
15 tion 211 (a).

When used in the preceding provisions of this

16 subsection with respect to a trade or business (other than
17 the performance of service as an employee) , the term 'United
18 States' does not include Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands
19 in the case of an alien who is not a resident of the United
20 States (including Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands)
21
22

."

(h) Such section is further amended by adding after
subsection (k)

(added by subsection (g) of this section)

23 the following new subsection:
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"Good Cause for Failure To Make Reports Required

1

2

"(1)

The failure of an individual to make any report

3 required by subsection (f) or (g) shall not be regarded as
4 such a failure if it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secre
5 tary that he had good cause for failing to make such report.
6 The determination of what constitutes good cause for pu'r
7 poses of this subsection shall be made in accordance with
8 regulations of the Secretary."
(i) (1) The amendments made by subsection (f) and

9

10 by paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of this section shall be
11

applicable in the case of monthly benefits under title 1I of

12 the Social Security Act for months in any taxable year (of
13

the individual entitled to such benefits)

beginning after

14 December 1954. The amendments made by paragraph (1)
15 of stibsection (h) of this section shall be applicable in the
16

case of monthl, 'benefits under such title II for months in

17

any taxable year (of. the individual on the basis of whose'

18

owaes and self-employment'income such benefits are pay

19 abic(.)

beginning after December 1954.

The amendments

20 made by subsection (e) and (g), and by paragraph (2)
21 Of subsection (a) and paragraph (2) of subsection (b),
22 shall be applicable in the case of monthly benefits under such
23 titl'e II for months after December 1954. The. remaining
24

amendments made by this section (other than subsection
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1(h)) shall be applicable, insofar as they are related to the
2 monthly benefits of an- individual which are based on his
3 wages and self-employment income, in the case of monthly
4 benefits under such title II for months in any taxable year
5

(of such individual-) beginning after December 1954 and,

6 insofar as they are related to the monthly benefits of an
7 individual which are based on the wages and self-employ
8 ment income of someone else, in the case of monthly benefits
9 under such title II for months in any taxable year (of the
10 individual on whose wages and sell-employment income
11 such benefits are based) beginning after December 1954.
12

(2) No deduction shall be imposed after the enact

13 ment of this Act under subsection (f) or (g) of section
14 203 of the Social Security Act, as in effect prior to such
15 enactment, on account of failure to file a report of an event,
16 to which subsection (b)

(1), (b)

(2), or (c)

(1) of

17 such section (as in effect prior to such enactmenit) is applica
18 ble; and no such deduction imposed prior to such enactment
19 shall be collected after such enactment.

In determining

-20 whether, under section 203 (g) (2) of the Social Security
21 Act, as amended by this Act, a failure to file a report is a
22 first or subsequent failure, any failure with respect to a
23 taxable year which began prior to January 1955 shall be
24 'disregarded.
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1

INCREASE FN EAR-NIN-GS COUNTED

2

SEC. 104. (a) Subsection (a) of section 2.09 of the

3 Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:
4

"(a)

(1) That. part of remuneration which, after

5 remuneration (other than remuneration referred to in the
6 succeeding subsections of this section) equal to $3,600 with
7 respect to employmient has been paid to an individual during
8 any calendar year prior to 1955, is paid to such individual
9

during -such calendar year;

10

"(2) That part of remuneration which, after remunera

11 tion (other than remuneration referred to in the succeeding
12 subsections of this section) equal to $4,200 with respect to
13 employment has been paid to ain individual during any cal
14 endar year after 11.454. is paid to such individual during suich
calendar year;,".
16

(b)., Paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of section 211

17

of such Act is amended to read as follows:

18

"(1)
19

20

That part of the net earnings from self

employment which is in excess of
"(A) for any taxable year beginning prior to

21195

(i) $3,600, minus (ii) the amount of the

22

wages paid to such individual during the taxable

23

year; and

24

"(B)
25

for any taxable year beginning after

1954. (i) $4,200, minus (ii) the amount of the
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1

wages paid to such individual during the. taxable

2

year; or".

3

(c) Clauses (ii) and (iii) of section 213 (a) (2) (B)

4 of such Act are amended to read as follows
5

" (ii) if the wages paid to any individual

6

in any calendar year equal $3,600 in the case

7

of a calendar year after 1950 and before 1955,

8

or equal $4,200 in the case of a calendar year

9

after 1954, each quarter of such year shall

10

(subject to clause

11

coverage;

12

"(ii)

(i). ) be a quarter of

if an individual has self-employment

13

income for a taxable year, and if the sum of

14

such income and the wages'paid to him during
15

such year equals $3,600 in, the case of a taxable

16

year beginning after 1950 and before 1955, or

17

$4,200 in the case of a taxable year beginning

18

after 1954, each quarter any part of which falls

1.9

in such year shall (subject to clause (i) ) be a

20

quarter of coverage; and".

21

(d) Paragraph (1) of section 215 (6) of such Act is
22amended to read as follows:

23

"(1) in computing an individual's average monthly

24

wage there shall not be counted the excess over $3,600
25in the case of any calendar year after 1950 and prior to

1

1955, and the excess over $4,200 im the case of any

2

calendar year after 1954, of (A) the wages paid to
3

him in such year, plus, (B) the self-employment income

4

credited to such year (as determined under 'section

5

212) ; and".

6
7

.RETROACTivE

APPLICATIONS FOR BENEFITS

SEC. 105. (a) Section 202

(j) (1) of the Social Se

8 curity Act is amended by striking out "sixth" and inserting
9 in lieu thereof "twelfth".
10

(b) (1) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

11 be applicable only- in the case of applications filed after the
12 effective date of this Act for monthly benefits under section
13 202 of the Social Security Act for months after the effective
14 date of this Act.
15

(2) Any individual who files application after the effec

16 tive date of this Act for monthly'benefits under any subsec
17 tion of section 202 of the Social Security Act who would,
18, but for the enactment of this Act, be entitled to benefits
19 under such subsection (as in effect prior to such enactment).
20 for anoy month prior to the day following the effective date of
2'1 this Act shall be deemed ~entitled to such benefits for such
22 month prior to the day following the effective date of this
23 Act to the same extent and in'the same amounts as though
-24 this Act had not been enacted.
25

(3) As used in this subsection, the effective date of this
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1 Act is the last day of the month following the month in which
2 this Act is enacted.

3

PRESERVATION OF INSuRANcE RIGHTS OF INDIVDUALS

4

WITHa EXTENDED-TOTAL DISABILITY

5

SEC. 106. (a) (1) Section 213 (a)

(2)

(A) of the

6 Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:
7

"(A) The term 'quarter of coverage' means, in the case

8 of any quarter occurring prior to 1951, a quarter in which
9 the individual has been paid $50 or more in wages, except
10 that no quarter any part of which was included in a. period
11

of disability (as defined in section 216 (i) ), other than the

12

initial quarter of such period, shall be a quarter of coverage.,

13 In the case of any individual who has been paid, in a cal
14 endar year prior to 1951, $3,000 or more in wages, each
15 quarter of such year following his first quarter of coverage
16 shall be deemed a quarter of coverage, excepting any quarter
17 in such year in which such individual died or became entitled
18 to a primary insurance benefit and any quarter succeeding
19 such quarter in which he died or became so entitled, and
20

excepting any quarter any part of which was included in a

21

period of disability, other than the initial quarter of such

22

period."

23
24
25

(2) Section 213 (a)

(2)

(B)

(i) of such Act is

amended to read as follows:

"(i) no quarter after the quarter in which
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1

such individual died shall be a quarter of cover

2

age, and no quarter any part of which was

3

included ina period of disability (other than

4

the initial quarter and the last quarter of such

5

period) shall be a quarter of coverage,"
(b) (1) Section 214 (a) (2) of the Social Security

6

7 Act is amended by striking out subparagraph (B) and in
8 serting, in lieu thereof the following:
"(B) forty quarters of coverage,

9
10

not counting, as an elapsed quarter for purposes of sub

11

paragraph (A) any quarter. any part of which was in

12

cluded in a period of disability (as defined in section 216

13

(i) ) unless such quarter was a quarter of coverage."

14

(2) Section 214 (b) of such Act is'a-mended by striking
15out the period and inserting in lieu thereof:

",

not counting

16 as part of such thirteen-quarter period any quarter any part
17

of which wxas included in a period of disability unless such

18 quarter was a quarter of coverage."
19

(c)

(1) Section 215 (b)

(1) of the Social Security

20Act 'is amended by inserting after "excluding from such
21

elapsed months any month in any quarter prior to the quarter

22

in which hie attained the age of twenty-two which was not a

23

quarter of coverage" the following: "and any month in any
24quarter. any, part of which was included in a period of dis
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paragraph (C) of paragraph (4), any quarter prior to 1951

~2

any part of which was included in a period of disability shall

3 be excluded from the elapsed quarters unless it was a quarter
4 of coverage, and any wages paid in any such quarter shall
5 not be counted."
6

(d) Section 216 of the Social Security Act is amended

7 by adding after subsection (h) the following new subsection:
"Disability; Period of Disability

8
9

"(i)

(1) The term 'disability' means (A) inability

10 to engage in any substantially gainful activity by reason of
11 any medically determinable physical or mental impairment
12 which can be expected to result in death or to be of long
13 continued and indefinite duration, or (B) blindness; and the
14 term 'blindness' means central visual acuity of 5/200 or
15 less in the better eye with the use of a correcting lens. An
16 eve in which the visual field is reduced to five degrees or less
17

concentric contraction shall be considered for the purpose of

18 this paragraph as having a -central visual acuity of 5/200
19 'or leis. An individual shall not be considered to be under a
20 disability unless he furnishes such proof of the existence
21 thereof as may be required.

Nothing in- this title shall be

22 construed as authorizing the Secretary or any other officer or
23 employee of the United States to interfere in any way with
24 the practice of medicine or with relationships between prac
25 titioners of medicine and their patients, or to exercise any
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1 ability (as defined in section 216 (i) ) unless such quarter
2was a quarter of coverage".
3
4
5

(2) Section 215 (b)

(4) of such Act is amended to

read as follows:
" (4). Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this

6 subsection, in computing an individual's average monthli
7 wage, there shall not be taken into account
8

"(A)

anv selif-employment income of such indi

9

vidual for taxable years ending in or after the month in

10

which he died or became entitled to old-age insurance

11

benefits, whichever first occurred;

12

"(B)

any w~ages paid such individual in any

13

quarter any part of which was included in a period of

14

disability unless such quarter was a quarter of coverage;
and

16

"(C)

any self-employment income of such indi

17

vidual for any taxable year all of which was included

18

in a period of -disability."

19

(3) Section 215 (d) of such Act is amended by adding

20

at the end thereof the following new paragraph.:

21

"(5) In the case of any individual to whom paragraph

22

(1), (2) , or (4) of this subsection is applicable, his primary

23 insurance benefit shall be computed as provided therein; ex
24 cept that, for purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2) and sub
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1 supervision or control over the administration or operation
2 -of any hospital.
3

"(2)

The term 'period of disability' means, a continuouss

4period of not less thair six full calendar months (beginning
5and ending as hereinafter provided in this subsection) during
6 which an individual was uinder. a disability (as defined in
7 paragraph (1) ).

No such period shall begin as to any

8 individual unless suich individual, while under a'disability,
9 files an application for a disability determination' with re
10

spect to such period. Except as provided in paragraph

11

(4) , a period of disability shall begin

12

"(A) if the individual satisfies the requirements of

13

paragraph (3) on such day,

14

"(i). on the day the disability began, or
15

"(ii) on the first day of the one-year period

16

which end& with the day before the day on which

117

the individual files such application,

18
19

whichever occurs later;
"B)

if such individual does not satisfy the require

20

ments of paragraph (3) on such day, on the first day

.21

of the first quarter thereafter in which he -satisfies such

22

requirements.

23 A period of disability shall end with the close of the lastdAay
24 of the. month in which the disability ceases. No application
25 for a disability determination which is filed more than three
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1 months before the first day on which a period of disability
2 can begin (as determined under this paragraph) shall be
3 accepted as an application for purposes of this paragraph,
4 and no such application which is filed prior to April 1, 1955,
5 shall be accepted.
6

"

(3) The requirements referred to in clauses (A) and

7

(B) of paragraphs (2) and (4) are satisfied by an in

8

dividual with respect to any quarter only if lie had not less

9 than
10

"(A) six quarters of coverage (as defined in sec

) during the thirteeni-quarter period

11

tion 213 (a)

12

wAhich ends with such quar-ter;: aiid

13
14

"(B)

(2)

twenty quarters of coverage durimg the forty

quarter period which ends with such quarter,

15 not counting as part of 'the thirteen-quairfer period qpevified
16

in clause (A) , or th& forty-quarter per'iodl specified in elause

1'7

(B) , of this paragraph any quarter any- part of whIich was

18

included in a prior period of disability' unless silch quarter

19 was a quarter of coverage.
20

"4)

If an individual files an a9pplication 'for a disability

21

determination after March 1955, and before July 1957.,

22

with respect to a disability which began before July 1956,

23

and continued without interruption. until such application

24

was filed, then the beginning day for the period of disability

25 shall be
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"(A) the day such disability began, but only if he

2

satisfies the requirements of paragraph (3) on such

3

day;

4

" (B) if lie does not satisfy such requirements on

5

such day, the first day of the first quarter thereafter in

6

which hie satisfies such requirements."

7

(e) Title II of the Social Security Act is amended by

8 adding after section 219 the following new sections:
9

"cDISABILITY PROVISIONS

10

INAPPLICABLE

IF BENEFIT

RIGHTS IMPAIRED

"SEC. 220. None of tile provisions of this title relathig

11

12 to periods of disability shall apply in any case in. which their
13 application would result in the denial of monthly benefits
14or a lump-sum death payment which would otherwise be
15 payable tinder this title: nor shall they applh- in the cause of
16 any monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment under this
17 title if such benefit or payment would be greater without
18 their application.
19

"DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS

20

"SEC. 221. (a) In the case of a-ny individual, the deter

21 mination of whether or not he is under a disability (as
22 defined in section 216 (i) ) and of the day such disability
23 began, and the determination of the da~y on which such
24 disability ceases, shall, except as provided in subsection (g),
25 be made by a State agency pursuant to an agreement entered
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1 into tinder subsection (b) . Except as provided in subsections
2

(c) and (d), any such determination shall be the determina

3 tion of the Secretary for purposes of this title.
4

"(b) The Secretary shiall enter into, an agreement with

5 each State which is willing, to make such an agreement uinder
6 which the State agency or agencies administering the State
7 plan approved under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, or
8 any other appropriate State agency or agencies, .or both,
9 will make the determinations referred to in subsection (a)
10 with respect to all individuals in such State, or with respect
11 to such class or classes of individuals in the State as may be
12 designated in the agreement at the State's request.
13

"(c) The Secretary may on his own motion review a

14 determination, made by a State agency pursuant to an
..

15 agreement under this section, that an individual is uinder
16 a disability and, as a result of suich review, determine that
17

such individual is not under a disability or that such dis

18 ability began on a day later than that determined by Suich
19 agency, or that suich disability ceased on a day earlier than
20 that determined by suich agency.

21

" (d) Any individual dissatisfied with the Secretary's

22 determination under subsection (a.) , (c) , or (g) shall'be
23 entitled to a hearing thereon by the Secretary to the same
24 extent as is provided in section 2.05 .(b) with respect -to
25 decisions of the Secretary, and to. judicial review of the
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1 Secretary's final decision after such hearing as is provided
2 in section 205 (g).
3

(e) Each State which has an agreement with the Sec

4 retary under this section shall be entitled to receive from
5 the Trust Fund, in advance or by way of reimbursement,

Ps

6. may be mutually agreed upon, the cost to the State of carry
'7 ing out the agreement under this section.

The Secretary

8 shall from time to time certify such amount as is necessary
9 'for this purpose to the Managing Trustee, reduced -or
10 increased, as the case may be, by any sum (for -which ad-'
11 justment hereunder has not previously been made) by which
12 the amount- certified for any prior period was greater or
13 less than-the amount which should have been paid to the'
14State under this subsection for such period; and the M1an
15aging Trustee, prior to audit or settlement by the General
16 Accounting Office, shall make payment from the Trust.
17 Fund at the time or times fixed by the. Secretary, in
18 accordance with such certification.
19

" (f) All money paid to a State under this section shall

20 be used solely for the purposes for which it "ispaid; and any
21money which is so paid which is not used for such 'purposes
22 shall be returned to the Treasury of the United States for
23 deposit in the Trust Fund.
24

"t(g) In the case of individuals in a State which has no

25 agreement under subsection (b), in the case of individuals
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1 outside the United States, and in the case of any class or
2 classes of individuals not included in an agreement under
3

subsection (b) , the determinations referred fo ini subsection

4

(a) shall be made by the Secretary in accordance with regu

5 lations prescribed by him.
6

"REFERRAL FOR REHABILITATION SERVICES

7

"SEC. 222. It is hereby declared to be the policy of the

8 Congress in enacting the preceding section that disabled indi
9 viduals applying for a determination of disability shall be
10 promptly referred to the State agency or agencies administer
11 ing or supervising the administration of the State plan ap
12 proved under the, Vocational Rehabilitation Act for- neces
13 sary vocational rehabilitation services, to the end that the
14 maximum number of disabled individuals nlav be restored to
15 productive activity."
16

(f) Notwvithstanding the provisions of section .215 (f)

17

(1) of the, Socia~l Security Act, the amendments made by

18

subsections (a) , (b) , (c) , and (d) of this section shall

19 ap)ply to monthly benefits under title II of the Social Se
20 curity Act for months after June 1955, and to lump-sum
21 death payments under such title in the case of deaths occur
22 ring after June 1955; but no recomputation of benefits by
23 reason of such amendments shall be regarded as a recomputa
24 tion for purposes of section 215 (f) of the Social Security
25 Act.

TEcHNICAL PROVISIONS

1

2

Sric. 107. (a) Section 215 (f) of the Social Security

3 Act is amended by redesignating paragraph (6) as para
4

graph (7) and by inserting after paragraph (5) the fol

5 lowing new paragraph:
6

"(6) In the case of any individual
(i) who became (without the application

7

"(A )

8

of section 202

9

benefits in 1.95.5 or 1956 or in a taxable year which

10

(j) (1) ) entitled to old-age insurance

began in 195K or

11

" (ii) who died in 1955 or 1956. or in a taxable

12

year which began in 1956 and who, if he was entitled

13

to old-age insurance benefits for any month prior to 1955,

14

would have been entitled to a recomputation under para

15

graph (2) -of this subsection if he had filed an applica

16

tion therefor in the month in which he died, or

17

"(iii)

wbo filed an application for recomputation

18

under paragraph (2) of this subsection in 1955 or 1956

19

or in a taxable year which began in 1956 and was en

20

titled to such recomputation, and

21

".(B) who had self-employment income for a tax

22

able year which ended within or with 1955 or 1956 or

23

which began in 1956,

24 then tipqp aplication siled after the close of such taxable
25

year by such individual or (if he died without filing such
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1 application) by a person entitled to mionthly surv-ivor's benie
2 fits onl the basis of such individual's wages and self-employ

3 mienit income, the Secretary shall recompute such individual's
4 primiary insurance amount. Such recomnputatiou shall be
5 mnade in the manner provided in the preceding subsections
6 of this section (other than subsection (b)

(4)

(A)

) for

7 comiputation of such amount, except that (A) the self

8 employment income closing date shall be the day following
9 the quarter with or within which such taxable year enided,
10

and (B) the self-employment income for any taxable year

11

subsequent to the taxable year in which such recoinputation

12 is effective shall not be taken into account.

Such recoiipu

13 tation shall be effective (A) in the case of anl application

14 filed by an individual to whomi clause (A) (i) of the first
15

sentence of this paragraph applies, for and after the first

16

month in which he became entitled to old-age insurance
17benefits, (B) in the case of an application filed by an in

18

dividual to whom clause (A)

19

o.f this paragraph applies, for and after the month in which

(iii) of the first sentence

20 lie filed the application referred to in such clause, and (C)
21

in the case of an application filed by any other person, for

2-2

aend after the month in which such person became entitled

23

to moiithlv survivor's benefits on the basis of the wages. and

24

"elf-employment income of the individual referred to in sub

25

paragraph (A) of the first sentence of this paragraph.

No
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1 recomputation under this paragraph pursuant to an appli
2 cation filed after the death of the individual referred to in
3 such subparagraph (A) shall affect the amount of the lump
4 sum death payment under subsection (i) of section 202,
5 and no such recomputation shall render erroneous any such
6 payment certified by the Secretary prior to the effective
7 date of the recomputation."
8
9

(b) In the case of an individual who died or became
(without the application of section 202

(j) (1) of the

10 Social Security Act) entitled to old-age insurance benefits
11 under section 202 of such Act after 1954 and prior to July 1,
12 1957, his wage closing date, for purposes of section 215 (b)
13 of such Act, shall be whichever of the following yields the
14 highest primary insurance 'amount:

15

(1) The first day of the quarter in which he died or

16

become entitled to old-age insurance benefits, whichever

17

first occurred;

18

(2) The first day of the quarter preceding such
quarter, but only if such quarter of death or entitlement

20

21

is a. quarter ending on June'30; or

(3) The day specified in section 215 (b) (3) (A)

22

of such Act.

23

(c) Section 215 (b) (3)

(A) of the Social Security

24 Act is amended by striking out the period and inserting in
25 lieu thereof

",

or, if such first day is the first day of the quar
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1 ter following the quarter in which occurs such individual's
2 'self-employment income closing date and if it' would result
3

in a, higher primary insurance amount for such individual,

4 the first day of the quarter in which occurs his self-employ
5 ment income closing date."

The amendment made. by this

6 subsection shall be applicable only in the case of applications
7 for monthly benefits under section 202 of the Social Security
8 Act filed after the effective date, in the case of applications
9 for recomputation under section 215 (f)
10

(2) of such Act

(to which. the individual filing the application is entitled)

ii1 filed after* the effective date, and in the case of lump-sum,
12

death payments under such  section 202 with. respect to. the

13 *death after the effective date of. any individual who was
14 not entitled to monthly benefits under section 202 (a) of
15

such Act (without the application of section 202

(j) (1)

16 of such Act) prior to the day following the effective date.
17

As used in the preceding sentence, the "effective date" is

18 the last day of the month following the month in which this
19. Act is enacted.
20

(d) As used in the provisions of the Social Security

21 Act amended by this title, the term "Secretary", except
22 when the context otherwise requires, means the Secretary
23 of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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1

TITLE 11-AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL

2

REVENUE CODE

3 AMENDMENTS To DEFINITIONS OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT
4
5

INCOME AN!D RELATED DEFINITIONS
SiEo. 201. (a) The Internal Revenue Code is amended

6 by striking out paragraph (2) of section 481 (a) and re
7 designating paragraphs (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), and
8 references thereto, as paragraphs (2), (3), (4), (5), and
9 (6), respectively, and by adding at the end of such section
10 the following new sentence: "Inthe case of any trade or
.11 business carried on by an individual inwhich, ifitwere
12 carried on exclusively by employees, the major portion of
13 the services would constitute agricultural labor as defined in
14 section 1426 (h), (i) ifthe gross income (computed under
15 the preceding provisions of this subsection) derived from
16such trade or business by such individual is not more than
17

$1,800, the net earnings from self-employment derived by

18 him therefrom may, at his option, be deemed to be 50 per
19centum. of such gross income in lieu of his net earnings from
20 self-employment from such trade or business computed as
21 provided under the preceding provisions of this subsection,
22 or (ii) if the gross income derived from such trade or busi
23ness by such individual is more than $1,800 and the net
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1earnings from sell-employment derived by him therefrom, as
2 computed under the preceding provisions of this subsection,
3 are less than $900, -such net earnings may instead, at the
4 option of such individual, be deemed to be $900."
5

(b) Paragraph (1) of section 481 (b) of the Internal

6 Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:
7

"(1)

8

That part of the net earnings from self

employment which is in excess of

9

"(A) For any taxable year beginning prior to

10

1955, (i) $3,600, minus (ii) the amount. of the

11

wages paid to such individual daring the taxable

12

year; and

13

" (B) For any taxable year beginning after

14.

1954, (i) $4,200, minus (ii) the amount of the

15

wages paid to such individual during the taxable

16

year; or"
17

(c) Section 481 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code

18 is amended by -striking out paragraph (5),Y by striking out
19 it; or" at the end of paragraph. (4) and inserting a. period in
20 lieu thereof, and by inserting "or"~at the end of paragraph
21
22

(3).
(d) The amendments made, by subsections (a), (b),

23 and (c) of this section shall be applicable only with respect
24to taxable years beginning after 1954.
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1
2

3

REFUND OF CERTAiN TAxEs DED-UCTED Fnom WAGES
SEC.

202. (a) The first sentence of section 1401 (d)

(3) is amended to read as follows: "If by reason of an em

4 ployee receiving wages from more than one employer during
5 a calendar year after the calendar year 1950 and prior to the
6 calendar year 1955, the wages received by him during such
7 year exceed $3,600, the employee shall be entitled to a re
8 fund of any amount of tax, with respect to such wages, im
9 posed byr section 1.400 and deducted from the employee's
10 wages (whether or not paid to the collector), which exceeds
11 the tax with respect to the first $3,600 of such wages re
12 ceived; or if by reason of an employee receiving wages from
13 more than one employer during any calendar year after the
14 -calendar year 1954, the wages received by him during such
15 year exceed $4,200, the employee shall. be entitled to a re
16 fund, of any amount of tax, with respect to such wages, im
17 posed by section 1400 and deducted from the employee's
18 wages (whether or not paid to the collector), which exceeds
1.9 the tax with respect to the first $4,200 of such wages
20 received."
21

(b). Section 1401 (d)

(4)

(.A) of such code is

22 amended by strikng out "$3,600," and inserting in lieu
23 thereof "$3,600 for the calendar year 1951, 1952, 1953, or
24 .1954, or $4,200 for any calendar year after 1954,".
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1

(c) The second sentence of section 1420 (e) of the In

2 ternal Revenue Code is amended by inserting "in the case
3 of the calendar year 1951, 1952, 1953, or 1954, or the
4 $4,200 limitation in such section in the case of any calendar
.5 year after 1954" after "the $3,600 limitation in section
6 1426 (a) (1.)".
7

(d) The amendments made by subsections (a), (b),

8 and (c) shall be applicable only with respect to remunera
9 tion paid after 1954.

10

COLLECTION AND PAYMIENT OF TAXES WITH RESPECT TO

11

COAST GUARID ExcHANGES

12
13

SEC. -203. (a) Section 1420 (e) of the Internal Rev

enue Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the

14 following new sentence: "The provisions of this subsection
15

shall be applicable also in the case of service performed by a

16

civilian employee, not compensated from funds appropriated

17 by the Congress, in the Coast Guard exchanges or other
18

activities, conducted by an instrumentality of the United

19 States subject to the jurisdiction of the Secretary, at instafla
20 tions of the Coast Guard for the comfort, pleasure, content
21 ment, and mental and physical improvement of personnel of
22 the Coast Guard; and for purposes of this subsection the
23

Secretary shall be deemed to be the head of such instru

24 mentality."
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1

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be

2 come effective January 1, 1955.

3
4

AMKENIDMENTS To DEcFINITION OF WVAGES
SEc. 204. (a) Paragraph (1) of section 1426 (a) of

5 the Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking out
6 "$3,600" wherever it appears therein and inserting in lieu
7 thereof "$4,200"
8

(b) (1) Subparagraph (B) of section 1426 (a) (7) of

9 the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:
10

" (B) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

11

any calendar quarter to an 'employee for domestic serv

12

ice in a private home of the employer, if the cash re

13

muneration paid in such quarter by the employer to the

14

employee for such service is less than $50. As used in

15

this subparagraph, the term 'domestic service in a

16

private home of the employer' does not include service

1'7

described in subsection (h) (5);.

18

(2) Section 1426 (a)

(7) of the Internal Revenue

19 Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the following
20 new subparagraph:
21

" (C) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

22

any calendar quarter to an employee for service not in

23

the course of the employer's trade or business, if the

24

cash remuneration paid in such quarter by the employer
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1

to the employee for such service is less than $50. As

2

used in this subparagraph, the term 'service not in the

3

course of the employer's trade or business' does not

4

include domestic service in a private home of the em

5

ployer and does not include service described in sub

6

section (h)

7

(3) Section 1426 (a) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code

(5);"

8 is amended by inserting " (A) " after " (8) " and by 'adding
9 at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:
10

"(B) Cash remuneration paid by an employer in

11

any calendar quarter to an employee for agricultural

12

labor, if the cash remuneration paid in such quarter by

13

the employer to the employee for such labor is less than

14

$50;"

15

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (h)

16 shall be applicable only with respect to remuneration paid
17after 1954.
18

AMENDM1ENTS To DEFINITION OF EMPLOYMENT

19

Smc. 205. (a) Section 14'26 (b)

(1) of the Internal

20 Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:
" (1)

21

Service performed by foreign agricultural

workers under contracts entered into in accordance with

22

23 title V of the Agricultural-Act of 1949, as amended;".
24

(b) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking

25 out paragraph (3) of section 1426 (b) and by redesignating
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1 paragraphs (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11),
2

(12),

(13), a~nd (14)

of such section, and references

3. thereto,asparagraphs (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9),
4

(10), (11),~(12), and (13), respectively.

5

(c) The paragraph of section 1426 (b) of the Internal

6 Revenue Code herein redesignated as paragraph

(4) is

7 amended by striking out "if the individual i~s employed on
8 and in connection with such vessel or aircraft when outside
9 the United. States" and inserting in lieu thereof: "if (A)
10 the individual is employed on and in connection with such
11 vessel or aircraft when outside the United States and (B)
12

(i) such individual is not an American citizen or (ii) the

13 employer is not an American employer".
14

(d)

(1)

Clause (ii) of subparagraph (B) of the

1.5 paragraph of section 1426 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code
16 herein redesignated as paragraph (6) is amended by insert
17 ing "a Federal home loan bank," after "a Federal, Reserve
18 bank,"
19

(2) Such subparagraph (B) is further amended by
20striking out "or" at the end of clause (iii) , 'inserting "or"

21 at the end of clause (iv) , and adding the fol.lowing new
22 clause at the 'endof such subparagraph:
2"(v)
24
25

service performed by a civilian em
ployee, not compensated from funds appropri
ated by the Congress, -in'the Coast Guard
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1

exchanges or other activities, conducted by an

2

instrumentality of the United States subject to

3

the jurisdiction of the Secretary, at installations

4

of the Coast Guard for the comfort,, pleasure,

5

contentment, and mental and physical improve

6

ment of personnel of the Coast Guard;".

7

(3) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking

8 out clause (iii) of subparagraph (C) of the paragraph of
9

such section 1426 (b) herein redesignated as paragraph (6)

10 and redesignating clauses (iv), (v),
11

(vi), (vii), (vmiii),

(ix), (x), (xi), (xii), and (xiii) of such subparagraph,

12 and references thereto, as clauses (iii), (iv), (v), (vi),
13
14

(vii), (viuii), (ix), (x), (xi), and (xi!), respectively.
(e) The paragraph of section 1426 (b) of the Internal

15 Revenue Code herein redesignated as paragraph (8) is
16 amended to read as follows:
17

" (8)

(A) Service performed in the employ of a

18

religious, charitable, educational, or other organization

19

exempt from income tax under section 101 (6), other

20

than service performed by a duly ordained, conmmis

21

sioned, or licensed minister of a church in the exercise of

22

his ministry or by a member of a religious order in the

23

exercise of duties required by such order; but this sub

24

paragraph shall not apply -to service performed during

25

the period for which'a certificate, filed pursuant to sub
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1

section (1) (1) , is in effect, if such service is performed

2

by an employee (i) whose signiature appears on the list

3

filed by such organization under such subsection, or (ii)

4

who became an employee of such organization after the

5

certificate was filed and after such period began;

6

"(B) Service performed, in the employ of a reli

7

gious, charitable, educational, or other organization ex

8

emipt from income tax under section 101 (6), by a duly

9

ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a church

10

iin the exercise of his ministry or by a member of a

11

religious order in the exercise of duties required by such

12

order; but this subparagraph shall not apply to service

13

performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, or licensed

14

minister of a church or a member of a religious order,

15

other than a member of a religious order who has taken

16

a vow of poverty as a member of such order, during the

1'7

period for which a certificate, filed pursuant to sub

1.8

section (1) (2) , is in effect, if such service is performed

19

by an employee (i) whose signature appears on the

20

list filed by such organization under such subsection, or

21

(ii) who became an employee of such organization after

22

the certificate was filed and after such period began;".

23

(f) The paragraph of section 1426 (b) of the Internal

24 Revenue Code herein redesignated as paragraph (13) is
25 amended by striking out all after the first semicolon therein.
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1

(g) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking
2out paragraph (15) of section 1426 (b)- and redesignating

3 paragraphs (16) and (17) of such section, and references
thereto, as paragraphs (14) and (15), respectively.
5

(Ih) The amendments -made by subsections (c),; (d),
6(e), (f), and (g) shall be applicable only with respect to

7 services performed after 1954.
8 subsections

(a)

and ~(b)

The amendments made by

shall be applicable only with

9 respect to services (whether performed after 1954 or prior
10 to 1955) for which the remuneration is paid after 1954.

11

AMi-END-MENT

To DEFINITION- OF EMPLOYEE

12

SEC. 206. (a) -Subparagraph r(C) of section 1426 (d)

13

(3) of the Internp1 ]Revenue Code is amended by striking

14 out

",

if the performance of such services is subject to

15

licensing requirements under the laws of the State in which

16

such services are performed".

17

(b) The amendment made by subsection

(a) shall be

18

applicable only with respect to services performed after

19

1954.

20

WAIVER OF TAx EXEM.NPTION.\ BY NONPROFIT ORGANIZA

21

TIONS8 WITH RESPECT TO MINISTERS IN THEIR EMPLOY

22

SEC. 2907. (a) Paragraph (1) of section 1426 (1) of the

23

Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting " (other

24

than service performed by a duly ordained, commissioned, or

25

licensed minister of a church in the exercise of his ministry or
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1 by a member of a religious order in the exercise of duties
2 required by such order)

"

after "service" in the first sentence,

3 by striking out, "two-thirds of its employees" and inserting
4 in lieu thereof "two-thirds of its employees performing serv
5 ice to which this paragraph is applicable" in such sentence,
6 and by deleting so much of the section as follows the first
7 sentence.
(b) Such section 1426 (1)' is amended by redesignating

8

9 paragraphs

(2) -and (3) as paragraphs

(6)

and (7),

10 respectively, and by adding after paragraph (1) the follow
ing new paragraphs:

~11

" (2)

12

WAIVER OF EXEMPTION IN THE CASE OF

organization exempt from income tax

13

MINISTERS.-An

14

under section 101 (6) may file a certificate (in such
15

form and manner, and with such'official, as may be pre

16

scribed by regulations made under this subchapter)

17

certifying that it desires to have the insurance system

18

established by title II of the Social Security Act extended

19

to service performed by its employees w\Nho are duly
20

ordained, commissioi~ed, or licensed ministers of a church

21

or churches and perform such service in the exercise of

.22

their ministry or who are members of a religious order

23

or orders and perform such service in the exercise of

24

duties required by such order or orders, other than a.

25

member of a religious order who has taken a vow of
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1

poverty as a member of such order, and that at least

2

two-thirds of such employees concur in the filing .of the

3

certificate.

4

this paragraph. a certificate may. not be friled by an

5

organization pursuant to such sentenice unless (A) such

6

organization does not have any employees with Tespect.

7

to 'whom a certificate may be filed purstifnt to paragraph

8

(1) , or (B) such organizaition ha.s filed a certificate-

9

pursuant to paragraph

10

11

Notwithistaniding, the preceding sentence of

(1) Vith respect to such

employees.
"(3)

LIST TO ACCOMPANTY CERTIFICATE.-A

cer

12

tificate may be filed pursuant to paragmaph (1) or para

13

graph (2) only if it is accompanied by a list containing

14

the sig-nature, address, and social security account num.

15

ber (if any) of each employee who concurs in the filing

16

of the certificate.

17

by filing with the prescribed official a supplemental list

18

or lists containing the signature, address, and social se

19

curity account number (if any) of each additional em

20

ployee whvlo concurs in th filing- of the certificate.

21

list and any supplemental list shall be filed in such form

22

and mannmer as may be prescrilbed by regulations made

23

uinder this subchapter.

24
25

"(4)

Stich list may be amended a-t.,any time

EFFECTIVE PERIOD OV WAIVER.-A

The

certifi

cate filed pursuiant to p~acraraph (1) or paragraph (2)
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1

shall be in effect (for the purposes of subsection (b)

2

(8) of this section and for the purposes of section 210

3

(a) (8) of the Social Security Act) -

4

" (A) in the case of a certificate ifiled pursuant

5

to paragraph (1.) , for the period beginning with the

6

first day of the calendar quarter in which such cer

7

tificate is filed or the first day of the succeeding cal

8

endar quarter, as may be specified in the certificate;

9

or

10

" (B) in the case of a certificate filed pur

11

suant to paragraph (2), for the period beginning

12

with the first -day of whichever of the following

13

calendar quarters may be specified in the certificate:

14

(i) the quarter in which such certificate is filed,

15

or (ii) the succeeding quarter, or (iii) if the cer

16

tificate is filed during the calendar year 1955, any

17

quarter in such year prior to the quarter in which it
18

is filed;

19

except that, in. the case of service performed by an

20

individual whose name appears on a supplemental list

21

filed after the first month following the first calendar

22

quarter for which the certificate is in effect (as deter
23mined under subparagraph (A) or (B), whichever is

24

applicable) or following the calendar quarter in which
25

the certificate was filed, whichever is later, and to whom
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(A) or (B) of subsection (1))

(8) of

1

subparag-raph

2

this, section -would otherwis~e apply-, the cerltificate shiall

3

lie in effect, for purposes of such sub~section (b)

4

and for piirpose of section 210 (a)

5

Security Act, only with respect to service performed

6

by such individual after the calendar quarter in which

7

such supplemental list is filed.

8

"(5)

(8)

(8) of the Social

TERMINATION- OF WAIVER PERIOD BY OR

9

GANIZATION-.-The period for which a certificate filed

10

pursuant to paragraph (1) of this subsection is effective

11

may be terminated by

12

end of a calendar quarter, upon giving two years'

13

advance notice in writing-, but only if, at the time of

14

the receipt of such notice, the certificate has been in

15

effect for a period of not. less than eight. years and only

16

if such notice applies also to the period for which the

17

certificate, if any, filed by such organization pursuant to

18

paragraph

19

certificate ifiled pursuant to paragraph (2) is effective

20

may also be terminated by the organization, effective at

21

the end of a calendar quarter, upon giving two years'

22

advance notice in writing, but only if, at the time of the

23

receipt of such notice, the certificate has been in effect

24

for a period of not less than eight years.

25

termination may be revoked by the organization by

7the

organization, effective at the

(2) is effective.

The period for which a

The notice of
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1

giving, prior to the close of the calendar quarter specified

2

in the notice of termination, a written notice of such

3

revocation.

4

shall be filed in such form and manner, and with such

5

official, as may be prescribed by regulations made under

6

this subchapter."
(c)

7

Notice of termination or revocation thereof

The paragraph of such section 1426 (1) herein

8

redesignated as paragraph (6) is amended by adding at the

9

end thereof the following new sentence-: "If the period

10 covered by a certificate filed pursuant to paragraph (1) of
this subsection is terminated under this paragraph, the period

ii

12 covered by the certificate, if any, filed by the same organiza
13 tion pursuant to paragraph (2)

shall also be terminated

at the same time."

14

(d)

15

The paragraph of such section 1426 (1) herein

16redesignated as paragraph
17

18

(7)

is amended to read as

follows:

" (7) No

RENEWAL OF WAIVER.-In

the event the

19

period covered by a certificate filed pursuant to para

20

graph (1)

21

the organization, no certificate may again be filed by

22

such organization pursuant to such paragraph."

23

(e) The amendments made by this section shall become

or (2) of this subsection is terminated by

Nothing in this section shall

24

effective January 1, 1955.

25

be construed as affecting the validity of any certificate filed
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1 prior to January 1, 1955, under section 1426 (1) of the
2. Internal Revenue Code.
3

If a certificate filed during the

calendar year 1955 pursuant to section 1426 (1) (2.)

of

4 the Internal Revenue Code is in effect for any calendar
5 quarter in 1955 which precedes the quarter during which
6 the certificate was filed, the return and payment of the taxes
7 for any such preceding calendar quarter with respect to
8 service which constitutes employment by reason of the filing
9 of such certificate shall be deemed to be timely made if made
10 on or before the last day of the first month following the
11 calendar quarter in which the certificate is filed. Deductions
12 under section 203 of the Social Security Act shall not be
13 miade, from any benefits under such Act certified and paid
14 prior to the date on which a certificate is filed pursuant to
15

section 1426 (1) of the Internal Revenue Code, on account

16 of services, rendered prior to such date, which constitute
17

employment by reason of the filing of such certificate; except

18 that, for purposes of section 215 (f) of such Act, deductions
19 which would have been imposed under such section 203, had
20 such certificate been filed at the beginning of the period
21 for which it is in effect, shall be deemed to have been.
22 imposed.
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1
2

CHIANGES IN TAX SCHEDULES

SEC. 208. (a) Paragraph (5) of section 480 of the In

3 ternal Revenue Code is amended by striking out "4* per
4centurn" and inserting in lieu thereof "Si- per centum".
5

(b) Paragraph (6) of section 1400 and paragraph (6)

6 of section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code, are each
7amended by striking out "31i per centum" and inserting hi'
8 lieu thereof "31 per centum".
9

TITLE III-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

10

AMENDMENT PRESERVING IRELATIONSmIp BETWEEN RAIL

11

ROAD

12

INSURANCE

13

SEC. 301. Section 1. (q) of the Railroad Retirement

RETIREMENT AND

OLD-AGE

AND

SURVIVORS

14 Act of 1937, as amended, is amended by striking out "1952"
15 and inserting in lieu thereof "1954"
16
17

CROSS REFERENCES
SEC.

TO REDESIGNATED

PROVISIONS

302. References in the Internal Revenue Code,

18 the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, or any
19 other law of the United States to any section or subdivision
20 of a section of the Social Security Act redesignated by this
21 Act, and references in the Social Security Act, the Railroad
22 Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, or any other law of
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1 the United States to any section or subdivision of a section
2 of the Internal Revenue Code redesignated by this Act,

3 ,-hall be deemied to refer to such section or subdivision of a
4 section of the Social Security Act and the Internal Revenue
5 Code, respectively, as so redesignated.

SUCONGRESS
2D

SESsioN

H R. e7 7 99

H

A BILL
To amend the Social Security Acet and the In
ternal Revenue Code so as to extend cover
age under the old-age and survivors insur
ance program, increase the benefits payable
thereunder, preserve the insurance rights of
disabled individuals, and increase the
amount of earnings permitted without loss
of benefits, and for other purposes.
By Mr. Ruu of New York
JANUARY 14, IM5

Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means
S'o aeI-e30
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Memorandum
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Administrative, Supervisory,
14:A
and Technical Employees
DATE: January l4, 1954
Robert M. Ball, Acting Director
Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Director's Bulletin No. 201
Recommendations of the President for Improvements in OASI

Today the President sent to the Congress a special message
recommending major improvements in the old-age and survivors insurance
and public assistance programs, and Chairman Reed of the House Ways
and Means Committee introduced H.R. 7199, a bill to carry out the
President's recommendations on old-age and survivors insurance, and
H.R. 7200 on public assistance. Copies of the President's message,
Congressman Reed's press release on the bill, and a summary of the
provisions of H.R. 7199 are attached.
The legislation recommended by the President would improve the
old-age and survivors insurance program in several ways:
1.

Coverage for More People
The provisions for extension of coverage contained
in the bill are substantially the same as those contained
in H.R. 6812, introduced at the President's request last
year. Between 10 and 11 million people who during the
course of a year work in jobs not now covered by old-age
and survivors insurance would be brought under the program.
The major groups which would be covered on a compulsory
basis are farm operators, self-employed professional groups
now excluded, and additional hired farm workers and house
hold workers. Coverage would be extended on a voluntary
group basis to clergymen employed by nonprofit organizations
and members of State and local government retirement systems
(except policemen and firemen).

2.

Increase in the Earnings Base
The maximum annual earnings on which contributions
are based and benefits computed would be raised from
$3,600 to $4,200 per year.

3.

Change in the Computation of the Average Monthly Wage
Up to four years of lowest or no earnings would be
dropped in computing the average monthly wage for individuals
who become eligible to receive benefits in the future, and
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for those already eligible who have six quarters of coverage
after June 30, 1953. The "drop-out" would in effect give to
the groups to whom coverage is newly extended under the bill
treatment comparable to that given in the 1950 amendments to
the groups newly covered then, as far as their average monthly
wage is concerned, since the years of noncoverage prior to the
coverage extension could be disregarded. For persons already
covered,-.the provision would mitigate the adverse effect on
benefit amounts of periods of low earnings on account of
unemployment, temporary illness, or other reasons. This
provision is basically similar to the 3-year drop-out provided
by H.R, 6812.
Present beneficiaries may qualify for the drop-out if
they have six quarters of coverage after June 1953, if they
otherwise qualify for a regular "work recomputation," of if
they meet the requirements established by the bill for the
exclusion of a period of disability from the computation of
the average wage.

4. Increase in Benefit Payments
All retired workers would receive a benefit increase
of at least $5, Survivors and dependents would generally'
receive proportionate increases.
The formula for computing retirement benefits would
be changed to 55 percent of the first $110 of average monthly
wage plus 20 percent of the remainder (Up to a total of $350
a month). If the application of the formula does not result
in an increase in the worker's benefit of $5 over the amount
he would receive under present law, a $5 increase would be
given.
The minimum old-age insurance benefit would be raised
to $30 and the dollar maximum on family benefits to $190.
The amount below which application of the 80 percent maximu
could not reduce family benefits would be raised to $50.

5. Improvement in the Retirement Test
Changes in the retirement test would permit beneficiaries
to earn more than at present without loss of benefits.
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The new retirement test will remove the discrimina
tion against wage earners by placing them on an annual basis
similar to that now in effect for the self-employed. A bene
ficiary would lose no benefits if his annual earnings were
$1,000 or less. For each unit of $80 of earnings above $1,000
In no case, however, would he lose
he would lose one benefit.
a benefit for any month in which he did not work in selfemployment and in which he earned wages of $80 or less.
The new retirement test would apply to the worker's
It would
combined earnings from wages and self-employment.
and
self-employment.
employment
noncovered
to
work
in
apply also
A special test would apply to noncovered work outside the
United States.

6. Protection of the Benefit Rights of the Disabled
Persons regularly covered by the program who become
totally disabled for a long period of time would have their
benefit rights "frozen" during the period of their disability.
The insured status and benefit amount of a worker would be
preserved by (l) disregarding the period of his disability in
determining his insured status, and (2) computing his benefit
on his earnings averaged over the years in which he actually
was able to work. Retired workers on the rolls who were
totally disabled for an extended period before becoming
entitled to benefits and who at the time they became totally
disabled met the work requirements for having their benefits
"frozen" could have their benefits refigured, effective
July 1955, to eliminate the effect of disability on the
benefit amount.

Part of the cost of the increased benefits and other improvements
would be met by extending coverage to more of the working population,
thereby helping to eliminate the cost to the system of paying benefits
on the basis of brief periods of coverage. Part of the cost would be
met by the net increase in revenues derived from raising the wage base
to $4,200.
The net effect of the provisions of the bill would be an increase
*in the "level-premium" cost of the system of slightly more than 1/2 of
1 percent of taxable pay roll. To cover this cost, approximately, the
bill contains a provision which would raise the scheduled tax rate
beginning in 1970 from 3 1/4 percent to 3 1/2 percent for employees and
employers, with a proportionate increase in the tax on self-employment
income.
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In addition to the materials enclosed herewith, a distribution
is being made, direct from Washington to field and regional offices,
of a set of 7 fact sheets prepared as background information in con
nection with the President's Message sent to the Congress today and
the Secretary's press conference tomorrow. These fact sheets are
described in RFL #41 dated January 18. One mimeographed set is to be
mailed tomorrow; a larger supply of a multilithed version is scheduled
to be distributed a little later. The fact sheet series includes one
background statement, one overall summary of the proposed legislation,
one each on coverage, benefits, the retirement test, and the disability
freeze, and one on cost and financing.

Rtobert, M. Ball
Acting Director
Enclosures (3)

FOR RELEASE AT 12 NOON (E.S.T.)

JANuARY 14, 1954

THE WHITE HOUSE
TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

I submit herewith for the consideration of' the Congxess a number
of recommendations relating to the Oia Age and Survivors Insurance System
and the Federal grant-in-aid programs for public assistance.
The human problems of individual citizens are a proper and important
concern of' our government. One such problem that faces every individual is
the provision of' economic security for his old age and economic security for
his family in the event of his death. To help individuals provide for that
security
to reduce both the fear and the incidence of destitution to the
minimum
to promote the confidence of every individual in the future -
these are proper aims of all levels of government, including the Federal
Government.
--

--

Private and group savings, insurance, and pension plans, fostered
by a healthy, fully functioning economy, are a primary means of protection
against the economic hazards of old age and death. These private savings
and plans must be encouraged, and their value preserved, by sound tax and
fiscal policies of the Government.
But in addition, a basic, nation-wide protection against these
hazards can be provided through a government social insurance system.
Building on this base, each individual has a better chance to achieve for
himself the assurance of continued income after his earning days are over
and for his family after his death. In response to the need for protection
arising from the complexities of our modern society, the Old Age and Sur
vivors Insurance system was developed. Under it nearly 70 million persons
ana their families are now covered, and some 6 million are already its bene
ficiaries. Despite shortcomings which can be corrected, this system is
basically sound. It should remain,. as it has been, the cornerstone of the
government's programs to promote the economic security of the individual.
Under Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI), the worker du-ring
his productive years and his employer both contribute to the system in pro
portion to the worker's earnings. A self-employed person also contributes
a percentage of his earnings. In return, when these breadwinners retire
after reaching the age of 65, or if they die, they or their families become
entitled to income related in amount to their previous earnings. The system
is not intended as a substitute for private savings, pension plans and
insurance protection. It is, rather, intended as the foundation upon which
these other forms of protection can be soundly built. Thus the individual's
own work, his planning, and his thrift will bring him a higher standard of
living upon his retirement, or his family a higher standard of living in
the event of his death, than would otherwise be the case. Hence the system
both encourages thrift and self-reliance, and helps to prevent destitution
in our national life.
In offering, as I here do., certain measures for the expansion and
improvement of this system, I am determined to preserve its basic principles.
The two most important are: 1) it is a contributory system., with both the
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worker and his employer making payments during the years of active work;
2) the benefits received are related in part to the individual's earnings.
To these sound principles our system owes much of its wide national accep
tance.
During the past year we have subjected the Federal social security
system to an intensive study which has revealed certain limitations and
inequities in the law as it now stands. These should be corrected.
1. OASI Coverage Should Be Broadened
My message to the Congress on August 1, 1953, recommended legis
lation to bring more persons under the protection of the OASI system. The
new groups that I recommended be covered - - about ten million additonal
people -- include self-employed farmers; many more farm workers and domestic
workers; doctors, dentists, lawyers, architects, accountants, and other selfemployed professional people; members of State and local retirement systems on
a voluntary group basis; clergymen on a voluntary group basis; and several
smaller groups. I urge the Congress to approve this extension of coverage.
Further broadening of the coverage is being considered by the Com
mittee on Retirement Policy for Federal Personnel, created by the Congress.
This Committee will soon report on a plan for expanding OASI to Federal
employees not now protected, without impairing the independence of present
Federal retirement plans. After the Committee has made its report, I shall
make appropriate recommendations on that subject to the Congress.
Extension of coverage will be a highly important advance in our
OASI system, but other improvements are also needed. People over 65 years
of age who can work should be encouraged to do so and should be permitted
to take occasional or part-time jobs without losing their benefits. The level
of benefits should be increased. Certain defects in and injustices under the
present law should be eliminated. I submit the following recommendations to
further these purposes.
2. The present "retireet
test" should be liberalized and its
discrimination against the wage earner should be removed.
By depriving an OASI beneficiary of his benefit payment for any
month in which he earns wages of more than $75, present law imposes an undue
restraint on enterprise and initiative. Retired persons should be encouraged
to continue their contributions to the productive needs of the nation. I am
convinced that the great majority of our able-bodied older citizens are
happier and better off when they continue in some productive work after
reaching retirement age. Moreover, the nation's economy will derive large
benefits from the wisdom and experience of older citizens who remain employed
in jobs commensurate with their strength.
I recommend, therefore, that the first $1000 of a beneficiary's
annual earnings be exempted under the retirement test, and that for amounts
earned above $1000 only one month's benefit be deducted for each additonal
$80 earned.
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To illustrate the effect of these changes: a beneficiary could
take a $200 a month job for five months without losing any benefits, whereas
under present law he would lose five months' benefits. He could work through
out the year at $90 a month and lose only one month's benefit, whereas under
present law he would lose all twelve.
Approval of this recommendation will also remove the discriminatory
treatment of wage earners under the retirement test. Self-employed persons
already have the advantage of an exemption on an annual basis, with the
right to average their earnings over the full year. The amendment I have
proposed would afford this advantage, without discrimination, to all bene
ficiaries.

3. OASI Benefits Should Be Increased
Today thousands of OASI beneficiaries receive the minimum benefit
of twenty-five dollars a month. The average individual benefit for retired
workers approximates fifty dollars a month. The maximum benefit for an indi
vidual is $85 a month. For OASI to fulfill its purpose of helping to combat
destitution, these benefits are too low.
I recommend, therefore, that benefits now being received by retired
workers be increased on the basis of a new formula to be submitted to the
appropriate Committees by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
This formula should also provide increases for workers retiring in the
future, raising both the minimum and the maximum benefits. These increases
will further the objectives of the program and will strengthen the foundation
on which its participants may build their own security.

4. Additional Benefit Credits Should Be Provided.
The maintenance of a relationship between the individual's earnings
and the benefits he receives is a cornerstone of the OASI system. However,
only a part of many workers' annual earnings are taken into account for
contribution and benefit purposes. Although in 1938 only the first $3000
of a worker's annual earnings were considered for contribution and benefit
purposes, statistical studies reveal that in that year 94% of full-time male
workers protected by OASI had all of their earnings covered by the program.
BY 1950 less than half of such workers - - 44% - - had their full earnings
covered by the program, so the Congress increased the earnings base to
$3600.
Today, the earnings base of $3600 covers the full earnings of only
40% of our regular male workers. It is clear, therefore, that another
revision of this base is needed to maintain a reasonable relationship between
a worker's benefits and his earnings.
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I recommend, therefore, that the earnings base for the calcu
lation of OASI benefits and payroll taxes be raised to $4200, thus
enabling 15,000,000 people to have more of their earnings taken into
account by the program.

5. Benefits Should Be Computed on a Fairer Basis.
The level of OASI benefits is related to the average of a
worker's past earnings. Under present law periods of abnormally low
earnings, or no earnings at all, are averaged in with periods of normal
earnings, thereby reducing the benefits received by the retired worker.
In many instances, a worker may earn little or nothing for several
months or several years because of illness or other personal adversity
beyond his power of prevention or remedy. Thus the level of benefits
is reduced below its true relation to the earning capabilities of the
employee. Moreover, if the additional millions of persons recommended
for inclusion under OASI are brought into the program in 1955 without
modification of present law, their average earnings will be sharply
lowered by including as a period of no earnings the period from 1951
to 1955 when they were not in the program. I recommend, there fore,
that in the computation of a worker's average monthly wage, the four
lowest years of earnings be eliminated.

6. The Benefit Rights of the Disabled Should be Protected
One of the injustices in the present law is its-failure to
make secure the benefit rights of the worker who has a substantial work
record in covered employment and who becomes totally disabled. If his
disability lasts four years or less, my preceding recommendation will
alleviate this hardship. But if a worker's earnings and contributions
cease for a longer period, his retirement rights, and the survivor rights
of his widow and children, may be reduced or even lost altogether. Equity
dictates that this defect be remedied. I recommend, therefore, that the
benefits of a worker who has a substantial work record in covered employment
and who becomes totally disabled for an extended period be maintained at
the amount he would have received had he become 65 and retired on the
date his disability began.
The injustice to the disabled should be corrected not simply
be preserving these benefit rights but also by helping them to return
to employment wherever possible. Many of them can be restored to lives
of usefulness, independence and self-respect if, when they apply for
the preservation of their benefit rights, they are promptly referred
to the Vocational Rehabilitation agencies of the States. In the
interest of these disabled persons, a close liaison between the OASI
system and these agencies will be promptly established upon approval
of these recommendations by the Congress. Moreover, in my message of
January 18 to the Congress, I shall propose an expanded and improved
program of Vocational Rehabilitation.
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Costs
I am informed by the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare that the net additional cost of the recommendations herein
presented would be, on a long-term basis, about one-half of one percent
of the annual payrolls subject to OASI taxes.
The benefit costs will
be met for at least the next fifteen to twenty-five years under the
step-rate increases in OASI taxes already provided in the law.
Public Assistance
An important by-product of the extension of the protection
of the OASI system and the increase in its benefit scale is the impact
on public assistance programs. Under these programs States and localities
provide assistance to the needy aged, dependent children, blind persons
and the permanently and totally disabled, with the Federal Government
sharing in the cost.
As broadened OASI coverage goes into effect, the proportion
of our aged population eligible for benefits will increase from forty-five
percent to seventy-five percent in the next five or six years. Although
the need for some measure of public assistance will continue, the OASI
program will progressively reduce, year by year, the extent of the need
for public assistance payments by the substitution of OASI benefits.
I recommend that the formula for Federal sharing in the public
assistance programs for these purposes reflect this changing relationship
without prejudicing in any manner the receipt of public assistance
payments by those whose need for these payments will continue.
Under the present public assistance formula some States
receive a higher percentage share of-Federal funds than others. In
the program of old-age assistance, for example, States making low
assistance payments receive up to eighty percent Federal funds in
defraying the costs of their programs. States making high assistance
payments receive about sixty-five percent of Federal funds in that
portion of the old-age assistance payments which is within the $55
maximum for Federal participation.
This variation in Federal participation is the result of a
Congressional determination that the Federal sharing should be higher
for States which,, because of low resources, generally make low
assistance payments. In order better to achieve this purpose, I
recommend that a new formula be enacted. It should take into account
the financial capacity of the several States to support their public
assistance programs by adopting, as a measure of that capacity, their
per capita income. Such a new formula will also facilitate the
inclusion, in the old-age assistance program, of a factor reflecting
the expansion of OASI.
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The present formula for Federal sharing in public assistance
programs requires adjustment from another standpoint. Under present
law., the Federal Government does not share in any part of a monthly
old-age assistance payment exceeding $55. Yet many of these payments
must exceed this amount in order to meet the needs of the individual
recipient, particularly where the individual requires medical care.
I consider it altogether appropriate for the Federal Government to
share in such payments and recommed, therefore, that the present $55
maximum be placed on an average rather than on an individual basis.
Corresponding changes in the other public assistance programs would
be made. This change in the formula would enable States to balance
high payments in cases of acute need against low payments where the
need is relatively minor. In additon, great administrative
simplification would be achieved.
A new public assistance formula should not become effective
until the States have had an opportunity to plan for it. Until such
time, the 1952 public assistance amendments should be extended.

The recommendation I have here submitted constitute a
coordinated approach to several major aspects of the broad problem of
achieving economic security for Americans. Many other phases of this
national problem exist and will be reflected in legislative proposals
from time to time to the Congress. The effort to prevent desitution
among our people preserves a greater measure of their freedom and
strengthens their initiative. These proposals are constructive and
positive steps in that direction, and I urge their early and favorable
consideration by the Congress.

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER

THE

WHITE HOUSE.,
January 14, 1954.

OFFICE OF DA.NIEL A. REED
HON. DAN~IEL A. REED (R. -N.Y.)
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

HOLD FOR RELEASE
UNhTIL PRESIDENT'S
SOCIAL1 SECURITY
MESSAGE IS READ
IN THE HOUSE
JA]N12ARY 14 1954

Representative Daniel A. Reed. (R. N.Y.), Chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee, today introduced. two bills embodying the President's
social security proposals. Mr. Reed. introd~uced the bills immediately
following transmittal of the Presid~ent's social security message to
Congress.
In a statement accompanying introduction of the bills, Mr. Reed. said:
"The President has just transmitted to the Congress the details of
a comprehensive social security program which contains many basic
improvements in the present system. I have introduced. two bills which
embody all of the proposals made today by the President. One bill
contains the recommendations with respect to the old-age and. survivor's
insurance program, and the other pertains to the public assistance
program. I have previously introduced a bill, H. R. 6812, which contains
the earlier recommendations of the President for expanded social
security coverage. The substance of that earlier bill is now included
in the legislation I have introduced today.
"These recommendations represent a broad program of increased
protection for more of our people. I know that they have been developed.
after many months of intensive study.
"The American pe ople have a vital stake in this legislation. It
provides substantial increases in retirement benefits both for those
already retired and. for those who will retire in the future. It
provides substantial increases in survivorship benefits for the greater
protection of the loved ones of deceased workers. These significant
improvements are accomplished within the framework of the existing
system.
"The Committee on Ways and Means will begin work on this legislation
immediately following its action on the tax program. As a result, I
expect that the Committee will start devoting full time to my two
social security bills which embody the President's program early in
March, at which time we shall have full public hearings, although it
is., of course, too early to set a specific date. It is vital that we
act with speed and. decision on this major legislation."

January 6, 1954
GENERAL SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS
OF OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BILL
The bill contains the technical provisions necessary to carry
out the major recommendations of the President for extending old-age
and survivors insurance coverage, improving benefits., improving the
retirement test, and preserving the rights of disabled individuals.
Extension of Coverage
The bill would extend coverage to between 10 and 11 million
additional people during the course of a year. About 6-1 million of
these would be covered on a compulsory basis; coverage would be made
available to the others--State and local government employees under
public retirement systems and clergymen--subject to action comparable
to that now required for coverage of State and local and nonprofit
employees.
The bill would:
1. Allow the States to provide coverage under Federal-State
agreements for members of State and local government retire
ment systems (except policemen and firemen) provided a vote
were held among the active members of the system and twothirds of those voting were in favor of coming under oldage and survivors insurance. In addition to these -pro
visions, which are contained in H{0R. 6812, the bill pro
vides that after its enactment, coverage of those to whom
the two.-thirds vote provisions apply can be effected only
under these provisions--that is, only if the members of
the system vote in favor of coverage. (Under H.R. 6512,
as under present law, members of State and local retirement
systems could be brought into old-age and survivors insurance
by abolishing the system before the group is brought into
coverage.) The bill also contains a statement indicating
that it is the policy of the Congress in providing for the
coverage under old-age and survivors insurance of employees
under a State or local retirement system that the protection
of the employees and beneficiaries who are under the retire
ment system will not be impaired as a result of coverage
under old-age and survivors insurance. No such statement
of policy was included in H.R. 6812.
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2. Cover self-employed 'professionalpersons on the same basis
as other self-employed now covered and cover internes by
deleting the present exclusion of services of internes in
the definition of employment.

3.

Cover farm operators on a basis consistent with that on
which other self-employed are now covered.

h.

Cover cash wages earned in hired farm work where they amount
to $5O or more from a single employer in a calendar quarter,
regardless of the number of days the individual works for
that employer, and remove the exclusion of workers employed
in cotton ginning and the production of gum naval stores.

5.

Cover cash wages of domestic workers where they amount to $5O
or more from a single employer in a calendar quarter, regard
less of the number of days the individual works for that
employer.

6.

Allow coverage for ministers and members of religious orders
(other than those who take a vow of poverty) on a basis
similar to that on -which other employees of nonprofit
organizations may now be covered.

7.

Cover employees engaged in fishing and similar activities
who are now excluded.

8.

Cover home workers in States without licensing laws on the
same basis as those in States with licensing laws.

9.

Cover American citizens employed on vessels of foreign
registry by American employers on the same basis as other
American citizens working outside the United States for
Ame rican employers.

10.

Cover certain temporary postal employees, civilian employees
of Coast Guard "tpost exchanges," and employees of the district
Federal Home Loan Banks.

The extension of coverage provided by the bill would, in general.,
be effective beginning January 1, 1955. Under H.R. 6812 the coverage
extension would have been effective January 1, 1954.
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Improvement of Benefits
The bill would provide an increase in benefits for beneficiaries
on the rolls and would raise the benefits of those coming on the rolls
in the future through a revised benefit formula, an increase in the earn
ings base (also applicable for cont~ribution purposes), and an improved
method for determining average monthly wage.
The earnings base is raised from the present $3,600 to $14,200
per year.
One of the features of the bill is the so-called 14-year "drop-out"
which permits the elimination of as many as 14years of lowest or no earn
ings from the computation of the average monthly wage. 'Since the benefit
of an insured individual is derived from his average monthly wage, the
effect of the 14-year "drop-out" would be to increase his benefit amount.
The "drop-out" in effect places the groups to whom coverage is extended
under this bill in a position comparable to that of the groups newly cov
ered in 1950 as far as the computation of their average monthly wage is
concerned. Under this provision, although their earnings would be aver
aged from January 1., 1951, the 14 years of no covered earnings (1951-19514)
would be eliminated from the computation.
In addition, persons who are
already covered under the program and who meet the qualifying requirements
can have their 14 years of lowest or no earnings dropped from the computa
tion of their average monthly wage, regardless of-rwhen they occur0
This provision differs from H.R. 6812 in that four years, rather
than three years, can be eliminated. This change is made necessary by
the change in the effective date of the extensions of coverage-from Jan
uary 1, 19514, in H.R. 6812 to January 1, 1955, under this bill. Certain
technical changes have also been made in the requirements to be met before
an individual can qualify to drop out low years.
The 14years of lowest or no earnings ~ill be eliminated from the
average monthly wage for persons coming on the rolls in the future where
the insured individual:
a.

has 6 quarters of coverage after June 30, 1953; or

b.

first becomes eligible for benefits, i.e., reaches age 65
and is insured or becomes insured for retirement benefits
after the effective date, which is!the last day of the
month following the month of enactment; or

c. in the case of survivors' benefits, dies after the effective
date and before becoming eligible for retirement benefits.
These qualifying requirements are the same as those included in
H.R. 6812 with the exception that under the first alternative 6 quarters
of coverage are required after June 30, 1953, instead of June 30, 1952.

A beneficiary on the rolls prior to the month in which the proposal
becomes effective will also become eligible for this revised method of
determining his average monthly wage, thereby permitting an increase in his
benefit amount, if he acquires 6 quarters of coverage after June 30, 1953.
He may also use this revised method if he meets the requirements for a re
computation of his benefit after the effective date as the result of work
he has performed subsequent to his entitlement to benefits9 or as a result
of meeting the requirements for the exclusion of a period of disability
from the computation of his average monthly wage.
The revised formula, which will apply to most workers coming on the
rolls in the future, provides that benefit amounts will be equal to 55 per
cent of the first $110 of average monthly wage plus 20 percent of the re
mainder (up to a'total of $350 a month), as compared to 55 percent of the
first $100 of average monthly wage plus 15 percent of the remainder (up
to a total of $300 a month) under present law. The revised formula will
apply to persons who have their average monthly wage computed on earnings
after 1950 and who are eligible for dropping out the 4 years of lowest
or no earnings.
The minimum primary insurance amount is raised from $25 to $30.
The maximum family benefit is raised from $168.75 to $190. With respect
to future beneficiaries, no change is made in the provision that benefits
paid on a single wage record shall not exceed 80 percent of the average
monthly wage, except that the amount below which family benef~its will not
be reduced by the operation of this maximum is raised from $45 to $50.
Alternative methods of computing benefit amounts are provided in
order that all future retired workers will receive a benefit which is at
least $5 higher than they would receive under present law, whether or not
they qualify for the new formula and whether their benefits are based on
an average of their earnings after 1936 or after 1950.
1. Where the 4-year "drop-out" and the application of the new
benefit formula to earnings averaged from 1951 do not result
in a benefit which is at least $5 higher than the individual
would receive under the 1952 formula, his benefit will be
computed as at present (i.e., on his average monthly wage
without the 4-year "drop-out") and the resulting benefit
amount raised by the conversion table included in the bill.
This situation will occur only where the individual has a
relatively low average monthly wage and has had little or no
change in his earnings from year to year.
2, If it is to the advantage of the individual who is eligible
for the 4-year "drop-out" to have his average monthly wage
computed on the basis of his earnings from 1937 to date of
entitlement (excluding the 4 lowest years) this will be donee.
Under this circumstance, the 1939 benefit formula will be used
with the resulting benefit amount raised through the conversion
table.
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3. Persons coming on the rolls after the effective date, who are
not eligible for the h-year "drop-out.," 'willhave their bene
fits computed as under present law (based on earnings fron
1937 or 1951) with the resulting benefit amounts raised thro~ugh
the conversion table.
Beneficiaries on the rolls at the time the legislation becomes
effective will also receive a benefit increase through the conversion table.

The conversion table is constructed to provide benefits equal to
those provided by applying the revised formula to the average monthly wage
of the individual on whose account benefits are being paid. 'Where (as in
the case of average monthly wages below $130) the formula yields an in
crease of less than $5, the amount of increase is raised to $5.
Dependents on the rolls at the time the legislation becomes effec
tive will receive increases proportionate to the amount of increase in the
primary insurance amount on which their benefits are based. Where the in
crease in the worker's benefit brings the total family benefits above 80
percent of his average monthly wage., there will be no reduction in the

dependents' benefits even though the total exceeds the regular 80-percent
maxixmum.
The benefits of survivors on the rolls will be increased by amounts
proportionate to the amount of increase in the primary insurance amount on

which their benefits are based. 'Wherethe total family benefits payable
to survivbrs of a worker will be subject to the maximum provision of 80
percent of his average monthly wage, the family benefits are nevertheless
increased.

about

The smallest amount of increase in such family benefits will be

$5.

Improvements Relating to Deductions from Benefits Resulting from Work
The bill revises the provisions under which deductions are made from
the benefits payable to a working beneficiary if he is under age 75 and has
earnings in excess of certain specified amounts. The new provisions apply
Z single test to all the individual's earnings in his taxable year from
employment and self-employment and from noncovered as well as covered work.
The application of the test to noncovered earnings is made possible by the
wide extension of coverage contained in the bill. Without such a broad
extension, there would remain large areas of noncovered work for whicb re
ports of earnings would not be received by the Aeministration, and enforce
ment of the provision would not be practicable.
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If the individual's earnings for a full year of 12 months are
not more than $1,000, no deductions from benefits are made because of
such earnings. Each $80 of earnings in excess of $1.,000 may result
in deductions of one month' s benefit for the individual and for any
dependent dra-wing benefits based on his record. No deduction may be
made, however,, for a month during which the individual neither rendered
services for -wages in excess of $80 nor rendered substantial services
in a trade or business.
(Where the individual has a taxable year of
less than 12 months., the basic exempt amount is reduced proportionately.)
Placing the test on an annual basis., similar to thAt now used for
the self-employed., provides greater flexi~bility for wage earner beneficiaries.,
particularly in relation to part-time or intermittent employment. Thus.,
a wage earner may., for example., earn as much as $200 in each of 5 months
of the year and retain all of his benefits. Under present law, which
requires that he lose his benefit for each month in 'which he earns more
than $75, he would lose the benefits for those 5 months.
If he eprned
as much as $90 a month throughout the year under present law, he would
lose all of his benefits; under the revised test he would lose only one
benefit for the year. If he earned $100 a month throughout the year,
he vould lose only three benefits under the revised test instead of all
as under present law. The test is liberalized for the self-employed,
as compared to present law, by raising the yearly exemption from $900
to $1,000 and by raising the units causing deduction fran $75 to $80.
Earnings include remuneration for services rendered in the
Year as an employee pius net earnings from self-employment in that
year less any net loss from self-employment in that year. All
remuneration for services as an employee performed within the United
States is included.
Net earnings from self-employment., for purposes
of the test, are identical to net earnings as defined for social
security tax purposes, except that also included nre net income or loss
from the performance of the functions of a public office and net income
or loss from the performance of service as a minister, Net loss is
defined as the excess of dec~actions over income when such excess results
from the computations applicable in determining net earnings.
In addition to removing the anomaly in present law whereby the
'wage earner has a strict monthly test applied to him while the selfemployed person enjoys a yearly exemption., the test removes two other
anomalies in present law. The extension of the test to noncovered
'work removes the possibility that beneficiaries may escape the test
of retirement by working in noncovered employment. The application
of the test to combined 'wages and net earnings from self-emp~loyment
in the year avoids the present special advantage 'whereby a beneficiary
may earn as much as $900 in 'wages plus $900 in net earnings from selfemployment in a year and draw aUl of his benefits for the year.
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The bill provides that beneficiaries under age 75 whose earnings
in the taxable year exceed the basic exempt anount in the year must
report their earnings for the ye ar an~d other information that may be
required.
Failure to report as required subjects the individual to
penalties in the form of additional deductions. Penalties are not imaposed,
however, where it is shown that failure to report is due to good cause.
The individual may also be requested to submit current reports of
pertinent information prior to the close of the year so that suspension
of his benefits may be made on a current basis.
The bill also makes minor amendments relating to the imposition
of penalties for failure to file required reports of events causing
deductions fram benefits.
The provisions relating to the annual test of retirement become
effective with taxable years beginning after December 1954~.
Deductions for Work Outside the United St-ates: The bill also provides
for making,deductions from the benefits ~of abeneficiary under age 75
for any month in which he enga.-cs in a noncovered remunerative activity
outside the United States on seven or more different calendar days0 If
deductions are made for any montn for tnis reason,, deductions are also
made from the benefits of any dependent drawing benefits on the basis of
the individual's wage record. The test applicable to beneficiaries
working within the United States does not seen feasible for beneficiaries
who work outside the United States., because earnings in such -work are not
automatically reported either for income tax or social security purposes.
This provision will terminate the advantage which beneficiaries
now have w~ho are outside the United States and working while drawing
benefits0 Provision is made, however, so that persons -who work outside
the United States in occupations covered under the act will not be subject
to this monthly test of engaging in a remunerative activity., but rather
to the annual test of retirement applicable to wages and net enrnings in
the United States0 This'will be true, for example., of the Amnerican citizen
rorking for an American employer abroad0
The individual is required to report months during which hne engages
in noncovered remunerative activity, and failure to file a timely report
results in a penalty in the form of additional deductions. Penalties are
not imposed if the failure to report is due to good cause.
The provisions relating to work outside the United States are
effective for monthly benefits for months after December 1954~.
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Preservation of Insurance Rights of Disabled Persons
Under the present law., old-age and survivors insurance rights may
.be impaired or lost 'when regular -workers suffer long-term total disability
before reaching retirement age. This bill-would preserve the insured
status and benefit amount of qualified workers who are totally disabled
for an extended period. Tinder the proposed disability "freeze" provision.,
whene a disabled-worker dies or retires,9 the period of his disability
-woul~d be disregarded in determining his insured status. In figuring any
old-age and survivors benefits due him or his family, the period in vwhich
he was incapacitated for-work would be excluded from the computation of
his average earnings; hence his total earnings would be averaged out over
the years in-which he actually -worked or was able to work. This provision
is Pnalogous to the t~waiver of premium" commonly used in life and annuity
insurance policies to mainta-in the protection of these policies for the
duration of the policy holder's disability.
In order to be considered totally disabled an, individual must have
an illness, injury, or other physicald or mental impairment -which can be
expected to be of long-continued and indefinite duration or to result in
death. The impairment must be medically determinable and it must preclude
the disabled person from performing any substantially gainful work.
A special definition is provided for the blind. An individual
'wouldbe disabled., by definition,, if lie is blind within the meaning of
that term as used in the bill. In addition, persons who do not meet
.this Statutory definition of blindness, but who nevertheless have a
severe visual handicap, vould be in the same position as all other
disabled persons, i.e.., they could qualify for a period of disability
under the general definition of dis ability if they -were unable to engage
in any substantially gainful activity by reason of their impairment.
A period of disability could not be determined to exist until
it has lasted more than 6 full calendar months. The period -would be
terminated when the individual recovers or it is found that he no longer
meets the definition of disability.
In general, to qualify, for "a period of dis ability", an individual
must have engaged in covered work in at least half of the time (he must
have 20 quarters of coverage) in the 10 years preceding such period. In
addition, to screen out persons who have not recently been employed, an
individual must h ave engaged in covered -work in at least half of the time
(he mnust have 6 quarters of coverage) in the 3 years preceding such period.
These requirements are., for the most pa't, more restrictive than those for
retirement or death benefits in order that eligibility -will.,in general,,
be limited to those -whosereason for leaving the labor force was disability.
The first day on which a disabled person could file an application
for a "disability determination" would be April 1., 1955.
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A person already disabled when these provisions become effective
could establish a period of disability exctendinig from the date of actual
onset of total disability if he met the work requirements on that date.
Retired workers on the benefit rolls could secure a recalculation of their
benefit anount (and of their dependents' benefits) to take into account
a period of disability which began before the effective date of these
provisions. Benefit increases resulting from the application of these
provisions would be effective beginning with the month of July 19~55
A two-year grace period is provided initially within which a
disabled person could file to establish his period of disability with
full retroactivity to the date of onset. Persons filing after the grace
period woul~d have to file application within a year after onset of total
di, ability to have the "~freeze"t of their old-age and survivors insurance
re*~ord effective on the, date they first became disabled.
To administer the disability provisions., the Secrett"-y is directed
to enter into contractual agreements under which the State vpcational.
rehabilitation agencies or other appropriate State agencies will make
findings of fact and a determination as to whether or not an individual
is under a disability, as defined in the law., and as to the date such
disability began or ceased. The appropriate State agency., pursuant to
the agreement entered into with the Secretary, would also make the
necessary arrangements to secure medical evidence or medical evaluation
of the individual's disability. The use of State vocational rehabilita
.tion agencies is expected to facilitate referral of insured disabled workers
to these agencies for the evaluation of their disability and to stimulate
measures for their vocational rehabilitation. The Secretary would have
authority to make determinations of disability for individuals who are not
covered by State agreements.
The Secretary is authorized to review a determination by a State
agency that an individual is under a disability and to determine that
such person is not under a disability, or that the onset of total disability
occurred later then determined by the State agency. However., the Secretary
cannot, except on appeal by the individual., review a determination by a
State agency that a person is not under a disability. Any individual who
is dissatisfied 'with an unfavorable determination made by a State agency
or by the Secret~iry would have the right to a.hearing and to judicial
review of such determination in the same manner as provided in present
law for decisions of the Secretary with respect to the present program.

-
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Technical Provisions
The bill contains a technical provision (effective for a limited
period after enactment) which would provide greater flexibility in the
computation of benefits by permitting the use of self-employment income
for the year in which entitlement to benefits was established. This
change is designed to minimize any substantial adverse effect on average
monthly wage -whichresults from the fact that the law does not now permit
such earnings to be used in the benefit computation. This adverse effect
is most likely to occur in the year or two following coverage extension
when the period over which the average monthly wage is computed might be
relatively short. The bill also provides (for a limited time after
enactment) for the use, on initial computation, of wages for the period
immediately preceding the filing of the application0 As in the 1952
amendments, this permits an immediate determination of the individual's
benefit on the basis of a special report of his wages up to entitlement,
thus obviating the need for recomputing the benefit after six months when
all of the wages would be posted on his record. The bill also contains
a provision to eliminate an anomaly in present law by permitting a selfemployed individual whose divisor closing date is later than his selfemployment income closing date, to use the earlier date when this would
result in a higher benefit amount.
Changes in Internal Revenue Code
The bill amends the Internal Revenue Code to effectuate, for tax
purposes, the extensions of coverage made by the bill, and to conform
the provisions of the Code to the change in earnings base from $3,600
to $4,200. It also provides that the ultimate tax rate to go into effect
in 1970 would be 31- percent each for employer and employees instead of
31 percent, the maximum rate now provided in the law, with a proportionate
increase in the ultimate tax rate on self-employment income.
Amendment to Railroad Retirement Act
The bill amends the Railroad Retirement Act to bring its provisions~,
where necessary, into conformity with the changes made in the Social Secu
rity Act by the bill.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON 25

APR 1 1954

My dear Mr. Chairman:
In connection with the consideration by your Committee of the
President's recommendations concerning the old-age and survivors
insurance program., which are embodied in H.R. 7199, I should like to
offer several comments which may assist the Committee in its delibera
tions. These relate to certain administrative aspects of the bill
and to the financial operations of the Old-Age and Survivors Insur
ance Trust Fund.
I. Provisions of H.R. 7199
The proposed extension of coverage of old-age and survivors
insurance would make the benefits of the program available to a
number of additional groups. We have given careful consideration to
the bill from an administrative point of view and it is our conviction
that such extension of coverage is entirely feasible.
To a large extent the bill would provide coverage to persons
that are similar in all relevant respects to those already covered
by the program. The largest group that would be newly covered under
the program consists of self-employed farm operators. Income tax
returns are already being filed by a large part of this group, so
that extension of coverage to these individuals would not create any
administrative problems which are not now being met. There are some
farm operators who because of relatively low incomes and large
exemptions have not been filing tax returns. With respect to such
individuals the bill provides simplified provisions for the determina
tion of self-employment income which should materially assist admin
istration. It is our expectation therefore that the cost of obtaining
satisfactory compliance among farm operators will not differ materially
from that involving other self-employed persons.
In connection with these administrative considerations., I have
requested a representative of the Internal Revenue Service to be
available during the Administration's presentation on H.R. 7199 to
supply you with such information as you may require.
It may be of interest to the Committee to note that in the last
fiscal year approximately $89 million was spent on all administrative
aspects of the old-age and survivors insurance program,, including the
cost of tax collections, the maintenance of wage records and the
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payment of benefits. This is about 3.4i percent of benefits paid
out and 2.2 percent of tax collections in fiscal 1953.
Your Committee is aware of the plan which is under considera
tion for simplifying the tax returns of wage and salary workers
and for introducing a large degree of mechanization in the handling
of those returns. This plan is based upon close coordination
between the Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security Admin
istration., and to effectuate it certain technical revisions may be
necessary in the substantive provisions of the OASI program. When
the details have been worked out, they will be presented to the
Committee for its consideration.
II. Trust Fund Operations
The Board of Trustees of the OASI Trust Fund is required by law
to submit to the Congress each year a report of the operations of
the Fund for the past year, and estimates for the next five fiscal
years. That report will shortly be submitted to the Congress, but
I should like in the meantime to present some of the highlights.
In the fiscal year 1953, Trust Fund receipts amounted to nearly
Of this about $4.1 billion represented social security
taxes, including a small amount of contributions by State governments
under voluntary agreements for coverage of State and local government
employees. In addition., the Fund received $387 million in interest
on its investments during the year.

$4.5 billion.

Total disbursements from the Trust Fund in the last fiscal year
were $2.7 billion. Expenditures for benefit payments amounted to
$2.6 billion, and administrative costs were $89 million.I
Thus, operations under the social security program produced a
net addition to the Trust Fund of nearly $1.8 billion in fiscal 1953,
and the total assets of the Fund at the end of the year stood at
$18.4 billion. There has since been a further increase in the Fund,
and at the end of February of this year its total assets stood at
$18.9 billion. More detailed data on operations for fiscal 1953 are
included in Table 1, attached.
The composition of the Trust Fund at the end of the fiscal year

1953 is shown in Table 2. Of the total assets, about 97 percent,
or $17.8 billion, was invested in Government securities, largely
special issues which carry an interest rate equal to the average rate
on the publicly held debt. The uninvested balance was on deposit
for use in connection with current expenditures under the program.
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Estimates of the Fund's operations for the next five years
are presented in Table 3. Tn view of the rise in tax rates which
took effect on January 1, collections for fiscal year l954v are
estimated to be about $4.7 billion, about 15 percent higher than
last year. The full-year effect of the rise in rates will not be
reflected until fiscal 1955 when collections are estimated to be
approximately $5.5 billion. Benefit costs under existing law are
expected to rise over this period, but not as rapidly as collec
tions, so that at the end of 1955 the Trust Fund may be over
$22 billion.
As we move further into the future the estimates are more
uncertain, and the Board of Trustees' report presents two sets of
data for the three years, 1956 through 1958, based upon alternative
sets of assumptions. On one set of assumptions, involving a
continued high level of employment and industrial activity, a
substantial excess of receipts over expenditures would continue
each year so that even in fiscal 1958 the Trust Fund would be
increased by as much as $2.4I billion, and at the end of that year
the assets of the Fund would exceed $29 billion. On the basis of
a second set of assumptions, which involve a somewhat lower level
of industrial activity than the first, the Trust Fund would also
continue to grow, but at a slower pace. In 1958, receipts would
exceed expenditures by about $850'million, and at the end of that
year the Fund would be over $26 billion. Under either set of
assumptions, assets of the Trust Fund at the beginning of fiscal
1954 were equal to more than three times the highest annual expendi
tures anticipated in the succeeding five years. I should emphasize
that these estimates are based upon existing law and do not take
into account any changes that may be made in coverage, tax rates,
or benefit formulas.
The Director., Bureau of the Budget, has advised the Treasury
Department that there is no objection to the presentation of this
report.
Sincerely yours,

/s/

G. M. Humphrey

Secretary of the Treasury
Honorable Daniel A. Reed
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Table 1.

Operations of the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund,
Fiscal Year 1953
(In thousands)

Receipts:
Appropriation of taxes ................... $ 4,086,293
Deposits by States .......................... 43,308
Less: Refund of taxes......................
33,000
Net contributions .......................... 4,096,601
Interest on investments..................... 386.,640
Total ................................... 4,483,241
Expenditures:
Benefit payments ........................... 2,627,492
Administrative expenses ..................... 89,429
Total ................................... 2,716,921
Net increase in Trust Fund ................... 1,766,320
Assets, beginning of year ................... 16,600,036
Assets, end of year ......................... 18,366,356

March 30, 1954

Table 2.

Assets of Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund,
June 30,, 1953
(In thousands)

Asset

Amount i/

Investments (Treasury bonds):
Public issues:
2-1/4's of 1959-62 ..................... $
2-1/2's of 1962-67........................

2-1/2's of 1963-68.......................
2-1/2's
2-1/2's
2-1/2's
2-1/2's
2-3/ 4's
3-1/4's

4,215
58,811

116,677

of 1964-69 ........................ 93,204
of 1965-70 ........................ 456,881
of 1966-71........................ 308,003
of 1967-72 ........................ 119,505
of 1975-80 ....................... 1,083,602
of 1978-83 ........................ 44,911

Total................................. 2,285,807
Special issues:
2-3/8 certificates due 6/30/54............ 15,531,700
Total investments........................... 17,817,9593 2/
Uninvested balances:
To credit of Fund account ................... 261,885
To credit of disbursing officer ............. 286,9878
Total assets ................................ 18,366,356

March 30, 1954
Note:

Due to rounding, individual items may not add to
totals.

i/ Par value plus unamortized premium less discount
outstanding.
2/ Includes accrued interest purchased of $86,826.

Table 3. Receipts, expenditures arnd assets of the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund,
fiscal years 19)49-53, and estimates for 1954-58 i/
(In millions)

Fiscal year

Receipts
Tax col- : ers
:lectin 2/Itrs

:

Expenditures

/Bnft

/Bnft

: tration

Fund,

Net

increase

: Adnminis:

in Fund

:

end

:of year

.al:
$230
257
287

$ 607

50
51

$1,694
2,110
3,124

52
53

3,598
4,097

334
387

1,982
2,1627

mat ed:
54

4,660

442

3,240

55
56:
Uiternative I

5,462

477

3,677

5,986

541

4,017

Al1ternative II

5,422

532

37:
Uaternative I

6,153

U1ternative II

5,377

Vlternative I
~lternative II

6,444

49

5,256

$53
57
70

$1,263
1,583
1,843

$11,310
12,893
14,736

85
89

1,864
1,766

16,600
18,366

90
92

1,772
2,170

20,138
22,308

93
96

2,417

24,725

4,149

1,709

24,017

595
566

4,349
4,615

95
94

2,304
1,234

27,029
25,251

649
589

4,636
4,897

97
94.

2360
854

29,389
26,105

727
1,49.8

March 30, 1957
;timates based on assumptions and subject to limitations explained in text of the
'urteenth (1953) Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Old-Age and Survivors
.surance Trust Fund, to be submitted to the Congress.
-cludes transfers from the general fund for benefits paid as a result of the coverage
certain World War II veterans; adjusted for refunds.
cludes a small amount of profit on marketable securities.
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STATEMENTS OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS IN
CONNECTION WITH H. R. 7199
American Association of Nurserymen-Witness, Richard P. White,
statement, April 6
This association circulated a questionnaire to 1,520 members and
received 697 returns. These returns showed that:
Extension of coverage: 512 out of 697 approved OASI coverage of
nurserymen.
Wage base: 457 out of 697 favored maintaining the wage base at
$3,600.
American Association of Social Workers-Witness, Eleanor M. Hladley,
statement, April 12
Extension of coverage: Supports H. R. 7199, and especially the
inclusion of farmers.
Wage base: Endorses the $4,200 ceiling, but would have suggested
a higher figure.
Retirement test: Approves liberalized conditions of retirement.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves.
Disability freeze: Approves.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends cash benefits to those with
lono-term dlisabilities.
American Association oJ U~niversity Professors-Dr. W4ilbert J. Huff,
statement submitted April 9
Extension of coverage: Approves coverage for State and local
government employees as provided in H. R. 7199.
American Association of Workers for the Blind-FrancisJ. Cummings,
statement submitted April 12
Disability cash benefits: Recommends that OASI benefits be paid
to workers in covered jobs when any worker is determined by a special
ist to be blind, whether the condition is temporary or permanent.
American Council on Education-Robert W. Devoe, statement sub
mitted April 13
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to publicly controlled
institutions on a voluntary basis without eliminating existing retire
ment systems.
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American Dental Association-Witness, J. Claude Earnest, statement
April 9
Extension of coverage: Opposes extension of coverage to selfemployed members of the dental profession.
American Federation of Labor-Statement of George Meany, presented
by Nelson H1. Cruikshank, April 9
Extension of coverage: Approves extension provided in H. R. 7199.
Wage base: Accepts"wa-ge base of $4,200 but believes ceiling should
be placed at $6,000 annual earnings.
Retirement test: Approves.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Accepts provision in H. R. 7199 but recom
mends more liberal benefits at the upper range of the wage base.
Also recommends adoption of an annual increment, of one-half perCent for vears worked up to age 65 and 2 percent for years worked
after age 65. Also recommends benefits be based upon best 10 con
secutive years of covered employment.
Disability freeze: Approves.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends payment of beniefits in cash
for total permanent disability.
American Federation of Labor, Hotel & Restaurant Employees & Bar
tenders In ternational Tin iov-14Witne~sx. Oh arlesq II. Sand
(1 ,statement,
April 9
Supports the overall position of the American Federation of Labor.
especially the recommendation that t~ips be dlefined as taxable wagzes
for purposes of title 1I.
American Federation of Labor, Amnerica-n Federation of State, County,
and Municipal Employees, Massachusetts State Engjineers and As~
sociates-H1aroldW. Stevens, letter submitted, datedi April 5
Extension of coverage: Does not oppose extension to State and
local employees already covered by a retirement program providn
the referendum requires a favorable vote by three-fourthis of the
eligible voters; that the definition of coverage be left to State legis
lators; and a statement of congressional intent that existing retire
mient rates be not impaired or reduced by virtue of coverage under
OASI.
American Federation of Labor, American Federation.of State, County,,
and 11/funicipal E~nployees-147itness, Gordon W4.Chapman, state
ment, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to Sta-te and local
employees, providing two-thirds of those voting favor such coverage.
Also approves the exclusion of firemen and policemen.
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American Federation of Teachers-Selma M. Borchardt, statement
submitted, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to teachers in schools
as State or local employees. Endorses statement of congressional
intent that benefit rights of State and local employees under existing
systems be not impaired as a result of coverage by OASI. Recom
mends that "a substantial majority of those voting" shall vote in
favor Of inclusion. Supports the general endorsement by the Ameri
can Federation of Labor.
American Foundationfor the Blind-Witness, Peter J. Salmon, state
ment, April 14
Disability cash benefits: Recommends that a person who becomes
blind should, for purposes of OASI, be regarded as actually 65 years
of age.
American Home Economics Association-Statement submitted April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves. Further recommends that a for
mula be developed automatically adjusting benefits with rises in cost
of living.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends such benefit payments.
American Institute o~f Architects-Clair T'V. Ditchy statement submitted
April 16
The returns of a scattered poll of the institute's members show with
respect to:
Extension of coverage: 60 percent approved inclusion of selfemployed architects. Suggested that the referendum procedure pro
vided inthe bill for State and local government employees be offered
in case of self-employed architects to determine the consensus of those
in this profession.
American Leglion-Miles D. Kennedy statement submitted April 12
Retirement test: Recommends the abolition of the retirement test
for widows of veterans who are supporting minor children.
Disability freeze: Approves the freezing of wage credits where the
individual suffers extended disability.
American Life Convention (and Life insurance Association of Amner
iea)-W~itness, Asa 17. Gall, statement, April 14
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Recommends retention of the present ceiling.
Retirement test: Recommends $900 aimual ceiling on permissible
earnings for full benefit receipt.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
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Liberalized benefits: Opposes in principle benefit increases at the
upper range of the covered wage scale.
Disability freeze: Recommends that the 4-year dropout, with a
further lengthening of that time, if necessary, be utilized to accomplish
the maintenance of the covered wage record despite the periods of
disability.
Lump-sum death payments: Recommends that this type of benefit
be eliminated, or at least not increased further.
American Medical Association.-W4itness Dr. F. J. L. Blasingame,
statement, April 6
Extension of coverage: Opposes extension of coverage to selfemployed physicians.
Disability freeze: Opposes. Recommends some variation of the
dropout principle as a workable substitute for disability freeze.
American Municipal Association-Witness, Frederick N. MacMillin,
statement, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to State and local gov
ernment employees, "without hampering restrictions" in the Federal
law. In the light of experience in Wisconsin, questions the specific
exclusion of firemen and policemen.
American Nurses' Association-WVlitness, May Bagwell, statement,
April 6

Extension of coverage: Approves provisions relating to employees
of State and local governments and others under State and local re
tirement systems.
Wage base: Approves.
Retirement test: Approves, with the qualifying age for women
lowered to 60.

Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves.
Disability freeze: Approves.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends payment of benefits at time
of suffering permanent disability.
American Poultry & Hatchery Federation-Don M. Turnbull, -state
ment submitted, April 15
Hatcherymen have been classified as farmers in one area of the
country and not as farmers in another.
Extension of coverage: Recommends inclusion of all self-employed
and all full-time employees regardless of occupation.
American Public Welfare Association-Witness, Loula Dunn, state
ment, April 12
Gives blanket approval of EI. IR. 7199.
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American Public Welfare Association, Council of State Public Assist
ance and Welfare Administrators-Witness, Charles I. Schottland,
statement, April 12
Gives blanket approval of H. R. 7199.
American Veterinary Medical Association-J.A. McCallam, statement
submitted, April 1
Extension of coverage: Opposes compulsory coverage of veteri
narians and recoimmends the opportunity be provided for individuals
to be covered on a voluntary basis.
Americans for Democratic Action-Witness, Edward D. Hollander,
statement, April 14
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Recommends adoption of $6,000.
Liberalized benefits: Approves liberalization of benefits but urges
the increase be larger.
Disability freeze: Approves.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends that a disabled person
receive disability benefits.
Chamber of Commerce of the United States-Witness, A. D. Marshall,
statement, April 1.5
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Recommends blanketing in the aged at the
minimum and raising the minimum to $30.
Disability freeze: Opposes and suggests as a substitute the de
velopment of a dropout arrangement.
Blanketing-in: Approves.
ChristianScience Church-Witnesg, James Watt, statement, April 7
Extension of coverage: Recommends that Christian Science prac
titioners be classified as self-employed ministers of religion and that
such practitioners be covered on a voluntary basis.
Church Pensions Conference-Witness, George A. Huggins, statement,
April 7
This conference represents 29 different church groups, and the
YMCA and the YWCA.
Extension of coverage: Recommends coverage for ministers as
self-employed on a voluntary basis.
C'ommerce and Industry Association of New York, Irc.-Witness,
Peter G. Dirr, statement, April 14
Extension of coverage: Approves. Opposes exclusion of firemen
and policemen if all other State and local government employees are
to have an opportunity for coverage.

6
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Wage base: Recommends retention of $3,600 maximum.
Retirement test: Approves.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Recommends increasing the minimum only.
Disability freeze: Opposes OASI dealing with disability in any
manner.

Financing: Recommends pay-as-you-go.
Committee of Associated Pension Funds of New Jersey-John J. Goff
statement submitted, April 10
This committee represents 12 retirement groups of State and/or
local government employees of New Jersey.
Extension of coverage: Opposes extension to public employees who
are members of or eligible for membership in any State, county, or
municipal pension or retirement program.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania-Mrs.Eleanor G. Ecans, statement sub
mitted, April 15
Approves H. R. 7199.
Conference of State Manufacturers' Associations--Witness, Edgerton
Hart, statement, April 15
This conference represents manufacturers' associations in 27 States.
Extension of coverage: Appears to oppose extension at this time.
Wage base: Opposes.
Retirement test: Opposes, but recommends some mechanism of co
ordinating benefit reductions with amount of earnings in excess of
$75.
Four-year dropout: Opposes this provision in case of workers with
relatively short-time coverage but accepts the idea in principle for
those with a number of years of coverage.
Liberalized benefits: Opposes increases at this time until further
study can be made.
Disability freeze: Approves only in those cases where the bene
ficia~ry has at least 40 quarters of coverage.
Conference of State Social Security Administrators-Witness, Charles
H. Smith, statement, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to public employees
who are participating in their own retirement program.
Cdngress of Industrial Organizations-Witness, James B.
statement, April 13

Carey,

Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Recommends the wage ceiling be raised to $6,000.
Retirement test: Recommends $1,200 annual earnings' limitation
for full benefit receipt.
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Liberalized benefits: Recommends benefit increases above those
provided in H. R. 7199 with a $35 minimum and a family maximum
of $200. Moreover, would add one-half percent annual increment
for years of coverage prior to age 65 and 2 percent for years after 65.
Favors benefits calculated on 10 best years of earnings.
Disability freeze: Approves.
Disability cash benefits: Favors such benefits at time total and
permanent disability is suffered.
Connecticut State Employees Association-James W. Mfoore, statement
submitted April 7
Extension of coverage: Recommends coverage be extended to
public employees only after a favorable vote of two-thirds of those
eligible. Such coverage should be extended only if assurance is given
that there will be no impairment of existing retirement rights.
Council of State Chambers of Commerce-Witness, Richard D. Sturtevant,
statement, April 13
The statement of the council was approved by the State chambers
of commerce in 21 different States.
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Recommends retention of the present $3,600 maximum.
Retirement test: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Recommends benefits be increased in the
lowver part of the benefit range and recommends that all aged be
declared eligible to minimum benefits.
Disability freeze: Opposes.
Blanketing-in: Approves.
Council of State Eymployees of New Jersey-Charles A. Davis, statement
submitted April 15
Approves HI. R. 7199 in principle.
Extension of coverage: If coverage is extended to public employees,
prefers that there be no referendum. However, should this feature
be retained in the bill, recommends that an affirmative vote of a simple
majority of those voting be required.
Eyngineers Joint C'ouncil-W~itness, JosephHI. Ehlers, statement, April 13
This council is a federation of national engineering societies with an
aggregate membership of about 170,000 employees tand includes both
salaried and self-employed engineers.
Extension of coverage: Opposes compulsory coverage of self
emploved professional engineers, and recommends that coverage be
Oil at volunitarv basis.
Retirement test: Favors increases in benefits on retirement to those
who work 1)ast 65. Also recommnends reduction from. 75 to 70 of the
age at which a person can make unlimited earnings and receive benefits.
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FraternalOrder of Police-CarlC. Bare, statement submitted, April 8
Extension of coverage: Recommends that policemen now protected
by a retirement systcmn shiall not be covered under OASI.
International Association of Fire Fighters (A. F. of L. )-George J.
Richardson, statement submitted, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves the exclusion of firemen from
coverage.
Joint Committee o~f Public Employees Organiz~ationts-'iitn~ess,Raymond
J. H-eath, state Lent, April 8
The joint committee includes representatives of: Nationa~l Council
on Teachers Retirement of the National Education Association;
Municipal Finance Officers' Association, National Conference of
Public Employe Retirement Systems; Fraternal Order of Police;
National Conference of Police Associations; and the International
Association of Firefighters.
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to public employees
under retirement programs, except policemen and firemen, providing
two-thirds of eligible voters approve.
Law Enforcement Officers of North Carolina-HlenryL. Bridges, state
ment, April 8
Extension of coverage: Recoinmends that social security be ex
tended to policemen in North Carolina if and when the local govern
mental bodies enter into an agreement for social-security coverage for
other employees of a municipality.
Limited Price Variety Stores Association-Carl F. Shatz, statement
submitted
The members operate from 8,500 stores in all States and 'in the
District of Columbia.
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Opposes.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalization of benefits: Opposes until more careful study can be
made with respect to the country's ability to pay higher benefits.
Disability freeze: Approves.
M&assachusettsState Engineers' Association, Inc. -Ernest Mtathers, letter
submitted April 8
Extension of coverage: Recommends the inclusion of a statemnent
of policy that social security be made available to public employees
not covered by a retirement system or not adequately covered.
Favors a referendum involving two-thirds of the eligible voters.
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Municipal Finance Officers Association-Witness, A. A. Weinberg,
statement, April 14/
Extension of coverage: Recommends extension to public employees
providing two-thirds of those eligible approve.
National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials-Witness7
David L. Krooth, statement, April 6
Extension of coverage: Approves provisions in the bill relating to
coverage of public employees.
National Association of Life Underwriters-Albert C. Adams, statement
submitted April 14
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Opposes.
Retirement test: Approves.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Opposes. Moreover, recommends the eliml
ination of lump-sum death benefits. Recommends that OASI bene
fits be declared taxable income.
Disability freeze: Opposes.
Financing: Recommends pay-as-you-go financing.
National Association of A'fanufacturers-Witness, William G. C'aples,
statement, April 15
Extension of coverage: Apparently opposes at this juncture.
Wage base: Opposes.
Retirement test: Opposes.
Four-year dropout: Opposes.
Liberalized benefits: Opposes.
Financing: Recommends pay-as-you -go.
National Association of State Universities (an associationof land-grant
colleges and un~iverslitlies)-Witness, Raymond C. Magrath, state
ment, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves provisions relating to coverage of
employees of public colleges and universities.
National Conference of Catholic ('harities-Witness, Msgr. John
O'Grady, statement, April 12
Extension of coverage: Apparently approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves.
Blanketing-in: Approves.
National Conference of Police Associations-Witness, Royce L. Givens,
statemtent, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approvos iii general the exclusion of police
men but would like to see the opportunity provided whereby law
enforcemcnt officers without retirement programs could have OASI
coveragre.
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Natio'nalConference on Public Employee Retirement Systems-Witness,
Ward Ashman, statement, April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves coverage for public employees
providing the referendum- requires a favorable vote by two-thirds of
those eligible under existing retirement systems.

National Congress of Colored Parents.anid Teachers-Statement sub
mitted April12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves. Further recommends that a for
mula. be developed automatically adjusting benefits with rises in
cost of living.

Disability cash benefit: Recommends such benefit payments.
National Consumers League-Witness, Louise Stitt, statement, April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Recommends the ceiling be placed at $6,000.
Retirement test: Approves.

Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves and also recommends 1 percent
annual increment factor; also recommends lowering age from 65 to
60 -for women.
Disability freeze: Approves.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends payment of benefits on
suffering total permanent disability.

National Council of the Churches of Christ-Witness, M. Forest Ashbrook, statement, April 7
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to ministers provided
it can be done on a voluntary basis.

National Council of Jewish Women-Statement submitted April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves. Further recommends that a for
mula be developed automatically adjusting benefits with rises in cost
of living.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends such benefit payments.

National Council of Salesmen's Organizations, Inc.-Benjamin R.
Shapiro, statement, April 9
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Retirement test: Recommends it be abolished.
Liberalized benefits: Recommends benefits be computed on basis
of 10 best years.
Disability freeze: Approves.
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National ElducationAssociation-Witness John A. Wood III, statement,
April 8
Extension of coverage: Approves coverage of public employees
covered by existing retirement programs providing there is a favorable
vote by two-thirds of the eligible members and also a statement of
congressional intent that retirement rights of such individuals not be
impaired or reduced by virtue of 0AS1 coverage.
National Farmers Union-Witness, James G. Patton, statement,
April 12
Extension of coverage: Favors extension to all farm operators and
hired farmnhands not now covered.
National Grange-Witness, Lloyd C. Halvorson, statement, April 7
Extension of coverage: Approves extension to farmers and farm
operators and hired hands not now covered. (Recommends "new
start"~ on insured status for everybody.)
Retirement test: Approves.
Four-year dropout: Approves but recommends it be increased to
5 years.
Liberalized benefits: Questions the wisdom of increasing benefits
further until the OASI tax "is raised to the actual level necessary to
cover it. Only then will we kno-w if the people are willing to pay the
taxes necessary to sustain the benefits."
National Lawyers Guild-HWitness, Robert J. Silberstein, statement,
April 13
Extension of coverage: Favors extension to self-employed profes
sonals In genlerall.
Retirement test: Approves lbut suggests that the increase in per
inissib earnings Is not sufficient.
Liberalized benefits: Approves b~ut suiggests thiat it, is not adequate.
Recommends increasing- benefits equal approximately to the present
income to the trust fund.
National Old Aqe Pension~s, Itic.-Witnems., W~illiam H. Mcllaster.s;,
statement, April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Approves.
Retirement test: Approves.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Recommnends substitution of a universal pen
ston financed byV a 2 percent tax oni all transactions.
Nationa~l Pension IFederation, [nc.-lWitness, Agnes G. Shakeind,
ment, Apr~il 10
Exteasion of coverage: Approves.
Retirement test: Recommiends abolishment.

state
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Four-year dropout: Appears to approve and would seem to favor
something similar to civil service retirement where benefits are based
on best 5 years of earnings.
Liberalized benefits: Recommends substituting the National old
age pension.
National IRetail Dry Goods Association-Witness, A. R. Findley, state
ment, April 15

Extension of coverage: Approves.
Blanketing-in: Recommends benefits be paid to all aged.

(Sup

ports position of Chamber of Commerce of the United States.)
National Small-Business Men's Association-Witness, DeWitt Emery,
statement, April 9
Financing: Recommends pay-as-you-go and a reduction in the tax
rate to the 1953 level.
National Society of ProfessionalEngineers-Witness, PaulH. Robbins,
statement, April 13
This society has more than 32,000 members, all of whom are regis
tered under the various State engineering registration laws.
Extension of coverage: A number of the members are employed by
State or local governments and apparently the concensus among these
persons is in favor of coverage as provided in the bill. About 55
percent of the members who are self-employed professionals oppose
compulsory coverage and about 45 percent would accept it.
National Society of Public Accountants-Witness, James E. Keys,
statement, April 6
Extension of coverage: On basis of a poll of all members, the society
approves extension of coverage to public accountants.
Wage base: Approves.
Retirement test: Approves and recommends further increases in
the maximum permissible earnings.
Liberalized benefits: Approves in general.
Philadelphia Teachers Association-Witness, Cathleen M. Champlin,
statement, April 8
Extension of coverage: Recommends that a favorable vote of twothirds of those eligible be required.
Physicians Forum, Inc.- Witness, Dr. Anna Tulman Rand, statement,
April 6
Extension of coverage: Favors extension to self-employed physi
cians.
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Southern Baptist Convention--lIitness, PorterRouth, statement, April 7
Extension of coverage: Recommends extension to ministers on a
voluntary basis, with ministers defined as self-employed.
Spokesmen for Children-Witness, Hester Stoll, statement, April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Approves.
Retirement test: Approves.
Four-year dropout: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves and urges further increases.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends further study with the belief
that people who suffer total permanent disability should receive
benefits based on wage record.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America-Witness,
William C. Greenough, statement, April 14
Extension of coverage: This association conducted a survey of those
public educational institutions which had retirement plans in TIAA
and found that they were universally in favor of OASI coverage on a
voluntary basis.
Townsend Plan-Witnesses: Congressman Secrest, April 7; Congress
man Angell, Dr. Francis E. Townsend, Robert C. Townsend, Mrs..
J. A. Ford, April 10
All advocated the universal fiat-rate pension.
United Church Women-Statement submitted April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves. Further recommends that a for
mula be developed automatically adjusting benefits with rises in cost
of living.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends such benefit payments.
Young Women's Christian Association-Statement submitted April 12
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Liberalized benefits: Approves. Further recommends that a for
mula be developed automatically adjusting benefits with rises in cost
Of living.
Disability cash benefits: Recommends such benefit payments.
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Linton, M. Albert, chairman of the board, Provident Mutual Life Insur
ance Co. of Philadelphia-Witness,statement presented April 14
Extension of coverage: Approves.
Wage base: Seriously doubts the wisdom of raising, the wage base.
Retirement test: Approves but believes a method can be devised
whereby benefit deductions can be graduated with earnings in excess
of retirement test ceiling.
Four-year dropout: Apparently approves.
Liberalized benefits: Recommends an increase at the lower range of
the benefit structure.
Blanketing in: Approves.

THE POSITIONS OF ORGANIZATIONS BY MAJOR SUBJECTS
WITH RESPECT TO H. R. 7199
Extension of coverage
Approves in- generalAmerican Association of Nn rservmnen.
American Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor.
(A. F. of L.) Hotel & Restaurant Employees & Bartenders
International Union.
American Home Economics Association.
American Life Convention (and Life Insurance Association of
America).
American Public Welfare Association.
Americans for Democratic Action.
Chamber Of CommeIrce, Of the United States.
Commerce and Industrv Association of New,,x York, Inc.
Commnon-wealth of Pennsvlvania.
Congress of 'Industrial Organizationls.
Council of State Chanmbers of Conunerce.
Limited Price Varl etv Stores Associ atioti.
National Association of 1-ousing land R'ledevelopmient Officials.
N~ationai Association ofl Life Uiid erwi-ters
Nai.ia Issociat
.na
ion of St ate Lili1versi lies.
National Confereien
of Catholic Charitiels.
Natioonal (Con-ress of Coloied P~arents andI Teachers.
Nat! )ino C oust' in et s Lea mle.
Na
niCoun'il of fe\
i"i Voiieii.
Natlional (Council o1 S It sun nns Organizaitions. Tile.
Nat anal Old A-e Pensionis. Inc.,
Nat ionail 1P'isten Federatiton Inc-.
Nationail Retanl Di-1 Gioods -. ssoeiatton.
N~altional Society of Professional Engineers.
Spolkosm('in for Chiildrenqy
I1nited ('ittrell Women.
Young- Women's Cliri-stiatn Association.
LI11o iiN 1. A.

Opposes in general-
Conference of State M\/annufa etarers' Associations.
National Association of Maniufacturers.
15
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Extension of coverage-Continuied
Approves forState and local government employees:
American Association of University Professors: Approves
coverage for State and local government employees as
provided in H. R. 7199
American Council on Education: Approves extension to
publicly controlled institutions on a voluntary basis without
eliminating existing retirement systems.
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees (A. F. of L.)- Approves extension to State and
local employees, providing two-thirds of those voting favor
coverage.
American Federation of Teachers: Approves extension to
teachers in schools as State or local employees. Endorses
statement of congressional intent that benefit rights of State
and local employees uinder existing systems be not impaired
as a result of coverage by 0AS1. Recommends that "a
substantial majority of those voting" shall vote in favor of
inclusion. Supports the general endorsement by the Ameri
can Federation of Labor.
American Municipal Association: Approves extension to
State and local government employees, "without hampering
restrictions" in the Federal law.
American Nurses' Association: Approves provisions re
lating to employees of State and local governments and
others under State and local retirement systems.
Conference of State Social Security Administrators: Ap
proves extension to public employees who are participating
in their own retirement programs.
Connecticut State Employees Association: Recommends
coverage be extended to public employees only after a favor
able vote of two-thirds of those eligible. Such coverage
should be extended only if assurance is given that there will
be no impairment of existing retirement rights.
Council of State Employees of New Jersey: If coverage is
extended to public employees, prefers that there be no
referendum. However, should this feature be retained in
the bill, recommends that an affirmative vote of a simple
majority of those voting be required.
Joint Committee of Public Employees Organizations:
Approves extension to public employees under retirement
programs provi ding two-thirds of eligible voters approve
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Extension of coVerage-Continued
Approves for-Continued.
State and local government employees-Continued.
Massachusetts State Engineers' Association, Inc.: Rec
ommends the inclusion of a statement of policy that social
security be made available to public employees not covered
by a retirement system or not adequately covered. Favors
a referendum involving two-thirds of the eligible voters.
Municipal Finance Officers Association: Recommends
extension to public employees providing two-thirds of those
eligible approve.
National Conference on Public Employees Retirement
Systems: Approves coverage for public employees pro
viding the referendum requires a favorable vote by twothirds of those eligible under existing retirement systems.
National Education Association: Approves coverage of
public employees covered by existing retirement programs
providing there is a favorable vote by two-thirds of the
eligible members and also a statement of congressional
intent that retirement rights of such individuals not be im
paired or reduced by virtue of OASI coverage.
Philadelphia Teachers Association: Recommends that a
favorable vote of two-thirds of those eligible be required.
Opposes JorState and local government employees:
Committee of Associated Pension Funds of New Jersey:
Opposes extension to public employees who are members of
or eligible for membership in any State, county, or municipal
pension or retirement program.
Policemen and firemen:
American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees (A. F. of L.): Approves the exclusion of firemen
and policemen.
American Municipal Association: In the light of experience
in Wisconsin, questions the specific exclusion of firemen and
policemen.
Commerce and Industry Association of New York, Inc.:
Opposes exclusion of firemen and policemen if all other State
and local government employees are to have an opportunity
for coverage.
Fraternal Order of Police: Recommends that policemen
now protected by a retirement system shall not be covered
under OASI.

is
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Extension of coverage---Continued
Opposes for-Continued
Policemen and firemen-Continued
International Association of Fire Fighters (A. F. of L.):
Approves the exclusion of firemen from coverage.
Law Enforcement Officers of North Carolina: Recom
mends that social security be extended to policemen in
North Carolina if and when the local governmental bodies
enter into an agreement for social security coverage for other
employees of a municipality.
National Conference of Police Associations: Approves in
general the exclusion of policemen but would like to see the
opportunity provided whereby law-enforcement officers with
out retirement programs could have OASI coverage.
Accountants:
National Society of Public Accountants: On basis of a poll
of all members, the society approves extension of coverage
to public accountants.
Architects:
Am~erican Institute of Architects: 60 percent approved in
clusion of self-employed architects. Suggested that the
referendum procedure provided in the bill for State and
local government employees be offered in case of selfemployed architects to determine the consensus of those %fl
this profession.
Dentists:
American Dental Association: Opposes extension of cover
age to self-employed members of the dental profession.
Engineers:
Engineers Joint Council: Opposes compulsory coverage
of self-employed professional engineers, and recommends
that coverage be on a voluntary basis.
National Society of Professional Engineers: About 55 per
cent of the members who are self-employed professionals
oppose compulsory coverage and about 45 percent would
accept it.
Farmers:
AmericatiiiPou~ltry and HI-atcher-yFederation: Recommends
inclusion of all self-employed and all full-time employees
regardless of occupation.
National Farmers Union: Favors extension to all farm
operators tind hilred farmhand~s not now covered.
National Grange: Approves extension to farmers and farm
operators and hired hand1',s not now covered.
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Extension of coverage-Contlinted
Opposes frCninue
Lawyers:
National Lawyers Guild: Favors extension to self-cm
ployedl professionals in general.
Ministers:
Christian Science Clhirch : Rec(ommends that, Christian
Science practitioners be classifiedI as self-emiployed miniiist ers
of religion and that suich practitioners be covered oil a
voluntary basis as self-employed.
Church Pensions Conference: R-corumecads coverag-e for
ministers on a voluntary basis.
National Council of thec Chiurchecs of Chnrist: Approv-es
extension to ministers provided it, can be done on a voluntary
basis.
Southern Baptist Convention: Recommends extension to
ministers on a voluntary b)asis, with ministers dlefine(I as
self-employed.
Physicians:
American Medical Association: Opposes extension of
coverage to self-employed physicianis.
Physicians Forum, Inc.: Favors extension to self-emploYed
physicianis.
Veterinarians:
American Veterinary -Medical Association: Opposes conm
pulsory coverage of veterinarians andl recommends the op
portunitt be provided for individluals to be covered onl a
voluntarxT basis.
Wage base
Approves H-. P1. 7199
American Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor.
American Nurses Association.
American Public Welfare Association.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvaniat.
Council of State Employees of New Jersey.
National Old Age Pensions, Inc.
National Society of Public Accountants.
Spokesmen for Children.
Opposes increase oJAmerican Association of Nurser vrn en.
American Life Convention (,and Life Insurance Association of
Am erica).
Commerce and Industry Association of Newv York, Inc.
Conference of State Manufactur-ers' Associationl.
Council of State Chambers of Commnerce.
Limited Price Variety Stores Association.
National Association of Manufacturers.
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Wage base-Continued
Recommends increase above $4,200
American Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor.
Americans for Democratic Action.
Congress of Industrial Organizations.
National Consumers League.
Doubts uisdom of raisingqLinton, M. A..

Retirement test
Approves liberalizationofAmerican Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor
American Nurses Association.
American Public Welfare Association.
Commerce and Industry Association of New York, Inc.
Council of State Chambers of Congress
National Association of Life Underwriters.
National Consumers League.
National Grange
National Lawyers Guild.
National Old Age Pensions, Inc.
National Society of Public Accountants.
Spokesmen for Children.
Special position onAmerican Legion: Approves the freezing of wage credits where
the individual suffers extended disability.
American Life Convention (and Life Insurance Association of
America): Recommends $900 annual ceiling on permissible earn
ings.
American Nurses Association: Approves the qualifying age for
women lowered to 60.
Conference of State Manufacturers' Associations: Opposes, but
recommends some mechanism of coordinating benefit reductions
with amount of earnings in excess of $75.
Congress of Industrial Organizations: Recommends $1,200 an
nual earnings' limitation for full benefit receipt. Favors benefits
calculated on 10 best years of earnings.
Engineers Joint Council: Favors increases in benefits on retire
ment to those who work past 65. Recommends reduction from
75 to 70 of the age at which a person can make unlimited earnings
and receive benefits.
National Association of Manufacturers: Opposes.
National Council of Salesmen's Organizations, Inc.: Recom
mends it be abolished.
National Lawyers Guild: Suggests that the increase in permis
sible earnings is not sufficient.
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Retirement test-Continued
Special position on-Continued
National Pension Federation, Inc.: Recommnends abolishment.
National Society of Public Accountants: Recommends further
increases in the maximum permissible earnings.
Linton, M. A.: Approves but believes a method can be devised
wherebv benefit deductions can be graduated with earnings in
excess of retirement test ceiling.

4-year dropout
Approves 
American Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor.
American Life Convention (and Life Insurance Association of
America).
American Nurses Association.
Commerce and Industry Association of New York, Inc.
Limited Price Variety Stores Association.
National Association of Life Underwriters.
National Consumers League.
National Grange.
National Old Age Pensions, Inc.
National Pension Federation, Inc.
Spokesmen for Children.
Special position onAmerican Medical Association. (See position undlei "Disa

bility freeze .".)

Conference of Stant~e NI anufaci~turiers' Associations: Opposes this
provision in case of wvorkers with relatively short time coverage
but accepts the idlea in principle, for those with a number of years,
of coverage.
National Association of i\MIan ufacturers: Opposes.
Linton, M. A.: Apparently approves.

Liberalized benefits
Approves ofAmerican Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor.
American Home Economics Associationl.
Americaii Nurses Association.
American Public Welfare Association.
Americans for Democratic Action.
National Conference of Cath~olic Chaarities.
Nationa~l Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers.
National Consumers League.
National Council of Jewishi Women.
National Lawvyers Guild.
National Society of Public, Accon uta~nts.
Spokesmen for Children.
United Church Women.
Young Women's Christian Association.
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Liberalized benefits-Continued
Special position onAmerican Federation of Labor: Recommends more liberal
benefits, and the 1 percent annual increment to age 65 and 2
percent beyond 65.
American Life Convention (and Life Insurance Association of
America): Opposes in principle benefit increases at the upper
range of the covered wage scale.
Chamber of Commerce of the United States: Recommends
raising the minimum to $30.
Commerce and Industry Association of New York, Inc.:
Recommends increasing the minimum only.
Conference of State Manufacturers' Association: Opposes in-.
creases at this time until further study can be made.
Congress of Industrial Organizations: Recommends benefit
increases above those provided in H. R. 7199 with a $35 minimum
arnd a family maximum of $200. Moreover, would add one-half
percent annual increment for years of coverage prior to age 65
and 2 percent for years after 65.
Council of State Chambers of Commerce: Recommends bene
fits be increased in the lower part of the benefit range.
Limted Price Variety Stores Association: Opposes until more
careful study can be made with respect to the country's ability
to pay higher benefits.
National Association of Life Underwriters: Opposes. More
over, recommends the elimination of lump-sum death benefits.
Recommends that OASI benefits be dleclared taxable income.
National Association of Manufacturers: Opposes.
National Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers: Recom
mends that a formula be developed automatically adjusting
benefits with rises in cost of living.
National Consumers League: Recommends 1 percent annual
incremnent, factor; also recommn-ends lowe~ring age from 65 to 60
for women.
.National Council of Jewish 'Women: Further rccommendls that
aform-ula be developed automaticallv adjusting benefits with
rises In cost of living.
National Council of Salesmen's Organizations, Inc.: Reconi
mendls benefits be computed on basis of 10 best years.
National Grange: Questions the wisdom of inraigbenefits
further until the OASI tax "is raised to the actual level necessary
to cover it. Only then will we know if the people are willing to
pay the taxes necessary to sustain the benefits."
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Liberalized benefits-Continued
Special position on-Continued
National Lawyers Guild: Suggests that it is not adequate'
Recommends ]increasing benefits equal approximately to the
present income to the trust fund.
National Old Age Pensions, Inc.: Recommends substitution of
a universal pension financed by a 2-percent tax on all transactions.
National Pension Federation, Inc.: Recommends substituting
the, national old-agre, pension.
United Chiurch. Women: Furthier recommends that a formula
be developed automatically adjusting benefits with rises in cost
of living.
Young Women's Christian Association: Further recommends
that a formula be developed automatically adjusting benefits
with, rises in cost of living.
Linton, M.A.: Recommends an increase at the lower range of
the benefit structure.
Disability freeze
Approves ofAmcrican Association of Social Workers.
American Federation of Labor.
American Legion.
American Public Welfare Association).
Americans for Democratic Action.
Commonwealth of Pennsvlvania.
Conference of State Manufacturers' Associations (if individual
has 40 quarters of coverage).
Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Council of State Employees of New Jersey.
Limited Price Variety S'tores Association.
National Consumers League.
National Council of Salesmen's Organizatio'ns, Inc.
Special position onAmerican Life Convention (and National Life Insurance Asso
ciation of America: Recommends that the 4-year dropout, with
a further lengtlhening of that time, if necessary, be utilized to
acecomplishi te maintenance of the covered wage record despite
thie periods of disability.
American Medical Association: Opposes.
Chamber of Commerce of the United States: Opposes and sug
grests as a substitute the development of a dtropout arrangement.
Commerce and[ Industry Association of New York, Inc.: Op
poses OASI (healing withi disa Ibility iii any manner.
Council of State Chambers of Commerce: Opposes.
National Association of Life Underwriters: Opposes.
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Disability freeze-Continued
Special position on-Continued
Some organizations made specific recommendations for certain
features not contained in H. R. 7199. These recommendations
dealt with "Disability cash benefits, "..Lump-sum death pay
ments, "..Financing," and "Blanketing-in."
Disability cash benefits
Recommends payment ofAmerican Association of Social Workers: Recommends cash
benefits to those with long-term disabilities.
American Association of Workers for the Blind: Recommends
that OASI benefits be paid to workers in covered jobs when any
worker is determined by a specialist to be blind, whether the con
dition is temporary or permanent.
American Federation of Labor: Recommends payment of bene
fits in cash for total permanent disability.
American Foundation for the Blind: Recommends that a person
who becomes blind should, for purposes of OASI, be regarded as
actually 65 tears of age.
American Home Economics Association: Recommends such
benefit payments.
American Nurses' Association: Recommends payment of bene
fits at time of suffering permanent disability.
Americans for Democratic Action: Recommends that a dis
abled person receive disability benefits.
Congress of Industrial Organizations: Favors such benefits at
time total and permanent disability is suffered.
National Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers: Recom
mends such benefit payments.
National Consumers League: Recommends payment of benefits
on suffering total permanent disability.
National Council of Jewish Women: Recommends such bene
fit payments.
Spokesmen for Children: Recommends further study with the
belief that people who suiffer total permanent (lisability should
receive benefits based on wage record.
United Church Women: Recommends such benefit payments.
Young Women's
benefit payments.

Christian Association: Recommends

such
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Lump-sum payments
Opposes payment ofAmerican Life Convention (and Life Insurance Association of
America): Recommends that this type of benefit be eliminated,
or at least not increased further.
National Association of Life Underwriters: Recommendjs the
elimination of lump-sum death benefits.

Financing
Recommends pay-as-you-goCommerce and Industry Association of New York, Inc.
National Association of Life Underwriters.
National Association of Manufacturers.
National Small Business Men's Association. (Further recom
mends a reduction in the tax rate to the 19,53 level.)

Blanketing-in
RecommendsChamber of Commerce of the United States.
Council of State Chambers of Commerce.
National Conference of Catholic Chiarities.
National Retail Dry Goods Association.
Linton, M. A.

TECHNICAL OR UNUSUAL SITUATIONS
1. When the self-employed were covered by the amendments of
1950, the income earned in the year of death of the individual (and on
which a social security tax was due and paid) was not included in
determining the amount of survivor benefits. This was corrected for
1952 by the amendments of 1952. However, it was not made retro
active for the year 1951. In consequence, there are some survivors
whose benefits have been determined without regrard for the covered
earnings in the year 1951.
It may be no~ted that self-employment income in year of death is
not included in determining benefits, although the estate must pay
social security taxes on that income.
2. We have received several letters of cases where persons eligible
for primary benefits have retired with the closest relative being an
aged brother or sister who has been dependent on the primary bene
ficiary for many years. It has been suggested that in those cases the
dependent aged brother or sister be made eligible for dependent's.or
survivor's benefits.
3. Under the present law, American citizens who work for foreign
governments in this country are specifically excluded from coverage.
It has been suggested that coverage be extended to them on a selfemployed basis.'
4. H. R. 7199 specifically excludes policemen, but does make pro
vision for coverage of public employees under a retirement program.
The State law of Indiana provides that fifth-class cities shall pr~ovide
a pension fund for policemen. Apparently many fifth-class cities in,
the State have found it impracticable to set up a pension fund for so
few employees.
It is suggested that some provision be put in the bill making it
possible for policemen, not actively participating in a pension fund,
to be covered by social security.
5. Congressman Harrison, of Virginia, suggests that provision be
made whereby the FBI may, under certain conditions, obtain pertinent
information from the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance.
6. The specific definition of the word "employee," contained in the
amendments of 1950 and designed to cover situations where indi
viduals under common law were independent contractors, has appar
ently been ignored in some industries.
Our attention has been called to conditions in the bakery industry
where many bakers have followed the common-law definition and have
not paid social security taxes on behalf of certain individuals. As
more time passes, the ultimate collection of these back taxes will
work considerable hardship on many small baking concerns.
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It is suggested that the rules of agency at common law again become
the determining factor as to the employee status of these individuals.
(See correspondence from Hon. R. Walter Rielilman, of New York.)
7. Prior to the amendments of 1950, many individuals filed claims
for monthly benefits although they intended to continue working.
Hence, the monthly benefits were suspended until the individual
substantially retired. The amendments of 1950 initiated benefits
to dependent husbands, and a 2-year period, beginning September 1,
1950, was provided in the law within which dependent husbands
should file claims for their benefits in those cases where their wives
had already filed their own claims for primary benefits.
Our attention has been called to a case where a wife filed her claim
for benefits in February 1948, but continued working until March
1953, when primary monthly benefits were initiated. At that time,
the husband also filed his claim for his benefits as a dependent spouse.
This latter claim was rejected, since it was not filed within the 2
years beginning September 1, 1950.
It has been suggested that the 2-year filing period start with the
time at which the primary beneficiary first receives a monthly benefit,
rather than the time at which she filed a claim.
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COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS OF PRESENT LAW AND H. R. 7199
Itemi

Preseut la.

R. Rt.7199

L COVERAGE

AU of the following coverage provisions
are effective Jan. 1, 1055.

A. Self-employed ------------ Covers all self-employed for years in
which they have nit earnings from
self-employment of $400 or more
except:
(1) Specified professional
gop-hysicians, lawyes detitoteopa'ths, veterinarians,
chiropractors, naturopaths, optomn
etrists, architects, Christian
Science practitioners, professional
engineers, funeral directors, and
certain public accountants.
(2) Farm operators.

in commerce
an

nusr.(1)

(1) Covers professional groups
now excluded.

(2) Covers farm operators on
same basis as other self-employed
persons, except that farmers whose
annual gross earnings are $1,800 or
less may report either their actual
net earnings or 50 percent of their
gross earnings; frmers whose
annual gross earnings are over
$1,800 may report either their
actual net earnings or, if their ac
tual net earnings are less than
$900, they may report $900.

(3) Public officials, employee
newsboys under age 18, and min
isters.

(3) No change.

(4) Certain types of income,
such as dividends, interest, and
rentals from real estate, unless
received by dealers in real estate
and securities in the course of
business dealings.

(4) 'No change.

(5) Certain gains and losses,
such as sale of capital asset,

B. Employees

Same as present law except:

Cov ers all employees except:
Fishermen not employed on
vessels of more than 10 net tons
and not engaged in commercial
halibut or salmon fishiisg.

(5) Excludes certain coal royal
ties which are now covered under
the Social Security Act but ex
cluded under the Internal Revenue
Code.
Same as present law except:
(1) Covers -all fishermien nosy
excluded.

(2) Domestic service performed
by students in local college clubs
and fraternities.

(2) No change.

(3) Certain close relatives working for members of family.

(3) No change.

(4) Certain students,
nurses, and interns.

(4) Covers interns.

student

(5) Newsboys under 18.
(6) Certain homeworkers who
are not subject to State licensing
laws,

(5) No change.
(6) Homeworkers who are not
subject to State licensing laws are
covered on the same basis as those
who are.

Remisars )W
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Present is.

H. R. 7199

Covers only those who are "regularly
employed" by I employer and who
receive cash wages of $50 or more in
a calendar quarter from that em
ployer. In general, after a farmworker has worked for I employer
continuously for an entire calendar
quarter, he is "regularly employed"
in the next quarter and in succeeding
quarters if he works for that em
ployer on a fulltime basis for at least
60 days during the quarter.

Covers agricultural workers who are
paid $50 or more in cash wages by an
employer during a calendar quarter.

L COVERAGE-Coninifued

C. Agricultural workers----

The following are specifically excluded
from coverage:
(1) Mexican contract workers.
(2) Workers in cotton ginning
and gum naval stores,
(3) Noncash remuneration for
agricultural work.
D. Domestlecworkers in private homes.

E. Work not'in the course of
the employer's trade or
business,

F. State;and-local government
employees,

(1) No change.
(2) Workers in cotton ginning
Band gum naval stores covered as
agricultural workers.
(3) No change.

Covers only those workers in nonf arm
homes who work for a single employer on at least 24 days and are
paid at least $50 in cash wae s by
that employer during a caendar
quarter.

Covers all domestic workers in non
farm homes who are pald $50 or
more in cash wages by an employer
during a calendar quarter.

Noncash remuneration is excluded.

No change.

Covers snch work if the individual
works for a single employer on at
least 24 days and is paid at least $50
in cash wages by that employer during a calendar quarter.

Covers such work if the individual is
paid $50 or more in cash wages by
an employer during a calendar
quarter.

Noncash remuneration is excluded.

No change.

Covers State and local government
emloyees (except those specified
below) provided individual State
enters into an agreement with Fed
eral Government.

Same as present law except:

Following employees are excluded:
(1) Employees who are in positions covered under a State or
local retirement systemn (other
than the Wisconsin retirement
fund) at the time coverage is made
applicable to the coverage group
to which they belong,

(2) Individuals employed
work- relief projcts.

(1) Makes coverage available, by
means of Federal-State agreements,
to employees in positions covered
by a State or local retirement
system (except policemen and fire
men) provided a vote is held
among the active members of the
system and at least 31 of those
voting vote in favor of coverage.

on

(2) No change.

(3) Patients and inmates of institutions who perform work for
such institutions.

(3) No change.

Employees of certain State and local
transportation systems taken over
from private ownership after 1936
are covered compulsorily (no Fed
eral-State agreement necessary).

No change.

Remrks
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F. State and local government
employees-CUontinued

G. Employees of nonprofit organizationse.

State entering into agreoment cannot
cover employeesi in most occupa
tional grilips which are specifically
xcluded by general coverage 1rovi
sions of the~ law but has option of
covering any agricultural workers
and studeilts who are in this cate
gory. State also has the option of
covering or excluding em..ployees In
anly class of elective poition, parttime positions, anid fee-basis ;losi
tions, and emergency services.
Covers employees of certain nonprofit
organizations which file a certificate
showing that the organization waives
exc ptio fro
soial-security tax

(1) Ministers and members of
religious orders.

(2)ersns
mplye bythe
orgniztio
whn cveagebegns
thereprt
It wag
isdue.coertiiaed

(2) PErsnmployedso
bny thed
oargningastionwhe
incoeagbaegnsd
ivlin mpowhs
H.Feerl

HFeeaciiine

No change.

Same as present law except:

(1) Covers ministers and those
members of religious orders who
are not required to take a vow of
poverty, provided the employing

organizaotionlcts coeaefor
clergymen and atlea
t
oth
owegy
en
sign ahcertf
e2mP~eyed cln
lca ftehindicatingtatio
theynao cov
terge. (Cergymenuhouid not begn
unessr the or wganiztio
covrers iftsr
laeyemploee also;psep
aratel certificates. eure
o
(2) Peron who werei h m
lyoateogniainwhncy

asepan lwh
but
didotpign
ovr dmpoynot
sig
theorgnl oedral S age
teorgnlolsplmetl
supperment al, cetsificatruenbfre
was due are covered foreany
tport
Fquarter
after theyrfiletassupple
except cetainmentalvecefftificate.r
(3)
an Epoyher uesrofany srgall
3
o hne
m ta
zateoieson
eemptlfomyee
eArning lhesal
than $50Coestmprr
eois atcleda
in
m

Federaloug famel
aseprviesefth
law ex t fcep Dea: t
ployeesCors empoyaeesxofuted
tiesyh are not covered
un
Fderaa
et
mlye
fFdrlhm
Fdrlstaff retirement system
aetmoay
la
aks n
eti
mlye
excloept cetintelecstiv Officias eprtofCatG rdecngs
cantegporieseo epoy edera.
stf

Members of Armed Forces.-

eieetsse

r

mla
eprr
, ando certainonbanks
employees

Coast Guard exchanges.
Not covered under the regular contributory provisions of the program
hut granted social security wage
credits of $160 per month for active
service in the Armed Forces during
the World War II period (Sept. IQ,
19,40-July 24, 1947) and for the
3ostwar period (July 25, 1947-June
0,1955). These wage credits are
not given if benefits are payable to
veteran under a Federal program
other than these administered by the
Veterans' Administration.

Same as present law.
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ILCOVERAGII-OsatLatied

J.' Railroad eioploycos -----

Covered jointly under the railroad
retirement and OASI programs.

Same as present law.

K.'.Geographical scope-----Covers persons within contineotal
United States, Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto . Rico, and Virgin Islands
regardless of citizenship or residence
except:

Same as present law.

(1) Nonresident aliens engaged
In self-employment.
(2) Employees of foreign gov
erninents and their instrumentali
ties.
(3) Employees of international
organizations entitled to certain
privilecges under the International
Oranizations Immunities Act.
Coverage in other areas is limited to:
(1) American citizens either selfemployed or employed by an
American cinployer (except on
vessels and aircraft of foreign
registry).
(2) All persons employed on
Ainerican vessels and aircraft.
It. CREDITABLE EARNINGS

All reinou.Irnlioni for services it covoreti
work is enveredi exctq~t:
(1) lEarnintgs is excess of $3,600.

Same as present law except:
(1) Covers American citizens
employed by an American em
ployer on vessels and aircraft of
foreign registry.
(2) No change.
Snau as iruisett, law excepit that.
(1) Earnings in excess of $4,200,
rather than earnings in excess of
$3,600 as in piresent law, are exeluded, effective Janl. 1, 11155.

(2) Certain tyvpss of p~ayinn'rtts
t.,r retiremeont, itit 1,aymnents tinder
it tin,, r ystemmtroire thg hsemntits
on acttuntt, frsickness or accident
disability, etc.

(2) No change.

(3) Sick pay undner certain eircuutnit~attes.

(3) No change.

(4) l'~tet.It
h npno f
the enip~loyee tax mu
oter the Federal
Insitraitee Conttrihtt~utins Act or
tinder a Htate munempe~loymentt coin

(4) No change.

tW'isnt~ittulaW.
Ill. INSURED STATUS

A. F'ully insured------------- 1quarter of coverage (acquired at any No change (see sec. VII for preservation
time after 1936) for every 2 calendar
of benefit rights of permanently and
quarters elap.sing after 1950 (or after
totally disabled).
quarter in which age 21 was attained,
if later) amidbiefore quarter of (leath
or attainment of age 65, whichever
first occuirs. For persons who died
hefore Septetlmber 1I50, elapsed tintie
is couinted frorn 1036. Minimumm
reqmmirement 6 quarters of coverage;
mnaxitomum
40.
D. Currently insured--------- 6 quarters of coverage within 13 quarters emiding with quinarter of death or
entitlement to old-age insurance
benefits (defined as primary insur
ance benefits before 1050 amend
ments).

No' change.

Rma
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IUl. INSURED STATUS-Con.

C. Quarter f coVerA9Ged0fined

(1) Quarter in which individual received at least $50 in wages or was
credited with at least $100 of selfemployment income.

(1) Same as present law.

(2) Each quarter in anyI calendar year
in which* wages are $3,600 or niore
and each quarter in a taxableryar in
which comhined wages an(, selfemployment income equal $3,600.

(2) After 1954, eaeh quarter InTany
calendar year in which wages are
$4,200 or more, and each quarter In
a taxable year in which combined
wages and self-employment income
equal $4,200.
j

(3) No quarter counted as quarter of
coverage before it begins, or after
the quarter of death.

(3) Same as present law.

Payable at age. 65 to fully insured individual.

No change.

B. Wife-------------------- Payable to wife of old-age beneficiary
if at least age 05 or hans in her care a
child entitled to benefits on her hutshand's record.

No change.

C. Husband ---------------- Payable to hiusband of old-age hmeneficiar~y at age 65 if wife cuirrently !in
suired at timie of her entitlement and
she was furnishing half his support.

No chiangeJ

D. Child ------------------- Payable to unmiarried child under age
18 of old-age betneficiary or of indi
vidual who died either currenitly or
fully insured, if child deerned de
pendent on such person.

No change.

E. Widow------------------ Payable at ago 65 to widow of fully
insureil worker.

No change.

IV. BENEFIT CATEGOaRES

A. Old age -------------------

F. Widower ---------------- Payable at age, 05 to widower of womian
No change.
who died both fully and currently !inMrINA, if sHemwas furnishing at least
half his support.
G. Mother------------------ Payable to widow or fanner wife divorced of worker who died either fully
or currently insured, if she has in her
care an entitled child of tho worker.
Formier wife divorced must have been
receiving half her support from de
ceased pursuant tn court order or
agreement, and the child must ho her
child entitled to benefits on thc
former husband's wage record.

No change.

H. Parent------------------ Payable at age 65 to parent of deceased
folly insured worker, if worker bad
furnished 34 parent's support, and
Was not survived by widow, widower,
or child eligible for benefits on his
record.

No change.

I. Lump sum--------------- Payable on death of fully or currently
insured worker to widow or widower
living with the worker at the time of
his death, or if no such s ouse0 suir
vives, as reimbursement ?or funeral
expenses.

N6 change.

Remarkse
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V. BENEFIT AMOKUNTH

A. Benefit formula ----------- An individual way have his benefit
following
oonrniuted
under the
metholds proviiled he meets the
If
conditi~os therein prescribed.
more than one mnethod is applicable,
the one yielding the higher benefit
amount w~illbe used.

After the clooc of the mionth following
the mnontlh of enactment, an indi
vidumal may have his benefit comn
puted under thle following mecthods
providcd hie ineets the conditions
therein prescribed]. If more than one

method is applicable, the one yielding

the highest benelit amount will be
used.

(1) 55 percent of the first $110
of AM NV pl us 20 percent of thme
next $240, based on AMW after
1050, or after age 22, if later.

(1) 55 percent of the Ist $100
of AMW pus 15percent of the next
$200. based~onl AMW after 1950,
or after age 22, if later. (Fiorumula
provided Imy1952 amnendments.)
Caudition: 6I quarters of coverage after 1950.

Conditions:
(a) 6 quarters of coverage
after June 1953, or
(b) Ist Cligiblel for OAIB
after effective dlate, or dlies
after elfective date and before
eligible for OA1lB, provided
he hias 6 quarters of coverage
after 1950.

(2) 19391benefit formula (40
percent of 1st $50 of AMW plus 10
percent of next $200, plus 1 per.
cent of the sumnthus o~btained for
each year of coverage prior to 1951,
biased on AMW after 1936). rlhe
amount ob~tained is increased by
the conversion table in present law,
See. C' below.

It

ears

Dopouo lw

It.

No provision- ---------------

~rn-omt
o iA ofmw

(2) (a) 1952 benelit forumiula
(see present law (1)) with
increased
benefit amount
through conversion table in
the bill.
Ceondition: 6i quarters of
coverage after 1950.
(b) 1393l benefit formula
(see present law (2)) with
benefit amnount increased
through conversion table inm
the bill.
In comuputiug AM W under A (1) amid
(2) (b), above, tip to 4 years of
lowest

(or

dropped.

no)

earniings

nay

be

To be eligible for a drop

out under A (2) (b) inost infect
condlitiomis spmecified ini A (I) (b)

above, except the one relating to 6
quarters of coverage after llt5O.
The dlcop-out. provision is also appli
cable to lienelit recoilmputatioins

under certain circumistances after
thle effective date.

If

C. Oin rolls prior to effective
(itlte.

any years of tow earnings are
dlropped, at least, 2 years in tust. tie
used it] the conmpuhtationi.

(1) For persons oni rolls, lnor io 11152 (1) Rtetired workers, omi theL rolls pdrio
to the effective (late of the bill,
amnwindineits %liosi I ,euiiit.s were
whether their primary insurance
iimii Iu39 formii itn, pricomintn cii
aniumomt was coiiputed tiy thmebenefit
muarv inmsimranciameomit. was dleterformula in lirment law or through
mlimied by iiealis of a coniversiomn
the old conversion table, will have
Exampitles of the inirrease in
tablt.
their beneftis for months following
imider thle coilverbench t~s result iii
thle momith after miouth of enactmient
siioi tmblie are slioiwni teliw:
increased liy a new comiversioni table
as shown below:
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Present las

H. R. 7190

Heinerks

V. BENEFIT AMOUNTS--Con.

C. On rolls pro to effective
daCathinud

D. Minimum primary insurance amount.
E. Maximum family benefits...

F. Dependents' and survivors'
benefits,

If primary insur- The Present Priance benefit unmary insurance
der 1039 law
amount isWas
$10 ------------ $25. 00
$15 ------------ $35. 00
$20------------$42. 00
$25 ------------ $52.40
$30 ------------ $60. 80
$35 ------------ $66. 60
$40 ------------ $72. 00
$45 or over -$77.10

If

present primary insurance
amount is-

New Primary in
surance amount
would be

$25.00 ---------- $30. 00
$35.00 ---------- $40. 00
$42.00---------$47. 00
$52.40 ---------- $57. 40
$60.80 ---------- $66. 30
$66.60---------- $73. 90
$72.00---------- $81.10
$77.10---------- $38.50
$81.00 ---------- $93. 10
$85.00 ---------- $98.50
(2) Dependents given proportionate
C2)Dependents given proportionate
increases, subject to family maxiincreases, subject to family maximum provisions,
mum provisions.
$25 ------------------------------ $30, after month following month of
enactment.
(1) The maximum amount payable on (1) Effective after the last day of the
a single wage record is the lesser of
month following month of enactment,
$168.75 or 80 percent of the insured
the absolute dollar maximum is
person's average monthly wage.
raised to $190, and the amount below
The 80-percent limitation, however,
which the 80-percent limitation can
cannot reduce tbe total family benenot reduce total family benefits is
fits below $45.
raised to $50.
(2) Reductions necessary to bring (2) Same as present law.
total family benefits within the ap
plicable limitations are made pro
portionately against all benefits
except the insured worker's benefit,
which is never reduced.
(Subject to maximum limitations on
total family benefits),

(Subject to maximum limitations on
total family benefits).

1. Wife or husband of oldage beneficiary.

}%of primary insurance amount.

Same as present law.

2. Child of living old-age
beneficiary.

% of primary insurance amount.

Same as present law.

3. Widow, widower, former wife divorced,
or parent of deceased
insured person.

Y, of primary insurance amount.

Same as present law.

4. Child of deceased insured person.

If only 1 child is entitled, Y%of primary
insurance amount. If more than 1
child entitled, each child gets 34of
primary insurance amount plus an
equal share in an additional 34 of
primary insurance amount.

Same as present law.

5. Lump-sum death pay.ment.

3 times the primary insurance amount.

Same as present law.

1. Applies only to covered work.

1. Applles to noncovered as well as-to
covered work.
2. Same annual test of earnsingsfor both
employed'and self-employe persons.



VI. RETIREMENT TEST

2. Separate tests for employed ansd selfemployed persons.
(a) Employed persons
No benefit is payable' to a beneficiary under age 75 (or to any
dependent drawing on his record)
for any month in which he earns
wages of more than $75 in cevered
employment,
Penalties imposed for failure to
report wages of more than $75
prior to accepting a benefit for the
second month following the month
in which the earnings occurred.

1 month's benefit withheld from
the beneficiary under age 75 (and
from any dependent drawing on
his record) for each unit of $80 (or
fraction thereat) by which annual
earnings from both covered and noncovered employment and self-employ
ment exceed $1,000.
However,
benefits not withheld for any month
during which the individual neither
rendered services for wages in ex
cess of $80 nor rendered substan
tial services in a trade or business.

Comparison of provisions of present law and H. R. 7199-Continued
item

VL ETREMNTTES-Cn.

R. R. 7159

Present law

2. .Separatetents for employed and selfemplioyed persons--Continued

2. Samne arnnual test of jearnnsforboth
ymlieded
-on.
cfepoed

(b) Self-emn~loyed persons
1 month ,s benefit is withheld
from the beneficiary under age 75
(and from any dependent drawing
on his record) for each unit of S75
(or traction thereof) by which an
nual covered net earnings exceed
$900. However, benefits are not
withheld for any month in which
the. self-employed person did, not
render "substantial services" in a
covered trade or business.
Where the taxable year is less
than 12 months, the basic exempt
amount is reduced in proportion to
the number of months in the taxable year.

Where the taxable year is lena
than 12 months, the basic exempt
amount inreduced in proportion to
the number of months in the tax
able year.

Individuals required to file annual reports of net earnings from
self-employment int excess of S75
tinmes the number of monthis in the
year. Reports niust be filed on or
before the 15th day of the 3d
month following the' close of the
year. Penalties imposed for failure to file timely repors
fntern:ings (and
Esiae
other information) may be requested from the beneficiary during the coturse of the year.

Individuals required to file an
nual reports of earnings under
circumstances similar to those now
applicable to the self-employed.
Penalties imposed for failure to
file timely reports of earnings, un
less the failure to file on time was
for "good cause."
Estimates of earnings (and other
information) may he requested
from the beneficiary during the
course of the yer
Temporary suspensions of bene
fits, similar to those now, applicable
to the self-employed, may be made
during the course of a year until
it is determined whether deduc
tions apply.

Temporary suspensions of betnefits may be made during the
course of the year, until it is
determined whether deductions
apply.

These provisions effective for
taxable years beginning after 1954.
3. No test for noncovered work outside 13 Tent for noncovered work outside the
United States.
the United States.

I

I

Deductions made from the bene
fits for any month in which a
beneficiary under age 75 engages
us a noncovered remunerative ac
tvity (whether employment or
self-employment) outside the
1 nited States on 7 or more calendar days ff deductions are made
for any month for this reason,
deductcions also made from the
beeisof any dependent drawing
benefits on the basis of the indi
vidual's wage record.
Penalty provisions apply to
failure to make timely reports of
work on 7 or more days, unless
the failure to report on time was
due to "good cause."
Provisions effective for months
after December 1954.

4. Benefits are not suspended because
of work or earnings for months dur
ing which the beneficiary is age 75
or over.

4. Same as present law.

Reanarks

________________Comparison

item

of protnsion. of present law and 12. R. 7199-Continued
Preimint ls.

H. R. 7155

No provision-----------------------[NOTE.-An inoperative provision similar to disability freeze in
H. R. 7199 was Included In sec. 3
of Public Law 590, Social Security
Act amendments of 1952]1

When an iindividual for whom a period
of disability has beenl established
dies or rctires his Tperiod of disability
will be disregarded in determining
his insured Status and in figuring any
benefits due him or his family.

VU. DIABAIUTY "FREEZE"

A. Effect of provision -----

The "41-year drop-out" pirovix:oii will
apply after a period oif disability has
been excluded froino considieration.
B. Eligibility requirements---------------------------------------

(1) An individual mnust have a Oiysical
or mnont~l imnpairmenet which camibe
expected to bie oif long-contintued amiil
indefinite duratioin or tii result in
death. The imnlairrenet imuiit lie
deterininalile aiid inuist
medicall
lirecimide the disabled person front
engaging i amm'ysuimhstauitially gainful
work. Au Individual is disabiled,
within the mancaiimg of theo law, if he
is blind as that termisISiefiuied.
(2) A period of disability Canimot eX'iSt
umuless it has lasted at least (3 full
calinilar mouths.
(3) An indiviidual umust have acquired
at, least 20 pinarters of coverage out
of Clio lost 4(1calemuiar quarters cud
bIng with the quarter in which the
aildi
perioil of disalillity liegins. Imm
tiom [in most have aequired 0 quar
ters of coverage out of the last 13
caleniiar quarters ending with the
ciuuirter in which the periodl of dits
abiility bcgins.
(4) H~emust be alive amid still dlisableds
at the tinie appliciationu for a liurioul
of disability is filed.

C. Effective dates ---------

------------------------------------

(I) Apr. 1, 11(55, is theIm t ilay on
which a ilimaluifity freeze'' appilica
tion may lie accepted.
(2) July 19155 is the lst ,moimti for
which a i ludividuhal can be paul a
Isimeefit conimpuued With the exclusion
of a pliurod of dlisabiility.
(3) All applications filed bieforie dily 1,
1157, are fully retroactive, iisiifar
as theostart oif a plierod of dlisabiility
is concerned, i. e., the period of dis
ab)ility extends from the earliest (late
on which the. iindividulal was dlisabuledl
and met, the coiverage requiremuuents
descrilmei in 131(3).
(4) For applications filed after Jiiie 30,
19)57, retroactivity of the period of
,ulsability is liumiteil to I year.

D). DisabilIty

determinations-------------------------------------

(1) The Secretary is idirecteid to cnter
into coumtractnual agreenieiits iiimihr
which State vocational relhafilita.
tion agencies or other apphropuriate
State agencies will uiakc iheterminna
otious
of disability.
(2) The Secretary is authorized to make
dletermoinatliois of disability for in
dividiials whii are not covereud by
State agreemuents.

Remw~ks
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Item

H. R. 7155

D). Disab~ility determinations ------------------------------------Continued.

(3) The Secretary may, on his own inntion, review a State agency deter
minal ion that a disahility exists and
may, as a result of such review, find
that no disability exists or that the
disability began later than deter
mined by the State agency.

-

11. Administrastive expenses --------------------------------------

F". Rehabilitation ----------

Remtarks

(4) Ally individual who is dissatisfied
with a determination, whether made
by a State agency or by tile Secre
tary, has the right, to a hearing and to
judicial review, as provided in prescult law.
Appropriations are authorized from the
trulst filed to reimburse State agen
cies for necessary costs tincurred in
making disability determinations.

------------------------------------ The polic of Congress is stated that
dialdpersons applying for theodis
ability freeze be promptly referred
to vocational rehabilitation agencies
for necessary rehabilitation services.

VIII. FINANCING

A. Maxilmum taxable ainonnt.
B1.Tax rates.

$3,600 a year.

$4,200 a year after 1954.

Y's.AuuiseEsi~u

191-3
1954-51) ---196G-64---1965--69---1970 and
thereafter.

2
2%
3
3y.

~%

2
2>%
3
3>%

4

C4~ e

'A2Y4%
3
3%
4%
4%

Yes,.

E50.Pl55e ENuPIe~n"els~ied

1951-53---Sanie as present
1954-59---Sante as present
1960-64---Same as present
106,5-i-----Same as present
1970 and
334% 334%
there~after.

law
law

law

law
53/,%

0
GPO
661.6630

FOR IMMDITkE RELEASE
MAY 20, 1954
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEIANS
1102 New House Office Bldg.
Chairman Daniel A. Reed (R.-N.Y.) of the House
Committee on Ways and Means today announced that the Committee
continued its work ont the provisions of H. R. 7199, which would
expand OASI coverage to millions of employed and self-employed
persons who under present law are denied the opportunity to obtain
OASI coverage.
The Committee tentatively agreed to extend coverage
to the following groups:
1. Fishing and Related Service -- Under present law persons engaged
in fishing and similar activities are excluded from OASI coverage
unless their services are performed in connection with commercial
salmon or halibut fishing or on a vessel of more than ten net tons.
The Committee adopted a provision which would repeal this exclusion
and cover employment in fishing d~nd similar activities generally.
It is expected that this provision will extend OASI coverage to
approximately 30,000 persons.
2. Homeworkers -- Present law covers individuals performing service
for remuneration for any person working as a homeworker according
to specifications and on materials furnished by such person only if
the performance of such services is subject to state licensing laws.
There are 15 states that have such licensing requirements. The
Committee adopted a provision which would cover homeworkers in all
states equally regardless of the existence or absence of a licensing
requirement.

3. Farmers -- Present law provides for the exclusion from the
definition of "net earnings from self-employment" for purposes of
coverage under OASI,, income derived from any trade or business which
if carried on in an employee capacity, would constitute agricultural
labor. This exclusion is repealed under the proposal adopted by the
Committee and a new provision adopted which covers farm operators
on the same basis as other self-employed persons, except that
farmers whose annual gross earnings are $1800 or less may report
either their actual earnings or 50% of their gross earnings. Farmers
whose annual gross earnings are over $1800 may report either their
actual net earnings or if these earnings are less than $900, they
may report $900. This provision will extend OASI coverage to
3.6 million persons.

(more)

-2
Committee on Ways and. Means
Press Release
May 20, 195)4

4.* Professional Self-employed.-

Present law now excludes from OASI
coverage certain designated. professions when practiced. in a selfemployed. capacity; viz.: physician, lawyer, d~entist, osteopath,
veterinarian, chiropractor, naturopath, optometrist, Christian
Science practitioner, architect, certified. public accountant,
accountant registered. or licensed. as an accountant und~er State or
municipal law, full-time practicing public accountant, funeral
director., or professional engineer. The Committee adopted. a
provision repealing this-exclusion thereby covering the selfemployment income derived from the pradtice of these professions.
The Committee also approved the extension of OASI coverage to selfemployed ministers. Previous action had been taken to extend
coverage to employed ministers on an elective basis. This provision
will extend. OASI coverage to approximately 500,000 persons.

5. 'Internes and. Student Nurses -- Present law excludes from employ
ment covered. under old-age and. survivors insurance service performed
by a student nurse or by an interne. The 'Committee approved a
provision which would repeal the exclusion and. bring such employment
under OASI coverage. It is expected. that this provision will extend
coverage to approximately 25,000 persons.
6. Employees Covered by State or Local Retirement Systems

-- Under
existing law, State or local governmental employment which is not
under an existing retirement system can be covered. through voluntary
agreement between the respective states and. the Secretary of Health,
Education and. Welfare. Public employees who are covered by a State
or local retirement system are in most cases mnand~atorily excluded
from OASI coverage. The Committee adopted a provision to permit
service performed in positions covered by a State or local retire
ment system to be included. in the OASI program under prescribed
conditions. As a prerequisite to such coverage an agreement must
be executed. between a state and. the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare. The employees affected. must also through a referendum
by two-thirds vote, with a majority of those eligible voting,
express a desire for such coverage. The Committee action would.
give policemen and firemen an opportunity of electing this extension
of coverage option. These changes approved. by the Conmiittee will
have the general effect of providing that after enactment of the
bill individuals in positions subject to a State or local retire
ment system can be covered if the State consents to such coverage
and. if the members of the State or local system vote, as prescribed.
in favor of coverage. The Committee also adopted a proposal
granting coverage to persons employed. in positions covered. by a
retirement system, who, because of age of entering employment
or some other reason, are ineligible to be members of such system.
The State would have to consent to such coverage before it became
effective. This provision is expected to add an additional
3,500,000 persons to the coverage of the system if all those
eligible to elect coverage actually do so.
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My Social-Security Proposals
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

HON. CARL T. CURTIS
OF NEBPASKA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, January 6, 1954
Mr. CURTIS of Nebraska. Mr. Speak
er, today I have introduced a bill which
represents my individual views for the
improvement of social security. This
proposal is H. R. 6863.
The following points represent the
major items incorporated in this bill:
First. Coverage under title II of the
Social Security Act-OASI-is extended
to practically all occupations now ex
cluded from coverage. This is along the
line previously recommended by Presi
dent Eisenhower. The coverage provi
sions of my bill are virtually identical
with the bill introduced by Chairman
Reed, H. R. 6812. Most people who have
given any attention to social security are
agreed that a national compulsory social
security system cannot work with the
greatest degree of success without uni
versal coverage or nearly so. In addi
tion to extending coverage to occupa
tions now excluded from the act, it also
makes coverage possible for State and
local employees who are already covered
by a retirement system, but with the ex
ception of firemen and policemen.
Second. The eligibility requirements
are liberalized in my bill. TIhis is some
times referred to as the $75 a month
work clause. At the present time, if a
beneficiary earns even a few cents more
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than $75 in a given month, he loses all ble for the survivor benefits. The manof the benefits for that month. I have ner of doing this and the reasons for it
placed this on an annual basis. This will be discussed in connection with the
should be of great help to many people. provision that follows:
If an OASI beneficiary has a chance to
Eighth. My proposal would make it
take seasonal work or to work for a few possible to extend title II benefits-months and earn substantial wages, he 0ASI-now to approximately 5 million
can do so and he will not lose any bene- more of the Nation's retired aged,
fits unless for the full year he exceeds
The 5 million aged people to whom I
the amount of permissible earnings. My propose payment of the minimum OASI
bill also raises the amount of permissible benefit are individuals of advanced age
earnings to $1,000 per year, but by plac- who as a class have been unable to
ing it on an annual basis it is my belief qualify under the new-start provisions of
that it will be much more workable and the 1950 amendments to the social-secufair to a considerable number of people. rity law. Much of the criticism against
Third. At the present time there are this proposal has arisen from a lack of
over a million of our aged population who information as to how the present sysare eligible for benefits but are continu- tem is working. These criticisms are
ing to work. The reasons for their not erroneously based on the belief that the
asking for the benefits and for continuing present system is one where an indito work may be many and varied. My vidual pays for his own benefits and that
proposal would remove the social secu- every individual who has a social-security taxes on the earnings of all people rity card is buying and paying for his
after they reach the age of 66 if they benefit or is laying up savings in the
have 40 quarters of coverage. The indi- program.
vidual who declines the benefits and conThe fact is that under the present
tinues to work saves the system consider- law an individual can qualify for miniable money and it is certainly fair that if mum benefits by paying as little as $4.50
he has paid for 40 quarters that he be taxes. But, lest I be charged with talkrelieved from continuing to pay the social ing about the exceptional case, let us
security tax.
consider the individual who has paid the
Fourth. The bill that I am today in- maximum tax. An individual who has
troducing calls for a raise of the mini- paid the maximum tax since the act bemum benefit to $45 per month. At the
present time the minimum benefit is $25.
This will bring a raise in benefits to more
than one-third of the present beneficiaries who are now receiving the very low
benefits. This is a social program designed to meet a social need and the
present minimum benefit is inadequate
for that purpose.ofterneorohricm.Aag

Fifth. This bill also provides that the
benefit paid to a widow or widower will
not be less than the minimum primary
benefit; to wit, $45 per month. At the
present time a widow only receives threefourths the amount of the husband's

January 6

working in covered employment for as
little as 6 quarters or 11Y2 years.
The people that I am talking about
today are by and large the people who
because of age or physical condition were
unable to take advantage of the newstart provisions of the 1950 act. Had
they been able to do so they would now
be drawing benefits. But they would
not have paid for their benefits, they
would have made a mere token pay
ment.
The partisan obstructionists who now
scream at my proposal and raise the
cry that it is unfair and unsound were
silent in 1950-likewise for partisan rea
sons.
The late Senator Taft recognized the
true' nature of the present system and
the effect of the 1950 amendments. In
speaking on those amendments on June
14, 1950, Mr. Taft said:
In the long run we have to recognize that
the only way to pay those sums is for the
people who are working at the time to pay
the benefits for the people who are not
working. There is no other way to do it.
I h
oreo
htdbt
eao
I
h oreo
htdbt
eao
SmiTH of New Jersey asked Senator Taft
the following question:

Mr. SmsrrHs. Is the Senator proposing that
hereafter those presently working will be
taxed to pay benefits to those who are 65
came effective in 1937 and who retires
and over, but at the same time those pres
this year could not have paid more than
ently working will not be contributing to
$543 in social-security taxes throughout their own retirement benefits?
the period. Such an individual would
Mr. TAFT. That is correct. I would favor
draw the maximum benefit; and if his a universal old-age pension system. At the
wife was likewise 65. together they would same time, we might just as well recognize
draw $127.50 per month, which is paid what we are doing. In the old days chil
to them as a matter of right, regardless dren were supposed to take care of their
parents. That
was not
sometimes
done, and
of teirnee
orothe inome Atagesometimes
it was
done. Sometimes

65 the life expectancy of a man is 12
years and that of his wife is 14 years.
In other words, these benefits will total
approximately $18,000.
Many individuals have already qualifled for the maximum benefit above
referred to for the payment of only $81

primary benefit. With the present very
low primary benefit, three-fourths of in taxes.
that amount is an extremely small allowIn other words, the system that we
ance. My bill says that the widow's or have now, in truth and in fact, provides
widower's benefit shall not be less than that nearly all of the benefit that an
$45 per month.
aged person receives is paid from the
Sixth. My bill also carries a provision current social-security taxes of the peothat will eliminate a great many of the ple now working,
abuses in the payment of benefits to indiThe payment of benefits to substanvidalslivngin
outris. oregn
n-tialy
ll f he etied ge no
isin
vidulsounries
ivin inforign
Un
tilly ll f th reire age no isin
der the present law it is possible for indi- line with the previous amendments to the
viduals who are n'ot our citizens--who in social-security law. The 1939 amendfact may never have been in the United ments moved up the effective date as to
States-to receive social-security bene- when individuals could draw benefits.
fits for years and years. In the calendar The 1950 amendments did the Same
year 1952, the payments of social-secuthing. The 1950 amendments had the
rity benefits to individuals residing in
provision referred to as the "new starts."
foreign lands were greater than the payThe adoption by Congress of the newments of social-security benefits to the start provision was the first step toward
people in any one of the following States:
the extension of OASI benefits to all
Arizona, Delaware, Idaho, Montana, Ne- the retired aged. When the 1950 act was
vada, New Mexico, North Dakota, South
written Congress made social-security
Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Wyoming, and benefits available to many people who
Mississippi.
were already aged. They accomplished
There are situations where as a matter this by shortening the time in which
of fairness and equity an individual these old people would have to work
should draw his benefits even though he under social security and pay social-seleaves the United States. I have not curity taxes to qualify for benefits. This
sought to disturb those,
is what the term "new starts" means,
Seventh. My bill would make the Sur- These new-start provisions which bevivor benefits available now to fatherless came law in 1950 made it possible for
children and their mothers where the older people to qualify not only for benefather died without having become eligi- fits but for the maximum benefits by

there were no children to assume the re
sponsibility. For that system we should sub
stitute a system under which all the people
under 65 are undertaking to' say they will
pay old-age pensions to everyone over 65,
hoping that when they reach the age of 65

the people who are at that time working
will assume the same obligation.
Mr. Taft went on to say:
What I want to point out is that this bill
already has gone far toward recognizing the
principle of paying to those over 65 years
of age a pension, with little relation to what
they' paid in during their life. In other
words, it is no longer insurance. It is some
thing called social Insurance. It is not
nsurance, and, at least up to date, this sys
tem has not been very social either, because
It has covered only a very small portion
of the total number of people who are over
605years of age.
Senator Taft further said:
In other words, we are recognizing in thts
bill that we have an obligation to pay oldage pensions to people who are old. Simply
because they are old and not because they
paid money Into the fund.
Senator Taft in specifically referring
tc the new-start principle on that same
day said:
Under the new-start principle, a man who
pays in practically nothing will get $70 a
month, Why should we not give the man
who does not pay in anything $70 a month,
or at least $65 a month? As I see it, we have
practically destroyed the theory of social
insurance. All I regret is that we still use
the name "insurance" when as a matter of
fact there Is no insurance about it.
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The net effect of what I propose to do
for the present retired aged is to give the
minimum benefit to those retired aged
who do not have a wage record which
would entitle them to a benefit under
existing law. The people who have a
wage record and who have paid sufificient taxes would of course continue to
get wage-related benefits up to the present maximum. It is interesting to note
that this is substantially in line with
what Senator Taft said in the debate in
the other body on June 14, 1950, and I
quote:
'I personally, at the moment, should be
inclined to favor a fiat minimum and then
have an increased benefit as people have paid
taxes during their life or as they have earned

money during the 10 years prior to the time
they retired. Under that rule there would be
some relation to the amount paid in.
think some relation should be recognized,

I

The method that I would use for giving
an OASI benefit to the present retired
aged who have an insufficient work record would be to make those aged eligible
to apply for a benefit on a presumptive
wage record which would give such an
individual the minimum benefit. HOWever, in order to hold down the cost of
this provision and in order to prevent
the sending of OASI checks to individuals
of considerable income if they had never
been in covered employment or paid any
social-security tax, I would require an
aged person who applies for the miniimum, benefit on the basis of a presumptive wage record to waive his extra personal exemption in the income-tax law.
This provision of course would not apply
to the individual who has established a
wage record making him eligible for
benefits.
There are many arguments pointing
up. the fairness and the equity of my
proposal. First let us consider who these
unprotected aged are. It is estimated
that there are approximately 5.3 million
additional aged persons who would draw
a benefit under my proposal. More than
half of these are widows. Some of them
are in their 90's, some of them in their
80's, and many of them past '70. It is
estimated that probably more than half
ofthm reoer75yerso ae.Thy
were unable to qualify under the newstart provisions of the 1950 law. Had
they been able to come under the 1950
law they could have, with the payment
of as little as $4.50 tax, become eligible
for a minimum benefit,
It must also be borne in mind that
many of these people have paid some
social-security taxes. Every Member of
Congress has in his files letters from aged
people who have paid social-security
taesbt oroe
eao o aohe te
quarters of coverage are not such as
would make them eligible for benefits,
No doubt many of these unprotected aged
have paid considerable social-security
tax as an employer in a small unincorporated business before self-employment
was covered. There are, of course, many
of them who have not paid any socialsecurity tax. But we should not forget
that many of them have paid and they
miay well have paid more in direct socialsecurity taxes than others who are now
drawing benefits. There are many cases
of individuals Who have paid consider-
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able social-security taxes but technicalities in the law have prevented the
payment of benefits to them or to their
survivors. I want to quote from the
testimony before the subcommittee
studying social security:
CouNszL. Suppose an individual had
worked 24 quarters or 6 years. in covered
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gress would be justified in extending the
minimum benefit to these aged people
who do not now receive a benefit. How
ever, my proposal has a further im
portant provision. it distinguishes it
from any other proposal that has been
made for blanketing in the unprotected
retired aged. I provide for an additional
source of revenue to the social security
fund in lieu of the token taxes that these
older people would have paid had they
be
bet
ulf
ne hh
90lw
be
bet
ulf
ne
90lw
Briefly, this added revenue. would be
obtained by applying the social-security
tax at the employees' rate on the first
$3,600 of income of all people regardless

employment, from January 1940 to January
1946 and died In January 1950. just before
reaching age 65. Would his widow, upon
reaching age 65, be eligible for an Old-age
benefit?
WITNESS. No. In the example you give
he would not have met the insured status
requirement In effect at the time he died,
He would have been required to have 26
quarters of coverage, and he actually hadofisouc.Athprentmea
24.

CouNsEL. Suppose an individual with
exactly the same wage record, that is, 24
quarters, or 6 years, In covered employment
from January 1940 to January 1946, died in
January 1951. just before reaching age 65.
Would his widow upon reaching age 65 be
eligible for an old-age benefit?
WnTNESS. Yes. (Hearings, Nov. 20. 1953.
p. 1163 of transcript.)

The critics of this proposal say they
object to paying benefits where no tax
has been paid or where there is no wage
record. Can these people have forgotten
what Congress has already done in the
present social-security system?
When the 1950 law was passed the
Congress raised the benefit schedule.
Then in order to do justice and to carry
out a social purpose they raised the benefits of the people who already had retired prior to the amendments of that
year. These people who were already on
the benefit rolls were given an additional
benefit for which no taxes were paid.
Some individuals received an additional
benefit of as much as $30 a month for
which no additional taxes were required,
The total cost of these additional benefits for those already on the OASI rolls
for which no added tax payments were
required by the 1950 act is estimated at
$5,460,000,000. A similar principle was
followed by the Congress in 1952 and
additional benefits were paid to those
already on the rolls for which no added
tax payments were required at a total
estimated cost of $2,530,000,000.
Those who charge that my proposal to
pay benefits to all the present retired
aged is radical or is "a dishonest approach" either are totally ignorant as
to what Congress has done in the past
or they are deliberately attempting to
mislead the public. I grant to anyone
the right to disagree on what should or
should not be done, but I suggest that
we debate these things on their merits
and not attempt to discredit proposals
by smears and name calling,.h
Mr. Speaker, I submit that the payment of benefits to these 5 million aged
people is an extension of the principle
followed in previous amendments to the
social-security law that permitted older
people to become eligible upon the payment of a mere token tax.. I submit that
many of these people have already paid
some social-security taxes and I further
submit, that in 1950 and in 1952, Congress did grant billions of dollars of additional benefits for which no added tax
payments were required,
Mr. Speaker, from the standpoint of
equity, fair play, and justice the Con-

individual who works for wages or is
engaged in self-employment pays the
Social-security tax on his first $3,600.
This would continue. But an individual
whose sole income is from investments
or rent or the like pays no direct socialsecurity tax. My bill would require all
individuals to pay the social-security
tax, except those paying civil service
and railroad retirement.
This added source of revenue will bring
in a substantial amount to the socialsecurity fund. It will be a continuing
source of revenue. A fair and conserva
tive estimate of it would be $200 million
a year.
Mr. Speaker, if these 5.3 million aged
to whom I propose the payment of a
minimum benefit of $45 a month had
qualified as "new starts" under the 1950
amendments at wage levels for 6 quar
ters sufficient to give them $45 monthly
benefits, the combined employee and em
ployer social-security taxes for them
would have totaled $250 million. In
other words, an amount equivalent to
the total OASI taxes that would have
been paid by these older people and by
their employers under the new-start
provisions will under my bill flow into
the fund every 15 months.
Mr. Speaker, as the Congress proceeds
to make social-security coverage uni
versal, we are faced with our last good
opportunity to make the program
sound.
I sdfiutfru
oraieta
h
way to make OASI sound is to pay bene
fits to more of our aged now. This,
however, is the way for us to act with
responsibility. There is a reason why I
say this. Most people are agreed that
there is a limit as to how high benefits
and taxes should go. Those who seek
extremely high benefits can attain their
goal while the number of beneficiaries
is low because the cost isn't felt or real
ized. When the program begins to carry
ulla
faltertrdaete
radical and extreme increases in benefits
will be much less likely because we would
be immediately faced with the increased
epniueo
iloso
olr
n h
epniueo
iloso
olr
n h
necessity for an immediate increase of
the tax. It would minimize the present
danger of hidden and delayed costs. it
would put checks and balances in the
system-checks and balances that do not
now exist. Those who would propose
radical and extremely high maximum
benefits or the whole range of welfarestate benefits are opposed to assuming
a realistic approach with reference to
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our present retired aged. They are un
willing to take on the full load of the
aged now-a load which they are expect
ing today's children to take on two
decades hence.
My proposals will make for soundness
now and in the future, and in addition,
they will bring social-security benefits to
approximately 6 million of our aged who
are now denied those benefits.

HOUSE

Januatry 6

August 21, 1953

Dear Mr. Curtis:
In your letter of July 6, 1953, you posed four questions
which you requested be answered by the staff of this Department
familiar with the policies and principles of old-age and survivors
insurance and public assistance. The enclosed memorandum, pre
pared by staff, is submitted in answer to that request.
As you know, the President has already recommended extension
of coverage under old-age and survivors insurance and we are and
will be studying the extent to which other features of old-age and
survivors insurance should be continued or modified.
In addition,,
the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations recently established
by the Congress will undoubtedly investigate the respective roles
of the Federal, State, and local governments in the public
assistance field and make appropriate recommendations with respect
thereto.
As the result of these studies, investigations, and
recommendations, and, of course, in the light of the information
derived from the studies and investigations of your Subcommittee,,
we may well wish to recommend, and the Congress may choose to
enact, changes (in addition to the already recommended extension
of old-age and survivors insurance coverage) in the legislation
governing these two programs.
Please do not hesitate to call on us for any further
information you may desire.
Sincerely yours,

/s/

Oveta Culp Hobby

Secretary
Hon Carl T. Curtis
Chairman, Subcommittee on Social Security
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington 25, D.C.

August 21, 1953

EEPLIES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY THTE
HON. CARL T. CURTIS

I.

What Are the Basic Purposes and Fundamental Underlying
Pr-inciples of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Old-Age
Assistance, and Aid to Dependent Children?
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Old-Age and. Survivors Insurance
Basic Purpose
The basic purpose of old.-age and. survivors insurance

is to provid~e a measure of protection against the risk of
loss of earnings from retirement after age 65 or from d~eath.
The need. for this protection arises because most ind~ivid~uals
and. family groups are primarily dependent on income from
current work.

An important objective, too, is to protect the

interests of the country by helping to prevent wid~espread.
d~epend~ency,

and. thus to red~uce the burd~en on general taxation

of supporting persons who are in need..

This is borne out by

statements appearing in the "Final Report of the Advisory
Council on Social Security," December 10, 1938, pages 9 and. 13
(S. Doc. No.

4, 76th Cong.); S. Rep. No. 628, 74th Cong.,

page 7 (1935); H-.Rep. No. 615, 74th Cong.., page 5 (1935);
and. in the decision of the United States Supreme Court upholding
the constitutionality of the original Social Security Act.
Helvering v. Davis, 301 U.S. 619 (1937).
Fund~amental Und~erlying Principles
The principles underlying the old-age and. survivors
insurance program are:
1. Ultimate inclusion, in so far as practicable and.
consistent with other considerations of public policy, of
substantially all classes of gainfully employed. ind~ivid~uals,
whether they be employees or self-employed.
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This principle is set forth in "A Report to the Senate
Committee on Finance from the Advisory Council on Social Security"
(S. Doe. No. 1419 (1948) 80th Cong.) at page 6, as follows:
"The basic protection afforded by the contributory social
insurance system under the Social Security Act should
be available to all who are dependent on income from
work. The character of one's occupation should not
force one to rely for basic protection on public
assistance rather than insurance."
The principle of the inclusion of substantially all
workers under the old-age and survivors insurance program
likewise appears in "Issues in Social Security," a report to
the Committee on Ways and Means by the Committee's social security
technical staff in 1946.

This report states (page 11):

"Social insurance offers a protection generally regarded
as more compatible with human dignity than relief based
on need. Any person can readily appreciate the difference
between receiving old-age and survivors insurance
benefits, or unemployment-compensation benefits, based
on prior earnings with respect to which contributions
have been paid, and assistance based on an investigation
of his needs. The eventual limits to the number of
persons who will be protected under social insurance
depend on (1) the extent to which administrative and
other considerations permit extension to additional
contributors and (2) the extent to which a philosophically
justifiable approach can be evolved for including
persons and dependents of persons who retire or die with
little or no employment or contributions under the system."
This report further states (page 34):
"As long as the coverage of OASI is limited, the
eligibility requirements which are necessary because of
the limited coverage will continue to give rise to
anomalous and inequitable situations and to interfere
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with the attainment of the fullest social good. possible
und~er such a plan. The staff's study ind~icates
that the only feasible method. of eliminating such
situations is a general extension of OASI coverage
to employments now exclud~ed., and. that d~elay in this
extension will result in greater rather than smaller
problems in extending coverage.

"As has been ind~icated., the issues involved. in removing
the present exceptions to covered. employment vary.
In the case of agricultural labor, d~omestic service, and.
self-employment, the principal question is that of
ad~ministrative feasibility; in the case of employment
covered. und~er the Railroad. Retirement Act and. the Civil
Service Retirement Act, the principal issue is whether
the need~ed. protection cannot be achieved. without
extend~ing OASI coverage; and. in the case of charitable
and. religious employment and. of employment for State
and. local governments, the principal issue has been
that of imposing the social-security tax." (Some of
these groups have since been covered. und~er the Act in
part.)
The Social Security Amendments of 1950 exemplify the
application of this principle.

These amendments extend~ed.

coverage und~er the old.-age and. survivors insurance .program to
approximately 10 million ad~ditional ind~ivid~uals.
No. 1669,

8

lst Cong.

See S. Rep.

(1950), page 5; H. Rep. No. 1300, 81st Cong.

(1949), page 5. The Senate report (page 2) stated. that to
"keep assistance at a minimum in the futu-re will *-X* require
even further extension of coverage" than provid~ed. in the 1950
amendments, and. both committees recommend~ed. further stud~y
with respect to groups still

exclud~ed..
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Tn 1952 the Ways and. Means Committee (H. Rep. No. 1944,
page 2) recommended removal of the bar to coverage for certain
persons who are under State and local retirement systems.
While this provision was deleted in the Senate on the ground
that there had not been sufficient time for full hearings on
the matter., the Committee of Conference (H. Rep. No. 2491,
82d Cong., page 10) on the bill stressed. that the deletion of the
amendment was not intended in any way to imply that the
inclusion of similar provisions in the law was not favored,,
it being "the intent of the conferees that the entire matter
of the extension of Federal coverage to employees already
covered by State and local retirement systems will be explored
thoroughly early in 1953***".

(For a recommendation to offer

old-age and survivors insurance protection to approximately
10 1/2 million persons still

excluded from coverage, see President

Eisenhower's Message of August 1, 1953, (H. Doc. 225, 83d Cong.).)
2. Payment of benefits as a matter of enforceable legal
right, in an amount fixed by law and related to prior earnings,
without a means test, pursuant to objective statutory conditions
of eligibility.
The payment of benefits related to prior earnings pursuant
to objective and legally enforceable statutory conditions of
eligibility, and without a means test, as a principle of
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old-age and survivors insurance was reiterated by the Committee
on Ways and Means in connection with the 1950 amendments to
the Social Security Act, when the Committee recommended the
continuance of the old-age and survivors insurance system
as the basic method of preventing dependency.

In its

accompanying report (H. Rep. No. 1300, 81st Cong. (194-i9)), at
page 2, the Committee stated:
"tinder social insurance, benefits are computed individually
in each case, on the basis of earnings in covered
employment. Because benefits are related to average
earnings §of the insured worke~rT and hence reflect
the standard of living which an individual has
achieved., ambition and effort are rewarded; since they
are also related to length of service in covered work,
individual productivity is encouraged and the Nation's
total production is increased.
"Because benefits under the insurance system are paid
as a matter of right following cessation of substantial
covered employment, the worker's dignity and independence
are preserved.
"Knowing that any assets and resources he may accumulate
will not disqualify him and his dependents for benefits,
the worker is encouraged to make private savings in
order to supplement his social insurance benefits."
These statements were preceded by views to the same
effect which had been expressed in "A Report to the Senate
Committee on Finance from the Advisory Council on Social
Security" (S. Doc. No. 149 (1948), 80th Cong.).
at page 1 reads:

The report
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"The Council favors as the foundation of the social
security system the method of contributory social
insurance with benefits related to prior earnings
and awarded without a needs test. Differential benefits
based on a work record are a reward for productive
effort and are consistent with general economic
incentives, while the knowledge that benefits will
be paid-- irrespective of whether the individual is in
need-- supports and stimulates his drive to add his
personal savings to the basic security he has acquired
through the insurance system. Under such a social
insurance system, the individual earns a right to a
benefit that is related to his contribution to
production."I
The foregoing were a reaffirmation of the same principle
as previously stated by the House Ways and Means Committee in

1939 in its report accompanying the Social Security Act
Amendments of 1939 (H. Rep. No. 728, 76th Cong.), which had
stated at page 10:
"Since the object of social insurance is to compensate
for wage loss, it is imperative that benefits be
reasonably related to the wages of the individual."
See also along the same line the final report of the Advisory
Council on Social Security to the Senate Committee on Finance,
December 10, 1938, S. Doc. No. 4, 76th Cong., page 11.

3. Financing of the benefits, on a contributory basis,
by taxes collected from employers, employees and self-employed
individuals, and by contributions under Federal-State agreements
with respect to employees of States and local governmental units.
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In 1948, the House of Representatives passed H. R. 6777.
It was accompanied by a report of the Committee on Ways and
Means (H. Rep. 2168, 80th Cong. (1948)), which contained the
following statement (page 10):
"Old-age and survivors benefit rights are acquired by
a wage earner in covered employment through his own and
the contributions made in his behalf by his employer.
These contributions are generally referred to as payroll
taxes. The amount of such contributions varies with
the amount of wages received in specified occupations
over a given period of time. This contributory
principle is not found in other programs established
under the Social Security Act, although a few States
have required contributions from employed persons for
unemployment compensation purposes. Your committee
feels the preservation of this contributory principle
is vital to an orderly and dignified system of social
insurance designed to mitigate the effects of untimely
death and loss of earning power in later yas"
In discussing the proposed amendments to the Social Security
Act subsequently enacted in 1950, the Committee on Ways and
Means in its report (H. Rep. No. 1300, 8 lst Cong. (1949)) at
page 2 said:
"The time has come to reaffirm the basic principle
that a contributory system of social insurance in which
workers share directly in meeting the cost of the
protection afforded is the most satisfactory way of
preventing dependency. A contributory system, in which
both contributions and benefits are directly related
to the individual's own productive efforts, prevents
insecurity while preserving self-reliance and initiative."
It was further stated that the taxes paid should be
sufficient to make the system self-supporting.
at page 31 reads as follows:

The same report
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"Your committee has very carefully considered the problems
of cost in determining the benefit provisions recommended.
Also your committee is firmly of the belief that the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program
should be on a completely self-supporting basis.
Accordingly, the bill eliminates the provision added
in 1943 authorizing appropriations to the program
from general revenues. At the same time, your committee
has recommended a tax schedule which it believes
will make the system self-supporting (or in other
words., actuarially sound) as nearly as can be foreseen
under present circumstances."

4. Affording proportionately greater protection for
individuals with low earnings.
In framing the revised benefit formula contained in the
Social Security Act Amendments of 1939, the Ways and Means Committee
(H. Rep. No. 728, 76th Cong. (1939)) said at pages 13 and 14:
"The proposed revision, while maintaining a reasonable
relationship between past earnings and future benefits,
provides proportionately greater protection for the
low wage earner and the short-time wage earner than
for those more favorably situated."
An identical statement was made by the Senate Committee
on Finance, S. Rep. No. 734, 76th Cong. (1939), page 15.
This principle is further restated in S. Rep. No. 1669,
81st Cong. (1950) at pages 22 and 23, which reads:
"The primary benefit is the amount payable to a retired
insured worker and is also the amount used as a basis for
determining supplementary benefits for his dependents or,
in the event of his death, for his survivors. The benefit
formula in the present Social Security Act provides a
primary benefit representing 40 percent of the first
$50 of average monthly wage and 10 percent of the next
$200 of average monthly wage, the total then being
increased by 1 percent for each year of coverage.

-
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"This is a weighted formula designed to favor workers
whose average wages are low."

5. Monthly benefits are, except in the case of beneficiaries
75 years' or older, paid only to beneficiaries whose current
earnings from work covered under the system do not exceed a
limited amount.

Where the insured worker (as a beneficiary)

himself is denied benefits on this ground, benefits are likewise
withheld from other beneficiaries whose benefits are based on
his wage record.
In so far as benefit payments to living insured persons
and their dependents are concerned, the purpose of the system, as
noted at the outset, is to provide a measure of protection
against the risk of loss of earnings from retirement after
attainment of the age of 65 years.

Hence, the original Social

Security Act, which provided for monthly benefits only to
qualified aged persons, denied benefits for any month in any
part of which the individual, after attaining the age of

65, engaged in
wages.

"

regular employment?? for which he had received

This provision, contained in the original bill, was

reinserted in the Senate after its deletion in the House.
The matter is explained in the Senate report (S. Rep. No. 628,
74th Cong.) as follows:

"A further important change in the parts of this bill
dealing with old-age security which we recommend is the
amendment to section 202 of the effect that old-age
benefits shall be paid only to employees over 65 years
of age who are no longer regularly employed. This was
provided in the original bill but as the measure comes
to the Senate it permits payment of old-age benefits
to workers who have reached age 65 but who still continue
in regular employment. This is an anomaly which we
believe should not be permitted. There is no need
for payment of old-age benefits to employees who
continue in employment. This feature of the House
bill materially increases the costs and would have
necessitated additional taxes in future years.
The amendment we suggest to section 202 will prevent
anyone from drawing an old-age benefit while regularly
employed. This will reduce the costs under title II
by many millions of dollars in the course of the
decades."
In later amendments, beginning with 1939, this concept
of "retirement" of the worker as a condition of receiving
benefits was objectively expressed in terms of a limitation
(now $75) upon earned income from covered work performed in
any month.

Since amendment of the law in 1939 to provide

for survivors' benefits, this limitation has also been
applied to work by beneficiaries other than the insured
worker; moreover, earnings in excess of the limitation by
the insured worker will result in loss of benefits for
both him and other beneficiaries whose benefits are based on
his wage record.

For reasons stated below, since the enactment

of the 1950 amendments no such income limitation is applied
to insured workers or other beneficiaries who have attained
the age of 75.

-
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The principle and fiscal considerations involved are
summarized in the report of' the Ways and Means Committee on
the 1952 amendments (H. Rep. No. 1944, 82nd Cong., page 5):
"Payments to beneficiaries under 75 are designed as
replacements for earnings lost through retirement
or death and not as annuities payable to those who
remain in full-time-work status. The objective of the
retirement test should be to prevent the payment of
benefits to a large number of persons working full time.
"The removal of the test would be very-expensive.
"Under the present program the average age at which
people first claim old-age-insurance benefits is 68 12
rather than 65. The contribution schedule which supports
the program takes this into account. If there were
no retirement test the long-run cost of the program
would be increased by over 1 percent of payrolls;
in 1953 alone it would cost the trust fund an additional
billion dollars. This amount would be paid largely to
people over 65 who are employed full time and who are
no more in need of benefits than regularly employed
people at younger ages.
"Although it is not a desirable use of social insurance
funds to pay benefits to persons employed full time,
it is desirable to allow old-age beneficiaries and
dependent and survivor beneficiaries to supplement their
benefits with part-time work.***"
The considerations which gave rise to the exemption of
beneficiaries 75 and over from the work income limitation are
explained in the Committee's report on the 1950 amendments
(H. Rep. No. 1300,

8lst

Cong., page 24):

"There would be no limit upon the earnings
of insured persons age 75 and over, or of their
dependents age 75 and over, since comparatively few
persons continue to work regularly at substantial
wages after that age. This provision has particular
significance for self-employed persons and others
enga~ged in occupations in which retirement is customarily
deferred to an advanced age."

-
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6. As a transitional measure, adjustment of eligibility
conditions and the computation of benefits for workers who-are
old when their occupational group is first brought under the system
The report of the Advisory Council in 1948 "A Report to
the Senate Committee on Finance from the Advisory Council on
Social Security" (S. Doc. No. 149 (1948), 80th Cong.), expressed
the belief that there was a need for making it easier for older
workers who are newly covered by the system to qualify for benefits
on page 9 of its report, the Council said:
"Old-age and survivors insurance now offers basic retirement
protection to the majority of younger workers, but many
of those in the middle-and higher-age groups will not
be eligible for benefits when they retire. The worker
who is now young and has a whole working lifetime of
some 40 years ahead has ample opportunity to build
up credits toward meeting the present eligibility
requirements. Older workers, however, have only
relatively limited opportunity to build up such
credits, and many fail to qualify who would have done
so had the program come into existence when they were
young. The Council believes that, in establishing
eligibility requirements, special allowance should be
made for those who were already at the higher ages
when the system began. Liberalization of the present
eligibility requirements is made even more necessary
if coverage is extended. As a group, newly covered
workers will have had no opportunity to build up
credits in the past and, unless some change is made
in the requirements, very few of the older workers
in the newly covered groups would ever be eligible for
retirement benefits.
The Social Security Act Amendments of 1950 also
recognized this need.

In this connection, the Committee on
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Ways and Means in H. Rep. No. 1300, 81st. Cong. (1949) stated
at pages 25 and 26 the following:
"Although persons who become fully insured on the
basis of this new alternative will qualify for benefits
in excess of the value of their contributions, this
is not inconsistent with the principles of a
contributory retirement program. In the early years
of a retirement program special consideration has to
be given to those already nearing retirement age who,
otherwise, would not be able to build up adequate
securit."

The Committee on Finance in its report, S. Rep. No. 1669,
81st Cong. (1950) states this principle on page 31 as follows:
"In a contributory social insurance system, as in
a private pension plan, workers already old when the
program is started should have their past service
taken into account. The unavailability of records
of past service prevents giving actual credits under
old-age and survivors insurance for employment and
wages before the coverage becomes effective,
but eligibility requirements and the benefit formula
can and should take prior service into account
presumptively. In getting the system started, it is
important to make due allowance for those who, because
of age, will probably continue at work for only a
short period."

-
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Old-Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children
In view of the fact that the Committee is concerned with

this subject from the point of view of Federal legislation and
that at State and community level the principles upon which
these programs are based. may vary from one State to another, it
is assumed here that it is intended that the questions posed
should be answered from the point of view of the Federal programs
rather than primarily the point of view of the State programs.
1. Basic purposes
(a) Old-Age Assistance.
The Federal-State old-age assistance program (title I
of the Social Security Act) was intended as complementary to
the Federal-State old-age insurance (now old-age and survivors
insurance) program.

As pointed out in answer to question IV

and to the first part of question I, the insurance program was
designed as the basic method for the prevention of dependency in
old-age and the function of the old-age assistance program, with
payments related to individual need, has been regarded as
supplementary, "filling the gaps left by the social insurance
program" and thus declining as the insurance program gradually
matures and becomes extended to occupational groups not yet
covered.

In short, the role of old-age assistance from the

Federal point of view is to cope with dependency in old age

-
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in those cases in which the individual for one reason or
another is not (or not yet) protected by the insurance system
or in which the benefits received under the insurance system
are not adequate to meet the individual's need, whether because
of defects in the insurance system, because of no coverage,
short-term coverage, special circumstances of the beneficiary,
or other reasons.

(See H. Rep. No. 1300,

8 lst

Cong., pages

2, 3, 37.)
Projected against the background of this over-all1 design,
then, the basic purpose of the old-age assistance program,
specifically, is to "encourage States to adopt old-age
(assistance) laws and to help -them carry the burden of providing
support for their aged dependents"

(H. Rep. 615, 714th Cong.,

page 4) or, as expressed in the Act itself, to enable "each State
to furnish financial assistance, as far as practicable under
the conditions in such State, to aged needy individuals"

(§

1).

The conditions which led to the original enactment of
the old-age assistance program included the fact that approximately
one million men and women over 65 were then dependent upon the
public for support- -the great majority of them on relief- -the
growing proportion of aged persons in the population, and the
limited ability of many States and local governments to cope
adequately with the problem of old-age dependency.

The Committee

-
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on Ways and. Means, in its report accompanying the bill
(H. Rep. 615, 74th Cong., page 4) expressed. its concern in
this way:
"Experience, both in this country and. in other land~s
has d~emonstrated. that the best way to provid~e for old.
people who are d~epend~ent upon the public for support
is through old.-age-assistance grants, more commonly
called. 'old.-age pensions.' Twenty-nine States and.
the Territories of Alaska and. Hawaii have old.-age
pension laws. Approximately 200,000 old. people are
now in receipt of old.-age assistance und~er these laws,
and. while the grants are often inad~equate, the
lot of the pensioners is d~istinctly less hard. than
that of old. people on relief. But d~ue in part to
restrictive provisions in the State laws, and. still
more to the financial embarrassment of many State
and. local governments, the old.-age pension laws are
limited. in their application and. d~o not provid~e
ad~equately for all old. people who are d~epend~ent upon
the public for support."
(b) Aid. to Depend~ent Child~ren.
As in the case of old.-age assistance, the Fed~eral-State
program of aid. to d~epend~ent children was conceived. as of
"~part of a common program to promote the security of the family
and. the home."

(H. Rep. No. 728, 76th Cong., page 29.)

Also, in those cases in which the child.'s d~epend~ency is d~ue
to the d~eath or,, more rarely, the parent's retirement on account
of old. age, the function of this program is supplementary
to that of the Fed~eral old.-age and. survivors insurance program.
As said. by the Ways and. Means Committee in connection with the
Social Security Act Amend~ments of 1950 (H. Rep. No. 1300,
page 44):

8 lst

Cong.,
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"Benefits under the survivors provisions of the old-age
and survivors insurance program are being paid to an
increasing nutmber of children as that program matures.
In a substantial number of States more children are
already receiving social-insurance benefits than aid
to dependent children. The proposed extensions of
coverage and increase in benefits under the socialinsurance program would, of course, progressively
diminish the need for aid to dependent children."
The various provisions made in the Social Security Act
for the economic security, health, and welfare of children as
well as explicit statements in the various committee reports
through the years evidence the concern of the Congress with the
welfare and security of this important group in our population,
at least as much as the welfare and security of the aged..2/
And the report of the President's Committee on Economic Security
(H. Doc. No. 81, 74th Cong., page 29) stated that it "must not
for a moment be forgotten that the core of any social plan
must be the child.

Every proposition we make must adhere

to this core."
The concept of aid to dependent children used in the
Social Security Act stems from State assistance laws with the
same general objective, but more limited in scope, which were

2/ See, however, the criticism of the Senate Finance Committee's
Council on Social Security as to the adequacy of
Federal participation in aid to dependent children as compared
to old-age assistance and aid to the blind (S. Doc. No. 208.,
80th Cong., page 100).
-Advisory
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in force in a number of States at the time of the enactment of
the Social Security Act and went under such names as "Mothers'
Aid", "Mothers' Pensions", and "Mothers' Allowance" .3/
They were not designed primarily as aids to mothers but "to
release from the wage-earning role the person whose natural
function is to give her children the physical and affectionate
guardianship necessary, not alone to keep them from falling
into social misfortune, but more affirmatively to rear them
into citizens capable of contributing to society."

(H. Doc. 81,

7)4th Cong., page 30).
Their operation, however, as well as their scope was
recognized to be seriously inadequate, largely because of the
financial inability of a number of States and local governments
to cope with the problem.

Thus, the basic purpose of the Federal

program of aid to dependent children was and is to encourage and
assist the States "to furnish financial assistance., as far as
practicable under conditions in such State(s), to needy dependent
children" in their own homes.

This was expressed in the following

way by the Ways and Means Committee in reporting on the original
bill (H. Rep. 615, 7)4th Cong., p. 10):

3/See C. C. Carstens Social Security Through Aid for Dependent
Children in Their Own Homes, 3 Law and Contemporary Problems
24.i6 (1936) Duke University School of Law.
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"It has long been recognized in this country that the
best provision that can be made for families of this
description is public aid with respect to dependent
children in their own homes. Forty-five States now
have laws providing such aid, but in many of these
States the laws are only partially operative or not
at all so. With the financial exhaustion of State
and local governments a situation has developed in
which there are more than three times as many families
eligible for such aid as are actually in receipt of
it, and they are now being supported by emergency
relief."
In this connection, considering that the scope of
mothers' aid laws had proved inadequate and that the case
of a needy child living with a near relative might be as
deserving as that of a child living with his own mother, the
Federal Act broadly defined the term "dependent child" so
as to permit Federal aid to any State whose plan includes
needy children deprived of parental support or care by reason
of the death, continued absence from, the home, or physical
or mental incapacity of a parent, so long as the child is
living with a parent or grandparent or certain other near
relatives or step-relatives specified in the Act in a place
of residence maintained by such a relative as his own home.
(The maximum age of an eligible child is 16, except that a
child regularly attending school is now eligible until 18.)

-
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2. Underlying Principles
(a) Principles Common to Both Programs
1. These assistance programs are essentially a State
responsibility and the Federal interest is secondary; hence, the
role of the Federal Government in the provision of aid to the
States is limited to that of setting minimum standards designed
to carry out the purpose of such aid and, in connection therewith,
providing technical advice and consultation on problems of
administration when requested.

(see report of Senate Finance

Committee's Advisory Council on Social Security. S. Dloc. 208,
80th Cong., page 98.)
This principle is self-explanatory.

The minimum standards

referred to, where of sufficient importance, are mentioned below.
Except as substantial noncompliance with such minimum standards
would result in loss of Federal aid, the States are thus left
entirely free to adopt such policies and eligibility requirements
as a part of the State plan as they may choose, whether as
to means, moral character, etc.

This principle also recognizes

that a State plan may be less broad than the conditions of the
Social Security Act with respect to Federal participation
permit (but do not require).

For example, in the program for

aid to dependent children a State plan could, if the State
chose, limit the class of relatives in whose care the child must
be more narrowly than does the Federal act, without thereby

-
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forfeiting the State's entitlement to Federal aid.
2. To be eligible for Federal aid, a State plan under
either assistance program must be State-wide in operation,
must, if administered by political subdivisions of the State.,
be mandatory upon them, and must charge a single State agency
either with administration or supervision of the administration
of the plan.
Once some Federal responsibility, though secondary, was
recognized, it was logical that the Federal Government should
look to the States rather than local political subdivisions as
repositories of the State's primary responsibility in relation
to the program and as assuring efficient administration of
standards effective throughout the State.

At the same time,

the alternative of permitting local administration under State
supervision enables the States to decentralize operation of the
program and to permit such diversity of local administration
as may be reasonable, subject to uniform standards.

The "single

State agency" concept, however, does not require that the
functions of the State agency be limited to the particular
Federally aided program.
The principle of State-wide operation and also the
principle, mentioned below, of State financial participation
recognized and accelerated a gradual trend already evident
at the time of enactment of the Social Security Act.

In the

case of aid to dependent children, particularly, the principle
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imbedded in the Federal Act has had an important bearing upon
this program, especially in rural districts.

Prior to the

adoption of the Federal Act, for example, aid to dependent
children in their own homes, in one State, was provided only
in the country which contained the State's largest city and
three other counties with large urban populations and, in
another State., in the counties containing the largest city
and the third largest city, respectively.

3. To be eligible for Federal aid, the State plan
must provide for financial participation by the State in the
assistance program, but this does not preclude financial
participation by local political subdivisions.
This principle gives assurance that the States will have
a financial stake in the effective administration of the program,
thus coupling financial responsibility with administrative
authority and tending to equalize financial resources available
for the program throughout the State, thereby contributing
toward the carrying out of the Federal objective.

4. As a condition of receiving Federal aid, the State
plan must provide such methods of administration, including (since
January 1, 1940) methods relating to the establishment and
maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, as are found by
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to be necessary
for the proper and efficient operation of the State plan.
The Secretary is, how ever, especially precluded from
exercising any authority with respect to the selection, tenure
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of office, and compensation of any individual employed in
accordance with such merit system methods.

Moreover, the

1954 appropriation act (P. L. 170, 83d Cong., § 205) repeats
a provision found in earlier appropriation acts, to the effect
that appropriations to the Social Security Administration for
grants-in-aid to State agencies to cover administrative expenses
of such agencies shall not be withheld from any State agency
which has established by law and has in operation "a merit
system and classification and compensation plan covering
the selection, tenure in office, and compensation of (its)
employees, because of any disapproval of (its) personnel or
the manner of their selection***, or the rates of pay XXX."
The requirement of a merit system is designed to promote
administration of the State plan, and thus the application of
Federal grants-in-aid in such administration, by competent
personnel selected on a nonpartisan basis.

5. As a condition for receiving Federal aid, the State
plan must provide safeguards to restrict the use or disclosure
of information concerning applicants for assistance and
recipients of assistance to purposes directly connected with
the administration of the assistance program.

4/

Revenue Act of 1951 (P.

(A recent provision 4iL~

L. 183, 82d Cong.), 9 618.
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however, allows for State legislation under which public access
may be had. to records. of assistance payments if such legislation
prohibits the use of any list or names obtained through such
access for commercial or political purposes.)
In recommending this requirement in connection with the

1939 amendments, the committees in charge of the legislation
stated:
,All three assistance titles would be thus amended,
the obvious purpose being to insure efficient
administration and to protect recipients from humiliation
and exploitation." (H. Rep. No. 728, page 29;
S. Rep. No. 734, P. 31, 76th Cong.)

6. As a condition of receiving Federal aid, only a needy
aged person or a needy dependent child, as the case may be, may be
eligible under the plan, and in determining need the State agency
must take into consideration any other income and resources of
such individual.
These requirements apply to both determinations of
eligibility for assistance and determinations of the amount of
assistance to be granted under the State plan.

In commenting

upon the "income and resources" provision in connection with
the 1939 amendments, the Ways and Means Committee said
(H. Rep. 728, 76th Cong., page 32):
"This will make it clear that, regardless of its nature
or source, any income or resources will have to be
considered, including ordinary income from business
or private sources, Federal benefit insurance payments
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under title II of the Social Security Act,, and any
other assets or means of' support. The committee
recommends this change to provide greater assurance
that the limited amounts available for old-age
assistance (or aid to dependent children) in the
States will be distributed only among those actually
in need and on as equitable a basis as possible.'"

7.

As a condition of' receiving Federal aid, the State

assistance plan must provide that all individuals wishing to make
application for assistance under the plan shall have an opportunity
to do so and that assistance shall be furnished with reasonable
promptness to all eligible individuals.
In essence, this principle, written into the law in 1950,
is a requirement of' equitable and nondiscriminatory treatment
under the assistance program.

Explaining this requirement in

connection with the old-age assistance program in reporting
on the 1950 amendm~ents,, the Ways and Means Committee said
(H. Rep. No. 1300., 81st

Cong.,, page 4)

"In some States or localities, when funds are insufficient
to provide for all eligible persons., assistance agencies
discontinue taking applications. Applicants who have
already been found eligible are kept waiting for
assistance until persons on the rolls die or cease to
receive assistance for other reasons. In a program
supported from public funds such discrimination is
unjustifiable. Available Tunds should be used for
the benefit of all persons who meet the conditions
of eligibility, even if the amount of assistance
granted to those already on the rolls must be reduced.
Moreover., prompt determination of eligibility should
be made for all persons applying for aid."

-
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Similar reasons were given for the corresponding provision
under the program for aid to dependent children. (id., page 48)

8.

As a condition of receiving Federal aid, the State's

plan must provide for granting an opportunity for a fair hearing
before the State agency to any individual whose claim for
assistance is denied or is not acted upon with reasonable
promptness.
The fair-hearing requirement is a safeguard against
administrative error or abuse of discretion, fortifies the
requirement of State supervision where the plan is administered
by political subdivisions of the State., and strengthens the
requirement that all persons wishing to apply for assistance
shall have an opportunity to do so and that assistance
shall be furnished promptly to all eligible individuals.
The fair-hearing requirement does not affect such right of
further review by the State courts as may be available under
State law.

9.

WJhile no State, as a condition of receiving Federal

aid., is required to give assistance to nonresidents of the State,
the length of State residence required as a condition of
eligibility under the State assistance plan may not exceed a
maximum fixed by the Federal Act.
The Federal Act rules out any residence requirement for
old-age assistance which excludes any resident of the State who
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has resided therein 5 years during the 9 years immediately
preceding the application for old-age assistance and has resided
therein continuously for I year immediately preceding the
application.

With respect to aid to dependent children the

Federal Act rules out any State plan which imposes as a condition
of eligibility a residence requirement which denies aid with
respect to any child residing in the State (a) who has resided
in the State for 1 year immediately preceding the application
for such aid, or (b) who was born within 1 year immediately
preceding the application, if the parent or other relative with
whom the child is living has resided in the State for 1 year
immediately preceding the child's birth.
These requirements strike a compromise between the
conflicting considerations of, on the one hand, the State's
fear of increased financial responsibility if residence
requirements, especially in the case of old-age assistance,
should be eliminated or greatly liberalized, and, on the other
hand, the national interest in maintaining the mobility
of our population and the principle of the individual's freedom
of movement.

(Cf. the discussion of residence requirements

in the report of the Advisory Council on Social Security to the
Senate Committee on Finance (S. Doc. 208l, 80th Cong.,, pages

116-118), which., however., recommends elimination of residence
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requirements altogether except for a 1-year residence requirement
for old-age assistance, the latter in recognition of the
fear of liability on the part of those States to which older
persons move on account of favorable climate and which have
relatively adequate assistance for the aged.)
In connection with the Federal residence provisions,, it
should be noted, that, if the plan is administered by counties and
county residence requirements are stricter than the maximum
period specified in the Federal Act, such a person must
nevertheless be entitled to assistance under the plan.

(In such

cases, payment could be made directly by the State, or
the State could reimburse the county.)
10.

Federal participation in expenditures made under

State assistance plans is limited to expenditures under the
State plan made as money payments (rather than assistance
in kind),, except that the Federal Government will participate
in expenditures under the State plan for medical care (or other
remedial care recognized under State law) in behalf of a needy
aged person or dependent child.
Originally, under the Social Security Act, the Federal
Government participated in State assistance expenditures only
when made in the form of money payments to needy individuals.
The authorization for participation in assistance through
provision for medical or other remedial care was added in 1950
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and is explained by the Coimnittee on Ways and Means in the
following way (H. Rep. No. 1300, 81st

Cong., page 4*2):

I'Xxxk Some assistance agencies consider it preferable
to pay the medical practitioner or institution that
supplies the medical care directly. Some State
Agencies have wanted to insure their client's needs for
medical care with organizations for group care such as
the Blue Cross. Most agencies have found themselves
hampered in making emergency arrangements or in
helping needy individuals who are sick to make plans
for needed medical care because they were not able
to make payments directly to the doctor or hospital."
The expenditures for medical care under the State plan are,
however, not separately matched but are subject to the individual
maximum for assistance specified in the Act for Federal
participation as well as the average maxima for Federal matching.
b.

Old-Age Assistance (in addition to principles common

to both assistance programs)
1. A State may not receive Federal aid if the State plan
imposes any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen
of the United States.
As explained in the report of the Ways and Means
Committee on the original social security bill (H. Rep. No. 615,
74th Cong., page 18):
"A person shall not be denied assistance on the
ground that he has not been a United States citizen
for a number of years, if in fact., when he receives
assistance, he is a United States citizen. This means
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that a State may, if it wishes, assist only those
who are citizens, but must not insist on their having
been born citizens or on their having been naturalized
citizens for a specified period of time."
2. The Federal Government will not share in the costs
incurred by the States for payments to, or medical care in
behalf of., any individual who is an inmate of a public
institution,, except that the Federal Government will share
in the cost of furnishing assistance under the State plan to
needy aged persons in public medical institutions (other than
tuberculosis or mental institutions) if the patient is not there
as the result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or a psychosis.
The exception relating to inmates of public medical
institutions was inserted in the Federal Act by the 1950 amendments
in order to relieve the problem with respect to needy aged persons
who were chronically ill and needed institutional care and who
otherwise could not receive Federally-shared assistance under a
State plan unless they were inmates of private institutions.

With

respect to assistance to aged persons residing in institutions for
mental illness and tuberculosis, the committees did not favor Federal
participation since the States had already in general provided for
medical care of such cases (see H. Rep. No. 1300, 81st Cong., page 42).
For this reason the Act now precludes Federal participation in
assistance paid to patients in private (as well as public)
institutions for tuberculosis or mental diseases or to patients
in other private (as well as public) medical institutions who are
there as a result of a diagnosis of tuberculosis or psychosis.
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3. If the State plan includes assistance to persons in
public or private institutions, the State may not receive
Federal aid unless the plan also provides for the establishment
or designation of a State authority or authorities responsible
for establishing and maintaining standards for such institutions.
This requirement is explained by the Ways and Means
Coimmittee in connection with the 1950'amendments to the Act
as follows (H. Rep. No. 1300, 81st Cong., page 43):
"Some States now do not have agencies authorized to
establish and maintain standards for the various kinds
of institutional facilities in the State. Tragic
instances 'of failure to maintain adequate standards
of care and adequate protection against hazards
threatening the health and safety of residents of
institutions emphasize the importance of this function
of State goverrnment. XXX~ Persons who live in institutions.,
including nursing and convalescent homes, should be
assured a reasonable standard of care and be protected
against fire hazards,, unsanitary conditions., and
overcrowding."
c. Aid to Dependent Children (In addition to principles
conmmon to both assistance programs)
1. The relative with whom the dependent child is living
should, if eligible under the State plan, be recognized for
Federal matching purposes as a recipient of assistance to
meet his own needs.
Prior to the 1950 amendments,, no specific provision was
made for Federal participation in State payments., under a
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plan for aid to dependent children, to cover the need of the
parent or other relative with whom the child is living.

As said

in the report of the Ways and Means Commnittee (H. Rep. No. 1300,
81st

Cong., page 4i6):
Particularly in families with small children,
it is necessary for the mother or another adult to
be in the home full time to provide proper care
and supervision. Since the person caring for the
child must have food, clothing, and other essentials,
amounts allotted to the children must be used in part
for this purpose if no other provision is made to
meet her needs."
"**(*

Because of the lack of specific provision for Federal
participation in assistance to the mother or other relative
and the inadequacy of the Federally-specified maxima to cover
the cost of essentials for the children and an adult as
well, States were thus forced to make a very large proportion
of payments in excess of the maximum amounts subject to
Federal sharing.

The amendment including the relative with

whom the dependent child is living as a recipient for Federal
matching purposes was therefore added to correct the thenexisting anomalous situation, thus fortifying the basic
objective of this program.

II.

What Is Old-Age and Survivors Insurance?

Give a Comprehensive

Definition.
Old-age and survivors insurance, as established by the
Social Security Act (title II) and Internal Revenue Code (Chap. 1,
Subchap. 2; Chap. 9, Subchap. A), is a Federally administered,
contributory plan or system of social insurance under which benefits
related in amount (within statutory minima and maxima) to past
earnings of insured persons are payable, upon the insured's
retirement or death, to specified classes of beneficiaries.
Pursuant to such plan or system., taxes 1/ are collected from
employers, employees, and self-employed individuals and are
appropriated by the Act to a trust fund established in the Treasury
of the United States and invested in interest-bearing obligations
of the United States, and the benefits are paid from the fund

(26 U.S.C. 480 et seq.., 1400 et secl.; 42 U.S. C. 401).

Administrative

decisions relating to benefit rights under the law axe reviewable
by the Federal courts (42 U.S.C. 405).
The tax levied on employers is an excise tax upon the
privilege of having individuals in their employ, measured by
the first $3,600 of wages paid to each such individual in a
calendar year (26 U.S.C. 1410).

The tax on employees is an income

tax on the first $3,600 of wages received from their employers in a
calendar year (26 U.S.C. 1400).

The tax on self-employed individuals

is an income tax on the first $3,600 of their net earnings from
1/ In the case of earnings of covered employees of State and
local governmental units, payments into the fund are made
pursuant to Federal-State agreements rather than as taxes.
(42 u.S.C. 418)
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self-employment if such net earnings are $1400 or more in a taxable

year (26 u.s.c. 148o, 1481).
The same earnings on which taxes are payable under the
system are credited for the purpose of determining eligibility
for benefits and the benefit amount (142 u.S.C. 1409412; 26 U.S.C.
1481, 11426).

As a temporary provision, however, "free" wage

credits of $160 a month are given to veterans of the armed forces
of the United. States under conditions prescribed by law, for their
periods of service in the armed forces (142 u.s.c. 1417).
Monthly benefits are payable to a qualified worker who has
attained the age of 65, and to the worker's wife or widow (or
dependent husband or widower) who is 65 years of age or older; to
his unmarried children under 18 and his wife (or widow,. or former
wife divorced) under age 65 if she has such children in her care;
and to his surviving dependent parents aged 65 if he left no other
survivors who could ever qualify for monthly benefits (142 U.S.C.
1402 (a)-(h)).

A relatively small lump sum is also payable upon

the worker's death to defray funeral expenses (142. U.S.C. 1402(i)).
Benefits are payable in the case of a living worker only
where he is "fully insured" under the system (142 U.S.C.

14 02(a)).

In

the long run, to be "fully insured", a person will require 10 years
of work covered by the law (142 U.S.C. 14114 (a)).

For a limited

time, however, those near (or over) age 65 can become so insured
with as little as one and one-half years of coverage.

This was

first made possible by the 1939 amendments which advanced the
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beginning date for the payment of monthly benefits to January 1,

194o-,

and permitted "fully insured" status to be acquired on the

basis of one q~uarter of coverage for each two calendar quarters
elapsing after 1936 (P.L. 379, 76th Cong.).

The 1950 amendments,

in order not to disadvantage the new occupational classes brought
into the system by those amendments, permitted a "new start" in
determining "fully insured" status (for persons living on
September 1, 1950), i.e., they permitted a person to acqluire "fully
insured'" status on the basis of one quarter of coverage (whenever
acquired) for each calendar quarter elapsing after 1950 with a
minimum of six quarters of coverage Q-42 u.S.c. h414 (a)).
In the case of a deceased worker benefits may also be
paid to his children, widow, or former wife divorced if he was
"currently inurd

i.e., had at least one and a half years of

covered work in the 3 years immediately preceding his death

(4~2 u.s.c. 4I02, 41

(b)).

Except for persons over age 75, no monthly benefits are
payable if the worker or beneficiary engages in covered work for
more than $75 in wages or a comparable amount of net earnings
from self-employment (42 U.S.C. 1403 (b)-(h)).
The amount of benefits is related to the worker's average
monthly earnings and ranges from $25 to $85 a month for the retired
worker (!42 u.s.c. 4102., 4l03, 41~5).

Benefits for dependents or

survivors are in terms of a percentage of the amount payable
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to the worker (42 u.s.c. 40O2, 4*15), with a f'amily maximum not to
exceed. either $168.75 or, with certain exceptions, 80 per cent
of the worker's average monthly wages, whichever is the lesser
(4*2 U.S.c. 1*03).

The present benefit formula replaces 55 per cent

of the first $100 of average monthly wage plus 15 per cent of the
next $200 (4*2 U.S.C. 4*02, 1*15).

III.

What have been the criteria d~eveloped. by the Bureau of Public
Assistance on which the Bureau's officials have based. their
recommend~ations to Congress for larger grants in aid. for
public assistance to meet need.?
Assuming that this question relates to requests for

appropriations, the following is the proced~ure:

In ad~vance of

each fiscal year, for bud~getary purposes, the Bureau of Public
Assistance estimates State requirements for Fed~eral fund~s on the
basis of recent past program trend~s in case load~s and. monthly
payments in State public assistance programs, mod~ified. to give
effect to (1) specified. assumptions as to cost of living and.
employment levels provid~ed. by the Bureau of the Bud~get, (2) new
Fed~eral legislation not reflected. in past program trend~s, and. (3)
the formula for Fed~eral participation specified. in the Social Security
Act.

These estimates are reviewed. by the Social Security

Administration and. the Office of the Secretary of Health, Ed~ucation,
and. Welfare, and. the Bureau of Public Assistance incorporates
changes mad~e at either level.

Following final approval in the

Office of the Secretary these estimates are transmitted. to the
Bureau of the Bud~get where they are again reviewed. and. sometimes
mod~ified..

The estimates approved. by the Bureau of the Bud~get are

then incorporated. into the Presid~ent's bud~get for transmittal
to the Congress.
Assuming that this question relates to reconmmend~ations
for changes in legislation affecting the public assistance titles
of the Act, any such recommend~ations would. not be submitted. to
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the Congress unless first considered by the Social Security
Administration, approved by the Agency (now Department) head, and
cleared with the Bureau of the Budget for consistency with or
incorporation in the program of the President.
All of these recommendations and the reasons for them,
antedating the present Administration, have been incorporated in
the annual reports of the Social Security Administration and
Federal Security Agency.

The most comprehensive summary of these

recommendations will be found in the annual report for 1948,
pp. 177-195.
During the years 1939-1952 the Social Security
Administration recommended variable grants based on the relative fiscal
capacity of the several States, as measured by per capita income.
Whether this recommendation, if adopted, would have resulted in
greater Federal expenditures would have depended on the specific
formula used.
The three McFarland amendments of 1946, 1948, and 1952,
which have greatly increased the cost of public assistance to
the Federal Government, were enacted by the Congress on its own
initiative.

IV.

What Are the Essential Differences Between Social Insurance,
as Represented by Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, and Social
Assistance, as Represented by Old-Age Assistance?
Old-Age and survivors insurance is wholly a Federally

administered and financed program, while old-age assistance
is a State-administered and in part State-financed program
with financial aid from the Federal Government under conditiohs
designed to insure use of the funds granted by the Federal Government
for the purposes for which they are intended.

Under old-age

and survivors insurance, the funds used to pay the benefits
come from a trust fund to which covered employers, employees,
and the self-employed contribute through earmarked taxes.
Funds for the old-age assistance program (i.e., those funds
contributed by the Federal Government) come from general
revenues.
Old-age and survivors insurance is payable under
conditions specified by Congress in the statute and without
regard to individual need.

Under the Act, if an individual is

denied a payment, he can have his case reviewed by a Federal court.
amount paid to an individual is a percentage of the insured worker's
average monthly earnings computed pursuant to a formula
contained in the law and represents replacement in part of
earnings lost as the result of retirement or death.

Under old-

age assistance, the benefit payable depends upon whether the

The
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individual meets the eligibility conditions of the State
plan., including need as determined after consideration of
all the individual's income and resources, the standard for
such need being set by the State.

The amount needed may vary

from time to time as his other income and resources may increase
or diminish.

Any individual who is denied old-age assistance

payments may have such denial reviewed in court only to the
extent permitted by State law.
The underlying differences between the two program
were succinctly expressed in the final report of the Advisory
Council on Social Security, December 10, 1938 (S. Doc. No. 4,
76th Cong.), as follows:
"The Social Security Act became law on August 14, 1935.
A major purpose of the statute was to provide a
constructive program for meeting the growing national
problem of old-age dependency. Under title I of the
Act provision was made for Federal subsidies to approved
State programs for old-age assistance. By the use of the
method of assistance, encouraged and aided under this
title, needy persons already old or becoming old in the
future without the opportunity of accumulating sufficient
rights to benefits under an insurance program were
afforded basic protection against want. Under titles II
and VIII, through separate provisions for old-age
benefits and pay-roll taxes on employers and employees.,
there was established, in effect, a national system
of old-age insurance. The method of insurance was
approved by Congress as a means of preventing
old-age dependency and of assuring protection to
qualified individuals as a matter of right, without
the use of the means test.***" (page 9) (underscoring
as in original.)
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A fundamental difference is also the Congressional approach
to the two programs.

In this respect, Congress has regarded

the old-age and survivors insurance program as the basic means of
preventing old-age dependency and old-age assistance as a means
of aiding the States to assist needy aged individuals who
are either not covered by old-age insurance or whose benefits
may be inadequate to meet their needs.

See Report of Senate

Finance Committee on Social Security Act Amendments of 1950
(S. Rep. No. 1669,

8lst

Cong., page 2 (1950)):

"***We consider the assistance method to have serious
disadvantages as a long-run approach to the Nation' s
social security problem. We believe that improvement
of the Americah social security system should be in the
direction of preventing dependency before it occurs, and
of providing more effective income protection, free
from the humiliation of a test of need. Accordingly your
committee recommends action designed to immediately
bolster and extend the system of old-age and survivors
insurance by extension of coverage, increasing benefit
amounts, liberalizing eligibility requirements, and
otherwise improving this basic system for dealing with
income losses."
In connection with the same amendments., the Ways and
Means Committee (H. Rep. No. 1300, page 3) put it this way:
"For these reasons the contributory system of old-age
and survivors insurance,, with benefits related to
earnings and paid as a matter of right, should continue
to be the basic method for preventing dependency.
*** The assistance program, with payments
related to need, should continue to serve the
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function of filling the gaps left by the social
insurance program, and. for this purpose it should
be strengthened and improved. The function of
assistance is to supplement insurance when necessary.
The bill is designed to speed the day when most of the
aged and of the Nation's dependent families will
look to the insurance program for protection and when
the role of public assistance can be drastically
curtailed."
The same view was expressed in the consideration of the Social
Security Act Amendments of 1952 (H. Rep. No. 1944, 82d Cong.,
page 3 (1952); S. Rep. No. 1806, 82d Cong., pages 2, 3
(1952)):
"From the beginning of the social security program in

1935 it has been the intent of Congress to establish
contributory social insurance, with benefits related to
individual earnings, as the foundation, of social
security. Public assistance is lesbs satisfactory for
the individual than the insurance program and the
cost of assistance falls on the general taxpayer.
Old-age and survivors insurance benefits, on the other
hand, are payable without the humiliation of a test
of need, and the cost of those benefits is met by the
contributions of covered workers and their employers.
A major objective of the amendments of 1950, therefore,
was to strengthen the insurance program and thereby
cut down the need for further expansion of public
assistance."

April 29, 1954*

Dear Congressman Curtis:
This letter is in response to the q~uestions you raised
during the hearings on H.R. 7199 about the philosophy underlying
the proposal to raise the maximum creditable earnings under oldage and survivors insurance from $3,600 to $4,200.
The major reason for this proposal is to maintain the
principle of old-age and survivor-s insurance (as embodied in the
statutory benefit provisions) that benefits should, within limits,
vary with the individual's previous earnings. Since the program is
designed to partially replace earnings lost because of retirement
or death, it follows that the basic factor in the determination of
benefit amount should be the level of those earnings. Over threefifths of the male workers regularly covered by the program now
earn more than $3, 600, the maximum amount counted for benefit
purposes.

It

is

our opinion that if

the principle that benefits

should vary with earnings is to be maintained, additional earnings
above the $3,600 limit must be counted towards benefits. It
follows that those who earn above that amount should receive higher
benefits than those whose earnings are smaller.
In considering benefit increases for workers who earn more
than $3,600, we should take into account the fact that earnings
above $3,600 do not, under present conditions, mark a man as highpaid but are typical earnings in major sectior~ Of comecead
industry. Average annual full-time earnings'! in manufacturing
industries in 1953 were about $4,000. The average for mining was
about $4,400 and for transportation, almost $4,400. Of course
skilled workers in any industry earn more than the average for the
industry.
For workers who have earned maximum wages under the program,
the benefit increases in the amendments of 1950 and 1952 did not

jSource:

U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
Survey of Current Business, February 1954, P. 13, table 5.
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quite compensate for the increase in prices which has taken place
since the benefit levels were set in 1939. No recognition has been
given to the substantial increase in the level of living as measured
by the extent to which increases in wages have exceeded increases in
prices. Under the formula provided in the 1939 law, a worker who
earned maximum wages under the program would now be getting a
benefit of $46.80. The increase in prices since 1939 has_ been such
that this benefit of $46.80 would now need to be over $90?]/ (rather
than the $85 provided by present law) in order for this retired
worker to buy the same level of living that was contemplated by the
1939 act. If benefits were to be increased in proportion to the
increase which has occurred in wages, this benefit of $46.80 would
now need to be somewhat over $110 a monthS.J
H.R. 7199 would raise
the benefit for the worker earning the maximum creditable wages to

$18.50.
One might well ask why such an increase should not be given
simply by a change in the formula without increasing the wage base.
The answer to this is twofold:
(1) If benefit for workers who earn above the maximum are
increased simply by a change in the formula, the result would be
that all such workers received the same benefit amount. This is
inconsistent with the basic principle of the old-age and survivors
insurance program that benefits vary with past earnings. Already
we have begun to depart substantially from this principle as a
result of the present maximum wage base. Over one-fourth of the
retired men whose old-age and survivors insurance benefits have
been computed on the basis of their eani~ngs after 1950 are
receiving the $85 maximum. Altogether, almost one-half are
receiving benefits at or within $10 of the maximum. These retired

~/Source:

U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Consumer Price Index. The index for February 1954 is 192.3 as
compared with 99.4 in 1939, an increase of about 93 percent.
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On the basis of estimates prepared by the Office of Business
Economics of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce., the 1953 average annual
full-time earnings of wage workers in all industries were 284
percent of such earnings in 1939. If this increase were applied
to the benefit of $46.80 computed under the 1939 formula, the
1953 equivalent benefit would be $132. However, we estimate that
wage workers at the $250 monthly wage level in 1939 experienced
less of an increase than the average. We estimate that the 1953
earnings equivalent for such workers was slightly less than
21 times the 1939 wage.
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workers are getting about the same benefit not because their earnings
have been the same but because the $3,600 maximum is too low to reflect
the differences in their earnings.
(2) If benefits were to be raised for workers earning more
than the present maximum without increasing the wage base, the money
needed to pay for their substantially greater protection would have to
be secured from an increase in the contribution rates applicable to all
workers under the system. We believe that increased benefits for persons
earning over the present maximum should be financed from increased
contributions paid by workers at this earnings level and by their
employers.
As you are aware, to increase the wage base does have the
effect of reducing the cost of the old-age and survivors insurance
program as measured in terms of percent of covered payroll. Under our
benef it proposals, workers who earn above $3,600 will receive in pro
tection the full value of their increased contributions even at the
ultimate contribution rate. However, because not all of the increased
employer's contribution is necessary to cover the cost of the increased
benefits to those earning above $3,600, the rise in the base results
in a net saving to the system. I would like to make absolutely clear
that this saving is a by-product of the increase in the base and is not
the purpose of our recommending such increase.
The question has been raised why the wage base should be
increased to $4,200 rather than to some other figure. In following
our recommendation to raise the maximum wage base to $4.,200, the
Congress would be restoring the situation to what it was at the time
of the 1950 amendments to the Social Security Act. These amendments
raised the earnings base to $3,600. In the year the amendments were
enacted, 36 percent of the regularly covered male workers earned above
$3,600. In 1951, the first year the $3,600 base was in effect, 48 per
cent of the regularly covered male workers earned above the new
creditable maximum. The provisions in H.R. 7199 to raise the earnings
base to $4,200 would have resulted in 1953 in about the same proportion
of covered workers (43 percent) with earnings above the creditable
maximum as was the case at the time of the 1950 amendments. A failure
to raise the wage base to $4,200 would mean that rising wages have
been allowed to negate the decision the Congress made in 1950.
In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that we believe it
is very important for the old-age and survivors insurance program to
continue to be designed as a base to which a worker may be expected
to add income from private pensions and personal savings. We do
not believe that to increase the wage base to $4,200 would in any

way conflict with this concept of the program. The increase to
$4-i,200 is necessary merely to maintain the relationship which the
Congress decided upon at the time of the 1950 amendmrents.
The Advisory Council on Social Security appointed by the
Senate Finance Committee of the 80th Congress considered the issues
connected with raising the old-age and survivors insurance wage base.
Their report (pages 64-67) contains an extended discussion of these
issues. The Council recommended (pages 31-33) that the upper limit
on earnings subject to contributions and credited for benefits should
be raised to $4,200. In making this recommendation the Council
stated:
",Since the American system of relating benefits to past
wages rests on the principle that considerations of
individual security and individual incentive require a
relationship between benefits and the previous standard
of living of the retired person,, benefits must be
increased for higher-paid wage earners as well as for
workers in the lower-income brackets."
I hope you will find this information useful in your consideration
of this question.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Roswell B. Perkins

Roswell B. Perkins
Assistant Secretary
Hon. Thomas B. Curtis
House of Representatives
Washington 25, D.C.

The Coverage Provis ions of the Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance Program

Statement of Robert M. Ball.,
Acting Director,9 Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
before the Subcommittee on Social Security of the Ways and
Means Conuittee of the House of Representatives

Mr. Chairman: I have a statement in reply to certain questions
prepared by the staff of the Subcommittee about the coverage of the
old-age and survivors insurance program.
The first two questions are as follows:
"(1) 'What are the basic old-age and survivors insurance
coverage provisions., with respect to both employment for
wages and salaries and to self-employment?
"(2) 'What specific types of employment and self-employment
are excluded from old-age and survivors insurance coverage?"
In reply to the questions I will summarize briefly the cover
age provisions of the program, since I understand that the Subcommittee
wishies to have a brief nontechnical explanation. I would like also,
however, to insert in the record a technical explanation of the
coverage provisions in chart form.
Benefits under the old-age and survivors insurance program
are intended as a partial replacement for earnings lost when a
worker retires or dies. Coverage under the program is therefore
related basically to earnings--that is., to income from work. The
basic coverage provisions are contained in the definitions of "wages,"
"employment," "net earnings from self-employment," and "self-emnloyment
income" in title II of the Social Security Act and in parallel provi
sions in the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the Self-Employment
Contributions Act as well as provisions of the income tax law.
Only the first $3.,600 of earnings from covered work received by
an individual in a year is creditable toward benefits under the program.
Moreover, certain types of payment are excluded from creditable wages.
These include 'Payments with respect to retirement (employer contri
butions and retirement payments); payments to, or contributions on
behalf of, employees or any of their dependents under a plan or
system providing benefits on account of sickness or accident disa
bility,, medical or hospitalization expenses in connection with
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sickness or accident disability, or death; payments made to,, or
on behalf of, employees or their beneficiaries from a stock bonus
or profit-sharing fund exempt from tax under Section 165 (a)-of the
Internal Revenue Code; sick pay under certain circumstances; payment
of the employee's tax under the Federal Tnsurance Contributions Act
or under a State unemployment compensation law; and stand-by pay
other than vacation or sick pay to an emlployee aged 65 or over.
Tips and other gratuities paid to the employee by someone other
than the employer are also excluded from creditable wages unless
the employer requires the employee to account for such payments.
Other exclusions from creditable wages are reflected in the
description of the coverage provisions which follows.
From a geographical standpoint, the coverage provisions of the
program apply in the continental United States (including the outer
continental shelf), Alaska,, Hawaii., Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands., irrespective of residence or citizenship, except in the case
of nonresident aliens who are self-employed and certain foreign agri
cultural workers. Outside of these geographical areas, only selfemployed United States citizens., citizens' who work abroad for
American employers, and certain employees., irrespective of citizenship,,
on American vessels and aircraft are subject to the provisions of
the program.
In general, old-age and survivors insurance covers employment
for wages in commerce and industry-jobs in mills, mines, offices,
stores, banks., garages, hotels, restaurants, beauty parlors, and the
like. It also covers certain types of self-employment activities
by individuals where their net earnings therefrom amount to at
least $400o a year. Regardless of the amount of income derived,
however, certain persons, such as farm operators and individuals
in speci.fied professions, are not covered.
Other major groups of covered employees are agricultural
workers (except certain foreign agricultural workers) who are
"regularly employed" (employed., generally speaking, full time for
about 6 months by an employer) and are paid cash wages for agri
cultural labor of at least $50 a quarter by that employer; domestic
workers in private homes who are "regularly employed" (24.days in a
quarter) by an emplor--r and are paid cash wages of at least $50 a
qua±'ter by that employer; and, with certain exceptions., civilian
employees of the Federal Government not covered by a Federal staff
retirement system. Coverage is available to employees of nonprofit
organizations (other than clergymen and members of a religious order)
on an elective group basis, and by means of voluntary agreements
between the individual States and the Federal Government, to most
State and local government employees not under State or local
retirement systems.
Because of the high degree of coordination between the old-age
and survivors insurance and railroad retirement programs., persons who
work in the railroad industry may under certain conditions obtain
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credit for such work under the old-age arnd survivors insurance program.
In some cases, members of the armed forces are also given credits under
old-age and survivors insurance for their active service with such
forces. In general, for each month of such service in the armed forces
from September 1940 through June 30, 1955, a wage credit of $160 is
granted. Such wage credits may not be used in computing benefits.,
however,, if a periodic benefit based on the same period of service
is determined to be payable by a Federal agency other than in the case
of a benefit determined to be payable by the Veterans' Administration.
The principal groups of employees not now eligible for old-age
and survivors insurance coverage under Federal law are public employees
covered under Federal, State., and local retirement systems; agricul
tural workers who do not work for one employer long enough to meet
the "regularly employed" and $50-cash-wage tests contained in the
law; domestic workers who do not meet similar tests which the law
prescribes for such workers; and clergymen and members of religious
orders.
Smaller groups excluded from coverage are certain fishermen.,
students and student nurses., internes., workers whose work is not in
the course of the employer's trade or business and who do not meet
specified tests as to regularity of employment and amount of wages,
individuals in the employ of specified members of their immediate
families, persons working for foreign governments, employees working
for certain international organizations and newsboys under age 18
and certain newspaper and magazine distributors.
The chief groups of self-employed persons not covered are farm
operators and specified self-employed professional groups, such as
doctors, lawyers, dentists, and architects.
Certain types of inco~me are not creditable toward benefits,
including investment income such as dividends and interest (unless
received by a dealer in stocks and securities), rentals from real
estate (unless received by a real estate dealer), and gains or
losses from the sale or exchange of capital assets. Also excluded
from self-employment coverage are the performance of the functions
of a public officej service covered by the Railroad Retirement Act;
service by newsboys under age 18; and service performed by a minister
in the exercise of his ministry or by a member of a religious order
in the exercise of duties required by such order.
So much for the provisions in the law relating to coverage.
As to the effect of the coverage provisions, statistically speaking.,
which is what the third ouestion I have been asked to answer relates
to, the question is in three parts. I will take each part separately.
"1(3)

'What are the basic statistics and estimates as to
(1) the number of jobs and self-employment positions
presently covered by old-age and survivors insurance
and excluded from old-age and survivors insurance
coverage

.

..

We estimate that in December 1952, of the 60.2 million indi
vidu.als in paid civilian employment., about 4.8.2 million were ina jobs
covered by old-age and survivors insurance. Thus about 8 out of
10 paid civilian jobs were covered under the program. Of the
48.2 million persons in covered jobs., about 46.7 million were covered
on a compulsory basis and about 1.5 million under the special groupelective provisions applicable to employees of State and local,
governments and nonprofit organizations. An additional 500,000 or
so State and local and non-profit employees were eligible under
Federal law bat had not actually obtalined coverage. Of-the
4~6.7 million covered on a compulsory basis-, 42.0 million were in
wage and salary employment and 4~.7 million were self-employed.
In addition., some 3.6 million members of the armed forces,,
who were not covered by the regular contributory provisions of the
program., would be eligible under certain conditions for wage credits
under the program for military service occurring after September 15,
1940), and before July 1, 1955.
Further breakdowns of these figures, with a statement
describing their limitations, have been supplied to the staff of
the sub committee.
The second part of this third question ist
'()What
are the basic statistics and estimates as to...
(2) the number of individuals either receiving or being
potentially eligible at the -proper age for primary or
secondary old-age and survivors insurance benefits
As of December 31, 1952., somewhat over 5 million people were
receiving monthly benefits under the program. (In general I am
presenting figures as of the end of 1952, since most of the figures
supplied to the staff of the subcommittee were as of that date, as
requested by the staff. I think it is woith mentioning, though, that
by September of this year the total number receiving benefits had
risen to about 5.8 million.)
Of the 5 million or so people on the benefit rolls at the
end of 1952., about 3.8 million were 65 or over. About 2.6 million-
over 2 million men and almost 600,000 women--were retired workers
receiving old-age (primary) insurance benefits. About 700.,000 were
receiving wife's or husband's benefits and almost 500,000 were
receiving widow's, widower's or parent's benefits. Of the remaining
1.2 million., about 200,,000 were mothers under age 65 having childfren
in their care and almost a million were children.
At the end of 1952., 66 million peopole were fully insured under
old-age and survivors insurance, 25 million of them permanently.
About 4 out of 5 mothers under age 65 having children in their care
and children were assured of receiving monthly benefits if the father
of the family died.
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This was the picture of the protection provided by old-age and
survivors insurance at the end of 1952. I think the Committee may
be interested, also, in what may be expected in the future, so far as
the aged at least are concerned. We estimate that even with the
present limited coverage of the program, about two-thirds of the
15.5 million people over 65 in 1960 will be eligible for benefits
at that time, i.e., either getting benefits or able to get them on
retirement. In 1980, with present coverage, we would expect that
over four-fifths of the 22.8 million over 65 will be eligible.
This brings us, then, to the third part of question (3),
which is:
"(3)

What are the basic statistics and estimates as to...
(3) the number and classes of individuals not
potentially eligible for primary or secondary benefits?"

The individuals who are not potentially eligible for benefits
fall into several groups: First, workers, and the dependents of
workers, who spend practically all of their working lifetimes in
employment that is not now covered under the program; second, workers,
and the dependents of workers, who have worked in employment that is
now covered but who retired or died before that employment was brought
into coverage; and third, those who never work to any significant
extent in any kind of gainful employment and are not married to those
who do. It is impossible, at a given point in time, to measure the
number of people who fall into these classes because individuals who
are in noncovered employment, or not employed, at one time may be in
covered work at another time. Thus many of the people working in
noncovered jobs in December of 1952 had already acquired insured
status through covered work in the past; others will acquire it
through covered work in the future.
With this qualification in mind, it may be said that the
largest group not protected by the program are those who are
working in noncovered jobs. In December of 1952 this included
about 12 million people, the largest group being the 3.7 million
farm operators. About 5 million of the 12 million are in jobs
that are covered by other public retirement systems; many of them
may qualify for retirement benefits under those systems.
So far as the present retired aged are concerned, only about
40 percent are now receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefits.
If the number receiving benefits under other public retirement
programs is added to this, the proportion now receiving some type
of public retirement benefit is about 50 percent.
Even without any further extension of coverage, as time goes
on a smaller and smaller proportion of the aged will be without pro
tection under old-age and survivors insurance. Even in 196 0--that is,
6 years from now--with present coverage the percentage who will be
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unprotected--that is., who would not either be receiving benefits
or be able to get them on retirement-is expected to be about 35.,
as compared with about 60 at present, and in 1980 about 18. But
if the coverage of the program were extended so as to be practically
universal, by 1960--6 years from now--probably only about 25 percent
of the population age 65 and over would be ineligible for benefits,
and by 1980 only about 5 percent.
'Who would be in this 5 percent? Most of them would probably
be women who had never worked to any extent in gainful employment
or been married to working men. Some would be people who had never
worked because of disabilities--congenital or acquired at an early
age. So long as benefits under the program are based on gainful
employment., individuals in these classes will.not become eligible
for benefits.
The fourth question which I have been asked to answer is:

"(14

'What technical and administrative constderations
(as differentiated from legislative policy) constitute
reasons for differential treatment of different types
of employment and self-employment?"

The following is a list-not necessarily complete-of technical
and administrative questions which may have constituted reasons for
differences in the treatment accorded various types of employment
and self-employment. These technical and administrative factors were
not necessarily the only reasons., from a legislative standpoint., for
the differences in treatment.
It may be noted that while employees of nonprofit organizations.,
ministers and-members of religious orders, professional self-employed
people~, members of the armed forces., railroad employees., and State
and local government employees covered by retirement systems are
treated differently from other groups., the reasons for the differential
treatment of these groups and certain others appear to be matters of
Congressional policy rather than administrative or technical.
1.

State and local government employment

Employees of State and local governments are covered on a
group voluntary basis., rather than on a compulsory basis,9 because
of the constitutional barrier to Federal taxation of State and
local governments. States pay their contributions to Federal
Reserve Banks and make their reports to the Department of Health.,
Educationj, and Welfare rather than to the Internal Revenue Service.
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2.

Agricultural labor

Since agriculture was an entirely new and very,different
kind of area for the application of the old-age and survivors
insurance provisions., it probably was anticipated that coverage in
this area in the early years would be more difficult to administer
than coverage in commerce and industry. Accordingly., the law
provided for coverage of only those farm workers who are "regularly
employed" by an employer and who are paid at least $5O in cash
wages by the mnployer in a calendar quarter. It was believed that
these regular, long-term workers would be the easiest for farm
employers to keep records of and report, since they would be
employed by the employer for relatively long periods.
only cash wages for agricultu~ral work are included for
social security pruposes. Most other-irage earners receive social
security credit for wages-in-kind also. Wages-in-kind are
consider-ably more frequent in agricuiltural. employment than in
coimmerce and industry., and the value of such wages might be more
difficult to determine.
Domestic workers on farms are covered under the same
conditions as hired farm workers; -this eliminates the necessity
for making administrative determinations as to whether the services
rendered constitute domestic or farm work.

3.

Domestic work in private homes

TIhis., too., was an entirely new and different area for the
application of the old-age and survivors insurance provisions and
therefore it probably was thought desirable to limit initial
coverage in this area to domestic workers who are ~regularly
employed" and who are paid at least $5O in cash wages by an employer
in a calendar quarter. Apparently the thought was that it would
be relatively easy for -housewivesto report only those domestic
workers who worked for them on at least two days a week.
As in the case of agricultural workers, only cash payments
for domestic work are included for social security purposes.
Payments-in-kind are more frequent in domestic service than in
most other types of employment and housewives are not accustomed
to evaluating such payments and might find it difficult.
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4. Services not in the course of the employer's trade or business
As with agricul~tural and domestic workers., apparently the
thought was that it would be easier for employers to cover only
those who worked for them wNith some reguilarity. Moreover, it
apparently was thought desirable to cover such service on the
same basis as domestic work in a private home because otherwise
it would have been necessary in some instances to determine
whether employment in or about a private home was or was not
domestic service.
5.

Self-employment as contrasted with wage employment

One major technical and admninistrative reason for treating
self-employed people differently from wage earners in some respects
is that earnings from self-employment are customarily determined
on an annual basis; in most areas of self-employment it would be
impracticable and unrealistic to det-ermine earnings over a short
period. Thus self-employed people report their earnings and pay
their social security taxes annually when they file their individual
income tax returns; wage earners are reported quarterly by their
employers. As a corollary to this fact, the law provides a method
for allocating annual self-employment income to calendar quarters
for purposes of determining eligibility for benefits. Similarly,
the retirement test for the self-employed is based on annual
earnings while the test for wage earners is based on the amount of
wages earned in each month.
The fact that self-employment earnings are reported on an
annual basis also is responsible for some differences in the method
of computing average monthly earnings, and resulting benefits., for
the self-employed and for wage earners.
A second major technical reason for treating self-employed
people differently from wage earners is that income from selfemployment in most instances is a combination of income from work
and income from investment. Since old-age and survivors insurance
benefits are designed to replace income from work,, it is desirable
to distinguish, insofar as is feasible., between investment income
and work income of the self-employed. The law therefore excludes
from "1net earnings from self-employmenttt certain types of income
which are primarily investment income., such as rentals from real
estate unless received by a real estate dealer and dividends and
interest unless received by a dealer in stocks and securities.
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For the same reason, in applying the retirement test to the
self-employed, therefore, it was apparently thought desirable to
include a concept of "substantial services." Thus a self-employed
individual is considered retired,9 regardless of how much income he
derives from his business., if he does not "render substantial
services" in that business. If this provision had not been included,
a self-employed individual., even though fully retired from gainful
work~,and receiving only an investment income from his business would
have had to dispose of that business in many instances in order to
qualify for benefits.
In order to exclude self-employment, the coverage of which
would be the most difficult to enforce, the law limits coverage to
self-employed persons whose annual net earnings are $400 or more a
year.

Not only is there special treatment of certain groups now
covered because of technical and administrative factors, but the
exclusion of certain types of work is to some extent the result
of technical and administrative considerations,
1. Farm operators.--The report of the Ways and Means
Committee (H'.R. Report No., 1600, 81st Congress) to accompany the
bill which became the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950 states
relative to the coverage of farm operators that " ... further study
must be given to the special problems involved in the coverage of
these groups." The Committee may have had in mind problems such
as whether special provisions were needed to facilit~ate the filing
of social security reports by low-income farmers who are not
accustomed to filing income tax reports.
2. Employees of foreign ga.nmns-This type of employment
is excluded 'Because the Unitedl States Government cannot tax foreign
governments.
3. Family employment.-Family employment is excluded chiefly
to eliminate the necessi-t-yof making determinations as to whether
alleged services in the enumerated family groups are performed in
a bona fide employment relationship.
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4. Elimination of certain nuisance reporting.-Certain types
of employment are apparently excluded to eliminate nuisance reporting
of inconsequential amounts for individuals ~who would be unlikely to
benefit significantly therefrom. Among the exclusions incorporated
in the law for this purpose are the exclusions of students and student
nurses., employees of nonprofit organizations who earn less than $50
in a quarter, home workers (ifemployees) who earn less than $50 in
a calendar quarter, and newsboys under age 18. Apparently somewhat
similar in purpose was the exclusion of Mexican agricultural workers
brought to this country under contract. While the amounts they earn
may be substantial., they are in this country for relatively short
periods and many would not benefit from coverage.
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The fifth question I have been asked to answer is:z

"(5)

What are the special problems., if any,. in the

coverage of self-employed persons., and what procedures
does the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance follow
to verify whether self-employment claimed as a basi.s for
benefit entitlement is bona fide self-employment?"
Self-employment coverage is new. The first returns were for
the year 1951 and in general were not due until March of last year.
Some aspects of this coverage have required special attention
because of its newness., and because of differences as compared with
the coverage of services rendered by employees for wages. The
coverage of employees involves reporting practices which are not
applicable to the coverage of self-employed persons.
(a) Problems of Interpretation
Most of the concepts involved in the coverage of the selfemployed are not new. Thus the substance of established income
tax concepts is,. in general., applicable to the coverage of the selfemployed. The Internal Revenue Service has worked closely and
cooperatively with this Bureau in making available its specialized
knowledge in this field,.
There have been some questions in connection with
determinations as to what constitutes a "trade or business.," which
is a necessary basis for self-employment, coverage. There are
inevitably borderline activities., such as one-ti~me operations (as
building one house or writing one book),, hobbiesj, and the like.
The problem is often one of getting a complete factual picture.,
rather than a problem of interpretation.
Areas in which there are problems of interpretation include
also those relating to the definition of "rentals from real estate"
and to the exclusion of the various professions from coverage.
(b) Reporting Problems
The wages of an employee are reported by his employer and
a statement of the amount reported is furnished to the employee.
Self-employment income., however, is reported by the individual
himself as a part of his yearly income tax return. It is the amount
of gross income received from any trade or business carried on by
the taxpayer,. including partnership income, less expenses properly
deductible. The cross-checking inherent in the diverse interests of
employer and employee in reporting wages is lacking.
Certain features present in the reporting of self-employment
income nevertheless tend to assure accuracy of reporting. Overreporting is discouraged both by the amount of the self-employment
tax and by the amount of the income tax. Underreporting means
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less tax., but also means less benefit credits. Moreover., there are
criminal penalties for false reporting under both the income tax
and the social security statutes.
Because the reporting of self-employment income is
integrated with the Internal Revenue income tax reporting
procedures., and is also used as a basis for computing taxable
business incomej, the auditing of self-employment income reports is
pri.marily the function of the Internal Revenue Service. Our function
in reviewing the reports has been principally in connection with the
adjudication of claims for benefits, and in the examination of
Schedule C-a of taxpayer returns prior to posting the income to
social security records. The latter examination is for the purpose
of making an investigation of any questionable or obviously
erroneous entries., such as where the taxpayer's occupation is stated
as being one of the professions expressly excluded from coverage.
It is likely that some of the individuals in covered selL'
employment are not reporting their income for social security
purposes. Probably some are not aware that they are covered and
that coverage is compulsory. Precise information on the ext~ent of
underreporting by the self-employed is not available.
(c)

Questions of Coverage Content

Inherent in the coverage ef the self-employed has always
been the problem of the so-called silent or inactive partner.
Inactive partners may have earnings from self-employment and thuas be
covered even though the purpose of the program is to compensate for
loss of earnings. Moreover., they may draw benefits even though
they continue to derive net earnings from self-employment. This is
because they do not perform "substantial services." As previously
indicated no benefits are withheld under the work clause in the case
of a self-employed person unless he performs substantial services in
self-employment. Elimination of this anomaly depends upon whether
inactive partners can be excluded from coverage without unduly
burdening taxpayers through requiring them to keep ?records which
they do not otherwise keep and without unduly burdening the
administration of the law. Additional experience and study will be
necessary to determine how widespread the problem is and what.,
if any., action can be devised.
Under existing law., self-employment income is creditable
without regard to the legality or illegality of the business. Where.,
for example., a person is convicted by a court of competent jurisdiction
for engaging in an illegal business,, it seems questionable public
policy to allow credit under the program as a result of the operations
that formed the basis for the conviction. Of course., this same
question arises in theco~verage of employees.
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(d)

Verification Procedures

As indicated above., self-employment returns are subject to
the usual income tax audit procedure of the Internal Revenue Service
and., in addition., our Bureau also examines Schedules C-a to discover
whether or not they include income from any occupation specifically
excluded under the Social Security Act. If the return does include
such income,$ it is sent back to the Internal Revenue Service so
that a corrected return may be filed by the taxpayer. Where there
is doubt about whether such income may have been included,, the
return is referred to a field office'for investigation to determ~ine
w~hether to post the earnings to our social security earnings'
records., or to refer the return for correction.
Field office employees have many local resources for
determuining the bona fidies of a claimant's self-employment. It is
primarily their responsibility to verify., within reason., any alleged
self-employment income which may appear doubtful., either on the face
of the return or as a result of a personal interview-with the
individual-when he files his claim*
Special inquiry is made in such situations as the followingr
Net earnings are near $400; nature of business or activity indicates
possible exclusion; there is question as to bona fides; apparently
the taxpayer has not taken sufficient deductions for "business
expenses" and the benefit amount is materially affected.
The claim as developed and initially adjudicated in the
field office is reviewed in the area office. The field office
determination may be affirmed or reversed on the record., or if
the information is found to be incomplete further evidence may be
requested prior to decision in the area office.
After a few years the problem of determining the bona fides
of self-employment will1 have dec'reasing significance since the return
for any one year will have relatively little effect on the "average
monthly wage." Overstatement of earnings from self-employment will
involve increased social security and income taxes over many years
before benefits can be affected.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY,

Hon.
ARL

.

CUTIS,

Washington, D. C., August 20, 1954.

Chairman, Subcommittee on Social Security,
Committee on Ways and Means,
House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Pursuant to a resolution of the Ways and
Means Connmittee on May 21, 1953, a research staff was appointed
July 1, 1953, to make an investigation of the social security program.
The staff spent more than 4 months in research preparing for the
public hearings held the following November. The subj ect matter
of these hearings covered various factors relating directly or in
directly to social security and included the following topics:
United States population trends;
Tax treatment of individuals undler private pension plans;
Economic status of the aged;
Public assistance;
Broad economic factors, and veterans benefits, in relation to
OASI;
OASI: Coverage, eligibility, and benefits;
OASI benefits paid abroad;
OASI financial position; and
The legal status of OASI benefits.
These hearings were published in 8 parts, including 2 appendixes.
One appendix contained basic statistical tables and the second a mis
cellany of pertinent documents.
During the co'Urse of this investigation, we found widespread mis
conceptions with respect to the fundamental principles and character
of the social security program-beliefs not founded on fact. After
extensive hearings in the spring of 1954, the 83d Congress amended
title II of the Social Security Act, correcting many of the anomalies
and inequities revealed in the hearings of this subcommittee.
We are herewith submitting to you a factual report showing what
is the present social security program for the aged and their depend
ents, and for survivors. This report is based in large part on the
facts developed in the investigation by this subcommittee. In the
light of this report, an informed public may make known to its
elected representatives in Congress the kind of program wanted and
the adjustments desired. Since changes and improvements in social
security involve overriding considerations of social and economic
policy, the final decisions, of course, rest with the Congress.
Those participating in this research project included: Rita R.
Campbell, James E. Finke, Howard Friend, Alice M. Hill, George R.
Leighton, Harold W. Metz, Wallace M. Smith, W. Rulon Williamson,
and Robert H. Winn.
Respectfully yours,

KARL T. SCHLOTTERBECK, Staff Director.
v
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SOCIAL SECURITY AFTER 18 YEARS
INTRODUCTION
Obtaining the necessities of food, clothing, and shelter in the waning
years of life is a problem facing aged persons who have not laid by
enough to live on and who are no longer able to support themselves
by working. This problem is not a new one-and it is one with
which many of us may be confronted.
The shift in the nature of our society during the last half century
from a predominantly agricultural way of life to an urban-industrial
economy has drastically altered the character of the means with
which these needs can be satisfied. In earlier times of greater selfsufficiency, most of the family material wants were provided through
working on the farm. And there was usually a place in the farm
family arrangement for aged relatives. In our present highly indus
trialized system, the vast majority of people work for money in the
form of wages, salaries or self-employment income in order to buy the
various goods and services to satisfy human desires. Money resources,
either as income or invested savings, are today of primary importance
in providing the necessities of living. Home ownership, one form of
savings, supplies one of these necessities.
Other factors have had an important bearing on this problem of
dependent, unproductive old age. Longer schooling, albeit to com
mand higher pay, has shortened the working life of individuals. The
premium on speed and endurance in our industrialized society has
probably diminished the job opportunities for many in the higher age
brackets. Thus,. over the past 50 years, there has doubtless been
some shrinkage at both ends of the working lives of individuals during
which they can lay money aside for old age. And over the past half
century, scientific advances have added a couple years of life to those
in the retirement age range-2 to 3 more years of living for which
earlier provision must be made. This reduction of one's working
years and the lengthening of life beyond retirement age enlarges the
job of the self-reliant to save for old age. Rising standards of living
over the years expand'the generally accepted concepts of "necessities"
and thus increase dollar requirements for one's old age. The greater
earning power resulting from more educational training is an offsetting
factor to the shortened span of one's work life.
The tides of economic change can wear away and even engulf savings
for old age. A prolonged period of increasing costs of living, such as
we have experienced for the past decade and a half, renders once
seemingly adequate retirement income quite insufficient. Economic
depression, showing no favorites, can wipe out jobs for the many who
through choice or necessity continue to work as long as they are able.
Moreover, such economic reversal can and does greatly diminish the
dollar value and income-producing capacity of an individual's in
vested savings for the "rainy day." Such was the experience of
many in the 10 years of depression in the 1930's.
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Not until relatively recent years has much public attention been
focused on this problem. During the first three decades of this cen
tury, some of the older and larger companies and a few of the craft-type
labor uinions developed old-age income arrangements to meet their'
special situations. In 1929 the President appointed a Committee on
Recent Social Trends, composed of leading economists and sociologists,
to study and survey the general subject of social legislation, including
old-age pensions, unemployment insurance, and related matters. This
Committee submitted its report early in 1933.
The extensive and continued decline in the opportunities for people
of all ages to earn their living during the years 1930-35 and the steadyattrition of falling prices and investment values, and of business losses
on people's life savings and incomes ultimately resulted in destitution
and need in large proportions. During these early years of the de
pression, private charities and municipal authorities, and then State
governments, exhausted their limited means in alleviating dire want
on such a huge scale.
Midway through the depression another Presidential committee
made a study of economic security. The following year, Congress
took legislativ~e action by passing the Social Security Act of 1935,
nine parts of which dealt in one manner or another with need caused
by persons being out of work and having little or no invested savings
on which to live. In subsequent years, this act has been amended a
number of times, chiefly to broaden the opportunities for eligibilityfor benefits and to increase money benefit payments.
The fact-finding investigation by the House Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Social Security in public hearings in 1953 centered
attention on 3 parts of the Social Security Act. These were the sec
tions dealing with dependency of aged persons, survivors, and
children. Old-age assistance (title I) was designed to meet the ex
isting problem of the needy aged. Federal old-age benefits (title
II) was arranged in such manner as to provide a "floor of income pro
tection" for the aged. In 1939 this plan was amended to establish
survivor benefits for family members who were dependents of the
breadwinner. Aid to dependent children (title IV) was set up to
provide financial assistance to needy dependent children.
The common objective of these 3 programs was approached through
2 methods of financing. The assistance programs, old-age assistance
and aid to dependent children, have been financed in part by Federal
grants-in-aid to individual States, Territories, and certain island
possessions. This support depended upon each State or other govern
ment jurisdiction establishing plans which met Federal standards
and which provided funds by the State government or State and local
governments. Old-age assistance was regarded as a diminishing
program, to be replaced largely by title II as the latter was gradually
expanded in scope.
Title II, originally designated Federal old-age benefits, was re
named Federal old-age and survivors insurance benefits in the amend
ments of 1939. This program has always called for special income
taxes on employees, more recently on many of the self-employed, and
an excise tax on employers, the proceeds of which flow into the general
funds of the United States Treasury. From its inception, this pro-
gram has bad a trust fund financed by annual appropriations from
the general funds of the Treasury, generally equal in amount to the'
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special taxes. Although the social -security taxes are not legally ear
marked for this specific purpose, nevertheless Congress has always
regardled these taxes to have been levied for the support of this pro
gram.
Federal old-age and survivors insurance benefits has always been
regarded as the permanent program which would ultimately provide
benefits to virtually all the aged and to all children dependent as a
result of the death of the father. Thus, this program would gradually
reduce to a minimum the need for Federal financial support to these
two assistance programs. In mid-1953 we find, of the 13.5 million
aged persons in the country, roughly 30 percent were drawing benefits
under title II and another 15 percent would be eligible to receive
them if not still working, but more than 55 percent were not entitled
to such benefits. In excess of 15 percent of the 13.5 million aged were
needy persons relying solely on old-age assistance to supplement
their own resources in meeting their living requirements. Forty
percent were neither eligible for title II benefits nor receiving old-age
assistance cash grants. In mid-1953, there were approximately
800,000 unremarried widows with children under age 18 and 2.1 million
children under 18 who had lost their fathers. More than 25 percent
of these widows were drawing benefits under title II and about 40
percent of the children were also receiving them. Another 13 percent
of these widows, or 100,000, and 14 percent, or 300,000, of these
orphaned children looked to aid to dependent children cash grants to
supplement their own resources.
This report reviews the development of this twofold approach in
meeting these problems of dependency. In the first three chapters, we
will consider old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, and Federal
old-age and survivors insurance benefits. In the fourth and final
chapter, we will reexamine the underlying principles of grants-in-aid
social assistance programs, on the one hand, and the title II program,
,orso-called "social insurance," on the other, to reveal their basic simii
larities and contrasts.
The purpose of this report is to present the true character of these
programs. One will thus be better able to decide what adjustments
and alterations should be made to meet the changed needs of the
American people, together with all other demands on Governmnent in
the present-day economy-an economy vastly changed in complexion
from that which prevailed at the time these programs were conceived.
This staff report to the chairman of the House Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Social Security is based on information developed
in public hearings in 1953 and on other facts and materials readily
available in published form.
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I. OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE
The expressed purpose of title I of the Social Security Act-grants
to States for old-age assistance-is to enable each State to furnish
financial assistance as far as practicable under its prevailing conditions
to needy individuals 65 years of age or over. Consequently, title I
is not a single program but an aggregation of 53 programs, with each
of the 48 States, 2 Territories, District of Columbia, and 2 island
possessions setting up its own plan and definitions. Although each
plan must be approved by the Federal agency, administering the
grants-in-aid, these plans vary widely with respect to their concepts
and practices. In each State, a single agency must administer or
supervise the administration' of the plan, and the plan must be in
effect in all subdivisions in the same State.
Under the original concept of old-age assistance financed in part by
Federal grants-in-aid, payments were to be made to any aged person
in need; that is, to one whose resources (including income) were less.
than the amount necessary for a reasonable subsistence. The amount
of assistance to each needy aged recipient was to be the difference
between the cost of maintaining a subsistence level of living and
his available resources. Eligibility for this financial aid was thus tied
in with a "means test," and the amount of assistance was to be deter
mined by the extent of need in each case.'
In this chapter we will consider in turn the conditions of eligibility,
the nature of the "right" to assistance, the benefits or cash payments
provided by the State programs, and finally the costs and methods,
of financing-.

Conditions of eligibility
The Social Security Act of 1935 prescribed conditions for receipt
of federally aided old-age assistance grants. Payments were to bemade only to individuals who were
1. Nveedy.
*2. 65 years of age or older.
Each State may impose other conditions of eligibility for old-age
assistance except that no State plan for old-age assistance may be
approved for Federal grants-in-aid which imposes as a condition of
eligibility:
1. An age requirement of more than 65 years;
2. A residence requirement "which excludes any resident of'
the State who has resided therein 5 years during the 9 years,
immediately preceding the application for old-age assistance and
has resided therein continuously for 1 year immediately preceding
the applications,; or
3. "Any citizenship requirement which excludes any citizen of
the United States." 2
isBeyond these specifications in the Federal act, each State prescribes
isown additional conditions of eligibility including (1) limitations on
I See report of the Committee on Economic Security, hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means,
75th Cong., ist sess., p. 41.
2 Social Security Act, title I, sec. 2 (b).
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the value of various kinds of property, (2) responsibility of relative
for support, and (3) the definition and the proof of "nleed. 2 Ascer
tainment of the facts relating to these conditions is made through the
"emeans test." This test involves an inquiry' into several phases of

an applicant's personal affairs .4

In all but 1 State the minimum age requirement ig 65 years.
Colorado grants old-age assistance to persons aged 60-64 with 35 years'
residence in the State but the Federal Government does not share
the expenditures for assistance to those under 65. Residence require
ments vary from State to State. One State pays assistance regardless
of the length of time the individual has resided in the State. Another
imposes the full residence requirement permitted under the Social
Security Act. United States citizenship is required in some States
but not in others.
1. Pr'iperty limitations.- All plans specify maximum amounts of
various kinds of property an applicant may own and still receive
further consideration for old-age assistance. These include limita
tions on cash savings, the cash-surrender value of insurance, the value
of other liquid assets, and real estate.
The maximum values an individual may own and yet qualify as a
needy person vary from State to State., In New Hampshire, for
example, an applicant is not eligible if his net equity in real property
exceeds $1,000, or if he has personal property worth more than $300.
In Oklahoma, a recipient of old-age assistance may own a home up
to $8,000 in value, or 40 acres in area, plus other personal property not

to exceed $350 for an individual or $500 for a couple.6

Minnesota limits property ownership to $7,500 in real property
plus $8007 in cash or liquid assets for a single recipient and $1,450 for
a couple.
Nebraska permits ownership of a home "in keeping with the neigh
borhood" and liquid assets not to exceed $500 per recipient."
In New Jersey there is no fixed dollar limitation on real property
used as a home. Most other property, real and personal, must be
liquidated within 6 months."
Individuals applying for old-age assistance who have property in
excess of the limitations prescribed in the State plan are, if these
provisions are effectively enforced, ineligible for old-age assistance.
2. Responsibility of relatives.-In applying the means test, some
State plans require a determination as to whether the individual has
close relatives who could support the applicant. Provisions relating
to relatives' responsibilities fall into three broad classes. In the first
group are those laws which provide that assistance may be granted to
the individual but that the State may make recovery through court
action against the relatives who are named responsible. In the
2. Congress intended that, subject to the few general standards enumerated above, each State should
determine the character and reach of Its assistance programs.
3The extent of enforcement has varied among States and even within aState. See Analysis of the Social
Security System, hearings hefore a subcommittee of the committee on Ways and Means, House of Repre
sentatives, 83d Cong., 1st sess., pt. 4, p. 603; pt. 5, pp. 682, 684, and 68.7-68.
All subsequent references in
this report to these documents will be cited as "1hearhigs".
' Regulations of the Bureau of Public Assistance require the State plan to provide for a reconsideration
once every 12 months of all conditions of eligibility, including at least 1 personal interview, to determine
that the recipient continues to satisfy all such conditions. See Handbook of Public Assistance Administra
tion, see. 2231, 2 b.
&Fora complete listing of the property limitations in each of the 48 State plans as of July 3, 1951, see
hearings, appendix I, pp. 1188-1189.
* See testimony in hearings, pt. 4, p. 536.
' See testimony in hearings, pt. 5, p. 820.
* See testimony in hearings, pt. 4, p.,623.
ISee testimony in hearings, pt. 5, p. 746.
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second group are those provisions which affect eligibility only to the
extent support actually is rendered by that responsible relative. The
third class of provisions finds the applicant ineligible if there are
relatives "legally liable and able to support him," regardless of
whether that support is actually forthcoming. 10
Data were presented in the hearings which showed the number of
assistance recipients per 1,000 aged population in those States which
had relatives' responsibility laws. As of July 1, 1951, 15 States had
no condition of eligibility involving relatives' responsibility, 8 States
had such provisions but no lien and/or recovery law, and 25 States had
both types of laws. The data for the 8 States did not disclose that a
relatives' responsibility law, without lien or recovery, resulted in a
lower caseload. Public opinion and the degree of enforcement may
be a partial explanation. One welfare director stated that- because
of public opinion, the relatives' responsibility law was "practically
ignored" and later repealed."'
Another welfare director testified that repeal of a relatives' respon
sibility law in his State resulted in a larger case load and in higher
assistance costs."' The part that lien or recovery plays in the assist
ance process and the effect on the caseload will be considered on
page 8.
3. The determination of need.- In discussing need, the Social
Security Board in its Annual Report for 1941, page 126, wrote:
Economic need * * * bears a relationship to both the requirements [of living]
and the resources of the individual and not to resources alone or to requirements
alone.
Thus a lack of resources to meet established requirements [of living] determines
that need exists. A comparison between established requirements and all avail
able income and other3 resources determines the deficit in resources and the amount
of assistance needed.1

While the definition of need is left to each State, the Federal law
requires that "the State agency shall, in determining need, take into
consideration any other income and resources of an individual claiming
old-age assistance." 1
Thus, the State plan must provide for a determination of each
individual's living requirements, his resources, and his net need.'"
In making this budget deficiency determination, each State sets up
a standard of essential living requirements for an aged person, a
standard likely to be defined differently in each State. One may
include food, shelter, clothing, light and heat, and little if any more.
Another may also provide for all needed medical care, recreation, and
many special items, such as laundry for the invalided or telephone
service for the isolated according to the special circumstances of the
person concerned.
The State standards may prescribe a fixed dollar amount allowable
for some budget items and a maximum, or a range between a stated
minimum and maximum, for others. Occasionally they set- forth that
every aged individual in the State requires the same total amount for
his "content of living." Ordinarily the standards permit variable
budget item amounts related directly to the wants of the individual

applican ts.

"0Formore detailed Information see hearings, pt. 3, pp. 353-355.
11See hearings, pt. 4, p. 536.
"2See hearings, pt. 3, pp. 416-439.
I3 Quoted in hearings, pt. 3, p. 364.
't See Social Security Act as amended, title 1, sec. 2 (a) (7).
U5See testimony in hearings, pt. 3, p. 365.
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The budget deficiency process establishes the money value of the
applicant's income and resources. The amount of income and the
value of resources available to the individual to meet his monthly
requirements are deducted from the total requirements.
The
remainder is the "budg-et deficit."
To illustrate, an individual's need might be determined in the
following manner:
Monthly budgeted living requirements:
Food ------------------------------------------------- $25.00
Shelter ------------------------------------------------ 20. 00
UiiClothing ------------------------------------------------ 5. 50
Uiiies (light and heat) --------------------------------- 10. 50
Household equipment ------------------------------------ 3. 00
Medicine ----------------------------------------------- 3.0Oa
Personal items------------------------------------------ 16. 50.
Total living requirements ------------------------------------ $83. 50j
Less income and available resources:
Wage from part-time work------------------------------ $15. 00
Assistance from son ------------------------------------- 10 00
Shelter value of home, less taxes and maintenance ----------- 8. 00
Food produced on farm, less cost of production ------------- 11. 00
Total income and resources ----------------------------------- 44. 00
The need, or budget deficit, is--------------------------------- 39. 50

In the example above, the individual's necessary items of living re
quirements exceed his income and resources and he is, therefore, found
to be in "need." The budget deficit is considered the extent to which
he is in "need" and becomes the basis for determining his old-age
assistance payment. If this applicant is not found ineligible because
of ownership of property above the limitations or because of the exist
ence of responsible relatives who could support him (if the State has
specific limitations), he has a conditional right to assistance under the
State statute. If his income and available resources should exceed
the State standard of requirements, the applicant is deemed not to be
in "need" and hence not eligible for assistance.
As may be observed from the illustration above, "resources" con
sisting of the income and assets of the applicant affect his ability to
meet his living requirements and may be in cash or "in kind." An
aged person may receive cash income from employment, private or
public old-age income plans, sale of home-produced articles, rental
income, and perhaps contributions from relatives or other sources.
Income "in kind" includes any living requirements available to him
in a form other than money. The most common forms of income in
kind are shelter derived from his ownership of a home or in the home
of relatives or friends, and food produced on a farm or garden or
contributed by friends or relatives.
The level of total requirements and the extent to which resoui'ces
are given effect in the computation of need vary widely from State to
State. The definitions of "living requirements" and "resources" are
left to each State and are of crucial importance in relation to the
number of aged found to be in "need," the amount of assistance pay
ment, and the total costs of the assistance program. Variations in the
definitions account in substantial measure for the wide range from
State to State in the proportion of the total aged population receiving
old-age assistance. In June 1953 that proportion ranged from 599
OAA recipients per 1,000 aged persons in Louisiana to 49 recipients
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per 1,000 aged persons in New Jersey. (A full discussion of various
factors bearing on 'the relative size of the caseload may be found on
page 15-20.) One witness in the hearings testified with respect to
these variations as follows:
Some States specify. legally responsible relatives of applicants for public assist
ance and require maximum support from such relatives before aid is given, while
other States give no consideration to this resource. Some States file liens on the
property of assistance recipients and other States do not. Some States expect
otherwise eligible applicants to work if employment is available and suitable to
their capabilities, while others do not follow this practice. There is great varia
tion between States in liquid assets, life insurance, and other personal property,
permitted to be held by the applicant, which affects tremendously the number of
persons qualifying for aid and, therefore, the amount of Federal
funds made
available to the different States for public-assistance purposes.'8

There are also variations between States in the general attitude to
the concept of need. This is indicated by legislation enacted in 1953
on the consideration to be given income in determining eligibility for
assistance and the amount of the assistant grant.
* * * The Florida Legislature determined that, in arriving at the amount of
assistance an individual is to receive, the State welfare department should not
consider the benefits derived from livestock and garden produce that are used only
for consumption by the applicant and his famnily.17
* * * In Colorado a constitutional amendment is to be voted upon at the next
general election to permit income to be disregarded in old-age assistance. The
proposal would make the legislation inoperative if the Federal law does not permit
such disregarding of income in an approved assistance plan.
Under legislation adopted in Missouri, the State welfare department is to dis
regard whatever earned income is permitted under Federal legislation for old-age
assistance, aid to dependent children, and aid to the permanently and totally
disabled. Nebraska adopted a similar provision for old-age assistance.
The legislatures of five States-California, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington,
and Wisconsin-adopted resolutions recommending to Congress that the Federal
law be changed to permit the States to disregard income of assistance recipients
in programs other than aid to the blind without loss of Federal funds. * * * 18

Other States enacted legislation to insure more nearly complete
consideration of the income of assistance recipients.
* *.* Connecticut legislation gives the commissioner of welfare authority to
require the attendance and testimony of employers who refuse to disclose infor
mation on wages paid. A penalty is imposed for failure to comply. Vermont
provided authority for the State welfare department to obtain information from
banks and other organizations concerning the resources of assistance recipients,
In Pennsylvania an amendment to the unemployment insurance law provides
that the State agency administering that program shall, on notification by the
State welfare department, forward to the welfare department benefit checks equal
to the amount of public assistance paid to an individual for necessities furnished
him, his; spouse, or his dependents during the time he was unemployed and eligible
for unemployment insurance benefits. **
*19

An additional and significant feature in the process of approving
payment to an applicant for assistance is the operation of the lien and
recovery laws in those States which have such a statute on the books.
In determ ining the applicant's budget deficiency or need, all plans
give consideration to the use which an individual derives from his real
property in meeting his living requirements. In none of the 53 plans'
is an 'applicant required to dispose of his home and use up in living the
proceeds from'i such sale before he' is found eligible for assistance. In 37
,of these jurisdictions, however, there are provisions enabling the State
to reccoup as much as possible of the assistance granted to the applicant.
16See testimony, hearings, pt. 4, pp. 603-604.
I' See Social Security Bulletin, Janudry 1954, State Public Assistance Legislation, 1953, p. 3.
IsSee the same, p. 4.
same.
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This recovery is made after the death of the recipient, and usually
after the death of any' dependents. These provisions are known as
the lien and recovery laws.
There are two reasons advanced for such statutes. One is that oldage assistance is intended for the care of aged persons in need but not
in a manner enabling them to pass on their property intact as a gift or
inheritance to persons who had not provided support during the
declining years of the recipient. The other reason offered is that, in
the absence of relatives who are willing or able to support the aged
person, the State has taken the place of the children, or other relatives
by providing support. Therefore, at the time of liquidation of the
recipient's estate, the State should occupy the position of the children
to the extent that assistance was provided .20
The existence on the statute books of lien or recovery laws results in
a smaller caseload and a lower cost than would otherwise obtain.
Testimony and other evidence presented in the hearings revealed that
a principal effect of the lien law was to act as a deterrent on aged
persons applying for old-age assistance.2 '
The "right" to public assistance
Our complex society largely depends on various "rights." For
example, mention is frequently made of an inherent "right"-derived
perhaps from our concept of human or natural rights. There are also
others, including constitutional, property, vested, contractual, statu
tory, conditional, and civil rights .22
Various government publications have often stated that public
assistance is "paid as a matter of right based on a showing of need."
In view of this myriad of "rights," it is not surprising that we find
"paid itsa matter of right" variously interpreted in different parts of
the country. We learned in the hearings in 1953 that many people
had come to believe they were entitled to old-age assistance, for
example, as a matter of right regardless of need on reaching. age 65.
The, director of the Department of Public Welfare for South Carolina
testified that
***it
requires constant interpretation on the part of all workers to the many
persons in the community who feel that it is a matter of right, that it is not.

For instance, we find it necessary in many instances to explain to, we will say,
wealthy sons or well-off sons or other wealthy relatives, that old-age assistance is
not just a, matter ot right; that it is an assistance program and a conditional
program; * * * 22

The director of public welfare for the State of Oklahoma testified
in the hearings as follows:
I have found in Oklahoma that many people are misinformed as to the mean
ing of the statutory right to assistance. A great majority of these people over
65 years of age, and many who are under 65, are still of the opinion that Okla
homa' adopted a social-security~ law that gave them a right to assistance upon
reaching their 65th birthday, regardless of need. It is true that the social workers
have had to constantly interpret that this is a program based upon need.
Chairman CURTIS. Is that misunderstanding among the public something that
occurs on rare occasions, or does it happen occasionally
in every community?
24
Mr. RADER. I would say it is very general.

'5For

more detailed information see hearings, pt. 3, pp. 352-353 end p. 358; pt. 4, p. 626; and pt. 5, p. 75.

21For more detailed information see bearings, pt. 3, pp. 348 and 364; pt. 4, p. 622; pt. 5, pp. 744, 758,
_n8i§.
22If one side of a eoin is a "right," the obverse side is an "obligation." In the case of a statutory right

the obligation rests upon the government which passed the particular law.
23See hearings, pt. 3, p. 436.
24Hearings, Pt. 4, p. 530.
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A similar belief is widely held in Louisiana. Two independent and
competent scholars who have been engaged in a thorough study of
public assistance in that State testified before the subcommittee inl
1953 as follows:
Mr. FRFNCH. * * * insofar as the population of the State is concerned, I
think there is no doubt that it is considered very much as a right. I ou would
have no difficulty, I think, in reaching that conclusion.
If you were to talk to anyone in or out of the legislature, it is just considered
that it is something that people have a right to get, and men who have run for
public office in our State have repeated this over and over again.***
Mr. CARMON. ***The
attitude expressed by parish officers is one indi
cation also. This is straight from our discussions with parish directors-that oldage assistance is considered to be a pension program in Louisiana, and the em
phasis on need is underplayed considerably.25

The commissioner of public welfare in Minnesota indicated a
similar attitude prevailed in that State. In the hearings of 1953 he
reported as follows:
Mr. LIERFALLOM.

* * * we have found that the public as a whole more

or less develops its own ideas, as to whether there should be pensions, or. what
the old-age assistance payment means. To many of them it means "pension" in
return for taxes paid over the years; "pension" for being a good citizen and hav
ing pioneered the country; cleared the forests, and all those things which we hear
quoted so liberally during legislative time and election campaigns.28

A special commission, appointed by the Governor of Rhode Island,
expressed similar views as follows:
It should be the privilege of every aged person to retire when he wishes to do so,
or when he has to do so, without fear of economic disaster.
People who have spent their working lives as productive citizens, as fathers and
mothers, as builders of our communities, should be assured of retirement income
sufficient for a modest, American standard of living.' 7

Official Government publications, instructions from the Bureau of
Public Assistance to regional, State, and local welfare workers, and
"unofficial" study reports of the Bureau have doubtless played some
part in the growth of this public attitude that aged persons, for
example, have an unqualified right to assistance. A 1945 publication
of the Bureau of Public Assistance entitled "Common Human Needs"
stresses the notion that the individual has an inherent, unqualified
right to public assistance."8 This basic idea is implicit in the following
guidance for social workers:
If we public assistance workers have a deep conviction ourselves that every
individual has a rightful claim on society for assistance in time of need, we will
reach out to help the person establish eligibility with an attitude which expresses

our confidence in his application."'
"1See hearings, pt. 5. pp. 678-679.

5' See hearings pt 5 To 814.

27See Old Ag~in'Rhode Island, Report of the Governor's commission to Study Problems of the Aged,
State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations (July 1953), pp. 41, 72.
2SCommon Human Needs, an Interpretation for Staff in Public Assistance Agencies. The foreword of
the publication states "Supervisors and training consultants in State agencies have emphasized the need for
training materials which would widen and deepen the staff's understanding of individuals and would form
the basis for developing skill in administering services which intimately touch people's lives. To meet
these urgent requests, the present discussion of common human needs has been prepared by Charlotte
Towle in consultation with the staff of the Bureau'. . . Superisoy personnel and persons with special
responsibility for staff training will find the material of particularrvalueor in planning and conducting training
sessions as well as in the less formal day-to-day individual and group conferences. Only as this content
stimulates study, becomes a basis for discussion, and is thoughtfully applied, will it fully realize its educa
tional aim."
5'Common Human Needs, Public Assistance Report No. 8, p. 22.
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At another point the Bureau's pamphlet asserts:
If, as public assistance administrators, we have genuine conviction as to the
applicant's rightful claim on society in time of need, if our feelings about this
principle are not divided, we will be Tfii~lihed to think and feel in terms of the
applicant's needs and be less protective of the taxpayer. 30

If assistance is a matter of right then it is logical to assume that
there is a presumption that every applicant is qualified for old-age
assistance until it is proved specifically that he is not qualified. Thus,
a publication of the Bureau states:
It is essential that the applicant feels that in our eyes he is eligible until proved
ineligible. 3'

As a part of this assumption that the applicant is qualified until he
is proved ineligible, the Bureau of Public Assistance urges that the
States consider the applicant to be the primary source of information
concerning his eligibility. The Handbook of Public Assistance (sec.
2241), prepared by and published by the Bureau of Public Assistance,
advises the States as follows:
The applicant as the primary source of information: By using the applicant as
the primary source of information in determining eligibility as described in
IV-2232, payments can be made promptly with no sacrifice of essential legal or
administrative responsibility and without loss of Federal financial participation
in initial payments. States are urged to simplify the initial exploration of
eligibility in order not only to complete that part of the application process
promptly but also to take advantage of increased assurance of Federal financial
participation in initial payments.
The use of the applicant as the primary source of information in determining
eligibility means that the exploration of the facts concerning eligibility is a joint
responsibility of the applicant and the worker, and that, in general, a determina
tion of eligibility can be made by the agency on the basis of facts supplied by the
applicant.

Another part of the same section provides:
An agency that desires to determine eligibility by using the applicant 'as the
primary source of information to the fullest extent will include in its suggested
sources of acceptable information, pertinent and consistent details presented
orally by the applicant concerning his current circumstances or his personal
and family history which, when related to other known facts and combined with
the observations of the worker, substantiate the applicant's assertions concerning
specific conditions of eligibility.
The worker takes no step in the operation of eligibility in which the applicant
does not agree.

Thus, the assumption of an ungualified right is made an integral part
of the crucial application process.
These statements by employees of the Bureau of Public Assistance
do not make clear that any right to assistance is only derived from the
statute and is not inherent. The implication tacitly conveyed is that
the right is natural, inherent, and unqualified.
If it is accepted that public assistance is an inherent right, then the
case worker "will be inclined to think and feel in terms of the appli
cant's need and be less protective of the taxpayer." 32 This guidance
circulated by the Bureau of Public Assistance is significant because it
means that the social worker in administering old-age assistance will
place the interest of the applicant first and the rights and interests of
"0The same, p. 23.
AlThe same, p. 22.
'3 The same, p. 23.
43835-54---3
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the taxpayer second. The publication of the Bureau from which this
advice was quoted specifically goes on to say:
If, however, we are in conflict in our thinking about the individual's right to
public assistance, we may fear the community's attitude toward our'spending
and, instead of assuming responsibility for interpretation of the applicant's need,
we may ease our fears by silently conserving public funds at the recipient's im
mediate, and the community's eventual, cost. We may then give our services
grudgingly, inadequately, short-sightedly. In such instances, the negative feeling
of the applicant for -the agency may mount to such an extent that the agency
experience in the long run is destructive for him.33

A conception that the aged individual has an unqualified "right"l
to public assistance will, directly or indirectly, affect the numbers
receiving such aid and the total cost. We noted above the widespread
public belief in Oklahoma that old-age assistance is a pension to which
an aged person is automatically entitled on reaching age 65. As a
result, practically no attention was given to the relative-responsibility
laws then on the statute books. These requirements were later
repealed 3. 4 Similarly, a broad interpretation of the "right" to old-age
assistance by the case workers in Louisiana has resulted in little or no
investigation with respect to the property resources of the applicant
in the determination of his eligibility for assistance."5
It is clear that, unless there is a specific definition of the word
"right" and this definition is widely understood, the boundaries and
contents of the word "right" are likely to become increasingly more
inclusive. In the hearings of 1953, the Associate Director of the
Bureau of Public Assistance cleared away much of the confusion as to
the nature of the right to public assistance. She observed that this
right is conditional in nature and statutory in origin. 36
A clea~r understanding of the nature of the "right" to assistance
is important to any applicant, and also to the country as a whole.
A moment's reflection will reveal that a "right" to assistance is
important to the individual applicant because it is a right to some
thing of value-cash benefits. Since it is a conditional right, the
applicant for assistance must meet certain conditions of eligibility in
order to become entitled to receive a cash payment. Moreover, the
recipient of assistance must continue to meet the conditions of eligi
bility in order to exercise that "right" to benefits in the future.
Since it is a statutory "right," the underlying conditions of eligibility
and also the value of the "right"-expressed in terms of cash benefitsmay be changed at any time by the sovereign government. A right
to assistance as defined, understood, and administered, is important
to the people as a whole because of its direct and indirect effect on
the total costs of each assistance program.
This matter of "right" again arises in connection with -the benefits
under the title II program. Because there is a widespread miiscon
ception as to the nature of the right to title I1 benefits, 'attention will
be given to it in chapter III. In chapter IV, we will compare the
character of the "r:ght" to benefits under public assistance with that
to title II benefits to determine any fundamental similarities or con
trasts.
asThe same, p. 23.
3'

See testimony in hearings, pt. 4, p. 536.

35 See testimony in hearircs, pt. 5, pp. 687-688.
H5 See

hearings, pt. 3, p. 421.
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Benefits
Old-age assistance as originally defined in the Social Security Act
of 1935 meant "money payments to needy aged individuals." While
this is still its principal meaning, the 1950 amendments provided for
direct payments to physicians and others who furnish specified medi
cal or other remedial care in bebalf of the needy aged."7 Some States
had been making such payments out of their own funds in previous
years but, with these amendments, such payments became subject to
Federal participation.
The public assistance grant-that is, the cash payment to an indi
vidual or for his medical care 174-is based on the amount of assist
ance needed, determined by the budget deficiency method. (See pp.
6-7.) In a few States the amount determined by this method is
not fully met by the cash grant. The scope or magnitude of the
State's "standard of living requirements" in relation to the amount
of State and local funds appropriated for this purpose is a determining
factor in this regard."8
This old-age assistance program has always involved Federal partici
pation in the cash payments to individuals, with a ceiling placed on
the amount of participation. At the present. time, the Federal Gov
ernment supplies on the average $20 of the first $25 and half of the
next $30, or a maximum of $35 in a $55 monthly payment. It should
be noted that the Federal act does not limit the amount of money that
a State may pay over and above its share called for in the participation
arrangement.
The participation formula has been amended 4 times since 193 5
in 1939, 1946, 1948, and again in 1952. In each case, the maximum
subject to Federal participation has been increased, and in the last
three amendments both the amount and the proportion of the maxi
mum subject to participation from Federal funds has been increased.
Congress has amended the formula in this manner in order that
old-age assistance recipients would receive larger monthly grants.
The data below show the average old-age assistance grants to indi
viduals in the month of June 1940 and 1953 for selected States and for
the United States as a whole. 39
June 1940
United States ---$19.92
Arkansas---------------7.56
California--------------37.95
Colorado--------------33.157
Louisiana----------1. 89
Masahuets7
28.51

June 1953
$49.48
32. 29
69. 39
78. 70
91.19
66. 70

June 1940
Minnesota-------------Nebraska--------------New Jersey------------Oklahoma-------------Virginia-----------------

$20. 99
16.51
20. 49
17. 72
9.82

June 1958
$45.28
43. 23
.59.85
65.98
26.74

As may be seen from the figures above, the average monthly grant
in June 1940 ranged from a low of $7.56 in Arkansas to a high of
$37.95 iP California and amounted to $19.92 for the enatire United
States. Between 1940 and 1953, the maximum grant subject to
Federal participation has been increased from $40 to $55, and the
Maximum potential Federal participation has been raised from $20 to
37 See, Social Security Act, title I, sec. 6.
37.ft ma ;ne ncnL i in-passing that the grant to the individual is a gift or gratuity and is therefsre not
subj 'et t the Fe 1,ral income tax.
"8See heari igs, appendix I, p. 1161, for further details.
39Data are from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Figures for all States for these and
selected intervening years are given in the appendix, p. 57.
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$35. The figures show that average grants in June 1953 ranged from
a low of $26.74 in Virginia to a high of $78.70 in Colorado, and the
average for the United States as a whole was $49.48.4O It may be
observed that these average monthly payment figures do not reflect
the total income onl which an old-age assistance recipient has on the
average to live. These cash payments are granted to cover all or part
-of the balance of his living requirements after allowance for his
iesources and other income. These items may include financial help
from relatives, money from the liquidation of some property, the
rental value derived through living in his own home, food grown on
Mis property, earnings from odd jobs, and any old-age income such
as F ederal old-age anid survivors insurance benefits. 4'
Cowt andfinancing

As was indicated earlier, State and local governments did not have
sufficient fiscal resources in the mid-1930's to meet their sharply
rising relief burdens. To provide financial assistance to three cate
gories of needy people, Federal grants-in-aid were offered to each State,
if matched by State or by St-ate and local funds. These groups of
persons were the needy aged, needy dependent children, and needy
blind. We are here concerned with the costs and financing of the
program providing assistance to the needy aged.
Total costs for old-age assistance payments and for administration
have increased greatly in the periodl1940 tol1952. The figures showing
the rise in aggregate costs in millions of dollars for the old-age assist
ance programs of the 48 States and 3 other goverrnmental juris
dictions 42 are as follows for specified calendar years: 43
[In millions]
194

1952

Federal ---------------------------------------------------------------State -----------------------------------------------------------------Local ------------------------------------------------------------------

$245. 6
202. 3
52.4

$858.3
653.2
104.3

Total -------------------------------------------------------------

500.3

1,615.8

The data show that over this 12-year period total expenditures have
risen from $500 million to $1.6 billion.44
While the proportion of the total supplied by the Federal Govern
mnent has increased very slightly from approximately 49 to 53 percent,
in absolute terms the rise has been from $246 million to $858 million,
or 249 percent. The data above include payments to individuals in
excess of the maximum grants subject to Federal participation. If
the figures were adjusted to show only those expenditures in which
there was sharing, the Federal participation in 1952 would be in the
neighborhood of 60 percent.
ROver this span of years, the aged population of the United States
increased from 9 million in 1940 to an estimated 13.1 million in 1952,
or roughly 45 percent. The number receiving old-age assistance
40Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands were added to the old-age assistance program by the 1950 amend
Ments. For purposes of comparability, the United States average for June1953 has been calculated exclusive
Ofthe figures for these 2 island possessions.
41 For more complete discussion see Pp. 6-7.
41 These are the District of Columbia, Alaska, and Hawaii.
43 Data are from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. For detailed figures by States,
weebearnps appenddix I, Pp. 1167 and 1171.
44Thsedta, Includeassistance payments made in excess of the maximum subject to Federal participation.
Payments above the ceiling are from State, or State and local funds.
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meanwhile increased from 2,066,000 in December 1940 to 2,640,000
in December 1952,'45 or slightly less than 30 percent.4 6 During this
same period of years, the number of aged persons drawing benefits
under the permanent program, Federal old-age and survivors insur
ance benefits, rose from 147,000 in December 1940 to 3,825,000 in
December 1952. Since title II benefit payments were initiated in
1940, the rise in the number of beneficiaries naturally was much
greater than the growth in the total aged population.
The foregoing data show that the number of aged drawing benefits
under the permanent program, title II, has increased very materially
but that the number receiving payments under old-age assistance 41
has risen less percentagewise than the growth in the aged population.
Despite this relatively smaller increase in the number of old-age
assistance recipients, total costs for this grant-in-aid program have
increased by over 200 percent.
Several factors account for this increase in the costs of old-age
assistance. It is impossible to measure exactly the effect of the
various influences on total expenditures, but, in addition to the exten
sive rise in the cost of living, (of 90 percent), probably the two other
most important elements have been the conditions of eligibility pre
scribed in each State plan, together with the implementing regulations,
and congressional changes in the Federal participating formula for
financial support.
The discussion and analysis on pages 4-12 have indicated how the
conditions of eligibility, the definitions of resources, the regulations and
the administration of these provisions in each of the State programs
affect the number of individuals found to be eligible for old-age
assistance cash grants 48 and the level of cash payments made. The
product of these factors determines the total expenditures for old-age
assistance in each of the States, which in turn form the basis for
automatically determining 41 the aggregate Federal grants-in-aid.
The Federal participation formula exerts its influence directly on
total expenditures.5 0 This formula has been liberalized three times
since the amendments of 1939 to provide more funds to all States,
particularly to States whose average payments were relatively low.
It should be noted that, because of the extensive rise in the cost of
living, it was hoped that all States would increase the amount of indi
vidual monthiy cash grants. Before showing the bearing of the
formula on costs we will first briefly describe the manner in which it
operates and how it was liberalized.
11Includes
grants for vendor payments for medical
peak in the number on the old-age

care oniy, for 11,202 individuals.
"1The
assistance rolls of 2,810,000 was reached in September 1900.
In recent years roughly 10 percent of aged beneficiaries under title HI have also received cash grants
under old-age assistance.
48Congressman BAKER. Miss Goo'twin, does the Federal Government have no jurisdiction whatever in
determing the num~ber of recip~ients.**
47

MiSS GOODWIN. (Associate DirectorBureau of Public Assistance). Itbink that it needs to beunderstood
that the State agency determines who is tobe eligible under its program. Thatin itself is themajor factor in
determining how many persons will come within the program in that State. It also determines the level of
assistance that it expects to psy and defines what it regards as need. * * I(Hearings, pt. 3, P. 343.)
t40 Under existing law and practice, Congress does not exercise the same kind of review and appraisal of
the amount of money that is to be appropriated and spent in any 1year for old-age assistance or for any other
form of public assistance, as itexercises in connection with other requests for funds. The House Committee
on Appropriations feels that it is precluded from reviewing on their merits requests for funds for such pur-
poses. Thus, this committee reported to the House of Representatives that, "The Committee on Appro.
priations is powerless to control such items as grants for old-age assistance, aid to the blind, and so forth,
as the only control is in the formula in the statute itself, and desires to express the hope that these matters
may have the attention of the appropriate legislative committees of the Congress" (House Appropriations
Comymitvtee report on Report of Labor, Federal Security Agency bill for 1948, 80th Cong. Ist sess., H. Rept.
178. See p. 29.)
'1 See testimony, hearings, pt. 3, pp. 342-343.
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In its original program of old-age assistance, the Federal Govern
ment matched dollar for dollar the monthly cash grants to needy aged
recipients with a ceiling placed at $30 on the grant subject to Federal
participation. The data below show how the changes in later years
in the grants-in-aid formula have increased the maximum old-age
assistance monthly payment subject to Federal participation.
Effect of amendments to title I of the Social Security Act on Federal and State shares
of maximum OAA payment subject to FederalparticipationI
Maximum
amount
subject to
Federal participation

Effective date of amendment

Feb. 1, 1930 -----------------------------------------------San. 1, 1940 ------------------------------------------------Oct.1, 1946 ------------------------------------------------Oct.1, 1948 ------------------------------------------------Oct. 1, 1952---------------------- ---------------------------

Federal
sae

$30
40
45
50
55

State share
(including
local)

$15
20
25
30
35

$15
20
20
20
20

I From hearings, pt. 3, p. 378.

As may be seen from the table, the maximum amount subject to
Federal participation has risen from $30 a month in 1935 to $55 a
month and the Federal share has increased from $15 to $35. It should
be noted that there has never been a provision in the Federal statute
which prevented any State from making cash payments from State,
or from State and local funds, to individuals in excess of the participat
ing maximum. In fact, anumber of the States have reguilarly done so.
In the process of legislative change, the original matching arrange
ment has been discarded. By amendments in 1946, again in 1948,
and again in 1952, the Federal Government has progressively raised
the maximum subject to participation, and increased its overall share
in this from 50 percent to something in excess of 60 percent.
The table below shows how the formula provides a larger share of
Federal funds for the maximum grant subject to participation.
Legislative chronology of provisionsfor Federal participationin payments
of old-age assistance
Maximum
amounts of
individual
monthly
Legislation IPayments

to OAA
recipients
subject to
Federal
participation

1935 original act-------------- -------------1939 amendments---------------------------1946 amendments---------------------------1948 amendments---------------------------1950 amendments---------------------------Puerto Rico 2and Virgin Islands 3 -1952 amendments---------------------------Puerto Rico I and Virgin Islands 3---

$30
40
45
50
50
30
55
(a)

Federal share of expenditures within specified
maximums to aged

3XW
~i.4
56jof 1st $15

~J of the balance.
~i~J ofof the
balance.
the halance.
plus ~J of the balance.

(average), plus
Y4of 1st $20 (average), plus
Y4of lst $20 (average), plus

Wi

% of 1st $25 (average),
(5)

I Effective date of legislation: The 1935 original act was effective February 1936, the 1939 amendments in
January 1940, and subsequent amendments in October of the year in which enacted.
2Maximum Federal payment in a fiscal year, $4,250,000, under titles I, IV, X, and XIV.
I Maximum Federal payment in a fiscal year, $160,000, under titles I, IV, X, and XIV.
I The amendments expire Sept. 30, 1954.
&No change.
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As may be observed from the table, the dollar for dollar matching
was increased from a maximum of $30 to $40 with the 1939 amend
mhents. Thereafter the Federal share has steadily been increased for
a portion of the grant, and the balance up to t~he maximum is on a
matching basis." In contrast with this steady increase in the Federal
share, not only in percentage terms but in absolute terms, the maxi
mum amount required of the State has been held in this arrangement
at $20 since 1939.
The staggered grants-in-aid formula has a direct bearing on the
level of total costs and has been changed by Congress in order to
supply additional funds to all States, especially to those making cash
payments which, on the average, are substantially below the United
States average. Data show that certain States consistently have had
relatively low average old-age assistance monthly payments to aged
recipients and a higher proportion of their aged population on old-age
assistance rolls. Examination of other data reveals that a compara
tively small portion of the aged in these States received Federal old-age
and survivors insurance benefits, and that per capita income, viewed
as a measure of taxpaying capacity, was low in comparison with that
for other States. These facts have been analyzed in a manner to
support greater Federal grants-in-aid.
For example, we find that in June 1953 only 20 percent of the aged
population in Georgia received Federal OASI benefits as compared
with a national average of 32 percent. According to this analysis, we
are likely to find a higher proportion of the aged in Georgia on the OAA
rolls than is true for the country as a whole. The data show that such
is the case, with 39 percent of Georgia's aged population receiving OAA
as compaired with 19 percent for the United States. Georgia has had
a relatively low per capita income, ranking 44th among all States in
1947, 42d in 1949, and 42d in 1952. Because of the relatively large
proportion of its aged on the OAA rolls and its low "taxpaying capac
ity," (per capita income) the average cash grant is likely to be com
paratively low. We find such expectations confirmed with respect to
average cash grants, with Georgia ranking 48th in 1947, 47th in 1949,
and 42d in 1952. Data for other States could have been selected
tending to show that the Federal OASI recipient rate and per capita
income apparently explained the large portion of the aged population
in a State on old-age assistance and the relatively small average cash
grants. This line of analysis has induced Congress to increase the
Federal share in the participating formula.
The willingness or unwillingness of the people in a State to be taxed
more for this program, however, may be of greater importance than
the State's OASI recipiency rate and per capita income in explaining
the numbers on the OAA rolls and level of average payment. Louisi
ana, for example, has likewise had a low proportion of its aged receiv
ing OASI benefits-roughly 22 percent, as compared with 32 percent
for the United States as a whole in June 1953. It has also had a higb
proportion on the OAA rolls-60 percent as compared with the United
States average of 19 percent. In per capita income, Louisiana was
42d in 1947, 40th in 1949, and 41st in 1952-in other words, exhibiting
a relatively low taxpaying capacity. However, in average OAA cash
52 The present participating arrangement may be described in general terms as follows: The Federal
Government furnishes 80 percent of the first $25 of all monthly old-age assistance grants in a State, and
half of the remaining $30 within the $55 limit for an individual. For a detailed description, see hearings,
Pt. 3, pp. 384-387.
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grants, it advanced from 38th in 1947, to 17th in 1949 and ranked
19th in 1952. In 1948, Louisiana passed a 2-percent sales tax ear-.
marked for the support of public welfare, the major share of which
was devoted to OAA. Here the most significant factor appears to,
be a willingness on the part of the people to be taxed more heavily
to support this specific program.8 0
Oklahoma, with a similar experience in respect to its OASI recipi
ency rate, has a high proportion of its aged on the OAA rolls and a
relatively low taxpaying capacity, as measured by per capita 'income,
but nevertheless makes a comparatively high cash payment on the
average to OAA recipients. In this instance, an earmarked sales tax
was passed in 1936. The people in this State likewise indicated a
willingness to be taxed for this program."
The data for some States indicate that their people either are un
willing to pay more taxes for larger State activities, includinX blic
assistance, or else there is a consensus that the prevailing 0u cash
grants are adequate.8 0 In 1953, for example, Virginia had only 25
percent of her aged receiving GASI as compared with the national
average of 32 percent. Contrary to expectations, we find not a large
portion of its aged are on the OAA rolls, but only 7 percent as com
pared with the national average of 19 percent. In average cash
grants, Virginia ranked 44th in 1947 and 48th in 1949 and 1952.
However, in per capita income, the State also ranked relatively
low, being 38tb in 1947, 39th in 1949, and 35th in 1952. Since 1950,
the State has had a statute on the books which provides "for a.
reduction in income taxes upon a surplus of tax receipts over the
budget expenditures." This resulted in a total tax saving to tax
payers in 1951 of roughly $10 million."' Data for Maryland r~evealxa
similar although not so striking a situation.6 " These facts clearly
show a taxpaying capacity existed in these two States. The relatively
low per capita income in Virginia did not reflect a low taxpaying
capacity on the part of the residents of Virginia. Maryland had a
much higher per capita income. One can only conclude that the
people of these States were unwilling to be taxed more or they regarded
the OAA payments as adequate.',',
a Mr. wneN (counsel). Doctor would you say, as a result of the earmarked tax and the high OAA re
cipiency rate, that despite the jow per capita income and the relatively low OASI recipiency rate in
Louisiana this program indicates that the people of Louisiana are willing to be taxed more to support this.

~Mr.

caeoiFRENpCH.I blieve that you cannot come to any other conclusion

.

Mr. FRENCH.
'The people voted for that program by voting for a candidate for governor. In that
capIgit was indicated that the people of the State would have to pay for this program because the
State hdno surpluses to support such an expanded program and so the legislature unde the leaership
of that administration passed a 2 percent sales tax, the incidence of which bears very heavily upon the,
common people of the State of Louisiana, and so one can only conclude, I believe, that it was an open case
of willingness to be taxed to support this particular program (hearings, pt. 5, pp. 691-692).
Mr. WsNX. Then actually what you are saying about Louisiana is that, despite a relatively small pro

partof
th Stte
he eope
f Luisanato
o
e txedmor fo ths pogrm;
that
esno e
a atcorrect
MissGEOESf
iviion chif,
Pogrm Satitic andAnaysi, Brea ofpulc Assistanc eroca
htiscret(earings, p.3 .1)
Scrty Adiitaio)
0' See hearings, pt. 4, pp. 314-532.
"r or detailed testimony see bearings, pt. 3, pp. 402-416.
'V. As we noted earlier, cogress Intend~ed that each assistance plan be geared to the conditions within
each State. In part this was because the necessary "living requirements" vary substantially between
Industrial States and agricultural States, and also between urban areas and rural regions within a State.
In consequencewewould expect to findthe average cash payments materially lower in agricultural States
as compared with those that are highly industrialised.
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There are other factors, of course, which have influenced the cost of
OAA. The rise in the cost of living of 90 percent from 1940 to 1952
has mean t larger payments to meet the same degree of individual need.
The expansion of coverage, liberalization of the eligibility require
ments, and the large benefit increases in the 1950 amendments to
title II and the further raises in benefits in the 1952 amendments to
this title have had an effect directly or indirectly on OAA costs. The
benefit increases resulted chiefly in lowering the amount of OAA
assistance to those persons drawing benefits under both programs.""
However, expanded coverage and liberalized eligibility conditions
under the 1950 amendments to Federal old-age and survivors mnsur
ance benefits will reduce the OAA caseload rather gradually. This is
because roughly half of the OAA recipients were of such an age that
probably few could take advantage of the easier work requirements
to qualify for OASI benefits. In the period December 1952 to May
1953 roughly 30 percent of the OAA recipients were 70 to 74 years of
age and 50 percent were 75 and over."9 The expanded coverage and
liberalized eligibility conditions in the 1954 amendments to Federal
old-age and survivors insurance benefits will similarly lighten the
OAA caseload very slowl'y.
The composite effect of these various factors-including eligibility
conditions of State plans, the rise in the cost of living, the Federal
participation formula, the willingness or unwillingness of persons of
each of the States to be taxed more for government programs or for
public assistance specificalily, and a consensus within a State that the
prevailing OAA cash grant is adequate-is reflected directly or in
directly in the amount the Federal Governmnent pays to each State
for OAA.
The map on page 19 shows the amount of Federal grants.-in-aid to
each State in 1952 for OAA. A comparison of any pair of States with
approximately equal aged population and reasonably similar eco
nomic characteristics reveal's the manner in which these various factors
have affected Federal financial support for OAA.
Chairman CURTIS. I see one thing on this map that I would like to call attention
to and that is my own State of Nebraska as compared with its neighbor on the
west, Colorado. I think I am quite familiar with the economy of both States.
I find that Nebraska has 137,000 aged people, that 21,000 are recipients of old-a~ge
assistance, and that the Federal Government is sending in $7 million for that
purpose.
Colorado has a smaller population. 'They have an aged population of 122,000
but they have 48,000 recipients of old-age assistance or almost 2% times as many.
The Federal taxpayers over the United States are sending into that State $17%
million.
I think that is quite significant because our economies are not identical but they
are not too much different, and not too much different in the application of
OASI which in due time we will show with a similar chart.
I would also like to call attention to the fact that the State with the largest num
ber on old-age assistance of their population, Louisiana, has 193,000 aged persons,
while my State had 137,000. It is not half ag~ain as large. There are six times
as many aged persons receiving assistance in louisiana as in Nebraska, and the
Federal Go~vernmnent is contributing to this program in Louisiana $42.9 million.
A similar comparison might be made between Oklahoma and Kansas. The
aged population is so close. Kansas has 203,000 aged persons, Oklahoma has
206,000.
Kansas has 37,000 recipients, Oklahoma has 95,000 recipients. The Federal
Government pays into Kansas $12.7 million and into Oklahoma $33.2 million.
u "The bulk of all [OAAI cases with Increased [OASI] benefits continued to need assistance but their
payments were usually reduced."1 See Public Assistance: Effect of the Increase in the Current Old-Age and
Survivors Benefits, Social Security Bulletin September 19,51,p. 5.
H Data are from the Department of Healtit, Education, and Welfare. See bearings, appendix I, P. 1181.
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In other words, of an approximately equal aged population, Oklahoma has
about 23'2 times as many on 0 AA.60

The financing of Federal-State public-assistance programs, includ
ing OAA, has been a joint undertaking since their inception. The
draft on Federal funds and on State and local tax revenues for OAA
has increased from $500 million in 1940 to $1.6 billion in 1952. The
State and local funds are derived from a wide range of taxes-in
some States, such as Oklahoma and Louisiana, financial support is
provided wholly from earmarked sales taxes, but in others by drafts
on general tax revenues. A very modest form of capacity-to-pay
taxes is employed in a few States.
Federal grants-in-aid are appropriated from the general funds of
the United States Treasury. During the war years, of course, a
very substantial part of these was obtained by borrowing, but during
the 3 fiscal years 1950-53 not more than roughly 5 percent have been
derived in this manner. Approximately 40 percent of the general
funds of the Treasury for the fiscal years 1950-53 represented receipts
from graduated individual income taxes-levied in relation to the
capacity of individuals to pay-and the remaining 55 percent have
been receipts from corporate income taxes and excises on a miscellany
of commodities, consumer goods and services. The dollars in the
general funds are indistinguishable as to their specific source, whether
from one tax or another, or borrowed. Thus, of the $860 million of
Federal funds for old-age assistance in 1952 (see table on p. 14),
about $350 million may be attributed to capacity-to-pay taxes.
This is approximately 22 percent of the $1.6 billion total expenditure
that year. Making some allowance for State and local funds from
this type of tax, probably 25 percent of these expenditures might be
said to have been financed by capacity-to-pay taxes.
"0See hearings, pt. 3, pp. 341-342.

II. AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Title TV-Aid to Dependent Children-was developed to meet a
growing problem. Prior to 1935, 45 States had plans in operation
providing financial help to needy children. These plans were gener
ally known as mother's aid. By 1935 there were more fatherlesschildren families on Federal emergency relief rolls than were on the
State and locally financed mother's-aid programs. It was contended
at the time that the need existing among fatherless children was not of
an emergency character since this kind of situation would continue
even with the return of prosperity. Moreover, the contemplated
termination of Federal-relief programs would throw the entire cost of
care for those families upon State and local governments. Since less
than one-half of the local government units authorized to grant
mothers' aid were actually doing so, it was argued that Federal grantsin-aid and increased State financial participation were essential to
meet the problem effectively.
The purpose, therefore, of aid to dependent children was to offer
such grants-in-aid to any State which set up an assistance program
to provide financial help for all needy children deprived of parental
support or care who were living in the home of an adult relative.
Title IV was enacted in 1935 to carry out this objective. By 1940, 1
Territory, Hawvaii; 40 States; and the District of Columbia had
developed aid-to-dependent-children programis. At the present time
aid-to-dependent-children plans are in effect in all States, Territories,
and possessions, with the single exception of Nevada.
In this chapter we will present facts concerning the conditions of
eligibility, benefits, and the costs and method of financing the programs
under title IV.
Conditios of eligibility
Eligibility consists of meeting certain conditions in order to acquire
a "right" to assistance. The Social Security Act lays down four con
ditions for receipt of aid to dependent children. The dependent child
must be
1. ID

need;

2. Under 16 years of age, or under 18 if attending school; 6
3. Deprived of parentZ support or care; and
4. Living wth a relative of specified degree in the home
maintained y'lone or more of such relatives.
The Federal. law further provides that the State may not impose a
residence requirement which denies aid to a child
1. 'Who has resided in the State for 1 year immediately preced
ing the application for aid; or
2. If less than 1 year of age, is living with a relative who has
resided in the State for 1 year immediately preceding the child's
birth.
81

Prior to 1940, Federal funds could not be used for aid to children 16 years of age or older.
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All other conditions of eligibility, including the determination of
"need," are left to each State in setting up its plan, provided by State
law and by implementing, regulations. The discussion on the "means
test" in the chapter on old-age assistance (see pp. 4-7) shows the nature
*of these conditions and how the "need" is established. The aid to
dependent children programs employ the same budget deficiency
method of determining "need"-a process which involves a "standard
of living requirements," evaluation of the resources and income of the
applicant, and determination of the unsatisfied "need."
as was true in the case of old-age assistance, there are variations
among the State plans with respect to "standard of living require
ments" and the treatment of "resources and income." Employ
ability of the mother as a "resource"' in determining "need" provides
an example of differing interpretations. The position of the Bureau
of Public Assistance in this respect has been that the mother should

have the final decision whether or not she could hold a

job.8 2

Some

States, however, regard as a "resource" the employability of a mother
where suitable work is available, providing her children are of a more
mature age, in school, and suitable arrangements made for their
care.0
The right to assistance
This matter was fully discussed in the chapter on old-age assistance
and the same general principles are applicable here. (See pp. 9-12.)
Benefits
The level of the aid to dependent children payment per child ha~s
been strongly influenced by the Federal grants-in-aid formula. To
provide larger money payments to the child or children in the family,
this participation arrangement has been amended upward four times
since 1935. At the present time the maximum grant in which the
Federal Government participates is $30 for the first needy dependent
child in the family plus $30 for 1 adult caretaker, and $21 for each
additional needy child in the family. The Federal participation
amounts to 80 percent of the first $15 of each single grant plus 50
percent of the balance. The effect of the participation formula on
costs is discussed more fully in the next section.
There has always been a wide range in the average aid to de'endent
fmil. Te aerae asisane payment per
chidreprpamens
grntsinaidin une190 ranged
rceiingFeera
n Sats
famly
bytoune
1953, from $27.91 in Mississippi to $120.56 in Washin
The average monthly payment per family for tecounltry as a

whole increased from $31.74 in June 1940 to $87.1

in June

1953.

The data for June 1953 include payments to the needy adult care
takers with whom dependent children were living. Grants to such
persons were made subject to Federal participation by the amend
ments of 1950. Prior to this change, a number of States were making
such payments from their own funds.
Costs and financing
We noted earlier that not all States developed aid to dependent
children plans immediately following the passage of the Social Security
Act of.1935. In fact, even in 1940, 7 States and 1 Territory had failed
Pt. 4, pp. 630-631.
02SSeeee hearings,
hearings, Pt. 4. pp. 628 and 632.
'3
of

Seehbearings,

appendix I, table 126, p. 11.34.
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to do so and another State received Federal grants for only the last
2 months of the calendar year. By 1952, one State, Nevada, still had
not adopted a plan which would enable it to receive Federal partici-.
pation. However, it operated its own State plan for providing finan
cial aid to needy children.
The overall costs for aid to dependent children have shown a very
sharp increase since 1940. The data below show the rise in total
expenditures for assistance payments and for administration, by source
of funds, for specified years. The figures in millions of dollars are as
follows: 65
1940
Federal -------------------------------------------State------------------------------------------------Local--------- ----------------- --------------------------Total ------------------------------------------------

1945

1952

$57.5
53.4
33.0

$56.9
78.0
28.6

$2.
218.8
65.5

143.9

163.5

605.i

As may be seen in the table above, total costs have increased from
roughly $145 million in 1940 to $605 million in 1952, or by approxi
mately 300 percent. The Federal share of aid to dependent children
costs has grown by 450 percent as compared with 300 percent for the
States and 100 percent for local governments. The most striking
fact revealed by these figures is that the bulk of the rise in total costs
has taken place since 1945.
Several factors, in addition to the rise in the cost of living, have
accounted for this large rise in expenditures for aid to dependent
children. Expenditures are, of course, the result of the amount of
grants to individual cases and the numbers on the rolls. The data
below show the numbers of persons receiving aid to children grants
for the month of June in three specified years. The number of recip
ients in thousands are as follows: 68
June 1940
Children ---------------------------------- ---------------835.0
Adults ----------------------------------------------------- -----Total-----------------

----------------------------

835.0

June 1945

June 1952

646.8
---------------

5,528.1
515.0

646.8

2,043.1

One factor affecting the size of the caseload was the increase in the
number of States and Territories adopting plans accordling to the
standards of title IV and, therefore, subject to Federal participation.
In 1940, there were 8 States, 2 possessions, and 1Territory that received
little or no funds. By 1952, all of these 11 jurisdictions, with the
exception of Nevada, had developed plans involving Federal grantsin-aid.
In 1940, the age ceiling was raised from 16 to 18 years and the
number of needy children receiving cash grants rose during 1940-41
by roughly 20 percent.6 71
The figures above on the size of the caseload in 1940, 1945, and 1952
show that the number of child recipients declined from 835,000 in

1'Data are from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. See hearings, appendix I,
PP. 1135-1136 and 1139.
'R6The data for these years and for June of other years. 1936 through 1953. are from the Department of
eialtb, Education, land Welfare, and may be found in hearings, pt. 3, p. 294.
"1The data for number of child recipients by months may be found in hearings, appendix I, pp. 1112-1113.
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1940 to 647,000 in 1945 and then increased to 1.5 millions in 1952.
Thus, the rise from 1940 to 1952 has been strictly a postwar
development.
Liberalization in the conditions of eligibility in various States is
the major factor explaining the rise in the caseload and, of course,
in the growth in total expenditures. The Associate Director of the
Bureau of Public Assistance said:
Most of the early plans for aid to dependent children simply carried over from
the old mothers' aid programs, which included primarily only children whose
parents were dead or permanently out of the picture. As the progr2.m has
developed more, the St-otes have tended to include more of the situations in which
children are temporrarily disadvantaged by the absence of the father-or an in
capacity which is not a permanent incapacity.6 8

It may be noted that there are 3 underlying causes for needy child
dependency. These arise from loss of parental support or care by
reason of (1) death of the, father, (2) his continued absence from the
home, or (3) physical or mental incapacity of a parent. The only
available data show tha~t the, number of families receiving aid t~o de
pendent children as a result of death oi' the father have decreased
from 138,000 in 1942 to 133,000 in 1951. This decrease may be
atrbutable in substantial measure to the expansion in benefit pay
ments to orphaned or- dependent children under the title II programn.
This is the only area in which aid to dependent children and Federal
old-agec and survivors insurance benefits overlap. Dependency occa
sioned by incapacitation of the parent has increased in the period 1942
to 1951 from 82,000 to. 152,000 and the number of families receiving
aid to dependent children as a result of the father's absence from the
home has increased from 145,000 to 326,000.69
It may be observed that the most significant cause in the rise in the
numbers of families on aid to dependent children rolls is absence of
the father from the home and that desertion or abandonment by the
father is the chief explanation. 70
The increase in child dependency due to desertion of the father has
given rise to serious concern among the States. Forty-six States
have legislated reciprocal arrangements '***designed
to catch up
wihthe person who Shirks his legal liability for support by absconding
across State lines.", 71 This legislation has been in effect for too short
a period to provide statistical information on the results obtained in
reducing child dependency from this cause. Moreover, its greatest
effect may piove to be deterrent in character and, therefore, not sub
ject to measurement.7
It was observed in the hearings that the aid
to dependent childreni benefits in some States were sufficiently large
to families with several children to act as an inducement for fathers
to claim disability or to desert their families.7 3 Testimony before the
Senate Finance Committee in 1950 indicates that this incentive to
desertion is not a recent development..7
Another factor contribut
ing to the rise in the number aided, and thus in total cost, has been a
change in a condition of eligibility in the 1950 amendments to title
IV. This was the liberalization which made cash payments to the
adult caretaker of needy dependent children subject to Federal par
"See hearings, pt. 3, p. 299.
66These3 datat're from tile Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and may be found in the near.
ings, pt. 3, p. 303.
T0 See hearings, pt. 3, pi). 301-304; also pt. 4, p. 362.
" Hearings. Pt. 3. p. 307, exhibit 44.
"2See hearirgs. pt. 4, p. 540.
'3 See hearings, pt. .5. pp. 6ga-691.
74 See the statement of the Rigbt Reverend Monsignor John O"Grady , secretary, National Conference
of Cathoslic Charities, in Social Security Revision hearings, Senate Finance Committee, 81st Cong., 2d
seas., Vol. 1. p). 50.5.
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ticipation. The data on page 24 show that there were 515,000 such
adults receiving aid to dependent children cash grants in connection
with care for needy dependent children . 76
The third major factor contributing to the increase in cost has
been the rise in the amount of cash payment per recipient, influenced
chiefly by the progressive advances in the Federal participation for
mula. The table below shows the congressional changes in this
formula from the original act through the 1952 amendments.
Changes in the FederalParticipationFormula'
Maximum amounts of individual
mon.Tthly Payments subject to
Fedeal participation
Legislation I
Ist child

Eaeh addi.
tional
child

1935 original act------------S$18--------------------1039 amendments ---------- $18---------------------1946 amendments ---------- $24---------------------194 amendments--------- $27----------------------

Federal share of expenditures within
specified maximums

$12W
12
13 38of 1st $9 (average per child) plus %,
ofthe balance.
18 38of Ist $12 (average per child) plus 38
of the balance.
18 38 of 1st $12 (average per person) plus
36of the halanc.

1950 amendments -----------$27 plus $27 for 1
needy adult In each
family.
Puerto 11ico3 and Vir- $18:--------------------12
gin Islands.4
1952 amendments'&--------- $30 plus $30 for 1
21
needy adult in each
family.
Puerto Rioos and Vir- (6)-------------------- (6)
gin Islands.'

~i.

38.
"6 of 1st $18 (average Per Person) plus
38of the ba co.
(M)

I Hearimgs, Pt. 3, p.370.
2'Effective date of legislation: The 19,35 original act was effective February 1936, the 1939 amendments in
3anuarxy 1940, and subsequent amendments in October of the year in which enacted.
'Maxmum Federal payment in a fiscal year, under titles I IV X and XIV $4,250,000.
4 Maximum Federal payment in a fiscal year, under titles ir,IV', XY,and XIV, $160,000.
' The amendments expire Sept. 30, 1954.
No change.

As may be observed, there is a ceiling placed on the amount in which
the Federal Government participates and the ceiling is higher for the
first child than is the case for any additional children. Moreover,
the Federal participation has been progressively increased from onethird of the maximum of $18 for the first child and of the $12 maximum
for each additional child provided in the original act to four-fifths of
the first $15 and half of the next $15 for the first child, the same for
one needy adult, and four-fifths of the first $15 and half of the next $6
for each additional child in the family in 1952.76 The influence on the
total cost resulting from the advances in the participation formula
is indicated by the rise in the average cash payment per family for the
country as a whole. This increase was from $31.74 inJune 1940 to
$87.10 inJune 1953.
The financing of aid to dependent children, like old-age assistance,
has been a joint effort between the Federal Government on the one
hand and State or State and local governments on the other hand.
The sources of Federal participation are identical with those for old-age
assistance; that is, from the general funds of the United States
Treasury. Undoubtedly, a much smaller proportion of State and
local financial support is raised by means of earmarked taxes. Thus,
reliance is placed for the most part on appropriations from general State
and local tax revenues.
7iFor further discussion, see "Some Major Findings," an interim staff report to the chairman (Decein
her 23, 1953), appendix, pp. 61-62.
a ' These maximums apply only to the Federal participation and do not prevent any State from making an
additional payment in each case.

III. FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE
BENEFITS
Title I-Old-Age Assistance was designed to meet the existing
problem of old-age dependency. Title II-Federal Old-Age Benefits
was a program looking to the future. This was intended to be the
permanent program for dealing with old-age dependency and, thus,
ultimately to take over virtually the full load of aged workers. Title
IV-Aid to Dependent Children was, as noted earlier, concerned
solely with the problem of child dependency, arising from a lack of
parental care. The amendments to title TI in 1939 extended its scope
to dependents of retired workers and survivors of deceased workers.
With this change, there was a complete overlap of title 1I with title
I so far as the classes of persons were involved, and a partial overlap
with title IV.
In this chapter, we will present facts with respect to basic changes
in title II resulting from these amendments. As in the two preceding
chapters, the order of presentation will deal with (1) conditions of
eligibility, (2) the nature of the "right" to benefits, (3) benefits, and
(4) the costs and method of financing.
Conditions of eligibility
'To acquire a "right" to title II benefits, certain conditions of
eligibility must be met. These include (1) a record of employment
in any of the several specified occupations; (2) a minimum average
income in such jobs and for a specified minimum amount of time; (3)
an age test; (4) for a "right" to survivor or dependents' benefits, a
close family relationship; and (5) for a person to exercise this "righit"
to benefits over the years, he must meet a continuing condition of
eligibility known as the "work test."
Coverage.-The first and basic condition for the building up of
eligibility for OASI benefits by an individual for himself and mem
bers of his immediate family is that of his working in and having
income from specified types of employment and self-employment in
the United States and its principal possessions (and outside the
United States, under certain conditions).
When any person is engaged in employment and is receiving income
subject to Federal Insurance Contributions Act taxation, he at least
is working toward eligibility for title II benefits. Whether he and
members of his family eventually qualify for the bengefits is dependent
upon their satisfying a number of eligibility conditions, of which an
essential one is that the individual must have earned a specified
minimum amount of income during a qualifying length of time in
employment covered by this program.
Under the original 1935 Social Security Act, when title II was
known as the Federal old-age benefits system, the coverage extended
to a majority of the wage and salary jobs in private employment in
4W5S-54-5
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the United States. It Was limited, however, to service of an em
ployee for his employer, as differentiated from self-employment.
Types of employment excluded from the coverage of the program
were the followg:
2. Domsi sriein
a private home.
3. Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or
business.
4. Maritime employment.
~5. Service in the employ of the United States Government and
its instrumnentalities.
6. Service in the employ of State and local governmnental units
and their instrumentalities.
7. Service in the employ "of a corporation, community chest,
fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for
religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes,
or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part
of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual."
8. Employment of individuals aged 65 and over.
9. Self-employed.
Furthermore, railroad employees, for whom the special railroad
retirement system had been established by an act of Congress a few
weeks after the passage of the Social Security Act, were taken out
from under the title If proqam.
In 1939 when the Social Security Act was largely rewritten and the
old-age benefits system became the Federal old-age and survivors
insurance benefits program (Public Law 379, 76th Cong.), coverage
was expanded in some respects and clarified and restricted in other
respects. The principal expansions of coverage were (1) the making
of employment of persons aged 65 and over in covered areas of em
ployment -subject to and taxable under the program, and (2) the
brign into coverage of maritime services on American vessels.
Along with numerous technical clarifications of the types of em
ployment covered and not covered by the title II program, the 1939
amendments specifically excluded from coverage certain types of
service such as that of newsboys under the age of 18, certain types of
commercial fishing, services of student nurses and interns under
specified conditions, and the employment of a person by his son,
daughter, or spouse, or the employment of a minor by his parent.
The 1939 amendments also contained a new detailed definition of
excluded agricultural labor and other new definitions of excluded
services with respect to employment by foreign governments within
the United States, services for voluntary employees' beneficiary
associations, and casual service for nonprofit associations.
For 11 years there were no outright OASI coverage extensions
(although wage credit rights were granted to war veterans in a manner
that will be described later). In the Social Security Act Amendments
of 1950, the following major occupational groups were covered by the
program, beginning in 1951:
1. "Regularl employed" agricultural laborers.
2._"Regularly employed" domestic workers.
It 1935

Social Security Act: title II, sec. 210 (b) and title VIII, seec.811 (b).
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3. Civilian employees of the Federal Government, with certain
exceptions, in governmental service not already covered by civil
service or other Federal retirement systems.
4. Employees of State and local governments not already cov
ered by public retirement systems, on a permissive basis, subject
to the option of the States and their subdivisions.
5. Employees of nonprofit religious, charitable, educational,
and similar organizations (exempt from income tax under sec.
101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code), on a permissive basis,
subject to the option of the organizations and their employees by
a two-thirds vote.
6. Persons engaged in self-employment, with exceptions as to
specified professions, the operating of farms, and certain other
minor self-employment classifications.
In addition to these major coverage expansions, the 1950 amend
ments brought into the program the employment outside the United
States of citizens of the United States working as employees of Ameri
can employers. Other technical adjustments of definitions of covered
employment were made.
From a geographical standpoint, the operation of the OASI pro
gram was extended in 1950 to include Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. With this extension, the program was in effect, beginning in
1951, in all of the continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, the
Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico.
There have been several coverage changes of a special nature affect
ing war veterans an~d railroad employees. Under a 1946 amendment
to the Social Security Act, any person who served in the active military
or naval services after September 15, 1940, and before the date of
termination of World War II and had been discharged, other than
dishonorably, after at least 90 days of service (or had been discharged,
because of a service-connected disability) was, in the event of death
within 3 years of discharge, treated as being fully insured with an
average monthly wage of $160. The purpose of this grant of insured
status was to bridge the gap in respect to survivorship, benefits only
for servicemen until they could earn title II-insured status in civilian
employment.
In 1950, a Title II military service credit of $160 a month was
granted on a month-to-month basis for all types of benefits. The
purpose now was to give World War II veterans the status they might
have had if military service had not interfered with their employ
ment. The effective time period for the granting of this credit ran
to July 24, 1947, and in 1952 and again in 1953, further time exten
sions were made.
The net effect of these laws has been to extend coverage to persons
in the Armed Forces by providing title II wage credits for such
service through the 15-year period from Sept ember 16, 1940, to July
1955, and in connection with which no FICA taxes are paid. Orig
inally the cost of these special provisions for military service was paid
for out of the general funds of the Treasury. Since the extensions
under the amendments of 1950 and thereafter, however, costs have
been charged to the trust fund.
Amendments dealing somewhat indirectly with coverage under
OASI of railroad workers came in 1946 said 1951. As has been
indicated previously, railroad employment was excluded from QASI
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coverage when the railroad retirement system was created. Amend
ments to the Railroad Retirement Act in 1946 and 1951 represented
steps mn the direction of coordination of railroad retirement and
title II benefit rights for persons with an employment history under
the coverage of both programs.
The first step was the 1946 introduction into the railroad retire
ment system of survivor benefits coordinated to a certain degree with
those under title II. The more significant step was taken in 1951
when, among other changes, it was provided that for deaths and
retirements of persons with less than 10 years 'of railroad service,
the wage credits for railroad service after 1936 are transferred to the
OASI program for utilization in the payment of OASI benefits. In
line with this and other interlocking arrangements, it is provided
that financial interchanges will be made between the title II and the
railroad retirement programs that will have the effect of placing the
trust fund of title II in the same position it would have been in if
all railroad employment had always been covered by it.
In 1954, Congress again extended social security so that virtually
universal coverage of jobs will be achieved beginning in 1955. These
amendments covered the following occupations:
1. Self-employed farm operators.
2. Self-employed professionals, including architects, engineers, ac
countants and funeral directors.
3. Ministers, Christian S,-Aence practitioners and members of most
religious orders. (persons in these occupations are covered
on an individual elective basis.)
4. State and local government employees already covered by a
retirement plan, on a permissive basis, subject to the options
of the State and their subdivisions.
5. Certain farm workers and domestic workers who, because of
the old complicated test of "regularly employed," were un
able to obtain coverage.
6. A miscellany of jobs, including fishing and related activities,
homeworkers, American citizens employed abroad by
American-owned subsidiaries incorporated in foreign coun
tries, and certain civilian employees of the Federal Govern
ment not under retirement systems.
These amendments specifically exclude firemen and policemen under
retirement plans, self-employed lawyers, and self-employed doctors,
dentists and others in the medical practices.
Extent of coverage, 1955.-In consequence of the original 1935
Social Security Act and subsequent amendments, what is the pros
pective tit-le II coverage of employment and self-employment as of
1955? Several facts should be noted: Title II coverage follows the
job, rather than the person. Because many people move into and
out of the labor force and employment, the number who acquire wage
or self-employment income credits in covered jobs during the year
will exceed the numbers employed at any one time. The level of
covered employment and self-em~ployment for next year is, of course,
unknown. The jobs specifically excluded or not included may be
estimated at roughly 2.5 millions. Thus, if gainful employment in
1955 averages 68 millions, the number of covered jobs would aggre
gate 65.5 millions.
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In connection with this section on coverage, it should be noted
that certain types of income do not meet the coverage conditions of
eligibility. For example, investment income such as dividends and
interest (unless received by a dealer in stocks and securities), rentals
from real estate (unless received by a real estate dealer), and gains
from the sale or exchange of capital assets are not acceptable for OASI
coverage purposes. Hence, individuals whose income may be derived
entirely from such sources cannot thereby acquire eligibility for
Federal old-age and survivors insurance benefits. It has been noted
that self-employment income is not creditable if it amounts to less
than $400 in a taxable year for an individual. But if an individual
has both taxable wage income and self-employment income, the selfemployment income is taxable and creditable toward benefits only to
the extent, if any, that the taxable wage income does not reach the
annual taxable wage base limit of $4,200. In no instance is income of
an individual in excess of $4,200 a year taxable for title II purposesexcept where he may have been employed by two or more employers in
a year, in which case the employee (but not the employer) is entitled
to a refund for the excess amount of taxes.

Other conditions of eligibility
The wage credit test.-Eligibility for all types of benefits is based
upon someone's earnings record. In the case of primary old-age bene
fits, the eligibility is based upon the individual's own earnings record.
The earnings record of the individual also provides the basis for eligi
bility for benefits of his dependents and survivors.
The number of quarters of coverage standing to a person's credit is
the key to whether the wage credit test can be met. A quarter of
coverage for a wage earner is a calendar quarter in which he has been
paid $50 or more in wages for services in employment covered by the
social security program. For the self-emploved person, a quarter of
coverag~e is a calendar quarter for which he has been credited with
$100 or more of self-employment income.
No quarter after that in which a person died may be a quarter of
coverage. Where covered wages, paid to a person in a calendar year
after 1954, equal or exceed $4,200, or self-employment income or both
self-employment income and wages in a taxable year equal $4,200,
each quarter having any part falling in the calendar or taxable year
is a quarter of coverage.
To be "fully insured," a person who was living on or after Septem
ber 1, 1950, must have not less than 1 quarter of coverage, acquired
any time since 1936, for each 2 calendar quarters that have elapsed
after 1950 or after the quarter in which he attained age 21 (whichever
is later) and up to but excluding the quarter in which he attained age 65
or died-except that he must have a minimum of 6 quarters of cover
age. When a person acquires 40 quarters of coverage, he is "fully
insured" for life, regardless of his employment experience thereafter."8
In connection with the recent extension of coverage, the 1954
amendments provided an alternative method of acquiring a "fully
insured" status. The law provides that anyone is "fully insured"
at age 65, or at death, who has continuous coverage after 1954, and
with a minimum of 6 quarters. This is a transitional device, benefiting
chiefly elderly persons in jobs newly covered by the 1954 amendments.
78Tbis assumes, of course, that Congress does not change this condition of eligibility.
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Under either method, he has satisfied this condition of eligibility, as
now provided in the law. The "fully insured" status is necessary to
establish eligibility for old-age primary benefits and to give eligibility
to dependents and survivors for wife's, widow's, and parent's benefits.
To be "currently insured," a person must have not less than
6 quarters of coverage during the 13-quarter period ending with the
quarter in which he died or with the quarter in which he became en
titled to old-age benefits. This, primarily, is a test of recent covered
employment experience, and the general test of half of the elapsed
time is not applicable.
For a person- to be eligible for a husband's benefit, the aged wife
upon whose earnings the benefit is based, must have been both "fully"
and "currently insured" at the time she became entitled to her own oldage benefit. Similarly, the deceased wife must. haive been both fully
and currently insured at the time of her death to give eligibility for
benefits to a widower.
For eligibility for survivor child's and mother's benefits and for
lump-sum death payments, the person upon whose earnings the bene
fits are based needs to have been either "fully insured" or "currently
insured".
The existing conditions for the "fully insured" status, as adopted
in 1950, are identical in pattern to those originated in 1939 except for a
significant difference in the starting date of the elapsed period during
which an individual must meet the general rule of being in covered
employment at least half the time. Under the 1939 amendments, this
starting date began with January 1, 1937. Under the 1950 amend
ments, the starting date begins with January 1, 1951.
This change in the starting date and other eligibility ramifications
represent the "new start" of the 1950 legislation.
In other words, prior to the September 1, 1950, effective date of
the 1950 legislation, for a person to establish eligibility for benefits
for himself and his survivors he had to have at least 1 quarter of
coverage for each 2 calendar quarters elapsing between the end of
1936 and the date of his death or attairunent of age 65 (also a mini
mum of 6 such quarters of coverage). For example, the person who
reached age 65 or died on August 31, 1950, had to have at least 27
quarters of coverage (unless he was in early adulthood) in order to be
fully insured and thus establish eligibility for himself or his survivorssince there would have been 54 full quarters elapsing.
Under the "new start" provisions of the 1950 legislation, however,
the individual dying or reaching age 65 on or after September 1, 1950,
needed only a minimum of 6 quarters of coverage, acquired any time
after 1936, to establish the fully insured status, as did also the person
living then who had previously attained age 65. Hence, the person
aged 65 or over, living on September 1, 1950, or who died on September
1, 1950, needed only 6 quarters of coverage to establish benefit eligi
bility, as contrasted to the individual who, on the day before, needed
27 quarters of coverage. This was because the number of quarters
elapsing after the end of 1950 was zero, and the required minimum of
6 quarters of coverage represented "at least half" of a zero elapse of
time.
It should be noted that even though an individual had attained
age 65 prior to September 1,1950, but was still living, the "new start"
on the basis of 6 quarters of coverage wa's available to him. Similarly,
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quarters of coverage acquired after 1950 could be utilized by such
individuals as well as previously acquired quarters of coverage.
Except for the temporary device provided in the 1954 amendments,
the number of required quarters of coverage to establish eligibility
aanbecomes progressively larger. In other words, future bene
ficares have to meet the rule of having covered employment or selfemployment for at least half the time (up to 40 quarters) elapsing
after 1950. This means that at least 40 quarters of coverage will be
needed to establish eligibility for retirement benefits by all persons
who attain age 48 after 1953. Older persons will require a smaller
number of quarters of coverage to be eligible for the retirement
benefits.
An illustration of one of the effects of the 1950 "new start"~provision
was that as of September 1, 1950, there were an estimated 675,000
aged persons not previously eligible for benefits who became auto
matically eligible without having to work any more in covered employ
ment, since they already had the necessary 6 quarters of coverage.7 9
Another illustration of the workings of the 1950 "new start" provi
sion is given by the following quotations 10 from hearings of the
Subcommittee on Social Security, the exchange being between the
counsel for the subcommittee and the Acting Director of the Bureau
of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance:
Mr. WINN. Suppose an individual had worked 24 quarters, or 6 years, in covered
employment, from January 1940 to January 1946, and died on January 1950 just
before reaching age 65, would his widow, upon reaching age 65, be eligible for an
old-age benefit?
Mr. BALL. No. In the example you give he would not bave met the insured
status requirement in effect at the time he died. He would have been required
to have 26 quarters of coverage, and he actually had 24.
Mr. WINN. Suppose an individual with exactly the same wage record, that is,
24 quarters, or 6 years, in covered employment from January 1940 to January
1946 died in January 1951, just before reaching age 65, would his widow upon
reaching age 65 be eligible for an old-age benefit?
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Chairman CURTIS. This is by operation of the 1950 amendments, is it?
Mr. BALL. Well, it is by operation of the fact, Mr. Chairman, that in the 1950
amendments the cases of people who had already died prior to September 1,
1950, were not picked up and there was really no going back and giving benefits
to that group.

The 1954 amendments corrected this situation by defining as
"fully insured" any person who died before September 1, 1950 and
after 1939 with at least 6 quarters of coverage. All survivors of such
individuals are thereby eligible for survivors benefits.
The broad general effect of the "new start" provision, however,
was that at least for the time being it abbreviated the period of cov
ered employment or self-employment necessary to establish eligibility
to benefits to a minimum of 18 months and thus established a minimum
of 15 months of covered employment as the dividing line between
eligibility for benefits for many aged persons and noneligibility for
benefits for the some 6 out of 10 aged persons who, at the end of
1952, were neither drawing nor eligible for the benefits.
The thinness of the line separating persons able to qualify for ben
efits with the minimum amount of coverage from the some 8 million
aged persons unable to qualify for primary or secondary benefits is
illustrated by the following exchange between the subcommittee
1" Hearings,
10 Hearings,

pt. 4, p. 656.
pt. 4, p. 658.
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counsel and the Acting Director of the Bureau of Old-Age and Sur
vivors Insurance:
Mr. WiNzN. Is it true that as of the end of 1952, 6 quarters of OASI coverage or
18 months represented the minimum amourt of service in OASI-covered employ
ment or self-employment that was required for a person to be fully insured?
Mr. BALL. Yes; that is the extreme.
Mr. WINN. At existing rates of taxation for OASI purposes, the total tax con
tributions in this instance would have been $4.50 paid by the employee and $4.50
paid by the employer; is that correct?

Mr.

BALL. Yes.

Mr.

BALL. Yes.

Mr. WINN. May it be concluded, then, that amounts of wage credits which
required the payment by an individual of $4.50 in taxes with the same amount
by his employer could have meant the difference between eligibility for minimum
benefits of $25 monthly and lack of eligibility for such benefits?
Mr. BALL. Yes, Mr. Winn, in that extreme case.
Mr. WINN. Actually, if a person had some coverage experience but lacked the
full six quarters' wages, that would have required only a few cents in taxes, it
could mean the difference between eligibility or lack of eligibility for benefits;
is that not correct?
Mr. WINN. Is it also true that for a person at or beyond the retirement age in
the latter part of 1952, employment for 18 months at a level wage of at least $300
monthly requiring the payment of $162 in employer and employee OASI taxes
could have qualified the individual to receive the maximum OASI benefits of $85
per month?
Mr. BALL. Yes Mr. Winn. You understand that situation is only possible for
a limited period of time; that, for instance, people retiring now, becoming 65 and
retiring now and qualifying on the maximum wages for that 6-qi arter period
would not get the $85. That would be down to about $70.81

The 1954 amendments contain a temporary "new start" provision.

Anyone is "fully insured" who dies or retires after 1954 providing all
the elapsed quarters since that year are quarters of coverage, with a

minimum of 6 quarters required. This is a transitional provision,
since anyone first covered by the 1954 amendments and with subse
quent continuous coverage who dies or reaches age 65 in the fourth
quarter of 1958 or thereafter would be "fully insured" under the 1950
inew start" provision.
The disability freeze .- The 1954 amendments added a new provision
affecting the "insured status" condition of eligibility. If a person
has a "currently insured, "..fully insured" status, or both, and be
comes totally disabled for an extended period, he might over time
lose his right to benefits for himself, his dependents or survivors.
In these amendments Congress has provided that a person totally
disabled could have his "insured status" frozen at the time of dis
ablement. To qualify for this freeze, 6 of the last 13, and 20 of the
last 40 quarters must have been quarters of coverage. Six months
of total disability must have elapsed before the person may file for
an application of disablement. This provision has been made retro
active for all who may have suffered extended total disability at any
time since the third quarter of 1941, provided they are alive on
-July1, 1955, and file a claim.
The age test.-The tests of eligibility with respect to age are simple.
An individual must have attained age. 65 to be eligible for primary
old-age benefits based upon his own earnings records or for husband's,
widow's, widower's, or parent's benefits. For a wife's benefit, the
person must be aged 65 unless she has in her care a child entitled to a
child's benefit on the basis of her living aged husband's earnings.
The 65-year age limit is applicable alike to both males and females.
11Hearings, pt. 4, p. 524.
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A child's benefit, based upon the earnings of a deceased father or
mother upon whom he had been dependent (or on the earnings of a
living parent if the parent is beyond age 65 and drawing primar~y
benefits) is payable only so long as the child is under the age of 18.
Age is not a condition of eligibility for a mother's benefit or lumpsum death payment. Similarly, the age at which a covered worker
died makes no difference as to the eligibility for benefits of his
survivors.
It is to be noted that a widow without an entitled child in her care
cannot be eligible for benefits until she reaches age 65.
Maritalstatus andjamily relationshiptests.-The princi pal conditions
with respect to marital status and other family relationships required
to meet one of the conditions of eligibility for survivors' or dependents'
benefits under the title II program are summarized below.
Wife's benefits: The applicant must be the wife of a wage earner
(used here and hereafter as referring also to the self-employment
''earner'') who is himself entitled to primary old-age benefits on the
basis of his own earnings. If she is under age 65, she must have a
child in her care who is eligible for benefits on the basis of the father's
earnings. She must be the wage earner's wife under the laws of the
State of his domicile and be either (1) the natural mother of his son
or daughter, born alive but not necessarily surviving, or (2) have been
married to him not less than 3 years prior to her application for
benefits. In any event, she must have been living with the husband
a~t the time her application was filed.
Husband's benefits: The applicant must be the husband of a wage
earner who was currently insured as well as "fully insured" when she
became eligible to primary old-age benefits in her own right; have been
living with her when he filed his application, and have been receiving
-atleast half of his support from her at the time she became entitled
to her benefits. He must be her husband under laws of the State in
which she is domiciled and also either must be the natural father of
her child, born alive but not necessarily surviving, or must have been
married to her for at least 3 years.
Child's benefits: The applicant must be the unmarried child of a
wage earner who is eligible for a primary old-age benefit or of a wage
earner who died "fully" or "currently insured" after December 31,
1939. The child also must have been dependent upon the wage
earner when the application was filed or when the wage earner (who
may be either the father or mother) died.
Widow's benefits: The applicant must be the widow of a wage
earner who died fully insured after December 31, 1939; must have
been living with the husband at the time of his death, and must not
have remarried (unless the later marriage was annulled). She must
have been married to the wage earner for at least 1 year preceding
his death; or be the mother of his child, born alive but not necessarily
,surviving; or have legally adopted his child while she was married
to him and the child was under 18, or have been married to him
when they both legally adopted a child under age 18.
Widower's benefits: The applicant must meet conditions as a
widower identical to those outlined for widow's benefits, plus the facts
that he must have been receiving at least half of his support from the
wage earner wife at the time of her death or at the time she became
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entitled to primary benefits in her own right, that she must have been
both "fully and currently insured," and that she died after August 31,
10950.
Mother's benefits: If the applicant is the widow of the wage earner,
she must not have remarried, must have been livn with him at
the time of his death, and must have in her care a chl f the wage
earner's who is entitled to child's benefits. If she isth divorced
former wife of the wage earner, she must have been receiving at least
half her support from her former husband, the wage earner, at the
time of his death, she must not have remarried and she must have in
her care a child of the deceased wage earner entitled to child's benefits.
Parent's benefits: The applicant must be the parent of a wage
earner who died fully insured after 1939; he must have been receiving
at least half his support from the wage earner at the time of the
latter's death, and he must not have married after the wage earner's
.death. 'In addition, parent's benefits are n6t payable if -the wage
earner (son or daughter) was survived, generally speaking, by a chid
or spouse immediately or potentially eligible for OASI benefits.
The "work test."-From the inception of the title II program, one
of its basic concepts has been that of conditioning the payment of
benefits on an individual's lack of employment income. As applied
to aged beneficiaries, the "work test," in effect, requires retirement
as a condition of eligibility for benefits .82
Beginning in 1955, the "work test" provides that no one who has
met all other conditions for a right to primary, dependents, or sur
vivors benefits is eligible for benefits each month when earning more
than $1,200 in a year. This test applies to earnings from employ
ment or self-employment, whether covered by title II or not, with
certain special rules applicable to employment outside the United
States. Dependents are not eligible for benefits, if the "insured
person" fails to meet this retirement test. However, this ineligibility
does not apply to those months in which the person earns no more
than $80 in wages, or in which he renders no substantial services in
self-employpient.
In the ofriginal 1935 act there was a prohibition against benefits
being paid to any person receiving wages in regular employment.
Under the 1939 amendments, ihe earnings limitation was fixed at
$14.99 monthly in covered employment. It was increased to $50
monthly by the 1950 amendments and $75 monthly by the 1952
amendments. Beginning in 1951, the "work test" was made not
applicable to persons 75 or over, and the 1954 amendments reduced
the age limit to 72, after 1954.
The original 1935 Social Security Act did not provide for the em
ployment of a person beyond the age of 65. Primarily for the purpose.
of permitting a person beyond age 65 to accumulate earnings credits
toward the establishment of eligibility for benefits, however, the 1939
amendments recognized covered employment of an individual at any
age to be acceptable toward eligibility. Such employment was also
made subject to the FICA tax. This means that those who choose
to continue to work are ineligible and must pay FICA taxes. By
quitting work, they become eligible-and of course no longer pay
FICA taxes.
II

See hearings, Pt. 5, pp. 696-730, for statement and testimony on this subject.
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Studies by the Social Security Administration indicate that if the
"work test" as a condition of eligibility were repealed, the long-range
costs of the OASI program would be increased by approximately 15
percent, and in 1954 these additional costs would aggregate $1.4
billions. These costs would be incurred to pay benefits to those still
working.
This presentation on the conditions of eligibility may be concluded
by a summary statement showing the eligibility status of the United
States population aged 14 years and over. The figures for the end of

1952 are as follows:

83

Population aged 65 and over---------------------------------

13, 305, 000

Number drawing OASI henefits---------------------- ---3, 824, 000
Number "fully insured" 1 but not drawing primary ben~efits
(presumably working) --------------------------------- 1, 440, 000
Number neithier insured nor drawing benefits ---------------- 8, 041, 000
Population aged 14-64 -------------------------------------

102, 700, 000

Number "fully insured" I ----------------------61, 900, 000
Number "uninsured" but with some earnings credited under
title II --------------------------------------------- 22, 700, 000
Number with no. earnings credited under title II------------- 18, 100, 000
].A pe~rson "fully insured" means that if he or she had died with that status, the immediate survivors
could rdeeive title II benefits providing they met the respective tests of eligihility as to family relationship,
age, and the "work test."1 "Fully insured" does not mean that the individuial soidentified necessarily had
an eligibility for old-age benefits that would remain with him until he reached age 65.

It may be observed that neither 'rsidence within the United States
or its possessions nor American citizenship is a condition of eligibility
in acquiring a right to benefits. It is for this reason that we find a
substantial number of aged and child beneficiaries residing in various
countries around the world.8 4 However, if a noncitizen is to be
deported, he loses his right to primary benefits. Any of his dependents
or survivors, if residing in a foreign country, lose their right to benefits.
The "right" to bene~fit~s
During the 18 years in which title II of the Social Security Act has
been in effect, a belief "I has developed in the minds of many in this
country that title H- benefits are paid as the result of a contractual
obligation on the part of the United States Governmnent . 88 Any such
obligation would of necessity confer upon the beneficiary a contractual
right to payment of the benefit specified 8. 7 This belief has been fos
tered to a considerable extent by publications and other statements of
responsible officials of the Social Security Administration.8 8
Testimony and other evidence in the 1953 hearings clearly es
tablished that there is no contract involved in title II of the Social
Security Act."9 -M~oreover, it wats shown that section 1104 of the act,
8'Sec hearings, pt. 4, pp. 478 and 518.
SBFor further information, see appendix, pp. 64-65 and also hearings, pt. 2, pp. 79-188, and appendix
II, p. 1571.
asSee hearings, pt. 6, pp. 966, 985-992, and 1010-1013.
88 Lyncrh v. United States, 292 U3.S. 571. See hearings, appendix 2, p. 1419.
87Such oft-repeated statements as "old-age and survivors insurance is insurance" have doubtless contrib
uted to this belief. it may be observed that, whatever its structural similarities to "insurance" as that
term has been understood in this country, title II as now established cannot provide insurance protection
to any individual. Only throughaecontractual right can theindividual surely look forward to the payment
of astated sum of money upon the occuirrence of aspecified event. This is the essence of insurance to any
individual. For further discussion, see appendix, pp. 70-72.
U That this belief has been widely held is indisputable.
For example, 2Congressional committee minority
reports reflect this view. (See appendix, pp. 70-72.) Sinceethe insertion of acontractual right is all that is
1eqire,
Congress if it so chose could consider the des~a~~3~iaigti
rga nuac nfc
aweas
s innm.It
should be notdd,isiowever, that sound improvements consistent with our nationaf
#0M6gLatngrfepiFicult to achieve, if such fundamental misconceptions are widespread.
soSee bearings, pt. 6, pp. 912-923.
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by which C~ongress retained "the right to alter, amend, or repeal
any provision of this act" at any time had always been contained in
the statute. Obviously, no contractual obligation on the part of the
Government and no contractual right of a beneficiary could coexist
with this reservation of power. Heretofore, these facts and their
implications have not, for some reason, been conveyed to the public.9 0
Once an individual meets the conditions of eligibility, he has a
statutory, conditional right to receive title II benefits. This right
continues so long as the statute creating the right is in effect and the
individual can exercise this right so long as he continues to meet
the conditions of eligibility. The, value of this conditional right may
be measured by the amount of benefits to which he is entitled.
Since it is a statutory right, Congress may expand or reduce the
conditions of eligibility and also the benefit values of the right."'
Moreover, Congress has changed each of these in both directions.
These changes in the conditions of eligibility and in the benefit values
of the rights have been retroactive in effect. That is, persons who
have been in jobs covered by the act (and- of course have paid the
special taxes for a number of years), but were not yet eligible for
benefits, were affected thenceforth.
Some persons who had already become eligible for benefits and had
been receiving them have subsequently been affected favorably, while
other have been adversely affected. For example, the 1939 amend
ments prescribed new conditions of eligibility extending a conditional
right to benefits to classes of persons theretofore not affected-such
as dependent wives and survivors. The same amendments reduced
the prospective benefit right of some persons.9 "
The provision for lump-sum benefits amounting to 3Y2 percent of
the worker's pay for the period of covered employment was repealed
by these amendments and a materially smaller lump-sum payment
substituted therefor. Thus, it may be seen that both the conditions
of eligibility underlying the right and the benefit value of the right
itself were changed by the 1939 amendments, although the character
of the right-statutory and conditional-was not al~red.
Another example of bow Congress by legislative action affected the
right to title II benefits may be cited. It will be recalled that a bene
ficiary must continue to meet one condition of eligibility-that is
the condition contained in the "work test." By 1950 some persons
drawing primary benefits bad developed self-employment occupations.
The 1950 amendments expanded coverage to certain self-employment
occupations. In 1951 these persons found that, with the new condi
tions of eligibility, they no longer had a right to benefits, although
they had made no change themselves with respect to their productive
10See hearings, ptP.= 995.
,' Congres ha redce the value of the statutory rightin at least two other programs. In the Economy
Act of 1933, it reduced-the non-service-connected disability benefits to veterans by is percent-another
statutory conditional benefit program (see 48 Stat. 12-14, sec. I1(b), 3 (b)). In the 1946 amendments to the
Railroad Retirement plan, another so-called contributory social insurance program, Congress eliminated
lump-sum "refund to contributors" benefits, but restored them in 1948. In the 1951 amendments to
Railroad Retirement, Congress raised all benefits. However, it reduced the increase for some 30,000
beneficiaries also eligible, then or in the future, to title II benefits. This reduction affected only those
whose railroad retirement benefits were based on service prior to 1937, but in no case was it to result in a
benefit lower than received prior to these amendments. This reduction was eliminated retroactively in
1954.
12We are here referring to persons not married at thetine of rettrement. This reductionIn the prospective
benfit
ben ha
jstiiedby omeby heexplanation that these Individuals were subject to the "risk of
gettnganarred,
hece te geatr fnily bnefts resulted in amore valuable right. This is, of course,
tru fo thsesinle
ndvidalswh susetymarry
and have families. uEowever, experience has
show
ubsantil
tht a nmbero' en ad wmengo through life unwilling to swap single blessedness for
marieOchperon
biss
cverd y he 13achad the benefit value of their rights reduced.
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employment." The only way these persons could again become
eligible for benefits which they had been receiving up to this point was
by changing their own way of life-that is, by ceasing their productive
self employment."4 The 1954 amendments extended the "work test"
to all earnings from any gainful occupation. Beginning in 1955, there
will be situations where beneficiaries in noncovered work will not have
a right to benefits in the future~-unless those earnings total $1,200 or
less for the year.
Thus, it may be seen that Congress has exercised its power contained
in section 1104 to alter or amend any provision in the Social Security
Act. Presumably such changes have been made to meet changing
social conditions as observed by Congress. However, such alterations
could not have been made had the underlying right of the individual
and the obligations of the Government been contractual in character.
There are some persons who are devotees of the engaging semantics
of the "contributory social insurance" philosophy. These people
contend that the special taxes are "contributions" and that by virtue
of having paid "contributions" (FICA taxes), or such "contributions"
having been made on his or her behalf, a special "luster" is given to
their underlying right to benefits. They argue that the payment of
title 11 benefits to persons for whom no "contributions" (FICA
taxes) have been paid would violate a fundamental principle of
''contributory social insurance'' and would tend to destroy the
system.
This principle has already been violated in the title II program. For
example a person who had retired by 1950 and was drawing a maxi
mum primary monthly benefit amounting to $45.60 found his benefit
increased by the amendments in 1950, 1952 and 1954 to $88.50
a benefit increase of $42.90 in connection with which not 1 cent of
"contribution" (FICA taxes) has ever been paid. Another example
was the payment of title II benefits to persons who were ruled by
the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance to be employees.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue however had not collected any taxes
from them or on their behalf because the Bureau employed a differ
ent definition of employee. It may be noted that the Bureau of
OASI was upheld by the courts in their interpretation of the term
''employee'' and that such persons had an enforceable but conditional
right to benefits. Another example is provided by the free title II
wage credits to servicemen. Some of these individuals have already
retired and are drawing benefits although no "contributions" (FICA
taxes) have been paid by them or on their behalf.
This contributory principle has also been disregarded in railroad
retirement, another so-called "contributory social insurance" program.
When railroad retirement initiated benefits, payments were made to
all retired railroad workers who had been receiving private pensions
from their former employer railroad companies. Benefits were also
paid to the thousands of aged railroad workers who retired immedi
ately after payments were started. No "contributions" (railroad
retirement taxes) had been paid by or on behalf of any of these
beneficiaries.
'3 See hearings, pt. 6, pp. 985-992.
'4 some have rationalized this by contending that these individuals sre building toward a "right" of
greater value. However, these persons were over 65 and receivingecash benefits. Any person at thatsetage
In life must certainly regard "a bird in the hand to be worth two in the bush."
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In an endeavor to add more substance and validity to this "right,"
disciples of the "contributory social insurance" philosophy also con
tend that the beneficiaries have "bought and paid for" their benefits.
No supporting explanation, evidence, or analysis has ever been forth
coming-but repetition of this slogan has gained many believers.
Of course, no one has "bought" anything. This was shown to be
true, for example, in the case of the self-employed primary beneficiary
who no longer had a "right" to benefits after January 1, 1951, while
he earned too much in his newly-covered self-employment occupation.
If "paid for" relates to the FICA taxes paid by a primary bene
ficiary compared with his aggregate primary benefits, the reader may
draw his own conclusions from the facts presented below.
A man aged 65 in 1954 with approximately $13,000 at 2% percent
interest could, by using some of the capital and the interest earnings
on the declining balance, have a $100 monthly retirement income for
life. If he retired at 66 a slightly smaller principal sum would be
required. And, if he were to receive $108.50, $85, $80, or $47 monthly
(the maximum primary benefits in this case under the 1954;' 1952,
1950, and 1939 amendments), still other principal sums at retirement
would be necessary.
An employee at the maximum covered wage pays most in FICA
taxes in relation to his scheduled primary monthly benefit. For
example, a man at a $100 monthly wage will pay $24 in FICA taxes
in 1955 and is scheduled to receive $55 primary monthly benefits.
A person at a $350 wage level will pay $84 in FICA taxes in 1955
and, according to the present benefit schedule, will receive a primary
monthly benefit of $108.50. Over many years, each will pay a
substantial total in FICA taxes.
The act has always called for a periodic stepup in the tax rate.
Under the 1939 amendment, the highest tax rate would have begun
in 1949 and under the 1950 amendment, in 1970. Under the present
law, the peak rate of 4 percent on each employee and 6 percent on
the self-employed will also be reacl.:ed in 1975. Thus, beginning in
that year a worker with a $100 monthly wage will pay $48 a year,
while the man with a $350 monthly wage will pay $168 annually, and
the self-employed $252. The scheduled primary monthly benefits for
these persons are $55, $108.50, and $108.50, respectively. Assuming
the FICA taxes paid by the individual at the maximum covered wage
level were accumulated for an entire working life at 2%Ypercent interest
compounded annually, the figures below reveal that, under the present
act, a youth of 21 starting to work in 1975 at the maximum covered
wage will, in 46 years, pay approximately the amount which would be
required to provide him $108.50 in primary monthly benefits for life
beginning at age 67. Based on the Standard Annuity Table of
Mortality, the data below show for the amendments of 1939, 1950,
1952, and 1954 the age at which such an individual could have retired
and the year of retirement, under such conditions.
1939
Age at retirement-----------------------------------Year of retirement------------------------------------

67.97
1995

1050
68.61
2017

1952
69.45
2018

1954
67.80
2021
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These data clearly reveal that it will be a good many years-in fact
more than half a century-before the first employee will have "paid
for" his primary benefit, in the sense that his FI CA taxes accumulated
at 2% percent compound interest would equal the "present value" of
his future primary monthly benefits. For the self-employed individual
who pays at a 50 percent higher rate, it will be a different story.
We are here assuming no further congressional changes in the
scheduled tax rates and benefits, and in conditions of eligibility. It
should be noted that, by the amendments in 1950, Congress pushed
back this date by 22 years-from 1995 to 2017; in the amendments
2 years later, pushed it back another year; and in 1954, back three
more years. No allowance has been made in these calculations for
additional benefits, if any, to his dependents or survivors.

Benefits
The purpose of title II of the Social Security Act of 1935, and as
aniended, has been to meet a social problem of dependency by pro
viding benefits to persons who meet specified conditions of eligibility.
In achieving this objective, Congress has never contemplated making
these benefits large enough for a recipient to live without supple
mentation from his own resources. This supplementation has always
been envisaged as including an individual's home, invested savings,
an~d various kinds of old-age income."
Title II benefits have always been conceived of as a "first line of
defense against dependency." We will here consider the benefit
provisions under the original act and subsequent amendments.
The 1935 act.-The benefits provided under title II in the original
act were markedly different than those now established in the statute
today. This is true both as to the size of the benefits and as to the
persons eligible to receive them.
Under the 1935 act only retired workers covered by the act were
,eligible to receive title II monthly benefits. The size of the benefits
was based on the length of the worker's covered employment and the
amount of his covered wage. Thus a worker in covered employment
for 10 years with a total wage at the rate of $250 a month could, under
the 1935 act, look forward to benefits at age 65 at the rate of $37.50
per month; a worker with 20 years in covered employment at the rate
of $250 per month would receive $56.25 per month while a worker
with 40 years in covered employment whose wages during those 40
years were at the rate of $250 per month would receive $81.25.Y6
The statute then provided in cases where the covered worker had
not received in benefits an amount equal to 3%2 percent of his total
covered wages (which would always be somewhat more than what he
had paid in social-security taxes), his estate would receive the differ
ence between benefits received and that amount. For example, a
worker in covered employment for 10 years with total wages amount
ing to $30,000 would have built up a fund of $1,050; after 20 years
wiith wages totalling $60,000 his fund was $2,100; after 40 years his
fund was $4,200. On the death of any of these workers before retire
ment, the estate would, of course, have received an amount equal to
8% percent of his total covered wages.9 8

IsSee hearings, pt. 6, p. 939.
" See hearings, pt. 5, p. 832.
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The 19359 act.-The amendments of 1939 made three radical changes
in the benefit picture of title IL. Tbe first was to broaden the con
ditions of eligibility to include monthly benefits for survivors and
dependents of workers with covered wage records. The second related
to the calculation of benefits and involved credit for a presumptive
work record for the middle-aged and older workers for employment
prior to the time of first coverage. The third important change dras
tically reduced the lump-sum payment provision, so that no individual
(or his estate) would receive an amount at least equal to what he had
paid in special taxes. A change of lesser importance was the advance
ment of the date for initiating monthly benefit payments from 1942
to 1940.
By a change in conditions of eligibility, close relatives of persons
with specified covered work records could become entitled to monthly
benefits. These relatives included the wife or widow 65 years of age
or over, the dependent children (under age of 18), the children of a
deceased worker and their mother regardless of her age, and dependent
aged parents of a deceased worker if there were no surviving wife or
child under 18. The amount of benefit to any one of these close
relatives was based on the covered wage record of the worker.
Credit for a presumptive work record prior to the date of first
coverage was accomplished by the new method of calculating the
primary benefit. It will be recalled that in the original act the benefit
was based on the total covered wage record. Under the 1939 amend
ments the primary benefit was determined on the basis of the average
monthly covered wage. Thus the assumption was made that the wage
record of a primary beneficiary was the same throughout his entire
working life as that of his "average covered wage" for benefit purposes.
Recognition for longer periods of actual coverage was retained through
increasing the benefit by a small annual increment factor. This
increment reflected the number of years of coverage in his work record.
The modification of the lump-sum arrangement reflected a major
change in the underlying principle. Originally, the lump-sum arrange
ment provided for the payment to the estate of the deceased retired
worker an amount equal to 3Y2 percent of his total covered wages less
any old-age benefits received. In the case of a worker deceased before
retirement the lumnp-su~n amounted to 3Y2 percent of the worker's
total covered wages. By the 1939 amendment, these lump-sum
arrangements were repealed and the new arrangement substituted
called for a payment equal to 6 times the calculated primary monthly
benefit.
Some downward adjustments were also made in the benefits sched
uled to be paid in the future. These reductions applied only to the
retirement benefits of single individuals who would not become eli
gible for some 20 to 30 years or more. For instance, a single worker
with 40 years in covered employment at a wage of $250 a month
would have received on retirement under the 1935 act a primary ben
efit of $81.25 a month. Under the 1939 amendment his retirement
benefit amounted to only $56 per month. The benefits for all workers
who would probably retire within the ensuing 20 years were increased.
It should be noted that these cha ges, both in conditions of eligibility
and in the benefit value of the "right" to title II benefits, were made
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by Congress pursuant to its retention of the power to amend, alter,
or repeal any provision of the act.
These changes in benefits and eligibility for benefits reflect a funda
mental shift in the basic character of the title II program. Origi
nally it involved monthly benefits to aged workers only-beneits
related to the total wage record. The 1939 amendments redirected
the program toward meeting a social problem of individual and family
dependency.
The 1950 amendments.-As noted in preceding sections, the 1950
amendments dealt with broadened coverage, liberalized other condi
tions of eligibility to benefits, and raised benefits. The amounts of
benefits for all those on the rolls by the end of 1950 were increased, on
the average, by 77.5 percent in response to the large rise in the cost of
living since 1939. A new benefit schedule on a somewhat higher plane
was established for those whose covered earnin. s occurred for the most
part or entirely after 1950. The lump-sum Tenefit was reduced to
equal three times the primary benefit.
The 195~2 amendments.-An across-the-board increase in the benefit
schedules was provided in the amendments of 1952. These increases
are attributable to a further rise in the cost of living during the period
1950-52.
The 1954 amendments.-Benefits to all beneficiaries were again
raised beginning in September 1954. Increases in primary benefits
ranged from $5 to $13.50.
It should be recognized that the increases in 1950 and 1952 and
1954 again reflect the fundamental character of the title II program
as one focused on the social problem of dependency arising either from
a person reaching old age when he presumably can no longer support
his dependents and himself by working, or from loss of income of the
breadwinner through death.
Amount of benefits.-All benefits 11 are determined on the basis of a
primary benefit-that is the benefit calculated in relation to the
covered worker's wage record. In computing the average earnings
record, as many as 5 years of low or zero earnings maybte dropped
out. Periods of total and extended disability are also disregarded in
calculating the average earnings record. This provision was inserted
so that one's old age or survivor's benefits would not be reduced on
account of periods of zero earnings when disability prevented the
individual from working and maintaining his earnings record. The
primary benefit is equal to 55 percent of the first $110 of average
covered monthly wage plus 20 percent of any additional amount up to
and including $240, with a minimum of $30. The maximum family
benefit is $200 or, if lower, 80 percent of the average wage (but in no
case is the maximum lower than $50, or 1%times the primary benefit,
whichever is smaller. The minimum family benefit is $30). The
present schedule of benefits for dependents or survivors is as follows:
For an aged wife ----------------------%the primary benefit.
For an aged husband -------------------h the wife's prmy benefit.
For a child's benefit (parents living) ------- Y2 the primary=bnei.
'7 The Bureau of Internal Revenue has ruled that title II lump-sum payments and also monthly henefits
ane not subject to Federal income taxes. For further information, see hearings, pt. 6, pp. 970-975.
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For an orphaned child (no other children)
For each of 2 or more orphaned children--
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the primary benefit.
the primary benefit plus V4 pri
mary amount among all children.
Aged widow's benefit --------------------- /4 primary benefit.
For aged widower ------------------------ %4 of the wife's benefit.
For a widowed mother (with 1 or
3/4the primary benefit.
more children under 18).
For an aged parent (no closer
Y4 the primary benefit.
relatives living).
Lump-sum payment----------------------- 3 times the primary benefit, and
x' it~h a mw~imurn of $255.
- --

Y4

V

When title II monthly benefits were initiated in 1940, and at the
end of the year, 222,000 were receiving benefits at a rate of $4 million
a month.

The data below show for the month of December 1952

the various classes of monthly beneficiaries and the amount of their
benefits for December 1953. These data are as follows: 98
Beneficiaries
(in thou.
sands)
Old-age (primary) ------------------------------------------------------Azed wife or husband (secondary)-----------------------------------------Widow's or widower's (secondary) ----------------------------------------Parent's (secondarv)-----------------------------------------------------Mother's (secondary)----------------------------------------- -----------Chil 's (secondary) -----------------------------------------------------Total -------------------------------------------------------------

Benefits paid
(in millions)

3. 222
858
2541
24
254
1,053
15,982

$164. 7
24.0
22.1
1.0
9.5
32.5
253.8

The data in the table below show the distribution of benefit pay
mients to persons according to their age. As may be observed, the
share of total disbursements going to aged recipients has increased
from 73 percent in 1940 to an estimated 83 percent in 1953.
Amount and percent distribution of OASI -monthly benefits paid, by selected age
groups and by calenedor year, 1940-53 1
[Amounte in millions)
Amount and percent of total annual benefits paid ts or on behal of individuals by age
Calendar year

Total
Amount

1940----------------- $28.9
1941.................-80. 6
1942................-122.0
1943................-155.0
1944................-196.6
1945................-261.6
1946................-360.4
194.-.---------------452.9
1948................-543.6
1949................-655.5
1950...............--1,018.1
1951...............--1, 884.15
1952........----2,229.0
39531...........
2,0907.85

65 years and over

Percent
100
100
100
100
100
190
100
160
100
108
100
100
100
100

18-64 years

Amount

Percent

Amount

$21.2
57.1
815.2
106.3
133.0
177.5
257.9
336.0
414.0
513. 8
810.6
1.1517.6
1,808. 2
2,406. 2

73. 4
70. 8
69.8
68. 6
67.0
67.0
71. 6
74. 2
76.2
78.3
79.06
80. 5
81. 1
82.7

$2.0
S.9
13.4
16.8
21. 0
28.0
33.1
35.3
37.7
40.2
52. 6
85.7
97.0
115.7

Under'18 years

Percent
10.3
11.0
11.0.
10. 8
10. 7
10. 7
0. 2
7. 8
6. 9
6.1
5. 2
4. 5
4.4
4.0

Amount
$4.7
14.7
23.4
31. 9
41. 9
56.1
65.4
81. 6
91. 9
101. 9
154.9
281.2
323.7
385.5

Percent
16. 3
18.2
19. 2
-20.6
21.4
21. 4
19. 2
18.0
16. 9
15. 6
15. 2
14. 9
14. 5
13. 3

Amount of monthly benefits certified for payment.
2Estimated at twice the amount of monthly benefits certified for payment January-June, 1953.
Source: For data, see hearings, appendix I, table 107, p. 1107.
I

IS Data are from Social Security Bulletin. September 1954. rp. 62. In June 1954, the number of bene
ficiaries aggregated. 6.468.777 and the beniefits paid in that month totaled 287.7 millions.
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The map on page 45 shows the aged population, the number of
aged recipients of title II benefits, and the estimated amount received
during 1952 by States. Measuring the size of States by their aged
population, a comparison reflects in part the result of coverage exclu
sions, particularly with respect to agricultural areas. For example,
Michigan with an aged population of 497,000 is somewhat smaller than
Texas with 557,000. However, 171,000 of the aged of Michigan were
receiving title II benefits amounting to roughly $83 million in 1952
whereas Texas had only 104,000 aged beneficiaries who received about
half as much as those in Michigan. Other comparisons between
industrial and agricultural States would show like contrasts.
Benefit anomalies.-The attention of the public has been called to
various apparently anomalous benefit situations. For example, con
siderable criticism has been made with respect to the benefit treatment
of aged wives. One aged wife with no covered wage record of her own
draws a benefit equal to half of her aged husband's primary benefit or
three-fourths of that benefit if her husband has died. In comparison,
another aged wife with her own covered wage record has a "right"
to a benefit based on her husband's wage record or on her own, which
ever yields the larger benefit, but she is not entitled to both-although
she herself has paid FICA taxes.
Another seemingly anomalous situation is the comparative treat
ment of those retiring on the basis of 6 quarters of coverage with those
who have had a much longer covered wage record. The criticism is
based on the much smaller amount of taxes paid by the former as
compared to that paid by the latter. Other apparently anomalous
situations could be presented. However, as we will observe later,
these criticisms are rooted in a fundamental misconception as to the
character of this program. (See pp. 38-40 and 53.) Title II itself
is a program for distributing social benefits to selected classes of per
sons who, presumably, are unable to support themselves by working.
Financing and costs
There have been special taxes associated with the title II program
ever since the passage of the Social Security Act of 1935. In the
original act, the taxing authority was contained in title VIII and was
called "Taxes With Respect to Employment". In the 1939 amend
ments, the taxing authority was placed in the Internal Revenue Code
and w~as renamed the "Federal Insurance Contributions Act." When
coverage was extended to many of the self-employment occupations
in 1950, the taxing authority in connection with these jobs was placed
mn a new chapter of the Internal Revenue Code and entitled "Tax
on Self-Employment Income."
Two taxes have been related to employees in coverl obs- one at a
specified rate on gross wage or salary income of the worker, and an
excise tax on the employer with a rate equal to that paid by the
employee. The tax on those persons in self-employment occupations
is levied at a specified rate of the self-employment net income, as
such income is determined according to the Internal Revenue Code.
This rate is 50 percent higher than that on the employee. Until
1951, the maximum gross wage or salary income subject to the tax
was $3,000 per year. In 1951, the maximum wage, salary, or selfemployment income subject to the tax was increased to $3,600 per
year, and has been raised to $4,200 beginning in 1955.
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The graduated increase in the tax has always been contained in the
law. The 1935 act and the 1939 amendments called for a periodic
rise in the rate, reaching a peak in 1949 of 3 percent on the employee
and on the employer. Owing to a change in basic policy, the increases
scheduled during the 1940's were not allwed to go into effect.
In 1950, the rate was increased from the level then prevailing of 1
percent on the employee and on the employer to 1%2 percent on each.
The present act calls for periodic advances in this rate, rising ulti
mately in 1975 to 4 percent on the employee and on the employer,
and to 6 percent on the self-employment income.
The receipts from these and all other taxes and from borrowings
have flowed into the general funds of the United States Treasury.
The law now provides for an automatic annual appropriation from the
general funds to the Federal old-age and survivors insurance benefits
trust fund in the amounts equal to the FICA taxes collected. All
benefit payments, and the costs of collecting these specieal taxes and
of adnrjinistering title II are met from the trust fund. The managing
trustee is directed to "invest such portions as is not, in his judgment,
required to meet current withdrawals." 11
These investments must be made in interest bearing United States
Gov~ernment obligations. The Board of Trustees is directed to notify
Congress when it believes that the fand "~ * * will exceed 3 times the
highest annual expenditures anticipated during that 5-fiscal-year"
and whenever it believes "'**that
the amount of the trust fund is
unduly small

* * * "I

The legal directive with respect to notification of Congress as to the
prevailin0 or prospective size of the trust fund reflects a change in
basic policy. Until the amendments of 1939, the Congress had en
visaged a gradual increase in the trust fund to a magnitude in the
neig~borhood of $47 billion during the ensuing 4 decades or so. In
1939, this policy was revised so that there would be a more gradual
growth in the trust fund to a more moderate size. Thus, it may be
seen that although the system is currently on more than a breakeven
basis, the Congress contemplates a trust fund which will be more in
the nature of a contingency fund. That is, in good times there will
be accretions to the fund. In other years there may be some decrease
owing to an unforeseen rise in costs and also to a decline in FICA tax
receipts and, hence, in appropriations to the fund.
The trust fund has been operating for 18 years with special taxes
collected since January 1, 1937, and monthly benefits paid since
January 1, 1940. The chart on page 48 shows the financial status
of the trust fund after 16 years.
This chart shows a total of $23.8 billion has been collected by the
United States Treasury in taxes associated with this program, and
an equal amount appropriated to the trust fund. During this period,
98 million persons have paid a total of $11.9 billion in taxes and'
employers have paid virtually a like amount.
"See. 201 (c).
201 (d) (3).
Detailed data show that the self-employed had paid an estimated $207 million in the 2 years of cover
age 1951-52. See bearings, pt. 5, P. 762.
ISee.
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By the close of 1952, an aggregate of $26.1 billion, including $2.3
billion of interest credited, has been appropriated to the trust fund.
As of December 31, 1952, the fund aggregated $17.4 billion, which
means that roughly $8.6 billion has been paid out. Of this amount,
a little more than $8.0 billion represents benefit payments and $0.6
billion administrative costs.
Looking at the chart, we find that 2.6 million individuals wh-) have
pi~'d x total of $356 million in FICA taxes were currently receiving
primary benefits. By the end of 1952, they had received $3.7 billion
in benefits. Another 8 million individuals had paid $460 million in
taxes. Some of these have died, others are not currently drawing
benefits. However, 7.8 million persons had drawn $4.4 billion in
benefits as a result of the covered wage records of these 8 million tax
payers. It was estimated that all those on the beneficiary rolls on De
cember 31, 1952, would, assuming an average life expectancy, draw an
additional $21.8 billion in benefits. The future benefits of $21.8 bil
lion to those on the rolls at the end of 1952 may be compared with the
$17.4 billion trust fund.
The excess of these benefit commitments over the size of the trust
fund reveals the present nature of this program. That is, it is a pro
gram in connection with which those with jobs in their productive
years and employers pay taxes chiefly to provide the funds for current
benefits to aged beneficiaries and other eligible survivors. Since this
program has been conceived in perpetuity, this means the present
individual taxpayers may anticipate that in their old age those persons
then in their productive years would do likewise.
The long-run objective of the program has been to have universal
coverage of all jobs and virtually all the aged and survivors eligible
(unless earning too much in wages, salaries, or self-employment in
come) for benefits, either as primary or as secondary beneficiaries.
It is, therefore, of interest to consider briefly the 1954 status of the
program in this respect. Approximately 80 percent of all workers
are in jobs covered by this program and, thus, are paying special
taxes-with matching taxes from the employers. A large propor
tion of the self-employed are also covered and paying FICA taxes.
However, only 30 percent of the aged are eligible and drawing benae
fits. 3

Were there universal coverage of all jobs in 1954 with taxes

levied at the present 2 percent rate on both employees and employers,
and 3 percent on the self-employed, the total amount appropriated to
the trust fund would be in the neighborhood of $6.5 billion. Another
half billion dollars would represent interest credited. But with vir
tually all aged and dependent survivors eligible and drawing benefits,
title II disbursements would aggregate roughly $8 billions .4
This excess of benefit costs in relation to tax receipts, if the system
were mature, may be compared with what we may actually expect in
1954. Estimated benefits will aggregate in the neighborhood of $3.6
billion, and appropriations to the fund, resulting from FICA tax
Approximately another it percent would be eligible were it not for the fact that they or their spouses are
still working.
4 We are here assuming the same distribution of all aged by amounts of monthly benefits as obtained for
those actually receiving benefits in 1952. (See hearings, appendix I, pp. 1029-1036.)
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collections, will. approximate $5.2 billion. Interest credited would
amount to a half billion dollars. In other words, with taxes collected
from or on behalf of 80 percent of the workers and with benefits paid
only to some 30 percent of the aged and 40 percent of the unremarried
widows with their dependent children and the children whose fathers
had died, there will be a $2.1 billion excess of appropriations over
benefit costs. But it is this excess which gives a misleading impression
as to the ultimate relative cost burden-when virtually all. Jetired
aged, dependents, and survivors are drawing benefits.

IV. THE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
AND TITLE II
In the three preceding chapters, we have presented facts with respect
to the old-age assistance, the aid to dependent children, and the Fed
eral old-age and survivors insurance benefits programs. We have also
reported the more important statutory modifications and alterations
during the period 1935 through 1954.
In this chapter, we will reexamine the underlying principles of the
two assistance programs, old-age assistance and aid to dependent
children, on the one hand, and of Federal old-age and survivors insur 
ance benefits, the title II program, on the other, in order to reveal the
fundamental similarities and contrasts. ID the light of this com
parison, we will thus see where we stand today with respect to social
security for the aged, survivors, and needy dependent children-and
be better able to decide what should be done, and what can be done.
In making this comparison, attention will be centered on four funda
mental quest-ions:
1. Are there basic similarities or differences in the character of
the right to cash benefits under old-age assistance and aid to de
pendent children as compared with that under title II?
2. Are there basic similarities or differences in the conditions
of eligibility which must be met to acquire these rights?
3. Isthere abasic similarity in the purpose which these be-nefits
are designed to serve?
4. Have the costs of these two programs been financed in a
relatively similar manner?
The first three questions are inextricably interrelated. The right to a
benefit can be acquired only by meeting certain conditions of eligibility.
The right itself would be meaningless unless there is a right to some
thing of value-in this case, cash benefits.
The right under both of the programs, old-age assistance and aid to
dependent children, is established by statute and is conditional
In the chapter on old-age assistance, the wide differences in the
understanding by segments of the public and by welfare officials of the
nature of the right to assistance were revealed. To avoid any am
biguity or confusion, the following testimony from the hearings in 1953
is quoted.
Mr. WINN (Chief Counsel). Miss Goodwin, we have seen numerous excerpts.
from articles and other writings in which the word "right" is used in connection
with old-age assistance payments. Can you tell me what the policy of the Bureau
of Public Assistance has been as to the matter of the payments of these publicassistance cash payments as a matter of right?
Miss GOODWIN (Associate Director, Bureau of Public Assistance). As you
know, the old-age assistance and old-age insurance programs had their birth in the
same kind of planning, and except for the accident of what employment is covered
in the insurance program, the people are very much the same.
We have said on many occasions that we believe that when an assistance pro
gram is established by law setting forth its eligibility conditions, persons who meet
51
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those eligibility conditions and continue to meet them have a right to receive
assistance and not be subject to the judgment or whims of individuals within the
program. If other conditions are to be imposed, they should be imposed as part
of the law or the policy and regulations of the agen~cy, and not on a basis which
is individually applied. It is in that sense a conditional right. It is the right to
receive in accordance with the rules and regulations of the State.
Mr. MILLS (subcommittee member). In other words, the right that may exist
under State law actuall y is prompted by Federal law, though there is not a right
under Federal law individually?
Miss GoODAVIN. The State would have to meet this requirement of offering an
opportunity fo)r a fair hearing in order to qualify for Federal law. Many States'
laws contain that kind of provision and have the same meaning quite independent
of the Federal act.
Mr. MILLs. I asked the question, Mr. Chairman, because I have been under the
impression for somne time that the applicants, the people within a State, and
perhaps some State administrators of the programs, proceed on the basis that there
is a right. I had never so interpreted the matter as constituting a statutory right.
However, as I think of the Federal statute setting up conditions under which
State plans must be approved, it would seemn rather clear on second thought that
those State laws would, in order to qualify the State for Federal assistance, have to
provide some degree of right, at least a conditional right, certainly a statutory type
of righit, to th-.is assistance if he is eligible under the law.'

The "right" under title II is statutory and conditional
In chapter Ifl, we indicated the widely held misconception with
respect to the right to a benefit in this program and also presented the
facts bearing on this issue. The following colloquy between the sub
committee chairman and the former Commissioner for Social Security
occurred in the 1953 hearings:
Chairman CURTIS. The individual who perhaps was 21 years of age in 1937
and who has been in covered employment since then, since 1937, and will have to
continue to pay these taxes until he is 65, has no contract? Is that your position?
Mr. ALTMEvER. That is right.
Chairman CURTIS. And he has no insurance contract?
Mr. ALTMEYER. That is right.
Chairman CURTIS. It is a statutory right?
Mr. ALTMEYER. It is a statutory right enforceable by law.6

These statutory rights can be changed at any time by legislative action
As we indicated in the chapters on old-age assistance and aid to
dependent children, State legislatures have changed some conditions
of eligibility to make them more restrictive than formerly and have
thus in effect extinguished the rights of certain individuals. Similarly,
the conditions of eligibility uinder title II have been changed and, thus,
have terminated the "rights" of some individuals. The benefit value
of the "rights" has been increased in most cases-but it has also been
reduced.
Mr. ALTMEYER. ***Now, the question of whettner it is a contractual right
or a noncontractual right is immaterial and unimportant, so long as it is statutcry
right, enforceable by law, and not subject to the whim or caprice of any political
body or administrative official.
Chairman CURTIs. Now, a statutory right can be changed by the duly con
stituted elected body, can it not?
Mr. ALTMEYER. It certainly can.'

As was noted earlier, the amendments of 1950 terminated the right
to receive title II benefits by those then receiving them but who, after
retirement, had developed a profitable self-employment occupation.
'Hearings,pt. 3, pp. 421-422.
oHearings, pt. 6, p. 918.
7 Hearings, pt. 6, p. 919.
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The statutory "right" of a person to receive benefits under either type of
program does not depend upon a previous record of having paid any
kind of tax
We noted above (see pp. 21 and 26) that the assistance programs
are financed in part by Federal appropriations from the general funds
of the United Sates rreasury, and in a number of States by appro
priations from general tax revenues. It is true that in a few States
there are taxes earmarked for the financial support of public assistance.
However, no applicant is obliged to show payment of any tax in order
to receive public assistance benefits.
In tbe case of the title II program, however, there has always been a
special tax related to the financing. Some persons have believed
that the payment of this tax provides one of the bases for eligibility
to title II benefits. For example, a publication of the Social Security
Board, Old-Age and Survivors Insurance for Workers and Their
Families (January 1940) implies this to be true by stating on page 10:
If you work on a job covered by this law, you pay a tax to the Federal Govern
ment and so does your employer. These taxes go into the fund, out of which
your benefits will be paid later on. The tax is a sort of premium on what might
be called an insurance policy which will begin to pay payments when you qualify
at age 65 or over, or in ease of death.

By subsequent statements, the former Commissioner for Social
Security, Mr. Altmeyer, has swept away any c6nfusion on this.
In 1943, he commented in a discussion group as follows:
* * * I hope t~hat this group will not cease discussing this question of what is
insurance as contrasted with assistance. I think it is very interesting and neces
sary that we clarify our ideas on that distinction, if there is a distinction, and it
seems to me that we have to come back to some basic first principles as to what is
meant by insurance, and secondly as to what is meant by contributory insurance.'

In 1945, he stated:
The Federal Social Security Act provides two kinds of program-fs-public
assistance and social insurance. In the one, rights are conditioned on need;
in the other, on wage loss, yet they are the same kind although people sometimes
hold that those arising out of contributions paid by a person, or on his behalf, are
the more valid. I do not believe that such a distinction con be mode.'

In the hearings in 1953 -before the Subcommittee on Social Security,
there occurred the following colloquy:
Mr. WINN. Under title II of the social-security law the payment of the social
security tax, though, has not been the test in determining eligibility for benefits
has it?
Mr. ALTMEYER. Under the law it cannot be a test. 1'

Conditions of eligibility for benefits under the two assistance programs
are determined on a State-by-State basis, whereas under title II they
are ajiplicable nationwide
As was shown in the first chapter, the minimum qualifying age for
old-age assistance payments subject to Federal participation is fixed
at 65 years. Need, as another condition of eligibility, is determined
according to a budgetary standard as defined by each State in its plan,
and takes into account any resources or income of the individual. In
aid to dependent children, a child is defined as a person under 18 years
8Provisional Record of the Social Security Consultation on Income Maintenance and Medical Care,
uinder the auspices of the International Labour Office, July 9-12, 1943, Montreal, Canada (Hearings, ap
pendix II. P. 1249). italics supplied
From the Survey Graphic, September 1915, and quoted in the hearings, pt. 4, p. 529. Italics supplied.
"0See hearings, pt. 6, p. 963.
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of age. The other condition, "need," is determined on an individual
basis in relation to a budget standard in each State plan. Thus,
el' 'bi'ty is determined, in part, on the personal situation of the
ingvidalapplicant. It may be noted that if individuals receiving
cash payments under either of these programs should hold a job and
earn a wage or salary, he would in all probability no longer be in need
and his right to benefits thereby would be extinguished. Ownership of
assets valued higher than stated maximums renders the applicant,
ineligible.
The age tests for eligibility to title II benefits are of two kindsthose applicable to primary beneficiaries, and those for the secondary
beneficiaries. In the case of the primary beneficiary, there is a
minimum age requirement of 65 years. For the secondary beneficiar~y,
a close family relationship is required. For surviving children, there.
is an age limitation of 18 years. For the dependent spouse, the'
minimum age is 65 'whether the primary beneficiary is living or has.
passed on except where she is caring for dependent children under 18.
The age limitation involved in the eligibility of the widowed mother
(or the wife of a retired worker) with children is applied only to the.
dependent children who must be under the age of 18. Thus, it may
be seen that age as a condition of eligibility for children and aged is'
the same in these programs, and there is no age limitation for widowed
mothers with dependent children.
Under. title II no inquiry is made with respect to the applicant's
resources or income to establish eligibility. There is an automatic
continuing condition of eligibility. If the applicant or beneficiary is
receiving more than a stated amount from wages, salary, or Selfemployment income in specified occupations, he does not meet the~
eligibility requirement for a "right" to a benefit. This "work test"
is waived for those 72 years of age or older.
The purpose of benefits under both types of programs is to deal with need.
A Ways and Means Committee report in 1939 defined the purposeof the benefit under public assistance and under title II as fol ows:
Old-age insurance is to prevent future old-age dependency. Old-age assistance
1
is designed to relieve existing need."

In an article expressing his personal views, the general counsel for
the Bureau of Public Assistance stripped off the semantics as follows:
It is true that "economic need" is not made a condition of eligibility to the
benefit payments themselves in the Federal old-age insurance program, as it is
in the State-operated programs [public assistance], but one must engage in some
mnental gymnastics to show the difference in theory between paying because there
is need and paying so there will not be need. 12

Both types of benefits are essentially supplemental in character
The resources and income of the applicant for public assistance are
taken into account in determining the size of the cash benefit. It is
true, of course, that many an applicant has no resources or income and
the need is then found to be equivalent to the total living require
ments. The benefit under title II is not intended to be wholly ade
quate to meet the individual's total living needs. A report of the

11
From Ways and Means Committee report, 76th Cong., Ist sess.
p. 942.

pt

Ve Public Assistance

(1939), and quoted in the hearings,

as a Social Obligation, by A. Delafleld Smith, Harvard Law Review, vol. 63,
p~.274 (1949). This article Is printed In full in the hearings, appendix II, pp. 1196-1208 and this quotation is
oud on p. 1200.
13
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Social Security Board, making recommendations for improvement of
the Social Security Act, stated:
It is impossible, under any social-insurance system, to provide ideal security
for every individual. The practical objective is to pay benefits that provide a
minimum degree of social security as a basis upon which the worker, through his
own efforts,
will have a better chance to provide adequately for his individual
13

security.
Benefit payments under both types of programs have been _financed, for
the most part, out of current taxes-out of taxes levied on workers
and other persons with income, in their productive years, and on
employers

The facts and the discussion with respect to the cost and financing

~of old-age assistance and aid to dependent children showed that the

bulk of the funds was derived from general tax revenues with less
than 25 percent from capacity-to-pay taxes. In the case of title II,
there have always been special taxes associated with the program.
These taxes have been levied on covered workers and employers and,
to date, the tax receipts have exceeded the benefit disbursements in
each year. The excess of receipts is reflected in the trust fund.
It may be observed that the "means test" provides a measure of
-control over the expenditures for the assistance programs. In con
trast, the title II programs has no means test. Reiteration that this
program must be self-sustaining from the dedicated social security
taxes and interest credited to the trust fund reveals the character of
-expenditure control in which Congress has placed its reliance.
Both types of programs may be adjusted to ft changing social conditions
and needs of the people

We have observed that these programs involve a diversion of money
income chiefly from the productive to the nonproductive aged and
,other dependents. An important consideration for Congress in
improving these Federal programs has always been how much of the
national money income may safely be diverted. As we have seen,
Congress has complete financial control in one program and only partial
control in old-age assistance and aid to dependent children.
In the Social Security Act, Congress has always reserved to itself the
power to alter and amend any provision of that law. In the case of
title II, it has provided new benefits, increased the scheduled benefits,
also has decreased or suspended some benefits, and has also readjusted
the special taxes. Thus, Congress has direct and complete control
-over the amount of money income channeled through this program to
-eligible recipients.
For old-age assistance and aid to dependent children, the situation
is quite different. We showed in chapters I and II how the determi
-nationof need by each State, the operation of the participation for
mula, and the automatic Federal appropriating device in these two
programs place in the hands of the States a large share of control over
how much money income is diverted tbrough Federal taxes to the
same general classes of dependents with which the title II program
is concerned. Thus, the grants-in-aid arrangement widely disperses
control among the participiating States, Territories, and island posses
sions-among 53 governmental jurisdictions in the case of old-aoge
assistance and among 52 in aid to dependent children.
13Quoted in the hearings,

pt. 6, p. 939.
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In summary, these three programs with which this report has been
concerned may be described in the following general terms. All are
programs providing social benefits to the aged and the young who are
dependent. The necessary funds to pay the benefits are derived in
the main through taxes on workers and on others with income in their
productive years, and on employers. The inability of most on old-age
assistance, perhaps 20 percent of those on aid to dependent children,
and many other persons-young and old-to qualify for benefits
under title 11 is attributable solely to the lack of an adequate wage,
salary, or self-employment income record in specified occupations.
As we have seen, this situation has resulted from piecemeal expansion
of title II, or is due to the fact that these "unprotected aged" were
born too early, or their husbands (or fathers as the case may be) died
too early.
The singular importance of the work record as a condition of eligi-1
bility for title II benefits has been to provide the basis for calculationg
these benefits. The former Chairman of the Social Security Board
testified before the Ways and Means Committee in 1939 as follows:
***Even though it were considered reasonable to pay benefits to those who
have already passed retirement age, regardless of the fact that no contributions
had been made in their behalf, 14
it would be impossible to secure the wage records
necessary to determine benefits.

Actual wage data have not always been required. In the case of the
free wage credits to servicemen, Congress ignored the actual pay
records and provided for a fiat $160 monthly wage record for each
person, regardless of what his pay had been-whether it was sub
stantially below or at least equal to the maximum for coverage and
benefit purposes.
The most striking difference between the assistance programs, on the
one hand, and title II, on the other, is that the latter program accom
plishes the distribution of social benefits without a means test-an
inquiry into all the various resources and income of the individual
beneficiary.
f14See hearings, Committee en Ways and Means, 76th Cong., 1st sess., vol. 1, p. 57. This may also be
fund in hearings, pt. 6, p. 889.

APPENDIX
TABLE

1

OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE: AVERAGE ASSISTANCE PAYMENT PER PECIPIENT, BY STATE,
JUNE OF 1940, 1945, 1947, 1949, AND 1953
Excludes cases r ceiving only vendor payments for medical care and total amount of such payments]
State
Total---------------------------------

June 1940

June 1945

June 1947

June 1949

$19.92

$29.46

$36. 06

$43.59

1$48. 74

17.654
39.79
47.58
18. 25
52.61
65.11
43. 87
22. 66
40. 07
36.59
17. 04
35. 38
41.71
39.57
30.33
39. 72
34. 74
17. 38
24. 28
34.21
30. 88
50. 60
35. 94
37. 07
17. 32
35. 05
37. 80
40. 27
47.47
36. 70
40. 76
35.85
46. 99
18. 05
39.45
39.56
42.33
41. 87
33. 96

22.61
55.97
54.96
20.65
2p70.55
67.608
54.61
28.06
41. 67
40.19
20. 54
35.33
46. 57
44. 87
35. 22
48.08
56.10
29.583
47. 05
41. 34
36.88
61. 10
42. 88
47. 15
18. 80
42. 57
44. 93
42. 00
54.05
43. 48
47.80
34. 22
52. 74
21. 55
46. 56
46. 72
52. 10
48.21
40. 01

27.50
58.13
65. 53
32.25
69.39
78. 70
66. 40
38.30
53.95
43.36
36.56
34. 62
54.39
41.01
37.563
56.85
57. 72
35.17
51.19
46.25
43. 27
66. 70
51. 47
45. 28
28.21
20.03
57.98
43. 23
56. 22
45. 75
59.85
44. 76
57. 74
29. 74
55. 36
51. 57
65. 88
62.41
42.80
6
49. 49
31. 44
44. 47
36. 45
38.43
59. 43
41.12
11.02
26. 74
62. 68
33.38
51. 51
59. 72

Alabama-----------------------------------9.35
15.91
Alaska-------------------------------------28.06
34. 49
Arizona.....................................27.
69
38.55
Arkansas....................................7.
56
17. 99
California...................................37.95
47. 31
Colorado 2 --------------------33. 57
41.35
Connecticut.................................26.
65
36. 73
Delaware...................................
11.33
15.84
District of Columbia-----------------------25.33
31.89
Florida.....................................
12.01
28. 88
Geergia......................................8.00
11.42
Hawaii.....................................12.
67
22. 59
Idaho......................................
21.99
30. 22
Illinois......................................20.
84
31. 93
Indiana.....................................17.82
25.63
Iowa.......................................
20.50
31. 72
Kansas.....................................19.15
29. 82
Kentucky.................................11.46
..&74
Lou isiana...................................11.89
23. 65
Mains......................................
20. 99
29. 59
Maryland...................................17.50
27. 77
Massachusetts...............................28.51
42. 76
Michigan...................................
16.58
30.065
Minnesota..................................
20. 99
30.12
Mississippsi..................................8.30
15. 42
Missouri-----------------------------------16.69
23. 36
Montana....................................18.07
31. 10
Nebraska----------------------------------16. 51
28. 74
Nevada------------------------------------26. 54
38.42
New Hampshire----------------------------21.15
30. 03
New Jersey--------------------------------20.49
31. 74
New Mexico--------------------------------14.45
31. 81
New York---------------------------------24. 52
34. 79
North Carolina-----------------------------10.14
12. 50
North Dakota------------------------------16.78
33. 32
Ohio--------------------------------------22.85
29. 85
Oklahoma----------------------------------17. 72
29. 27
Oregon------------------------------------21.38
35. 37
Pennsylvania................................21.90
30.00
Puerto Rico...............................................................................7.617.
Rhode Island------------------------------19.51
33. 67
South Carolina-----------------------------8. 24
14.14
South Dakota------------------------------19.70
24. 53
Tennessee----------------------------------10. 08
16. 08
Tetas.......................................10.31
23. 90
Utah.......................................
21. 17
38. 73
Vermont....................................15.
99
22. 30
Virgin Islands-------------------------------- --- ------------ -----Virginia------------------------------------9.82
13.:7901
Washington--------------------------------22. 08
482230
West Virginia------------------------------13.89
17. 98
Wisconsin---------------- ------------------22. 24
29. 14
Wyoming------------------:----------------23. 71
363

June 1953

-

39.66
45.04
20. 23
24. 70
32.42
38. 02
18.38
27.15
28. 92
34. 23
47.06
50. 27
30.81
32,13
--------------------137.63
20.28
67.11
15. 08
21. 35
36.00
41. 60
48. 72
55. 63

I Average excluding Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands $49.48.
2Average based on tbtals that-include recipients uisder 65 years of agd and payments to these recipients.
Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration, Bureau of
Public Assistance, Division of Program Statistics and Analysis, Sept. 9, 1913.
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POPULATION 65 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER, NUMBER RECEIVING OLD-AGE
ASSISTANCE, AND FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE, BY
STATE, 1952
Old-age assistance

Stae
Stae

-Continental United States ---------------------------------

Population
ae and of
ge ndover,
July 1, 1952

13,108,345

Alabama ------------------------------------------------214,780
Arizona --------------------------------------------------49,669
Arkansas ------------------------------------------------159,736
'California------------------------------------------------977,672
'Colorado-------------------------------------------------122,408
'Connecticut----------------------------------------------188, 742
Delaware ------------------------------------------------28,438
District of Columbia --------------------------------------60,559
'Florida --------------------------------------------------265,336
,Georgia--------------------------------------------------235,526
Idaho----------------------------------------------------46,670
Illinois---------------------------------------------------804,334
Indiana--------------------------------------------------380,583
Iowa ----------------------------------------------------285,204
Kansas--------------------------------------------------203,299
Kentucky -----------------------------------------------246,370
'Louisiana ------------------------------------------------192,828
Maine ---------------------------------------------------96,957
Maryland -----------------------------------------------174,269
Massachusetts--------------------------------------------493,083
'Michigan ------------------------------------------------496,738
Minnesota -----------------------------------------------283,634
Mississippi-----------------------------------------------162,144
Missouri-------------------------------------------------428,441
Montana-------------------------------------------------54,220
Nebraska ------------------------------------------------136,108
Nevada --------------------------------------------------11I,92
New Hampshire---------------- --------------------------60,008
-NewJersey ----------------------------------------------424,042
New Mexico----------------------------------------------38,140
'New York ----------------------------------------------1,345,825
North Carolina-------------------------------------------243,075
North Dakota --------------------------------------------51,079
Ohio ----------------------------------------------------752,060
Oklahoma -----------------------------------------------208,030
Oregon--------------------------------------------------142,978
Pennsylvania --------------------------------------------941,192
Rhode Island---------------------------------------------74,621
South Carolina-------------------------------------------124,178
South Dakota --------------------------------------------58,534
'Tennessee -----------------------------------------------251,880
'Texas ---------------------------------------------------557,143
Utah ----------------------------------------------------45,785
'Vermont -------------------------------------------------41,198
'Virginia -------------------------------------------------229,918
Washington----------------------------------------------227,049
West Virginia --------------------------------------------148, 53
Wisconsin -----------------------------------------------327,144
Wyoming ------------------------------------------------19,183

Expenditures
from Federal
Number of assistac tor
recipients,
assanet
Juy15
recipients,
Juy151 calendar
year 1952 (in
thousands)3
2,603,236

*811,582

71,725
14,042
57,758
272,904
s547, 749
17,064
1,"144
2,748
67,026
95,123
9,206
109,437
42,711
47,695
36,797
58,186
120,685
14,087
11,200
97,927
90,813
54,257
58,085
131,203
10,981
20, 582
2,708
7,012
22,003
10,752
113,228
51,304
8,774
114,839
95,108
22,372
71,485
9,227
42,372
11,731
58,316
218,193
8,730
6,985
18,4086
66,750
26,314
30,910
4,164

14,685
4,816

12,631

98,111
17,466
5,907
475
905
20,362
24,832
3,063
35,254
12,496
16,023
12,653
15,011
42,859
4,555
3,351
34,048
29,937
18,077
11,479
45,074
3,781
6,975
986
2,2866
7,116
3,358
40,022
11,287
2,865
38,052
53,186
7,482
21,135
2,992
9,977
3,779
15,963
60, 248
3,430
2,143
3,840
22,711
6,376
16,058
1,464

1Excludes 10 518 recipients receiving only vendor payments for medical care as follows: Illinois, 4,108;
-Indiana, 324; ERanss, 93; Massachusetts 71; Michigan, 934- Minnesota, 412; aebraska, 527; Nevada 14
New Hampshire, 21; New York, 3,629; libode Island, 192; Wiconsin, 6.Vendor payments for medial
care were made without Federal participation In Kansas, Michigan and Wisconsin.
a Including vendor paymnts for medical care. The'amount oi expenditures from Federal funds for
vendor payments for medical care of the recipients shown in footnote 1 is not available.
U Excludes 3,896 recipients under 65 years of age to whom payments were made without Federal
participation.
Source: For "Population 65 years of age and over," see hearings, appendix I, table 134, p. 1142; for "Num
ber of recipients," Social Security Bulletin, QOtoher 1952, p. 34, table 14; and for "Expenditures from
rederal funds," appendix I, table 147, p. 1158.
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TABLE 3
ESTiMATED POPULATION AGE 65 YEARS AND OVER, NUMBER OF AGED OASI
BENEFICIARIES AND TOTAL AMOUJNT OF OASI BENEFITS CERTIFIED FOR PAY
MENT To AGED PERSONS, BY STATE, 1952

Estimated
Number of
population
aged beneage 65 or
ficiaries,
more, July 1,
Dec. 31,
19221 192 5

United States------------------------------------

Estimated total
amuto
criidfrpy
mentife
tor paged
beneficiaries,
calendar year
19212

13,108,345

3,826,219

$1,794,124,000

Alabama ---------------------------------------------214,780
Arizona-----------------------------------------------49.669
Arkansas ---------------------- ----------------------159,736
CalIfornia --------------------------------------------977,672
Colorado ---------------------------------------------122,408
Connecticut ------------------------------------------188, 742
Delaware --------- ----------------------------- ------28,438
District of Columbia -----------------------------------60,559
Florida ----------------------------------------------265,336
Georgia ----------------------------------------------235,526
Idabo-------------------------- ----------------------46,670
Illinois -----------------------------------------------804,334
Indiana------------------------ ----------------------380,583
Iowa-------------------------------------------------285,204
Kansas ----------------------------------------------203,299
Kentucky--------------------------------------------246, 370
Louisiana---------------------------------------------192,828
Maine-----------------------------------------------96, 957
Maryland--------------------------------------------174, 269
Massachusetts ----------------------------------------493, 053
Michigan ---------------------- ----------------------496, 738
Minnesota--------------------------------------------283,5634
Mississippi -------------------------------------------162,144
Missouri--------------------------- ------------------428, 441
Montana--------------------------- ------------------54, 220
Nebraska---------------------------------------------136,008
Nevada ------------------------ ----------------------1t927
New Hampshire---------------------------------------60,008
New Jersey-------------------------------------------424, 042
New Mexico ------------------------------------------35, 140
New York-------------------------------------------1,340,825
North Carolina----------------- ----------------------243,075
North Dakota-----------------------------------------51,079
Ohio-------------------------------------------------752, 060
Oklahoma ----------------------------------------- --0206,030
Oregon-----------------------------------------------142,978
Pennsylvania -----------------------------------------941,192
Rhode Is1and&------------------------ -----------------7Z4,
621
South Carolina----------------------------------------124,178
South Dakota-----------------------------------------58,534
Tennessee--------------------------------------------25t,680
Texas ------------------------------------------------557,143
Utah -------------------------- ----------------------45,785
Vermont----------------------------------------------41, 198
Virginia----------------------------------------------229,918
Washington ------------------------------------------227,949
West Virginia-----------------------------------------148,538
Wisconsin--------------------------------------------327,144
Wyoming---------------------------------------------19,153

44,186
13,893
28,7151
331,117
3t 194
74. 144
9,235
14,145
92,609
43,886
11,418
246,503
113.051
56,826
40,018
51,483
38, 387
34, 524
5t,717
189, 191
170, 795
67, 802
20. 401
101,103
12,741
24, 357
3,674
22, 003
161t 347
6. 539
475, 374
48,991
6,195
242, 764
37, 271
52,084
336,56
32,445
22,'613
8,124
47,844
104, 458
12,225
it 602
52,849
79,638
46,486
94,919
4,732

17,841,000
6, 212, 000
10,315,000
158,264,000
13,757.000
39, 530,000
4,531,000
6,657,000
41,474,000
17. 544,000
4,525,000
121, 105,000
51,459,000
22,673.000
15,872,000
21,179, 000
15,925,000
15,931,000
24,574,000
95,9029,000
82, 672, 000
29,779,000
7,327, 000
44,709,000
5,605, ooo
9,462,000
1,731,000
10, 292,000
83,014,000
2, 54t 000
234,988,000
19,940,000
2,218,000
119,lot 000
14, 593, 000
23,893,000
1os
io,80os,000
16,413,000
9,.112,000
3,08t,000
18,952,000
41,916,000
5, 347, 000
4,253,000
22,574,000
37,921t000
21t321000
43,096,000
2,109,000

I Estimated by U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration,
Bureau of Old-Age Assistance based on available census data.
2 Excludes 33,784 "young wives" under age 65 and an estimated $6 million certified for payment in 1952
to "young wives" for which State distribution is not available.
Source: For data, see hearings, appendix I, tables 101, 104, and 102, pp. 1099, 1104, and 1100, respectively.
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TABLE 4
STATUS OF OASI TRUST FUND, DEc. 31, 1952 1

Estimated FICA tax collections:
From employers, 1937 through 1952------------------- $11,775,795,000
From living persons with OASI earnings credits, not bene
ficiaries in current payment status, on Dec. 31, 1952
for period of 1937 through 1952--------------------- 11,167, 200, 000
From all individuals who were primary beneficiaries on
Dec. 31, 1952-for period of 1937 through 1952 ---------- 356, 470, 000
From all other individuals with OASI earnings, 1937
459,515,000
through 1952-------------------------------------Total estimated FICA tax collections 2------------------23, 758, 980, 000
18, 512, 000
Net adjustment (subtract)--------------------------------Net contribution income and transfers, 1937-52 -------- 23, 740, 468, 000
Interest credited to trust fund, 1937-52 -------------------- 2,327,353,000
Total receipts, 1937-52 ---------------------------- 26, 067, 821, 000
Benefit payments to old-age (primary) beneficiaries in current
payment status, Dec. 31, 1952-for period of 1937 through
3,665,400,000
1952-----------------------------------------------All other monthly benefit and lump-sum payments, 1937
4,371,000,000
through 1952----------------------------------------589, 908, 000
Administrative expenses----------------------------------206, 000
Adjustment (subtract)-------------------------------------Total net expenditures, 1937-52 ---------------------

8, 626, 102, 000

Total balance of trust fund, Dec. 31, 1952------------------ 17, 441, 719, 000
"Present values" ("actuarial reserve liability") of OASI bene
fits in current payment status, Dec. 31, 1952, taking into
future interest creditings at 2>% percent
account - -expected
rates -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18, 826,00(I, uUO
Estimated amount of interest creditings represented in "present
values" (approximate)--------------------------------- 3,000,000,000
Estimated total benefits expected to be paid after Dec. 31, 1952,
826, 000, 000
to OASI beneficiaries in current payment status on that date -21,
Amount theoretically available Dec. 31, 1952 ($17,441,719,000
fund balance plus $2,500,000,000 to be credited on such bal
ance as it is utilized) for payment of benefits to beneficiaries
in current payment status on that date------------------- 19, 941, 719, 000
See Hearings, pt. 5, pp. 762-64.
I Basqicdata are from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
t2This total and its components are as computed by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance oh
he basis of sample surveys of wage records, rather than being exact FICA tax-receipts data, and are subject
to limitations and adjustments as outlined in exhibit 95 and in basic tables 6348, which were supplied byr
the Bureau. See hearings, appendix I, pp. 1078-1080.
3See hearings, pt. 5, p. 764, footnote 2.
4 See the same, footnote 3.
5As shown in Present Values of OASI Benefits in Current Payment Status, Actuarial Study No. 35,
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration, Division of the
Actuary, table 3, p. 5.
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SOME MAJOR FINDINGS
-A MEMORANDUM

To HON. CARL T. CURTIS, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
SOCIAL SECURITY, DECEMBER 23, 1953

ON

A total of 13 days of public hearings were held, the last on Friday, November 27,
1953. Since the appointments of virtually all of the research staff terminate
-December 31, and since several weeks will be required to organize the material
and prepare a factual report, you requested an interim report prior to the expira
tion of the staff appointments.
We are herewith submitting to you a preliminary staff report on some major
-findings of the investigation.
Fifty-two programs supported in large part by Federalfunds provide financial aid to
dependent children in need

In the continental United States and its possessions, 47 States and 5 other juris
*dictions have aid to dependent children plans supported in large measure by
Federal grants-in-aid. One State alone, Neyada, does not participate.
There is a vast number of variations in the factors affecting conditions of eligi
bility and the administration of these plans. The number receiving aid and the
.amount of assistance payment differs from State to State, as.in old-age assistance
plans, varying with State definition ot requirements, resources, and need, and with
,State policies and practices in regard to such factors as acceptance of employment
by the mother and older children and contributions from close relatives. Chil
dren, therefore, receive widely different treatment under aid to dependent children,
-depending on the State in which they live.
The Federal Government shares in the expenditures under each of the State
plans on the basis of one formula. The plans and practices of the individual State,
however, determine the amount of the Federal grant-in-aid to the State.
States with "liberal" policies and practices in extending assistance to large
numbers of families benefit, through Federal aid, at the expense of other States
which safeguard their plans against abuse through the combined efforts of law

.enforcement officials, the courts, and an informed public opinion.

Aid to dependent children plans relieve chiefly dependency caused by factors not reached
by the national program, OASI

Payments under aid to dependent children are made to~families where the bread
winner, usually the father, is deceased, incapacitated, or absent from the home.
-Old-age and survivors insurance benefits are paid to some families with dependent

children only where the breadwinner (again usually the father) is deceased.
The number of aid to dependent children families where dependency was due
to death of the father has constituted a decreasing proportion of the total caseload
'receiving such assistance. This classification accounted for 37.2 percent of all
:aid to dependent children families in 1942, 24.0 percent in 1948, and an estimated
21.0 percent in 1951. Owing to a-large increase in the total number of aid to
dependent children families over this period, the smaller proportion in 1951 does
mot reveal the change in the actual number of families receiving aid to dependent
children where the parent is deceased. There were, however, fewer families in the
death-of-father classification in 1951 than in 1942, despite a sharp growth in the
-child as well as the family population froni 1942 to 1951.
The absolute decrease, in aid-to-dependent-children families where dependency
was caused by death of the father was accompanied by a vast rise in the number of

children receiving benefits 'under the old-age and survivors insurance program.
'OASI 'monthly benefits to children rose from 147,674 in June 1942 to 787,311 in
June 1951, or an increase of more than 40.0 percent. Over this period from 1942
to 1951 the total number, of families receiving aid to dependent children increased
from 395,552 in June,1942 to 449,202 in June 1948 and to 633,285 in June 1951.
'The rise was, not a steady one, however, since there was a substantial decline
during the War years.
Receipt of aid-to-dependent-children payments because of the reported incapac
ity of the father as a proportion of all families receiving aid to dependent children
was remarkably stable over these years. In 1942, this classification accounted
for 22.1 percenb of all the aid-to-dependent-children families, 23.2 percent in 1948
'and 24.0 in 1951.
T-he major cause for the increase in .the number of families on aid to dependent
.children was due to'the. absence of the father from the home. This group -coin
'prised 39.0 percent 'of all aid-to-dependent-children families in 1942 and rose to
49:5 percent inl1948 and an estimiated 51.5 percent inl1951. The actual number of
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families on the rolls in the father-absent-from-home group in 1951 was more than
double the number in 1942 and approximately 45 percent greater than the number
in 1948.
The "father absent from home" classification includes cases where the father has
deserted his family or is "separated" from the mother without courG decree, father
not married to mother, and parents divorced or legally separated. For 50 States
and other jurisdictions in 1948, those three groups accounted for 19.3 percent, 14.8
percent, and 11.4 percent, respectively, or a total of 45.5 percent, of all families
receiving ADC. Fathers absent from home for other reasons accounted for an
additional 4 percent of all aid-to-dependent-children families.
One expert testifying before the subcommittee on basis of the findings of an ex
tensive study of public assistance in one State declared, in reference to the aidto-dependent-children program:
"* * * in some cases families would be better off if the breadwinner deserted
and so the effect of the program has, certainly been, we feel, to encourage desertion.
With the relationships existing between the grants which are made under these
programs and. the general level of living of the State, there is some feeling, too, that
in some cases when the family faces.a situation, it would be becter for the bread
winner to become disabled and for the St-ate to take over under an assistance pro
gram. So i, has been our feeling * * * that cur program has increased the
amount of desertion and certainly encouraged disability."
The contradiction between an increasing aid to dependent children caseload
paralleling an expansion of OASI benefit payments to surviving children appears
best explained by testimony before the subcommittee wherein the Associate
Director of the Bureau of Public Assistance stated her belief that the States
have adopted more liberal programs with reference to aid to dependent children.
That would not be uniformly true of all States and, for that reason, has resulted
in further variations between State aid to dependent children plans.
The number of children receiving aid to dependent children has declined since
1950 to a total of 1,493,670 in June 1953. The 1953 total, however, exceeds the
835,030 total of June 1940 by 658,640, and the 1945 figures of 646,808 by 846,862.
When States not having federally approved aid to dependent children plans in
1940 are excluded, comparison shows that the number of children receiving ADC
has increased by 46.5 percent from 1940 to 1953 although the child population
under 18 years increased only 29.0 percent in the same period. The result is that a
larger proportion of the total child population is now receiving aid to dependent
children than in 1940 although the old-ag-e and survivors' insurance program was
providing monthly benefits for more than 1 million children in 1953 compared
with about 23,000 in 1940.
While the aid to dependent children programs were regarded by some as in an
early stage of development in 1940, this was no longer true by 1945. The per
centage increase in the numbers on aid to dependent children rolls since that year
is far greater than the growth in the child and family population.
Old-age assistance is an aggregationof 53 programs to care for needy aged pvaron~s
The purpose of Federal grants for old-age assistance is to enable each State
and five other jurisdictions to furnish financial aid to needy individuals 65 years
of age and over. Each State determines who will be eligible for this assistance,
the items essential for living, and the level of assistance to be paid. All States
are subject to the same Federal matching formula, but in the final analysis, each
State or possession determines the amount of its own cash grants.
A needy individual's "essential requirements" are defined differently in each
State and the definitions vary widely. In general, a budget is drawn up' defining
them in money terms. One State, however, may provide that any aged individual
requires $90 monthly to meet his needs. Another will establish amounts for food,
shelter, clothing, light, and heat and little, if any, more. A third will provide in
addition all needed medical care and many special items in given circumstances.
The Federal statute specifies that resources and income must be taken into con
sideration in determining the need to he met by cash grants. The Federal statute,
however, does not define "resources." Thus, the ability of close relatives to
provide support and the availability of suitable employment to the recipient
may be considered resources in one State and completely disregarded in another.
One State may- allow an aged person to own' realt and personal property and
receive old-agge assistance payments while another would require him to convert
these resources to cash and use the money for current living expenses. Although
"(resources" may receive consideration in the actual plan, they may be ignored in
practice as testimony concerning Louisiana showed. The degree of utilization of
many types of resources affects the number of aged given assistance and the
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-amount of the grant. A Nebraska administrator said "we provide for the use of
as many resources as possible." In Louisiana, recipients are permitted to retain
real or personal property up to a maximum of $1,500 for a single individual,
:$2,500 for a married couple, in addition to the home which as reported has had an
actual value as high as $15,000 or more; on the other hand, South Carolina,
while permitting retention of the homestead, limits to $300 the savings for death
and last illness expense. Each administrator testifying in the recent hearings
mentioned different property limitations.
The ability of aged persons with marketable skills to earn something is regarded
as a resource by some administrators. One (New Jersey) testified that in helping
persons with such skills obtain employment the State had had very gratifying
results. He added "* * * elderly people need to work, not only because they can
make a little money, but because of the good psychological effect." 'rhe com
missioner of public welfare in Minnesota reported that when the demand for labor
became acute 2 years ago, instructions were issued that "marketable skills in
the employment market constituted a tangible and practically a very good resource
and, therefore," * * * aid (should be) withheld or diminished in accordance
-with the value of that resource.
The attitude toward relative responsibility as a resource varies in the different
jurisdictions from repeal of such laws in Louisiana and Oklahoma (where public
opinion caused the law to be ignored while still on the books) to strict enforce
ment under detailed provisions, with legal proceedings against the relative who
has not fulfilled his obligation. A local Nebraska director of public welfare testi
fied that the relative responsibility law in his State is the most important factor
,of eligibility without any question and that the caseload in his county would be
double the current figure were it not for the relative support requirement.
Tied in with resources, particularly real estate, are lien laws anid recovery
provisions. Under the former, a lien accrues against the real estate owned by
the recipient in the amount of assistance that he or she receives. The Minnesota
Director of Public Assistance estimated that were it not for such a law in his State,
a law he considers fair and equitable, the caseload would be in the neighborhood
~of one-third higher. He stressed that the $1 million or thereabouts, recovered
-each year has become available to people more greatly in need than those from
whom it was reimbursed. As expressed by a former member of the advisory
,board of the Nebraska Welfare Department, the State in advancing assistance
money for the support of the recipient is taking the place of the children to whom
the house would go after the death of the recipient or his dependent; therefore,
when the time comes to liquidate the recipient's estate, the State should likewise
take the place of the children to the extent that it furnished assistance to the par
-ent.
The public assistance grant is designed to represent the difference between the
living requirements of an individual and his resources, including income. This
,difference, or the amount of "need" as determined by the State, may be paid
in full or in part-, depending upon-the adequacy of the funds appropriated for such
purpose. In June 1953, when the average cash payment in the United States as a
whole was $49.48, this figure ranged from a high of $78.70 in Colorado to a low
-of $27.50 in Alabama, exclusive of vendor payments for medical care and cases re
~ceiving only such payments. Th~is represented an increase over the preceding
.June, an increase ascribable to the change in the Federal share provided for in
the 1952 amendments. It was noted in the hearings, however, that some States
bad ample funds at the time the amendments went into effect, were already pay
ing at a level they considered adequate, and did not believe it necessary or do
-sirable to increase individual payments.
Willingness to pay more taxes has been a major factor determining the size of grant
to aged persons in some States
For several years the Bureau of Public Assistance has contended that the ]Federal
-Government must offer greater financial support to the assistance programs. The
~reason given is that some States, particularly in the agricultural South, have a
large burden of needy aged and a relatively low per capita income, or, in other
words, a presumably low taxpaying capacity. Consequently, they have been
unable to provide, more than what appears -to be relatively meager monthly pay
ments to needy aged individuals. Congress has responded to these arguments by
-amending the matching formula three times since 1945, with each amendment pro
viding for a larger share to be granted by the Federal Government. Meanwhile,
the numbers ot people receiving old-age assistance have risen from 2,038,395
in June 1945 to 2,608,898 in June 1953, reaching a peak of 2,809,537 in Septem
hber 1950. Total Federal expenditures to help finance cash grants to recipients
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of old-agge assistance have risen from $702 million in 1945 to $1,581 million in'
fiscal 1953.
Analysis indicates that the willingness or unwillingness of persons In a State
to be taxed more for a program such as old-age assistance is a major factor in
determining State and local financial support. For example, Louisiana in 1947
and 1949 ranked relatively low in per capita income-presumed to reflect tax
paying capacity. It ranked 41st among the States in per capita income in 1947'
and 40th in 1949. Meanwhile, Louisiana rose from 38th in 1947 to 17th in 1949'
in the size of the average cash grant for old-age assistance. The passage of a 2'
percent sales tax in 1948 earmarked for old-age assistance provided very sub
stantial financial support and explains this rise in average cash grants. Thus,.
despite a supposedly low taxpaying capacity as reflected by per capita income,
the people in the State demonstrated their willingness to be taxed more for this
program.
In contrast, the State of Virginia between 1947 and 1952 has, despite a slight
advance in its rank in per capita income (taxpaying capacity) from 37th to 35th,
nevertheless declined from 44th in rank to 47th so far as average cash grants are
concerned. Over the same period, Maryland has risen in per capita income from
23d to 12th and has registered virtually no change in its rank in average cash
grant s, standing 34th in 1947 and 33d in 1952. Since 1950, both States have
pased statutes which provide for tax credits to its income-tax payers when a
substantial excess of estimated tax receipts over budgeted expenditures appears
in prospect. In 1951 and 1952, individual income-taxpayers in -both tates
received material reductions in their tax liabilities as a result of these statutes.
Thus, both of these States have demonstrated an unwillingness to be taxed more
to support larger average grants for old-age assistance, despite a demonstrated
taxpaying capacity.
The "right" of a needy aued person to assistance is a conditional, statutory right-.
subject always to legislative change

The attitudes within the several States vary widely on this question. An expert.
on public assistance in Louisiana testified in the hearings there is no doubt that
the people in his State believe they have an unqualified right to old-age assistance..
He noted that little attention is given to determining need of the applicant. In
fact, nowhere does the State's program have a stated well-defined objective.
The Oklahoma welfare director testified that the great majority of the aged
there, and many not aged, are of the opinion that the State has adopted a law
giving them a right to assistance upon reaching their 65th birthday regardless of
need. In contrs~st, under the New Jersey law, as administered, the person who.
has attained the age of 65 is not eligible for assistance unless he lacks adequate
support, is unable to support himself, is without parents, spouse, children, and
grandchildren able to support him, and without other persons able and willing
to support him, and is found after due investigation to be inneed. The Minnesota
Supreme Court, according to the Minnesota Commissioner of Public Welfare,
has said: "that the recipient or applicant has no right, that it is the charitable
attitude of the sovereign State for its people that is the basis for public assistance."
Testimony and other evidence in the hearings brought out that public assistance
does not provide vested rights, but is a government program for distributing
gratuities. Moreover, these rights can be changed at any time by legislative
action. The Acting Director of the Bureau of Public Assistance in the Social
Security Administration stated that people have a right to assistance providing
they meet the qualifying conditions in the State law or plan. "It is the statutory
right." The basic compendium of American court decisions, Corpus Juris
Secundum (1953), states that "Old-age assistance benefits are not a matter of
right, but are gratuities and dependent on statute; persons eligible under a statute
have enforceable rights to assistance thereunder, but they. do not acquire a vested
right to continuance of benefits which are subject to a change in, or repeal of the
statute."
"The intended function of the insurance program is to serve as a primary source of
protection againsteconomic insecurityfor the American people" (Annual Report,
FederalSecurity Agency, 1951)

By the end of 1952, OASI benefit payments had reached an annual rate of
$3 billion. The total amount of OASI benefits paid to recipients living outside
of the United States increased, 1940 to 1953, at a more rapid rate than that paid
to residents of the United States. In 1940 only $37,000 was paid to residents
living abroad; by 1947, $1.6 million: by 1950, $6.7 million: by 1952, $13 million;
by 1953, $16 million. The number of recipients of old-age and survivors insurance
benefits living abroad in 1953 was 30,000.
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Average monthly primary old-age and survivors insurance benefits paid to aged
persons living outside of the United States in December 1952 were higher than
the average paid in the country as a whole and, in fact, higher than the average
payment in all but 2 of the 48 States-Connecticut and New Jersey. In Decem
ber 1952 the average monthly primary old-age and survivors insurance benefit
paid to aged persons living abroad was $53.34 per month; to those living within
the United States, $49.25.
Individuals receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefits and living abroad
are not subject to suspension of benefits whenever they earn wages of $75 per
month or more. This is because work abroad, except that performed by an
American citizen for an American employer, is not covered employment within
the terms of the Social Security Act and monthly benefits are suspended only
when monthly wages of $75 or more are made in covered employment.
The United States has negotiated treaties generally known as friendshipcommerce-navigation treaties with several countries, which contain the following
clause:
"In addition to the rights and privileges provided in paragraph 1 of the present
Article, nationals of either Party shall, within the territories of the other Party,
be accorded national treatment in the application of laws and regulations estab
lishing systems of compulsory insurance, under which benefits are paid without
an individual test of financial need: (a) against loss of wages or earnings due to
old age, unemployment, sickness or disability, or (b) against loss of financial sup
port due to the death of father, husband or other persons on whom such support
had depended."
According to the State Department's interpretation the United States Congress
may not, without violating the spirit of the treaties containing the above clause,
amend the Social Security Act to deny old-age and survivors insurance payments
to a noncitizen residing in a country with which United States has the treaty
unless at the same time it denies OASI payments to United States citizens resid
ing in that country. In the words of Thorsten Kalijarvi, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, "modification in this practice could not
be done without adversely affecting the treaty and the basic underlying principle
and raise the question of whether we are living tip to the treaty obligations or
international obligations we have entered into." (Hearings, part 3, p. 161.)
Treaties containing the above or a very similar clause are in force between the
United States and the countries of Italy, Ireland, and Japan and others have been
signed and ratified but are not yet in force with Uruguay, Greece, and Israel.
Treaties containing the clause are now being negotiated with other countries.
Although these are reciprocal treaties, some of the countries with which the
United States has such treaties do not, provide social-security benefits comparable
to those provided for in the United States.
In addition, United States has negotiated a treaty with Italy containing a.
clause which would permit individuals to count as covered employment work in
either Italy or the United States for eligibility for social-security benefits provided
by either Italy or the United States. This means that if an Italian national
works in this country in employment covered by social security, but not long
enough to become eligible for benefits, he may upon his return to Italy complete
his required work period in Italy and the United States will be liable for the
proportionate share of his old-age benefit. A claim could also be made against
the United States for the proportionate share of any child's, aged wife's, widow's,
or orphan's benefits. A citizen of the United States who works in covered emiploy
ment for a period, but insufficient to become eligible for benefits, and remains in
this country, doesn't get any benefit or any part of the benefit.
Implementation of this clause of the treaty requires domestic legislation passed
by both the House and the Senate.
After 16 years of social security, 60 percent of the aged still cannot get OASI benefits
As of December 31 1952, there were an estimated 13,305,000 persons age 65 and
over in the United Atates, and of that number, 3,S24,030 were drawing OASI
benefits. This left, 9,481,000 aged persons not drawing the benefits. This number
accounted for 71 percent of the aged population who were not drawing benefits.
However, of this latter number, there were 1,440,000, or approximately 1] percent
of the aged population, who were fully eligible for the OASI monthly benefit pay
ments but who, for reasons of their own-primarily because most of them were
working-were not currently on the benefit rolls.
The remaining number of aged persons in the United States, approximately
8,041,000, or 6 out of 10, neither were drawing OASI benefits of any kind, nor
eligible for such benefits. This was true despite the fact that the program,
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which originally had been created primarily for the purpose of offering a limited
source of income for the retired aged segment of the population, had been in
operation for 16 years.
Although it is recognized that some of the more than 8 million aged persons
neither drawing nor eligible for benefits Subsequently would be able to establish
eligibility, either as primary or secondary beneficiaries, available evidence in
dicated that this number would be relatively small. For example, of the entire
group of more than S million such persons, not more than approximnately 300,000
appeared to still have been working in employment or self-employment covered
by the OASI program during 1952. Consequently, only these 300,000, among
those persons who had not yet established permanent eligibility for benefits,
appeared still to be working in pursuits that would create future eligibility for
the benefits.. An additional unknown number could be expected to qualify for
aged wives' or widows' benefits. However, there was a general agreement that
the great bulk of the group of persons age 65 and over represented by the 6 out of
10, neither drawing nor eligible for the OASI benefits, would remain ineligible
under the existing OASI program for as long as they lived.
Continued incompleteness of OASI coverage largely explains the existing double
standard treatment of the aged

From the inception of the OASI program, both its purpose and the mechanics
of its operation have been to offer eligibility for benefits only upon the basis of a
required amount of employment by each individual in types of employment covered
by the program. No one could qualify for the benefits except upon the basis of
the employment occurring after the start of 1937. Consequently, all persons
who already have retired at -the time of the establishment of the program and
who were not able to enter OASI-coverage employment for a sufficient length
of time have been unable to establish eligibility for benefits for themselves, or
for their aged wives and widows. At the same time, under both thel1939 and the
1950 social-security amendments, there still remained large gaps in the types
of employment and self-employment covered by the OASI program. All persons
in the labor market nearing the retirement age who work in these noncovered
types of employment and self-employment thus still are not creating eligibility
for benefits for themselves and their aged dependents.
The 6 out of 10 aged persons, neither drawing nor eligible for benefits, thus
represent those persons who were members of the labor market, and their wives
and widows-plus others never in the labor market-who, because of the ac
cident of age and occupation, were not able to build up sufficient earnings credits
to qualify themselves and their aged dependents for the OASI benefits. This has
been true despite the fact that, under both the 1939 and 1950 amendments, op
portunities were given for individuals to establish eligibility for benefits with
a minimum of six calendar quarters of OASI employment.
Illustrating the degree of chance involved in whether an aged individual has
been able to establish OASI benefit eligibility is the fact that earnings from
OASI covered employment or self-employment that are representative of as little
as a few cents in social-security taxes could have spelled the difference between
no benefits, on the one hand, or monthly benefits, on the other hand, totaling
more than $21,000 for an aged couple living out their normal life expectancies.
Incomplete OASI coverage is resulting in anomalous, unequal treatment of today's
workers

In December of 1952, 51,740,000 persons were employed in types of employ
ment and self-employment covered by the OASI program, and 12,030,000 persons
were engaged in employment and self-employment not covered by the program.
This number, Dot covered by the program, represented 18.9 percent of the total
number of persons gainfully employed in that month.
Whether discriminatory treatment runs against the persons not covered by
the OASI program, or against those covered by the program, depends upon the
viewpoints of the individuals who are involved. However, it is a fact that when
persons are employed in the four-fifths of the available types of employment and
self-employment in the United States covered by the program, they are compelled
to pay the required social-security taxes, and, in turn, are building up eligibility
for future OASI benefits, whereas those in the positions not covered by the program
are denied the right of establishing benefit eligibility and are not required to pay
the social-security taxes. This difference of treatment amounts to unequal
treatment.
As a result of the complicated nature of coverage provisions for farm laborers,
there are circumstances under which a person originally employed as a farm
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worker on April 1 could be working in and attaining OASI coverage in the July
through September quarter of that same year, whereas if he first had been em
ployed or April 2 rather than April 1, he would be denied OASI coverage until
the October through December quarter of the year.
Under the prescribed conditions for the OAS coverage of domestic workers, a
person working in domestic service in a single household may build up benefit
eligibility by working only 24 days per calendar quarter in the single household,
whereas another person doing similar work may fail to obtain coverage by working
a total of 69 days, for example, in a calendar quarter if she works in 3 or more
different households and does not work more than 23 days in a quarter in any
I household.
Where a farmer carries on a subsidiary business on his farm, such as the cleaning
of beans for himself and his neighbors, he would be treated as being in self-employ
ment covered by the OASI program in the cleaning of the beans if 51 percent or
more of the bean cleaning is done for neighbors, but he would not be in covered
self-employment if 51 percent or more of the cleaning were done on beans pro
duced by himself.
A person engaged commercially in the threshirg of grain on farms is denied
OASI coverage as to such self-employment even though he is not in any sense a
farm operator, whereas a carpenter, who constructs buildings on a farm ubder a
contract arrangement, would have self-employment status.
In the case of employed officers or members of a crew engaged in commercial
fishing on a vessel of less than 10 net tons in size, the officers and crew memb.ers
are treated as being in employment covered by the OASI program if they are
fishine for salmon or halibut-but they are not covered by OASI if they are fish
ing for some other kind of fish. If they are employed on a vessel of more than 10
net tons in size, they are under OASI coverage regardless of the kinds of fish for
which they are fishing.
Generally speaking, employees of the executive branch of the Federal Govern
ment are included under OASI coverage if they are not already under a civil
service or other Federal retirement system, whereas employees of the legislative
branch of the Federal Government cannot be covered into the OASI program
under any circumstances.
If a father is employed by his son on a bona fide basis, his employment cannot
be covered by the OASI program-whereas, if the same individual had been em
ployed on a bona fide basis by his son-in-law, the work would be within OASI
coverage. Types of family employment excluded from OASI coverage are those
of service of a son, daughter, or spouse, and the service of a minor working for a
parent. Other family relationships between the employer and an employee, if
the employment is on a bona fide basis, do not set up a barrier to OASI coverage.
Where an owner-operator of an apartment house supplies linen and other serv
ices that are primarily for the convenience of tenants, then the entire net income
from the rental of the apartments is counted as self-employment income to estab
lish OASI eligibility-whereas, if the owner-operator does not provide the linen
and similar services, then none of the income counts toward the establishment
of eligibility for OASI benefits.
Althougn lawyers, doctors, and other specified groups of professional people are
excluded from the OASI coverage with respect to self-employment in their pro
fessional pursuits; they, nevertheless, are under OASI coverage when following
such professional pursuits as salaried employees of an employer covered by the
program.
The above are illustrative examples only of anomalies and inconsistencies in
the operation of coverage provisions of the OASI program and do not represent
an exhaustive list of such anomalies and inconsistencies.
Incomplete OASI coverage inevitably penalizes retiring workers, bene~fitwise

The OASI monthly benefit amount is computed under the benefit formula upon
the basis of the calculated average wages or self-employment earnings of an indi
vidual from covered employment or self-employment over a period of time that
may include periods during which the individual was not engaged in covered em
ployment. Under the method by which average monthly wages are calculated,
gaps which-occur in the service of an individual in covered employment have the
effect of reducing the average monthly wage upon which the benefit amount is
computed-and these reductions, in turn, result in lower monthly OASI benefits
for the person who has experienced such gaps than would be the case if there had
been no such gaps.
This effect may be illustrated through the hypothetical case of individuals who
were age 55 on January 1, 1951, and who will be awarded benefits upon applica
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tion therefor upon reaching age 65 on January 1, 1961. 'Where a person under
these circumstances worked continuously over the 10-year period in covered
employment at a wage of $300 monthly, his monthly benefit amount upon re
tirement would be $85-whereas, if he worked only three-fourths of the months
at $300 monthly during that period, his monthly benefit amount would be $73.80.
If he worked only one-half of the months at $300 monthly in covered employ
ment, the monthly benefit amount at the end of the period would be only $62.50.
In the instances of persons working under circumstances outlined above at
monthly wages of $200 under~OASI-covered employment, the benefit amount for
the person who worked continuously would be $70 per month; for the person
who worked three-fourths of the months, $62.50 monthly; and for the person
who worked one-half of the months, $55 monthly.
The present test of retirement discriminates against the wage earner as compared
with the self-employed person

The wage earner loses his monthly benefit payment for any month in which
his earnings from covered employment exceeds $75. In contrast, the selfemployed person can accumulate his earnings up to $900 a year before he loses
any benefits, and then the benefits are lost only to the extent that self-employ
ment earnings for the year exceeded, in multiples of $75 for each monthly benefit,
the $900 annual limitation. For example, if a self-employed person has earnings
over a calendar year at the level rate of $100 per month, he would lose only 4
months benefits of the year as a result of the earnings test, whereas an employed
person earning $100 per month over the year would lose all 12 months of his
benefits. Consequently, the self-employed can have a substantial amount of
earnings for a short period of time without losing any of his benefits, while the
emnployed person will lose all his benefits for any months in which the earnings
exceed $75 per month. The difference in treatment is particularly pronounced
in instances of seasonal work.
A second major difference is that self-employed person may have an unlimited
amount of income from self-employment and still not lose any benefits for
months in which he contributed no substantial amount of personal, services to
his self-employment enterprise. This privilege is not open to the employed
person.
It also is to be noted that persons who have both employment and self-employ
ment earnings, obviously an unusual few, may enjoy, in effect, a double exemp
tion, since earnings from the two sources are not combined for purposes of the
test. For example, if an individual had employment income of exactly $75 per
month and self-employment income of exactly $900 for the year in question, his
double set of earnings would not cause any loss of benefits even though the
combined earnings totaled $1,800 in the year.
When eligible persons aged 65-75 earn too much, they must forego their benefits as
well as continue to pay OASI taxes

The original 1935 Social Security Act did not provide for the taxation of earnings
of a person beyond the age of 65. Primarily for the purpose of permitting a
person beyond age 65 to accumulate earnings credits toward the establishment
of eligibility for benefits, however, the 1939 amendments made earnings in covered
employment of an individual at any age subject to OASI taxation.
While this arrangement permits workers to build up earnings credits establishing
eligibility for benefits after they pass age 65, it also means that those who choose
to continue to work instead of drawing benefits for which they otherwise are
eligible, not only must forego the benefits but also must continue to pay OASI
taxes.
As of December 31, 1952, there were 1,440,000 persons age 65 and over who
being "fully insured", were potentially eligible for primary old-age benefits but
were not drawing the benefits. In nearly all cases they were not drawing the
benefits because they were employed. This number included approximately
1,130,000 persons who never had applied for the benefits and 310,000 primary
old-age beneficiaries who previously had established entitlement to benefits but
whose benefits temporarily were being withheld because of their employment.
The group of persons age 65 and over who~were fully insured at the end of 1952
but had never drawn primary benefits had contributed, during 1937 through
1952, approximately $281 million in OASI employee and self-employment taxes,
and their employers had contributed another $270 million in taxes on their wages
and salaries.
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There is not enough in the $17 billion OASI trust fund to pay future benefits to the
present beneficiaries
As of December 31, 1952, there was a balance in the OASI trust fund of
$17,441,719,000 available for the payment of future benefits. However, as of
that same date, there were 2,644,000 aged persons currently drawing primary
old-age benefits and another 2,382,000 persons currently drawing secondary
benefits in the form of benefits for wives, husbands, children, widows, widowers,
mothers, and parents.
These 5,026,000 persons. currently drawing OASI benefits at the end of 1952
already had received in benefits a total of $6,010,700,000 and, according to esti
mates by actuaries of the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, these
same persons would draw an additional $21,826 million in future benefits before
their entitlement to the benefits ended.
Thus, as against a balance in the trust fund of approximately $17,442 million
there was a liability for future benefits payable to persons already on OASI rolls
of approximately $21,800 million. This liability did not take into account any
of the benefits to be payable to persons who were to become beneficiaries after
December 31, 1952.
It was further estimated by the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
that, while an amount of money equal to that of the balance in the trust fund as
of the end of 1952 was beine paid out in future benefits to persons currently
drawing benefits at the end of the year, interest amiounting to $2,500 mnillion would
be credited to the trust fund on such money. Thus, thre balance in the funa,
plus this interest to be credited, represented approximately $19,942 million
theoretically available at the encr-of 1952 to pay future benefits totaling $21,800
million to persons then currently drawing benefits.
The difference of $1;585 million represented the amount by which the OASI
trust fund was "short' in its accumulation of social-security tax money for the
payment of future benefits to persons already on the OASI rolls.
This deficiency of nearly $2 billion does not mean that the OAST trust fund
is in any imminent danger of being exhausted. Under existing Federal instu-ance
contributions tax rate schedules, the tax revenues of the future are expected, for
at least a considerable period of years, to continue to exceed expenditures.
Today's OASI taxpayers who becomne beneficiaries tomorrow must look to those then
working and poyirg OASI taxes frc their benefits
The OASI trust fundI as of December 31, 1952, was short by nearly $~2million
of having a large enough balance to pay future benefits to persons already enititled
to and drawing the benefits.
In the hearings before the Subcommittee on Social Security,, the conclusion was
stated by Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration, as
follows:
"The present trust fund is not quite large enough to pay off the benefits of the
existing beneficiaries. Therefore, you may say under thiat basis or conception
that there is nothing left in the fund for other contributors."
On December 31, 1952, there were an estimated 87,200,000 living persons in the
United States who had paid OASI taxes at some trime during their work history,
but whoneverfhad.received OASI beniefits. This nuimber included. approximase~-ly
56 million persons actively working during 1952 in OASI-covered emnuloyment
and self-employment to the extent of having qualified for one or more "quarters
of coverage" in that year.
These 87,200,000 who had paid OASI taxes but never received benefits had con
tributed over the period of 1937 through 1952 a total of $11, 100 million in employee
and self-employment taxes and their employers harl contributed another $10,897
million in their behalf-or a total of $21,997 million.
This total of nearly $22 billion, paid by or in behalf of living persons who not
yet had become beneficiaries, represented 93 percent of all OAST taxes collected
since the start of the program. It was the amount which, although theoreticall y
collected to finiance the paymient of future benefits to these persons and their
dependents and survivors not yet on the OAS! rolls, actually already had been
used or committed for the payment of past and future benefits, to an entirely differ
ent group of persons-those already drawing benefits at the end of 1952.
As a group, today's aged on 0AS1 will receive in benefits almost 50 times the amount
they paid in OASI taxes'
As of December 31, 1952, there were 2,644,000 persons currently drawing
OASI primary benefits. They themselves had paid $356,470,000 in OASI taxes.
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They already had drawn $3,665,400,000 in benefits-or more than 10 times theamount of their own tax contributions.
These same 2,644,000 primary beneficiaries can expect to receive, under existing
law, an additional $13,500 million in benefits before they are removed from therolls by death or for other reasons, according to actuarial estimates of the Bureau
of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. Thus, the total of past and future benefits.
for this group will be approximately $17,165 million-or a ratio of benefits as,
compared to taxes of 48 to 1.
If OASI taxes previously paid by employers on the past wages and salaries of'
the 2,644,000 primary beneficiaries at the end of 1952 are taken into account,
the total OASI benefits ultimately payable to them will be equal to approximately
24 times the amount of taxes paid by and for them.
Meanwhile, as of the end of 1952, $4,371 million in monthly benefits and lumnp-.
sum payments already had been paid to or in behalf of other beneficiaries, includ
ing deceased former primary beneficiaries and current and former dependents.
and survivors. And an additional $8,300 million was expected to be paid in
benefits after December 31, 1952, to the 2,382,000 secondary beneficiaries (de-
pendents and survivors) currently drawing benefits at that time. As compared
with the $12,671 million total of these two benefits figures, OASI employee,.
self-employment and employer taxes of $1,050,500,000 had been paid by and.
in behalf of living and deceased persons other than the 2,644,000 current primarybeneficiaries and the 87,200,000 living persons who had paid OASI taxes but.
never had drawn benefits.
Total benefits to some aged couples may aggregate several hundred times the amountsthey paid in OASI taxes

Under the existing OASI program, it has been possible in an extreme case for~
an aged couple, on the basis of wages requiring the payment of only $9 in em
ployee and employer OASI taxes, to qualify for monthly and lump-sum benefitshaving a normally expected worth of $6,428. This would be true in the instance~
of an aged couple where the wage earner qualified for benefits under "new start"'
provisions by working 6 calendar quarters at minimum wages of $50 per quarter.
In this case, the ratio of the value of the benefits to the amount of the tax pay
ments would be 714 to 1.
On the other hand, where the wage earner had worked continuously from thestart of 1937 through 1952 at maximum wage rates for OASI taxing purposes of'
$250 monthly through 1950 and $300 monthly through 1952, he and his employerwould have paid $1,086 in OASI taxes and the benefits payable to him and his
aged spouse would be worth $21,905. In this instance, the ratio of benefits valueto tax payments would be 20 to 1. The normal life expectancy at age 65 of a
white male is 13 years and of a white female is 15.3 years.
These illustrations do not take into account the fact that many persons, upon
whose wages OASI taxes have been paid, do not live to age 65; that others do not
have spouses who attain age 65, and that still others continue to work instead of
drawing benefits upon reaching age 65. In the general magnitude of the relation
ship of benefits values of tax payments, however, they are illustrative of a reason
why, in the overall picture, payments to beneficiaries have exceeded greatly the;
amounts of OASI taxes paid upon the wages~and salaries of those beneficiaries.
The line between "insurance" benefits and no "insurance" benefits is often a seeminglywhimsical one for an insurance program

Such elements as the date of the wage earner's birth and, in case of Survivorbenefits, the date of the wage earner's death may determine eligibility to benefits.
Take, for example, testimony of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Old-Age and'
Survivors Insurance in the hearings, as follows:
"COUNSEL. Suppose an individual had worked 24 quarters or 6 years, in.
covered employment, from January 1940, to January 1946, and died in January
1950, just before reaching age 65. Would his widow, upon reaching age 65, beeligible for an old-age benefit?
"WITNESS. No. In the example you give he would not have met the insured
status requirement in effect at the time he died. He would have been required
to have 26 quarters of coverage, and he actually had 24.
"COUNSEL. Suppose an individual with exactly the same wage record, that
is, 24 quarters, or 6 years, in covered employment from January 1940, to January
1946, died in January 1951, just before reaching age 65. Would his widow upon
reaching age 65 be eligible for an old-age benefit?
"WITNESS. Yes" (hearings, pt. 4, p. 658).
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As a result, there are within the group of aged not entitled to OASI benefits and
-who are not working and may be too old to work, widows whose husbands had
substantial periods of covered employment, in the case above 6 years.
The public has been misled into believing OASI is insurance
The original Social Security Act of 1935 at no place contained the word "insur
ance." In none of the publicity in the year or so immediately subsequent to the
passage of this act was the word "insurance" employed. The reverse side of the
social-security card, distributed to millions of workers, referred to the program
under title II (now known as OASI) as "Federal old-age retirement benefits."
On May 24, 1937, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of title II
and title VIII (taxing authority) of the act. At no place in this decision did the
Supreme Court refer to title II and title VIII as "insurance." The defendant, the
United States Government, in its brief stated: "The act cannot be said to consti
tute a plan for compulsory insurance within the accepted meaning of the term
'insurance'." Two of the gentlemen signing this brief were Stanley Reed,
Solicitor General, and Robert H. Jackson, Assistant Attorney General, Depart
ment of Justice, now Justices of the Supreme Court.
Notwithstanding this statement in the Government's brief (prepared and signed
by leading legal officials of the United States Department of Justice and the Social
Security Board), the former Chairman of the Social Security Board in a press
conference the following day stated: "The decisions handed down yesterday by
the United States Supreme Court completely validate the unemployment com
pensation and the Federal old-age insurance provisions of the Social Security
Act."
Subsequently, various insurance terms were liberally employed in publicizing the
program under title II.
And by 1939, the reverse side of the social-security cards
-carried by individuals referred to the title II program as "Federal old-age
insurance."
In apress conference in 1939, following the passage of the amendments
of that year, the former Commissioner referred to the original program as an old~age
insurance system stating, "You take this old-age insurance system that is going
into effect next January 1. It has been changed into an old-age and survivors
insurance system, with 45 million people."
In the same press conference (August 7, 1939) reference to the 1939 amendments
was made as follows: "Think of it! It is just as if you had written a group insur
ance policy, covering 45 million people, and it is because it is like trying to read
the fine print in that insurance policy that it ishard to understand." A publication
by the Social Security Board (January 1940) said: "The tax is a sort of premium
on what might be called an insurance policy which will begin to pay benefits when
you qualify at age 65 or over or in case of your death."
Before a congressional committee in 1944, the former Commissioner for Social
Security testified: "The result of that (1939 amendments), as I said, was to put
into effect overnight about $50 billion face value of what is really life insurance."
In another publication (June 1948) a former Federal Security Administrator
stated: "Old-age and survivors insurance and unemployment insurance are
insurance." A publication of the Social Security Administration (April 1951)
read as follows: "Treat this card like an insurance policy." And again in 1952 an
official pamphlet stated: "Your card is the symbol of your insurance policy under
the Federal social-security law."
What are the facts?
The American courts of law have consistently held, both prior and subsequent
to the Supreme Court decision of May 24, 1937, that "insurance," within the
accepted meaning of the term involves a contract. In 1923, for example, the
Federal court in Missouri (253 SY.W. 1029, 1033) held, "Insurance is a matter of
contract * * *."
In 1935, a Maryland court (196 N. E., 254) observed, "Insur
ance has been defined as a contract where one undertakes to indemnify another
against loss, damage, or liability arising from an unknown or contingent event
* **"And again, the recently published compendium of American law (44
Corpus Juris Secundumn, sec. 471) states: "Insurance broadly defined, is a con
tract * * *.
Within the last four decades, the Federal Government has established several
programs which truly constitute insurance. These include war-risk insurance,
national service life insurance, Federal crop insurance, Federal mortgage insurance,
and postal insurance. In each case, the individual has a contract guaranteeing
indemnification in the event of a specified loss. Court decislons as to the content
of "insurance,'" within the accepted meaning of the term~, apply to insurance
issued by the United States Government as well as by private concerns. The
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immunity of such Government insurance contracts from congressional abrogation
was established in the case decided by the Supreme Court, Lynch v. United, State8.
The Court's decision, delivered by Justice Brandeis, stated that "War-riik policies,
being contracts, are property and create vested rights * * *. 'The fifth amend
ment commends that property be not taken without making compensation'."
Many of the letters received from people throughout the country indicate
clearly that their complaints arise from their belief that the program under title II
of the Social Security Act is insurance.
Members of the Congress hai'e also been misled. A committee minority report
stated with respect to the proposed amendments (1939): "It puts the Government
in the position of changing the terms of a contract." Another minority report
(1949) contended: "We should not bind them (our children and our grandchildren)
by contract to pay untold billions each year, as the~present system does."
*Some people in labor have ~also been misled. For example, in a recent article
in the Machinist's Monthly Journal (International Association of Machinists,
AFL) the author stated: "I believe that OASI is insurance and that payroll
deductions are the same as premiums and, further, feel strongly that there is a
definite contractual relation between the individual and the Federal Govern
ment. * *

~"

Insurance terms were first employed, and liberally so, in the Social Security
Act when amended in 1939. The then Chairman of the Social Security Board
urgently pressed for the inclusion of such terminology. The basic substance of
the act, however, was not changed by the mere insertion of the word "insurance."
None of the various publications of the Social Security Administration nor
speeches of its former officials informed the public that the Social Security Act,
from its inception, has contained the following reservation of power (sec. 1104):
"The right to alter, amend, or repeal any provision of this act is hereby reserved
to the Congress."
Through title II of the Social Security Act, Congress has created a system 'providing
statutory rights to statutory ben~efits
Testimony in the hearings brought out the fact that the rights of individuals
to title II benefits are statutory, and are neither natural, constitutional nor con
tractual rights. In this, the rights are like those existing under veterans' benefit
programs and under public assistance.
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Statement of Representatives Jere Cooper (Democrat, Tennessee),
John D. Dingell (Democrat, Michigan), and Wilbur D. Mills
(Democrat, Arkansas), Members of the Subcommittee on Social
Security of the Committee on Ways and Means
HEARINGS AND

STUDY

We deeply regret that we feel compelled to issue this statement
criticizing the manner in which the Social Security Subcommittee

hearings were conducted.

In our opinion, the hearings were not

conducted on a sound basis and the taxpayers' money has been
wasted and much valuable time has been lost.
We presume that the staff report of the subcommittee which is
being issued today will contain alleged findings of fact based on the
hearings. However, we have neither seen, nor were we consulted on,
any part of the staff report. This is the first time in our memory
that any such procedure has been followed in any subcommittee of
the committee or in the full committee.
We fully supported the establishment of the subcommittee and
-voted for the appropriation of $100,000 for it to employ a staff to
carry on its study, investigation, and the hearings.
The motion in the Committee on Ways and Means establishing
the subcommittee stated that its purpose was "to conduct thorough
'Studies and investigations of all matters pertaining to our social

,security laws."

The motion further provided:
Such studies and investigations shall include (but shall not be limited to) the
basic concepts and principles of the old-age and survivors insurance and' old-age
assistance programs, costs, taxes, benefits, commitments, retirement tests,
-reserves, coverage, administration, inequities, inadequacies, fiscal soundness, and
suggested amendments, changes and improvements.***
We would like to make it known that we were not consulted nor
did we have any part in determining the agenda of the subcommittee,
the selection of witnesses, or the course of the hearings.
HEARINGS WERE NOT WELL ROUNDED

Several conclusions can be drawn from a careful study of the
-printed hearings by anyone who cares to examine them.
1. Not a single independent social security expert from any of the
colleges or universities was called to testify on any of the aspects
of the social security program studied by the subcommittee or to
contribute any factual information on the program.
2. Not a single member of the Advisory Councils on Social Security
in 1935, 1938, or 1948 was called to testify to give factual information
on the reasons for the proposals incorporated into the law which were
under attack.
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3. Not a single representative of labor, business, or the general
public was invited to give factual information bearing on needed
improvements in the law or on any of the provisions of the law under
attack. The only recognized expert in the field of social security
who was asked to appear was denied permission to give his sugges
tions and recommendations for needed improvements in the system.
4. The hearings contain no information bearing on the adequacy
of insurance benefits or whether or not there is a need for increased
benefits for the millions of persons now drawing them.
5. The hearings contain no information bearing on the need for
insurance benefits of persons who become disabled prior to retirement
age.
6. Although representatives of the Public Affairs Research Council
of Louisiana were invited to testify on the public assistance programs
in Louisiana, no invitation was extended to the State officials of
Louisiana to testify on the subject or rebut the testimony given by
this private organization.
These are just a few of what we consider the serious limitations of
the "factual" hearings and study undertaken by the subcommittee
staff. We believe that even a superficial analysis of the printed testi
mony will indicate that it is not a balanced and complete record of
the "basic concepts and principles" of our social security system or
of information needed to improve the social security program. We
urge those who read or utilize the hearings to exercise caution and
discretion in assuming the hearings are a complete and balanced
"analysis of the social security system," as the title indicates. We
also caution persons studying the hearings that they by no means
reflect our attitude on the system, nor, in our belief, that of a majority
of the members of the Committee on Ways and Means.
The incomplete and one-sided nature of the testimony obtained
from witnesses carefully selected by the subcommittee staff is demon
strated by the following episode.
Mr. Philip Vogt, administrator of the Douglas County Welfare
Board of Nebraska, testified before the subcommittee on November
20, 1953 (pp. 602-636). On the morning that Mr. Vogt testified, a
press release was issued in the name of the subcommittee. The press
release was captioned "Omaha Public Welfare Official Hits Federal
Controls; Calls Public Assistance Operations a Monstrosity." The
press release contained the following statemnent:
"The Nebraska Legislature has voted to discontinue our medical care program
at the end of this year," Mr. Vogt told members of the Curtis subcommittee.
"After 5 years' experience in trying to fit Washington (Federal) requirements to
conditions in Nebraska, the State legislature threw up its hands and decided
to leave medical care entirely to county officials," he said.

The press release also stated "that Nebraska's medical care program
would have worked" except for what Mr. Vogt termed "Federal
meddling."
Mr. Vogt did not speak for the State agency administering the
program in Nebraska. Nor was an attempt made in any further
hearings to obtain all the facts by asking the State agency to testify
before the subcommittee or by giving the State agency an oppor
tunity to refute the charges.
We are advised that the State officials in Nebraska have repudiated
Mr. Vogt's testimony and that they have stated that the problem
involved in the medical care program in Nebraska was merely a
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question between the State and the counties, not between the Federal
and State Governments. According to the State officials, Mr. Vogt
was "reading into the legislation something which was not there,
because of his personal bias."
If there was a desire on the part of the subcommittee staff to get
at all the facts in this case, the record does not show it. We believe
that the State agency should have been given an opportunity to
examine Mr. Vogt's testimony and rebut his charges and interpreta
tions. The way in which this episode was handled casts considerable
light on the manner in which the entire hearings were planned and
conducted.
Mr. Vogt's preplanned role in the hearings differed sharply with
the way in which Dr. Arthur J. Altmeyer, the former Commissioner
for Social Security, was handled. Dr. Altmeyer was not even advised
of the subjects on which he was to testify.
We will let the printed record of Dr. Altmeyer's testimony speak
for itself, and we invite the interested public to read it (pp. 879-1013).
It will show that Dr. Altmeyer, a recognized and outstanding expert
on social security, was not permitted to testify in such a way as to
give all the facts on the social security program which he could have
given the subcommittee.
The Vogt and Altmeyer incidents were only two of a number of
incidents which indicated that the subcommittee staff was desirous
of bringing before the committee carefully selected witnesses to
criticize the program but not to afford an opportunity to anyone to
give favorable and constructive testimony.
PRESS

RELEASE

OF STAFF

MEMORANDUM

ON

SOME

MAJOR

FINDINGS

We were never consulted about the staff memorandum on Some
Major Findings dated December 23, 1953, which was issued for release
on December 27, 1953, nor was it shown to us prior to its release.
If it had been, we would have opposed its release because it was a
conf using, negative, misleading, and incomplete report. It contained
no constructive findings. It omitted reference to the many positive
and valuable aspects of the social security program. It failed to
review the important contribution which the State assistance programs
have made to the welfare of the country. As far as we can see, it was
issued solely for the purpose of getting publicity and without regard
for the views of the members of the subcommittee, certainly the
minority members. It appears that the staff of the subcommittee
were more interested in newspaper publicity than in gaining the advice
of the entire subcommittee as to means for improving the social se
curity program.
BIAS OF STAFF DIRECTOR

When the employment of the staff director of the Social Security
Subcommittee was being discussed by the committee, we expressed
our concern about the fact that he was coauthor of a book which is
very critical of the basic principles of the present social security in
surance system. We were assured that the staff director contributed
to this book only as a researcher who was asked to help carry out a
particular assignment. Since he was primarily a researcher, we were
told that this would be his function as staff director, and that he would
be objective and fair in his work for the subcommittee. His employ
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ment was urged upon the committee on the basis of his being a com
petent and impartial researcher. We regret that we must state that
our concern, as things have developed, has proved to have been
well-founded.
Many of the charges made about the present social security system
during the course of the hearings were taken from the book of which
the staff director is the coauthor. This book is entitled "The Cost
and Financing of Social Security," and was issued by the Brookings
Institution in 1950. If anyone should care to verify our statement by
checking this book, they will find that it is true.
A review of this book in the Washington Post, April 23, 1950,
contains the following summary and evaluation, with which we agree:
In summary, they (the authors) (a) deplore the growing Costs, (b) contend that
the present "trust fund" for financing old-age and survivors insurance is a fiction,
serving only to confuse, and (c) object that the system is not "insurance" in any
real sense.
As for the two criticisms of the financing of old-age and survivors insurance,
they were disposed of by eminent authorities repeatedly within the past decade.
Old-age and survivors insurance is insurance in the sense that it constitutes an
orderly provision in advance for afuture contingency. Certainly it differs from
private insurance; Congress learned in 1939 that it is folly to pattern this social
insurance strictly along the forms of private insurance.
Congress has studied, too, the criticisms of the old-age reserve. It consulted
with an advisory council of leading citizens in 1939, and concluded then that the
reserve did not, as these authors contend, encourage wasteful spending or dissipate
the funds contributed by those who would subsequently expect security. In 1947
the reserve was again reviewed and approved by a second advisory council.
In the hands of these authors, the problem of subsistence for an increasing
number of aged, orphaned, widowed, unemployed, and sick becomes an abstract
matter of taxes, cost, prices, and profits. Whether Americans-flesh and blood
men and women-want something better than relief when they are old, unem
ployed, or sick is not considered.
Whether Americans want to contribute (as Sir William Beveridge contended
the Britons do) toward the cost of their own security through direct taxes would,
to these writers, seem wholly irrelevant. Such evidence as there is that the
American people generally approve of existing social security arrangements and
want them expanded and improved, is not found here.
TIME AND MONEY WASTED

We are the first to admit that our present social security system is
not perfect, and that improvements are needed. We shall support
amendments to the law to improve the system. However, we do be
lieve that the basic principles of our present system are sound and
that it is well accepted throughout the country. It was our thought
when the subcommittee was established, and it is still our opinion when
we read the motion establishing the subcommittee, that the whole
purpose of the subcommittee was to study the operation of our present
system and its shortcomings toward the end that practical improve
ments could be recommended for consideration and adoption in this
session of Congress.
We believe that any fair reading of the hearings, and we presume
of the staff report, will indicate that there was a concentration on the
atypical case as illustrative of so-called inequities and inadequacies
and on petty points and issues to the almost complete exclusion of any
constructive efforts to develop testimony or secure information looking
toward possible improvements in the system in which most people
are interested, such as an extension of coverage, increase in benefits,
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a more realistic and liberalized retirement test, waiver of premium
for insured persons who become disabled, and so on. About all we
can say for the hearings is that they are a rather complete documenta
tion of so-called inequities and inadequacies, discriminations, criti
cisms, and other information and material, based in many instances
on exceptional, unusual, and hypothetical cases, in an attempt to
indict the principles of our present system, which we believe have
caused nothing but confusion and tended to destroy confidence in it.
Aconsiderable amount of time was spent developing testimonj on
so-called discriminations and shortcomig inprsnt law,wiou
any effort being made to bring out the reasons why the Congress
enacted many of these provisions in the law. For instance, much
was made of the fact that for the same -amount of contributions dif
ferent beneficiaries under the system stand to receive varying amounts
of benefits and of the fact that with a minimum amount of coverage,
some beneficiaries can and do get benefits equal to the benefits of long
time workers under the system.
We all know that Congress has purposefully provided that persons
who are aged when coverage is extended to them for the first time
will not have to meet the same eligibility requirements as younger
workers. At the same time, provision has been made for these per
sons to receive benefits comparable to persons who retire after having
a longer time in the system. As recently as 1950, the new-start pro
vision contained in the Social Security Act amendments of that
year reaffirmed these principles.
The Senate report, in explaining the new-start provision, had this
to say:
In order to qualify for old-age and survivors insurance benefits under present
law, an individual must have either (a) quarters of coverage at least equal to
one-half of the number of quarters elapsing since 1936 and before age 65 or death,
or (b) 40 quarters of coverage.
The great majority of younger workers now in covered employment will be
able to meet these requirements and thus will have retirement protection when
they need it. However; that is not the case for many middle and higher age
groups. Eligibility requirements for the older workers as difficult to meet as
those of the present program (27 quarters of coverage will be required under
present provisions for those attaining age 65 in July 1950) mean an unwarranted
postponement of the effectiveness -of the insurance method in furnishing income
for the aged. In a contributory social-insurance system, as in a private pension
plan, workers already old when the program is started should have their past
service taken into account. The unavailability of records of past service prevents
giving actual credits under old-age and survivors insurance for employment and
wages before the coverage becomes effective, but eligibility requirements and
the benefit formula, can and should take prior service into account presumptively.
In getting the system started, it is important to make due allowance for those
who, because of age, will probably continue at work for only a short period.

This is typical of many instances in the hearings where it seems to
us there was inadequate attention given to congressional intent and the
legislative history of the program. We could point up many other
such instances where the hearings are inadequate.
From the very beginning of the system, the Congress has also in
tentionally provided for the payment of larger proportionate benefits
to low-wage earners than high-wage earners, whe oprdt
hi
respective contributions.,hecoprdttei
.These principles about which a considerable amount of critical
testimony was introduced are the distinguishing features of a social
security insurance system.
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Practically all of the hearings was devoted to developing a longdrawn-out record, by questions carefully prepared in advance, con
cerning information and material which, was either already available
or easily ascertainable. If the same amount of time, energy, and
money had been spent on other more productive issues, the end result
might have been improvements in the social security program for the
6 million beneficiaries now drawing insurance benefits and those who
will draw them in the future.
Hours were devoted to semantics, relating to such things as the
words "insurance" and "rights," and whether or not rights under the
social security insurance system are understood to be contractual
rights, vested rights, or statutory rights. It seems to us that this
sort of time-consuming detail produced no new or helpful information,
and certainly contributed little, if anything, to the record which could
be used as a basis for recommending improvements. We believe
that, by and large, the principal provisions of our social security
insurance system are well understood by the public generally, and what
the public wants and expects is the improvement of these provisions,
not semantics.
Not only were we surprised at the elementary and incomplete nature
of much of the information which the hearings developed, but we were
also some-what concerned because it was our impression that much of
the information being included in the hearings was for the purpose of
advancing preconceived ideas, proposals, and conclusions.
We are particularly distressed because in our opinion, despite the
time and money spent, the subcommittee's staff study and hearings
will be of little use to the full committee in its consideration of practical
revisions of the social security laws in the present session of Congress.
Our committee and the Senate Committee on Finance are already
faced with unusually heavy legislative schedules on other subjects in
our jurisdiction, and time will be very short within which either com
mittee can hold hearings and give due deliberation to constructive
improvements in the social security laws. Thus, the waste of time and
mnoney by the subcommittee staff may have actually retarded the
improvement of our social security system, rather than advanced it,
since the very purpose in establishing the subcommittee and staff,
well over a year ago, was to gather information and material -which
would be helpful to the full committee when it came to consider social
security revision. We regret that such an excellent opportunity was
lost to help the full committee in its work.
We would like to comment further on a few of the points raised
during the hearings with the hope of clearing up some of the confusion
which the hearings have created.
THE INSURANCE ELEMENT

Several hours of time and many pages of repetitious testimony were
devoted to the definition and understanding of "insurance"~in our
social security insurance system.
Dr. Arthur J. Altmeyer, who was the Commissioner of the Social
Security Administration from the inception of the system until about
a year ago, aptly described this phase of the hearings when he stated,
on page 899 of the hearings:
Mr. Chairman, I want to make it clear, either you accept my statement, which
I am prepared to stand on, that this is a contributory social-insurance system,
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and forego this meticulous, long-drawn-out, dreary quotation of speeches and
statements made over the years, or you incorporate all of the material from which
you quote. I have no objection to either one. I would prefer the first because
I think it saves time, money, and reduces the hearings to a -ninimum, so that the
full committee may have some chance to determine what was done by the
subcommittee.

We are not too certain as to what it was hoped would be accom
plished by questioning on this point, since the plan of the subcommittee
counsel seemed t~o be to compound confusion where it may exist with

no effort being made to clarify it.

One big issue seemed to be whether or not-and apparently the law
to the contrary notwithstanding-some people believe there is an

insurance "contract" involved.

It has been self-evident to us since

the social security -system was established in 1935 that there is no
insurance contract involved. The provisions and benefits of the
system have been extended and improved by the Congress over the
years since that time. The very fact that these extensions and
improvements have been made would seem to be evidence to anyone
interested that the benefits established under the system are a matter
of statutory right. In any event, if anyone had any serious doubts as
to whether or not the rights under the social security insurance
system are

statutory rights or contractual rights, a minimum amount

of legal research or consultation with appropriate officials or inde
pendent social security experts would have established that the rights
are statutory.
The next step in the predetermined testimony was an attempt to
prove that there is no element of insurance whatever in the present
social security system. This was done primarily by introducing
testimony to the effect that social security insurance and private
insurance differ in varying respects, and by trying to apply the
definition of private insurance to social insurance.
We would like to state that our social security insurance system,
like all other insurance systems, is a means of pooling risks. The risks
which the system is designed to insure workers against is the risk of
loss of earning power due to age or the loss of earnings to a family in
the event of the death of the breadwinner.
Just as in other insurance, contributions are made by potential
beneficiaries under the system regularly and beforehand. The kind
and amounts of benefits are predetermined by being set out in the law,
along with eligibility requirements and contingencies upon which the
benefits are payable. There is a definite overall relation between
contributions and benefits. These features of our social security
insurance system are comparable to the features of private insuranceparticularly private group insurance which has been so widely sold by
private insurance companies in recent years and which is so popular
with employers and employees alike.
The objectives of social insurance and private insurance are different
in some respects. Social insurance is limited to certain fields and
risks, and is intended to provide a minimum standard desirable in the
interest of society as a whole. Private insurance, on the other hand,
seeks to make available to all people the maximum benefits which each
individual may aspire to for himself or his family. The Congress
intended that social security insurance benefits should be a base upon
which private insurance can be built. This feature of encouraging
initiative, thrift, self-reliance, and added protection on the part of
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workers has been an acknowledged boon to the insurance industry and
to private enterprise.
Considerable testimony was introduced during the hearings attempt
ing to show a lack of correlation between contributions and benefits
under our social security system. The Congress never intended that
there should be the same relationship between contributions and bene
fits for all individuals. However, the Congress did intend to provide
a basic floor of protection to workers and their families. This, of
necessity, means that a worker with a family is eligible for larger
potential benefits than a worker without a family. rrhe system was
also intentionally established so that larger benefits are paid to lowaverage-wage workers in accordance to contributions than to highaverage-wage workers. In other words, as in way sound social ninsur
ance system, our system combines individual equity and social ade
quacy. Another way in w-hich this combination is manifested in our
system is the payment of benefits to persons retiring in the earlier
years of the system which are greater in proportion to the contributions
wvhich they make than to workers who retire later on after the system
has been in operation for some time. This same principle is wAell recog
nized in private pension plans, and in other systems established by the
Federal Government, such as the civil service and railroad retirement
systems.
A system of social insurance patterned strictly after private insur
ance could meet the problems which our social security insurance sys
tem is designed to meet in only a limited way.
Many people became concerned from the newspaper accounts during
the hearings because mucV, co-ai.ne-At was made to the effect that the
Congress can take away bentefits which now exist under our social
security insuran~ce system. These comments were made after the obvi
ous fact was "established" that there is no insurance contract involved.
Section 1104 of the social security laws which reserves to the Con
gress the right to alter, amend, or repeal any provisions of the Social
Security Act was read into the record. This seemed to be a new dis
covery. The Congress intentionally wrote this provision into the law
in 1935 on the recommendation of the Committee on Ways and Means
so that Congress could make amendments as the need for them devel
oped, and it has made many important changes and improvements.
If the voluminous and costly testimony on types of rights was in
tended to indicate that there are better ways of establishing insurance
rights under our system, we failed to discover any help from it. Obvi
ously,.-it would be impractical, if not impossible, to establish a system
of contractual benefits.
The payment of social security insurance benefits is made as a matter
of statutory right. It is inconceivable to us that our democratic Gov
ernment would repudiate such obligations to its citizens, and to infer
such a happening is a reflection on the integrity and honesty of our
Government.
The statement of Dr. Altmeyer on page 919 of the hearings reflects
our views on the subject of rights under the system, wherein he said:
The point I wish to make, Mr. Chairman, is that a statutory right which is
enforceable by law is the important element in this insurance system, this old-age
and survivor's insurance system, and under the State unemployment insurance
laws,, and under workmen's compensation, and under other types of social insur
ance. Now, the question of whether it is a contractual right or a noncontractual
right is immaterial and unimportant, so long as it is statutory right, enforceable
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by law, and not subject to the whim or caprice of any
trative agency.
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The important thing -is that social security benefits are paid as a
matter of right under a system that is not only well accepted through
out the country, but which has been overwhelmingly endorsed and
improved by the Congress time and again.
We note that despite the attacks on the insurance principle, the
chairman of the subcommittee did not propose repealing the term
"insurance" in the bill (H. R. 6863) which he introduced.
WINDFALL

BENEFITS

Considerable time was spent during the hearings pointing out the
well-known facts that it is possible for low-paid workers, workers who
are aged when they are first brought into the system, and workers
with survivors to receive substantial benefits with a relatively small
amount in contributions having been made to the system on their part.
These principles are a distinguishing mark of any sound social
insurance system. They were written into our law when the provi
sions were first adopted by Congress, and they have been repeatedly
endorsed by both the Committee on Ways and Means and the Com
mittee on Finance, and the Congress, as well as being endorsed by
both advisory councils to the Senate Committee on Finance.
The report of the Committee on Economic Security to the President
in 1935, which committee recommended the establishment of the social
security system, had this to say in regard to their recommendation
for the establishment of a contributory social insurance system:
Workers now middle-aged or older will receive annuities which are substantially
larger than could be purchased by their owni and the matching contribuitions
(of employers) * * *. [Parenthetical expression inserted.]

In his January 16, 1939, message to the Congress urging a revision
of the social security laws, President Roosevelt stated:
Even without amendments, the old-age insurance benefits payable in the early
years are very liberal in comparison with the taxes paid.

The Advisory Council on Social Security to the Senate Committee
on Finance in 1939 had this to say on the subject:
The policy of paying higher benefits to persons retiring in the early years of this
system than are equivalent of the contributions is already established in the act.
Such a policy is not only sound social insurance practice, but has long been recog
nized as necessary in private pension programs. Only through the payment of
reasonable benefits can older workers be retired. It is believed that that reasoning
which led to the application of the principle in the law in 1935 inevitably leads to
that further application of the principle in the light of the experience now available.

Mr. M. Albert Linton, chairman of the board of the Provident
Mutual Life Insurance Co., and a member of the 1938 and 1948
Advisory Councils on Social Security, has satid, in reference to this
subject:
Hence, under any true social insurance plan, as under any satisfactory private
pension plan, workers advanced in years when the plan is set up will receive
pensions which are tremendous "bargains."
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THE CURRENT AGED IN THE UNITED STATES
Much was made in the hearings of the point that of the current
aged-that is, persons 65 years of age and over-6 out of 10 are not
receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefits. While this is
true, we believe that these statistics on the aged give only a partial
and misleading story. The actual fact is that 6 out of 10 retired
persons are drawing Government retirement benefits in the United
States or are the wives of such beneficiaries. This is quite a different
picture from the one given by the staff.
Of the total number of 13.5 million aged persons in the country, as
of June 1953, it was estimated that there were 3.1 million still working,
and that they have 1 million aged wives who are dependent upon them.
This leaves 9.4 million aged persons who are neither working nor are
the aged wives of workers. Of this number, 4.3 million aged persons
were drawing old-age and survivors insurance benefits and 1.3 million
aged persons were drawing railroad retirement benefits, benefits under
the civil service retirement system, benefits as veterans, benefits under
State and local government retirement systems, or were the aged
wives of male beneficiaries under programs other than old-age and
survivors insurance and railroad retirement. Thus, about 5.6 million
persons were drawing insurance benefits out of the 9.4 million retired
persons. These facts give a truer picture as to the benefit status of
the aged.
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS TO
PERSONS RESIDING ABROAD

The hearings indicated that total benefit payments to persons
residing abroad are larger than total benefit payments in any one of
several States. This aspect of the hearings was played up out of all
proportion to its importance. Certain additional information is
necessary here to get the full picture and we hope that it is contained
in the staff report. We brought out some of the additional informa
tion in the hearings.
For instance, as of December 31, 1952, there were around 5~24
million total beneficiaries on the old-age and survivors insurance
benefit rolls. Of this total, approximately 25,000 beneficiaries were
residing abroad, or in other words, one-half of 1 percent of the total
beneficiaries resided abroad.
It was implied that the Congress and the members of the Coin
mnittee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance
did not realize that payments are being made to persons abroad.
Anyone who is familiar with the provisions of the law knew that such
payments are being made and that the Congress has considered this
subject. In 1939, a Senate amendment specifically on this point,
which would bave prohibited payments to persons residing abroad,
was proposed on the Senate floor. This amendment did not become
law, although it was taken to conference, and rejected by the conferees.
OiI numerous other occasions, consideration has been given to the
coverage of persons working outside the United States and, as a
corollary to this, the fact has arisen that under the law payments are
made to persons who reside outside the United States. For instance,
there is a provision in existing law which excludes "services performed
by foreign agricultural workers under contracts entered into in
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accordance with title V of the Agricultural Act of 1949, as amended."
This provision applies specifically to Mexican workers, and its intent
is to exempt these workers from the definition of employment for
social security tax purposes and, of course, this means that such
workers would not be entitled to social security insurance benefits.
The 1950 amendments to the Social Security Act contained a
provision which includes within the definition of "employment"
services performed "outside the United States by a citizen of the
United States as an employee for an American employer." Again
Congress recognized the fact that payments were made to persons
who reside outside the United States, because under this provision
citizens of other countries were precluded from benefits unless they
work in the United States.
Under the old-age and survivors insurance system, contributions
and wage credits are based on wages earned in covered "employment"
as defined in the law. Since persons eligible for insurance benefit
payments are entitled to them as a matter of statutory rights, they
are now made regardless of the recipient's place of reside-nce, provided
he is not in an Iron Curtain country, in which case benefits are ac
cumulated pending the beneficiary's leaving such a country.
Without taking a position on whether or not some changes should
be made as to insurance benefit payments to persons residing outside
of the United States, we would like to point out that there would
appear to be certain complex problems involved which should be
-evaluated if consideration is given to this subject.
Some of the beneficiaries residing abroad are United States citizens.
If persons residing abroad should now be denied benefit payments,
there would be a problem of whether to refund contributions which
they have made to the trust fund. If refunds were provided, it would
mean that such persons would have an advantage which citizens in
this country would not have, in that persons -not eligible for benefits
here are not entitled to a refund of their contributions. Also, if,
as a corollary to barring payments, noncitizens or citizens who may
eventually go abroad upon retirement are exempted from the social
security taxes, their take-home pay would be increased to that extent,
and this would lead to a discrimination as against citizens in this
-country who plan to stay here.
It is also possible that the barring of payments to persons residing
abroad, particularly if noncitizens are singled out, would be in conflict
~with certain policies of our State Department in our foreign relations,
and this would undoubtedly play into the hands of the Communists
in their propaganda. This is a matter which should be carefully
,considered. We believe the views of the Secretary of State should be
,obtained on it before any action is taken.
If thought is given to the barring of payments to persons residing
abroad, there would be the problem of what to do in the case of United
States citizens who leave this country temporarily, either for a short
~or prolonged period of time, and their insurance benefit payments
w~hile they are abroad.
If it is felt that payments should be barred to persons residing
abroad, it would seem to be quite difficult administratively to deter
mine, when a person is working in this country, if he is a noncitizen,
whether or not he plans to return to his home country, or go to some
~other country. Also, there would be the problem of citizens of the
United States who may eventually want to return to their homeland,
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or the homeland of their parents, or reside in some other foreign
country.
In addition, there is the problem involving our treaties of friend
ship, commerce, and navigation with other nations. These are recip
rocal treaties, and contain numerous provisions, including such things
as taxes, private investments, social security, and so on. The pro
vision relating to social security in such treaties is known as the equaltreatment-of-nationals provision. In eff ect, this provision provides
that there shall be no discrimination on the part of either country
against the nationals of the other country insofar as social security is
concerned while the nationals involved are working in either of the
respective countries.
These treaties have been ratified by the Senate, and to do anything
which would affect their provisions would be a violation of the treaties.
Since the treaties are reciprocal treaties, involving complex economic
and property rights, any change on the part of either country would
possibly lead to retaliatory action on the part of the other country
involved.
OLD-AGE

AssiSTANcE PROGRAMS

A considerable part of the time and money spent on the hearings
wsdevoted to establishing the "fact" that there are variations in the
various public assistance pro grams for the aged in the different States.
Here again, this is the result of the way in which the Congress
knowingly -wrote the law, after careful consideration of many alter
natives. Since 1935, when the social security system was established,
the Congress has provided for financial assistance to the States in
carrying on their public assistance programs under matching formulas.
In order for a State to qualify for these Federal funds, there are cer
tain broad and general standards which the public assistance programs
in the States must meet. The details of administration of the public
assistance programs are left up to the States, including such things as.
the determination of need and the extent of need in the case of each
applicant.
This flexibility in the Federal-State programs is one of the biggest
advantages of this type of public assistance arrangement. The rights.
of the States are preserved, leaving them free to determine just how
much financial effort they want to make themselves in financing public
assistance programs and in manifesting their public policy on such
things as lien, recovery, and relative responsibility laws.
This flexibility permits each State to establish public assistance
programs which suit its economic conditions, the living costs within,
the State, and, as a counterpart of this, the ability and the desire of its.
people to finance public assistance programs.
We will not spend time commenting upon the voluminous testimony
which was developed as to the type of right which persons in the vari
ous States have, or believe they have, to public assistance payments,
except to say that obviously, since these moneys are paid out of thepublic treasuries by virtue of legislative enactments, rights to them.
are statutory rights which are conditioned upon the specified eligi
bility requirements in each State. The long drawn-out and costly
hearings to demonstrate these "facts" were a waste of time and money
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BLANKETING IN OF AGED PERSONS

We are concerned that there is still being urged in some quarterstoday inadequate, unsound, and ill-advised systems of noncontributory
pensions for the aged. We believe that the old-age assistance pro
grams should adequately provide for needy persons, but we do not
believe that it is desirable or practicable that arbitrary flat benefits.
should be paid to all aged persons regardless of their need.
We oppose in particular the proposals to pay all aged persons who
are not, now receiving old-age and survivors insurance benefit pay
ments from the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund. During
the course of the subcommittee hearings, it seemed to us that much
time and testimony was devoted to paving the way for making such a
proposal.
We doubt that the Congress will seriously consider such a drastic
departure from the principles of our present system. However, there
are a few comments which we would like to make.
The fact that- all the current aged are not drawing benefits under
the old-age and survivors 'insurance system does not indicate a weak
ness in the system, but results primarily from the fact that we have
had limited coverage under the system so far.
We can see the political appeal of proposing free pensions to noncontributors from the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund.
However, should such a step be taken, it would not be long before
there would be pressure for all persons to receive fiat payments regard
less of whether or not they have contributed toward them. This
would remove all ties of benefits to wages, eliminate the contributory
principle from our present system, and eventually be disastrous forbeneficiaries since the Government could not afford to pay more than
minimum benefits out of general revenues.
There would be no control over such fiat pension payments as we
now have under our contributory system, where contributions, and
benefits in turn, are based on wages. Even a limited provision for
payment of fiat benefits to all aged out of the trust fund would be a
serious drain on the trust fund.
The interest earnings of the trust fund would be considerably
reduced by reducing its size. We would like to point out that these
interest earnings have been considerable. As of December 31, 1952,
interest earnings had amounted to $2Y2 billion since 1937.
We believe that aged and needy persons in the future should con-
tinue to be taken care of from the general revenues of the Treasury
which consist primarily of collections from our graduated income taxes.
This is the humanitarian way for all to help the unfortunate, and it
is not only good social policy but sound public policy. Putting the
burden on employers and their employees would be switching from
taxes based on ability to pay to payroll taxes, which are regressive.
The current proposals to pay all aged persons from the old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund, who are not now receiving such pay-
ments, make no exception in the case of persons of independent means
or who are receiving retirement payments as Federal employees, rail-
road employees, State and local employees, or as retired persons.
receiving payments from other sources.
If a low fiat payment were provided, there would still be the problem
of meeting the need of aged persons for the States. If ahigh minimum
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-payment were to be set, there would be many cases where present
recipients of old-age assistance would get more than they are now
receiving based on their need. As of June 1, 1953, 22 States and
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands were making public assistance
payments which averaged under $45 a month, 4 States were making
average payments under $30, 10 States were making average pay
ments between $30 and $40, 12 States between $40 and $50, 18 States
between $50 and $60, 6 States between $60 and $70, and 1 State was
making an average old-age assistance payment of $78.70. Puerto
Rico was paying an average payment of $7.61, and the VirginIslands,
$11.02.
THE PRINCIPLES OF OUR PRESENT SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEm ARE
SOUND

The basic principles and framework of our present social security
system are sound and well accepted. Our system hits the problem
of destitution and insecurity on two fronts: First, by the old-age and
,survivors insurance program which provides a basic floor of protection
for present and future insurance beneficiaries, and, second, by the
public assistance programs which are designed to meet existing need.
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE

Our old-age and survivors insurance system encourages industry,
initiative, and thrift in potential beneficiaries by gearing benefits to
past wages. This promotes savings, the buying of insurance, the
making of investments, the purchasing of homes, and those many
other ways of taking care of one's self and planning for one's future
which is truly the mark of our American way of life.
The payment of insurance benefits as a matter of right provides
assurance of income -when it is needed while preserving the selfrespect of the persons under the system.
Our system recognizes the wide differences in living costs and
standards of living in various parts of the country by correlating
insurance benefits 9with the only definite and objective measure of
the customary requirements of workers which is available-their
wages. This is a manifestation of our American philosophy that an
individual and not a social system should determine his economic
status.
Keeping benefits at a level which provides a reasonable floor of
protection is all-important. If benefits are too low, they would be
unacceptable. If they are too high or free, the cost would be danger
ous to our economy and to the soundness of the system.
Our present insurance system has the merit, since it is supported
by the contributions of both employers and employees, of keeping
costs at a reasonable level while assuring financial soundness.
The most fundamental element in our present social security in
surance system is the contributory principle. A contributory system
of social insurance is unquestionably preferable to a noncontributory
system of pensions. It facilitates the financing of a social insurance
system. It assures a basic income for the aged as an earned right,
and avoids paternalistic' methods of providing old-age security.
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Since our contributory system is designed to provide for the loss of
earning power in the case of an aged person, or the loss of earnings in
the case of the death of the breadwinner in a family, there is a relation
ship to the customary wage standards of workers. On the other hand,
a gratuitous pension can, at best, provide only for subsistence and is
subject to political changes and reductions in periods of budgetary
restrictions and a tightened economy.
The Advisory Council on Social Security to the Senate Committee
on Finance, in 1948, wholeheartedly endorsed the contributory prin
ciple in our present old-age and survivors insurance system when it
stated:
The council favors as the foundation of the social-security system the method
of contributory social insurance with benefits related to prior earnings and
awarded without a needs test. Differential benefits based on a work record
are a reward for productive effort and are consistent with general economic
incentives, while the knowledge that benefits will be paid-irrespective of'
whether the individual is in need-supports and stimulates his drive to add his.
personal savings to the basic security he has acquired through the insurance
system. Under such a social insurance system, the individual earns a right to
a benefit that is related to his contribution to production. This earned right is.
his best guaranty that he will receive the benefits promised and that they will not
be conditioned on his accepting either scrutiny of his personal affairs or restric
tions from which others are free.
OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE

Assistance for the unfortunate aged has come a long way from the
days when such persons were removed from familiar surroundings
and home life and sent to poor houses. Our present old-age assist
ance programs reflect a much more humanitarian public conscience.
They rest upon the preservation of an individual's dignity and worth,
and entitlement, on moral grounds, to aid from society as a whole.
From the beginning, the Congress intended that the old-age
assistance programs should supplement the old-age and survivors
insurance program by meeting existing needs.
Since insurance coverage wa boaened on January 1, 1951, oldage assistance has occupied a secondary role to the insurance system.
Through September 1953, there had been a decrease in the number
of recipients of old-age assistance payments for 36 consecutive
months. The Social Security Bulletin for December 1953, in refer
ring to the current aged, states that as of June 1953, 32 aged in every
100 were receiving old-age and suirvivors insurance benefit payments.
About 30 in every 100 aged persons were receiving income from
employment either as earners or as the aged wives of earners. (This.
latter figure includes some old-age and survivors insurance bene
ficiaries.) In addition, about 19 in every 100 aged persons were
receiving old-age assistance payments.
We are very pleased with these statistics, since they show that the
old-age and survivors insurance program is assuming the role which.
was originally intended for it, and the gap which was intended to be
filled by the old-age assistance program has been narrowed consider
ably and is continuing to be narrowed each month.
As time goes on, even under the present social-security laws, the
relative importance of the old-age assistance programs will decrease..
With an extension of coverage under the old-age and survivors.
insurance program, this decrease in importance will be stepped up.
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There will always be a need for public assistance to needy persons who
are chronically disabled or who are invalids, but with extended cover
age under the old-age and survivors insurance program, these pro
grm
wIl be relatively small.
We believe that the proper approach to the problem of the aged is
to extend and improve the old-age and survivors insurance provision
-of the social-security laws, while at the same time providing ade
-quately for the needy aged.
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WILLIAMS

DELAWARE

WASHINGTON, D. C.

March 13, 1953

The Honorable Oveta Culp Hobby
Federal Security Administrator
Washington 25, D. C.
My dear Mrs. Hobby:
It is my understanding that a substantial number
of Federal employees are claiming Social Security coverage
by reason of their federal employment.
Will you please advise me to what extent this
has been done., and also without names will you furnish ten
specific examples of former federal employees who are cur
rently drawing Social Security benefits as a result of the
1950 act as amended. With this information I would want
the total amount of deductions made from the pay check of
each employee involved,, during his term of employment, as
well as the amount of the Social Security check which he
is currently receiving. In addition please furnish the
age of the employees.
I am willing to accept this information on the
basis of "Case No.
if since it is merely for a study of
how the program operates; however, I do request that you
select ten representative cases and that you keep on file
the cases should a committee later explore the subject fur
ther.
Your sincerely,

JONK.'WILLIAMS

July 20, 1954
Dear Senator Williams:

During the public hearings on H.R. 9366 you raised a question re
garding the fact that at present the same period of Federal employment
may be credited under both the civil service retirement system and oldage and survivors insurance.
Under present law, Federal employment is not credited simultan
eously under the two systems in question. It is possible, however, for
a Federal employee to be covered for a time by old-age and survivors in
surance and later, upon acquiring permanent civil service status, to re
ceive at least partial credit under the civil service retirement system
for the period of Federal employment which was covered by old-age and
survivors insurance. His old-age and survivors insurance coverage is
terminated at the time he acquires permanent civil service status although
he does not lose the old-age and survivors insurance credits already acquired.
The possibility for duplication of retirement credit in these instances
arises from the fact that the Civil Service Retirement Act provides at least
partial credit for all Federal civilian employment performed prior to the
time that an employee becomes a contributing member of the retirement sys
tem. In effect, the employee receives partial credit for the portion of his
benefit attributable to the Government's contribution to the retirement sys
tem for the "past service" in question; the employee can receive full retire
ment credit for his "past service" by paying an amount equal to the unpaid
employee contributions plus interest.
Several solutions to this problem have been suggested. One approach
would prohibit or restrict the granting of civil service retirement credit
for the period of Federal employment covered by old-age and survivors insur
ance. If the employee were prohibited from receiving civil service retire
ment credit, there would of course be no problem of duplicate credit. In
many instances, however, this would penalize the employee who remains in
Federal service for the rest of his working life; since the period of his
old-age and survivors insurance coverage could be too short to establish
retirement benefits under old-age and survivors insurance, that period would.,
in effect, not count toward any retirement protection. Another approach
would prohibit civil service retirement credit for the Federal employment
covered by old-age and survivors insurance unless the employee paid into
the civil service retirement system the full amount of the unpaid employee
contributions plus interest. Under this approach there would cf course con
tinue to be duplication of credit for the same service, but the c~edit would
not be "free."TBoth
of these proposals would apparently require amendment
of the Civil Service Retirement Act.
Duplicate credit could also be prevented by deleting old-age and
survivors insurance credit for any Federal employment which is later credited
towards a civil service retirement annuity. If this type of approach were
adopted, the individuals affected could never be certain of their status
under old-age and survivors insurance until they reached retirement age;
moreover, there might be serious administrative difficulties. On the other
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hand, if the proposal should be modified so as to wipe out an employee's
.old-age and survivors insurance credits at the moment he becomes a con
tributing member of' the civil service retirement system, there would be
serious disadvantages for the employees affected. Most of these employees
are unlikely to remain in the Federal service until retirement, and for
this group the old-age and survivors insurance coverage would probably be
more valuable than credits under the civil service retirement system. Even
for those who do become career employees, the elimination of old-age and
survivors insurance credit would mean the immediate loss of valuable survi
vorship protection under old-age and survivors insurance. The employees in
question could not acquire any survivorship protection under the civil service.
retirement system until they had completed five years of service and there
fore would be without any survivorship protection for this period; even after
they had completed five years of service, the survivorship protection ac
quired under the civil service retirement system would be much less valuable
than the protection they would have had under old-age and survivors insurance.
The Committee on Retirement Policy for Federal Personnel has recently
completed a broad study of the Federal employee retirement systems and has
submitted to the Congress its recommendations based on this study. In its
third report, dealing with the civil service retirement system, the Committee
pointed out the disadvantages of removing the indefinite employees from oldage and survivors insurance coverage and transferring them to civil service
retirement coverage at this time. The Committee recommended that these em
ployees remain under old-age and survivors insurance until an arrangement for
coordination between civil service retirement and old-age and survivors insur
ance can be established.
While the Department desires that problems of duplicate retirement
credit be resolved as soon as possible, it would appear that such questions
should be temporarily deferred until the Congress considers the recommenda
tions of the Committee on Retirement Policy. This would also afford the
Civil Service Commission an opportunity to state its position with respect
to the possible solutions to the problem of duplicate retirement credit for
the same period of Federal service; several of these proposals, as I have
indicated, would involve amendment of the Civil Service Retirement Act.
In view of these considerations we suggest that an amendment to
H.R. 9366 would not be the most desirable approach to the correction of the
problem which you pointed out in the hearings.
Sincerely yours,

Roswell B. Perkins
Assistant Secretary
Hon. John J. Williams
United States Senate
Washington 25, D.C.

SUMMIIARY OF THE EFFECTS OF THE WILLIAMS AMEN\DMENTT
Enactment of the Williams amendment would affect retirement
protection of Federal employees and employees of certain Federal
instrumentalities as follows:
A.

Cases involving the civil service retirement system and OASI
EFFECT: No retirement credit would be allowed under either
CSR or OASI for the employment covered by OASI unless the
employee worked long enough under OASI to be insured. (In
the majority of these cases, 10 years of employment would be
required for insured status; employees who lack the necessary
insured status might not qualiftr for benefits under either
system.)

B. Cases involving a Federal instrumentality and OASI
EFFECT: A numnber of privately established supplementary
retirement systems which use OASI as a base, such as the
retirement systems of the national banks, would be forced
to terminate. These supplementary systems are an integral
part of the over-all personnel programs of the instrumentalities
in question and are similar to the retirement systems common
to large segments of private industry.
Other considerations: The instances of actual duplication of
retirement credit at which the Williams amendment is directed are but
only one of a number of related problems concerning Federal staff
retirement systems. *The Committee on Retirement Policy for Federal
Personnel, which was created by the Congress to study these problems,
including the question of duplication of benefit credit, has recently
submitted to the Con~gress its recommendations for a broad solution to the
existing problems.' Efforts to remedy these problems on a piece-meal
basis are likely to create additional difficulties and might prevent an
effective over-all solution.

ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF WILLIAMS AMENDJMEN~T UPON
OASI ANlD OTHER FEDERAL RET IREMENT' SYSTEMS
The "Williams Amendment, added by the Senate Finance Co'mmittee,
would prohibit crediting any Federal employment performed after 1954* that
was covered by old-age and survivors insurance toward benefits under
any other retirement system (except railroad retirement) established
by the United States or any instrumentality thereof.
I. Sumar
A. There are two general situations in which a Federal employee
may receive credit under OASI and another Federal retirement
system for the same period of service:
1. Employees of the Federal Government who have OASI coverage
and a Federal pension plan specifically designed to be
supplementary to OASI.
2. Employees of the Federal Government who are on a temporary
indefinite basis (covered by OASI) but who subsequently
receive permanent appointments and hence come under civil
service retirement.
B. These two categories are discussed under II and III below.
II. Supplementary Federal Pension Plans
A. Situation: Several instrumentalities of the Federal Government
employ civilians who are covered concurrently by both OASI and
a retirement system established by the instrumentality to which
employer contributions are made from nonappropriated funds:
Estimated number
of employees with
OASI and supplemental protection
Exchange services and similar
services of the Army, Air
Force, Navy, and Marine Corps
Federal Credit Unions (7,000
Federally chartered)
Federal Reserve Banks (12 main
banks and 24*branch banks;
member banks are private banks
covered since 1/1/37)
National Banks (4,874)
National Farm Loan Associations
(1,180)
Production Credit Associations (4*98)
Total

Total
employees
covered
by OASI

7,586

19,384

100

6,~000

20,4*65

20,1465

160,000

235,000

2,150

2,300

2,4oo.

2,1*00

192,701

285, 5 49
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1. The retirement protection of these 192,701 civilian
employees of certain instrumentalities of the Federal
Government is comparable to that of many employees in
other types of employment covered by OASI.
2. In commerce and industry, for example', between 12 and 13
million workers are covered by company pension plans as
well as by OASI, and a significant number of nonprofit
organizations maintain private pension plans to supplement
the OASI coverage of their employees.

3. State and local government employee retirement systems
will in many cases operate on a similar basis:
sup~plement OASI protection.

they will

Effect of H.R. 9366 as passed by the House

B.

1. Makes no change except to extend OASI coverage to two groups
now covered by supplementing retirement systems, thereby
adding them to the list under "A" above.
a.

Federal Home Loan Bank employees (about 200 in all).

b.

TVA employees (about 13,000 employees).
(1)

C.

It is to be noted that 40 percent of the employer
contributions under the TVA system do come from
appropriated funds.

Effect of Williams Amendment
1. Would., in effect, practically eliminate supplementary Federal
retirement systems unless the OASI law were amended to exclude
the employee groups covered by such supplementary systems.
2. Would mean Government employees not under civil service,,
including employees of border-line Federal instrumentalities,
could not have the same retirement opportunities as workers
in private industry; i.e., could not have OASI plus a
supplementary plan to improve their total retirement protection.

EXAMPL:
Employee of a Federal Reserve Bank works for 30 years after 1954 and
retires at age 65 with a high 5-year average pay of $6,000.
Results- 

If Williams Amendment is enacted:
Social security only
If Williams Amendment is not enacted:
Federal Reserve Bank retirement annuity
Social security (H.R. 9366)
Total annual retirement pay

$1,300
$1,974
1 300
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NOT~E: The preceding example illustrates the general rule as to the
effect of Section 114I of H.R. 9366 on the retirement benefits of
employees of National Banks, Federal cre'dit unions, and other Federal
instrumentalities to which the section would apply. The employees
of such institutions upon retirement after age 65, would receive only
the social security benefit. The supplemental retirement systems
established by these organizations as an integral part of their over
all personnel program would be rendered inoperative.
III.

Temporary-Indefinite Federal Employees Who Become Permanent
A. Situation: Approximately 600,,000 Federal civilian employees
are excluded from civil service retirement system coverage
(due in part to current restrictions on permanent civil
service appointments) and are covered exclusively by OASI.
When any of these indefinite employees obtain permanent
status they are taken out from OASI coverage and are placed
under civil service retirement coverage. Duplicate credit
then occurs as follows:
1.

If the employee pays retroactive civil service retire
ment contributions for the employment covered by OASI
he receives full civil service retirement credit for
that service.

2. If the employee does not pay the retroactive contri
butions he receives partial civil service retirement
credit for the service under OASI.
B. Effect of H.R. 9366 as passed by House:
1. Extends coverage to about 130,000 persons who perform
substantial services for the Federal Government and who
are not covered under any retirement system, thereby
increasing somewhat the potential for duplicate credit
described in "A" above.
C. Effect of Williams Amendment:
1. Would prevent duplicate credit in cases where the
employee has enough OASI employment to be insured.

EXAMPLE:
Employee works 10 years in Federal employment as an
"indefinite" covered by OASI. He then acquires permenent status,
and is therefore taken out from OASI and placed under civil
service retirement. He retires in 1985 at age 65 after a total
of 30 years' Federal service with a high 5-year average pay of

$6,o000.
Results 

If Williams Amendment is enacted:
CSR annuity
Social security (approx.)
Total annual'retirement pay

$1,800
800
$-2,60-0

If Williams Amiendment is not enacted:
CSR annuity
Social security (approx.)
Total annual retirement pay

$2, 700

800
$3,500

(Assumes that employee pays retroactive CSR employee
contributions for the 10 years under OASI; if employee
does not pay the retroactive contribution the CSR
annuity would be reduced by approximately $4-i00.)
2.

Would impair the retirement and survivor protection of employees
who do not become insured under OASI since no credit would be given
under either system for the Federal service under OASI.
EXAMPL:
Employee with the same work history as in the previous example
under "C 1" except that the employee works for 9 years in Federal
employment under OASI and then for 21 years in employment
covered by CSR.
Results- 

If Williams Amendment is enacted:
CSR annuity
No socialI security

$1,890

If Williams Amendment is not enacted:
$2,700
CSR annuity
(would be reduced by about $350 if retroactive
employee contributions are not paid.)
No social security.

Summnary of Recommendations of the Committee
on Retirement Policy for Federal Personnel
The Committee on Retirement Policy for Federal Personnel, created
Pursuant to Public Law 555, 82d Congress, was directed to study and report
On four major areas:
"(1) The types and amounts of retirement and other related benefits
provided to Federal personnel, including their role in the compensation system
as a whole;
"(2) The necessity for special benefit provisions for selected employee
groups, including overseas personnel and employees in hazardous occupations;
The relationship of these retirement systems to one another,, to
the Federal employee' compensation system, and to such general systems as oldage and survivors insurance; and
t?(3)

"(1The current financial status of the several systems, the most
desirable methods of cost determination and funding, the division of costs
between the Governmient and the members of the systems, and the policies that
should be followed in meeting the Government's portion of these costs of the
various systems. "
The Committee consisted of a Chairman appointed by the President,, the
Chairman of the Civil Service Commission., the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Chair
man of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
The Committee's first report (submitted January 15, 1954, and printed as
Senate Document No. 89) is a comprehensive collation of descriptive data relating
to all existing retirement plans for Federal personnel. This report contains a
number of comparative analyses of the various systems., but no recommendations.
The Committee's second report (submitted May 13, 1954, and printed as
Senate Document No. 89, part 2) -conta-ins the Committee's recommendations con
cerning the uniformed services retirement system. The Committee recommended
that the old-age and survivors insurance provisions of the Social Security Act
be extended to members of the uniformed services on the usual contributory basis
which applies to civilian employment. The present complex structure of compensa
tion payments provided to survivors of military personnel should be replaced by a
new service-compensation benefit; the existing "free" social security wage credits
for-military service, veterans' compensation, soldiers' indemnity, and Federal
employees ' compensation provisions relating to active-duty personnel should be
discontinued. These changes, according to the Committee, would establish a
sound and equitable program of survivor protection for members of the services,
improve the retirement protection of career servicemen, and insure continuity
of protection for a large number of individuals who normally work in civilian
employment but are required to serve a few years in the armed forces. The
Committee stated that the enactment of these recommepdation would save the
United States more than $lOO,000,000 a year and at the same time would greatly
simplify the present cumbersome, overlapping structure of survivor benefits
which has been criticized by members of the Congress.
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The Committee's third report (submitted May 20., 195)4, and printed as
Senate Document No. 89, part 3) contained the Committee's recommendations with
respect to the relationship between the civil service retirement system and the
old-age and survivors insurance system. The Committee recommended that old-age
and survivors insurance coverage be extended to employment subject to the Civil
Service Retirement Act, with the civil service retirement benefits reduced to
take into account that old-age and survivors insurance benefits would be payable.
The Committee pointed out that there is a very considerable movement of workers
between private industry covered by old-age and survivors insurance and the Federal
service covered chiefly by the Civil Service Retirement Act. This shifting of
employees between industry and Federal employment results in inequities in benefit
payments. Some of these workers who move lose valuable rights acquired under
old-age and survivors insurance; others may qualify under both civil service retire
ment and old-age and survivors insurance and receive a total benefit which may be
unwarranted in relation to service and contributions. Some may fail to qualify
under either the civil service retirement system or old-age and survivors insurance
Under the Committee's recommendation the employee whose work life is divided betweei
employ-ment covered by civil service retirement and employment covered by old-age
and survivors insurance (including certain Federal employment) would receive a
total retirement benefit which would be closely related to his lifetime service.
The employee who did not remain in Federal service long enough to qualify under
civil service retirement would get at least a social security benefit, and this
benefit would include some retirement credit for his period of Federal service.
Specifically the Committee recommended that, in view of the proposed oldage and survivors insurance coverage, the civil service retirement annuity formula
be reduced by the equivalent of at least $25 annuity credit for each year of ser
vice. The Committee stated that the adoption of the coordination plan would effect
an initial saving of approximately 411)4 million a year, while improving the retire
ment and survivor protection of Federal employees and removing many inequities
which now exist.
With reference to the indefinite Federal employees now covered by social
security, the Committee recommended that these employees remain under social
security until the date of coordination between civil service retirement and
old-age and survivors insurance. At that time they would begin to be covered by
both old-age and survivors insurance and civil service retirement but the latter
benefit would be reduced to take the social security benefit into account. Thus,
there could be no "windfall" benefits and the basic old-age and survivors insurance
protection of these employees would not be impaired.
An additional recommendation of the Committee was to the effect that
eligibility for an annuity under the Civil Service Retirement Act should, in
general, not arise with less than 10 years Federal employment, rather than with
5 years of service as now provided.
The Committee's fourth report (submitted June 29 195)4 and printed as
Senate Document No. 8-part 4 contained the Committee's recommendations with
respect to funding and financing policies of the retirement systems for Federal
personnel. The Committee recommended, in part, that the costs of Federal retire
ment systems should generally be allocated to the period in which the costs a-re
incu~rred, that the civilian Federal retirement systems should be funded where

practicable on a "normal cost plus interest" funding basis (rather than full
reserve funding), and that the interest rate payable by the Government on the
special bonds held by the civil service retirement system should be reduced to
three percent from the present four percent rate.
The Committee's final report (submitted June 29, 1954, and printed as.
Senate Document No. 89, part 5) dealt with special benefit provisions in the
Federal retirement systems. The Committee recommended, in part, that old-age
and survivors insurance coverage be extended to most of the minor Federal
civilian retirement systems with the benefits of these systems reduced accord
ingly; that certain improvements be made in the disability retirement provisions
of all the civilian systems in order to prevent misuse of these provisions; that
existing provisions for special benefits in case of hazardous employment be care
fully restricted; and that adequate safeguards be established to prevent inequities
in benefit payments made possible by the transfer of an employee from one Federal
staff-retirement system to another. In connection with the last-mentioned point
the Committee recommended that no separation from service should result in annuity
retirement unless it is preceded by at least one year of servjce subject to the
retirement act out of the preceding two years.
In this report the Committee also recommended that a civil service retire
ment annuitant who is re-employed should receive additional credit under civil
service retirement for the period of additional service. At present these
re-employed annuitants are barred from civil service retirement coverage and thus
become covered by old-age and survivors insurance with the result that some can
qualify for a substantial social security benefit after a relatively short period
of additional Federal service. The Committee's recommendation would prevent these
annuitants from qualifying for such unwarranted benefits.

April 30, 1954

Dear Congressman Kean:
In connection with our discussion at the meeting
this afternoon I am enclosing herewith a brief memorandumi
setting forth the Department's suggestion for a technical
amendment which would meet the problem with which you are
concerned; namely, the situation of State and local employees
in positions covered by the retirement system, but who
(for one reason or another) are themselves excluded from
that retirement system.
I -would be glad to get your comments on this
proposal.
With warm personal regards,
Sincerely yours,

/S/

Roswell B. Perkins

Rosewell B. Perkins
Assistant Secretary
Honorable Robert W. Kean
House of Representatives
Washington 25, D.C.

Enclosure:

Memorandum

Coverage of individuals in positions covered by retirement systems
who are not themselves members of system (pages 9 and 10 of the bill)
Under present law employees in positions covered by retirement
systems may not be brought under old-age and survivors insurance even
though they are not themselves members of the system.

Similarly, under

H.R. 7199 such employees could not be covered unless there were a
favorable referendum among the members of the system.
be eligible to vote in the referendum.

They would not

(The principal reasons -why

employees in covered positions may not be members of the system are
that they are over the age limit, that there is a waiting period for
membership, that the individual does not meet prescribed job standards,
or that he has not elected coverage under the system during the period
allowed for election.)
In some instances this provision may actually make coverage
impossible for a group of employees even if there is a favorable
referendum.

This could happen, for example, where none of the employees

of a political subdivision are members of a retirement system and where
each political subdivision is treated separately under the referendum
provision.

In other instances employees in covered positions who are

not members may be unable to obtain coverage because the members of the
system vote against it.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUJCATION, ANlD WELFARE
Washington 25, D.C.
July 13, 195)4

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Committee's interest in the question of voluntary coverage
for self-employed farm operators and professional people has been
brought to my attention. I am glad to have this-opportunity to present
the Department's views on this proposal.
In its review of the old-age and survivors insurance program
this Department gave a great deal of study to the possibility of
voluntary coverage for the self-employed who are now excluded. We
concluded, however, that: (1) voluntary coverage contains a serious
threat to the financial stability of old-age and survivors insurance;
(2) to hold down these losses resulting from voluntary coverage as
much as possible would require an aggressive selling campaign that
would bring the government into direct competition with private insur
ance organizations; (3) voluntary coverage would not make it possible
to shift substantially from the method of public assistance to the method
of social insurance; (4) voluntary coverage for the 4 million or so
self-employed people now excluded would be unfair to the 58 million
(including 5 million self-employed) who during the year now work in jobs
that are subject to compulsory coverage; and (5) voluntary coverage
would create additional problems for the future, such as pressures to
change the terms under which the option is offerea.
1. The threat to the financial stability of the system.
As you know, OASI contains provisions which, especially in
the early years of its operation and in the case of workers with
large families, allow for the payment of benefits, in individual
cases, that are considerably in excess of the value of the contribution
paid. (If this were not true, the program could not be effective
in providing individual economic security for a great many years.)
These provisions, although desirable in compulsory social insurance,
make the program vulnerable to adverse selection if coverage is
made available on the basis of the individual choice. The provisions
of the program are not designed for voluntary coverage; and we know
of no proposal for voluntary coverage that does not contain a serious
threat to the financial stability of the program.
if, for example, from one-fourth to one-half of those eligible
for voluntary coverage under the specific proposal which I understand
has been made by Senator Bennett were to elect such coverage, (since
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the persons coming in would undoubtedly be the "high cost" risks) the
cost to. the Trust Fund of adverse selection would be between $20 and $30
billion. This loss to the system would be small in the first 1year of
operation, but in a few years would increase to as much as $12~ billion
a year. Thus the covered group as a whole would have to bear a sub
stantial extra cost arising from the bargains provided for those--the
older people and people with large families--who would stand to receive
a large return of benefits relative to contributions. Accordingly, the
contribution rate paid by those now under the system would have to be
increased in order that the bargain benefits could be paid.
2. The problem of conflict with private insurance companies.
It is true that if it were possible to obtain practically
universal coverage under a voluntary plan--instead of one-fourth to
one-half coverage, for example--the cost effects would be the same
as under compulsory coverage. It follows, therefore, that to hold
down the losses resulting from voluntary coverage as much as possible
would require the government to enter into an aggressive selling
campaign. Such a campaign might meet with serious objections from
the insurance industry, since the government would then be on an
actively competitive basis with private companies. Instead of selling
private insurance, as they do now, to build on the base provided by
old-age and survivors insurance, the private companies would find the
protection they offer being compared by the customer with what he
could get from the government plan.

3. Voluntary coverage would not make it possible to shift substantially
from the method of public assistance to the method of social insurance.
Voluntary coverage will not result in protection for all who
need it. Actually, the individuals who would choose to participate
under voluntary coverage provisions would tend to be those who could
most easily spare the money as well as those who would get the best
bargain. Many people of low income, even though they would usually
be concerned about their security and that of their family, would not
elect coverage because of the day-by-day pressure to obtain the basic
necessities of living, to educate their children, and to keep any
savings available for more immediate risks, such as illness and
unemployment.
The non-election of coverage will mean that many individuals and
families would still have to be supported by public assistance. This is
particularly true in farm areas, where, as shown in our testimony on
H.R. 9366, the proportion of assistance recipients as compared with OASI
beneficiaries among the aged population is extremely high. Public
assistance is, of course, much less satisfactory for the individual
than social insurance, as well as constituting a burden on the general
taxpayer.
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14..Voluntary coverage for the 4 million or so self-employed people
now excluded would be unfair to the 58 million who are subject to
compulsory coverage.
It seems to us to be basically unfair to require that individuals
in most occupations be covered compulsorily and to allow others to elect.
The larger group would be paying the major part of' the increased cost
arising from adverse selection, and yet they would have no choice about
whether or not to participate. Moreover, as indicated above, there would
be a tendency for the higher-income individual to be the one who elected
coverage. Thus the higher cost f'or the group compulsorily covered would
be incurred to provide bargain benefits for people who on the average
would be better off' financially.
Those compulsorily covered would also
have to continue to bear a large part of' the burden of' assistance arising
out of' the fact that many people of' modest income would not choose to
participate under voluntary coverage.

5.

Additional problems created by voluntary coverage.

We believe that the introduction of' the principle of' voluntary
coverage on an individual basis would create strong pressures for various
types of' undesirable changes in the program which the Congress would find
it difficult to withstand once the precedent of individual voluntary
coverage were established. First of all, the small minority now covered
on a compulsory basis who are opposed to compulsory coverage would find
it difficult to understand why their coverage could not also be put on
a voluntary basis. Secondly, we believe that it would be very difficult
to withstand pressures for modifications in restrictive features necessary
to keep down the costs of the voluntary provisions themselves. For
example, Senator Bennett's proposal requires that the option be exercised
within two years after extension of coverage or after the individual first
enters one of the special groups, if later. Once elected, the coverage
is irrevocable, Individuals who later on indicated that they had not
heard of the option or had misunderstood it could make a good case for
a relaxation in the law. Such a relaxation, even if it provided for
back contributions, would very much increase costs, since it would be
comparable to allowing an individual to pay his premium after the risk
occurred.
These pressures would be reinforced by the fact that under a
system part compulsory and part voluntary many persons wfill be covered
compulsorily during part of their careers. For example, a doctor
employed by an industrial concern or a lawyer employed for a law firm
is compulsorily covered. A farm operator who previously had been a
farm worker might be covered compulsorily for the first part of his
working life. This mixture of compulsory and voluntary coverage creates
new opportunity for adverse selection, since those who obtain minimum
coverage on a compulsory basis might not elect to continue and would
have received the most favorable possible relationship of benefits to
contributions. On the other hand, in moving from compulsory to voluntary
coverage some people would make bad decisions, or would think that they
had done so, and would find it difficult to understand why they could
not at a later date rectify their mistake or correct their failure to
act.

Thirdly, if voluntary coverage is allowed for certain occupations
it would make it more difficult to resist the pressure of those already
retired who would ask for the privilege of paying in on a retroactive
basis for a year and a half in order to obtain minimum benefits. (This
would be very close to the proposal of blanketing-in the present aged,
made by the United States Chamber of Commerce, and with a $30 minimum
benef it would cost the Fund an estimated additional $10 to $15 billion.)
Once the principle of individual election is established it would also
seem more difficult to resist allowing to all covered workers the privilege
of buying additional protection over and above their actual earnings as
they desire. Changes along this line would of course change the nature
of the system entirely and transform it from a social measure providing
basic protection to a government-operated competitor of private insurance.
If coverage under the old-age and survivors insurance system is
not made substantially universal at this time,, on a compulsory basis,
there will still be many who do not participate in the system. If the
Congress later wishes to correct this situation by providing for compul
sory coverage there would be the problem created by successive devices
for bringing people into old-age and survivors insurance without penalty
for years of non-contribution.
In 1950 this was done by the "new start."
In H.R. 9366 the "drop-out" in computing average wage, with a minor
modification in the insured status requirements, achieves substantially
the same purpose. While these devices have been necessary and appropriate,
a series of liberalizations of the system along these lines would weaken
the contributory wage-related nature of the program and increase costs.
Thus, to keep the system on a sound basis, we believe that coverage
should be made as universal as possible on a compulsory basis at this
time.
To sunmiarize, we do not believe that it would be feasible to
provide for any scheme of individual voluntary coverage under the
OASI program that would not have very undesirable effects. On the
other hand, we do believe that it would be very much to the advantage
of the individuals involved and to the Nation to extend coverage on
a mandatory basis. There is no way to tell ahead of time whether
a particular individual or group of individuals will or will not be
seriously disadvantaged in the absence of OASI coverage. An
individual may plan to work into advanced age, but he may find he is
unable to do so because of a disability. (Two-thirds of those over
65 and now drawing OASI benefits report themselves unable to take
even part-time jobs.) The savings that another individual has
counted on to care for his family may be greatly depreciated or even
lost. Still another may not be able to save as he might like. For
all, however, the social insurance program serves as a base to which
the individual may add whatever other provision he is able to make.
Just as protection under private plans is in the great majority of
cases an automatic accompaniment of employment in a particular
industry or by a particular employer, protection under QASI needs to
grow automatically out of work so that protection can be universal.
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Perhaps the best summing-up of the serious objections to
voluntary coverage under old-age and survivors insurance is contained
in the report of the 1948 Advisory Council of your Committee. The
Council stated:
"In the opinion of the Council, voluntary coverage is
defensible only where the Federal Government cannot
under the Constitution apply compulsion.
Since it is
apparently unconstitutional for the Federal Government
to tax the States and localities, we believe it necessary
to allow these units to enter into voluntary compacts
for the coverage of their employees. We are convinced
that to offer voluntary coverage in any area where it
can possibly be avoided would be a grave mistake....
We see no justification whatever in offering insurance
protection at extreme bargain rates to a select group,
considering primarily of those who recognize the
opportunity for a bargain and are well able to take
advantage of it, and in requiring the covered group as
a whole to bear the cost of the difference between what
the select group pays and what it receives."
In addition to the group voluntary coverage referred to by the
Advisory Council, the Congress, as you know, also introduced a type
of voluntary coverage on a group basis in the area of employment
by non-profit organizations because of the traditional tax exempt
status of these organizations and a concern for the possibility that
the separation of Church and State might be affected by compulsory
coverage of religious institutions. Neither a constitutional
question nor a traditional tax exempt status, however, is involved
in the question of coverage of additional self-employed persons.
This Department strongly recommends, therefore, that
voluntary participation not be permitted to the self-employed
groups who are now excluded. Provision of voluntary coverage for
those groups could not fail, we believe, to cause severe apprehension
and antagonism among most of the working people of the Nation,, who
look to the program as the chief basis of their economic security,
who have built up the Trust Fund with their contributions, and
who feel that they have a vital interest in the financial stability
of the program.
Sincerely yours,

/S/

OVETA CULP HOBBY

Secretary
Hon. Eugene D. Millikin
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington 25, D.C.

July 22, 1954+
Dear Mr. Chairman:
I am enclosing a letter signed jointly by
the Trustees of the Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund pointing out the disadvantages for the
system which voluntary coverage would have.
This letter was about to be transmitted
when we received the word concerning the reversal
of the Committee's original action. However, I am
transmitting the letter for your records in the
event the matter should come up again, either on
the Senate floor or in conference.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank
you and your Committee for all your fine work on
the social security bill. The speed and decisive
ness with which your Committee acted is a great
tribute-.to your leadership. The President and
the entire Administration are truly grateful for
all you have achieved.
Sincerely yours,
/S/ Oveta Culp Hobby
Secretary
Honorable Eugene D. Millikin
Chairman, Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington 25, D.C.
Enclosure

July 19, 1954
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The Social Security Act creates a Board of Trustees for the
Old-age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, consisting of the
Secretaries of Treasury, Labor, and Health, Education and Welfare.
It is the duty of the Trustees to report to the Congress annually
on the operation and status of the Trust Fund. It is also among the
Trustees' duties to report to the Congress whenever, in their opinion,
the amount of the Trust Fund is unduly small.
We believe it to be inherent in the concept
within the spirit and purpose of this statute that
should report to the Congress when we believe that
move constitutes a serious threat to the financial
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance system.

of trusteeship and
we as Trustees
some pending
stability of the

The tentative decision of the Senate Committee on Finance to
allow self-employed farmers and professional people to participate
in the social security system on a voluntary basis would, be believe,
have a serious adverse financial effect on the system.
The eligibility conditions, benefit formula and contribution
schedule in the social security law are all based on the fact that
individual election is not permitted. In particular, in order to
accomplish the social objectives of the program, the law allows some
beneficiaries to receive much more in benefits in relation to their
contributions than do others. For example, in order to make the system
more effective in the early years of the program persons now nearing
retirement age will receive benefits of a value many times greater
than the contributions made by them and their employers.
Under an elective system of coverage, it is only natural that
the persons who are quite sure that they will get more out of the
system than they are likely to put into it will be the ones to elect
coverage. The loss to the system arising from such "adverse selection"
would be small in the first year of operation, but in a few years would
increase to as much as $ 1 billion a year. The cumulative effect of
the probable election of coverage only by the most favored individuals
may, as indicated in Mrs. Hobby's letter to You of July 13, 1954
(copy enclosed), amount to a cost of as much as $20 to $30 billion to
the Trust Fund not met by existing financing arrangements.
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It should be noted that the benefits resulting in these
increased costs would not be paid primarily to those who most need
the protection. Experience in other countries has demonstrated
that those who take advantage of voluntary Government annuity
systems are principally those with higher incomes who understand
the favorable price and terms.
It is for these reasons, among others, that the Advisory
Council on Social Security in its 194I8 Report to the Senate
Finance Committee strongly disapproved of voluntary coverage.
As Trustees of this fund, we believe we have an obligation to
point out to your Committee the disadvantage which voluntary coverage
for a special group will have for those who have contributed and
will contribute to the system on a compulsory basis. Therefore we
strongly urge that the extension of coverage to farm operators and
to self-employed professional persons be on a compulsory basis.
Sincerely yours,

/S/G. M. Humphrey
Secretary of the Treasury
(managing Trustee)
/5/ James P. Mitchell
Secretary of Labor

/S/Oveta

Culp Hobby

Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare
Honorable Eugene D. Millikin
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington 25, D.C.
Enclosure

July 31, 19541
.Congressman Jere Cooper
House Office Building
Washington, D.C.
Dear Jere:
I have been following with interest the progress of the
social security bill in the Senate Finance Committee and am pre
suming to write you regarding the changes that were made. I was
particularly concerned about the proposal to extend coverage to
farm operators and professional groups on an individual elective
basis. Therefore, I wrote Senator George, pointing out that this
would probably cost the Trust Fund between 20 and 30 billion dollars
in the next 20 years due to adverse selection.

i did say to Senator George that I shared his basic con
cern that no major group is be covered unless we are certain that the
overwhelming majority desires coverage. I suggested two amendments
to him that I thought would assure general acceptance: 1. Reduction
from 75 to 72 or even 70 years of the age at which benefits would
be pa -able without a retirement test, and 2. An increase of 4% in
the monthly benefit for each year after reaching 65 years of age
that a person delayed retirement, so that, for example, a person
retiring at age 70 would draw a 20% higher monthly benefit than a
person retiring at age 65.
I am mentioning these two ways of making coverage of farm
operators and professional groups more attractive because I know
you have always been particularly concerned about the reaction of
farmers to being covered. I think these two changes would meet the
argument that coverage of farmers and self-employed persons general
ly is not so advantageous because they retire at a later date than
persons working for others. I also believe these changes are highly
desirable for persons already covered as well as for the newly cover
ed groups. Moreover, the cost is amazingly low--less than 1% on cov
ered payroll. Therefore, i do not believe the new schedule of rates
contained in the bill reported out by the Ways and Means Committee
would need to be increased further. As you know, the cost estimates
did not take into account the fact that in this country for the last
100 years or more we have had a steadily increasing wage level and
presumably will continue to have, a fact which automatically re
duces greatly the percentage of the payroll necessary to cover the
cost of the benefits.

The reduction I suggested in the age at which the retire
ment test would no longer be applicable is included in the Senate
bill. However, the other suggested change increasing the monthly
benefit for every year a person delays retiring is not included.
Therefore, it probably cannot be considered in conference. But I
thought you would like to bear in mind the possibility of such a
change at a later date. The main change in the Senate bill that
would be necessary would merely be to add in line 8 on page 31 the
words "+-sr-the resulting amount to be increased by 4~Jper centum
for every full year elapsing from the date he attained age 65 before
he filed application for old age insurance benefits; or"
You may recall that Congressman Curtis made a great fuss
about paying benefits to persons who live abroad. As a result a
subsection was added to section 203 of the present Social Security
Act which would deprive a large proportion of dependents and survivors
living abroad of benefits they would otherwise be entitled to if liv
ing in this country. I also wrote Senator George that I believed this
proposed exclusion was unnecessary, illogical, unjust and un-Christian.
He agreed and succeeded in having it eliminated. There are only about
12,000 dependents and survivors living abroad and receiving benefits
at the present time out of a total of 6,500,000 beneficiaries. More
over, 'we already have a statute which authorizes the Treasury to with
hold payments when conditions in a foreign country are such that there
is no reasonable assurance that the payee will actually receive the
money. Under this statute payments have been suspended in the case of
all countries behind the Iron Curtain.
Please forgive me for presuming to write you at such length.
There are a number of other changes that the Senate Finance Committee
made which I will not comment upon, although I believe some of them
are not desirable. I hope you and Miss Hart will get some vacation
before the grind of the next session begins, but I am afraid you won't.
In any event I am looking forward to addressing you as Chairman of the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives beginning
next January!
Sincerely,
/S/ A. J. Altmeyer*
*Former Commissioner of Social Security Administration

Summxary of a Report on
"The Minimum Benefit Under OASI"
A Report on a Study Called for
by P.L. 761, 83rd Congress
("The Long Amendment Study")

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare was directed
by the Social Security Act Amendments of 1954 to study the feasibility

of increasing the minimum old-age insurance benefit to (1) $55 per
month, (2) $60 per month, and (3) $75 per month. As required, the
study included an analysis of the estimated increase in cost in the
old-age and survivors insurance program that would result from the
proposed increases, estimates of the impact of those increases on
the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, and estimates
of the effect of the increases on Federal grants for public assistance.
The study also included an analysis of the relationship of the pro
posed increases to employment patterns, earnings and benefit levels
with a view to determining who would be helped, and who would be hurt,
by the proposed benefit increases and the consequent increases in cost.
The proposed increases in the minimum would result in appre
ciable increases in the cost of the old-age and survivors insurance
program. The increase in cost on a level-premium basis for the $55
minimum would be 0.6 percent of payroll; for the $60 minimum,
0.9 percent; for the $75 minimum, 1.8 percent.
With a $55 minimum the savings in Federal grants to States for
old-age assistance would amount to about 4 percent at present and
about 8 percent in 1960. The comparable figures for a $75 minimum
would be 10 percent now and somewhat under 19 percent in 1960. The
additional expenditures for old-age and survivors insurance in 1955
would amount to from 5 to 7 times the reduction in the Federal share
of assistance costs; in 1960, from 8 to 11 times.
It can be expected that in the future most regular, full-time,
lifetime workers who support themselves and their families throughout
their lives by working in covered jobs will receive benefits above the
proposed minimums. This is true because of amendments to the law
adopted in recent years to protect the average monthly wage and benefit
amount of persons who are normally dependent on their own earnings.
First, the coverage of the program h~as been made very nearly universal,
so that persons who move from one kind of job to another will have
earnings from all of their jobs covered and creditable toward benefits.
Second, under the new start adopted in 1950 most retired workers
coming in on the rolls in the future will have the relatively low wages
of the late 30's and 4O's omitted from the computation of their benefit
amounts, so that their benefits will not be depressed by those low
wages. Third, the provision for the drop-out adopted in 1954 will
permit the exclusion of periods of temporary unemployment, apprentice
earnings and "tapering off" toward retirement. Finally, the provision
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adopted in 1954 for "freezing" the benefit amount of workers who had
become totally and permanently disabled will mean that such workers
will be able to receive full old-age benefits when they reach
retirement age.
In general, these changes will provide relatively high benefits
for those who normally support themselves and their families. As a
result, the effect of increasing the minimum would be limited largely
to raising benefits for part-time and intermittent workers. Specifically,
those who would benefit from the proposed increases in the minimum,
aside from those people now on the rolls, would be widows whose husbands
died before the recent improvements in old-age and survivors insurance,
families where the wife had barely enough covered work to be insured,
and people who had spent most of their lives outside of covered work
such as doctors, lawyers, Federal employees, and investors. In addition
there would be some regular lifetime workers in low-wage areas, such
as Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, or in farming, with its low cash
wage and considerable remuneration in kind. The chief group that would
be hurt by reason of paying additional contributions without any bene
fit increases would be the regular, full-time, lifetime workers who
supported themselves and their families throughout their lives by work
in covered jobs.
It would seem very difficult to justify to the long-term
contributors to the system, who even under present law receive less
in proportion to their contributions than do the short-term contribu
tors, that they must pay still higher contributions to help finance
benefit increases for others while not getting additional benefits
themselves. Especially would this be true when it is considered that
among those who would receive the increased amounts would be selfemployed doctors and lawyers, Federal workers, investors and others
whose major source of support--income from noncovered work or invest
ments--is not subject to the taxes that support the program.
Thus the provision of high minimum benefits not only would
increase the cost of the program but it might also jeopardize the
financing of the program by decreasing the willingness of the long-term
regular worker to support the system. In the opinion of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare there are values inherent in the
contributory, variable-benefit system that make it most important
that no step be taken, however expedient it may seem in the short run,
that would weaken the financial basis of the system.

THE MINIMUM BENEFIT
UNDER
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE

A REPORT ON A STUDY CALLED FOR BY
PUBLIC LAW 761, 83rd CONGRESS

Department off Health, Education,, and Welffare
Washington: 1955

Introduction

Public Law 761, the Social Security Act Amendments of 1954, contains the
following section calling for a study of the minimum benefits under the
old-age and survivors insurance program:
"Sec. 404. (a). The Secretary of Health, Education., and Welfare
shall conduct a full and complete study with a view to deter

mining the feasibility of increasing the minimum old-age
insurance benefit under Title II of the Social Security Act to

(1) $55 per month, (2) $60 per month, and (3) $75 per month.

"(b) Such study shall include (1) a detailed analysis of the
estinated increase in cost, if any, involved in increasing such
minimum benefit to each of the above referred to amounts., (2)
estimates of the financial impact such increase would have upon
the Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund, and (3) an
estimate of the amount, if any, by which Federal grants to the

States for public assistance would be reduced by reason of such
increase in minimum old-age insurance benefits.
"(c) The Secretary shall report to the Congress at the earliest
practicable date the results of the study provided for by this
section."

In accordance with this directive the Department of Health,, Education,,
and Welfare has conducted a study of the feasibility of increasing the
minimum benefit to the specified amounts. This report sets forth the
findings of the study.
Scope of the study
Subsection (b) of sec. 404 requires that the study include an analysis of
the estimated increase in the cost of the old-age and survivors insurance
program that would result from the proposed benefit increases, estimates
of the impact of those increases on the Federal Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance Trust Fund, and estimates of the effect of the increases on
Federal grants for public assistance. Accordingly, this report sets forth

the Department's findings on each of these questions.
The Department does not believe, however, that the feasibility of the
proposed increases in the minimum benefit can be evaluated solely in
terms of cost. It believes rather that in order to assess adequately
the effect of the increases, attention must also be given to the question
of who will benefit from., and who will be worse off as a result of, the
consequent increases in costs. The report therefore includes, in addition
to the Department's findings on the specific questions enumerated in
sec. 404~, an analysis of the relationship of the proposed increases to
employment patterns, earnings and benefit levels of workers and of bene
ficiaries with a view to determining who would be helped and who would be

hurt by the proposals.
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Nature of the OASI progra
Old-age and survivors insurance is a program under which individuals
pay contributions from their earnings while they are working., and,
when earnings are cut off by retirement in old age or by the death of
the worker, payments are made to the worker and his dependents or to
his survivors. The benefits are related to the past earnings of the
worker and the regularity of his work under the program.
Types of benefits. --Monthly benefits are payable under the program.,
upon retirement of a qualified worker at or after age 65, to: the
retired worker, the wife or dependent husband at age 65., the worker's
unmarried children under age 18., and his wife at any age while she has
such children in her care. Monthly survivors benefits are payable.,
upon the death of a qualified worker., to: the widow or dependent
widower at age 65, the unmarried dependent children under age 18., the
widow (and in some cases divorced wife) at any age while she bas such
children in her care., and dependent parents at age 65 if the worker
left no other survivor who could ever qualify for monthly benefits.
A lump-sum payment is also payable on the death of a qualified worker.
In June 1955 some 6.1 million persons 65 and over and 1.5 million
younger widows and children were receiving benefits.
Qualifications for benefits.--Retirement benefits are payable only to
persons who are "fully insured" under the system and to their dependents.
In the long run a person will need to be in covered employment 10 years
to be fully insured at retirement. For the early years., however, in
order to make it easier for those already near age 65 when the program
went into effect to qualify, a shorter period of work is sufficient.
Before the amendments of 1950 an individual was fully insured if he
worked in covered employment at least half the time after January 1.,
1937, and before reaching age 65, with a minimum of one and one-half
years. Now the starting point is January 1, 1951, rather than 1937,
and covered work before as well as after that date counts toward meeting
the new requirements. The 1954 amendments,, which extended the coverage
of the program to several million additional persons, included an
alternative provision designed to make it easier for persons who were
already close to age 65 when first covered by the program on January 1,
1955, to become insured. Under it a person is fully insured if he has
earnings credits in each calendar quarter after 1954 and prior to the
quarter of death or of attainment of age 65; there must be at least
six such quarters. This alternative way of becoming insured will "wash
out" by the end of 1958., since at that time the "one-half the time since
1950" requirement will be easier to meet. At the end of 1954 about
70 million people werq fully insured under the program.
The 1954 amendments also provide that an individual under 65 who becomes
totally disabled (with the disability expected to be of long-continued
and indefinite duration) can have his benefit rights "frozen" for as long
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as he is unable to work. To be eligible for the "freeze," he must have
worked in covered employment at least half the time in the last 10 years
before becoming disabled and at least half the time in the last 3 years
before becoming disabled. When the worker retires or dies, the period
during which he was disabled is disregarded in determining his insured
status and the benefit amount payable.
Survivors' benefits for a worker's children and their mother my be paid
if the deceased worker was either fully insured or "currently insured,"
i.e., has at least one and one-half years of covered work within the
three years immediately preceding his death.
Retirement test.--For persons under age 72., payment of benefits is
conditioned upon substantial retirement. If a person's earnings
(whether from covered or noncovered work) for a year are not more than
$1,200, none of his benefits will be suspended because of such earnings.
Each $80 of earnings (or fraction thereof) over $1,,200 will result in
withholding of one month 'sbenefit, except that benefits will be paid
for any month in which the individual neither rendered substantial
services in self-employment nor worked for wages of more than $80.
Persons age 72 and over receive their benefits as annuities, without
regard to the Amount of their earnings.
Amount of benefits.--The amount of insurance benefit is based on the
worker's own earnings in employment covered by the law. The benefit
formula provides for paying in benefits a larger proportion of the
average earnings of low-paid workers than of higher paid workers. The
formula is 55 percent of the first $110 of average monthly wage plus
20 percent of the next $240. The average monthly wage, on which
benefits are based, is computed in general by dividing the worker's
total earnings in covered work by the number of months in which he
could have been expected to work under the program. Under the law in
effect prior to the 1950 amendments the computation, in general, took
into account all months beginning with 1937; under the 1950 amendments,
for workers with 6 quarters of coverage after 1950, the computation m~ay
start with either 1937 or 1951. Ufider new provisions adopted in 1954,
periods of disability and up to 5 years of low earnings umy be omitted
from the computation under certain circumstances.
Benefit payments for an individual retired worker now range from a
minimum of $30 a month to a maximum of $103.50. The maximum will be
$108.50 for those retiring after March 1956. (In order to qualify
for $108.50 an individual must have had covered earnings at the rate
of $4.,200 a year since January 1, 1955.) Benefits for dependents and
survivors are figured as percentages of the benefit payable to the
worker.
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The maximum benefits payable for a month to a family on the basis of
any one persons's record are the lesser of 80 percent of his average
monthly earnings or $200. If family payments as initially figured
would total more than either of these amounts., each dependent's bene
fit is proportionately reduced to bring the total down to the applica
ble maximum; but application of the 80 percent maximum may not reduce
the family benefit below $50 or one and one-half times the worker 's
own benefit amount,, whichever is larger. The minimum benefit payable
on a worker's wage record is $30.
In December 1954 the average payment for retired workers with no
dependents receiving benefits was about $56.50 monthly; the payment
for retired aged couples averaged $98.50; for widows with two children
the average family payment was $126.
Reflecting the new computation provisions of the 1954 amendments,, the
benefit awards for persons now coming on the rolls for the first time
are considerably higher than those given above for all beneficiaries.
Among beneficiaries who came on the rolls in December 1954 and whose
benefits are based on earnings after 1950 with years of lowest earnings
omitted., the average for a retired worker alone was about $78 per month;
for an aged couple, about $125; and for a widow with two children., about
$180.
Coverage.--About 9 out of 10 paid civilian jobs are covered by the
program--in absolute figures, about 54 million out of a total of 60
million. Because many people change jobs and move in and out of the
labor force during the course of a year, a much larger number contribute
under the program during a year than are covered at any one time. In
1955 nearly 69 million people are expected to contribute under old-age
and survivors insurance. About 8 million of them will be self-employed;
the rest will have worked for nearly 5 million employers who also make
contributions.
Because the old-age and survivors insurance and railroad retirement
systems are coordinated, persons who work in the railroad industry may
be said to be covered under both of these systems, and 2.0 million
railroad employees are included above as being covered under old-age
and survivors insurance. In a sense members of-the armed forces are
also covered under old-age and survivors insurance., although on a
temporary basis; wage credits of $160 are given under the old-age and
survivors insurance system for each month of active service in the
armed forces from September 1940 through June 30, 1955, if credit for
the same service is not given under another Federal retirement system.
Career servicemen will generally receive credit under the retirement
systems of the armed forces but not under old-age and survivors
insurance. Also included in the above figures are some 4.5 million
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jobs in the employ of State and local governments. Only about 1.2 million
of the employees in these jobs are already receiving credit under old-age
and survivors insurance, but Federal law authorizes the coverage of the
rest by agreements between the State and the Federal government.
Employees covered under a State or local retirement system can be
brought into old-age and survivors insurance only if a majority vote
in favor of old-age and survivors insurance coverage.
The only major groups not under old-age and survivors insurance or
eligible for OASI coverage are about 1.8 million Federal employees
covered under retirement systems of the Federal government and about
200,000 policemen and firemen covered under State and local retirement
systems; about 300,000 self-employed lawyers., dentists, doctors and
members of certain medically related professions; and those domestic
and agricultural workers who do not earn sufficient wages from any one
employer to meet the coverage requirements of the law. The total
number of domestic and farm workers not covered varies from around
800,,000 to some 2 million,, depending on the season of the year. There
are also about 1.6 million persons who at any one time are in selfemployment but who, usually because of failure to work throughout a
given year, do not have net income of as much as $4&00 in that year and
are therefore not in covered work for that particular year. About
4f00.,000 others--newsboys., members of religious orders, student nurses,
and other smaller groups--are also excluded.
Many persons who in a given year do some work in self-employment or
perform services as farm or domestic workers and yet do not meet the
tests for coverage spend comparatively little time in gainful employ
ment and a considerable number of them are not ordinarily in the labor
market. Included in this group are semiretired or partially disabled
persons, housewives, and children. Most of the housewives are protected
under old-age and survivors insurance through their husbands' employ
ment, and the school children and college students will generally become
covered when they enter full-time employment. On the other hand, these
groups do include some people who are full-time participants in the labor
force but who fail to meet the tests in a particular year.
It should be noted that the coverage of ministers, of employees of
nonprofit organizations and of State and local governments., and of
certain Americans employed abroad has certain voluntary aspects. The
19514 amendments to the Social Security Act made coverage possible for
a substantially increased number of persons in these groups., but the
extent to which they will elect coverage is not yet known.
How the system is financed.--Benefits are financed by contributions of
covered employees and employers and self-employed persons. Each year
an amount equal to 100 percent of the taxes collected is automatically
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appropriated to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund.
The money in the fund can be used only to pay the benefits and adminis
trative expenses of the program. Money not needed to meet current
payments is invested in interest-bearing obligations of the United
States.
Contributions are a percentage of the first *4,200 earned in a year.
The contribution rate, currently 2 percent each for employer and employee,
is scheduled to increase in a series of step-ups to 4 percent each in
1975. The rate for self-employed persons is 1l~times the employee rate.
The contribution schedule is designed to make the insurance system selfsupporting.
Contributions under old-age and survivors insurance during the calendar
year 1954 totalled $5.2 billion and benefit payments totalled $3.7 billion,
of which *3.0 billion was for aged persons. At the end of 1954 the trust
fund amounted to about $20.6 billion.
Description of the specific__proposals considered
In order to make the study called for by section 404 two minor assumptions
were made as to how the proposed minimumn provisions would operate. First,
it was assumed that the proposed increases in the minimum benefits would
be effective for July 1955 (variations of several months, however, would
-have little effect on cost from a long-range standpoint). Second, it was
assumed that the proposed minimum amounts would be applicable not only to
the benefit payable to the retired worker and to the amount on which
dependents' and survivors' benefits are based, but also as the benefit
payable to a single survivor beneficiary. (The 1954 amendments provide
that a single survivor beneficiary, such as an aged widow or parent, shall
receive the same minimum payment as a retired worker--$30.)
Specifically, then, the proposals considered in the study were as follows:
The minimum amount payable to a retired worker,
the minimum amount payable when only one survivor is entitled
to benefits on a given vage record, and
the minimum amount on which a dependent 's or survivor' s
benefits would be based-
would be *55

$60, or
*75.

All other provisions would remain unchanged.
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Effect of the Proposals on Cost and Financn
of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
The estimates of the effects of the proposals on the old-age and survivors
insurance program presented in the following paragraph correspond, both in
form and in the assumptions on which they are based, to those presented in
the Fifteenth Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund (Senate Document No. 39, Blith Congress,
1st Session). The Social Security Act requires the Board of Trustees to
report annually to the Congress on the expected operations and status of
the trust fund during the next five years and on the actuarial status of
the fund; and accordingly the Trustees' Report presents short-range and
long-range cost estimates separately. That practice has been followed
here also. Detailed information on the bases underlying the estimates
that follow can be obtained from the Trustees' Report.
Short-range effects

V/

Table 1 shows, for the years 1955 through 1960, the estimated amount of
benefit payments under present law and the estimated increases in benefit
payments resulting from each of the proposed higher minima. It will be
noted that, for each full year of payments at the higher amounts, with
the $55 minimum benefit payments would be increased by about *600 million;
with the $60 minimum, by about $800 million; and with the $75 minimum, by
about $1.7 billion.
Table 2 presents detailed estimates of the expected operations and status
of the trust fund over the years 1955 through 1960 under the present law
and with the proposed higher minima.
The contribution income is of course
assumed to be the same under present law and under each of the proposals,
as are the administrative expenses. Because benefit payments increase,
the interest income to the fund decreases with the decreasing size of the
funds available for investment.
The aggregate increase in the fund over the six-year period is considerably
larger under present law than it would be under the proposed minima. At
the end of 19514 the trust fund amounted to *20,576 million. The aggregate
net increase in the fund in the years 1955-60 under present law is expected
to be about $8 billion. Under a $55 minimum it would be $14.6 billion and
with a $60 minimum it would be $3.14 billion. With a $75 minimum disburse
ments would exceed income in four of the six years and there would be a
net decrease in the size of the fund of $1.9 billion.
1/--The short-range estimates are based on the assumption of a continuance
of a relatively high level of economic activity, as explained in the
Fifteenth Annual Trustees' Report, p. 114, in the description of
"Alternative I."

Table l.--Estimated amount of benefit payments under present law and
increase in benefit payments resulting from proposed higher
minima, 1955-1960.'
(in millions)

Calendar
year

Present
law

Increase in benefit payments
resulting from raising the
minimum to:
$55

$60

$75

1955

$4,980

$226

$307

$ 651

1956

5,681

591

800

1,703

1957

6,233

601

816

1,744

1958

6,718

600

814

1,746

1959

7,175

590

800

1,727

1960

7,618

571

775

1,685

'Increases in minimum assumed to be effective July 1, 1955.
Note: Estimates based on assumption of a relatively high level of economic activity as described in the
Fifteenth Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund, p. 14, under "Alternative I.'

Table 2.--Expected operations of the trust fund under present law
and with proposed higher minima, 1955-196o.1
(in millions)

Calendar
year

Transactions during periodFuda
Income
Disbursements
ContribuInterest on
Benefit
Administrainvestments
tion s
payments
tive expenses

Net
increase
in fund

Fund at
penido
pro

Present law
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

$ 5,595
6,454
7,001
7,385
7,726
9,715

$474
498
523
747
569
609

$4,980
5,681
6,233
6,718
7,175
7,618

$113
122
124
118
116
117

$ 976
1,149
1,167
1,096
1,004
2,589

$21,55 2
22,701
23,868
24,964
25,968
28,557

113
122
124
118
116
117

747
546
540
457
360
1,950

2 1,32 3
21,869
22,409
22,866
23,226
25,176

113
122
124
118
116
117

665
333
316
229
131
1,722

21,241
21,574
21,890
22,119
22,250
23,972

113
122
124
118
116
117

317
-589
-651
-764
-879
706

20,893
20,304
19,653
18,889
18,010
18,716

Minimum of $55
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

5,595
6,454
7,001
7,385
7,726
9,715

471
486
497
508
515
541

5,206
6,272
6,834
7,318
7,765
8,189
Minimum of $60

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

5,595
6,454
7,001
7,385
7,726
9,715

470
483
488
494
496
517

5,287
6,481
7,049
7,532
7,975
8,353
Minimum of $75

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

5,595
6,454
7,001
7,385
7,726
9,715

466
463
449
433
413
411

5,631
7,384
7,977
8,464
8,902
9,303

'Increases in minimum assumed to be effective July 1, 1955.
Note: Estimates based on assumption of a relatively high level of economic activity as described in the
Fifteenth Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors insurance
Trust Fund, p. 14, under "Alternative L."
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Long-range effects 1
Table 3 shows estizates of benefit payments under present law and of
the increases that would result from the proposed higher minima, for
specified years in the future. It will be noted that by the year 2020,
with a $55 minimum, benefit payments would increase by $2.3 billion per
year; with a $60 minimum, by $3.2 billion; and with a $75 minimum, by
about $6.2 billion.
1/It is of course impossible to make exact predictions of conditions
that will exist in the distant future. Estimtes of the future
cost of the old-age and survivors insurance program, however, are
affected by such conditions, and assumptions must be made about
what those conditions will be. The assumptions used in the actuarial
cost estimtes may differ widely and yet be reasonable. Accordingly,
it has been the practice to prepare both a low-cost and a high-cost
estimate combining different assumptions as to low and high rates of
mortality and other cost factors. The result is, of course, a range
of possible costs. Congressional committees have adopted the
practice of relating the contribution rates to the mid-point between
the high and low cost estimates--the so-called "intermediate cost"
basis. All of the estimates presented in this section are developed
on the "intermediate cost" basis.
The estimates are based on the long-range cost estimates for the
present system as contained in the Fifteenth Annual Report of the
Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund (Senate Doc. No. 39, 84th Congress) and as given in more
detail in Actuarial Study No. 39 of the Social Security Admiinis
tration. Since the cost estimates for the proposals to increase the
minimum benefit were made, new long-range cost estimates have been
prepared for the present law on the basis of revised earnings
assumptions. These estimates are briefly summrized in the report
of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
on H.R. 1225 (House Report No. 1189, 84th Congress). The new cost
estimates show a somewhat lower level-premium cost for the present
program than that shown in the Fifteenth Trustees' Report--7.51 per
cent of payroll as compared with 7.10 percent. Since use of the
new, lower cost estimates would not affect the conclusions reached
in this report, the cost figures have not been recalculated on the
new basis.
The estiuates are based also on an assumption of continued high
employment and take account of the coordination-with the railroad
retirement program provided for under present law, as described in
Appendix I of the Fifteenth Annual Trustees' Report.

Table 3.--Estimates of benefit payments under present law
and increase in benefit payments resulting from
proposed higher minima for specified future years.
(in millions)

Calendar
year

Present
law

Increase in benefit payments
resulting from raising the
minimum to

$55

Note:

*60

$75

1970
1980

$11,377
15,,285

$ 874

$1,222

986

l,4i69

2000
2020

20,014
26,064

1,682
2,296

2,365

$2,535
3,231
4,693

3,192

6,180

Intermediate estimate based on assumption of continued high
employment.

Table 4 presents long-range estiiiates of the expected balances in the
trust fund under present law and with the proposed higher minima. Under
present law the fund is expected to build up gradually from its present
size of about $21 billion to almost $63 billion in 1990, after which it
is expected to decrease slightly to a little over $60 billion in 2000.
With a minimum of $55 the fund would build up very slowly to a high of
$31 billion in 1980; thereafter it would decrease over the next 18 years
and would be exhausted in the year 1998. With a $60 minimum the fund
would be stabilized at approximately its present size through the year
1980, after which it would decrease, becoming exhausted in 1991. With
a $75 minimum the fund would begin to decrease almost immediately and
would be exhausted in 1970.
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Table 4.-- Estimtes of balance in trust fund under presBent

law and with the proposed higher minima f'or
specified future years.
(in millions)

Calendar
year

Present
law

Trust fund assets at end of
year under proposed increases
in minimum to

*55
1965
1970
1975
1980
1990
2000

$60

$23,098

$20,104

55,573

23,465
26,,627
31,393

18,414
19,056
20,641

62,910

20,411

1,334

*29,919
35,114
44,018

$75
$9,,345
3

60,494

~/Fund exhausted in 1998.
2]Fund exhausted in 1991.

3/Fund exhausted in 1970.
Note:

Intermediate estimate based on assumption of continued high
employment and 2.4 percent interest.

Table 5 shows long-range estimates of cost under present law and with the
proposed higher minima, expressed as a percent of taxable payroll, and
the level-premium cost. 1/
~/The "~level-premium cost t' may be defined as the contribution rate,
chargeable from a given date such as the effective date of the
proposed increases, that, together with interest (including that
from existing funds on hand), would meet into perpetuity the cost
of all benefit payments and administrative expenses arising under

the program. The schedule of contribution rates in the law starts
out considerably lower than the level-premium rate and ends somewhat
above it.
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Table 5.--Estimates of cost under present law and with
proposed higher minjima, expressed as a percent of
taxcable payroll for specified future years.

Calendar
year

Present
law

Proposed increase in minimum to

$55

*60

*75

Benefit cost in year
1970

5.98

6.43

6.62

7.31

1980

7.34

8.4

2000

8.22

7.81
8.91

2020

9.63

10.47

10.80

8.89
10.15
11.91

9.20
Level-premium cost ~

7.70

8.32

8.59

9.50

~/Level-premium contribution rate, assuming interest at 2.4 percent, for
benefit payments after 1954 taking into account interest on the
existing trust fund on December 31, 1954, future administrative expenses,
and the lower contribution rates payable by the self-employed.
Note:

Intermediate estimate based on assumption of continued high
employment.

As indicated in the table, the level-premium cost under present law is
expected to amount to about 7.7 percent of payroll. The level-premium
cost of increasing the minimum to *55 would be about 0.6 percent of

payroll. For $60 and $75 minimg, corresponding figures are 0.9 percent
and 1.8 percent. These figures indicate the immediate increases in the
combined employer-employee contribution rates that would be necessary.,
if the minimum were raised to the proposed amounts, to maintain the
system in the same financial balance that now exists.
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The Effect on Federal Grants to States for Public Assistance
Relationship of public assistance to old-age and survivors insurance
In order to assess adequately the effect of the proposals on Federal
grants to States for public assistance., attention must be directed to
the present relationship between the public assistance and old-age and
survivors insurance programs.
Insurance beneficiaries may receive public assistance if their benefits
and other income do not meet their need according to the standards set
by the assistance agency in the State where they live. (They must, of
course, also meet the other eligibility requirements set by the agency.)
The number of aged and child beneficiaries of old-age and survivors
insurance who also receive public assistance payments, together with the
amounts of benefits and assistance, are determined once each year on the
basis of a sample of the assistance recipients in each State. In
February 1955, about 489,000 recipients of old-age assistance and 32,100
families receiving aid to dependent children were receiving benefits under
the old-age and survivors insurance program (table 6). These totals
represented more than 19 percent of all old-age assistance recipients
and somewhat more than 5 percent of the families receiving aid to
dependent children. In relation to the total number of aged OASI bene
ficiaries, the proportion receiving supplemental old-age assistance
payments was less than 9 percent. Of the families with children that
receive OASI benefits, slightly under 5 percent received supplementary
assistance under the aid to dependent children program.
Extended coverage and liberalized benefits under old-age and survivors
insurance since 1950 have resulted in a decline of the proportion of the
aged in the population receiving assistance. In 1950 there were more
aged people receiving old-age assistance than old-age and survivors
insurance benefits. Today aged old-age and survivors insurance bene
ficiaries are more than twice as numerous as aged assistance recipients.
In 1950 about 23 percent of the aged received assistance; today the
percentage is 18. With present widespread coverage of employment by
old-age and survivors insurance it may be anticipated that with the
passage of time more of the recipients of old-age assistance will also
be beneficiaries of old-age and survivors insurance. By the end of 1960
it is estimated that about 845,000 recipients, or 35 percent of the total
old-age assistance load, will be beneficiaries of old-age and survivors
insurance.
In analyzing the effect of the proposed increases in the minimum benefits
on the public assistance programs, attention was concentrated on the
effect of the proposals on old-age assistance recipients and expenditures
in their behalf at the present time and at the end of 1960. -The old-age
and survivors insurance program affects the aid to dependent children
Program only to a limited extent. Children deprived of care or support
because of the death, absence, or incapacity of a parent are aided under

276,200

376,500

406,000

426,500

463,000

488,800

September 1950 ......

August 1951 .. .. .. .. ......

February 1952 .......

February 1953 .......

February 1954 .......

February 1955 .......
8.7

9.7

10.7

12.0

11.9

12.6

19.2

18.0

16.3

15.1

13.8

9.8

6.1

benefi ciari es

10.0

OAA
recipients

Aged OASI

'Data on ADC-OASI families are for November 1953; OASI families for February 1954.

146,000

Number

June 1948 .. .. .. .. ........

Month and year

Percent of

Aged persons receiving both OASI
and OAA

32,100

31,9001

30,600

30,000

30,700

32,300

21,600

Number

ADC

4.9

5.4

5.7

5. 2

5.9

5.3

5.0

5.0

6.7
6.1i

4.9

4.8

families

8.3

6.7

families
with
children

OASI
beneficiary

Percent of

Families with children receiving
both OASI and ADC

Table 6.--Aged persons and families with children receiving both OASI benefits and assistance payments, 1948-55.
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the assistance program. Only 1 ADC family in 6 receives assistance
because of the death of the father. Among these families with father
dead about a fourth (5.2 percent of all ADC families) receive old-age
and survivors insurance benefits.*Increases
in the number of families
with insurance benefits have resulted in fewer families with father
dead coming on the rolls. The part of the ADC load that would be
affected by increases in OASI minima is already so small that the
increases would have little effect on expenditures for the program.
Present aged persons receiving both OCASI and OAA

-

State differences

Table 7 shows the extent of concurrent receipt of old-age and survivors
insurance benefits and assistance payments by old-age assistance recipients
in February 1955. Examination of the table indicates that the proportion
of recipients of old-age assistance who also received insurance benefits
ranged from 41 percent in Nevada to 2 percent in Alabama. In 10 States,
chiefly in the South, the proportion of aged recipients with benefits
was less than one-tenth. The 12 States in which at least one-fourth of
the recipients of old-age assistance also get insurance benefits were
located either in the Northeast or the West.
The proportion of old-age and survivors insurance beneficiaries who
receive assistance to supplement their incomes also varies widely among
States. In 34 States less than one-tenth of the aged beneficiaries
received assistance, with Virginia having the smallest proportion-
slightly over 1 percent. In 7 States more than one-fifth needed supple
mentary assistance. In Louisiana more than two-fifths of the aged
beneficiaries received old-age assistance.
Future aged persons receiving both OASI and OAA
benefits

-

differences in size of

Effects of the proposed increases in minimum CASI benefits were estimated
from distributions of old-age assistance payment amounts and the amounts
of old-age and survivors insurance benefits obtained in the 1953 sample
study of old-age assistance recipients. These estimates were adjusted
both for benefit increases resulting from the 1954 amendments and for
the estimated number of concurrent beneficiaries of assistance and
insurance on the basis of reports submitted by all States in February
1955. The 1960 estimates were based on estimated distributions of
insurance beneficiaries by benefit amounts for that year. Two assumptions
were made in determining the effect of the proposals on the old-age
assistance program in 1960. First, it was assumed that the same propor
tion of beneficiaries at each benefit level would receive old-age
assistance to supplement their incomes as received supplementation in
1954. Second, it was assumed that the proportion of concurrent recipients
who are married to other beneficiary recipients would be the same (one
fourth) in 1960 as at the present time.
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Table

7

.-- Concurrent receipt of OASI benefits and assistance payments by OAA recipients, February 1955.
receiving OAA and OASI as percent of:
OASI beneficiaries
OAA recipients

StatePersons
........

19.2

8.7

Alabama .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... .........
Alaska .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... ..........
Arizona. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .... ........
Arkansas. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ............
California .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
Colorado. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
Connecticut .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ..........
Delaware .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .... ........
District of Columbia. .. .. .. .. .... ..........
Florida .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........

2.4
29.9
21.8
6.1
36.7
26.9
32.6
14.7
20.8
23.8

2. 3
21.9
13.4
7.1
20.8
28.3
5.2
1.8
3.0
10.9

.... .... .. ............
.... .... .. ..........
.... .... .... ........
.... .... .... ..........
.... .... .... ..........
.... .. .... ..........
.... .... .... ..........
.. .... .... ............
.... .... .. ............
.... .... .... ..........

8.5
15.7
23.2
19.3
17.7
17.6
16.1
9.8
19.1
27.9

12.5
2.6
11.4
5.3
4.0
8.3
8.6
7.0
42.1
7.1

Maryland. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. ............
Massachusetts .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ..........
Michigan. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
Minnesota .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
Mississippi. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ............
Missouri. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
Montana. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... ..........
Nebraska .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .. ..........
Nevada .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
New Hampshire. .. .. .. .. .... .... ..........

16.1
35.7
24.3
17.1
6.0
23.3
20.9
15.5
41.2
24.9

2.2
12.5
7.5
8.5
12.4
20.8
9.8
6.8
20.2
5.2

New Jersey .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ....
New Mexico .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....
New York .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ....
North Carolina. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....
North Dakota. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....
Ohio .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .. ....
Oklahoma .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ....
Oregon .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..
Pennsylvania. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....
Rhode Island. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....

........
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

23.0
11.6
25.8
7.6
11.0
20.6
15.7
30.1
15.9
28.5

2.1
13.0
3.9
5.3
8.7
6. 2
26.0
7.9
1.9
5. 3

South Carolina. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .........
South Dakota. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ..........
Tennessee .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .. .........
Texas. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
Utah .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .... ..........
Vermont. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .. ..........
Virginia .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ............
Washington. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........
West Virginia .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .........
Wisconsin .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ..........

5.1
13.1
6.7
12.4
18.0
23.7
5.3
29.9
4.9
21.7

6.4
9.5
6.3
16.8
9.0
9.6
1.1
16.0
1.8
6.6

25.8

14.2

Total .. .. .. .. .. ....

Georgia .. ..
Hawaii .. ..
Idaho. .. ..
Illinois .. ..
Indiana .. ..
Iowa .. .. ..
Kansas .. ..
Kentucky. ..
Louisiana ..
Maine. .. ..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
....
....
..
..
....
..
..
..
..

....

Wyoming. .. .. .. .. .. .... ....
Puerto Rico .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Virgin Islands .

....

.... ..........
... . .....
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While the proportion of beneficiaries with minimum benefits receiving
old-age assistance to supplement their income was assumed to be the
same in 1960 as at the present time, the number receiving assistance
will be smaller since fewer beneficiaries will be getting minimum
benefits at that time (table 8). About 30 percent of the recipients
with no spouse (or with a spouse not receiving old-age assistance) will
be receiving the minimum benefit of $30 as compared with 37 percent in
February 1955. About 81 percent (as compared with 86 percent in
February 1955) will be receiving less than $55; about 86 percent (as
compared with 91 percent in February 1955) will be receiving less than
$60; and about 95 percent (as compared with 98 percent in February 1955)
will be receiving less than $75.
Minimum benefits to a retired worker and spouse at age 65 under the
proposed minim of $55, $60, and $75 were presumed to be one and onehalf times the minimum for a retired worker, or $82.50, $90.00, and
$112.50. Looking at the figures in the table for couples., both of whom
receive an old-age assistance payment, we find that in 1960, 22 percent
will be receiving the minimum benefit of $45, the present minimum for a
retired worker and his spouse, as compared with 27 percent in February
1955. The proportion with benefits of less than $82.50 and $90 will
also be smaller in 1960 than in February 1955. Practically all recipients
will be receiving benefits of less than $112.50. As time goes on the
proportions at the lower amounts will of course continue to decrease.
Most of the aged insurance beneficiaries who receive old-age assistance
have low benefits. In February 1955 the average benefit payment for all
aged beneficiaries 'was $54.83 as compared with $38.79 for the group
receiving old-age assistance. Recipients who have relatively high benefits
are usually individuals with high medical needs or have other unusual
expenses. As already indicated, a smaller proportion of persons in
concurrent receipt of old-age and survivors insurance benefits and
assistance payments will be getting low benefits as time goes on. A
great many of the present smll benefits result from the payment of
benefits on the basis of as few as 6 quarters (roughly 18 months) of
coverage in the years after 1936 and before 1950; gaps in coverage in
those years lower the average on which the benefits are based. The
ofnew start" beginning in 1951 for computing average monthly wage, the
exclusion of periods of disability and UP to 5 years of low earnings
in the average wage computation, and substantially universal coverage
'Will result in sualler numbers of beneficiaries being awarded benefits
of less than the proposed minima (at least at the $55 and $60 levels)
in the future. The increase in the amount of future old-age and
survivors insurance benefits that will occur tends to reduce the effect
on old-age assistance payments in future years that the proposed minima
would otherwise have.
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Table 8.--Estimated percentage distribution of old-age assistance recipients
with OASI benefits, by amount of benefit received under existing law.

Old-age insurance benefit amount

February 1955

End of 1960

Recipients wi th no spouse or with spouse not receiving OAA
Total number .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... ............
Total percent. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ............

368,000
100

698,000
100

$30.00 .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .... ..............
30.10-54.90 .
55.00-59.90 .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... . ....
60.00-74.90. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .............
75.00-108.50 .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .............

37
851
8
2

10
5

Under $55.00. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Under $60.00. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Under $75.00. .. .. .. .. .. ....

86
91
98

81
86
95

....
....
....

................
................
................
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Recipients with spouse also receiving OAA' (total OASI benefits to both)
Total number .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... ............
Total percent. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... ............

121,000
100

147,000
100

$45.00 .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... .... ..............
45.10-82.40 .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ..............
82.50-89.90. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .............
90.00-112.40. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ..............
112.50 and over. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..............

27
47
8
19

22
47
8
23

2

2

Under $82.50. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Under $90.00. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Under $112.50 .. .. .. .. .. ....

....
....
....

................
................
................

74
81
99

'Percentage distribution is based on total recipients, including both husband and wife.
Less than 0.5 percent.

2

69
77
99
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Effect of proposals on OAA cases and costs
Tables 9 and 10 show the estimated effect on recipients of old-age
assistance and on total and Federal expenditures in their behalf of
the proposals to increase the minimum old-age and survivors insurance
benefit. The estimates assume that no provisions of the OASI title
other than the minirmum would be affected., i.e., that the minimum bene
fits to a retired worker and spouse would be one and one-half times the
minimum for a retired worker, and that benefits at or above the proposed
minima would be unchanged.
It should be noted that within the $55 minimum the single or widowed
recipients would receive a maximum benefit increase of $25 and that
those whose present benefits are between' $30 and $55 would receive less
than this amount. Since most persons receiving assistance to supplement
insurance benefits get payments in excess of $25 (the average assistance
payment to concurrent beneficiaries in February 1955 was $4i0.95),' a $55
minimum would result in many reductions in assistance payments but in a
reduction of only 67,000 recipients as of February 1955 and 107,000 by
the end of 1960. These closings represent 14 and 13 percent, respectively,
of the estimated numibers of concurrent beneficiaries under present legis
lation. At the $60 and $75 levels the number of closings would increase.
Even at the $75 level, however, only about 44 percent of the concurrent
recipients (8 and 15 percent of the total old-age assistance loads in
February 1955 and at the end of 1960) would have their assistance payments
discontinued.
With the total number of concurrent beneficiaries increasing and the
number with benefits of less than the proposed minima decreasing, a
smaller proportion of the concurrent beneficiaries would be affected
by the proposed minima in the future.
.Federal financial aid is available to States only within stated dollar
maximums on individual assistance payments. In the old-age assistance
program, the Federal government now shares in individual assistance pay
ments up to $55 a month. The Federal share is four-fifths of the first
$25 (on an average basis). and one-half of the remainder up to $55 for
each individual. Immediate savings in Federal funds expended for oldage assistance would amount to more than 4 percent if a $55 minimum were
adopted and to 10 percent if a miniimum were set at $75. In 1960, because
of the expected increase in the number of concurrent beneficiaries--35
percent of the total. old-age assistance load as compared with 19 percent
at the present time- -the proportionate amount in Federal savings would
be larger. If a $55 minimum were adopted, the savings in Federal funds
expended in 1960 would amount to 8 percent; if a $75 minimum were adopted.,
the 1960 Federal savings woulid amount to somewhat less than 19 percent.

2]

Table 9.--Estimated effect on old-age assistance caseloads and costs if minimum
old-age and survivors insurance benefits are increased.

If minimum old-age insurance monthly
benefit is increased to:
Estimated effect on:
$60

$75

489,000
67,000
337,000
85,000

489,000
101,000
331,000
57,000

489,000
217,000
265,000
7,000

. .

$73,000,000

$91,000,000

$143,000,000

.......

41,000,000

53,000,000

90,000,000

845,000
107,000
558,000
180,000

845,000
162,000
549,000
134,000

845,000
371,000
441,000
33,000

$116,000,000

$148,000,000

$237,000,000

65,000,000

86,000,000

150,000,000

$55

February 1955
Cases
Total concurrent beneficiaries'. ..
Number closed .. .. .. .. .. .. .......
Number reduced. .. .. .. .. .. .......
Number not reduced .. .. .. .. ........
Annual expenditures
Will reduce

Total 2 .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

. .. . . ..

Federal. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....

End of 1960
Cases
Total concurrent beneficiaries ....
Number closed .. .. .. .. .. .. .......
Number reduced. .. .. .. .. .. .......
Number not reduced. .. .. .. .. ......
Annual expenditures
Will reduce
Total 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Federal. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....

.. . . .

.

.......

'Based on reports submitted by all States in February 1955.
2
Federal, State and Local.
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Table 10.--Percentage distribution of estimated effect on old-age assistance
caseloads if minimum old-age and survivors insurance benefits
are increased.

If minimum old-age insurance monthly
benefit is increased to:
Estimated effect on cases
$55

$60

$75

489,000
100
21
68
12

489,000
100
44
54
1

845,000
100
19
65
16

845,000
100
44
52
4

February 1955
Total number of concurrent
beneficiaries .. .. .. .. .. .. ..........
Total percent' .. .. .. .. .. .... ..........
Percent closed. .. .. .. .. .. .. .........
Percent reduced .. .. .. .. .. .. .........
Percent not reduced ..........

489,000
100
1'4
69
17

End of 1960
Total number of concurrent
beneficiaries .. .. .. .. .. ..
Total percent. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Percent closed. .. .. .. .. ..
Percent reduced .. .. .. .. ..
Percent not reduced ..........

..........
............
.. .........
.. .........

845,000
100
13
66
21

'Totals do not necessarily equal the sum of rounded components.
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It is interesting to compare the estimated savings under old-age
assistance with the estiimtes of increased benefit payments under oldage and survivors insurance. 1:/ Comparisons of table 1 with table 9
indicate that if the minimum benefit were raised to $55, total savings-
Federal, State and local- -under old-age assistance at 1955 levels would

be $73 million and Federal savings would be $411 million, as compared
with an increase in old-age and survivors insurance payments of $226
million. If the minimum were increased to $75, total old-age assistance
costs would be reduced by $143 million, the Federal share of assistance
cost would be reduced by $90 million, and old-age and survivors insurance
payments would be increased by $651 million.
The differences areeven more marked if figures for 1960 are compared.
Estimated reductions in old-age assistance expenditures for 1960, if
the minimum were increased to $55, are $116 million for total reductions
and $65 million for reductions in the Federal share, while benefit pay
ments under old-age and survivors insurance would increase by $571 million.
If the minimum were raised to $75, total reductions in old-age assistance
would be $237 million and the reduction in the Federal share would be
$150 million, while increases under old-age and survivors insurance would
amount to $1,685 million.

1/In the sentences that follow, the figures for old-age assistance and
those for old-age and survivors insurance are not strictly comparable
since the latter include increase in cost attributable to payments to
young widows and children as well as to persons aged 65 and over.,
while the savings in aid to dependent children are not included in
the assistance figures. The savings in aid to dependent children,
however, as has been indicated, are not significant.

Ma~jor Questions to be Considered
The old-age and survivors insurance program partially replaces earnings
for individuals (and their families) when those earnings are interrupted
by retirement or death. Since workers at low income levels are less
able than higher-paid workers to reduce their standard of living, benefits
are a greater proportion of their earnings than of the earnings of the
high-paid workers. This "weighting" in the benefit formula is necessary
to make it possible for workers with low earnings to buy the basic
necessities of life without at the same time paying higher-paid wage
earners much larger benefits than at present and thus greatly increasing
the cost of the system. Under the present formula a worker whose average
monthly wage is *110 or less receives 55 percent of his average monthly
wage in benefits, whereas an individual whose average monthly wage is
*350 receives only 31 percent of it in benefits.
Under this formula, at wage levels now prevailing in the United States,
practically all regular and full-time workers will receive benefits
considerably above the present *30 minimum. Those earning $100 a month
will get $55 on retirement; a couple with the husband earning $100 will
get $82.50. Even if earnings are only $80 a month, a single retired
person will get $ki4 and a couple $66. The function of the minimum,
therefore, generally speaking, is not to raise benefits for full-time
workers at low wages.
Moreover, the 1954 amendments introduced provisions into the law that
protect the benefit levels of workers who become permanently and totally
disabled; and in addition up to five years of no earnings or low earnings
may be disregarded in arriving at the average monthly wage. These and
other provisions designed to improve the benefit amounts paid under the
program are described in more detail below. As a result of these provi
sions, the minimum provision will not generally function to raise the
benefits of the permanently and totally disabled or the benefits of those
normally full-time workers who may have spells of unemployment or parttime work at some periods of their lives.
The first major question to be considered by the Congress in deciding
whether or not the minimum should be increased is therefore: Who would
benefit from such an increase?
As has been indicated in the section of this report on costs, the proposed
increases in the minimum would substantially increase the costs of the
program and would therefore require an increase in the contribution rates
if the program were to remain self-supporting. The higher contribution
rates would of course be paid by all covered workers, most of whom qualify
for benefits above the proposed amounts and would therefore receive no
benefit increases.
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A second major question to be considered, then, is: Who would lose by
the proposed increases by reason of bearing increased costs without
receiving any increase In protection in return?
With these questions as background we ma~y proceed to an examination
of the benefits payable under the program, now and in the future,, and
of the earnings records on which benefits will be based.
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An Analysis of Benefits
An obvious first question to be answered by an examination of the benefit
rolls of the program is, What are people receiving in benefits now? More
specifically, how many and who among those now on the benefit rolls would
have their benefits increased if the proposed higher minimum benefits were
adopted? Present benefit rolls have been analyzed to throw light on this
question. But because changes in the provisions of the program in the
last few years will greatly change the picture for the future, we must
also look ahead, and therefore estimates have been prepared of what the
beneficiary rolls will be like in 1960. (The analysis of earnings that
follows the benefit analysis will indicate the effect of the proposed
increases in the minimum over the long-run future, as well as more
specifically the groups that will be affected.) Moreover, in examining
both present and future benefit experience we will find it necessary to
consider men and women separately because the characteristic work patterns
of men and women are quite different.
In the analysis that follows attention is concentrated on the effect of
the proposals on aged beneficiaries. It is of course important that
young survivor families be adequately provided for under the program.
At present, however, only one out of eight of all beneficiary families
are young survivor families, and they receive only one out of every
six dollars of benefit payments; in the future even these small propor
tions will decrease considerably. Similarly, among the aged beneficiaries,
individuals receiving benefits as the dependent parents of deceased wage
earners have not been considered because they form so smiall a proportion- 
at present less than one-half of one percent--of the total.
Benefits to retired workers
Ta~ble 11 shows retired worker beneficiaries receiving benefits at the end
of 19514 distributed by benefit amount and by sex. Table 12 shows the
distribution of the same group by benefit amount and by region and State.
The tables indicate that about 17 percent of the nearly 4 million retiredworker beneficiaries on the rolls at the end of the year were receiving
the minimum benefit of $30. If the minimum were increased to $55., about
44~percent of the total would have their benefits increased; if the minimum
were $60, about 50 percent would receive an increase; if the minimum were
$75, almost 75 percent would have their benefits increased. (The maximum
payable in 1954 was $98.50.)
In the Northeast only 13 percent of the beneficiaries now receive the
minimum benefit, while in the South nearly 25 percent do so. The Middle
West and Far West fall pretty close to the aver-age for the country. The
same relationships among the regions hold at the higher levels, too.
While 37 percent of the beneficiaries in the Northeast region receive
less than $55, about 54 percent of those in the South and 43 percent and
46 percent in the Middle West and Far West respectively, receive less

than $55.
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Table I1I.--Estimated percentage distribution of old-age benefits' in currentpayment status at the end of 1954 by amount of monthly benefit
and sex of beneficiary.

Old-age
benefit
amount

Total

Male

Female

Total number

3,732,000

2,803,000

929,000

Total percent'

100

100

100

17

13

28

27

23

37

$30.00
30.10-54.90
55.00-59.90

7

-77

60.00-74.90

24

25

20

75.00-98.50

26

32

8

Under $55.00

43

36

66

Under $60.00

50

43

72

Under $75.00

74

68

92

'Includes aged wife's benefit amounts payable to women concurrently receiving old-age benefits.
Excludes women concurrently receiving an aged widow's benefit.
2

Totals do not necessarily equal sum of rounded components.

Table 12.--Number and average monthly amount of old-age benefits in current-payment status and percentage distribution
by amount of benefit, by Region and State, December 31, 1954.
(Percentage distribution based on JO-percent samnple)
Average
old-age
benefit

Number
of
beneficiaries

Total

$30.00

$59.14

3,775,134

100.0

16.9

26.6

6.8

23.9

25.9

62.11

1,243,486

100.0

13:3

23.7

7.0

26.8

Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey

65.57
55.25
62.36
57.50
64.09

67,828
34,019
171,693
21,240
148.921

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

10.7
21.1
12.2
14.6
12.8

20.0
28.6
23.4
28.9
21.8

6.4
8.0
7.1
8.6
6.4

New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont

61.36
62.72
61.63
55.88

454,068
304,784
29,410
11,523

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

14.0
12.8
12.4
19.1

24.9
22.7
22.7
28.2

53.93

778,799

100.0

24.8

Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia

51.5 5
48.58
59.67
57.73
59.44
50.60

43,696
31,389
8,840
14,838
103,682
45,041

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
North Carolina
Oklahoma

53.95
51.54
58.03
47.19
5 2.11
52.62

51,757
36,739
50,987
23,010
48,85 5
39,331

South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia

51.98
50.93
52.67
54.53
58.81

22,947
48,172
111,706
54,447
43,362

Region and State
Total'
Northeast

South

Percent of old-age beneficiaries receiving:
$30.10$55.00$60.00$75.00Under
54.90
59.90
74.90
98.50
$55.00

Under
$60.00

Under
$7 5.00

43.4

50.2

74.1

29.2

37.0

44.0

70.8

26.8
24.2
29.0
27.2
25.3

36.1
18.1
28.3
20.7
33.7

30.7
49.7
35.6
43.5
34.6

37.1
57.7
42.7
52.1
41.0

63.9
81.9
71.7
79.3
66.3

7.0
6.9
8.3
8.0

26.0
27.7
29.5
23.1

28.1
29.9
27.1
21.6

38.9
3 5.5
35.1
47.3

4 5.9
42.4
43.4
55.3

71.9
70.1
72.9
78:4

29.2

6.5

21.3

18.2

54.0

60.5

81.8

27.7
32.6
19.4
15.9
19.5
29.1

30.4
31.1
24.7
29.4
24.9
32.9

7.0
6.6
6.2
7.3
6.0
5.7

20.9
18.1
23.5
24.4
21.7
18.4

14.0
11.6
26.2
23.0
27.9
13.9

58.1
63.7
44.1
45.3
44.4
62.0

65.1
70.3
50.3
52.6
50.4
67.7

86.0
88.4
73.8
77.0
72.1
86.1

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

23.8
26.8
18.2
35.3
26.3
26.9

29.4
32.3
27.2
31.5
30.3
29.8

7.0
6.6
6.5
5.7
7.7
5.4

22.6
18.2
24.5
17.5
2 2.2
21.2

17.2
16.1
23.6
10.0
13.5
16.7

53.2
59.1
45.4
66.8
56.6
56.7

60.2
65.7
51.9
72.5
64.3
62.1

82.8
83.9
76.4
90.0
86.5
83.3

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

25.8
28.5
27.1
23.0
18.9

31.5
32.4
29.9
29.0
23.4

7.1
6.6
6.1
6.4
7.2

21.2
19.7
19.0
23.3
27.9

14.4
12.8
17.9
18.2
22.6

57.3
60.9
57.0
52.0
42.3

64.4
67.5
63.1
58.4
49.5

85.6
87.2
82.1
81.7
77.4
rxo

Table 12.-- Continued
Average
old-age
benefit

Number
of
beneficiaries

Total

$30.00

Middle West

$59.99

1,140,213

100.0

17.9

25.0

6.2

22.8

28.1

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota

61.94
58.31
54.60
54.06
64.37
57.41

234,248
109,812
60,349
43,083
158,548
71,118

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

15.1
19.8
24.7
24.1
13.8
21.2

23.4
26.3
28.5
30.9
22.4
27.1

6.6
6.1
6.0
6.2
6.3
6.1

24.2
22.1
21.9
21.0
21.5
22.0

Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin

56.62
53.69
50.57
62.20
52.14
59.73

100,633
27,765
7,389
2 21,887
10,505
94,876

100.0
100.0
100 ,0
100.0
100.0
100.0

20.8
24.5
30.9
14.9
25.8
19.7

27.9
29.0
30.6
23.5
30.7
24.1

6.8
5.1
5.3'
6.2
6.0
5.4

Region and State

Far West

Percent of old-age beneficiaries receiving:
$30.10$55.00$60.00$75.00Under
54.90
59.90
74.90
98.50
$55.00

Under
$60.00

Under
$7 5.00

42.9

49.1

71.9

30.7
25.7
18.9
17.8
36.0
23.6

38.5
46.1
53.2
55.0
36.2
48.3

45.1
52. 2
59.2
61.2
42.5
54.4

69.3
74.3
81.1
82.2
64.0
76.4

22.9
22.8
18.7
23.7
23.4
22.1

21.6
18.6
14.5
31.7
14.1
28.7

48.7
53.5
61.5
38.4
56.5
43.8

55.5
58.6
66.8
44.6
62.5
49.2

78.4
81.4
85.5
68.3
85.9
71.3

58.36

568,559

100.0

18.3

27.6

7.2

22.8

24.1

45.9

53.1

75.9

Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada

58.19
58.73
56.43
53.62
55.75
56.70

15,322
334,555
31,609
12,649
13,800
4,146

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

23.1
17.0
23.4
24.5
24.1
21.5

25.6
28.0
25.4
30.7
28.3
31.5

6.8
7.2
7.6
5.5
6.0
6.2

20.1
23.1
22.2
20.4
22.6
21.8

24.4
24.7
21.4
18.9
19.0
19.0

48.7
45.0
48.8
55.2
52.4
53.0

55.5
52.2
56:4
60.7
58.4
59.2

75.6
75.3
78.6
81.1
81.0
81.0

New Mexico
Oregon
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

52.24
58.51
58.18
59.52
56.49

7,596
53,242
12,339
77,986
5,315

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

29.2
18.2
20.6
15.9
24.6

28.1
27.6
25.6
26.5
25.2

5.9
7.4
5.7
8.1
6.9

16.7
22.9
22.1
24.1
22.0

20.1
23.9
26.0
25.4
21.3

57.3
45.8
46.2
42.4
49.8

63.2
5 3.2
51.9
50.5
56.7

79.9
76.1
74.0
74.6
78.7

56.15
56.49
40.71

1,960
8,111
10,173

100.0
100.0
100.0

19.4
19.9
33.6

26.4
29.0
48.6

8.3
6.8
2.6

22.9
2113
11.8

23.0
23.0
3.4

45.8
48.9
82.2

54.1
55.7
84.8

77.0
77.0
96.6

Alaska
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands'

42.11

160

100.0

Foreign

62.07

23,673

100.0

-

10.6

-

21.6

-

7.9

-

35.0

-

24.9

-

32.2

-

40.1

'Percent distribution of total reflects adjustment (estimated) to include the amount of aged wife's benefits payable to women concurrently receiving old-age
benefits and to exclude women concurrently receiving aged widow's benefit. Percent distributions for individual States were not adjusted because of lack
of data.
'Too few cases in sample for a reliable distribution.
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Differences between States are even greater, as might be expected. In
Connecticut, for example, only 11 percent now receive the $30 minimum,
about 31 percent get less than $55, 37 percent less than $60, and
60 percent less than $75. In Mississippi, at the other extreme, 35
percent now get the minimum, 67 percent get less than $55, 72 percent
less than $60, and 90 percent less than $75. In Puerto Rico we find
almost 34 percent of the beneficiaries at the minimum, 82 percent below
$55, 85 percent below $60 and almost 97 percent below $75.
Table 11 shows the distribution of benefit amounts by sex. It is extremely
important to consider separately the experience of men and women under the
old-age and survivors insurance program because of differences in the
character of the normal work experience of men and of women. Almost all
men are full-time workers. They enter the labor market when they finish
school and, except for periods of unemployment and disability, work
consistently throughout their lives. Their wage patterns may vary with
occupation or with geographical location, but overall they are in the
labor market through their adult years. Their families normally are
dependent upon their earnings for support.
Among women who work, on the other hand, most do not follow this pattern.
Large numbers work before marriage but leave the labor market while their
children are young. They may or may not return to work when their
children are grown. A large percentage of women who work have part-time
jobs. While the work of women is important to the economic security of
their families, the great majority of them are not consistently dependent
upon their own earnings for their full support.
We would expect., then, to find benefits for men under the program
considerably higher than for women., and table 11 shows this to be true.
Of the 3,732,000 retired workers on the benefit rolls at the end of 1954,
2,803,000, or roughly three-quarters, were men. About 13 percent of the
men were receiving the $30 minimum, as compared with 28 percent of the
women. About 36 percent of the men, as compared with about 66 percent of
the women, were receiving less than $55; 43 percent of the men, as compared
with 72 percent of the women, were receiving under $60; and 68 percent of
the men, as compared with 92 percent of the women, were getting less than
$75. Thus the benefits payable to women reflect their more casual attach
ment to the labor force and their lesser participation in the program.
Even for men, the distribution of benefit payments for those on the rolls
at the end of 1954 does not reflect full-time earnings at present earnings
levels. The benefits now being paid reflect employment at earnings levels
much lower than now prevail, periods of work outside of covered employment,
and periods of disability and unemployment. All of these factors have
operated in the past to dilute the average monthly wage and the benefits
based thereon.
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For most people who become beneficiaries in the future, on the other
hand, the situation will be very different. In recent years several
amendments to the law have been adopted to protect the average monthly
wage and benefit amount of persons who are normally dependent on their
own earnings but who, because of circumstances beyond their control,
either fail to have covered earnings during certain periods or have
covered earnings lower than those typical of their full earning capacity.
First, the coverage of the program has been made very nearly universal.
Prior to 1950 major areas of work were outside of the coverage of the
program--work in agriculture and domestic service, urban self-employment,
employment by Federal, State and local governments and nonprofit organiza
remain excluded in 1955 are
tions. The only major areas that still
Federal employment already under a retirement system and self-employment
in certain professions. Of particular importance is the extension of
coverage to both self-employment and wage employment in agriculture that
The large numbers of
was accomplished by the 1950 and 1954 amendments.
people now getting low benefits in rural areas is chiefly a reflection
of the fact that because part of their time was spent in farm work, only
part of their earnings were covered and creditable toward benefits.
The second amendment in the law that will improve average monthly wages
and benefit amounts of those coming on the rolls in the future is the
"1new start" adopted in 1950. Under this provision most retired workers
coming on the rolls in the future will have their benefits based only
on earnings after 1950, so that the relatively low wages of the late
thirties and forties will not operate to depress their average monthly
wages and benefit amounts.
The third such amendment is the provision for the "drop-out" adopted in
1954, under which as much as five years of low earnings, may be dis
This provision will
regarded in determining the average monthly wage.
permit the exclusion of periods of temporary unemployment, apprentice
earnings, or "tapering off" toward retirement, so that an individual
who by and large has worked throughout his life and supported himself
may receive benefits based on an average not far below that of his fulltime earnings. Finally, the provision adopted in 1954 for "freezing"
the benefit amounts of workers who become permanently and totally dis
abled will mean that such workers, if they have been substantially
attached to the work force before incurring their disabilities, will
be able to receive full-rate benefits when they reach retirement age.
The effect of all these provisions will be to pay higher benefits to many
of the people who otherwise would have gotten benefits at or near the
minimulm. In general., the changes listed will provide higher benefits for
those who normally support themselves and their families but who under
prior law would have had gaps in their earnings records because of noncovered work, unemployment, or disability or who would have had periods
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of' low earnings counted against them. The changes listed will generally
not increase benefits to any considerable extent for those whose work
over their lifetimes is only part-time or intermittent. As a result of
the changes, therefore, the effect of the present $30 minimum will be
limited, in the future., largely to raising benefits for part-time and
intermittent workers.
Let us look, then, at the situation as it may be in the future--in 1960,
for example. Thble 13 shows retired worker beneficiaries in currentpayment status at the end of 1960 distributed by benefit amount and by
sex. The table indicates that about 10 percent of the retired workers then
on the rolls will be receiving the minimum benefit of $30, as compared
with 17 percent at the end of 1954. About 30 percent (as compared with
43 percent in 1954) will be receiving less than $55; about 35 percent (as
compared with about 50 percent in 1954) will be receiving less than $60;
and about 57 percent (as compared with 74 percent in 1954) will be re
ceiving less than $75. Looking at the figures for men we find that 22
percent (as compared with 36 percent in 1954) will be receiving less
than $55; about 26 percent (as compared with 43 percent in 1954) will be
receiving less than $60; and 46 percent (as compared with 68 percent in
1954) will be getting less than $75.
These figures of course reflect the fact that retired workers coming on
the rolls over the next five years will generally be entitled to higher
benefits than people who have already retired. In order to indicate
what the picture will look like for those retiring in the future, esti
mates have been prepared of benefits to be awarded to retired workers
over the next few years. Tables 14 and 15 present percentage distribu
tions of those benefits by benefit amount, sex of beneficiary, and starting
date for computing the average monthly wage.
Table 14 shows much smaller proportions receiving benefits at the lower
levels than were shown for those now on the rolls. Only about one-fifth
of the benefits awarded are expected to be below $55, about one-fourth
below $60, and less than one-half (about 43 percent) below $75.
Here again it is important to note how the experience of men differs from
that of women. Among the male workers coming on the rolls in the next 6
years, about 12 percent would receive less than $55, as compared with
about 42 percent for women; about one-seventh would qualify for less than
$60, as compared with about one-half of the women; and less than one-third
of the men (30 percent) would qualify for less than $75, as compared with
about four-fifths of the women.
The most significant information contained in the table, however, is the
difference in the distribution of benefits based on earnings after 1936
and those based only on earnings after 1950. The latter reflect the
effects of the changes in the program listed above; benefits based on
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Table 13.--Estimated percentage distribution of old-age benefits' in currentpayment status at the end of 1960, by amount of monthly benefits
and sex of beneficiary.

Old-age
benefit
amount

Total

Male

Female

Total number

5,978,000

4,292,000

1,686,000

100

100

100

10

7

17

30.10-54.90

20

14

35

55.00-59.90

5

4

6

60.00-74.90

21

20

26

75.00-108.50

43

54

16

Under $55.00

30

22

52,

Under $60.00

35

26

59

Under $75.00

57

46

84

Total percen t 2
$30.00

'Includes aged wife's benefit amounts payable to women concurrently receiving old-age benefits.
Excludes women concurrently receiving widow's benefits.
'Totals do not necessarily equal the sum of rounded components.

23

43

Under $60.00

Under $75.00

78

18
78

'Totals do not necessarily equal the sum of rounded components.

'Beneficiaries eligible for drop-out of up to 5years of lowest earnings in calculation of average monthly wage.

widow's benefit.

97

Excludes women concurrently receiving an aged

30

30

85

78

49

6

46

1'4

12

57

66

42
5

37

12

11

48

'Includes aged wife's benefit amounts payable to women concurrently receiving old-age benefits.

20

Under $55.00

69

34

30

31

3

22
82

22

70

70

15

57

75.00-108.50

35

18
30

12

32

16

17

27

20

60.00-74.90

4

12

25

5

6

1

2

2

10

4

55.00-59.90

16
50

3

28

9
33

2

9

9

8

36

15

30.10-54.90

3

100

9

100

100

100

100

100

-3

5

$30.00

100

100

Total

Total

Based on
earnings
after 1950

Based on
earnings
after 1936

Based on
earnings
after 1950

Based on
earnings
after 1936

Based on
earnings
after 1950

Based on
earnings
after 1936

12

100

Total

Total'

Old-age
benefit
amount

Female

Male

Total

Table 14.--Estimated percentage distribution of old-age benefits' awarded in 1955-60 by amount of monthly benefit, by
computation method and by sex of beneficiary.'
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Table 15.--Estimated percentage distribution of old-age benefits awarded
in 1955-60 by computation method and by sex of beneficiary.'

Computation
method
Total

Total

Male

Female

100

100

100

Earnings after 1936

24

20

33

Earnings after 1950

76

80

67

Benefits based on:

'Beneficiafies eligible for drop-out of up to 5 years of lowest earnings in calculation of average
monthly wage.
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earnings after 1936 generally will not reflect all of those changes. In
general, an individual may qualify for a computation based on earnings
after 1950 if he has 6 quarters of coverage after 1950. Even if he does
qualify he my nevertheless have his benefit computation based on earnings
after 1936 if that would be more favorable. A computation based on earn
ings after 1936 would generally be more favorable only if he had very
little covered work after 1950. The benefits based on earnings after
1950, therefore, include practically all benefits awarded to individuals
who have been dependent on recent covered work. Those whose benefits will
be based on earnings over the entire period since 1936 will be those who
have been out of covered work after 1.950, either because of sickness or
disability, work in noncovered jobs, or periods in which the individual
was not dependent on his own earnings.
Among the benefits based on earnings after 1950, only about 11 percent
will be below $55, about 12 percent below $60, and about 30 percent
below $75. Among tne men whose benefits will be based on earnings after
1950--and this group is the one that includes the regular full-time longterm workers who support themselves and their families through earnings
in covered work--only about 1 in 20 will be receiving less than $55, only
1 in 16 less than $60 and fewer than 1 in 5 (18 percent) less than $75.
Who are these few who would receive less than the specified amounts? Even
among this group we can assume that while some of those qualifying for
benefits at the low levels my be people employed full time in covered
work, most are people who work only part of the time in covered jobs.
Even though coverage is very nearly universal there are still some areas
of work outside of the program. Thus among the men whose benefits will
be based on earnings after 1950 the 1 person in 20 who qualifies for less
than $55 may be, for example, a self-employed lawyer or a Federal employee
who picks up enough part-time work to qualify. (He needs only 140 calendar
quarters with $50 in covered wages in each quarter, or 10 years with
covered self-employment income of $1400 in each year, to do so.) Even if
coverage is extended as widely as possible there would still be people- 
for example, State and local government employees whose employers had not
brought them into coverage, or even a person living on income from invest
ments- -who would not be under the program for the major part of their lives
but who could pick up enough covered work to become insured. The expense
of paying the high minimum benefits to people with this kind of work
history would of course have to be borne by the people covered under the
program for a full working lifetime.
We can conclude, then, from our analysis so far that among beneficiaries
coming on the rolls in the future the regular full-time, lifetime workers
who have supported themselves and their families over their lifetimes by
working in covered jobs would generally not be helped by the proposed
increases. While a few regular, long-time workers might be helped,
particularly with a $75 minimum (this is discussed more specifically in
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the earnings analysis that follows), the very great majority would be
hurt because they would have to pay increased contributions without any
increase in protection. The increased contributions would chiefly go
to pay high benefits to people--self-employed doctors and lawyers,
Federal workers, and investors--who were not dependent on earnings from
covered jobs and who contributed to the program for only a small fraction
of their lives.
Women as beneficiaries under the program
This report has already touched on the fact that women workers generally
qualify for lower benefits than men. Even among retired women workers
coming on the rolls in the future with benefits based on -earnings after
1950, we find that about one-third will qualify for benefits of less
than $55 or $60 and 69 percent for benefits of less than.*7'5 (table 14).
It is important to examine the reasons why women qualify for benefits
at these low levels and what can be expected in the future.
Many of the women who qualify for benefits under the program will of
course do so as the wives or widows of insured workers rather than in
their own right on the basis of their own earnings. Moreover, some
will qualify for benefits in more than one of these ways. In the
analysis tiat follows we will consider first the benefits payable to
those who qualify only in their own right as retired workers; then we
will consider those who qualify as wives or widows on their husbands'
earnings records, including those who qualify also in their own right.
Before examining the benefit experience of women under the program,
however, it is essential to consider in more detail the work pattern
that is customary for women. The great majority of women workers are
not primarily dependent on their own wages and salaries for support
over the years that for a man would constitute a working lifetime. Only
7 percent of the women aged 65 to 74 have never been married. Thus it
can be assumed that over 90 percent of all women, by the time they attain
age 65, will have been at some time or another at least partly dependent
on the income of their husbands. About 8 out of 10 of these women will
have borne children and had the responsibility for their care. While
80 percent of all single women 18 to 65 years old worked in 1950,, only
37 percent of the married women, and only one-fourth of the married women
with children under 6 years of age, were working. Only 9 percent of the
women with some employment covered by old-age and survivors insurance in
the period 1937-51 who were aged 35 and over in 1951 had worked under the
program in each of the 15 years. In contrast, despite the limited coverage
of the program and the fact that the period included World War II when
men in this age group were subject to the draft, 24 percent of the corres
ponding group of men worked in covered jobs in each of the 15 years.
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Apparently a common pattern for married women is to work before marriage
and then to leave the labor force upon marriage or when the first child
is born. Ma~ny women return to gainful employment, probably in their
late thirties, for a period of some 10 years or more; many withdraw from
employment 10 years or so before reaching age 65. Women following this
pattern will be insured at age 65 on their own earnings records, but they
will have participated in the program for only a fraction of their
working lifetimes.
It should be noted, too, that many women will be able to acquire insured
status on the basis of part-time employment. While in 1953 about 42 per
cent of all women aged 14 and over were in the labor force, about 60 per
cent of the women working in that year were not full-time workers. I/
Eligibility for QASI benefits is based on quarters of coverage; in general,
a quarter of coverage is earned if wages of $50 or more are paid to the
individual in the quarter. It is quite possible, therefore, to qualify
for benefits on the basis of part-time jobs, even for those who work for
only a few years. Thus we will find that as the program matures more and
more women will qualify for benefits based on their own employment and
earnings records. Some 38 percent of all the aged women beneficiaries in
1960, we estinate, will be receiving benefits based on their own work
records; by the year 2000 it is expected that the comparable figure will
be around 60 percent.
Let us consider first the women who are qualified only for a benefit in
their own right--who are not eligible for benefits as either wives or
widows of insured male workers. In the year 1960 it is expected that
24 percent of the aged women beneficiaries will fall in this group.
At present many of the women who qualify for benefits in their own right,
but not as wives or widows of insured workers, are married women who have
been primarily supported by their husbands' earnings rather than their
own but whose husbands failed to become insured. In the short run this
could happen because of the limited coverage in the early years of the
program, because of long-term disability occurring too early for insured
status to be protected under the disability "freeze," or because the
husbands had died before the program started.
Over the long run, on the other hand, it may be assumed that most of the
women who do not become eligible as wives or widows will have been
dependent on their own earnings over a substantial. proportion of their
lives. Most of those who have so supported themselves can be assumed to
qualify for benefits at or above the proposed minima. (The women who
qualify for benefits in their own right at amounts below the proposed
minima will be found, generally speaking, among the groups who have been
1/U.S. Census, Series P-50., No. 54, Ta~ble B.
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dependent on their husbands' earnings.) Increasing the minimum to the
specified amounts will generally not, then, except in the short run,
increase the benefits payable to women who customarily work and support
themselves; increases in the minimum are not required for this purpose
nor would they have this result.
Turning now to the group of women who are eligible for benefits as wives
of retired insured workers, let us consider first the benefits payable
to the wives of insured workers who are not eligible for benefits in
their own right. In 1960 this group is expected to make up about 30
percent of the total.
As has been explained, a wife is entitled to a benefit amounting to onehalf of the old-age benefit payable to her husband. Thus if the minimum
benefit payable under the program to a retired worker were $55, the minimum
payable to a wife would be $27. 50 and the amount payable to the family would
be $82.50; if the minimum benefit were $60, the wife's benefit would be $30
and the family benefit would be $90; if the minimum were $7'5; the wife 's
benefit would be $37.50 and the family benefit $112.50.
Table 16 shows the percentage distribution by size of family benefit of
families consisting of a retired worker and wife in current-payment status
at the end of 1954 and at the end of 1960. j/
The table indicates that in
1954, 30 percent of the wives were in families that received less than
$82.50, 36 percent were in families that received less than $90, and 62 per
cent were in families that received less than $11-2.50.
Among women eligible for wives' benefits., however, the situation is changing
fairly rapidly. Women who come on the rolls as wives in the future will
generally be eligible on the basis of earnings records of men who will have
worked in covered jobs in recent years at the relatively high wage levels
prevalent in those years and under the relatively more favorable provisions
of the amended law. Thus we find that in 1960 only about one-sixth of the
wives will be in families receiving less than $82.50, one-fifth will be in
families receiving less than $90, and fewer than two-fifths will be in
families receiving less than $112.50.
Let us consider next those women getting wives' benefits who qualify also
as retired workers in their own right. We find that in 1960 this group
is expected to make up about 5 percent of the total number of aged women
1!Included in the figures are payments to families consisting of a
retired woman worker and her dependent husband as well as those con
sisting of a retired male worker and his wife. Families consisting of
a woman worker-and dependent husband make up less than 1 percent of
the total. Not included are families where the wife is also receiving
benefits as a retired worker; they are treated separately in this report.
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Table 16.--Estimated percentage distribution of retired worker and aged spouse
families' in current-payment status at the end of 1954 and 1960 by
intervals of family benefit.

Amount of
family
ben efit

December 31,
1954

December 31,
1960

Total families

937,000

1,485,000

Total percent 2

100

100

11

5

45.10-82.40

19

11

82.50-89.90

6

3

90.00-112.40

26

18

112.50-162.80

383

62

Under $82.50

30

16

Under $90.00

36

19

Under $112.50

62

38

$45.00

'Excludes families in which the spouse is concurrently receiving old-age benefits.
'Totals do not necessarily equal the sum of rounded components.
'The maximum retired-worker-and-spouse family benefit at the end of 1954 was $147.80.
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beneficiaries. The group can be expected to be made up predominantly
of 'womenwho have not been dependent on their own earnings over most
of their lifetimes and who have spent relatively short periods in
covered work. The benefits payable to them as wives will in most cases
not be increased as a result of the proposed increases in the minimum
since the very great majority of the men will have benefit amounts
above the proposed minima. On the other hand, the benefits payable to
them in their own right as retired workers can be expected to be relatively
lo~w, since they will have worked in covered jobs for relatively short
periods, and therefore many of them probably would receive higher benefits
as retired workers if the proposed increases were adopted.
We may conclude, then, that one effect of the proposed increases would
be to pay higher benefits to families where the wife had been primarily
supported by her husband, had had very little covered work, and had
paid very small amounts in contributions.
Turning now to the group who are eligible for benefits as the widows of
deceased insured workers, let us consider first the group who are eligible
for benefits also in their own right. Here the provision in the 1954
amendments for the payment of at least a full minimum benefit to a bene
ficiary who is the sole survivor entitled to benefits on a given vage
record comes into play; whether or not a widow is entitled to a benefit
in her own right as a retired worker, the minimum-benefit amount will
apply. Thus under present law every woman eligible for a widow's benefit,
whether or not she is eligible also for a benefit in her own right, is
eligible for at least $30, even though this may be more than three-fourths
of her deceased husband's primary insurance amount. Similarly, If the
minirmum benefit were increased to $55, it is assumed that every widow
would get at least

$55 even though her husband 's primary insurance amount

my have been less than $73.30 (the amount that would produce a widow's
benefit of $55 under the provision that a widow get three-fourths of her
husband's primary insurance amount). Thus the fact that a widow becomes
eligible for a benefit based on her own work record will not result in
her qualifying for a higher minimum amount than she would get as a widow.
The effect of the proposed increases in the mini~mum on the benefit amounts
that -would be payable to this group may therefore be analyzed by consid
ering only the benefits payable to them as widows.
We have therefore combined the group of women receiving benefits both as
widows and as retired workers with the group receiving widow's benefits
only. In 1960 the combined groups will amount to 38 percent of all aged
women beneficiaries. Table 17 shows the percentage distribution of widow's
benefits in current-payment status at the end of 1954 and at the end of
1960. Ij
The table indicates roughly the effect of the proposed increases
1/ Included in the figures are payments to dependent widowers as well as
to widows; the widowers make up only less than 0.5 percent of the total.
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Table 17.--Estimated percentage distribution of aged widow's or widower's
benefits' in current-payment status at the end of 1954 and 1960
by amount of benefit.

Amount
of
benefit

December 31,
1954

December 31,
1960

Total number

640,000

1,300,000

Total percent'

100

100

$30.00

11

10

30.10-54.90

58

49

55.00- 59.90

12

10

60.00-74.90

19

28

75.00-81.40

3

Under $55.00

69

59

Under $60.00

81

70

Under $75.00

100

97

'Includes old-age benefit amounts payable to women concurrently receiving aged widow's benefits.
2

Totals do not necessarily equal the sum of rounded components.
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in the minimum among the 64i0,000 women now receiving widow's benefits and
the 1.3 million expected to receive them in 1960. At present about 11
percent receive benefits at the $30 minimum. About 69 percent receive
benefits amounting to less than $55 and 81 percent less than $60. Because
the maximum payment now made to a widow (based on the maximum old-age bene
fit of $98.50 now payable) is $73.90, all of the 640,000 widows now on the
rolls would receive a benefit increase if the minimum were raised to $75.
Aged widows constitute a unique group under the program because they may
come on the rolls many years after the death of the husband. The benefit
amount paid to an aged widow, based as it is on her husband 's earnings
record, may be related to a work experience that occurred some time in
the past. Women will be coming on the benefit rolls for some years to
come as the widows of men who died before the program was expanded and
improved in 1950, 1952, and 1954 and before earnings had risen to present
levels. The benefits payable to the aged widow group will therefore not
increase as rapidly as will amounts paid to retired workers and their
wives. Thus, looking at the column in the table showing benefits payable
in 1960 we find 10 percent still at the $30 minimum, 59 percent under $55,
70 percent under $60, and 97 percent under $7i5.
(The maximum then payable
to a widow will be $81.40.)
Over the long run the aged-widow group, as well as all other beneficiary
groups, will benefit from the expanded coverage, the disability freeze,
the "drop-out," and the other improvements that have been made in the
program over the last few years, and as these provisions gradually make
their effects felt the proportions of the widow group who would benefit
from the proposed increases will decline. Nevertheless it appears that
a fairly substantial group among those who would be benefited by the
proposals, at least in the near future, would be made up of aged widows
whose husbands had died before the program was improved. If it were felt
that benefits for this group should be improved, methods of doing so other
than an increase in the minimum benefit could of course be worked out.
Summary of benefit analysis
To summarize, we find from our analysis of benefits that while many of
those already on the rolls would benefit from the proposed increases,
the groups who would benefit among those coming on the rolls in the
future would be widows whose husbands had died prior to the recent improve
ments in the program; families where the wife had had barely enough covered
work to become insured; and people who have spent most of their lives in
noncovered work--for example, as self-employed doctors or lawyers or as
Federal employees--or who have lived on income from investments. if
improvement in the protection afforded to widows whose husbands have
already died is considered a desirable objective, it could of course be
achieved in some way other than by increasing the minimum. It would not
seem necessary, in order to achieve this objective, that higher benefits
be provided also for those whose major source of support over their life
times was not subject to the taxes that support the program.

On the other band, the chief groups who would be hurt by the proposed
increases, in the sense that they would pay higher contributions without
any increase in protection, would be the group of people who will work in
covered jobs regularly and consistently throughout their lifetimes in the
future and support themselves and their families out of their earnings from
covered work.
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An Analysis of Earnings Records
The analysis of benefits has provided an indication of the effect of
the proposed increases in the minimum over the next 5 or 6 years. This
period of 5 or 6 years is not long enough to give a proper perspective
of the proposals, however, since old-age and survivors insurance is a
long-range program and many of those now covered by it and contributing
under it toward their security will not receive benefits for another
40 years. Accordingly, in order to provide an indication of the longrange effect of the proposals,, an analysis has also been made of earnings
records of men under the program. That analysis throws additional light,
too, on the question of the specific groups who would gain from the
proposed increases in the minimum and those who would lose by reason
of paying higher contributions without getting higher benefits.
(An
analysis of the earnings records of women would not be similarly
meaningful because it is impossible to assume who among the women
employed at any given time, or even over some reasonable period, will
be the lifetime workers; it can be assumed that practically all of the
men will be.)
Estimates of the relative numbers of men now working in covered employment
who would gain by an increase in the minimum benefit, and the number who
would lose because they would pay higher contributions but would not get
higher benefits, should ideally be based upon long-term earnings exper
ience of workers under conditions that are expected to prevail in the
future. Because of the recent changes in the law and in the general
level of earnings, however, this ideal cannot even approximately be
fulfilled. Estimates derived from long-term earnings experience would
necessarily be based upon earnings in covered employment since 1937; in
making such estimates several problems arise. First, there is no basis
for estiimating the amount by which past earnings should be increased to
allow for past coverage limitations- -when the records show that a person
was not in covered employment in the past, there is no way of knowing
whether or not he was then in employment that is now covered. Second,
there is the problem of developing wage inflation factors to apply to
past earnings in order to allow for the rising past trend of wages. One
difficulty here is the determination of the amount of earnings credits
to allow individuals for military service in and after World War II.
Third., there is as yet no adequate basis for estimating the amount of
earnings increase to allow for the elimination of periods of disability
in average earnings computations. Finally, partly due to the problems
already mentioned and partly due to the relatively short span of exper
ience under the program, there is no sound basis for estimating the
amount by which earnings would need to be adjusted to allow for the drop
out of years of low earnings in computing the average monthly wage.
¶%king account of all factors, it appears that a better estimate of the
men who will qualify for less than the proposed minima and therefore
would gain by the proposed increases, and of those who will qualify for
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more than the proposed minima and therefore would pay higher contributions
without getting higher benefits, can be made by assuming that present
annual earnings of men working full time will be representative of future
average earnings. Present levels of earnings are much more likely than
past earnings to be representative of future earnings levels. The present
broad coverage and the provision for the drop-out years of disability and
of low earnings in the average monthly wage computation indicate the use
of full-time earnings to approximate future earnings experience. 1/
Accordingly, the analysis that follows is based on earnings in a single
year. The basis for the analysis is a one-percent sample of men with
wages in covered employment in 1951. 21/ The sample was restricted to
those within the age span that will normally be used in computing life
time earnings under the program--ages 22 through 64. Further restrictions
were made to exclude from the sample those who clearly could not be pre
sumed to have worked full time over the year. In the first place, a fulltime wage earner obviously must have worked in each quarter of the year;
therefore all who had less than four quarters of coverage were eliminated.
Secondly, negligibly few adult men wage earners outside of agriculture,
with its low cash wage but considerable noncash income, and outside of
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, very low-wage areas, earn less than
$600 a year; the latter is equivalent to only 30 cents an hour for a
person working 40 hours a week for 50 weeks in the year. The sample
was therefore further restricted, with respect to nonfarm workers and
workers outside of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, to those -with
earnings of $536 or more in 1951 (which, after allowing for the general
increase in earnings since 1951, is equivalent to present earnings of
$600 a year). For men wage earners in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands
or covered as agricultural workers in 1951, all those with four quarters
of coverage were included in the sample irrespective of the amount of
their earnings. The coverage conditions for agricultural wage earners
in 1951 insure that almost all of those with four quarters of coverage
in that year were genuine full-time workers. On the other hand, despite
the exclusions from the sample, it is clear that for industries other
than agriculture the sample included many less-than-full-time workers,
since there unquestionably are many part-time, irregular or intermittent
workers who earn more than $50 in each quarter and more than $600 in a
year. Finally, earnings were adjusted upward to allow for an increase
of about 12 percent in annual earnings since 1951.
1/There are other factors that should be mentioned. It is likely that
the general trend of earnings will be upward- -this would have a
tendency to make the estimates of those gaining by larger minimum
benefits too high. If it is assumed, on the other hand, that wage
levels will remain the same as now, the estimates of those gaining
would probably be too small because they may not allow enough leeway
in all cases for unemployment, disability, and shifting between
covered work and the now relatively small areas of noncovered work.
2/Men with wages who also had covered self-employment income in the
year were excluded because it seemed unlikely that they had worked
full-time for wages throughout the year.
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The analysis indicates that relatively few men could be expected to
qualify for old-age benefits below *55, *60, or *75 a month if they
earn steadily at present rates. V/ No more than 1 or 2 out of 100 men
would qualify for old-age benefits below $55 or *60 if they work full
time in covered jobs throughout their lifetimes at present wage rates.
No more than 10 out of 100 would qualify for old-age benefits of less
than $75.
That is the picture for the country as a whole. Because of differences
in rates of earnings among different industries and geographical areas,
the proportions of men who would qualify for old-age benefits of less
than *55, *60, or $75 vary considerably from industry to industry and
from State to State. Table 18 shows that percentage of men, classified
by major industry division, who would qualify for old-age benefits of
less than *55, *60, and $75 assuming that current annual earnings levels
represent lifetime earnings levels. (Estimated median annual wages in
1954 for the groups included in the sample are also shown.)
Very small proportions of the workers whose major job during the year
was in mining, contract constructions, manufacturing, public utilities
wholesale and retail trade, or finance, insurance, and real estate would
qualify for old-age benefits of less than $55 or *60 a month. In serv
ices 4 or 5 out of 100, and in agriculture 13 to 16 out of 100, would
qualify for old-age benefits of less than $55 or $60. (In agriculture
as many as 2 or 3 out of 100 wage earners would qualify for only the
present minimum old-age benefit of $30.) While a tenth of all men wage
earners included in the sample would qualify for old-age benefits of
less than *75, only about a twentieth of the mining and manufacturing
workers would do so; but a fifth of the service workers and a half of
the farm workers would do so.
It should be pointed out that the farm workers included in these figures
are only those covered by the law prior to the 1954 amendments. Except
for certain borderline situations, therefore--and, of course, except for
forestry and fishing- -the 4-quarter workers in this category are those
who worked for a single employer for at least 9 or 10 months without a
1/As indicated, the benefit formula provides for an old-age insurance
benefit equal to 55 percent of the first $110 of the average monthly
wage plus 20 percent of the remaining $240. In order to get an oldage insurance benefit of less than *55 under this formula, a person
would have to have average annual earnings of less than *1,200; to
get a benefit of less than *60, average annual earnings of less than
$1,308; to get a benefit of less than *75, average annual earnings
of less than $2,196. Average annual earnings of *660 or less will
produce an old-age benefit of $30 a month.
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Table 18.--Estimated percentages of men wage earners qualifying for old-age
insurance benefits of less than $55, $60, or $75 on the basis of
full-time' wages, and median wages in 1954 of men wage earners
with full-time' employment, by industry division.

Industry
division

Total

Total in
sample2

Percent qualifying for old-age
benefits' of less than:
$55
$60
$75

Medi an
wages
1954

211,634

1.6

2.0

9.5

$4,176

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing

2,610

13.2

15.6

49.5

2,211

Mining

7,465

.5

.8

4.5

4,330

Contract construction

18,414

1.7

2.3

10.6

4,303

Manufacturing

98,543

.8

1.0

6.4

4,300

Public utilities

17,063

1.1

1.5

7.2

4,352

Wholesale and retail
trade

45, 231

2.1

2.6

12.2

3,904

8,126

1.7

2.2

8.5

4,476

14,182

4.2

5.2

19.5

3,615

Finance, insurance
and real estate
Services

'For nonagricultural wage earners, full-time men workers are defined as those with 4 quarters of coverage
and $536 (equals $600 after being increased by 12 percent, the rise in annual wages from 1951 to 1954)
of wages in 1951; for agricultural wage earners, defined as those with 4 quarters of coverage in 1951.
'One-percent sample of men with wages in covered employment in 1951 but without self-employment
income, aged 22-64, and working full time as defined in footnote 1 above; excludes workers whose
"State" of major job was Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands or whose industry of major job was private
households or "government not elsewhere classified" or was nonclassifiable.
'On the assumption that annual full-time earnings levels represent life-time earning levels.
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break. The law as amended in 1954 wiUl cover, in addition, farm work
performed by employees who have had a much shorter duration of employ
ment with a single employer, and who may therefore be expected to have,
on the whole, less regular employment and lower annual earnings than
the farm workers included In the sample. If the sample were drawn from
the group including all farm workers now covered who have four quarters
of coverage in ayear, it m~y be assumed that the proportions of the
group who would benefit by the increased minimum would be higher than
shown by the above figures. On the other hand, farm workers receive a
substantial part of their remuneration in forms other than cash, yet
only their cash wages are covered under the program.
Workers in private households were omitted from the table. Only a very
small proportion of male earners perform domestic service in private
households--only 708 such workers appeared in the sample. Amnong this
sample group the proportion who would benefit by the increased minimum
would be even higher than shown for the farm workers. For this group,
too, wages in kind are not covered and cash wages only are used as the
basis for the figures given.
The men working outside of agriculture were further analyzed by State
and region. Thble 19 shows a considerable variation of 1954 median
wages by region, and greater variation by State. It also shows a con
siderable variation by region and State in the proportions of men who
would qualify for old-age benefits below $55, $60, and $75. Looking
first at the regions, the proportions qualifying for benefits of less
than $55 or $60 in the South--3 or 4 percent- -are more than twice the
corresponding proportions in the other three regions. The same relation
holds for those qualifying for benefits of less than $75: while sub
stantially less than a tenth would do so in the Northeast, Middle West
and Far West regions, nearly a fifth would do so in the South.
In several States no more than 1 out of 100 men wage earners outside of
agriculture could be expected to qualify for old-age benefits of less
than $55, while in Mississippi more than 5 out of 100 could be expected
to do so. In Connecticut, Michigan, Ohio, and Alaska less than 5 in 1.00
could be expected to qualify for old-age benefits of less than $75, while
in Mississippi 36 in 100 could be expected to do so.
Because of the peculiarities of the economy of Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands--the importance of agricultural employment, seasonality
of employment, and so on--relatively fewer men work full time throughout
the year in that area than in the rest of the United States. And of the
men working full time in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, relatively
large numbers would be advantaged by a minimum benefit of $55, $60, or
$75 because of the low earnings rates prevailing in the area. A sample
of men wage earners in that area with four quarters of coverage indicates
that an eighth had annual earnings so low that they would qualify for no
more than the present minimum benefit of $30; half would qualify on the
same basis for benefits of as little as $55 to $60; and three-quarters
would qualify for benefits of no more than $75.
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Table 19.--Estimated percentages of nonfarm men wage earners who would
qualify for old-age insurance benefits of less than $55, $60, or
$75 on the basis of full-time' wages, and median wages in 1954
of men wage earners with full-time' employment, by region
and State.

Region and
State

Total
Northeast
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont
South
Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
North Carolina
Oklahoma
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia

Total in
sample'

Percent qualifying for old-age
benefits' of less than:
$5 5
$60
$75

Median
wages
1954

212,699

1.4

1.9

9.2

$4, 170

69,145

1.0

1.3

7.0

4,233

3,946
1,061
7,853
786
8,571
26,864
18,362
1,304
398

.6
2.'3
.9
.9
.9
1.2
.9
.8

.8
2.8
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.2
1.0

4.3
14.4
6.9
9.9
6.0
8.0
5.9
8.8
7.5

4,423
3,34
4,021
3,450
4,416
4,355
4,184
3,692
3,533

49,278

3.0

4.0

18.9

3,466

2,918
1,248
652
1,429
2,982
3,477
2,581
2,788
3,332
1,131
4,087
2,265
2,018
3,275
8,904
3,535
2,656

4.2
4.5
.6
3.1
3.5
3.6
2.7
3.2
2.1
6.1
3.2
2.5
4.2
3.4
2.0
3.4
1.6

5.6
5.8
1.5
3.9
4.7
5.0
3.3
4.4
2.8
7.9
4.0
3.0
5.0
4.5
2.8
4.5
2.2

22.5
29.1
7.4
14.2
21.2
25.6
15.3
21.7
11.5
36.3
2 5.6
13.2
25.0
21.0
13.8
20.3
8.5

3,207
2,929
4,303
3,938
3,287
2,980
3,608
3,462
3,801
2,686
2,878
3,766
2,976
3,347
3,920
3,390
4,064

41.0

(Continued next page)
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Table 19.-- Continued

Region and
State

Middle West
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Far West
Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
Otegon
Utah
Washington
Wyoming
Alaska
Hawaii

Total in
sample'

Percent qualifying for old-age
benefits' of less than:
$60
$75
$55

Median
wages
1954

68,165

.9

1.2

5.6

$4,426

1 5,305
6,368
2,349
2,001
12.417
3,211
5,139
1, 204
321
14,607
358
4,885

.8
.8
1.7
1.3
.7
1.1
1.4
1.5
2.5
.8
.3
.8

1.1
1.1
2.3
1.8
.8
1.3
1.8
2.2
3.4
1.0
.3
1.0

5.3
8.0
7.8
3.7
6.3
9.8
10.3
15.0
4.7
7.0
5.0

4,532
4,413
3,926
3,959
4,629
4,223
3,965
3,759
3,551
4,531
3,636
4,418

2 5,338

1.1

1.3

5.8

4,473

789
15,280
1,466
541
586
228
540
1,901
706
3,014
287

1.6
1.0
1.0
.6
1.5
3.1
2.6
1.1
.8
.9
.3

1.8
1.2
1.3
.7
1.9
3.1
3.9
1.5
1.4
1.1
.3

8.1
5.4
7.2
6.3
5.8
8.3
14.1
5.9
6.5
4.3
6.3

4,148
4,540
4,087
4,221
4,295
4,312
3,981
4,496
4,316
4,565
4,379

179
594

.6
1.3

.6
1.9

2.2
10.1

5,830
3,627

5.5

'Full-time men workers are defined as those with 4 quarters of coverage and $536 (equals $600 after
being increased by 12 percent, the rise in annual wages from 1951 to 1954) of wages in 1951.
'One-percent sample of 1951 men with wages in covered employment but without self-employment income,
aged 22-64, and working full time as defined in footnote 1 above; excludes workers whose "State" of
major job was Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands, or was unclassified, or whose industry of major job
was private households, farms, or agricultural services.
'On the assumption that annual "full-rime" earnings levels represent life-time earnings levels.
4

No workers in sample.
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The picture, of course, is not complete without figures on the selfemployed., most of whom are now covered by the program; they constitute
about 15 percent of the total coverage. On the other hand, it is not
possible on the basis of available data to separate persons self-employed
full time from those self-employed part time. A considerable number of
those who are self-employed- -both farm and nonfarm- -in any one year are
part-time workers of one kind or another- -they may have entered or left
self-employment in the course of the year, for example, or have carried
on small business enterprises in their spare time. Moreover, the
assumption that present annual earnings levels reflect lifetime earnings
levels under the program, which can reasonably be made for men who work
in covered employment in all four quarters of the year, is not reasonable
as applied to the self-employed. This is particularly true of farm
operators. Ma~ny who are farm operators in a given year work in covered
nonfarm jobs over a substantial part of their lifetimes. Farming is a
speculative venture and income of individual farms fluctuate greatly from
year to year. Farm operators may therefore be able to take more advantage
than others of the drop-out of years of low earnings. Self-employed persons
who have extremely low earnings in-more than one year may leave selfemployment and go to work for someone else, where they will earn more.
For all these reasons, benefit estimates based on self-employed earnings
for any one year would in all likelihood greatly understate the benefit
levels of persons in self-employment in that year and overstate the
proportions of those persons who would gain from the proposed minima.
Accordingly, such estimates are not presented in this report.
Finally, it should be noted that an analysis of potential benefits based
on earnings records will show a smaller proportion of beneficiaries at
the lower benefit levels than would be indicated by an analysis of bene
ficiary rolls. There are several reasons why this is so. In the first
place, people with low earnings and low potential benefits are more
likely to become beneficiaries, or to become beneficiaries sooner after
retirement age, than those with high earnings and high potential benefits.
This selectivity is due primarily to the operation of the retirement test.
Under this test a worker Just qualifying for an old-age benefit of $55 on
the basis of steady earnings at $1,200 a year, for example, could upon
attaining -age 65 immediately begin receiving benefits without giving up
his job or suffering any diminution in earnings; whereas a worker with
a job paying high wages would have to give up earnings much larger than
his benefits if he were to begin receiving benefits. Secondly, the
disability freeze and the four or five-year drop-out of low earnings
may not be sufficient to make up for periods of unemployment or of less
than full-time earnings. More important than either of these is the
fact that, as has been indicated, an individual whose main occupation
is in noncovered work- -or even one who lives mainly on income from invest
ments--can qualify-for CA~SI benefits on the basis of 40 quarters of
coverage out of a 4 0-year working lifetime. An individual with this
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sort of work history could not be identified in a study of earnings
records for a single year--his covered earnings for that year, and the
potential benefit assumed to be paid to him eventually, might be
relatively high- -but actually he would eventually become entitled to
a fairly low benefit.
Sunmmry of earnings analysis
To sunm~rize, then, our analysis of earnings has indicated that, as a
general rule, a low rate of earnings is not the primary reason why
workers qualify for benefits low enough to gain by the proposed minima.
The exceptions to this general rule are workers in certain low wage areas,
like Puerto Rico, or in certain occupations with low money wages but
considerable noncash income, like farming. The mai reason for low benefits-
and this is of crucial importance in an evaluation of the proposed minima-
is part-time or intermittent attachment to covered employment. In the long
run a casual attachment to covered work--either because the individual
worked in noncovered jobs or because he did not support himself by his own
work--will characterize those gaining by the increases in the minimum.
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Additional Factors to be Considered
The relation of benefits to earnings
The percentage of average monthly earnings paid in benefits ranges from
55 percent at averages of from $55 to $110 to 31 percent at an average
of $350. The minimum benefit of $30 exceeds 55 percent of average earnings
in those cases where the latter are $54ior less. If the average earnings
are $30 or less, the minimum benefit, of course, represents 100 percent of
earnings or higher. An increase in the minimum benefit would increase the
range of average earnings at which the benefit amount would exceed 55 per
cent, 80 percent, or even 100 percent of those earnings, as the following
table shows:
Average monthly earnings below which benefit- 
Minimum benefit

$30

55

Exceeds 55%

Exceeds 80%

Exceeds 100%

$ 54.54

$37.50

100.00

68.75

$30.00
55.00

60

109.09

75.00

60.00

75

136.36

93.75

75.00

This effect of the increased minima would be accentuated in cases where
several members of the family are eligible for benefits. In general the
law at present limits total family benefits to 80 percent of the worker's
average monthly earnings or $200, whichever is less. There is, however,
an exception to this general rule: The maximum does not operate to reduce
family benefits below $50 or one and one-half times the worker's benefit,
whichever is higher. Under this provision, with a minimum of $55 the
guaranteed minimum benefit for, say, a man and wife both eligible for
benefits would be $82.50; with a minimum of $60 the guaranteed family
benefit would be $90; with a minimum of $75 it would be $112.50.
In previous sections of this report it has been indicated that many of
the people who would get benefits at the proposed minimum levels would
be those who have worked in covered jobs only intermittently or for short
periods of their lifetimes. There will be some few regular low-paid
'workers, however--for example, in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and
among farm people- -who under the proposals would be receiving more in
benefits than they had been able to earn through work. Moreover, it is
these very people, employed at low wages, who would be able to apply for
and receive benefits at age 65 without retiring, since their earnings
will be so low that the retirement test of the program will not apply.
Thus we would have the anoxmalous situation of individuals continuing to
work after 65 at their regular lifetime jobs while receiving benefits
for themselves and their families higher than they had earned in wages
while working.
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Variable benefits and financing of OASI
Even more important is the narrowing of the range of benefit amounts that
would result from the proposals, and the consequent loss of relationship
between benefits and contributions. At present, while benefit amounts
at the lower levels, because of the weighting in the benefit formula,
are higher in relations to the contributions paid than are the benefits
at the higher levels, nevertheless in the long run there is a definite
variation in benefit amounts according to contributions, with the higher
contributors becoming entitled to the higher benefits.
An obvious exception to this rule is that at the minimum individuals
receive the same benefit regardless of the amount of their contribution.
Any rise in the minimum benefit amount automatically widens the range of
earnings and contributions for which the same benefit is paid. It is
possible under present law for an individual first covered under the
program in 1955 at age 21 to qualify for minimum retirement benefits
on the payment of as little as $45 in contributions. In contrast, the
lifetime worker first covered in 1955 at age 21 with earnings high
enough to qualify for benefits amounting to $55 a month would have to
pay about $1,500 in contributions; if he qualified for $60, he would
have to pay between $1,600 and $1,700; if he qualified for $75, he
would have to pay about $2,000. To qualify for the maximum benefit of
*108 .50--less than twice as much as the proposed minimum of $55 and less
than half again as much as the proposed minimum of *75--he would have
had to pay contributions of about $5,600, in comparison with the $45
that would be required to qualify for the minimum.
An increase in the minimum benefit also increases the disparity between
the value of the contributions paid by workers with low average earnings
and the actuarial value of the benefits. Table 20 indicates the levelpremium cost of the benefits as a percentage of various levels of average
wage under present law and under the proposals for increasing the minimum.
The percentages shown indicate the contribution rate the individual would
have to pay on his earnings over his lifetime in order to cover the cost
of the benefits provided on his earnings record. The illustrations are
for a single man and a single woman entering the system at age 20 and
retiring at age 65.
As has been indicated in the section of this report which deals with the
cost of the proposed increases in the minimum, the cost of the program
would be increased by from 0.6 to 1.8 percent of payroll, depending on
the amount of the minimum. If this increase were to be uniformly applied
to contribution rates it would me'an ultimate rates for employers and
employees under the system of about 4Vhpercent each for a $55 minimum;
414 percent for a $60 minimum; and 5 percent for a $75 minimum. Rates
for the self-employment would increase proportionately.
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Table 21.--Level premium costs of benefits paid in hypothetical cases as
percent of assumed level monthly wages, assuming age 20 at entry,
retirement at age 65, assumed future improving mortality, 2'4 per
cent interest.

Single Man
Level
Monthly
Wage

$ 50
150
250
350

Present
Law

$55
Minimum

$60
Minimum

$75
Minimum

7.92%.
6.15
4.38
3.76

13.40%
6.15
4.38
3.76

14.62%
6.15
4.38
3.76

18.28%
6.73
4.38
3.76

Single Woman
Level
Monthly
Wage

$ 50
150
250
350

Present
Law

$55
Minimum

$60
Minimum

$75
Minimum

9.53%7.39
5.28
4.52

16.12%a
7.39
5.28
4.52

17.58%o
7.39
5.28
4.52

21.98%o
8.09
5.28
4.52
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It is clear from the table that at the lowest levels of average vage the
increases in the contribution rate would not anywhere nearly compensate
for the increase in the value of the benefits provided. At the upper
levels of average wage, on the other hand, there would be no increase in
the value of the benefits even though the contribution rates would be
increased. The increase in the contribution rates of the long-term,
relatively higher-paid contributors would be used to pay higher benefits
to people who had spent only a short time in covered work.
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Summary and Conclusion
As has been indicated, the proposed increases in the minimum would result
in appreciable increases in the cost of the OASI program. The increase
in cost on a level-premium basis for the $55 minimum would be 0.6 percent
of payroll; for the $60 minimum, 0.9 percent; for the $75 minimum, 1.8
percent.
With a $55 minimum the savings in Federal grants to States for old-age
assistance would amount to about 4 percent at present and about 8 percent
in 1960. The comparable figures for a $75 minimum would be 10 percent now
and somewhat under 19 percent in 1960. The additional expenditures for
QASI in 1955 would amount to from 5 to 7 times the reduction in the Federal
share of assistance costs; for 1960 from 8 to 11 times.
Those who would benefit from the proposed increases in the minimum, aside
from those people now on the rolls, would be widows whose husbands died
before the recent improvements in old-age and survivors insurance, families
where the wife had barely enough covered work to be insured, and people who
had spent most of their lives outside of covered work such as doctors,
lawyers, Federal employees, and investors. In addition there would be
some regular lifetime workers in low-wage areas, such as Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands, or in farming, with its low cash wage and consider-able
remuneration in kind. The chief group that would be hurt by reason of
paying additional contributions without any benefit increases would be
the regular, full-time, lifetime workers who supported themselves and
their families throughout their lives by work in covered jobs.
It would seem very difficult to Justify to the long-term contributors to
the system, who even under present law receive less in proportion to their
contributions than do the short-term contributors, that they must pay still
higher contributions to help finance benefit increases for others while
not getting additional benefits themselves. Especially would this be true
when it is considered that among those who would receive the increased
amounts would be self-employed doctors and lawyers, Federal workers,
investors and others whose major source of support--income from noncovered
work or investments--is not subject to the taxes that support the program.
Thus the provision of high minimum benefits not only would increase the
cost of the program but it might also jeopardize the financing of the
program by decreasing the willingness of the long-term regular worker
to support the system. In the opinion of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare there are values inherent in the contributory,
variable-benefit system that make it most important that no step be
taken, however expedient it may seem in the short run, that would
weaken the financial basis of the system.
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AMENDMENT OF SECTION 217 (E) OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

JULY 27, 1953.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State

of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr.

REED

of New York, from the Committee on Ways and Means,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 41511

The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the bill
(H. R. 4151) to extend for 1 year the wage credits for certain military
service under the Federal old-age and survivors insurance provisions
of the Social Security Act, and to provide for lump-sum death pay
ments on behalf of any individual whose death occurred while in
military service and who is reinterred, having considered the same,
report favorably thereon with amendments and recommend that the
bill as amended do pass.
The amendments are as follows:
Page 1, lines 5 and 6, strike out "and inserting in lieu thereof
'January 1, 1954' " and insert in lieu thereof "each place it appears
and inserting in lieu thereof 'July 1, 195 5' ".
Page 2, line 3, strike out " 1953," and insert in lieu thereof " 1953
and before July 1955,".
Amend the title so as to read:
A bill to provide wage credits under title II of the Social Security Act for military
service before July 1, 1955, and to extend the time for filing application for lumpsum death payments under such title with respect to the death of certain indi
viduals dying in the service who are reinterred.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Under the old-age and survivors insurance system, individuals who
have served in the active military or naval service of the United States
at any time since September 14, 1940, are, under certain circum
stances, provided wvage credits under the system of $160 per month
for each month (or part thereof) of such service. These credits are
provided without any payment of taxes or the appropriation of any
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funds to the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund. Under the
existing provisions, however, these wage credits will be provided only
for the service performed prior to January 1, 1954. HI. R. 4151
extends this provision so that it will apply to service performed prior
to July 1, 1955.
Extension of this provision is desirable as a temporary measure
pending formulation of a long-range solution to the problem of what
to do about retirement and related benefits for military personnel.
The bill also extends the provision of the old-age and survivors
insurance system under which the 2-year period, for filing claims for
lump-sum death payments in case of reburial in this country of service
men dying overseas, begins to run from the date of reburial in this
country instead of from the date of death overseas. This provision
now applies only in cases of death's prior to January 1, 1954. The
bill extends this provision to cases of deaths occurring before July 1,
1955.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as intro
duced, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italics, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
SECTIONS 202 (I) AND 217. (E) OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS
OLD-AGE INSURANCE BENEFITS

SEC. 202. (a)***

Lump-Sum Death Payments
(i) Upon the death, after August 1950, of an individual who died a fully or
currently insured individual, an amount equal to three times such individual's
primary insurance amount shall be paid in a lump sum to the person, if any,
determined by the Administrator to be the widow or widower of the deceased
and to have been living with the deceased at the time of death. If there is no
Suich person, or if suich person dies before receiving payment, then such amount
shall be paid to any person or persons, equitably entitled thereto, to the extent
and in the proportions that he or they shall have paid the expenses of burial of
such insured individual. No payment shall be made to any person under this
subsection unless applicatiop therefor shall have been filed, by or on behalf of
any suich person (whether or not legally competent), prior to the expiration of
two years after the date of death of such insured individual. In the case of any
individual who died outside the forty-eight States and the District of Columbia after
December 1953, whose death occurred while he was in the active military or naval service
of the United States, and who is returned to any of such States, the District of Columbia,
Alaska, H-awaii, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islandsfor interment or reinterment, the
provisions pf the preceding sentence shall not prevent payment to any person under
the second sentence cf this subsection if application for a lump-suni death payment
with respect to such deceased individual is filed by or on behalf of such person (whether
or not legally competent) prior to the expiration of two years after the date of such inter
ment or reinterment.
BENEFITS IN THE CASE OF VETERANS

SEC. 217. (a) (1)***

(e) (1) For purposes of determining entitlement to and the amount of any
monthly benefit. or lump-sum death payment. payable under this title on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of any veteran (as defined in paragraph
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k4)), such veteran shall be deemed to have been paid wages (in addition to the
wages, if any, actually paid to him) of $160 in each month during any part of
which he served in the active military or naval service of the United States on or
after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, (19541 1955. This subsection shall
not be applicable in the case of any monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment
if
kA) a larger such benefit or payment, as the case may be, would be payable
without its application; or
(B) a benefit (other than a benefit payable in a lump sum unless it is a
commutation of, or a substitute for, periodic payments) which is based, in
whole or in part, upon the active military or naval service of such veteran
on or after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, is determined
by any agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States (other
than the Veterans' Administration) to be payable by it under any other law
of the United States or under a system established by such agency or
instrumentality.
The provis ions of clause (B) shall not apply in the case of any monthly benefit
or lump-sum death payment under this title if its application would reduce by
$0.50 or less the primary insurance amount (as computed under section 215 prior
to any recomputation thereof pursuant to subsection (f) of such section) of the
individual on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit or payment
is based.
(2) Upon application for benefits or a lump-sum death payment on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of any veteran, the Federal Security
Administrator shall make a decision without regard to clause (B) of paragraph
(1) of this subsection unless he has been notified by some other agency or instru
mentality of the United States that, on the basis of the military or naval service of
such veteran on or after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, a
benefit described in clause (B) of paragraph (1) has been determined by such
agency or instrumentality to be payable by it. If he has n")t been so notified,
the Federal Security Administrator shall then ascertain whether some other
agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States has decided that a
benefit described in clause (B) of paragraph (1) is payable by it. If any such
agency or instrumentality has decided, or thereafter decides, that such a benefit
is payable by it, it shall so notify the Federal Security Administrator, and the
Administrator shall certify no further benefits for payment or shall recompute
the amount of any further benefits payable, as may be required by paragraph
(1) of this subsection.
(3) Any agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States which
is authorized by any law of the United States to pay benefits, or has a system
of benefits which are based, in whole or in part, on military or naval service on or
after July 25, 1947. ~nd prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, shall, at the request
of the Federal Security Administrator, certify to him, with respect to any veteran,
such information as the Administrator deems necessary to carry out his functions
under paragraph (2) of this subsection.
(4) For the purpose3 of this subsection, the term "veteran" means any individual
who served in the active military or naval service of the United States at any time
on or after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, and who, if dis
charged or released therefromn, was so discharged or reicased under conditions
other than dishonorable after active service of ninety days or more or by reason
of a disabijity or injury incurred or aggravated in service in line of duty; but
such term shall not include any individual who died while in the active mi.itary
or naval service of the United States if his death was inflicted (other than by aii
enemy of the United States) as lawful punishment for a military or naval offense.
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fits in Case of Veterans" Is amended by strik- in the active military or naval service of
ing out "January 1. 1954" and Inserting In the United States at any time since Sep
tember 14, 1940, are, under certain cirlieu thereof "January 1, 1955."
SEC. 2. Section 202 (1) of such act Is cumstances, provided wage credits under
amended by adding at the end tbereof the the system of $160 per month for each
mot-rptthefofscsrv
following new sentence: "In the case of any
individual who died outside the forty-eightmot-rpatheofofscsrv
States and the District of Columbia after ice. These credits are provided without
December 1953, whose death occurred while any payment of taxes or the appropria
he was in the active military or naval service tion of any funds to the Old-Age and
of the United States, and who is returned Survivors Insurance Trust Fund. Under
to any of such States, the District of Co- the existing provisions, however, these
lumbia, Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the wage credits will be provided only for the
Virgin Islands for interment or reinterment, service performed prior to January 1,
the provisions of the preceding sentence shal
not prevent payment to any person und~er 1954. H. R. 4151 extends this provision
the second sentence of this subsection if So that it will apply to service performed
application for a lump-sum death payment prior to July 1, 1935.
Extension of this provision is desirable
with respect to such deceased individual Is
filed by or on behalf of such person (whether as a temporary measure pending formu
lation of a long-range solution to the
or not legally competent) prior to the expiration of 2 years after the date of sucha problem of what to do about retirement
and related benefits for military per
interment or reinterment."1

With the following committee amendnments:
Page 1, line 5, strike out "and Inserting In
lieu thereof 'January 1, 1955' ", and insert
"each place It appears and inserting in lieu

thereof 'July 1. 1955.' "

Page 2, line 4, strike out "1953" and Insert
"1953 and before July 1955."

The committee amendments were
agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
time, and passed.
The title was amended so as to read:
'A bill to provide wage credits under title
II of the Social Security Act for mili
tary service before July 1, 1955, and to
extend the time for filing application for
lump-sum death payments under such
title with respect to the death of certain
individuals dying in the service who are
reinterred."

A motion to reconsider was laid on the
table.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to extend my re
marks at this point in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Tennessee?
There was no objection.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, H. R. 4151.
was reported unanimously by the Com
mittee on Ways and Means. It extends
for 18 months, from January 1. 1954, to
July 1, 1955, the period during which
servicemen receive wage credits at the
rate of $160 a month for social security
insurance purposes.

OLD-AGE AND SURVIVOS
INSURANCE
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent for the immediate
consideration of the bill (H. R. 4151) to
extend for 1 year the wage credits for
certain military service under the Federal old-age and survivors insurance provisions of the Social Security Act, and
to provide for lump-sum death payments on behalf of any individual whose
death occurred while in military service
and who is reinterred.
There being no objection, the Clerk
read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 217 (e)
of the Social SecuritY Act relating to -Bene-

The reason for an extension to July 1.
1955. is that the Draft Act expires on
that date, and by that time an overall
study of Federal retirement systems will
have been completed and recommenda
tions submitted to the Congress.
Present law grants veterans wage
credits at the rate of $160 a month for
each month of active duty between Sep
tember 16, 1940, and January 1, 1954.
Congress granted this wage credit for the
reason that it felt that it would be un
fair to penalize servicemen who go on
active duty and who in many instances
without this wage credit would lose their
insurance rights under the old-age and
survivors insurance system,
I urge that the bill be passed.
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
under the old-age and survivors insur
ance system, individuals who have served

sonnel.
The bill also extends the provision of
the old-age and survivors insurance sys
tem under which the 2-year period, for
filing claims for lump-sum death pay
ments in case of reburial in this country
of servicemen dying overseas, begins to
run from the date of reburial in this
country instead of from the date of
death overseas. This provision now ap
plies only in cases of deaths prior to Jan
uary 1. 1954. The bill extends this pro
vision to cases of deaths occurring be
fore July 1, 1955.
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AMENDMENT OF SECTION 217 (E) OF THlE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

JULY~ 30 (legislative day, JULY 27), 1953.-Ordered to be printed

Mr.

MILLIKIN,

from the Committee on Finance, submitted the
following

REPORT
[To

accompany H. Ri. 41,511

The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the bill (H. R.
4151) to provide wage credits under title II of t~he Social Security
Act for military service before July 1, 1955, and to extend the time
for filing application for lump-sum death payments under such title
with respect to the death of certain individuals dying in the service
who are reinterred, report favorably thereon without amendment and
recommend that the bill do pass.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Under the old-age and survivors insurance system, individuals who
have served in the active military or naval service of the United States

at any time Since September 14, 1940, are, under certain circum

stances, provided wage credits under the system of $160 per mont~h
for each month (or ptirt thereof) of such service. These credits are
provided without any payment of taxes or the appropriation of any
funds to the old.-age and survivors insurance trust fund. Under the
existing provisions, however, these wage credits will be provided only
for the service performed prior to January 1, 1954.
H. R. 4151
extends this provision so that, it will apply to service performed prior
to July 1, 1955.
Extension of this provision is (lesirable as a temporary measure
pending formulation of a long-range solution to the problem of what~
to do about retirement. and related benefits for military personnel.

The bill also extends the provision of the old-age and survivors,

insurance system under which the 2-year period, for filing claims for
lump-sum death payments in case of reburial in this country of service
men dying overseas, begins to run from the date of reburial in this
26006
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country instead of from the date of death overseas. This provision
now applies only in cases of deaths prior to January 1, 1954. The
bill extends this provision to cases of deaths occurring before July 1,
1955.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill are
shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed
in black brackets; new matter is printed in italics; existing law in
which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
SECTIONS 202

(1) AND 217 (E)

OF

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

OLD-AcE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS
OLD-AGE INSURANCE BENEFITS

SEC. 202. (a)***

Lump-Sum Death Payments
(i) Upon the death, after August 1950, of an individual who died a fully or
currently insured individual, an amount equal to three times such individual's
primary insurance amount shall be paid in a lump sum to the person, if any,
determined by the Administrator to be the widow or widower of the deceased
and to have been living with the deceased at the time of death. If there is no
such person, or if such person dies before receiving payment, then such amount
shall be paid to any person or persons, equitably entitled thereto, to the extent
and in the proportions that he or they shall have paid the expenses of burial of
such insured individual. No payment shall be made to any person under this
subsection unless application therefor shall have been filed, by or on behalf of
any such person (whether or not legally competent), prior to the expiration of
two years after the date of death of such insured individual. In the case of any
individual who died outside the forty-eight States ani the District of Columbia after
December 1953, whose death occurred while he was in the active military or naval service
of the United States, and who is returnedto any of such States, the Districtof Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii, Pu'erto Rico, or the Virgin Islands for interment or reinterment, the
provisions of the preceding sentence shall not prevent payment to any person under
the second sentence of this subsection if applicationfor a lump-sum death payment
with respect to such deceased individual is filed by or on behalf of such person (whether
or not legally competent) prior to the expiration of two years after the date of such inter
ment or reinterment.
BENEFITS IN

THE CASE

OF VETERANS

SEC. 217. (a) (1)***
(e) (1) For purposes of determining entitlement to and the amount of any
monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment payable under this title on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of any veteran (as defined in paragraph
(4)), such veteran shall be deemed to have been paid wages (in addition to the
wages, if any, actually paid to him) of $160 in each month during any part of
which he served in the active military or naval service of the United States on or
after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955. This subsection shall
not be applicable in the case of any monthly benefit or lump-sum death payment
if
(A) a larger such benefit or payment, as the case may be, would be payable
without its application; or
(B) a benefit (other than a benefit payable in a lump sum unless it is a
communication of, or a substitute for, periodic payments) which is based, in
whole or in part, upon the active military or naval service of such veteran
on or after July 25, 1947, aid prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, is determined
by any agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States (other
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than the Veterans' Administration) to be payable by it under any other law
of the United States or-under a system established by such agency or
instrumentality.
The provisions of clause (B) shall not apply in the case of any monthly benefit
or lump-sum death payment under this title if its application would reduce by
$0.50 or less the primary insurance amount (as computed under section 215 prior
to any recomputation there~)f pursuant to subsection (f) of such section) of the
individual on whose wages and self-employment income such benefit or payment
is based.
(2) Upon application for benefits or a lump-sum death payment on the basis
of the wages and self-employment income of any veteran, the Federal Security
Administrator shall make a decision without regard to clause (B) of paragraph
(1) of this subsection unless he has been notified by some other agency or instru
mentality of the United States that, on the basis of the military or naval service of
such veteran on or after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, a
benefit described in clause (B) of paragraph (1) has been determined by such
agency or instrumentality to be payable by it. If he has not been so notified,
the Federal Security Administrator shall then ascertain whether some other
agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States has decided that a
benefit described in clause (B) of paragraph (1) is payable by it. If any such
agency or instrumentality has decided, or thereafter decides, that such a beefit
is payable by it, it shall so notify the Federal Security Administrator, and the
Administrator shall certify no further benefits for payment or shall recompute
the amount of any further benefits payable, as may be required by paragraph
(1) of this subsection.
is(3) Any agency or wholly owned instrumentality of the United States which
isauthorized by any law of the United States to pay benefits, or has a system
of benefits which are based, in whole or in part, on military or naval service on or
after July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, shall, at the request
of the Federal Security Administrator, certify to him, with respect to any veteran,
such information as the Administrator deems necessary to carry out his functions
under paragraph (2) of this subsection.
(4) For the purposes of this subsection, the term "veteran" means any indi
vidual who served in the active military or naval service of the United States at any
time on or aftcr July 25, 1947, and prior to January 1, [1954] 1955, and who, if dis
charged or released therefrom, was so discharged or released under conditions
other than dishonorable after active service of ninety days or more or by reason
of a disability or injury incurred or aggravated in service in line of duty; but
such term shall not include any individual who died while in the active military
or naval service of the United States if his death was inflicted (ot~her than by an
enemy of the United States) as lawful punishment for a military or naval offense.
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SOCIAL-SECURITY CREDITS FOR
MILITARY SERVICE, AND LUMP
SUM DEATH PAYMENTS
The bill (H. R.. 4151) to provide wage
credits under title II of the Social Se
curity Act for military service before
July 1. 1955, and to extend the time for
filing application for lump-sum deatb
payments under such title with respect
to the death of certain individuals dying
in the service who are reinterred was
considered, ordered to a third reading,
read the third time, and passed.
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10809

Public Law 269 -83d
Congress
Chapter 483
I st Session
H. R. 4151
AN ACT

All 67 Stat. 580.

To provide wage credits under title II of the Social Security Act for military
service before July 1, 1955, and to extend the time for filing application for
lumpf-stum death payuients under such title with respect to the death of certain
individuals (lying in the service who are reinterred.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congres8 assembled, That section 217 Veterans'
(e) of the Social Security Act relating to "Benefits in Case of Vet- death payern'is amiended by striking out "January 1, 1954" each place it ments.
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1955".
64 Stat. 512.
SEC. 2. Section 202 (i) of such Act is amended by addinff at the 42 Usc 417.
end thereof the following new sentence: "Iii the case of any individal 642 Stat 487i.
who died outside the forty-eight States and the District of Columbia42SC4i)
after December 1953 and before July 1955, whose death occurred
while hie was in the active military or naval service of the United
States, and who is returned to any of such States, the District of

Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the Virgin Islands for
interment or reinterment, the provisions of the preceding sentence
shall not p~rev~ent payment to any person under the second sentence of
this stlbsection if application for a lump-sumn death payment with
reslpect to such deceased individual isfiled by or on behalf of such
person (whether or not legally competent) prior to the exviration of
two years after the date of such interment- or reinterment.
Approved August 14, 1953.
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WISCONSIN RETIREMENT FUND

the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union and ordered to be printed

JULY 27, 1953.-Committed to

Mr.

REED

of New York, from the Commnittee on Ways and Means,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 2062]

The Committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred the bill
(H. R. 2062) to permit the coordination of the Wisconsin retirement
fund with tbe Federal old-age and survivors insurance system, having
considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment
and recommend that the bill do pass.
GENERAL STATEMENT

R. R. 2062 makes an exception to section 218 (d) of the Social
Security Act, which prohibits coverage under old-age and survivors
insurance for employees who are in positions that are covered by a
State or local retirement system at the time coverage is extended to
the coverage group to which they belong. The amendment permits
members of the Wisconsin retirement fund, while retaining the pro
tection of that fund, to be covered by old-age and survivors insurance
if the State so desires.
For some years prior to 1950, when the Social Security Act was
amended so as to permit agreements with the States providing old-age
and survivors insurance coverage for State and local employees not
covered by a State or local retirement system, as well as since that
time, the Wisconsin retirement law has contained a clear indication
of the State's intention that its system be coordinated with the old-age
and survivors insurance system when possible, thereby providing
its employees and the employees of its subdivisions with protection
under both systems.
At the time of the enactment of the Social Security Act Amend
ments of 1950, the Congress was of the opinion that no action should
be taken which might jeopardize the continuance of existing State
26OO
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and local retirement systems. Whether or not State and local em-.
ployees generally who are now covered by a retirement plan should
be permitted to be brought under social-security coverage is a broad
question which this committee believes needs more study before
legislation of that kind is attempted. This bill, therefore, does not
change the principle of present law in this regard. The Wisconsin
retirement system is unique in that it specifically provides for inte
gration 'with the social-security system, and the State plan cannot
be fully effective without such integration since it was formulated so
as to dovetail with the Federal system. In view of this special situa
tion, the committee is unanimously of the opinion that the enactment
of H. R. 2062 is appropriate at this time.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as.
introduced, are shown as follow~s new matter is printed in italics;
existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
[SECTION 218 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
VOLUNTARY

AGREEMENTS

FOR COVERAGE

OF STATE AND

LOCAL EMPLOYEES

Purpose of Agreement
SEC. 218. (a) (1) The Administrator shall, at the
into an agreement with such State for the purpose
system established by this title to services performed
of such State or any political subdivision thereof.
contain such provisions, not inconsistent
the State may request.

with the

request of any State, enter
of extending the insurance
by individuals as employees
Each such agreement shall
provisions of this section, as

(2) Notwithstanding section 210 (a), for the purposes of this title the term
"employment'" includes any service included under an agreement entered into
under this section.
Definitions
(b) For the purposes of this Section
(1) The term "State" does not include the District of Columbia.
(2) The term "political subdivision" includes an instrumentality of (A) a
State, (B) one or more political subdivisions of a State, or (C) a State and
one or more of its political subdivisions.
(3) The term "employee" includes an officer of a State or political sub
division.
(4) The term "retirement system" means a pension, annuity, retirement,,
or similar fund or system established by a State or by a political subdivision
thereof.
(5) The term "coverage group" means (A) employees of the State other
than those engaged in performing service in connection with a proprietary
function; (B) employees of a political subdivision, of a State other than those
engaged in performing service in connection with a proprietary function;
(C) employees of a State engaged in performing service in connection with a
single proprietary function; or (D) err~ployees of a political subdivision of a
State engaged in performing sarvice in connection with a single proprietary
function. If under the preceding sentence, an employee would be included
in more than one coverage group by reason of the fact that heperforms service
in connection with two or more proprietary functions or in connection with
both a proprietary function and a nonproprietary function, he shall be
included in only one such coverage group. The determination of the coverage
group in which such employee shall be included shall be made in such manner
as may be specified in the agreenment.
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Services Covered
(c) (1) An agreement under this section shall be applicable to any one or more
co~verage groups designated by the State.
'.(2) In the case of each coverage group to which the agreement applies, the
agreement must include all services (other than services excluded by or pursuant
to subsection (d) or paragraph (3), (5), or (6) of this subsection) performed by
individuals as members of such group.
(3) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, exclude (in the case of any
coverage group) any services of an emergency nature or all services in any class
or classes of elective positions, part-time positions, or positions the compensa
tion for which is on a fee basis.
(4) The Administrator shall, at the request of any State, modify the agreement
with such State so as to (A) include any coverage group to which the agreement
did not previously apply, or (B) include, in the case of any coverage group to
which the agreement applies, services previously excluded from the agreement;
hut the agreement as so modified may not be inconsistent with the provisions
of this section applicable in the case of an original agreement with a State.
(5) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, exclude (in the case of any
cocerage group) any agricultural labor, or service performed by a student, desig
nated by the State. This paragraph shall apply only with respect to service
which is excluded from employment by any provision of section 210 (a) other
than paragraph (8) of such section.
(6) Such agreement shall exclude
(A) service performed by an individual who is employed to relieve him
from employment,
(B) service performed in a hospital, home, or other institution by a patient
or inmate thereof.
(C) covered transportation service (as determined under section 210 (1)),
and
(D) service (other than agricultural labor or service performed by a stu
dent) which is excluded from employment by any provision of section 210 (a)
other than paragraph (5) of such section.
Exclusion of Positions Covered by Retirement Systems
(d) No agreement with any State may be made applicable (either in the original
agreement or by any modification thereof) to any service performed by employees
as members of any coverage group in positions covered by a retirement system on
the date such agreement is made applicable to such coverage group.
Payments and Reports by States
(e) Each agreement under this section shall provide
(1) that the State will pay to the Secretary of the Treasury, at such time
or times as the Administrator may by regulations prescribe, amounts equiva
lent to the sum of the taxes which would be imposed by sections 1400 and
1410 of the Internal Revenue Code if the services of employees covered by
the agreement constituted employment as defined in section 1426 of such
code; and
(2) that the State will comply with such regulations relating to payments
and reports as the Administrator may prescribe to carry out the purposes of
this section.
Effective Date of Agreement
(f) Any agreement or modification of an agreement under this section shall be
effective with respect to services performed after an effective date specified in
such agreement or modification, but in no case prior to January 1, 1951, and in
no case (other than in the case of an agreement or modification agreed to prior to
January 1, 1954) prior to the first day of the calendar year in which such agreement
or modification, as the case may be, is agreed. to by the Administrator and the
State;
Termination of Agreement
(g) (1) Upon giving at least two years' advance notice in writing to the
Administrator, a State may terminate, effective at the end of a calendar quarter
specified in the notice, its agreement with the Administrator either
(A) in its entirety, but only if the agreement has been in effect from it~s
effective date for not less than five years prior to the receipt of such notice; or
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(B) with respect to any coverage group designated by the State, but only
if the agreement has been in effect with respect to such coverage group for not
less than five years prior to the receipt of such notice.
(2) If the Administrator, after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing
to a State with whom he has entered into an agreement pursuant to this section,
finds that the State has failed or is no longer legally able to comply substantially
with any provision of such agreemnent or of this section, he shall notify such State
that the agreement will be terminated in its entirety, or with respect to any one
or more coverage groups designated by him, at such time, not later than two years
from the dste of such notice, as he deems appropriate, unless prior to such time
he finds that there no longer is any such failure or that the cause for such legal
inability has been removed.
(3) If any agreement entered into under this section is terminated in its entirety,
the Administrator and the State may not again enter into an agreement pursuant
to this section. If any such agreement is terminated with respect to any coverage
group, the Administrator and the State may not thereafter modify such agree
ment so as to again make the agreement applicable with respect to such coverage
group.
Deposits in Trust Fund; Adjustments
(h) (1) All amounts received by the Secretary of the Treasury under an agree
ment made pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the Trust Fund.
(2) If more or less than the correct amount due under an agreement made
pursuant to this section is paid with respect to any payment of remuneration,
adjustments with respect to the amounts due under such agreement shall
te made, without interest, in such manner and at such times as may be prescribed
by regulations of the Administrator.
(3) If an overpayment cannot be adjusted under paragraph (2), the amount
thereof and the time or times it is to be paid shall be certified by the Administrator
to the Managing Trustee, and the Managing Trustee, through the Fiscal Service
of the Treasury Department and prior to any action thereon by the General
Accounting Office, shall make payment in dccordance with such certification.
The Managing Trustee shall not be held personally liable for any payment or
payments made in accordance with a certification by the Administrator.

Lroper

Regulations
(i) Regulations of the Administrator to carry out the purposes of this section
shall be designed to make the requirements imposed on States pursuant to this
section the same, so far as practicable, as those imposed on employers pursuant
to this title and subchapter A or E of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code.
Failure To Make Payments
(j) In case any State does not make, at the time or times due, the payments
provided for under an agreement pursuant to this section, there shall be added, as
part of the amounts due, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the
date due until paid, and the Administrator may, in his discretion, deduct such
amounts plus interest from any amounts certified by him to the Secretary of the
Treasury for payment to such State under any other provision of this Act.
Amounts so deducted shall be deemed to have been paid by the State under such
other provision of this Act. Amounts equal to the amounts deducted under this
subsection are hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund.
Instrumentalities of Two or More States
(k) The Administrator may, at the request of any instrumentality of two or
more States, enter into an agreement with such instrumentality for the purpose of
extending the insurance system established by this title to services performed by
individuals as employees of such instrumentality. Such agreement, to the extent
practicable, shall be governed by the provisions of this section applicable in the
ease of an agreement with a State.
Delegation of Functions
(I) The Administrator is authorized, pursuant to agreement with the head
of any Federal agency, to delegate any of his functions under this section to any
officei or employee of such agency and otherwise to utilize the services and
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-facilities of such agency in carrying out such functions, and payment therefor
shall be in advance or by way of reimbursement, as may be provided in such
agreement.
Wisconsin Retirement Fund
(m) (1) Notwithstandingsubsection (d), the agreement with the State of Wisconsin
may, subject to the provisions of this subsection, be modified 80 as to apply to service
performed by employees in positions covered by the Wisconsin retirement fund.
(2) All employees in pasitions covered by the Wisconsin retirement fund at any
time on or after January 1, 1951, shall, for the purposes of subsection (c) only, be
,deemed to be a separate coverage group; except that there shall be excluaed from such
separate coverage group all employees in positions to which the agreement applies
without regard to this subsection.
(3) The modification pursuant to this subsection shall exclude (in the case of
employees in the coverage group established by paragraph (2) of this subsection)
service performed by any individual during any period before he is included under
the Wisconsin retirementfund.
(4) The modification pursuant to this subsection shall, if the State of Wisconsin
requests it, exclude (in the case of emploiyees in the coverage group established by
paragraph (p2) of this subsection) all service performed in policemen's positions, all
service performed in firemen's positions, or both.
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Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Speaker,
I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the bill (H. R.
2062) to permit the coordination of the
Wisconsin retirement fund with the
Federal old-age and survivors insurance
system.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from New
York [Mr. REED]?
There being no objection, the Clerk
read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That section 218 of the
Social Security Act (relating to voluntary
agreements for coverage of State and local

employees) Is hereby amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new subUDtherefore,
section:"WsOSNRMMN
"WISONSI
REmEMET

1953

JuY 28

time and passed, and a motion to recon
sider was laid on the table.
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. speaker.
H. R. 2062 makes an exception to sec
tion 218 (d) of the Social Security Act,
which prohibits coverage under old-age
and survivors Insurance for employees
who are in positions that are coveredi by
a State or local retirement system at the
time coverage is extended to the cover
age group to which they belong. The
amendment Permits members of the
Wisconsin retirement fund. while re
taining the protection of that fund, to
be covered by old-age and survivors in
surance If the State so desires.
For some years prior to 1950, when the
Social Security Act was amended so as
to permit agreements with the States
providing old-age and survivors insur
ance coverage for State and local em
ployees not covered by a State or local
retirement system, as well as since that
time, the Wisconsin retirement law has
contained a clear indication of the
State's intention that its system be co
ordlirated with the old-age and survivors
insurance system when possible, thereby
providing Its employees and the employees of its subdivisions with protec
tion under both systems.
At the time of the enactment of the
Social Security Act Amendments of 1950.
the Congress was of the opinion that no
action should be taken which might
jeopardize the continuance of existing
State and local retirement systems.
Whether or not State and local employees generally, who are now covered
by a retirement plan, should be permitted to be brought under social-security
coverage is a broad question which the
Committee on Ways and Means believes
needs more study before legislation of
that kind is attempted. This bill,

~of

does not change'the principle'

present law in this regard. The Wisconsin retirement system is unique In
that it specifically provides for integration with the social-security system, and
the State plan cannot be fully effective
without such Integration since it was
formulated so as to dovetail with the
Federal system. In view of this special
situation, the Committee on Ways and
Means Is unanimously of the opinion

(i)(1) Notwithstanding subsection (d),
the agreement with the State of Wisconsin
may. subject to. the provisions of this sub
section, be modified so as to apply to service
performed by employees in positions covered
by the Wisconsin retirement fund.
"'(2) All employees In positions covered
by the Wisconsin retirement fund at any
time on or after January 1, 1951. shall, for
the purposes of subsection (c) only, be
deemed to be a separate coverage group;ththenamntoH.R202ia
except that there shall he excluded from ththenamntoH.R202i
such separate coverage group all employees propriate at this time.
In positions to which the agreement applies
without regard to this subsection.
"(3) The modification pursuant to this
subsection shall exclude (in the case of em
ployees In the coverage group established
by paragraph (2) of this subsection) service
performed by any individual during any
period before he Is Included under the Wis
consin retirement fund.
"(4) The modification pursuant to this
subsection shall, if the State of Wisconsin
requests it. exclude (in the case of employees
In the coverage group established by para
graph (2) of this subsection) all service
performed In policemen's positions, all serv
ice performed in firemen's positions, or
both.,,
SEC. 2. For the purposes of section 218 (f)
of the Social Security Act (relating to effec
tive dates of agreements), the amendment
made by the first section of this act shall
take effect as of January 1, 1951.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, was read the third
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JULY 30 (legislative day, JULY 27), 1953.-Ordered to be printed

Mr.

MILLIKIN,

from the Committee on Finance, submitted the
following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 2062]

The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the bill (H. R.
2062) to permit the coordination of the Wisconsin retirement fund,
with the Federal old-age and survivors insurance system, having
considered the same, report favorably thereon without amendment
and recommend that the bill do pass.
GENERAL STATEMENT

H. R. 2062 makes an exception to section 218 (d) of the Social
Security Act, which prohibits coverage under old-age and survivors
insurance for employees who are in positions that are covered by a
State or local retirement system at the time coverage is extended to
the coverage group to which they belong. The amendment permits
members of the Wisconsin retirement fund, while retaining the pro
tection of that fund, to be covered by old-age and survivors insurance
if the State so desires.
For some years prior to 1950, when the Social Security Act was
amended so as to permit agreements with the States providing old-age
and survivors insurance coverage for State and local employees not
covered by a State or local retirement system, as well as since that
time, the Wisconsin retirement law has contained a clear indication
of the State's intention that its system be coordinated with the old-age
and survivors insurance system when possible, thereby providing its
employees and the employees of its subdivisions with protection under
both systems.
At the time of the enactment of the Social Security Act Amend
ments of 1950, the Congress was of the opinion that no action should
be taken which might jeopardize the continuance of existing State
26006
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and local retirement systems. Whether or not State and local em
ployees generally who are now covered by a retirement plan should
be permitted to be brought under social-security coverage is a broad
question which this committee believes needs more study before
legislation of that kind is attempted. This bill, therefore, does not
change the principle of present law in this regard. The Wisconsin
retirement system is unique in that it specifically provides for inte
gration with the social-security system, and the State plan cannot
befully effective withcut such integration since it was formulated so
as to dovetail with the Federal system. In view of this special 'situa
tion, the committee is unanimously of the opinion that the enactment
of H. R. 2062 is appropriate at this time.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with subsection 4 of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill are shown
as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black
brackets; new matter is printed in italics; existing law in which no
change is proposed is shown in roman):
SECTION 218 OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACm
VOLUNTARY

AGREEMENTS

FOR COVERAGE

OF STATE AND LOCAL EMPLOYEES

Purpose of Agreement
Sir. 218 (a) (1) The Administrator shall, at the request of any State, enter
i-nto an agreement with such state for the purpose of extending the insurance
system established by this title to services performed by iindividuais as employees
of such State or any political subdivision thereof. Each such agreement shall
contain such provisions, not inconsistent with the provisions of this section. W~
the State may request.
(2) Notwithistanding section 210 (a), for the purposes of this title the term
",employment" includes any service included under an agreement entered into
under this section.
Definitions
(b) For the purposes of this section
(1) The term "S~tate" Goes not incluc~e the District of Columbia.
(2) The term "Political subdivision" includes an instrumentality of (A) a
State, (B) one or more political subdivisions of a State, or (C) a state and
one or more of its political subdivisions.
(3) The term "employee" includes an officer of a State or political bub
division.
(4) The term "retirement system" means a pension, aninuity, retirement,
or similar fund or system established by a State or by a political subdivision
thereof.
k5) The term "coverage group" means (A) employees of the State other
than those engagea in performing service in connection with a proprietary
function; (B) employees of a political subdivision of a State other than those
engaged in performing service in connection with a proprietary function;
(C) employees of a State engaged in performing service in connection with a
single proprietary function; or (D) employees of a political subdivision of a
State engaged in performing service iri connection with a single proprietary
function. If under the preceding sentence an employee would be included
in more than one coverage group by reason of the fact that he performs service
in connection with two or more proprietary functions or in connection with
both a proprietary function and a nonproprietary function, he shall be
included in only one such coverage group. The determination of the cover
age group in which such employee shall be included shall be made in such
manner as may be specified in the agreement.
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Services Covered
(c) (1) An agreement under this section shall be applicable to any one or more
coverage groups designated by the State.
(2) In the case of each coverage group to which the agreement applies, the
agreement must include all services (other than services excluded by or pursuant
to subsection (d) or paragraph (3), (5), or (6) of this subsection) performed by
individuals as members of such group.
(3) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, exclude (in the case of any
coverage group) any services of an emergency nature or all services in any class or
classes of elective positions, part-time positions, or positions the compensation for
which is on a fee basis.
(4) The Administrator shall, at the request of any State, modify the agreement
with such State so as to (A) include any coverage group to which the agreement
did not previously apply, or (B) include, in the case of any coverage group to
which the agreement applies, services previously excluded from the agreement;
but the agreement as so modified may not be inconsistent with the provisions of
this section applicable in the case of an original agreement with a State.
(5) Such agreement shall, if the State requests it, exclude (in the case of any
coverage group) any agricultural labor, or service performed by a student, desig
nated by the State. This paragraph shall apply only with respect to service which
is excluded from employment by any provision of section 210 (a) other than para
graph (8) of such section.
(6) Such agreement shall exclude
(A) service performed by an individual who is employed to relieve him
from employment,
(1B1 service performed in a hospital, home, or other institution by a patient
or inmate thereof,
(C.) covered transportation service (as determined under section 210 (1)),
and
(D) service (other than agricultural labor or service performed by a stu
dent) which is excluded from employment by any provision of section 210 (a)
other than paragraph (8) of such section.
Exclusion of Positions Covered by Retirement Systemns
(d) No agreeme~nt with any Statenmayhe made applicable (either in theoriginal
agreement or by any modification thereof) to aniy service performed by employees
as members of. any coverage group in positions covered by a retirement system on
the date such agreement is made applicable to such coverage group.
Payments and Reports by States
(c) Each agreement under this section shall prov'ide
(1) that the State will pay to the Secretary of the Treasury, at such time
or times as the Administrator may by regultions prescribe, a-mounts equiva
lent to the sum of the taxes which would be imposed by sections 1400- and
1410 of the Internal Revenue Code if the services of employees covered by
the agreement constituted employment as defined in section 1426 of such
code: and
(2.) that the State will comply with such regulations relating to payments
and reports as the Administrator may prescribe to carry out the purposes of
this section.
Effective Date of Agreement
(f) Any agreement or modification of an agreement under this section shall be
effective with respect to services performed after an effective date specified in
such agreement or modification, but in no case prior to January 1, 1951, and in
no case (other than in the case of an agreement or modification agreed to prior to
January 1, 1954) prior to the first day of the calendar year in which such agreement
or modification, as the case may be, is agreed to by the Administrator and the
State.
Termination of Agreement
(g) (1) Upon giving at least two years' advance notice in writing to the
Administrator, a State may terminate, effective at the end of a calendar quarter
specified in the notice, its agreement with the Administrator either
(A) in its entirety, but only if the agreement has been in effect from its
effective date for not less than five years prior to the receipt of such notice; or
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(B) with respect to any coverage group designated by the State, but only
if the agreement has been in effect with respect to such coverage group for not
less than five years prior to the receipt of such notice.
(2) If the Administrator, after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing
to a State with whom he has entered into an agreement pursuant to this section,
finds that the State has failed or is no longer legally able to comply substantially
with any provision of such agreement or of this section, he shall notify such State
that the agreement will be terminated in its entirety, or with respect to any one
or more coverage groups designated by himn, at such time, not later than two years
from the date of such notice, as he deems appropriate, unless prior to such time
he finds that tjiere no longer is any such failure or that the cause for such legal
inability has been removed.
(3) If any agreement entered into under this section is terminated in its entirety,
the Administrator and the State may not again enter into an agreement pursuant
to this section. If any such agreement is terminated with respect to any coverage
group, the Administrator and the State may not thereafter modify such agree
ment so as to again make the agreement applicable with respect to such coverage
group.
Deposits in Trust Fund; Adjustments
(h) (1) All amounts received by the Secretary of the Treasury under an agree
ment made pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the Trust Fund.
(2) If more or less than the correct amount due under an agreement made
pursuant to this section is paid with respect to any payment of remuneration,
roper adjustments with respect to the amounts due under such agreement shall
te made, without interest, in such manner and at such times as may be prescribed
by regulations of the Administrator.
(3) If an overpayment cannot be adjusted under paragraph (2), the amount
thereof and the time or times it is to be paid shall be certified by the Administrator
to the Managing Trustee, and the Managing Trustee, through the Fiscal Service
of the Treasury Department and prior to any action thereon by the General
Accounting Office, shall make payment in accordance with such certification.
The Managing Trustee shall not be held personally liable for any payment or
payments made in accordance with a certification by the Administrator.
Regulations
(i) Regulations of the Administrator to carry out the purposes of this section
shall be designed to make the requirements imposed on States. pursuant to this
section the same, so far as practicable, as those imposed on employers pursuant
to this title and subchapter A or E of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code.
Failure To Make Payments

(j) In case any State does not make, at the time or times due, the payments

provided for under an agreement pursuant to this section, there shall be added, as
part of the amounts due, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the
date due until paid, and the Administrator may, in his discretion, deduct such
amounts plus interest from any amounts certified by him to the Secretary of the
Treasury for payment to such State under any other provision of this Act.
Amounts so deducted shall be deemed to have been paid by the State under such
other provision of this Act. Amounts equal to the amounts deducted under this
subsection are hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund.
Instrumentalities of Two or More States
(k) The Administrator may, at the request of any instrumentality of two or
more States, enter into an agreement with such instrumentality for the purpose of
extending the insurance system established by this title to services performed by
individuals as employees of such instrumentality. Stich agreement, to the extent
practicable, shall be governed by the provisions of this section applicable in the
ease of an agreement with a State.
Delegation of Functions
(1) The Administrator is authorized, pursuant to agreement with the head
of any Federal agency, to delegate any of his functions under this section to any
officer or employee of such agency and otherwise to utilize the services and
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-facilities of such agency in carrying out such functions, and payment therefor
shall be in advance or by way of reimbursement, as may be provided in such
agreement.
Wisconsin Retirement Fund
Cm) (1) Notwithstandingsubsection (d), the agreement with the State of Wisconsin
may, subject to the provisions of this subsection, be modified so as to apply to service
'performed by employees in positions covered by the Wisconsin retirement fund.
(2) All employees in positions covered by the Wisconsin retirement fund at any
time on or after January 1, 1951, shall, for the purposes of subsection (c) only, be
deemed to be a separate coverage group; except that there shall be excluded from such
separate coverage group all employees in positions to which the agreement applies
without regard to this subsection.
CS) The modification pursuant to this subsection shall exclude Cin the case of
emplopees in the coverage group established by paragraph C2) of this subsection)
service performed by any individual during any period before he is included under
the Wisconsin retirement fund.
C4) The modification pursuant to this subsection shall, if the State of Wisconsin
requests it, exclude Cin the case of emploi.yees in the coverage group established by
paragraph C2) of this sub-section) all service performed in policemen's positions, all
service performed in firemen's positions, or both.
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COORDINATION OF WISCONSIN RE
TIREMENT FUND WITH FEDERAL
OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSUR
ANCE SYSTEM
The bill (H. R. 2062) to permit the co

ordination of the Wisconsin retirement
fund with the Federal old-age and sur
vivors insurance system was considered,
ordered to a third reading, read the third
time, and passed.

Public Law Z79 - 83d Congress
Chapter 504 - 1st Session
H. R. 2062
AN ACT
To permift the coordination of the Wisconsin retirement fund with the Federal
old-age and survivors insurance systein.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United S~tates of Amnerica in Cong7ress assernbied, That section 218 of Wisconsin rethe Social Security Act (relating to voluntary agreements for cover- tirlement f'und.
age of State and local employees) is hereby amenaed by adding at the 64 Stat. 514.
end thereof the following new subsection:
42 USC 418.
"CWISCONSIN RETIREMENT FUND

"(in) (1) Notwithstanding subsection (d), the -agreement with the
State of Wisconsin may, subject to the provisions of this subsection, 67 Stat. 587.
be modified so as to apply to service performed by employees in posi- 67 Stat. 588.
tions covered by the Wisconsin retirement fund.
" (2) All employees in positions covered by the Wisconsin retirement
fund at any time on or after January 1, 1951, shall, for the purposes of
subsection (c) only, be deemed to be a separate coverage g~roup; except
that there shall be excluded from such separate coverage group all
employees in positions to which the agreement applies witho~ut regard
to this subsection.
"(.3) The modification p~ursuant to this subsection shall exclude
(in the case of emp)loyees in the coverage group established by para
graph (2) of this subsection) service performed by any individual
during any period before he is included under the Wisconsin retirc'
ment fund.
"1(4) The modification pursuant to this subsection shall, if the
State of Wisconsin requests it, exclude (in the case of employees in the
coverage group established by paragraph (2) of this subsection) all
service performed in policemen's positions, all service performed in
firemen's l)ositions, or both."
SEC. 2. For the purposes of section 218 (f) of the Social Security Effeotive date.
Act (relating to effective dates of agreements), the amendment made
by the first section of this Act shall take effect as of January 1, 1951.
Approved August 15, 1953.
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REPORT

No. 758

AMENDING THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937,
SO AS TO ELIMINATE REDUCTIONS OF ANNUITIES AND
PENSIONS IN CERTAIN CASES

JuLY 19, 1,953.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr.. WOLVERTON, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 356]

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to whom was
referred the bill (H. R. 356) to amend the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937, as amended, having considered the same, report favorably
thereon with an amendment and recommend that the bill as amended
do pass.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 1, after line 5, insert the following:
SEC. 2. In the case of any deceased individual whose death occurred before
the first day of the first month following the month in which this Act is enacted,
so much of any annuity or pension payment as is due such individual by reason
.of the enactment of the first section of this Act shall be paid only
(1) to the widow or widower of the (Icceased, if such widow or widower is
living on .such first day; or
(2) if there is no such widow or widower, to the child or children of the
deceased if such child or children are living on such first day.
For the purposes of this section, the terms '~widow", "widower", and "Child"
have the same meanings as those assigned to such terms by section 5 (1) (1) of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Purpose of the legislation
This legislation would rep~eal retroactively, as of the date it became
law, one provision of the amendments made to the Railroad Retire
mevA Act of 1937 by the act of October 30, 1951 (Public Law 234,
82d Cong.).
The provision being repealed is the last paragraph of section 3 (b)
of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended. It is commonly
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referred to ,s the:"'dual. beziefit!" provision or the "social security
offse't" and re'ads as follows:
The retiremenit annuity, or pension 'of an individual, and the annuity' of' his
spouse, if -any, shall be reduced, beginning with the month in which such individual

is, or on proper application would be, entitled to An old age insurance benefit
under the Social Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of the individual's
retirement annuity, by that portion of-such annuity which is based on his years
'oevice jn1 compensation before 1937, or by the amount of such old age
insurance benefit, which~ever ,is less,' (ii) in the case of the individual~s'peftsion,
'by the amount of such old age insurance benefit, and (iii) in the case, of the
spouse's annuity, to one-half the. individual's retirenment annu'ity or pension as
'reduced. puirsuant'to clause '(i) or'cliuse '(ii) of this paragraph: Provided, however,
That', in the case of any individual receiving or 'entitled to receive an annuity
or pehs'ion on the day prior to the date of enactme~nt of this paragraph, the reduc
tions required by this paragraph sWil not operate, to reduce -the sum of (A) the
retirement annuity or pension' of 'the individual, (B) 'the spouse's annuity, if
any, and (C) the benefits under the Social Security Act which. the individual and
hi's iamily rceive or are entitled to receive 'on the basis of N~s wages, to an' amount
less 'than such aura was before the enactment of this paragraph.

Operationof the dual-beniefi provision
Stated generally, the above-quoted provision of law requires a
reduction mn rte annuity or pension which certain individuals, other
wise would be entitled to receive under the Railroad Retirement Act
-of1937, as amended.
Under the provision, the railroad retirement annuity or pension Of
an individual must be reduced if such individual has creditable rail
~roadlservice before 1937 and'he is receiving; or is entitled to receive
on aipplication, an old-a'e benefit'under the Sooial Security Act. The
reduction must 'be Made even -though the old-age benefit is -merely
.otential,,and is not being received by the individual either because
te has not Mold for-it or because he is still working. The reduction
in a railroad retirement annuity' is equal. to the smaller of the follewinjg:
That portion of the annuity which is based on "prior" service (that'is~
the 'employee's' years 'of"service before 1937), or the amount of the
old-age insu'rafce benefit under the Social Security 'Act which he is'
receiving, or is entitled to receive upon, making proper application.
in the case of an individual 'receiving a pension, the reduction is equal
to the 'amiount of the old-age 'insurance benefit which he is receiving,,
or 1s entitled to receive upon making proper application.
Where the,,retie 'epoyee's annuity or pension has been reduced
by this provision1 the 'restriction' frequently operatee to reduce the
!po~use's annuity, if any, to which the'hiusband or wife of such employee
is entitled under the Railroad Retirement Act. This result -comes
About. because the dual-benefit restriction provides 'that the spouse's
annuity is to be' reduced to one-half of the, annuity or pension of the
enmployee after it has been reduced by this provision. It is trtfe that
in some' cases there will ber'no actual reduction in the.spouse's Annuity,
because' the law proyides that the maximum spouse's annuity under
iAny circumstances is $40, and one-half of the eminloyee's reduced
annuity or pension may. still exceed $40. However, in many other
cases, the effect of !the dual-benefit restriction is to add a reduction in
the annuity to which. the; spouse would otherwise be entitled -to the
,reduction, which is made in. the annuity or pension of the employee
.himself.,
i~t should, be pointed. out that the. effect of these reductions may be
mitigated' in 'the case of' certain retired employees who were on the
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rolls on the date of the enactment of the 1951 amendments. Even
at that timne it could be foreseen that the dual-benefit restriction would
lead to serious hardships and inequities. For that reason the amend
ments included a so-called savings provision under which the reduc
tions under the dual-benefit restriction could not result in a com
bined retirement income for the railroad employee and his family,
from both the railroad-retirement and social-security systems, which
was less than the actual such combined retirement income as of Oce
tober 29, 1951. The savings provision was perhaps less effective than
was intended because the amount protected by the provision did not
include social-security benefits for which a railroad annuitant could
have been, but was not, entitled. Therefore, when an annuitant who
could have been, but was not, entitled to social security on the day
before enactment of Public Law 234 became entitled to social security
by filing a proper application, a reduction in the railroad annuity
resulted even though the social-security benefits were not paid because
of operation of the work clause.
The Railroad Retirement Board reported that on December 31,
1952, the annuities of 30,200 railroad annuitants and 10,500 wives
of annuitants have been reduced by operation of the dual-benefit
provision. The average reductions in montffly annuities were re
ported to be:
Anniuitants
Annuitants
Annuitants
Annuitants

protected by the savings provision ------------------------ $17
not protected by the savings provision---------------------24
and wives protected by the savings provision ---------------- 46
and wives not protected by the savings provision------------- 38
These numbers were not based on an actual count. Rather the

Retirement Board analyzed 1 percent of all annuities in effect and
assumed that the averages for all annuitant groups were the same as
in the sample a-ad that actual numbers of persons were 100 times the
corresponding numbers in the sample. Lack of accuracy in the sam
ple may explain why the average reduction in the annuities of annui
tants and wives protected by the savings provision is more than for
employees and wives not so protected.
In any event, there are several tens of thousands of retired railroad
employees and their wives whose annuities have been reduced by the
dual benefit provisions in monthly amounts which can be as high as
$85 for a retired employee and $40 for his wife, and which, with respect
to a family unit, average perhaps $27 to $35 per month.
Effect of dual-benefit provision was changed by 1952 amendments to
Social Security Act
The size of the reductions which must be made from many annuities
and pensions under the Railroad Retirement Act by reason of the
dual-benefit restriction was increased by a technical amendment to

the law made in 1952.

Under the 1951 amendments to railroad

retirement, legislation, the Railroad Retirement Board was required
to consider only those benrefits payable under the Social Security Act
as it existed in 1950. In 1952, however, the Social Security Act
was amended in order to increase the benefits payable thereunder.
The Congress intended this increase to average approximately $6 a
month for beneficiaries entitled to social-security payments on their
own employment records; and intended that there be a proportionate
increase in the case of social-security benefits payable to dependents.
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The intent of the Congress in voting these increases was not carried
out with respect to thousands of individuals receiving annuities or
pensions under the Railroad Retirement Act. Indeed, many of
them actually suffered a reduction in their overall retirement benefits
because of these 1952 amendments. This came about because the
1952 amendments to the Social Security Act required that thereafter
the dual-benefit restriction be computed by reference to the benefits
payable under the. Social Security Act as amended in 1952. A rail
road retirement annuitant or pensioner in many cases was now entitled
to a higher social-security benefit. Therefore, regardless of whether
or not he actually received any part of that increased benefit, the
reduction in his railroad-retirement benefit was required to be deter
mined by reference to the higher social-security benefit, unless the
railroad prior service limit applied.
If the dual-benefit restriction is retained in the law, and if in the
future the method of amendment used in 1952 is again resorted to,
any future increase in social-security benefits will be denied in whole
or in part to thousands of railroad retirement annuitants and pen
sioners, and- many others i. e., those who are not receiving social
security benefits because of operation of the social security "work
clause" will suffer a degrease in their monthly retirement income.
The provision should be repealed without delay
The dual-benefit provision, as has been explained, has resulted in
the reduction of many thousands of annuities and pensions, some of
which had been paid for many years, and all of which were thought by
the recipients to-be fully backed by the faith and credit of the United
States.
In the vast majority of cases, at the timne of the commencement of
the employment on which the social security benefit is based, such
employment .could not, under the law, affect any railroad retirement
benefit; and in somne thousands of cases, the social security benefit
upon which the railroad reduction is based cannot be paid by reason
of the operation of the social security ''work clause."~
The committee has concluded that if these and other consequences
had been foreseen it is doubtful whether the provision would have
been included in the 1951 amendments.
In order to restore the confidence of railroad employees in t~he
fairness and equity of their retircment system, the committee urges
immediate repeal of this provision.
The committee amendment
The committee amendment to the bill is a technical one, and the
need for it arises from the fact that this legzislation would repeal the
dual-benefit provision retroactively. As the result of such repeal,
many individuals will be'entitled to receive annuity or pension pay
ments with respect to some or all of the period during which the dualbenefit provision has been in effect. This amendmen't merely specifies
the survivors who will be entitled to receive the money in cases where
such individuals have died.
BROAD INTEREST IN THE LEGISLATION

Since this so-called dual-benefit provision was enacted into iuw,
thousands of letters of complaint have been received by this committee
and by Members of Congress from the individuals affected and from
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organizations representing railroad annuitants and pensioners. This
proison has evoked more Criticism than any other feature of the
Rairoad Retirement Act. The great interest in, and need for, this
legislation is evidenced by the fact that no'less than 18 bills to repeal
this pro-vision were introduced in the House during the first 4 months
of -this session. Some of these bills differ in matters of detail; but, mn
principle, the objectives of all bills are identical-namely, the repeal
of the provision.
The following letter received by the committee is illustrative of the
many complaints that have been made as to the effect of the provision
on retired railroad annuitants and pensioners:
PHILADELPHIA 31, PA.
Hon. CHARLES WOLvERTON.
DEAR SIR: To introduce myself, I am a retired engineer (railroad) having retired
from the Pennsylvania Railroad, New York Division, 'over 10 years ago and I am
writing to you to ask a few questions in regard to the Railroad Retirement Act,
in which I am informed you are very much interested.
I believe the Railroad Retirement Act put a tax of 6% percent on the railroad
employee and also on the railroad company payroll of a like amount, making a,
total of 12%, percent on wages and salaries up to $300 per month, while the tax
under social security is only 1Y2 percent for the employee and 1Y2 for the employer,
a total of 3 percent.
If this is true the Railroad Retirement Act should be amended and the full
amount of the railroad retirement pension should be paid and the amount of the
social security shoul'd not be deducted from the railroad retirement pension as
it is a case of deducting from one to pay the other, and the tax on the railroad
retirement is over four times as much as the social security.
When I retired on December 31, 1942, after over 40 years of service with the
railroad, I was given an annuity' of $93.87 per month which through subsequent
increases of 20 percent and a later increase of 15 percent raised my annuity to
$129.80 which was immediately reduced to $98.30 by deducting the amount of
my social-security, $31.50, and I know of other retired mnen who have been reduced
up to nearly $60. per montb.
Many employees who wyork in the service of the Government, and so forth, are
retired, on half-pay at different ages and length of service and can then go out
and obtain other employment under the Social Security Act and they are not
reduced, and as things are today we are only getting a bare living not considering
doctor bills,' clothing, and other expenses. The Railroad Retirement Act and
the Social Security Act are supposed to be. two separate funds and as such we
should be entitled to the full amount from each. I cannot see why the amount of
the social security should be deducted from the railroad retirement pension as we
qualified for each of them.
Brother Wolverton, I understand from friends of mine who know you that you
are a conscientious and God-fearing man, and that you are doing all you can to
rectify this unjust condition and that you are very much interested in our cause.
I therefore sincerely hope and pray you will back us up in having the Railroad
Retirement Act amended and that this unjust reduction will be returned to us in
full, retroactive from November 1, 1951.
I am writing to you because I think our cause is just and that we are entitled
to the full amount from each. Hoping for success in our fight for justice and also
that you will help us all you can, I am sincerely,
Respectfully,
JAMES

W.

JEWITT,

Retired Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad.
THE EFFECTS OF THE DUAL-BENEFIT PROVISION WERE NOT THOROUGHLY
APPRAISED IN 1951

The legislative history of the 1951 amendments to the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 indicates that when Congress passed the
dual-benefit provision it did not do so on the basis of the kind of
careful appraisal which it. should have had.
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There is ground for believing that the provision was not actually
favored by the House, 'but was agreed to along with other provisions
in order to prevent the hardship to railroad workers which would have
resulted if the 1951 amendments had failed to become law.
The 1951 amendments bore the bill number H. R. 3669, and the bill
as introduced contained the dual-benefit provision. However, in
reporting it to the House, the commnittee struck out all after the
enacting clause and inserted a substitute text, and in doing so, elim
inated the dual-benefit provision. In the House a substitute for
the committee amendment was adopted, and the bill as it passed
and went to the Senate did not contain the dual-benefit provision.
The Senate struck out all after the enacting clause of the' House
bill and inserted a substitute text, identical~with a bill (S. 1347) pre
viously passed by the Senate. The text substituted by the Senate
included the dual-benefit provision.
The bill was sent to conference to resolve the differences between
the two Houses. As agreed to by the committee of conference, the
bill retained the dual-benefit provision. Both Houses adopted the
conference agreement, and in this form the 1951 amendments became
law.
There was nothing in the House debate on the conference report,
or in the statement of the managers on the part of the House, to indi
cate any affirmative approval of the dual-benefit restriction as a fair
and just provision.
It will be recalled that there were very serious differences between
the. Senate and House on numerous features of the 1951 amendmentsdifferences of such magnitude and far-reaching importance from the
standpoint of the railroad retirement system that the provision here
under discussion; despite its importance, was a relatively minor feature
of the legislation as a whole.
As is well known, conferences between the two Houses are for the
purposes of resolving differences and reaching compromises. The fact
that the House conferees, and later the House itself, agreed to reten
tion of the Senate dual-benefit provision does not necessarily mean
that there was agreement as to the merits of the provision.
REASONS

WHY

THE DUAL-BENEFIT PROVISION SHOULD BE REPEALED

Until enactment of the 1951 amendments, the Railroad Retirement
Act had been universally regarded as providing annuities and pensions
to retired railroad workers for the rest of their lives, except for the
months in which they performed compensated service for a railroad
or for the person by whom they were last employed prior to retire
ment. This belief has been shattered by the enactment of the dualbenefit provision of this law. This provision should be repealed
promptly for the following reasons:
1. Railroad employees believed that benefits once granted would not be
reduced
Upon retirement~, each qualified individual received a certificate and
a letter from the Railroad Retirement Board which certified that such
individual was entitled to an annuity under the Railroad Retirement
Act and that during his lifetime regular monthly payments, of a speci
fied amount would be mailed to him each month. Such certificates
have been issued since 1936. Many thousands of such retired aunni
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-tants and pensioners now find that the annuities and pensions which
they had thought underwritten by the Government of the United
States have been redunced under the dual-benefit provision. This has
been a most shocking experience to them. These individuals had a
right to expect that the benefits payable to them under the Railroad
Retirement Act would not be subject to a reduction during their life
time. They had made plans for their retirement in the belief that
esuch benefits would be available to them. Tbey had done noth ng
of themselves to cause a reduction in their benefits. The reduction
was brought about by this provision which was enacted into law after
they started to receive their benefits.
This committee believes that the Congress, when it passed the Rail
road Retirement Act in 1937, did not intend that an annuity or pension

payable under the act, once granted, should s'ubsequently be reduced
because the individual had also been engaged in gainful employment
covered by the Social Security Act and had qualified for an old-age

benefit under that act. When the Railroad Retirement Act'of 1937
was passed, beneficiaries under the act were given to understand that
this law would remove the fears and uncertainties, which were present
under the voluntary pension plans of the railroads, that their annuities
and pensions would be discontinued or reduced. Unfortunately,
these fears and uncertainties have been revived as a Tesult of the enact
ment and operation of the dual-benefit provision. That provision
has already brought about a great deal of discomfort and unhappiness
to many thousands of retired railroad workers. The number of
individuals affected will be much larger 10 years from now.
2. It creates an inequity to employees compelled to seekc social security
emptoyment
It should be emphasized that many individuals who have qualified
for benefits under both acts have done so because they have been
compelled to seek social security employment and not because they
were seeking to qualify for an additional benefit upon retirement.
In some cases they were compelled to seek employment outside the
railroad industry by reason of a reduction in force or by reason of the
abandonment of operations by a carrier. There are many other
cases where the individuals concerned accepted employment outside
of the railroad industry during the war, w-hen their particular skills
were in demand, in order to fulfill their patriotic obligati'ons.
Congressman Poulson has brought to the attention of this com-,
mittee a situation which has developed in Los Angeles, Calif., and
which may result in the transfer of thousands of workers from coverage
under the Railroad Retirement Act to employment under the Social
Security Act. The Pacific Electric Railway has for many years oper
ated a local and interurban transportation system centering in and
radiating out of Los Angeles. On March 4, 1953, this carrier sold its
passenger business, subject to the approval of Federal, State, and

municipal regulating authorities.

If approval of the regulatory

authorities is given to the proposal, the new passenger operations. will
be conducted by an int~rastate common carrier, not subject to the pro
visions of the Railroad Retirement Act. Those employees who remain

in the employ of the new company will become subject to the provisions
of title II of the Social Security Act. Those who find employment
elsewhere will most likely be subject to the provisions of the Social
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Security Act. Congressman Poulson estimated that 2,715 people will
lose their jobs with the Pacific Electric Railway when this transfer of
business is made. When many of these employees reach retirement
age they will, under the dual-benefit provision of the present law, find
their railroad retirement annuities reduced because of their eligibility
for a social security benefit. Through no fault of their own, they will
be forced to take a reduction in their railroad retirement benefits1
unless this provision is repealed.
3. It creates an inequity between railroademployees and persons covered
by other Federalretirernentsystems
Under the Civil Service Retirement Act many annuities now payable
to retired Federal employees are based on service before the establish
ment of that system in 1920. This prior service will continue to be a
factor in Federal annuities for some years. Yet, a large number of
retired Federal employees have been receiving or will be eligible to
receive old-age benefits under the Social Security Act, without any
reduction whatsoever being made in their civil-service retirement
annuity. The same observation may be made about the Foreign
Service retirement system and about the retirement systems for the
employees of the Federal Reserve System and the Tennessee Valley
Authority. These retirement syst~ems, except that of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, have assumed the prior service liability. All the
above-mentioned Federal retirement systems are supported in part by
employee contributions.
In addition, there are a number of other Federal retirement systems
which provide annuities entirely at the Government's expense and
under which annuitants are not penalized for engaging in employment
which is subject to the Social Security Act. For example, individuals
who retire from the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast
Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, or Public Health Service, or from
the Federal judiciary, receive the full annuity to which they are
entitled under the applicable system without any reduction by reason
of any old age insurance benefit to which they may be entitled under
the Social Security Act.
4. It creates inequities between railroad employees and employees in
other industries
In many industries in which private pension plans operate, the
increases granted in social securit~y benefits in 1950 and 1952 have
not been deducted, or deducted only to a minor extent, from their
supplementary private pensions. Pensions payable under the plans
of the. Bell Telephone companies, for example , have been increased
substantially since 1949. W'hile the du Pont Co. has a pension plan
which calls for an offset of the full amount of the old-age insurance
.benefit under the Social Security Act, the plan was modified in 1950
so as to give to t~heir retired employees the entire increase in their
socia~l security benefits. The employees, of the Bell Telephone
companies and of the du Pont Co. do not make contributions to the
pension funds of those companies.
The pension plans of the steel industry, most of which were estab
lished in 1949 or 1950, do provide for a full offset of the social security
benefit. However, according to the testimony of Mr. Murray W.
Latimer, in general steelworkers have had the benefit, as comp'ared
with 1949, of the entire increase in social security benefits, plus a sub
stantial increase in company payments.
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5. It creates administrative difficulties for the Railroad Retirement
Board
The dual-benefit restriction creates difficult administrative problems
for the Railroad Retirement Board. For example, individuals may
become entitled or potentially entitled to social security benefits after
their railroad annuities begin, in which event the lat ter are subject
to reduction. For individuals entitled or potentially entitled to social
security benefits, continuation in social security employment may
result in additional credits under the Social Security Act. The amount
of potential old-age insurance benefits may be icesdonce each
quarter for an individual who has not filed a social security application,
and once each 12 months if an application has been filed. Whenever
the* old-age insurance benefit is increased or becomes subject to in
crease, the railroad retirement annuity of an individual to whom the
dual-benefit. restriction applies must be reduced. The Railroad Re
tirement Board has advised that approximately 500 new reductions
in annuities of this type are currently being made each month.
The source of information required for prompt application of these
reductions must come from the annuitants and pensioners themselves.
Because of widespread misunderstanding of the complex interrelations
between the Railroad Retirement and Social Security Acts which
have been newly created by the dual-benefit restrictions, few indi
vidul reotincreases in their old-age insurance benefits to the
Railroad Retirement Boa~rd. Usually the necessary information
comes from the Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance after a
lapse of many months. Hence, many overpayments, and in some
cases very large overpayments, have been made in the railroad annui
ties and pensions. The subsequent adjustments in such annuities
and pensions have caused a great deal of hardship to many indi
viduals who rely entirely on their retirement benefits for a livelihood.
6. It discriminates againsta. special group of retired employees
The dual-benefit provision discriminates against a special group of
retired railroad employees for the benefit of other beneficiaries under
the act. Owing to this provision of the law, the railroad annuity or
pension of a retired employee who has some credited prior service
(i. e., service before 1937) is reduced if he is also entitled to an oldage benefit under the Social Security Act. No reduction is made in
the annuity or pension of a retired railroad employee who does not
qualify for an old-age bene~t. The funds saved by not paying the
higher benefit in the first case mentioned above is used to pay higher
benefits to other beneficiaries under the act.
The distinction made between a railroad annuitant or pensioner
who also qualifies for a social security benefit and one who does not
qualify for su'ch a benefit is a distinction which is contrary to the spirit
of the Railroad Retirement Act. The act provided in the first in
stance that full credit should be given for all prior service not in
excess of a period which, with credited subsequent service, would
equal 30 years. This principle was continued in subsequent amend
ments to the act, which increased benefits and protection without
any such discrimination, until 1951.
Retired railroad workers who continue in social security employ
ment beyond the retirement age of 65 must pay the social-security
tax even though this tax may not increase their combined railroad
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and old-age insurance benefits because of the dual-benefit restriction
on the annuities of those who are entitled (or could become entitled)
to social security benefits.

7. Other considleratiom~
Opponents of this legislation have asserted that retired railroad
.employees affected by this provision of the law have not paid any
taxes on their prior service. This is grossly misleading. The fact is
that every tax payment ever made under the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act contained an allowance toward the cost of prior service. The
tax rates may not have been sufficient in all years to cover the full
cost of prior service but there was some allowance for it, with the
possible exception of the years 1937, 1938, and 1939.
In 1952, as has been mentioned above, Congress granted a monthly
increase in social security benefits intended to average approximately
$6 a month for primary beneficiaries. To the amazement of thousands
of retired railroad employees subject to the dual-benefit provision of
the Railroad Retirement Act, their annuities and pensions were further
reduced by the amount of their increase in social security benefits.
The relief that Congress intended to give to these individuals was
completely nullified by this provision in the Railroad Retirement Act.
In the opinion of the committee, such discriminations against a
special group of retired railroad workers are wholly unjustified.
COST OF REPEALING DUAL-BENEFIT PROVISION

The repeal of the dual-benefit provision will increase the cost of
benefits payable under the Railroad Retirement Act. The Railroad
Retirement Board has estimated that additional disbursements will
be $11 million a year for the first 10 years after repeal, $15 million
a year for the next decade, $9 million a year for the third decade,
$3 million a year for the fourth decade, and steadily decreasing
amounts thereafter until about the year 2000, after Which additional
disbursements resulting from repeal will cease. The aggregate addi
tional disbursements will be $385 million. The cost in terms of a
level percentage of payroll, assumed to be $~5 billion -annually, is 0.15.
At the hearings before this committee, the opponents of repeal of
the dual-benefit provision stressed the dangers to the solvency of the
railroad retirement system if benefits under the Railroad Retirement
Act were to be increased without additional revenues. One of the
opponents of repeal was the Railroad Retirement Board.
In a report to this committee dated April 24, 1951, the Railroad
Retirement Board estimated that the cost of H . R. 3669, 82d Congress,
then under study, would be 14.13 percent of the payroll, including
compensation up to $400 per month (Railroad Retirement Act
Aendments, hearings before the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, 82d Cong., 1st sess.,
on H. R. 3669, H. R. 3755, and others, p. 73). This cost percentage
was net, taking into account the increased revenue from the higher
limit on taxable compensation and the expected gains from adjust
ment with the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund.
The valuation on which the cost estimate was based was made as of
December 31, 1950, though the factors, other than payroll, were taken
from the fourth valuation made as of December 31, 1947. The
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assumed level payroll was $5.2 billion. The total payroll tax rate f~r
1951 was 12 percent, while for 1952 and thereafter it was 12.5 percent.
The effective equivalent level percentage tax rate as of December
31, 1950, was 12.485. The cost of H. R. 3669, 14.13 percent, was
1.645 percent in excess of the equivalent level percentage tax rate.
In its report to this committee on H. R. 3669, the Railroad Retire
ment Board specified that one of the criteria which had to be met
before the Board would recommend that a proposal to amend the
Railroad Retirement Act be acted upon favorably was thatAdded benefits and the method of financing them must be such as not to affect
the financial soundness of the system (hearings on H. R. 3669, p. 57).

But the Board recommended enactment of H. R. 3669 despite the
* * * fact that there is a difference of about 1% percent between the total tax
rate and the estimated actuarial level cost of the system as it would be amended
by the bill. But in the Board's opinion, this does not require an increase in the
tax rate to maintain the system on a financially sound-basis * * *

The fifth actuarial valuation of the Railroad Retirement System
indicated a level cost as of December 31, 1950 (but taking into account
the effect of Public Law 234 and of the Social Security Act Amend
ments of 1952), of 13.41 percent of the payroll up to $300 per month.
Taking the Board's estimate presented at the current hearings, repeal
of the social-security offset provisions would raise the total cost,
as of now, to 13.56 percent of the payroll. The level tax rate is now,
of course, 12.5 percent.
In 1951 the Board thought it proper to round off 1.645 percent of
payrolls to "about 1%percent." The amount dropped in the rounding
off, 0.145 percent of payroll, is the cost, according to the Board, of
repealing the dual-benefit provision.
The estimated level payroll used in the fifth valuation was $5.0
billion, as compared with $5.2 billion used in the cost estimate for
H. R. 36'69. The Board did not explain its reasons for concluding (i)
in 1951 that a negative difference of 1.645 percent of $5.2 billion was
no reason for concern about solvency, and (ii) in 1953, that a change
of 0.15 percent in the negative difference (from 0.91 percent to 1.06
percent) threatens disaster.
Although all of the witnesses testifying on cost were pressed, none
was willing to predict and none gave any reason for fearing that the
small cost of repeal of the dual-benefit provision would threaten seri
ous damage to the railroad-retirement system. The committee there
fore feels that the factor of cost does not warrant delay in repealing
the provision.
THE ALLEGED LOW RATIO OF TAXES TO BENEFITS IS IRRELEVANT TO
THE QUESTION OF REPEAL

The committee is aware that much has been made of the argument
that employees whose annuities are reduced will get far more than
they pay for. This seems to us beside the point. The annuitant
who retired in 1936 and who therefore paid not a cent in taxes will
continue to receive his full annuity if he has had no social-security
employment. And so will many thousands of those still living who
have not bad railroad employment since 1936. On the other hand,
the railroad employee who has paid railroad-retirement taxes for 16.
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or 20 or 25 years many have his annuity reduced by operation of the
dual-,benefit provision-. There is nio necessary connection- between
the annuity paidfTor and the application of the dual-benefit provision.
In any event, any retirement annuity system operated on a con
tributory basis must, if prior-service credits are provided for, begin
by granting annuities to employees who have. paid infinitely'small
-partsof the total cost.
CONCLUSION

This committee believes that the dual-benefit provision was not
-fully considered and its effect on retired annuitants and pensioners
was not fully appreciated, so far as the House is concerned, when
~it was enacted into law in 1951. The legislative history of the provi
sion, reviewed briefly above in 'this report, shows that it' was not in
the bill as it passed the House, but was included in the conference
agreement. 'The conference report was adopted by the House on
October 19, 1951, the day prior to the adjournment of the Congress.
Many Members of'the House expressed the view that while they did
not agree with all the provisions of the conference report, they never
theless supported it, in order that some 400,000 beneficiaries under the
act who were urgently in need 'of increased benefits would be able to
'obtain' such an' increase without further.delay.
The committee has now reexamined the dual-benefit provision
during extensive hearings on June 2, 3, 4, and 5, 1953, and in execu
tive session. After full consideration, we are firmly convinced that
this provision should be repealed, as of the date it took effect, because
it has created a great many hardships on, discriminations against, and
injustices to the thousands of individuals affected by it.
The'dual-benefit provision has resulted in reductions in the annuities
and pensions ,'which thousands of retired railroad workers were
receiving, under the Railroad Retirement Act. These reductions
,came as a shock to these individuals. They had assumed that the
annuities and pensions they were receiving would continue to be paid
to them for life, without reduction in 'amount. They had every
reason to make that .assumption, and they feel that they are the victims
,ofa.breach of faith.
Railroad employees cannot understand the fantastically complex
way in which the dual-benefit provision operates, since to understand
that operation one must have years of experience with the peculiar
intricacies of both the social security system and the railroad retireInent system.' As a result, it is difficult if not impossible-for railroad
annuitants and pensioners who are affected by the 'dual-benefit
provision to be sure without expert help, that any monthly check
they receive is made out in the correct amount and that they may
safely spend the money to which that 'check appears to entitle them.
Faith and confidence in the railroad retirement system, and an
-understanding'of how it works, can be restored only by repeal of the
dual-benefit provision.
The repeal of the dual-benefit provision will increase the estimated
level cost of the railroad retirement system by only a little more than
1 part in 100. In view of the hardships, discriminations, and inequities
resulting from the operation of the dual-benefit provision, the com
mittee believes that thie savings to the railroad retirement fund from
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the retention of this provision are not large enough to have overriding
consideration. We, therefore, urge the prompt enactment of the bill
here being reported.
CHANGES

IN EXISTING

LAW

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as intro
duced, are shown as follows (existing'law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, existing law in which no change is proposed
is shown in roman):
SECTION 3 (b) OF THE ]RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937, As AMIENDED

COMPTUTATION OF ANNUITIES
SEC. 3. (a) * * *.
(b) The "years of service" of an individual shall be determined as follows:
(1) In the~case of an individual who was an employee on the enactment date,.
the years of service shall include all his service subsequent to December 31, 1936,
and if the total number of such years is less than thirty, then the years of serviceshall also include bi-, service prior to .January 1, 1937, but not so as to make his
total years of service exceed thirty: Provided, however, That with respect to any
such individual who rendered service to any employer after January 1, 1937,
and who on the enactment date was not an employee of an employer conducting
the principal part of its business in the United States no greater proportion of his
service rendered prior to January 1, 1937, shall be included in his "years of service"
than the proportion which his total comr ensation (including compensation in any
month in excess of $300) for service after January 1, 1937, rendered anywhere'to
an employer conducting the principal rart of its business in the United States or
rendered in the United States to any other eniployer bears to his total compensa
tion (including compensation in any month in excess of $300) for service rendered
anywhere to an employer after January 1, 1937.
(2) In all other caaes, the years of service shall include only the service subse
quent to December 31, 1936.
(3) Where the years of service include only part of the service prior to January
1, 1937, the Fart included shall be taken in reverse order beginning with the last
calendar month of such service.
[The retirement annuity or pension of all individual, and the annuity of his
spouse, if any, shall be reduced, beginning with the month in which such individual
is, or on proper application would be, entitled to an aid age insurance benefit
under the Social Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of the individual's
retirement annuity, by that portion of such annuity which is based on his years
of service and compen~sation before 1937, or by the amount of such old age insur
ance benefit, whichever is less, (ii) in the case of the individual's pension, by the
amount of such old age insurance benefit, and (iii) in the case of the spouse's
annuity, to one-half the individual's retirement annuity or pension as reduced
pursuant to clause (i) or clause (ii) of this paragraph: Provided,, however, That,
in the case of any individual receiving or entitled to receive aim annuity or pension
on the day prior to the date of enactment of this paragraph, the reductions required
by this paragraph shall not operate to reduce the suim of (A) the retirement
annuity or pension of the individual, (B) the spouse's annuity, if any, and (C)
the L-enefits under the Social Security Act which the individual and his family
receive or are entitled to receive on the basis of his wages, to an amount less than
such sumn was before the enactment of this paragraph.]
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Part 2

AMENDING THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937,
SO AS TO ELIMINATE REDUCTIONS OF ANNUITIES AND
PENSIONS IN CERTAIN CASES

JULY 13,

Mr.

1953.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
of the Union and ordered to be printed

State

from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, submitted the following

CROSSER,

MINORITY VIEWS
[To accompany H. R. 356]

We are strongly opposed to the enactment of H. R. 356, as reported
by a majority of the committee, because the enactment of this bill
would (1) dangerously jeopardize the financial soundness of the rail
road retirement system, and (2) create far greater inequities to nearly
half a million individuals now receivinv benefits under the railroad
retirement system and to 1%' million active railroad employees, than
the inequities alleged to exist under the present law for some 30,000
retired annuitants and pensioners.
It should also be stated at the outset that the Railroad Retirement
Board is unanimously opposed to the passage of this bill, the Associa
tion of American Railroads, representing the employers who pay half of
tbh- taxes for the support of the railroad retirement system, is opposed
to this bill, and the Railway Labor Executives' Association, represent
ing approximately 80 percent of the railroad employees who pay the
other half of the taxes for the support of this retirement system, also
is opposed to the enactment of this bill.
The-report of the Railroad Retirement Board, and a statement of the
Railway Labor Executives' Association in opposition to this bill are
included i -itheappendix to the minority views.
The following discussion is divided into five parts. Part 1 contains
background information such as (1) the provisions of the Crosser
amendments of 1951, (2) the duplicate benefit provision which H. R.
356 would repeal, (3) the reasons for the restriction placed on the
payment of duplicate benefits, (4) why this provision has assumed
importance beginning with 1950, (5) the question of individual
equities under the railroad retirement system, etc. Part 2 analyzes
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the inequities alleged to exist by reason of the duplicate benefit
provision and shows that these allegations are without founda
tion in fact. Part 3 discusses the financial impact which the enact
ment of H. R. 356 would have on the railroad retirement account
and shows that if this measure is enacted it would immediately
increase the deficit by which the retirement system is now operating
from $45 million a year to $56 million a year and thereby seriously
jeopardize the financial soundness of the system. Part 4 shows that
the enactment of this bill would give rise to serious inequities between
some 30,000 annuitants, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the
nearly half-million other beneficiaries under this system and the 1%
million active railroad employees. Part 5 contains the concluding
remarks.
PART 1. BACKGROUND INFORIUATION

The bill reported by a majority of the committee would, ini effect,
repeal the last paragraph of section 3 (b) of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, commonly called the duplicate-benefit pro
vision, or the dual-benefit provision. This provision was one feature
of a very comprehensive law enacted in 1951, known as Public Law
234, 82d Congress. This law provided for substantial increases in the
level of benefits to nearly half a million retired railroad employees
and their survivors.
The total increases in benefits provided by the Crosser amendments

of 1951 amounted to approximately $108 million a year.

These in

creases in benefits were made possible without any increase in the tax
rate or the tax base only because other changes were made in the law,
including the adoption of the duplicate-benefit provision. Such
changes enabled the railroad retirement system to offset the cost of
the additional benefits provided by the Crosser amendments of 1951.

1. Provisionsof the Crosseramendments of 1951
Under the Crosser amendments of 1951, one of the most important
provisions for the increase of benefits for retired railroad employees
proper (excluding survivors) was the flat 15 percent increase which
applied to all retired annuitants and pensioners. However, 3
other significant changes in the law provided for higher retirement
benefits, namely: (1) The addition of a new benefit for the eligible wife
(or dependent husband) of a retired employee 65 years of age or over,
equal to one-half of the retired employee's annuity but not exceeding
$40 a month; (2) the provision for the crediting of a worker for service
rendered after the end of, the year in Which the employee becomes 65
years of age, but not to exceed a total of 30 years of service; and (3)
a new minimum provision for a guaranty under which the total bene
fits payable to the employee and his family would not be less than
what the family would have received if his railroad employment were
creditable under the Social Security Act. The average increas e in
retirement benefits per family under these 4 provisions was approxi
mately 27 percent.
Survivor benefits were increased by 33% percent. However, a new
minimum guaranty provision was added which guarantees that the
total monthly benefits payable to the survivors of an employee will,
in no case, be less than the total amount that would have been paid
to his survivors under the social security formula if the employee's
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railroad service were creditable under the Social Security Act. This
provision had the effect of increasing survivor benefits by more than
33% percent in most cases. In fact, the average benefit per family
was increased by the 1951 amendments by 43 percent over what was
provided by the old law.
2. Duplicate benefit provision
The duplicate benefit provision, which the bill advocated by the
majority repo: t would repeal, is quoted in the appendix to the minority
views.
Briefly stated, the duplicate benefit provision provides that the
retirement annuity or pension payable to a retired railroad employee
who will have had creditable railroad service before 1937, commonly
referred to as prior service (on which service no retirement taxes were
paid), must be reduced by any old-age insurance benefit for which
he may qualify under the Social Security Act, or by the amount of
that portion of his railroad annuity which is based on service before
1937, whichever is less. If the railroad annuitant does not qualify
for a social security old-age benefit, there is- no' reduction in his rail
road annuity, regardless of the number of years of prior service he
may be credited with in the computation of his annuity. If the rail
road annuitant will have no prior service credit in the computation of
his annuity, no reduction is made in such annuity regardless of the
amount of old-age benefit he may be receiving or is entitled to receive
under the Social Security Act. Thus, no deduction is made in an
individual's railroad annuity if such annuity is based exclusively on
railroad service after 1936.
In the cases where the railroad annuity is reduced by virtue of
the duplicate benefit provision, the amount of the reduction is equal
to the amount of the social-security benefit, but the reduction will
never operate to reduce the annuity below the amount to which the
employee would be entitled on the basis of his railroad service after
1936 alone.
If the deduction is to be applied in the case of an employee who was
already entitled to receive an annuity on October 29, 1951, it may
in no case bring the total retirement inconme for his family from both
systems below the total as of that date. This guaranty is known as
the saving clause.
3. Reasons for enactment of duplicate benefit provision
Two main reasons for including the duplicate benefit provision
in the 1951 Crosser amendments were advanced during the hearings
on this legislation. These reasons were:
(1) The elimination or reduction of duplicate benefits payable to
an individual under the railroad-retirement and social-security sys
tems would provide a substantial saving to the railroad retirement
system. The Railroad Retirement Board has estimated the saving
to be $11 million a year for the first 10 years, $15 million a year~for
the next 10 years, $9 million a year for the third decade, $3 million
a year for the fourth decade, and steadily decreasing amounts there
after until the savings vanish, approximately in the year 2000. The
dollar savings in benefits over the period of the next 50 years will
total about $385 million.
These savings have made it possible, in part, to provide the higher
level of benefits provided for under the 1951 Crosser amendments.
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There are at present approximately 480,000 individuals who are
receiving higher benefits under this law, including some 235,000
retired employees, 90,000 spouses who were not eligible for any
benefit heretofore but are now entitled to a benefit up to $40 a month,
and some 155,000 widows, children, and parents of deceased railroad
employees.
The reduction in annuities resulting from the duplicate benefit
provision affects only 30,000 retired employees, or approximately
11 percent of.-the retired employees, and only 6 percent of the total
number of beneficiaries under the act. The individuals affected by
this reduction are those who would receive undue advantage from
joint coverage under the railroad-retiremient and social-security
systems. The large majority of retired elnployees who have no socialsecurity coverage or no prior service on the railroad are not affected
by this provision of the law.
(2) It is contrary to good public insurance practice for an individual
who is entitled to benefits under the railroad-retirement and socialsecurity systems to receive full credit toward each benefit for the same
period of untaxed service, especially when the combined benefit is
much greater than it would be if his total service had been under the
railroad-retirement system only.
The Railroad Retirement Act specifically allows credit for service
rendered before the law was enacted in 1937 and before taxes were
paid. The Social Security Act does this indirectly, and goes even
further by, in effect, giving free credit for service before 1951. This
is accomplished by means of a benefit formula which is weighted in
favor of individuals retiring in the early years after the enactment of
the system. or, since the 1950 amendments, in the early years after
those amendments. The formula is so designed that it is possible
for an individual with very little service under the social security
system to qualify, at least at the present time, for the same benefit as
though he had been covered for many years. The social security
system is especially generous in this regard as compared with the rail
road system. A railroad employee, before receiving credit for any
period before 1937, must show that he actually was in railroad service
in that period, and that he was also in active service or in an employ
ment relation on August 29, 1935. Under the social security system,
on the other hand, an employee with the required number of quarters
of coverage after 1936 (until July 1, 1954, that number is only six) is,
in general, automatically treated as though he had been under social
security coverage throughout his working lifetime, even though he
may actually have been a railroad employee most of the time. An
individual eligible to receive a railroad retirement annuity who has
sufficient service under the Social Security Act to qualify for benefits
under that act as well, thus receives double credit for service with
respect to which he paid little or no retirement taxes.
The problem of duplicate benefits was first brought into prominence
when the 1950 amendments to the Social Secucity Act made it rela
tively easy for a railroad worker, past or close to age 65, to obtain a
substantial social security benefit on the basis of only nominal social
security employment, in addition to the railroad annuity he earned
over a lifetime of railroad service.
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4.

Statement of Senate Labor Committee on duplicate benefits
The Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare recommended
the adoption of the duplicate-benefit provision contained in S. 1347,
82d Congress, as reported by the committee. With respect to this
provision, the committee report stated:
In the event of retirement benefits both under the Railroad Retirement Act
and the Social Security Act, the committee bill contains a provision to eliminate
dual benefits on the basis of service before 1937. The new Social Security Act
is so weighted in favor of short-term workers as to, in effect, give credit for service
prior to 1937. This provision is the same as that contained in the original S. 1347.
An additional proviso was inserted in the committee bill which guarantees that, for
annuitants already on the rolls who may be eligible for dual benefits as of the
effective date of enactment, the reduction for prior-service penalty shall not
result in a smaller benefit amount than the family received just prior to the date
of enactment.'

Further on in the Senate report, the following statement appears:
* * * section 7 provides against duplication of credit for prior service.

The
amended Social Security Act is so weighted as, in effect, to give credit for service
before 1937. In view of this, and since employees who now receive credit for
service before 1937 have not paid any taxes with respect to such service, the
sponsors of the bill deemed it appropriate to continue to give credit for prior
service, but only if the 2employee does not also receive an old-age benefit under

the Social Security Act.
5. Duplicate benefits first assumed prominence in 1950
Before 1940, no social-security benefits were payable. Therefore,
the problem of duplicate benefits did not exist. Although the Social
Security Act was amended in 1939 to provide benefits beginning in
1940, it still did not give, rise to a duplicate-benefit problem because
employment opportunities for older persons were slight. It was most
difficult foi a retired railroad worker or one about to retire to earn the
six quarters of coverage then necessary to qualify for a social-security
benefit. In July 1940, the minimum number of quarters of coverage
was increased to 7, in January 1941 to 8, in July 1941 to 9, etc. In
any event, social-security benefits were very low compared with rail
road annuities. The trivial nature of the duplicate-benefit problem
at that time was indicated by a study made by the Railroad Retire
ment Board in May 1941. The study disclosed that only 100 persons
were then receiving retirement benefits from both systems. Although
employment opportunities improved during the war years, the number
of required quarters of coverage was steadily being increased, and the
duplicate-benefit problem never assumed serious proportions until
1950.
The extensive amendments to the Social Security Act in 1950 first
brought the problem of duplicate benefits into prominence. For the
first time it became possible for the older people to acquire a sub
stantial old-age benefit on the basis of inconsequential service. It
thus became possible to reduce prior-service credits when there were
simultaneous social-security benefits and still retain a high standard
of benefit adequacy. The social-security "new start" made it
possible for any worker over age 65 to qualify for an old-age benefit
on September 1, 1950, on the strength of the minimum 6 quarters of
coverage, instead of the 27 that would otherwise have been necessary.
I S.-Rept.

No. 890 (S. 1347), U1.S. Senate, 82d cong., Ist sess., p. 9.

2 II&I.. p. 24.
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Not until July 1, 1954, will it be necessary for a worker reaching
age 65, and engaged in social-security employment, to have more
than 6 quarters of coverage, compared with the situation under the
old start, which would have required 35 quarters on that date. Also
the expansion of coverage, especially into the self-employment field,
considerably enhanced the opportunities for railroad workers to qualify
for full social-security benefits in addition to their railroad annuities.
It is estimated that nearly one-half of the individuals now receiving
duplicate retirement benefits are on the social-security rolls only by
virtue of the 1950 amendments to the Social Security Act. The
amounts of duplicate benefits for the remainder were small. The
new provisions not only created a large group of dual beneficiaries
but also gave them larger duplicate benefits. The new social-security
benefits, moreover, are so calculated as to treat an individual with
only 6 quarters of coverage after 1950 as though he had been in
.continuous social-security employment all his life, not only for the
period before 1937 but also for the period 1937-50.
It is easy to see, therefore, why it was necessary in 1951 to re
examine the question of duplicate benefits. For the first time,
windfall benefits on a widespread scale became possible. Considering
the need to find as much revenue as possible to finance increases in
the general level of railroad benefits, it seemed logical for Congress to
enact -the duplicate benefit provision as part of the railroad retirement
amendments of 1951. The absence of a restriction in the earlier rail
road retirement legislation merely reflects the fact that there was then
no need for it. Now there is both a need and a reason for it.
6. Duplicate benefit provision not a new principle
The duplicate benefit provision does not involve any new principle
in railroad retirement legislation. It is only one of a series of related
provisions in the Railroad Retirement Act and in the Social Security
Act, with which the Railroad Retirement Act is in important respects
coordinated. The Social Security Act has always had provisions
guarding against overlapping benefits. Thus, under that act, de
pendents and survivors may not receive benefits based on their re
lationship to the wage earner which overlap benefits they may be
entitled to receive on the basis of their own wage records. Survivors
may not receive benefits deriving from the employment of two differ-'N
ent deceased wage earniers. Survivors also may not receive benefits
if they are entitled to receive railroad survivor benefits. The Railroad
Retirement Act, as early as 1946, when it first granted insurance
benefits to survivors, specifically provided against the duplication of
such benefits -between the railroad and social security systems and
also against payment of survivor benefits to individuals entitled in
their own right to retirement benefits under either the railroad or
social security system. In the 1951 amendments to the Railroad
Retirement Act, it was provided also that the wife's annuity be redulced
by any retirement or parent's benefit to which she is enltitled under
either the Railroad Retirement or Social Security Act (in the latter
case, to the extent that that benefit exceeds a wife's benefit under that
act).
The duplicate benefit provision thus appears as only one of a chain
of provisions all designed with the obj ective of guarding the two publicinsurance systems against unintended drains resulting from fortuitous
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family relationships or shifts in employment. Moreover, if the
experience of private pension systems i's examined, it will be found
that in many of the larger ones pensions are paid to supplement,
rather than overlap, benefits payable under the social-security system,
and when social-security benefits are increased, the pensions are
correspondingly decreased.

7. The question of individual equities
It should be emphasized that the railroad retirement system is not
based primarily on individual rights or equities. Although such
equities are not disregarded, the system has not been designed to
return to each beneficiary an amount exactly in proportion to his
own contributions but rather, in a general way, to enable retired
railroad workers to continue to enjoy as hearly as practicable the
standard of living which they enjoyed during their employment. As
a public-insurance program, its primary purpose is not to sell annuity
insurance but to insure against loss of income resulting from the
economic hazards of old age, disability, and death. The benefit
structure is so designed. that, while each individual is guaranteed a
return greater than his own tax contributions, the aggregate amount
of money available for benefit payments is disbursed on such a basis
as wil'l enable the retired employees to enjoy inter se relatively the
same kind of living to which they were accustomed its employees.
Just as the rates of pay of employees varied greatly, so do their bene
fits differ similarly. Sometimes, this principle is all there is to justify
a be~nefit paymient. Thus, none of the almost 100,000 railroad workers
who started to receive benefits at the inception of the program (and
of whom 20,000 are still on the rolls), and none of the tens of thousands
of widows of these workers, would have received any benefits at all
if the individual's equity alone were considered, since none of them
paid any taxes into the system, or, if they did, for a few months only.
The purposes of public-insurance programs are recognized in the
provision for minimum annuities to short-service or low-paid workers,
and in the provisions for wives' and survivors' annuities, to mention
only two important ones. In each case, inequity could be claimed
with much more justification than in the case of the duplicate benefit
provision. The high-paid, long-service employee may feel that he
receives less in proportion to his taxes than the employee whose
annuity is calculated under the minimum provision or, for that
matter, under the regular so-called bent formula. The retired bachelor
or widower may feel that he could be receiving a larger annuity if it
were not for the large sums disbursed to the wives of retired emplo ees.
The employee whose children are over 18 may feel that he could leave
his widow a larger annuity but for the portion of his taxpayment that
must be set aside to provide annuities for the minor children of his
fellow employee who pays the same tax he does.
We do not consider that any of these complaints would be justified.
We would, on the other hand, consider it inequitable that the em
ployee who continues in railroad service beyond age 65 be required
to continue paying taxes part of which go to finance the annuity
of the employee who retired at age 65 to go into social security em
ployment. This is all the more inequitable inasmuch as the em
ployee who went into social security employment would eventually
receive both a railroad and a social security annuity which, together,
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would amount to more than the railroad annuity that would have
been payable if he had remained in railroad service. The aged wife
and the minor child presumably need the benefits provided for them.
The retired railroad employee working in social security employment,
however, does not need his railroad annuity in the same way. There
is no lost income in his case against, which a public insurance system
is supposed to insure. If an individual will have retired with a social
security old-age benefit and goes to work in the railroad industry,
that benefit is wholly and immediately suspended, in contrast to the
much less severe restriction on the annuity of an individual who
mnay have retired from the railroad system and then goes to work
in social security. employment. If a survivor beneficiary under either
system works under the other, the benefit is suspended. It is not
inconsistent with such provisions that the largely unpaid for annuity
the retired railroad worker is permitted to retain while working in
social security employment should at least be reduced when he will
have enough employment to qualify for a social security benefit.
PART

2. ALLEGED

INEQUITIES

OF

DUPLICATE

BENEFIT

PROVISION

During the committee's hearings on H. R. 356, proponents of the
bill alleged that the duplicate benefit provision was inequitable be
cause (1) the individuals affected by it have been deprived of a benefit
they "paid for"; (2) this provision constitutes a breach of promise
made under the Railrolad Retirement Act; (3) this provision is inequit
able when compared With the civil service retirement laws; and (4)
this provision has taken away benefits already granted to certain
individuals.
After careful examination of these allegations, we find them to be
without foundation in fact.
1. Proponents say priorservice credits have been "paid for"
Railroad retirement annuitants and pensioners affected by this
duplicate benefit provision have not paid any taxes or made any
contributions with respect to the service before 1937, contrary to the
allegations made by the proponents of H. R. 356. It is true, of course,
that the tax schedule was originally set and later modified in con
templation of the payment Of interest on the unfunded accrued
liability, a portion of which is due to this prior service. This interest
charge, however, is spread over the life of the system so that the
amount paid by the annuitants here under consideration is utterly
insignificant relative to the value of the benefits based onl their prior
service. It should also be remembered that the tax or contribution
schedule was originally established in tbe light of benefit rates which
have been increased by 20 percent in 1948, and again by 15 percent
in 1951. Although the tax rates were increased in 1946, there have
been added many new benefits. Thus, the 1946 amendments added
occupational disability annuities and benefits to widows, orphans,
and parents; and the 1951 amendments added spouses' annuities,
increased survivor annuities by at least 33 % percent, and enlarged
the number of those entitled to survivor benefits. Each time benefits
were increased or added, the liability for prior service was increased
accordingly, and the fixed tax rate, as it is now known, did not cover
the added cost. As the benefit rates were increased, not only was the
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prior service liability increased, but all annuitants on the rolls were
awarded additional benefits that they could neither have expected
at the time the benefits were originally awarded, nbr for which they
could possibly have paid any taxes. This situation was changed by
the 1951 amendments only to the extent that the increases provided
by those amendments did not generally accrue to annuitants whose
benefits were based entirely or in part on untaxed prior service, and
who were eligible for an old-age social security benefit.
When the system was firsf established railroad workers in active
service who had to share in the cost of supporting the new system
were apparently willing to have their tax contributions used for the
benefit of the older employees of long service who would be required
to retire, some almost immediately upon the establishment of the
system, and others at an early date thereafter without having con
tributed substantially, if at all, to the system. The annuities of
these older workers were largely based on their past service; that is,
service rendered before 1937 with respect to wiich no taxes were
paid. The crediting of this prior service in one form or another was
therefore originally a matter of necessity. Benefits provided by the
social security system before the 1950 amendments, although they
indirectly allowed some credit for prior service, were too small to
warrant any consideration of avoiding any problem of duplicate
credit for nontaxed service. Moreover, the number of individuals
qualified for duplicate benefits was not large. After the 1950 ainend
ments to the Social Security Act, however, the benefits under the
social security system, as well as the number of individuals qualifying
for them, were substantially increased, so that the original reason
for giving free credit for prior service under the Railroad Retirciment
Act ceased to exist for those who could get credit for such service
under the Social Security Act. For those, however, who could not
or cannot get credit for this prior service under the social security
system, the railroad retirement system continues to provide full
benefits on account of such service.
The fact that annuitants and pensioners who are subject to the dupli
cate benefit provision have not paid fom tbeir railroad retirement
benefits is strikingly demonstrated in table 1, which compares the
taxes paid and benefits already received by, and benefits still to be
paid to, several individuals, taken as illustrative of the problem.
The first four individuals shown in the table were selected by the
Railroad Retirement Board and presented to the committee as ty.pical
cases. Annuitant Sbaw and Pensioner Carr were cited by Mr. Murray
W. Latimer, a witness for the four railway brotherhoods who favor
this bill, as illustrations of the inequity of the duplicate benefit pro
vision. A brief history of each case follows:
1. Individual A, a section foreman, retired in 1937. He paid only
$17 in railroad retirement taxes. Upon retirement, he received an
annuity of $59.70 a month, which was increased in 1948 t~o $71.64.
Owing to the duplicate benefit provisions, he is now receiving $57.39
se.nd hiz wifgp

jq
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Individual A and his wife have already received $12,084 from the
railroad retirement system and $1,335 from the social seciuity system,
or a combined total under both systems of $13,419. The present
value of the probable future benefits still to be paid under both the
railroad retirement and social security systems is $6,526. Thus, in
dividual A and his wife will probably receive,: even with the dupli-.
cate benefit restriction, total benefits of almost' $20,000 for only $44
in retirement taxes. The relation between taxes and benefits in this
case is extreme but by no means rare. In almost 1,000 duplicate
benefit cases now on the rolls, the employee retited in 1937 or earlier.
TABLE 1.- Taxes paid, benefits received, and future benefits still to be received I under

railroadretirement and social security systems by certain individuals (and their
spouses, if any) who are subject to the duplicate benefit provision of the Railroad
Retirement Act, as of Dec. 31, 1952
Item

Rslrad
retireent
system

1. Individual A, section foreman, cited on p. 29 of hearings on
I. R. 356:
(a) Taxes paid---------------------------------------(b) Benefits received---------------------------------Cc)Present value of probable future benefits--------------

Social
security
system

Total, both
systems

$17
12,084
4, 546

$27
1.335
1,980

$44
13,419
6,526

Total benefits already received and still to be
paid [(b) plus (i] --------------------------

316. 630

3,315

19,945

2. Individual C, car inspector, cited on p. 29 of bearings on
H. Rt.356:
(a) T' xes p- id---------------------------------------(b) Benefits received---------------------------------Cc)Present value of probable future benefits--------------

676
6,134
5, 142

73
1,130
8, 799

749
7, 264
13, 941

11, 276

9, 929

21, 205

1, 618
6864
8,816

6
480
2,111

1,624
1,344
31,327

Totsl benefits already received and still to be
paid [(b) plus (c)] --------------------------

9, 680

2, 991

12, 671

4. Individual 0, sheet metalworker. cited on p. 30 of bearings
on H. R. 316:
(a) Taxes paid.--------------------------------------(b) Benefitsareceived ------------------ --------------(c Present value of probable future benefits--------------

610
6oo0
7,300

143
1,054
1, 434

793
7,014
12, 734

Total behefits already received and still to be
paid [ (b) plus (c)]-------------------------

13,300

6, 468

19,768

S. Annuitant Shaw, cited in testimony of Mr. Latimer on p.
16601f hearings on H. RI.356:
(a) Taxes p.aid --------------------------------------(b) Benefits received---------------------------------Cc Present value of probable future benefits--------------

1,010
8, 341
6,5141

C)

90
0

1,160
8,341
6, 541

14,682

C'

(d)

(d)

Total benedfts already received and still to be
paid [(b) plus (c)]--------------------------

3. individual E, machinist, cited on p. 29 of hearings on
H. R. 316:
(a) Taxes paid --------------------------------------(b) Benefits received----------------------------------(c) Present value of probable future benefits-------------(d)

(d

Cd)

Total benefits already received and still to be
paid [(b) plus (c)J --------------------------

6. Pensioner Carr, cited in testimony of Mr. Latimer on p. 167
of hearings on R. R. 316:
(a) Taxes paid----------------------------------------(b) Benefits received-------------------------(c Present value of probable future beneits--------------(d)

Total benefits already received and still to be
paid [(b) plus (c)] --------------------------

14,682

0
11,719
3,903

109
278
3,341

109
11, 997
7, 248

15,622

3, 6231

39,241

Includes spouse's benefit only if such a besefit was payble on Dec. 31, 1912.
2 Since annuitant Shaw was still working in saicial security employment as of this date, his entitlement
to social security benefits was patential, anac there was no basis for computing the present valt,3 of his prob
able future benefits.
Does not incluoc social security benefits.
Source: Railroad Retirement Board.
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2. Individual C, a car inspector, retired in 1946. He paid $676 in
-railroad retirement taxes. Upon retirement he received an annuity
.of $65.98 a nmonthi, which was increased in 1948 to $79.18. Owing
to the duplicate benefit provision, he is now receiving $38.64, and
his wife is receiving $19.32, or a combined total of $57.96.
Individual C also qualified for a social security benefit. He paid
only $73 in social security taxes. He is receiving an old-age benefit
under the Social Security Act of $66.10 and his wife is receiving $33.10.
Their combined monthly income under both systems is, therefore,
$157.16 or almost 2% times the amount in 1946.
Individual C and his wife have already received $6,134 from the
railroad retirement systein and $1,130 from the social security system,
or a combined total under both systems of $7,264. The present value
of the probable future benefits still to be paid under both systems is
$13,941. Thus, individual C and his wife will probably receive, even
with the duplicate benefit restriction, total benefits of $21,200 for
only $749 in retirement taxes.
3. Individual E, a machinist retired in 1952. He paid $1,618 in
railroad retirement taxes. Upon retirement, he received an annuity
of $92.77. This annuity has since been reduced to $87.77. This
individual also qualified for a social security benefit. He paid only
$6 in social security taxes. He is receiving an old-age benefit under
the Social Security Act of $25. His combined monthly income under
both systems is, therefore, $112.77.
Individual EF has already received $864 from the reailroad retire
ment system and $480 from the social security system, or a combined
total under both systems of $1,344. The present value of the prob
able future benefits still to be paid to him under both systems is
$11,327. Thus, individual E will probably receive, even with the
duplicate benefit restriction, total benefits of $12,671 for only $1,624
in retirement taxes.
4. Individual G, a sheetmetal worker, retired in 1945 at age 60, at
a reduced annuity. He paid $650 in railroad retirement taxes. Upon
retirement he received an annuity of $58.52 a month, which was
increased in 1948 to $70.22. In November 1951, when the duplicate
benefit provision became effective, he continued to receive $70.22
since the saving clause applied in his case. In September 1952, his
railroad benefit was reduced to $64.82 because he received an increase
in his social security benefit. This individual also qualified for a
social security benefit of $43 in September 1950. He paid only $143
in social security taxes. His social security benefit was raised in
:September 1952 to $48.40. His combined monthly income under both
systems is, therefore, $113.22.
Individual G has already received $6,000 from the railroad retire
ment system, and $1,054 from the social security system, or a com
bined total of $7,054 under both systems. The present value of the
probable future benefits still to be paid to him under both systems is
$12,734. Thus this individual will probably receive, even with the
duplicate benefit restriction, almost $20,000 for only $793 in retirement
taxes.
Annuitant Shaw paid $1,01 0 in railroad retirement taxes, has already
received $8,341 in benefits under the railroad retirement system and
will probably receive an additional $6,500 in future benefits. He paid
$90 in social security taxes. Since he is still working in social security
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employment, the amount of social security benefits to which he will
be entitled could not be computed.
Pensioner Carr has paid nothing in railroad retirement taxes, has
already received $11,719 in social security benefits, and will probably
receive an additional $3,900 in such benefits. He paid $109 in social
-security taxes, has already received $278 in social security benefits,
and will probably receive an additional $3,300 in such benefits. Thus,
he has already received $12,000 in benefits under both systems and will
probably get an additional $7,250 in future benefits, or a combined
total of $19,250 in benefits for a tax payment of $109.
Table 2 shows the average taxes paid and the average benefits
already received and still to be paid for all 30,200 annuitants affected
by the duplicate benefit provision. On the average, these individuals
paid only $430 in railroad retirement taxes. The average benefits
already received totaled $6,000, or 14 times the amount paid in taxes,
:and the present value of future benefits still to be paid is almost
$6,000. Thus, such individuals have already received from the rail
road retirement system and will probably receive in the future benefits
totaling approximately $12,000.
Trhese individuals paid on the average $66 in social security taxes.
'Social security benefits already paid to them average $971, and the
present value of probable future benefits still to be paid under this
*system is $3,437, or total benefits of $4,408.
Thus, these individuals have already received on the average almost
$7,000 in combined benefits under both the railroad retirement and
-social security systems, even with the reduction because of duplicate
benefits, and will probably get an additional $9,400, making a total
benefit of $16,400 for combined railroad and social security taxes of
less than $500.
It is clear from the above discussion of actual cases and of the entire
group of 30,200 annuitants affected by this duplicate benefit provision
that the railroad retirement and social security benefits of the indi
viduals concerned have not been paid for. The data show that, even
-after the reduction in their railroad annuities and pensions because of
*the duplicate benefit restriction, these individuals have already
received and will probably continue to receive in benefits many times
the amount of the railroad retirement taxes they paid. The social
security benefits paid to such individuals are likewise out of proportion
to the taxes paid by them. We cannot consider it inequitable that
the railroad retirement account be permitted, through the duplicate
benefit provision, to realize a financial saving that makes it possible
to pay larger benefits to those who stay in the railroad industry all
their working lives and to their survivors.
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TABLE 2.-Average taxes paid, benefits received, and future benefits still to be received

under the railroad retirement and social security systems by individuals subject to
a reduction in their railroad retirement benefits because of the duplicate benefit pro
vision, as of Dec. 31, 1952
Rtm
pilroad re-

Social secusysmtiriem rity system

Tot~l, both
systems

Number of annuitants affected by duplicate benefit provision --------------- -------------Average taxes paid -----------------------------------------$430
$66
Average benefits received through Dec. 31. 1952-------6,0591697
Average present value of probable future benefits still to be
6,097
paid----------------------------------------------------5,943
3,437
Combined avera ge benefits sircady received and still to be l)aidii, 948
4,408

30. 200
$496
696
9, 380
16, 356

NOTE.-This table is based on a 1-percent random sample of all retirement annuities in force on Dec. 31,
1992. According to the Directf-r of Research of the Railroad Retirement Board, this sample is "very
representative of all dual-benefit c sea."
Source: Statement of Railroad Retirement Board at hearings before House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, June 2-4, 1953, table 3.

2. Proponents say duplicate benefit provision constitutes a breach of
promise
The statement of a witness for the proponents, that the railroad
workers had been promised that they would be given credit for service
before 1937, and that this duplicate benefit provision constitutes a
breach of that promise, overlooks the natural and normal develop
ment of any retirement system in general, and the railroad retirement
system in particular. Moreover, many changes of a similar nature
have been made in the railroad retirement system since it was es
tablished, at the suggestion of, or at least with the approval of, tlte
then Chairman of the Railroad Retirement Board, Mr. Murray W.
Latimer, and none of them was considered a breach of promise.
Thus:
(1) The Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 provided for annuities
for all railroad workers based on disability for work in their regular
jobs even though not totally and permanently disabled-in short, it
provided an occupational disability annuity. This provision was
dropped when the 1935 act was amended in 1937, and was replaced by
a provision requiring that the disability be total and permanent forall regular employment.
(2) The Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 provided credit for prior
service to an employee who was in service or in an employment
relation on or after August 29, 1935, the date of enactment of the
retirement system. This provision was changed by the 1937 act
amendment so as to preclude credit for prior service to anyone who
was not in actual service or in an employment relation on the enact
ment date.
(3) The Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 provided ehigibility for
an annuity even though the employee continued to work for a person
not covered by the railroad retirement system. This provision was
amended by the 1937 act so as to require retirement even from nonrailroad employment before an annuity could begin to accrue.
(4) The Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 permitted the payment of
an annuity when awarded even though the annuitant returned to
the service of a nonemployer for whom he worked before his annuity
began to accrue. This was changed by the 1937 amendment to the~
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Railroad Retirement Act so as to deny an annuity for any Month in
which an individual rendered service to the last employer, even though
a noncovered employer, for whom he had worked before the annuity
began to accrue.
(5) The Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 provided for the crediting
of prior service to anyone who was on furlough on August 29, 1935, the
enactment date of the act, whether or not he later returned to rail
road employment. Under an elaborate prior service prgrm which
cost some $9 million, thousands of railroad workers woerght to.
credit for prior service was based exclusively on their furlough status.
were officially notified that their prior service credit was verified and
would be credited to them upon retirement. Yet, thereafter, this
provision was changed by the 1946 amendments so as to deny to these~
workers who did not return to railroad employment credit for priorservice even though they did not receive benefits under the Social
Security Act.
(6) The 1937 act provided for the payment of an annuity to a per
son totally and permanently disabled for all regular employment regard
less of the amount earned by him in any month in employment per
missible for those with his disability. The 1946 amendments provided
for the discontinuance of such an annuity if such earnings exceeded
$75 a month for 6 consecutive calendar months.
The six changes above described~were, of course, all meritorious and
were all adopted in order to correct maladjustments in the railroad
retirement system which escaped attention at the time of enactment,
or because new circumstances warranted their adoption, as is the
case with the provision against the payment of duplicate benefits.
Although all these changes operated to deprive persons otherwise
covered by the system of benefits for which they would have qualified,
they were enacted nevertheless.
3. Proponents say duplicate benefit provision is inequitable compared
with civil, service retirement laws

It has been suggested that it is unfair to red uce the railroad annuity
of an individual who qualifies for a social security benefit and not of
one who qualifies for, say, a Federal, State, or municipal civil service
annuity. The situations are not really comparable even in theory,
apart from the fact that persons qualifying for both railroad and
Government retirement benefits are quite iare: The duplicate
benefit restriction, as has already been stated, is based on the principle
that an employee should not be paid more than once on untaxed
service; that is, if he is already receiving credit for railroad service
rendered before 1937 toward his railroad annuity, he should not be,
allowed to retain that credit if he is in effect going to receive full credit
toward a social security benefit for periods during which he was not.
in social security employment.
A typical situation now being dealt 'wvith is one in which a retired
railroad employee, receiving an annuity based in part on service before
1937: enters social security employment and,. because of the "new
start" provision, becomes entitled in a little more than a year, or in a.
few years, to a social security benefit equal.to one that would be pay
able after a lifetime of service. In this respect, there is an important
distinction between tne Federal civil service and social security sys
tems. The civil service system has been in existence since 1920. The
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Jy untaxed service on which credit is allowed (without an offsetting
reduction in annuity or complete elimination of credit for nioncon
tributory service) is service before August 1920. Therefore, credit
for untaxed Government service is obviously unimportant at the pres
ent time. In the rare case in which a retired railroad worker enters
Government employment and works 5 years, or in the case in which,
at some time earlier in his life, he had worked in Government service
for at least 5 years (iPused to be 15) and did not apply for a refund of
his taxes, he could receive a civil service annuity. That annuity,
however, unlike a social security benefit, is only in direct proportion
to his years of service. His total annuity from both the railroad and
civil service systems will not (unless he has 30 years,of railroad service)
be much different than his railroad annuity would have been if he had
stayed on inrailroad service-5-more years. The same situation would
prevail in practically all governmental retirement systems. In the
social security example, on the other hand, the combined railroad and
social security benefit, but for the duplicate benefit restriction, would
be far in excess of what the employee would have received if all his
employment had been under one system. In otber words, it is only
in the combination of railroad and social security service that such
a windfall would occur.

4. Proponents say duplicate benefit provision has taken away bene~fits
alreadygranted

It has been argued that never before has a benefit once granted
ever been taken away. The saving clause in the provision restricting
duplicate benefits operates, of course, to save fully and completely to
the individual annuitant the total of the benefits previously granted
mi under both systems, so that as to every annuitant already on the,
Alls and benefits already awarded, there is no taking away of any
thing. The taking into account of all or part of the benefit granted
under the 1951 amendments to the wife or husband of an annuitant
in applying the saving provision is obviously not a real loss in benefit
to the annuitant. And even in cases where the duplicate benefit
restriction reduces the railroad retirement benefits of an annuitant
below what they otherwise would be because of later entitlement to
an old-age insurance benefit, the provision cannot be regarded as
depriving him of something already granted since, under the provision,
it must be remembered, the annuitant never receives less from the
social security system and the railroad retirement system together
than he would have received if only one system or the other applied
to his employment. The duplicate benefit restriction merely operates
to prevent the two systems administered by one and the'same govern
ment from paying twice for the same noncontributary service.
Further, insofar as the provision would apply to benefits to be
awarded in the future, the provision is no more immoral or the
breaking of an agreement than are the various changes already made in
the system which were previously described.
PART 3. ENACTMENT OF H. R. 356 WOULD SERIOUSLY JEOPARDIZE
FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS OF RAILROAD RETIREMENT SYSTEM

The present financial condition o f the railroad retirement system
does not permit the expenditure over a period of years of $385 million
for the payment of duplicate benefits to some 30,000 retired railroad
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employees at the expense of 450,000 other individuals who are now
receiving benefits under this system, and 1 %million railroad employees
and their employers who are paying the taxes for the support of this
retirement system.
The fifth actuarial valuation of the railroad retirement system
recently published by the Railroad Retirement Board estimates the
cost of benefits payable under the present law at 13.41 percent of
payroll. Since the level tax rate for the maintenance of the system is
12.5 percent of payroll, the system is underfinanced by 0.91 percent
of payroll. or by approximately $45 million a year. Consequently,
the enactment of H. R. 356, which would repeal this duplicate benefit
provision, would immediately increase the present cost of the railroad
retirement system by an additional $11 million a year; it would mean
that the railroad retirement system would be operating at a deficit
of over $56 million a year. Employees who are now working and
future entrants in the railroad industry will have to make up this
deficit.'
In this connection, it is pertinent to quote from the report made by
the firm of Nelson & Warren, actuaries retained by the Joint Congres
sional Committee on Railroad Retirement Legislation on the question
-of the adequacy of the present tax rate to finance the railroad retire
ment system. In asummaiy of its report to thecommnittee (83d Cong.,
1st sess., S. Rept. No. 6, pt. 1, p. 338), the actuaries said:
The gist of this summary is that in our opinion any recognized actuarial methods
and reasonable assumptions, when applied to the railroad retirement system, will
result in cost estimates which exceed the present tax rate. Thus, in order to
maintain an actuarially solvent system, methods of reducing benefits, or methods
of increasing the tax income or investment income of the system, should be sought.

Mr. Murray W. Latimer, in his testimony before the committee tc
support the four railroad brotberhoods which favor H. R. 356, em
phasized the fact that the financial condition of the railroad retire
ment system is even worse than indicated above. An excerpt from
his testimony on this point is quoted below:
EXCERPT FROM TESTIMONY OF MR. MURRAY

W.

LATIMER4

Mr. HALE. The passage of H. R. 356, or any of the companion bills, would make
the [railroad retirement] fund more unsound actuarially, would it not?
Mr. LATIMER. Yes, sir; it would. There is no question about it.***
Mr. HALE. I am perfectly frank in saying that, as the matter lies in my mind,
I would like certainly to prevent any retiree from suffering any prejudice from the
so-called dual benefits, what you call the social security offset. But Mr. Matscheck from the Railroad Retirement Board comes here-did you hear his
testimony?Mr. LATIMER. I did, sir.
Mr. HALE. He testified that the fund was not actuarially sound now and if we
did anything about these dual benefits, we would just be making bad matters
worse, as I understood his testimony, stating it very crudely and bluntly.
3The fifth actuarisl valuation of the railroad retirement system estimates the savings to the system from
the duplicate henefit provision to he 0.15 percent of payroll, or $7~6 million a year, over the nest 50 ye~rs.
However, the immedliate cost to the system resulting from the repeal of this provision would be $11 million
a yesr for the first 10 ye-rs, $15 million a ye-r for the next 50 years, $9 million a yesr for the third decade,
$3million a year for the fourth decade, and ste'~dily decreasing amounts thereafter until the cost of repealing
this provision would vanish Approximately in the ye~r 2000.
4 Hearings hefore the Committee on Interstate and Foreign commarnece, House of Representatives, 83d
Cong., 1.9tsass., on H. R. 350 and other hills amending the dual-henefit provisions of the Railroad Retirement
Act, June 5, 1953, pp. 211-213.
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Mr. Fort's testimony on behalf of the Association of American Railroads was
closely similar. Mr. Schoene's testimony was something along the same line,
if I understood them all. They might not assent to my characterizations, but
stated crudely and generally, that is the impression that I got from those three
men.
Mr. LATIMER. It is a correct impression, sir, and my only difference with them is
that I think they are too optimistic. I think the situation is worse than they
have said it is. I make no bones about the difficulties which the situation involves.

In view of the status of the railroad retirement account, even if there
were nO other considerations involved in the repeal of the duplicatebenefit provision, we cannot recommend the enactment of this legisla
tion. However, there are other important considerations which com
pel us to vote against this measure.
PART 4. ENACTMENT OF H. R.8356 WOULD GIVE RISE TO SERIOUS INEQUITIES

In considering the question of the equities of individuals covered by
the railroad retirement system, it is necessary to consider inter se
the equitable claims not only of those who are now retired but also the
equitable claims of those who will retire in the future. For it is the
contributions now being made by the employees who will retire in
the futu~re and the contributions made by the employers with respect
to their employment that, in very large measure, have to pay for any
benefits extended to those who are now retired.
We are firmly convinced that the enactment of H. R. 356, which
would repeal the duplicate benefit provision, would give rise to serious
and widespread inequities between the group of 30,000 annuitants
now receiving duplicate benefits on the one hand, and on the other
tand, the 450,000 other beneficiaries under the Railroad Retirement
Act, as well as the 1%million railroad employees now in active service,
and the many millions of future railroad employees.
1. Cost of benefits jor new entrants only 7.66 percent of payroll; taxes are
12.5 percent ofpayroll
Under the present Railroad Retirement Act, the benefits to which
a new entrant into the railroad system is potentially entitled costs
only 7.66 percent of payroll. Actually 12.5 percent of payroll is
being paid into the railroad retirement fund with respect to his
service. The difference of 4.84 percent of payroll is a charge against
the unfunded liability of the system which arose to a very large degree
from the crediting of prior service.
As previously shown, the Railroad Retirement Act provided for
the crediting of prior service as a matter of necessity, not as a matter
of equity. The social security system also, in effect, gives credit for
untaxed service through a heavily weighted benefit formula. The
1950 amendments to the Social Security Act contained very liberal
provisions in this regard for those retiring immediately or in the
next few years.
We believe that, in the cases where an employee qualifies for a benefit
under both retirement systems, it is equitable and sound policy to
give credit for prior service under only one retirement system.
Moreover, in the balancing of equitable claims of these 30,000
individuals as against the other 450,000 beneficiaries under the act
as well as the 1% million railroad employees in active service today
and the untold millions of future railroad employees who are paying
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and will continue to pay a good share of these benefits, it would be
highly inequitable to the latter groups of individuals if the duplicate
benefit restriction were repealed.
2. Combined railroadand social security benefits, in spite of reduction,
are treater than railroad benefits would be for comparable service
in railroadindustry
A statistical study made by the Railroad Retirement Board of the
benefits payable to the 30,000 retired annuitants and pensioners
who are subject to the duplicate benefit provision shows that if these
employees had remained in railroad service for the same period that
they spent under social security coverage, their railroad benefits
would have been, on the average, smaller than the combined benefits
they are now actually receiving, in spite of the reduction. These
data are shown in table 3.
Table 3 shows that as of December 31, 1952, there were 30,200
railroad retirement annuities in force which were subject to a reduction
by operation of the duplicate benefit provision. According, to the
table, the railroad employees receiving these annuities receive, on
an average, $112 a month in benefits as the total from the respective
payments of the railroad retirement and social security systems.
If, however, their service had all been rendered under the coverage of
the Railroad Retirement Act (assuming 3 months' credit under the
railroad system for every quarter of coverage in social security
employment at the same rate of earnings as for their railroad employ
ment), their average annuity would have been only $104. Thus, the
duplicate benefit provision, far from being inequitable to the bene
ficiary under both systems, actually allows such a beneficiary a bout
of, on the average, $8 per month, or 7Y2 percent more than an annuitant,
would have received for comparable service under the railroad re
tirement system only. And that notwithstanding the fact that the
beneficiaries under the two systems pay taxes on their social -security
employment at a far lower rate than they would have had to pay
bad that service been rendered under the coverage of the Railroad
Retirement Act.
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3.-Railroad retirement annuities in force Dec. 31, 195~2, subject to reduction
under duplicate benefit provision: Number, average combined benefits under both
systems, and average railroadannuity that would be payable on combined service,
by method of reduction and family composition

TABLE,

Method of reduction and family composition

Number

Average combined railroad
retirement and social security benefits
______-______

Unreduced
Total---------------------------------------Annuitant only---------------------------Annuitant and wife-----------------------Reduction limited by saving clause:
Total------------------------------------Annuitant only---------------------------Annuitant and wife -----------------------Reduction equal to part of annuity based on
prior service:
Total ------------------------------- ----Annuitant only ---------------------------Amnnitant and wife-----------------------Reduction equal to amount of old-age benefit:
Total------------------------------------Annuitant only----.-----------------------Annuitant and wife------------------------

Reduced

Average
railroad
retirement
annuity 2
based on
combined

service
$104

1230,
200

$139

$112

19,700
10.500

114
185

94
145

86
139

16, 600
14,600
2, 000

121
113
183

101
06
137

89
84
126

3,100
1,700
1,400

118
84
160

92
67
122

80
55
110

10,100
3,400
7, 100

171
130
191

137
103
153

136
307
149

For these cases, the combined
I In 2,100 cases, entitlement to social security benefits was potential.
benefits consist only of the railroad benefits.
2Computed on assumption tCsat eac:i quarter of coverage in social security employment was creditable
as 3 months of railroad service, and that earnings in such employment were at same rates as for railroad
service.
NOTE.-Based on 1-percent random sample of retireuent annuities in force Dec. 31, 1952. Excludes
300 former carrier pensioners receiving reduced amounts because of duplicate benefit prevision.
Source: Railroad Retirement Board.

Clearly, whatever inequity may be said to exist as betweeai annui
tants receiving beaefits uader the railroad retirement system only
and beneficiaries under both systems, such inequity favors the latter.
Now it is proposed, by repealing the duplicate benefit restrictiou., to
increase the inequity by making the bonus enjoyed by the beneficiarles
under both systems from 4 to 5 times larger than it is at present. The
average total of $112 a month received by the 30,200 annuitaits under
both systems would, according to the column headed "Unreduced"
in table 3, becomfl $139. This would be $35 more per month, or 34
percent more, than they would be entitled to if all their service had
been rendered under the railroad retirement system. This would be
a very striking discrimination against the employees who spend all
their time in the railroad industry.
Table 3 breaks down the 30,200 railroad annuities affected by the
duplicate benefit provision into 19,700 cases in which benefits are
received by the railroad employee alone, and 10,500 cases in which
benefits are received by the employee and his wife. Ta cases where
the employee alone is receiviag benefits, the average benefit, if as
sumed to be all based on railroad service, would be $86. Actually,
the combined total under the two systems is $94, or a bonus to persons
with credit under both systems of 11.9 pei-ceat. If the duplicate bene
fit provision were repealed, the bonus would be 32.5 percent. In
cases where the employee and wife are receising benefits, the average
benefits, computed as if the entire serx ice were llnder the railroad
system, would be $139. Actually, the annuitant and wife receive
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$145, or a bonus of 4.3 percent. If the duplicate benefit provision
were repealed, they would receive $185, or a bonus of 33.1 percent.
It will be readily seen, therefore, that the unconscionable inequities
in favor of those receivinig benefits under both systems, which would
result from repealing the duplicate benefit provision, would be present
to substantially the same degree as between annuitants receiving
benefits alone and those receiving benefits with their wives.
Table 3 breaks the cases down further by dividing them into three
groups: (1) cases in which the reduction in the railroad annuity was
limited by the saving clause; (2) cases in which the railroad annuity
was reduced by the amount based on prior service; and (3) cases
where the railroad annuity was reduced by the amount of the social
security benefit. Each of these groups is further subdivided as be
tween annuitants with wives and those without wives. Examination
of the table shows that in each subgroup, with one exception, the
average of combined benefits after deduction by operation of the
duplicate benefit provision was greater than the average would have
been if all the service of the annuitants had been railroad service.
The exception mentioned occurs in the subgroup headed "Annuitant
only" of the group in which the reduction in the railroad retirement
annuity was equal to the amount of the old-age benefit. This sub
group comprises 3,400 cases, out of the grand total of 30,200, and as
to these 3,400 cases the average of combined benefits received after
reduction under the duplicate benefit provision was $103 per month,
or only $4 less than the average benefit would have been if all service
had been railroad service. By taking the 10,500 cases comprising the
group7 in which the deduction was equal to the amount of the oh'
age benefit, as a whole, the combined benefits after deduction uind
the duplicate benefit provision were still somewhat greater than the
benefits would have been if all service had been railroad service.
Even in the 3,400 cases where the combined benefits, after the
deduction, are somewhat smaller than the benefit the annuitant
wvould have received if all his service ha~d been railroad service, there
is not necessarily any inequity. As to such an annuitant, it should
not be overlooked thiat he paid only one-sixth to one-third as much
tax for the period he was in nonrailroad service as he would have
paid if he had remained in railroad service during that time. Also,
in many cases, he received his railroad retirement annuity consider
ably sooner than he would have received it if he had continued in
railroad service, and during the same time he was receiving wages in
outside employment. If this individual had stayed in railroad serv
ice he would not have received any railroad annuity until he finally
retired. When he changed his employment from railroad service to
outside service, if-he was 65 years old or more, he immediately began
to draw his railroad annuity at the same time he was receiving wages
in employment outside the railroad industry.
It should be noted, moreover, that in no group or subgroup did the
average combined benefits, before reduction under the duplicate bene
fit provision, come to less than the average benefit computed as if all
the service involved had been railroad service. In all cases, the corn
bined benefits before any reduction, and these would be the benefits
payable if the duplicate benefit provision were repealed, would have
been much higher than the benefits payable if all service had been
railroad service. Thus, the figures in the second column of the table
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headed "Unreduced" compare with the figures in the last column
headed "Average railroad retirement annuity based on combined
service," as follows: $139 to $104; $114 to $86; $185 to $139; $121 to
$89; $113 to $84; $183 to $126; $118 to $80; $84 to $55; $160 to $110;
$171 to $136; $130 to $107; and $191 to $149.

The above data are based on annuitants and pensioners who were
on the retirement rolls as of December 31, 1952, and who were subject
to the duplicate benefit provision. To show how individuals who
will retire in the future will'be affected by this provision, the Railroad
Retirement Board has prepared a set of illustrative examples cover
ing almost every conceivable type of combination of railroad and
social security employment.' These illustrations are shown on pages
225-228 of the hearings on H. R. 356.
A review of these illustrative examples will show that in the vast
majority of cases, employees subject to the duplicate benefit provision
who will retire in the future will receive combined railroad and social
security benefits that will exceed the amount that would have been
payable to them if they had continued in railroad service during the
period covered by their social security employment.
Moreover, in those cases in which an employee enters social security
employment after retirement on a railroad annuity, the railroad
annuity will remain payable in the full amount during his socisj
security employment until the employee acquires the requisite number
of quarters of coverage to qualify for a social security benefit. On
the other hand, if the employee had remained under the railroad
system instead of going into social security employment, no annuity
would be payable at all during that additional period of railroad
employment.
The foregoing demonstrates clearly that, in general and in particular,
such inequities as do exist are in favor of the annuitants who are
receiving benefits under both systems as compared with beneficiaries
under the railroad retirement system alone. Repeal of the duplicate
benefit provision would magnify these inequities to a point completely
inconsistent with good social insurance practice.
PART 5. CONCLUSION

Whenever consideration has been given in the past to the amend
ment of the Railroad Retirement Act, we have always stipulated and
insisted that, in making any change, the financial soundness of the
railroad retirement system must be assured beyond the slightest
doubt. Any proposal for the increase of benefits must at the same
time provide that the financial soundness of the system must be
maintained.
It is absolutely certain that the railroad retirement system is now
underfinanced. In view of this fact, no further consideration can be
given to the liberalization of benefits without providing some method
'by which additional revenues can be secured to pay the added costs.
Enactment of H. R. 356 would add to the cost of the railroad retire
ment system some $385 million in the next 50 years without providing
for any revenue to meet such cost to the system.
I'The Railroad Retirement Board has estimated that the average number of individuals who will be sub
ject to the duplicatehbenefit provision in the future winl be, by decades, as follows: 1951-00, 36,900; 1901-70,
43,200; 1971-80, 28,700; 1981-90, 9,000; 1991-2000, 1,400.
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The duplicate benefit provision of the Railroad Retirement Act is
not an inequitable provision, in our opinion. It has been shown
that the individuals affected by this provision, on the average, have
already received and will continue to receive railroad benefits valued
at many times the amount of railroad taxes they have paid. The
enactment of this bill would create serious and widespread inequities
between the group of 30,000 annuitants now receiving duplicate
benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act, on the one hand, and, on
the other hand, the 450,000 individuals who are now receiving benefits
under the law,' as well as the 1Y2 million railroad workers in active
service, and the many millions of future railroad employees.
In our opinion, it is not equitable for a man to get a, largely unpaidfor annuity from the railroad retirement system and then, by virtue
of a year's or a few years' work in employment covered by the social
security system, to get another largely unpaid for benefit under that
system. Such a duplication of benefits for untaxed service is unfair
to, and at the expense of, the majority of railroad workers who stay
in the industry and get only a small increase in annuity for their
additional service, or perhaps no increase at all if they already have
30 years of railroad service. To permit this duplication of benefits
offers an employee a premium for leaving railroad employment to
seek employment elsewhere before he would otherwise retire-some
thing which the retirement system is presumably not intended to
encourage.
For these reasons we are strongly opposed to the bill here being
reported.
ROBERT CROSSER.
ARTHUR G. KLEIN.
WILLIAm T. GRANAHAN.
PETER F. MACK, Jr.

Louis B.

HELLER.

MORGAN M. MOULDER.
HARLEY 0. STAGGERS.

JOHN

B.

BENNETT.

APPENDIX
1.

REPORT OF RAILROAD

RETIRFMENT

BOARD ON

H. R. 356

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD,

Chicago, Ill., February 40, 1953.
Hon. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON,
Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. WOLVERTON: This is a report on H1. R. 356, introduced in the
,House of Representatives by Mr. Van Zandt on January 3, 1953, and referred to
your committee for consideration.
The bill would strike out, effective October 30, 1951, the last paragraph of
section 3 (b) of the Rgilroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended by section 7
of Public Law 23-4, 82d Congress, 1st session , enacted October 30, 1951. This
paragraph provides as follows:
"The retirement annuity or pension of an individual, and the annuity of his
spouse, if any., shall be reduced, beginning with the month in which such individual
is, or on proper application would be, entitled to an old, age insurance benefit
under the Social Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of the individual's
retirement annuity, by that portion of such annuity which Is based on his years of
service and compensation before 1937, or by the amount of such old age, insurance
benefit, whichever is less, (ii) in the case of the individual's pension, by the amount
of such old age insurance benefit, alid (iii) in the case, of the spouse's annuity, to
one-half the individual's retirement annuity or pension as reduced 'pursuant to
clause (i) or clause (ii) of this paragraph: Protided, however, That, in the case of
any individual receiving or entitled to receive an annuity or pension on the day
prior to the date of enactment of this paragraph, the reductions required by this
paragraph shall not operate to reduce the sum 'of (A) 'the retirement annuity or
pension of the individual, (B) the spouse's annuity, If any, and (C) the benefits
under the Social Security Act which the individual and his family receive or are
entitled to receive on the basis of his wages to, an Amount less than such sum was
before the enactment of this paragraph."
The reason for this quoted paragraph is found in the report of the Senate Com
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare (which revised the bill S. 1347, later enacted,
substantially, as the amendments of October 30, 1951), as follows:
"*
* * section 7 provides against duplication of credit for prior service.
The
amended Social Security Act is so weighted as, in effect, to give credit for service
before 1937. In view of this, and since employees who now receive credit for
service before 1937 have not paid any taxes with respect to such service, the spon
sors of the bill deemed it appropriate to continue to give credit under the Railroad
Retirement Act for prior service, but only if the employee does not also receive
an old-age benefit under the Social Security Act" (S. Rept. 890, 82d Cong., 1st
sess., p. 24).
The savings to the railroad retirement system as a result of the above-quoted
provision of the act have been estimated to be $11 million a year for the first 10
years, $15 million a year for the next 10 years, $9 million a year for the third
decade, $3 million for the next 10 'years, and steadily decreasing amounts there
after until the savings vanish, approximately in the year '2000. Thus, the esti
mated dollar savings in benefits would aggregate about $385 million. These esti
mated savings were taken into account in making the increases in various benefits
provided by the 1951 amendments.
For the reason set forth in the Senate committee report, previously quoted, and
because the bill would provide no additional funds to meet the increased cost of
paying beniefits under the Railroad Retirement Act, the Board recommends that
no favorable consideration' be given to this bill.
23
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Moreover, the Board believes that no consideration should be given to bills to
amend the present Railroad Retirement Act until: (1) the fifth actuarial valua
tion of the railroad retirement system has been completed; and (2) more exper
ience in the administration of the act as amended on October 30, 1951, by Public
Law 234, 82d Congress, 1st session, has been acquired.
This, report has been cleared with the Bureau of the Budget, which informs us
that there is no objection to its submission.
Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM J. KENNEDY, Chairman.

2. STATEMENT OF MR. A. E. LYON, ExECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE RAILWAY
LABOR EXECUTIVES' ASSOCIATION, IN OPPOSITION To H. R. 356
A. E. Lyon, executive secretary of the Railway Labor Executives' Association,
issued the following statement in behalf of the member organizations of the
association, July 6,-1953. These organizations are listed below.

Switchmen's Union of North America
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers
American Train Dispatchers' Association
Railway Employees' Department, A. F. of L.
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, and Helpers of
America
International Association of Machinists
International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, Drop Forgers, and Helpers
Sheet Metal Workers' International Association
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Brotherhood Railway Carmen of America
International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers
Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and
Station Employees
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees
Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America

National Organization Masters, Mates, and Pilots of America
National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association
International Longshoremen's Association
Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders International Union
Railroad Yardmasters of America
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters
STATEMENT

The Railway Labor Executives' Association, representing some 50 percent of al
railroad employees, is opposed to any amendments to the Railroad Retirement1
Act which endanger the financial safety of the retirement fund. H. R. 356, by
Mr. Van Zandt, which has been favorably reported by the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, would further jeopardize the solvency of our
system.
Benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act are now costing substantially
more per year than the income provided the fund. The adoption of H. R. 356
would add some $10 million per year to this burden. H. R. 356 makes no provision
for additional financing.

In order to assure that the railroad retirement system provide benefits equal
to or better than social security, the Congress enacted broad revisions in that
act in 1951. The final legislation passed in 1951 was the result of a compromise
arrived at by the Association of American Railroads, the Railway Labor Execu
tives' Association, and at least one of the so-called train service brotherhoods,
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. These 1951 amendments contained
provisions which liberalized the provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act and
at the same time had revenue-producing features to keep the fund stable.
Now comes the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and other train and engine
service organizations, representing in all some 20 percent of the men and women
who work on the railroads, asking that one of the financing features of the 1951
amendments be repealed. They seek the repeal of the section dealing with the
elimination of duplicate credit for the same period of service on which the employee
in question paid no taxes.
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The Railway Labor Executives' Association in all approaches to the retirement
system is primarily concerned with its solvency. To enact H. R. 356 without
providing additional revenue would be dangerous.
We believe that the House should consider very carefully any changes in the
retirement act which might adversely affect the soundness of the system. This
association has never recommended any change in the act that did not contain
demonstrable evidence that the fund would be left in a healthy condition after the
changes were made. The proponents of H. R. 356 have made no suggestions as to
financing the increases in benefits that the bill contains.
As you know, the railroad retirement sy-stem is financed by contributions from
the railroad~companies and railroad employees. No general tax funds are involved.
The Association of American Railroads, representing all railroad companies, is also
opposed to any amendments to the retirement act at this time.

3.

DUPLICATE BENEFIT PROVISION

OF, RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT

The duplicate benefit provision is contained in the last paragraph of section 3 (b)
of the Railroad Retirement Act, a-,amended, and reads as follows:
"The retirement annuity or pension of an individual, and the annuity of his
spouse, if any, shall be reduced, beginning with the month in which such individual
is, or on proper application would be, entitled to an old-age insurance benefit under
the 'Social Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of the individual's retirement
annuity, by that portion of such annuity which is based on his years of service and
compensation before 1937, or by the amount of such old-age insurance benefit,
whichever is less, (ii) in the case of the individual's pension, by the amount of
such old-agae insurance benefit, and (iii) in the case of the spouse's annuity, to
one-half the individual's retirement annuity or pension as reduced pursuant to
clause (i) or clause (ii) of this paragraph: Provided, however, That, in the case of an
individual receiving or entitled to receive an annuity or pension on the day prior
to the date of enactment of this paragraph, the reductions required by this para
graph shall not operate to reduce the -urn of (A) the retirement annuity or pension
of the individual, (B) the spouse's annuity, if any, and (C) the benefits under thle
Social Securitv Act which the individual and his family receive or are entitled to
receive on the basis of his wages, to an amount less than such sum was before the
enactment of this paragraph."

DISSENTING VIEWS OF MR. ROBERT HALE
I am not in entire agreement with some statements made in the
minority report, but I am convinced that the enactment of H. R. 356
at the present time would be actuarially unsound. I subscribe to the
view that no further consideration should be given to the liberalization
of benefits without providing some method by which additional
revenue can be secured. On this ground, I oppose the present enact
ment of H. R. 356.

ROBERT HALE.
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The Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, That upon the adoption of this
resolution It shall be In order to move that
the House resolve itself into the Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration of the bill (H. R.

Mr. VAN ZANDT. For the benefit of
the House, the International Machinists
Union, some 800,000, are supporting this
bill; the Congress of Industrial organi
zations, with better than 100,000 menm
bers who are railroad employees; the
United Steel Workers of America, with
some 10,000 employees; the Railway Pa

minutes of my time to the gentleman
from Virginia [Mr. SMITH], and at this
time yield myself such time as I may use.
Mr. Speaker, House Resolution 336 is
a rule which provides for 2 hours general
debate, an open rule, in the consideration
of the bill H. R. 356. That bill is a measure which would retroactively repeal one
of the provisions which was written into
the Railroad Retirement Act by the 82d
Congress in 1951. The provision it deals
with is the so-called social security offset
provision, otherwise known as the dualbenefit provision.
The provision which It is sought now
to repeal is one that would reduce the
pension of certain retired railroad workers who might be entitled to social-security benefits even though they do not get
social-security benefits. It has been
thought that that provision is manifestly unfair. It was not intended by the
Congress to effect that result and this
measure would cure that defect in the
law. it would seem to be a very meritorious piece of legislation, although
there is some controversy with regard
to it.

Mr.. VAN ZANDT. I reply to the
gentleman by saying that Mr. A. J.
Hayes, international president of the In
ternational Association of Machinists,
an organization affiliated with the Rail
way Labor Executive Assoclation, wired
me to the effect that 800.000 members,
of his organization which represents the
machinists, the machinists helpers and
apprentices of every railway carrier of
this country, after due study and con
sideration, wholeheartedly supports the
enactments of this legislation.
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. There
are only 45,000 persons who belong to
that union who are railroad workers, so
the 800,000 figure is certainly mislead
ing.
Mr. LATHAM. As I Indicated, Mr.
Speaker, there is some slight controversy
in regard to this measure. I therefore
suggest we adopt the rule speedily and
get on to the merits of the bill.
Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the
gentleman from New York [Mr. WAINWaIGHT].
Mr. WAINWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I
would like to associate myself with my
colleague, the gentleman from New York

356) to amend the Railroad Retirement Act
of 1937, as amended. After general debate,
which shall be confined to the bill, and shall
continue not to exceed 2 hours, to be equally trolmen's International Union of the
divided and controlled by the chairman and American Federation of Labor, are all
ranking minority member of the Committee Supporting this bill. So do the BET,
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, the ORC, BLE, B. L. F. and E. and the switch
bill shall be read for amendment under the men's union. Therefore, I challenge the
5-minute rule. At the conclusion of the statement that 80 percent of the railroad
employees of this country are opposed to
consideration of the bill for amendment,
il
Committee shall rise and report the bill toti
the House with such amendments as maytibl.
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Does the
have been adopted, and the previous ques
tion shall be considered as ordered on the gentleman dispute the fact that the
Labor Executive Association,
Railway
to
final
passage
thereto
bill and amendments
without Intervening motion except one mo- representing approximately 80 percent
of the railroad employees, is opposed
tion to recommit,
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, I yield 30 to this bill?

Mr. BENNETT of Michigan.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ATHM.
Iyied t
LAHMicia.Iyedth
mafr.m

AMENDMENT TO RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937, AS AMENDED
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, I call up
'House Resolution 336 and ask for its immediate consideration,

Mr.

[Mr. LATHAM], in urging the adoption of

thegenle-House Resolution 336. I would also like
to state at this time that I am delighted
ete

The to support my colleague, the gentleman
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan.
,i
VNZN
American Association of Railroads is op- suport ofnnH.vaR. 356.
posed to this bill. Eighty percent of rail-suprofHR.36
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, I yield
road labor, or the people representing
railroad labor, are opposed to it. The such time as he may desire to the gen
rnaaI
lios[r
imnfo
Railroad Retirement Board ,which adMr. SPRINGER. Mr. Speaker, I be.
ministers this law, is opposed to it unanUnder those circumstances, lieve that the enactment of this amend
imously.
where practically everybody concerned ment is good legislation, and is in the
with the railroad retirement problem, best interests of railroad employees gen
the employers, the employees, and the erally.
As you will recall, a pensioner who
agencies administering the law being diametrically opposed to it, does he not retires under the provisions of the Rail
think this is a poor time for the House to road Retirement Act at the present time
cannot receive any benefits under the
bring up a matter of this kind?
Social Security Act, even though he may
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, in vie
vi ew have worked the required number of
of tht
he ac he ommtte
hasdre- quarters to become a pensioner under
that
uget
pofte the sbilfac thwomite
Social Security Act. in my opinion
tht
w adptthe
hisbil,
pored Isuges
Certainly it this is highly discriminatory against
the rule expeditiously.
should be considered by the House, and railroad workers generally.
Under the Civil Service Retirement
then a full discussion of the merits of the
Act any pensioner is entitled to draw
bill can be had.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Speaker, will his civil service retirement pay and in
addition may become regularly employed
the gentleman yield?
Mi. LATHAM. I yield to the gentle- if he so wishes and receive old-age bene
fits under the Social Security Act. The
man from Pennsylvania.
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same is true in almost every other pension system of the Federal Government.
This is true of the Foreign Service retirement system and of the retirement
systems for the employees of the Federal Reserve System and the Tennessee
Valley Authority. In addition, every
pensioner under State retirement systems is entitled after he has retired to
work at other gainful employment and
in addition to receive social security
benefits, if he so qualifies. Individuals
who retire from the Army, Air Force,
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard,
Coast and Geodetic Survey, Public
Health Service, or from the Federal judiciary receive the full pension to which
they are entitled without any reduction
by reason of old-age insurance benefits
under the Social Security Act.
I fail to understand why it should be
necessary to reduce the annuity of peopie under the Railroad Retirement Act
by any payment they receive as the resuit of social security. In order to
qualify under social security it is necessary that every person shall work the
required number of quarters. Social
security is based upon earned service,
Now in the present Railroad Retirement
Act retired railroad personnel are barred
from social security. There is no reason that I can see as to why retired railroad personnel should be treated on any
different basis than people under other
retirement systems,
I think everyone in this House knows
that the cost of living has risen substantially since the Railroad Retirement Act
was enacted in 1937. There have been
some increases in the meantime but they
have not been nearly enough to catch up
with the cost of living.
It is my understanding that the average annuitant under the railroad retirement system will receive approximately
$129.80. If this is reduced by the amount
of his social security you can see that his
net income for the month under the
railroad retirement system would be less
than $100.
In many instances retired railroad
Personnel must work at other occupations in order to exist. When the time
comes for them to fully retire they are
then unable to take advantage of the
Provisions of social security for which
they would have otherwise fully qualifled. This has resulted in the reduction
of many thousands of annuities and
pensions of railroad People, some of
which have been paid for many years.
In order to restore the confidence of
railroad employees in the fairness and
equity of their retirement system, this
Provision should be immediately repealed. It is my belief that the amendinents of 1951 to the Railroad Retirement Act were passed in good faith but
they have proved to be highly discriminatory and unjust and in addition have
not worked out in the intervening time
to the benefit of all railroad people,
These individuals had a right to expect
that the Pensions payable to them under
the Railroad Retirement Act would not
be subject to a reduction during their
lifetime. Most of them have made plans
for their retirement in the belief that
their benefits would be available to them
for their lifetime.. They have done
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nothing of themselves to cause a reduc- provide a retirement system for railroad
tion in their pensions. The reduction workers. My support has been given all
was brought about by this provision through the years, from that time up to
which was enacted into law in 1951 after and including the present, to this legis
they had started to receive their benefits. lation. I assure you it has given me
It should be emphasized that many real satisfaction to have had a part in
individuals who have qualified for bene- this most worth-while legislation.
fits under both the Railroad Retirement
I mention this fact so that all may
Act and social security have done so know thAt as I come before You today
because they have been compelled to to advocate the passage of the bill be
seek social-security employment and not fore us-H. R. 356--you may realize that
because they were seeking to qualify for I do so as the friend of railroad work
an additional benefit upon retirement. ers both before and after retirement, and
In many cases they were compelled to with a continuing desire to be helpful
seek employment outside of the railroad to them at all times.
industry as the result of the abandon- H. R. 356, CORRECT, WRONG DONE To RETIRED
ment of operations by a carrier. There
RAILROAD WORKERS
are many other cases where the individToday, the membership of this House
uals concerned accepted employment will have the opportunity of correcting
outside of the railroad industry during a wrong that was done to retired rail
the war, when their particular skills were road workers when the 1951 amendments
in demand, in order to fulfill their patri- to the Railroad Retirement Act were
otic obligations. All of these people who passed.
found employment elsewhere as a necesAt that time it was recognized by all
sity were subject to the Provisions of the that the meager benefits received by re
Social Security Act. Under the present tired railroad workers were insufficient
law, through no fault of their own, they to maintain a husband and wife in the
will be forced to take a reduction in inflationary period that then existed.
their railroad retirement benefits equal The high cost of living brought real dis
to the amount that they receive undertrstoheeeiedwkr.Ina
the Social Security Act,
teffor to rleethemer
thred HoukeseIpasse
It is my belief that any fair-minded afbill tha inreaseedte the pesonse pansd
person, upon a complete understanding annuiltieabt
1 pncerenthepnin
and
srio
of the situation that has been created as benefitis by 33 V percent. The lattrvio
the result of the amendments of 1951, percent of increase was to enable the
would want to see them repealed. Cer- lte
ls ob asdi
h aepo
tainly we do not want to discriminate pottrto thatshadberiednprevioslyegiven
against retired railroad personnel as potiontheaesinr
hadend annviuitnsly givn
against other people who are able to take tother wordsionr
eqaliedhanutwondiffeIng
advantage of both their regular retire- classes. Thedsbil wqasiz pased byoaiflarige
ment system and social security when mlajority ofThe Hou
wse.sedb
Itemnsrated
both have been separately earned,
majveriy rea desie andseIntdentonstoaieMr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Speaker,aveyrldsiendnttonoim
I concur in the statement made by the prove the condition of retired workers
gentleman from New York. The best and their survivors.
thing to do in the matter is to adopt the
However, the Senate passed a bill that
rule expeditiously and let them go to it. while it sought to increase the benefits
Mr. LATHAM. Mr. Speaker, I move to be paid, nevertheless contained many
the previous question,
highly objectionable features. In con
The previous question was ordered,
billnby theeinisence oficefo Huecn
the
The resolution was agreed to.
bl yteissec
fteHuecn
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I ferees, except the one which has become
move that the House resolve itself into amndmenast.eda-eei-etito
the Committee of the Whole House on aedet
the State of the Union for the considerThe House conferees in 9,spirit of com
ation of the bill (H. R. 356) to amend promise accepted this amendment, not
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as because they believed in it nor thought
amended,
it right, but, solely to get through a bill
The motion was agreed to.
that would increase the benefits to pen
Accordingly the House resolved Itself sioners and annuitants by 15 percent
Into the Committee of the Whole House and to survivors by 331Va percent. For
on the State of the Union for the con- the conferees, of whom I was one, I Must
sideration of the bill H. R. 356. with Mr. in justice to them state that even they
CANFIELD in the chair,
did not fully realize the extent of the
The Clerk read the title of the bill,
amendment restricting dual benefits.
By unanimous consent, the first read- nor that it would work as great a hard
ing of the bill was dispensed with,
ship as it does, nor affect as many pen
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I sioners as it does.
yield myself 21 minutes.
INJUSTICE OF DUAL-BENEFIT RESRTICTION
Mr. Chairman, during the years that
The amendment of 1951 that has re
it has been my privilege to serve as a sulted in such hardship and injustice
Member of this House, I have had an to some 30,000 or more retired workers,
opportunity to participate in the enact- and 10,000 or more wives, provides that
ment of numerous and varied pieces of the railroad-retirement pension or an
legislation that have been worth while nuity of an individual must be reduced
and highly beneficial. This is a source if such individual has creditable railroad
of personal satisfaction,
service before 1937 and he is receiving,
It was my privilege to be a member or is entitled to receive, and, I want to
of the Committee on Interstate and For- emphasize the latter phrase, "or is en
eign Commerce from the time the first titled to receive," an old-age benefit
bill was enacted by that committee to under the Social Security Act. The UU
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fairness of this scheme is made more that cries of anguish and angry protest during the hearings. It reads as fol
Plain and emphatic when it is realized have gone up all over the land?
lows:
that this reduction in the railroad an- RETIRED RUWROA WORKERS UNIDER 1951 AMEND- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA RAILROAD RETIRE
nuity must be made even though the
MEINTS ONLY CLASS DENIED DUAL DENEFITS
HENST BOARD CERTIFICATE oF ANNUITY
individual is only potentially entitled to
The injustice that has resulted to reThis is to certify that Charles Van Doran
receive an old-age benefit under the So- tired railroad workers as a result of the Kenison, having ceased employer service and
cial Security Act, but is not receiving 1951 amendment is still further empha- being otherwise qualified, Is entitled to re
it either because he has not filed for L~, sized when it is realized that they are the celvesiansannuitye underoand subjrecet Ato.h
or because he is still working. In other only pensioners in our entire Govern- provistiosof, thdailroad Ruetirement Act.r
words, the amount is deducted from his ment set-up who are thus treated. IndaedtheRisroad
o
daytofeJune, 1944d.B
r
railroad-retirement benefits even though dividuals who retire under the Civil Serv- de o teRaira
RetLiremS SentBard.
he is not receiving social-security bene- ice Retirement Act and under other FedMURRAY W. LATIMER, Chairman.
fits he might be entitled to. It is bad eral retirement systems are not thus
enough to make a reduction of the treated. Furthermore, individuals who
The letter referred to follows:
amount received, but when the reduction retire from the Army, the Air Force,
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD,
is made of an amount not received, it Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Coast
BUREAU OF, RETIREMENT CLAIMS,
reaches a degree of injustice that no and Geodetic Survey, or the Public
Chicago, Ill., June 23, 1944.
one can or should attempt to justify. Health Service, or from the Federal judi- In reply refer to: Claim No. A-212980.
The total amount of the reduction in ciary, or, from any other type of Gov- Mr CHARhlEVand
4
DOAvnKEN
N
a railroad annuity is equal to that por- ermient position that comes under the
1N4Higlan
Taven oweY
tion of the annuity which is based on Civil Service Retirement Act, receive the
DEAR SIR: Torhe Boarrdtoi plese
n
Yoinor
prior service, that is to say, service be- full annuity to which they are entitled you that, on the boardis
oyurapleasedtion
infor
fore 1937, or the amount of the social- under any of the applicable systems the evidence the basisdo your
happlicatin anade
security benefit, whether received or not, without any reduction by reason of any an annuity under section 2 (a) (2) (A) of
whichever is the smaller amount,
old-age insurance benefit to which they the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937. The
As a result of this provision of the law, may be entitled under the Social Security beginning date of your annuity is April 1,
ther f lst
wee,yaran
t th
clse
ct.1944,
and the monthly amount to which you
estimated 30,200 retired railroad annuiThe bill now before us seeks to correct are ettleajd isaio
$120.cam
0 n
tants and pensioners, and 10,500 wives this inequity that has resulted from the
In theas
adjudicato ofr yrourclim3and
yu
of such retired individuals, who had their 1951 amendments. The bill has the sup- a/2verars'onh
sevcomenweretpove wasond you
benefits reduced, in some cases as much port of an overwhelming majority of be $300. As you probably know, the total
as $85 a month for the retired employee, the Committee on Interstate and Foreign service which can be counted in calculating
and $40 for his wife. That is a lot of Commerce. Tens of thousands of rail- an annuity may not exceed 30 years, and com
money to take away from an elderly man road workers and their families are hop- pensation in excess of $300 is any one calen
and his wife who are trying to make ing and praying that we take favorable dar month may not be included.
mal penional-acton
bothend
meto a
n tis ill.I hve eceved th
asAt the earliest practicable date, snd as soon
roheadytoo
tostrtwihTisn
small
n
re- actinommittee
bll
hase received,anth Mhems the necessary arrangements for paymepnt
readytoo
sall
t st
badlyhit
T
berscofmtethisHouehaved recivd
thunMehave been completed, you will receive a
duction cuts deeply. It hurts
eso
hsHos
aercie
ucal.I
heck for $240, covering the amount due you
has caused a great deal of hardship, es- dreds, yes, thousands of letters, tele- from April 1, 1944, which,
as shown above,
pecially if the retired worker and his grams, and petitions from the retired Is the beginning date of your annuity, to
wife have to rely entirely on their re- workers and organizations representing May 31, 1944. Thereafter, during your life
tirement benefits for a livelihood,
these workers, who are being deprived, time, regular monthly payments of $120 will
To ad isul toinjrywhentheConnjut
byan
prvison f te lw, f ~be mailed to reach you about the 5th day
To ad isul toinjrywhentheCon
byan njut
prvison
f te
lw,
f aof
each month to cover the amount due for
gress last year voted an increase in good portion of their railroad retirement the preceding month.
social-security benefits, these 30,000 and annuities and pensions to which they are
In the event you return to work, the act
more retired workers found, to their entitled. I can say, without the slightest provides that no annuity shall be paid for
amazement, that their rallroad-retlre- doubt whatever, that this provision of any month in which you render compensated
ment annuities were further reduced by the law has brought forth more criticism service (1) to an employer as defined in the
an amount corresponding to the increase and more concern on the part of retired act, or (2) the last person by whom you were
in their social-security benefits. They Workers than any other feature of the employed prior to the date on which your
were no better off after the increase in Railroad Retirement Act. Many of the annuity began to accrue, or (3) to any per
thei ol-ag
eneitstha
inurace letersI hve eceved an, iam ureson with whom you held rights to return to
therldageinurncebeeftstheanleachrofyo have receivedsimilar letters,
service at the time your annuity began to
they were before Congress made th n
aho
o
aercie
iia
etraccrue,
or (4) to any person with whom you
crease. Some of them, in fact, were are Pitiful. They come from individuals ceased service in order to have your annuity
worse off. The relief which the Con- who have looked forward to retirement begin to accrue. The act further provides
gress intended to give to retired work- on a reasonable annuity. They have that any person receiving an annuity shall
ers to meet increased living costs was made plans in anticipation of the receipt report to the Board immediately all such
not passed on to these retired railroad of such annuities, only to find now that compensated service. However, service ren
workrsaltoug
cme
wthi thy
th
thir nnutiesarebeig
nnutiesarebeig rducd
bb an
dered as an employee of a local lodge or di
workrsaltoug
cme wthithy
th
thir
rducd
anvision
of a national railway labor
provisions of the Social Security Act, inequitable provision of the law. They tion shall not affect your annuity organiza
and need
because of this dual-benefit restriction are disturbed. They are worried. it is 'not be reported if you earn less than $3 a
provision in the railroad-retirement law, our duty to remove their worries by the month for such service.
As I stated a moment ago, we now passage of the bill now before us.
The Board takes pleasure In sending you

have an estimated 30,200 retired railroad
workers who are affected by this dual-

RETIRED RAILROAD WORKERS WERE PROMISED
THEIR ANNUITY FOR LIFE

a certificate evidencing the fact that you
have retired from service and are entitled to

beei rvso.Btti sntte
Tefl
elzto
fteijsie
receive an annuity. If, in the future, any
benfitproisin.
uthisiJno
fat,
That hasbee doealztion ourth
r iroadtwork
questions arise in connection with your an
final number by any means.Infctahabendetouraiodwrk
nuity, it is suggested that, instead of writing
the Railroad Retirement Board has esti- ers by reducing their pensions and an- to the Board at 844 Rush Street, Chicago
11,
mated that this number in the next few nuities below what they had been prom- Ill., you take the matter up with a field rep
years will reach an estimate of over ised by the Railroad Retirement Board, resentative of the Board located at any of
43,000 retired annuitants who will come under the law when they retired, and the addresses shown on the enclosed list of
under this provision of the law and have Which they naturally expected to re- regional and district managers' offices and
their railroad-retirement benefits re- ceive for life, can be fully appreciated furnish him with this letter.
duced because they may be entitled to by reading the certificate of annuity
Yours very truly,
social-security benefits, and, this is which was presented by the Railroad
JiecoHNWf CAireentDERms
whether they draw the benefits or not. Retirement Board to each individual asDietroRfIemnClms
Can anything more outrageous or a he retired from railroad service. It was
I want the Members of the House to
greater injustice be conceived to which a beautifully prepared certificate with get the full significance of the promise
retired railroad workers and their wives gold seal and red ribbon attached. I that was held out to these railroad workcould be subjected? Is it any wonder had one of these certificates before me ers as they retired. Note particularly the
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words contained in the certificate of annuity issued to these faithful railroad
workers, words of assurance that were
intended to give courage and that could
be looked upon as dependable-Listen,
carefully, as I read them. These are the
words contained in the certificate that
was presented at our hearing by Mr.
Kenison:
Thereafter, during your lifetime, regular
monthly payments of $120 will be mailed to
reach you about the 5th of each month to
cover the amount due for the preceding
month. Thereafter, during your lifetime,
you will receive $120 per month,
Mr. Kenison no longer receives $120
per month. It has been reduced as a
result of.the passage of the 1951 amendments. His case is similar to those of
thousands more similarly treated. It is
the receipt of money less than what was
promised that has brought to us these
thousands of complaints. There is nothing that these retired workers have done
to justify any such treatment. All that
they have done is to work in some industry to supplement their meager retirement benefits or because of reduction of
force they were dropped from the rolls
of the railroad for which they had been
working. In neither case was it due to
conditions of their own making. It has
been solely the result of a law passed by
Congress and which should never have
been passed. Their objection arises because they feel the rules of the game
were improperly and unjustly changed
after they had been retired and assured
their annuity or pension would be for
life. Their complaint is justified. And,
if we have the character I think we have,
we will acknowledge the mistake that
was made and correct it as speedily as
possible.
HOW DID TI

vision. The committee of conference
of the House and Senate agreed to a
bill which included this provision. The
conference report was adopted by the
House on October 19. 1951, the day prior
to the adjournment of the Congress.
During the consideration of the conference report the view was expressed
by some Members that they did not
agree with all the provisions of the conference report, but, nevertheless, it had
their support in order that some 400,000
beneficiaries under the Railroad Retiremnent Act, who were urgently in need
of increased benefits, would be able to
obtain such an increase without further
delay. It will be obvious from what I
have said that this restriction of dualbenefits provisions of the 1951 amendmients to the act did not receive the careful study and appraisal by the House
that it should have received. It was
one of those things that are so apt to
happen in the closing days of a session
where there is a disposition to accept
compromises or give consent to provisions that have not had the study they
should have had. All of which is done
to accomplish what is considered some
overall worthwhile purpose. Such was
the case in this instance with the overwhelming desire to relieve the distressed
railroad workers who were so greatly in
need as a result of insufficient benefits,
This was accomplished without realizing the distress that was being brought
to some as a result of the adoption of
the Provisions we now seek to retroa'ctively repeal.
However, it was not long before the
effect of this provision of the law began
to be felt in all its harshness by thousands of annuitants and pensioners. It
was not until then that we Members of
GTINOCongress
awoke to the harmful effect

THS NQUTAL
sao~~o
NUIAL
RISOGEITOwe

had brought to the 30,000 and more

July 24

experience to them. These individuals
had a right to expect that the benefits
payable to them under the Railroad Re
tirement Act would not be subject to a
reduction during their lifetime. They
had made plans for their retirement in
the belief that such benefits would be
available to them. They had done noth
ing of themselves to cause a reduction in
their benefits. The reduction was
brought about by this inequitable provi
sion which was enacted into law after
they started to receive their benefits.
This committee believes that the Con
gress, when it passed the Railroad Re
tirement Act in 193'?, did not intend that
an annuity or pension payable under the
act, once granted, should subsequently
be reduced because the individual had
also been engaged in gainful employment
covered by the Social Security Act and
had qualified for an old-age benefit un
der that act. When the Railroad Re
tirement Act of 1937 was passed, bene
ficiaries under the act were given to un
derstand that this law would remove the
fears and uncertainties, which were
present under the voluntary Pension
plans of the railroads, that their an
nuities and pensions would be discon
tinued or reduced. Unfortunately, these
fears and uncertainties have been re
vived as a result of the enactment and
operation of the dual-benefit provision.
That provision has already brought
about a great deal of discomfort and un
happiness to many thousands of retired
railroad workers.
Second. It creates an inequity to em
ployees compelled to seek social-security
employment: I should like to emphasize
that any individuals who have qualified
for benefits under both acts have done
so because they have been compelled to
seek social-security employment and not

because they were seeking to qualify for

LAW?reieralodwresThbrain

It is quite natural for someone to ask,
etrdalodwrks.Tebadi-an
additional benefit upon retirement.
Ho dd
uc
a ieqitbl povsinterest that has been expressed in this In some cases they were compelled to
How
uchan
id nequtabe poviionlegislation, and the desire to make seek employment outside the railroad in
ever get into the law? I have already amends for the wrong that was done, dustry by reason of a reduction in force
made a brief explanation, but to be more is evidenced by the fact that no less or by reason of the abandonment of op
explicit and to understand it fully we than 18 bills to repeal this provision of erations by a carrier. There are many
mut o acprl f 91 he tethe
law were introduced in the House other cases where the individuals Conbills which eventually became Public Law during the first 4 months of this session.cendaepdemly
ntosief
234 of the 82d Congress were first introendacpe
mlyetotieo
duced in the House and Senate.
REASONS WHY THE DTJAL-BENEFIT RSsTRICTION
the railroad industry during the war,

H. R. 3669, on which hearings were

held by the committee in the 82d Congress, was a most difficult and intricate
bill, covering 24 pages.
It contained,
among many other controversial provisions, the restriction of dual benefits,
which the bill now before us seeks to
repeal. The hearings on H. R.36691lasted
for 11 days. The bill was debated in the
committee for weeks. Finally, the committee reported favorably a simple substitute bill, which provided an acrossthe-board increase of 15 percent to annuitants and pensioners and a 331/3..
percent increase in survivor benefits,
There was no dual-benefit provision in
the committee substitute. When this
bill reached the floor of the House, the
gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. HARRIxsJ
offered a substitute bill for the bill reported by the committee. The Harris
substitute Passed the House on October
16, 1951. It did not contain the restriction of dual-benefits provision.
In the Meantime the Senate had approved a bill which included this pro-

SHUDB

EELDwhen

I now wish to set forth in more detail
the reasons why the dual-benefit restrictive Provision should be repealed, as set
foth in the committee report:
First. Railroad employees believed
that benefits once granted would not be
reduced.
Upon retirement, each qualified individual received a certificate and a letter from the Railroad Retirement Board
which certified that such individual was
entitled to an annuity under the Railroad Retirement Act and that during his
lifetime regular monthly payments of a
specified amount would be mailed to him
each month. I want to emphasize the
phrase "during his lifetime." Such certificates have been issued since 1936.
Many thousands of such retired annuitants and pensioners now find that
the annuities and pensions which they
thought had been underwritten by the
Government of the United States have
been reduced under the dual-benefit provision. This has been a most shocking

their particular skills were in de

mand, in order to fulfill their patriotic
obligations. I can see no reason why
individuals who were compelled to seek
social security employment or who
served during the war in industries de
manding their skills should now be pen
alized for events over which they had no
control and be forced to take a reduction
in their railroad-retirement benefits.
Third. It creates an inequity between
railroad employees and persons covered
by otheir Federal retirement systems:
Under the Civil Service Retirement
Act many annuities now payable to re
tired Feedral employees are based on
service before the establishment of that
system in 1920. This prior service will
continue to be a factor in Federal an
nuities for some years. Yet, a large
number of retired Federal employees
have been receiving or will be eligible to
receive old-age benefits under the Social
Security Aft, without any reduction
whatsoever being made in their civilservice retirement annuity. The same
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observation may be made about the
Foreign Service retirement system and
about the retirement systems for the
employees of the Federal Reserve System
and the Tennessee valley Authority.
These retirement systems, except that of
the Tennessee Valley Authority, have assumed the prior service liability. AMi the
above-mentioned Federal retirement
systems are supported In part by employee contributions.
In addition, there are a number of
other Federal retirement systems which
provide annuities entirely at the Government's expense and under which annuitants are not penalized for engaging in
employment which is subject to the
Social Security Act. For example, individuals, who retire from the Army,
Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast
Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey, or
Public Health Service, or from the Federal Judiciary, receive the full annuity
to which they are entitled under the applicable system without any reduction
by reason of any old-age insurance benefit to which they may be entitled under
the Social Security Act.
Fourth. It creates inequities between
railroad ermployees and employees in
other industries: In many industries in
which private pension plans operate, the
Increases granted in social-security
beuefits in 1950 and 1952 have not been
deducted, or deducted only to a minor
extent, from their supplementary private pensions. Pensions payable under
the plans of the Bell Telephone Co.'s,
for example, have been increased substantially since 1949. While the Du
Pont Co. has a pension plan which calls
for an offset of the full amount of the
old-age insurance benefit under the Social Security Act, the plan was modified
in 1953 so as to give to their retired employees the entire increase in their 50cial-security benefits. The employees of
the Bell Telephone Co.'s and of the Dui
Pont Co. do not make contributions to
the pension funds of those companies.
Fifth. It creates administrative difficulties for the Railroad Retirement
Board:
The dual-benefit restriction has
created difficult administrative problems
for the Railroad Retirement Board. For
example, individuals may become entitled or potentially entitled to socialsecurity benefits after their railroad annuities begin, in which event the latter
are subject to reduction. For individuals entitled or potentially entitled to
social-security benefits, continuation in
social-security employment may result
in additional credits under the Social
Security Act. The amount of potential
old-age insurance benefits may be increased once each quarter for an individual who has not filed a social-security
application, and once each 12 months if
an application has been filed. Whenever the old-age insurance benefit is increased or becomes subject to increase,
the railroad retirement annuity of an
individual to whom the dual-benefit restriction applies must be reduced. The
Railroad Retirement Board has advised
that approximately 500 new reductions
in annuities of this type are currently
being made each month,
XCIX--617
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The source of information required
for prompt application of these reduc-.
tions must come from the annuitants
and pensioners themselves. Because of
widespread misunderstanding of the
complex interrelations between the Railroad Retirement and Social Security
Acts which have been newly created by
the dual-benefit restrictions, few individuals report increases in their old-age
Insurance benefits to the Railroad Retirement Board. Usually the necessary
Information comes from the Bureau Of
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance after
a lapse of many months. Hence, many
overpayments, and in some cases very
large overpayments, have been made in
the railroad annuities and pensions,
The subsequent adjustments in such annuities and pensions have caused a great
deal of hardship to many individuals
who rely entirely on their retirement
benefits for a livellihood,
Sixth. It discriminates against a sPeclal group of retired employees:
The dual-benefit provision discriminates against a special group of retired
railroad employees for the benefit of
other beneficiaries under the act.
Owing to this provision of the law, the
railroad annuity or pension of a retired
employee who has some credited prior
service-that is, service before 1937is reduced if he is also entitled to
an old-age benefit under the Social Security Act. No reduction is made in
the annuity or pension of a retired railroad employee who does not qualify for
an old-age benefit. The funds saved by
not paying the higher benefit in the first
case mentioned above is used to pay
higher benefits to other beneficiaries under the act,
The distinction made between a railroad annuitant or pensioner who also
qualifies for a social security benefit and
one who does not qualify for such a
benefit is a distinction which is contrary
to the spirit of the Railroad Retirement
Act. The act provided in the first instance that full credit should be given
for all prior service not in excess of a
period which, with credited subsequent
service, would equal 30 years. This
principle was continued in subsequent
amendments to the act, which increased
benefits and protection without any such
discrimination, until 1951.
Retired railroad workers who continue
in social security employment beyond
the retirement age of 65 must pay the
social-security tax even though this tax
may not increase their combined railroad and old-age insurance benefits because of the dual-benefit restriction on
the annuities of those who are entitled,
or could become entitled, to socialsecurity benefits.
Seventh. Other considerations: Opponents of this legislation have asserted
that retired railroad employees affected
by this provision of the law have not paid
any taxes on their prior service. This
is grossly misleading. The fact is that
every tax payment ever made under the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act contained
an allowance toward the cost of prior
service. And, the same is true of the
tax now being paid by every railroad
employee and employer.
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For all these reasons the committee
was convinced that this restricted dual
benefit provision of the law should be
repealed.
wA1LfOAD woRKEUS THROUGHOUT THE NATION
FAVOR PRESENT BILL (H. B. 356) NOW MZ
FORE THE HOUSE

Frequently, the question is asked of
me what is the attitude of the railroad
brotherhoods toward the pending legis
lation? I can readily understand the
reason for this question. The railroad
retirement system was inaugurated by
the brotherhoods. The Railroad Re
tirement Act of 1937 represents the co
operative effort of the brotherhoods.
It is a monument that stands above and
beyond any similar effort by organized
labor up to the time of the adoption of
the act. It has been the forerunner of
an ever-increasing interest that has been
taken by organized labor in providing
private pension systems and other social
benefits for the members of their re
spective organizations. Thus, the ques
tion as to what is the attitude of the
railroad brotherhoods to this bill that
would repeal a section of the Railroad
Retirement Act.
There is a differing attitude between
the railroad brotherhoods. Some are in
favor of the repeal of the restrictive
dual-benefit provision. They were op
posed to its adoption from the begin
ning. Some of the brotherhoods are in
favor of the retention of the restriction
against dual benefits. These organiza
tions were in favor of its adoption in the
first place. It seems to me that this ex
plains their continued interest in the
restriction although the experience
gained in the interval between the time
of its adoption and the present has
demonstrated that it is greatly detri
mental to thousands of their retired
members and their wives.
In this connection I wish to point out
to the Members that the interest that
has been displayed in favor of the pend
ing~legislation cuts across all brother
hood lines. While it is true that officers
of some of the brotherhoods have op
posed the present legislation, yet, it has
been demonstrated to the committee by
the receipt of letters, telegrams, and pe
titions that they do not speak for all of
their members in this particular. Judg
ing by the thousands of commnunications
I have received, I am convinced that the
rank and file of all the brotherhoods, re
gardless of the viewpoint expressed by
their officers, are in favor of the present
bill. The existing restriction in dual
benefits is wrong and every railroad
worker knows it. I wish a vote could be
taken of the individual membership of all
the brotherhoods. It would show in my
opinion an overwhelming vote in favor
of this bill.
Now, lest I be misunderstood, I want
to make it plain that all the brother
hoods are not in the class of some I have
just mentioned. They are heart and soul
in f avor of the pending bill. I refer to
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi
neers, Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire
men and Enginemen, Order of Railway
Conductors of America, Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, International Asso
ciation of Machinists, 800.000 strong with
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members working on every railroad In
the country; United Railway Operating
Crafts, United Railroad Workers of
America-CIO, United Transport Service
Employees-CIO, Railroad Yardrmasters
of America, local 18, Railroad and Express Pensioners Crosser Lodge No. 1,
American Labor Party, National Railroad Pension Forum, Tennessee Railroad
Pensioners, Pennsylvania Railroad Retired Men's Association, No. 5, and National Association of Retired and Veteran Railway Employees. And this oniy
represents organizations that presented
appeals before the committee during its
hearings. There were many more represented by communications and from
railroad workers and retired workers
throughout the Nation who communicated their desires to the committee. In
all sincerity I am convinced that if this
matter could be put to a vote of the railroad workers it would be approved by a
nearly unanimous vote,
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ized by law but paid for entirely with
funds of the railroad companies and the
railroad employees. There is no public
money involved. The railroad employees pay 6.25 percent Into this fund and
the railroads pay 6.25, a total of 12.50
percent. Under social security the
worker pays 1.5 percent of payroll. Now,
because it is made up of money that
these employees who are benefited pay
in and money provided by the railroads,
it is important that the fund stay solvent. In spite of the fact that the total
annual revenue of the fund is 12.5 percent of payroll the level cost of the benefits that Congress is providing is 13.47
percent, which is 1 percent more than
it is taking in. In other words, it is
being overdrawn to the extent of about
$45 million a year, that is .91 percent
of payroll. This provision, if enacted,
would cost the railroad retirement
fund another .15 percent of payroll or
about seven or eight million dollars a
COST OF RLEPEALING PROVISION
year, and covering a 50-year period on
We realize that the repeal of this pro- which these things have to be based it
vision of the law will increase the cost would cost $385 million. So. with the
to he ailoadretreentsysem ligt-fund running out of balance at the presto. Therastirod-etrementf system sercght- ent time to the tune of $45 million, anage of payroll, assumed to be $5 billion other $10 million a year adds further to
annually, is 0.15 percent.
our troubles,
All witnesses who testified on the cost
What does that mean? It means that
of this bill were questioned closely. None every person who is working for the railwas willing to predict and none gave any roads-and there are a million and a
reason for fearing that the small cost half or more of them who are paying
involved in the repeal of this dual-benefit into this fund-the younger people who
provision would threaten serious damage will retire in 15, 20, 25, or 30 years from
to the railroad-retirement system,
now are sitting by watching Congress
CONCLSIONprovide
more benefits than revenue, and
COCLSINas
a result the fund is becoming more inYour committee has reexamined this solvent each year. Certainly, in a siturestrictive dual-benefit provision very ation like that, it is the duty of the Concarefully during extensive hearings on gress, if it is to provide additional beneH. R. 356 and the other bills introduced fits, to see that compensating revenue is
to accomplish the same purpose and in provided to offset it.
executive session. After careful considNow, what Is the dual provision? It
eration, we are firmly convinced that this was put in the 1951 amendments for
provision of the law should be repealed this reason: In 1950 the Congress libbecause it has created many hardships eralized social security so that a man
and discriminations against, and injus- aged 62 years of age or older could work
tices to, tens of thousands of retired rail- under social security employment, and
road workers and their families. Faith in a year and a half, making $300
and confidence in the railroad-retire- a month-and paying into social security
ment system can be restored only by a total sum of $85-if he was married,
repeal of this restrictive dual-benefit could, at age 65, get a pension of $127.50.
provision. I appeal to the membership Now, we know that $85 paid in taxes in
to support the bill now before the such a situation did not pay for that
House-H. R. 356-in the form it has kind of a pension. Why did we do it?
been approved by the Committee on In- We did it because the older people have
terstate and Foreign Commerce, and to be provided for, whether they have
thereby do justice to our retired railroad paid taxes or not. So that the social
workers,
security system in 1950 was weighted
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I yield heavily in favor of elderly people. And,
10 minutes to the gentleman from I have no quarrel with that. I voted
Michigan [Mr. BENNETT].
for it, and I think it is perfectly proper.
Mr. BENNE'I' of Michigan. Mr.
The same situation prevailed in the
Chairman, as I stated earlier in the de- railroad industry. The Railroad Retirebate, most of the People concerned with ment Act went into effect in 1937, and
this problem are opposed to it. The at that time we had a lot of elderly people
Railroad Retirement Board, which is who were just about reaching the retirecomposed of a representative of the rail- ment age. We had to take care of them.
roads, a representative of the public, and So what did we do for those people? We
a representative of the employees, filed did the thing we ought to have done,
a unanimous report in Opposition to it. We provided that they could get a penThe railroads, which pay half of the sion based upon service they had with
taxes under this system, are Opposed to the railroad prior to 1937 but for which
it, because they feel it is unrealistic, un- they paid no retirement fund taxes. So
sound, and will further unbalance the it happened in a good many cases that
fund.
railroad workers were retired without
At the outset let us see Just what this paying one single cent into the railroad
does. This is a private system author- retirement system because all of their
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pension was based upon prior service for
which no tax was assessed.
While there was no objection to giving
any citizen the benefit of two pension
systems, it was felt that it was not fair
to give the same employee the benefit of
two pension systems, where, in both
cases he was getting a substantial Part
of his Pension without contributing to
either fund. So Congress in 1951, after
lengthy hearings and a lot of considera
tion by both the House and the other
body, adopted the amendment, which is
now sought to be repealed. I will give
you a specific case: Suppose a worker is
entitled to a railroad pension of $100 a
month, and $40 per month of that pen
sion is based upon service prior to 1937
for which he was not taxed. In that
case he could receive his full socialsecurity pension, but they would take $40
off his railroad pension which, as I say,
was for the prior service for which he
-wasnot taxed. So that put him in the
same situation as other citizens who had
the benefit of untaxed service under the
social security law, he got everything
he paid for under one system-but not
under two. Bear in mind, not one single
cent is being taken away from any rail
road employee here. There is not any
case that can be cited where the railroad
worker is not getting a full pension for
everything he paid for. The only time
anything is being taken away from him
is where he is getting the benefit of two
untaxed pensions.
That is perfectly fair and equitable,
and I beg to differ with my distinguished
chairman when he says this is a different
situation than is the case with other
pension systems. He points to the fact
that a man can work under civil service
and get that pension and he can work
under social security and collect under
both, and that is true. But the thing
that he failed to mention-and the thing
that is important-is that there is not
a single other duplicate pension system
where a man can get the benefit of un
taxed service under both. if he gets
credit under civil service he is getting
credit for what he paid for. If he goes
on under social security he then is get
ting something he did not pay for, but
he is not getting both. All these 1951
amendments did was to equalize that
situation.
Let me show you by an illustration
how this works. These are figures taken
from the Railroad Retirement Board
records. Here is a railroad employee.
He paid $17 in taxes under the railroad
retirement system.
Then he trans
ferred to the social security system. He
worked under employment covered by
social security and paid $27 in taxes
there. That man paid a total under
both systems of $44.18.
This is what he got in pensions. Un
der the Railroad Retirement Act, he Was
paid through December 31, 1952, the
total sum of $12,084. The present value
of probable future benefits he will still
get under the railroad retirement SYS
tem is $4,546. That is a total of bene
fits already received and still to be paid,
for the $17 in taxes which he paid, in
all it amounts to $16,630. He paid $27.18
under social security. He has already
collected $1,335 from that system. He
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will collect in the future $1,980. or a
total of $3,315 on his payment of $27.18.
or a total of $19,945 under both systems
for $44 in taxes. This is under the present law. This is the kind of thing the
proposed legislation would repeal because it is said to be inequitable,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman 5 additional minutes.
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I want
to give you one more illustration. Here
is another individual who paid $676 under the Railroad Retirement Act. Total
benefits received and still to be received
$11,276. Under the social security system he paid $73 in taxes and will get a
total of $9,929 or a total of $21,000 for
total payment of $749. What is unfair
about this?
Mr. WITHROW. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I yield.
Mr. WITHROW. Could you not illustrate that in this way, everyone who
retired, say after 1937, would not that
same principle apply because the act
took effect in 1937, and every man who
was employed and who retired shortly
after that time would present the same
sort of case that you are presenting
here as being an exception,
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. That is
right.
Mr. WITHROW. Well, then, why do
you take these exceptions that you are
pointing out?
Mr. BENNE'rr of Michigan. I am not
giving you exceptions, these are typical
cases taken from the files of the Railroad Retirement Board. They are not
at all unusual. They are sample cases
which were presented before our committee during the hearings, and if the
gentleman will refer to the hearings, he
will find them there.
I want to give another example. We
talk about inequities under the 1951
amendments. Our distinguished chairship thasthavked aourredltofthes people
under thisav
so-callred dua rhestrictone
Thdere ares somcledhadship rstIriltconchede tat-asmon arfewhousandil peonple. But you cannot write a retirement
system that does not have a few inequities. You cannot bel100percent fair. A
single man pays the same taxes as a
mareettemrre
mn
andas
marred
arred anyetthe
an raw
more benefits. A married man without
children draws the same benefits as a
man with children. So you have inequities all down the line. But let me tell
you some of the worst inequities about
this whole thing, and our chairman has
said nothing about that. Under these
1951 amendments, do you know what we
did with the railroad workers who
worked less than 10 years? We transferred those People over to social security. By the 1951 amendments we said
anybody who had been w8rking for less
than 10 years had to lose railroad retirement benefits and go to social security.
We made it mandatory. We left them
with no choice,
Some 5 million railroad workers who
had less than 10 years of service by the
1951 amendments had to go over under
the social-security system. What hap-
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pened to them? Under the railroad reMr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
tirement they paid in 6¼Y percent of pay- yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
roll in taxes for that 10-year period. Wisconsin [Mr. WITHROW).
When they were transferred to social
Mr. WITHROW. Mr. Chairman, I rise
security, the Railroad Retirement Board to speak in behalf of II. R. 356, a bill to
paid 11y2 percent of their total payroll to amend the Railroad Retirement Act.
social security. That is all it cost to The Committee on Interstate and For
get him insured under social security. eign Commerce approved this bill, and I
Now what do they do with the 4 '/2 per- am happy to state that at the time hear
cent which in many cases has amounted ings were conducted on this and similar
to as much as $1,800 that this railroad bills, I had the privilege of appearing be
worker paid in taxes? He did not get a fore the committee and offered my testi
cent of it. The railroad retirement fund mony in support of this measure. It is
kept it and is keeping it. What becomes now before the House for consideration.
of it? They are using it to provide bene- and I urge the fullest support of this bill.
fits for others. Now they talk of a conH. R. 356 would amend section 3 (b)
tract that Congress had with workers of the Railroad Retirement Act by strik
who are subjected to the dual provision ing from it that portion of it which Pro
restrictions.
hibits dual pensions from the railroad
Does not the same argument apply to retirement and social-security systems.
the workers with less than 10 years of This provision has been in the law since
railroad service who were unceremoni- the hodgepodge bill of 1951 became law,
ously shif ted over to social security under and experience has conclusively and un
the 1952 amendments, without any mistakenly shown that this feature of
choice?
the law was a mistake, and one which
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, should no longer be allowed to exist.
will the gentleman yield?
The testimony before the committee
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I yield brought out the experience of the pres
to the gentleman from New Jersey.
ent law in thcusands of cases of persons
Mr. WOLVERTON. The gentleman who have retired under the Railroad Re
realizes that there are many bills be- tirement Act. If these persons at any
fore our committee that would seek to time worked under the Social Security
correct some of the injustices to which Act and were able to qualify under the
he has referred. I assure the gentleman act to receive benefits, the amount of
that as long as I am chairman of that their benefits under that act, or the
committee an opportunity will be given amount of the benefits to which they
to correct any of the inconsistencies and were entitled, even though not claimed,
inequities that the gentleman speaks of. was deducted from their railroad-retire
We are taking care of one today, and we mnent annuity.
ought to have the gentleman's help in
How ironical this provision is. These
it, as much as the gentleman is speaking persons who qualified under the Social
about these others.
Security Act did so through no choice of
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. The one their own. In many cases they retired
I am speaking about is far more inequi- on pensions which they found to be
table than the one the committee has screly inadequate to meet even the low
acted on.
est standard of decent living. Such be
Mr. WOLVERTON. All we can do is ing the case, they worked beyond their
take them one at a time. That is the retired age in social-security employment
best we can do. We have one here to- to earn a little extra money. These same
day.
people are the ones who now find them
Mr. PRIEST. Mr. Chairman, will the selves being further harassed by finan
gentleman yield?
cial problems as a result of their already
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I yield meager benefits being reduced by the
to the gentleman from Tennessee.
amount they qualified to receive while
Mr. PRIEST. May I ask my colleague wrigudrsca
euiy
if he favors the 10-year provision in the
In other cases, railroad employment
bill or if he feels that it is inequitable cae o
ayprosa
eti
oa
and also should be repealed?
tions because of reductions in force,
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I f a- cased by technological changes in op
vord tat
menmentwhe itwasputeration, abandonment of certain railroad
vore thailfrthaendmpen wheasnithwas pout lines, and other economic factors.
intebl
o h iperao
htyuNearly all of these displaced railroad peo
had to adopt it to save money to pay the pie wr
ople
oacp
mly
other benefits provided by the 1952
weenti
scoipllseduittobacep Temploy
amendments if you were going to keep no other choice. They qualified and paid
the fund balanced. For that same rea- frtosprt
nutebt
ml
son I supported this dual-benefit re- frctwoseparatvied annuities. bothnesmalle
striction.
less they bought two annuities. By what
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the logical process of reasoning can they in
gentleman has expired,
justice be deprived of one of them?
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
For many years I worked under the
yield the gentleman 1 additional minute. Railroad Retirement Act, and know from
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr. my experience in the railroad industry
Chairman, I cannot possibly cover what what a hardship this section is now work
I have in mind in just another minute., ing on these thousands of retired em
so I ask unanimous consent to revise and ployees. Under the present provisions
extend my remarks,
of this section, a person who has qualified
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection for an annuity under both the railroadto the request of the gentleman from retirement and social-security systems
Michigan?
is penalized by having his railroad-re
There was no objection.
tirement annuity decreased by the
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amount of the annuity he receives from any one thing as I have about the hardsocial security. This despite the fact ship this provision of the act works on
that he earned and bought both annu- those affected by it. The letters are
ities by paying the tax required under pitiful ones, from old and nearly imboth systems by law.
poverished people, who, now that they
This is obviously unfair. In our pres- have reached the twilight of life, face
ent economic scale, the retired members the black future of having their trickle
of our society feel most acutely the sharp of income reduced further because of
increases in the cost of living. Their this freakish provision in section 3 (b).
income, in most cases limited to their
It is my sincere desire to help them in
meager annuity, is not increased in pro- their deplorable plight, and for this reaportion to the continual rise in food, son, I urge the House to approve the
rent, and clothing; in fact, the slight Van Zandt bill, H. R. 356.
increases pensioners have received under
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I
both social security and railroad retire- yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from
ment have been so paltry they would New York [Mr. HELLER)].
be regarded by regular wage earners as
Mr. HELLER. Mr. Chairman, all
not even a mentionable increase. Yet members of the committee are very anxthis has been the extent of the relief ious to give to the railroad employees
afforded those who must face the same the maximum benefit possible without
high cost of living the wage earners do. jeopardizing the financial soundness of
How much more sad the picture be- the fund. I can say to the Members of
comes when we see an impoverished pen- the House that the distinguished chairsioner having his railroad-retirement man of our committee, Mr. WOLVERTON,
annuity reduced by the amount he re- of New Jersey, and the distinguished
ceives as an annuity under the social- ranking minority member, Mr. CROSSER,
security system when he, during his of Ohio, have both worked, over the
working lifetime, bought and paid tax years, very diligently and faithfully to
under both systems for both annuities, devise ways and means of improving the
Because he changed employment mid- benefits to our retired railroad workers
way in his working life, and fell under in this country. They have devoted
the provisions of another retirement many years of study and effort to accomsystem, he is penalized by having part plish this end. Both deserve the sinof what he paid for "stolen" under the cerest commendation for their efforts,
present provision of section 3 (b). I am Perhaps they have not been able to see
sure Congress did not have grand larceny eye to eye on all the phases of railroad
in mind when it enacted the 1951 amend- legislation, but beyond the horizon there
ments to the Railroad Retirement Act, has always been just one dream for
and it should now take action to correct both-to be helpful to the railroad workwhat it so hastily and unwisely enacted ers. I naturally subscribe to this idea,
in the rush of the closing days of that but in equity I feel that, while it is good
session,
to be generous, it is always important to
It was apparent soon after the enact- be just,
ment of this provision that it was a
I should like to mention at this point
misfit. The 1951 railroad-retirement that the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
amendments Provided for a 15 percent CROSSER] deserves great credit for hayincrease in annuity benefits. If a per- ing pioneered in tL e establishment of a
son was receiving or entitled to receive railroad retirement system. He was the
benefits under the social-security sys- first man in the Congress to introduce a
tem, he was denied that increase and bill for establishing a railroad retirement
had his railroad retirement annuity de- system that had the unanimous support
creased by the amount he receives or is of all the railway labor organizations in
entitled to receive under the social-se- this country. In recognition of his
splendid service to the railroad men, I
curity system,
When Congress, in 1952, voted a $5 a should like to point out that some years
month increase in social-security pen- ago he was presented with a cane, as a
sions, those persons who receive rail- token of esteem by all the railway labor
road-retirement annuities and social- organizations, bearing the following
security annuities were granted this $5 inscription:
monthly increase, but simultaneously
Presented to Honorable ROBEaRT CROSSER,
their railroad-retirement annuity was the Railway Labor Executives Association, in
decreased by an additional $5, thus nul- appreciation of his legislative efforts to imlifying the relief CongresA intended to prove the conditions of railway workers and
grant when it Passed the bill. I assume his valiant services in the battle for human
it was not the intention of Congress liberty and economic justice for all mankind,
to on one hand offer $5 for what little
No truer sentiment could have been
relief it could bring, and on the other expressed by the railroad brotherhoods
hand take it away, simply because a per- speaking for approximately one and a
son earned his retirement under two half million men in the railroad industry,
separate systems.
And I wish to say that Boa CROSSER, the
As I said before, I am a former rail- lovable grand fighter, the dean of the
road mian and because of my familiarity House of Representatives, is still one of
with the Problems of the railroad man, the outstanding leaders and champion
MY constituents write me freely about for the most liberal legislation for the
their Personal situations. I have be- railroad workers that is possible to
come accustomed to this over the years attain.
I have been in Congress, and in all cases
Mr. Chairman, during the hearings behave tried to be of service to them. But fore the Committee on Interstate and
never in all of my experiences have I re- Foreign Commerce on H. R. 356, the bill
ceived the volume of complaints about before the House today, which would re-
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peal the dual or duplicate benefit pro
vision of the Railroad Retirement Act.
the proponents gf this legislation alleged
that this provision of the law was in
equitable. I submit this allegation has
no basis in fact, as the minority views
on the reported bill show. I should like
to discuss the assertion that prior serv
ice credits, that is to say credit for
service performed in the railroad indus
try before 1937, have been paid for, and
that an individual who receives both a
railroad annuity and a social-security
benefit should, therefore, not suffer a
reduction in this railroad annuity on
account of such prior service credits.
The fact of the matter is that railroad
annuitants affected by this duplicate
benefit provision have not paid any taxes,
or made any contributions with respect
to their service before 1937, because no
retirement taxes were paid prior to 1937.
When the railroad retirement system
first began in 1937, nearly 100,000 rail
road workers retired almost immedi
ately. None of them paid any retire
ment taxes, or if they did, they paid
very little indeed. Some 20,000 of these
individuals are still on the retirement
rolls. Many of these individuals are
also drawing social-security benefits,
and most of these individuals are now
getting, by virtue of the 1948 and 1951
amendments to the Railroad Retirement
Act, nearly 40 percent more in benefits
than they received in 1937. If they have
wives who are eligible for a spouse's
benefit, such a benefit, up to $40 a month,
is being paid. Surely, it cannot be said
that they paid for these benefits.
Similarly, the hundreds of thousands
of individuals who retired prior to 1946,
could not have paid for the increases in
benefits which they subsequently received
by virtue of the 1948 and 1951 amend
ments. .The tax rates they paid prior to
retirement were originally established
it, the light of the level of benefits then
payable, which did not include the sub
sequent increases in benefits.
Although the tax rates were increased
by the 1946 amendments, many new
benefits were added. Thus, the 1946
amendments added occupational dis
ability annuities and benefits to widows,
orphans and parents. The 1948 amend
ments increased annuities and pensions
by 20 percent. The 1951 amendments
added the spouse's benefit, increased sur
vivor benefits by at least one-third, and
enlarged the number of survivors en
titled to such benefits. Each time bene
fits were increased or new benefits were
added, the liability for prior service was
also increased accordingly. The fixed
tax rates payable prior to these amend
mendts could not possibly have covered
the cost of the added benefits. Not only
was the prior service liability increased
each time the retirement act was
amended, but all annuitants on the rolls
were awarded additional benefits that
they could neither have expected at the
time the benefits were originally
awarded, nor could the recipients of such
benefits have paid for them.
The plain fact of the matter is that
the active employees who are now work
ing are paying in very iarge measure for
the benefits which the workers who have
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retired and their families are now receiving. This had to be done as a matter of necessity. When the retirement
system was first established, as I indi-
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Latimer testified for the four railway
brotherhoods who favor this bill.
I urge the Members of the House toRil
study this table very carefully. It is

cated, 100,000 individuals became eli-

shown on page 10 of the minority views

gible for benefits almost immediately.
They have been supported by the taxes
paid by the active workers in the railroad
industry.

to accompany H. R. 356. I shall not
discuss all the cases shown there, but
dwell on just two as I indicated a few
seconds ago.

Now, those of us who are opposed to
The first case mentioned is that of
the enactment of this bill are not ob- individual A, a section foreman. He re-

TABLE

1--Continued
________

Item

road
Social Total,
retire- security both

ment

system
-________

-

system systems
-

2.-Continued
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()

probable future
benefits ----------- $5,142
Ttlbnft
l
Toaly
benefitseal
and still to be
pad((6) plus--- 1,26

$5,799

$13, 941

)
jecting to the payment of benefits to tired in 1937 at an annuity of $59.70 a
retired employees and their survivors month. This annuity was increased by
M
21 0
based on untaxed service. This had to 20 percent in 1948 to $71.64. In 1951 this
be done in order to establish a retire- annuity was reduced, because of the
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ment system. But what we are seri- duplicate benefit provision, to $57.39. S.Individual It, machinists,
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etea
sThus, this couple will probably receive,
(bi)Benefits reteived-- 8,341
0 8,341
talking aboth nwhnpae19o
gnl
the
mani- even with the duplicate benefit restricte) Present value of_
nority views the table shows the effect tion, total benefits of almost $20,000 for
CeZefits ----r-6, 541
(2)
386.641
ofti ulrsrcin
hr
r ny only $44 in retirement taxes.
(d) Total benefits
30,000s daffretedibtion. every case, with
Do you think that this individual and
already received
the00exfction of so i eve3,400 ini e iduls his wife are being unjustly treated?
and still to be
these people are getting greater pen- In my opinion, certainly not,
pad[6 ls(1,8
2
1,8
sions today with the dual restriction in
Mr. Latimer mentioned Pensioner 6. Pensioner Canr, cited in
effect, than they would have gotten if Carr as an illustration of the inequity of
mseron p. 167 of hear
they had stayed in railroad employment the operation of this duplicate benefit
(angaxson H. i 3510:0
-----
all of the working years of their lives, provision. What are the facts in his
(it) Taeneispacivd------------309
10,99
(c) Breenefts reevaled-171o7f1,5
(crsn
So a man has not lost anything. A man case?
alue
ofutr
who makes railroading his career gets TXDLE 1.-Taxes paid, 'benefits received, and
g~ireft --- ture90
3,345
7,248
less than these fellows who go back and
future benefits still to be receivedI under
(d) Total benefits
forth between social security and railrailroadretirement and social security sytsalready received
road retirement, even with the dual
tems by certain individuals (and their
and still to be

restriction in the law.
Mr. HELLER. I thank the gentleman

spouses, if any) who are subject to the
duplicate benefit provision of the Railroad

for his contribution, and if my time will
Retirement Act, as of/ December 31, 1952
pemt
hlltytodscs
om tyofsocial
fsecurity
permt
Ishal
todisusssom
these Cases.

Rail-

Tefcthtaniatan pe-road
Social Total
pe-Item
retire- secu~rity both'
sioners who are subject to the duplicate
ment system systems
benefit provision have not paid for their
system
railroad retirement benefits is strikingly -________demonstrated in a table which I shall 1. Individual A,section foreinsert in the RECORD at this pointmanl, cited on P. 29 of
table 1. This table compares the taxes
(a)Taxes paid ----------- $17
$27
$44
paid and the benefits already received;
(b)Benefits received ---- 12, 084 1,335
13,419
(c) Present value of
and the benefits still to be received by
probable future
several individuals, who are taken as
benefits ----------- 4,546 1,980
6,526
illustrative of the problem. The first
(d1) Total beniefitsasl-four individuals shown in the table were
ready received
selected by the Railroad Retirement
pandsti tsb
ll
Board and were presented to the corn(-----------16,630 3,315
19,945
mittee during the hearings on this bill 2. Individual c, car ise
as typical cases of all the duplicate benetor, cited on p. 29 of
fit cases. The last two cases shown in
hearings on H1.It. 356:
the table were cited by Mr. Murray W.
(a) Taxes ptaid ----------- 676
73
749
(6) Benefits received----6, 134 1,130
7,264
Latimer as illustrations of the inequity
IIncludes spouse's benefit only ifsuchb abnftws$920i
Of this duplicate benefit provision. Mr. payable on Dec. 31, 1052.
Tefcthtaniatan

paid [(b) plus (c)l.

15, 622

3, 623

19, 245

___-___-

2Since annuitant Shaw was still working in social
employment as of this date, his entitlement to
security benefits was poteistial, and there was no
basis for computing the present value of his probable
future
benefits.
-scrtbefi. eeis
&Does not include social-scrt

Source: Railroad Retirement Board.

Pensioner Carr retired immediately
upon the establishment of the railroadretirement system. He paid nothing in
railroad retirement taxes. He has al
ready received $11,719 in railroad-retire
ment benefits. He will probably receive
an additional $3,900 in such benefits.
Pensioner Carr paid $109 in social-se
curity taxes and qualified for a benefit
last year, he had already received $278
in social-security benefits, and will Prob
ably get an additional $3,350 in future
benefits from that system. All told, Pen
sinrCr-ilwndu
ihattlo
s19one0 Car weeil wind upowth aystotal fof
benefits
rowotaysesso
a total tax payment of $109.
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is Mr. Carr being treated unfairly?
Certainly not, in my opinion.
Another table which I shall insert for
the record-table 2-shows the average
taxes paid and the average benefits already received, and still to be paid for
all 30,200 annuitants affected by this
duplicate-benefit provision. On the average, these individuals paid only $430
in railroad-retirement taxes. The average benefits already received per individual totaled $6,000, or 14 times the
amount paid in taxes. The present value
of fuiture benefits still to be paid per individual is almost $6,000. Thus, on the
average, each annuitant subject to the
duplicate-benefit provision has already
received from the railroad-retirement
system and willl probably receive in the
futur benfitstotaing pproimatly
$12,000.
tsttain
ppoimt
These Individuals paid on the average
$66 in social-security taxes. Social-security benefits already paid to them aveae$7,adtepeetvleof
probable future benefits still to be paid
under this system is $3,437, or a total of
$4,408.
Hence, these individuals have already
received on the average almost $7,000 in
combined benefits under both the railroad-retirement and social-security sys-,
tems, even with the reduction because of
the duplicate-benefit provision, and will
probably receive an additional $9,400 in
benefits, making a total benefit of $16,400
for combined railroad and social security
taxes of less than $500.
Byn tec
fteiaiaincnroad
anyone say that these individuals are
being treated unfairly.

-
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To clear up this doubt, the Director of
Research of the Railroad Retirement
Board was asked to explain the method
by which the sample was selected and
its representativeness. In reply, the
Director of Research stated that this
1-percent sample was selected by taking
all claim numbers ending in 55 and taking from these all duplicate benefit provision cases. This is what is known as
a systematic sample, and is considered
even more accurate than a purely random sample. As to the representativeness of the sample, the Director of Research stated:
It should therefore be considered as very
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will not bankrupt the fund, as many have
claimed.
The Pailroad Retirement Board itself
has said that this bill will threaten the
solvency of the fund, even though they
admit that the differential between the
total cost of 13.56 percent of the payroll
and the present premium rate of 12.5
percent of the payroll is only 1.06 per
cent. This statement is somewhat in
consistent with their statement in 1951
in connection with H. R. 3669, when the
differential was 1.645 percent. At that
time the Board said that this greater
differential would not dangerously affect
the solvency of the fund.
representative of all dual benefit cases.
The railroad worker who compares his
Teei
utoemr
hn htI'alodrtrmn
eeiswt
h
Thrbieutnneorfhigtatrriroa
retiremenobeanefit withhathe
would like to call to the attention of the bnft
ecudoti
yprhsn
House. The present value as of liabili- an annuity from a commercial insurance
ties under the railroad retirement sys
crompany canotlosil
un erstand
thow ath
tem-taking into consideration the pormcudpsil
eoeaiga
Crosser amendments of 1951, and the a deficit when he has to pay $6.25 out of
1952 amendments to the Social Security every $100 he earns up to $300 per month.
Act-is given in the fifth actuarial valu-Itsmldosntakseetoh.
ation as $17 billion. To cover these liaSimilarly, it does not make sense to
bilities, the retirement system has only him when you tell him that if he is en
$3 billion at the present time. There is, titled to social-security benefits, whether
therefore, a balance of $14 billion which he actually draws them or not, his rail
must be covered by future contributions, road retirement benefits, for which he
The railroad retirement system is now has worked so long and paid so dearly,
operating at a deficit of $45 million a will be reduced. Since these employees
year. If this bill passes, the operating first started contributing to the retire
deficit would increase by another $11 ment plan they have been told that they
million a year, or to $56 million a year. would get the full amount of their bene
Unless something is done to balance the fits. In reliance upon this assurance,
income with the expenditures, the rail- these people have been making their
retirement system will be in serious plans for their twilight years. Until 1951
trouble in the not too distant future,
odbneis
those
reiedrcevd
who
n
hirfull fral
We must face that fact now, before it is ra
eeis
n hs h ulfe o
TBE2Avrgtaepadbeeisr-too
late.
social-security payments received them
TABeivdn
2.-Av
raetaxesipaidibenefits reFor these reasons, I am compelled to as well. Then, in 1951, in order to finance
ceived under the railroad retirement and vote against this unsound bill,
certain changes in the plan, the Congress
social security systems by individuals subMr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I imposed the so-called dual-benefit re
ject to a reduction in their railroadretire- yield such time as he may desire to the stitiremnt beneits. Ind1952the
salocalr
msent benefits because of the duplicate gentleman from Virginia [Mr. POFF).
sieurity benefits.I
were5ncreaed byoconl
benefit provision, as of Dec. 31, 1952
Mr. POP'?. Mr. Chairman, since ap- scrt
eeiswr
yCn
nrae
____
. proximately 1 person out of 10 in my dis- gress, which in turn further reduced the
Railtrict depends directly for this livelihood railroad retirement benefits, and the old
road
Social Totalpol
okaohrlcig
Item
retire security both'
on railroad wages, I am keenly interested peope topoknantsother licing.eoeh
e
nient system systems in all legislation which affects the railTeopnnso
h
ilbfr
h
system
road worker.
House try to make it appear that there
--I
am not a member of the Joint Coin- is something wicked about drawing bene
Number of annuitants af-mteonItraeadFrigCofits from two funds. The logic of this
fected by duplicate benefit
mte
nItrtt
n
oeg
on
reasoning escapes me. If they have perprovision ---------------- -------- -------- 30. 200 merce, which reported this bill to thefomdtewranpidhermus
Average taxes paid ----------- $430
$6
$
greatrdealmo
foHousehbutwIrhavnspentda
Average benefits received
u
ae
pn
ra
elo.46Hue required by law for both funds, they why
tbrough Dee. 3t, 1952-0-,005
971
6,976 time studying the committee's hearings
hudte
o eev h eeisfo
Average present value of
and its majority and minority reports onshudtenorcivtebnftsrm
probblefutre
bnefts
othfunds?
The contention
thatunder
it is
still to be paid ------------- 5,943 3,437
9%38 this vital legislation,
too easy to qualify
for payments
Combined average benefits
I
was
impressed
by
the
caliber
of
the
the
Social
Security
Act
is
no
valid
argu
alre!ady received and still
to be paid ---------------- 11, 948 4,408
16,356 witnesses and their testimony on both ment for reducing the benefits accruing
I__ I_
I
sites of the question, and while I was from a totally different and unrelated
NOTE.-This table is based oii a I-percent random from the outset inclined to favor this bill, program. The only thing this argument
sample of all retirement annuities in force on Dec. 3u, I felt, from the nature of the opposition, justifies is a change in the social-security
1952. According to the, Director of Research of the that I should sample the sentiment oflawihaseryoykwisht
Railroad Rtetireinent Board, this sample is "very relsreawih
seeyoykos
sso
sentative of all dual-benefit cases."
the people it will affect. Acrigy
Ithogwihneuisadufirs.
Source: Statement of Railroad Retirement Board at sent copies of the reports and hearings
M.Caraudrteda-eei
bearings before House Committee on interstate and
to several of the railroad workers in my
Mresrcto
Chirmpose ind15,oer
30,200-enfi
Foreign Commerce, June 2-4, 1953, tables,.
district, and I can tell you unequivocally restitir
ralodwokrind
nimoed
1910,5oe0200wve
The data on average taxes and aver- that, with only one exception, the good,reidralodwkrsnd1,0wvs
age benefits for the 30,200 duplicate hard working people in the offices and of workers have seen their monthly an
benefit cases are based on a 1-percent those with the grease of their trade on nuities reduced by an amount of $17 UP
sample of all these cases. Now, some their hands favor this bill, and, Mr. to $85 per month, depending upon the
effort has been made to cast doubt on the Chairman, these are the people who paid amount of social-security benefits they
accuracy of these figures by Mr. Murray for and own this retirement fund about have earned. In this day of inflation and
Latimer, a witness for the proponents of which we are talking today. The Con- in view of the high cost of living which
this legislation, in a supplemental state- gress is only the trustee. Of course, the plagues us all, these old people can ill
ment which he submitted for the record trustee has the obligation to administer afford these reductions. Their eyes are
after the close of our hearings on H. R. the fund providently and economically, on this House today. I urge the mem
356.
but I am convinced that this legislation bership to keep faith with them and ye
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store those benefits which they have
earned.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Colorado [Mr. CHENO-
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and I am satisfied it is in their best inA large number of pensioners live lin
terest. I am anxious to see our railroad this county, and in the Eighth Con
workers obtain the maximum benefits gressional District which I have the
from the Retirement Act. I have always honor to represent.
been interested in improving the RailSometime prior to the war, the South
WETH].
road Retirement Act, and I am confident emn Pacific Railroad Co. abandoned its
Mr. CHENOWETH. Mr. Chairman, I this is what we are doing when we pass suburban service out of Oakland Pier,
am for this bill. I want to commend the this bill today.
throwing several hundred railroad em
committee on bringing this legislation
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I ployees out of their jobs. Many of then'
to the floor of the House. I am very yield such time as he may desire to the were unable to get other jobs in the
happy to see this dual-benefit provision gentleman from California [Mr. MILLER]. railroad industry because of their in
eliminated from the Railroad RetireMr. MILLER of California. Mr. experience in main line work, and also
ment Act.
Chairman, the Railroad Retirement Act, because of their advanced age. They
I was a member of the Committee on like other old-age-pension legislation, had the choice of taking their railroad
Interstate and Foreign Commerce when has many shortcomings and inconsist- pensions or finding work in outside em
the last' amendment to the act was encies. It has many black spots.
ployment. Many of them took their
Passed in 1951. I recall that this dualBy enacting the provisions of a bill railroad pensions, some of them at a re
benefit provision had been rejected by introduced by the gentleman from Penn- duced amount because they had not yet
our committee, and was reluctantly ac- sylvania [Mr. VAN ZANDT] into law- reached age 65.
cepted when the conference report was H. R. 356-we seek to erase one of its
Generally, their pensions were small
adopted. I thought it was a mistake at black spots. I joined the author in his because the men employed in suburban
that time and am of the same opinion effort to remove this inequity when I in- service had not earned very large sal
today' I think it is highly important troduced an identical bill, H. R. 4163.
aries. Many of them after many years
that the confusion over this provision
The offending language is found in the of seniority were able to work only a
is being removed by this bill,
last paragraph of section 3 (b) of the split shift, that is, 2 or 3 hours in the
Mr. Chairman, I have always looked Railroad Retirement Act, as amended, morning, and 2 or 3 hours in the after
upon the benefits received under the It reads:
noon during peak traffic.
Railroad Retirement Act as an annuity,
The retirement annuity or pension of an
When World War II came along, there
just the same as any annuity that might Individual, and the annuity of his spouse, if was plenty of work in the shipyards and
be purchased from an insurance com- any, shall be reduced, beginning with the a scarcity of manpower. The Federal
pany. This annuity has been paid for month in Which such individual is. or on Government constructed a railroad from
by the railroad worker and the railroad proper application would be, entitled to an West Oakland to Richmond shipyards,
company. The Government has made old-age insurance benefit under the Socialan it was opertda
nitatt
no contribution whatever to the same. Security Act, as follows: (i) In the case ofaneatdsanirsae
I cntndtht
hereird airod m- the individual's retirement annuity, by that common carrier. Many of these retired
Icoyteed
shoul bheassuredofatisroannuityportion of such annuity which is based on railroad employees were personally called
ployebeassredof
soul
hisannityhis years of service and compensation before upon and urged to go back to work on
as long as he lives, without any restriC- 1937, or by the amount of such old-age in- this intrastate railroad in order to help
tions or conditions.
surance benefit, whichever Is less, (ii) In the out in the war effort.
When the act of 1951 was being con- case of the individual's pension, by the
A considerable number of them did
sidered by our committee, I recall that amount of such old-age insurance benefit,thanfo2or3yrswkeudr
we rejected the proposal of placing a and (iii) in the case of the spouse's annuitythanfo2or3yrswkeudr
limitation upon the earnings of a retired to one-half the individual's retirement an- the provisions of the Social Security Act.
railroad worker. I vigorously opposed nuity or pension as reduced pursuant to After the enactment of the amendments
suc athery
Itismy eeingtht oceclause (I) or clause (ii) of this paragraph: in 1951, they suddenly found that their
scathofy Ith pesionyisefixedthat itc Provided, however, That in the case of any retirement payments were reduced by
the amount othpesoisfxdhaitindividual receiving or entitled to receive an an amount equal to their social security
should not be changed for any reason, annuity or pension on the day prior to the
I want the retired worker to feel free to date of enactment of this paragraph, the re- payments. Last year when Congress in
live his own life and engage in whatever ductions required by this pararaph shall not creased social-security benefits a mini
business or occupation he may choose, operate to reduce the sum of (A) the retire- mum of $5 per month and their so
It is his annuity, purchased with his own ment annuity or pension of the individual, cial-security payments were increased
monyan
Icano spprtth iea(B)
the spouse's annuity, if any, and (C) by that amount, their railroad retire
thatney shoud be resntrce inpor
the useao
the benefits under the Social Security Act ment payments were decreased by that
tha heshold
e rstrcte intheuseofwhich the individual and his family receive amount, so these men did not receive
the same,
or are entitled to receive on the basis of his
There is great concern among railroad wages to an amount less than such sum was any increase in pension at all. If they
workers over the rumors that the Rail- before the enactment of this paragraph,
had remained at home and had not gone
road Retirement Act and the Social SeTiisteo-aldoclscutyback
to work to help out in the war
cuiyAtaeabout to be consolidated,
hsi
h
ocle
oilscrt
effort, they would have received just as
cuIt
haverctaeieletrfrmrloaeoffset clause,
much benefit as they are now receiving
ployees expressing apprehension over
I am glad to join in eliminating this from the Railroad Retirement Board.
such a proposal. I know of no such pro- paragraph because it is a poor approach But because they did go back to work,
gram, and I will certainly oppose such to solving the problem of old age,
they are now being penalized by this
a move if it is suggested. The Railroad
A man has a limited number of pro- section of the Railroad Retirement Act.
Retirement Act should be kept separate ductive years. He must avail himself of
At the present time in California there
and apart from any other retirement the accumulated contributions he makes is a plan that will throw hundreds Of
system,
during these years, if he is to insure men into the same predicament. In the
The dual-benefit provision is mani- himself of a retirement pension that is Los Angeles area the Pacific Electric
festly unfair to the railroad worker who minimal to his needs.
Railway is disposing of all of its inter
retires. If he decides to engage in some
If, by law, we say to him any earnings city passenger business in southern
occupation and acquire benefits under you make during a number of these years California to an intrastate common carthe Social Security Act that is a matter cannot be credited to your retirement re.Hnrd
fPcfcEeti
m
for him to decide, ,and has nothing what- because you were forced to change your rioer. Hunred
lofe
Pacifir leti
em-lyetn
ever to do with his railroad pension, occupation, we deny him this minimal a
eutwl aet
idepomn
It seems utterly absurd to me to reduce pension. We reduce it to the point where isn reultsd willdhaveyt fhirnd wemploymen
the railroad pension because the retired he cannot live on it in keeping with our i usd nuty
hi e
mly
employee may also qualify for social- accepted American standards.
ment will be under the provisions of the
security benefits. I know of no other
There are a great many railroad em- Social Security Act. If we fail to repeal
retirement system under which such a ployees in Alameda County.
Three section 3 (b) of the Railroad Retirement
deduction occurs,
transcontinental railroads have their Act they will be penalized. They will
Mr. Chairman, I believe that a vast west-coast terminals in this county-the be denied any additional social-security
majority of the railroad workers of this Santa Fe, Southern Pacific, and Western benefits that they might earn in their
country are in favor of this legislation, Pacific.
new occupations.
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in tardy justice to men in like situations-and there are hundreds of themwe should adopt this bill and speed it on
its
way
bcoming
law.and
its way
totobecoming
law.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Virginia [Mr. WAMPLER].
Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Chairman, on
March 23 I introduced the bill H. R. 4171,
which provides for substantially the same
remedy as does the legislation now under
consideration. I appeared before the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce in support of this legislation,
and intend to support it here on the floor.
The testimony I gave when I appeared
before that committee on June 2, 1953,
is as follows:
Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

Louisville & Nashville; Virginian, and the vent, if you are going to deprive some
Interstate,
of the people who are entitled to certain
Railroading is one of our vital industries benefits of those benefits. That is ex
it affords employment to many of my atywa
hydd
hti
htte
constituents.
hydd
hti
atywa
htte
During my campaign for Congress last admit in their own report. That is the
fail and on subsequent occasions I have had nub of the whole argument. I, for one,
an opportunity to visit the railroad shops am not willing to vote here in this House
and discuss this problem with the railroad to make a fund solvent by depriving
workers, and to learn something of their benefits from one section of those who
views on this important legislation,
are entitled to benefits in order to cre
My Interest In this legislation is to help ate more benefits for another section.
Improve and strengthen the railroad reMr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr.
Th aiodrtirement system.de
ntChairman, will the gentleman yield?
belong to the Federal Government or to the
Mr. YOUNGER. I gladly yield to my
Congress. It belongs to the men who work colleague, a member of the committee.
on the railroads of America. The Congress
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Then, I
acts merely as a trustee of their fund,
presume, the gentleman would support
Congress has a very serious moral obliga- an amendment, if I offered one, to take
tion to respect the wishes of the people who the 10-year restriction out of this bill
miteemy
am ISWILIAMC.WAMLER
Iactually own the retirement fund. Wewhrbanodwowrkfraril
mitte. isWILIAM
m nae
. WMPLE.
~should
give railroad workers every benefitwhrbanodwowrkfrara
have the honor to represent the Ninth Con- consistent with the solvency of their retire- road less than 10 years is trapsferred to
gressional District of Virginia in the House ment fund,
social security.
of Representatives.
We must guarantee today's railroad workMr. YOUNGER. Yes, sir, I certainly
I deeply appreciate this opportunity of ers that their future benefits will always be will support that amendment, if you ofappearing before your committee and testi-. protected. it is my firm conviction that fer it.
fying as a proponent of this legislation.
the enactment of this legislation will not be
iwllsyfrhrafrastsblls
I do not appear before this committee as
an expert on railway-retirement legislation.
but as one who is Interested in what appears
to be a very unfair and iniquitous situation

with respect to those persons who worked
under the railroad-retirement system and the
social-security system.

On March 23, 1953, I Introduced H. R. 41'71
In the House of Representatives. This bill

inconsistent with this premise.Iwilsyfrhrafrastsblls
Mr. Chairman, I hope the Committee will concerned, and as our chairman has
take favorable action on this legislation.
said, this is only one of the possible rec

ommendations of the committee to cure
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I inequalities and inequities that have
yield myself one-hall minute to State to crept into this law. But this is the larg
the Committee that I misunderstood theesonadijutfdbyhemory
situation that existed when my friend becaset on
ilyanautffet by phercent.iIn
bcuei

would repeal the provisions of the Railroad
Retirement Act Amendments of 1951 that

nyafcs1

ecn.I

and able colleague on the Committee on other words, if you kill only 11 percent
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, the of the people, you can justify the crime
prohibit an increase in railroad-retirement gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BENNETT]Io
udri
o laete8
ecn
benefits to those persons who also have asked for 5 additional minutes.
I
of thmure aif oan eveetherf
89 percent
coverage under the Social Security Act,
thought he had already been granted thteoynwictemnrtyav
Th 98 alra-etrmntaedmnsthe 5 minutes as a member of the combased their entire claim to solicit youf
provided for a 15-percent Increase in annu- mittee that I had promised him. For vote against it. I sincerely hope this
ity benefits. If a person was receiving, or that reason I refused him additional body will go along with the majority of
was entitled to receive, benefits under the
social-security system, he was denied that time. I want it to be known that I wish the committee and support the bill now
Increase and had his railroad-retirement an- to correct the misunderstanding and he before you.
nuity decreased by the amount he receives, may have 5 minutes from me whenever
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the ye
or is entitled to receive, under the social- he wants it, either now or later during mainder of my time.
security system.
the debate.
Last year Congress voted a $5 monthly InMr. BENNETIT of Michigan. I thank
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I
crease in social-security pensions. Those my chairman. I will take the time later, yield 8 minutes to the gentleman from
persons who receive railroad-retirement anMr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I Illinois [Mr. MACK].
nuities and social-security annuities wereyil3mnuetohegteanfm
Mr. MACK of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
ganted this $5 monthly increase but their yed3mntsothgnlmafrm
I first want to commend my distinguished
railroad-retirement annuity was decreased California [Mr. YOUNGGER],
chairman for the work he has done with
simultaneously by an additional $5, thus
Mr. YOUNGER. I only want to coverreadtthrilo-eiemnbn
nullifying, In my opinion, the reiief Congress one point in this debate because I think fits;d
alo the gentleman-rfromeOhio beMr.
intended to grant when it passed the bill, you can throw out a lot of the compari- Cits;sals, the rankiemng frminOrity
[Mebr.
It is my considered judgment that thou- sons about the inequalities that existCRSE]thraknmioty
ebr
sands of retired railroad workers were the between individuals. I want to read of our committee. I do feel we did not
victims of a gross injustice under the provi- frmterpr
ftemnrt.Itik
spend enough time in the committee
sions of the 1951 amendments to the Railroad frmterpr
ftemnrt.Itikworking
on the proposals that have been
Retirement Act when they were denied pay- they have convicted themselves by their made with regard to the Railroad Rement of dual benefits,
own report. I read from page 4. In
The pecal
n rilrodoin comitee
he irs intane, t sys:tirement
Act. I believe we should amend
rthreentspeisaltjont comtteesonle raiglrad-tefrtisacisas
the act and make a few changes. When
reirmet egsltin
te
o-aledDogls
The Railroad Retirement Act specificaliy we are eliminating the revenue-produc
committee, In its report states that about allows credit for Service rendered before the igprino
hudas
htatw
13.2 percent of current beneficiaries (or law was enacted in 1937 and before taxes incld someono ta amendmentsthatl wloul
35,000 of the 265.000 current annuitants) were paid,
provide reeneo
rmnd
orte
entirement
pro-l
are affected by the discriminatory action ofprvdrenufothrtimntr
prohibiting an increase in benefits to those
The law specifically gives to those peoentitled to dual benefits,
ple a right, and it is admitted by the
The committee's study aiso reveals that minority. Let me read again from the
the cost of removing the restriction would minority report:
be less than one-fourth of 1 percent of the
payroll tax. Therefore, in a matter of afe
The total increases In benefits provided
yer.tesvnst
eieetfund
h
by the Crosser amendments of 1931
wills diesapperintirely theroughemthe death amounted to approximately $108 million a
of those to whom the restriction applies. ya.Teeicassnbnftswrmdeto
I think it is particularly important to strs
possible without any increase in the tax rate
resor the tax base only because other changes
that the Douglas committee has recoinwere made in the law, including the adoption
mended in its report on the Railroad Retire- of the duplicate benefit provision. Such
ment Act that the prohibition against dual changes enabled the railroad retirement
payentdshould beih
habolished, no
system to offset the cost of additional beneTh itic
hc Ihv
fits provided by the Crosser amendments
hehnrto
represent in Congress is served by the fol- of 1951.
lowing important coal-hauling railroads:
Southern; Norfolk & Western; Chesapeake
It does not take a financial genius to

& Ohio;

Carolina, Cllnchifleld & Ohio;

keep a trust fund or a pension fund sol-

gram.
Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the
enactment of the bill which we are con
sidering. My reasons for opposing this
measure are simple and understandable.
There is just not enough money in the
railroad-retirement account to enable us
assume the expenditure of the bene
fits contemplated by this bill, H. R. 358.
Those of us who are members of the
House Committee on Interstate and For
eign Commerce must necessarily spend
long hours studying the problems of rail
road retirement. In addition, our corn
mittee through the years has spent a
great deal of time in taking testimony
from expert witnesses who are th0or
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oughly conversant with the retirement
system. On the other hand, many Mem..
bers of the House may not completely
understand all of the technicalities involved in the application of this important statute. Therefore, I1shall attempt
to explain in basic terms my reasons for
feeling that the House should not adopt
this legislation,
First of all, the history of the Railroad Retirement Act demonstrates that
the original act and all subsequent
amendments thereto have represented
agreement of some sort among all the
People who are interested in this legislation. There are four groups who 'are
vitally interested in the railroad-retirement program. They are: The Association of American Railroads, representing
the railroad companies; secondly, the
Railway Labor Executives' Association,
representing some 80 percent of the employees, most of whom are engaged in
so-called nonoperating employment;
then there are the operating unions who
make up some 20 percent of the railroad
work force. In addition to these official
representatives of the railroad industry
there are a group of so-called private
pension organizations which are made
up of retired employees whose only concern is the benefits available under the
Railroad Retirement Act,
The first three groups that I have mentioned are interested, of course, in all
phases of railroad operation and employment. These first three groups are
made up of those who furnish the money
that pays the bills for railroad retirement. The private pension organizations, because they are made up of retired persons, are no longer concerned
with the tax contributions for the upkeep of the retirement system, and are
therefore not too concerned with the
payment of the bills.
In 1951 the bill that finally passed both
Houses of Congress increasing benefits
under the Railroad Retirement Act was
the result of an agreement between these
three groups-the Association of American Railroads, the Railway Labor Executives' Association, and the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen. Although the
amendments of 1951 started off with a
great deal of controversy among these
groups, ultimately a compromise was
worked out which was acceptable to the
three organizations I have mentioned,
In this instance, the bill which we are
discussing is acceptable only to the operating unions representing 20 percent
of the employees and the private-pension
groups. on the other hand, the Association of American Railroads, the Railway
Labor Executives' Association, representing 80 percent of the employees, and the
Railroad Retirement Board have strongly opposed this legislation. It is also
my understanding that the Bureau of
the Budget has not recommended approval of this legislation. The Government agency concerned with the administration of this act, the employers' representatives who pay one-half of the cost
of this act, and the representatives of
80 percent of the railroad employees who
pay the other half of the cost are all in
opposition to this bill,
I know that in 1951 the universal cry
In Congress was that all divergent

groups interested In railroad retirement
should get together and agree on a bill,
Certainly if it was desirable for agreement to be reached in 1951 among those
interested in this subject, why should
we not now have a similar meeting of
the minds? I, for one, am opposed to
any amendments to this act that are not
acceptable to the representatives of the
people who through the years have made
possible this retirement system. In my
judgment the House should be very careful in flouting the wishes of these highly
responsible interested parties in adopting
this legislation. I am opposed to this
bill because a majority of the people
who contribute financially to the railroad retirement system oppose it.
Secondly, I am opposed to this bill
because it endangers the financial future of the rafiroad retirement system.
In simplest terms, the Railroad Retirement Act is now costing more in benefits than are being paid in in tax revenues. Therefore, we have a deficit.
The adoption of this bill, H. R. 356, no
matter how worthwhile it may or may
not be, will endanger the railroad retirement fund,
Faced with an annual deficit in the
railroad retirement system, this bill
would increase that deficit by millions
of dollars each year. The proponents
of this bill have not disputed this fact.
To the contrary, when the expert witness for the proponents of this bill was
before our committee, he made the
startling statement that in his judgment
the system may be faced with a deficit
of more than $45 million at this time,
He was not sure but that the Railroad
Retirement Board had been a little too
liberal in its estimates. Further, he
felt that the system should be put back
on a sound basis as soon as possible.
In addition, this expert witness, Mr.
M%-urray W. Latimer, appearing for the
proponents, testified that this bill which
we are now considering would add some
$7 '/2 million in costs to this system into
perpetuity. On the other hand, he off ered no suggestions to our committee or
to the House, to my knowledge, as to
where this money might come from that
he is now proposing we spend. This bill,
therefore, if adopted, would increase an
already serious operating deficit in the
railroad retirement system without any
provision whatever for financing,
Certainly we have seen enough of
deficit spending in Washington in recent
years. All of us can agree that economy is a desirable objective. The basis
of sound economy in good business operation is to stay within one's income.
No matter how desirable it might be for
the benefits that this bill proposes to be
enacted, the plain, simple, unvarnished
truth is that we do not have the money
to pay for them.
We would all like to know how to eliminate the deficit in the railroad-retirement system without adding to the tax
structure. I think that every Member
of the House would be anxious to know
how we can accomplish this balancing
of the books for the railroad-retirement
account. In my judgment this bill
should be recommitted to the Interstate
Commerce Committee for further study
as it is quite obvious that the adoption
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of this bill would increase the burden
and threaten the financial soundness of
the railroad-retirement system. Cer
tainly we are not in such a rush to adopt
legislation in this important field that
we are willing to do it at the expense of
the financial integrity of this system.
We are trustees of a trust fund in our
dealings with the railroad-retirement
system. We are not appropriating gen
eral tax moneys. This matter should
not be considered in the same light as
other governmental expenditures. This
is money that properly belongs to the
persons who make up the railroad in
dustry. We cannot, in good faith, adopt
this bill and say that we have discharged
our trust.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. CUNNINGHAM).
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. Mr. Chairman,
I am in favor of this bill, H. R. 356; in
fact, I have a companion bill now pend
ing before the committee.
I favor the bill because to me it is
just simple justice. In listening to the
remarks of my good friend the gentle
man from Michigan [Mr. BENNETT],
whom I greatly admire, it seemed to me
that his argument fell by its own weight,
and particularly so when you consider
what would be the situation in regard
to this fund if there were no social-secu
rity setup. Then would not every re
tired railroad worker get the maximum
benefit under the fund, and would that
render it insolvent or unsound? I find
upon investigation that the original Rail
road Retirement Act, which was declared
unconstitutional, was actually adopted
prior to social security.
Let us taken another phase of this.
Suppose a railroad worker retires and
goes into some business of his own. He
has an apple orchard or an orange grove
or something elese that is not covered
by social security and makes good money.
Then he can draw the maximum bene
fit. But his neighbor across the street
in the same situation-a retired railroad
worker-has a job that covers him under
social security. The amount he is en
titled to is thereby reduced. Is there
anything fair about that? That is why
I say this bill is nothing but simple
justice.
I also have information that there is
now better than $3 billion in this fund
and that the amount is being increased
each year by several hundred million
dollars coming in more than is being paid
out to the annuitants. How can it be
made unsound by this bill?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. I yield to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. At the end of May
1953 the balance in the retirement fund
was $3,052,716,320, or an increase of
$276,710,000 in a 12-month period.
Mr. CUNNINGHAM. In other words,
every railroad worker, whether retired
or not, has a vested interest by con
tractual relationship. The considera
tion has been his earning capacity and
his contribution in the past, By a legal
device it is being taken away from him
simply because the Congress happened
to pass a social-security bill. Had it
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never Passed a social-security bill, there
would not now be anything taken out of
the annuitant's benefit.
Mr. CROSSER.
Mr. Chairman, I
yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from
West Virginia [Mr. STAGGERS].
Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, I
deeply regret that I, as a Member of
Congress, should have to come here before the House and disagree with the
stand of any railroad worker in this
country. In my years of service here I
have tried to be fair to all segments of
railroad workers, as I am sure every
other Member has. I also do not like
to take a position of disagreeing with
my chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I come from a railroad
town. I have been a railroad worker
myself. So I can speak of the railroad.
You know, there are two sides to
everything. One man made the statement that there is only one side. No.
It is the old saying: No pancake could
get so fiat but what it has two sides
to it.
The speaker just ahead of me referred
to $3 billion being in this reserve fund,
I would like for my chairman to listen
to this just a moment, and the others
who are to come after me. We have
three billion-and-some dollars. The
gentleman from Pennsylvania mentioned the figure but he did not tell this
committee what the unfunded liability
was. I would ask the gentleman from
Pennsylvania if he knows what the unfunded liability of the retirement fund
is. Well, I will tell you. It is over
$17 billion. Of course, we are taking
in more money. This $3 billion is not
surplus as they would have you believe.
It is a reserve, and we are building it up
in order to take care of this unfunded
liability, and I would like to ask the gentleman from New Jersey if I am not correct.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I am unable to
verify the gentleman's figures.
Mr. STAGGERS. I think I am approximately correct.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I think you will
find the true figures in the report.
Mr. STAGGERS. If these are not the
true figures, I am sorry. I am only quoting what I think are true figures. There
could possibly be some diversion, I want
the Congress to know these facts.
The bill has been explained to you and
what it stands for. One speaker just
ahead of me said, "Well now, these men
went out and bought two retirement
do not let any Member
annuities." - Now,
..
. . -.
--- 

-
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We will help somebody across the seas." taken out of their hide instead of out
There is no disputing that fact, gentle- of all of them?
Mr. STAGGERS. May I say that these
men. I am trying to be fair and give
the facts, and if any man thinks I am not men are getting back in a pension all
giving them, I wish he would interrupt the money on which they paid a tax.
me.
It started in 1937 by taxing those who
There are only two systems, to my started to work after 1937. Now the ones
knowledge, in the United States, that who are paying in are paying for future
have weighted benefits, in which they generations, too. They are not getting
receive benefits for something they did back all the taxes they are paying in.
not pay for. I have been receiving a lot Not only that, they are paying f or a lot
of letters dealing with this problem. of others who did not pay in.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Does not the gen
Yes, we have $3 billion in the fund, but
when we passed the last amendments tleman realize that others are in the
in 1951 we started paying out 13.41 per- same class as this but have no deduc
cent of payroll, and we are only taking tions made because they have not worked
into that fund 12.50 percent of payroll, under social security? Why should a
running a deficit at the present time Of railroad worker who supplements his
.91 percent. If you pass this bill you meager pension under social security
are going to increase that deficit. What have a deduction and the others that
would be the right thing to do in this are in the same class that you are speak
situation? This bill should have pro- ing of have no reduction?
Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the
vided tax revenues at the same time we
enacted it. You say, "Oh, well, we can- gentleman from Maine [Mr. HALE].
'not see 50 years from now." I tell you
Mr. HALE. Mr. Chairman, I find my
this.
position today a particularly unenviable
All I am talking for is the safety Of and unpleasant one, In the first place,
the fund. There are a lot of people i1should like very much to support this
who say, "Why think about 50 years bill which has a very praiseworthy ob
from now? It is your responsibility." jective in view, In the second place, I
Nobody can tell. Five minutes from now should like very much to agree with the
this Capitol might be a shambles. The majority of my committee on which it
only thing we can go by is the past, and is always a great pleasure and a distinct
try to do those things we think are right honor to serve. There is no member of
for the future. We have to plan for the the committee with whom I enjoy having
future, not 5 years from now or to- any difference of opinion whatever. Cer
morrow, but let us plan for the future tainly the 22 men who constitute the ma
of thousands in the generations of rail- jority of the committee in this case are
road workers yet to come. Let us not entitled to every respect.
I repeat, I should like to eliminate the
Say that when they retire this fund just
cannot pay them.
injustice to 35,000 men, I think it is,
My recommendation is that this bill through the dual-benefit provisions of
be recommitted to the Committee on the bill which we passed in 1951. I hope
Interstate and Foreign Commerce with this injustice may be eliminated by
instructions that if it is brought back it proper legislation. I hope the whole
carry in it recommendations for a tax question of the relation between the so
to gain the revenue that will wipe out cial security fund and the railroad re
the deficit in the railroad-retirement tirement fund may sometime receive
fund. That is my recommendation to much more adequate consideration than
it has received to date. I am inclined
the Congress.
Mr. MILLER of Kansas. Mr. Chair- to believe it may be pos~sible to work out
an arrangement which would permit
man, will the gentleman yield?
everybody to get social security and the
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield.
Mr. MILLER of Kansas. The gentle- railroad retirement fund be placed on
man spoke of the deficit in the retire- top of social security or some such ar
ment fund. Does he mean the present rangement of that kind. I repeat, I do
deficit or the one this bill would create? not think the relationship between the
Mr. STAGGERS. I1am talking of the two funds has ever received adequate
deficit in the income and outgo in the consideration.
The reason I am opposed to the pas
fund right now, of ninety-one one-hundredths of 1 percent, as told us by the sage of H. R. 356 is set forth in the
actuaries when they appeared before us dissenting report which I filed on page
thisa1-+til
bill isA allowed
26 of the minority report. It is simply
in
our committee. j I-.If ci+
-ni-i,,...................
t~fl!1q~qit.n.i1rnll -
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kept actuarially sound. Do you agree to Poreign Commerce points out the reathat?
sons why support should be given to this
Mr' LATIMER. I most assuredly do.
legislation. It shows that the existing
Mr. HALE. The passage of H. R. 356,, or any la
ae
iciiaincnrr
o
of the companion bills, would make the fund lwmksadsrmnto
otayt
more unsound actuarially, would It not?
the spirit of the Railroad Retirement
Mr. LATIMER. Yes, sir; it would. There is Act, that it applies a. retroactive penalty
no question about it.
against workers who have contributed
Thn
aes21
n
nd21.wefid
toward social-security benefits, that it
Thenon
ages212and213,we indforces workers to pay a payroll tax under
the following:
social security without a compensating
Mr. HALE. I am perfectly frank in saying increase in income, and thereby disthat, as the matter lies in my mind, I would
like certainly to prevent any retiree from courages their continuing in employsuffering any prejudice from the so-called ment, it imposes an indirect work-clause
dual benefits, what you call the social-secu- penalty for continuing in such employrity offset. But Mr. MatscLeck from the ment, and it discriminates against a seRailroad Retirement Board comes here--did lected group of retired employees. I am
you hear his testimony?
informed that the objectionable proviMr. LATIMEE. I did, sir.
sion is the only one in any self-supportMr. HALE. He testified that the fund was ing retirement system which penalizes
not actuarially sound now and if we dd workers who choose to contribute toward
anything about these dual benefits, we would
lust be making bad matters worse, as I un- dual benefits,
derstood his testimony, stating it very crudeAs a matter of interest, I am quoting
ly and bluntly,
herein portions of a communication
Mr. Fort's testimony on behalf of the dated May 12, 1953, and received from
Association of American Railroads was close- Mr. Rufus P. McGarity, president of the
ly similar. Mr. Schoene's testimony was Michigan Railroad Employees and Citisomething along the same line, if I under- zens League:
stood them all, They might not assent to
mycharacterizations, but stated crudely and Hn BENTON HARBOR, MICH., May 12, 1953.
myealta
i h
mrsin
htIgtHn
ALVIN M. BENTLEY,
genrallyos thateistenipeso.ta
o
Member of Congress,
Mr. LATIMEE. It is a correct impression
Was hington, D. C.
si, ndmyonydifeene ih he
ointa
My DEAR CONGREaSSMAN: My letter to SenI think they are too optimistic. I think the ator DOUGLAS of January 8, 1952, copy atsituation Is worse than they have said it is. tached, shows our stand on the matter of
I make no bones about the difficulties which deducting social-security credits from railthe situation involves,
road retirement checks,
Mr. HALE. As the testimony stands now
The railroad men of Michigan and the endont ths
eeho omitee anreor any tire Nation are honest law-abiding citizens,
of these bills favorably, although I would and they work hard and do not deserve and
like personally to do so. Perhaps there are we cannot concur in any action by Conother people on the committee who feel the gress, especially. Senator DOUGLAS. Who
way I do.
forced the amendments upon the House
conferees,
I am therefore opposed to the present
We recommend that the Congress repeal
enactment of H. R. 356. I believe that that part of the 1951 amendments which
sounder and better legislation can be en- steal the social-security payments from our
acedi teprsntCnges.Ihoemembers and employees. We further rectacte Inthw ebre. etCnrs.Ihp
ommend that the Congress order the Railthatit illbe.road
Retirement Board to refund to the emThe CHAIRMAN. The time of the ployees, who have retired, every cent that
gentleman has expired.
has been deducted from what they are enMr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I titled to under the act at the time of the
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from deduction. * * *
Michigan [Mr. BENTLEY].
Latter, copy attached, from the Railroad
Retirement Board, dated January 2, 1951.

Mr. BENTLEY. Mr. Chairmian, re- shows that Congress has a tendency in the
garding the legislation now under dis- past of depriving an employee of all his rights
cussion, H. R. 356, which is to amend the under the Constitution when he makes apRailroad Retirement Act of 1937, as plication for an annuity, which he has paid
amended, by deleting the last paragraph a lot of money to acquire, and should be
of section 3B. I wish to state that I am permitted to work anywhere in the world
whoeharedy
n avo o tisleisa-except work for any employer under the act
wholheatedy
i faor f tis egila-after he files application for an annuity,
tion. As a matter of fact, I introduced a I earnestly urge the Congress to correct these
similar bill, H. R. 4670, on April 20, 1953. matters now and forevermore. I expect to
The objectionable provision which this call on you soon.
legislation would delete is known as the
Very truly yours,
dual-benefit provision. This provision
RUF~US P. MCGAaRrT,
requires a reduction in the railroad-re-.
President, Michigan Railroad Emtirement annuity and pension of an inployees and Citizrens League,
diviualif
redtabe
Asan
xamle of sverl lttes wich
divdua asifthihisindvidal
iniviualhascreitale
As n eampe
seera leter whch
railroad service before 1937 and if he is I have received from my district in this
receiving or entitled to receive an old-age matter, I quote below the text of a letter
insurance benefit under the Social Se- received from Mr. James M. Gleeson, of
Act moe
I ndrstndtha
han Saina,
Mch, areire ralrad mcurityAc.IudrtnthtmrthnSgnwMihartrdrirae30,000 retired railroad workers are so ployee:
affected, in addition to more than 10,000
JAMES M. GLEESON,
wives of annuitants.
2215 North Fayette, Saginaw, Mich.,
The pending legislation would, if
May 27, 1953.
passed, be retroactive to October 30, 1951L Hon. ALvrsN M. BENTLEY,
The reason for this is that the dual-benMember o1 Congress, New Hou,~e Office
Building, Washington, D. C.
efit provision was written into the RailDEAR MR. BENTLEY: I am a retired railroad
road Retirement Act of 1937 in 1951 for employee. I put in over 45 years in the rail
the first time.
road game. I retired 15 years ago. I started
The report accompanying H. R. 356 as a railroad locomotive fireman and wound
from the Committee on Interstate and up as general yardmaster here in Saginaw,
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Mich. I was Instrumental In organizing the
railroad retirement employees In this vicin
ity. We now have a large lodge. We meet
once a month here in Saginaw at the C. & 0.
Railroad depot. The superintendent of the
C. & 0. gave us the privilege of the use of a
large room In the depot free of charge.
When I retired there were four of us re
tired at the same time and the employees
gave us a grand blowout at the Fordney
Hotel here in Saginaw. The Saginaw Daily
News came out with our four pictures on the
front page with the big headlines: "Four
Retired Railroad Employees With Over 155
Years in Service Given a Grand Reception at
the Fordney Hotel Last Night."
After I retired I met a friend of mine a few
days later over town. "Hello, Jim," he said.
"Hello, Jack,"~I answered. "Say, I see you
retired from the railroad." "That's right.
Jack.". ".How long have you been in service?":
"Not long, Jetacoly""h
o
gere4yeuars'wth the
NwYr
eta.
Oge
o
a'
a
around doing nothing. Say, how about comIng and work with us? No hard work." "All
right, Jack. I'll try it out." This fri~nd of
mine is president of a big printing corpora
tion. They have a plant here in Saginaw,
one in Bay City, one In Flint, and one in
Detroit. So I went working for the above
corporation and when I again retired that is
how Igot social security. I paid for my social
security. They took out so much every
month for social security, So you see, Mr.
BEN'rLEY, I did not get my social security be
cause I worked on the railroad. Now my
railroad checks. The Railroad Retirement
Board takes out of my railroad retirement
check which I think is not right. I am not
getting social security because I worked on
the railroad. Absolutely not. I paid for my
social security when I worked for the firm
above mentioned. They took so much out
of my check every week for social security.
So the railroad had nothing whatever to do
with my social security. So I must say that
the Railroad Retirement Board has no right
to deduct my railroad pension because I am
getting social security. I paid for that social
security when I worked for the above-men
tioued printing firm. Will you kindly take
care of this, Mr. BENTLEY, and put the Rail
road Retirement Board where they belong.
Thanking you in advance, I am

Yours truly,
JAMES

M. GLEESON.

Since I consider the present legisla
tion to be completely unjust and since
cannot understand why an individual
wohscnrbtdoe
eido
yea
a onrbtd
vrapeido
yers to a railroad retirement annuity or
pension should not be entitled to receive
the benefits of that annuity and pension,
regardless of whether or not he is a
social-security annuitant, I urge the
Committee to Support this legislation.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
Yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
California [Mr. HINSHAW],
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, to
continue the remarks of the gentleman
from
Maine
[Mr.quotation
HALE], if on
you page
will read
the rest
of the
213,
Mr. Latimer said:
£

I take the position here that under the
circumstances
is no
less than just that
you live up toitthe
promise that you have
made and that If when you consider that
problem you will add the funds you have
to raise, but I don't think you sh.,uld per
petuate this injustice because you are not
now prepared to face the question of What
to do about these additional moneys. or since
in the particular limitation that I have
placed on my approach to it-

And so on. In other words, while Mr.
Latimer, as every other person who is
familiar with the railroad-retirement
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system will admit and says, the system
is probably actuarially slightly out of
balance. That does not justify your perpetuating an injustice. And that injustice is what we attempt to eliminate by
this act. It is an injustice to reduce
the retirement pay under the Railroad
Retirement Act, just because someone is
entitled also to benefits under social security.
Do you realize that there is no system, no Government system, that commits any such injustice? A Member of
Congress who has earned a railroad pension can draw a congressional pension
and at the same time draw railroad retirement. A member of the Railroad
Retirement Board can draw his pension
under the retirement system for United
States civil service employees and likewise his retirement pay that is due him
as a former employee of a railroad.
I would like to say that this injustices
Is the thing we are trying to remove
with this act. The pension fund is now
out of balance by nine-tenths percent
of payroll and this will increase the outof-balance position by fifteen one-hundredths percent of payroll.
I would like to read to you from the
hearings on page 27, where the Railroad
Retirement Board representative is talking figures:
Since the net level cost of the retirement
system is now estimated at 13.41 percent of

-
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son can work in any other retirement
system and receive his social-security
benefits in whole and his pension in
whole. I do not see why the railroad
worker should be singled out for this
discrimination,
Mr. STAGGERS. There is no other
system, is there, that pays for untaxed
service?
Mr. HINSHAW. Oh, yes; they all do.
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from California [Mr. HOLI-
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Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself 10 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, a clear understanding
of the issue presented by H. R. 356 is all
that is necessary to make evident the
great injustice of the proposal.
First of all, we must keep in mind the
fact that the original railroad retirement
law, and all of the later revisions of the
law, provided that, from the beginning,
without the payment of taxes or assess
ments, for all the time employees had
worked for railroads before the passage
FIELD].
of the retirement law, such employees
Mr. HOLIFTELD). Mr. Chairman, I were to be, and would be, given free
shall vote for H. R. 356 in the belief credit for such time by the railroad re
that it will correct an injustice to over tirement system.
30,000 railroad workers. Contributors
The railroad retirement system, from
to two different systems of pension pay- the very beginning, as a charge against
ments should, in my opinion, receive the the system's treasury, carried the total
benefits of both systems,
cost of crediting all the railroad workers,
My reasons for desiring the repeal of without the payment of taxes, for all the
the provisions of the Railroad Retire- time worked by them before the start of
ment Act, which reduces the amount of the retirement system. This was abso
a railroad annuity or pension where the lutely necessary. In no other way could
individual or his spouse is, or on proper a retirement system be started.
application would be, entitled to certain
On the other hand, of course, from the
insurance benefits under the Social Secu- very beginning of the retirement system
rity Act, are as follows, and have been every railroad employee was and is re
set forth in part by the Legislative Refer- quired to pay, at regular intervals, the
ence Service of the Library of Congress taxes or ass3essments determined by the
and are printed in the May s, 1953, CON- experts to be proper and necessary to
GRESSIONAL RECORD as part of the remarks
make the total of taxes or contributions
of Senator ED JOHNSON, of Colorado:
of employees equal to one-half the entire
1. It makes a discrimination contrary to amount found to be proper and necessary
payroll and since the level tax rate is 12.5 the spirit of the 1031 act, which was careful for the maintenance of the railroad re
percent, the elimination of the dual benefit to give full credit for prior service, a con- tirement system in sound financial con
provision would increase the present excess cept continued in subsequent amendments. dition. Not for the purpose of balancing
of cost over Income from approximately 0.9 which increased benefits and Protection equities or rights among railroad em
percent of payroil to approximately 1.05 per- without such a discrimination until 1951.
ployees, therefore, did we adopt, with
cent.2.
It applies a penalty retroactively against out taxing the employee for the same, the
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the workers who in good faith and according toleaprvso
getea
a
xieexisting
law have sought Lo increase their lglpoionfor
giving free credit to
gnlmr. W
aLVeRTirN. M.Car n,
retirement income by supplementing their railroad workers, for service rendered be
Mr. OLVRTON
Mr Charma, Irailroad annuity with a social-security fore. the establishment of the railroad
yield 1 additional minute to the gentle- benefit toward which they have also con- retirement system. That provision of
man in order that he may answer what tributed.
law was adopted because it was neces
is in Mr. BENNETT'S mind,
3. It discourages workers from continuing sary, and in no other way was it possible
Mr. BENNETIT of Michigan.
Mr. in employment covered by social security to start the retirement system.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
after age 65 because they must pay the payWe n15 hr
a nce h
Mr INHW.Iyilroil
tax under social security even though lWhefor the 5s-calede nwa starteof the
Mr. HINSHAW.
I yield.
it may not increase their combined benefit
lwfrtes-aldnwsato
h
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. The re- Income.
social-security system it was provided
tired member of the Railroad Retirement
4. It imposes an indirect work-clause pen- that a person could work for 1 i/2 years in
Board to whom the gentleman referred alty for engaging in employment covered by employment covered by the social-secu
who draws a pension under the Civil social security after age 65.
rity system and be credited with many
Service Act and under the Railroad Re5. The objection to meeting costs in this years prior service without being charged
tirement Act got no credit for prior serv- manner is that it discriminates retroactively for the same. Now, if persons on the
ice under the civil-service pension law, against a selected group of beneficiaries, railroad retirement rolls are to be per
Therefore while he is getting pensions creating a group of second-class annuitants. mitted to retire from railroad service to
under the two systems, he is only getting
Always in the past when the Railroad enter employment covered by the said
one pension for which he has received Retirement Act has been amended it social-security retirement to work but a
untaxed credit, and I think the gentle- has been done so in such a manner as short time, in fact, only li!2 years, and
man ought to bear that in mind,
to be beneficial to retired railroad em- then be given free credit for many years
Mr. HINSHAW. I bear that in mind. ployees, but the amendment enacted in prior service under social security, surely
I want to say that the amount of money 1951 was harmful to more than 30,000 anyone can see that such persons are
a person in the railroad retirement sys- railroad employees and their spouses,
thus given special advantages which pre
tem has to pay, 6¼/percent of his salary
The Railroad Retirement Act, as you vent all other railroad employees from
and 6¼/percent contributed by the rail- know, is entirely self-supporting. This receiving greater benefits under the rail
road, should entitled him to that benefit amendment does not add any cost to the road retirement system. Such encour
continually without any deduction. In Government. This clause in the law is agement to leave the railroad service
other words, the railroad retirement the only one in any self-supporting re- would also defeat one of the purposes of
system is the equivalent in tax on the tirement system which penalizes the the railroad retirement law, which was
worker of any system because it is a thrifty workers who choose to pay to to encourage persons to make a career of
higher tax, as a matter of fact, than re- receive dual benefits providing for a more railroad service and so make sure that
quired in any other system, and he pays decent old age,
the railroads would be operated by ex
it. Now, he is entitled to it, and I do not
Pending the enactment of a uniform perienced men thoroughly familiar with
see any reason why you should deduct national old-age pension system, I in- railroad work.
from that retirement that he has paid tend to support any and all equitable
No, my friends, because it was neces
for any such thing as prior benefits that adjustments in present systems which sary to start the railroad retirement sys
are allowable under the Social Security held to alleviate the poverty which tem, Congress provided free credit for
System when he has earned those, too, usually visits the aged after their pro- service rendered on railroads before the
just the same as anybody else. A per- ductive years.
establishment of the system, because the
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workers with prior railroad service, when road Retirement Act, as amended. -Bald
the system started, could not pay the paragraph provides that the retirement
cost of the insurance to cover all of their annuity or pension, payable to a retired
service rendered before the system railroad employee having the right to
started. The railroad retirement system free credit for railroad service rendered
in order to assure such workers protec- before 1937, commonly referred to as
tion, assumed the debt for the cost of prior service, on which no retirement
the prior service insurance, but Con- taxes were paid, must be reduced by the
gress never intended to induce employees amount of old-age insurance benefit for
to leave the railroad service and thereby which he may qualify under the Social
to weaken the railroad retirement sys- Security Act, or by the amount of that
tem, and it certainly did not plan to give portion of his railroad annuity which is
the same persons free credit twice for based on service before 1937, whichever
prior service.
is less. The reduction will never operate
Opposed to this bill unanimously are to reduce a railroad employee's annuity
the Railroad Retirement Board, which below the amount to which the employee
administers the Railroad Retirement would be entitled on the sole basis of his
Act, the Association of American Rail- railroad service performed after 1936.
roads which pays half the taxes for the In the case of an employee who was alsupport of the railroad retirement sys- ready entitled to receive an annuity betem, and the 19 member organizations fore the enactment of this law, the reduccomposing the Railway Labor Executives' tion in his annuity may not operate to
Association which represent approxi- bring the total retirement income for his
mately 75 percent of all active railroad family from both the railroad retirement
employees. These organizations are as and social security systems below the
follows: Switchmen's Union of North total received on that date,
America; the Order of Railroad Tele- REASONS FOR DUPLICATE BENEFIT RESTRICTION
graphers; American Train Dispatchers'
This provision was one feature of a
Association; Railway Employees' De- very comprehensive bill, H. R. 3669,
partment, A. F. of L.; International which I introduced on April 12, 1951.
Brotherhod of Boilermakers, Iron Ship This bill, somewhat amended, was subseBuilers
Hepersof
an
merca;In-quently enacted into law, known as Pubternational Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, lic Law 234, 82d
Congress. This law
Drop Forgers, and Helpers; Sheet Metal provided for increases in benefits and for
Workers' International Association; In- new benefits to retired employees, their
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical families, and their survivors, totaling
Workers; Brotherhood Railway Carmen nearly half a million beneficiaries, and
of America; International Brotherhood amounting to over $100 million a year.
of Firemen and Oilers; Brotherhood of
These increases in benefits were made
Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight possible without any increases in the tax
Handlers, Express and Station Em- rate or tax base, only because my bill
ployees; Brotherhood of Maintenance provided for several proper readjustof Way Employees; Brotherhood of Rail- ments in the law which enabled the railroad Signalmen of America; National road retirement system to meet the cost
Organization Masters, Mates, and Pilots of the additional and new benefits proof America; National Marine Engineers' vided by my bill,
Beneficial Association; International
During the extensive hearings held on
Longshoremen's Association; Hotel and my bill, the duplicate benefit restriction
Restaurant Employees and Bartenders was carefully explained many times by
International Union; Railroad Yard- both the proponents and opponents of
masters of America; Brotherhood of my bill. Proponents of my bill favored
Sleeping Car Porters,
it because, in doing even-handed justice
Also, under date of July 13, 1953, in a to all, it nevertheless enabled the railletter to the committee, the Bureau of road retirement system to save $385 multhe Budget expressed unqualified opposi- lion over the next 50-year period, This
tion to the repeal of the duplicate benefit saving, in conjunction with other proper
restriction of the law. This letter will changes, made it possible to provide the
be included as an appendix to my re- increases made in the payments of benmarks.
efits to annuitants, pensioners, and
HARMFUL EFFECT OF H. R. 356
survivors,
This bill would affect adversely some
Why was this provision favored? In
450,000 individuals who are now on the the first place, as I have said, by prerolls of the railroad retirement system venting a double allowance for prior
and it would work serious injustice upon service, it enabled the retirement system
the 1½/ million railroad employees at to do a greater measure of justice to
present employed, and also work injustice practically all beneficiaries under the act.
upon the many millions of future rail- In the second place, in the case of an
road employees,
individual, qualified to receive benefits
To a little more than 30,000 individ- from both the railroad retirement and
uals, it would give special advantages social security systems, it prevented the
in the form of duplicate benefits under gross injusice of allowing such individual
the railroad retirement and social-secu- to receive, without charge, full credit
rity systems.
from both systems for prior, untaxed
Enactment of this bill would also in- service,
crease from $45 million a year to $56
The Railroad Retirement Act specifimillion a year, the deficit of the railroad cally allows credit for service rendered
retremnt
ystm.before
the law was enacted in 1937 and
reiemn
yse.before
taxes were paid. The Social SeEXPLANATION OF DUPLICATE BENEFIT RESTRICTION
curifty Act does this indirectly, and in
In effect, this bill would repeal the last effect goes even further by giving free
paragraph of section 3 (b) of the Rail- credit for service before 1951, This is
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accomplished by means of a benefit for
mula which is weighted in favor of in
dividuals retiring in the early years after
the establishment of the system, or, since
the 1950 amendments, in the early years
after those amendments. The formula
is so designed that it is possible for an
individual, with very little service under
the social-security system, to qualify,
at the present time, for the same benefit
as though he had been covered for many
years. The social-security system is
especially generous in this regard as
compared with the railroad system. A
railroad employee, before receiving
credit for any period before 1937, must
show that he actually was in'railroad
service in that period, and that he was
also in active service or in an employ
ment relation on August 29, 1935. Un
der the social-security system, on the
other hand, an employee with the re
quired number of quarters of coverage
after 1936, and under the so-called newstart provision of the 1950 amendments
to the Social Security Act, until July 1,
1954. that required number is only six,
notwithstanding the fact that it, in gen
eral, automatically treated as though he
had been under social-security coverage
througout his working lifetime, may ac
tually have been a railroad employee
most of the time. An individual eligi
ble to receive a railroad retirement an
nuity who has sufficient service under
the Social Security Act to qualify for
benefits under that act as well, thus re
ceives double credit for service with re
spect to which he paid little or no retire
ment taxes.
The problem of duplicate benefits was
first brought into prominence when the
1950 amendments to the Social Security
Act made it relatively easy for a railroad
worker, past or close to age 65, to obtain
a substantial social security benefit on
the basis of only nominal social security
employment, in addition to the railroad
annuity he earned over a lifetime of
railroad service.
When the railroad retirement system
was first established, almost 100,000 rail
road workers began to receive benefits
immediately. Twenty-thousand of these
individuals still are on the retirement
rolls. They had made no contributions
for the support of the system or, at most,
contributions which were negligible com
pare~d to the benefits which they would
receive.
In order to have the system started at
all, this was done as a matter of neces
sity and not for the purpose of adjust
ing relative rights of railroad workers.
The active workers in the railroad in
dustry and the railroads together paid,
through the railroad retirement system's
treasury, the cost of maintaining the Sys
tem. In order to have the railroad re
tirement system started, they were agree.
able to having paid from the treasury
of the system the cost of employees'
retirement insurance, which was based
on service rendered by them before the
railroad retirement system began opera
tionis.
After the 1950 amendments to the
Social Security Act, it became possible
for the first time for older people to ac
quire a substantial old-age benefit on the
basis of inconsequential service. The
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new-start Provision of this act enabled

Annuitant Shaw paid $1,010 in rail- (railroad retirement) fund more unsound
any worker near age 65 or over to qualify road retirement taxes. He has already actuarially, would It not?
tar an old-age benefit on the basis of only received $8,341 in benefits under the railMr. LATIMER. Yes, sir; it would. There is
6quarters of coverage, which means work road-retirement system and will proba- no question about it.*
*
for a year and a half instead of the 27 bly receive an additional $6,500 in future
M.HL.Ia
rn nsyn
efcl
quarters that would have been necessary benefits. He paid $90 in social-security that HAsE
th
amatterflescinly miand, In wayind
before these amendments were enacted, taxes. Since he is still working in social- like certainly to prevent any retiree from
Not until July 1, 1954, will it be neces- security employment the amount of so- suffering any prejudice from the s0-called
sary, under social security, as amended cial-security benefits to which he will be dual benefits, what you call the social-se
in 1950, for a worker reaching age 65 to entitled could not be computed.
curity offset. But Mr. Matscheck from the
have more than 6 quarters of coverage to
Pensioner Carr has paid nothing In Railroad Retirement Board comes here--did
qualify for an annuity of as much as $85 railroad-retirement taxes, since he had you hear his testimony?
a month and $40 for his eligible spouse. retired before 1937. He has already reMr. LATIMER. I did, sir.
The new-start provision treats an in- ceived $11,719 in railroad-retirement
Mr. HALE. He testified that the fund was
not actuarially sound now and If we did
dividual, who qualifies on the basis of benefits, and will probably receive an anything about these dual benefits, we Would
6 quarters of coverage after 1950, as additional $3,900 in such benefits. He just be making bad matterg worse, as I
though he had been in continuous social- paid $109 in social-security taxes, has understood his testimony, stating it very
security employment all his life,
already received $278 in social-security crudely and bluntly.
While the Social Security Act does not benefits, and will probably receive an
Mr. Port's testimony on behalf of the
specifically give credit for service per- additional $3,300 in such benefits. Thus,' Association of American Railroads was closely
formed before the start of the Social he has already received $12,000 in bene- similar. Mr. Schoene's testimony was some
SecuitySysem
1,193, n te
Jauar fis uderbot sytemsandwil prba-thing along the same line, if I understood
Secrit Sytemon
, 137,the~tsundr
anury
bth ystms nd illproa-them all. They might not assent to my
benefit formula has much the same effect bly get an additional $7,250 in future characterizations, but stated crudely and
as if the beneficiary were given credit benefits, or a combined total of $19,250 generally, that Is the Impression that I got
for such service. This result is achieved in benefits for a tax payment of $109.
from those three men.
because of the fact that the benefit
The fifth actuarial valuation of the
Mr. LATIMER. It is a correct Impression,
amount payable is based on the worker's railroad-retirement
system
recently sir, and my only difference with them Is that
average earnings after January 1, 1951, published by the Railroad Retirement I think they are too optimistic. I think the
or January 1, 1937-whichever period Board estimates the cost of benefits pay- situation is worse than they have said it is.
yiels
beefite hghet
amunt
abe uner he resnt lw a 1341 er-I
make no bones about the difficulties which
yiels
beefite amunt
hghet
abe uner he resnt lw a 1341 er-the
situation involves.
rather than being based upon his total cent of payroll. Since the tax rate esMr. HALE. In view of the status of the
length of service, total earnings, total tablished for the maintenance of the railroad retirement account, even If there
contributions, or upon some combination system is 12.5 percent of payroll, the were no other considerations involved in the
of these factors. Therefore, under the system is underfinanced by 0.91 percent repeal of the duplicate-benefit provision, I
Social Security System, if an individual of payroll, or by approximately $45 mil- cannot recommend the enactment of this
works steadily during the period upon lion a year.
Notwithstanding this legislation. However, there are other Im
which his average monthly wage is com- shortage, it is proposed by the enact- portant considerations which compel me to
puted, which period never includes time ment of H. R. 356, to repeal the duplicate vote against this measure.
prior to 1937, he will receive a full benefit benefit restriction, and, by so doing, im- ENACTMENT OF H. R. 3556 WOULD GIVE RISE TO
under the law.
mediately increase the present cost of
aSEmOS INEQUITIES
Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen. technical adviser the railroad-retirement system by an
The enactment of H. R. 356 would
to the Commissioner for Social Security, additional $11 million a year. That work a great injustice in order to give a
testified before a subcommittee of the would mean that the railroad-retire- special advantage to the group of 30,000
Senate Committee on Labor and Public ment system would be operating at a annuitants and pensioners, affected by
Welfare with respect to the crediting of deficit of over $56 million instead of $45 the duplicate benefit restriction on the
service performed before 1937 in the million a year. Employees who are now one hand, to the unjust disadvantage on
computation of social-security benefits working and future entrants into the the other hand, of the 450,000 other ben
as f olows:railroad
industry would be compelled eficiaries now under the Railroad Retire
Inas
follows:
sescil eurt, oa
unjustly to make up this deficit.
ment Act, who would be adversely af
Inacverye ral screns soiablit secrityitoouals
In this connection, I wish to quote fected, in addition to the unfavorable
acceptved aong
accruedso
liailty foridviduals2
from the report made by the firm of Nelcause the very construction of the benefit son & Warren, actuaries retained by the
formula in social security, by giving a very Joint Congressional Committee on Railhigh weighting to people with low income, road Retirement Legislation as to the
recognizes the fact that they have been em- question of the adequacy of the present
ployed for a long period of time previously
tax rate to finance the railroad retireand is an attempt, through the construction
ment system. In a summary of its reof the benefit formula, to give a past service pr
otecmite8dCnrs,1tae1.
credit to individuals. * * In a sense the pr
otecmite8dCnrsitae1.
benefit formula attempted to give credit for session, Senate Report No. 6, part 1, page
service prior to 1937, under social security, 338-the actuaries said:
for people who had some employment after
The gist of this summary Is that in our
1937, by giving a very high proportion of the opinion any recognized actuarial methods
wages for people with short periods of servand reasonable assumptions, when applied
ice. * * * Roughly we estimate approxi- to the railroad retirement system, will result
mately one-third pf the cost of the present in cost estimates which exceed the present
system, that is, one-third of the level pre- tax rate. Thus, in order to maintain an acmium cost of approximately 6 percent of tuarially solvent system, methods of reducing
payroll, to be the deficit caused by giving the benefits, or methods of increasing the tax
present benefits to people who have not con- income or investment income of the system,
tributed an entire lifetime. (Hearings be- should be sought.
fore the Subcommittee on Railroad Retirement Legislation of the Committee on Labor
In his testimony before the committee
and Public Welfare, United states Senate, to support the railroad labor organiza82d Cong., 1st sass., pp. 543-544.)
tions which favor H. R. 356, Mr. Murray
The heavy burden which the railroad W. Latimer, the chief witness of the proretremnt
ystm i caryig b resonponents, emphasized the fact that the
retiremeontasystem sris
caryng by reeason financial condition of the railroad reoftexamnontaag
eriecnbese
ytirement system is even worse than ineaiigthe
following two cases, dicated above. Here is what he said:
which were cited by the proponents of EXCERP PROM TfSTMONY O MR. MURRAY W.
this legislation as horrible examples of
LATIMER
the inequity of the duplicate benefit reMr. HALE. The passage of H. R. 356, or any
striction in the law,
of the companion bills, would make the

effect on the taxes of the

1½/ million

railroad employees now in active service,
and the like effect upon the taxes of the
many millions of future railroad emPloyees.

First. Cast of benefits for new en
trants only 7.66 percent of payroll; taxes
ecn fpyol
ecn

fPyol

Under the present Railroad Retire
ment Act, the benefits to which a new
entrant into the railroad system is po
tentially entitled costs at the present
tm
ny76
ecn fpyol
c

tm
ny76
ecn
fpyol
c
tually 12.5 percent of payroll is being
Paid into the railroad retirement fund to
cover the cost of his retirement insur

ance.

The difference of 4.84 percent of
oerta
ato
ges tofcve
theayte
whiho

parl
sachret
theo indebtedn
teidbens

ftesse

hc

arose to a very large degree from the
crediting of prior service.
AsIhvpriolyhwnteRaAsIhvpriolyhwnteRa

road Retirement Act provided for the
crediting of prior service as a matter of
necessity, not as a matter of relative jus
tice. The social-security system also, in
effect, gives credit for untaxed ser'vice
through a heavily weighted benefit for
mula. The 1950 amendments to the So
cial Security Act contained very liberal
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ployee and his wife. In cases where the
employee alone is receiving benefits, the
average benefit, if it is assumed to be
based on railroad service only, would be
$86. Actually, the combined total under
the two systems is $94, or a bonus to
persons with credit under both systemn5
of 11.9 percent. If the duplicate benefit
provision were repealed, the bonus would
be 32.5 percent. In cases where the em
ployee and wife are receiving benefits,
the average benefits, computed as if the
entire service were under the railroad
system, would be $139. Actually, the an
nuitant and wife receive $145, or a bonus
of 4.3 percent. If the duplicate benefit
provision were repealed, they would re
ceive $185, or a bonus of 33.1 percent.
Railroad retirement annuities in force Dec. 31, 1952, subject to reduction under duplicate It will be readily seen, therefore, that the
benefit provision: Number, average combined benefits under both systems, and average injustice which favors those receiving
railroad annuity that would be payable on combined service, by method of reduction and benefits under both systems, and which
would result from repealing the duplicate
family coosposittion

Second. Combined railroad and socialprovisions in this regard for those retiring immediately or in the next few years. security benefits, in spite of reduction,
In the cases where an employee quali- are greater than railroad benefits would
fles for a benefit under both retirement be for comparable service in railroad insystems, it is equitable and sound policy dustry: A statistical study made by the
to give free credit for prior service under Railroad Retirement Board of the beneonly one retirement system. Moreover, fits payable to the 30,000 retired annuiin the balancing of equities of these 30,- tants, who are subject to the duplicate
000 individuals against the other 450,000 benefit restriction, shows that if these
beneficiaries under the act, as well as employees had remained in railroad servagainst the 11/2 million railroad employ- ice for the same period that they spent
ees in service today who are paying and under social-security coverage, their
the untold millions of future railroad railroad benefits would have been, on the
employees who will pay a big share of average, smaller than the combined benthese benefits, it would be unjust to the efits they are now actually receiving, in
latter groups of individuals if the duphi- spite of the reduction. These data are
shown in the following table:
cate benefit restriction were repealed,

___ ____
__________ ___ ____
____ ___

____

Method of reduction end family composition

___-

Number

Average combined railroad
retirement and socjal recurity benefits
_____

______

Unreduced

----------Annuitant only--------------------------Annuitant and wife--------------------------------

Reduction limited by saving clause:
Total-------------- ------------------ ----------Annuitant only----------------------------------3_
Annuitant and wife-------------------------------Reduction equal to part of annuity based on prior service:
Total -------------------------------------------Annuitant only ----------------------------------Annuitant and wife -------------------- ----------Reduction equal to amount of old-age benefit:
Total -----------------------------------------Annuitant only ----------------------------------Annuitant and wife--------------------------------

Reduced
$112

19, 700

114

183

94

145

10,600
4,0600
2,000

121
113
183

101
00
137

3.100
1, 700
1.400

118
84
100

122

10,500
3,400
7,100

171
130
191

10,500

.A verage

substantially the same degree as between

retirement
annuity 2

annuitants receiving benefits alone and
those receiving benefits with their wives.

service

clearly that, in general and in particular,
such misadjustments as do exist are in

railroad

based on
combined

$139

Total-----------------------------------------------'130, 200

restrictions, would be present to

-benefit

92
67

The

foregoing

table demonstrates

favor of the annuitants who are receiving
benefits under both systems as compared
139 with beneficiaries under the railroad re
tirement system alone. Repeal of the
89 duplicate benefit restriction would mag
8t
126 nify these misadjustments to a point
altogether inconsistent with good social
s0
.55 insurance practice.
110
Whenever consideration has been

$104

137
1013

116

51

149

107

'In 2,100 cases, entitlement to social security benefits was potential. Ffor these cases, the combined benefits consist
only of the railroad benefits,
sComputed on assumption that each quarter of coverage in social security employment was creditable as 3months
of railroad service, and that earnings in such employment were at same rates as for railroad service.
NcOrE.-Based on 1-percent random samplc of retirement annuities in force 1)ec. 31, 1912. Excludes 300 former
carrier pensioners receiving reduced amounts because of duplicate benetit provision.
Source: Railroad Retirement Board.

The table shows that as of December under the coverage of the Railroad Re31, 1952, there were 30,200 railroad re- tirement Act,
Clearly, whatever misadjustments may
tirement annuities in force which were
subject to a reduction by operation of be said to exist as between annuitants
the duplicate benefit restriction. Ac- receiving benefits under the railroad recording to the table, the railroad em- tirement system only and beneficiaries
ployees receiving these annuities receive, under both systems, such misadjuston an average, $112 a month in benefits ments result in a special advantage to
as the total from the respective pay- the latter. Nevertheless, it is proposed,
ments of the railroad retirement and by repealing the duplicate benefit restricsocial security systems. If, however, tion, to increase the injustices by making
their service had all been rendered under the bonus enjoyed by the beneficiaries
the coverage of the Railroad Retirement under both systems from 4 to 5 times
Act-assuming 3 months, credit under larger than it is at present. The average
th,~railroad system for every. quarter of total of $112 a month received by the
coverage in social security employment 30,200 annuitants under both systems
at the same rate of earnings as f or their would, according to the column in the
railroad employment-their average an- table headed "Unreduced," become $139.
nuity would have been only $104. Thus, This would be $35 more per month, or
the duplicate benefit restrictions, far 34 percent more, than that to which they
from being unjust to the beneficiary would be entitled if all their service had
under both systems, actually allows been rendered under the railroad retiresuch a beneficiary a bonus amount- ment system. This would be a very
ing to $8 per month, or 71/2 percent more striking discrimination against the emthan an annuitant would have received ployees who spend all their working days
for comparable service under the rail- in the railroad industry,
The table breaks down the 30,200 railroad retirement system only, And that
notwithstanding the fact that the bene- roads annuities affected by the duplificiaries under the two systems pay taxes cate benefit provision into 19,700 cases in
on their social security employment at which benefits are received by the raila lower rate than they would have had road employee alone, and 10,500 cases in
to pay had that service been rendered which banefits are received by the em-

given in the past to the amendment of

theRalod etrmnAcIhvain
Raysilroatd RtirmntAt,

havenan-

change, the financial soundness of the
railroad retirement system must be as
sured. Any proposal for the increase of
benefits must at the same time provide
that the financial soundness of the
anand
sse
utb
it is absolutely certain that the rail
road retirement system is now underfinanced. In view of this fact, no further
consideration can be given to the lib
eralization of benefits without providing
some method by which additional reve
nues can be secured to pay the added
costs. Enactment of H. R. 356 would

add to the cost of the railroad retirement
system some $385 million in the next 50
years without providing for any revenue
to meet such cost to the system.
It is easy to see, therefore, why it was
necessary in the 1951 amendments to the
Railroad Retirement Act to reexamine
the question of duplicate benefits. For
the first time, duplicate benefits on a
widespread scale became possible. Con
sidering the need to conserve revenue as
much as possible in order to improve the
general level of railroad benefits, it
seemed proper and logical for Congress
to enact the duplicate benefit restriction
as part of the railroad retirement
amendments of 1951. The absence of a
restriction in the earlier railroad retire
ment legislation merely indicates the
fact that there was then no need for it.
Now, however, there is both a need and
a reason for it.
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JEOPARDIZE FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS OF RAILROAD RETIREMENT SYSTEM
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lar changes were made with the approval of

the then chairman of the Railroad
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themselves to pay the taxes necessary to

discharge the cost of insurance for all

the years they had worked before the
The financial condition of the rail- mer, and none of such changes were pro- system started. It would have been
refusing to
road retirement system does not war- claimed to be a breach of prom~ise. I cruel to have even talked ofbecause
they
rant during the next 50 years the ex- shall refer to two such changes. In one include them in the systemPrevious years
penditure of a total of $385 million in of the instances, the Railroad Retire- could not pay for many
order to pay duplicate benefits to a little ment Act of 1937 provided for the credit- of service. Because these persons, who
retirement
more than 30,000 railroad employees at ing of prior service to anyone who was were in the service when the
cost
the expense of 450,000 other individuals on furlough on August 29, 1935, the en- system started, could not pay the
who are now on the benefit rolls under actment date of the act, whether or not of insurance to cover their years of prior
the debt
this system, and also at the expense of he later returned to railroad employ- service, the system assumed
for them, which is being paid in part
the 11/2 million railroad employees and ment.
At a cost of $9 million, the Railroad every year until it is all paid.
their employers who are paying the taxes
The Government, however, could not
for the support of this retirement sys- Retirement Board prepared an elaborate
another free crediting for prior
justify
to
service
prior
crediting
for
program
tem.
The duplicate benefit restriction of the anyone who was on furlough on August service when it was not necessary in or
railroad
Railroad Retirement Act is not an un- 29, 1935, the enactment date of the Rail- der to assure the individual
his lifetime work,
fair provision, in any sense of the word, road Retirement Act, whether or not worker, on account ofprotection
as that
The individuals affected by this provi- such person later returned to railroad the same retirement
provided for railroad workers having no
sion, on the average, have already re- employment,
Thousands of railroad workers, whose prior service. The removal of the re
ceived and will continue to receive railthe
road retirement benefits amounting to rights to credit for prior service were striction, therefore, would mean
to a few
many times the amount of railroad re- based exclusively on their furlough granting of special advantagesand
there
tirement taxes they have paid. The status, were officially notified that their at the expense of the system,
of the many
enactment of this bill would create seri- prior service credit was verified and fore to the disadvantage
ous and great injustice between the would be credited to them upon retire- workers constituting the railroad system.
As already pointed out, the Bureau of
group of 30,200 annuitants receiving ment. Nevertheless, by the 1946 amendpassage
duplicate benefits on the one hand, and ments, this provision was changed so as the Budget has disapproved the
on the other hand, the 450,000 individ- to deny credit for prior service to these of the bill, the Railroad Retirement
against
uals who are now on the retirement rolls workers, who did not return to railroad Board has unanimously protested
under the law. The rights of each of employment, even though they did not the passage of H. R. 356, the Railway La
the latter 450,000 persons would be prej- receive benefits under the Social Secu- bor Executives Association, representing
about 75 percent of the railroad workers,
udiced in order that the 30,200 persons rity Act.
I now state another Instance. The is opposed to the measure, and the gen
will receive duplicate benefits. It is also
unjust to the 11/2 million railroad work- 1937 act provided for the payment Of eral counsel of the Association of Amer
ers now in service and to the many mil- an annuity to a person totally and per- ican Railroads speaking for them was
lions of future railroad employees who, manently disabled for all regular em- also earnestly 9pposed to the measure.
I am sure that all those who have
in order to pay the duplicate benefits to ployment regardless of the amount
the 30,200 will be compelled to pay higher earned by him in any month in employ- been familiar with my work in Congress
ment which was permissible for those would say that I have constantly tried
taxes.
at
It is not fair for a man to receive, with this type of disability. The 1946 to improve the retirement system
free of charge, without paying taxes, a amendments provided for the discontin- every opportunity, and striven to protect
dangerous pro
substantial annuity for prior service uance of such an annuity if such earn- the system against any thoroughly
con
from the railroad retirement system and ings exceeded $75 a month for 6 consecu- posals. If I were not
vinced of the evil embodied in the pend
then, as a result of a short period at tive calendar months.
These changes were, of course, meri- ing measure, I can assure you I would
work in employment covered by the
During
social-security system, to receive another torious and were adopted in order to refrain from any opposition.
have
largely unpaid-for benefit under that correct maladjustments in the railroad the more than 20 years which
rail
for
pioneer
to
I
began
since
elapsed
escaped
had
which
system
retirement
benefits
of
duplication
a
system. Such
and
for untaxed service is unfair to, and at attention at the time of the enactment road retirement, all of my colleagues who
the expense of, the majority ot railroad of the retirement law or because new cir- the railroad workers themselves
workers who stay in the industry and cumstances warranted their adoption, have followed the matter closely, will, I
earnest
receive only a small increase in annuity as is the case with the provision against am sure, agree that I havetobeen
provide the
and sincere in my efforts
for their additional service, or perhaps the payment of duplicate benefits. Al
no increase at all if they already have though these changes operated to deprive very best retirement system in existence.
30 years of railroad service. To permit persons of benefits otherwise covered by My friends, I thank you for your atten
this duplication of benefits would con- the system of benefits and for which they tion.
stitute an inducement to an employee to would have qualified, the changes were,
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
leave railroad employment before he nevertheless, very properly made.
B3UREAIUOF THE BUDGIET,
Enug hsnow been said to show how
etresmehig hih
woldoterie
D. C., July 13, 1953.
fWashington,
akaotbec
Endcuough has th
soem ewsnthingtwhich
thrieretire-ets
wolt
WOLVERTON,
A.
CHARLEs
Hon.
raho
bu
stetl
rdclu
the retioraemetsse.a o nedd
onl Interstate
Committee
Chairman,
promise.
tenorgsolemn
and Foreign Commerce, House
In conclusion let me say again that
Before concluding my remarks let me
of Representatives, House Office
discuss briefly one more of the falla- H. R. 356, if enacted, would greatly
Building, Washington, D. C.
cious contentions made by those urging harm the retirment system. First, beMy DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN: This will ac
the repeal of the corrective restriction, cause it would increase the yearly defi5, June 10,
In order to give a righteous appearance cit to the extent of $11 million, which, knowledge your letters of June
asking
to the bill, H. R. 356, proposing special added to the deficit now existing, June ii, June 23, and June 27, 1953,
H. R. 5624, H. R.
make a total yearly deficit of for reports on H. R. 5571,
advantages to a few, to the disadvantage would
te alownce by5625, H. R. 5631, H. R. 5854, and H. B1. 5936.
Scon,
lsoto $556 milio.
etrmen
he nd
of
te mny
ecod, he alownce byThese are aii biiis to increase benefits under
illin.
nd aso
o temny dtrimnt
of te
law, of free the Railroad Retirement Act, as follows:
railroad-retirement
the
itself,
system
retirement
of the railroad
H. R. 5571 would (1) begin spouses, ansome spokesmen for the bill have been credit for all service rendered before the
age 65: (2)
very elocutionary in their wailing about passage of the law, was necessary and nuities at age 60 instead of at
the 5 best
the restriction against duplicate bene- proper in order to start the system. The base monthly compensationoronnot,
as comn
fits. They say that this restriction is a Government properly allowed many years, whether consecutive
thousands of persons such free creditpaetohersntlfimavagmt
breach of solemn promise,
(3) start widows' and widowers' annui
My friends, if time would permit, I frterpirsvcbcaeitwsod;
aoethae 55r rasthricthan atr 65;viand (4nr
could, mention many instances, in con- necessary. Workers with long years of
nection with the development of the rail-

road retirement law itself, in which simi-

Retirement Board, Mr. Murray W. Lati-

service at the start of the railroad-re-

tirement system clearly were unable

nuitants.

The Railroad Retirement Board

has estimated the cost of the bill at $125
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million a year, or 2.5 percent of taxable

payroll,

ficlency in the system of 0.91 percent of

payroll.
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ments of 1951, and after the action on
October 1, 1952, his check was reduced
from $117.55 to $86.05. In other words,

HI. R. 5624 would repeal the dual-benefit
The various bills here under consideration
restriction, enacted by Public Law 234, 82d would cast from a few million dollars to as $15
a
rirrl
ae
wyfo
Congress, which requires a reduction In Rail- much as $235 million a year, but none of $31.5 Was arbitraril thakenf tawa froml
road Retirement Act benefits based on un- them provides for any additional revenues to hm
ealko
hti
htsol
taxed service before 1937 where the annul- meet the added cost of the new or liberal- happen under a private insurance ar
tant or his spouse is entitled also to benefits ized benefits. As a consequence they would rangement, immediate suit would be
from the old-age and survivors insurance Increase the present deficit of the system.
brought, and the amount would be rein
system.
For the foregoing reasons the Bureau of stated.
H. R. 5625 would (1) provide full annuities the Budget recommends against favorable
I am not here saying that this may not
after 35 years of service, regardless of age, or consideration of these bills by the comn- have an adverse effect on the fund. Of
at age 60 after 30 years' service; (2) change mittee.
cus
tmy
oeeteeaewy
the 1924-31 base period for determining
Sincerely yours,
cus
tmy
oeeteeaewy
average monthly compensation to the 5
ROWLAND HUGHES,
by which this fund can be protected.
highest years during the period before 1937;
Assistant Director.
One of them is by changes of investment.
(3) increase all annuities and pensions byThrisavylortefinrstpd
15 percent; (4) base minimum benefits for
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, IThrisavylortefinrstpd
persons with 30 years' service on the 5 years yield such time as he may desire to tile into this particular fund in comparison

of highest earnings; and (5) repeal the dual

benefit restrictions. The Railroad Retirement Board has estimated the cost of the
bill at $235 million a year, or 4.7 percent of

taxable payroll,
H. R. 5631 would provide full annuities re-

gardIess of age for employees with 30 years'
service and whose employment has been termninated by reason of abandonment of a

railroad,

H. H. 5854 would change the permissible
retirement age from 65 to 60 and provide
payments of $95 a month to widows regardless of age.wharnoafetdbitatepest
H. R. 5936 would create a new benefit for
dependent sisters of unmarried retired railroad workers patterned after the existing
spouses' benefit,
In considering these proposals to liberalize
benefits under the railroad retirement system
we believe that the following points are
Important:
1. Study by Joint Committee on Railroad
Retirement Legislation: During 1952 the
Joint Committee on Railiroad Retirement

Legislation, under the chairmanship of Sen-

gentleman from New York [Mr. RAWA].hel

wn

Mrad.m
RA
toadm

oWAN Mr. Chaiorman, I. want

hihte

Threbarey other way tin which they
cangrobbl builduper thisb fnd
qetiona
degree wher thlerey willre nsabolqutestio

ofe.
offset."tonlgoenmn
A railroad worker pays a high rate
for his pension and there is absolutely

of the world In which men given benefits by
hv ee
alwo
ainlgvrmn
aeee
had those benefits reduced.

Thrisboley

no question about its present solvency.
As the gentleman from Pennsylvania
[Mr. VAN ZANDT] indicated, there is over
$3.6 billion in it, and it has been in
by all railroad workers, including those creasing by hundreds of millions of dol
lars each year. There is no indication
whoaarehnot affectedsbyiit attthenpresen
time. It is a fair and just bill, and aththoeicasswlntcniu.
distinct improvement in our present
Finally, let me quote one sentence from
railroad retirement law. It corrects a the testimony of Mr. Murray Latimer,
gross injustice that was written into the who I believe is as expert in this field
law in 1951 and referred to as the "dual as anybody in the entire country:
benefit" provision or the "social security
This is the first time In the history of all

no reason why each and every participant should not have the benefit of
everything he is paying for. In this case,
Including Its relationship to the old-age and where a railroad worker has earned and
survivors insurance system. The commit- paid for a social security benefit as well
tee's report is expected to be available soonI as f or a railroad retirement benefit,
It would appear desirable to postpone all
by all that is fair, he should have full
legislation in this area until this report and
Its conclusions can be thoroughly studied benefit of both. At the present time, if
and until experience under Public Law 234, a retired employee has earned a $90
82d Congress, can be assessed,
monthly railroad retirement benefit and
2. Coordination with old-age and sur- following this he earned, let us say, a
vivors insurance system: While the railroad $40 monthly social security benefit, he is
retirement system is a staff pension system permitted to keep his full social security
for a particular industry, it also embodies benefit but his railroad retirement benimportant social insurance features. In ad-eftireuebyte40wihhre
dition, it is now closely linked to the old-eftireuebyte$0wihhre
age and survivors insurance system as the ceives as social security. This does not
earlier amendments coordinating survivor-

increase.thants

istbe ingeethsicrae.Ta
exploredM.Chira,
Thr
rohrwasI

oceiauprno
.R
5
which is before us. I have introduced
a similar bill, perhaps identical with the
measure before us.abuitsovny
This bill particularly affects those
railroad workers who have earned the
right to both railroad and social security
benefits. It is supported nevertheless

ator DOUGLAS, made a broad review of all
aspects of the railroad retirement system,

result of Public Law 234, 82d Congress. and

wthe rathero interestehas

make sense and I repeat, Mr. Chairman,

that a retired railroad employee, who

We have done that. I urge that It Is

our great obligation to change that this

afternoon.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from
Indiana [Mr. BEAMER].
Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Chairman, my In
terest in H. R. 356 is a continuing inter
est in behalf of all workers on the Na
tion's railroads. The 82d Congress,
which was my first term in the United
States Congress, was not my first contact
with problems of interest to railroads
and railroad employees. I had come
inoctatihterlgsaivpob
inoctatihterlgsaivpr
lemis when I was a member of the Indi
ana General Assembly, Even before
that time, I had a wide acquaintanceship
and even a family relationship with rail
road employees.
Consequently, when the complicated
atro
alodrtrmn
eso
legislation came before our House Inter
state and Foreign Commerce Commit
tee, I att'empted to place myself, so to
spe'ak, in the shoes of these railroad em

ship benefits under the two systems. There- earns both benefits, should receive and
fore, in studying legislation to amend the enjoy the benefits rightfully belonging
Railroad Retirement Act it is essential to to him.
consider the possible effect, directly or indiMr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
rectly, on the old-age and survivors Insurancematroriladeieenpnso
system. For example. H. R. 5624 and H. R. yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from
5625 would repeal the so-called dual benefit Massachusetts [Mr. HESELTON]
restrictions enacted by Public Law 234, 82d
Mr. HESELTON. Mr. Chairman, I
Congress, and thereby reduce coordination doubt very much if I can be of any great
between the two systems. Similarly, the assistance. I think practically every- poeswosm
a
ol
edpn
vaios i rooal
tebilsfo eworveything has been said that needs to be said ing upon this pension fund. I wanted to
liberal benefits (such as for early retire- on both sides of this issue. Ho~ever, I secure their thinking and their desires
ment) may set a precedent for increasing would like to explain why I am support- and accordingly I sent several hundreds
social-security system benefits.
igtebladwyIbleeohr
3. Financial situation of the railroad re- igtebladwyIbleeohr
of letters to these railroad employees
tirement system: The policy of the Congress can in all good conscience support it. and asked them four different questions.
since the inception of the system has been
It has been said here that this is a
Sm
5o
0preto
hs
al
to maintain it on a self-supporting basis, matter of simple justice. To my mind, roademployees
prespnded
All buts sail
However, the system is not now solidly fi- that is the whole issue here before us. statd thatltheys dipodenot
Ant bthrail
nanced. According to the fifth actuarial Let me give you an illustration.stedhateyidntw
tteril
valuation, which has recently been comMr. Smith worked 15 years under so- road retirement and social security
pleted, the present cost of benefits under cial security and 15 years under rail- funds combined. These 6 apparently
the Railroad Retirement Act is 13.41 per
cent of taxable payroll. Since the combined road retirement, and when he retired he had sent my letter on to some national
employee and employer tax rate for main- was awarded a pension of $117.55. That officer because those 6 replies were
tenance of the system Is only 12.5 percent of was a pension which he was told was for worded exactly the same and were the

payroll, the valuation shows a present dexCIX--618

the rest of his life.

After the amend-

only ones that differed from the other
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several hundred who spoke for themselves. When the employees spoke for
themselves in this manner I was convinced that this was their true and honest thinking. It was on the basis of
these letters that I voted and worked for
railroad employees in the 82d Congress.
I feel confident from the many letters
and personal contacts that I have had
with these same people since that time
that they were appreciative of this opportunity to speak for themselves. I
voted the sentiment of these people as
it was displayed in the several hundreds
of letters that I received.
In the 1951 amendments to the Railroad Retirement Pension Act there was
this provision that was written into the
act:
The railroad annuity or pension of an Individual, and the annuity of his spouse, if
any, shall be reduced beginning with the
month with which such an individuai is, or
on proper application, would be entitledtocianld agert inuAncet ee.tudeh
Soia ecriyAc.This
This clause was the result of the partial combination of the railroad-retirement fund with the social-security fund,
which repeatedly has been protested by
many, many railroad employees.
This is the so-called social-security
offset, and testimony this year before our
committee has revealed the fact that it
has worked a hardship on more than
30,000 retired railroad workers.
H. R. 356 would repeal this portion of
the 1951 amendment. It certainly seems
fair to all railroad employees because
they now are the only group that are not
permitted to receive dual benefits. Even
the members of the Railroad Retirement
Board were very frank in testifying that
they were eligible to receive the maximum benefits under their railroad retirement pension fund, to which they had
contributed, and also to receive the full
benefits under the Federal employees
retirement fund to which they also had
been contributing. H. R. 356 will remove this discrimination which affects
more than 30,000 retired railroad
workers,
It also eliminates a condition that
seems to me to apply a penalty which is
retroactive against workers who, in good
faith, and according to existing law,
sought to increase their retirement income by supplementing their railroad
annuity with a social-security benefit toward which they have also contributed,
H. R. 356 will again make it possible
for retired railroad employees to seek and
secure employment covered by social security after age 65 because it will be
necessary for them to pay the payroll tax
under social security and this new legis-'
lation would make it possible for these
deserving people to increase their Pension fund which is needed so badly in
these times of high living costs,
The Railroad Retirement Act is selfsupporting. In fact, the railroad employee pays 6¼/percent of his total income and railroad management pays
the same amount. Consequently, this
amendment does not add any cost to the
United States taxpayers. H. R. 356 thus
will be of benefit to all people but especially to those retired railroad employees
who believe in thrift and industry even
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In their retired days In the latter years
of their lives.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 10 minutes to the gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. VAN ZANDT1.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield for a question?
I have been asked several times what
effect these amendments proposed in the
bill have upon the actuarial condition of
the fund from which the money is taken
and whether or not the additional payments would in any way affect that fund,
Could the gentleman answer that?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Yes; I will answer
that question during the course of my
remarks.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Chairman, I
deeply appreciate the action of the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce and the Rules Committee in
making possible consideration of my bill,
H?. R. 356.
bill which was introduced by 3ae
in the 82d Congress and which was reintroduced by me on January 3, 1953, is
designed to repeal the restrictions imposed by the 1951 amendments to the
Railroad Retirement Act against the
payment of dual benefits to retired railroad employees who have qualified for
such benefits under the Railroad Retirement and Social Security Acts.
By way of explanation, when the
House was considering amendments to
the Railroad Retirement Act in 1951, a
provision denying payment of dual benefits was defeated on the floor of the
House. Later it was added by the conference committee, with the result that
the day before Congress adjourned in
the fall of 1951, it was forced to accept
the conference report or lose the opportunity to liberalize the Railroad Retirement Act and increase benefits,
When the provision of the 1951 amendments prohibiting dual benefits was
originally before the House, its advocates
stated that it would save money for the
railroad retirement fund and thereby
help finance the additional expenditures
necessary to pay the 15 percent increase
to the retired railroader, a monthly
benefit to his spouse and 33 V3 percent
increase to widows and surviving children.
In other words, the additional cost of
these 1951 amendments was to be borne
in part, by penalizing some 30,000 retired
railroad employees who met all the re
quirements of eligibility for earned benefits under the Railroad Retirement and
Social Security Acts,
When this provision was being debated
on the floor of the House, I strongly op
posed it on the grounds that it was
grossly unfair, highly discriminatory,
and that sooner or later, Congress would
have to recognize the injustice inflicted
upon thousands of retired railroaders
entitled to dual benefits.
Since the enactment of this provision
denying dual benefits, experience has
proved the truth of my assertion, because
never in all my years of close contact
with the thousands of active and retired
railroaders who live in my congressional
district, have I received so much violent
criticism as has resulted from the enact-
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ment of the provision in the 1951 amend
ments to the Railroad Retirement Act
prohibiting the payments of dual bene
fits.
In order to put this discussion in sim
pie language and to emphasize the fact
that there is a principle involved, let me
illustrate the injustice and discrimina
tion that have resulted from the appli
cation of this prohibition against dual
benefits.
Let us consider Mr. X, employed by
the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. as a
mechanic and who retired at the age
of 65 after having met all the require
ments of the Railroad Retirement Act.
After Mr. X's application was duly
processed by the Railroad Retirement
Board and his eligibility established for
retirement benefits, he received a letter
from the Chairman of the Railroad Re
tirement Board which read, in part, as
follows:
Based upon your application and the evi
dence of record, an annuity under the Rail
road Retirement Act has been approved in
your favor, payable during your lifetime and
in the monthly amount of $83.50.
In addition, Mr. X received a certifi
cate of annuity inscribed as follows:
Having retired from employer service and
otherwise qualified, you are entitled to re
ceive an annuity as provided by and subject
to the conditions of the Railroad Retirement
Act.
M.X aigajse
isl
olv
Mr. X, having adjutedy whimsel tos liv
creased to $100.20 by the 1948 amend
ments to the Railroad Retirement Act,
was approached during the early days
of World War II by a private manu
facturer, building equipment for the war
effort, anld asked to accept employment.
The private manufacturer received Mr.
X's name from the Railroad Retirement
Board, which at that time was actively
recruiting retired railroad employees for
private industry as part of the great
effort made in World War II to fully
utilize the manpower of our Nation.
Mr. X, with the approval of the Rail
road Re~tirement Board, accepted em
ployment with a private manufacturer
and left his home to travel to a distant
State. After working throughout the
war and establishing his entitlement to
earned social-security benefits by com
plying with all provisions of the Social
Security Act, he became eligible under
the Social Security Act for a monthly
benefit of $45.20.
Therefore, Mr. X, as a retired employee
of both a railroad and a private manu
facturer, then held a contract with the
Railroad Retirement Board entitling him
to $100.20 monthly, payable during his
lifetime. He also had a contract with
the Social Security Administration to
receive for the remainder of his life,
monthly benefits of $45.20. These com
bined monthly benefits amounted to
$145.40.
Let me repeat again that Mr. X, as a
retired employee of a railroad and a pri
vate manufacturer, then held valid con
tracts with the Railroad Retirement
Board and the Social Security Admin
istration guaranteeing him specified
monthly benefits for the remainder Of
his life.
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In the fall of 1951, Congress amended
the Railroad Retirement Act effective
October 30, 1952, to provide a 15-percent
increase to all annuitants with the result

that Mr. X was then eligible to receive
$115.24 from the Railroad Retirement
Board.
In addition to the amendments that
increased bene~fits by 15 percent and

otherwise liberalized the law, Congress
also approved the so-called dual benefit
amendment providing that retired railroad employees who were drawing benefits based on service prior to 1937 should
have their benefits reduced by the
amount of the social-security benefit
they were receiving,
In the case of Mr. X, he was receiving
monthly benefits from the Railroad Retirement Board of $115.25 plus $45.20
monthly from social security.
Because of this amendment denying
dual benefits and the fact that Mr. X had
service prior to 1937, the Railroad Re-
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guaranteed to him for his lifetime, It Is
now whittled down to $65.04.
Mr. Chairman, I am not worried about
the cost of repealing the amendment

prohibiting dual benefits as provided for
in my bill H. R. 356. My sole concern
is the principle involved.
As I mentioned in the beginning of my
remarks, when Congress adopted the
provision in the 1951 amendments to the
Railroad Retirement Act denying dual
benefits to those entitled to them, it atrogated a contract that some 30,000 retired railroad employees had with the
Railroad Retirement Board,
Mr. Chairman, according to the Railroad Retirement Board, the cost of H. R.
g56 will be $385 million or in payroll tax,
an increase of fifteen one-hundredths of
1 percent.
In this connection, let me point out
that the balance in the railroad retirement fund in~May 1952, was $2,776,005,917. At the end of May 1953 the balance

tirement Board deducted from his in the retirement fund was $3,052,$115.24 the $45.20 he was getting from 716,320 which means that in the period
social security, thus leaving him a of 12 months, the fund increased
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In answer to another question as to
the current soundness of the fund, Mr.
Harper replied:
It Is so regarded, so Much so that there is
no real danger implicit In the continuance
a period. The difference between 14.1
percent and 12.5 percent is not substantial
enough to offer any threat to the solvency
othe
fund for a number of years.

lor

If Mr. Matscheck who is an actuarial
expert, and Mr. Harper, who is a member
of the Railroad Retirement Board, have
no fear of the disparity between 12.5
percent and 14.1 percent I cannot under
stand the anxiety of opponents to this
bill who are crying that the $385 million
estimated to be the cost of this bill will
wreck the retirement fund.
To further alleviate the fears of the
opposition, I would like to call attention
to the following statement, appearing on
page 15 of the fifth actuarial evaluation
of the retirement fund released by the
Railroad Retirement Board April 1953:
Subject to the assumptions upon which
the valuation was based, the cost calculla
tions show that the level tax rate required

after 1951 to finance adequately the benefits
monthly benefit of $70.04 from the Rail- $276,710,403.
In the hearings of March 2, 1953, be- of the railroad retirement system should be
road Retirement Board.
on Interstate 13.41 percent of taxable payroll. Since the
In other words, Mr. X, instead of re- fore the House Committeecoceringtheeffective
rate of the existing tax schedule is
o
andForignComerc
bneftmnthy
ceivng cobind
about 12 V2 percent. a deficiency of .9 percent
an Foeig Comere cncenin th
bneft o
ceivng
mnthycobind
$160.44 to which he was entitled, he was railroad retirement fund, Mr. Mats- of payroll is indicated.
penalized by having the $45.20 he was check, an actuary employed by the Rail
Mr.- Chairman, if the fifth actuarial
receiving from social security, deducted road Retirement Board, had this to say
from his railroad-retirement annuity of when asked about the annual increase of report reveals that 13.41 percent of tax
$115.24, leaving him a monthly railroad- the railroad retirement fund over able payroll is necessary to finance the
Railroad Retirement Act and the cost of
expenditures:
retirement annuity of $70.04.
As I tried to explain, for many years-10. H. R. 356 is fifteen one-hundredths of 1
As a result of this transaction, the
Railroad Retlrement Board saved $45.20 15, or 20 years-there will be collections in percent by adding it to the 13.41 percent
there we have the figure of 13.56 percent which
excess of expenditures. Thereafter,
monthly at the expense of Mr. X, andM.will
be expenditures for benefit payments is less than the original estimate of 14.1
since there are about 30,000 other M.which will be exceeded by the amount of percent mentioned by Mr. Matscheck and
X's in the same category, it is proper to taxes collected, but the Interest on the re- Mr. Harper. Therefore, since Mr. Mats
h
ohtk
cekadM.Hre
say that this group of retired railroaders serve account will make up that shortage.
h
ohtk
cekadM.Hre
was singled out by Congress and made to
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, will the position that there is no real danger in
bear the cost of the other 1951 amendthe disparity between 12.5 percent and
ments to the Railroad Retirement Act, gentleman yield?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. I yield to the gen- 14.1 percent, how can the cost of H. R.
Let me add that this highhanded and
356 in any manner affect the solvency
discriminatory method of financing the tleman from Arkansas.
Mr. HARRIS. I should like to advise of the retirement fund?
1951 amendments was used as an excuse
I would like to take issue with the
and that such action would eliminate the the gentleman that a few days ago the
interest on the retirement fund was spokesman for the opponents of H. R.
necessity of increasing payroll taxes.
In plain words, when Mr. X retired computed and placed in the fund itself, 356 when they say that 80 percent of the
he had to the extent of more than $80 million, railroad employees who pay half of the
fro PnnslvaiaRailroad,
th
taxes for the support of the railroad-re
to the retirement fund,
ihh
fromnthetPenslaniaraRtreetadded
Mr. VAN ZANDT. That is correct tirement system are opposed to this bill.
arcontract waith teRiraRtrmnt
A recent check of the Interstate Coin
should the expenditures exceed the
Bor htsi:and
During your lifetime you will receive a income a larger interest yield is pos- merce Commission form M-300 fot
March 1953, reveals that 1,286,614 per
sible by increasing the interest rate.
monthly amount of $83.50.
sons were employed by the class I rail
Mr. HARRIS. Perhaps that is true.
In the fall of 1951 when Congress apMr. VAN ZANDT. When Mr. Mats- roads of the United States.
proved an amendment to the Railroad
According to the Interstate Commerce
Retirement Act prohibiting dual bene- check was asked how far ahead he was
fits, it arbitrarily altered the contract looking when he said there will be expen- Commission, as of the middle of March
that Mr. X had with the Railroad Re- ditures for benefit payments which will 1953, the employees engaged in trans
tirement Board and without his knowl- exceed the amount of taxes collected portation, such as train and engine serv
edge or consent. Therefore, instead of but the interest on the reserve account ice, constitute 20.85 percent of the total
receiving the $83.50 the contract stipu- would make up the shortage, he replied: number of railroad employees. This
Indefinitely, or to use the actuary's ex- group, composed of enginemen and
lated, his lifetime annuity was reduced
pression "in perpetuity," meaning almost as trainmen, from the standpoint of organ
to $70.04.
ized labor, are represented by the Broth
Many of you will remember that dur- long as 180 or 200 years.
At the same hearings, Mr. Horace W. erhood of Locomotive Engineers; Broth
ing the 82d Congress earned social-security benefits were increased on an aver- Harper, member of the Railroad Retire- erhood of Locomotive Firemen and
age of $5 monthly. In the case of Mr. X, ment Board, when speaking about the Enginlemen; Order of Railway Conduc
SecurtyhAc wasfi incereae toe disparity between the income of 12½/ tors; the Brotherhood of Railroad Train
Soial452
$5 h was entitlsed to percent which is derived from payroll men; and the Switchmen's Union of
$50.20. Beurtti
was
enilde-o taxes and the figure of 14.1 percent which North America. In a few words, they are
under0 the Social$ SertAt
the amount of the antici- known in railway labor circles as the
th
unde
SoialSecuityActwasde-represented
ducted from the $70.04 revised annuity pated payroll tax, said:'lp.
The nonoperating groups are repre
We found ourselves willing to take that
he was receiving from the Railroad Retirement Board. In other words, Mr. X sort of a disparity because it was small sented by the Railway Labor Executives'
was the victim of another violation of a6 enough to offer no Immediate danger to the Association, a combination of unions
representing various classes of employees
contract and instead of receiving $83.50 fund,
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boilermakers,
such
as machinists,
telegraphers, clerks, oilers, signalmen,
freight handlers, andl so forth. These
unon rerpotd
o eopoedt te
poe
ote
unosaerpre
ob
enactment of H. R. 356.
To contradict such a report, I should
like to read the following telegram from
Mr. A. J. Hayes, international president
of the International Association of
Machinists, one of the organizations
affiliated with the Railway Labor Executives' Association. The telegram reads
as follows:
JULY 17. 1953.
Congressman JAMES VAN ZANDT,
United States House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.:

The International Association of Macbin-

-

Ing railroads we urge your support of H. R.
3M.
DAVID J. McDoNALD,
President, United
America.

Steelworkers

Of

which does deny retired railroad workers the
pensions they are entitled to if they have
earned social-security benefits in other em-

railway carrier in this country, after due
study and consideration, wholeheartedly
supports the enactment of H. R. 356 which
has, as its purpose, the repeal of that provision which at present denies dual-benefit
provisions under our retirement laws,
A. J. HAYES,
International President.

ployment.

JULY 20, 1953.

Today many workers earn and pay for
benefits under the Railroad Act and the
Social Security Act. When this happens,
they are not permitted to collect both benefits. This is because part of section 3b of
the Railroad Retirement Act prevents the
payment of so-called dual benefits. H. R.
356 would amend the Railroad Retirement

tnet

esprt

n

itnta

" (1) to the widow or widower of the de-

JULY 22. 1953.
properties of steel companies on connect-

nmn
oto ftetm
toei
occasions find themselves in a position

they are not able to give time to those

who might desire it. This unusual sit
uation we have had here today might
lead some of you to assume that none
h
ftecmiteo
ebr
o h
At this point it is pertinent to state Dfthemocrticsid artesuportingthis bill.e
Com-Deortcsdaesuptighsbl.
Interstate
of
the
that the records
merce Commission disclose that some I can assure you that assumption is not
350,000 employees of the railroads such the fact. The fact that we did not have
as executives and officials, professional an opportunity to speak on this in gen
and subprofessional assistants, super- eral debate in no way indicated that
visory officers, roadmasters, general fore- several or in fact a majority of the mem
men, and so forth, do not belong to la- bers of the committee on the Democratic
bor organizations and therefore have side are not wholeheartedly in support
not expressed themselves regarding H. kowthes other membunersofthedcommIt
brsftecmi
R. 356.knwteohrm
When taking into consideration that tee understand very well, the position our
generalde
ne
there has been practically no mail in op- neotgved usairany tim durin
Ienshallde
position to H. R. 356 and the fact that bategite is anotafire siuation.
the operating brotherhoods, the Inter-baeItinoafirsuto.Ishl
national Association of Machinists and try to see it does not happen again.
the CIO heartily support H. R. 356, I say frankl spteakn, is. theiresutno therol
in all fairness that the statement to the fightlwpehadin2 yeas ago whenuto the 1o51
weha2yere adopthed. this was1
effect that 80 percent of all railroad em- amenment
isinvlve
nthe
proison whihedwa
ployees oppose this legislation, should omnedof
crvs
onswihwsideration
the
durng h ofore
be taken "with a grain of salt."
The majority of you know that I come ofrigam endn cofuthe RailreoadiRetremeont
from a railroad district and that I am a Act Itenminghtfbe Realleadthatiofreden
en
railroad man myself. Rubbing elbows Athe subtmigtut tote bcllwehd th ofore
House
almost daily with railroad employees. I considertiont ton the filoo ofha then
can tell you that they want the Railroad ThesisubstitutenIh proposedfdid notuinRetirement Act as it was originally in- Tude sbtitheprovisio sewicwoud workin
ineuit
thepoughtion beica grossd
teddcolespraeadditntatwae

all times from social security.onteerioapol.
Therefore, I hope that H. R. 356 will
be approved and thus enable Congress to
itself for breaking faith with
f
ay adredeem
miteane
shps frrbots
yards, we endorse H. R. 356 and urge its thousands of retired railroad employees.
CHAIRMAN. The time of the
ROETOIE.The
speedy adoption.
from Pennsylvania has exgentleman
CoordiAssistant to the President and
pired. Under the rule all time has exnator of Legislative Activities, Conpired. The Clerk will read,
i'ress of Industrial Organizations.
The Clerk read as follows:
Your attention is called to the fact
That section 3 (b) of the Railroad Retirethat the CIO is speaking for crafts emment Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby furployed in the railroad industry which in
car ther amended, effective October 30, 1951, by
clde eplyesonferyoas
hroto
aarp
floats, maintenance-of-way, boilermak- stiigtels
With the following committee amenders, car-builders and. many other crafts
employed in the railroad shops and ment:
Page 1, line 6, insert a new section to read
The CIO attained the
roundhouses.
right to speak for these employees coy- as follows:
"Ssc. 2. In the case of any deceased indiered by the Railroad Retirement Act as
a eutof employee elections held under vidual whose death occurred before the first
of the first month following the month
c.day
rhesualta Lao
which this act is enacted, so much of any
Atin
theRaiwayLabr
I have another telegram from Mr. annuity or pension payment as is due such
David J. McDonald, president, United individual by reason of the enactment of the
Steelworkers of America, which reads first section of this act shall be paid onlyin behalf of the more than 10,000 steelworkers who are employed in and about the

meanings as those assigned to such terms by

CULBERT BOWEN,
President.

Act to permit workers to collect their earned
benefits. On behalf of the one million and
thousands of members in CIO unions on

as follows:

such child or children are living on such
first day.
For the purposes of this section, the terms
'widow'. 'widower', and 'child' have the same

Rtiemn
11
of
ended."
I have another telegram from Mr. Aectio 197,asa
Culbert Bowen, president of the RailwayAcof13,aamne.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
Patrolmen's International Union, A. F.
of L., who represents the patrolmen and support of the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I realize the hour is
police on the railroads of the Nation.
getting late and some Members, I am
Mr. Bowen's telegram reads as follows:
sure, would like to get away as soon a~s
JULY 23, 1953.
The Railway Patrolmen's International possible. I wish, therefore, to make but
a few brief remarks.
Union, A. F. of L.. representing patrolmen
In the first place, we have had enough
and police on all the railroads wholeheartedly supports the action of your bill H. R. experience in this House to understand
when we get into general debate
secthat
of
unfair
provisions
356 to repeal the
nmn
oto
ftetm
ticn 3-B1 of the Railroad Retirement Act toei

ists, a labor organization of over 800,000
members, which represents the machinists,
machinists' helpers, and apprentices on every

It must be recognized that the International Association of Machinists represent not alone railway machinists and
their helpers, but those outside the railroad industry. From a dependable
source, I am told that the Jnternational
Association of Machinists hav6 80,000
members employed on the railroads of
America as machinists, helpers, and apprentices.
I should like to read another telegram
I received from Mr. Robert Oliver, assistant to the president and coordinator of
legislative activities, Congress of Industrial Organizations, commonly known as
the CIO. The telegram reads as follows:
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ceased, if such widow or widower is living on
such first day; or
" (2) If there is no such widow or widower.

to the child or children of the deceased it

eagosieut

htItogtt

rairoa peopline. rtonwt
on thsey
y
ntecus
sca euiywsivle
of that fight. I was opposed to the integration provision of the railroad re
tirerment with the Social Security Act.
I was opposed to the provision which
these 30,200 people so estimated would
have taken from them the amount that
they would draw should they qualify
under social security or even entitled
to qualify for, from the amount of rail
road retirement that they were entitled
receive and have been receiving since
retirement.
The House adopted my substitute and
it went to conference. The conferees
in trying to compromise these contro
versial matters, brought back to the
House their recommendation. As has
been said, that was on the day before
the Congress adjourned; consequently.
in order to get the bill approved and
h
prvdi
snetecneec
hav this
Hosictheaccpteed ndchu wproed
Hueacpe

n

hsw

aeti

provision under consideration today as a.
part of the Railroad Retirement Act.

Let me repeat again what this does.

Under the act there is estimated 30,200
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railroad People who had prior service
credit, meaning prior service to 1937
when the Railroad Retirement Act became effective. Those are the only ones
involved in the consideration of this bill
we have here. No one else is affected at
all.
Mr. HINSHAW. I think the gentleman better add the widows of those
people.
Mr. HARRIS. Yes, the widows, of
course; when they were brought in under
the act of 1946. Then, of course, that
added to the liability of the fund,
I hope members of the Ways and
Means Committee will listen to this
statement,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Arkansas has expired.
(On request of Mr. WOLVERTON and by
unanimous consent Mr. HARRIS was given
5 additional minutes.)
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I aPOIogize to the committee but I want to see
if I can straighten out some of the things
in this debate.
With the adoption of the amendment
to the Social Security Act of 1950, any
person who had 6 quarters, I believe, and
reached a certain age could qualify
for benefits under the Social Security
Act. After that action it was decided by
some that the Railroad Retirement Act
should be amended and that there was
an opportunity to take advantage of the
provision of the Social Security Act in
behalf of the Railroad Retirement Act
and add some funds, therefore, strengthen the Railroad Retirement Act Insofar
as that fund is concerned. That is the
reason for the integration, that is the
reason the 10-year men were transferred
to social security and over $80 million to
the credit of the Railroad Retirement
Act. This was at the expense of social
security. In fact, the integration meant
some $800 million to railroad retirement.
Here is transaction with these priorservice employees of railroad retirement.
Consequently they said, if you retire or
have retired and are drawing retirement
under the Railroad Retirement Act, and
can qualify under the Social Security
Act, the amount you draw from your
social-security payments would be deducted from the amount you have been
drawing or will draw from your railroad
retirement.
Now that is the problem we have here,
We say that is certainly an injustice,
it is an inequity to these 30,000 and
more people, and consequently when
they had this money deducted from their
checks, the Congress began to hear from
them.
Then, the Social Security Act was
amended again last year to give every
beneficiary an additional $5. The Railroad Retirement Act again enhanced its
fund from the Social Security Act because it took $5 more from the railroadrotirement annuity for each annuitant.
it reduced his retirement by that much;
that is what we are here to correct,
Now, Mr. Chairman, there has been a
lot of talk about these people never haying paid any taxes, that is, those with
prior-service credit. Certainly they did
not pay taxes, but, as everybody knows,
when there was agreement to the 1937
Retirement Act, it was agreed they

-
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Mr. HARRIS. That Is what I have
would be taken care of; I say that is an
agreement that should be kept. That is tried to point out to the membership of
this House.
my opinion of it.
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Mr.
There is a lot of talk about endangerIng the fund. Let me give you a little Chairman, I move to strike out the last
history. In 1946 I supported the rail- word.
Mr. Chairman, like the gentleman
road-retirement amendments that the
gentleman talked about a moment ago, from Arkansas who just addressed the
We provided these additional benefits. Committee, I assure you that all the
They were adopted on the basis of a pay- committee members on the Democratic
roll of, I believe, about $3,600,000,000. side were not opposed to this legislation.
The actuaries said, "Oh, if you go any As a matter of fact, two of the Mem
higher than this, it will endanger the bers on our side-the gentleman from
fund" but they missed it. Certainly I Texas [Mr. THORNBERRY] and I-intro
think they were justified in being con- duced bills identical to H. R. 356, under
scrvative, but in 1948, without adding consideration today.
I realize, as does the gentleman from
to the fund, we increased the benefits
by 20 percent and they said, "We cannot Arkansas, that the distinguished rank
go any higher than that." But you know ing minority member of our committee,
what happened. The soundness of the our former chairman, has many prob
fund itself increased, even though we lems in meting out time in general de
gave them 20 percent more benefits out bate to members on his side on measures
of the same fund. In 1951, when we coming from our committee. I realize
had the original Crosser bill, it was esti- that he had many requests for time to
mated by the Railroad Retirement Board day from Democratic members of our
that it would cost 14.16 percent of pay- committee. So many, in fact, that he
roll. The amount contributed was 12.50. just did not have any left for the ones
But the proponents of the bill said that who were in disagreement with his views.
would not endanger the fund, even But I do not mind, because I feel the
ti-ough it was over 1 '/2 percent above the same way he does.
Two years ago when we were consider
amount that was being collected. But
what happened? When the House got ing the railroad retirement bill that we
through with it, when the House passed are now trying to correct, my distin
it, amending it with the substitute I pro- guished chairman, in his argument, said:
My answer to anyone who thinks that I
posed, it was estimated by the Railroad
Retirement Board that it would cost must be unfriendly to him because I cannot
about 14.71 percent of payroll. Now it agree with him on some subject is to be
was estimated, as we passed it, that it found in four lines which Edwin Edmund
would cost 14.71 percent of payroll; but Markham shortly before he departed this
when it came back from conference it life gave me in his own handwriting. These
was estimated that the figure, as it was are the lines:
"He drew a circle that shut me out.
finally adopted, would cost 14.41 percent
Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout;
of payroll, and yet no one said there
But Love and I had the wit to win;
was any danger to the fund or it was not
We drew a circle that took him In."
sound actuarially,
The circle that he drew today was
But, when we gave another boost to
the social security of $5 payment, it was around general debate, but he would not
estimated then that the fund was 14.11 let us in. That is why we must resort
percent of the payroll. Still, there was to use of the 5-minute rule to present
no concern about the soundness of the our side.
As I see this legislation it is not a
fund, but when the Railroad Retirement
Board reported a few days ago the fifth complicated matter. It is a simple mat
actuarial report, do you know what they ter of right and wrong-of righting a
said? They said that under the railroad wrong that was committed 2 years ago.
Here we have two separate and dis
retirement fund actuarially the cost was
tinct retirement systems, both of them
13.41 percent of the payroll.
I do not know anything about actu- contributory on the part of the eventual
arial problems but I do know this: If the beneficiary: The Railroad Retirement
actuaries themselves who have told us Act, financed by money paid in by the
now for the last 7 or 8 years about what employees of the railroads, and the so
the future of this program would be have cial-security system on the other hand,
missed it anywhere from 1 '/2 to 2 per- from nonrailroad employers and the
cent, then how can they say that fifteen employees. Both are administered by
one-hundredths of 1 percent would en- the Federal Government. Both have
danger the fund at this time? I think separate funds. Both have separate
laws under which they operate. They
that is just too ridiculous to consider.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, will have their separate and individual
schedule of benefits and contributions,
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARRIS. I yield to the gentle- and are administered by different
agencies. Yet, the two systems were
man from Georgia.
Mr. LANHAM. Do all of the 30,200 tied together in 1951, much to the dis
employees involved draw social security? may of rail employees. I recognize that
Mr. HARRIS. Yes. There are others perhaps neither of these systems, with
their present schedule of benefits, is ac
with prior service who do not,
Mr. LANHAM. As to those that do tuarially sound. That being true, then
not, is anything deducted from their I believe it is the duty of the Congress to
attack these deficiencies individually
pension?
and separately, by correcting social se
Mr. HARRIS. Not at all,
Mr. LANHAM. It seems manifestly curity to make it stand alone, and by
unfair, then, to deduct from those who correcting the Railroad Retirement Act
to make it stand alone. Both should be
have worked,
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made actuarially sound, without having
to lean on the other for support. I do
not believe in making one system atone
for the sins of the other, yet that is what
we did in 1951, when we tied the two
together. Can there be any justice in
saying to a man, "Now you pay in your
share of these funds down through the
years, and when you reach 65 you can
retire at a specific stated amount";
then, when the time comes for him to
retire, you find he has become entitled
to retirement compensation on the basis
of services performed on another job,
you break your contract with him? No,
as far as I see it, the dual-benefits restriction in the Railroad Retirement Act
is morally indefensible. Certainly you
can defend it on actuarial grounds. By
the same token, you could defend the
proposition of denying benefits to redheaded people. That would be actuarially sound, too, but it would be wrong.
If the railroad retirement system cannot meet the test of this bill, it should be
rewritten entirely, or repealed.
Mr. HESELTON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
KMr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. I
yield.
Mr. HESELTON. Is it not also true
that under no other pension scheme of
the Federal Government does the same
situation exist, as exists under the Railroad Retirement Act, and which we seek
to correct today?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. If I
thought so, I would be introducing bills
to repeal. it.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I move to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, while this is a very
technical bill-that is, this railroad retirement and social security legislationthe amendment that we are considering
today is very simple. It does not do anything except to correct the mistake or
the error that was made in 1951 when
we passed the law restricting what we
refer to as dual benefits. We provided
in- 1951 that when a railroad man re.tired, after having worked for the railroad a number of years, he could draw
a certain annuity. We further provided, after he retired and it became
necessary for him to work again, to get
a job, and he came under the socialsecurity system, whatever retirement
benefits he was entitled to under the
social-security system, could not be
added to what he had earned under the
Railroad Retirement Act.
In other
words, he could not claim one. In other
words, we penalized him for going out,
after retiring from the railroad retirement system and getting a job that came
under social-security. We said to him
that his benefits under social security
must be deducted. We said to him that
it must be deducted irrespective of
Whether he got it or not,
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. I yield,
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Did not the Congress of the United States just arbitrarily
alter a contract this man had with the
Railroad Retirement Board?
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. There is no
question about it.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Without consultI~ng him?

-
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Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Without Having qualified and earned pensions
consulting him,
under two systems of retirement as re
I want to say this further: Just pre- quired by law they were entitled to re
sume that a man who had been in the ceive a small pension from both railroad
railroad work for a number of years then retirement and social security which
gets a job that comes under the social- they did.
security system-provided he could get
This arrangement had the blessings
a job-if he got more than $75 a month of Congress when it passed both laws.
he would lose the benefits under the so- Railroad retirement checks began com
cial-security system and he would also ing through monthly and social-security
lose his benefits under the railroad re- checks began coming through simul
tirement system. Is that fair? Does taneously. In fact when the pensioner
that appeal to your sense of honesty and received his first railroad retirement an
equity?
nuity check a letter accompanied it
We made a mistake. We have in- telling him that a check in such and
jured 30,200 railroad men, and they are such an amount is enclosed and that
coming to us, they are pleading with us: during his lifetime each month he would
"Won't you please correct it? Just cor- receive a check for not less than that
rect it so if we do happen to retire from amount.
the railroad system and get. a little job
Then suddenly in 1951 he received a
out here we are protected. We are pay- check from the Board and found it had
ing for both systems; we paid for the re- been reduced by the amount of the check
tirement benefits, we have paid for the he received from social security.
social-security benefits. Are you going
Mr. Chairman, I ask in all seriousness,
to take them away from us?"
is it fair to collect by force a tax from
If that is your idea of justice, if that a worker for his pension when he is not
is your idea of dealing with your fellow now eligible for that pension according
man, God help you.
to the law we passed in 1951? Let us
If a person pays taxes into two re- review this whole thing today as
tirement systems such as the railroad thoughtful, responsible representatives
and social-security systems he should be of the people keeping in mind our duty
permitted to draw benefits from both.
to those who are so vitally affected as
Related to this criticism is the as- well as our duty to the interest of the
sertion that it is unfair, unfair to re- public.
quire a retired railroad annuitant to
We should not in my opinion collect
take a job covered by social-security, and a tax for a specific purpose when our
pay the social-security taxes when he own law prohibits the money collected
has no hope of receiving benefits under from being used for that purpose.
that system.
Ladies and gentleman, I humbly submit
Mr. BATTLE. Mr. Chairman, the at this time that we should make any
Committee on Interstate and Foreign changes necessary to make this legisla
Commerce is performing a service to the tion fair to all concerned but certainly
Congress and those interested in the we should correct the obvious inequities
Railroad Retirement Act by bringing out that have been pointed out here today.
H. R. 356 for debate at this time. This
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
gives us a chance to clear up inequities ask unanimous consent that all debate
and misunderstandings about this leg- on the bill and all amendments thereto
islation. I have been worried about this end in 15 minutes.
for some time since there seems to be
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, reserv
something morally wrong about the way ing the right to object, how many amend
the basis act as amended has been work- ments are there at the desk?
ing and I hope we can find the right
The CHAIRMAN.
There are two
answer today. As I understand it, un- amendments at the desk, the Chair is
der the operation 3 (b) of the act as it informed.
now stands we have a situation where
Mr. HARRIS. And the gentleman
a man in good faith pays taxes as re- from New Jersey is asking that the de
quired by law under two systems of re- bate be limited to 15 minutes?
tirement in anticipation of the day when
Mr. WOLVERTON. I was.
he will be too old to work that he will
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
be entitled to receive a small pension Chairman, I object.
from each system and be able to afford
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
the necessities of life. In most cases the move that all debate on the bill and all
thousands of persons who are affected amendments thereto close in 20 minutes.
by the social security offset provision
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
had no choice about the retirement sys- the motion.
tem under which they fell and were comThe motion was agreed to.
pelled to pay taxes. Many of them beThe CHAIRMAN.
Are there any
gan working in the railroad industry and amendments to the committee amend
after many years of service during which ment?
time they paid railroad retirement tax
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
as required by law they were forced out Chairman, I offer an amendment to the
of the industry because of reductions in committee amendment.
force, abandonment of their railroad or
The Clerk read as follows:
other causes.
Amendment offered by Mr. KERSTEN Of
Being unable to obtain similar em- Wisconsin to the committee amendment: On
ployment with another railroad, -many of page 2, line 9, strike out the period and add
them in their later years drifted into the following: 'Except the term 'Widow'
also include the widows of employees
employment covered by the social-secu- shall
who, prior to death, had not less than 30
rity program. After working for years years of service as defined in section 1 (f)
under this system during which time of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
they also paid tax for social-security amended, and who died in the period be
benefits as required by law they retired, ginning August 29. 1935, and ending june
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30, 1938, shall be deemed, solely for the pur- State and Foreign Commerce of the
pose of a widow's age 65 annuity, to have House to continue those studies into
died fully insured, within the meaning ofevrphsanIcaasuetegnl-
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-road employees who worked before 1937,

that they have not paid the assessments
htsoldaebenm
e.Hwe,
htsoldaebenm
e.Hwe,
man that the question he has raised will that is not the position that Is taken re
have the consideration of the committee. garding those railroad employees who
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr. have not accepted employment and have
Chairman, may I say to the distinguished not received social-security protection.
gentleman from New Jersey that this It is admitted that a railroad employee
amendment was drafted with the assist- who worked before 1937 or after 1937,
ance of Mr. Schreiber 2 years ago and when he retires, is entitled to benefits
was considered by both sides to be a under the Railroad Retirement Act., So,
meritorious-~amendment at that time. I then if he is, certainly there is no reason
would request the gentleman to withdraw fqr us to say to the employees who have
his opposition to it or his hesitancy about worked and paid for protection that they
it at this time for the reason there might are not entitled to retain these benefits,
be some ramifications because this only when we are not alleging that they have
affects a very few people. It is limited not completely paid for them. This is
to those widows whose husbands died good legislation, and I ask the members
during this period between 1935-38 and of this Committee to support it. Ordi
whose husbands had 30 years of service, nary fairness would not permit us to
Mr. WOLVERTON. The gentleman deprive employees of a benefit to which
has more knowledge of the subject than they are clearly entitled by reason of the
any member of the committee has. In fact that they have paid for such bene
the first place, I did not know Mr. fits.
Schreiber drew it and that would not
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog
necessarily recommend it to me, anyway. nizes the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
But the facts are that the committee has THORNBERRY].
never had this matter before it, and I
(Mr. THORNBERRY asked and was given
think you will agree with me that it permission to yield the time allotted to
should have,
him to Mr. PRIESTr.)
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog
gentleman from Wisconsin has expired. nizes the gentleman from Washington
The question is on the amendment of- [Mr. PELLY].
fered by the gentleman from Wisconsin
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Chairman, as a mem
[Mr. KERSTEN].
ber of the committee, I want to say I
The amendment was rejected.
am going to vote for this bill. I think
(Mr. MCCORMAcK asked and was given it is only a matter of fairness and jus
permission to yield the time allotted to tice to these 30,000 workers who have
him by Mr. CARLYLE.)
been discriminated against. I hope the
(Mr. MACK of Illinois asked and was committee will so vote.
given permission to yield the time alThe CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog
lotted to him to Mr. BENNETT Of Mich- nizes the gentleman from Massachusetts
igan.)
[Mr. HESELTON].
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog(Mr. HESELTON asked and was given
nizes the gentleman from North Carolina permission to yield the time allotted to
ALL]
i
oM.PIS.
[r
ALL]
i oM.PIs.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman,
,The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog
will the gentleman yield ?
nizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania
Mr. CARLYLE. I yield to my good [Mr. VAN ZANDT].
friend, the gentleman from Massachu(Mr. VAN ZANDT asked and was given
setts.
herimstonMr PRiesdthetmea)ttdt
Mr. McCORMACK. I simply wanted
ThemtCHAIRMAN.)Teqeto
r
so
to say that I consider this bill to be very
The CommItteeAmNdmTent.
tiniso
meritorious, and it will be a pleasure for
the committee amendment.wsare
me to vote for its passage,
To ecmiteaedetwsare
Mr. CARLYLE. Mr. Chairman, I
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog
thank the gentleman. I shall support nizes the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
this bill in the form that it was reported BENNETT].
by the committee, because it received
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr.
careful study, and we heard from many Chairman, I offer an amendment.
important witnesses from many sections
The Clerk read as follows:
of this country. I think the opponents
Amendment offered by Mr. BENNETT Of
of this bill are taking a position that is Michigan: Page 2, after line 9. insert the
difficult to defend. Their purpose is to following:
take from certain railroad employees
"SEC. 3. (a) The last sentence of subsec

section 5 (1) of such act: Provided, however,evrphsanIcaasuetegtl-

That any annuity awarded under this sece
tion shall be computed in the same manner
as if such annuity had been awarded under
section 5 (a) of such act: Provided further,
That this section shall apply only with respect to widows who are not receiving
monthly pensions (whether under public or
private plans) based on the railroad service

of their deceased husbands."

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
reserve a Point of order against the
amendment,
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, this amendment applies to a
very narrow and a very small group of
indivlduals who are perhaps the most
worthy group of individuals involved in
the entire railroad employee setup. This
group is composed of the widows of those
employees who died during the period
between 1935 and 1938 and who were not
covered by anything; employees who had
a minimum of 30 years' service who died
during that period leaving widows who
had no benefit whatsoever, and it applies
only to those widows who do not receive
social security or any private pensions
from railroad benefits of any kind whatsoever. These are the widows of the
employees who built the railroads of this
country.
I offered this amendment 2 years ago.
I recall that the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. HARRIS] looked upon it favorably at the time and said it was going to
be studied, but, actually, the committee
never got around to it. Mr. Matscheck
reported at that time it would not increase the rates whatsoever. There were
only several hundred people involved.
The elderly widows of these long-time
employees should be included within the
definition of "widows.",Lr
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. I yield
to the gentleman from New Jersey.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I have asked the
gentleman to yield in order that I may
bring to the attention of the committee
the fact that this amendment has never
been offered to the committee. It has a
lot of ramifications I am not sure of; in
fact, I do not think it is germane, but I
do not intend to press that point. I
would rather have the Committee vote
on it, believing that with the small
amount of information we have the
Committee would prefer probably to vote
the amendment down,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Wisconsin has expired,
(By unanimous consent, the time allotted Mr. WOLVERTON was given to Mr.
KERSTEN of Wisconsin.)

their monthly benefits under the Social
Security Act. Now, it is not contended

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman by anyone that any of the railroad emfrom New Jersey withdraw his point of ployees have failed to pay for their reorder?
tirernent under social security from the
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I date they accepted employment until
withdraw the point of order. I think the date they were retired, so how can
that the gentlemen should bear in mind we, in good faith, say that we are going
the committee realizes that there are to withhold from these retired employmany inequities of one kind or another ees, who have worked under social secuthat probably should be corrected, but rity, their benefits, when it is admitted
we must do it in a careful, sound way, by every person who is familiar with this
I watediappinte
jont om-subjct
tht
hatsuchempoyes hae crnIa
iappointedta
preiosl doidnot come
ujc
phaid forchei retiroement baenefits
mittee apitdpeiuldinocmepletely
pifothrrermntbeis.tam~ed
to any conclusions as they should. It is
There has been some little suggestion
the intention of the Committee on Inter- here that perhaps there are some rail-

tion (f) of the first section of the Railroad
Retirement Act of i937, as amended (defining

the term 'years of service'), is hereby amend
ed by striking out 'one hundred twenty-six'
and inserting in lieu thereof 'fifty-four,'
"(b) Section 2 (a) of such act (relating
to eligibility for annuities) is hereby
amended
"(1) by striking out 'and shall have com
pleted ten years of service,' in the first sen
tence; and
"(2) by striking out 'regular employment.'
In paragraph 5 and inserting in lieu thereof
regular employment and who (I) have com
pleted ten years of service, or (ii) have atthe age of sixty.'
"(c) The last sentence of section 5 (f) (2)

of such act (relating to lump-sum payments)
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Is hereby amended by striking out the folMr. HARRIS. Did not the gentleman amendment, of course, if there is any
lowing: '. except that the deductions of the support this viewpoint 2 years ago and question of soundness, he would propose
benefits which, pursuant to subsection (k) insist that the 10-year men be trans- now to make it even more unsound.
(1) of this section, are paid under section 202ferdWih
eeenettedulbeis
of the Social Security Act, during the life ferr ed?
fMcia.Ys
adpoiin
thsbenwl
icse
n
of the employee to him or to her and to
MrBENTofMcia.Ysan
prvinthsbenwldsusdad
others deriving from him or her, shall be s0 did the gentleman from Arkansas.
I believe the issue is clear before the
limited to such portions of such benefits as
Mr. HARRIS. No, I did not.
House. With reference to the cost of
are payable solely by reason of the IncluMr. BENNETIT of Michigan. The the amendment, I want to say that if
sion of service as an employee in "employ- gentleman from Arkansas supported this 0.15 of 1 percent of the payroll is going
ment" pursuant to said subsection (k) (1).' provision as it was finally adopted.
to jeopardize the railroad retirement
"(d) The first sentence of section 5 (k)
Mr. HARRIS.
No; the gentleman fund, then this Congress had better re
(1) of such act (relating to crediting of rail- knows I did not support that.
write the entire bill and not Proceed
road service for the Social Security Act in
M.BNETo
ihgn
h
ihi
o
nte
h udi
a.I
certain cases) is hereby amended to read as
r
ENT
fMcia.Tewt
i o
nte
a.I
h ud1
follows: 'For the purposes of determining
gentleman supported the view I am ad- on ground so shaky that 0.15 of 1 per
under title II of the Social Security Act en- vocating here in the first instance. But cent of the estimated actuarial evalua
titlement to, and the amount of, (i) any in- he was a member of the conference com- tion will throw it completely into jeop
surance benefit for the survivor of an em- mittee which required men with less than ardy, then the Congress had better do
ployee, or (ii) any lump-sum death payment
10 years of railroad service to transfer to something about it.
with respect to the death of an employee, and social security. Certainly I supported it,
It does not make a logical argument
for the purposes of section 203 of the Social and I supported the dual benefits provi- to me that that is the case. This pro
Security Act, section 15 of the Railroad Re-sinbcuewweepoiigmlosvsonhudberead.Imto
tirement Act of 1935, section 210 (a) (10)sinbcuewweepoiigmlisvsonhudberead.Imto
of the Social Security Act, and section 17 of dollars in benefits and we had to pro- oughly willing to go along with the
of this act shall not operate to exclude from vide some revenue. We did not increase gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BEN
"employment," under title II of the SocialI the taxes, and so these two methods were NETT], when we can have some hearings,
Security Act, service which would otherwise devised. Now, you say one of these meth- toward repealing that 10-year provision.
be included in such "employment" hut for ods has been found to be inequitable. If I said 2 years ago that if we placed
such sections.'
it is inequitable in the case of 3,500 peo10-year men under social security this
'(e) Section 5 (1) (7) of such act (de- ple under this dual-benefits provision, year, in a few more years they will want
fining 'completely insured' employees) iscetilitiinqialfoths5mlopu1-yrmnad20ermn
hereby amended by striking out 'will havecetilitiinqialfoths
mlopu15yrmnad20ermn
completed ten years of service and.'
lion people, who have been transferred under social security, and you will have
"(f) Section 5 (1) (8) of such act (defin- to social security, without their consent, no railroad retirement.
Ing 'partially insured' employees) is hereby and at a great loss to them.
I made that speech in my district,
amended by striking out 'will have completed
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recogand I told the nonoperating brother
ten. years of service and.'
nizes the gentleman from Tennessee hoods of that district who were then
`(g) The amendment made by this sec[Mr. PRIEST],
in favor of it that I opposed it then.
tion shall take effect with respect to benefits
Mr. PRIEST. Mr. Chairman, I am I do not believe it is a good provision,
accruing under the Railroad Retirement Acts well aware at this hour after a hard but certainly let us not confuse the issue
and the Social Security Act after the last day
of the month in which this act is enacted, day-and, indeed, a hard week-the
today and adopt that amendment cre

irreapective of when service or employment
occurred or compensation or wages were
earned. All recertifications by the Railroad
Retirement Board required by reason of the
provisions of this section shall be made without application theref or."
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr.
Chairman, this sounds like a complicated
amendment but is as a matter of fact a
very simple one. What it does is to correct the greatest inequity that presently
prevails in the railroad retirement system. The committee bill deals with an
inequitable situation that affects at most
about 3,400 employees. This amendMenit affects 5 million employees. They
were taken out from under the Railroad
Retirement Act by the 1951 amendments,
by the requirement that is now in the
law and which this amendment would
repeal, that any railroad worker who
has less than 10 years service on a railroad automatically goes to social secu-

Members are just a little weary-so am
I. But in these last few minutes of
debate on this bill I hope to bring to the
attention of the Committee a few points
Which I believe are worthy of our consideration. First, with reference to the
amendment offered by my colleague the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BENNETTII, let me make this statement very
clear: Two years ago on the floor of the
House I made a speech opposing that
10-year provision. I just read that
speech in the RECORD of October 4, 1951.
I Opposed it then, and I opposed it vigorOUSIy, just as I oppose the same provision we are seeking today to repeal. I
do believe the provision is an inequitable
one and I opposed it on that ground.
But on this occasion I cannot conceive
of the Committee of the Whole or of
the House approving an amendment on
which there have been no hearings. If
the amendment should be adopted, I can

rity whether he wants to or not. The
money he has paid for the 91'/2 years or
whatever time it may be that he has
worked under the railroad retirement
system, less 1'/2 percent which is trans-

the Railroad Retirement Act is con
cerned, during the next 6 months or even
the next year.
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PRIEST. I yield.
Mr. HARRIS. There is one thing
that has not been brought out. Is it
not a fact that the railroad-retired em
ployee may qualify under civil service,
and he would draw full civil-service re
tirement and at the same time railroad
retirement? In other words, he would
not be penalized if he were drawing un
der another system and civil service?
Mr. PRIEST. That is true. While
there has been a great deal of theoret
ical discussion about prior service this
afternoon, I think we should recognize,
in one last word, that the excessive rate
paid by railroad employees and their em

visualize a situation developing that
would create as much or more confusion
than was created last fall when this dualbenefits provision caused in many in-

ployers in comparison with social secur
ity, has been high in order to help take
care of prior service. So let us not con
fuse that particular issue. The q~ues

ferred to social security is taken away
from him. In many cases it amounts to
as much as $1,800 If you want to correct inequities, and that is what You are
talking about here-everybody in cpposition to this says this is not a question
of keeping the retirement fund solvent,
what we are trying to do is to Correct
inequities-as I say, if you want to correct inequities, let us do it for the 5 million people who were arbitrarily and unlawfully transferred to social security
without their permission.

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I yield,

stances the Railroad Retirement Board
to overpay annuitants for many, many
months, and then all at once have to
cut off their checks completely until that
overpayment was made good. We do
not wish here on the spur of the moment, without any committee hearings,
to adopt an amendment such as has been
proposed by my good friend the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BENNETT].
This amendment, if adopted, also would
result in the throwing out of balance of
the railroad retirement fund at the rate,

I believe, of $63 million a year. My good
friend earlier in the day made a very
forceful argument on the soundness of
the railroad retirement fund. By this

ating what I believe would be utter con

fusion as far as the administration of

tion before us is simple. It is whether
a person who has retired from railroad
employment and entitled to railroad em
ployment benefits, may supplement his
meager benefits under some employment
covered by social security, and then re
ceive whatever he may be entitled to
under that law. They are two separate
acts. I believe we must, in fairness and
justice, adopt the bill reported by this
committee; repeal that dual-'benefit pro
vision. I hope the amendment offered
by the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
BENNETT] will be voted down and we may

look into it perhaps in another year and
bring it back here, because I think it
is an inequity, and I am for taking out
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all of the inequities from this bill. Today

we can begin with the dual-benefit pro_

vision, and I hope we shall vote down
this amendment and then approve the
bill with the overwhelming vote I believe it deserves.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. PRISsT]
has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from California, [Mr. HINSHAW).
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce would like to bring to this
House always measures that are carefully considered. The gentleman from
Michigan [Mr. BENNETT], is a member of
the committee, but he did not offer this
amendment in the committee for its
consideration,
The pending bill deals entirely with
Persons who are already on the retirement rolls. They are annuitants. They
are old people, over 65 years of age. The
amendment which has been offered deals
with those who have worked less than
10 years, and I doubt if any of them
are on the retirement rolls at this time,'
For those reasons we ask that you vote
down the pending amendment and then
approve the bill,
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, I have
received statements in opposition to this
bill from A. E. Lyon, executive secretary,
Railway Labor Executives' Association,
and Ernest H. Benson, national legislative representative, Brotherhood of
Maintenance of Way Employees, which
follow:

RAILWAY LABOR EXEcuTIVEs'
ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D. C., July 6, 1953.
Hon. JACOB K. JAVITS, Member of Congress,
United States House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR CONORESSMAN: The Railway Labor

Executives' Association, which represents
some 80 percent of the Nation's organized
railroad employees, is opposed to any amendments to the Railroad Retirement Act at
this time.
We hope that you will have an opportunity
to read the attached statement which outlines our position in this Important matter,
Sincerely yours,
AE.LN,
A.xeuiv
LYONary
Exctv ertr,

-
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It is my earnest hope that you will vote
against the passage of H. R. 356.
Very truly yours,
NtnaLEgislaTive

BEwrsenatv,

Ntoa eiltv
ersnaie
The rank-and-file opposition to this
bill from the great proportion of those
who are concerned with the railroad retiremnent fund demonstrates that we
should give attention to this pronounced
view and at least recommit the bill to the
committee under these circumstances
for a complete appraisal of the situation and a determined effort to look after
these rank-and-file interests appropriately. This is my conclusion after hearing the debate today.
Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Chairman,
I rise in support of the legislation now
pending. The measure should, in MY
opinion, be approved without opposition.
Unfortunately, it does not go as far as it
should. It could be in some respects
more liberal without adding injury to
those affected by reason of its approval,
There are additional amendments
pending before the committee that ought
to be included that would further take
care of inequities in the present law,
H. R. 5065 that I have submitted to the
committee would clear up a further inequitable situation presently existing
with respect to disability retirements,
This legislation will entitle the spouse
of a disability annuitant under the Railroad Retirement Act to receive a spouse's
annuity in the cases where the spouse is
65 years of age or older, and the disability annuitant is under age 65. The provision for payment of an annuity to the
spouse would be subject to all of the conditions and limitations imposed by the
present law on other spouses' annuities,
plus additional conditions to insure that
such new spouses' annuities will start
and stop with the disability annuities
upon which they are based.
This legislation will clear up an Inequitable situation which exists with respect to these disability retirements,
Under present law, for example, as the
Committee knows, a railroad worker may
retire on account of age while in perfectly robust health. If his spouse also
has reached age 65, she is entitled to an
annuity equal to one-half her husband's

BROTHERHOOD OF~MAINTENANCE
annuity or pension, but not more than
OF WAY EMPLOYEES,
$40 a month. The husband may then
Washington, D. C., July 15, 1953.
proceed to obtain gainful employment
Hon. JACOB K. JAVITS,
elsewhere, if he desires to supplement his
United States House of Representatives,
annuity, without affecting his spouse's
Washington, D. C.
entitlement to her annuity. I have no
My DzAR CONGRESSMAN: On July 13, 1953 a quarrel with that; indeed, I think it is a
rule was granted on H. R. 356, known as the wonderful thing and hope every annuidual-benefits bill, which would amend the tant may have such outside employment
Railroad Retirement Act,
just as long as he so desires. Our reFor your information it is stated that the trdpol
h
aewre
ogadsml
railroad brotherhoods favoring this legisla- fathrdfeoley
whoulhaveal
workedble ongadm
tion represent about 225,000 of the railroadfatflysolhaealpsilcmemployees in the United States. The total forts of life, especially when they earn
number of such employees is 1,500,000 and themn by their own work,
about 30,000 of them would benefit by tne
But yet, in the case of a fellow railroad
passage of H. R. 356. Of this small number worker who retires on account of total
at least two-thirds have never paid anything disability under the act, at say age 62,
into the Railroad Retirement Fund,
and whose spouse is 65 or older, the
Railway Labor Executives' Association, rep- spouse is entitled to no annuity under
resenting 80 percent of all the railroad em
ployes, is very much opposed to any change present law. Financial distress and even
in the Railroad Retirement Act at this time, severe hardship result in some of these
as proposed by H. R. 356. Social Security cases.
and Bureau of the Budget officials, as well
This fellow worker generally is preas the Association of American Railroads, are cluded by his disability from obtaining
all opposed to H.R. 356.
gainful outside employment, although he
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may be both willing and anxious to do
so. Moreover, it is very likely that such
lf aig
sti
elwwre
n
i
spouse have been able to accumulate by
careful management throughout his
working years are seriously depleted or
exhausted by medical and other expenses
incident to the cause of his total dis
ability. Doctor bills and hospital bills
and medicines do not stop, either, with
a worker's retirement. In view of all of
these factors, it seems ob'vious that here,
in the case of the disability retirement,
is where an annuity for a 65-year-old
spouse is needed far more urgently than
In many other situations.
It is recognized that the present law
which permits the spouse of a disability
annuitant to receive an annuity only if
both the spouse and the annuitant are
age 65 or over, conforms, in respect of
these specified minimum ages, to the
ages established under the old-age and
survivors' insurance law. It is under
stood that this was done to bring the age
requirements in line with those of the
social-security program. However, the
social-security program has no provision
for disability retirement. There is no
parallel in that program for the disabil
ity annuitants and their spcuses who
would be covered by this legislation now
before the committee. There are a
great many other differences between
Social security and railroad retirement,
not the least of which is the higher con
tribution. These railroad workers are
entitled to a fair return in relation to
their contribution.
I feel that the committee will partic
ularly appreciate my deep interest in the
matter of retirement annuities of all
kinds because as chairman of the Post
Office and Civil Service Committee, Fed
eral employee retirement is my special
concern. I may point out that under the
Civil Service Retirement Act, benefits
otherwise payable are not reduced just
because either a wife or a husband hapPens to be under age 65. While the wife
of an annuitant receives no separate an
nuity in her own name, the husband's
annuity is sufficient in amount to provide
for her as well. In no case-whether re
tirement is at any of the ages provided
for by law or is for total disability-canl
an annuity be denied because one of the
parties is younger than the other. As
one example of the treatment of an an
nuitant's spouse under the Civil Service
Retirement Act, the annuitant may elect
to provide an annuity for his surviving
spouse by voluntarily reducing his own
annuity during his life. The spouse's
annuity is equal to 50 percent of the
original annuity. It cannot be reduced
o

h

esnta

h

pueo

pl theo
reuian
ason tha thderspouseo
henutntwsrisndr6
re
gardless of the significance of that age
in the social-security program.
The cost of this legislation would be
relatively insignificant when compared
With the total expenditures being made
under the railroad-retirement program,
According to the 1951 annual report of
the Railroad Retirement Board, nearly
$369 million were paid in railroad re
tirement and railroad unemployment in
surance benefits in the year 1950-51.
The preceding year's benefits totaled
$444.8 million. Cumulative benefits
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were $2,861,000,000. The same annual
report shows that 72,307 disability annu
itants were receiving an average month
ly payment of $81.52, which is $1.23 be
low the average of all annuities. Assum
ing, from this average annuity, that an
average spouse's annuity under H. R.
5065 would be the maximum of $40
per month, it would appear that there
are about 2,600 individual cases in which
the spouse of a disability annuitant
would be eligible under this legislation
to receive a much-needed annuity. This
figure is reached on the basis of the
Railroad Retirement Board estimate of
the cost of this legislation as set forth
in the printed hearings before the Joint
Committee on Railroad Retirement Leg
islation on Senate Concurrent Resolu
tions 51 and 56, 82d Congress. The
cost of granting this additional annuity
would be paid out of the railroad-retire
ment fund.
Of course, I shall support the pending
measure. I hope the Committee will give
further consideration to other inequities
that ought, by all means, to be corrected.
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for
4 minutes to answer two statements that
I think should be cleared up.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Ohio?
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Chairman, there
was a limitation on time. The gentle
man from Ohio has spoken. Many
Members are anxious to get away. I
certainly do not want to be discourteous,
but I do feel constrained to object, in
view of the limitation of time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentle

man from Michigan [Mr.

BzNN=]rr.

The amendment was rejected.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule
the Committee rises.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. CANFrELD, Chairman of the Commit
tee of the Whole House on the State of
the Union, reported that that Commit
tee, having had under consideration the________
bill (H. R. 356) to amend the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,
pursuant to House Resolution 336, reported the bill back to the House withThSPAE.
an amendment adopted in the Commflittee of the Whole.

AMENDING THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT 0F71937, AS AMENDED
heqstoisn
so
Teqeto
TheamEndmEnt.
the amendment.wsare
o
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the engrossment and third reading of
the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, and was read the
third time.
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, I offer a motion to recommit.
The SPEAKER. The Chair has served
notice that he would recognize a Mem
ber on the Democratic side to offer a
motion to recommit if they so desired.
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Speaker, I defer
to the gentleman from Michigan.
The SPEAKER. The Chair seeing no
one rise on the Democratic side recog
nizes the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
BENNETT].

Mr.
Mr. BENNEIT of Michigan.
Speaker, I offer a motion to recommit.
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The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman op
posed to the bill?
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. I am,
Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will rePort the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. BENN~rT- of Michigan moves to re
commit the hill, H. R. 356, to the Commit
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I
move the previous question on the mo
tion to recommit.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the motion to recommit.
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan. Mr.
Speaker, on that I demand the yeas and
nays.
The yeas and nays were refused.
The motion to recommit was rejected.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the passage of the bill.
The bill was passed, and a motion to
reconsider was laid on the table.

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent that all Mem
bers may have 5 legislative days to re
vise and extend their remarks on H. R.
356.
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AMENDING THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937,
SO AS TO ELIMINATE REDUCTIONS OF ANNUITIES
AND PENSIONS IN CERTAIN CASES

MAY 28 (legislative~day, MAY 13), 1954.-Ordered to be printed

Mr.

GOLDWATER, from

the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 2178]

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, to whom was referred
the bill (S. 2178) to amend the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amendeil, having considered the same, report favorably thereon with
an amendment and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.
This bill is a companion bill to H. R. 356 which passed the House of
Representatives~ July 24, 1953.
PURPOSE

OF THE BILL

This bill would amend the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amended, by repealing the last paragraph of section 3 (b) thereof
(commonly called the dual-benefit provision) and would be effective
as of October 30, 1951, the date this provision became a part of the
law.
The last paragraph of section 3 (b) reads as follows:
The retirement annuity or pension of an individual, and the annuity of his
spouse, if any, shall be reduced, beginning with the month in which such indi
vidual is, or on proper application would be, entitled to an old-age insurance
benefit under the Social Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of the individual's
retirement annuity, by that portion of such annuity which is based on his years
of service and compensation before 1937, or by the amount of such old-age insur
ance benefit, whichever is less, (ii) in the case of the individual's pension by thE
amount of such old-age insurance benefit, and (iii) in the case of the spouse's
annuity, to one-half the individual's retirement annuity or pension as red~uced~
pursuant to clause (i) or clause (ii) of this paragraph: Provided, however, That,
in the casse of any individual receiving or entitled to receive an annuity or pension
on the day prior to the date of enactment of this paragraph, the reductions
required by this paragraph shall not operate to reduce the sum of (A) the retire
ment annuity or pension of the individual, (B3) the spouse's annuity, if any, and.
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(C) the benefits under the Social Security Act which the individual and his family
receive or are entitled to receive on the basis of his wap's, to an amount less than
such sum was before the enactment of this paragraph.
HOW THE DUAL-BENEFIT

PROVISION OPERATES

This provision requlires a reduction in the railroad benefit by that
portion of the annuity based on years of service and compensation
before 1937 or by the amount of any old-age benefit to which the rail
road annuitant is entitled under the Social Security Act, whichever is
smaller.
The provision operates so that the annuity payable to the railroad
annuitant who has had no creditable service before 1937 is unaffected
by his en-titlement to any old-age benefit. But the annuity payable
to an employee who does have creditable railroad service prior to 1937
is reduced to the extent of any old-age benefit to which he simiji
taneously may be entitled under the Social Security Act (or would be
if he filed for it) even though he receives no payment under that act
because of employment. The annuity, however, may not be reduced
below the amount payable on railroad service after 1936 alone.
Accordingly, any old-age benefits which the employee may have
earned have the effect of nullifying part or all of the credit otherwise
allowed for railroad service rendered before 1937. The annuitant is,
however, allowed full credit for railroad service on which he paid full.
taxes. If the dual-benefit restriction is applied to an employee who
was entitled to receive a railroad annuity on October 29, 1951, it
may' not operate to reduce the sum of the railroad and soc~al-secarity
benefits which the employee and his family are entitled to receive for
any month to an amount below the corresponding sum on that date.
PERSONS AFFECTED

There are an estimated 38,000 persons affected by this provision
out of a total of 280,000 retired employees and 540,000 persons who
are now receiving benefits under the law. This is approximately 13
percent of the retired employees and about 7 percent of the total
beneficiaries under the act. A total of 1%2 million workers are in
active service in the railroad system today.
THE COMMITTEE

AMENDMENT

The committee amendment to the bill merely corrects a typographi
cal error in the bill in the reference to the provision of the Railroad
Retirement Act defining the terms""widow", "widower", and "child".
These terms are defined in section 5 (1) (1) of the act rather than in
section 5 (1).
INTEREST IN THE LEGISLATION

Since the dual benefit provision was enacted, Members of Congress
and of this committee have been besieged by letters of complaint from
affected individuals and organizations representing annuit ants and
pensioners. The widespread interest in the repeal of this provision
is indicated by the fact that in this Congress some 18 bills were intro
duced in the House and 4 in the Senate (S. 1355, S. 1776, 5. 191I1, and
S. 2178) to accomplish this purpose. The bills differ somewhat in
detail but are the same in principle and objective.
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TO THE ENACTMENT OF THE DUAL BENEFIT PROVISION

The so-called dual-benefit ban was one feature of a comprehensive
law enacted in 1951 (Public Law 234, 82d Cong.) which provided
additional and more liberal benefits to railroad annuitants and their
survivors. Among other things, the 1951 amendments increased all
annuities and pensions by 15 percent, provided a spouse's benefit of
50 percent of the annuitant's benefit up to a maximum of $40 a month,
and increased survivor benefits an average of 33Y3 percent. Notwith
standing these increased costs to the fund, Congress did not provide
for increasing the payroll tax to meet the additional cost of the
liberalizing amendments. Ways were sought to effect sufficient sav
ings to permit enactment of the liberalizing legislation without damage
to the solvency of the retirement fund. The dual benefit prohibition
was advanced as one of several means of accomplishing a saving. It
must be noted, however, that effective January 1, 1952, the payroll
tax rate was increased from 6 to 6Y% percent by reason of provisions
contained iii Public Law 372, 79th Congress, 2d session.
WHY THE DUAL BENEFIT RESTRICTION SHOULD BE REMOVED

Undoubtedly there is merit to the proposition that double credit
for untaxed prior service is undesirable. That argument is not prop
erly applicable here, however, inasmuch as railroad retirement tax
payments. are weighted to contain an allowance toward the cost of
service prior to 1937 when the railroad retirement law went into effect.
Thus it follows that retirees under the railroad retirement system have
pad something into the fund to cover years of service rendered prior
to the enactment of the railroad retirement law and it cannot properly
be said that they are receiving benefits which they have not at least
in part purchased with payroll deductions. Two and one-half years
of experience have demonstrated that when Congress adopted the
so-called dual-benefit ban, it was not aware of and could not have
appreciated its full significance and impact. The committee has now
reexamined this provision in the light of its effect on retired annui
tants and pensioners since 1951 and has concluded t bat there have
been unintended results from the 1951 provision which recommend
its immediate repeal.
The repeal of this provision will increase the cost to the system.
The Railroad Retirement Board has estimated that additional dis
bursements will be $11 million a year for the first 10 years after repeal;
$15 million a year for the next decade; $9 million a year for the third;
$3 Million a year for the fourth and steadily decreasing amounts there
after until about the year 2000, after which additional disbursements
resulting from repeal will cease. The aggregate additional disburse
ments will be $385 million. The cost in terms of a level percentage
of payroll assumed to be $5 billion annually is 0.15 percent. There
is presently a level cost deficiency of 0.91 percent. Enactment of
S. 2178 would increase the deficit to an estimated 1.06 percent.
While opponents of the repeal of this legislation, including the Board,
laid great stress on the possible danger to the fund in the enactment
of this legislation, none was able to state any persuasive reason for
fearing that the relatively small cost of repeal would destroy the
solvency of the fund. In connection with these percentages it is
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interesting to note that the Board, in reporting on the 1951 amend
ments, concluded that a deficit of 1.645 percent of an assumed $5.2
billion level payroll was no reason for concern about the solvency of
the fund and yet, with respect to the legislation proposed here, view
with alarm an increase in the deficit from 0.91 to 1.06 percent
In the report of the Joint Committee on Railroad Retirement Legis
lation there is a projection indicating that the railroad retirement ac
count will be exhausted in about 56 years-2010. There is testimony
that enactmentitof S. 2178 would advance the date by perhaps 5 yearsto 2005. This indicates the relative insignificance of the impact of
S. 2178 on the solvency of the fund. What is more important, how
ever, is that, with or without the dual-benefit provision, the retirement
system is underfinanced and 'operating at a deficit. The dual benefit
ban was designed to produce sufficient savings to help put the fund on
a sound financial basis. In view of the evidence that it does not do so
but plays only a relatively minor part in the whole structure of the
fund, the factors of cost and savings lose significance.
Because of the present deficit and the increased demands on the
fund which will be created by the' enactment of this legislation, con
sideration may have to be given at somne-future date to ways and means
of increasing receipts into the fund. In this respect, time is not of the
essence and the question of finding proper sources of revenue can be
considered some time hence.
CONCLUSION

AND

RECOMMENDATION

The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce co~i
ducted lengthy hearings and gave this matter very careful attention.
This committee has had the benefit of that action and has itself taken
considerable testimony. In addition, the matter has been given long
and serious studv bv individual members of the committee, by the
committee staff, by a specially appointed subcommittee, and by the
committee as a whole. In the light of this background, the commit
tee has concluded that the so-called dual benefits ban has produced
hardship~s which were not intended and which could not reasonably
have been anticipated at the time the provision was proposed and
adopted. It is the feeling of the committee therefore that the dualbenefits ban provision should be repealed. The committee recom
mends prompt enactment of the bill here being reported.
CHANGES

IN EXISTING

LAW

In accordance with subsection (4) of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, the changes made in existing law by the bill are
shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in
black brackets, existing law in which no change is proposed is shown
in roman):
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SECTION 3 (b) OF THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937, As AMENDED
COMPUTATION

OF ANNUITIES

SEc. 3. (a) * * *.
(b) The "yvears of service" of an individual shall be determined as follows:
(1) In the case of an individual who was an employee on the enactment date,
the years of service shall include all his service subsequent to December 31, 1936,
and if the total number of such years is less than thirty, then the years of service
shall also include his service prior to January 1, 1937, but not so as to make his
total years of service exceed thirty: Provided, however, That with respect to any
such individual who rendered service to any employer after January 1, 1937,
and who on the enactment date was not an employee of an employer conducting
the principal part of its business in the United States no greater proportion of his
service rendered prior to January 1, 1937, shall be included in his " years of service"
than the proportion which his total compensation (including compensation in any
month in excess of $300) for service after January 1, 1937, rendered anywhere to
anl employer conducting the principal part of its business in the United States or
rendered in the United States to any other employer bears to his total compensa
tion (including compensation in any month in excess of $300) for service rendered
anywhere to anl employer after January 1, 1937.
(2) In all other cases, the years of service shall include only the service subse
quent to December 31, 1936.
(3) Where the years of service include only part of the service prior to January
1. 1937, the part included shall he taken in reverse order beginning with the last
calendar mnonth of such service.
[The retiremient annuity or pension of all individual, and the annuity of his
spouse, if any, shall he reduced, beginning witll the month in which such individual
is, or omi proper aplplication would be, entitled to anl old age insurance benefit
uinder the Social Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of the individual's
retire'nent. annuity, by thiat portion of such annuity which is based onl his years
of service and compensation before 1937, or by the amount of such old age insur
alnce benefit, wvhichever is less, (ii) in the case of the individual's pension, by the
amiounit of such old age insurance benefit, and (iii) in the case of the spouse's
an'iuity, to one-half the individual's retiremnent annuity or pension as reduced
pursuant to clause (i) or clause (ii) of this paragraph: Provided, however, That,
in the case of anyv individual receiving or entitled to receive an annuity or pension
onl the day prior to the date of enactment of this paragraph, the reductions required
by this paragraph shall not operate to reduce the sumn of (A) the retirement
annuity or pension of the individual, (B) the spouse's annuity, if any, and (C)
the benefits uinder the Social Security Act which the individual and-his family
receive or are entitled to receive on the basis of his wages, to an amount less than
such sum was before the enactment of this paragraph.]
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AMENDMENT OF RAILROAD RETIRE
MENT ACT OF 1937-BILL PASSED
OVER
The bill (S. 2178) to amend the Rail
road Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,
was announced as next in order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the present consideration
of the bill?
Mr. GORE. By request, I ask that the
bill go over.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. By re
quest, the bill goes over.
Mr. GORE. I believe that concludes
the call of the calendar, with the excep
tion of bills passed to the foot of the
calendar.
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AMENDMENT OF RAILROAD RE
TIREMENT ACT OF 1937. AS
AMENDED
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of Calendar No. 1486, Sen
ate bill 2178.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
clerk will state the bill by title.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (S.
2178) to amend the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937. as amended.
The
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
question is on agreeing to the motion of

the Senator from California.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Senate proceeded to consider the bill,
which had been reported from the Com
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare with
an amendment.
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was not eligible to receive annuities in
full from both retirement systems. It
Provided, however, That, in the case of any i'equiired that there should be deducted
___________Individual
receiving or entitled to receive anfr
teoalnuespybeohi
annuity or pension on the day prior to the fo
h oa nu~spybet
i
AMENDMENT OF RAILROAD RETIRE- date of enactment of this paragraph, the re- a sum equal to the amount which other
MENT ACT OF 1937, AS AMENDED
ductions required by this paragraph shall wise he would have been entitled to re
not operate to reduce the sum of (A) the ceiv'e from social security or under the
The Senate resumed the con :deration retirement annuity or pension of the in- Railroad Retirement Act, whichever
of the bill (S. 2178) to amend the Rail- dividual, (B) the spouse's annuity, if any, might be smaller~.
road Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, and (C) the benefits under the Social SeIt is the purpose of the bill to place on
Mr
btiedth
foo.
curity
which
theentitled
individual
and his
Mr. COPR
obaind
OOPR
th flor.
family Act
receive
or are
to receive
onl the same basis all those eligible under
Mr. SMITJ4 of New Jersey. Mr. Presi- the basis of his wages, to an amount less the Railroad Retirement Act to receive
dent, will the Senator from Kentucky than such sum was before the enactment of annuities. It will enable all railroad em
yield to me?
this'paragraph.
ployees or survivol's to receive annuities
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. A companion bill to undeibt
the
ailroand
Rld
SRetivrementsAct
Mlr. SMITH of New Jersey. I under- Senate bill 2178-namely, House bill ande AtheOldthey hand Survdivorse nsur-ie
stand that the distinguished Senator 356-was introduced in the House by ouraneAtifhyhvecdtblsivc.
from Kentucky is about to explain the ditnuse
olau
eiec~aie
I think it should be said, so that the
bil .218)t
tealradRe
dJistVAnguishdT
coflauP
ereennsl
ania.ve record may be clear, a gr'oup of railroad
till(ement ActRiloa
ofJAESVN
t aen
aenasTo
whichlani
em
tirmet ctof1937, asamended, wihwas
very active in its support, and the eployees did not favor the passage of
was l'epol'ted on May 28 by the junior bill was passed in the House, after de- the bill.
Senator from Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER],bt
ntecl
f h
osn
aedr
Repi'esentatives of the nonoperating
the bill itself having been introduced by
Hearings on the Senate bill, which was unions appeared in opposition to the bill.
the senior Senator from New Hampshire introduced by the distinguished Senator Thele would be no chal'ge or cost to the
[Mr~. BRIDGES),
from New Hampshire [Mr. BRIDGES) were Federal Government if this bill is en
Mr. COOPER. That is correct,
conducted by a subcommittee of the acted. It is supported by payments of
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi- Committee on Labor and Public Welfare the employees and the r'ailroads. It will,
dent, will the Senator from Kentucky under the leadei'ship of the late Senator however, inci'ease the charges upon the
yield to me at this point, in order to per- Dwight Griswold of Nebraska.
funds of the Railroad Retirement Act.
mit me to suggest the absence of a
The hearings continued for several
It was argued by those who opposed
quorum?
weeks. It is my recollection that they the bill that its enactment would make
Mr. COOPER. I yield for that pur- began in Mar-ch. The bill has been al- the railload retil'ement fund actuarially
pose.
most constantly under discussion, either unlsound.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Then, Mr'. in the subcommittee or the full commitThe evidence on the question as to
President, I suggest the absence of a tee, since that tine,
whether the increased char'ges will make
quorum.
During the hearings Senator Griswold the fund actuarially unsound was not
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HEN- Insisted, with his characteristic consci- decisive. The best that can be. adduced
DRICieSON in the chair). The absence of entiousness and thoroughness, that the from the evidence is that at some point
a quorum having been suggested, the fullest heal'ings and consideration be ac- in the future, perhaps 50 years, the fund
cler~k will call the r'oll.
corded the bill. After his untimely and might be exhausted.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the unfortunate death, the Senator from
In this connection it should be pointed
roll.
Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER] became chair- out, that when the comprehensive act of
Mr~. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Presi- man of the subcommittee and reported 1951 was passed it was reported then that
dent, I ask unanimous consent that the the pending bill. As one of the member's the enactment of that bill would create a
order for the quorum call be rescinded,
of the subcommittee wvho participated in prospective deficit in the Railroad Re
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the hearings, I am now presenting the tirement Act.
objection, it is so order'ed.
bill.
Taking into consideration all the facts,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, the
The reason which led to the consider- the committee made the decision, as had
pending bill, Senate bill 2178, wvould ation of the bill and its favorable report been made by the House committee and
amed
airod
he
Rtiemnt ctofshould, I think, be explained, because the by the House, that there was not any
197 samendteRalod, by tirepealng Athlas
bill affects a large body of railroad immediate prospect, or probability that
par7agraphomection, (b) thpereofth com- worker's and their families. There are the fund may become actuarially un
caagallfedcthdulbnftpoiion3
theo cm
,
approximately 540,000 persons eligible sound. It is quite doubtful.
monly caldteda-eei
rvsofor
annuities under the Railroad RetireTaking into consideration the differ
and would be effective as of October 30, ment Act; 280,000 of them are actual ence in the treatment accorded railroad
1951, the date this program became a railroad workers.
workers who had creditable service be
part f thelaw.The
restriction in the Railload Retire- fore 1937, and those with creditable serv
At this point I ask unanimous con- ment Act which the bill is intended to ice after 1937, under the present Rail
sent to have printed in the RECORD as a lemove is known as the dual-benefit road Retirement Act, the committee felt
part of my remarks the last paragraph clause. When comprehensive law was it was equitable to remove the existing
of the section of the Railroad Retire- enacted'in 1951, Public Law 234, of the r'estiriction and to place all railroad
ment Act to which I have referred, 82d Congress, to provide additional and workeis on the same basis.
namely, section 3 (B).
more liberal benefits to railroad annuiIt may be pointed out that the re
There being no objection, the- matter tants and their survivors, this r'estric- striction works most unfavorably against
refer~red to was ordei'ed to be printed tive provision was inserted. Its effect the oldest employees of railroads. Many
in the RECORD, as follows:
may be briefly described as follows:
of them, although eligible for retire
The retirement annuity or pension of an
Under the act, railroad workers -or ment, cannot retire, because they know
Individual, end the annuity of his spouse, their survivors eligible for annuities un- that their annuities under the Railr'oad
If any, shall be reduced, beginning with the
month in which such individual is, or on der the Railroad Retirement Act, are Retirement Act are not sufficient to pro
proper application would be, entitled to an permitted to r'eceive annuities both un- vide for their needs. They continue to
old-age insurance benefit under the Social del' the Railroad Retiremnent Act and un- woi'k past the age of retii'ement.
Security Act, as follows: (i) in the case of der' the Old Age and Survivors InsurIf the older railroad workers could
the Individual's retirement annuity, by that anice Act, commonly known as the Social retire with adequate annuities, employ
portion of such annuity which is based on Security Act, if they had creditable serv- ment for some of the younger men would
his rears of service and compensation before ice after 1937.
be provided. It is possibl that theen
1931, or by the amount of such old-age in
surance benefit, whichever is less, (ii) In
But making a distinction, the bill pro- actment of the pending bill may in some
the case of the individual's pension by the vided that workers who had credit- cases provide an additional inducement
amount of such old-age insurance benefit, able service before 1937 could not re- to faithful railroad employees to retire
and (ill) In the case of the spouse's annuity, ceive annuities under both systems. It which would bring about increased em
to one-half the Individual's retirement an- provided that such a railroad employee ployment opportunities.
nutty or pension as reduced pursuant to
clause (I) or clause (it) of this paragraph:
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All that i can say further is, after agree with me that the committee postlong consideration, and after taking into poned action for many weeks in the
account all the arguments presented, the hope that some agreement could be
committee considered this an equitable reached between the operating unions
bill and reported it favorably for and the nonoperating unions.
passage.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. I can say
I am sorry that all of the members of that every opportunity was given by the
the committee are not present on the full committee to all parties concerned
floor to vote on the bill. We have had in an effort to get agreement on a fora quorum call. We have made every ef- mnula to which all could agree. It was
fort to lay the matter before the full only after the committee had received
Senate, so that it will not be said that a written communications, which are in
full-.opportunity to vote was not given, the record, to the effect that agreement
We have done this because the bill is an could not be had, that we felt we should
important one to over 500,000 railroad act onl the matter. Since the committee
employees. There is no finer group of acted on the bill it has been repor~ted
American citizens.
that objection had been waived, and
Again I wish to pay tribute to the late that there was no further objection to
Senator Griswold for his conscientious the passage of the bill as reported by
and painstaking work on the bill,
the Senator from Kentucky. I have
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey and Mr. later information that that report may
BRIDGES addressed the Chair.
not be correct.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
Mr. COOPER. I cannot say that the
the Senator from Kentucky yield; and objections of the group of railroad workif so, to whom?
ers to whom I referred have been withMr. COOPER. I yield first to the drawn. I know of no objection in the
Senator from New Jersey, the distin- committee.
guished and able chairman of the CoinI yield the floor,
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare.
Mr. BRIDGES. Mr. President, I shall
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Pres- take only a moment of the Senate's time,
ident, as chairman of the Committee on It is a very simple but a very justified bill
Labor and Public Welfare I desire to that is now before the Senate. It is a
commend the members of the subcom- copno
ilt
h ilsosrdad
mittee, who spent many hours in study- supported by the distinguished Repreing the subject in an effort to find a sentative from Pennsylvania, Mr. VAN
sudsolution to this very difficult probZANDT, who has made a long study of this
lem. I wish to pay special tribute to the type of legislation and who is a very
late Senator Griswold, who had the mat- patriotic citizen.
ter in charge. I believe I am correct
The pending bill, as the distinguished
in saying that he favored the passage of Senator from Kentucky has stated, has
the bill and he so reported just before had the study of the subcommittee to
he passed away.
the fullest extent.
Mr. OOPR.
e ws vry trogly
Simply stated, the bill repeals section
in favor of the bill,
Mr3MT
fNwJre.We
(b), commonly known as the dualMr.SMIH
f Nw ersy.Whe abenefit section of the Railroad Retirenew subcommittee, under the chairman- ment Act. That provision of the Railship of the distinguished Senator from road Retirement Act prohibits a retired
Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER], assumed railroad employee from receiving ancharge of the matter, I understand it nuities under both the Railroad Retiretook up the work where the subcommit- ment Act and the Social Security Act.
teeclunderdh late
okSentorGrswbold
h
ha
If a retired railroad worker is receivcoclde
iswok.Th
ewsuco-ing
a pension under the Railroad Retiremittee had the benefit of the research ment Act and has worked under and has
the late Senator Griswold had done and
the excellent work the prior subcom- been a member of the social security
mittee had done. I may state further system, and has paid the social security
that the bill was unanimously reported taxes and has earned a. social security
by the subcommittee to the full com- annuity and is receiving, or is entitled
mittee. I wish to say that it was re- to receive, an annuity under the social
ported by the full committee without a security system, the amount of that anrecorded Ne
objection.
The Senator fro
aphr M.Bicso
Oure nuity is deducted from his railroad reNe aphr
(l.BIGS]
fCustirement
annuity,
t
originally filed his bill, and we dealt with
That is a very unusual arrangement
his bill in committee.
Mr. President. It is a unique provision.
Am I correct in my understanding that No other pension system I know of peif the pending bill is passed, under our nalizes its annuitants in a similar man
Procedure the House bill will be substi
ner. If a man is receiving a pension, for
tuted for the bill which is nowv before the example, under the civil service retireSenate?
ment system, he. is allowed to receive
Mr. COOPER. That is the proper that pension and any other annuity he
Procedure. I should like to say also, so may. have earned and is entitled to
that the RECORD may be clear, that after receive.
the subcommittee reported favorably the
It is interesting to note that If a railpending bill to the full committee, the road employee receives a pension in admatter was discussed by the full commit- dition to his railroad retirement pension
tee, and efforts wvere made over a period from any other source except socal seof at least 2 months to secure agree
cur ity, no reduction is made in his railmeat between the operating unions and road retirement annuity. Only in this
the onoeraingunins.I
a cetain cas istheexcptin mde.800
the onoeraingunins.I
a cetaincas istheexcptin mde.be
the distinguished chairman of the CoinI believe the bill would correct a
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare will wrong and an injustice, and I believe it

should have the support of all Members
of the Senate.
I commend the members of the sub
committee. I see on the floor the dis
tinguished Senator from Arizona [Mr.
GOLDWATER) and the distinguished Sen
ator from Kentucky [Mr'. COOPER]. I
wish to commend also the other mem
bers of the subcommittee who are not
present today, the Senator from New
Hampshire [Mr. UPTON] and other Sea
ators. I believe the bill should have the.
support of the Senate.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the REcoRD at this point a few
letters which I have received in support
of the bill.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RzcORD, as follows:
NASHuA, N. H., Jul 14,1953.
BRIDGES,

Hon. H. STYLES

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: Because I have contributed
to both the social security and the, railroad
retirement funds I am greatly Interested in
your bill, S. 2178. I have always believed
that as both social security and the railroad
setirement have my same social security
number, they were lumped together and
never realized that this had been changed
In 1951.
Anything that you can do to pass your
bilVl
er grealy apprecae, b
e

VerymtrulyFyours

Member, BohrodRA
ilOND
F
lerkD,
Beacon Lodge, No. 37.
BOSTON, MASS., July 27, 1953.

Senator S. BRIDGES,
Senate Office Build ing:,
House passed H. R. 356. Will you please

hae Senate accept House hearings and pass
your bill, S. 2178, railroad retirement.
C. E. BoYcE,
President, Lodge 461, B. of L. F. and E.
WOODSVILLE, N. H.

MANCHESTER, N. H., July 14, 1953.
STYLES HBRIDGES.
My DEAR SENATOR: I am writing you reia

Mr. H.

tive to S. 2178 which you have introduced.I
am voicing the feelings of the thousands Of
railroad workers in New Hampshire who come

uder the Railroad Retirement Act. YOU
know that in your study of the 1951 amend
ments that the railroad transportation
worker was denied benefits for which he was

taxed, and yet were being enjoyed by many
others.
We all pray that you get prompt -action onl
S. 2178 or H. R. 356, both of which we heart
ily favor and have either one passed by your
noble Senate. Thanking you for all you have

done in the past, I remain
Yours respectfully,
CHARLES S. FISHER.
NATIONAL AssocIATION OF' RETIRED
AND VETERAN RAILWAY EmPLOYEES,

Cincinnati, Ohtio, may 17, 1954.

Hon. Senator

STYLES BRIDGES,

Senator, State of New Hampshire,
Senate Building, Washington. D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR BRIDoES: I take this
means to thank you for sponsoring bill
S. 2178. and I understand that the bill hIsS
been

0. K.'d by

the full subcommittee and

that the bill will now go to the Senate for

a vote.
On behalf of our unit In Cincinnati Of

members, we hope that this bill will nor
delayed much longer,
since H. R. 356
passed the House of Representatives last
year.
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The 1951 amendments wrote Into the act a hibits payment of both railroad retirement
and social security to a pensioner.
provision that never had been In the act beWe cannot stress too strongly the injustice
fore, and which provides that "the railroad
of the present law. Several cases are known
and
the
annuity or pension of an individual
to the members of this organization in this
rnnuity of his spouse. if any, shall be reduced
locality where this deduction from the rail
beginning with the month with which such
road pension of the amount of the social se
an individual Is, or on proper application,
curity benefit has worked a great hardship on
would be entitled to an old age Insurance
the pensioner. Therefore, we wish to advise
lzenefit under the Social Security Act." This
that we favor your amendment and urge
is the so-called social-security offset or social
that you take prompt action to see that
security dual benefit clause, and has worked
a hardship on more than 30,000 retired rail- either your bill or H. R. 350 Is passed by the
Senate since this amendment will affect
road workers.
thousands of railroad men throughout the
We urgently urge your support of this
country, many of whom might have applied
legislation.
for their pensions had it not been for this
Respectfully,
deduction.
W. D. JoHNsoN,
Sincerely yours,
Vice President. end National LegisH. J. JONES,
lative Representative, Order of
Secretaryi.
Railway Conductors.
HARRY SEE.
National Legislative Representative,NAHN..,Jl14193
N.STLSHURAoE,N.ITJl14193
Brotherhood of Railroad TrainSTYLcES BRIlDiGE,
Senate.
men
Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: I am very much interested
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT oF H. R. 356 AND
in the passage of your bill S. 2178 as I have
S. 2178
both Social Security and Railroad Retirement
Our reasons for desiring the repeal of the
and I always assumed.-these amounts that I
provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act,
have contributed were lumped together so
which reduces the amount of a railroad annuity or pension where the individual or his that my pension would include both the So
be)
cial Security and the Railroad Retirement
would
spouse is (or on proper application
payments.
entitled to certain Insurance benefits Under
I certainly am very much in favor of your
the Social Security Act, are as follows, and
bill, S. 2178, and will appreciate anything
have been set forth in part by the Legislative
you may be able to do to see that this bill is~
Reference Service of the Library of Congress
BROTHESHOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN,
passed.
and are printed in the May 5, 1953 CONGRES-~
Woodsville, N. H., July 15, 1953.
Very truly yours,
SIONAL RECORD as part of the remarks of SenSenator STYLES BRIDGES,
ERtNEST D. LANDRY,
ator ED JOHNSON of Colorado:
Senate Office Building.
Member of Brotherhood Railroad Train
1. It makes a discrimination contrary to
Washington, D. C.
Lodge No. 266.
men,
Merrimack
careful
which
was
1937
act,
the spirit of the
DEAR SIR: Wish to thank you for introducto give full credit for prior service, a concept
Ing bill S. 2178. to amend the Railroad ReiCONCORD, N. H., March 13, 1954.
continued In subsequent amendments, which
tirement Act correcting an unjust provision
Hon. STYLES BRIDGES,
increased benefits and protection, without
of the 1951 amendments whereby social
Senator, Senate Office Building,
such a discrimination until 1951.
security benefits are deducted from a man's
Wassington, D. C.
2. It applies a penalty retroactively against
railroad retirement.
DEAR SENATOR BRIDGES: As legislative repre
workers who, in good faith, and according to
Would appreciate it very much if you will
sentative
for the Ladies Auxiliary to the
their
to
increase
have
sought
law,
for
existing
in
the
Senate
Use your great influence
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen I am
retirement income by supplementing their
the early passage of this bill or H. R. 356.
writing to you and Senator Upton requestrailroad annuity with a social security beneSincerely,
fit toward which they have also contributed. Ing that you vote favorable on Senate bill
E. F. GALLAGHER,
2178 and H. R. 356 to amend section 3-b of
3. It discourages workers from continuing
B. & Al7.Railway Conductor (40 years'
the Railroad Retirement Act.
in employment covered by social security
service).
With kindest personal regards, I amn,
after age 65, because they must pay the payRespectfully yours,
roll tax under social security even though it
MANCHESTER, N. H., July 14, 1953.
ANNE M. LovEJOT,
benefit
incombined
their
not
Increase
may
Hon. Senator STYLES BRIDGES,
Legislative Representative, L. A. to B. R.
come.
DEAR SIR: Have just been Informed that
2'. No. 130.
4. It imposes an indirect work clause penyou are sponsoring a bill S. 2178. very similar
alty for engaging in employment, covered by
to Congressman VAN ZANDT's bill H. R. 356.
other
ofsoilscrtatrge6.FRWOTTxMa2419.
the
or
I sincerely hope that one
94
My2
SOTYLE
BRDES.,
meetingtcoststin this6Th HoORabl
5s heobeciolt
these bills will be passed, at this session, as
eHnralSYLSBIG,
.Teojcintmetncosinhs
there are over 30.000 retired railroad men
Senate Office Building.
manner is that it discriminates retroactively
who are In need of your assistance In
Washington, D. C.
against a selected group of beneficiaries, creremedying the Injustice done them when the
DEAR
SENATOR BRIDGES: Today's Trainmen
class"
annuitants.
of
"second
a
group
In
ating
amended
Act
was
Retirement
Railroad
News carries the good news that you have
Always In the past when the Railroad ReOctober 1951.
Introduced In the Senate bill S. 2178 (the
tirement Act has been amended it has been
Sincerely,
Senate version of H. R. 356). I wish to ex
done so in such a manner as to be beneficial
JOE HEROEUX.
press my heartfelt thanks to you as I am one
to retired railroad employees but the amendof the many who are suffering from the in
ment enacted in 1951 was harmful to more
ORDsR or' RAILWAY CONDUCT'ORS,
than 30.000 railroad employees and their justice this bill will rectify.
BROTHESHOOD or RAILROAD TRAINMEN,
I retired in 1943 when I was 65 as I was
spouses.
Washington, D. C., July 9, 1953.
The Railroad Retirement Act, as you know, suffering with stomach ulcers, and when I
lion. STYLES BRIDGES,
was better, I worked at different times, as
Is entirely self-supporting. This amendment
Senate office Building,
much as I was able, to help with the man
does not add any cost to the Government.
Washington, D. C.
This clause in the law is the only one in any power shortage and to supplement my retire
DEAR SENATOR BRIDGES: There is enclosed a
ment benefits. I qualified for the minimum
self-supporting retirement system which
copy of the report of the House Committee
penalizes the thrifty workers who choose to social security which has been taken from me
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce recoina
by deducting it from my railroad retirement.
providing
for
pay to receive dual benefits
mending the enactment of H. R. 356 to
I am in great need of this added small
more decent old age.
amend section 3 (b) of the Railroad Retireamount 110w since I have crippling arthritis.
ment Act by striking out the last paragraph
Again thank you.
CNODLDEN.57
thereof effective as of October 30. 1951. This
Most sincerely yours.
LODGEIL
No. 537NME,
C3OHRONORD
bill Is Identical to S. 2178 by Senator BRIDGES.
HUGH C. SLOAN.
3.
BROHEHOD O RILOA TRANM
There is also enclosed a memoratndum givJl
5 93
Ing our reasons for seeking this legislation,
93
3
.HJl
ACETR
Hon. H. STYLER BRIDGES.
which is actively supported by the BrotherSenate Office Building,MACETRN.HJl1319.
hood of Locomotive Engineers, the BrotherHon. H. STYLES BRIDGES.
Washington. D. C.
hood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen,
DEAR SENATOR: I Understand you arc spon
DEAR SENATOR BRIDGES: It has been called
the Order of Railway Conductors, and the
soring a bill S. 2178, relative to the Railroad
introduced
you
have
that
to
our
attention
The
Trainmen.
Brotherhood of Railroad
Retirement Act which is practically thle same
bill S. 2178 to amend the Railroad Retirement
undersigned have been auithorized to speak
Act to eliminate the provision which pro- as Congressman VAN ZANDT's bill B. R. 356.
for the two enginemen organizations.

Depriving about 38,000 railroaders of the
dual benefit which they earned has been a
hardship to a great many-, and if anything
can be done to expedite this bill which you
will recommend, we will be glad to do so.
We have written our Senators JOHN W.
BRIcKEE and THOMAS A. BURKE, of the State
of Ohio, and asked them to support your
bill In our behalf.
I might state to you my specific case on
this restricted dual benefit. I paid into
social security 14 years and 11 months, also
In the Railroad Retirement Act the same
amount of time. My social-security benefits
were $31.50 and my railroad retirement benefits were $117.55. Of course, the $31.50 is
deducted from my railroad retirement hensfits, and I get $86.50 Instead of the full
amount, $117.55, and, understand. I paid Into
both of them 14 years and 11 months.
We have many in our Cincinnati unit In
the same category, and I know you will
admit if we received both of them It would
not be enough to live on these days.
Again I want to thank you for sponsoring
S. 2178, and I know our pensioners will never
forget you for coming to their aid at this
time.
I will be pleased to hear from you as to
what you think is the prospect of having
this bill passed in the near future.
Sincerely yours,
HARRT F. FRITSCH,
Secretary,

'7532
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you are
r wanted to read that excerpt Into the Their

appreciate the Interest
both taking to remedy the gross injustice
which was done to retired railroad men,
when the retirement bill was amended In
October 1951, which meant a loss to my wife
,and I of about $58 a month, it has worked
a great hardship on Us, Which I hope will
be remedied at an early date.
Will you kindly send me a copy of your
bill and oblige,
Yours very truly,.etinwt
C.e.
Ttrr

to show the inequity being done
under the language of the law which we

RECORD

are now about to correct. It is not intended to deny any retired railr~oad
worker the things he has earned and to
which he is entitled,
I commend my colleagues on both
side-. of the aisle for their work in conh il
Mr LANGER bl.Mr
Peintwth
C.

Mr. WELKER.

E r.TRTT- ANGE.

M.

Prsidnt,

June 2

position is much more advantageous
than that of railroad workers who though
qualified for retirement remain at work and
those who retire when qualified but do not
obtain employment under social-security
coverage. We think It is too much to place
a further burden oil present and future
railroad workers through the enactment of
S. 2178 or similar bills, and on behalf of
the 2,50,000 workers represented on United
States railroads by my brotherhood, I respectfully request that you vote against this

ithmeasure.

Mr. President, I corn- reference to the pending bill, I wish to
T. C. CARROLL,
mend the wisdom and the ability of the read a telegram which I received from
President, Brotherhood of
late Senator Griswold, who did most of T. C. Carroll, president of the BrotherMaintenanceof Way Employees.
the work in connection with the bill, hood of Maintenance of Way Employees.
M.Peiet
m-o
ebro
and I also commend my distinguished The telegram which is dated June 2, 1954,
Mr. Presidtent, Ih ampnot
riatmem cof
colleague from Arizona [Mr. GOLD- leads as follows:mitehaesuedhe
atrfly
WATER], who carried on that work thereWASHINGTON, D. C., June 2, 1954.
an copely
Ibrgthseerm
after, and my distinguished colleague Senator WILLIAm LANGER,
from Kentucky I Mr. COOPER], who is
United States Senate,
to the attention of the Members of the
handling the bill on the floor.
Washington,D. C.:
Senate, because I believe any telegram
Mr. President, the railroad worker
This telegram pertains to S. 2178 repealing sent by T. C. Carroll, president of the
whm ko
ae ut botashih
section 3 (b) of the Railroad Retirement Brotherhood of Maintenance-of-Way
who
I nowarejus
abut s hgh-Act. Approximately 540,000 individuals, in- Employees, is worthy of consideration.
class individuals as any I have ever met cluding 280,000 retired employees, now re- I have no doubt that the members of
at any place or at any time, and it is MY ceive benefits under that act, but Of the
conviction that many thousands of re- 34~,500 now affected by the dual-benefit re- the Committee on Labor and Public Wel
tired railroad workers have been done a striction only a comparatively small per- fare have studied the matter, and the
terrible injulstice by the provisions of centage are protesting the restriction. In information in the telegram undoubtedly
section 3 (b) which prevent them -from 1S51. it developed that liberalizing amend- has received their full attention.
receiving their just entitlement under nmentas being considered by Congress might
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I thank
th RtiemntAc.miske
Riloa
the system actuarially unsound unless my good friend the distinguished Senator
th
alodRtrmn
c.compensating
provisions were included. AllfrmNthDkaforedntete
The 38,000 retired personnel are, in the standard railroad labor organizationsfrmN thDkaforedntetl
my opinion, entitled to their full retire- approved section 3 (b) as one of these off- gram. The committee considered all the
ment annuities after they become eli- se~fing provisions to obtain the amend- mattelrs which are the subject of the tele
gible for social-security benefits for iie-nts. Almost immediately some of them gram which has just been read. It was
which they have made their payments began a movement to have section 3 (b) only after long delays and attempts to
diligently.
repealed, and H. R. 356 originated in the get the opposing group to agree that the
TFhere are, I think, approximately Teause. In December 1953 all the standard committee recommended the passage of
540.00 worers
rilwa
hrouhouttherailroad
lsbor organizations approved a sub.
h
il
540.00wrkes
ailay
trougoutthe
statute to H. R. 356 which I introduced a thbil
Nation who are interested in this pro- hnariings on February 17, 1954, before the
Mr. President, there is pending before
posed legislation, who labored for years Semate Committee on Labor and Public the Committee on Labor and Public Wel
in the railroad industry, who made their W'felfare (see page 132 of hearings). In Jan- fare, Hotuse bill 356, which is identical to
payments, and who have become eligible uamwy 1954 three of the transportation or- the Senate bill which is now before the
for retirement compensation. It is my gaiziizations withdrew from the agreement Senate. In the interest (f expediting
infrmtintosethusnd
ha
o se-to' support this substitute (pages 125 and the enactment of the legislation, it would
tired riwyworkers are the onygroup 11ofhaig)Ontosbeutoc-rilyolysionsn,
the first one at the request of the
ae advisable to consider and pass H. R.
of pensioners restricted from receiving cihairman of the Senate Committee on Labor 356 in lieu of the Senate bill. There
their full retirement benefits at the arad Public Welfare, representatives of Rail- fore I ask unanimous consent that the
time they are eligible for social-security waly Labor Executives Association made hen- Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
benefits.
es4' efforts to reach an agreement with rep- be discharged from further consideration
I do not wish to detain the Senate any re.senitatives of the four transportation or- of House bill 356 and that the House
furhe.
hemay aiwa wrkrsingainizations. but they would not recede one bill be considered and passed in lieu of
myuStater and thrugou thelwatiwonkr will Ieot, from their position that they wouldSeaebl2
nd tae
my
hrugoutth
Ntio
Wllsu:.pport nothing other than H. R. 356. The
Seaebl
178.
certainly appreciate the passage of the chiairman of the Senate committee advised
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
bill.
Apiril 1, 1954. by letter, that the committee objection? The Chair hears none, and
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I w-eld not act onl any pending railroad-re- the Committee on Labor and Public Wel
wish to commend my colleague, the Sen- tisaement legislation until disposition had -fare is discharged from the further con
ator from Kentucky [Mr. COOPER] for been made of HI. R. 356. The chairman of sdrto
fHuebl
5.I
hr
the diligent and effective work he has Radlway
Association made obdec~tion tof thoue
billen 356.nsithereto
a r~eport Labor
to the Executives
chairman of
the committee ojcint
h
rsn
osdrto
done in connection with this measure, of our efforts and failure to reach an agree- of the -House bill?
It has received most careful consider- mient. onl May 14 the Senate committee
There being no objection, the bill
ation, not only fr~om the subcommittee, ordlered a favorable report on S. 2178, which (H. R. 356) to amend the Railroad Re
under~the late Senator Griswold, but coistains the language of H. R. 356. We tirement Act of 1937, as amended, was
from the committee as a whole. While fewil that this capitulation to those who wish considered, ordered to a third reading,
at first there were some disagreements to) take advantage of the opportunity to
drarw full benefits under both the Railroad read the third time, and passed.
regarding the bill, they have been ironed Re.tirement and Social Security Acts places
The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
ou~t.
a tremendous financial burden, and we think out objection, Senate bill 2178 is indefl
The correction this bill makes in the ani unjust burden, of $385 million on rail- nitely postponed.
existing law is long overdue. I wish to roaed workers and the railroads, who are payread one paragraph from a letter fr~om in,_- the tax to support the railroad retire
a retired engineer of the Pennsylvania memit system. Those affected by the dual
Railroad Co.:

When I retired on December 31. 1942, after
over 40 years of service with the railroad, I
was given an annuity of $93.87 per month
,which through subsequent increases of 20
percent and a later increase of 15 percent
raised my annuity to $129.80 which was immediately reduced to $98.30 by deducting the
amount of MY social security, $31.50, and I

know of other retired men who have been
redtuced up to nearly $60 per month.

bemefit restriction have paid little, If any,
taa., into the railroad-retirement system, and
ceirtaintly they have paid very small taxes
to' Ithe social-security system, having taken
adwauntage of the 1950 new-start clause
under the Social Security Act. Their an
nusities have been materially increased since
the Railroad Retirement Act was first passed,
and in each Instance those on the retire
ment rolls were given the benefit of the
increases regardless of the amount of tax

they May. -have contributed to the system.

Public Law 398 - 83d Congress
Chapter 300 - Zd Session
H. R. 356

AN ACT

All 68 Stat. 250.

To amend the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houwe of Repreaentat~ive8of the

United State8 of America in CongreMe a88embled, That section 3(b)
of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby further
amended, effective October 30, 1951, by striking the last paragraph
thereof.
S~c. 2. In the case of any deceased individual whose death occurred
before the first day of the first month following the month in which
this Act is e-nacted, so much of any annuity or pension payment as is
due such individual by reason of the enactment of the first section of
this Act shall be paid only
(1) to the widow or widower of the deceased, if such widow
or widower is living on such first day; or
(2) if there is no such widow or widower, to the child or chil
dren of the deceased if such child or children are living on such
first day.
For the purposes of this section, the terms "widow", "widower", and
"'child" have the same meanings as those assigned to such term~s by
section 5 (1) (1) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended.
Approved June 16, 1954.
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Administrative., Supervisory
and Technical Employees

14:
DATE:

June 17., 19514

:Victor Christgau, Director
Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance

~UDJ~r:Director's Bulletin No. 205
Enactment of H.R. 356, Bill Repealing the Railroad Retirement
Reduction Provision
On June 16 the President signed H.R. 356, the bill deleting
the reduction provision of the Railroad Retirement Act which
applies in retirement cases, The bill became Public Law 398,
83rd Congress.
At present section 3 (b)of the Railroad Retirement Act
reqiuires the Railroad Retirement board to reduce a. retired worker's
railroad retirement pension or that part of his, retirement annuity
based on railroad service before 1937 by the amount of any oldage and survivors-~inisurance benefit that he is receiving, or iseligible to receive. Public Law 398 repeals section 3 (b)
effective October 30, 1951, the date that section was enacted. The
reduction provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act applying to
spouse's and survivor annuities would not be affected by Public
Law 398.

VI'

Since the amendment is fully retroactive,, the Railroad
Retirement Board will be faced with the necessity of mdcing many
refunds in dual benefit cases, often of substantial amounts,
Public Law 398 provides that in cases where the retired railroad
worker has died during or before the month of enactment the
refund of the amounts deducted shall be paid only to the widow
or widower, or to the child or childr~en, of the deceased worker.
Information on modifications in administrative procedures
will follow.

Vicor
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LISTING OF REFERENCE MATERIALS

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Hearings on H. R. 356 and
Other Bills Amending the Dual-Benefit Provisions o/ the Railroad Retirement Act. 83d Congress,
I1st session.
U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. Subcommittee on Railroad Retire
ment. Hearings on S. 2178, Amending the Dual-Benefit Provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act.
83d Congress, 1st session.

83D CONGRESS
2d Session

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES f

REPORT

No. 1899

AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT,
THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT, AND THE
RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT

JUNE 21, 1954.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State

of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. Wolverton, from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. R. 78401

The Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to whom was
referred the bill (H. R. 7840) to amend the Railroad Retirement Act,
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act, having considered the same, report favorably thereon
wi'th amendments and recommend that the bill as amended do pass.
THE COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS

The committee amendments are as follows:
Page 2, line 11, strike out "(4) or (5)" and insert "4 or 5".
Page 3, line 1, strike out "of" and insert ", in"~
Page 4, line 14, strike out "parenthetic phrases" and insert
''parenthetical phrase''.
Page 4, line 24, insert a comma after "section".
Page 4, line 25, strike out "Upon" and insert "upon".
Page 5, line 5, insert a comma after "section" and insert "first"
before "appears"
Page 5, line 14, insert a semicolon at the end of the line.
Page 5, line 17, and page 6, lines 11 and 18, strike out "(1)" and
insert "(1)".
Page 6, line 10, strike out "cease.' " and insert "cease;'."
Page 6, after line 21, insert the following new section:
SEc. 15. The Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended
by adding at the end thereof the followving new section:
'SEc. 20. Any person awarded an annuity or pension under this Act may
decline to accept all or any part of such annuity or pension by a waiver signed and
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filed with the Board. Such waiver may bc revoked in writing at any time, but no
payment of the annuity or pension waived shall be made covering the period during
which such waiver was in effect. Such waiver shall have no effect on the amount
of the spouse's annuity, or of a lump sum under section 5 (f) (2), which would
otherwise be due, and it shall have no effect for purposes of the last sentence of
section 5 (g) (1)."

Page 6, line 22, insert "-Amendments to the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act" after "Part 11".
Page 7, line 11, strike out "510" and insert "1510".
Page 7, line 21, correct the reversed quotation marks.
Page 7, line 22, strike out "calenlar" and insert "calendar", and
insert a comma after "1954".
Page 7, line 24, correct the reversed quotation marks.
Page 8, line 1, insert a comma after "$350".
Page 8, line 3, strike out "phrase;" and insert "Phrase:".
Page 8, line 4, strike out "1954.' " and insert "1954'.".
Page 8, line 12, strike out "Act" and insert "subchapter".
Page 8, line 16, insert "-Amcndmlents to the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act" after "Part III".
Page 9, line 10, insert a comma before "and".
Page 9, line 15, strike out "300" and insert "400", and add after
the period the following sentence:
Section 3 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act is hereby amended by
substituting the figure "400" for the figure "300".

Page 9, strike out line 16 and all that follows down through page 10,
line 3, and insert the following section:
SEc. 304. (a) Subsection (a) of section 2 of the Railroad Unemployment Insur
ance Act is hereby amended by substituting for the table the following:
"Column I
Total compensation

Column 1I
Daily benefit rate

$400 to $499.99 --------------------------------------------------- $3. 50
$500 to $749.99 --------------------------------------------------- $4. 00
$750 to $999.99 --------------------------------------------------- $4. 50
$1,000 to $1,299.99 ------------------------------------------------ $5. 00
$1,300 to $1599------------------------------------------------ $5. 50
$1,600 to $1,999.99 ------------------------------------------------ $6. 00
$2,000 to $2,499.99 ------------------------------------------------ $6. 50
$2;,500 to $2,999.99 ------------------------------------------------ $7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ------- ----------------------------------------- $7. 50
$3,500 to $3,999.99 ------------------------------------------------ $8. 00
$4,000 and over--------------------------------------------------- $8. 50
Provided, however, That if the daily benefit rate in column IT with respect to anyemployee is less than an amount equal to 50 per centuin of the daily rate of com
pensation for the employee's last employment in which he engaged for anl employer
in the base year, such rato shall be increased to such amount but ndt to exceed
$8.50. The daily rate of compensation referred to in the last sentence shall be as
determined by the Board on the basis of information furnished to the Board by the
employee, his emplover, or both."
(b) Subsection (c) of section 2 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act is
hereby amended by changing the period at the end thereof to a colon and by in
serting after the colon the following: "Provided, however, That the total amount of
benefits which 'may be paid to an employee for days of unemployment within a
benefit year shall in no case exceed the employee's compensation in the base year;
the total amount of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days of sickness,
other than days of sickness in a maternity period, within a benefit year shall in no
case exceed the employee's compensation in the base year; and the total amount
of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days of sickness in a maternity
period shall in no case exceed the employee's compensation in the base year on th~e
basis of which the employee was determined to be qualified for benefits in such
maternity period."
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Page 10, line 13, strike out "1954'," and insert "1954,';".
Page 10, line 19, insert a comma before "and".
Page 10, line 21, strike out "for" and insert "in".

Page 11, line 5, strike out "as of" and insert "with respecjt to coMn
pensat~ion paid on and after".
Page 11, lines 6 and 7, strike out "and 12" and insert "12, and 15".
Page 11, lines 10 and 11, strike out "under section 2 (a) (4) and
section 2 (a) (5)" and insert "awarded under paragraph 4 or 5 of
section 2 (a)".
Page 11, lines 14 and 15, strike out "which have been amended by
sections 2 and 3" and insert "as in effect prior to the enactment".
Page 11, line 20, strike out "as" and insert "which".
Page 12, strike out lines 12 and 13.
The committee amendments are all of a technical or clarifying
nature, except for (1) the amendment on page 6, after line 21, which
adds a new section authorizing a railroad annuitant or pensioner to
waive all or any part of his annuity or pension, (2) the amendments
on page 9, line 15, which relate to the definitions of "qualified em
ployce" and "subsidiary remuneration" for purposes of unemployment
insurance, and (3) the amendment beginning on page 9, line 16, which
contains provisions increasing and otherwise affecting the benefits
payable uinder the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.
PROVISIONS OF THE REPORTED BILL

The reported bill would amend the Railroad Retirement Act, the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act in the following respects:
AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT

1. Benefits to widows, dependent widowers, and dependent parents at
age 60
Under present law, an aged widow, dependent widower, or depend
ent parent is not eligible for a survivor annuity until age 65. The
reported bill provides for a reduction in the eligibility age to 60.
2. Benefits to widowed mothers with disabled children
Under present law, benefits are payable to a widowed mother under
age 65 only if she has in her care a child of the deceased employee under
ag~e 18. The child also is entitled to a benefit. Suich benefits both
to the widow and child ceiase when the child reaches 18 years of age.
As stated above, under the provisions of the reported bil, a widow
without children would become eligible for an annuity at age 60.
The reported bill further provides that if the child has a permanent
physical or mental condition prior to reaching age 18 which made him
totally disabled, survivor benefits to the widowed mother and child
would be payable even though the child may be over 18 years of age.
3. Elimination of reduction in ojrvivlor btnefiso con
Jrira
retireme~nt benefits in own rightfisoacunofrlod
Under present law, a widow, dependent widower, or dependent
parent who receives a survivor benefit, and who is eligible for a retire
ment annuity in his or her own right because such individual has had
railroad employment, would have the survivor benefit reduced by the
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annuity to which such individual is entitled by reason of his or her
own employment. Such individual cannot receive both amounts.
The reported bill provides that both annuities shall be payable without
deduction.
4. Increase in creditable compensation in the calculation of annuities
Under present law, a retirement annuity, other than the minimum
annuity, is calculated on the basis of the individual's years of service
in the railroad industry and his average monthly compensation.
No more than $300 may be credited in any month.
The annuity is computed by multiplying an individual's years of
service by the following percentages of his monthly compensation:
2.76 percent of the first $50; 2.07 percent of the next $100; and 1.38
percent of the next $150.
The reported bill provides that compensation up to $350 a month
shall be credited. Hence, under the provisions of this bill, an indi
vidual's annuity would be computed by multiplying his years of serv
ice by the following percentages of his monthly compensation: 2.76
percent of the first $50; 2.07 percent of the next $100; and 1.38 per
cent of the next $200.
Under this provisior for increasing, the creditable compensation to
$350, individuals with an average monthly compensation in excess of
$300 would obtain higher benefits than are obtainable urnder present
law. Jn fact, an individual who will have had 30 years of service
and an average monthly compensation of $350 would obtain an
increase in his monthly annuity of $20.70 over the maximum amount
that is payable under present law. Other examples of the effect of
the bill on the annuities of individuals who will retire with 30 years
service, of which 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 years of service at a monthly
compensation of $350 will have occurred after the enactment of this
bill, are shown in table I, appearing on page 12.
Survivor benefits also would be increased in those cases where the
deceased employee will have had an average monthly compensation
in excess of $300.
5. Crediting of compensation earned after age 65
Under present law, compensation earned after retirement age i
used in computing an individual's retirement annuity, even though he
may have had lower earnings after age 65 which would operate to re
duce his average monthly compensation and therefore reduce his an
nuity. The reported bill provides that compensation earned after the
individual has reached age 65 would be disregarded if the result of
taking such compensation into account would be to diminish. his
annuity.
6. Disability work clause
Under present law, a disability annuitant who earns more than $75
in service for hire, or in self-employment, in each of any six consecutive
calendar months is deemed no longer disabled at the end of the 6
month period. The reported bill eliminates this test and provides
instead for the non-payment of the annuity to a disability annuitant
with respect to any month in which lie is paid more than $100 in
earnings from employment or self-employment.
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7. Delegates to conventions
Under present law, tlie service of delegates to national or inter
national conventions of railway labor organizations is covered em
ployment under the act. These conventions frequently include dele
gates from units outside the railroad industry or outside the country
who have no other covered employment. The accumulation of these
trifling credits is of little if any value, particularly when compared
with the nuisance of recording them and collecting the taxes on
them. The reported bill excludes such service from coverage where
the individual has no other previous covered employment.
8. Benefits to children who do not attend school
Under present law, a child of a deceased employee under 18 and
over 16 years of age must attend school regularly if feasible in order
to be eligible for a survivor's annuity. The reported bill would strike
out the requirement that such a child must attend school in order to be
eligible for a survivor's benefit. This provision was placed in the law
originally because a similar provision was contained in the Social
Security Act. This provision has long since been stricken from the
Social Security Act, and it should be removed from the Railroad
Retirement Act.
9. Waiver of retirement benefits
The reported bill provides that any person entitled to an annuity
or pension under the Railroad Retirement Act may waive, in whole
or in part, such annuity or pension -which would otherwise be due.
The purpose of the provision is to enable the annuitant or pensioner,
by waiving all or part of his railroad retirement benefit, to come within
the income limitations specified in the veterans' laws ($1,400 per year
if the recipient is unmarried and $2,700 per year if the recipient is mar
ried or with minor children) and thereby qualify for a veteran's nonservice-connected pension. A similar provision is contained in the
Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended by Public
Law 555, 82d Congress.
AMENDMENTS

TO THE RAILROAD

RETIREMENT TAX

ACT

Benefits payable under the Railroad Retirement Act are presently
financed by a payroll tax of 6Y4 percent on railroad employees and an
equal tax on their employers, payable on each employee's compensa
tion up to $300 a month, and by contributions from the Federal
Government on account of creditable military service.
The reported bill would increase the tax base from $300 to $350 a
month, effective July 1, 1954, leaving the tax rate of 6Y4 percent un
changed.
Compensation for service as a delegate to a national or international
convention of a railway labor organization, if such delegate has not
previously rendered service covered under the Railroad Retirement
Act, would be disregarded. As already noted, the reported bill would
disqualify such delegates for any benefits under the Railroad Retire
ment Act.
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INSURANCE

ACT

Benefits under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act are
payable to a qualified employee (1) for each day of unemployment or
of sickness in excess of 7 in the first 14-day registration period of
unemployment or of sickness in a benefit year in which he has 7 or
more days of unemployment or of sickness and (2) for each day of
unemployment or of sickness in excess of 4 in any subsequent 14-day
registration period of unemployment or of sickncss in the same benefit
year. Benefits may be paid for a maximum of 130 compensable days
in a benefit year for each type of benefit.'
Under present law, an employee is qualified for unemployment or
sickness benefits in a benefit year if he is paid compensation totaling
not less than $300 in a base year.' The daily benefit rate is deter
mined by the employee's base-year compensation, in accordance with

the following schedule:

Daily benefit

Base year compensation:
rate
$7300 to $474.99------------------------------------------------ $3. 00
$475 to $749.99 ------------------------------------------------- 3.50
$750 to $999.99 ------------------------------------------------- 4. 00
$1,000 to $1,299.99 ---------------------------------------------- 4. 50
$1,300 to $1,599.99 ---------------------------------------------- 5. 00
$1,600 to $1,999.99 ---------------------------------------------- 5. 50
$2,000 to $2,499.99 ---------------------------------------------- 6. 00
$2,500 to $2,999.99 ------------------- -------------------------- 6. 50
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ---------------------------------------------- 7. 00
$3,500 and over ------------------------------------------------ 7. 50

The bill as introduced made no changes in the compensation
the daily benefit rates in the above schedule except for
the last line. In lieu of the $7.50 daily benefit rate applicable to
earnings of $3,500 and over, the bill as introduced provided for a
daily benefit rate of $7.50 applicable to earnings of $3,500 to $3,999.99,
and a daily benefit rate of $8 to earnings of $4,000 and over.
The introduced bill further provided that if the daily benefit rate
payable to an employee is less than 50 percent of his daily rate of
compensation for the employee's last employment preceding the
registration period his daily benefit rate would be increased to that
amount, but not to exceed $8.
During the hearings on the bill, Col. Raymond J. Kelly, Chairman,
and MN'r. Horace WV. Harper, labor member, of the Railroad Retirement
Board stated that while they agreed in principle as to the need for
increasing unemployment benefits, they disagreed as to the method
by which the increases should be made.
Mr. Harper favored the p~rovision in the bill as introduced. Colonel
Kelly did not favor this provision because, he stated, it would be
difficult and costly to administer and it would be expensive for the
carriers to provide the necessary information required for this purpose.
Subsequently, Colonel Kelly and Mlr..Harper agreed on a compro
mise proposal which was adopted by the committee and incorporated
in the bill as reported. Under this proposal, the daily benefit rate
would be determined by the employee's base year compensation in
accordance with the following schedule:
brackets and

tI A benefit year extends from July i to the following June 30; the base year is the calendar year preceding
the beginning of the benefit year.
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Daily benefit
rate
Base year compensation:
$3. 50
$400 to $499.99 -----------------------------------------------$500 to $749.99 ------------------------------------------------ 4. 00
$750 to $999.99 ------------------------------------------------- 4. 50
5.00
$1,000 to $1,299.99 -------- -------------------------------------5. 50
$1,300 to $1,599.99 ---------------------------------------------6. 00
$1,600 to $1,999.99- - - -----------------------------------------6. 50
$2,000 to $2,499.99 ---------------------------------------------$2,500 to $2,999.99 ---------------------------------------------- 7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ---------------------------------------------- 7. 50
$3,500 to $3,999.99 ---------------------------------------------- &00
8. 50
$4,000 and over ------------------------------------------------

This compromise proposal further provides that if the daily benefit
rate to which an employee would be entitled under the above sched
ule would amount to less than half of his daily rate of compensation
for the last employment in which he was engaged in the base year,
his daily benefit rate would be increased to half of such amount but
not exceeding $8.50. Also, the total amount of benefits which may
be paid to an employee separately for unemployment or sickness
within a benefit year cannot exceed his total compensation in the
base year.
The unemployment and sickness benefit programs under the Rail
road Unemployment Insurance Act are supported by contributions
collected by the Railroad Retirement Board from the employers
alone with respect to each employee in service. The contribution rate
is based on a sliding scale and is fixed for any 1 year in accordance
with the balance remaining in the unemployment insurance account
as of the close of business on September 30 of the preceding year.
The contribution rate is applicable to the employee's compensation
not in excess of $300 for any calendar month.
The reported bill would increase the maximum compensation that
would be subject to contribution to $350 a month.
The schedule of contribution rates provided for in section 8 of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, as amended on June 23,
1948, is as follows:
The rate with re:
spent to comn
penqation paid
during the next
suceceding calendar year
If the balance to the credit of the railroad unemploynment insurance acscount as of the
shall he:
close of business on Sept. 30 of any year, as determined hy the Board, is:

$450,000,000 or more ----------------------------------------$400,000,000 or more but less than $450,000,000 ----------------$350,000,000 or more but less than 8400,000,000----------------$300,000,000 or more but less tisan $350,000,000 ----------------$250,000,000 or more but less than $300,000,000 ----------------Less than $250,000,000 ---------------------------------------

% percent.
1I percent.
1 percent.
2 percent.
2}• percent.
3 percent.

Since the balance to the credit of the unemployment insurance
account has been in excess of $450 million from the time this amend
ment becatme effective on January 1, 1948, the rate of contribution
has been one-half of 1 percent sin~ce that time. The balance in the
account as of MSarch 1954, was approximately $627 million.
In accordance with the amendments proposed to be made in the
Railroad Retirement Act and the Railroad Retirement Tax Act with
respect to delegates attending a national or international convention
of a railway labor organization, the reported bill likewise exempts from
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the provisions of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act such
delegates if they have not previously rendered service to an employer
as defined in that act.
SpoNsORs OF

BILL

Ten Members of Congress have introduced bills identical to Hf. R.
7840, which was introduced by the chairman of your committee, Mr.
Wolverton. These bills are: H. R. 7869 by Mr. Staggers; H. R. 7951
by Mr. Klein; H. R. 7956 by Mr. Williams of Mississippi; H. R. 7973
by Mrs. Buchanan; H. R. 7979 by Mr. Radwan; H. R. 8016 by Mr.
Bennett of Michigan; H. R. 8028 by Mr. Heller; H1. R. 8085 by
Mr. Mack of Illinois; H. R. 8198 by Mrs. Sullivan; and HI. R. 8332
by Mr. Springer.
The bill being reported herewith is being supported by all standard
railroad labor unions, including the 4 train and engine service brother
hoods and all the 19 organizations affiliated with the Railway Labor
Executives' Association.
The four train and engine service brotherhoods are Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginemen, Order of Railway Conductors, and Brotherhood of Rail
road Trainmen.
The organizations affiliated with the Railway Labor Executives'
Association are: Switchmen's Union of North America; the Order
of Railroad Telegraphers; American Train Dispatchers Association;
Railway Employees' Department, A. F. of L.; International Brother
hood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, and
Helpers; Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America;, Sheet Metal
Workers International Association; International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers; International Brotherhood of Firemen and
Oilers; Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight
Handlers, Express, and Station Employees; Brotherhood of Mainte
nance of W.-.y~ Employees; Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of
America; National Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots of
America; National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association; Inter
national Longshoremen's Association; Hotel and Restaurant Em
ployees' and Bartenders International Union; Railroad Yardmasters.
of America; and Brotherhood Of Sleeping Car Porters.
These. organizations, as above listed, represent almost all of the
railroad workers in the United States. They are often referred to as
the standard railway labor organizations.
The spokesman for the railroad labor organizations, Mr. A. E. Lyon,
advised the committee that these organizations maintain a constant
review and study of the operations of the railroad retirement and the
railroad unemployment insurance systems and are constantly examin
ing the possibilities of improving the benefits to railroad workers and
their families. These organizations, he stated, are not only concerned
with the adequacy of benefits, but also place very great importance
on the financial soundness and administration of the retirement
system. Mr. Lyon stated, in part:
The organizations for whom I am speaking have been almost constantly
engaged for the past 5 months in a series of conferences to determine what
changes they should recommend at this time.
These confercnce-s have been attended by principal executive officers of the
unions as well as by other representatives. We have carefully examined a great
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many proposals which have been made from time to time. We have had the
best professional and technical advice available to us; and we have had the benefit
of information supplied to us, at our request, by the able technical staff of the
Railroad Retirement Board.
It is our considered judgment that the amendments proposed by H. R. 7840
are necessary at this time and that they should be promptly enacted.
NEED FOR LEGISLATION

During the 83d Congress, your committee has received thousands
of letters and telegrams from retired railroad annuitants and pen
sioners, widw of railroad workers, active railroad workers, and
representatives of these groups, and Members of Congress, urging
various improvements in the benefits payable under the railroad
retirement system and the railroad unemployment insurance system.
The wide interest in this legislation is evidenced by the fact that over
60 bills to amend the Railroad Retirement Act have been introduced
by Members of the House of Representatives and referred to your
committee during this Congress. 'Your committee has held hearings
on all these bills and considered each one very carefully.
Last year, your committee held hearings on H. R. 356 and 17 similar
bills proposing to repeal the dual-benefit restriction provision enacted
by the 1951 amendments to the Railroad Retirement Act (see. 7 of
Public Law 234, 82d Cong.). Under this provision of the law, a rail
road retirement annuity which was based in part on service before 1937
had to be reduced if the annuitant or pensioner was receiving, or was
eligible to receive on application, an old-age insurance benefit under
the Social Security Act.
Your committee reported favorably on H. R. 356, providing for the
repeal of section 7 of Public Law 234, retroactive to October 30, 1951,
the date it became effective. This bill passed the House on July 24,
1953, and passed the Senate on June 2, 1954. It was approved on
June 16, 1954, and is now Public Law 398 of the 83d Congress.
In March 1954 your committee held hearings on H. R. 7840, the
bill here being reported, and 10 identical bills. ' Again on June 2
and 3, 1954, your committee held hearings on 30 other bills to amend
the Railroad Retirement Act pending before the committee at that
time.
In the consideration of all these bills, your committee has placed
great emphasis on the effect of the proposed amendments on the
financial soundness of the railroad retirement account. The com
mittee is unanimously of the opinion that, regardless of the desirability
of certain proposals for the liberalization of benefits under the Railroad
Retirement Act, no amendments to the law should be made which
would jeopardize the financial soundness of the railroad retirement
system. The principle is accepted by all the standard railway labor
organizations as well as railroad management.
Your committee has every desire to be helpful to retired railroad
workers and their dependents. We are also mindful of our grave
responsibility toward the currently active railroad workers and those
who will follow, and who will retire in the future. We must make
certain that when they retire from the railroad industry, the reserves
in the railroad retirement account plus the income into the system
will be adequate to pay the benefits due them.
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RETIREMENT ACT BENEFITS

Benefits to widows, widowers, and dependent parents at age 60
In the consideration of the many bills and suggestions for amending
the Railroad Retirement Act, the committee was particularly im
pressed with the desirability of reducing from 65 to 60 the age at which
a widow of a railroad worker, without an eligible child, may qualify
for survivor benefits.
The committee was advised that there is dire need in the case of
many widows who had the misfortune of losing their husbands, with
consequent loss of income to them. Experience has shown that few
widows are fortunate enough to have employment at agre 60. This
is especially true when a widow is about age 60 at the time of her
husband's death. A woman whose chief function in life has been to
take care ef her family and home is hardly in a position to secure em
ployment after she is 50 years of age, and her opportunities are fewer
still at age 60. The same conditions essentially exist with respect to
dependent widowers and parents. Mr. Lyon, representing the railway
labor organizations, stated that if such organizations were free to base
their recommendations on need alone, they would have recommended
an even lower eligibility age, but the costs involved made such a
recommendation impossible at this time.
The reported bill provides for a reduction in the eligibility age for
a vdow without an eligible child, dependent widower, and dependent
parent, who would be eligible to receive a survivor's annuity at age 60,
rather than at age 65.
The estimated cost of this provision is $23,500,000 a year, or 0.432
percent of payroll on a level cost basis. The bill provides for the
adequate financing of this proposal.
Benefits to widowed mothers and disabled children
Another provision of the bill is designed to relieve the hardships
experienced by a number of surviving children over age 18 who are
not capable of self-support, and their mothers. At the present time,
an annuity to a child ceases at age 18 whether or not he is capable of
self-support. This, in turn, results i a cessation of the annuity to
the child's mother, and causes great hardship for the widowed mother
and child.
Section 12 of the reported bill provides that a survivor's annuity
shall be paid to a disabled child, regardless of age, provided his
physical or mental condition is such that hie is unable to engage in
any regular employment and provided further that such disability
began before age 18.
Under the bill, the widowed mother, having such child in her care,
would also be entitled to a widow's annuity so long as the child is
disabled and if she is otherwise qualified. Upon recovery from
disability after age 18, the child's annuity and the annuity of his
mother would terminate at the same time.
The estimated cost of this provision is $750,000 a year or 0.014
percent of payroll on a level cost basis. The bill provides for the
adequate financing of this proposal.
Disabilitywork clause
Section 2 of the reported bill would eliminate the provision in the
present law which provides that a disability annuity ceases if the
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annuitant earns more than $75 in each of 6 consecutive calendar
months.
This provision has proved to be very difficult to administer. The
bill proposes to substitute for it a limitation applicable to each month
on the amount of earnings that may be received without causing the
annuity for that month to be lost. Under this proposed clause, if
a disabled annuitant is paid more than $100 in any month in employ
ment for hire or in self-employment, his annuity would not be paid
for such month. The Railroad Retirement Board has estimated
that the substitution of this work clause for the present provision
would result in a net saving to the retirement account of $1,500,000
a year.
Increase in creditable and taxable compensation base for retirement
purposes
The bill proposes to amend the Railroad Retirement Act and the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act by increasing, for benefit and taxing
purposes, the maximum compensation from the present $300 to $350
a month.
Increasing, the credlitable compensation base from $300 to $350
would provide, of itself, higher retirement benefits and survivor bene
fits in the future for the almost two-thirds of the active railroad
workers who now earn in excess of $300 a month, since their annuities
would be based on a higher average monthly compensation. In the
future an increasing number of employees and their families wvill
benefit from this increase in the taxable base.
Since about 36 percent of all present employees do not earn more
than $300 a month, the increase in the tax base would not affect them,
because the existing tax rates have not been changed. The remaining
two-thirds would pay the employee tax beginning July 1, 1954, on the
increase from $300 to $350 per month in the taxable base. The total
taxable payroll would be increased by about 9 percent or $450 million
a year, and retirement-tax collections by about $56 million a year.
This amendment would of itself result in increased benefit's which
would cost approximately $31 million a year-$25 million under the
retirement and $6 million under the survivor provisions.
The $31 million increase in retirement and survivor benefits result
ing from the proposed increase in the creditable base, plus the addi
tional cost for other Retirement Act amendments included in the bill,
including the savings from the ch~ange in the disability work clause,
would total approximately $54 million. The $56 million additional
revenue would more than pay for all the increased benefits provided
for in the bill.
'When the $300 limit on the creditable and taxable compensation
base was established in 1937, 98 percent of the number of railroad
employees were earning no more than $300 a month. Also, 98 per
cent of the total railroad payroll was creditable and taxable under the
$300 limitation in effect without change during the past 18 years.
Sinice 1937, wage rates have more than doubled. The average annual
earnings per railroad employee in 1937 wvas $1,780; in 1953, it was
$4,400. As a result, at the present time, only 36 percent of the
employees are earning $300 a month or less, and only 80 percent of
the payroll is creditable and taxable under the $300 limitation nowN
in the law.
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Even with the proposed increase in the creditable and taxable com

pensation to $350 a Month, only 88 percent of the payroll would be
taxable compared with 98 percent 18 years ago. In other words, the
proposed increase in compensation to $350 would still apply to a
smaller percentage of the total payroll than was the case in 1937.
The $300 per month ceiling on creditable and taxable compensation
for railroad retirement purposes has been recognized as out of date by
mnany railroad companies for a number of years, as evidenced by the
fact that they have established supplemental plans covering their
officials and employees whNlo regularly earn salaries higher than that
amount. As long as 5 years ago the Railroad Retirement Board had
knowledge of 53 such supplementary plans and made a study of
them. There are undoubtedly a considerable number that have since
been established.
The employee who pays the tax on the additional monthly compen
sation in excess of $300 but not in excess of $350, as proposed in the
bill, would be adequately compensated by the increased benefits
resulting from crediting the additional compensation. He wvould
receive $3 for each $1 in taxes he paid by reason of this provision in the
bill.
The effect of increasing, the creditable and taxable base to $350 on
employees' annuities is illustrated by the following table.
I.-Effect of increasing credstable and taxable base to $350 per nmonth on
esnployees retsring on full annuitses after 30 years of service, assusning all service
after increase in base to be at $350

TABLE

Yer
fsrie
Yerfsrie

Increase in
monthly annuity
-

Average monthly compensation
before increase in base

__-

Increase in
aggregate
-benefits
Increase

-

in

aggregate
for life
taxes to date, expectancy
of retirement of 12~j years
fe eie
ferntie

Before
base
increase

After
base
intrease

Per
mnh
motmea

Per
ya

0--------------------------------a0
$200 --------------------------- 1
$250 -----------------------------5
8300......................----
8200--------------------------1
$250-----------------------------0
$300 -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - 
$200-------------- ------------- 1
8250------------------------------1
8200 --------------------------- 1
$2500------------------------------20
$300 --------------------------- J

30

$20.70

$248.40

$1,126.80

$3, 105.00

25

17.25

207.00

930.00

2,587.50

20

13.80

105.60

751.20

2,070.00

15

10.25

124.20

503.40

1,552.50

10

6.60

82.80

375.60

1,035.00

5

3.45

41.40

187.80

517.50

$2500-----------------------------$300 --------------------------- I

25

Source: Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives,
83d Cong., 2d sees., on H. R. 7810, a bill to aniend the Railroad Retirement Act, the Railraod Retirement
Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, p).58.

Moreover, as already indicated, the increase in creditable monthly
compensation from $300 to $350 would also operate to increase sur
vivor benefits.
The additional revenue, to be collected from the carriers under the
proposed amendment to increase the tax base, would amount to $28
milinayaon
a level cost basis. However, a very substantial
percentage of this amount will be offset by an automatic adjustment
in the Federal income tax payable by the carriers. Assuming that
the Federal income-tax rate on corporations will not change greatly
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from the present rate, the additional $28 million, -which it is estimated
they would have to pay under the proposed amendment, would be
offset to the extent of approximately 50 percent by reductions in their
corporate income-tax payments. Furthermore, an additional amount
would be saved by reductions in their supplemental pension plans..
It is also important to note that the proposed increase in the corn
pensation base to $350 a month would be in conformity with the-,
President's recommendation for an increase in the creditable and.
taxable wage base from $3,600 to $4,200 a year under the old-age and.
survivors insurance program. Trhe House of Representatives, on.
June 1, 1954, did adopt the, President's recommendation in this respect
when itpassed H. R. 9366, a bill to amend the Social Security Act and
the Internal Revenue Code, etc.
Other Retirement Act changes in the bill
The other amendments to the Railroad Retirement Act provided
for in the bill, namely, disregarding compensation after age 65, if such
compensation would reduce an individual's annuity, the elimination
of the reduction in a survivor's benefit if the individual is also entitled
to a railroad retirement benefit in his own right, the elimination of
national delegate service, providing benefits to children who do not;
attend school, and the waiver of retirement benefits for individuals
who desire to qualify for a veteran's non-service-connected disability
pension are of relatively minor importance. The combined cost of
these ie swould be $80,000 a year, or 0.001 percent of payroll on a.
level cost basis.
Cost of bene~fits provided under the Railroad Act as it would be amended
by thi~s bill
The cost of benefits payable under the Railroad Retirement Act as
it would be amended by the reported bill is shown in the following
table:
2.-Annual cost and level rate required to support the Railroad Retirement
Act as revised by proposed amendment (assiumes level annual payroll of
$5,450,000,000 on basis of $350 monthly compentsation ceiling)

TABLE

Benefit provision

Annual dollar
cost (in
thousands)

I.Railroad retirement benefit under present act----------------------------2. Change limit concreditable earnings from $300 to $350 a month--------------

$670500
31, 000

25,000
A. Rtetiremnent benefits -------------------------------------------6, 000
B. Survivor benefits (including residual lumip sunm)
---------------------23,500
3. Reduce eligibility age for widows and parents fromn 05 to 600----------------(1,500)
4. Change in disability work clause provisiols to $100 per mouth (as accrued)
5. Survivor benefits continued to young widow and dependent dlisab~led child
750
past age 18 ---------------------------------------------------------6. Disregarding compensation after age 65 if use of'such cotnpenisation would
50
reduce annuity---------------------------------------------------7. Elimnination of reduction in survivor benefits oniaccounit of railr~oad retire
20
ruent benefit in own right---------------------------------------------8. Elininiation of national delegate service where other railroad service is not
10
creditable-----------------------------------------------------------Net level rate-----------------------------------------------------

724,330

Level cost
12. 303
. 509
.459
.110IC
.432
-(.028)

.014,

.001
13.2900

Source: Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreigis Commerce, Hlouse of Representatives,
83d Cong., 2d seas., on H. R. 7840, p. 29.

The above table shows that under the present Railroad Retirement
Act, benefits cost $670.5 million per year. The estimated level taxc
rate required to support these benefits is 12.3 percent, assuming a.
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level annual payroll of $5,450 million, based on a $350 monthly ceiling
as proposed in the bill. (The estimated level tax rate required to
support these benefits under present law, assuming a level annual
payroll of $5 billion, based on a $300 monthly ceiling, is 13.41 percent
of payroll.) This table, however, does not include the additional cost
of benefits provided for in Public Law 398, approved June 16, 1954,
which was estimated at an earlier hearing to be $7.5 million a year,
or 0.15 percent of payroll, on a level cost basis.
The amendments proposed by H. R. 7840 would increase the ceiling
on taxable payroll form $300 to $350 per month, thereby adding $450
million to the total taxable payroll, $56 million to the taxes under
the existing schedule of tax rates and $54 million to the benefit
costs.
The overall effect of the amendments to the Railroad Retirement
Act proposed by this bill, including the effect of Public Law 398 of
the S3d Congress, would be to increase, the benefit costs to approxi
mately $732 million a year Onl a level cost basis. This is equivalent
to a tax rate of 13.4 percent of covered payroll based on a maxinum
taxab~le compensation of $350 per mionth.
UNEMAPLOYM\ENT

INSURANCE

BENEFITS

Trle bill proposes to amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act so as to increase the maximum monthly compensation for both
benefit and employer contribution purposes from the present $300
a month to $350 a month.
The increase in thec contribuition base to $350 a month would increase
the taxable payroll by approximately 9 percent. At the current
contribution rate for uinemployment insurance of 0.5 percent., the
offlect of increasing the tax base would be to acid approximately
$2Y4 million a yearto the contributions paid by the railroads. This
additional payment will continue for several years and will increase
in amount as, the contribution rate increases in the future. Trhe
carrier member of the Railroad Retirement Board has estimated
that over the long run the additional cost to the carriers will average
$26 million a year.
It has been the uniform policy of the Congress, since the establish
mnent of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, to use the same
base year earning-s for benefit and contribution purposes under this
uners he Rilrod Rtirement Act. This policy has great
law
advantage~ iii simplifying the administration of the two acts. There
is no logical reason why there should be a different base for one act
than for the other.
The provision inthe reported bill that the daily benefit rate shall
be not less than half of the employee's last daily wage rate payable
to him in the last position he held in the base year, with a maximum
of $8.50 per (lay, is consistent with the recent recommendation regard
ing the Federal-State unemployment insurance systems made by the
President in his Economic Report to the Congress, dated January 28,
1954, wherein hie urged that such unemployment insurance systems
be improved and expanded and that the effectiveness of the unem
plloyment insurance program be strengthened. The President sug
gIested that the States raise the dollar maximums payable under their
unemployment insurance systems "so that the payments to the great
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majority of the beneficiaries may equal at least half their regular
earnings." I
At. the present time railroad unemployment and sickness benefits
are approximately 40 percent of the average railroad weekly wages.
Your committee believes that these benefits should be closer to 50
percent of the average weekly wages, as provided for in the bill. This
would make the benefits payable under the railroad unemployment
insurance system conform more nearry to the recommendations made
by the President for the improvement of State unemployment insur
ance systems.
The benefit program under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act is financed by contributions made by the employers alone, and
the contributions are made with respect to each employee's monthly
compensation not in excess of $300. This $3001limit was fixedinl1937.
Since then, average railroad wages have more than doubled. Hence,
even under the increase in the contribution base to $350 a month, as
proposed in the bill, a smaller percentage of the total wages paid in
the railroad industry will be subject to unemployment insurance con
tributions than was the case in 1937.
The contribution rate with respect to each employee's monthly
compensation is based on a sliding scale. The rate varies according
to the balance in the railroad unemployment insurance account as
shown in the following schedule"
The rate with re
spect to corn
pensation paid
during the next
succeeding calIf the balance to the credit of the railroad unemployment insurance, account as of the cndar
year
close of business on Sept. 30 ofally year, as determined by the Beard, is:
shaii be:

$450,000,000 os more ----------------------------------------- Y2 percent.
$400,000,000 or more but less than $450,000,000 _- --- - - - - 1---percent.
$350,000,000 01 nsore but. less than $400,00,00--------- -- - --_-- - I pcetcent.
$,300,000,000 or more but less than $3,50,000,000...--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2 percent.
$250,000,000 or more but less than $300,000,000 ----------------- 2%percent.
Less than $250,000,000 --------------------------------------- 3 percent.

The minimum contribution rate is 0.5 percent of compensation; the
maximum I's 3 percent of compensation. The reported bill makes no
change in the above schedule.
Since January 1, 1948, when the above schedule became effective,
the carriers have contributed at the minimum rate of 0.5 percent each
year because the balance in the unemployment insurance account has
exceeded $450 million in each year. Prior to 1948, the contribution
raepid by the railroads was 3 percent of payroll, exclusive of amounts
paid to any employee in excess of $300 a month.
The annual contributions made by the railroads under the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act since 1945 have been as follows:
Contributions
Fiscal year:
1945-46----------------------------------------------- $129, 058, 585
1946-47------------------------------------------------ 141, 770, 293
1947-48------------------------------------------------ 145, 124, 181
1948-49--------------------------------------------------87,010
1949-50------------------------------------------------- 16, 180, 861
1950-51 ---------------------------------------------24,411, 957
1951-52 ------------------------------------------------- 25, 689, 321
1952-53 ------------------------------------------------- 25, 056, 674
Source: Rtailroad Retirement Board, Annual Report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1953, table A-2,
p. 87.
I Economic Report of the President, transmitted to the Congress, January 28, 1954, p. 98.
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During the 5-year period from July 1, 1948, to June 30, 1953, the
total contributions made by the carriers amounted to $91,425,823, or
only 63 percent of the contributions made for the single fiscal year
July 1, 1947, to June 30, 1948.
The committee was advised by the Railroad Retirement Board

that the balance in tile unemployment insurance

account,

plus the

current inoeto
the account, will be sufficient to pay all unemploy
ment and sickness benefits provided for under present law and still
ma~intain the contribution rate of 0.5 percent up to January 1, 1958,
or January 1, 1959, when it would become necessary to increase the
cotibution rate to 1 percent. The committee was further advised
by the Board that the amendments to the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act proposed by the bill would cause the contribution
rate to increase to 1 percent in January 1957 and possibly not before
January 1958.
In contrast with the railroad contribution rate of 0.5 percent which
has been paid since January 1, 1948, employers covered under State
unemployment insurance laws now pay an average rate of approxi
mately 1.5 percent to the States and 0.3 percent to the Federal Gov
ernment.
Rates for employers under State laws, including the
0.3-percent Federal tax, are compared with rates payable under the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act since 1948, in the followng,10
tabulation:
Contributionrate
Year

State laws,

RUIA

1548-----------------------------------------------1.5a0.
1949 ---------------------------------------------------------------19450
--------------------------------------------------------------19551------------------------- --------------------------------------19552-----------------------------------------------------------------

1.514.
1.80
1.88o
1.75

.5
.5
5

Source: Report of the Railroad Retirement noard to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com merce
on H. R. 7840, Mar. 5, 1554.

Your committee believes that the amendments to the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act proposed in the reported bill are
consistent with the President's recommendations for improving the
Federal-State unemployment insurance systems, are equitable and
just, and shouild be adopted.
Your committee urges the prompt passage of the reported bill.
REPORTS

OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGEN',CIES

Reports on H. R. 7840 were received from the Railroad Retirement
Board and the Bureau of the Bu~dget. The Chairman and tile labor
member of the Railroad Retirement Board favor enactment of the
reported bill. The carrier memb~er of the Board is opposed to the
bill. ThF1e Buireau of the Budget, except for one provision relating
to the reduction of the eligibility age for widows, favors enactment of
the bill.
These reports are shown in the appendix to this report.
SECTION-BY-SECTION EXPLANATION

OF THE COMMITTEE BILL

Section 1. Coinpensation of delegated to railway labor conventions
This section amends section 1 (11) of the Railroad Retirement Act
(whiich defines the termn "compensation") to provide that comypensa
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tion for service by an individual as a delegate to a convention of a
national railway labor organization shall be disregarded, in determin
ing his eligibility for benefits under that act and the amount of such
benefits, if he has no previous service creditable under that act. Under
existin law, delegates to these conventions are covered by the taxing
and benefit provisions of the railroad retirement and unemployment
insurance systems. Many of these delegates, including those from
Canad~a and those representing lodges or other units in outside indus
tries, have no other service creditable under the Railroad Retirement
Act. Service as a delegate occurs only once in several years and does
not last for more than a month or so at a time, with the certain result
that those delegates with no other creditable service will never acquire
the 120 months of service credit now required for eligibility under
the Railroad Retirement Act. It is almost equally certain that in
the large majority of cases these delegates' services will be insufficient
to provide the required quarters of coverage for eligibility under the
Social Security Act at retirement or death.
The amendment made by this section would apply only to compen
sation (for service as a delegate) received on or after April 1, 1954,
and would have no effect on earlier delegate service, in order to avoid
the necessity of making small refunds of taxes heretofore paid by such
delegates. To provide for refunds for the earlier periods would not
be practicable because the administrative cost to the Board and to
the labor organizations would be considerably more than the refunds.,
Sections 2 and 3. Disability work clause
Section 2 of the bill eliminates from the last paragraph of section
2 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act the provision which establishes,
in the case of a disability annuitant, a presumption of recovery
from disability whenever such annuitant earns more than $75 (in
service for hire or in self-employment) in each of any six consecutive
cailendar months. The purpose of this provision has been widely
misunderstood, and the provision itself has proved very difficult to
administer.
To remedy the situation and still provide a practical disability or
retirement test, the present test is eliminated and section 3 of the bill
adds to section 2 (d) of the Railroad Retirement Act a new paragraph
providing a month-to-month work clause under which a disability
annuitant would not be paid his annuity for any month in which
he receives more than $100 in earnings from employment or selfemployment of any form. The following illustrates how the new work
clause would operate:
If the disability annuitant receives more than $100 in a particular
month, whether from employment for hire or from self-employment,
he will be presumed to have earned that amount in that month unless
there is evidence that definite or ascertainable parts of the total sum
received represent earnings accrued in earlier months. If any such
accrual for any such earlier month is in excess of $100, the annuity
would not be payable for that month either. On the other hand, if
upon the breakdown of the total sum received and the allocation of
specific parts to the earlier months in which they accrued there is
no month having accrued in it more than $100, no reduction would be
made for any month.
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In determining the amount of these accruals, in self-employment
cases, only net accruals would be counted; expenses or losses incurred
in connection with the earning of the self-employment income would,
of course, be deducted (since it is only "earnings" which would cause
a deduction), attributing such expenses or losses to the months with
respect to which they were incurred.
The provision, in disability cases, for loss of an additional amount
equal to the amount of the annuity for any month with respect to
which no report was made to the Board as required, is patterned
Iafter a similar provision in the Social Security Act, and is intended to
have the same general effect. If, for example, a disability annuitant
had accrued earnings of more than $100 in each month between
April and October, inclusive, he will for 7 months have received
annuities to which he was not entitled. Assuming the annuity was
$100 a month, the Board would require him to repay the $700 over
payment either by deductions from later benefits or otherwise. In
addition, the Board would make a deduction of 1 month's annuity
from any later annuities due him ifhe fails to report these accruals
before accepting his annuity check dated July 1 (which would be for
June, the second month following April), even though he does not make
the report until December or does not make it at all. Limiting the
penalty for failure to report to I month's annuity would apply in~this
case only because it is his first failure to report. If, however, the same
individual should return to work (in employment or self-employment
paying in excess of $100 a month) for the same 7 months of the next
year, with the Board continuing to pay the annuity for these months,
he will have again been overpaid $700 in annuities as he was the year
before, but if lie should again fail to make the required report, the
Board would not only recover the overpayment of the annuities
but would have to make a deduction from annuities later due the
employee in an amount equal to the total of the annuities for the 7
months wvith respect to which he failed to make the report.
Individuals whose annuities have been terminated under the present
law because they earned more than $75 a month for six consecutive
months will have their annuities restored, if they are still actually
disabled, effective on the first day of the first month after the month
in which the bill is eaacted, but subject thereafter to the new work
clause.
Sections 4, 5, and 6. Increase in earnings base
Section 4 amends section 3 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act so as
to increase from $300 to $350 the maximum amount of monthly com
pensation which may be used in the computation of annuities. The,
percentages of the monthly compensation to be multiplied by the years
of service in making such computation would not be changed.
Section 5 amends section 3 (b) (1) of the Railroad Retirement Act
so as to conform to the increase effected by section 4 of the bill.
The first part of section 6 amends section 3 (c) of the Railroad
Retirement Act so as to increase from $300 to $350, in conformity
with the increase effected by section 4 of the bill, the amount of
compensation earned in a month which may be taken into account in
determining monthly compensation for periods after June 30, 1954.
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Section 6. Compensation earned after attaining age 65
The second part of section 6 adds at the end of section 3 (c) of the
Railroad Retirement Act a new sentence which would exclude (in
determining average monthly compensation) earnings and service
acquired af t~r the calendar year in which an individual attains age
65, but only if such exclusion would result in a larger average monthly
compensation. Under this amendment, service after the year in
which age 65 is attained would still be included in the years of service
used in computing the annuity but not in determining the average
monthly compensation.
Section 7. Mlinimum benefits based on social security benefit levels
This section is included in the bill because of the effect of section 8
(discussed below), which would permit payment to an employee's
Widow, dependent widower, or dependent parent of a survivor annuity
at age 60, rather than at age 65 as at present, and because of the
effect of section 12 (discussed below), which would provide for the
payment of a child's annuity after age 18 if the child is totally and
permanently disabled and for the payment of a widow's current
insurance annuity to the child's mother, because of having the child in
her care, if she is otherwise entitled to such annuity. At the present
time, more than 50 percent of the survivor benefits are higher, because
of the application (under the so-called social security minimum pro
vision) of the formulas of the Social Security Act, than would be
payable under the Railroad Retirement Act if the regular computa
tion formulas were used. The provision for the overall social security
minimum makes certain that any survivor annuity which is lower
than a social security benefit under the same circumstances is paid
at the higher rate. The Social Security Act, however, has no cor
responding provision for the payment of survivor annuities before age
65 or for the payment of a child's annuity after age 18. In order to
conform the minimum amounts of the annuities in these newly covered
cases to the amounts payable under the Social Security Act at age 65
or, in the case of a child (and the mother who has the child in her care),
before age 18, section 7 of the bill would provide that, in the applica
tion of the social-security minimum provision, the annuity of a
widow, widower, or parent at age 60 is to be computed as if the bene
ficiary were age 65, and the annuity of a child after age 18 and of his
mother, based on her care of the child, is to be computed as though
the child were under 18.
Section 8. Reduction in eligibility age for widows, widowers, and parents
Section 5 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act now provides for the
payment of annuities to widows and widowers at age 65, and section
5 (dI) of that act provides for the payment of annuities to dependent
parents at age 65. The amendments made by section 8 of the bill
to such sections would reduce the eligibility age from 65 to 60 for
widows, dependent widowers, and parents. The changes in section
5 (f) (2) of the act necessitated by these amendments are made by
section 9 of the bill.
Section 9. Residual lump sum death benefits
The provisions of section 5 (f) (2) of the Railroad Retirement Act,
relating to the payment of residual lump-sum death benefits, would be
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amended by section 9 of the bill to conform to the other amendments
in the bill which reduce the eligibility age for survivor benefits and
provide for the crediting of compensation up to $350 a month. The
amendments made by this section would require the election to obtain
the lump sum residual benefit (in lieu of the future monthly survivor
benefits) to be made before age 60, instead of age 65, if the future
monthly survivor benefits are payable under the Railroad Retirement
Act. However, when the future monthly survivor benefits are pay
able under the Social Security Act the election, as before, can still be
made at any time before attaining age 65.
Section 10. Elimination of restriction on double annuities
This section strikes out the last sentence of section 5 (g) (2) of the
Railroad Retirement Act, which contains a limitation upon the right
of a widow, dependent widower, or dependent parent to receive a
survivor annuity under the Railroad Retirement Act in addition to a
retirement annuity under that act. Under the amendment made by
this section, instead of having his or her survivor annuity reduced by
the amount of his or her railroad retirement annuity, as is required by
the present law, the widow, widower, or parent would receive both
annuities without reduction.
Section 11. Repeal of provision requiring school attendance for child's
benefits
This section would eliminate section 5 (i) (1) (iii) of the Railroad
Retirement Act, which requires school attendance by children over
age 16 and under a~ge I8 as a condition to receiving survivor benefits.
This provision was included in the Railroad Retirement Act because
of its incluision, originally, in the Social Security Act. The correspond
ing provision has now been eliminated from the Social Security Act and
hence the only reason for its inclusion in the Retirement Act has
disappeared.
Section 12. Benefits for disabled children overb age 1 8
This section would amend section 5 (1) (1) (ii) of the Railroad Retire
ment Act, which provides the conditions under which an annuity may
be paidtl
child. One of these. conditions is that the child must be
less than 18 years of age. This amendment would provide a survivor
annuity to a child over age 18 if he is incapable of self-support because
of at permanent disability. Under this provision a child under age
18 would receive the chil~d's benefit regardless of disability; that is,
no proof of disability would be required before age 18, assuming, of
course that the child is otherwise entitled to the survivor annuity.
To continue to be eligible for the annuity after age 18, however,
proof of disability would be required. As a condition of eligibility
for this disability annuity, the amendment would require the disability
to have begun before age 18, although the annuity itself could be
applied for and could begin later. The disability annuity for the
child would be payable for as long as the Board finds that his disability
continues, and the annuity of the child's mother, based on her care of
the child, would also be payable as long as the child's ammuity con
tinues and she remains otherwise entitled to a widow's current insur
ance annuity.
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Sections 13 and 14. Increase in earnings basafor purposes of survivors'
benefits
Sections 5 (1) (9) and 5 (1) (10) of the Railroad Retirement Act
provide the formulas for determining the "average monthly remunera
tion" and the "basic amount", respectively, for the purpose of com
puting survivor benefits under the act. Sections 13 and 14 of the
bill would amend these formulas in order to conform to the increase
effected by the other provisions of the bill in the maximum creditable
compensation from $300 to $350 a month.
Section 15. Waiver of annuities and pensions
This section would add a new section 20 to the Railroad Retirement
Act for the purpose of permitting an annuitant or pensioner to waive
his annuity or pension in whole or in part. The effect of such waiver
would be to reduce the total annual income of the annuitant or pen
sioner and thus (by bringing his total income within the applicable
limitations) to provide eligibility for a benefit from the Veterans'
Administration. Such waiver, however, would have- no effect on the
amount of any spouse' s or survivor' s annuity, or on the amount of
any residual benefit under section 5 (f) (2) of the act.
Sections 201 to 204. Increase in earnings base for tax purposes
The change in the maximum compensation from $300 to $350 a
month, effected by the preceding sections of the bill for the purposes
of the Railroad Retirement Act, is paralleled by the amendments
made by sections 201, 202, 203, and 204 of the bill to sections 1500,
1501, 1510, and 1520, respectively, of the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act. Under these amendments the employee tax, the employee
representative tax, and the employer tax would apply to as much as
$350 of compensation in any month, rather than only to $300 as is
now the case.
Section 205. Tax on compensation of delegates to railway labor conventions
This section would amend section 1532 of the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act so as to exclude from taxation the compensation, for service
as a delegate to a national or international convention of a railway
labor organization, of any person wvho has no other previous creditable
service, and would make the Tax Act conform to the Retirement Act
in this respect.
Section 301. Unemployment insurance in case of delegates to railway
labor conventions
This section would amend subsection (g-) of section 1 of the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act with respect to delegates to national
or international conventions of railway labor organizations in the
same way that the Retirement Act and Tax Act are amended by
sections already discussed.
Section 302. Increase in earnings base for unemployment insurance
purposes
The change in the mafximum compensation from $300 to $350 a
month, effected by the previous sections of the bill for the purposes
of the Railroad Retirement Act and the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act, is paralleled by the changes made by sections 302, 305, and
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306 of the bill, which amend (for credit and contribution purposes)
sections 1 (i), 8 (a), and 8 (b), respectively, of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act.
Section 303. Limitation on eligibility for unemployment insurance
benefits
This section would conform the definitions of "qualified employee"
and "subsidiary remuneration" (in the Railroad Unemployment In
surance Act) to the changes made by section 304 of the bill and would
provide that unemployment and sickness benefits are not payable to
anyone whose base-year earnings are less than $400.
Section 304. Daily benefit rates
This section would amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act by changing the table of daily benefit rates and qualifying amounts

of earnDing-s in the base year so that such rates and amounts will begin

with $3.50 and $400, respectively, with graduations in the daily
benefit rates in steps of 50 cents to a maximum of $8.50 based on
successively greater qualifying amounts within a range of $400 to
$4,000 and over. In addition, this section would provide an overall
minimum daily benefit rate of one-half of the daily rate of the em
ployee's compensation for his last railroad employment in the base
year, but in no event to exceed a daily benefit rate of $8.50. The
daily rate of compensation for these minimum purposes is to be
determined by the Railroad Retirement Board on the basis of informa
tion which the Board may receive from either the employee or his
employer, or both. This section also imposes a limitation on benefits
in terms of the employee's base-year compensation. Hius total bene
fits for da'ys of umiemployment in a benefit year may not exceed his
base-year compensation. Likewvise, his total benefits for days of
sickness, other than days of sickness in a maternity period, may not
exceed his base-year compensation. Finally, the employee's total
benefits in a maternity period may not exceed her base-year compensa
tion in the base year on the basis of which she qualified for benefits;
usually this will be the base year for the benefit vear' in which the
mnaternity period began, but if she did not have the necessary qualify
ing earnings inthat base year, and was held entitled to some benefits
in the maternity period on the basis of her compensation in the
succeeding base year, it is the comnpensation in the latter year which
sets the limit on the amount of benefits she may receive. It is possible
for an employee to receive benefits in two maternity periods during
the same benefit year. In such cases, the new proviso is applied to
each maternity period separately; that is, the employee's total bene
fits in each maternity period may not exceed her base-year compensa
tion in the base year on the basis of which she qualified for benefits
in that maternity period. The proviso does not relate to the combined
benefits for the two maternity periods in which an employee may
receive benefits during the same benefit year.
Sections 305 and 306. Increase i'n earnings basefor unemployment insur
ance purposes

For comments on sections 305 and 306, see the discussion above on
section 302.
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Sections 401 to 406. Efective dates
Sections 401 through 403 provide the effective dates for most Of the
provisions of the bill and need no further comment.
Section 404 would provide for the reinstatement of a disability
annuity which has been terminated under the present law because
the annuitant earned more than $75 a month in each of 6 consecutive
calendar months, if he is still in fact disabled. In order to prevent
the applicability of the "last person" provision in section 2 (d) of the
Railroad Retirement Act to any employment for the person by whom
the annuitant was employed before the annuity was reinstated, this
section also provides that for this purpose the annuity shall not be
considered to have ceased.
Section 405 would make the provisions of section 6 of the bill (per
mitting the exclusion of service after age 65 where its inclusion would
reduce the average monthly compensation) retroactive to November 1,
1951, but would also provide that an award of an increase in benefits,
based on the amendment, will be made only upon application.
Section 406 would make the provisions of section 10 of the bill (per
mitting a widow, widower, or parent to receive a survivor annuity
without reduction on account of his or her railroad retirement annuity)
effective as to annuities accruing, and as to annuities awarded, on and
after the first day of the first calendar month after the month of en
actment.
CHANGES IN ExiSTING LAW

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as intro
duced, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italics, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937, AS AMENDED
DEFINITIONS
SECTION

1. For the purposes of this Act

(a)***
(h) The term "compensation" means any form of money remuneration paid
to an individual for services rendered as an employce to one or more employers,
or as an employee representative, including remunIeration lpaid for time lost as
an employee, but remuneration paid for time lost shall he deemed earned in the
month in which such time is lost. Suich term does not include tips, or the volun
tary payment by an employer, without deduction fromn the remuneration of the
employee, of any tax now or hereafter imposed with respect to the compensation
of such employee. For the purposes of determining monthly compensation and
years of service and for the purposes of subsections (a), (c), and (d) of section 2
and subsection (a) of section 5 of this Act, compensation earned in) the service
of a local lodge or division of a railway-labor-organization employer shall be dis
regarded with respect to any calendar month if the amount thereof is less than
$3 and (1) suich compensation is earned between December 31, 1936, and April 1,
1940, and taxes thereon pursuant to sections 2 (a) and 3 (a) of the Carriers Tax
ing Act of 1937 or sections 1500 and 1520 of the Internal Revenue Code are not
paid prior to JTuly 1, 1940; or (2) suich compensation is earned after March 31,
1940. A payment made by an employer to an individual through the employer's
payroll shall be presumed, in the absence rcf evidence to the contrary, to be com
pensation for service rendered by such individual as an employee of the employer
in the period with respect to which the payment is made. An employee shall be
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deemed to be paidI "for time lost" the amount he is paid by an employer with
respect to an identifiable period of absence from the active service of the employer,
including absence on account of personal injury, and the amount he is paid by
the employer for loss of earnings resulting from his displacement to a less remuner
ative position or occupation. If a payment is made by an employer with respect
to a personal injury and includes pay for time lost, the total payment shall be
deemed to be paid for time lost unless, at the time of payment, a part of such
payment is specifier lly apportioned to factors other than time lost, in which event
only such part of the payment as is not so apportioned shall be deemed to be paid
for time lost. Compensation earned in any calendar month before 1947 shall be
deemed paid in such month regardless of whether or when payment will have been
in fact made, and compensation earned in any calendar year after 1946 but paid
after the end of such calendar year shall he deemed to he compensation paid in
the calendar year in which it will have been earned if it is so reported by the em
ployer before February 1 of the next succeeding calendar year, or, if the employee
establishes, subject to the provisions of section 8, the period during which such
compensation will have been earned. In determining the monthly compensation,
the average monthly remuneration, and quarters of coverage of any employee,
there shall be attributable as compensation paid to him in each calendar month
in which he is in military service creditable under section 4 the amount of $160
in addition to the compensation, if any, paid to him with respect to such month.
Compensationfor service as a delegate to a national or international convention of a
railway labor organization defined as an "employer" in subsection (a) of this section
shall be disregardedfor purposes of determining eligibility for and the amount of bene
fits pursuant to this Act if the individual rendering such service has not previously
rendered service, other than as such a delegate, which may be included in his 'years
of service".
ANNUITIES

SE c.2. (a)***
Such satisfactory proof shall be made from time to time as proscribed by the
Board, of the disability provided for in paragraph 4 or 5 and of the continuance of
such disability (accoroing to the standards applied in the establishment of such
disability) until the employee attains the age of sixty-five. If the individual fails
to comply with the requirements prescribed by the Board as to lproof of the con
tinuance of the disability until lie attains the age of sixty-five years, his right to an
annuity by reason of such disability shall, except for good cause shown to the
Board, cease, but without prejudice to hi-, rights to any subsequent annuity to
which he may be entitled. Ifibefore attaininig the age of sixty-five an emp~loyceein
receipt of an annuity under paragraph 4 or 5 is found by the Board to be no longer
disabled as provided in said lparagraphs his annuity shall cease upon the last day
of the month in which lie ceases to he so disabled. [An employee, in receipt of
such annuity, who earns more than $75 in service for hire, or in self-employment,
in each of any six consecutive calendar months, shall be deemed to cease to be so
disabled in the last of such six months; and such employee shall report to the iBoard
immediately all such service for hire, or such self employment.]
If after cessation
of his disability annuity the employee will have acquired additional years of service,
such additional years of service may be credited to him with the same effect as if
no annuity had previously been awarded to him.
(d) No annuity shall be paid with respect to any month in which an individual
in receipt of an annuity hereunder shall render compensated service to an employer
or to the last person b)y whom hie was employed prior to the (late on which the
annuity began to accrue. Individuals receiving annuities shall report to the
Board immediately all such compensated service.
No annuity uinder paragraph (4) or (5) of subsection (a) of this section shall be
paid to an individual with respect to any month in which the individual is under age
sixty-five and is paid more tihan $100 in earnings front emtploymtent or seif-eniploy
meat of any form: Provided, That for purposes of this pareqrapit, if a payment in
any one calendar ntonth is for accruals in more tihan one calentdar month, such payntent
shell be deeoted to have beett paid in each of the months in which accrued to the extent
accrued in such ntonth. Any such individual under the age of sixty-five s/tall report
to the Board any sucht payment of earnings.for such employment or self-employment
before receipt and acceptance of an annuity for the second ntonth foiiowinq the 'month
of such payment. A deduction shall be imposed, with respect to any such individual
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who fails to make such report, in the annuity or annuities otherwise due the individual
of an amount equal to the amount of the annuity for each month in which he is paid
such earnings in such employment or self-employment, excevt that the first deduction
imposed pursuant to this sentence shall in no case exceed an amount equal to the
amount of the annuity otherwise due for the first month with respect to which the
deduction is imposed.
COMPUTATION OF ANNUITIES
SEc. 3. (a) The annuity shall be computed by multiplying an individual's
"tyears of service" by the following percentages of his "monthly compensation":
2.76 per centumn of the first $50; 2.07 per centumn of the next $ 100; and 1.38 per
centurn of the next [$1501 $~200.
(b) The "years of service" of an individual shall be determined as follows:
(1)In the case of an individual who was an employee on the enactment date,
the years of service shall include all his service subsequent to December 81, 1936,
and if the total number of such vears is less than thirty, then the Years of service
shall also include his service prior to January 1, 1937, but not so as to make his
total years of service exceed thirty: Provided, however, That with respect to any
such individual who rendered service to any employer after .Janluary 1, 1937,
and who on the enactment date -was not an einplovee of an employer conducting
the principal part of its business in the United States no greater proportion of
*his service rendered prior to January 1, 1937, shall he included in his "years of
service" than the proportion which his total compensation ([including compensa
tion in any month in excess of $300] without regard to any limitation on the amount
of compensation otherwise provided in this Act) for service after January
1, 1937, rendered anywhere to an emplo yer conducting the principal part of its
business in the United States or rendered in the United States to any other
employer bears to his total compensation ([including compensation in anv month
in excess of $3001 without regard to any limitation on, the amount of compensation
otherwise provided in this Act) for ser vice rendered anywhere to an employer after
January 1, 1937.
MONTHLY COMPENSATION
(a) The "monthly compensation" shall be the average compenlsation paid to
an employee with respect to calendar months included in this "Years of servi'-e",
except (1) that with respect to service prior to January 1, 1937, the monthlly
compensation shall be the average compensation paid to an employee with respect
to calendar months included in his years of service in the years 1924-1931, and
(2) the amount of compensation paid or attributable as paid to him with respect
to each month of service before September 1941 as a station employee whose duties
consisted of or included the carrying of passengers' hand baggage and otherwise
assisting passengers at passenger stations and whose remuneration for service to
the employer was, in whole or in substantial part, in the forms of tips, shall be
the monthly average of the compensation paid to him as a station employee in his
months of service in the period September 1940-August 1941: Provided, however,
That where service in the period 1924-1931 in the one case, omin the period Sep
tember 1940-August 1941 in the other case, is, in the judgment of the Board,
insufficient to constitute a fair and equitable basis for determining the amount of
compensation paid or attributable as paid to hiim in each month of service before
1937, or September 1941, respectively, the Board shall determine the amount of
such compensation for each such month in such manner as in its judgment shall
be fair and equitable. In computing the monthly compensation, no part of any
month's compensation in excess of $300 for any month before July 1, 19511, or in
excess aof $350 for any month after June 30, 1954,, shall be recognized. If the
employee earned compensation in service a~fter June 30, 1937, and after the last day
of the calendaryear in which he attained age sixty-five, such comnpensation and service
shall be disregardedin computing the -monthlycompensation if tihe result of taking such
compensation into account in such computation would be to diminish his annuity.
(a) In the case of an individual having a current connection with the railroad
industry, the minimum annuity payable shall, before any reduction pursuant to
section 2 (a) (3)or the last paragraph of section 3 (b), he whichever of the fol
lowing isthe least: (1)$4.14 multiplied by the number of his years of service;
or (2)$69; or (3)his monthly compensation: Provided, however, That iffor any
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entire month in which an annuity accrues and is payable under this Act the
annuity to which an employee is entitled under this Act (or would have been
entitled except for a reduction pursuant to section 2 (a) 3 or a joint and survivor
election), together with his or her spouse's annuity, if any, or the total of survivor
annuities tinder this Act deriving from the same employee, is less than the amount,
or the additional amount, which would have been payable to all persons foc such
month tinder the Social Security Act (deeming completely ahd partially insured
individuals to be fully and currently insured, respectively, individuals entitled to
insurance annuities under subsections (a) and (d) of section 5 to have attained age
sixty-five, and individuals entitled to insurance annuities under subsection (c) of
section 5 on the basis of disability to be less than eighteen years of age, and disregard
ing any possible deductions tinder subsections (f) and (g) (2) of scction 203
[thereof] of the Social Security Act) if stich employee's service as an employee
after December 31, 1936, were included in the term "employment" as defined
in that Act and quarters of coverage were determined in accordance with section
5 (1) (4) of this Act, such annuity or annuities, shall he increased proportionately
to a total of such amount or such additional amount.
ANNUtITIES AND LUMIP SUMS FOR SURVIVORS
SEc. 5. (a) Widow's and Widower's Insurance Annuity.-A widow or widower
of a comipletely inusircd employee, who will have attained the age of [sixty-five]
sixty, shall he entitled during the remainder of her or his life, or if she or' he re
marries, then until remarriage to an annuity for each month equal to such emr
ployee's basic amount: Provided, however, That if in the month preceding the em
ployee's death the spouse of such employee was entitled to a spouse's annuity
under subsection (a) of section 2 in an amount greater than the widow's or wido-wer's
insurance annuity, the widow's or widower's insurance annuity shall be increased
to such greater amouint.
(d) Parent's Insurance Annuity.-Each parent, [sixty-five] sixty years of age
or over, of a completely insured employee, who will have died leaving no widow,
no widower, and no chifld, shall be entitled, for life,, or, if such parent remarries
afte- the employee's deoath, then until such remarriage, to an annuity for each
monjib equal to two-thirds of the employee's basic amount.
(f) Luimp-Sum Payinent.-(l)***
(2) Whenever it shall appear, with respect to the deatl, of an employee on or
after January 1, 1947, that no benefits, or no further benefits, other than benefits
payable to a widow, widower, or parent uipon attsining age [sixty-five] sixty at
a future date, will be payable under this section or, pursuiant to subsection (k) of
this section, Upon attaining age sixty-five at a future date, will be payable under
section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended, there shall be paid to such
person or persons as the deceased employee may have designated by a writing
filed with the Board prior to his or her death, or if there he no designation, to the
peison or persons in the order provided in paragraph (1) of this subsection or,
in the absence of such person or persons, to his or her estate, a lump suim in an
amount equal to the sum of 4 per centumn of his or her compensation paid after
December 31, 1936, and prior to January 1, 1947, and 7 per centumn of his or her
compensation after December 31, 1946 (exclusive in both cases of compensation
in excess of $300 for any month before July 1, 1954, and in the latter case in eccess
of $350 for any inonth after June 30, 1954), minus the suim of all benefits paid to
him or her, aiid to others deriving from him or her, during his or her life, or to
others by reason of his or her death, tunder this Act, and pursuant to subsection (k)
of this section, uinder section 202 of the Social Secuirity Act, as amended: Provided,
however, That if the employee is survived by a widow, widower, or parent who
may upon attaining age [sixty-five] sixty be entitled to fuirther benefits under
this, section, or pursuant to subsection (k) of this section upon attainino age sixtyfive be entitled to further benefits uinder section 202 of the Social Security Act, as
amended, stich lump sumn shall not be paid tinless such widow, widower, or parent
makes and files with the Board an irrevocable election, in such form as the Board
may proscribe, to have such lump sumn paid in lieu of all benefits to which such
widow, widower, or parent might otherwise become entitled under this section or,
pursuant to subsection (k) of this sectioii, tinder section 202 of the Social Security
Act, as amended. Such electioii shall be legally effective according to its terms.
Nothing in this section shall operate to deprive a widow, widlower, or parent
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making such election of any insurance benefits under section 202 of the Social
Security Act, as amended, to which such widow, widower, or parent would, have
been entitled harJ this section not been enacted. The term "benefits" as used in
this paragraph includes all annuities payable uinder this Act, lumnp sumis payable
under paragraph (1) of this subsection, and insurance benefits and lumtp-sum pay
ments under section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended., pursuant to
subsection (k) of this section, except that the deductions of the benefits which
pursuant to subsection (k) (1) of this section, are paid und~er section 202 of the
Social Security Act, during the life of the employee to him or to her and to others
deriving from him or her, shall be limited to such portions of such benefits as are
payable solely by reason of the inclusion of service as an employee in "employ
ment" pursuant-to said subsection (k) (1).
(g) Correlation of Paymrents.-(1) * * *
(2) If anl individual is entitled to more than one annuity for a month uinder
this section, such individual shall be entitled only to that one of such annuities
for a month which is equal to or exceeds any other such annuitv. If anl individual
is entitled to anl annuity for a month uinder this section and is entitled, or would
be so entitled onl proper application therefor, for such month to an insuirance
benefit under section 202 of the Social Security Act, the annuity of such individual
for such month uinder this section shall he only iii the amount by which it exceeds
such insurance benefit. [If an individual is entitled to anl annuity for a mnonth
under this section and also to a retirement annuity, the annuity of such individual
for a month under this section shall be onlyv in the amount by wh~ich it exceeds such
retirement annuity.]
(i) Deductions From Arnnuities.-(1) Deductions shall be made from anly
payments uinder this section to which anl individual is entitled, until the total of
such deductions equals such individual's annuity or annuities under this section
for any month in which such individual
(i) will have rendered compensated service within or without the United
States to an employer;
(ii) will have rendered service for wages as determined under section 209
of the Social Security Act, without regard to subsection (a) thereof, of more
than $75, or will have been charged uinder section 203 (e) of that Act with
net earnings from self-employment of more thami $75; or
[(iii) if a child under eighteen and over sixteen years of age, will have failed
to attend school reguarly and the Board finds that attendance will have been
feasible; or]
[(iv)] (iii) if a widow otherwise entitled to all annuity uinder subsection (b)
will not have had in her care a child of the deceased employee entitled to
receive anl annuity under subsection (c);
(I) Definitions.-For the purposes of this section the termi "employee" includes
an individual who will have been anl "employee", and(,
(1) The qualifications for ''widow'', ''wilo-wer'', ''child'', and "parent'' shall
be, except for the purposes of subsection (f), those set forth in section 216 (c),
(e), and (g), and. section 202 (h) (3) of the Social Security Act,, respectively; and
in adldition
(i) a "widow" or "widower" shall have been living with the employee at
the time of the employee's death; a widower shall have received at least onehalf of his support from his wife empolyce at the time of her death or he
shall have received at least one-half of his support from his wife employee
at the time her retirement annuity or pension beg-an;
(ii) a "child" shall have been dependent upon its parent employee at the
time of his death; shall not be adopted after such death by oth~er than a
stepparent, grandparent, aunt, or uncle; shall be unmnarried; [and less than
eighteen years of age] and shall be less than eighteen years of age, or shall have
a permanent physical or mental condition which is such thot he is unable to
engage in any regular employment: Provided, That such disability began before
the child attains age eighteen; and
(iii) a "Parent" shall have received, at the time of the death of the em
ployee to whom the relationship of parent is claimed, at least one-half of his
support from such employee.
A "widow" or "widower" shall be deemled to have been living with the employee
if the conditions set forth in section 216 (It) (2) or (3), whichever is applicable-, of
the Social Security Act are fulfilled. A "child" shall be deemed to have been
dependent upon a parent if the conditions set forth in section 202 (d) (3), (4), or
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(5) of the Social Security Act are fulfilled (a partially insured mother being deemed
currently insured). In determining for purposes of this section and subsection
(f) of section 2 whether an applicant is the wife, husband, widow, widower, child,
or parent of an employee as claimed, the rules set forth in section 216(h) (1) of
the Social Security Act shail be applied[j].
Such satisfactory proof shall be made
from time to time, as prescribed by the Board, of the disability provided in clause (ii)
of this paragraphand of the continuance, in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Board, of such disability. If the individual fails to comply with the require
ments prescribed by the Board as to the proof of the continuance of the disability his
right to an annuity shall, except for good cause shown to the Board, cease.
(9) An employee's "average monthly remuneration" shall mean the ouotient
obtained by dividing (A) the sum of (i) the compensation paid to him after 1936 and
before the quarter in which lie will have died, eliminating any excess over $300'
for any calendar month before .July 1, 1954, and any excess over $350 for any calender
month after June 30, 1954, and (ii) if suich comapensation for any calendar year is
less than $3,600 and the average monthly remuneration computed on comnpernsa
tion alone is less than [$300] $3,50 and the employee has earned in suich calendar
year "wages" as defined in paragraph (6) hereof, Suich wages, in an amount not to
exceed the difference between the compensation for such year and $3,600, by
(B3)three times the number of quarters elapsing after 1936 and before the quarter
in which he will have died: Provided, That for the perrod prior to and including
the calendar vear in which he will have attained the age of twenty-two there
shall be included in tihe divisor not more than three times the number of quarters
of coverage in suich period: Provided further, That there shall be excluded from
the di%,isor any calendar quarter which is not a quarter of coverage and during
any part of -which a retirement annuity will have been payable to him: And
provided further, That if the exclusion from thb divisor of all quarters beginning
with the first quarter in which the employee was completely insured and had
attained the age of sixty-five and the exclusion from the dividend of all compensa
tion and wages with respect to suich quarters would result in a higher average
monthly remunemation, such quarters, compensation, and wages shall be so
excluded.
With respect to an employee who will have been awarded a retirement annuity,
the term "compensation" shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, mean the
compensation on which such annuity will have been based;
(10) The term "basic amount" shall mean
(i) for an employee who will have been partially insured, or completely
insured Solely by virtue of paragraph (7) (i) or (7) (ii) or both: the sum of
(A) 40 per co.,tum of his average monthly remuneration, up to and including
$75; plus (b) 10 per centumn of suich average monthly remuneration exceeding
$75 and up to and including [$300] $350, plus (C) 1 per centumn of the sum
of (A) plus (B) multiplied by the number of years after 1936 in each of which
the compensation, wages, or both, paid to him will have been equal to $200
or more; if the basic amount, thus computed, is less than $14 it shall be
increased to $14;
RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT
PART I-TAX ON EvrIPLOYEFS
SEC. 1500

RATE OF TAX.

In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
income of every employee a tax equal to the following percentages of so mouch
of the compensation, paid to suich employee after Decemaber 31, 1946, for services
rendered by him after such date, as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar month
before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 for any calendar month after
June 30, 1954:
1. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1947 and
1948, the rate shall be 5% per centum;
2. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1949,
1950, and 1951, the rate Shall be 6 pcir centumn;
3. With respect to compensation paid after December 31, 1951, the rate
shall be 6)% per centum.
SEC. 1501. DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM COMPENSATION.

(a) REQUIREMIENT. The tax imposed by section 1500 shall be collected by the
employer of the taxpayer by deducting the amount of the tax from the compen
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sation of the employee as and when paid. If an employee is paid compensation
after December 31, 1946, by more than one employer for services rendered during
any calendar month after 1946 and the aggregate of such compensation is in excess
of $300 for any month before July 1, 1964, or in excess of $3~50 for any month after
June 30, 1954, the tax to be deducted by each employer other than a subordinate
unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer from the compensation
paid by him to the employee with respect to such month shall be that proportion
of the tax with respect to such compensation paid by all such employers whlch
the compensation paid by him after December 31, 1946, to the employee for serv
ices rendered during such months bears to the total compensation paid by all
such employers after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered
during such month; and in the event that the compensation so paid by such em
ployers to the employee for services rendered during such month is less than $300
if such month is before July 1, 1954, or is less than $360 if such month is after June
30, 1954, each subordinate unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer
shall deduct such proportion of any additional tax as the compensation paid by
such employer after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered
du-ring such month bears to the total compensation paid by all such employers
after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during such
'month.
PART 11--TAX ON EmPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES
SEC. 1510. RATE OF TAX.

In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
income of each employee representative a tax equal to the following percentages
of so much of the compensation, paid to such employee representative after Decem
ber 31, 1946, for services rendered by him after such date, as is not in exccss of
$300 for any calendar month before July 1, 1964, and as is not in excess of $350 for
any calendar month after June 30, 1954t:
1. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1947
and 1948, the rate shall be 11'A per centum;
2. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1949,
1950, and 1951, the rate shall be 12 per centum;
3. With respect to compensation paid after December 31, 1951, the rate
shall be 12¼2 per centum.
PART 1Il-TAX ON EMNPLOYFR.S
SEC. 1520. RATE OF TAX.

fn addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise tax, with respect
to having individuals in his employ, equal to the following percentages of so much
of the compensation, paid by such employer after December 31, 1946, for services
rendered to him after December 31, 1936, as is, wvith respect to any employee
for any calendar month before July 1, 1954, not iii excess of $300, and for any
calendar month after June 30, 19541, not in excess of $3,50: Provided, however, That
if anl employee is paid compensation after December 31, 1946, by more than onle
employer for services rendered durin-g any calendar month after 1936, the tax
imposed by this section shall apply, with respect to any caltndarmonth before July 1,
1954f to not more than $300, and with respect to any calendar month after June 30,
1954, to not more than $350 of the aggregate compensation paid to such emnployee
by all such employers after December 31, 1946, for services rendered during such
month, and each employer other than a subordinate unit of a national railwaylabor-organization employer shall be liable for that proportion of the tax with
respect to such compensation paid by all such employers wh~ic the compensation
paid by him after December 31, 1946, to the employee for services rendered during
such month bears to the total compensation paid by ail such employerr after
December 31, 1946, to sruch employee for services rendered during such month;
and in the event that. the compensation so lpaid by such emnployers to the employee
for services rendered during such mnonth is less than $300 if the nmonth is before
July 1, 1954, or is less than $350 if the month is after June 30, 1954., each sub
ordinate unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer shall be liable for
such proportion of ammy additional tax as the compensation paid by such employer
after December 31, 1946, to such emlployee for services rendered during such
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month bears to the total compensation paid by all such employers after December
31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during such month:
1. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1947' and
1948, the rate shall be 5%per centum;
2. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1949,
1950, and 1951, the rate shall be 6 per centum;
3. With respect to compensation paid after December 31, 1951, the rate
shall be 6¼ per centum.
PART IV-GENERAL

PROVISIONS

SEC. 1532. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this subchapter
(e) Compensation.-*-5 **
A payment made by an employer to an individual through the employer's pay
roll shall be presumed., in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to be comnpensa-
tion for service rendered by such individual as an employee of the employer in the
period with respect to which the payment is made. An employee shall be deemed
to be paid, "for time lost" the anincunt he is paid by an employer with respect to an
identifiable period of absence from the active service of the employer, including
absence on account of personal injury, and the amount he is paid by the employer
for loss of earnings resulting from his displacement to a less remunerative position
or occupation. If a payment is made by an employer with respect to a personal
injury and iiicludes pay for time lost, the total payment shall be deemed to be
paid for time lost unless, at the time of payment, a part of such payment is specif
ically apportioned to factors other than tinie lost, in which event only such part
of the payment as is not so apportioned shall be deemed to be paid for time lost.
Compensation for service as a delegate to a national or internationalco'nvention of a
railway labor organization defined as an "employer" in subsection (a) of this section
shall be disregardedfor purposes of determining the ainount of taxes due pursuant
to this Act if the individual rendering such service has not previously rendered service,
other than as such a delegate, which may be included in his "years of service" for
purposes of the Railroad Retirement Act.
RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT

INSURANCE ACT

DEFINITIONS

1. For the purposes of this Act, except when used in amending the
provisions of other Acts
SECTION

(g) The term "employment" means service performed as an employee. For
the purposes of determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits and the
amount of contributions due pursuant to this Act, employment afte-e June 30,
1940, in the service of a9local lodge or division of a railwav-1abor-organizatiois
employer or as ano emiplovee representative shall be disregarded. For purposes of
determining eligibility for and the amount of bnnefits and the amount of contributions
due pursuant to this Act, employment as a delegate to a national or international
convention of a rnilway labor organizationdefined as an "eniploy,~r" in subsection (a)
of this section, shall be disregardcd if the individual having such employment hap not
previously rendered se;rvice, other than as such a delegnte, which may be includ 3d in
his "years of service" for purposes of the Railroad Retirement Alct.
(i) The terni "compensation" means any form of money remuneration includ
ing pay for time lost but excluding tips, paid for services rendered as aim employee
to one or more employers, or as an employee representative: Provided, however,
That in computing the compensation paid to any employee with respect to any
calendar month before July 1, 1954, no part of any compensation in excess of $300
shall be recognized and with respect to any calendar month after June 30, 1954, no
partof any compensation in excess of $350 shall be recognized. A payment made hy
an employer to an individual through the employer's payroll shall he presumed,
in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to be compensation for service rendered
by such individual as an employee of the employer in the period with respect to
which the payment is made. An employee shall be deemed to be paid, "for time
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lost" the amount he is paid by an employer with respect to an identifiable period
of absence from the active service of the employer, including absence on account
of personal injury, and the amount he is paid by the employer for loss of earnings
resulting from his displacement to a less remunerative position or occupation.
If a payment is made by an employer with respect to a personal injury and includes
pay for time lost, the total payment shall be deemed to be paid for time lost unless,
at the time of payment, a part of such payment is specifically apportioned to
factors other than time lost, in which event only such part of the payment as is
not so apportioned shall be deemed to be paid for time lost. Compensation
earned in any calendar month before 1947 shall be deemed paid in such month
regardless of whether or when payment will have been in fact made, and com
pensation earned in any calendar year after 1946 but paid after the end of such
calendar year shall be deemed to be compensation paid in the calendar year in
which it will have been earned if it is so reported by the employer before February
1 of the next succeeding calendar year or, if the employee establishes; subject to
the provisions of section 8, the period during which such compensation will have
been earned.
(k) Subject to the provisions of section 4 of this Act, (1) a day of unernploy.
mont, with respect to any employee, means a calendar day onl which he is able
to work and is available for work and with resp'ect to -which (i) no remlurneration
is payable or accrues to him, amid (ii) he has, in accordance with such regulations
as the Board may prescribe, registered at anl employment office; and (2) a "day
of sickness," with resp~ect to any cim-loyce, means a calendar day onl whichi
because of any physical, mental, I-syehological, or nervous injury, inlness, sick
ness, or disease ho is not able to work or which is included in a maternity period,
and with respect to which (i) no remuneration is Ilavable or accrues to him, and]
(ii) in accordance with such regulations as the Board may prescribe, a statement
of sickness is filed xxithin such reasonable period, not in excess of ten days, as
the Board may prescribe: Provided, however, That "subsidiary remuneration,"
as hereinafter defined in this subsection, shall not be considered remuneration
for the -ur2.ose of this subsection except with respect to anl emirloyee whose
base-year coin 1 ensation, exclusive of earnings from then position or occuration
in which he earned such subsidary remuneration, is less tban [$150] $300
Provided *further, That remuneration for a working dlay -which includes a part
of each of two consecutive calendar day's shall be deemed to have been earnied
onl the second of suchl two days, and anv individual wvho take~s xvork for such
-working day shall not by reason thereof be deemed not available for xxork onl
the first of such calendar days: Provided further, That any calendar day on
which no remutneration is payable to or accrues to an employee solely because
of the anrlication to him of mileage or work restrictions agreed upon in schedule
agreements between employers and einp~loyees or solely because he is standing
by for or laying over between regularly assigned trips or tours of duty shall not
be considered either a day of unem-ployment or a dav of sickness.
For the purpose of this subsection, the term "subsid~iary remuneration" means,
with respect to any employee, remuneration not in excess of anl average of one
dollar a dlay for the period with respect to wvhich such rem uneration is payable or
accrues, if the wvork from which the remuneration is derived. (i) requires sub
stantiallv less than full time as determined by generally prevailing stand~arc's,
and (ii) is susceptible of performance at suech times and under such circumstances,
as not to be inconsistent with the holding of normal full-time employment in
another occuption.
BENEFITS
SEc. 2. (a) Benefits shall be payable to any qualified employee (i) for each dlay
of unemployment in excess of seven dTuring the first registration period~, within a
benofit year, in which he will have had seven or more days of unemployment,
and for each day of unemployment iii excess of four during any subsequent regis
tration period in the same benefit year, and. (ii) for each d'ay of sickness (other than
a dlay of sickness in a maternity period) in excess of seven during the first regis
tration period~, within a benefit year, in wvhich he will have had seven or more such
days of sickness, and for each such day of sickness in excess of four dluring anly
subsequent registration period. in the same benefit year, and (iii) for each dlay of
sickness in a maternity period!.
The benefits payable to any such employee for each such day of unemployment
or sickness shall be the amount appearing in the following table in column II on
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the line on which, in column I, appears the compensation range containing his
total compensation with respect to employment in his base year:
Column II
Column I
Daily benefit
Total compensation
rate
$300 to $474.99 -------------------------------------------------- $3. 00
$475 to $749.99 --------------------------------------------------- 3. 50
$750 to $999.99 --------------------------------------------------- 4. 00
$1,000 to $1,299.99 ------------------------------------------------ 4. 50
$1,300 to $1,599.99 ------------------------------------------------ 5. 00
$1,600 to $1',999'.99 ------------------------------------------------ 5. 50
$2,000 to $2,499.99 ------------------------------------------------ 6. 00
$2,500 to $2,999.99 ------------------------------------------------ 6. 50
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ------------------------------------------------ 7. 00
[$3,500 and over -------------------------------------------------- 7. 501
$3,500 to $3,999.99------------------------------------------------- 7. 50
$4,000 and over---------------------------------------------------- 8.00
Provided, however, Thet if the daily benefit rate in column If with respect to arty
employee is less than an amount equal to 50 per centum of the daily rate of concpensa
lion for the employee's last emaploymeat in which he engaged for an employer preceding
the registrationperiod, such rate shall be increased to such amount but not to cxceed $3.

CONTRIBUTIONS

SEC. 8. (a) Every employer shall pay a contribution, with respect to having
employees in his service, equal to the percentage determined as set forth below of
so much of the compensation as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar month
paid by him to any employee for services rendered to him after June 30, 1939,
and before July 1, 1954, and is not in excess of $350 for any calender 'Month paid by
him to any employee for services rendered to him after June 30, 1954': Provided,
however, That if compensation is paid to an employee by more than one employer
with respect to any such calendar month, the contributions required by this sub
section shall apply to not more than $300 for any month before July 1, 1954j, and
to not snore than $350 for any month after June 30, 1954 of the aggregate compensa
tion paid to said employee by all said employers with respect to such calendar
month, and each employer other than a subordinate tinit of a national railwaylabor-organization employer shall be liable for that proportion of the contribution
wit~h respect to such compensation paid by all such employers which the compensa
tioo paid by him after December 31, 1946, to the employee for services during any
calendar month after 1946 bears to the total compensation paid by all such em
ployers after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during
such month; and in the event that the compensation so paid by such employers
to tbe employee for services rendered during such month is less than $300 if such
month is before July 1, 1954, or less thicn $350 if such month is after June 30, 1954,
each stibordinate unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer shall be
liable for such proportion of any additional contribution as the compensation
paid by such employer after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services
rendered during such month bears to the total compensation paid by all such
employees after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during
such month:
1. With respect to compensation paid prior to January 1, 1948, the rate shall
be 3 per centum;
2. With respect to compensation paid after December 31, 1947, the rate shall
be as follows:
The rate with re
spect to compen
sation paid during
If the balance to the credit ot the railroad unemployment insurance account as
the next succeding
ofthe close of business on September 30 of any year, as determined by the
calendar year shall
Board, is:
be:
$450,000,000 or more --------------------------------------- % percent
$400,000,000 or more but less than $450,000,000 -------1 -percent
$350,000,000 or more but less than $400,000,000 -------1>% percent
$300,000,000 or more but less than $350,000,000 -------2 percent
$250,000,000 or more but less than $300,000,000 -------2% percent
Less than $250,000,000 ------------------------------------3 percent
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As soon as practicable following the enactment of this Act, the Board shall
determine and proclaim the balance to the credit of the account as of the close
of business on September 30, 1947, and on or before December 31 of 1948 and
of each succeeding year, the Board shall determine and proclaim the balance
to the credit of the account as of the close of business on September 30 of such
year.
(b) Each employee representative shall pay, with respect to his income, a
contribution equal to 3 per centum of so much of the compensation of such
employee representative as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar month, paid
to him~ for services performed as an employee representative after June 30, 1939
and before July 1, 1954, and es is not in excess of $350 paid to him for services
rendered as an employee representativefor any calendar month after June 30, 1954.
The compensation of an employee representative and the contribution with
respect thereto shall be determined in the same manner and with the same effect
as if the employee organization by which such employee representative is
employed were an employer as defined in this Act.

APPENDIX
RE~PORT OF THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD TO THE COMMITTEE ON INTER
STATE AND FOREIGN COMMIAERCE ON H. R. 7840
This is a report on H1. R. 7840, introduced in the House of Representatives by
Mr. Wolverton on February 12, 1954, and referred to your committee for con
sideration.
OUTLINE OF PROVISIONS
The bill would amend the Railroad Retiremtent Act, the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemiploymnent Insurance Act, in the following respects:
1. The bill would ameond all three act, by
(a) Increasing for benefit and taxing purposes the present maximum
comnpensotion a month from $300 to $350; FId
(b) Excluding the service of delegates to national 01 international converi
tiolis of railway labor organizations from the benefit and taxing provisions
of the railcoad retirelnent and railroad unemployment insurance systems if
these deleg-ates would not otherwise be covered by the railroad retirement Sys
tem.
2. The bill -would amnend the Railroad Retirement Act by
(a) Reducii.g, the eligibility, age for survivor annuities of widows, dependent
widowers, and dependenit patents from 65 to 60;
(b) lPermittinig the payment of a survivor annutity to a child over age 18,
and to its mother, if the child became totally and permanently disabled
before age 18;
(c) Substituting a straight monthi-to-month work clause for the present
recove'ry test for disability rnnuitants of earnings over $75 in each of 6
colsecuitive morths (unader this substitution, if the disability annuitant is
paid more than $100 in any mouth in employument for hire or self-employ
mient, his an'iuity would not be paid for such month);
(d) Permitting the lpayinent to a widow, dependent widower, or dependent
parent of a survivor annuity uinder the Railroad Retirement Act without
reducing the annuity by any retirement annuity uinder that act for which such
widow, w idow er, or parent miay be eligible by reason of his or her own
emploxinent; and
Esxcluding from the colnputation of the "monthly compensation" an
imdiv idual's earnings after the y'ear in which hie attained age 65 if such
exclusion o ould result hi a larger annuity.
3. The bill would amnend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act by pro
viding an additional daily unemployment benefit rate of $8 if the employee s
earnings in a base year totaled as niuch as $4,000. The present maxinmum rate
of $7.50 a day would apply to earnings, in a base year, of $3,500 to $3,999.99.
In addition, this amendment would provide that, if the daily benefit rate is other
wise less than 59 percenit of the employee's daily wage rate, the benefit rate would
be increased to one-half of the wage rate, but not to more than $8.
RETIREMENT ACT AMENDMENTS

1. Increasein tox aad creditable counpcnsetion base fronz $300 to $3.50 per monthi.
Since about 40 percent of all present employees do not earn more than $300 a
month, the increase in the tax base wuvomd not affect them. The remainder would
pay the tax on the increase from $300 to $350 per month in the taxable base
beginning July 1, 1954. The total taxable payroll would be increased by about 9
percent or $450 million a year, and retirement tax collections by about $56 million
a year. This amendment would of itself result in increased benefits which would
cost approximately $31 million a year- $25 million uinder the retirement and $6
million uinder the survivor provisions. Deducting the increased benefits from the
$56 million additional taxes leaves a net increase in revenue of about $25 million
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a year, which would he more than enough to pav the other benefit increases
provided in part I of the bill. The $31 million increase in benefits from this
provision plus the atlditional cost for other Retirement Act amendments; included
in the bill would total approximately $54 million. The $56 million additional
revenue would more than pay for all the increased benefits provided for inl the
bill. The director of the burecau of wage and service records strongly urges that
the effective date of this provision be. made Jamnuarv 1, 1955, insteadl of July 1,
1954. This would save the B~oard (cotsitlerable expenuse in reconciling the correct
compensation to be recorded to the employees' accounts, especially %Nlhere the
employee worked for more than one employer dImrimig the year. Similarly, it
would appear that changing the maximum credi table comnpentsationi during the
year would pose serious problems for employers flaking reports to the Board.
Appropriate changes itt the Railroad Retiremnitt Tax Act t~o increase the taxable
lbase from $300 to $350 a month are included inl the bill.
2. Reduction in the eligibility age for widows. (lepeodent widowers, and parents
from 65 to 60.-It is well known that. w,,omen who have not bewl inl emlplovuienit
outside the home, on reaching-alge 60, find it verv difficult, to seimnrc a pavuing posi
tion at or after that agle. Under the present act nio benefits are ptayable to sc
widows and parents until they' reach age 65. The pieseiit Ra-ilroad Retirement
Act permits the p~aymnent of full rettirement aumutities at. agIe 60. Tltis is recognii
tion of the fact~s regarding enmployability of women at that age. There are about
30,000 widows and parenits betwcemt the ages: of 60 amid 65 whlo would become
eligible for survivor benefits, averaginig a-bout $45 a mnoutth, omithe first of the
month after the bill is eniactedl. The cost of this provisioni would coite t~o a-pproxi
mnately $2~3.5 million a year.
3. Substitution of a work clause for the presuitpt ie recorery provision for disabled
annuitantsnnder 65.-The present Retiremtent Act provides that, a dispbled annui
taut uinder age 65 is presumed to have recovered from his disability if lit oernis in
employment or self-employmeitt more titan $75 a inomtth for~6 conisecutive months.
Tlte provisioti has hecit fouitd to he difficult of admtintistratioin and subject to abitse.
Tlite Board believes that the substitution for tipsJrovisioit of oite that would
svtspend beitefits for anymtv oittl for which the enuployee earins ilt employment or
self-employtietit more thlan $100 a ionoth wvould be itore equtitalble aid easier
to adriiitiisuter thait the Ipresetit prv.,ol
There arc( approxiuiatclv, 43,000 dis
abled arinuitautts uinder age, 65 who would be p~oteiilially affected by thi~s provision.
About 800 of themr are now suspended because of the, applicatiout of the present
6-niotnth recovery test amid would have to be reexainited for possible reinstate
ment. It is estimated that the provisiont would be a little less costly'N than the
present one, the amouitt of savings beimng approximtatelv $1.5 inillioni a year.
4. Paymenit of survivor benefits to a widow and dependent disabled child' pest
age 18.-Und(er the lpresent Railroad Retiremenut Act, a widow minder age 65 Cal)
receive a widow's benefit if, and so lonig as, she has a child uinder age 18 in her
care, regardless of %whetherthe child, after age
is able to work or nlot. The
IBoard believes that any widow whlo has a child lpast 18 who is permanently and
totally disabled has a greater burden thant a widowv who has a itonldisabled child
uinder 18. It therefore believes that any widow who has such a- disabled child
in her care should receive her beniefits and the child should receive his benefits
as long as the disability co utrimues, just as in the case of a child under arge 18.
No good estimate is available as to the number of survivors who will be affected
by this prvsin
A rough estimate of the cost of the provisionl is $750,000
per year.
5. Utilization of em~ploymnent a'fter age 6.5 in computing the mnonthly compenisa
tion.-The present Railroad Retirement Act provides that. all compensation
earned by an employee, inclimdiitg comenl~msation after age 65, shall be vised in
determining the antovnt of the retirement annuity. lIt a comisiderable number
of cases, the employee after age 65 earns less tltan hie did before age 65. In the
judgmnent of the Board, such an eniployee shouild not be peitalized because hie
continues to work hevoiid age 65. The Board therefore believes that the amiend
mitent in tite bill wltich freezes the monthly conipeitsation at age 65, vtnless the
vise of such compensation would increase tlte annuity, is a desirable one. Approxi
mnately 100,000 anuviltants who had service after age 65 are now onl the evirrent
paymnent rolls. OGlI those amomig them whto file applications wvill have their
annvmities comtsidered for recompuitation tinder this lprovisicom).
It is estimated
that, if all file, some 7,500 will be elig-ible to receive higher qanitities front a few
cent~s to a few dollars a month and averagimtg 55 cents per mouth, retroactive to
November 1, 19,51. Of the current ntew retireentemtt at age 65 or over, about
twa-thirds have had some service after age 65. Only a small minority of these,
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however, had higher average earnings before age 65 than after and would there
fore profit from the provision. It is estimated that the cost of the provision
would be about $50,000 per year.
6. Etlimination of reduction in survivor benefits on account of entitlement to reil
roed retirement ben-fits.-Undcr the present act, a womian who is covered Isy the
act and whose bus, land is also covered cannot receive both a widow's beniefi and
a retirement benefit based onl hcr own earnings. In effect, she can receive only
the larger of the two benefits. Since such anl individual has earned her Retire
ment Act credits by her own work, she should be entitled to receive benefits based
on her own earnings. There are fewer than 100 aged widows and parents nlow
receiving less than the full amount of both survivor and retirement annuities.
These individuals would receive increases averaging about $20 a month. Them
cost of the provision would he about $20,000 per year.
7. Elimination of national delegate service in the absence of previous railroad
employment.-In the conventions of the railroad brotherhoods, there are a coin
siderable number of delegates who are not railroad employvees and whose service
as (lelegates is iiow taxed tinder the -Railroad ]Retirement Taxing Act. IPracti
callv all such personsewill niex or receive benefits under the act, because they wvould
not have the Iniiiiinuin Of 120 months' service required for eligibility for benefi~ts.
The work of collecting the taxes onl this small and irregular service and of keel-ing
compensation records in the Board is not justified by the Small amount of taxes
aiir benefits involved. Appropriate amendments to the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act are also included iii the bill. There is no way of knowing the number of
individuals who would be affected, but it is probably small. A rough estimate of
the cost is about $10,000 a year.
8. Elimination of deductions beceuse of faiture of children to attend school.
Under the Railroad Retirement Act, a child of a deceased ermll loyee is entitled to>
benefits until lie reaches age 18, except that if hie is age 16 or over and is not atteiid
ing school, no benefit will be lpaid for any month while he is not so attending.
Such a porovision was origiiially in the Social Security Act, but has been remioved'.
and there is no good reason for colitinuilig it under the Railroad Retirement Act.
Seine 150 children, -whose annuities are now being wvithheld under the school
attendance clause, would 1ke affected by this provision. Most of these children,
hiowever, are in) families already receiving a social-secuirity minimum amount.
The total benefits to the family -would therefore lnot be affected in these cases,
although a recalculation of the individual benefits maty have to be made. The
amendment will have little effect onl the total cost of the bill.
The table onl the followin g page gives the costs of the amendments inl the bill
to the Railroad ]Retirement Act. Both dollar costs and tax rates are given. The
table and the footnote show that the increased revenue frons the increase in the
taxable ceiling to $350 y~er month is more than enough to I-ay the increased boiie
fits without increase in the tax rate.
COST AND TAX RArE

SUMMARY

A. Additional annual costs and (correspondinglevel tax rate required by amendments
in H. R. 78.40 to the, Railroad Retirement Act
lAssumes level annual prayroll ef $5,450,000,000 on basis of $350 monthly compensation ceiling]

Provision

Annual dollar
cost (in
thousnds)

1. Additional benefits resulting fromt increase in ceiling to $350 per month:
Retirenuirnt benefits--------------------------------------------------$25, 000
Survivor bernefits-----------------------------------------------------0,000
2. Reduction .1feligibility age for widows andl pareisis to 60 --------------------- 2:, 500
3. Change ii, disability work clause------------------------------------------(1.0500)
4. Disabled child-conthinuation of benefit to widow and child-------------------7501
5. Disregard cori, enrsationr ,after age 65 if use would reduce annuity -----50
6. Allow widow full widow's annuity arid any annuity based ol tser own
eomnlpensaiorn------------------------------------------------------------20
7.E lno tiothorcredital sernaice------------------------------------------------1
7Elnoinotioi ofred]ital
forvc
i-atior-a--delegate-service-for-persons-who-hav
5. Eliminatio,, of srovisiols for suspension of benefit of child over 10 not at
tendinrgsclsool------------------------------------------------------------1I
Total -----------------------------------------------------------------

53, 831

Level cost
retaxabl
payroll)

0.4059
.1111
.431
-(. 028)
.014

j

00
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Under the present Railroad Retirement Act, benefits cost $670.5 million per
year on a level basis. The proposed amendments would thus increase the required
annual outlay to $724.3 million ($670.5 plus $53.8). This would be equivalent
to a 13.29-percent tax rate on the $5,450 million covered payroll based on a
$350-per-mnonth ceiling. The latter payioll compares with the $5,000 million
assumed level annual payroll based on the present $300-per-month creditable
ceiling on taxes and compensation.
The existing tax rates are not changed by the proposed amendments. However,
because of the increased payroll there will be available $56 million in additional
tax revenue. This compares with the annual cost of $53.8 million resulting from
the benefit liberalizations of the proposed amendments.
RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT AMENDMENTS
The provision of the bill mentioned earlier increasing the tax and benefit base
from $300 to $350 a month applies also to the the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act contributions and benefits. As stated previously, it is estimated that the
increase in the conbribution base to $350 a month would increase the taxable
payroll by about 9 percent. This would add, at the current contribution rate
for unemployment insurance of 0.5 percent, about $2~~
million a year to the
contributions paid by the railroads. However, it would make necessary an
increase in the contribution rate from 0.5 percent to 1 percent by about January
1, 1957. The bill in effect provides for two changes in the benefit formula of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act which includes both unemployment and
sickness benefits. The first change is to add the new bracket to the present
formula. This additional benefit bracket would bring the benefit schedule
more in line with the earnings of employees at the present time. It also would
help to carry out the recommendation of the President that unemployment
insurance benefits be increased in the various unemployment insurance systems
so as to more nearly approach 50 percent of wages. The present formula pro
vides that any employee whose earnings in a base year exceeded $3,500 would
have a benefit rate of $7.50 a day. The bill provides that a new rate be provided
as follows:
Per day

$3,500 to $3,999.99 ------------------------------------------------ $7. 50
$4,000 and over ---------------------------------------------------- 8. 00
The addition of the $8 benefit rate would have no effect on benefits until July
1956 since 1955 would be the first base year in which any employee could have
creditable compensation of $4,000 or more.
Increasing the earnings to $350 a month would have some effect on all hencfit
rates in the existing schedule, but would affcct principally those now in the top
2 or 4 compensation ranges.
Ilowever, the increased earnings limit for the second half of 1954 wvill have a
slight effect on benefit rates starting July 1955. Is is estimated that the effect of
the $350-a-mnonth limit and the $8 benefit rate, excluding the proviso, would be
to increase benefits by about 3.5 to 4 percent beginning with July 1956. Over a
long pcriod of time the addition of the $8-per-day bracket would probably increase
benefits by about 5 percent.
The second change in the unemnployment insurance act lprovides that the em
ploye's daily benefit rate should not be less than 50 percent of the daily rate of
comnpensation for the employee's last employment in which he engaged for an
employer preceding the registration period, buit that no such rate should be in
creasedl above $8 per~ day.
The majority of the Board is in agreement on all of the proposed amendments
except for the proposed method of achieving increases in unemployment benefits.
The separate statements on this provision fromt the Chairman of the Board and
fromt the labor member of the Board are attached.
This is the report of Chairman Kelly and Board Member Harper, a majority of
the Board. A separate statement from the carrier member concerning the bill
is attached.
All three members of the Board, however, call attention to a suggestion from
the B~oard's budget officer that if the committee reports out a bill as a result of
this hearimig, a section substantially as follows should be included in the bill as
reported by the committee so that, if the bill is enacted, the Board may finmnedi
ately start processing adjustments necessitated by the changes in the Railroad
Retirememit Act:
SEC. -. In order to carry out the purposes of this Act, there shall be set aside
as of enactment date, as an additional amount appropriated to""Salaries and cx
penses, Railroad Retirement Board (trust account)," $500,000 to be derived from
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the Railroad Retirement Account and apportioned by the Bureau of the Budget
as required, for administrative expenses in administering the provisions of this Act.
Any unobligated balance on Juiie 30, 1955, of the amount hereby appropriated
shall revert to the railroad retirement account."
STATEMENT OF COL. RAYMOND J. KELLY, CHAIRMAN OF THE RAILROAD
RETIREMENT BOARD, ON H. R. 7840
The problems created by the proposed amendments to the Railroad Retire
ment Act, as described in the statement by the majority of the Board, are minor.
I am in favor of the amendment to the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act which would increase benefit rates for unemployment and sickness benefits.
Such action would be in accordance with the recommendations contained in the
President's economic message.
At the present time our railroad unemployment and sickness benefits are
about 40 percent of average weekly wages. Our benefits should be higher to
be in line with the President's recommendation-closer to 50 percent of average
weekly wages.
While I do favor an increase in benefit zates, I am not in favor of the method
proposed in H. R. 7840 for increasing them. It proposes to get these results
the hard way by changing the whole benefit formula in the present law.
The present formula is a fairly simple one. It is one Congress gave us in 1938.
It is one the labor organizations favored in 1938 and have since supported.
This formula provides a daily benefit rate based on an employee's annual
compensation in the railroad industry. For each of ten different categories of
annual compensation, there is a benefit rate specified in the law. Within any
benefit year (July 1 to June 30) a benefit rate does not change.
We can easily tell from the Board's wage records what benefit rate an em
ployee is entitled to and he can easily understand how we arrived at it.
I can understand how a benefit rate is determined under the p~resent law. It
is not easy for 'ime to understand how it would be determined tinder the pro
posed amnendnlent and I do not think railroad employees will find it easy to
understand either.
It would cost us about $700,000 to administer the proposed alnendment and
it would be expensive for the railroads to provide us with the necessary infor
mation to administer it.
We don't need a new and more complicated formula in order to get higher
benefit rates.
We don't need to spend a lot of money on administration to get these result.
We can get these results and the results the President wants, without much
increase in administrative costs. We can do it by sticking to the basic benefit
formula we now have and revising the scale of benefits upward.
Here is one way to do it:
1. Increase the amount recognized as compensation in any one month
from $300 to $350 (as provided in sec. 305 of H. R. 7840).
2. Add a new top benefit rate of $8.50 for earnings over $4,000.
3. Split the lowest 2 wage brackets into 3 with benefit rates of $3, $3.50,
and $4.
4. Raise remaining benefit rates by 50 cents.
A comparison of the present table of benefit rates and the new table of benefit
rates is set forth below:
Proposed rates

Present rates
Total compensatio

onrate

Daily benefit

$100 to $474.99-------------------------$475 to $749.99--------------------------$750 to $999.99--------------------------$1,000 to $1,299.99-----------------------$1,100 to $1,599.99-----------------------$1,6009to $1,199.99-----------------------$2,000 to $2,499.99-----------------------$2,500 to $2,999.99-----------------------$1,000 to $3,499.099----------------------$1,100 and over--------------------------

$3.00
3.150
4. 00
4.50
15.00
5.90
06.00
06.50
7. 00
7. 50

Toaropesto

atl
roaopesto
enei
ailtene

$300 to $309.99--------------------------$400 to $499.99--------------------------$500 to $749.99--------------------------$710 to $999.99--------------------------$1,000 to $1,299.99-----------------------$1:300 to $1,599.99-----------------------$1,60 to $1,999.99-----------------------$2,000 to $2,499.99-----------------------$2,500 to $2,999.99-----------------------$1,000 to $3,41,99.9----------------------$3,500 to $3,999.99-----------------------$4,000 and over--------------------------

$3.00
13.50
4. 00
4. 50
95.00
95.90
06.00
6.50
7. 00
7.150
S. 00
$850
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This proposal might possibly pay out in benefits about $18 million more a year.
It would cost us very little more in administrative expense to pay benefits under
this proposal.
The structure of the present benefit formula which has stood the tests of 15
years of benefit payments would remain unchanged.
I recommend it for your consideration and the consideration of the railroad labor
organizations and carriers.
Average benefit payments as a percentage of average weekly wage
Present
Unemployment------------------------------------------------------Sickness -------------------------------------------------------------

39. 7
42.5

With proposed
increase
44.1
47.6

Benefit paynsents would be increased by the following percentages: 11percent for unemployment benefits
and 12 percent for sickness benefits.
(Estimated by the Olfice of the Director of Research.)
STATEMENT BY MR. HORACE W. HARPEn,, LABOR MEMBER oF THE RAILROAD
RETIREMENT BOARD, ON THE PROVISO IN SECTIoN 304 OF H. R. 7840

As stated in the report by the Railroad Retirement Board on H. R. 7840,
I am sublnitting a separate statement ass the proviso in section 304 of the bill.
I believe that this proviso is important and necessary, asad should be approved
for the followving reasons:
The Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act has never provided adequately
for the railroad employees who, because of sickness or lack of available work or
because they entered railroad employsnent late in the besnefit year were siot able
to workniore thania fewimonths in the base year:- Nor does it provide adequately
for individuals whose rate of earnings has increased substantially after the endl
of the base year, and before the period of unemployment. The annual compensa
tion base used to determiine benefit rates is adequate for most employees fortunaic
enough to be fully errployed in the base year, and on the whole, is issore satisfactory
than State lawv piovisions. Howvever, tiere remains this group for whom benefits
are inadequate. The proviso that benefit rates should be at least 50 percelst of
the daily rate of compensation in last employment, subject to the $8-per-day
maximum is designed to take care of them.
The beneficiaries this proviso is designed to protect are not just casual employees.
They include thousands of regular railroad workers with years of railroad service.
Others are at the beginning of railroad ca:eers- an~d may have worked as long as a
year in addition to their brief base-year service before becoming ussemployed or
sick. They included workers in many different occupations, such as firemnen,
brakemen, stenographers, station agents, carmen, and machinists, not just laborers.
Of the 68,000 unemployment beneficiaries paid at a sate less than $6 per day
for unemployment in the 1952-53 belsefit year, 35,000 were emp~loyed in the rail
road industry within 30 days of the beginning of their unemployment. In other
words, this large group had substantial employment after the base year. Fre
quently, among the beneficiaries, those with low rates are employees- who were
forced to stop working because of sickness early in the base year. Among the
sickness beneficiaries with rates under $6 the proportion still active in the industry
at the time their benefits began was about the sa,.ne as amnong those unemployed.
Of those not recently employed, 53 percent had worked in the railroad industry
for more than 5 years.
Benefits tinder the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act in 1952-53 totaled
close to $100 million, and it now appears that the total for the current benefit
year will not be much different. However, to be on the safe side, I have assumed
for cost purposes that benefits under the present law would average $125 million
a year. For all cost estimates the Board has used an average taxable payroll of
$5 billion,a year. With this payroll the benefits under the present law, for longrange cost calculations, are estimated at 2.5 percent of the taxable payroll.
I have estimated that H. R. 7840, if enacted, would add 16 percent to the bene
fits for a year like 1952-53. Here again, to be on the safe side, I have assumed a
20-percent increase for cost estimates. Thus the total benefits including the
proposal are estimated at $150 million a year. Increasing the taxable earnings
limit to $350 a month will add about 9 percent to the taxable payroll, raising it
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to $5.45 billion a year. Thus the unemployment and sickness benefits uinder
H. R. 7840, for long-range cost calculations, are estimated at 2.75 percent of the
taxable payroll.
The Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act sets aside an amount from con
tributions equal to 0.2 percent of the taxable payroll to be used for administrative
purposes. The administration of the law has never cost this much. However,
assuming that it would, the total cost of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act, adding H. R. 7840 and including administration, would be 2.95 percent of
payroll. Considering the conservative nature of the above calculations, I con
sider this to be ample evidence that the financing of the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act is more than sufficient to provide the' benefits proposed in H. R.
7840.
As of January 31, 1953, there was a total of $653 million in the railroad unem
ployment insurance account as a reserve to support payments under the Railroad
Unemployment
Insurance Act. This balance is currently earning interest at a
rate of 2 %/percent. Contributions by employers are paid at a rate of 0.5 percent
of taxable payrolls. This rate will remain in effect as long as the balance in) the
account is above $450 million. The income from interest and contribution is
sufficient so that, on the basis of recent benefit experience, there is little prospect
under the present law of an increase in the contribution rate to 1 percent before
January 1958. It may not increase before January 1959. If the proposals in
H. R. 7840 are enacted, our experience indicates that the contribution rate would
increase 1 year sooner; that is, the contribution rate would probably increase to
1 percent in January 1957, but it might not increase before January 1958.
As I have just staten, the contribution iate under the Railroad Unemuloyment
Insurance Act has been 0.5 percent since Januaiy 1, 1948. By contrast, the
employers covered unclei State unemployment insurance laws now pay an average
rate of about 1.5 percent to the States plus 0.3 per-cent to the Federal Government,'
and it is more probable that they will pay at a higher rate in the future than that
they will pay at a lower one. Thus, now and for a number of years to come the
railroads have the advantage of a relatively low rate for unemployment contri
butions. Rates for employers un-ler State laws since 1948 have been as follows,
including the 0.3-percent Federal tax:
Contribution rate
Year

State laws,
Average

1945----------------------------------------------------------------------1949----------------------------------------------------------------------1950------------ ---------------------------------------------------------1951----------------------------------------------------------------------1952-----------------------------------------------------------------------

RUILA

1. 54
1. 61
1.80
1.88
1. 75

0. 5
.5
.5
.5

One objection which is given to this proviso is that administrative difficulties
and costs would be very great. It appears To me that the administiative clifficul
ties are overemphasized and that in actual operation will not be found to be very
important. While it is true that the administrative costs will increase by a rela
tively small amount, I do not believe that such costs should takc precedensce over
equitable and necessary benefits in the consideration of this bill.
For the reasons given above, I believe that the increases in benefits which would
follow enactment of this provision are equitable and just, and that they should be
enacted by Congress.
F. C.

H. R.
7840
I ant opposed to two of the principal provisions of H. R. 7840 for the reasons
given below.
Increase in maximum compensation from $300 to $350 is inequitable
The rate of the payroll tax on the railroads is already three times (6Y4 percent
versus 2 percent) the payroll tax rate on their nonrailroad competitors and other
industries. To increase the tax base from a maximum of $300 per month to
$350 would increase this existing discrimination by $28 million a year.
STATEMENT OF
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The bill proposes liberalization of the benefit rates of the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act, the provisions of which are already far more liberal than those
of the State laws
Only 2 years ago substantial increases were made by Public Law 343, approved
May 15, 1952, in the daily benefit rates.
Will increase cost $25 million to $30 million per year.-As these rates are in
creased, more claims are induced. For example, during the consideration of the
bills in 1952 it was calculated that the increases proposed in daily benefit rates
would increase total benefits paid by $25 million to $30 million per year. Actual
experience has shown the increase to be about $35 million or more. As to sickness
benefits alone, it was calculated in 1952 that the then proposed increases in daily
benefit rates would increase total sickness benefits paid by 41.2 percent (1952
hearings on H. R. 6625, p. 125). Instead, actual experience has shown an increase
of about 60 percent. Although a calculation shows that the daily benefit rates
proposed in H. R. 7840 average only 16 percent above the existing benefit rates,
I estimate for the reasons given above that the proposed rates would increase
the total annual cost of benefits by $25 million to $30 million.
Already provides sickness benefits which most State laws do not.-Over 40 percent of
the benefits normally paid under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act are
for sickness and maternity. Only four States have laws-for the payment of sick
ness benefits and those laws provide for the employees to pay all or part of the
cost of sickness benefits. In contrast, the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
provides sickness and maternity benefits for railroad employees nationwide and
requires that the entire cost be borned by the railroads.' Consequently, the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, in providing such sickness and maternity
benefits entirely at the employers' expense, is already much more liberal than the
State systems.
Comparison of railroad and State average weekly benefits.-Disregarding the
additional sickness and maternity benefits already provided by the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, let us see how the unemnploymient b~enefits already
provided by the railroad law compare with the unemployment benefits provided
by State laws. A common comparison, because readily available, is between
thie average per week paid to all beneficiaries under State laws and the averalge
benefits per week of unemuploycmemit paid under the railroad law. Under State
laws, the average per week of total unemployment for the calendar year 1953 was
only $23.58 as compared with average per week of total unemployment under the
railroad law of $29 for the last 6 months of 1953.
The following table shows the proportions of beneficiaries paid at the highest
rate, and the average payment under the railroad law and for the States.
Percent of
beneficiaries
at maximum
benefit rate
Railroad:
Unemployment, year ended June 30
1948--------------- -------------------------------------1949 --------- -------- -------- --------- --------------1950----------------------------------------------------------1i1 ------------------ ---------------------------------------1952 --------- ------------------------------------------------1953----------------------------------------------------------July to December 1953--- ---------------------------------------Sickness, year ended June 30
1948 -------------------------------------- -------------------1949 -------------------------------------- -------------------1950 ------------------ ---------------------------------------1951----------------------------------------------------------1952------------------- ------ --------- --------- ----------1953 ------------------------------------------------ ---------July to December 1953--------------------------------- --------States:
Unemployment, calendar year
1948-----------------------------------------------------1949 --------- ------ --------- --------- ---------------1950----------------------------------------------------------1951 ---------------------------------------------------------1952----------------------------------------------------------1953-----------------------------------------------------------

Average benefits per week
of total unern
ployment

23
35
45
24
37
19
9

$17. 60
19. 20
19.80
17.40
18.50
29.50
29. 00

55
59
68
55
71
34
36

21. 50
21.600
21. 70
22.00
22.30
31.60
31.50

54
60
54
51
55
57

19.03
20.48
20.76
21.09
22. 79
23.58

Sources: The weekly r-.teq for railroad total unemployment and sickness are from the Annual Report of
the Railroad Retirement Board for fiscal year 1952, ppJ*265 and 275. and similar data for subsequent periods;
the percentages were calculated by the Offnce of lDirector of Research. The Isercentages andl weekly rates
for the States are from Statistical Supplement, Labor Market and Employment Security, May 1953, p. 11.
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The sharp drop in the percent of railroad payments at the niaximum rate and
the sharp rise in the railroad averages for fiscal year 1953 are the result of the
drastic increase in benefit rates granted by the 1952 amendments to the-Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act. Obviously, if the proportion of beneficiaries paid
at the maximum under the railroad law were as large as the proportion paid the
maximum under State laws, the difference between the railroad unemployment
average payment for the last 6 months of 1953 and the State average payment
for the calendar year 1953 would be inuch greater than the difference of $5.42
shown in the table.
Comparison of State and railroadminimum end maximumo.-The more important
provisions of State unemployment compensation laws are shown on pages 16 and
17 of the Social Security Butlletin for December 1953. Excluding dependents'
allowances, which are payable in only 11 States, there is no State law with a miax
imum of more than $35 a week. This may be compared with the maximum of
$37.50 now payable uinder the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, and a
mnaximum of $40proposed in H.Rf.7840. Even inc]luding,dependenits' allowances,
there are only 4 States paying a maximum of more than $38 a week.
In the fol
lowing tables, averages of the provisions of State laws are compared with the pres
ent railroad law and the proposals in H. R. 7840. Allowances for dependents are
omitted fromn the State figures because sueh allowances constitute only about 1
percent of the total paid by the States for unemployment.

I

States
Provision

Simple
average

Minimum weekly benefits ---------------------------$7.82
Maximum weekly benefits----------------------$26.00
Maximnumtotil beniefits l)a.yableina year-----------$612. 77
Mfaximnum weeks of total mnemniloyment lpayable ---23

Weighted
average I
$5. 62
$27. 64
$675. 44
24

Railroads
Present
law
$15.00
$37. 5Q
$975.00
26

H. R. 7840
2 $29. 10
$40. 00
1,040. 00
26

Computed by weighting figure for each State by number of beneficiaries in cilendar year 1952.
2$29.10 is based on $1.455 per hour. Those now being paid in the lowest compensation range of $15 per
week would average under 21. R. 7840 about $31.25.

Other respects in which the present railroaduenemaploysment system is already more
liberal than those of the States

1. All State laws prohibit the payment of unemployment benefits to strikers.
Radically contrary is the railroad unemnployment system under which strikers
are paid unemnployment benefits tinless the strike is in violation of the Railway
Labor Act or the rules and practices of the labor organization. If the act is to
he amended, certainly the payment of benefits to strikers shotuld be prohibited
the same as in all the State laws.
2. Of the 4 States that have sickness (temporary disability) laws, 3 of them
specifically prohibit paymnent of benefits for maternity, and while the other pro
vides for sickness benefits in maternity cases, it is for a shorter length of time
than the railroad tinemnployment insurance law, and is at the expense of the
employees. In contrast, the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act provides
for nationwide payment of maternity benefits. These average about $755 per
case, and aggregate aboust $3 million per year. About two-thirds of the women
do not return to work. The entire cost is on the railroads. I have never heard
any railroadmian attempt to jtistify this maternity provision. If the act is to
be amended, the maternity provision should be eliminated. It should be remnem
bered that uinder no State law are even sickness benefits payable at the expense
of the employer.
3. Under morst State laws the taxpaying employer can tinder certain conditiens
object in the administrative proceedings and also obtain court review if hie thinks
that paynments of certain unemployment benefits to his employees, or former
employees, by tile State agency are contrary to the State law. Under the Rail
road Unemployment Insurance Aet, the taxpaying railroad employer does not
have that right, according to the decision of the -Cotirt of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit in IRaitway Ex7:press Aqeecy, Inc. v. Kennedy et al. ((189 P. (2d) 801),
certiorari denied in .342 U. S. 830).
4. Under the railroad law a man who quits a job withotlt good cause, or who
refuses to accept suitable wvork is disqualified from receiving unemployment bene
fits for 30 calendar days. All States have related provisions. In some of them
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the disqualification is complete. In a great majority of the others the disqualify
ing period is much longer than 30 days (pp. 9, 10, Statistical Supplement, Labor
Market and Employment Security. September 1951).
5. All States disqualify for varying lengths of time a man who has heen sus
pended or discharged for misconduct. The railroad law does not disqualify, but,
on the other hand, pays unemployment benefits in such a case just the same as if
the man had been laid off due to lack of work.
6. In most States, the maximum total amount of benefits, in addition to being
restricted to a certain number of weeks, is further limited to a specified proportion
of base-year earnings. The most common limitation is that total benefits shall
not exceed one-third of the total base-year earnings. There is no such restriction
in the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. In the fiscal year 1953, 5,000 of
the beneficiaries exhausting unemployment-beniefit rigit~s uinder the Railroad Un
employment Insurance Act received lpayi1ents ranging from 50 tip to 130 percent
of their base-year earnings.
Fifty-percent proviso.-This is the proposed lprovision that all the lower benefit
rates in the present law he increased to half the claimant's daily rate of compensa
tion. This sounds sim-ple, but would result in the grossest inequities and also in
difficulties of administration. It would, in effect, ,substitute daily benefit rates
of about $6 or more for the first 6 brackets of the present schedule.
Of the "hard core" of regular railroad employees, most earn over $3,000 per
year and uinder the present law are entitled to $7 or $7.50 per day for unemploy
ment. However, there are a few hundred thousand casual or temporary railroad
workers every year. Under the lpresent law 4 or 5 weeks' work in the base year
with $300 earnin~gs entitles one to $3 lCr (lay unemnploymtent for a maximum of
130 days. The 50-percent proviso lproposed in H4. It. 78-10 would entitle him to
about $6 per (lay (very few wage rates are now less than $1.50 per hour or $12 per
day), nearly as much as a re~gular railroad employee who had spent years in the
railroad industry. While inany regular railroad ,employees would benefit from
this 50-percent proviso, the greatest benefit from it would go to casual and tempo
rary wvorkers. The clainiant who earned the bare mininium of $300 required to
qualify, and had never before worked for a railruad, could receive for his small
amount of work as much as $1,040 in unemnployment benefits and then later he
paid additional benefits for sickness. Under H. R. 7840 lie would be entitled,
provided he had a brief job at $16 per (lay, to the same benefits as a man who
earned the maximum creditable amount of $4,200.
Some of the other bad features of this prolposal I will mention only briefly:
1. Employees with practically the same earnings in the base year in the same
type of work may get entirely different benefit rates because of thie transfer of one
or both to some other type of work before becoming unemployed.
2. Thousands of beneficiaries will receive more in benefits than they earned in
railroad employienet. Many of them will receive 2 or 3 times as much as their
total railroad earnings.
3. Benefit payments will be so high if this lproviso is enacted that the incentive
to seek work will be reduced and there will be the temptation to malnager in
sickness eases.
4. The 50-percenitproviso could have the effect of penalizinig an uinemIployment claim
ant who accepts a temnporary railroad job. For examlple, a machinist with low baseyear earnings may be entitled to the mi-aximium rate of $8 because his last employ
ment paid over $16 a day. But if he accepts a temporary job such as handlimug
mail or shoveling snow for $12 a dhay, his benefit rate would be reduced to $6 for
any subsequent unemployment or sickness. This is certainly a poor way to
encourage the unemployed to seek work.
5. Basically the proposed 50-percemit proviso is an attempt to graft, onto the
lpresent law, which bases the benefit rate on total earmiings in the base year, a
feature somewhat similar to the provisions of some State laws which base the
benefit rat~e on earnings in a single quarter or in the period immediately preceding
the beginning of unemployment.
However, the prolposal omnits entirely the
safeguards that are in these State laws. These safeguards are in the form of
provisions requiring total base-period wages, of some such figure as 30 times the
weekly benefit amount to be eligible for benefits or of lprovisioi)s which restrict the
total benefits payable in the year to a fraction (commonly one-third) of the total
base-year earnings.
6. The administration of thme Railroad Uneinployment Imisuranee Act, instead
of being simple and economical, wvill be made costly andl complex by this 50 percent
proviso.
(a) The Railroad Retirement Board has emphasized promptness in pay
ment of unemployment and sickness claims. The checking and certification
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of a large proportion of the claims is completed the day they are received in
the regional office. This is possible because the claimant already has received
from the Board a card stating his base-year earnings or if he has lost the card,
the information is obtained from the headquarters wage record by teletype.
This method was adopted after careful consideration when the original act
was drawn in 1938. 'Ihe 50-percent proviso of H. R. 7840 would largely
abandon that quick source and in the large majority of cases probably require
obtaining information as to last wages from the railroads, which would delay
the unemployment and sickness benefit checks and cost many hunidreds of
thousands of dollars to the Board in additional administrative expense and
mnany hundreds of thousands of dollars' expense to the railroads in looking
up least wages.
(b) The benefit rate will not be fixed for the year, but will fluctuate with
changes in railroad occupation. In extreme cases, which will arise among
operating employees on the extra board, it may be necessary to determine the
benefit rate separately for each claim period, since the employee's pay rate
will vary according to the particular type of service and the weight and tvlpe
of the engine on each day's run.
(c) The fluctuations and inconsistencies in benefit rates will be confusing
to the claimants with the result that there will be many disputes and many
special investigations will be required.
(d) The present benefit formula of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act is as simple and as easy to understand and administer as there is in any
uneml'ploym~ent insurance law and it has stood the tests of 15 years of beneft
payments.
It has 10 earnings groups and a daily benefit rate for each group which
remains unchanged for any' employee for 1 year.
When this princilple of earnings group was adopted in the original R~ailroad
Unemployment Insurance Act in 1938, its adoption was considerccl an advance,
over the provisions of most Si ate unemployment compensation benefit formiulas
of the time (the latter used priniciples similar to those of the proposed amendment).
The 1~estimonv in s1lpport of the original railroad unemiploymnent. insurance
legislation and ihe connoittee reporis on it said of the present benefit forimila:
1. It would simplify and ''speedh up benefit payments.''
2. It would ''reduce the number of disputes concerning what the benefit is."
3. ''This method of determoinimig the benefit rate and maximum benefits,
is far simipler than the methods lproyidedl in the various State acts, un1der
-which elaborate (and probably administratively costly) calculations are
necessary"
4. Whien an employee receives his statement of earnings hie will be able
readhily to tell wNhether lie met, the earnings requireineni. and the ammoumit of
benefits for which lie cami be eligible.
''Such prior determinations, it is
believed, are not possible under the present (State) system.''
5. 'The present bill * * * we believe to be the simplest and soundest.
for unemployment insurance ever imitroducedl into legislature in this country.''
6. At that time a proposal similar to the 50-percent proviso, establish
mnent of a different benefit rate for each different wage rate, was carefully
considered and rejected.
Under the present benefit formula if the claimiant agrees to the record of baseyear compensation there is no ground for dispute about the benefit rate and he
can readily understand how it is determined. This fact is alpparent by the
absence, during 15 years of benefit payment, of any appeal concerned with the
determnination of benefit rate.
There were in the last fiscal year approximately 3,600 statements of base-year
compensation disputed by claimants. All of these disputes were resolved without
appeal by a claimant. In the whole year approximately 380,000 determninations
of benefit rate were made.
This record of acceptance of benefit rate determinations would not continue to
prevail with the formula of the proposed amendment, partly because there will
not infrequently be opportunity for difference of opinion as to a claimant's daily
rate of compensation but also because the proposed basis for benefit payments
will be less easily understood.
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Hon. CHARLES A. WOLVERTON,API12194
Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MRt. WOLVERTON: Enclosed is our proposal to amend sections 303 and
304 of the bill H. R. 7840 which, we believe, will resolve the differences between
us concerning the present section 304 of the bill.
Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND J. KELLY, Chairman.
HORACE W. HARPER~, M1ember.
AMENDMENTS To H. R. 7840
Amend section 303 of H. R. 7840 by substituting in line 15 on page 9, the figure
"400" for the figure "300"; and by inserting after the period in line 15 the follow
ing sentence: "Section 3 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act is hereby
amended by substituting the figure '400' for the figure '300'."'
Strike out section 304 of H. R. 7840 and substitute therefor the following
section:
"SEC. 304. (a) Subsection (a) of section 2 of the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act is hereby amended by substituting for the table the following:
" 'Column I
Total compensation

Column II
Daily bentefit rate

$400 to $499. 99 --------------------------------------------------- $3. 50
$500 to $749.99 ----------------------------------------------------- 4. 00
$750 to $999.99 ----------------------------------------------------- 4. 50
$1,000 to $1,299.99 ------------------------------------------------- 5. 00
$1,300 to $1,599.99 ------------------------------------------------- s. 50
$1,600 to 1,999.99 --------------------------------------------------- 6. 00
$2,000 to 2,499.99 --------------------------------------------------- 6. 50
$2,500 to $2,999.99 -------------------------------------------------- 7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ------------------------------------------------- 7. 50
$3,500 to $3,999.99 -------------------------------------------------- 8. 00
$4,000 and over ---------------------------------------------------- 8. 50
Provided, however, That if the daily benefit rate in column II with respect to any
employee is less than an amount equal to 50 per centum of the daily rate of com
pensation for the employee's last employment in which he engaged for an em
ployer in the base year, such rate shall be increased to such amount but not to
exceed $8.50. The daily rate of compensation referred to in the last sentence
shall be as determined by the Board on the basis of information furnished to the
Board by the employee, his employer, or both.' "
"(b) Subsection (c) of section 2 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
is hereby amended by changing the period at the end thereof to a colon and by
inserting after the colon the following: 'Provided, however, That the total amount
of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days of unemployment within
a benefit year shall in no case exceed the employee's compenisation in the base
year; that the total amount of benefits which may be paid to ati employee for
days of sickness, other than days of sickness in the maternity period, within a
benefit year shall in no case exceed the employee's compensation in the base year;
and that the total amount of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days
of sickness in a maternity period shall in no case exceed the employee's compensa
tion in the base year on the basis of which the employee was determined to be
( 1ualified for benefits in such maternity period.'

ExECUTIVE

Eon. HARLE0LVFRON
A.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDCET,

I ashington 25, D. C., Mlarch 22, 1954.

Chairman, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
House of Representatives, Washington 25, D. C.
My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your letter of February 16, 1954,
wherein you request a report on H. R. 7840, to amend the Railroad Retirement
Act, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment 1Insur
ance Act. It is also in answer to your request relative to H. R. 7869, 7951,
7956, 7973, and 7979, bills identical to H. R. 7840.
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The proposal would revise the railroad retirement program in several important
respects. It would increase the maximum wages subject to payroll taxes and
creditable toward benefits from $300 to $350 a month. It would reduce the
eligibility age for widows and dependent parents from 65 to 60 years of age.
Eligibility for disability benefits would be put on a month-by-month basis and
the allowable earnings raised to $100. Compensation after age 65 would not
be counted toward benefits if it had the effect of reducing such benefits. Surviv
ing spouses entitled to benefits in their own right would be permitted to receive
such benefits, and their survivorship benefits as well, without any offset require
ments. In cases where a dependent child is disabled, his benefit rights wvould
continue after his 18th birthday both in respect to the offspring and the widow.
Several other relatively minor revisions, which would be brought about by the
proposed bill, include elimination of the school attendance provision for children's
benefits and exemption of service as a union delegate from covered employment.
The Railroad Retirement Board has made a cost analysis of the proposal and
indicates that it would not add to the present deficiency of the program. Raising
the tax base would increase revenues by an estimated $56 million a year and the
automatic increase in benefits resulting from a parallel increase in creditable
wages would be $31 million a year. Other changes would add another $23 million
a year t-oannual costs. The net effect would be aslight reduction in the financial
deficiency under which the program is now operating.
In respect to the railroad unemployment insurance program, the hill would
raise the tax base to $350 a month with a parallel increase in maximum benefits
The unemployment benefits
from $;7.50to $8. This provision is recommended.
would be further liberalized by a provision that in no instance could they be less
than 50 percent of the claimant's last daily rate of pay. We believe this provision
req uires careful examination.
The change in the method of computing unemployment benefits from an annual
wage base to a "last daily rate of pay" would favor particularly the casual em
ployees of the railroad industry. The casual worker is already favored in that
the present railroad unemployment insurance program does not contain anly
limitation on the duration of benefits to keep it in accordance with the claimant's
prior service in the industry. In consequence, it is possible nowv for a person who
works 5 or 6 weeks or earns a minimum of $300 in the railroad industry to get
benefits for as much as 26 weeks of unemployment and 26 weeks of sickness-far
more in the aggregate than the total wages earned in the railroad industry. The
proposed bill would have the effect of increasing substantially the benefits going
to such claimants. Inasmuch as the cost of unemployment insurance is borne
by the carriers, we believe the Congress will wish to consider whether these pro
visions of the bill create an inequity by increasing the burden of the carriers with
respect to individuals whose connection with the industry is of short duration.
If it is intended to depart from the annual basis of determining benefits, such a
step might be accompanied by a standard requiring more substantial connection
with the railroad industry as a precondition of receiving benefits. Such standards
exist in the great majority of State unemployment insurance programs.
The proposed increase in the covered wage base to $350 a month would corre
spond to the Presidenit's proposal for revision of old-age and survivors insurance.
In view of these Presidential recommendations, the proposal for a higher wage
base and resulting automatic increases in benefits under the railroad system would
appear appropriate. Its enactment is recommended. Because of the complex
interrelationship between social security and railroad retirement, however, it is
important that enactment of a wage base increase in the railroad-retirement prd'
gram not become effective in advance of the increase in old-age and survivors
insurance.
The case regarding the other increases in benefits, amounting to $23 million
a year, is one wvhich the Congress will wish to consider in connection with (1) the
existing financial situation of the railroad-retirement system, and (2) the potential
effect of railroad-retirement increases on the general old-age and survivors insur
ance program, and on relationships between the 2 systems.
In respect to the first point, the fact that the system is presently underfinanced
by approximately 0.9 percent of payroll raises a question as to whether a substan
tial part of the increased revenues should be allocated to decreasing the deficiency.
As indicated above about 60 Jpercent of the increased revenues resulting from the
higher wage base in the retirement program would be required to finance the
automatic increase in benefits. Most of the remaining 40 percent, under the bill,.
would he devoted to the other liberalizations.
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In regard to the second point, the reduction of the eligibility age for widows may
well lead to pressures for a similar measure in the old-age and survivors insurance
program. Inasmuch as the railroad-retiremnent program is a social insurance
system, as well as a staff pension plan, it may serve to some extent as a precedent
for OASI. As a matter of principle, the social insurance features of the railroadretirement program should be kept in consonance with the general social-security
program insofar as it is practicable and equitable to do so. Although we recognize
that there may be special problems of survivorship in the railroad industry, we
cannot endorse this provision.
In according eligibility to disabled dependents beyond 18 years of age, the bill
creates a new class of beneficiaries which is not provided for in the old-age and
survivors insurance system. The principle, however, is equitable and provided
for in tax law. It would seem desirable to provide spebifically that the offspring
be, in fact, economically dependent.
The provision making it possible for surviving spouses to receive two benefits
may be questioned on the grounds that (a) the spouse's benefit is a social benefit
based on the added financial need of annuitants with dependent wives and (b)
that it has no relation to individual contributions.
We believe this argument has
validity and would suggest that it be considered by the committee. Favorable
action on this provision should not be considered a precedent for similar liberaliza
tion of social-security laws.
The other provisions of the bill are without objection.
In summary, the increase in the taxable wage base and the concomitant auto
matic increase in benefits would be consistent with the President's recommenda
tions respecting the old-age and survivors insurance program. Their enactment
is recommended to become effective at such time as the amendments to the Social
Security Act become effective. The increase in maximum unemployment bene
fits is also recommended at such time as the wage base is raised. With respect
to the other changes in the railroad-retirement program, the Bureau, although
agreeing that most of these are socially desirable, believes that the Congress will
wish to consider carefully whether they should be enacted at this time.
Sincerely yours,
Jos. M. DODGE, Director.
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AMEND THE RAILROAD RETIRE
MENT ACT
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
call up House Resolution 660 and ask
for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as fol
lows:
Resolved, That upon the adoption of this
resolution it shall be in order to move that
the House resolve itself into the committee
of the Whole House on the State of the
Union for the consideration of the bill (H. R.
7840) to amend the Railroad Retirement Act,
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. Af
ter general debate, which shall be confined
to the bill, and shall continue not to exceed
1 hour, to be equally divided and controlled
by the chairman and ranking minority mem
ber of the Committee on Interstate and For
eign Commerce, the bill shall be read for
amendment under the S-minute rule. -At the
conclusion of the consideration of the bill
for amendment, the Committee shall rise
and report the bill to the House with such
amendments as may have been adopted, and
the previous question shall be considered as
ordered on~the bill and amendments thereto
to final passage without intervening motion

except one motion to recommit.
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AMENDMENT OF RAILROAD RETIRE
MENT ACT
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 30 minutes to the gentleman from
Virginia [Mr. SMITH], and yield myself
such time as I may use.
Mr. Speaker, I rise to urge the adop
tion of House Resolution 660, which will
make in order the consideration of the
bill (H. R. 7840) to amend the Railroad
Retirment Act, the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act.
House Resolution 660 provides for an
open rule with 1 hour of general debate
on the bill.
Mr. Speaker, this bill, if passed, would
amend the Railroad Retirement Act and
the related measures in the following im
portant respects. First of all the age
eligibility for a survivor annuity is re
duced from 65 to 60 years of age.
The second major change would pro
vide that if a child, under 18, who is en
titled to the benefit under the act, has a
permanent physical or mental condition,
which makes the child totally disabled,
then that child would be the recipient of
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the benefits, even after the age of 18
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, on the State of the Union for considera
years has been attained,
will the gentleman yield?
tion of the bill H. R. 7840, with Mr.
H. R.7840 would also provide that a.
Mr. BENDER. I yield.
CANFIELD in the chair.
widow, dependent widower or dependent
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker,
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
parent who receives a survivor benefit, may I add that I believe that all MemBy unanimous consent, the first read
and who is entitled to a retirement an- bers of this body join with the gentle- ing of the bill was dispensed with.
nuity in his or her own right, shall re- man from Ohio [Mr. BENDER] in the tribThe CHAIRMAN. Under the rule,
ceive both the survivor benefit and the ute he has paid to the memory of the the gentlemen from New Jersey [Mr.
annuity. Prior to this, the person who late Robert A. Taft, one of Ohio's and WOLVERTON] will be recognized for 30
received an annuity at the time of his or America's most distinguished sons, minutes and the gentleman from Florida
her own retirement, would have the sur- whose death took place a year ago to- [Mr. RoGERs] will be recognized for 30
vivor benefit, which had been coming in, day.
minutes.
reduced because the person was now
Mr. Speaker, I have no further reThe Chair recognizes the gentleman
receiving an annuity on his own retire- quests for time on the rule and, there- from New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTONJ.
ment.
fore, move the previous question.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
H. R. 7840 would also provide that in
The previous question was ordered,
yield myself 5 minutes.
the calculation of annuities up to $350 a
The SPEAKER. The question is on
Mr. Chairman, during the 83d Con
month in compensation shall be credited. the resolution.
gress, the Committee on Interstate and
Thus an annuity of an individual would
The resolution was agreed to, and a Foreign Commerce has received thou
be computed by multiplying the years of motion to reconsider was laid on the sands of letters and telegrams from re
service by the following percentages of table,
tired railroad annuitants and pension
his monthly compensation: 2.76 percent
ers, widows of railroad workers, active
of the first $50; 2.07 percent of the next
railroad workers, and representatives of
$100; and 1.38 percent of the next $200.
these groups, and Members of Congress,
Under the old bill, no more than $300
urging various improvements in the
could be credited in the calculation of
benefits payable under the railroad re
annuities in any month.
tirement system and the railroad unem
Mr. Speaker, there are numerous othployment insurance system. The wide
er provisions in this bill which will be
interest in this legislation is evidenced
thoroughly explained by the members of
by the fact that over 60 bills to amend
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
the Railroad Retirement Act have been
Commerce. The Bureau of the Budget
introduced by Members of the House of
while expressing some reservations on
Representatives and referred to your
the bill, nevertheless approves of most
Committee during this Congress. Your
of the general provisions contained
Committee has held hearings on all
therein,
these bills and considered each one very
I hope that the House membership will
carefully.
see fit to adopt the rule, which will make
Last year, the Committee held hear
the consideration of this bill possible,
ings on H. R. 356 and 17 similar bills
The
oe, uleis
nd tereoreproposing
n opn
to repeal the dual-benefit re
the rule is apn topaendonend threorte
striction provision enacted by the 1951
floor. Under these circumstances, I can
amendments to the Railroad Retirement
see no reason why the rule should be
Act-section 7 of Public Law 234, 82d
seriously objected to.
Congress, Under this provision of the
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
law, a railroad retirement annuity
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
which was based In part on service be
Ohio [Mr. BENDER].
fore 1937 had to be reduced if the anMr.
Spaker
ENDE.
it oesnuitant
Mr
or pensioner was receiving, or
notte eempossbleto
Mmber ofwas
eligible to receive on application, an
Cnotesee
possible teopthe Members oft
old-age insurance benefit under the So
Congresas pansdthnepeope lofsOhof thnatoa
cial Security Act.
yoeart
hAs passed sicWhenh
losso Salenao
Your Committee on Interstate and
fromobert A.
so Taft.hnh
was calleady
Foreign Commerce reported favorably
fromaoumidta
obTfnwsared.
on H. R. 356, providing for the repeal
greatman.of
section 7 of Public Law 234, retro
In these last 12 months, we have had
active to October 30, 1951, the date it be
the opportunity to evaluate his achievcame effective. This bill passed the
ments from the perspective of time.
House on July 24, 1953, and passed the
Republicans, Democrats, and IndependSenate on June 2, 1954. I am happy to
ents alike have come to recognize the
state that this act was approved on
breadth of his vision, the intelligence
'June 16, 1954, and is now Public Law
of his perspective, and the wisdom of
398 of the 83d Congress.
his counsel.
_________This
law will increase benefits for ap
lAdersina its timeaof crisis.cBo Traft AAMENMAENT OF RAILROAD RETIRE- proximately 36,000 annuitants and penleadrs
n obit aftsioners
tie
ofcriis.
presently on the retirement rolls
was such a leader. Our lives are richer,
MEN'r ACT
by an average of $24 a month, or 20 per
our work is more certain because of the
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I cent of their average annuity, retroac
foundation he helped us to establish,
move that the House resolve itself into tively to October 30, 1951.
His memory will grow from year to the Committee of the Whole House on
In March 1954 your Committee held
year as we pay our respects to the Amer- the State of the Union for the considera- hearings on H. R. 7840, the bill now under
ican traditions for which he lived and tion of the bill (H. R. 7840) to amend consideration, and 10 identical bills.
worked and fought all the 'days of his the Railroad Retirement Act, the Rail- Again on June 2 and 3, 1954, your corn
life,
road Retirement Tax Act, and the Rail- mittee held hearings on 30 other bills to
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr. road Unemployment Insurance Act.
amend the Railroad Retirement Act
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
The SPEAKER. The question is on pending before the committee at that
Mr. BENDER. I yield,
the motion offered by the gentleman time.
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. If the from New Jersey.
None of the bills which proposed in
gentleman would permit, I would like
The motion was agreed to.
creases in retirement and survivor bene
to join in the endorsement of the stateAccordingly the House resolved itself fits provided for any means of financ
ment he made.
into the Committee of the Whole House ing the cost of those additional benefits
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except the bill reported by the committee, H. R. 7840, and the 10 bills identical
to it. The reported bill does provide for
the adequate financing of the additional
benefits recommended in the bill.
In the consideration of all these bills,
the committee has placed great emphasis
or. the effect of the proposed amendments on the financial soundness of the
railroad retirement account. The cornmittee is unanimously of the opinion
that, regardless of the desirability of certamn proposals for the liberalization of
benefits under the Railroad Retirement
Act, no amendments to the law should
be made which would jeopardize the
financial soundness of the railroadretirement system. The principle isaccepted by all the standard railway labor
organizations as well as railroad management.
Your committee has every desire to be
helpful to retired railroad workers and
their dependents. We are also mindful
of our grave responsibility toward the
currently active railroad workers and
those who will follow, and who will retire
in the future. We must make certain
that when they retire from the railroad
industry, the reserves in the railroadretirement account plus the income into
the system will be adequate to pay the
benefits due them,
PROVISIONS OF REPORTED S3ILL

The reported bill, H. R. 7840, would
amend the Railroad Retirement Act, the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
in several important respects. I shall
discuss these amendments briefly, omitting the amendments which are of a
clarifying or technical nature,
RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT AMENDMENTS-BENEFITS TO WIDOWS, WiDOWERS, AND DEPENDENT
PARE.NTS AT AGE 60

In the consideration of the many bills
,and suggestions for amending the Railroad Retirement Act, the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce was
particularly impressed with the desirability of reducing from age 65 to 60
the age at which a widow of a railroad
worker, without an eligible child, may
qualify for survivor benefits.
We are well aware of the fact that
there is dire need in the case of many

widows who had the misfortune of losing their husbands, with consequent loss

widows, but the -costsinvolved made such
a recommendation impossible at this
time.BEEISNOWRGH
The reported bill provides for a reduction in the eligibility age for a widow
without an eligible child, dependent widower, and dependent parent, who would
be eligible to receive a survivor's annuity at age 60, rather than at age 65.
The estimated cost of this provision
is $23,500,000 a year, or 0.432 percent of
payroll on a level-cost basis. The reported bill provides for the adequate
financing of this proposal.
BENEPITS TO WIROWED MOTNERS AND DISABLED
CHILDREN

Another provision of this bill is desindto
relieve the hrsisexperienced by a number of surviving children of deceased railroad employees,
over age 18, who are not capable of self 
support, and their mothers. At the present time, an annuity to a child ceases
at age 18 whether or not he is capable
of self-support. This, in turn, results
in a cessation of the annuity to the
child's mother, and causes great hardship for the widowed mother and child,
The reported bill provides that a survivor's annuity shall be paid to a disabled child, regardless of age, provided
his physical or mental condition is such
that he is unable to engage in any regular employment and provided further
that such disability began before age 18.
Under the bill, the widowed mother,
having such child in her care, would
also be entitled to a widow's annuity so
long as the child is disabled and if she
is otherwise qualified. Upon recovery
from disability after age 18, the child's
annuity and the annuity of his mother
would terminate at the same time,
The estimated cost of this provision
is $750,000 a year or 0.014 percent of
payroll on a level-cost basis. The reported bill provides for the adequate
financing of this proposal,
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ELIMAINATION OF REDUCTION IN SURVIVOR BENE
BFITSONACOUNTO RAILRADRTIEMN

Under present law, a widow, depend
ent widower, or dependent parent who
receives a survivor benefit, and who is
eligible for a retirement annuity in his
or her own right, because such individual
has had railroad employment, would
have the survivor benefit reduced by the
annuity to which such individual is en
titled by reason of his or her own em
ployment. Such individual cannot re
ceive both amounts. The reported bill
provides that both annuities shall be
payable without deduction. The esti
matedicotel of0this amyendmTen bisl apr
proimafrthel $20,000na year theill pro-oal
frtefnnig
fti
rpsl
INCREASE IN CREDITABLE COMPENSATION IN THE
CALCULATION

OF ANNUITIES

Under present law, a retirment annu
ity, other than the minimum annuity,
is calculated on the basis of the indi
vidual's years of service in the railroad
industry and his average monthly corn
pensation. No more than $300 may be
credited in any month.
The reported bill provides that com
pensation up to $350 a month shall be
credited. Under this provision, individ
uals with an average monthly compen
sation in excess of $300 would obtain
higher benefits than are obtainable un
der present law. In fact, an individual
who will have had 30 years of service
and an average monthly compensation
of $350 would obtain an increase in his
monthly annuity of $20.70 over the max
imnum amount that is payable under
present law. Other examples of the
effect of the bill on the annuities of
individuals who will retire with 30 years'
service, of which 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25
years of service at a monthly compen
sation of $350 will have occurred after
the enactment of this bill, are shown in
the table I now present:

1.-Effect of increasing creditable and taxcable base to $350 per month on employees
retiring on full annuities after 30 years of service, assuming all service after increase in

TABLE

base to be at $350

Years of serviee

Increase in

Increase in

monthly annuity
Average monthly eompensation before

increase in base

Before
base

*o noet
xeinehsincrease
hm

After
base

increase

Per

month

shown that few widows are fortunate

enough to have employment at age 60. 0---------------------------------------0
This is especially true when a widow $20--------------------------------1
is about age 60 at the time of her hus- $250-----------------------------------I
$30 ---------------------------------- ~ 5
band's death. A woman whose chief $20 ------------------------------
function in life has been to take care $30----------------------------------1
of her family and home is hardly in a $200------------------------
position to secure employment after she $210--------------------1
isof50
ae,
yersand hr opporunities$800 ------------------------------------- 20
is f 5ae,yers nd hr
oporuniies$200 ---------------------------------
are fewer still at age 60. The same con- $250 ------------------------------------20
---------------------------------
ditions essentially exist with respect to $300
$200 ------------------------

dependent widowers and parents.

$210 -------------------------------------

Mr. A. E. Lyon, executive secretary of
the Railway Labor Executives' Associa
fo 3riwylbr
h
tion, who spoke frte2
ala
ao
organizations that supported this bill,
fraee tohase thir rchommendzations onr
freeto asether
reommndaion on
need alone, they would have recoinmended an even lower eligibility age for

$300 ---------------------------------

250

Per

year

Ices
aggregate
Inc________-_____
gregate
forbenlife
taxes to date expectancy
of retirement of 12½6 years

after retire-

__

____

so

$20. 70

$248.40

$1,126.80

2
1

72
1.5

0.0
270

3.0
3.0

2575

29

i.$

ilS60

7i20

27.0

240

5640

03 0

1 1.1

6.90

82.80

375.60

1,035.00

3.40

41.40

197.8$0

517.50

is
i
20

035
0 s

14

0

$3, 105.00

2375

1520

-___

Source: Hearings before the Committee on interstate and Foreign Commerce, Hlous of Representativs Sas
Cong., 2d seas., on H. R. 7840, a bill to amend the Railroad
Retirement Act, the Raira Retirement Tax Act,
and the Railroad Unemployment Inosuranee Act, p. 18.

The proposed increase from $300 to
$350 in the creditable compensation base
would provide higher retirement benefits
in the future for almost two-thirds of

the active railroad workers who now
earn in excess of $300 a month, since
their annuities would be computed on a
higher average monthly compensation,
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Survivor benefits also would be' increased
in those cases where the deceased employee will have had an average monthly
compensation in excess of $300. In the
future an increasing number of employees and their families will benefit
from this increase in the taxable base.
The increase in retirement and survivor 'benefits resulting from the proposed change in the creditable compensation base would amount to approximately $31 million a year, or 0.569 percent of payroll on a level cost basis, assuming a level annual payroll of $5,450,000,000 on the basis of a $350 monthly
compensation ceiling. Of the $31 million to be paid in increased benefits, $25
million would be payable in retirement
benefits, and $6 million in survivor
benefits.
The reported bill provides for the adecluate financing of these proposals.

Retirement Board has advised that 1954, which was estimated at an earlier
many disability annuitants have misun- hearing before the committee to be $7.5
derstood the significance of this provi- million a year, or 0.15 percent of payroll,
sion of the law, and have made arrange- on a level cost basis.
ments with their employers to be paid a
The amendments proposed by H. R.
good deal more than $75 in some of the 7840 would increase the ceiling on taxa
B-month period and to be paid less than ble payroll from $300 to $350 per month,
$75 in one or more months in this pe- thereby adding $450 million to the total
riod. Thus, they continue to be in regu- taxable payroll, $56 million to the taxes
lar employment and at the same time under the existing schedule of tax rates
continue to receive their disability an- and $54 million to the benefit costs.
nuity.
The overall effect of the amendments
The reported bill proposes to substitute to the Railroad Retirement Act proposed
for the present disability work clause a by this bill, including the effect of Public
limitation applicable to each month on Law 398 of the 83d Congress, would be
the amount of earnings that may be re- to increase the benefit costs to approxi
ceived without causing the annuity for mately $732 million a year on a level cost
that month to be lost. Under this pro- basis. This is equivalent to a tax rate
posed clause, if a disabled annuitant is of 13.4 percent of taxable payroll based
paid more than $100 in any month in on a maximum taxable compensation of
employment for hire or in self-employ- $350 per month.
ment, his annuity would not be paid for RATLROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT AMENDMENTS
CREDITING OF' COMPENSATION EARNED AFTER
such month. The Railroad Retirement
BefispybeudrteRloa
AGE65Board
has estimated that the substitu- ReieentfAct
parabe pndresetly fin
lrancdb
Under present law, compensation tion of this work clause for the present aRpayrolln Ataofr6 prercentl oinrailrodb
earned after retirement age is used in provision would result in a net savingaeparloye n neul
taxof64pecn ontheilroem
computing an individual's retirement to the retirement account of $1,500,000 a eployers paydableqatx
each
on
emploee's
annutyeve
e my hae thogh
hd yar.compensation
up to $300 a month, and by
lower earnings after age 65 which would OTHER RETIREMENT ACT CHANGES IN THE DILL contributions from the Federal Qovern
operate to reduce his average monthly
The other amendments to the Rail- ment on account of creditable military
anmpnuity.
nTher
heeporedril provueids road Retirement Act provided for in the service.
annity reortd
Th
bll
rovdesbill, namely, the elimination of national
The reported bill would amend the
that compensation earned after the in- delegate service from coverage under Railroad Retirement Tax Act by increas
dividual has reached age 65 would be teat
rvdn
eeist
hlrnigtemxmmepoe
opna
disregarded if the result of taking such teat
rvdn
eeist
hlrn
igtemxmmepoe
opna
compensation into account would be to who do not attend school, and the waiver tion subject to taxation from $300 to $350
diminish his annuity. The estimated of retirement benefits for individuals a month, effective July 1, 1954, leaving
cost of this amendment is $50,000 a who desire to qualify for a veteran's non- the tax rate of 6¼/percent unchanged.
year. The reported bill provides for the service-connected disability pension, are
Since about 36 percent of all present
financing of this proposal.
of relatively minor importance. The employees do not earn more than $300
DISABILITY WORK CLAUSE
combined cost of these items would be a month, the increase in the tax base
Under present law, a disability annul- very slight,
would not affect them, because the exist-

tan
thnwh75eansmor
n srvce

OSTOF ENFIT PRVIED

NDE TE RILRADing

tatwo orhn$7Rnsrvc
an
EOTIOREBENETACAS
POIDEWUNDE
THE RAILROADB
for hire, or in self-employment, in each
RTEMNACASTWOLBEMNDD
of any 6 consecutive calendar months is
THIS BILL
deemed no longer disabled at the end of
The cost of benefits payable under the
the 6-month period,
alodRtrmntAta
twudb
This provision has proved to be very amended by the reported bill is shown
difficult to administer. The Railroad in the following table:
TABLE 2.-Annual cost and level rate required to support the Railroad Retirement Act as

tax rates have not been changed.

The remaining two-thirds would pay the
employee tax beginning July 1, 1954, on
teices
rm$0 o$5 e
ot
intheincre
ase.fro
e
$30
ttoa35
perxaonth
payroll would be increased by about 9
percent or $450 million a year, and re
tirement-tax collections would be in
creased by about $56 million a year.
revised by proposed amendment (assumes level annual payroll of $5,450000,000 on basis
When the $300 limit on the creditable
of $850 monthly compensation ceiling)
and taxable compensation base was es
tablished in 1937, 98 percent of the num
Annual dollar
ber of railroad employees were earning
Benefit provision
cost (in
Level cost
no more than $300 a month. Also, 98
thousands)
percent of the total railroad payroll was
1.Ralradreirmet
enfi ude pesntac -----------------------
creditable
andeffect
taxable
under
the dur
$300
I. airod ndr
etremntbeeft
pesntac-----------------------$670,
500
12.3103
limitation in
without
change

2. Change limit on creditable earnings from $100 to $350 a month ----------------------S.
4.

5.
6.

7.

31, 000

A. Retirementhbenefits -----------------------------------------------------25,000
B. Survivor benefits (including residual lump sum) - ---------------------------13,000
Reduce eligibility age for widows and parents from 135to 00-------------------------235,00
Change in disability work clause provision to $tOOper month (as accrued)-------------(1,500)
Survivor benefits continued to young widow and dependent disabled child past age IS750
Disregarding compensation alter age 05 if use of such compensation would reducewa
,annuity----------------------------------------------------------------------

Elimination of reduction in survivor benefits on account ofrailrsad retirement benefit
in own right--------------------------------------------- --------------------S. Elimination of national delegate service where other railroad service is not creditable--

so
20
10

Net level rate.------------------------------------------------------- ----------- 74
72,33

.569

f

.001

8yas

ic

97wg

400Asarultthpeen
time only 36 percent of the employees are

earning $300 a month or less, and only
80 percent of the payroll is creditable

13290

and
taxable
under the $300 limitation
now in
the law.

-

Even withand
thetaxable
proposedcompensation
increase in the
creditable
to

Source: Hearings before the Committee on interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Old
Cong., 2d seas., on H. R. 7840, p. 29.

The above table shows that under the
Railroad Retirement Act, as amended,
prior to June 16, 1954, when Public Law
398 was approved, benefits cost $670.5
million per year. The estimated level
tax rate required to support these benefits was 12.3 percent of payroll, assuming a level annual payroll of $5,450 million, based on a $350 monthly ceiling as

igteps

.459
rates have more than doubled. The
.t1v1a0anng
. 432
avrage annuaerngspraiod e rira
-(.018)
employee in 1937 was $1,780; in 1953 it
.014
wa$40.Asarultthpeen

proposed in the bill. The estimated level
tax rate required to support these benefits under the law in effect prior to June
16, 1954, assuming a level annual payroll
of $5 billion, based on a $300 monthly
ceiling, was 13.41 percent of payroll,
This table, however, does not include the
additional cost of benefits provided for
in Public Law 398, approved June 16,

$350 a month, only 88 percent of the
payroll would be taxable compared with
98 percent 18 years ago. In other words,
the proposed increase in creditable and
taxable compensation to $350 would still
apply to a smaller percentage of the total
payroll than was the case in 1937.
The $300 per month ceiling on credItable and taxable compensation for
railroad-retirement purposes has been
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recognized as out of date by many railroad companies for a number of years, as
evidenced by the fact that they have established supplemental pension plans
covering their officials and employees
who regularly earn salaries higher than
that amount. As long as 5 years ago the
Railroad Retirement Board had knowledge of 53 such supplementary pension
Plans. There are undoubtedly a considerable number that have since been
established.
Th eplye
hopysth txontho
The mploee
ho pys te tx onthe

additional monthly compensation in ex-

cess of $300 but not in excess of $350,

as proposed in the bill, would be ade-

-
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=EmfLoYMP2T DIsuRANCz AcT AmENDMENTs

The reported bill, H. R. 7840, would
amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act to provide that the daily
benefit rate to a qualified employee who
is unemployed or sick would be based on
the following schedule:
Base year compensation:

Daily benefit
rate

$400 to $499.99 -------------------- $3. 50
$500 to $749.99--------------------- 4. 00
$750 to $999.99--------------------- 4. 50
$1,299.99 -------------------- 5. 00
$1,300 to $1,599.99------------------ 55
$1,600 to $1,999.99---------------- 6.00
$2,000 to $2,499.99------------------6.5so
$2,500 to $2,999.99---------------- 7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99------------------ 7. 50
$3,500 to $3,999.99------------------ 8. 00
$4,000 and over-------------------- 8. 50
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and expanded and that the effectiveness
of the unemployment insurance pro
gram be strengthened. The President
suggested that the States raise the dol
lar maximums payable under their un
employment insurance systems "so that
the payments to the great majority of
the beneficiaries may equal at least hailf
their regular earnings."
At the present time railroad unem
ployment and sickness benefits are aP
proximately 40 percent of the average
railroad weekly wages. Your committee

believes that these benefits should be

closer to 50 percent of the average

weekly wages, as provided for in the bill.

quately compensated by the increased
This would make the benefits payable
benefits resulting from crediting the adunder the railroad unemployment in
ditional compensation. On the average,
surance system conform more nearly to
he would obtain benefit right-, at the rate
The reported bill further provides that the recommendations made by the Presi
of $3 for each $1 in taxes he paid by if the daily benefit rate, in accordance dent for the improvement of State un
reason of this provision in the bill. This with the above schedule, would be less employment insurance systems.
may be illustrated by the following than half of the employee's daily rate of
The unemployment and sickness bene
example: Let us assume an employee compensation for the last employment in fit programs under the Railroad Unem
who will work, following the enactment which he was engaged in the base year, ployment Insurance Act are supported
of this bill, for 15 years at $350 per month his daily rate would be increased to half by contributions collected by the Rail
until reaching retirement age. The ad- of such amount, but not exceeding $8.50. road Retirement Board from the em
ditional taxes he would pay during this Also, the total amount of benefits which ployers alone with respect to each em
period on the additional $50 of monthly may be paid to an employee separately ployee in service. The contribution rate
taxable compensation, as proposed in the for unemployment or sickness within a is based on a sliding scale and is fixed
bill, would be at the rate of $3.13 a benefit year cannot exceed his total com- for any 1 year in accordance with the
month, or, in the aggregate, $563 during pensation in the base year.
balance remaining in the unemployment
the entire 15-year period. As a result of
The provision in the reported bill that insurance account as of the close of busi
paying this additional tax, his annuity the daily benefit rate shall be not less ness on September 30 of the preceding
would be increased, when he retires, by than half of the employee's last daily year. The contribution rate is applic
$10.35 a month. At present, a man's life wage rate payable to him in the last able to the employee's compensation not
expectancy at age 65 is 12½/years. Nor- position he held in the base year, with a in excess of $300 for any calendar
mally, this individual may, therefore, maximum of $8.50 per day, is consistent month.
expect to have his aggregate benefits in- with the recent recommendation reThe reported bill would increase the
creased by a total of $1,552.50.
He garding the Federal-State unemploy- maximum compensation that would be
would, therefore, receive $3 in benefits ment insurance systems made by the subject to contribution to $350 a month.
for each $1 of additional taxes he would President in his economic report to the
The schedule of contribution rates
pay under the provisions of this bill. Congress, dated January 28, 1954, provided for in section 8 of the Railroad
Other illustrations of the effect on re- wherein he urged that such unemploy- Unemployment
Insurance
Act, as
tirement annuities of increasing the ment insurance systems be improved amended on June 23, 1948, is as follows:
creditable and taxable base to $350 a
The rate with re
month are given in table 1, to which
spect to corn
I have already referred.
pensation paid
dureeingthenex
The additional revenue, to be collected
from the carriers under the proposed If the balance to the credit of the railroad unemployment iosuranee account as of the close a; end ar year
aedettinraetetxbs,
business on Sept. 30 of any year, as determined hy the Board, is:
shall be:
amendent
t incrase te
taxbase,$460,000,000 or more -------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 percent.
would amount to $28 million a year on $400,000,000 or more hut lees than $450,000,000----------------------------------------------1I percent.
a level-cost basis.

However, a very sub-

stantial percentage of this amount would
be offset by an automatic adjustment in
the Federal income tax payable by the
carriers. Assuming that the Federal
income-tax rate on corporations will not
change greatly from the present rate,
the additional $28 million, which it is
estimated they would have to pay under
the proposed amendment, would be offset to the extent of approximately 50
percent by reductions in their corporate
income-tax payments. Furthermore, an
additional amount would be saved by
reductions in their supplemental pension plans.'
It is also important to note that the
proposed increase in the compensation
base to $350 a month would be in conformity with the President's recommendation for an increase in the creditable
and taxable wage base from $3,600 to
$4,200 a year under the old-age and survivors insurance program. The House
of Representatives, on June 1, 1954, did
adopt the President's recommendation
in this respect when it passed H. R. 9366,
a bill to amend the Social Security Act
and the Internal Revenue Code.

$300,000,000 or more hot less than $400,000,000 ------------------7--------------------------1I½~ percent.
$300,000,000 or more but less than $350,000,000---------------------------------------------- 2 percent.
$250,000,000 or more hut less than $800,000,000---------------------------------------------- 2½ percent.
Less than $250,000,000 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 3 percent.

Since the balance to the credit of the
unemployment-insurance account has
been in excess of $450 million from the
time this amendment became effective
on January 1, 1948, the rate of contribution has been one-half of 1 percent since
that time. The balance in the account
as of March 1954 was approximately
$627 million.
In accordance with the amendments
proposed to be made in the Railroad
Retirement Act and the Railroad Retirement Tax Act with respect to delegates
attending a national or international
convention of a railway labor organization, the reported bill likewise exempts
from the provisions of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act such delegates if they have not previously rendered service to an employer as defined
in that act,
The increase in the contribution base
from $300 to $350 a month would increase the taxable payroll by approximately 9 percent. At the current contribution rate for unemployment insur-

ance of 0.5 percent, the effect of increas
ing the tax base would be to add approx
imately $21/4 million a year to the con
tributions paid by the railroads. This
additional payment would continue for
several years and would increase in
amount as the contribution rate in
creases in the future. The carrier mem
ber of the Railroad Retirement Board
has estimated that over the long run the
additional cost to the carriers will aver
age $26 million a year.
It has been the uniform policy of the
Congress, since the establishment of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act,
to use the same base year earnings for
benefit and contribution purposes under
this law as under the Railroad Retire
ment Act. This policy has great advan
tage in simplifying the administration
of the two acts. There is no logical
reason why there should be a different
base for one act than for the other.
The committee was advised by the
Railroad Retirement Board that the
balance in the unemployment insurance
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account, plus the current income to the
account, will be sufficient to pay all unemployment and sickness benefits provided for under present law and still
maintain the contribution rate of 0.5
percent up to January 1, 1958, or January 1, 1959, when it would become necessary to increase the contribution rate to
1 percent. The committee was further
advised by the Board that the amendments to the Railroad Unemployment
insurance Act proposed by the bill would
cause the contribution rate to increase
to 1 percent in January 1957, and possibly not before January 1958.
In contrast with the railroad contribution rate of 0.5 percent, which has been
paid since January 1, 1948, employers
covered under State unemployment insurance laws now pay an average rate of
approximately 1.5 percent to the States
and 0.3 percent to the Federal Government. Rates for employers under State
laws, including the 0.3 percent Federal
tax, are compared with rates payable
under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act since 1948, in the following
tabulation:
Contributionrate
laws, RUIA

YearState
Yeraverage
_____________



____

0.5

1948---------------------------------1. 54
1.61
1949--------------------------------1.80
1950--------------------------------1.88
19511-------------------------------1.75
1952---------------- ---------------_________________

.5
.5
.5
.5



CONCLUSION

Your committee is convinced that H.
R. 7840 is sound and necessary legislation, and that it is consistent with the
retirement and unemployment insurance programs recommended by the
President.
I urge the House to pass H. R. 7840
as reported by your Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WOLVERTON. I yield to the
gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Does
this bill provide for an increase in the
benefits to all of those who are now
receiving retirement benefits?
Mr. WOLVERTON. No, it does not,
however, the amendments to the Social
Security Act (H. R. 9366) which was recently passed by this body with reference
to increasing the amount of the social
security benefits inures to the benefit
of the beneficiaries under the Railroad
Retirement Act because in the Railroad
Retirement Act there is a minimum
guarantee provision which states that
retired railroad employees and their f amilies are not to receive less than what is
being paid under social security for
equal length of service and compensation. So in that respect, they are taken
care of.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield such time as he may require
to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
CROSSER],
Mr. CROSSER. Mr. Chairman, on
this occasion it will be unnecessary to
consume much time to the discussion of
the bill now before the committee. I
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could probably talk for hours in regard
to the subject of the bill but there is
practically no opposition to the measure
and it is unnecessary.
Mr. Chairman, all the railway labor
organizations that have been interested
in this subject from the very beginning
are now in favor of this measure. They
are unanimously in favor of the bill,
Mr. Chairman, it is more than 23 years
ago since I first began to pioneer for the
establishment of a Railroad Retirement
System. In my opinion we have now the
best retirement in the whole United
States and I believe it is highly desirable
that this measure be passed.
Mr. Chairman. H. R. 7840 is a bill reported from the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on June 21,
1954.
The main additional retirement benefits provided for by this bill are as follows:
First. Benefits to widows, dependent
widowers, and dependent parents at age
60 instead of age 65.
Second. Benefits to widowed mothers
with physically or mentally disabled
children over age 18.
Third. Full

___________-____-

-

survivor

benefits

to

July 30

widows of all railroad workers will bene
fit under this bill. It is reasonably cer
tamn that the payment of the additional
benefits will not endanger the financial
soundness of the retirement system.
Provision for the payment of the ad
ditional benefits stipulated in H. R. 7840
is made by the increase in taxable base
as already explained.
I therefore recommend that my col
leagues support H. R. 7840 by their votes.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
regret exceedingly the manner in which
I must divide the time amongst those
who would like to speak. Because of
the limited time available, if I were to
allot 1 minute to each Member, I would
still not have enough time. At this time
I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. HESELTON].
Mr. HESELTON. Mr. Chairman, I
favor this much needed legislation. I
want to congratulate the chairman of
the Committee on Interstate and For
eign Commerce for his continuous and
now successful efforts to make it possible
for us to vote on this legislation today.
H. R. 7840 is a bill to amend the Rail
road Retirement Act, the Railroad
Retirement

Tax

Act,

and the

Rail

widows, dependent widowers, and dependent parents who are also eligible for

road Unemployment Insurance Act.
This bill was approved by the House

a railroad retirement annuity in their
own right.

Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce after extensive hearings held

the
creditable
Fourth. Increasing
compensation subject to assessment
from the present maximum of $300 a

on March 9, 10. 12, 16, and 17, and is sup
ported by all the standard railway labor
unions, representing about 11/2 million

month to a maximum of $350'a month

railroad workers

in the calculation of a retirement or
survivor annuity,
Fifth. Disregarding the compensation
earned after age 65, if the crediting of
such compensation would diminish the
annuity,
Sixth. Changing the disability work
clause to a maximum of $100 in earnings for any month without loss of the
annuity for that month,
The main increases in unem-nployment
insurance benefits provided for by this
bill are an increase in the daily benefit
rates for unemployment and sickness
and a guarantee that each eligible employee shall be entitled to receive a daily
benefit equal in amount to half his daily
rate of compensation for the last employment in which he will have been engaged during the last calendar year, up
to the maximum amount of $8.50, daily.
The bill would also increase, for retirement and unemployment insurance
purposes, the maximum amount, subject to taxation by employers and by
employees, from the present maximum
of $300 of the employee's monthly salary
to a maximum of $350 of the employee's
monthly salary.
The standard railway labor organizations are unanimously in favor of the
bill. The Railroad Retirement Board,
the Secretary of Labor, and the Bureau
of the Budget also favor the bill.
This bill will provide some $55 million
in retirement benefits to retired workers
and their families in addition to the
benefits that are now being paid. Approximately two-thirds of the active
railroad employees who will retire in the
future will obtain higher retirement
benefits as a result of this bill. The

in

the country.

It

would make a number of changes in the
railroad retirement and unemployment
insurance systems, and I shall discuss
these in the order of their importance.
The first change would permit widows
who have no minor childreh to have
their widow's benefit begin at age 60
rather than at age 65, as at present. It
was testified during the hearings that
most widows of railroad men have de
voted their lives to the duties of house
keeping and being a mother. Such a
widow, if she is 60 years old, has no more
opportunities to secure employment
than a widow at age 65. Realistically
speaking, a woman at age 60, especially
one who has had no training outside of
running a home, cannot secure employ
ment. Under the present law, she would
receive the widow's benefit only if she
has a minor child under age 18; other
wise, her widow's benefit cannot begin
before age 65. This has proved to be a
very serious hardship on many railroad
widows, and the committee approved
this proposal.
The committee also approved the pro
posal in the bill to provide eligibility for
a child's annuity even after the child has
attained age 18 if the child has a disabil
ity which occurred before that age. It
has been testified before the committee
that in a number of cases a child's an
nuity, and that of its mother, were ter
minated upon the child's attainment of
age 18 on the assumption that the child
was then able to provide for itself. This,
of course, is untrue with regard to a child
that is permanently disabled. Both the
child and the mother taking care of it
should have their annuities continued in
such case as long as the child remains
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disabled. This bill so proposes and your
Committee approved this proposal.
The next proposal in the bill with regard to widows would permit her to receive her widow's annuity in addition to
her railroad retirement annuity, if she
has one coming to her in her own right.
This liberalization would cost very little
because there are not many such cases,
The committee therefore believed it apPropriate to let the widow have the retirement annuity in her own right in addition to the widow's annuity, particularly because the widow's annuity would
still be subject to reduction by any social
,security benefit to which the widow
might be entitled,
For employees earning more than
$300 a month, the bill proposes 'to increase the basic monthly wage upon
which annuities are computed from the
present maximum of $300 a month to
$350 a month. I need not remind this
House that this increase in creditable
base to a maximum of $3,600 a year is
similar to that proposed by the President
for the Social Security Act and which
was passed by the House several months
ago.
With regard to the crediting Of compensation for computing an annuity, the
bill recognizes that some people earn less
after age 65 than before that age, and
this necessarily results in a lower average of monthly earnings. The bill would
therefore eliminate the compensation
earned after age 65 if the result of crediting such compensation would operate to
decrease the monthly average. This provision has been in the law at the beginning of the -railroad retirement system,
but has been changed since then. Ex-

perience has proved it to be a desirable

-
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reason, the service as delegates was excluded from the coverage of the acts.
The next change would eliminate the
requirement that children between the
years of 16 and 18 attend school as a
condition of eligibility for a child's annuity. This provision was difficult to
administer, was eliminated from the
social-security system some years back,
and would therefore be eliminated by
this bill from the Railroad Retirement
Act.
Finally, the bill would permit a railroad retirement annuitant or pensioner
to waive his annuity, in whole or in part,
if he should find it to his advantage in
order not to lose his disability pension
from the Veterans' Administration.
During the last Congress we made a similar amendment to the Civil Service Retirement Act for the same reason,
In order to meet the cost of the liberalizations I have discussed, the bill would
increase the taxable base from $300 to
$350 a month. According to the Railroad Retirement Board, as shown by its
report on the bill, this increase in the
taxable base would add $56 million a
year to the railroad retirement account.
The cost of the higher benefits resulting
from the crediting of $350 instead of
$300 a month for benefit purposes would
be $31 million a year. The cost for reducing the eligibility age for widows
without minor children from 65 to 60,
and the remaining amendments in the
bill for the Railroad Retirement Act,
would be about $23 million a year, mak-;
ing the total cost of the bill to amend
the Railroad Retirement Act $54 million
a year. The Railroad Retirement Board
therefore concludes, and I quote:
The $56 million additional revenue would
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condition to qualify for benefits under
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act instead of the present $300 a year.
This provision alone would eliminate
many casual workers from the coverage
of the act and this provision, together
with the overall limitation against total
benefits exceeding the total earnings in
the preceding base year, go a long way
to meet the objection as to casual work
ers.
As I stated earlier this committee held
extensive hearings on the bill permitting
all persons having an interest in any of
its provisions to express themselves fully
and completely, so that the hearings on
the bill comprise 179 printed pages. Dur
ing those hearings it was suggested to this
committee that the proposal in the bill
to increase the tax base from the maxi
mum of $300 to $350 a month should not
be adopted before a similar proposal by
the President for the Social Security Act
is adopted. In fact, it has even been
suggested that this proposal in the bill
should not be adopted even if the similar
proposal for the Social Security Act were
adopted because the taxes under the
railroad retirement system are higher
than under the social-security system.
This argument, in my opinion, is without
merit. It is a matter of record that the
railroad retirement system from the very
beginning had higher benefits and higher
tax rates than the social-security system.
In other words, Congress has never per
mitted the social-security system to
stand in the way of improving the rail
road retirement system as long as im
provements were needed and funds were
available. Thus, in'1937, when the two
systems were first established, the maxi

mum wage base under the railroad re

provision, and the committee has there- more than pay for ali the Increased benefits tirement system was about $600 above
fore restored it.
provided in the tbil.
that of the social-security system. At
The next change telates to disability
that time the maximum wage base under
annuities. At the present time an indiFor the Railroad Unemployment In- the Social Security Act was $3,000 a year,
vidual in receipt of a disability annuity surance Act the bill would increase the averaging $250 a month, while the maxi
is presumed to have recovered from his daily rate for unemployment and sick- mum base under the railroad retirement
disability if he earned more than $75 in ness benefits generally by 50 cents up system was $300 a month. Then, as now,
each of 6 consecutive calendar months, to a maximum of $8.50 per day, with the taxes for the support of the railroad
Thi havey
benusatsfctoy po-the assurance that in no case would the retirement system were higher than
Thisy hasebeenlasveryanunsatisfactory pro
vision; it has presented a good many dailoyraebe' less thanl 50gprcteinto the Lhose for the social-security system.
administrative problems and resulted in eploee'sn
last deaily w hi gearante
inthe
httmetewg
as neh
many complaints. All the railway laborprcdn baeyr.Tiguatys
social-security system was increased to
organizations have recommended that subject to two limitations. The first is $3,600 a year, while the base under the
this provision be changed so that a man that in no case would the amount ex- railroad retirement system remained un
could have his annuity for each month ceed $8.50 a day, and the next is an Over-' changed. There is no doubt that the
in which he earns no more than $100 in all limitation that in no case would the social-security base will be increased
service for other than a railroad or a total amount of benefits for unemploy- during this session of Congress from
last employer. After age 65, of course, ment or sickness in a benefit year exceed $3,000 to $3,600 a year, but the proposal
he can earn more than $100 in such the employee's total earnings in a base in'the bill to increase the railroad base
service without losing the disability year. The guaranty of benefits up to is merited on other grounds. In 1937
annuity.
50 percent of an employee's daily wagewhnte$0baeasfrtsalied
On behalf of delegates to the conven- rate is in conformity with the Presi- 98enpercent0ofbthe toal railroad psayrllsed
tions of railway labor organizations who dent's proposal for the State unemploy- was taxable and rediotable falordbenefit
have no other service creditable under ment-insurance systems and the limi- puross uaalnde thediRailroa Retrbemenit
the act, all the railway labor unions tation against total benefits exceeding Act. Since that time, wages have more
pointed out to the committee that such the employee's earnings in the preced- than doubled so that at the present time
delegates pay taxes on the compensation ing base year is 1 of 2 conditions only 80 percent of the railroad payroll
they receive for service as delegates with- directed against casual workers. Ob- is taxable and creditable for benefit pur
out realizing any benefits therefrom. jections have been raised that the rail- poses under the Railroad Retirement
Very few, if any, delegates could ever road unemployment insurance benefits Act. Moreover, even after the increase
acquire as much as 120 months of dele- constitute a windfall to many casual in the base from $300 to $350 a month is
gate's service, and without that number workers in the railroad industry that adopted, only 80 percent of the total rail
of months there would be no eligibility their benefits in a year exceed by far road payroll will be taxable and credit
under -the Railroad Retirement Act, their earnings in the Preceding base able for benefits under the act as com
Moreover, very few would ever acquire year. To meet this objection your com- pared with 98 percent in 1937. The
enough of such service to qualify them mittee has amended the bill so as to railroads themselves have recognized the
under the Social Security Act. For this require no less than $400 a year as 'a inadequacy of the $300 limit because
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The m-ain objection to the bill was the
most of them now maintain supple- the President's proposal for revision of oldmental pension systems under which the age and survivors insurance. in view of Increase in the tax base. We hated to
railroads and their employees earning these Presidential recommendations, the see the tax base increased because you
and result- know we have enough taxes and to con
more than $300 a month are taxed on the proposal for a higher wage base
ing automatic increases in benefits under tinually increase and keep on increas
amount in excess of $300 for the financ- the railroad syetem would appear appropri
ing the tax base and the increase in taxes
ate. Its enactment is recommended.
ing of the supplemental benefits.
thereon is not sound economy. But after
With regard to comparing benefits beBut it suggested that this increase be long discussion and consideration the bill
tween the railroad-retirement and the
social-security systems, no value can be postponed until the similar increase is was reported out favorably since it con
derived from such a comparison. The adopted for the Social Security Act. As tamned so many and Ileeded benefits to
assertion that benefits under the Rail- I stated before, I do not regard this post- widows, dependent widowers, the disabil
road Retirement Act are higher than ponement as necessary or valid. Our ity work clause and many other desirable
under the Social Security Act has no committee did not so regard it and the and welfare provisions. As a whole, the
meaning whatever as long as the bene- Railroad Retirement Board does not so provisions of this bill are worthy of your
yte rminmde- regard it. Let us in this session of Con- consideration and support. I think the
fis nereihr
gress enact this modest bill for the rail- committee is to be commended for this
quate. Wnerallhe knowthat themi beneft
lowfit road workers; let us show all the stand- splendid piece of legislation.
under the ScallkoScrtya Athae
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
ard railway labor unions that we are
cRailroctadRtre o
the
adtoeunderSoil
ment Aths ardefr fromRiradequae.thre- with them, not against them, in their yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
cmpntArisonesays nromor tanethate The efforts to improve the lot of 1½/million Iowa, Mr. DOLLIvER.
Mr. Chairman,
Mr. DOLLIVER.
thigher than railroad workers and their families.
Retiremnt sact bneft aore
neu Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, will the apropos of what the gentleman from
theaoil
higer
benefits
c und
Rthremelow
Florida [Mr. ROGERS] has said with retheScat theu gentleman yield?
rtye Act, bunftthsisunodeviec
SPect to the increased burden upon the
.
Mr
ESELTON. I yield.
benefits under the Railroad Retirement
JAVITS. I join the gentleman in railroads, that is true. But there are
dqut.Mr.
Ac retemevs
Be
the sentiments he has expressed in con- some mitigating circumstances.
oesle
callquattentont
t
Incloig Iawis
wis
madelbathentoppo- gratulating the chairman on getting this cause this additional amount that will
the csimilar arueto
in bhenepp-bill before us and I shall support it. I ba paid by the railroads into the retire
tesitionai reardumeto thmnrase
that the House is acting on ment fund is deductible from their net
fitso undregrdth Raloadh incemployment- am very glad
snttxbea
long needed and very just legisla- icmteeoe
nmlyetthis
fisudrteRira
txalea
Insurance Act. It is generally recog- tion in aid of railroad retirement. If icorporatheefinome,tax.
ersao.hr
Inrpoaddteinon, seealx
nized that the benefits under the State our railroad retirement system is to serve
savings ofeabou ag billio
unemployment insurance systems are its vital purpose it must conform to mod- was addtinet
dolars oneth uavnemploymenot compelin
very low. Consequently, the comparison ern conditions and costs of living.
Mr. F`ULTON. May I likewise con- solation taxheausempofytenati cofmthis
of the benefits under the Railroad Unfti
fteato
eas
a
sto
employment Insurance Act to those of
the chairman and the mem- House. Then the rate was reduced from
yses
th Sae seqalymeniges.gratulate
beanngefits bers of the committee for bringing this3pecnton-hlof1ern.
cotes
steofathe
Wthe regardtote
Withregrd
t th cos ofthe eneitsforward looking legislation to the floor3pecnton-hlof1ern.
Of course, the railroads do not like
under the Railroad Unemployment In- for House vote. This railroad retiresurace ctI must point out that even ment increase of benefits is part of the this additional tax, and I do not blame
ad
te
h
uo
o t
after the increase in benefits the tax rate program and promises the Eisenhower te
under the Railroad Unemploymentl In- administration has made to the railroad this legislation represents the necessi
surance Act will continue, for several workers, and it is a great step forward, ties of the situation for the retired peo
years at least, at the rate of one-half of I will vote for the increase in unemploy- ple, because there is only a modest
1 percent of payroll, and at no time will ment and retirement, benefits for rail- ire.rease in the amount paid for unem
the tax rate under that act exceed the 3 road workers and am glad to note the in- ployment compensation and for retire
percent originally fixed in the statute. creased benefit provisions for widows and mnent compensation. There is only a
modest increase in the categories to
In order to avoid the accumulation of a children, too.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chair- whom the compensation is paid.
large reserve not immediately needed for
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
benefits, the Congress, in 1948, estab- man, I yield myself 3minutes.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to speak gentleman from Iowa has expired.
lished a sliding-scale tax rate reducing
r.hir
M.ROESfFlid.
the 3-percent tax rate temporarily toveybifyfrteraothtorCar
r.Ci
M.ROESfFlid.
one-half of 1 percent, to be raised backveybifyfrteraothtorciadditional
1
gentleman
I
yield
the
man,
of
the
provisions
the
explained
man
has
ertincondiuner
he
pecen
to
iue
rbpr
sannatsnbl
tions. This proved to be of great advan- bl.Ti
Mr. DOLLIVER. I want to say this in
tage to the railroads who saved hun- tisan which came out of our committee.
dreds of millions of dollars in taxes in There were witnesses appearing before the additional minute, that this legis
our committee representing the railroads lation is for the distribution of money
the
yers.
ast o on, hweve, J
that were opposed to that provision of that belongs not to the taxpayers of
oweer in
N one,
aeo
ist
years.d
thenela
aug the bill increasing the basic sum subject the United States, but it belongs to the
tovebecoen
termndednthi reudrate.Iha
to taxation from $3,600 to $4,200. The railroad people who contributed to the
beeinsupermaenthratte. Iate shasldneve
only controversial clause in the bill, as fund.
bhein-ve
raten
shulante
greasted tha the
We have before us a measure which is
I recall it, is on the increase of the tax
inreate wheneve
creasdition theq3-pred nt
fits. The cost estimates submitted by base. As you know, under the present supported by practically all organized
the Railroad Retirement Board, and law there is a percentage of 6¼/on the labor in the railroad field. Every major
which were not questioned by anyone, part of the employees and 61¼ percent r-ilroad labor organization is behind
on the part of the railroads. This this measure, Indeed, it is their meas
establish that even with the increas .
ine increases it up to $4,200 a year or rather ure, because they came before us and
wll ontnueto e
benfit
rae th
to be57
one- will increase it from $300 a month to told us they were for it. Therefore, it
a
benefits the raete wllcotiu
1 percentalesto15, and $350 a month. That makes the employ- seems to me that this House ought to
theralfte
ofopt
iperenand ees have to pay more and it makes the unanimously support the measure, be
therafther moay gosupl atno1
that3 threntoa costdwil satunotie. rahrailroads have to pay more. Possibly, cause we are dealing with a matter that
this would be a burden on the railroads the participants and the contributors to
The3bpecen fixebye statute. a
aorably but for the fact that it is going to be the fund have agreed upon. We are do
eore
Th a il ee
by this committee, it is supported by all passed on to you in the form of increased ing their bidding with money that be
the standard railway labor unions, and freight rates. It also increases the tax longs to them.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
by the majority of the Railroad Retire- of the employees. However, the bill was
ment Board. In its report on this bill, supported by all standard railroad labor gentleman from Iowa has again expired.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chair
the Bureau of the Budget said, and I unions, including the 4 train and engine
service brotherhoods, and all the 19 or- man, I yield 3 minutes to the gen
quote:
[Mrs.
The proposed increase in the covered wage ganizations affiliated with the Railway tlewoman from Pennsylvania
BUCHANAN].
base to $350 a month would correspond to Labor Executives Association.
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Mrs. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in support of the committee bill. I
was very happy to be a cosponsor of
H. R. 7840, because of the clear and
pressing need for this legislation.
There are many railway workers in my
district and I have become deeply interested in the railroad retirement system.
One of the great problems confronting
all social insurance systems in the world
that we live in today is the plight of the
aged widow. These widows are badly in
need of consideration both as to the eligibility requirements of their annuities
and the amount of benefits that they are
now drawing. The bill before us, H. R.
7840, is a big step forward in this respect.
If this bill bedomes law, we immediately
provide badly needed survivor benefits for
a little over 30,000 railroad widows who
are between the ages of 60 and 65.
For the greater part these women have
spent their lifetimes in the kitchen and
in the nursery and are not prepared to
earn their livelihood when the hand of
death takes the breadwinner of the
house. The result has been that they
have had to depend upon relatives and
friends, and in some instances the relief
agencies of local government, pending
their attaining the age 65 and thereby
qualifying for widows' benefits. I am
delighted to support this bill if for no
other reason than that it does reduce the
age for widows' pensions from 65 to 60.
But, fortunately, there are many other
reasons why this bill should become law.
The increase in the taxable and
creditable maximum from $300 to $350
is a constructive move that will result
in the railroad retirement system being
in better balance financially in the years
to come. This will assure a more realistic relationship between the wages paid
in the railroad industry and the tax base
upon which the railroad retirement
system is founded. For the younger people now employed in this industry the
extra contributions that are made on
the additional $50 a month income will
be repaid at the rate of 3 to 1 in benefits when they reach the average age
of retirement later in life. In this
respect this is not really an additional
contribution, but in a greater sense it
amounts to an opportunity for these
young folks to save. What we will
really be doing is saying to these young

both Houses of Congress, It is needless
to say that the bill was an attractive one
in the eyes of most of us. What I should
like to remind the House is that when
we were considering H. R. 356 our committee handling the bill frankly advised
us that it would add to the cost of the
railroad retirement system and that
at a later date it would be necessary to
arrange adequate financing.
I submit to you that H. R. 7840 with
the added revenues that it contains
makes provision for paying for the benefits contained in H. R. 356. In other
words, in addition to all of the fine features and the fine benefits in H. R. 7840,
we are given an opportunity here to pay
for the bill dealing with dual benefits
that we passed a year ago. For all of
these reasons, Mr. Chairman, I strongly
urge the Members of the House to support the committee bill without amendment.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from
New York [Mrs. ST. GEORGE].
Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman, I
am happy to have this opportunity, however brief, to congratulate the chairman
of the committee and also the other
members of this great Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on the
bill H. R. 7840.
This bill is a great step forward and I
like my colleague from Pennsylvania
[Mrs. BucH~zANANl, who has just spoken,
am very happy and impressed over the
provisions for benefits to widows and also
to the orphan children of employees. It
is a great step forward to have the age
taken down from 65 to 60. There are
many women over 60 years of age who
in this modern world find it increasingly
difficult to find gainful occupation.
It is also a great step forward to permit children over the age of 18 if they
suffer from permanent physical or mental disability to continue on the pension
rolls,
I hope this legislation will pass without amendment,
(By unanimous consent permission to
extend their remarks at this point was
granted to Mr. GRANAHAN, Mr. MILLER
of Kansas, Mr. SHELLEY, and Mr.
Mr. GRANAHAN. Mr. Chairman, we
on the H-ouse Committee on Interstate

a tough time, due to increase In living
costs.
There is nothing we would like bet
ter-certainly nothing I personally
would like better-than to vote a general
increase in all benefits of this type and
give the retired worker a better break in
making ends meet. Some of my con
stituents who are railroad men, are per
turbed over the slow progress in improv
ing benefits and feel we are often too
cautious in the concern we show for the
soundness of the system in future years.
But my feeling is that we would be
doing a great disservice to every railroad
man in the United States if we were to
go overboard on this, fly in the face of
all of the actuarial experts, and let the
fund pay out more than it can handle
and remain solvent.
For if that happened the railroad re
tirement fund would be dissipated and
the program would collapse, and the up
shot would be that this outstanding sys
tem developed for and by railroad men
and paid for jointly by the railroads and
their employees would have to be ab
sorbed into the social-security system.
So far as I know, no railroader wants to
see that happen.
He pays much more out of his wages
for contributions to the railroad re
tirement fund than other industrial
workers receiving the same pay contrib
ute to social security. And his bene
fits are in many respects much better.
It is his own system and I know each
railroad worker sincerely wants it pro
tected against unsound practices.
The railroad brotherhoods are in the
forefront in this matter. I think they
are to be congratulated for the indus
trial statesmanship they have displayed
in their recommendations on railroad re
tirement and their constant desire to
see the fund kept sound. It conceivably
might be better union politics for the
brotherhood leaders to clamor for more
and bigger benefits, regardless of the
actuarial results to the fund, but they
have opposed that kind of thing whole
heartedly. They are often in the posi
tion of opposing certain improvements
many of their members would like to
obtain. Their explanation is that the
solvency of the fund and the continu
ance of the program are the first
considerations.

workers, "We are going to make it

and Foreign Commerce

STJRVIVORSHIP

possi-

ble for you to invest more in your retirement future by the method that we are
adopting in H. R. 7840."
Another important feature of H. R.
7840 that I desire to bring to the attention of the House is that it will continue
financial integrity in the railroad retirement system. As all of you know,
H. R. 356 passed the House last year and
the Senate this year, and has since become law in the form of Public Law 398.
As most Members of the House know, this
was an emergency measure designed
specifically to correct a problem that
arose out of the 1951 amendments to
the Railroad Retirement Act. Great
pressures were brought on the entire
Congress to solve this problem which we
grew to know as dual benefits. In view
of the majority that the bill received in

SELDEN.)
devote many,

many hours of each congressional term
to a study of the railroad-retirement system and in the consideration of legislation to improve this system. I think I
can honestly say that we are seldom completely satisfied with any bill we report
out, for the simple reason that it is impossible to do all the things we would
like to do to improve the system and
still keep it solvent and sound for the
future.
This bill, which is an excellent measure as far as it goes, is a good example
of that problem. We have taken steps
to raise maximum benefits by increasing
the amount of a railroad worker's pay
check subject to credit for retirement
purposes. But there is no general increase in benefits in this bill, even though
we know that retired workers are having

BENEFITS

AND
PAYMENTS

UNEMPLOYMENT

That is how we who are on the Inter
state and Foreign Commerce Committee
and who initiate legislative action on
railroad-retirement bills also feel about
it. We have a responsibility over this
program which goes much further than
just voting for any Improvement any
Particular railroader would like to re
ceive.
Many who are interested In this mat
ter urge less attention to the so-called
fringe benefits affecting families and the
use of these funds instead for higher in
dividual benefits for the worker himself.
But I think we must travel in both direc
tions, and this bill is an attempt to do so.
We have written a new provision to
allow widows of railroad workers to be
gin collecting their survivorship benefits
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at age 60 instead of the present 65. I
think that is a big advance and extremely worthwhile from a social standpoint.
The widow of 60 is in a very poor situaShe needs this
tion employmentwise.
help now as much or more than at age
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eral weeks., The able chairman of that
committee, Mr. WOLVERTON, of New Jersey, who has the confidence and respect
of every Member of this House, states
that it is reported out by a unanimous
vote. The very able member of the corn-
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enlightened American will be glad to
join me in so doing, and in wishing
good luck and a long life to him as a
great American and an outstanding hu
manitarian.
Mr. Chairman, the benefits provided

65. I am hopeful that in succeeding mittee, Mr. ROBERT CROSSER, of Ohio, in H. R. 7840 are essential to our retired
years we can also lower the voluntary who is recognized in the House as the railroad workers and to the widows and
retirement age for the railroad workers father of railroad-retirement legislation, disabled children of deceased railway
themselves, but from an actuarial stand- has given it his personal endorsement. employees. One of the most important
point we are told that is not possible I have received from the leaders of the aspects of the bill is the provision re
railroad brotherhoods nothing but ap- ducing from 65 to 60 the age at which
this year.
one of the most significant features of proval of its provisions. These facts, widows may receive survivors benefits.
this bill is the provision on unemploy- coupled with the additional considera- During the first session of this Congress
ment insurance, providing for half-pay tion that the funds involved in this bill I introduced a bill which would have low
up to $8.50 a day. This works out to the are all contributed by the railroad man- ered the 65-year age limit now applicable
same formula for railroad workers agement and the members of the rail- in the case of widows of workers coy
which we on the Democratic side tried to way brotherhoods, together with the fact ered by our social-security system. Un
write into the recent unemployment that it is an economically sound arrange- fortunately, the Ways and Means Coin
compensation law for other workers. ment, make it imperative that this bill mittee did not see fit to include this pro
Unfortunately, we were defeated on shall be passed. I shall vote for the bill, vision in the social-security bill now
Mr. SHELLEY. Mr. Chairman, I rise awaiting Senate action. I sincerely hope
that, and so maximum unemployment
compensation benefits in Pennsylvania to congratulate the Committee on Inter- that its inclusion in this bill will serve
still remain at the unrealistic figure of state and Foreign Commerce for bring- as a first step in extending a similar bene
$30 a week tops. Our proposal would ing this legislation to the floor of the fit to the aging widows of other classes
have raised it to half pay up to about $44 House for action, and to urge that the of workers in the United States.
Similarly, I believe it to be vitally nec
a week top, the highest amount for House pass H. R. 7840 this afternoon
essary that we remove from the present
workers normally earning $88 a week or without restricting amendments.
Mr. Chairman, this bill is badly law the unjust provision which takes
more. While we failed on that for those
workers under the regular unemploy- needed to correct a number of gross in- survivors benefits from the widowed
ment compensation system-and I think equities in the present operation of the mother of a disabled child at the time
it was a great mistake for the adminis- Railroad Retirement and Unemploy- such a child reaches the age of 18. Cer
tration to oppose our writing that stand- ment Insurance Acts. However, before tainly a mother with a totally disabled
ard into the Federal law-I am glad we commenting on the provisions of the bill child or children is in far greater need
have gotten the principle of that formula I want to say a few words in tribute to of assistance than one whose children
into this railroad retirement bill to ap- my great and dear friend, the distin- are, through the grace of God, in sound
ply to railroad workers. If it passes, guished author of all of our major rail- health. I am sure that we Can all recog
maximum benefits will be $8.50 a day way labor legislation, EOB CROSSER. nize the essential injustice of penaliz
for those normally earning $17 a day or EOn CROSSER has served in this House in ing an already distraught mother by
more in railroad work. So that is a big every Congress since the 63d, with but cutting off what is possibly her only
one exception. The use of the word source of income at a time when she
improvement,
It is a most necessary improvement "served" in his case is not just a pleasant needs it most. The provision in H. R.
right now because of the alarming ex- way of saying that he has occupied a 7840 eliminating this injustice must be
tent of unemployment in the railroad seat. BOB CROSSER's record of service, retained.
One other feature of H. R. 7840 de
industry, due to the general decline in although it is by no means limited to
business activity. In the Philadelphia the type of legislation we are consider- serving of special mention is that deal
area, railroad workers constitute a sig- ing today, is best exemplified by his ing with liberalization of unemployment
nificant portion of the total unemploy- monumental achievements in this field, benefits for jobless railroad workers.
ment, which is now so large that Phila- It is certainly fitting that in these clos- The Interstate and Foreign Commerce
delphia is a group IV, or distressed, la- ing days of the 83d Congress one of our Committee is to be congratulated for
bor-market area, meaning it has unem- last important acts is to consider a bill recognizing its responsibility in this
providing new benefits for railroad field. I trust that the House as a whole
ployment of more than 6 percent.
There are other changes in this bill, workers. I only regret that he will not will not f ail to shoulder the responsibility
some of a technical nature, which will be be with us next year to continue the and to accept the provision in contrast
of great benefit to certain categories of great work he has so ably -Handled for to its action the other day in voting down
the Forand amendments to the general
railroad retirement-fund beneficiaries, 40 years.
Bob CROSSER's absence from the 84th unemployment insurance bill we had up
including the disabled railroad worker.
He would be permitted, under this bill' Congress will be a loss not only to rail- at that time. This enlightened attitude
to earn up to $100 a month in part-time way labor and to the people of his home in legislation applying to our unemployed
or other work without jeopardizing his city of Cleveland, but a sharp setback railway people will, let us hope, even
benefits as a disabled railroad worker, for all the people of all of the United tually lead to the establishment of sim
His annuity would be withheld only in States. Although it may not be gen- ilar standards for unemployment insur
those months when he earned more than erally realized, the Railway Labor Act of ance benefits for all of American labor.
Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to note
$100. Under the present setup, a dis- 1934 and the Railroad Retirement Acts
abled worker is assumed to have recov- of 1934 and 1935 were something more that all rail labor organizations, both the
ered and loses his disability benefits if than enlightened legislation for the spe- operating and the nonoperating groups,
he earns $75 a month in each of 6 con- cial benefit of railroad labor. In writing have joined in support of these and the
secutive months. As has been pointed those measures and in securing their other benefits included in H. R. 7840, in
outhis will remove hardships onoeenactment BOB CROSSER blazed the trail cluding the increased limit on outside
onsilonue, for much of the great social welfare earnings of disabled railroaders, the in
n aseiint
out,
legislation which came into being in suc- creased retirement benefits to be enjoyed
hand and alsoeliiaepssbeaue
years of Franklin D. Roosevelt's by those who pay the additional tax and
othote.ceeding
All in all, this is a good bill, but, like administration. The working people of the increase in the monthly wage taxa
all its predecessors, not good enough to America are indebted to him in large ble base made necessary to finance these
ycolaesn
ensIuge
satisfy everyone. We must keep im- measure for our social-security laws andimrv
Proving the program year after year, for the Protection of their right to or- thepHousmentosho a like uncolanimit in
but never at the expense of failing to ganize, first fully guaranteed by the thHostohwalieunmtyn
Wagner Act which can be traced direct- voting for passage of H. R. 7840.
keep it sound.
Mr. SELDEN. Mr. Chairman, I would
Mr. MILLER of Kansas. Mr. Chair- ly to Bob Crosser's Railway Labor Act of
man, I rise in support of this bill. It 1934. For my part I want to pay my also like to commend the Committee on
has been before the Committee on In- own sincere tribute to him now for those Interstate and Foreign Commerce for
terstate and Foreign Commerce for sev- great achievements. I know that every the fine work they have done in prepar
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Ing the bill that is now before the House
for consideration.
Earlier this year, I introduced a bill,
H. R. 7916, to amend the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 to provide annuity
for certain incompetent and disabled
children of deceased railroad workers.
Under the present provisions of the
Railroad Retirement Act, a widowed
mother and her child cease receiving
survivors benefits when the child reaches
age 18 even though the child may be
completely disabled. My bill, H. R. 7916,
provided that those benefits would continue beyond age 18 if the child is permanently incapable of self-support by
reason of mental or physical defect. A
totally disabled person, regardless of
age, is just as incapable of earning a
livelihood as a normal child under 18.
Certainly a person mentally or physically
disabled requires more personal and
medical attention than most normal
children,
Section 12 of the bill now under consideration, H. R. 7840, incorporates the
provisions of the bill, H. R. 7916, introduced by me earlier in this session. I
commend the committee for including
these provisions in H. R. 7840, and I am
certain the great majority of the Members of the House will agree that the
law should be extended to cover children
of deceased workers who are incapable
of self-support due to a total mental or
physical disability, even though they
have passed the age of 18.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chaircman, I yield 6 minutes to the gentleman
from Mississippi [Mr. WILLIAMS].
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Mr.
Chairman, the legislation before you is
the result of many months of hard work
on the part of the Committee on Inter-.
state and Foreign Commerce. Perhaps
the most difficult of all legislation to
work out satisfactorily is that legislation dealing with retirement programs.
In the case at hand it is even more difficult than usual, because the responsibility rests upon Congress to maintain
the solvency of the railroad retirement
fund, and to broaden benefits within the
actuarial limits of the fund.
All of the taxes, it should be remembered, that go to the payment of railroad
retirement are collected jointly from the
railroads and from the railroad workers;
yet the benefits are paid and the policies
under which payments are made are
outlined by the Congress of the United
States. It is a rather odd situation
when a private retirement program is
handled by elected public officials, but
apparently it has worked satisfactorily.
I know of no one of any consequence, or
no group of any consequence, asking that
the program be removed from the control of Congress.
When it appeared that there was indeed a need for liberalizing certain benefits accruing to retired railroad workers,
our committee got busy and began to
hold hearings on quite a number of retirement bills before it. H. R. '7840 is
the result of many compromises, and
comes as nearly to representing the
composite views of our committee members as possible under the circiimstances.
Frankly, like my colleague from Florida [Mr. ROCzSJ, I am not satisfied with
C--804
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all of the Provisions of this legislation, such compensation would diminish the
Unfortunately, I am not prepared at the annuity.
Sixth. Changes the disability work
moment to suggest amendments due to
the fact that I did not know this legis- clause to a maximum of $100 in earn
lation was going to be called up until I ings for any month without loss of the
arrived on the floor this morning. I be- annuity for that month.
Seventh. Excludes the service of cer
lieve the same situation is true with respect to the gentleman from Florida who tamn delegates to national or interna
is the senior member of the committee tional conventions of railway labor or
on the Democratic side except for our ganizations from coverage under this act.
Eighth. Elimination of the require
former chairman, the gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. CROSSER]. Therefore, we who ment in the present law that a child
do have suggestions for further improv- over age 16 and under 18 years must
ing the bill are not prepared to offer attend school regularly in order to be
eligible for a survivors annuity.
amendments at this time.
Ninth. Waives retirement benefits
Generally though, Mr. Chairman, the
bill is just about as good a railroad-re- for certain individuals who are receiv
tirement bill as we have had presented ing non-service-connected veterans' pen
to the House, certainly since I have been sions.
I shall not take the.time to justify
in the Congress. For that reason I intend to support the legislation, although the provisions of the bill since the pro
I do question a few of its provisions, posed liberalizations are very modest,
Even so, I believe that the bill deserves the need for liberalization has been dem
the support of the membership of the onstrated, and the proposed increase
House and at this time I would like to from $300 to $350 a month in the tax
thank the chairman of my committee able and creditable compensation is in.
for the long, hard hours he has put in conformity with the President's pro
on this legislation, and to compliment gram for the old-age and survivors in
other members of the committee for the surance system. Next to consider is the
work they have done on this bill. We fact that the proposed increase in bene
have considered this legislation long and fits under the Railroad Unemployment
meticulously, and I believe it represents Insurance Act is in conformity with the
the best our committee could report to President's program for the State un
employment insurance systems. Finally,
the House at this time.
Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, the financial status of the railroad re
tirement system will not be affected by'
Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. I yield the proposed liberalization of the Rail
road Retirement Act, and the increased
to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. EDMONDSON. Mr. Chairman, I cost under the unemployment-insur
would like to associate myself with the ance system will not reach the 3-per-;
gentleman from Mississippi in support- cent rate fixed by statute. In view of
ing this bill, and to compliment the com-~ these facts, I prefer to direct my remarks
mittee on their fine report and the care- not only to a justification of the bill,
ful study the committee's members have but also certain explanations.
To the argument that the benefits
given to this matter. I trust the House
will vote its approval of this legislation. under the Railroad Retirement Act are
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I already higher than under the Social
yield such time as he may desire to the Security Act, let mne point out that some
benefits really offer little benefit. This
gentleman from Iowa [Mr. JENSENJ.
Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Chairman, I want comparison would be valid if the socialto thank the committee for bringing to security benefits were not so low, or
the floor this very worthwhile legislation, the railroad-retirement benefits were
I know of the need for the provisions of already adequate. The congressional
this bill. I have many people in my dis- policy has always been to consider the
trict who are in need of the benefit pro- proposals in the Railroad Retirement
vided in the bill. It is completely justi- Act on their own merits without regard
to inadequate benefits elsewhere, as long
fled. I am happy to support the bill,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I as the finances in the railroad-retire
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from ment account permit improvement.
That the finances permit improvement
Indiana [Mr. BEAMERs].
Mr. BEAMER. Mr. Chairman, I rise has been well established by the figures
to speak on behalf of H. R. 7840. Briefly, submitted by the Railroad Retirement
the amendments to the Railroad Retire- Board and not challenged by others.
These figures show that the total reve
ment Act by this bill are:
First. Benefits to widows, dependent nues from the bill to the railroad-re
widowers, and dependent parents at age tirement account would be $56 million
and that the total cost of the liberal
60 instead of age 65.
Second. Benefits to widowed mothers ization of the Railroad Retirement Act
with physically or mentally disabled resulting from the bill would be $54,
million. It is obvious, therefore, that
children over age 18.
Third. Full survivor benefits to widows, for the Railroad Retirement Act the
dependent widowers, and dependent par- benefits proposed in the bill would not
ents who are also eligible for a railroad result in a financial situation less favor
able than at the present time. The ar
annuity in their own right,
Fourth. Increases the creditable com- gument that the railroad-retirement ac
pensation from the present maximum of count now has a deficit of about 1 per
$300 per month to a maximum of $350 cent of payroll does not alter the fact
per month in the computation of a that the enactment of the bill would
not increase that deficit; if anything, it
retirement or survivor annuity,
Fifth. Disregard the compensation would decrease it to some extent. In
earned after age 65, if the crediting of other words, the deficit would be about
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1 percent of payroll whether or not we since It took over the railroads' old pri- railroad unemployment Insurance sys
enact this bill.
It has been testified in the past that
in a system such as the railroad retirement system, when the cost of the benefits and the income from taxes differ
1 percent either way, the financial status
of the system need not be considered
with alarm. The Congress has proceeded on that basis ever since 1948. In fact,
at the end of the 1951 amendments, the
difference was closer to 1½1/percent. In
any event, without attempting to justify
the argument that 1 percent one way or
the other is not alarming, we must remember that the enactment of this bill
would not affect adversely the present
financial status of the railroad retirement account,
It should be remembered also that
while the additional revenue to the railroad retirement account would be $56
million a year, the cost would not be
borne by employers alone. In fact, the
employers would bear the smaller proportion of the cost. Under the provisions of the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act, $28 million of this $56 million would
be paid by employers and $28 million
by employees. Having in mind, however, the corporation income tax on the
employers, it is a safe assumption that
about one-half of this $28 million would
be saved to employers in taxes. Moreover, many railroads, if not all, maintamn private pension systems supplementing benefits under the Railroad
Retirement Act. These private pensions
are financed by taxes on railroads and
employees on compensation in excess of
$300 a month. It is certainly reasonable
to assume that after the enactment of
this bill the taxes for the supplemental
systems will be on compensation in excess of $350 instead of $300. Thus, if
you take into account all the savings
that the railroads would achieve, the
cost to them probably will be less than
$14 million,
The objection to increasing the creditable and taxable maximum monthly
base from $300 to $350 a month is made
on two grounds-first, the social security
base still is only $3,600 a year. That is,
the President's proposal to increase that
base to $4,200 a year has not yet been
enacted. Secondly, it is argued that even
if the social security base were increased
to $4,200 per year, the railroad base of
$300 a month should nevertheless remain unchanged because of the higher
taxes required to maintain the railroad
retirement system. Both objections may
be questioned. The railroad retirement
system and the social security system
were established in 1937. At that time,
the wage base in the Social Security Act
was $3,000 a Year, averaging $250 a
month, while the wage base under the
railroad retirement system was $300.
Thus, from the very beginning, the railroad retirement system had a wage base
which was $600 a year in .excess of the
social security wage base. At that time
also the tax rate for the maintenance of
the railroad retirement system was
higher than the rate for the social security system. The fact is that Congress
recognized from the very beginning that
the railroad retirement system, because
it was not in a sense a new system-

vate pension systems-could not start
from scratch with smaller benefits and
low costs. The benefits under that systern were therefore higher and more
costly than those under the social security system. Since that time all the
amendments made to the railroad retirement system showed a congressional
policy of not permitting the social security system to stand in the way of improving the railroad retirement system as
long as improvements were needed and
funds were available. The hearings on
the bill demonstrated that the improvements are needed and that the funds are
available, and, also, that the financial
status of the railroad retirement account will remain unaffected by the enactment of this bill,
Moreover, when the $300 limit was first
established in the Railroad Retirement
Act, 98 percent of the number of railroad
employees were earning no more than
$300 a month, and 98 percent of the total
railroad payroll was creditable and taxable for benefit purposes under the act,
The average monthly earnings per railroad employee in 1937 was $1,780, but in
1953 the average was $4,400. Although
the social-security base was changed
from $3,000 to $3,600 a year, the railroad base remained unchanged at $300
a month to date. The result is that at
the present time only 36 percent of the
employees are earning $300 a month or
less and only 80 percent of the payroll
is creditable and taxable for benefit purposes under the act. As a matter of
fact, even after this bill is enacted and
the base is increased from $300 to $350
a month, only 88 percent of the total railroad payroll would be creditable and taxable for benefit purposes of the act as
compared with 98 percent in 1937. The
fact is that many railroads have long
since recognized the inadequacy of maintamning the $300 limit. As I said earlier,
a substantial number, if not all, railroad
companies, have established private pension systems to supplement the benefits
under the Railroad Retirement Act,
These supplemental systems are financed
by payroll taxes on employers and employees on amounts in excess of $300 a
month.
With regard to the amendments proPosed for the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act, we must remember that
the benefits provided in the State unemployment insurance systems, generally
speaking, are inadequate and that the
comparison to such benefits as a measuring yardstick is inappropriate. The
President of the United States has
recognized this inadequacy of State
benefits and has recommended State action to substantially increase benefits,
The proposal in the bill to increase benefits up to 50 percent of the employee's
last daily wage rate in the base year is
substantially the same as the proposal
of the President for the State systems.
In considering the cost of the proposed increase in benefits under the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act,
it is well to remember that such cost
will come within the 3 percent tax rate
fixed in the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. I do not believe that anyone has maintained that the cost of the

tern, even after the enactment of this
bill, would exceed, or even approach this
3 percent rate. This rate was reduced in
1948 to one-half of 1 percent of payroll
by the use of a sliding-scale schedule of
rates fixed by Congress at that time in
order to avoid the accumulation of a
large reserve for which there was no
immediate need. This was a proper and
justified measure and saved the railroads
hundreds of millions of dollars from
1948 to date. If there were no need for
improving benefits we would welcome
both contributors to the additional say
ings resulting from the reduced rate,
but this reduction in rate was only a
temporary measure subject to increases
up to the original 3 percent should there
be a need for improving the benefits.
Now, it is evident that the need has
arisen and there is an apparent need
for an increase from the present onehalf of 1 percent to perhaps 1 percent in
1957, since there is the assurance that
in no event would the total cost of the
improved benefits reach as much as the
3 percent of payroll originally adopted
for the system.
I appeal to you on behalf of 11/2 mil
lion railroad workers in this country and
their families to vote for this bill. I
appeal to you to make this session of
Congress a memorable one for the rail
road workers. Let us assure our friends
in all the railway labor unions that we
are with them in their cause for improv
ing the railroad retirement and railroad
unemployment insurance systems.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chair
man, I yield 5 minutes to the gentle
man from Georgia (Mr. DAVIS].
Mr. DAVIS of Georgia. Mr. Chair
man, I take this opportunity to congrat
ulate the chairman of this great corn
mittee and the members of that corn
mittee for the bill which they have
brought to the floor of the House this
morning. There has been a growing
consciousness on the part of the Ameni
can people for quite a while that the
various retirement systems for our aged
and those who become disabled and
handicapped should make more ade
quate provision for them in the declin
ing years of their life and in the years
when, need overtakes them.
There are nine fine provisions In this
bill which will make the railroad re
tirement setup much more adequate to
take care of the needs of these people.
I am particularly glad to see in this bill
the first benefit which goes to dependent
widows. Whereas they now begin to
draw these benefits when they reach the
age of 65, this act, as amended, which
we will vote upon today, will reduce that
age to 60 years. That will mean quite a
bit in the lives of these dependent wid
ows. As has been so ably said here by
some of those who have preceded me,
when a widow reaches that age, that is,
when the wife of a working railroad em
ployee becomes a widow at that age, at
the age of 60, it is practically impos
sible for one of them to obtain employ
ment. I think that it is very fitting inkdeed that this bill makes this provision.
Another thing which I am sure ap
peals to the hearts and consciences of all
of us is this second benefit which is de
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Sixth. Improvement in disability work on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
scribed in the bill, and- that-is the benefit
the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
to a widowed mother who has a child of clause,
Seventh. Benefits to children who do WOLVERTON] and other able members of
the age of 18 or over who is mentally or
the committee. I shall not repeat their
physically incapacitated to take care of not attend school.
Eighth. Waiver of retirement benefits, statements but shall try to show how
its own needs. This bill which we have
In addition this measure provides practically every active and retired rail
before us today will continue the benefits to this disabled child or incapacitated proper amendments to the Railroad Re- road worker and his family will benefit
child after the age of 18 is reached and tirement Tax Act and the Railroad Un- directly from the provisions of H. R.
7840 and indirectly from the Social Se
would Provide that benefit also for the employment Insurance Act.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I curity Act amendments which the House
widowed mother. I think it is a tribute
to the forward-looing philosophy of the yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from passed on June 1, 1954, H. R. 9366.
The provision in the bill to increase
railroads and of the railroad employees Minnesota [Mr. O'HARA].
Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chairman, will the the maximum creditable compensation
that they have worked out this railroad
from $300 to $350 a month in the calcu
retirement system to take care of their gentleman yield?
Mr. O'HARA of Minnesota. I Yield to lation of a retirement and survivor bene
people, their employees, and the defit will help all workers and their f am
pendents of these employees, so that the gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. Chairman, this is a ilies, who will earn in excess of $300
they would not become a charge upon
the Government and so that they would very fine piece of legislation. I am most a month, to obtain higher retirement
and survivor benefits. And almost twonot become a charge upon their happy to support it.
Mr. O'HARA of Minnesota. Mr. thirds of the presently active railroad
relatives. Experience has shown that
the Provisions of the railroad re- Chairman, this legislation has been workers are earning more than $300 a
tirement law, as it has existed up to this given a great deal of study by our com- month. So that the great majority of
present time, have not been adequate in mittee. In all railroad retirement leg- the active railroad workers and their
many instances to meet the needs of islation it is always the problem of the families will obtain directly higher bene
these people, and it has become high committee dealing with that subject to fits as a result of this provision of the
time, as this committee has determined be sure of the soundness of the legisla- bill.
Approximately one-third of the active
in working out this bill, that more ade- tion and the soundness of the fund into
quate provision should be made after which these taxes are paid both by the railroad workers are not earning more
studying the bill and the committee re- employer and the employee. This legis- than $300 a month. They and their
port, I believe the proposed amendments lation represents some very fine features families will not receive any direct in
greatly improve the railroad retirement which are of great benefit to the rail- crease in benefits as a result of the in
Naturally, those who crease in the compensation base to $350.
road workers.
law.
Mr. Chairman, I think this bill will have to pay more in taxes are not going But they will benefit as a result of an
appeal to all of us. I am certainly glad to be as happy as those who get in- other provision of the amendment to
that the committee has brought it out, creased benefits without any increase of the Railroad Retirement Act enacted in
234, 82d Congress.
1951-Public -'Law
their taxes.
and I urge that the bill be passed.
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous con- This is the provision which guarantees
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Chairman,
I ask unanimous consent to extend my sent that my colleague, the gentleman that the benefits payable to a retired
from Michigan [Mr. BENNETT], who has railroad worker and his family would
remarks at this point in the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection been called home because of serious ill- never be less under the Railroad Retire
to the request of the gentleman from ness in his family, and who is one of the ment Act than the benefits to,which such
members of our committee and who has worker and his family would have been
Connecticut?
been most conscientious and deeply entitled to under the Social Security Act
There was no objection.
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Chairman, sympathetic to this type of legislation, if his employment were covered under
I rise in support of this legislation, H. R. may extend his remarks at this point in the Social Security Act. This is an ex
tremely important provision for the
7840, to amend the Railroad Retirement the RECORD.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection low-paid, short-term workers and their
Act, the Railroad Tax Act, and the Railto the request of the gentleman from families who, by virtue of the short term
road Unemployment Insurance Act,
service in the railroad industry, are
I congratulate Chairman WOLVERTON Minnesota?
getting the minimum benefits payable
There was no objection.
fo i fot
niin nbeafo hs
Mr. under the law.
Mr. BENNETT of Michigan.
i bhal o tis
forhi utirngefort
On June 1, 1954, the House passed
legislation and I am pleased to associateChimn the bill we are now considmyself with him in urging its adoption. ering, H. R. 7840, has had the most H. R. 9366, amending the Social Security
I have every desire to be properly careful study and consideration by the Act. This bill provides for an increase
Committee on Interstate and Foreign in the retirement and survivor benefits
depiendents.Ioam alorkmi ndfu
theirult
towadfthe Commerce which has recommended that payable under the old age and survivors
ofemy gravenrespnts.Ibilitieso
curentygactve rasoniilroads tworker and it pass. It has had the most careful insurance program. By virtue of the
whoetlwcil followand whorwill re- study and consideration by all the 23 fact that the railroad retirement system
standard railway labor organizations guarantees to railroad employees and
thosewhwilfloadwowlre
tire in the future. We must make cer- and they recommend that the bill be their families the minimum benefits they
tain that when they retire from the passed. These labor organizations in- would have received under social secur
railroad industry the reserves in the rail- clude the 4 train and engine service ity coverage, many thousands of retired
road-retirement account plus the income brotherhoods and all the 19 organiza- railroad employees and their survivors
into the system will be adequate to pay tions affiliated with the Railway Labor will benefit from the enactment of H. R.
9366. It has been estimated by the Rail
Executives' Associations.
the benefits due them.
These labor organizations speak for road Retirement Board that the passage
In keeping with the overall program
recommended by President Eisenhower practically all the active railroad work- of H. R. 9366 would increase the benefits
ers in the United States. They support of 17,000 retired annuitants and pen
this legislation provides:
First. Benefits to widows, dependent this bill 100 percent. The Secretary of sioners by an average of $6 a month.
widowers, and dependent parents at Labor, the Bureau of the Budget, and a Those who have eligible wives would re
majority of the members of the Railroad ceive on the average an additional bene
age 60.
Second. Benefits to widowed mothers Retirement Board favor the passage of fit of $3 for the eligible wife. Simi
the bill. I urge the House to vote for larly, the benefits of 125,000 survivors,
with disabled children.
Third. Elimination of reduction in it overwhelmingly. It is a financially or over 75 percent of the total survivors
survivor benefits on account of railroad sound, well balanced, and deserving now on the railroad retirement rolls,
vrgef
piece of legislation that will help prac-wolbeicasdyan
retirement benefits in own right,
vraeo
ly.a
Fourth. Increase in creditable com- tically all retired and active railroad woud be ionchprefased
pensation in the calculation of annui- workers and their families.$50amotpefmiy
The families of active and retired railThe provisions of this bill have been
ties.
Fifth. Crediting of compensation stated in considerable detail by the dis- road workers would get additional and
tinguished chairman of the Committee potentially valuable benefits under the
earned after age 65.
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At the very beginning of the railroad
bill in the fornm of a reduction in the eligibility age for a widow's annuity. Under retirement system, it was recognized by
present law, a widow who does not have a the Railroad Retirement Board that the
child under 18 years of age in her care separate existence of the railroad-retiremust wait until age 65 in order to qualify ment system would result in a substanfor a widow's benefit. The bill we are tial savings to the general social-security
considering today would permit such a system, because the railroad-retirement
widow to qualify for a benefit at age 60. system covers an older group of workers,
This is a very valuable amendment, in my a group which is in other respects a
higher cost segment of the national
opinion,
Similarly, the provision for paying working population. By removing railbenefits to widowed mothers with physi- road workers from coverage under the
cally or mentally disabled children over general social-security system, therefore,
age 18, and the provision for paying a a high-cost segment of the population
full survivor benefit to a widow who is were removed from that system.
Under the amendment to section 5 (k)
also eligible to a railroad retirement annuity in her own right, by reason of her (2) of the Railroad Retirement Act
own employment, are likewise beneficial adopted in 1951, the Congress established
to practically all presently active and the policy that the old-age and surviformer railroad employees who are mar- vors insurance trust fund should
neither gain nor lose from the separate
ried.
The amendments to the Railroad Un- existence of the railroad retirement sysemployment Insurance Act proposed in tem. The Congress provided a standard
H. R. 7840 would increase the daily bene- for settling all accounts between the two
fit rate now payable to a qualified em- retirement systems, namely, that the
ployee by 50 cents a day, generally speak- OASI trust fund is to be put in the same
ing. Under the bill, the employee who position in which it would have been if
is unable to work by reason for unem- railroad employment had been covered
ployment or sickness would be entitled to under the Social Security Act. This
receive at least half of the daily rate of means, in effect, that all railroad workpay he received on his last job in the ers are purchasing the basic socialpreceding base year, up to a maximum of security benefits for the social-security
$8.50. The total amount of benefits pay- tax rates, and they are thus sharing in
able in any one year for unemployment the low-cast insurance the same as they
or sickness would not exceed the em- would if they were directly covered under
ployee's total compensation in the base the Social Security Act for basic benefits.
The eff ect of this interchange provision
year.
The Congress is ever mindful of the of the law was to make available to the
need for improving the benefits payable railroad-retirement system a saving of a
under the railroad retirement system and little more than 2 percent of taxable payis constantly cbnducting studies toward roll, or in excess of $100 million a year,
that end. In 1951 the Congress passed according to the estimates of the actua law, Public Law 234, 82d Congress, aries of the Railroad Retirement Board.
Again, in the present Congress an
which provided for very substantial increases in benefits to retired annuitants, amendment to the Railroad Retirement
pensioners, and their survivors, costing' Act was passed repealing the so-called
over $100 million annually. There were dual benefit restriction in section 3 (b)
no increases in either the tax rate or the of the act. This amendment is now Public Law 398. The effect of this law is to
tax base.
Under this law, retired annuitants and refund to some 34,000 retired workers
pensioners were granted a fiat 15 percent and their spouses all deductions which
increase in their benefits. An eligible have been made since October 30, 1951,
wife was awarded a spouse's benefit equal in their railroad-retirement benefits beto half of her husband's retirement bene- cause they were receiving, or were eligifit up to a maximum of $40 a month. ble to receive, social-security benefits,
Survivor benefits were increased by at No further reductions will be made in
lea-st 33 '/3 percent. And under a mini- such annuities. It has been estimated
mum guaranty provision contained in by the Railroad Retirement Board that
this law the survivors of a deceased rail- the cost of repealing this restriction will
road employee were guaranteed that the ultimately amount to $385 million during
total monthly benefits payable to them the next 50-year period,
H. R. 7840, which we are now considwould in no case be less than the
total amount that they would have been ering, does contain financing provisions
entitled to under the social-security which will adequately cover the cost of
formula, had these survivors been coy- the additional benefits provided for' in
ered under the Social Security Act, in- the bill. This financing is to be accomstead of the Railroad Retirement Act. plished by increasing the presently taxBecause of this minimum guaranty Pro- able earnings from the maximum of $300
vision, the total survivor benefits per to $350 a month. The House has already
family, in fact, were increased on the adopted a similar increase in the creditaverage by 43 percent over and above the able and taxable base for employees
amount that was payable prior to the covered under the Social Security Act.
It is therefore consistent that the House
pa~ssage of this law.
eqiedfrshould approve this feature of H. R.
Th ddtoalrveu
7840.
The fianciiongao thvenaboe-mentionedfo
amentindWe all recognize that there is a conbhenefitsnascn obtie bantherabv
beneitswas
btaned y aothe amnd-stant need for improving and liberalizment to the Railroad Retirement Act ing retirement and survivor benefits
which Provided, in effect, for the rein- under the Railroad Retirement Act.
surance of the railroad retirement sys- Many meritorious proposals have been
referred to the Committee on Interstate
tem by the social-security system,
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and Foreign commerce towards this end.
However, the members of this committee
are extremely aware of their grave re
sponsibility, as trustees and guardians
of the railroad retirement system, to
make certain that the financial sound
ness of this system will not be impaired
by the granting of additional benefits
without at the same time making provi
sion for the financing of those benefits.
The 1.5 million active railroad workers
and their families and the untold mil
lions yet to come are relying on us to
keep this retirement system in a sound
condition so that the system will be able
to pay their benefits in due course. That
is the reason why the Committee found
it necessary to pass over many bills which
were highly meritorious so far as bene
fits were concerned but which had no
provision for the financing of those
benefits.
H. R. 7840 and the other bills, indenti
cal to it, are the only bills to amend the
Railroad Retirement Act which provide
for any means of financing the benefits
proposed therein. Indeed, this bill pro
vides for the adequate financing of all the
benefits. I urge the House to pass this
bill.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Pennyslvania [Mr. VAN' ZANDTI1.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr'. Chairman, I
rise in support of H. R. 7840, a bill to
liberalize the Railroad Retirement Act.
While this bill does not entirely satisfy
me or the railroad population I represent,
yet with Congress ready to adjourn, I
realize there is no Choice but to accept
or reject it. To take the latter course
would mean that there w3uld be no liber
alization of the Railroad Retirement and
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Acts during this session of Congress.
There are several provisions of this bill
that represent legislation I introduced
which will prove beneficial to my con
stituents. These provisions include re
ducing the eligibility age of widows from
65 to 60 years.
In addition, the bill provides if a child
has a permanent physical or mental con
dition prior to reaching age 18 which
made him totally disabled, survivor bene
fits will be payable even though the child
may be over 18 years of age.
The bill eliminates the present policy
of reducing survivor benefits where a
widow, dependent widower, or dependent
parent is eligible for a retirement an
nuity in his or her own right because
such individual had railroad employ
ment. In such cases under H. R. 7840,
the survivor is entitled to both annuities
without reduction.
The bill also provides that when a per
son is receiving a disability annuity in
stead of the present limitation on his
earnings of $75 a month in each of any
5 consecutive months, he will be per
mutted to earn up to $100 monthly and
still be eligible for his disability annuity.
Under the present law, a child of a de
ceased employee under 18 and over 16
years of age must attend school regularly,
if feasible, in order to be eligible for a
survivor's annuity. H. R. 7840 elimi
nates the requirement that such a child
Must attend school to establish eligi
bility for survivor's benefits.
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This bill provides that any person en- section 3 (b) of the act would be repealed: three offers any hope of providing any Sig
titled to an annuity or pension under the and (6) the present restriction in section 2 nificant amount of additional funds."
As you know, this committee submitted a
of the act requiring the reduction of
Act may waive, in (e) spouse's
Railroad Retirement
of Representa
annuity by the amount of her favorable report to the Housebill
the
nniy rpnsc
npat
o
whl
provides for
on H. R. 7840. This
tives
Security
Social
the
under
benefit
Insurance
p
r
orin
prtsuchannity
whol
the adequate financing of all the benefits pro
Sion which would otherwise be due. The Act would be repealed.
As you know, one provision of H. R. 5269, posed in the amendments to the Railroad
purpose of this provision is to enable the
Act contained in the bill. A
annuitant or pensioner, by waiving all or namely, the repeal of the dual benefit re- Retirement
part of his railroad retirement benefit, to striction in the last paragraph of section 3 copy of this report Is enclosed.
Sincerely yours,
come within the income limitation speci- (b) of the act, has already been enacted as
CHARLES A. WoavEaron,
fled in the veterans' laws ($1,400 per year Public Law No. 393.
Chairman.
In the consideration of all bills to amend
per
if the veteran is unmarried or $2,700
MrChimnasIadintebgn
Committhe
Act,
Retirement
Railroad
he s mrrid o a id-the
etean
yearif
MrChimnasIadintebg
eteanhe s mrrid o a id-tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
yearif
I am supporting
ower with minor children), and thereby has placed great emphasis on the effect of ning of my statement,
H. R. 7840 with a degree of reluctance
the proposed amendments on the financial
qualify for a veterans' non-service-consoundness of the railroad retirement ac- since I feel that although it does not sat
nected pension.
many
Another provision of the bill which is count. The committee is unanimously of the isfy all my constituents, there arewidows,
many
of great interest to some 7,500 unem- opinion that, regardless of the desirability of who will benefit, especially
proposals for the liberalization of disabled annuitants, and the 7,500 un
ployed railroaders in my congressional I certain
benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act
should he made to this law employed railroaders in my congres
amendments
no
district is the provision which amends
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance which would jeopardize the financial sound- sional district.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
Act whereby the present daily unem- ness of the railroad retirement system. This
ployment-insurance rate is increased on principle is accepted by all the standard yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
railway labor organizations as well as rail- Wisconsin [Mr. WITHROWJ.
the average of $1 daily.
Mr. WITHROW. Mr. Chairman, I
Time will not permit me to discuss the road management.
As you know, the combined employer and want to take this opportunity to com
entire bill. However, I do want to take
n
nItrtt
omte
h
mn
taxes for the support of the railconstituents employee
the time to state thtthat temy bll
oesnotroad retirement system amount to 12.5 per- moeind h Committee, ondIntrstiuateyand
aredispponte
h
hat he ill oesnotcent of taxable payroll (a maximum of $300 FrinCmecadpriual
are isapoined
for the very
grant an increase in railroad-retirement per month per employee). The fifth actu- chairman of that committee,
benefits. They have called my attention arial valuation of the assets and liabilities constructive work done by that distln
forth the
to the fact that social-security benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act, includ- guished committee in bringing
are being increased and they are at a ing the effect of Public Law 398 of the 83d bill under consideration at the present
of paying time.
loss to understand why an increase is Congress, shows that the level cost
During the short time allocated to me,
perpresent benefits under the act is 13.56
not granted to recipients of railroad-re r-cent
of taxable payroll, indicating a presentIcamelysyttthbnfispo
melysyttthbnftspo
overIca
or
payroll,
of
percent
1.06
of
deficiency
tirement benefits. I am certain that a
study will reveal that railroad-retire- $50 million a year. each year in perpetuity. vided in H. R. 7840 are very conservative.
The Railroad Retirement Board has esti- The need for them has been recognized
ment benefits have not kept pace with
mated the additional cost of paying the for the past 10 years. Much has been
the cost of living,
When I appeared before the House benefits provided for under H. R. 5269 to be said but very little, until now, has been
we
Committee on Interstate and Foreign 4.7 percent of payroill, or $235 million a year, done to alleviate the conditions which
Commerce, I expressed the wishes of each year in perpetuity. The bill does not all recognize as being bad.
oteRira
Teeaedet
any additional income into the
many of my constituents who are em- provide for
theRailoa
Thesieamendmetwilnots tos
Hence, if this
inregrdrailroad retirement system.
n te
ploed
rilradindstr
rail-ReimntAtwlnocstheax
the
in
deficiency
the
law,
becomes
bill
reard
n
ndutry
ployd intheraiload
solitary
single
one
country
this
of
payers
increased
be
would
account
retirement
road
bill
a
5269,
R.
H.
of
to seeking approval
for this fund
designed to liberalize the Railroad Re- from 1.06 percent of taxable payroll to 5.7 cent. The moneys provided levied
on the
percent of payroll, or by approximately $285 are raised by tax which is
tirement Act.
When the committee reported out H. million a year, each year in perpetuity. it employer and the employee. Thebyaddirais
R. 7840 rather than H. R. 5269, I wrote Is obvious, therefore, that enactment of IH.R. tional revenue that will be raised

Chairman WOLVERTON for an explana- 5269 would very seriously jeopardize the ingtempoeantheplyrc
eir-tributions which will amount to approxiherilod
o
tion as to why such action was taken. menanta system.
mately $56 million. The benefits pre
r
29
sythemhaig.nH.R
Durng
I received the following reply which is
Thomas Stack, president, and Mr. Walt scribed under these amendments will
self -explanatory:
cost the fund less than $54 million.
Sands, research director, of the National RailCONGRS~S OF THE UNIrED STATES,
HOUSE or REsRSsENTATIVES,
AND
FOREIGN COMMERCE,
ahigoDC.Juy1,14.
Hon. JAMES E. VAN ZANDT,
Member of Congress,
House Office Building,
Washington. D. C.
DEAR COLLEAGUE: Reference is made to your
letter of July 1, 1954. concerning H. R. 5269,
COMMITTEE ON INTEaSTATE

a bill to amend the Railroad Retirement Act,
Hearings on this bill and 29 other bills to

amend the act were held by this committee
on June 2 and 3, 1954. The principal provisions of H. R. 5269 are:
(1) Full annuities would be payable after
55 years of service regardless of age, or at
age 60 after the completion of 30 years of
service; (2) in the computation of the average monthly compensation for service before 1937, the present 1924-31 base period
'would be replaced by the S calendar years
before

1937

for which

the

employee

re-

ceived highest aggregate earnings: (3) annuities and pensions would be increased by
15 percent; (4) a new minimum provision
would apply in the case of persons retirIng after 30 years of service; this minimum
would equal half of the employee's average
monthly compensation during his 5 years of
highest earningss; (5) the dual benefit restriction contained in the last paragraph of

road Pension Forum, Inc.,

which

is the

This measure has the support of all

principal organization sponsoring this bill,
suggested four alternative methods of fi

the operating and nonoperating railroad
ey eesr
rtehod.I-i

the benefits provided for by this bill would
cost. These four methods are:

ic
eiltoacntutv
peeo
of legislation, and should be passed by
this House unanimously.

nancing part or all of the $235 million which

1. A gross revenue tax of 2 percent on the

savr

bohrod.I

eesr

railroads.
2. Increasing from 10 to 15 or 20 years the
amount of service necessary to become

Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the

ployees who retire or die with less than 15 or
20 years of railroad service would be transferred to the social security system.
3. Transfer all dependent and survivor

should like to congratulate those respon
sible for bringing this legislation to its
present status. I hope it will pass.
There are many deserving eases that

eligible for a railroad retirement annuity.
The railroad retirement credits for em-

ho[r

gnlmnfo

gnlmnfo
Mr.

JENKINS.

ho[r

Mr.

EKN]
EK~]
Chairman,

I

need attention.
All
I want to say that a number of years
dependents and survivors of railroad employees would receive their benefits from theagwhntilesaiowsmrer
wsmre r
social security system at the social securityag whntilesaio
less in its infancy our late colleague,
scale of benefits,
4. Coordination of the railroad retirement Fred Vinson, and I and other members
of the Ways and Means Committee had
system with the social security system.
Pursuant to my request, the Railroad Re- something to do with the tax features of
tirement Board made a very careful and this system. Mr. Vinson and I had a
exhaustive study of the four proposals sug- special assignment with reference to the
gested by Mr. Stack and Mr. Sands, and sub- tax features of this legislation. We col
mitted a detailed report. This report con- laborated with men representing the
eluded as follows:ralodanwihmnepsntgte
"In brief, the first of the jour financingralodanwihmnepsntgte
proposals submitted by Mr. Stack and Mr. railroad employees. I was always glad of
Sands is impractical, and none of the other that opportunity and am glad that we
benefits to the social security system.
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were able to lay a solid foundation for
this big program,
I have watched the growth of this legislation and will be glad to vote for this
measure under consideration,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
GAVIN],

Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, I want
to compliment my very good and able
friend [Mr. WOLVERTON] and the Cornmittee on Interstate and Foreign Cornmerce on a very fine piece of legislation.
I heartily endorse it. It is long overdue.
I should like the chairman to know we
are pleased with the work of the cornmittee, with their report and with the
bill. I shall wholeheartedly support it.
It is a much needed piece of legislation,
I also want to express my appreciation
for the great interest and fine work of
my Pennsylvania colleagues, Representative VAN ZANDT and Representative ALVIN
BusH, members of the committee, who
worked tirelessly for many months on
behalf of this legislation. It is a fine
bill and I know will pass overwhelmingly.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from New York [Mr. REED].
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Chairman, I am in hearty sympathy with this
legislation. I think it is a great piece
of humanitarian legislation. I shall
support the bill, although I feel the age
should be 65.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from California [Mr. McDONOUGH].
Mr. McDONOUGIH. Mr. Chairman, I
Want to compliment this committee for
bringing this very necessary legislation
to the floor. The chairman has made a
militant fight in behalf of the beneficiaries of this legislation. I am pleased to
support the action of the committee and
to support the bill,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
Yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
California [Mr. YOUNGER],
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Chairman, after
several days of acrimonious debate on a
number of other bills, I think it is apparent to everyone that the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce has
hit the jackpot in bringing this bill here,
because everyone can endorse it. I am
Particularly pleased that we were able
to bring out a bill that will maintain
the integrity and financial soundness of
the railroad retirement fund. That is
one of the ideas that was uppermost in
the minds of the committee. The actuaries in charge of this fund assure us
that this is the case. We are more than
pleased to be able to present this bill to
the House, and I am sure the House will
unanimously accept it.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman
from West Virginia [Mr. STAGGERS].
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gentleman from West Virginia.
Mr. BAILEY. Coming from a State
that is highly industrialized, a coalmining State, where the percentage of
railroad and coal employment is exces-
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sively high in the overall labor load, I the railroad industry. I think we should
want to compliment the excellent work do no less, however, for other workers,
of this committee. I appeared before too-those covered by the regular un
this committee particularly in reference employment-compensation. program. it
to dependency payments to widows. is tragic that this Congress is soon to
While they did not carry out my ideas on adjourn without writing into law any
the matter, they have gone more than improvement whatsoever in the benefits
half way by reducing the retirement age of the millions of workers now depend..
for widows and by taking care of de- ent upon unemployment compensation
pendents where they are physically un- to keep them going during this period
fit. I again want to compliment the of recession.
ccmmittee, and particularly compliment
IMPROVEMENTS IN RAILROAD RETIREMENT
my colleague from West Virginia for his
SYSTEM
excellent work on the committee.
In addition to the unemploymentMr. HOWELL. Mr. Chairman , will compensation provisions, this bill deals
the gentleman yield?
with other portions of the Railroad Re
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gen- tirement Act in a worthwhile manner,
tlernan from New Jersey.evntogIamsrnoidiul
Mr. HOWELL. Mr. Chairman, I sup- evenltoughr wi am surpeteno indivfiedua
port this bill to continue the year-by- with it. I think they all would like to
year modernization of the Railroad Re- see higher primary benefits for retire
tirement Act, as proposed and endorsed ment and an optional lower retirement
by all of the standard railway labor or- age. I am sure the latter will come
ganizations, and shall vote for its pas- eventually, but I am impressed in this
sage.
connection by the fact that the brother
I sincerely hope it can be pushed hoods as well as the Committee on Inter
through the Senate in time for enact- state and Foreign Commerce do not be
ment in this session, for in some of its lieve it can be done this year without
provisions it can be of tremendous value jeopardizing the actuarial soundness of
right now-particularly its provisions the system,
dealing with unemployment compenAs for higher primary benefits, they
sation.
are afforded here only for those who
The weekly statistics on railroad earn more than $300 a month and come
freight car loadings during nearly all Of about as a result of raising from $300
this year have been so much below the to $350 a month the amount of wages
figures for the comparable periods of to be credited toward retirement bane1953 that it is obvious the railroad in- fits. While this will mean higher bene
dustry is having great difficulty. And fits for those in that category, it will also
that has meant extensive layoffs of em- mean higher payroll deductions for them,
ployees, some of them for long periods too, and, of course, that is again dic
of time.
tated by the necessity of protecting the
So I believe it is urgent to get into op- soundness of the reserve fund. I do not
eration the proposed new formula on think many people realize that the rail
unemployment compensation for these roader contributes more than 6 percent
railroad workers. It would assure half- of his first $300 of wages each month to
pay during periods of unemployment up this fund.
to a maximum benefit of $8.50 a day.
I am pleased that the committee has
The dec'line in purchasing power seen fit to recommend that widows of
among our people has been both a result railroad workers be permitted to begin
of and a cause of lowered industrial ac- collecting their survivorship annuities at
tivity and lower incomes. We have let age 60 instead of the present 65. I
our economy go downhill to such an ex- should also like to see the social-security
tent that it appears to be snowballing; program advanced in that same manner.
the automobile companies lay off men We a]] know how difficult it is for women
because they cannot sell their full out- of 60 and over to find suitable employ
put; that means a cutback in orders for ment, and it seems cruel to say to these
steel, glass, tires, electrical equipment, hard-pressed women, "Just hold out until
and so on, so these firms, in turn, lay off you are 65 and then we will begin paying
workers; the coal industry suffers, and You social security."
miners are furloughed, and as this cycle
Other Provisions of this bill deal with
continues the automobile companies, can a variety of problems and inequities
sell even fewer cars so they lay off more which have come to light as a result of
men. The snowball, therefore, grows experience under the Program and are,
bigger.
I understand, generally approved and
Unemployment compensation was sup- desired by most railroad workers and
posed to provide an effective cushion retirement beneficiaries. It is impossi
against this snowballing effect, and, of ble to write a bill on so technical and
course, it has helped greatly in this re- involved a subject which is a perfect bill
spect. But all of us, I am sure, must making everyone happy, but I commend
recognize that unemployment-compen- the committee and the brotherhoods for
sation benefits have been permitted to the effective work this bill represents in
decline in purchasing power year by advancing the program realistically.
year as a result of higher living costs,
Mr. POLK. Mr. Chairman, will the
so that today the payments in most gentleman yield?
States are completely unrealistic.
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gen
This bill seeks to correct that situa- tleman from Ohio.
tion insofar as the railroad workers
Mr. POLK. I wish to join with the
covered by the Railroad Unemployment gentleman from West Virginia in his
Insurance Act are concerned. It is a valiant efforts to secure favorable con
very necessary step right now, as I said, sideration of this bill, H. R. 7840. I
because of the high unemployment in wish to associate myself with him in
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urging that it be favorably considered
here today.
I was one of those who in 1937, under
the able leadership of Hon. ROBERT
CROSSER, of Ohio, helped secure the enactment into law of the original Railroad
Retirement Act. Since its inception I1
have been deeply interested in this program and in its improvement,
The bill, H. R. 7840, provides greatly
needed amendments to present law, including, among others, the reduction in
the eligibility age for survivor annuities
for widows, dependent widowers, and dependent parents from age 65 to age 60.
This is an amendment I have long advocated in the interest of fairness and
equity to these deserving persons.
I also strongly favor the amendment
which provides a liberalization of the
.benefits payable to widowed mothers
with disabled children.
~Likewise, I strongly favor the amendment herein Provided on the disability
work clause and the provision that a disability annuitant may receive up to $100
per month from employment or self employment. I have always opposed the
present provisions of the law in this re-

gard.
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ment to his seal and concern for the our Congress along this line of work.
working people of this Nation and their His many years of service to his con
stituency in Ohio are equalled by only
families.
There IS apparently no real contro- a very few Members of this House. He
versy over this bill, and that is well. The has long been a champion of the workmeasure strikes an appealing humani- Ing people, especially the railroad work
tarian chord. It will immeasurably help ers. He is revered by all railroad work
many loyal, faithful, efficient railroad ers fo-: his 4 decades of public service
workers and their families, and if there and his progressiveness in fighting for
is a finer, more capable, more devoted legislation beneficial to this group. He
group of citizens in this Nation than the has pioneered many great reforms sorely
railroad workers, I do not know them. needed by the working men, and he ad
So far as I am concerned, the railroad vocated them at a time when such re
workers not only compel admiration for forms were not too popular in this coun
their reliability, courtesy, steadfastness, try.
I want to take this opportunity to wish
and meticulous devotion to their tasks,
but are entitled to the gratitude of the the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER]
entire American people for their indis- many years of well-deserved rest. He
pensable, long-continued contributions will long be remembered by his host of
to our great public transportation sys- friends in and out of the Halls of Con
gress.
temn-one of the envies of the worldMr. CHELF. Mr. Chairman, will the
and consequently of course to our great
gentleman yield?
country.
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield to the gen
Day after day, night after night, In
sunshine or tempest, with unerring punc- tleman from Kentucky.
Mr. CHELF. I want to associate my
tuality and unceasing application to
duty, our loyal railroad workers working self with the gentleman from West Vir
together as a well-knit team provide the ginia in the tribute he has paid to the
brains and sinew to activate the enor- chairman of the committee, the gentle

mous

complex

but

smooth-working

man from New Jersey [Mr.

WOLVERTON].

He is a wonderful man, and has made a
The other amendments contained in mechanism that runs our railroads.
Another desirable feature of the bill great contribution. He has courage the
H. R. 7840 will provide several other long
overdue improvements in 'the Railroad lies in the fact that it is actuarially sound likes of which I have not seen in a long,
and solvent. While additional levies long time. He truly is the workingman's
Retirement Act,
I strongly urge the House to approve and taxes are required, the committee friend.
May I also associate myself with what
has, I think, to a very remarkable degree
this bill,
Before I conclude, may I say a few succeeded in insuring stability at the the gentleman has said about dur dear
words in commendation of the long years same time extending and enlarging the friend from Ohio (Mr. CROSSER]. May
of service to railway labor by my old benefits. I am especially impressed that God bless him and keep him for many,
and very dear friend the dean of the there is such widespread approval of many years to come.
Mr. Chairman, I also want to compli
Ohio Democratic delegation in the the bill. I will gladly render it my supHouse, Hon. ROBERT CROSSER, of Cleve- port and vote and sincerely hope it will ment' the committee on the fine job
pass unanimously and in turn prove of -they have done in bringing out this bill.
land,
It is a piece of legislation that is well
As you all know, BOB CROSSER is the benefit to many worthy people.
Mr. STAGGERS. Mr. Chairman, In deserving of the favorable consideration
father of the Railroad Retirement Act.
it was largely because of his untiring the little time I have remaining I would of every Member of the House, and I
efforts that this legislation was enacted like first to congratulate the gentleman give it my full support.
Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman,
in 1937. He introduced the first bill on frbm New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTrON) on
this subject and from that date to the the fine work he has done in seeing that will the gentleman yield?
MrSTGE .Iyiltohegn
present, he has continually worked faith- this bill was reported from the comorgostleman from Minnesota.
n
ra
n
h
fully and conscientiously to bring about mite
fight he has made in seeing that this
improvements in the law.
Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, the
was brought before the Congress for
l lbobill
aor
Ralwyadinfat
Railayadabo,infac al laorconsideration. He has worked hard and railroad workers of my district have al
ways shown a great interest in the Rail
owe a great debt of gratitude to the gen- diligently and has done a good job.
As a former railroad worker, I am in road Retirement Act and many of them
tleman from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER] for his
untiring efforts in the field of labor leg- favor of the bill and will vote for it, and have submitted recommendations to me
have worked for it. I believe honestly for important improvements in the re
islation.
It is with a feeling of deep regret that that it has been a piece of bipartisan tirement system.
Because the railroad retirement sys
I realize he will not be serving in the legislation, as most railroad legislation
next session of Congress to champion that has come out of the Committee on tem belongs not to the Federal Govern
the cause of those who need beneficial Interstate and Foreign Conmnerce in the ment or the Congress but to the men who
work on the railroads of this country, I
past has been,
and helpful legislation.
I believe that it is, too, In line with the have always sought and welcomed this
Mr. PHILBIN. Mr. Chairman, will the
program advocated by the President in advice. We, as Members of Congress,
gentleman yield?
Mr. STAGGERS. Ilyield to the gentle- taking care of the retirement program are merely trustees of the retirement
and our unemployment program in the fund and we have an obligation to re
man from Massachusetts.
Mr. PHILBIN. I want to commend my Nation. It has been backed by the spect the wishes of the people who own
good friend from New Jersey, the able Bureau of the Budget, the Secretary of it.
The wages of railroad workers are
and distinguished chairman of this com- Labor, and the majority of the Retiremittee, and his committee, for the splen- ment Board, so that necessarily means taxed to provide their own retirement
did work they have done in bringing that it is backed by the President's pro- system and we have become the guard
ians of this fund in the name of the
this bill to the floor of the House. I will gram,
At this time I would like to pay tribute workers themselves. This imposes upon
support it.
Mr. Chairman, one of the great men to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CR0S- all of us the serious moral obligation of
in this House is the genial, able, and SEal, ranking minority member on our administering the fund in the best in
patriotic chairman of this committee, committee. He really is known as the terests of those who have built it.
In my visits to the shops and yards of
my friend the gentleman from New Jer- father of railroad retirement. He introsey (Mr. WOLVERTON]. 'His untiring work duced the first bill for railroad retire- my district, I have gained much valuable
on this very fine bill shared by his capa- ment, backed by all the railroad unions. advice from railroad workers who have
ble committee will long stand as a monu- He is one of the most capable men in firsthand knowledge of the problems of
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retired workers. These recommenda- must be guaranteed that their future and his country so ably-RoBERT
tions are the result of practical, corn- benefits are protected.
CROSSER.
On occasion, we have dis
monsense thinking and I am glad that
We all know that rising costs have agreed, but I have always had the
some of them are incorporated in the bill had a serious impact on the retired highest respect for him, especially since
before us today.
worker. A realistic program of security I learned to know him better while serv
Every railroad worker I have ever in retirement demands that we constant- ing with him 14 years in the House of
talked to has expressed his wish that ly reexamine the program to be sure that Representatives. He has the respect
the retirement fund be kept in a sound it provides a decent standard of living and good will of the people of Ohio.
condition. They also want to keep the for the men who built and who operate We all know that every railroad em
payroll tax within reason since it is al- the world's greatest transportation sys- ployee considers him his ablest advocate
ready much higher than social security tern and their survivors,
and best friend, and this is as it should
taxes.
H. R. 7840 is a step in the right direc- be. I am sure I speak for the citizens of
The bill before us has the support of tion and I hope that we can follow it in Cleveland and Ohio when I say that we
the labor organizations representing al- the next Congress with other improve- wish him Qodspeed and hope that he
most all of the railroad workers of this ments based on the studies made by the will live many, many Years to enjoy the
country.
Joint Committee on Railroad Retirement deserving reward of leisure and comfort
It is proper, therefore, that we as trus- Legislation,
which he has so richly earned.
tees of the fund should respect the wishes
Mr. EBERHARTER. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
of those who have built the railroad- will the gentleman yield?
yield such time as he may desire to
retirement system and I am happy to
Mr. STAGGERS. I yield:
the gentleman from New York [Mr.
support the major provisions of the bill.
Mr'. EBERHARTER. I think the gen- RAD WAN].
Other improvements may be necessary tlemnan now in the well of the House is
Mr. RADWAN. Mr. Chairman, I join
but I think it is important that we act to be commended for paying tribute at in paying tribute to the chairman, the
before this session of the Congress ad- this time to our esteemed and beloved gentleman from New Jersey, as well as
journs. The committee has made a care- colleague, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. the ranking Democratic member of the
full study of the more than 60 bills which CROSSER], who has served here so many committee, the gentleman from Ohio
were introduced and has reported sig- years so well, so ably, and so diligently. [Mr. CROSSER).
nificant improvements which will not in I join with the gentleman and agree
Both gentlemen certainly deserve all
any way jeopardize the financial stabil- most earnestly with everything he has the praise that has been heaped upon
ity of the retirement fund,
said. about the character, ability, and them today.
The following improvements will help service of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
I am happy to have this opportunity to
to correct weaknesses and inequities CROSSER ], and for whom, Ilam sure, every speak briefly in favor of this bill, H. R.
which have occurred:
Member of the House has the highest 7840. I introduced a similar measure,
First. Provides benefits to widows, de- respect and kindliest feelings. All of us H. R. 7979, and for this reason I am espe
pendent widowers, and dependent par- wish for him the best of everything.
cially happy to rise in support of this
ents at age 60 instead of age 65.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the leilain
Second. Provides benefits for widowed gentleman yield?
Aeilathougn.
lofaoe
etanpoi
mothers with physically or mentallydiM.SAGR.Iye.
sions,
which
were
supported
by many
able ove
chidre
18 ear of ge.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I, too, railroad employees in my district,
in H.
Third. Provides full survivor benefits want to associate myself with the gen- R. 5269, nevertheless, the bill before us is
to widows, dependent widowers, and de- tleman from West Virginia in all the a very good bill and I enthusiastically
pendent parents who are also eligible fi.ne things he has said about our asso- join with the recommendation made by
for a railroad-retirement annuity in ciate, Mr. BOs CROSSER. The House of the Committee on Interstate and For
thi
ih.Representatives
w
is about to lose one of eign Commerce in supporting this worthy
Fouirth Iwncreases th
rdtbecr-its
most influential and able Members. maue
fromt.Itheaprestecenitmaximu cof- I wish Godspeed. I wish also to pay maue
pensation frmtepeetmxmmo
tribute to him for the many fine things
In this connection, it is important that
$300 a month to a maximum of $250 inheasdnnoolyfrteaiod
we pay tribute to the people most vitally
calculating the retirement or survivor workers but
o o for
ol thersraawel,
reoad concerned about this legislation. The
annuity.
wresbtfrohr
swl.H
n
railroad network of the United States is
Fifth. Disregards compensation earned I have been unusually congenial, be- the most fabulous network of railroad
aftr
6, i aeth crditng f schcause we both are admirers of Amer- transportation in the entire world. The
aftpersagei65 ifldloe crdiin
the
nouchy lea's greatest economist, Henry George,reodofteaiodsnthFrt
compensCatingwoul lower theabannuity.r
and both believe that his insistence on reorlds ofathenrailroadsointhelFirst
casixth.aChangesmthe disailt
0
workig
a sound land policy is fundamentally world Warpl fanduthesecon World Warto
clase
o amaxmumofarnngssound.weesmlfauo.Alrgprtf
100in
for any month without loss of the anMr. Chairman, I also at this time want the success of the railroad-transporta
nuity for that month.
to say I am in favor of this bill, and I tion system is due to the skilled and ca
While the tax base is increased from congratulate the committee upon the pable workers who are employed by the
$300 to $350 a month, the tax rate of fine work they have done in bringing it railroad companies. The management
6¼4 percent is left unchanged,
before us. It will be a boon to the rail- also made a distinct contribution toward
The bill also includes necessary in- road workers and their wives and de- the efficiency of the railroads in han
creases in unemployment insurance pendents.
dling greatly increased tonnages. The
benefits by raising the daily benefit rates
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I legislation before us can briefly be sum
by 50 cents a step with a maximum daily yield such time as he may desire to thie marized as follows:
rate of $8.50.
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. BENDER].
First, benefits to widows, dependent
As I have said, Mr. Chairman, this bill
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Chairman, I want widowers, and dependent parents at age
will not make all of the improvements to add my personal word of tribute to 60 instead of agc 65.
which might be made without weaken- the chairman of this committee, CHARLES
Second, benefits to widowed mothers
ing the fund but it does make those WOLVERTON, the distinguished gentle- with physically or mentally disabled
changes which are needed now to cor- man from New Jersey, chairman of the children over the age of 18.
rect hardships arising under the present Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Third, full survivor benefits to widows,
law.
Commerce, for his excellent perform- dependent vwidowers, and dependent par
The committee has wisely provided ance, not only on this meritorious legis- ents who are also eligible for a railroadthat the financing provisions of the bill lation which provides essential amend- retirement annuity in their own right.
are adequate to meet the costs of the ments to the Railroad Retirement Act,
Fourth, increasing the creditable conm
additional benefits provided by it. In the Railroad Tax Act, and the Railroad pensation from the present maximum of
this way, we can assure every railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. I espe- $300 a month to a maximum of $350 a
worker that his investment in the re- cially want to pay tribute to my colleague month in the calculation of a retirement
tirement system is sound and that the from my home city of Cleveland, Ohio, or survivor annuity.
changes made actually strengthen rather the distinguished gentleman, who for 40
Fifth, disregarding the compensation
than weaken the fund. Today's workers years has served his district, his State, earned after the age of 65, if the credit
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Ing of such compensation would diminish the annuity,
Sixth, changing the disability work
clause to a maximum of $100 in earnings
for any month without loss of the annuity for that month.
Seventh, excluding the service of certamn delegates to national or international conventions of railway labor organizations from coverage under this
act.
Eighth, elimination of the requirement
In the present law that a child over the
age of 16 and under 18 years must attend
school regularly in order to be eligible
for a survivor's annuity.
Ninth, waiver of retirement benefits
for certain individuals who are receivveterans'
ing non-service-connected
pensions,
Again, I want to state that this is very
goad and sound legislation, and I urge
every Member of this House to support it.
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. RADWAN. I yield.
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, I, too, at
this time want to pay tribute to our very
good and able friend, the gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER], a man who
by his work in the Congress of the United
States has won for himself the hearty
commendations of the membership on
both sides of the aisle. My wish for him
is good health, happiness, and all the
good things in life for the years ahead.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to
the gentleman from California [Mr.
HuNTER].

Mr. HUNTER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in support of H. R. 7840, which provides
a number of improvements in the benefits payable under the railroad-retirement system and under the railroadunemployment-insurance system.
There is a real need for such a bill. It
will be helpful to retired railroad workers and their dependents. It will also be
of benefit to currently active railroad
workers and those who will follow, and
who will retire in the future. Many of
these people live in my district. it is in
their best interests that I shall vote for
this bill. The~amendments proposed can
be enacted without jeopardizing the
financial soundness of the railroadretirement system.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. JUDD].
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to vote for this piece of legislation
amending the Railroad Retirement Act,
A great many of the persons who will be
most benefited by it live in my district,
They need the benefits to be granted.
Furthermore, they come out of funds
that belong to them-not to the Government. The reserve fund is protected. In
every sense this is a good bill that we can
all wholeheartedly support.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. SCHENCK].
Mr. SCHENCK. Mr. Chairman, I
commend the gentleman from New Jersey, the chairman of our Committee on
interstate and Foreign Commerce, for
his tireless work on this bill, and also
acknowledge with deep appreciation the
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service of our colleague the gentleman fact that over 60 bills to amend the Rail
from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER]. It is a pleas- road Retirement Act have been intro
ure and real honor to serve on this great duced by Members of the House of Rep
committee. This is a bill to assist hu- resentatives and referred to this com
man beings. Almost all legislation has mittee. The committee has held hear
some features with which we do not fully ings on all of these bills and has consid
agree. It is my feeling, however, that cred each one of them carefully.
I would like to em~plasize that in the
this is a good bill and that its advantages
far outweigh the disadvantages that it consideration of this bill your committee
may contain. This legislation is ap- has placed great emphasis on the effect
proved by the operating brotherhoods, of the proposed amendments on the
and the benefits are paid out of contri- financial soundness of the Railroad Re
butions made by them. I think the bill tirement Act. The committee is unani
should be passed unanimously. This leg- mously of the opinion that, regardless
islation is but another example of the of the desirability of any proposals, no
kind of legislation considered by our amendments should be made which will
Committee on Interstate and Foreign jeopardize the financial soundness of the
Commerce. We constantly consider leg- railroad retirement system. This prin
islation that affects in very personal ciple has been accepted by all the re
ways the lives and conditions under sponsible railroad labor organizations as
which all our citizens live. The work and well as railroad management. All on
hearings are most interesting and con- this committee are mindful of their
stantly remind us of our responsibilities, grave responsibility toward the currently
The cooperation and careful and serious active railroad worker and thousands
consideration given the measures con- who will follow him and will retire in the
sidered by our committee by all members future. We intend to make certain that
of our committee assures Members of the when they retire from the railroad in
House that all aspects of these questions dustry that there will be sufficient re
are fully explored and the bill properly serve money on hand to adequately pay
prepared for presentation to the House. the benefits due them. In the next few
I1am confident that the vote on H. R. minutes I would like to tell the Members
7840 today will show the confidence of the House of the desirable features
which Members of the House place in that are incorporated in this bill.
First. In all of the consideration of
our committee.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, the many bills for amending the Rail
I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from road Retirement Act the committee was
most impressed with the desirability of
New Jersey [Mr. WIDNALLJ.
Mr. WIDNALL. Mr. Chairman, I reducing from 65 to 60 the age at which
want to commend and compliment the a widow of a retired railroad worker may
committee on the fine bill they have qualify for survivor benefits.
The committee had before it much evi
brought out for consideration, especially
the ranking minority member, Mr. dence of the necessity in the case of
CROSSER, and the distinguished chair- many widows who had the misfortune of
losing their husbands before the widows
man, Mr. WOLVERTON.
There is no Member of this House who themselves became 65. On the average,
works more tirelessly than the gentle- married men are 4 to 5 years older than
man from New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON]. their wives. in addition, experience
id sarfoune
He has dedicated years of his life toshw tatfw
public service and his record is replete showsh tohatvew widlowsmare fotunate60
with sponsorship of excellent legislation, especially where those women have not
This bill provides most worthy changes been employed during the existence of
in railroad retirement legislation. I am the marriage. A woman whose chief
particularly pleased with the section that function in life has been to take care of
applies to widows' annuities, reducing her family and home has very few work
the age for benefits from 65 to 60. This ing opportunities remaining at age 60.
should prove most helpful in many cases. Most of the railroad labor organizations
At this time I would also like to pay testified that the need of widows existed
eo
ayisacscnieal
tribute to the railroad employees of the i
eo
ayisacscnieal
United States whom I have known. I i
have come in contact with many of them the age of 60, but the cost involved made
during a period of years. I have al- any recommendation below that figure
ways found them solid citizens of the impossible at this. time.
Second. Another provision of the bill
community and fair and reasonable in
will relieve the hardships experienced
their suggestions and requests,
I am particularly pleased to support by a number of surviving children over
age 18 who are not capable of self -sup
this bill,
Mrn WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I1 port, and their mothers. Section 12
yield such time as he may desire to the provides a survivor's annuity to a dis
gentleman from Illinois [Mr. SPRINGER]. abled child, regardless of age, Provided
Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, dur- he is unable physically to engage in
ing the 83d Congress the House Coin- any regular employment. Likewise, the
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Coin- widowed mother, having a child in her
io'
lob nildt
ol
merce received thousands of letters and cr
telegrams from railroad workers, retired careuiwould alson bsteentitled to diabwidow'
railroad pensioners, widows of railroadanutsolgashecidsdsbe.
workers, and active railroad workers However, if the child recovers from the
urging various improvements in the ben- disability after 18, the annuity would
efits payable under the railroad retire- terminate.
Third. At the present time, a widow
Inent system and the railroad unemployment insurance system. The great who receives a survivor benefit and who
interest in this bill is best seen by the also has an annuity in her own right
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because she has been in railroad employment would have the survivor benefit reduced by the annuity to which she
is entitled by reason of her own employment. In other words, under existing law she cannot receive both
amounts. This legislation provides that
both annuities shall be payable without
deduction. I think all of us can see the
justice in this provision. If both the
husband and wife have been employed
by railroad, the surviving widow should
be able to accept her own pension by
virtue of her own~ work as well as to
receive a pension from a private pension
system, all at the same time. That is a
similar situation to the one I am pointing out in this paragraph,
Fourth. Under the present law a retired employee cannot receive compensation that is calculated on more than
$300 per month. This bill provides that
compensation up to $350 per month
shall be credited and figured as a base
for the pension, for those months that
he was employed and contributed at
that rate. This will naturally establish
higher benefits for those in the higher
brackets in proportion to their payments into the railroad-retirement system. This will also increase survivor
widow benefits in those cases where the
deeae eplye
adcntibtd
n n
average monthly compensation in excess
of $300.
Fifth. At the present time, in some
Instances the retired employee's annuity
may have been lowered because of lower
earnings after age 65. This bill provides
that compensation earned after the employee has reached 65 would be disregarded if the result of taking the lower
cmpenihisatinuintoy coutwul.i
mnshianutof
Sixth. Under the present law, a disabedemlye
woeansmrethn
$75 in each of any 6 consecutive months
is considered no longer disabled at the
end of a 6 months' period of continuous
earning, The reported bill eliminates
thstest, The bill provides instead for
this
et naymot
nwhc h
nonpayment nloe earnymonth inthich the
diabed eployeeio
earnse moexithang
$100.a
proved very difficult to administer. In
addition, the Railroad Retirement Board
has estimated that the clause in this
bill would result in a net saving to the
entire account of $1,500,000 a year.
Seventh. Under present law, a child
of a deceased employee between 16 and
18 Years of age must attend school regularly to receive a survivor's annuity.
This bill would strike out that requirement. This provision was placed in the
law originally because a similar provision was contained in the Social Security Act. This provision has long
since been stricken from the Social Security Act and by this legislation it is
removed from the Railroad Retirement
Act.
I am sure all the Members of this
House realize that the Railroad Retirement Act, although created by this Congress and administered as a quasipublic body, does not receive Federal funds
for the Payment of these pensions. The
contributions under the act are met in
equal part by the railroad and by the
employee. There are no Federal funds
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Involved in this bill nor will any be expected at any time in the future. In
other words, in this bill we are voting
allocation of monies which are the entire contributions of private persons and
corporations in a common fund,
The bill being reported herewith is
supported by all standard railroad labor
unions, including the 4 train and engine
service brotherhoods and all the 19 organizations affiliated with the railroad
labor organization,
In the appearances before the committee, the representatives of these organizations show a constant review and
study of the operations of the railroadretirement system and of improving the
benefits to railroad workers and their
families.
These organizations have
shown not only concern with benefits,
but also have placed great importance
on the financial soundness and administration of the retirement system.
As a result of the thorough study that
your committee gave to this legislation,
I believe that it is sound and justified
and for that reason I am happy to support the bill.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania LMr.
SAYLOR].

Mr. SAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I take
this opportunity to congratulate the
gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON], the chairman of the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
and through him all of the other members of that great committee of the
House of Representatives for the excellent work that they have done in bringing to the floor of the House for action,
and I am sure almost unanimous vote
the Members, on the amendments to
the Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment insurance Act
.c.

From my district more individuals
wrote personal letters to me pointing out
their problems and asking for my assistance in having these amendments
passed which would aid in the solution
of those problems.
The increased benefits to widows by
reducing from 65 to 60 the age at which
they may qualify for survivors' benefits
will be of tremendous assistance. The
liberalizing of benefits to widowed mothers and disabled children shows that the
committee sincerely endeavored to take
care of the railroad family which is suddenly deprived-of its wage earner,
The unemployment insurance benefits are welcomed by the railroadmen
themselves. These provisions are consistent with the President's recommendations for improving the Federal-State
unemployment insurance system.
The important feature of all of these
improvements is that they are being
done while still maintaining the railroad
retirement funds actuarially sound, so
that when the men now working retire,
or their beneficiaries become claimants,
there will be adequate funds available to
pay benefits to them.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Washington
[Mr.
HOLMES],

'July 30

Mr. HOLMES. Mr. Chairman, I con
gratulate the committee on bringing out
this legislation. I am happy indeed to
support it. The bill should be passed.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from West Virginia [Mr.
NEAL].

Mr. NEAL. Mr. Chairman, I am glad
there is such general evidence of ap
proval of this bill. It must be a good
one. There are a great many railroad
people in my district and while I know
many demands have been made, I am
sure they will accept this bill since it
provides many desirable improvements.
Through the adoption of operational
changes there are a sizable number of
emp1oyees being relieved of their jobs
prio
gortrmn
g.Ee
fe
long periods of faithful service these
employees, trained for no other occupa
tions, are compelled to twiddle their
thumbs without wages and without help
from the fund they themselves hielped
to create by their contributions.
This is only one of many existing ir
regularities in railroad-pension laws this
bill fails to correct.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chair
man, I yield to the gentleman from Cali
fri
M.DYE uhtm sh
a
desire.
Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, I am
glad to approve the legislation-H. R.
7840. It is timely and necessary. I
congratulate the chairman and the
members of his distinguished committee
for bringing it out at this time before
this Congress adjourns.
Aogteohrvr
eeiilpo
visonsgo this ltegislatioenewichis sro
essential and so much in the best inter
ests of our beloved Nation, the benefits
t
ios
eedn
ioes
n e
pendent parents at age 60; the benefits
to widowed mothers with disabled chil
dren are also of significant benefit. The
increase in creditable compensation in
the calculation of annuities is also an
other significant amendment in this bill.
The present bill provides that a compen
sation which is earned after the retired
railroad man has reached the age of 65
would be disregarded if it appears the
result of taking such compensation
earned after 65 would be to reduce or
diminish his annuity. Then, also, there
is the more favorable disability work
clause wherein it specifies that a disabled
annuitant who earns more than $75 for
hire or self-employment in each of any
6 consecutive calendar months, accord
ing to this bill, is no longer deemed to be
disabled for the purposes of hire or selfemployment at the end of the 6-month
period.
I am also glad to see in the bill a bene
fit to children who are not able to attend
school, for under the present law, and
unless this bill is adopted, any child of a
deceased employee who is under 18 years
of age and who is over 16 years of age
must still regularly attend school, if it
is at all feasible, to be eligible for a sur
vivors annual annuity. This bill today
reported strikes out that requirement
which insists that such child must be
a regular attendant at school in order
to receive a survivors benefit. These are
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but a few of the manifest benefits of the
bill,
I, of course, rely upon the assurance
of our distinguished committee wherein
it reports that this legislation does not
in any way jeopardize the strong financial or fiscal position of the trustee funds
involved, for we must remember that
both the employer and the employee contribute to this fund and that those who
handle same are, in fact, trustees and
chargeable with the utmost good faith
and efficiency in handling every nickel
of this fund,
Ten Members of this session of Congress have filed identical bills to this
one, H. R. 7840. This shows the great
interest and need for the legislation. I
am pleased also, to see the benefits in
the bill for the Railroad Retirement Act
and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. I am pleased and proud to
have the opportunity to vote for this
worthy legislation. I have heretofore
urged it.
Mr. Chairman, before I take my seat,
I wish to extend my compliments and
best wishes, and my sincere appreciation to the distinguished gentleman from
Ohio, Representative CROSSER, who sits
here in our midst today in continuing
endorsement and approval of this H. R.
7840. For, I well remember that all the
8 years I have now been a Member Of
this House, I have observed with great
admiration the tenacity of purpose and
the efficiency with which our distintinguished colleague, Mr. CRossER, has
fathered Railroad Retirement Act protection, expansion and improvement.
As he retires from this House of legislation at the conclusion of this session of
Congress, I wish to join with my many
colleagues who are this day audibly expressing to him our appreciation and
best wishes.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chairman, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman
from Indiana [Mr. MADDEN],
Mr. MADDEN. Mr. Chairman, during
the last 10 years there has been hardly
a time when I returned home that a
number of railroad employees did not inquire regarding legislation of this kind
which they have needed for a long time,
I want to congratulate the chairman
of the committee, the gentleman from
New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON], and the
members of the committee for bringing
this bill to the floor of the House so that
we could have an opportunity to enact it
before Congress adjourns.
This bill would boost unemployment
benefits for railroad employees a maximum of $8.50 a day; allow widows to
draw survivors benefits at 60 instead of
65; permit disabled railroaders to. earn
up to $100 a month without affecting
their pensions; liberalize survivors benefits for disabled children and widowed
mothers, and provide other added benefits.
Although the bill could be improved on
in a number of ways, nevertheless it is a
step in the right direction; and as I
stated before, the committee is to be
congratulated for having worked hard
and bringing the legislation to the floor,
I also want to commend the leaders of
the railroad brotherhoods for the outstanding work they have done back
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through the years in getting needed railroad employee legislation before the
Congress.
I cannot close without paying tribute
to our colleague the gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. CROSSER], who probably today
made his last speech for the railroad
employees on the floor of this Congress.
For 38 years, as a member of this Congress he has been a champion of the
working people and especially the railway employees. I do not know of any
Member of this House who has worked
harder or more strenuously year in and
year out for the welfare of the railroad
workers of America; and I know, Congressman CROSSER, I bespeak the minds
and hearts of everybody here when I say
we regret to see you leave this body. I
know I bespeak the minds and hearts of
all the railroad workers of America when
I say they will be sorry you are not going
to be with us the next session,
Mr. CHELF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MADDEN. I yield.
Mr. CHELF. I would like to say that
when the time comes for the rest of US
to retire I hope we shall be able to command the respect and esteem of all respectable people and of the Members of
Congress that the gentleman from Ohio
[Mr. CROSSER] carries with him upon
his retirement. That should be our ambition, to leave Congress some day and
take weith us the great respect of all of
the people and of the Members of this
body just as the gentleman from Ohio is
doing,
This is legislation greatly needed and
highly deserved by the members of that
fine brotherhood of labor working for
our Nation's railroads. I sincerely hope
the bill is passed unanimously,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from~
Washington [Mr. PELLY].
Mr. PELLY. Mr. Chairman, I think
the Members have been pretty well informed with respect to the provisions of
the bill. I want to emphasize the need
for it.
Like any welfare fund, pension fund,
or unemployment fund that has been in
existence 10 years or more, the benefits
of railroad retirement has been cut in
half through inflation and the lowered
buying power of the dollar. This legislation would bring benefits under railroad retirement more nearly in line with
needs and the realities of the situation,
It has certainly been encouraging to
me as a member of this great Committee
on interstate and Foreign Commerce to
find so much interest in keeping the fund
on a sound actuarial basis, I regret that
it is going to cost the railroads more
money and is going to result in more
taxes on certain railroad employees'
wages, but I think we have before us a
bill that provides only bare minimum
benefits to widows, retired workers, and
the unemployed covered by this program,
It has been a pleasure to work on this
legislation with the gentleman from New
Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON] and other committee members. I urge passage of the
bill.
The CHAIRMAN,
The gentleman
from florida has one-half minute remaining.
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Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chair
man, I yield such time as he may desire
to the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr.
MCCARTHY].
Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Chairman, I
wish to express my support of this legis
lation and commend the committee
members for their action as trustees of
this program.
Mr. ROGERS of Florida. Mr. Chair
man, I yield myself the balance of the
time on this side.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to say one word of tribute for our
distinguished colleague from Ohio [Mr.
CROSSER ], who has been here a long time.
I think the one title he has earned in his
service here is "The Champion of the
Railroad Employees." He is the chainpion of the laboring man. He leaves us
with our very best wishes and hope that
in the balance of this life he will enjoy
happiness and contentment.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to
the gentleman from Montana [Mr.
D'EWART].
Mr. D'EWART. Mr. Chairman, I am
personally acquainted with a family in
Montana where a brother has worked all
of his life on the railroad, and never
married, and during all of that time has
supported a sister, who kept house for
him and also never married. It seems to
me that the law should make provision
for a sister in this circumstance, just as
provision is made for a spouse.
Since I introduced the legislation I
have had correspondence from other re
tired railroad people in the same circum
stances.
While there may be only a few cases,
the fact is that such a household is faced
with a very grave situation when the
breadwinner retires, The responsibili
ties and expenses continue just as with
a man and wife, but the railroad retire
ment law does not take this into con
sideration.
In the case I have in mind, the sub
stantial savings and investments of the
retired man have been virtually wiped
out by the added expenses he has borne.
As I stated, I appeared before the com
mittee with a plea for this measure. I
regret very much that the committee did
not include it in the amendments we are
considering today. I still believe that it
is good legislation, worthy of adoption,
and I will continue to urge it upon the
committee. I firmly believe this amend
ment would further improve the recoin
mendations of the committee.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr.
BONIN].
Mr. BONIN. Mr. Chairman, I join
my colleagues in support of the pending
legislation and congratulate the chair
man of the committee and all its mem
bers for bringing in this very worthwhile
legislation.
Mr. Chairman, I want to commend the
chairman of the Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, Mr. WOLVTERTON,
and the other members of that great
committee for bringing out this splendid
legislation to liberalize the Railroad Re
tirement Act provisions. The compli
mentary remarks made on this floor
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clearly indicate that this bill will provide benefits to widows, dependent
widowers, and dependent parents under
the age of 60. Under present law, an
aged widow, dependent widower, or de-pendent parent is not eligible for survivorship annuity until the age of 65 is
reached. This bill provides for a reduction in the eligibility age to 60.
The many additional benefits in this
bill are as follows:
Benefits to widowed mothers with disabled children: Under the present law,

benefits are payable to a widowed mother
under age 65 only if she has in her care
a child of the deceased employee under
age 18. The child also is entitled to a
benefit. Such benefits both to the widow
and child cease when the child reaches
18 years of age. As stated above, under
the provisions of the reported bill, a
widow without children would become
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ent law. Other examples of the effect of
the bill on the annuities of individuals
who will retire with 30 years' service, of
which 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 years of service at a monthly compensation of $350
will have occurred after the enactment
of this bill are computed to run from
$41.40 to $248.40 per year.
Survivor benefits also will be increased
in those cases where the deceased employee will have had an average monthly
compensation in excess of $300.
Crediting of compensation earned

after age 65: Under present law, compensation earned after retirement age is
used in computing an individual's retirement annuity, even though he may hv
had lower earnings after age 65 whivh
would operate to reduce his average
monthly compensation and therefore reduce his annuity. This bill provides
that compensation earned after the indi-

eligible for an annuity at age 60. The vidual has reached age 65 would be disnew bill further provides that if the regarded if the result of taking such
child has a permanent physical or compensation into account would be to
mental condition prior to reaching age diminish his annuity.
18, which made him totally disabled, surDisability work clause: Under present
vivor benefits to the widowed mother and law, a disability annuitant who earns
child would be payable even though the more than $75 in service for hire, or in
child may be over 18 years of age,
self-employment, in each of any six conElimination of reduction in survivor secutive calendar months is deemed no
benefits on account of railroad retire- longer disabled at the end of the 6ment benefits in own right: Under month period. This bill eliminates this
present law, a widow, dependent widow- test and provides instead for the noneurivordeendenit, parenwho
rsecegivesfo a payment of the annuity to a disability
suvvrbnft
n woi lgbefraannuitant with respect to any month in
retirement annuity in his or her own which he is paid more than $100 in earnright because such individual has had ings from employment or self-employsraioroad emlyente
efi
woul thae
thei ment.
sriobeeireuebyteaniy
Delegates to conventions: Under presto which such individual is entitled by ent law, the service of delegates to nareason of his or her own employment.tinloinentoacovninof
Such individual cannot receive bothtinloinentoacovnin
of
amounts. The bill provides that both railway labor organizations is covered
annuities shall be payable without de- employment under the act. These conduction.
ventions frequently include delegates
Increase in creditable compensation in from units outside the railroad industry
the calculation of annuities:
or outside the country who have no other
Under present law, a retirement annu- covered employment. The accumulaity other than the minimum annuity, is tion of these trifling credits is of little if
calculated on the basis of the indivi- any value, particularly when compared
dual's years of service in the railroad in- with the nuisance of recording them and
dustry and his average monthly comn- collecting the taxes on them. The repensation. No more than $300 may be ported bill excludes such service from
credited in any month,
coverage where the individual has no
The annuity is computed by multiply- other previous covered employment,
ing an individual's years of service by the
Benefits to children who do not attend
following Percentages of his monthly school: Under present law, a child of a
compensation: 2.76 percent of the first deceased employee under 18 and over 16
$50; 2.07 Percent of the next $100; and years of age must attend school regu1.38 percent of the next $150.
larly if feasible in order to be eligible
The bill provides that compensation up for a survivor's annuity. This bill
to $350 a month shall be credited, strikes out the requirement that such a
Hence, under the provisions of this bill, child must attend school in order to. be
an individual's annuity would be com- eligible for a survivor's benefit,
puted by multiplying his years of service
Waiver of retirement benefits: This
by the following percentages of his bill provides that any person entitled to
monthly compensation: 2.76 percent of an annuity or pension under the Railthe first $50; 2.07 percent of the next road Retirement Act may waive, in
$100; and 1.38 percent of the next $200. whole or in part, such annuity or penUnder this provision for increasing the sion which would otherwise be due. The
creditable compensation to $35o, indi- purpose of the provision is to enable the
viduals with an average monthly com- annuitant or pensioner, by waiving all
pensation in excess of $300 would obtain or part of his railroad retirement benehigher benefits than are obtainable un- fit, to come within the income limitader present law. in fact, an individual tions specified in the veterans' lawswho will have had 30 years of service and $1,400 per year if the recipient is unmaran average monthly compensation of ried and $2,700 per year if the recipient
$350 would obtain an increase in his is married or with minor children-and
monthly annuity of $20.70 over the maxi- thereby qualify for a veteran's nonmum amount that is payable under pres- service-connected pension. A similar
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provision Is contained in the Civil Serv
ice Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as
amended by Public Law 555, 82d
Congress.
AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE ACT

Under this bill, the daily-benefit rate
would be determined by the employee's
base-year compensation in accordance
with the following schedule:
Daily

Base year compensation:
benefit rate
$400 to $499.99 -------------------- $3. 50
$500 to $749.99 --------------------- 4. 00
$750 to $999.99--------------------- 4. 50
$1,000 to $1,299.99------------------.5.00
$1,300 to $1,599.99----------------- 56. 50
$2,600 to $2,999.99------------------ 6. 00
$2,500 to $2,999.99---------------- 7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99------------------ 7.50
$3,500 to $3,999.99------------------ 8. 00

$4,000 and

over----------------------

8. E0

This proposal further provides that if
the daily benefit rate to which an em
ployee would be entitled under the above
schedule would amount to less than half
of his daily rate of compensation for the
last employment in which he was en
gaged in the base year, his daily benefit
rate would be increased to half of such
amount but not exceeding $8.50. Also,
the total amount of benefits which may
be paid to an employee separately for
unemployment or sickness within a bene
fit year cannot exceed his total com
pensation in the base year.
Benefits for sickness are the same as
those for unemployment.
I shall support this legislation, which
has the support of all railroad workers
in the United States.
M.WLETN
MrChrm ,I
M.WLETN
MrChrm ,I
yield such time as he may desire to the
gentleman from Kansas [Mr. REES].
Mr. REES of Kansas. Mr. Chairman,
although this legislation may not be
completely satisfactory to all parties af
fected thereby, it does take care of a
number of inequities and does provide
for liberalization for those who are in
neeC of it.
The committee has made a real effort
to bring to this House a proposal that
will relieve situations where most
needed.
Among the important features of this
legislation is that those who contribute
tc- the fund are the ones who participate
in its benefits, either directly or indi
rectly. It is quite different from other
funds in that the Government makes no
contribution to this fund.
It is proper to observe the added bene
fits go largely to the benefits of the
widows and other dependents of the
former employee of railway service.
Another outstanding feature is the
amendment in respect to unemployment
insurance.
This legislation is intended to be a
humanitarian measure.
I commend the committee, and I es
pecially commend the groups of railroad
employees in their insistence that the
fund be kept actuarily sound. Also that
it be carefully checked at frequent in
tervals in order to make sure that com
plete soundness is maintained.
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield such time as he may desire to
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benefits without jeopardizing the sol- month in which he is paid more than
vency of the trust fund. I hope the $100 in earnings from employment or
Mr. HEATING. Mr. Chairman, I am legislation passes unanimously.
self-employment.
This will remove
enthusiastically supporting this legislaMr. GARMATZ. Mr. Chairman, the hardships on the one hand and elimi
tion, H. R. 7840, and wish to commend railroad employees In my district, and I nate abuses on the other.
the committee for bringing out this very believe throughout the Nation, sincerely
Seventh. Under the present law, the
fine bill.
hope that bill H. R. 7840 will pass at this service of delegates to national or inter
I have received a great many com- session of the Congress. This measure national conventions of railway labor or
munications from retired railroad work- has been pending before the House since ganizations is covered employment un
ers and their dependents who are anxious June 21, 1954, when the bill was favorably der the act. These conventions fre
to see legislation such as this enacted reported by the Committee on Interstate quently include delegates from units
into law. I realize it is difficult to strike and Foreign Commerce. H. R. 7840 is outside the railroad industry or outside
a proper balance between liberalized supported by all the standard railway the country who have no other covered
retirement benefits and the stability and labor organizations, both operating and employment. The accumulation of these
soundness of the retirement fund, but, nonoperating, and contains many provi- trifling credits is of little if any value,
in my opinion, this committee has done sions beneficial to railroad employees and particularly when compared with the
a fine job in achieving a result which their dependents. So the Members of nuisance of recording them and collect
is fair to the millions of railroad workers the House might know just what is being ing the taxes on them. The bill ex
involved and at the same time will insure proposed, following will be found a short cludes such service from coverage where
that the fund is maintained intact,
digest of what the bill contains:
the individual has no other previous
Seldom do we have the opportunity to
First. Under the present law aged covered employment.
vote on legislation which is, in all re- widows are not eligible for survivor beneEighth. The bill would strike out the
spects, satisfactory. There must be a fits until age 65. The bill reduces the present requirement that the child of a
certain amount of give and take. But eligibility age to 60. The same change deceased employee under 18 and over
this bill, on the whole, deserves the would apply to dependent widowers or i6 must attend school regularly if feasi
wholehearted support of the member- dependent parents otherwise eligible.
ble in order to be eligible for a survi
ship.
Second. Under the present law a wid- vor's benefit. This provision was placed
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, owed mother and her child cease getting in the law originally because a similar
I yield such time as he may desire to survivor's benefits when the child reaches provision was contained in the Social
the gentleman from Connecticut [Mr. age 18, even though the child may be Security Act. This provision has long
CRETELLA].
completely disabled for any employment, since been stricken from the Social Se
Mr. CRETELLA. Mr. Chairman, I The bill provides that if the child is per- curity Act and it should be removed from
join with so many of my colleagues today manently and totally disabled the sur- the Railroad Retirement Act.
who have paid such well deserved com- vivor's benefits to the widowed mother
Ninth. The bill proposes to establish
pliments to the chairman of the Inter- and child will continue beyond age 18.
a new unemployment insurance daily
state and Foreign Commerce Committee,
Third. Under the present law a widow benefit rate of $8 for persons having had
the Honorable CHARLEs A. WOLVERTON, who has had railroad employment and base year compensation of $4,000 or
and the members of his committee, who is eligible for a retirement annuity in her more and it further provides that if the
have worked so hard and long in bring- own right and who would also be eligible daily benefit rate payable to an employee
ing out H. R. 7840, an act to amend the for a survivor annuity by reason of her iq less than 50 percent of his daily rate
Railroad Retirement Act. The outpour- husband's employment has the latter off of compensation for his last railway em
ing of support for this bill would indicate set against the former and cannot re- ployment such daily benefit rate will be
the popularity of it, especially when ceive both. The bill provides. for both increased to that amount, but not to
considered in the light of the endorse- to be paid,
exceed $8.
ment of it by 23 railroad unions.
Fourth. Under the present law the
This Congress should not adjourn
I had the privilege of offering a bill maximum compensation that is taxable without taking action on the bill. It is
as one of my first undertakings when and creditable for both railroad retire- sound and well-balanced legislation in
I came to Congress, which is H. R. 1378, ment and unemployment insurance pur- that it provides the revenue out of which
and while it was considered together poses is $300 per month. The bill in- the increased benefits are to be paid.
with many similar bills dealing with the creases this maximum to $350 both for
Mrs. KEE. Mr. Chairman, while the
same problem, I am happy to be privi- tax purposes and for credit toward bene- bill before us to amend the Railroad Re
leged to wholeheartedly support H. R. fits. Individuals with an average month- tirement Act does not go as far as I would
7840 today.
ly compensation in excess of $300 would like in providing additional benefits for
Many substantial changes in the law obtain higher benefits than are obtain- our retired, disabled, or unemployed rail
as are outlined on pages 3, 4, and 5 of able under present law. A person with road workers or their dependents, it does
the report are of such immeasurable 30 years of service and an average represent a good strong step forward.
value to widows and dependent children monthly compensation of $350 would ob- For that I am very grateful.
that I believe the bill demands the whole- tamn an increase in his monthly annuity
hearted support and enthusiastic sup- of $20.70 over the maximum amount that
From personal knowledge, I am aware
portby
ll
f mycoleages.is
payable under present law. Survivor of the very long hours and the very hard
There are many railroad employees in benefits would also be increased in those mokembersofted
HouhslegisCtommiytteeo
my district where there is located one cases where the deceased employee has Intberste and Foreig
HueCommerce. Itni
of the largest freight terminals in the had an average monthly compensation antmostadifiuland
FrinComplexrubec. Iti
country and I rejoice with them that in excess of $300.
is nost thdiffclndo bilplewic canbject rea
these very substantial changes in the
Fifth. Under the present law, com-isnthekdofblwiccaberd
law will now enure to them or their pensation earned after retirement age is hurriedly, called up quickly for hearings,
depedens.
sed n cmpuingthe nnuty venand then disposed of overnight. The
deMnen.
usedVinTomputingthehannutynevenmembers of the committee who worked
Mr WLERO. r.CaimnIthough through lower earnings in later on this legislation deserve the thanks of
ask unanimous consent that all Mem- years this operates to reduce the an- the entire House of Representatives for
bers may have permission to extend nuity. The bill provides for disregard- t
their remarks at this point in the RECORD. ing such compensation-though credit- te care they have exercised in considerThe CHAIRMAN. Is there objection ing the service-if using such compen- Ing the Railroad Retirement Act pro
to the request of the gentleman from sation would reduce the annuity.
posals now before us.
New Jersey?
Sixth. Under the present law, a disa. A a woman, I am particularly Pleased
There was no objection.
bility annuitant who earns more than by the consideration the committee has
Mr. TRIMBLE. Mr. Chairman, I just $75 in each of 6 consecutive months is shown in this bill for the widows, depend
want to add my word of commendation deemed no longer disabled at the end ent parents, and children of our railroad
to the committee for bringing this bill of the 6-month period. The bill elimi- men. This is one of the key provisions
to us for consideration and vote. It nates this test and provides instead for of the legislation, and one, I believe,
corrects some of the injustices in the the nonpyament of the annuity to a which will stand as a fine forward step
present law and enlarges some of the disability annuitant with respect to any in making our Railroad Retirement Act
HEATING].
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more realistic in meeting the needs of the
workers and their families.
Under this bill, full benefits for widows
can be paid beginning at age 60. This is
a reduction of 5 years f rom the present
age requirement of 65. It is based not
only on good motives, but on the hard
facts of life.
A wife and mother who has devoted
her adult life to caring for her family and
keeping the home faces a heartbreaking
problem of adjustment when the husband and father passes on. She must
assume the role of father as well as
mother, of chief accountant in the
family's financial affairs; she must begin
making all the decisions for her family
in contrast to the previous years when
these were shared decisions made by
husband and wife together.
When there is added to these already
heavy responsibilities and serious problems the further obligation to begin for
the first time to support the family and
earn its income, then indeed the widow's
role is a most difficult one.
This bill does not by any means solve
all of those burdensome problems. But
it does help in one very substantial
fashion to ameliorate a part of the problem for widows of railroad workers.
In any period in our economy, it is extremely difficult for a woman of 60, entering or trying to enter the working
force for the first time in many years
after devoting her life largely to home
and family, to find any suitable employment. In a period of economic downturn-of the kind of recession we are in
today-it is virtually impossible for such
a woman to find suitable work.
Under the present law, however, such a
widow must wait 5 years until she is
eligible to collect widows' benefits under
the Railroad Retirement Act. Under
this bill, she becomes eligible immediately
upon reaching the age of 60.
Another provision of the bill is also
aimed at helping the surviving dependents of a railroad worker. This allows
for special treatment on survivorship
benefits for disabled children, regardless of age. At the present time, survivorship benefits for mother and child
cease when the child reaches the age
of 18. But under this bill those benefits would continue beyond that period
if the child is totally disabled. While
this affects a small percentage of the

fore counted toward determining an annuitant's wage base.
Further, the reduced earnings of a
worker over age 65 no longer operate to
reduce the amount of pension for which
he would be eligible had he retired at
age 65.
In addition, unemployment compensation rates are increased so that the rate
is now to be one-half of a worker's daily
rate of pay up to a maximum of $8.50.
Other provisions of the bill allow for
greater leeway for individual workers so
that they can waive part or all of their
annuity, or pension in particular, under
unusual circumstances where it would be
to their advantage to do so. And another provision which will be important
to some f amilies permits a widow who has
herself earned retirement credits as a
railroad worker to collect both her own
earned pension and her survivorship
benefits,
These various provisions of the bill,
plus a few of a more technical nature, do
not by any means make this a pefc
railroad retirement law, Much perfecta
to be done to improve the benefits available under this legislation before we can
be entirely satisfied with it.
I, for one, shall gladly support any
measure which comes before this House
which will further improve the railroad
retirement program without endangering the soundness of the system itself.
It would no doubt be very easy for us to
amend this law to provide anything any
railroad worker would like to have included; but if we were to do so at the
expense of the solidity and soundness
and stability of the system itself, we
would be acting contrary to the best intrests of every railroad worker,
That is what makes the problem so
difficult for the members of the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce in drafting changes in the
legislation, and that is also what makes
our problem on the House floor so difficut in considering the additional improvements and recommendations suggested to us.
This bill has the advantage of being
backed not only as to its fairness but as
to its actuarial soundness by the spokesmen for all of the great railroad workers'
organizations. We are assured these
added benefits amounting to many mil-

dustrial life, namely, the tailroad men of
America.
For that reason I am happy to Join
with my chairman and other colleagues
of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee in recommending for Your
favorable consideration, H. R. 7840.
This is a realistic step forward in giv
ing assistance to men and women and
their surviving dependents, which they
so well deserve and for which they have
practically paid for in advance by their
contribution to the Railroad Retirement
Fund.
During the session many bills have
been introduced bearing on retirement
benefits, which were broader in scope
and which carried larger benefits than
H. R. 7840, but after exhaustive hearings
by the committee, we felt that the favor
able consideration of any of the other
bills would only jeopardize the stability
of the fund, and that we would be dere
lict in our duty as the trustees of this
fund if we were to recommend any ac
tion which in a few years would deplete
the fund to a point where future bene
ficiaries would have no protection.
In addition to giving my wholehearted
approval to this legislation, I would like
to pay tribute to the chairman of our
committee, the gentleman from New Jer
sey [Mr. WOLVERTON), first for the emi
nently fair and impartial manner in
which he conducted hearings on this bill,
and secondly for his courage and tenacity
in bringing the measure to the floor of
Congress.
It is true that all through the years
our good friend, Congressman CROSSER,
has been considered the champion of
the railroad men, this title he won by his
devotion to their service. Unfortunately,
the people of his district did not see fit
to reward him by renomination and per
haps today we heard him for the last
time raise his voice on the floor of the
House in behalf of those whom over the
years he has befriended. We who have
worked with him on the committee wish
for him only the best that life can pro
vide, and we ask a kind Providence to
shower His choicest blessings on him in
the years to come.
Today we have crowned a new chainpion of those who are beneficiaries of the
railroad retirement fund, the tireless
worker and chairman of the Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, our

Railroad Retirement Act, it is a real boon
to those to whom it does apply and a
justified improvement in the law.
Throughout the bill, changes are made
in existing law to benefit the individual
railroader and his family. Better provision is made for avoiding hardship under
the income-limitation requirements of
the disability work clause: the annuity
would now be withheld only in those
months when the disabled worker earned
more than $100. Under present law, a
disabled worker is considered recovered,
and therefore no longer eligible for these
special benefits, if he earns as much as
$75 a month in each of six consecutive
months,
Again, maximum benefits will be increased as a result of increasing from
$300 to $350 a month the amount of
railroad pay subject to tax and there-

out of the fund without damage to its
integrity.* That is good news. It is reassuring information,
I think that is the cardinal principle
which must guide us at all times in consideration of this kind of measure. We
must be certain before we act that what
we propose to do will work out over the
long range. I am glad we have the assurance that this bill fits that speciflcation.
Mr. CARRIGG. Mr. Chairman, harking back to the days when I was once
employed by the Erie Railroad Co. in my
home town of Susquehanna, it little occurred to me then that the day might
come when, as a Member of this great
deliberative body, I might have a small
part in framing a law which would benefit so many of the wonderful people who
make up such a large segment of our In-

Mrs. HARDEN. Mr. Chairman, I am
very much in favor of H. R. 7840, the
bill to expand benefits under the Rail
road Retirement Act. I trust that it will
pass and become law, for it makes many
improvements in the present act and
I know its adoption will benefit many
of my constituents. I am particularly
interested in the provision lowering the
age at which widows of railroad em
ployees can begin drawing survivorship
benefits. Under present law the age is
65, but the bill before us lowers the age
of entitlement to 60 years. I also strong
ly support the provision which permits
disabled railroaders to earn up to $100 a
month without affecting their pensions.
This is an improvement over the present
limitation. Other changes in the law
included in this bill include liberaliza
tion of survivorship benefits for disabled

total number of families covered by the

lions of dollars a year can be financed

good friend

CHARLES WOLVERTON.
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children and widowed mothers. All In for. Retired employees' benefits under their friend, EOn COoSSER, will be returned
all, I consider it a very worthy measure this bill could reach a maximum of $350 to Congress~or not. I, personally, know many.
and I am happy to vote for it.
per month as compared with the maxi- many people in my own State who are much
concerned over the election of Con
Mr. OBRIEN of New York. Mr. turn of $300 per month under the pres- more
gressman CROSSER than over the election of
Chairman, the favorable attitude of the ent act,
the Congressman representing their own,
House today toward badly needed
I am proud that I have an opportunity districts.
amendments liberalizing the Railroad to support this legislation and expect to
Why this is so Is easy to explain: Mr.
Retirement. Tax Act and the Railroad see it go into effect in the very near CROSSnR has become, in fact, has long been
Unemployment insurance Act is a dem- future,
a national figure. That, as you well know,
onstration of bipartisanship at its finest.
Mr. KARSTEN of Missouri. Mr. is not true of every Congressman. Indeed, it
I had favored some additional amend- Chairman, in supporting H. R. 7840, I is
not trueIf of the great majority of the
Members.
any man thinks that the min
ments, but I realize that what we have would like to pay tribute to the fine work ute he is selected
to Congress he becomes a
before us today is a good compromise of the Committee on Interstate and For- national figure, he Is due for a rude awak
and a long stride in the right direction. eign Commerce. The committee is to be ening. Hie hss only to walk down the streets
Many railroadmen are residents of my congratulated on this legislation, which of Washington itself or of any city In Amer
district and for them, I thank the dis- I am confident will pass the House this ica, outside of his own district, and ask the
tinguished chairman and members of afternoon,
first 10 men he meets whether they. ever
the Committee on Interstate and ForI should also like to say a few words of heard of him. Before he Is through he will
tribte
or
lng-imefrind
o
nd Bob
shrink
to theof stature
of the man of whom
eign Commerce for this legislation. Itrbeto
urln-iefeda
Taylor
Tennessee used to tell, who
offer special thanks to the chairman for former chairman of the committee, Hon. when caught In a mine with only a onehis courageous insistence that we have ROBERT CROSSER. He is truly one of the inch opening to the outside world-remem
an early vote on the bill. It would have outstanding Members of the House. He bered that once he voted for Taylor's op
been unthinkable to tdjourn without has been an inspiration to everyone and ponent, whereupon he shrivelled up and
favorable action thereon.
is perhaps the greatest expert on railroad crawled right out the one-inch hole. (Please
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased with legislation. His talents, however, are be careful not to bring that fate on yourthe amendment which permits an aged ntlmtdothtneflburhrself
by voting for this Bob's opponent.)
widow, dependent widower or dependent cover a wide range. They were elo- make a man a national figure or a great
parent to collect a survivor annuity at quently presented in an address of the man.
the age of 60 instead of 65. This is a late Honorable Charles M. Hay, of St.
Merely staying in Congress for a long pe
humane move and one which will elimi- Louis, some time ago at Cleveland, Ohio. niod of years dose not assure greatness. It
nate much hardship.
In order that BOB CROSSER's friends may gives one a chance to grow-but It does
I also approve all the other amend- know the high esteem in which he has not guarantee real growth.
menthoetothelawand
te
siri
alwys eenhel
by he eope o my
President Wilson
that there are two
menthoe
tothelawand
te siri alwys
eenhel by he eope o mytypes of men who go said
to Congress-those who
demonstrated here today will be re- city, I am placing this address in the grow and those who swell. It may be said,
fiected in even greater liberalization of RECORD:
also, that there are some who shrivel. They
statute
Congress.
this

at

future

sessions

Of

ADDRESS OF' THE LATE HONORABLE CHARLES M.
HAY, OF ST. Louis, AT CLEVELAND, OHIeO,

Mr. BYRNE of Pennsylvania. Mr.
AUGUST 9, 1942
Chairman, the cause of the railroad
Permit me, first of all, to acknowledge the
workers of the United States is a matter debt which we Missourians owe the voters of
of vital concern to each and every one the 21st Congressional District of Ohio.
of us. These men and women are today
You may not have realized that we are in
asking us to support legislation whih
your debt, but we are; as, indeed, the people
ihof the whole country are. We-all of uswill provide them with an assurance that are indebted to you for the service you have
the benefits which they will receive upon rendered us by sending to Congress for more
their retirement will be sufficient to cover than 25 years so wise, faithful, and loyal a
the expenses of their day-to-day living, public servant as Congressman ROBERT
It is not necessary for me to point out CROSSER.
to you the merits of this bill, H. R. 7840.
He has been your Representative, but he
The Railroad Retirement Act has not has been our servant as well as yours. We
have all been the beneficiaries of his work
been amended since 1951. During the ad achievements in Congress.
interim the cost of living has risen stead- aThe bank depositor of my city, who feels a
ily. Pensions and annuities now being sense of security in his bank deposits, is as
paid to retired railroad workers and much indebted to ROBERT CsOSSER for his
their dependents are not in line with masterful generalship as chairman of the
similar benefits being received by other House steering committee in assuring the
retired people.
passage of the Federal deposit insurance law
Let me also bring out that railroad as any bank depositor of your district,
retreentbeefis repai ot o aase
people of my State and of every State,
retiemen
beefit ar pai
ou of
aswell as your people, who have been aided
fund administered by the railroad re- by his work for pension, unemployment intirement system. This fund is supported surance, and social security measures, the
by contributions from the monthly pay- Railway Labor Act, the National Labor Rechecks of workers covered by the system, lations Act and the Air Pilots Act, all are in
who are assessed 6¼/percent of their the debt Of RtOBsRT CROSSnR.
income for this purpose. There are alWe should, therefore, be most remiss, Inmost $4 billion in the fund now. An
deed, if we did not in some way acknowledge
pension increase would be absorbed by our appreciation of the service of Congressitan
y heFeerl
nt
ovrnen.man CROSSER and our obligation to you votit yatith ot Feera
Govrnmnt.ers
of his district for making that service
It is particularly gratifying to me to possible.
note that the Committee on Interstate
We would, moreover, be unmindful of our
and Foreign Commerce has reported out welfare and ot the highest interests of our
a bill which so nearly fulfills the expec- common country if we did not make known
tations of all interested parties. Special to You our fervent wish and hope that you
emphasis has been placed on improving keep him in Congress.
benefits to widows, children, and other
It should be a source of great pride and
dependents. The eligible age has been satisfaction to you good people of the 21st
District to know that your Congressman is
reduced from 65 Years to 60 years. Pay- appreciated and, indeed, revered by millions
ment of an annuity to a. disabled child of people throughout America, to know that
over 18 years of age has been provided people in every State of the Union will await
for. In addition, every child under 18 the result of next Tuesday's election with
years of age automatically is provided deepest concern, waiting to learn whether

may go there with good ability and worthy
ambitions-but are switched off on the

wrong track. Instead of working toward real
statesmanship, they merely play politics.
They may succeed for a period of years in
playing the game so skillfully as to keep
themselves in Congress, but their capacity
for statesmanship, for real service of the peo
ple shrivels and finally dies.
It takes three things to make a Congress
man a national figure-character, ability,
and tenure-all three. There may be an
exception to that-once or twice in a gen
eration-but In the long run-that's the rule.
Congressman CzossEn has character and
ability, and thanks to the sound judgment
of the voters of the 21:st district, he has
enjoyed long tenure In office. In him, there
fore, are combined the three things essen
tial to make a national figure. and a truly
great public servant.
You know his character. By your votes
over a period of 25 years you have attested
it.

I count it one of the great privileges of

my life to have known him intimately for
the last 10 years. I have never sat in his
presence without feeling the inspiration
which comes from a clean mind, a pure heart
and a noble soul. He has integrity, honor,
consecration to service-of the contagious
sort. These virtues in him are not only suf
ficient unto his own life and character, but
they strengthen and inspire all who know
him.
You have likewise attested your knowledge
of his ability, Congressman CROSSEs Is a
brilliant, eloquent talker, but, first of all,
he is a thinker. We have a young Congress
man from my State of whom a Senator
said that the trouble with him is that he
learned to talk before he learned to think.
Too often they never learn to think firstor to think beneath the surface of things
at all.
We have plenty of glib talkers, story
tellers, humorists,
entertainers,
clowns.
What the Nation cries out for is men who
can think.
Congressmen CROSSEs, as you of his die
trict must know, is a profound thinker. He

understands things; he has thought through
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to basic, underlying principles. He believes
Your journey will end with the ending day; fully administered Railroad Retirement
In democracy, in the broadest, truest sense,
You never again must pass this way;
Act serves as a model. This bill, repre
with an understanding heart; for he knows
You have crossed the chasm, deep and senting long and careful study, will pro
what democracy is and how it is to be realwide-vi
Ized in the life of the Nation.
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?, ve
essential improvements and I trust
Mycountrymen, how we need such men -'The builder lifted his old gray head;
it will receive the unanimous vote Of the
In Congreas in the dark days now upon us
'Good friend, in the path I have come,' he Hue
and which lie just ahead of us. Democracy
said,
aRETrnt RAItROAD WORKERS EN'rn'LED TO
Is challenged today as never before in all
'There followeth after me today
INCREASED RETIREMENT PAY
history. This Is, therefore, no time to dim
A youth, whose feet must pass this way,
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
the lamps of democracy in our land, least
This chasm, that has been naught to meCar
n H R.74isgodbl
of all in the Halls of Congress. If there be
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be:.
himn
.R
80i
odbl
a mind in Congress which, above others,
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim;
and I intend to support it. Briefly, it
can think democracy and a tongue which
Good friend, I am building the bridge for
liberalizes the benefits to retired railroad
more persuasively than others can preach
him.'"
workers. During my 12 years in Con
democracy, in God's name and for our coun
try's sake, let's keep them there. Few men
Throughout his life, as citizen, lawyer. gress I have voted for every bill which
hav sevedConres,
sncethefoudin oflegislator, delegate to constitutional conven- had to do with enlarging the benefits to
the Republic, whose understanding of de- tion, Member of Congress, BOB CsossER has these workers.
mocracy has been deeper. or whose eloquence been buildiog bridges over which his fellowI wish to congratulate the chairman
to proclaim it has been greater than the men might pass to better things, to the of the committee, Mr. CHARLES WOLVERunderstanding and eloquence Of ROBERTmoeaudnli.
TONtegnlmnfoNwJrsyad
CROSER.On
next Thursday, I beg of you, good as
r
OETCOSR
the fo
gentleman
e esy n
CR~~~~sszs. ~~~~people
of Cleveland, build again the bridge as
r OETCOSR h
etea
The cause of democracy needs him In from your hearts and homes to Washington from Ohio the ranking Democrat on the
Congress now as never before.
and send back to Congress your friend, my committee, for the leadership which
By your wisdom in the exercise of your friend, the people's friend, ROBERT CROSSER. they have furnished in the enactment of
sovereignty as voters, you have kept BOB

CsOSSER in Congress and enabled him to
grow.
He has grown In knowledge, the knowledge
born of experience, and grown in prestige
and power.
During the last 10 years, I have spent much
time in Washington. I have had abundant
opportunity to know and to appraise the

Members of Congress.

I say to you what

any man must say who knows Congress as
I know it-that there is no man In either

House who commands greater respect, or

Mr. STRINGFELLOW. Mr. Chair- this bill. The railroad network of the
man, I am happy to have this opportu-UntdSaeishemtfbuose
nity to speak briefly in favor of this bill work of railroad transportation in the
H. H. 7840, which will amend the Rail- entire world. The record of the railra
eieetAt
h
alodR-rasi
ra
eieetAt
h
alodR-rasi
tirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. The Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce Committee
has done an outstanding job in drafting
and reporting this legislation to the
House Chamber, and I, for one, wish to
commend my friend and colleague Repreettv
HRE
.W~ETNfrrailroads
hiseffortsin beHARLfEo our raiLVRTOad emf

who enjoys a higher esteem of the Members
of Congress, than BOB CROSSER. There is
no name worth more on a bill than the name
ROBEaT CRSSBER.
In 193'7 I witnessed a thing which I have
ployees.
sometimes thought may be unprecedented
My home town is Ogden, Utah, which
In the history of Congress. I saw and heard Is one of the major railroad centers of the
Congressman CsOSSER present to the House West. Therefore, I have a great many
a highly technical unemployment insurance personal friends and constituents who
bill. It was so technical and intricate that aelftm
mlye
fterira
few, if any, Members had time or opportunity who willtibe demlgheds
wit the passrageod
to master it in every detail. But they didn'twhwilbdeihewihtepsaeo
ask for time to do that. They wanted to this legislation.
know whether the bill had the full approval
In my opinion this is sound legislation
Of Mr. CROSSnR. That was sufficient. The Which is well justified. Some of the
bill passed without a single dissenting vote, changes which are proposed simply adVerily, there is something in a name. Be- just benefits in line with liberalizations
cause of his character, ability, and long recently made to the Social Security Act
years of service the name of ROBERT CROSSEa and which have previously been made
hascomges tod
thae
gratiprestige andapoer to the Civil Service Retirement Plan,
in atCongressyandteNati on.ROSE
Whta nme. Other changes which permit benefits to
and I am sure has endeared him to you, widows at an earlier age recognize the
is that above all else, he has been the friend need of providing funds at a time in life
and champion of the poor and humble, of when they are sorely needed and fully
tha workingman, the toilers, the immigrant, carries out our responsibility of providwho, like himself, came here in search of ing for the beneficiaries of those emgreater liberty and opportunity.
Ask any ployees who have contributed to the railman in Congress to name the best friend ra
eieetfn.la
the humble people of America have there, ra
eieetfn.la
and 9 out of 10 of them will tell you BOB
This legislation can and will be carried
CROSSER.
out without in anyway jeopardizing the
Everyone knows that our devoted friend financial soundness of the railroad reIs getting older; and knows also that he has tirement account. It also can be accomgrown older in service and experience.
plished without any cost or expense to
]But he is still building, not for himself, the Government. The slight additional
but, as always, for others. He carries on in cost to railroad employees and to the
thz) spirit of the old bridge builder, as ex- operating companies by extending the
pReSSEdRi
linestmn
whichIeavs
ead:
base without changing the rate of deducCasss epatmay
ims:tion,
will be more than offset by the in"An old man, going a lone highway,
creased benefits and security provided to
Came, at the evening, cold and gray,
epoesadterbnfcais
To a chasm, vast, and deep, and wide
epoesadterbnfcais
Through which was flowing a sullen tide.
I have carefully reviewed this legisThe old man crossed in the twilight dim;, lation and am firmly convinced that it is
The sullen stream had no fears for him;
in keeping with sound fiscal financing
But he turned, when safe on the other side, and will promote the best interests of
And built a bridge to span the tide.
both railroad employees and our Federal
"'Old man,' said a fellow pilgrim, near,
Government.
'You are wasting strength with building
Mr. HAYS of Arkansas. Mr. Chairhere;
man, the soundly conceived and faith-

h

is

ol

a

n

h

h
is
ol
a n h
Second World War were simply fabulous.
A large part of the success of the rail
road transportation system is due to the
skilled and capable workers who are em

ployed by the railroad companies. The
management also made a distinct con
tribution toward the efficiency of the
tnags

in handling greatly increased

Mr. ROBERT CROSSERofwhoralroawas- chaagrM.RBR
RSEwowscar
man of this Committee for many years 1s
leaving Congress. I have come to know
Mr. CROSSER quite well during my serv
ice in the House of Representatives. He
has done more for railroad workers than
n
te
ebro
oges
rc
anohrMmerfCngs.Pac
tically every benefit which the railroad
workers have received in the last 20 years
is a reflection of the devotion of Mr.
CROSSER to the interests of the railroad
workers of the United States. Mr.
CROSSER has a keen sense of humor and
many times I have exchanged wise
cracks with him and his son, Robert.
He is a great admirer of the poet, Robert
Burns, and can quote his poems by the
hour. Now that he is leaving Congress
he will have more time for leisure and
reading It is generally known that Mr.
CROSSER has arthritis and despite that
affliction, he has carried his share of the
samme
n
himno
n
samme
n
himno
n
of the great committees of the House of
Representatives.
Mr. DONOHTJE. Mr. Chairman, we
all, of course, realize there can be no
such thing as a perfect piece of legisla
tion. This bill, H. R. 7840, designed to
amend the Railroad Retirement Act so
as to humanely liberalize and enlarge
the benefits, could, undoubtedly, be im
proved upon, but in substance it con
tains amendments needed by those af
etdadte
hudb
dpe.O
etdadte
hudb
dpe.O
the whole, the bill contains much merit
and is fundamentally sound.
When we analyze the major amend
ments, they can be shortly summarized
as follows:
First, benefits to widows, dependent
widowers, and dependent parents at age
60 instead of age 65.
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Second, benefits to widowied mothers
with physically or mentally disabled
children over the age of 18.
Third, full survivor benefits to widows,
dependent widowers, and dependent parents who are also eligible for a railroadretirement annuity in their own right,
Fourth, increasing the creditable compensation from the present maximum
of $300 a month to a maximum of $350
a month in the calculation of a retirement or survivor annuity.
Fifth, disregarding the compensation
earned after the age of 65, if the crediting of such compensation would diminish the annuity.
Sixth, changing the disability work
clause to a maximum of $100 in earnings
for any month without loss of the annuity for that month.
Seventh, excluding the service of certamn delegates to national or internation conventions of railway-labor organizations from coverage under this
act.
Eighth, elimination of the requirement in the present law that a child over
the age of 16 and under 18 years must
attend school regularly in order to be
eligible for a survivor's annuity.
Ninth, waiver of retirement benefits
for certain individuals who are receiving non-service-connected veterans'
pensions.
The principal amendment proposed to
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act would
increase the tax base from $300 to $350
a month, leaving the tax rate of 6¼/percent unchanged.
A similar increase in the tax base for
employment covered under the Social
Security Act was approved by the House
on June 1, 1954. This bill provides,
among other things, for the increase in
the creditable and taxable wage base
from $3,600 to $4,200 a year.
Almost two-thirds of the railroad employees now earn more than $300 a
month, and they would pay the tax on
their additional monthly compensation
in excess of $300, but not in excess of
$350. in return for this additional tax,
these employees would get increased
benefits resulting from the crediting of
this additional compensation in the computation of their annuities. On the
average, these employees would obtain
benefit rights at the rate of $3 for each
$1 in taxes they would pay. Furthermore, the liberalization of the survivor
benefits provided for in the bill would
apply across the board, and the families
of all railroad workers would benefit,
regardless of whether or not the employee was taxed at the rate of $300 a
month or $350 a month.
It has been estimated by the Railroad
Retirement Board that the increase in
tax base from $300 to '$350 a month
would increase retirement tax collections
by $56 million a year, on a level cost
basis. This amount is sufficient to pay
for all the additional retirement and sunvivor benefits provided for by this measure.
The amendments proposed by the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
are shown on pages 6 to 8 of the committee's report. Briefly, the schedule of
base year compensation is slightly altered, and the daily benefit rates for un-a
C-805
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employment are Increased by 50 cents a
step, with a maximum daily rate of $8.50.
Moreover, an eligible employee would be
entitled to receive a daily benefit rate
equal to half of his daily rate of compensation for the last employment in which
be was engaged in the last calendar year.
The total amount of benefits which may
be paid to an employee separately for
unemployment or sickness within a benefit year would not exceed his total compensation in the base year. The bill
also would increase the maximum compensation subject to contribution from
$300 to $350 a month.
Considering the measure in its entirety, it is substantially worthy and I
urge its unanimous approval,
Mr. RHODES of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Chairman, this bill which would amend
the Railroad Retirement Act is menitorious legislation,
As one who has introduced legislation
to amend and improve this act I am glad
to see that we are going to pass on this
bill before final adjournment of the Congress.
There is no question in my mind that
it will get the overwhelming approval of
Members of the House.
I regret that the bill does not go much
further in liberalizing benefits. It seems
to me that favorable action is a step toward stimulating the Nation's economy.
More than that, it is a recognition of
faithful service given by the railroad
workers.
Even more important is the human element. Retired railroad workers are entitled to pension payments which are
sufficient to meet rising costs of living
and to a better share of the good things
and luxuries of life which would brighten their twilight years.
That is why, Mr. Chairman, I would
liked if more substantial improvements
would have been made this year. I
am, however, glad at least some progress
can be made at this time.
Mr. O'HARA of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, I join with my colleagues in congratulating the chairman and the membership of the committee in reporting
out a bill which will bring a large measure of relief to retired railroad personnel and to the widows, and permanently afflicted children of great and noble
railroad men who have passed on.
I desire especially to mention my colleague from Illinois [Mr. MACK], who
has worked day and night and with untiring industry in the deliberations of the
committee,
The representatives of the railroad
brotherhoods are entitled to the appreciation of every Member of this body, of
the railroading rank and file, and of the
Nation at large. Without the tremendous effort put into the work by the representatives of the brotherhoods, ironing out differences, seeking always to
protect to the fullest extent the soundness of the fund and at the same time to
give to pensioners the fullest possible
measure of benefits, we would not have
before us today a bill for which all of us
will vote with happiness,
Mr. Chairman, I join with my colleagues in giving tribute to BOB CROSSER.
This is a day that I shall never forget.
Seldom in the history of the Congress of
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the United States has there been a pe
riod more freighted with drama and sig
nificance than when Boa CROSSER was
making his final speech in the Congress
of which for 38 years he has been a
Member; and that speech, Mr. Chair
man, was in the joy of a great soul that
the last measure for which he spoke was
one bringing benefit to the railroading
men and women for whom he had given
a lifetime of devoted service. No man
has ever served the people with greater
fidelity, with greater brilliance, and with
greater degree of self-abnegation than
BOa CROSSER, one of the greatest Ameni
cans of all times.
Mr. Chairman, as is
Mr. SCQOI.
pretty generally known I have always
taken a deep interest in the welfare of
our railroad employees and have devoted
much time and effort in securing for
them the benefits to which they are
justly entitled. I was glad to have been
able to be of help to the approximately
36,000 annuitants affected for whom this
legislation will grant an increase of an
average of $24 a month, or 20 percent of
their average annuity retroactively to
October 30, 1951. The changes in the
railroad retirement and unemployment
insurance systems which the pending bill
provides have the approval and commen
dation of all the standard railroad
unions, who have been reasonable,
understanding and conscientious in their
support. I urge you, my colleagues, to
join in the enactment of this worthy
legislation.
Mr. HAGEN of Minnesota. Mr.
Chairman, it is with pleasure that I rise
to lend my support to H. R. 7840, re
cently approved by the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. H3e
cause of the keen interest this type of
legislation holds for hundreds of mem
bers in my district, I have followed
closely the detailed hearings on this bill.
May I state that I am aware H. R.
7840 is not a panacea for all existing ills
in the Railroad Retirement Act, and
does not provide the key to the many
complex problems which beset those who
fall under its provisions, and who must
depend for their existence solely on tL-he
meager benefits afforded by the act.
But on the other hand, this bill corrects
in one simple measure several minor in
equities which have been permitted al
ready too long to exist.
For that reason I urge the House to
lend its approval to H. R. 7840 for the
small, but much-needed assistance it
will provide at this time. I wish to make
it clear that I feel the inequities, which
will remain, even after this legislation
is enacted, should be corrected after
sufficient study, as soon as Congress re
convenes at the beginning of next year.
If I am fortunate enough to be a Mem
ber of Congress next year, I intend to
introduce a bill to provide for adequate
increases in all classes of pensions.
There is an urgent need for such legisla
tion. I trust I will have the cooperation
of all elements in the railroad industry
in an attempt to formulate amendments
to the act, which will not only be ac
tuarially practicable, but which will be
liberal enough to afford all annuitants a
sizeable increase in the amount of their
subsistence.
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But of necessity that will have to remain for next session. Right now we
have the chance to effect some minor
changes in the act, which will then put us
in a better position to know what further
general improvements can be made next
year.
The legislation before us can briefly
be summarized as follows:
First, benefits to widows, dependent
widoersprens
an deendet
a ag
widoersprensan
a ag
deendet
60 instead of age 65.
Second, benefits to widowed mothers
with physically or mentally disabled children over the age of 18.
Third, full survivor benefits to widows,
dependent widowers, and dependent
parents who are also eligible for a railroadretremnt
ii thir
anuiy
on
roadretremnt
thir
anuiy
on

-
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ment legislation. Nothing said here toSsc. S. Subsection (c) of section 3 of the
day, in my opinion, begins to express as Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amendfully as would be justified what I believe ed, is hereby amended by inserting after the
hiyfigure "1300"1 the following: "for any month
is the great debt that is owed to hi
ybefore July 1, 1954, or in excess of $350 for
the railroad workers of this country for any month after June 30, 1954,!'; and by
the splendid service he has rendered in adding at the end thereof the following: "If
their behalf,
the employee earned compensation in servCertainly I join with every Member of ice after June 30, 1937, and after the last day
this House in extending to him our very of the calendar year in which he attained
best wishes for the future and the regret age 65, such compensation and service shall
we avetha hedidnot eceve he ec-be disregarded in computing the monthly
we avetha hedidnot eceve he ec-compensation if the result of taking such
ognition he was entitled to have, in my compensation Into account in such corn
opinion, from the members of his party putation would be to diminish his annuity."
in the district that he has so well repreSEc. 7. Subsection (e) of section 3 of the
sented during these many years.
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,
The CHAIRMAN. All the time having is hereby amended by inserting after the
expired, the Clerk will read the bill for comma following the word "respectively" the
amendment.
following: "individuals entitled to insurance
Te
Cerkreadas
ollws:annuities
under subsections (a) and (d) of
Te
Cerkreadas ollws:section

right.

Be it enacted, etc.PART i-AMENDMENTs

Fouthinceasng he redtabe cmpensation from the present maximum of
$300 a month to a maximum of $350 a

5 to have attained age 65, and in
dividuals entitled to Insurance annuities

To THE RAILROAD

under

subsection

(c)

of section 5 on the

RETsaRaxaNr ACT
basis of disability to be less than 18 years
.Sbeto
h
fscin1o
of age,"; and by substituting the words
mothinth
clclain
frtiemnttECRaIlOad Rubectiremnt Act of 1937,n of "of the Social Security Act" for the word
mnhithcannulaino
eity.e
amendeRalod,
Rtrmn
cto
97
s"thereof" in the last parenthetic phrases of
or survivor aniyamdeis
hereby amended by inserting
the subsection.
Fifth, disregarding the compensation after the end of the last sentence thereof the
SEc. 8. Subsections (a) and (d) of section

Scb'

earned after the age of 65, if the crediting of such compensation would diminish
the annuity.

following: "Compensation for Service as a
delegate to a national or international con-

5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937,

vention of a railway labor organization de-

tuting the word "sixty" for the word 'sixty-

service has
previously rendered service, other than

ing the word "sixty" for the word "sixty-five"
wherever it appears; by inserting after the

as amended, are hereby amended by substi

Sixth, changing the disability work fined as an 'employer' in subsection (a) of five."
clause to a maximum of $100 in earningS this section shall be disregarded for purSEc. 9. Subsection (f) (2) of section 5 of
fo
onhwihot
ay
os f heanu
poses of determining eligibility for and the the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
ity for that month.
amuto
eeisprun
oti
c famended, is hereby amended by substitut
tesrieoce-the
individual rendering such
Seventh, excluding tesrieocr-not

tamn delegates to national or international conventions of railway labor organizations from coverage under this act.
Eighth, elimination of the requirement
In the present law that a child over the
age of 16 and under 18 years must atten
school regularly in order to be eligible

as such a delegate, which may be Included

In his 'years of service'."
SaC. 2. The last paragraph of subsection
(a) of section 2 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended
by striking the fourth sentence thereof,
nd SaC. 3. Subsection (d) of section 2 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amend-

for a survivor's annuity.

Ninth, waiver of retirement benefits for
certain individuals who are receiving
non-service-connected, veterans' pensions.
Many members of the railroad indus-

try residing in my district have taken
ocaso
t
riemecocrnn
ti
nlg
ocaso
wie t ecocenngthsle-Provided,
isato.
ay fthm r i neo te
categories mentioned above, and from
their sincere letters, I can assure you
that this legislation is needed and needed
badly. For what little improvement it
will make in their bleak lives, I think we
shud
hstteto
apoe
.R.74
wihoutdfurtheritdely foaprothe benefit8of
wtheortiefrailrodead workters,
,
eito
theailrad
etied
orkrs.ance
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
yield myself the balance of the time on~
this side,
Mr. Chairman, the remaining time
does not give me proper opportunity to
gie xpesin
sI holdlke frtor
giv exresio
asI soul
lkefirt,
orIn
the very fine remarks that have been
made with reference

to My work as

chairman and to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

every

member of which has worked very hard

ed, is hereby amended by adding after the

end thereof the following paragraph:
"No-annuity under paragraph (4) or (5)
subsection (a) of this section shall be paid
to an individual with respect to any month
in which the individual is under age 65 and

phrase "pursuant to subsection (k) of this
section" where it first appears, the followIng: "Upon attaining age 65 at a future
date, will be payable"; by inserting after
the word "month" in the parenthetical
phrase the following: "before July 1, 1954,
and in the latter case in excess of $350 for
any month after June 30, 1954"; and by
inserting after the-phrase "pursuant to sub

section (k) of this section" where it appears
In the proviso the phrase: "upon attaining
age 65 be entitled to further benefits."
Sac. 10. Subsection (g). of section 5 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,

is paid more than $100 in earnings from employment or self-employment of any form:
That for purposes of this parsgraph, if a payment in any one calendar
month is for accruals in more than one calendar month, such payment shall be deemed
to have been paid in each of the months in
which accrued to the extent accrued in such
month. Any such individual under the age
of 65 shall report to the board any such
payment of earnings for such employment or

is hereby amended by striking the last
sentence of paragraph (2).
Sac. 11. Subsection
)ofscin5fth
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,
is hereby amended by inserting the word
"or" after the semicolon in clause (ii) of
paragraph (1); by striking clause (iii) of
such paragraph and by redesignating clause
(iv) of such paragraph as clause (iii).
Sac. 12. Subsection (1) of section 5 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,

following the month of such payment.

years of age" and substituting in lieu there
of the following: ~'and shall be less than 18
years of age, or shall have a permanent
physical or mental condition which is such
that he is unable to engage in any regular
employment: Provided, That such disability
began before the child attains age 18."
Such subsection is further amended by

self-employment before receipt and acceptof an annuity for the second month

A
deduction shall be imposed, with respect to
any such individual who fails to make such
report, in the annuity or annuities otherwise
lue the individual of, in an amount equal to
the amount of the annuity for each month
which he is paid such earnings in such
employment or self-employment, except
that the first deduction imposed pursuant to

this sentence shall in no case exceed an
amount equal to the amount of the annuity
otherwise due for the first month with re-

in formulating this legislation in such a spect to which the deduction is imposed."
satisfactory manner, as is indicated by
SEc. 4. Subsection (a) of section 3 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,
the general approval that has been given Is hereby amended by substituting
"$200"1
by the Members who have spoken,
for "$150."1
Second, I am in full accord with everySEC. 5. Subsection (b) (1) of section 3 Of
thing that has been said of a compli- the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
mentary character with reference to our amended, is hereby amended by substituting
former chairman, ROBERT CROSSER. it for the parenthetical phrase "(including
ha enm
rvleet
ev
nte
compensation in any month in excess of
has eenMy
rivleg tosere
o
th
$300) " wherever It appears the phrase " (withcommittee with him through many out regard to any limitation on the amount
years and during these years he has been of compensation otherwise provided in this
most active in. promoting railroad retire- act)."'

is hereby amended by striking from parsgraph (1) (ii) the phrase "and less than 18

changing the semicolon at the end of para

graph (1) to a period, and adding the fol
lowing: "Such satisfactory proof shall be
made from time to time, as prescribed by the

Board, of the disability provided in clause
(ii) of
paragraph and of the continu
ance, inthis
accordance with regulations pre

scribed by the Board, of such disability. If
the individual fails to comply with the re
quirements prescribed by the Board as to the
proof of the continuance of the disability
his right to an annuity shall, except for good
cause shown to the Board, cease."
SEc. 13. Subsection (1) (9) of section 5 of
the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as
amended, is hereby amended by inserting
after the term "calendar month" the phrase:

"before July 1, 1954, and any excess over
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$350 for any calendar month after June. 30.
1954"; and by substituting the figure "350"1
for the figure "1300"1 where it appears the
second time.
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SEr. 303. Subsection (k) of section 1 of
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
is hereby amended by substituting the figure "1300"1 for the figure "150."1Cn
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Mr. WOLVERTON (interrupting the

Mr. Chairman, I
reading of the bill).
ask unanimous consent that the bill be

SEC. 304. Subsection~ (a) of section 2 of cnidered as read and open for amendSEC. 14. Subsection (1) (10) (1) of section
at any point.
ntIsaceAtment
5of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as teRiraUnmly
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
amended, is hereby amended by substitut- is hereby amended by striking the last line
of the table and substituting therefor the to the request of the gentleman from
Ing the figure "350" for the figure "300."
New Jersey?
following:
PART U
There was no objection.
SEr. 201. Section 1800 of the Railroad Re- "$3,500 to $3,999.99 ------------------ 7. 50
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I
$4,000 and over-------------------- 8.00
tirement Tax Act is hereby amended by inProvided, however, That if the daily benefit move to strike out the lastiword.
notinoesring: "btefre Julh1 1954, amndtas ise
Mr. Chairman, in supporting the bill,
, 154 an asisnotin x-rate in column II with respect to any eming
Jly"bfor
cuss of $350 for any calendar month after ployee is less than an amount equal to 50 I want to join with the other Members
h
h
himno
opietn
h al aeo opnainfri
June 30, 1954."1preto
h
fownhopimnigihcharaho
daioeeslyastempofycmpenstion
SEC. 202. Section 1501 of the Railroad Re- pecnfthe
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
whic
peding
tn-heemployee'sr last employment
tirement Tax Act Is hereby amended by
fom qw
gnlma
serting after the figure "300", where it first registration period, such rate shall be in-Comreth
appears, the following: "for any month be- creased to such amount but not to exceed Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON], and the other
their Care
for
committee
of
the
fore July 1, 1954, or in excess of $350 for any $"members
month after June 30, 1954"; and by insert- $.
SEC. 305. Subsection (a) of section 8 of ful, painstaking work in bringing out a
ftrth 30"whr I ppss
in igr
I
bilwchssouvealyuprtd
the Railroad Unemployment InsuranceAc
the second time, the following: "if such
month is before July 1, 1954, or is less than is hereby amended by inserting after the want to particularly express my feeling
friend,
distinguished
to
my
of
gratitude
and
",
date "June 30, 1939" the following:
$350 if such month is after June 30, 1954."
RSE]
ho[r
before July 1, 1954, and is not in excess of tegnlmnfo
Sir. 203. Section 510 of the Railroad Re~s~ I
ho[r
tirement Tax Act Is hereby amended by in- $350 for any calendar month paid by him to tegnlmnfo
serting after the word "month" the follow- any employed for services rendered to him for the inspiration that he has been to
after June 30, 1954"; by inserting after the me during the years I have been a Mem
ing: "before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 for any calendar month after figure "300" where it first appears in the ber of this body. BOB CROSSER is one of
proviso of the subsection the following: "for the greatest Amerscans that I have ever
June 30. 1954."1
any month before July 1, 1954, and to not met. He has served in this body for 38
SEc. 204. Section 1520 of the Railroad Remore than $350 for any month after June 30, years. He has rendered not only out
tirement Tax Act is hereby amended by inserting after the word "month" where It 1954", and by inserting after the figure "300" standing service to the railroad employ
usadn
ehsrnee
u
first appears the phrase: "before July 1, where it appears the second time in the es
woutstaNdin
seescbutoh has reundereds
proviso the following: "if such month is be
1954"; by inserting after the figure "$300"
rae
pnohsmd
nm
mn
if
such
$350
less
than
or
where It first appears the following: ", and fore July 1, 1954,
rae
pnohsmd
mn nm
month is after June 30, 1954."
for any calendar month after June 30i,'1954,
SEc. 306. Subsection (b) of section 8 of the contribution to the progress of our coun
not in excess of $350"; by Inserting after the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act is try than has BOB CROSSER. For years I
phrase "shall apply" where it first appears
in his
the phrase: ", with ", respect to any calendar amended by inserting after the date "June have seen him enter the Chamber
30, 1939", the following: "and before July 1, wheelchair, as have my other colleagues.
yInetn afuy ,154"
mot efr
1954, and as is not in excess of $350 paid to He did not realize what an inspiration
er the figure "300"1 where it appears the second time, the phrase: ", and ", with respect him far services rendered as an employee he was to me, and I know to my other
representative for any calendar month after colleagues. Each and every one of us
to -ahy calendar month after June 30, 1954,
knew that practically every minute he
to not more than $350."1; and by inserting June 30, 1954."
was sitting here he was suffering extreme
PAST IV-mn'scnIvE DATES
after the figure "300" where it appears the
SEC. 401. The amendments made by this pain. Yet, his devotion to duty inspired
third time the phrase: "if the month is beact shall be effective July 1, 1954, except as me in' a manner that I am proud to ex
fore July 1, 1954, or is less than $350 if the
press publicly on this occasion. I hesi
otherwise provided,
month is after June 30, 1954."
Si
Sir. 205. Subsection (e) of section 1532
SE. 402. The provisions of sections 1, 205, tate to tell a man what I think of him,
of the Railroad Retirement Tax Act is hereand 301 of this act shall be effective as ofbeasitmgtecoidrdsflt
by amended by inserting at the end thereof
cose dre asfcmpiaetbecaushenitnlgtben
the following sentence: "Compensation for April 1, 1954.
nitnddaacopmn.
Sir. 403. The provisions of sections 2, 3, 7~. teyw
service as a delegate to. a national or Inter8, 9, 11, and 12 of this act shall be effective But on an occasion of this kind I can
national convention of a railway labor organization defined as an 'employer' in sub-. as of the first day of the first calendar month speak out with a feeling that I am sure
following the month in which this act is all of us have. And I am attempting to
section (a) of this section shall be disreexpress in the few minutes I have on this
garded for purposes of determining the enacted.
occasion my feeling, to let the people of
Sir. 404. The annuity under section 2 (a)
amount of taxes due pursuant to this act if
(4) and section 2 (a) (5) of the Railroad Re- his district and the people of our coun
the individual rendering such service has
not previously rendered service, other than tirement Act to any person who has been try know about this grand gentleman and
deemed to have recovered from his disability,
as such a delegate, which may be included
pursuant to the provisions of the last para- the great work that he has done while a
frpupoe o te
Inhi 'ersofsrvce
graph of section 2 (a) which have been Mebrothsod;amnfvio;
Railroad Retirement Act."
by sections 2 and 3 of this act, a man of courage; a man of ability. His
PARTr~lamended
be reinstated to begin the first day minn and his vision were never dimmed;
PSInshall
calendar month following the always looking forward to see what could
first
of
the
SEr. 301. Subsection (g) of section 1 of
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act month in which this act is enacted and be done 5 or 10 years from now, what we
Is hereby amended by adding at the end deemed, for purposes of section 2 (d) only, today can do 5 or 10 years from now, in
never to have ceased: Provided, That such
thereof the following sentence: "For purproof is made of the continuance of such the best interests of our country and of
poses of determining eligibility for and the
disability as is required in accordance with our people.
amount of benefits and the amount of conTo you, BOB CROSSER, I want to convey
the provisions of such paragfaph'as are not
tributions due pursuant to this act, employas strongly as I can the deep respect, the
amended by this act,
or
internament as a delegate to a national
SEC. 405. The provisions of section 6 of strong friendship that I have for you,
tional convention of a railway labor organization defined as an 'employer', in subsection this act amending subsection (c) of section and particularly the inspiration that you
(a) of this section, shall be disregarded if 3 of the Railroad Retirement Act, by adding have been to me. I am a better man be
the individual having such employment has a sentence at the end of the subsection, shall cause I have met and I have known you.
not previously rendered service, other than be effective as of November 1, 1951: Provided,
as such a delegate, which may be Included however, That no increase in any annuity In your retirement I hope that God will
i
naudneo
osoe
in his 'years of service' for purposes of the heretofore awarded shall be granted pursuant cniu
to the amendments made by such section choicest blessings upon you and your
.
Railroad Retirement Act."
thpe-lvdosfrmayersocm.
SEC. 302. Subsection (I) of section 1 of the ecpuonalitonhrfrby
owrdbtedpr-loe ones foARMANy yheast Comekwle
h
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act is excepto upon apcationtthere
he lrk ilr
N.
TeCAR
thanutwaaare.
hereby amended by inserting after the term sotowo
Sir. 406. The provisions of section 10 of port the first committee amendment.
"calendar month" where it first appears the
follows:
as
read
Clerk
The
to
this act shall be effective with respect
phrase: "before July 1, 1954"; and 'by InPage 2, line 12, strike out "1(4) or (5)"1 and
annuities accruing and annuities awarded
serting before the period at the end of the
and after the first day after the enact- Insert "4 or 5."
on
respect
with
"and,
first sentence the phrase:
to any calendar mointh after June 30, 1954, ment of this act.
The committee amendment was agreed
SEc. 407. The provisions of section 303 of
no part of any compensation .in excess of
to.
this act Phall be effective as of July 1, 1952.
$350 shall be recognized."
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Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I have asked for this
time only that the RECORD might be clear
as far as my position was concerned in
respect to the scheduling of this bill. On
July 24, Saturday, which was just 2
days after the rule was granted, I announced the program for this week. In
that announcement I said that bills
would not fiecessarily be called up in the
order in which they were listed,
We listed certain bills for Monday, ineluding the Fryingpan-Arkansas project,
which was defeated; conservation of
water resources, which was passed by
unanimous consent; military housing,
which was a matter that we had to dispose of and it has been disposed of;
prisoner-of-war benefits, which has not
yet been disposed of; a bill dealing with
patents, which was disposed of by unanimous consent; the tariff on hardboard,
which has not yet been disposed of; two
bills from the Committee on Banking and
Currency that were necessary, not only
because they had to be on the program
but because the chairman of that cornmittee had to go back to Michigan for the
primaries.
Then there were two reclamation projects, the Rogue River and the Palo Verde
projects, which have not yet been disposed of, and the Railroad Retirement
Act.
In other words, I scheduled this bill for
consideration. I never had any intention except to consider it this week, unless something unforeseen developed. I
am happy that the bill is being considered and will come to passage today.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the first committee amendment,
The committee amendment was agreed
to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the next committee amendment,
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: Page 3. line 1,

-

HOUSE

will look at the page In the Daily Digest
to which I have referred, can see, H. R.
7840 was not set down for consideration
during this week,
I wish to concur in what the gentleman has said with respect to that portion of the RECORD to which he referred
and which appeared as the second edition of the July 23 daily CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD. In that issue reference to the
bill was made, and the statement made
that it would be heard sometime during
the week. However, the whip on the
majority side did not include this bill in
his notice of the work for this week,
Under the circumstances that I have
enumerated, I felt justified in making
the inquiry which I did yesterday as to
when the bill would be programed for
consideration by the House.
I want to say in this connection that I
deeply appreciate the very helpful interest that has been taken in this matter by the Speaker of the House, and
the willingness of the majority leader
today to see that this bill was brought
before us so promptly,
Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. WOLVERTON. Certainly,
Mr. HALLECK. Of course, that
morning we were working rather late,
Certainly it was not my responsibility to
see to the Digest on the closing page of
the RECORD. All I could do was to announce the program which evidenced
my good faith. The whip notice had
several other errors, but there again that
was the result of the lateness of the
hour and the general situation existing
then.
It is not that I felt that any specific
mention was necessary, but I wanted it
completely understood that so far as I
am concerned I have been in complete
gcod faith in respect to the scheduling
of this bill. The rule was granted on
the 22d, and on the 24th I announced
that the bill would come up this week.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman,
strike cut "of" and insert "In."
will the gentleman yield to me?
The committee amendment was agreed
Mr. WOLVERTON. I yield,
to.
Mr. McCORMACK. For the RECORD,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I I should say that on the notice that I
move to strike out the last word,
as Democratic whip sent out to the
Mr. Chairman, I do this in order that Democratic Members, H. R. 7840 was
the record may be clear. I assume that listed for this week.
the remarks of our distinguished leader
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman,
come at this time as the result of state- that is true. I have only this to say in
ments that I made on the floor yester- conclusion: All is well that ends well.
day in connection with my inquiry as to
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Mr.
when H. R. 7840 would come before the Chairman, I move to strike out the last
House. If so, I want to give the basis word.
for those statements. I probably did not
Mr. Chairman, while everyone seems
make it as detailed yesterday as I might to be in such a nice mellow mood, therehave done,
fore, I want to speak about several bills
In the first place, there were two issues that our committee has on tap, ready to
of the daily CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of go. May I say that I am very happy and
Friday, last, July 23, due to the late ses- pleased at the number of times the leadsion of the House. The first issue-was ership has scheduled the bills from the
delivered the day following the granting Interior Committee. We have a couple
of the rule by the Committee on Rules coming up this afternoon. The leadermaking H. R. 7840, amending the Rail- ship knows there are 3 or 4 termination
road Retirement Act, in order to be bills for Indians that have been very
brought to the floor-showed on Page carefully considered. The leadership on
D891 of that issue in the Daily Digest the Democratic side, the gentleman from
under the title House Chamber, Week Texas [Mr. RAYBURN], and the gentleof July 26 to 31, an enumeration of the man from Colorado [Mr. ASPINALLI!,
bills and the order in which they would have agreed that they can come up on
be taken up and on the particular day the Consent.Calendar. I will give the
each would be taken up. As anyone who gentleman from Indiana [Mr. HALLECRI
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a list of the four Indian termination
bills. They can be cleared without any
difficulty. Then there are five bills that
can come up under suspension. I will
give those bills to the gentleman from
Indiana.
Again I want to say thanks to the
-Members of the House for the number
of times they have supported me and my
committee in presenting proposed legis
lation. Several of you have small bills
that you hope to get up on the Consent
Calendar. I hope that can be done.
I would like to bring up the bill for
statehood for Hawaii and Alaska, and if
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. RAY
BURN] would remove his objection we
-could let the bill go toconference. That
is all we ask, let it go to conference. The
leadership here representing the minor
ity on the Democratic side of the House
would not let the bill go to conference
and it 'was necessary to ask for a rule.
The Rules Committee has seen fit to
table the request. However, it is still
alive, and before we get through I may
ask unanimous consent that the bill
that came over from the other body be
permitted to go to conference. I will
not do it until the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. RAYBUJRN] is here. Perhaps he may
be in a more mellow mood at the close
of the session and it might be possible
to permit the bill to go to conference.
When it does go to conference the con
ferees can then work the will of the
House and the people on that bill.
Mr. McCORMACK.
Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I yield to
the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. McCORMACK. I agree that we
are in a mellow mood. If the bill should
by any chance go to conference, would
my friend's mellow mood permit him to
agree to the Senate amendment, so that
both Hawaii and Alaska would get state
hood?
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I do not
know what the conferees would do.
Mr. McCORMACK. I am asking about
the gentleman himself.
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Oh, I am
going to ask for a separation of the bill.
The two Territories must stand on their
own merits. I hope the gentleman from
Massachusetts will support the Territory
of Hawaii's coming in as a State. I never
did vote for statehood for Alaska.
Mr. McCORMACK. The gentleman
from Massachusetts has always support
ed statehood for Hawaii, and has always
supported statehood for Alaska. I know
the gentleman cannot bind the other
conferees, but he can speak for himself.
It would be a most pleasing answer to
the gentleman from Massachusetts if the
gentleman with his great power in the
committee of conference would state now
that he will fight to include Alaska.
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. I thank
the gentleman so much. I doubt my
powers to get the Democratic leader
ship's permission to send the bill to con
ference. But I have a curious feeling
about the votes on my right side on
either one of the bills. They made a
monstrosity out of it, a Siamese twin,
and then they would not let it go to con
ference. It- is a most unusual thing for
the Democratic Party to stop a bill the
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House worked Its will on from just going bill. I congratulate the. committee for
to conference, not allowing a- vote on it bringing it up. I think bills of this charbut just going to conference, and then acter dignify labor. The assurance of
bringing back a conference report. Itteepoe
hthsodaewl
o e
seems certain that because of the objec- spent in poverty and want makes a bettion from the Democratic leader the ter workman of him. Such constant
gentleman from Texas [Mr. RAYBURN] fear lessens his productive capacity, so
that the bill cannot go to conference, measures of this kind help not only the
The responsibility for no statehood bills employee but the employer. This Io
belongs to the Democratic Party. If they legislation which does not cost the taxpermitted the bills to stand on their own payers anything. It is paid for in part
merits, in my judgment, Hawaii would be by those who reap the benefits. I also
the 49th State.
wish at this time to pay tribute to one
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will re- who I think richly deserves it. I have
Port the next committee amendment
known Boa CROSSER intimately for more
The Clerk read as follows:
than 20 years. He is a man of courage,
On page 4, line 14, strike out "parenthetic character and ability. He has served his
phrases" and insert "parenthetical phrase.", people with ferver and intensity and he
The committee amendment was agreed has constantly endeavored to study their
to.
best interests and make himself more efficient in his representation. During all
Mrs ROGERS of Massachusetts.. Mr. these years he has waged a battle to help
Chairman, I move to strike out the last the railroad people, and he is held in
word.depafcinb
alofte.Te
Mr. Chairman, I shall vote for this deepth
affetio byrvall of tharem.dTeye
measure with a great deal of pleasure. know. th granntservierhetasd renere
Iralroas
us th
agret del ad Ipeople have now failed to send him back.
want to state I have never received any- But, this takes nothing from him. His
thing but the utmost courtesy from any record has been made and is secure. I
person who has anything to do with the knowhe wil1g back to his pople with
oprealtjoy th o tIsheallrotedfo
Ithismeaure
honor and that he will be held in respect
Mr.al Chairman,
I
chlvt
omphismentsthe. and admiration and confidence as long
Mr. haimanI
cmplienttheas
he lives. I could not refrain from ris
chairman of the committee, the gentle- ing at this time to wish him the success
man from New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON],
and happiness to which his long and
the minority member, the gentleman faithful service richly entitles him. I
from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER] and all the hope that the rest of his life may be
members of the committee for the tre- happy and carefree in the knowledge
mendously fine work they have done not that he has done everything that he
only on this bill but on all bills during could for his people and his country.
this session of the Congress. Certainly
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk 'will reno committee has worked harder than port the next committee amendments.
this committee. Before I take my seat,
The Clerk read as follows:
I pay my great tribute-the tribute is not
Committee amendments:
as great as it should be, Mr. Chairman,
Page 4, line 25, strike out "Upon" and
the feeling behind it is very sincere- for Insert "upon."
my colleague, the gentleman from Ohio
Page 5, line 5, insert a comma after "sec[Mr. CROSSER]. He has given his life and tion" and insert "first" before "appears."
his health and he must feel happy today
Page 5, line 14, insert a semicolon at the
because he sees now the many years of end of the line.
his labor coming to fruition in this bill
Page 5, line 17, and page 6, lines 11 and
lt, strike out " (1) " and insert " (l1)
for the benefit of the railroad people. No
Page 6. line 10, strike out "cease.' " and inperson has been more devoted to tho sert "cease'."
railroad people. Through all of the
Page 6, after line 21, insert the following
pain and the agony that he must have new section:
suffered during the last years, he has
"SEC. 15. The Railroad Retirement Act of
never been anything but a very courteous 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by
friend, a great gentleman and a great adding at the end thereof the following new
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Page B.line I, insert a comma after "$350."
Page 8, line 3, strike out "phrase;" and in
snert "phrase."
Page 8, line 4. strike out "11954."' and inPager
"1954'."
trk ot At"ad n
Bnert "subchapter."1
Page 8, line 16, Insert "~-Amendments to
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act"
after "Part III.,,
The committee amendments were
agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: Page 9. line 10,
insert a comma before "and."
Mr. HESELTON. Mr. Chairman, I
offer an amendment to the committee
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. HEsELrON: On
page 10, line 4, before the comma insert a
quotation mark.
Mr. HESELTON. Mr. Chairman, this
wasipytcorcatyorpcl
waso simplynton corec ab ypgrphca
errorTin printieng thebill.mite
aedetwsare
o
Thcomte
amendment was agreedto
comteeaedmnoasare
TeCARA.TeCekwl
e
port the next committee amendments.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendments:
Paer 940,lie1,srkou"30feandh pro
h in
o
sertw400" aendt ddatenhepeideh:fl
lowciong seten
3o e. Rira
nepomn

Insurance Act is hereby amended by substi
tuting the figure '400' for the figure '300'."
Page 9, strike out line 16 and all that fol
lows down through page 10, line 3, and in
sert the following section:
'SEc. 304. (a) Subsection (a) of section 2

oft tsheRirobyamedUemploymn Inbstiurancefo
Ath isbl therb ameowndegysusiutn.o
tetbetefloig
"'ColumnI
Column If
Total compensation
Daily benefit rate
$400 to $499.99 ---------------------- $3. 50
$500 to $749.99 ----------------------- 4. 00
$750 to $999.99 ----------------------- 4. 50
$1,000 to $1,299.99 --------------------- 5.00
$1,300 to $1,599.99--------------------- 5.50
$1,600 to $1,999.99 -------------------- 6. 00
$2,000 to $2,499.99--------------------- 6.50
$2,500 to $2,999.99 --------------------- 7.00
$3,000 to $3,499.99 --------------------- 7. 50
$3,500 to $3,999.99 --------------------- 8. 00

section:
"'SEc. 20. Any person awarded an annuity

$400adoe-----------8.5
Provided, however, That if the daily benefit
rate in column II with respect to any em

The Clerk read as follows:
pension by a waiver signed and filed with the
On page 4, line 24, insert a comma after
Board,
Such waiver may be revoked in
"section."
-writing
at any time, but no payment of the
annuity or pension waived shall be made
The
committee
amendment
was covering the period during which such waiver
agreed to.
was in effect. Such waiver shall have no

the employee's last employment in which he
engaged for an employer in the base year,
such rate shall be increased to such amount
but not to exceed $8.50. The daily rate of
compensation referred to in the last sentence
shall be as determined by the Board on the

Member of Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the next committee amendment,

Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. HOFFMAN

of Michigan.

Mr.

Chairman, a point of order or a parliamentary inquiry.
Tesentence
The CHAIRMAN.Th
state it.

gentleman will

or pension under this act may decline to
accept all or any part of such annuity or

effect on the amount of the spouse's annuity, or of a lump sum under section 5 (f)
(2), which would otherwise be due, and it

ployee is less than an amount equal to 50
percent of the daily rate of compensation for

basis of information furnished to the Board
by the employee, his employer, or both.'
"(b) Subsection

(c)

of section 2 of the

shall have no effect for purposes of the last

Railroad Unemployment

of section 5 (g) ()'"hereby
Page 6, line 22. insert "-Amendments to
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act" after
"'Part II."

amended by changing the period at
the end thereof to a colon and by inserting
after the colon the following: 'Provided,how
ever, That the total amount of benefits which

Insurance Act is

Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Is it out
of order -for Members to shout "vote"
when somebody is seeking recognition, or

"1510."

is it not?

tion marks.

In the base year; the total amount of bene

insert "calendar," and insert a comma after,
"1954."
Page 7. line 24, correct the reversed quota-

days of sickness, other than days of sick
ness in a maternity period, within a bene
fit year shall in no case exceed the employee's

Th CARMN.Tatisnt

The.MA.
HAI

order.
Mr. SPENCE.

Tat

i

no

Mr. Chairman, it

n

in

is

with pleasure that I shall support this

Page 7, line 11, strike out "510" and insert
Page 7, line 21, correct the reversed quotaPage 7. line 22, strike out "calenlar" and

tioii marks,

may be paid to an employee for days of un
employment within a benefit year shall in
no case exceed the employee's compensation
fits which may be paid to an employee for

compensation in the base year; and the total
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amount of benefits which may be paid to
an employee for days of sickness in a maternity period shall in no case exceed the

employee's compensation in the base year on

-

which widows now have no other kind of
benefits, public or private, widows whose
husbands really helped build the rail-

raso

hscutya

htpriua

the basis of which the employee was de- raso
hscutya
htpriua
termined to be qualified for benefits in such period, that they be considered as benematernity period'."
ficiaries under this act,
Page 10, line 13, strike out "1954'"1 and inI offered this amendment In 1951 and
sert "1954'."
recall Mr. Harris remarked at that time
Page 10, line 19, insert a comma before that it was a worthwhile provision, but
land.".
he wanted to give it more study. I think
Paer 10" iei1ntrk.ut"o""n
n
the gentleman from Florida might rePage 11, line 5, strike out "as of" and in- call. that the following year I offered it
sert "with respect to compensation paid on again, and he indicated that it should be
and after."
studied and have consideration.
Page 11, lines 6 and 7, strike out "and 12"
At that time the Railroad Retirement
and insert "12, and 15."
Board stated, 1951, that there would be
Page 11, lines 10 and 11, strike out "un- no increase in the tax rate needed to
der section 2 (a) (4) and section 2 (a) (5) " take care of the situation.
and insert "awarded under paragraph 4 or 5
Mr. ROGERS of florida. Mr. Chairof section 2 (a)."mawlthgeteayilmnainisefc.Texctfet
Page 11, lines 14 and 15, strike out "which
Man, will thegenlem
E o
nsyied?
yild
have been amended by sections 2 and 3"
r ESE
fWsosn.Iyed
and insert "as in effect prior to the enactMr. ROQERS of florida. Has the
ment."
gentleman estimated what the, cost
Page 11, line 20, strike out "as" and insert would be?
"which."
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. At that
Page 12, strike out lines 12 and 13.
time the cost was esimated to be less

The commlttee amendments were
agreed to.
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment:
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. KnsRSTE of
Wisconsin: On page 7,. after line 10, insert
a new section as follows:
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and the Board has said the cost would
not impair the fund.
Mr. WOLVERTON.

iei

poiint

Mr. Chairman,

h

mnmn

iei
mnmn
poiint
h
offered by the gentleman from Wiscon
sin [Mr. KERSTEN].
Mr. Chairman, I do so with full ap
preciation of the feeling of sympathy
that exists on the Part of everyone for
widows. However, the experience that
the Committee on Interstate and For
eign Commerce has had in this and
similar matters indicates that if we per
mitted our hearts to run away with our
heads and good judgment, the fund in
the railroad-retirement account would
be disbursed overnight. Of course, that

might not be the result of this particular
amendment, but it could be very detri
medonota

ed

inoiswffc.

o

nw

Teeatefc

DUring the hearings conducted by the
committee there were many worthwhile
suggestions made and amendments of
fered that had a very strong appeal to

than $10 million completely, all through
the years. That was in 1951. It was
estimated that the number of such
widows was less than 2,000. At the present time it would be reasonable to
assume that it will be half of that
amount. This is for widows who are

the heart. It may be this amendment
would have such an appeal. However,
we must be realistic in this matter and
we must recognize that our first obliga
tion is to keep, the fund absolutely sound.
The figures that have been given by
the gentleman, as he has stated, relate
to a period in 1951. There is nothing

absolutely unprovided for by any kind

before our committee, to my knowledge,

"Employees who, prior to death, had not group of aged widows of railroad men
less than 30 yesrs of service as defined in who had more than 30 years' service
section 1 (f) of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937 as amended, and who died In might participate in this act, people who
the period beginning August 29, 1935, and were left out because of the interpretaending June 30, 1938, shall be deemed, solely tion of the law during that period of
for the purpose of a widow's age 65 annuity, time. They deserve sympathetic conto have died fully insured, within the mean- sideration as well as the children. As I
Ing of section 5 (1) of such act:
say, it is a worthy small group of aged
"Protided, however, That any annuity widows whose husbands have had 30
awarded under this section shall be com- years of service. I think they should be
puted In the same manner as if such an-gvncnieainbeasthihu-ttefndngnrl.Wdootkw
nuity had been awarded under section 5 (a) gvncnieain
eas
hi
u-t
of such act:
bands were the men who helped build
"Provided further, That this section shall the railroads,
apply only with respect to widows who are
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Chairman, will
not receiving monthly pensions (whether the gentleman yield?
under public or private plans) based on the
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. I yield.
railroad service of their deceased husbands."
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Why fix the startMr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin.
Mr. ing date at 1935? How about going back

the gentleman has said, that would in
dicate that the cost of this proposal

Chairman, I want at the outset to congratulate the chairman, the gentleman
from New Jersey [Mr. WOLVERTON], in
bringing in the very worthwhile amendments that have been presented to the
committee.
This amendment that I have offered
at this time refers to a very small class
of people but a very important class of
widows. During the struggle to enact a
proper railroad-retirement bill, those
here who are more familiar with the legislation than I will recall that there was
a period between the years 1935 and
1938 during which there was no act operative to take care of surviving widows,
I believe one of the laws enacted previous to that time had been declared unconstitutional. The result was to leave
a small group of widows who up to the
present time have received nothing, although their husbands died in the service over a long period of time,
What my amendment does is, simply
this: To consider as beneficiaries those
widows whose husbands died during this
Period between August of 1935 and June
of 1938 who had 30 years of service and

further and taking care of widows whose
husbands died prior to 1935?

cause of the increase in the level of bene
fits that were made in 1951 and subse

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. I think
this period covers practically all the
widows who survive. There might be

quent thereto. The lack of information
presented is such that I cannot recoinmend the acceptance of this amendment

of benefit. So that this narrowing small

in the way of testimony, other than what
would be limited to less than $10 mil
lion. We have had no hearing on this
amendment. It was not presented in
any bill that came before our commit
tee. Therefore, the committee has had
no opportunity to study it, nor has it
had an opportunity to ascertain to what
extent the proposal might be harmful
h udi
eea.W
ontko
how many people it would affect. The
statement has been made it might affect
as many as 2,000. The number might
be more. I do not know. The state
ment has been made that the cost might
be as much as $10 million In 1951. It
could well be greater at this time be

some few others perhaps with these qual-

at this time and must therefore op

ifications, but I think widows in this cat-

pose it.

egory when the law was not operative,
when it had been declared unconstitutional, should be given consideration.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. . The gentleman understands, of course, that this $10 million
it will cost must come out of the railroad
retirement fund,
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. That
was the cost estimated in 1951. The
Railroad Retirement Board estimated
that it would not require any increase in
the tax rate. That was in 1951.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. During the hearings on the bill H. R. 7840 the gentleman
will find statements to the effect that
any further liberalization of this law will
further weaken the fund,
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. However, this very small group of widows
whose husbands died after 30 years of
service are deserving of consideration

Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WOLVERTON. I yield to the gen
tleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. Is it
not true that if it had cost $10 million
in 1951 or less than $10 million, the num
ber of such widows would be less today,
it could not possibly be more at this time
because a number of them have died in
the meantime.
Mr. WOLVERTON. There might be
some who became widows in the mean
time.
Mr. KERSTEN of Wisconsin. This
only affects those who became widows
during this particular period, 1935 to
1938.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I do not think it
is a matter on which we can legislate in
telligently by the action of the Commit
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tee of the Whole without the Committee quently such a person should be entitled mendation In connection with it nor
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce to some benefit under the retirement made it a part of the bill would indicate
having had some opportunity to consider program following the death of his or that the committee did not agree with
this matter first,
her spouse. Payments had been made the suggestion. This is one of those pro
May I make this reference to the re- into the fund by the employee, and con- posals, it seems to me, that comes within
port of the committee which covers not sequently his surviving legal spouse or the same category as those about which
only amendments such as this but many her surviving spouse in the case of a I have previously spoken. There is such
others. On Page 9 of our report we state woman should be entitled to benefits.
uncertainty as to whom it covers, how
our thought in this way:
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Chairman, will many individuals it covers, the condi
In the consideration of all these bills, your the gentleman yield?
tions under which they could avail them
committee has placed great emphasis on the
Mr. McCARTHY. I yield to the gen- selves of the benefits of the Railroad
effect of the proposed amendments on the tleman from Mississippi.
Retirement Act. Therefore I regret ex
Mr. COLMER. Did I understand the ceedingly that in my opinion we should
financial soundness of the railroad retiremnent account. The committee is unani- gentleman's amendment correctly that not give it favorable consideration at
mously of the opinion that, regardless of the if she was a widow because of separation this time. I think it is one of those
desirability of certain proposals for the liber-annobeasofdahthtiwul
mtertathudbeettoheu
alization of benefits under the Railroad Re- adntbcueodahhtitwld
mthers
cosieatiSonl ofteet ommttee.ur
tirement

Act, no amendments to the law

apply?

te

osdrto

ftecmite

Mr. McCARTHY. No. Death would The committee is continually giving at
have to occur.
tention to all matters which pertain to
Mr. COLMER. But they had to be the welfare of the railroad workers in
separated prior to that. I am just won- connection with the retirement fund.
dering if you are not bordering upon a The committee recognizes it has a very
premium for separation of the spouse great responsibility. It recognizes that
helpful to retired railroad workers and theirwhrthlausalenorgsppentihtndgorhatftdsret
dependents.
We are also mindful of
whrohuarsal
nouae epentihtnin
u erfl
eiea
grave responsibility toward the currently ac- to remain married,
all times to be helpful, we must never
tive railroad workers and those who will folMr. McCARTHY. On the contrary, theless be realistic and not expand the
low, and who will retire In the future. We it seems to me now, that there is a Pre-' eligibility conditions beyond those orig
must make certain that when they retire mium on divorce under the present law. inally intended in the Railroad Retire
from the railroad industry, the reserves in the
Mr. COLMER. No.
ment Act, when to do so would result
railroad retirement account plus the income
Mr. McCARTHY. Because through adversely to the stability and soundness
into the system will be adequate to pay the the divorce action you would get a court of the fund.
benefits due them,
declaration in regard to alimony and
Mr,. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I ask
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Mr. Chairman, will dependency and so on.
unanimous consent to extend my re
the gentleman yield?
Mr. COLMER. It seems to me you marks at this Point in the RECORD.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I yield to the gen- are on dangerous ground there.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
tleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. McCARTHY. The 10-year pro- to the request of the gentleman from
Mr. VAN ZANIDr. I want to comment vision for the existence of the legal mar- New York?
on the responsibility that we have as a riage would take care of the possible dif
There was no objection.
Congress in maintaining the solvency of ficulty the gentleman suggests.
Mr. ROONEY. Mr. Chairman, I hesi
the railroad retirement fund. On the
Mr. YOUNGER. Mr. Chairman, will tate to take the House's time at this
first of every month when an annuitant the gentleman yield?
point as I feel there will not be a vote
Mr. McCARTHY. I yield to the gen- against this Railroad Retirement Act
receives a check, he or she expects
enough money in the railroad retirement tleman from California.
and Railroad Unemployment Act legis
fund to cover the amount of the check
Mr. YOUNGER. There is nothing in lation. There should not be. I urge its
when they cash it.
the act that provides for proof of de- immediate adoption. These small in
Mr. WOLVERTON. That is very true. pendency, is there?
creases in retirement and unemployment
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
Mr. McCARTHY. In the amendment benefits have been long overdue.
the amendment offered by the gentle- that I have offered?
TeCARA.Teqeto
so
man from Wisconsin [Mr. KERSTENI.
Mr. YOUNGER. No. There is noth- the amendment offered by the gentle
The amendment was rejected.
ing in the act,
man from Minnesota [Mr. MCCARTHY],
Mr. Chirmn,
cCATHY Mr PRVISONS F TE SCIA SEURIY AT APLY
The amendment was rejected.
Mr.McCRTH.
CairanI M.
P~vIIOs O TH SOIALs~cRIT AC APLY
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule the
offer an amendment.
Mr. McCARTHY. The act requires Committee rises.
The Clerk read as follows:
reconciliation for a period before the
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
Amendment offered by Mr. MCCA~RHY: on death of the spouse,
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. YOUNGER. All they have to Mr. CANFIELD, Chairman of the Commit
page 7, iine 10, after the period, Insert:
11Szc. 21. For the purposes of this act the do is to prove that they are legally mar- tee of the Whole House on the State of
term 'widow' or 'widower' shall include the ried.
the Union, reported that that Commit
wife or husband of a deceased employee who
MrMcATY Nothttear
teavnhdudrcnseainte

should be made which would jeopardize the
-financial soundness of the railroad retirement system. The principle is accepted by
all the standard railway labor organizations
as well as railroad management.
Your committee has every desire to be

has been separated from his or her spouse

but not divorced, whether reconciled or not
before death of said spouse providing legal
marriage was of at least 10 years duration."

Mr. McCARTHY. Mr. Chairman, the
purpose of this amendment, I think, is
clear from the language. It would take
care of the widow or widower of a deceased employee who has been separated
but not divorced. It relates to cases in
which there might be religious or other
obstacles to a divorce. Any persons here
covered would, of course, never have remarried because he or she had never
been divorced. My amendment simply
requires that the marriage of the parties
must have been in existence for at least
10 years previous to the death of the
employee. That in itself establishes, in
my opinion, that the life of the survivor
had been disrupted or that he or she had
suffered personal, economic, or other loss
because of the marriage, and conse-

MrMcATY

Nothttear

legally married and living together at

the time of death of the employee.
Mr. YOUNGER. In the act itself?
Mr. McCARTHY. In the existing law,
and this amendment would eliminate the
last condition,
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in opposition to the amendment,
Mr. Chairman, I wish it had been possible for the gentleman to have presented
his amendment to the committee so that
it might have had consideration by the
committee when the hearings were held,
Mr. McCARTHY. I submitted material of this kind to the committee, and
I believe it was within the period of this
session of the Congress.
Mr. WOLVERTON. I am not aware
of that fact, and if the gentleman did, it
evidently did not receive favorable consideration by the committee. The fact
that the committee has made no recoin-

teavnhdudrcnseainte

bill (H. R. 7840) to amend the Railroad
Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirewent Tax Act, and the Railroad Unem
ployment Insurance Act, pursuant to
House Resolution 660, he reported the
bill back to the House with sundry
amendments adopted by the Committee
of the Whole.
The SPEAKER. Under the rule the
previous question is ordered.
Is a separate vote demanded on any
of the amendments? If not, the Chair
will put them en bloc.
The amendments were agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the engrossment and third reading of
the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time and was read the
third time.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the passage of the bill.
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Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. speaker, on
taIasfothyesadny.Rains
taIasfothyesadDy.Ray

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there
were-yeas 361, nays 0, not voting '71
as follows:
[Roll No. 129]

Radwana

Tollefeson
Trimble
Tuck

Shelley
Sheppard
Shu~ford
Siemninski

Van Pelt
Van Zandt
Vorys
Vursell
Wainwright
Walter
Wampler
Watts

Bikes
Simpson, Ill.

Simpson. Pa.
small

Jones, Ala.
Jones, Mo.
Jones, N. C.
Judd
Karsten, Mo.
Kean
Kearney
Searns
Keating
Kee
Kelley, Pa.
Kelly, N. Y.
Kersten, Wis.
Kilday
King. Calif.
King. Pa.
Kirwan
Kluczynski
Knox
Kruger
LairdBentMc.HlRosvt
Landrum
Lanham
Lantaff
Latham
LeCompte
Lesinski
Lipscomb
Lovre
McCarthy
McConnell
McCormack
McCulloch
McDonough
McGregor
Mclntire
McMillan
McVey
Mack, Dl1.
Mack, Wash.
Madden
Magnuson
Mahon

Boykin
Bramblett
Bray
Brooks, Tex.
Brown, Ga.
Brown, Ohio
Brownson
Broyhill
Buchanan
Budge
Burdick
Burleson
Busbey
Bush
Byrd
Byrne, Pa.
Hyrnes, Wis.
Campbell
Canfield
Cannon
Carlyle
Carnahan
Carrigg
Cederberg
Chelf
Chenoweth
Chiperfield
Chudoff
Church
Clevenger
Cole, Mo.
Cole, N. Y.
Colmer
Condon
Cooley
Coon
Cooper
Corbett
Cretella

Granahan
Grant
Green
Gregory
Gross
Gubser
Hagen, Calif.
Hagen, Minn.
Hale
Haley
Halleck
Hand
Harden
Hardy
Harrison, Va.
Hart
Harvey
Hays, Ark.
Hays, Ohio
Herlong
Heselton
Hess
Hiestand
Hillelson
Billings
Hoeven
Hoffman, Dll.
Hoffman, Mich.
Holifleld
Holmes
Holt
Holtzman
Hope
Horan
Roamer
Howell
Hruska
Hunter
Hyde

Matthews
pairs:
Meader
Mr. Short with Mr. Chsatham.
Merrill
Merrow
Mr. Hinshaw with Mr. Hdbert.
Metcalf
Mr. Bennett of Michigan with Mr. MorrnMiller, Calif.
son.
Miller, Kans.
Mr. Kilburn with Mr. Willis.
Miller, Md.
Mr. Mailliard with Mr. Long.
Miller, Nebr.
Mr. Wolcott with Mr. Brooks of Louisiana.
Miller, N. Y.
Mills
Mr. Clardy with Mr. Keogh.
Mollohan
Mr. Hill with Mr. Klein.
Morano
Mr. Scott with Mr. Celler.
Moss
Mr. Taber with Mr. Evyms.
Moulder
Mr. Poff with Mr. Fine,
Multer
M.Gml
ihM.Dligr
Mumma
M.Gml
ihM.Dligr
Natcher
Mr. Gwinn with Mr. Roosevelt.
Neal
Mr. Jonas of Illinois with Mr. Buckley.
Nelson
Mr. James with Mr. Powell,
Nicholson
Mr. Shafer with Mr. Machcrowicz.
Norblad
Mr. Wigglesworth with Mr. Priest.
NorreillM.WrutnwhM.Dram
Oakman
Mr. Warudrto with Mr.
DuBrhaofM.cign
O'Brien, ni.
M.Codrwih
r.OBenfMcig.
O'Brien, N. Y.
Mr. Velde with Mr. O'Neill.
O'Hara, Ill.
Mr. Wilson of Indiana with Mr. Rivers.
O'Hara, Minn.
Mr. Sheehan with Mr. Smith of Virginia.
O'K0onski
Mr. Angell with Mr. Thompson of LouisiOsmers
ans.
Ostertag
Mr. Cotton with Mr. Vinson.
Passman
Patman
Mr. Curtis of Nebraska with Mr. Yates.
Patten
Mr. Harrison of Nebraska with Mr. FernanPatterson
dez.
Pelly
Mr. Weichel with Mr. Dingell.
Pfost
Mr. Harrison of Wyoming with Mr. PerPhilbinkis
Phillipskns

Dague

Johnson, Calif. Price

Bosch
How
Bowler

Crosser
Crumnpacker
Cunningham
Curtis, Mass.
Curtis, Mo.
Davis, Ga.

Davis, Wis.

Goodwin
Gordon
Graham

Jackson
Jarman
Javits
Jenkins
Jensen

Johnson, Wis.
Jonas. N, C.

Marshall
Martin, Iowa
Mason

Pilcher
Pillion
Poage
Polk
Preston
Prouty

Rabaust

GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, I
ask unanimous consent that all Members may have 5 legislative days within
which to extend or to revise and extend
their remarks on this bill.
TeSEKR
steeojcint
TeSEKR
steeojcint
the request of the gentleman from New

Smith, Kans.
Westland
Jersey?
Smith, Miss.
Wharton
yhr
Smith, Wis.
WhittenThrwanobjci.
Spence
Widnall
Springer
Wier
Staggers
Williams, Miss.
Stauffer
Williams, N. J.
Steed
Williams, N. Y.
Stringfellow
Wilson, Calif.
Sullivan
Wilson, Ind.
Talle
Wilson, Tex.
Taylor
Winstesd
Teague
Withrow
Thomas
Wolverton
Thompson,
Yorty
Mich.
Young
Thompson. Tex. Younger
Thornberry
Zablocki
NOT VOTING-71
Agl
et
Rvr
Aengett, Mic
bertl
Riosvers

Abbitt
Abernethy
Adair
Addonizio,
Albert
Alexander
Allen, Calif.
Allen, Ill.
Andersen,
H. Carl
Andresen,
August H.
Andrews
Arends
Ashmore
Aspinall
Auchincloss
Ayres
Balley
Baker
Harden
Barrett
Hates
Battle
Seamer
Becker
Belcher
Bender
Bennett, Fla.
Bentley
Berry
Betts
Bishop
Blatnik
Boggs
Boland
Bolling
Bolton,
Frances P.
Bolton,
Oliver P.
Bb6nin
Bonner

YEA8_461
Dawson, Ill.
Dawson, Utah
Deane
Delaney
Dempsey
Derounian
Devereux
D'Ewart
Dies
Dodd
Dolliver
Dondero
Donohue
Dorn, N. Y.
Dorn, S. C.
Dowdy
Doyle
Eberharter
Edmondson
Elliott
Ellsworth
Engle
Fallon
Feighan
Fenton
Fino
Fisher
Fogarty
Forand
Ford
Forrester
Fountain
Frazier
Frelinghuysen
Friedel
Fulton
Garmatz
Gary
Gathings
Gavin
Gentry
George
Golden

Rhodes, Pa.
Richards
Riehlraan
Riley
Roberts
Robeson, Va.
Robsion, Ky.
Rodino
Rogers, Colo.
Rogers, fla,
Rogers. Mass.
Rogers, Tex.
Rooney
Sadlak
St. George
Saylor
Schenck
Scherer

~

Bentsen
Brooks, La.
Buckley
Celler
Chatham
Clardy
Cotton
Coudert
Curtis, Nehr.
Davis, Tenn.
Dingell
Dollinger
Donovan
Durham
Evins
Fernandez
Fine
Gamble
Gwinn
Harris
Harrison, Nebr.
Harrison. Wyo.

Hinshaw
Ikard
James
Jonas, Ill.
Keogh
Kilburn
Klein
Lane
Long
Lucas
Lyle
Machrowicz
Mailliard
Morgan
Morrison
Murray
O'Brien, Mich.
O'Neill
Perkins
Poff
Powell
Priest

Scott
Scrivner
Secrest
Shafer
Sheehan
Short
Smith, Va.
Sutton
Taber
Thompson, La.
lUtt
Velde
Vinson
Warburton
Weichel
Wheeler
Wickersham
Wigglesworth
Willis
Wolcott
Yates

So the bill was passed.
The Clerk announced the following

Mr. ANDREWS changed his vote from
"nay" to "Yea."
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
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Scudder
Seely-Brown
Belden

Rayburn
Reams
Reece, Tenn.
Reed, Ill.
Reed, N. Y.
Rees, Hans.
Regan
Rhodes, Ariz.

-

a

oojcin
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visions of the railroad retirement pro.
gram. I believe that the improvements
included in the bill are excellent, al-.
though there are a number of other bene
fits which I believe could have been "n
clucled without impairing the economic
stability of the railroad retirement fund.
H. R. 7840, however, appears to be the
only bill covering the subject on which
we will be permitted to vote this session.
It has, therefore, my wholehearted sup
port.
I particularly am happy to be able to
support legislation lowering the age at
which widows may receive survivors
benefits from 65 to 60. I also think it
is very important to continue survivors
benefits for the widowed mother of a
totally disabled child after the. child
reaches the age of 18.
The liberalization of unemployment
benefits for jobless railroad workers also
is a step which should have been taken
earlier. These, and other improvements
in the railroad retirement program, de
serve the strongest support of Congress.
I hope we will be able, in the future, to
apply some of these improvements to
other retirement and unemployment in
surance programs just as I hope we will
soon approve other needed changes in
the railroad retirement program.

Railroad Retirement Program
]EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF

HON. JOHN E. MOSS, JR.
OP CALIFOStNIA
IN TUE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Friday,July 30, 1954
Mr. MOSS. Mr. Speaker, on last Fri
day I voted for IH.R. 7840 to improve. pro-
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state and Foreign Commerce to be help.
ful to retired workers and their depend
ents. I want to pay tribute to the chair
man of the committee, Hon. CHARLEs A.
WOLVERTON, of New Jersey, and the en.
tire committee for reporting this bill for
consideration by the House of Repre
sentatives.
I am in full accord with the committee
that, regardless of the desirability of cer
tain proposals for the liberalization of
benefits under the Railroad Retirement
Act, no amendments to the law should
be made which would jeopardize the
financial soundness of the Railroad Re
tirement System. The Congress should
always adhere to this fundamental
principle.
Last year, Mr. Speaker, I introduced
H. R. 4171 In the House of Representa
tives. This bill was designed to repeal
the provisions of the Railroad Retire
ment Act amendments of 1951 that pro
hibited an increase in railroad retire
ment benefits to those persons who also
have coverage under the Social Secu
rity Act.
The Committee on interstate and For
eign Commerce held hearings on H. R.
356 and 17 similar bills, of which my bill
was one, and reported favorably on H. R.
356, providing for the repeal of section 7
of Public Law 234, retroactive to Octo
ber 30, 1951, the date it became effective.
This bill passed the House on July 2i.
1953, and passed the Senate on June 2,
1954. It was signed by President Eisen
hower on June 16, 1954, and is now Pub
lic Law 398 of the 83d Congress.

Railroad Retirement Anmeadment3
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
OF,

HO0N. WILLIAM C.WIAMPLER
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesdayj, August 4, 1954
Mr. WAMPLER. Mr. Speaker, on Fri
day last the House of Representatives by
a unanimous vote passed H. R. 7840, a bill
to amend the Railroad Retirement Act,
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act.
I voted in favor of this bill because I
felt there was a real need for its passage.
The very fact that there was not a single
dissenting vote against it is evidence of
the need for the legislation.
During my service in the House of
Representatives, I have received many
letters from retired railroad annuitants
and pensioners, active railroad workers,
and widows of railroad workers urging
that action be taken to improve certain
provisions under the railroad retirement
system and the railroad unemployment
insurance system.
Mr. Speaker, I felt that this bill, H. R.
7840, represented a sincere effort on the
part of the great Committee on Inter

Calendar No. 2249
83D

SENATE

CONGRESS

92d Session

REPORT

No. 2222

AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT,
THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT, AND THE
RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT

AUGUST 5, 1954.-Ordered to be printed

Mr.

COOPER,

from the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
submitted the following

REPORT
Together with the
MINORITY VIEWS OF MR. GOLDWATER
[To accompany H. R. 7840]

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, to whom was referred
the bill (H. R. 7840) to amend the Railroad Retirement Act, the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insur
ance Act, having considered the same, report favorably thereon with
out amendment and reconmmend that the bill do pass.
The changes which the bill would make in the Railroad Retirement
Act, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act may bd summarized as follows:
AMENDMENTS

TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT

1. Benefits to widows, dependent widowers, and dependent parents at
age 60
Under present law, an aged widow, dependent widower, or depend
ent parent is not eligible for a survivor annuity until age 65. The
reported bill provides for a reduction in the eligibility age to 60.
2. Benefits to widowed mothers with disabled children
Under present law, benefits are payable to a widowed mother under
-age 65 only if she has in her care a child of the deceased employee under
age 18. The child also is entitled to a benefit. Such benefits both
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to the widow and child cease when the child reaches 18 years of age.
,As stated above, under the provisions of the reported bill, a widow
without children would become eligible for an annuity at age 60.
The bill further provides that if the child has a permanent physical
or mental condition prior to reaching age 18 which made him totally
disabled, survivor benefits to the widowed mother and child would
be payable even though the child may be over 18 years of age.
3. Elimination of reduction in survivor benefits on account of railroad
retirement bene~fits in own right

Under present law, a widow, dependent widower, or dependent
parent who receives a survivor benefit, and who is eligible for a retire
ment annuity in his or her own right because such individual has had
railroad employment, would have the survivor benefit reduced by the
annuity to which such individual is entitled by reason* of his or her
own employment. Such individual cannot receive both amounts.
The bill provides that both annuities shall be payable without deduc
tion.

4. Increase in creditable compensation ?n the. calculation of annuities
Under present law, a retirement annuity, other than the minimum
annuity, is calculated on the basis of the individual's years of service
in the railroad industry and his average monthly compensation. No
more than $300 may be credited in any month.
The annuity is computed by multiplying an individual's years of
service by the following percentages of his monthly compensation:
2.76 percent of the first $50; 2.07 percent of the next $100; and 1.38
percent of the next $150.
The bill provides that compensation up to $350 a month shall be
credited. Hence, under the provisions of this bill, an individual's
annuity would be computed by multiplying his years of service by
the following percentages of his monthly compensation; 2.76 percent
of the first $50; 2.07 percent of the next $100; and 1.38 percent of the
next $200.
Under this provision for increasing the creditable compensation to
$350, individuals with an average monthly compensation in excess of
$300 would obtain higher benefits than are obtainable under present
law. In fact, an individual who will have had 30 years of service
and an average monthly compensation of $350 would obtain an in
crease in his monthly annuity of $20.70 over the maximum amount
that is payable under present law. Other examples of the effect of
the bill on the annuities of individuals who will retire with 30 years
service, of which, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 years of service at a monthly
compensation of $350 will have occurred after the enactment of this
bill, are shown in table 1, appearing On page 9.
Survivor benefits also would be increased in those cases where the
deceased employee will have had an average monthly compensation
in excess of $300.
6. Crediting of compensation earned after age 65

Under present law, compensation earned after retirement age is
used in computing an individual's retirement annuity, even though he
may have had lower earnings after age 65 which would operate to re
nuce his average monthly compensation and therefore reduce his an
duity. The reported bill provides that compensation earned after the
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individual has reached age 65 would be disregarded if the result of
taking such compensation into account would be to diminish his
annuity.
6. Disability work clause
Under present law, a disability annuitant who earns more than $75
in service for hire, or in self-employment, in each of any six consecutive
calendar months is deemed no longer disabled at the end of the 6
month period. The reported bill eliminates this test and provides
instead for the nonpayment of the annuity to a disability annuitant
with respect to any month in which be is paid more than $100 in
earnings from employment or self-employment.
7. Delegates to conventions
Under present law, the service of delegates to national or inter
national conventions of railway labor organizations is covered em
ployment under the act. These conventions frequently include dele
gates from units outside the railroad industry or outside the country
who have no other covered employment. The accumulation of these
trifling credits is of little if any value, particularly when compared
with the nuisance of recording them and collecting the taxes on them.
The reported bill excludes such service from coverage where the
individual has no other previous covered employment.
8. Benefits to children who do not attend school
Under present law, a child of a deceased employee under 18 and
over 16 years of age must attend school regularly if feasible in order
to be eligible for a survivor's annuity. The reported bill would strike
out the requirement that such a child must attend school in order to be
eligible for a survivor's benefit. This provision was placed in the law
originally because a similar provision was contained in the Social
Security Act. This provision has long since been stricken from the
Social Security Act, and it should be removed from the Railroad
Retirement Act.
9. Waiver of retirement benefits
The bill provides that any person entitled to an annuity or pen
sion under the Railroad Retirement Act may waive, in whole or
in part, such annuity or pension which would otherwise be due.
The purpose of the provision is to enable the annuitant or pensioner,
by waiving all or part of his railroad retirement benefit, to come within
the income limitations specified in the veterans' laws ($1,400 per year
if the recipient is unmarried and $2,700 per year if the recipient is
married or with minor children) and thereby qualify for a veteran's
non-service-connected pension. A similar provision is contained in
the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended by
Public Law 555, 82d Congress.
AmENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT

Benefits payable under the Railroad Retirement Act are presently
financed by a payroll tax of 6% percent on railroad employees and an
equal tax on their employers, payable on each employee's compensa
tion up to $300 a month, and by contributions from the Federal
Government on account of creditable military service.
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The bill would increase the tax base from $300 to $350 a month,
effective July 1, 1954, leaving the tax rate of 6% percent unchanged.
Compensation for service as a delegate to a national or international
convention of a railway labor organization, if such delegate has not
previously rendered service covered under the Railroad Retirement
Act, would be disregarded. As already noted, the bill would disqualify
such delegates for any benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act..
AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT

INSURANCE ACT

Benefits under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act are
payable to a qualified employee (1) for each day of un employment or
of sickness in excess of 7 in the first 14-day registration period of
unemployment or of sickness in a benefit year in which he has 7 or
more days of unemployment or of sickness and (2) for each day of
unemployment or of sickness in excess of 4 in any subsequent 14-day
registration period of unemployment or of sickness in the same benefit
year. Benefits may be paid for a maximum of 130 compensable days
mn a benefit year for each type of benefit.'
Under present law, an employee is qualified for unemployment or
sickness benefits in a benefit year if he is paid compensation' totaling
not less than $300 in a base year.' The daily benefit rate is deter
mnined by the employee's base-year compensation, in accordance with
Daily benefit
the following schedule:
rate
Base year compensation:
$300 to $474.99--------------------------------------------- $3. 00
3. 50
$475 to $749.99 --------------------------------------------4. 00
$750 to $999.99 --------------------------------------------4. 50
$1,000 to $1,299.99 -----------------------------------------5. 00
$1,300 to $1,599.99 -----------------------------------------5. 50
$1,600 to $1,999.99 -----------------------------------------6. 00
$2,000 to $2,499.99 -----------------------------------------6. 50
$2,500 to $2,999.99 -----------------------------------------7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99 -----------------------------------------7. 50
$3,500 and over ---------------------------------------------

Under the reported bill the daily benefit rate would be determined
by the employee's base year compensation in accordance with the
following schedue:
Daily benefit

rate
Base year compensation:
$400 to $499.99--------------------------------------------- $3. 50
4. 00
$500 to $749.99 --------------------------------------------4.50
$750 to $999.99 --------------------------------------------5.00
$1,000 to $1,299.99 -----------------------------------------5. 50
$1,300 to $1,599.99 -----------------------------------------6. 00
$1,600 to $1,999.99 -----------------------------------------6. 50
$2,000 to $2,499.99 -----------------------------------------7. 00
$2,500 to $2,999.99 -----------------------------------------7. 50
$3,000 to $3,499.99 -----------------------------------------8.00
$3,500 to $3,999.99 -----------------------------------------8. 50
$4,000 and over ---------------------------------------------

There is a further provision that if the daily benefit rate to which
an employee would be entitled under the above schedule would
amount to less than half of his daily rate of compensation for the
last employment in which he was engaged in the base year, his daily
tI A benefit year extends from July 1to the following June 30; the base year is the calendar year preceding
the beginning of the benefit year.
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benefit rate would be increased to half of such amount but not exceed
ing $8.50. Also, the total amount of benefits which may be paid to
an employee separately for unemployment or sickness within a benefit
year cannot exceed his total compensation in the base year.
The unemployment and sickness benefit programs under the Rail
road Unemp oyment Insurance Act are supported by contributions
collected by the Railroad Retirement Board from the employers alone
with respect to each employee in service. The contribution rate is
based on a sliding scale and is fixed for any 1 year in accordance with
the balance remaining in the unemployment insurance account as of
the close of business on -September 30 of the preceding year. The
contribution rate is applicable to the employee's compensation not in
excess of $300 for any calendar month.
The reported bill would increase the maximum compensation that
would be subject to contribution to $350 a month.
The schedule of contribution rates provided for in section 8 of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, as amended on June 23,
1948, is as follows:

The rate with re
spect to com
pensation paid
during the next
succeeding calen
If the balance to the credit of the railroad usemnployment insurance account as of the
dar year shall he:
close of business on Sept. 30 of any year, as determined by the Board, is:

$450,000,000 or more--------------------------------------- Y2percent.
$400,000,000 or more but less than $450,000,000 --------------- 1 percent.
$350,000,000 or more but less than $400,000,000 --------------- 1I percent.
$300,000,000 or more but less than $350,000,000 --------------- 2 percent.
$250,000,000 or more but less than $300,000,000 --------------- 2Y2 percent.
Less than $250,000,000 ------------------------------------- 3 percent.

Since the balance to the credit of the unemployment insurance
account has been in excess of $450 million from the time this amend
ment became effective on January 1, 1948, the rate of contribution
has been one-half of 1 percent since that time. The balance in'the
account as of March 1954, was approximately $627 million.
In accordance with the amendments proposed to be made in the
Railroad Retirement Act and the Railroad Retirement Tax Act with
respect to delegates attending a national or international convention
of a railway labor organization, the reported bill likewise exempts from
the provisions of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act such
delegates if they have not previously rendered service to an employer
as defined in that act.
BACKGROUND

This bill, as introduced, is a companion bill to S. 2930 which was
introduced in the Senate on February 11, 1954, and was the subject of

3 days of hearings on July 7, 14, and 19, 1954.
This bill is supported by the standard railway labor unions, in~
cluding the 4 train and engine service brotherhoods, and 19 organiza
tions affiliated with the Railway Labor Executives Association.
The four train and engine service brotherhoods are Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Enginiemren, Order of Railway Conductors, and Brotherhood of Rail
road Trainmen.
The organizations affiliated with the Railway Labor Executives'
Association are: Switchmen's Union of North America; the Order of
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Railroad Telegraphers; American Train Dispatchers Association;
Railway Employees' Department, A. F. of L.; International Brother
hood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, and
Helpers; Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of America; Sheet Metal
Workers International Association; International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers; International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers;
Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,
Express, and Station Employees; Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employees; Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America;
National Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots of America;
National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association; International
Longshoremen's Association; Hotel and Restaurant Employees' and
Bartenders International Union; Railroad Yardmasters of America;
and Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
This bill is opposed by pension groups and by the Association of
American Railroads.
Reports on S. 2930, the companion bill to H. R. 7840, were received
from the Railroad Retirement Board, the Bureau of the Budget, and
the Secretary of Labor. The Chairman and the labor member of the
Railroad Retirement Board take a position in favor of enactment of
this legislation, while the carrier member of the Board is opposed to it.
The Bureau of the Budget favors enactmnent of the bill with the excep
tion of the provision reducing the eligibility age of widows from 65 to
60 years of age.; The Secretary of Labor favors enactment of this
legislation provided there are reasonable safeguards excluding casual
workers from eligibility for unemployment insurance benefits.
The reports of these agencies are printed in the appendix to this
report.
NEED FOR LEGISLATION
RETIREMENT ACT BENEFITS

Benefits to widows, widowers, and dependent parents at age 60
The, committee was advised that there is dire need in the case of
many widows who had the misfortune of losing their husbands, with
consequent loss of income to them. Experience has shown that few
wvidows are fortunate enough to have employment at age 60. This
is especially true when a widow is about age 60 at the time of her
husband's death. A woman whose chief function in life has been to
take care of her family and home is hardly in a position to secure em
ploy-ment after she is 50 years of age, and her opportunities are fewer
still at age 60. The same conditions essentially exist with respect to
dependent widowers and parents.
The reported bill provides for a reduction in the eligibility age for
a widow without an eligible child, dependent widower, aind dependent
parent, who would be eligible to receive a survivor's annuity at age 60,
rather than at age 65.
The estimated cost of this provision is $23,500,000 a year, or 0.432
Ipercent of payroll on a level cost basis. The bill provides for the
adequate financing of this proposal.
Benefits to widowed mothers and (lisabled children
Another provision of the bill is designed to relieve the hardships
experienced by a number of surviving children over age 18 who are
not capable of self-support, and their mothers. At the present time,
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an annuity to a child ceases at age 18 whether or not he is capable of
self-support. This, in turn, results in a cessation of the annuity to
the child's mother, and causes great hardship for the widowed mother
and child.
Section 12 of the reported bill provides that a survivor's annuity
shall be paid to a disabled child, regardless of age, provided his physi
cal or mental condition is such that he is unable to engage in any
regular employment and provided further that such disability began
before age 18.
Under the bill, the widowed mother, having such child in her care,
would also be entitled to a widow's annuity so long as the child is
disabled and if she i otherwise qualified. Upon recovery from dis
ability after age 18, the child's annuity and the annuity of his mother
would terminate at the same time.
The estimated cost of this provision is $750,000 a year or 0.014
percent of payroll on a level cost basis. The bill provides for the
adequate financing of this proposal.
Disability work clause
Section 2 of the reported bill would eliminate the provision in the
present law which provides that a disability annuity ceases if the
annuitant earns more than $75 in each of 6 consecutive calendar
months.
This provision has proved to be very difficult to administer. The
bill proposes to substitute for it a limitation applicable to each month
on the amount of earnings that may be received without causing the
annuity for that month to be lost. Under this proposed clause, if
a disabled annuitant is paid more than $100 in any mionth in employ
ment for hire or in self-employment, his annuity would not be paid
for such month. The Railroad Retirement Board has estimated that
the substitution of this work clause for the present provision would
result in a net saving to the retirement account of $1,500,000 a year.
Increase in creditable and taxable compensation base for retirement
purposes
The bill proposes to amend the Railroad Retirement Act and the
Railroad Retirement Tax Act by increasing, for benefit and taxing
purposes, the maximum compensation from the present $300 to $350
a month.
Increasing the creditable compensation base from $300 to $350
would provide, of itself, higher retirement benefits and survivor bene
fits in the future for the almost two-thirds of the active railroad
workers who now earn in excess of $300 a month, since their annuities
would be based on a higher average monthly compensation. In the
future an increasing number of employees and their families will benefit
from this increase in the taxable base.
Since about 36 percent of all present employees do not earn more
than $300 a month, the increase in the tax base would not affect them,
because the existing tax rates have not been changed. The remaining
two-thirds would pay the employee tax beginning July 1, 1954, on the
increase from $300 to $350 per month in the taxable base. The total
taxable payroll would be increased by about 9 percent or $450 million
a year, and retirement-tax collections by about $56 million a year.
This amendment would of itself result in increased benefits which
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would cost approximately $31 million a year-$25 million under the'
retirement and $6 million under the survivor provisions.
The $31 million increase in retirement and survivor benefits result
ing from the proposed increase in the creditable base, plus the addi
tional cost for other Retirement Act amendments included in the bill,
including the savings from the change in the disability work clause.
would total approximately $54 million. The $56 million additional
revenue would more than pay for all the increased benaefits provided
for in the bill.
When the $300 limit on the creditable and taxable compensation
base was established in 1937, 98 percent of the number of railroad
employees were earning no more than $300 a month. Also, 98 per
cent of the total railroad payroll was creditable and taxable under the'
$300 limitation in effect without change during the past 18 years,
Since 1937, wage rates have more than doubled. The average annual
earnings per railroad employee in 1937 was $1,780; in 1953, it was.
$4,400. As a result, at the present time, only 36 percent of the'
employees are earning $300 a month or less, and only 80 percent of
the payroll is creditable and taxable under the $300 limitation now
in the law.
Even with the proposed increase in the creditable and taxable com
pensation to $350 a month, only 88 percent of the payroll would be'
taxable compared with 98 percent 18 years ago. In other words, the
proposed increase in compensation to $350 would still apply to a
smaller percentage of the total payroll than was the case in 1937.
The $300 per month ceiling on creditable and taxable compensation
for railroad retirement purposes has been recognized as out of date by
many railroad companies for a number of years, as evidenced by the
fact that they have established supplemental plans covering theirofficials and employees who regularly earn salaries higher than that
amount. As long as 5 years ago the Railroad Retirement Board had
knowledge of 53 such supplementary plans and made a study of
them. There are undoubtedly a considerable number that have since
been established.
The employee who pays the tax on the additional monthly compen
sation in excess of $300 but not in excess of $350, as proposed in the
bill, would be adequately compensated by the increased benefits
resulting from crediting the additional compensation, there is testi
mony that he would receive $3 for each $1 in taxes paid by reason of
this provision in the bill.
The effect of increasing the creditable and taxable base to $350 on
employees' annuities is illustrated by the following table.
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TABLE 1.-Effect of increasing creditable and taxable base to $350 per month on

employees retiring on full annuities after 30 years of service, assuming all set vice
after increase in base to be at $350
Yasof service
Yasannuity

Average monthly compensation
before increase in base

Increase in monthly

__ __
______ -__
__ __ __

Beoe
befoe
bnrase

0--------------------------------$200 --------------------------- 1
$250 -----------------------------$300 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
$200 --------------------------- 1
$250 -----------------------------$300
-- - - - -- - - - -- - - 
$200----------------------------1
$250 --------------------------- 1
$200---------------------------I
$$22050---------------------------------$300-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
$200 --------------------------- 1
$280-------------------------7---- 1
$300-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

-__

__ __

Atrtaxes
bafter
Per
Per
bnrase
month
year
incraseincrasement

Increase in
aggregate
Increase in

benefits

aggregate
for life
to date expectancy
of retirement of 123.4years
after retire

0

30

$20. 70

$248. 40

$1,126.80

$3,105.00

5

25

17.25

207.00

939.00

2,587.50

1
2

20

13.80

165.60

751.20

2,070.00

1

15

10.35

124. 20

563.40

1,552.50

20

10

6.00

82.80

375.60

1,035.00

25

5

3.45

41.40

187.80

517.80

Source: Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representativesi
83d Cong., 2d sess., on H. R. 7840, a bill to amend the Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, p. 58.

Moreover, as already indicated, the increase in creditable monthly
compensation from $300 to $350 would also operate to increase sur
vivor benefits.
The additional revenue, to be collected from the carriers under the

proposed amendment to increase the tax base, would amount to $28

million a year on a level cost basis. However, a very substantial
percentage of this amount will be offset by an automatic adjustment
in the Federal income tax payable by the carriers. Assuming that
the Federal income-tax rate on corporations will not change greatly
from the present rate, the additional $28 million, which it is estimated
they would have to pay under the proposed amendment, would be
offset to the extent of approximately 50 percent by reductions in their
corporate income-tax payments. Furthermore, an additional amount
would be saved by reductions in their supplemental pension plans.
It is also important to note that the proposed increase in the com
pensation base to $350 a month would be in conformity with the
President's recommendation for an increase in the creditable and
taxable wage base from $3,600 to $4,200 a year under the old-age and
survivors insurance program. The House of Representatives, on
June 1,1954, did adopt the Presiden~t's recommendation in this respect
when it passed H. R. 9366, a bill to amend the Social Security Act and
the Internal Revenue Code, etc. This bill is now pending before the
Senate.
Other Retirement Act chaznges in the bill
The other amendments to the Railroad Retirement Act provided
for in the bill, namely, disregarding compensation after age 65, if such
compensation would reduce an individual's annuity, the elimination
of the reduction in a survivor's benefit if the individual is also entitled
to 'a railroad retirement benefit in his own right, the elimination of
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national delegate service, providing benefits to children who do not
attend school, and the waiver of retirement benefits for individuals
who desire to qualify for a veteran's non-service-connected disability
pension are of relatively minor importance. The combined cost of
these items would be $80,000 a year, or 0.001 percent of payroll on a
level cost basis.

Cost of benefits provided under the Railroad Act as it would be amended
by this bill
The cost of benefits payable under the Railroad Retirement Act as
it would be amended by the reported bill is shown in the following
table:
TABLE, 2.-Annual cost and level rate required to support the Railroad Retirement
Act as revised by proposed amendment (assumes level annual payroll of
$5,450,000,000 on basis of $350 monthly compensation ceiling)
Benefit provision

Annual dollar
cost (in
thousands)

Level cost

1. Railroad retirement benefit under present act---------------------------$670, 100
2. Change limit on creditable eamnings from $300 to $350 a month -------------31,000

12.303
.569

A. Retirement benefits -------------------------------------------25,000
B. Survivor benefits (including residual lnmp sum)-------------------6,000
3.Reduce eligibility age for widows and parents from 65 to 60----------------23, 500
4. Change in disability work clause provision to $100 per month (as accrued)-(1,500)
5. Survivor benefits continued to young widow and dependent disabled child
past age 18 ---------------------------------------------------------750
6. Disregarding compensation af ter age 65 if use of such compensation would
reduce annuity------------------------------------------------------50
7. Elimination of reduction in survivor benefits on account of railroad retire
ment benefit in own right---------------------------------------------20
8. Elimination of national delegate service where other railroad service is not
creditable-----------------------------------------------------------10

.459
.110
.432
- (. 028)

Net levelirate-----------------------------------------------------

724,330

.014

.001
13. 290

Source: Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives,
83d Cong., 2d sess., on H. R. 7840. p. 29.

The above table shows that under the present Railroad Retirement
Act, benefits cost $670.5 million per year. The estimated level tax
rate required to support these benefits is 12.3 percent, assuming a
level annual payroll of $5,450 million, based on a $350 monthly ceiling
as proposed in the bill. (The estimated level tax rate required to
support these benefits under present law, assuming a level annual
payroll of $5 billion, based on a $300 monthly ceiling, is 13.41 percent
of payroll.) This table, however, does not include the additional cost
of benefits provided for in Public Law 398, approved June 16, 1954,
which was estimated at an earlier hearing to be $7.5 million a year,
or 0.15 percent of payroll, on a level cost basis.
The amendments proposed by H. R. 7840 would increase the ceiling
on taxable payroll from $300 to $350 per month, thereby adding $450
million to the total taxable payroll, $56 mnillion to the taxes under
the existing schedule of tax rates and $54 million to the benefit costs.
The overall effect of the amendments to the Railroad Retirement
Act proposed by this bill, including the effect of Public Law 398 of
the 83d Congress, would be to increase the benefit costs to approxi
mately $732 million a year on a level cost basis. This is equivalent
to a tax rate of 13.4 percent of covered payroll based on a maximum
taxable compensation of $350 per month.
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BENEFITS

The bill proposes to amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act so as to increase the maximum monthly compensation for both
benefit and employer contribution purposes from the present $300
a month to $350 a month.
The increase in the contribution base to $350 a month would increase
the taxable payroll by approximately 9 percent. At the current
contribution rate for unemployment insurance of 0.5 percent, the
effect of increasing the tax base would be to- add approximately
$2% million a year to the contributions paid by t~he railroads. Thi
additional payment will continue for several years and will' increase
in amount as the contribution rate increases in the future. The car
rier mnember of the Railroad Retirement Board has estimated that
over the long run the additional cost to the carriers will average
$26 million a year.
It has been the uniform policy of the Congress, since the establish
ment of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, to use the same
base year earnings for benefit and contribution purposes under this
law as under the Railroad Retirement Act. This policy has great
advantage in simplifying the administration of the two acts. There
is no logical reason why there should be a different base for one act
than for the other.
The provision in the reported bill that the daily benefit rate shall
be not less than half of the employee's last daily wage rate payable
to him in the last position he held in the base year, with a maximum
of $8.50 per day, is consistent with the recent recommendation regard
ing the Federal-State unemployment insurance systems made by the
.President in his Economic Report to the Congress, dated January 28,
1954, wherein he urged that such unemployment insurance systems
be improved and expanded and that the effectiveness of the unem
plomen
inurace rogambe strengthened. The President sug
gesed
hattheStaes ais te dollar maximums payable under their
unemloyentinsrane sstems "so that the payments to the great
majrit
ofthebenficares may equal at least half their regular
earnings."
At the present time railroad unemployment and sickness. benefits
are approximately 40 percent of the average railroad weekly wages.
Your committee believes that these benefits shoukl he closer to 50
percent of the average weekly wages, as provided for in the bill. This
would make the benefits payable under the railroad unemployment
insurance system conform more nearly to the recommendations made
by the President for the improvement of State unemployment insur
ance systems.
The benefit program under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act is financed by contributions made by the employers alone, and
the contributions are made with respect to each employee's monthly
compensation not in excess of $300. This $300 limit was fixed in 1937.
Since then, average railroad wages have more than doubled. .Hence,
even under the increase in the contribution base to $350 a month, as
proposed in the bill, a smaller percentage of the total wages paid in
the railroad industry will be subject to unemployment insurance con
tributions than was the case in 1937.
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The contribution rate with respect to each employee's monthly
compensation is based on a sliding scale. The rate varies according
to the balance in the railroad unemployment insurance account as
shown in the following schedule:

The rate with re
spect to com
pensation
paid
during the next
succeeding
calIf the balance to the credit of the railroad unemployment insurance account as of the
endar year shall
close of business on Sept. 30 of any year, aa determined by tbe Board, is:
be:

$450,000,000 or more------------------------------------- Y2 percent.
$400,000,000 or more but less than $450,000,000 --------------- 1 percent.
$350,000,000 or more but less than $400,000,000 --------------- 1Y/2 percent.
$300,000,000 or more but less than $350,000,000 --------------- 2 percent.
$250,000,000 or more but less than $300,000,000 --------------- 2Y2 percent.
Less than $250,000,000 ----------------------------------- 3 percent.

The minimum contribution rate is 0.5 percent of compensation; the
maximum is 3 percent of compensation. The reported bill makes no
change in the above schedule.
Since January 1, 1948, when the above schedule became effective,
the carriers have contributed at the minimum rate of 0.5 percent each
year because the balance in the unemployment insurance account has
exceeded $450 million in each year. Prior to 1948, the contribution
rate paid by the railroads was 3 percent of payroll, exclusive of
amounts paid to any employee in excess of $300 a month.
The annual contributions made by the railroads under the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act since 1945 have been as follows:
Contributions
Fiscal year:
1945-46--------------------------------------------- $129,058,585
1946-47 --------------------------------------------141, 770, 293
1947-48 --------------------------------------------145, 124, 181
1948-49----------------------------------------------87,010
1949-50 -------------------------------------------------

16, 180, 861

1950-51----------------------------------------------

24, 411, 957

1951-52 ------------------------------------------------1952-53 -------------------------------------------------

25, 689, 321
25, 056, 674

Source: Railroad Retirement Beard Annual Report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1953, table A-2,
p.87.

During the 5-year period from July 1, 1948, to June 30, 1953, the
total contributions. made by the carriers amounted to $91,425,823, or
only 63 percent of the contributions made for the single fiscal year
July 1, 1947, to June 30, 1948.
The Railroad Retirement Board has advised that the balance in the
unemployment insurance account, plus the current income to the
account, will be sufficient to pay all unemployment and sickness
benefits provided for under present law and still maintain the contribu
tion rate of 0.5 percent up to January 1, 1958, or January 1, 1959,
when it would become necessary to increase the contribution rate to 1
percent. The Board has further advised that the amendments to the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act proposed bv the bill would
cause the contribution rate to increase to 1 percent in January 1957
and possibly not before January 1958.
In contrast with the railroad contribution rate of 0.5 percent which
has been paid since January 1, 1948, employers covered under State
unemployment insurance laws now pay an average rate of approxi
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mately 1.5 percent to the States and 0.3 percent to the Federal Gov
ernment. Rates for employers under State laws, including the
0.3-percent Federal tax, are compared with rates payable under the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act since 1948, mn the following
tabulation:
Contribution rate
Year

State
laws,
average

1948-------------------------------------------------------------------1949 ----------------------------------------------------------1950 -------------------------------------------------------------------1951-------------------------------------------------------------------1952--------------------------------------------------------------------

----

RUlA

1.54
1.61
1.80
1.88
1.75

0.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

Source: Report of the Railroad Retirement Board to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
on H1.B. 7840, Mar. 5,1954.

Your committee believes that the amendments to the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act proposed in the reported bill are
consistent with the President's recommendations for improving the
Federal-State unemployment insurance systems, are equitable and
just, and should be adopted.
Your committee urges the prompt passage of the reported bill.
SECTION-BY-SECTION EXPLANATION

OF THE COMMITTEE BILL

Section 1. Compensation of delegates to railway labor conventions
This section amends section 1 (h) of the Railroad Retirement Act
(which defines the term "compensation") to provide that compensa
tion for service by an individual as a delegate to a convention of a
national railway labor organization shall be disregarded, in determin
ing his eligibility for benefits under that act and the amount of such
benefits, if hehas no previous service creditable under tbat act. Under
existing law, delegates to these conventions are covered by the taxing
and benefit provisions of the railroad retirement and unemployment
insurance systems. Many of these delegates, including those from
Canada and those representing lodges or other units in outside, indus
tries, have no other service creditable under the Railroad Retirement
Act. Service as a delegate occurs only once in several years and does
not last for more than a month or so at a time, with the certain result
that those delegates with no other creditable service will never acquire
the 120 months of service credit now required for eligibility under
the Railroad Retirement Act. It is almost equally certain that in
the large majority of cases these delegates' services will be insufficient
to provide the required quarters of coverage for eligibility under the
Social Security Act at retirement or death.
The amendment made by this section would apply only to compen
sation (for service as a delegate) received on or after April 1, 1954
and would have no effect on earlier delegate service, in order to avoid
the necessity of making small refunds of taxes heretofore paid by such
delegates. To provide for refunds for the earlier periods woul not
be practicable because the administrative cost to the Board and to
the labor organizations would be considerably more than the refunds.
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Sections 2 and S. Disability work clause
Section 2 of the bill eliminates from the last paragraph of section
2 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act the provision which establishes,
in the case of a disability annuitant, a presumption of recovery
from disability whenever such annuitant earns more than $75 (in
service for hire or in self-employment) in each of any six consecutive
calendar months. The purpose of this provision has been widely
misunderstood, and the provision itself has proved very difficult to
administer.
To remedy the situation and still provide a practical disability or
retirement test, the present test is eliminated and section 3 of the bill
adds to section 2 (d) of the Railroad Retirement Act a new paragraph
providing a month-to-month work clause under which a disability
annuitant would not be paid his annuity for any month in which
he receives more than $100 in earnings from employment or selfemployment of any form. The following illustrates how the new work
clause would operate:
If the disability annuitant receives more than $100 in a particular
month, whether from employment for hire or from self-employment,
he will be presumed to have earned that amount in that month unless
there is evidence that definite or ascertainable parts of the total sum
received represent earnings accrued in earlier months. If any such
accrual for any such earlier month is in excess of $100, the annuity
would not be payable for that month either. On the other hand, if
upon the breakdown of the total sum received and the allocation of
specific parts to the eailier months in which they accrued there is
no month having accrued in it more than $100, no reduction would be

made for any month.

In determining the amount of these accruals, in self-employment
cases, only net accruals would be coun ted; expenses or losses incurred
in connection with the earning of the self-employment income would,
of course, be deducted (since it is only "earnings" which would cause
a deduction), attributing such expenses or losses to the months with
respect to which they were incurred.
The provision, in disability cases, for loss of an additional amount
equal to the amount of the annuity for any month with respect to
which no report was made to the Board as required, is patterned
after a similar provision in the Social Security Act, and is intended to
have the same general effect. If, for example, a disability annuitant
had accrued earnings of more than $100 in each month between
April and October, inclusive, he will for 7 months have received
annuities to which he was not entitled. Assuming the annuity was
$100 a month, the Board would require him to repay the $700 over
payment either by deductions from later benefits or otherwise. In
addition, the Board would make a deduction of 1 month's annuity
from any later annuities due him if he fails to report these accruals
before accepting his annuity check dated July 1 (which would be for
June, the second month following April), even though he does not make
the report until December or does not make it at all. Limiting the
penalty for failure to report to 1 month's annuity would apply in. this
case only because it is his first failure to report. If, however, the same
individual should return to work (in employment or self-employment
paying in excess of $100 a month) for the same 7 months of the next
year, with the Board continuing to pay the annuity for these months,
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he will have again been overpaid $700 in annuities as he was the year
before, but if he should again fail to make the required report, the
Board would not only recover the overpayment of the annuities
but would. have to make a deduction -from annuities later due the
employee in an amount equal to the total of the annuities for the 7
months with respect to which he failed to make the report.
Individuals whose annuities have been terminated under the present
law because they earned more than $75 a month for 6 consecutive
months will have their annuities restored, if they are still actually
disabled, effective on the first day of the first month after the month
in which the bill is enacted, but subject thereafter to the new work
clause.
Sections 4, 6, and 6.

Increase in earnings base

Section 4 amends section 3 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act so as
to increase from $300 to $350 the maximum amount of monthly com
pensation which may be used in the computation of annuities. The
percentages of the monthly compensation to be multiplied by the years
of service in making such computation would not be changed.
Section 5 amends section 3 (b) (1) of the Railroad Retirement Act
so as to conform to the increase effected by section 4 of the bill.
The first part of section 6 amends section 3 (c) of the Railroad
Retirement Act so as to increase from $300 to $350, in conformity
with the increase effected by section 4 of the bill, the amount of
compensation earned in a month which may be taken into account in
determining monthly compensation for periods after June 30, 1954.
Section 6. Compensation earned after attainingage 65

The second part of section 6 adds at the end of section 3 (c) of the
Railroad Retirement Act a new sentence which would exclude (in
determining average monthly compensation) earnings and service
acquired after the calendar year in which an individual attains age
65, but only if such exclusion would result in a larger average monthly
compensation. Under this amendment, service after the year in
which age 65 is attained would still be included in the years of service
used in computing thie annuity but not in determining the average
monthly compensation.
Section 7. Mfinimum benefits based on social-security-benefit levels

This section is included in the bill because of the effect of section 8
(discussed below), which would permit payment to an employee's
widow, dependent widower, or dependent parent of a survivor annuity
at age 60, rather than at age 65 as at present, and because of the
effect of section 12 (discussed below), which would provide for the
payment of a child's annuity after age 18 if the child is totally and
permanently disabled and for the payment of a widow's current
insurance annuity to the child's mother, because of having the child in
her care, if she is otherwise entitled to such annuity. At the present
.time, more than 50 percent of the survivor benefits are higher, because
of the application (under the so-called social-security-minimum pro
vision) of the formulas of the Social Security Act, than would be
payable under the Railroad Retirement Act if the regular computation
formulas were used. The provision for the overall social-security
minimum makes certain that any survivor annuity which is lower
than a social-security benefit under the same circumstances is paid
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at the higher rate. The Social Security Act, however, has no corre
sponding provision for the payment of survivor annuities before age
65 or for the payment of a child's annuity after age 18. In order to
conform the minimum amounts of the annuities in these newly covered
cases to the amounts payable under the Social Security Act at age 65
or, in the case of a child (and the mother who has the child in her care),
before age 18, section 7 of the bill would provide that, in the applica
tion of the social-security minimum provision, the annuity of a widow,
widower, or parent at age 60 is to be computed as if the beneficiary
were age 65, and the annuity of a child after age 18 and of his mother,
based on her care of the child, is to be computed as though the child
were under 18.
Section 8. Reduction in eligibilityage for widows, widowers, and parents
Section 5 (a) of the Railroad Retirement Act now provides for the
payment of annuities to widows and widowers at age 65, and section
5 (d) of that act provides for the payment of annuities to dependent
parents at age 65. The amendments made by section 8 of the bill to
such sections would reduce the eligibility age from 65 to 60 for widows,
dependent widowers, and parents. The changes in section 5 (f) (2) of
the act necessitated by these amendments are made by section 9 of
the bill.
Section 9. Residual lump sum death benefits
The provisions of section 5 (f) (2) of the Railroad Retirement Act,
relating to the payment of residual lump-sum death benefits, would be
amended by section 9 of the bill to conform to the other amendments
in the bill which reduce the eligibility age for survivor benefits and
provide for the crediting of compensation up to $350 a month. The
amendments made by this section would require the election to obtain
the lump-sum residual benefit (in lieu of the future monthly survivor
benefits) to be made before age 60, instead of age 65, if the future
monthly survivor benefits are payable under the Railroad Retirement
Act. However, when the future monthly survivor benefits are Pa 
able under the Social Security Act the election, as before, can still be
made at any time before attaining age 65.
Section 10. Elimination oj restrictionon double annuities
Tliis section strikes but the last sentence of section 5 (g) (2) of the
Railroad Retirement Act, which contains a limitation upon the right
of a widow, dependent widower, or dependent parent to receive a
survivor annuity under the Railroad Retirement Act in addition to a
retirement annuity under that act. Under the amendment made by
this section, instead of having his or her survivor annuity reduced by
the amount of his or her railroad retirement annuity, as is required by
the present law, the widow, widower, or parent would receive both
annuities without reduction.
Section 11. Repeal of provision requiring school attendance for child's
benefits
This section would eliminate section 5 (i) (1) (iii) of the Railroad
Retirement Act, which requires school attendance by children over
age 16 and under age 18 as a condition to receiving survivor benefits.
This provision was included in the Railroad Retirement Act because
of its inclusion, originally, in the Social Security Act. The correspond
ing provision has now been eliminated from the Social Security Act and
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hence the only reason for its inclusion in the Retirement Act has
disappeared.
Section 12. Benefits for disabled children over age 18
This section would amend section 5 (1)(1) (ii) of the Railroad Retire
ment Act, which provides the conditions under which an annuity may
be paid to a child. One of these conditions is that the child must be
less than 18 years of age. This amendment would provide a survivor
annuity to a child over age 18 if he is incapable of self-support because
of a permanent disability. Under this provision a child under age
18 would receive the child's benefit regardless of disability; that is,
no proof of disability would be required before age 18, assuming, of
course, that the child is otherwise entitled to the survivor annuity.
To continue to be eligible for the annuity after age 18, however,
proof of disability would be required. As a condition of eligibility
for this disability annuity, the amendment would require the disability
to have begun before age 18, although the annuity itself could be
applied for and could begin later. The disability annuity for the
child would be payable for as long as the Board finds that his disability
continues, and the annuity of the child's mother, based on her care of
the child, would also be payable as long as the child's annuity con
tinues and she remains otherwise entitled to a widow's current insur
ance annuity.
Sections 13 and 14. Increase in earnings base for purposes of survivors'
benefits
Sections 5 (1) (9) and 5 (1) (10) of the Railroad Retirement Act
provide the formulas for determining the "average monthly remunera
tion" and the "basic amount", respectively, for the purpose of com
puting survivor benefits under the act. Sections 13 and 14 of the
bill would amend these formulas in order to conform to the increase
effected by the other provisions of the bill in the maximum creditable
compensation from $300 to $350 a month.
Section 15. Waiver of annuities and pensions
This section would add a new section 20 to the Railroad Retirement
Act for the purpose of permitting an annuitant or pensioner to waive
his annuity or pension in whole or in part. The effect of such waiver
would be to reduce the total annual income of the annuitant or pen
sioner and thus (by bringing his total income within the applicable
limitations) to provide eligibility for a benefit from the VeteransAdministration. Such waiver, however, would have no effect on the
amount of any spouse's or survivor's annuity, or on the amount of
any residual benefit under section 5 (f) (2) of the act.
Sections 201 to 204. Increase in earnings basefor tax purposes
The change in the maximum compensation from $300 to $350 a
month, effected by the preceding sections of the bill for the purposes
of the Railroad Retirement Act, is paralleled by, the amendments
made by sections 201, 202, 203, and 204 of the bill to sections 1500,
1501, 1510, and 1520, respectively, of the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act. Under these amendments the employee tax, the employee
representative tax, and the employer tax would apply to as much as
$350 of compensation in any month, rather than only to $300 as is
now the case.
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Section 205. Tax on compensation of delegates to railway laborconventions
This section would amend section 1532 of the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act so as to exclude from taxation the compensation, for service
as a delegate to a national or international convention df a railway
labor organization, of any person who has no other previous creditable
service, and would make the Tax Act conform to the Retirement Act
in this respect.
Section 301. Unemployment insurance in case of delegates to railway
labor conventions
This section would amend subsection (g) of section 1 of the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act with respect to delegates to national
or international conventions of railway labor organizations inl the
same way that the Retirement Act and Tax Act are amended by
sections already discussed.
Section 302. Increase in earnings base for unemployment insurance
purposes
The change in the maximum compensation from $300 to $350 a
month, effected by the previous sections of the bill for the purposes
of the Railroad Retirement Act and the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act, is paralleled by the changes made by sections 302, 305, and
306 of the bill, which amend (for credit and contribution purposes)
sections 1 (i), 8 (a), and 8 (b), respectively, of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act.
Section 303. Limitation on eligibility for unemployment insurance
benefits
This section would conform the definitions of "qualified employee"
and "subsidiary remuneration" (in the Railroad Unemployment In
surance Act) to the changes made by section 304 of the bill and would
provide that unemployment and sickness benefits are not payable to
anyone whose base-year earnings are less than $400.
Section 304. Daily benefit rates
This section would amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act by changing the table of daily benefit rates and qualifying amounts
of earnings in the base year so that such rates and amounts will begin
with $3.50 and $400, respectively, with graduations in the daily
benefit rates in steps of 50 cents to a maximum of $8.50 based on
successively greater qualifying amounts within a range of $400 to
$4,000 and over. In addition, this section would pOvide an overall
minimum daily benefit rate of one-half of the daiy-y rate of the em
ployee's compensation for his last railroad employment in the base
year, but in no event to exceed a daily be~nefit. rate of $8.50. The
daily rate of compensation for these minimum purposes is to be
determined by the Railroad Retirement Board on the basis of informa
tion which the Board may receive from either the employee or his
employer, or both. This section also imposes a limitation on befiefits
in terms of the employee's base-year compensation. His total bene
fitsfordaynemloyentin
of
a benefit year may not exceed his
baseyearcompnsaton.Likewise, his total benefits for days of
sicnes,
ohertha das f sickness in a maternity period, may not
exceed hi
ase-year compensation. Finally, the employee's total
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benefits in a maternity period may not exceed her base-year compensa
tion in the base year on the basis of which she qualified for benefits;
usually this will be the base year for the benefit year in which the
maternity period began, but if she did not have the necessary qualify
ing earnings in that base year, and was held entitled to some beefits
in the maternity period on the basis of her compensation in the
succeeding base year, it is the compensation in the latter year which
sets the limit on the amount of benefits she may receive. It is possible
for an employee to receive benefits in two maternity periods during
the same benefit year. In such cases, the new proviso is applied to
each maternity period separately; that is, the employee's total bene
fits in each maternity period may not exceed her base-year compensa
tion in the base year on the basis of which she qualified for benefits
in that maternity period. The proviso does not relate to the combined
benefits for the two maternity periods in which an employee may
receive benefits during the same benefit year.
Sections 305 and306. Increase in earningqsbase for unemployment insur
ance purposes
For comments on sections 305 and 306, see the discussion above on

section 302.

Sections 401 to 406. Effective dates
Sections 401 through 403 provide the effective dates for most of the

provisions of the bill and need no further comment.
Section 404 would provide for the reinstatement of a disability
annuity which has been terminated under the present law because
the annuitant earned more than $75 a month in each of 6 consecutive
calendar months, if he is still in fact disabled. In order to prevent
the applicability of the "last person"~provision in section 2 (d) of the
Railroad Retirement Act to any employment for the person by whom
the annuitant was employed before the annuity was reinstated, this
section also provides that for this purpose the annuity shall not be
considered to have ceased.
Section 405 would make the provisions of section 6 of the bill (per
mitting the exclusion of service after age 65 where its inclusion would
reduce the average monthly compensation) retroactive to November 1,
1951, but would also provide that an award of an increase in benefits,
based on the amendment, will be made only upon application.
Section 406 would make the provisions of section 10 af the bill (per
mitting a widow, widower, or parent to receive a survivor an-nuity
without reduction on account of his or her railroad retirement annuity)
effective as to annuities accruing, and as to annuities awarded, on and
after the first day of the first calendar month after the month of en
actment.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In accordance with subsection (4) of rule XXIX of the
Rules of the Senate, the changes made in existing law are
follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed
brackets, new matter is printed in italics, existing law in
change is proposed is shown in roman):

Standing
shown as
in black
which no
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RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1937, AS AMENDED
DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1.

For the purposes of this Act

(a)***

(h) The term "compensation" means any form of money remuneration paid
to an individual for services rendered as an employee to one or more employers,
or as an employee representative, including remuneration paid for time lost as
an employee, but remuneration paid for time lost shall be deemed earned in the
month in which such time is lost. Such term does not include tips, or the volun
tary payment by an employer, without deduction from the remuneration of the
employee, of any tax now or hereafter imposed with respect to the compensation
of such employee. For the purposes of determining monthly compensation and
years of service and for the purposes of subsections (a), (c), and (d) of section 2
and subsection (a) of section 5 of this Act, compensation earned in the service
of a local lodge or division of a railway-labor-organization employer shall be
disregarded with respect to any calendar month if the amount thereof is less than
$3 and (1) such compensation is earned between December 31, 1936, and April 1,
1940, and taxes thereon pursuant to sections 2 (a) and 3 (a) of the Carriers Taxing
Act of 1937 or sections 1500 and 1520 of the Internal Revenue Code are not
paid prior to July 1, 1940; or (2) such compensation is earned after March 31,
1940. A payment made by an employer to an individual through the employer's
payroll shall be presumed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to be com
pensation for service rendered by such individual as an employee of the employer
in the period with respect to which the payment is made. An employee shall be
deemed to be paid, "for time lost" the amount he is paid by an employer with
respect to an identifiable period of absence from the active service of the employer,
including absence on account of personal injury, and the amount he is paid by
the employer for loss of earnings resulting from his displacement to a less remuner
ative position or occupation. If a payment is made by an employer with respect
to a personal injury and includes pay for time lost, the total payment shall be
deemed to be paid for time lost unless, at the time of payment, a part of such
payment is specifically apportioned to factors other than time lost, in which event
only such part of the payment as is not so apportioned shall be deemed to be paid
for time lost. Compensation earned in any calendar month before 1947 shall be
deemed paid in such month regardless of whether or when payment will have been

in fact made, and compensation earned in any calendar year after 1946 but paid
after the end of such calendar year shall be deemed to be compensation paid in
the calendar year in which it will have been earned if it is so reported by the
employer before February 1 of the next succeeding calendar year, or, if the em
ployee establishes, subject to the provisions of section 5, the period during which
such compensation will have been earned. In determining the monthly compensa
tion, the average monthly remuneration, and quarters of coverage of any employee,
there shall be attributable as compensation paid to him in each calendar month
in which he is in military service creditable under section 4 the amount of $160
in addition to the compensation, if any, paid to him with respect to such month.
Compensation for service as a delegate to a national or internationalconvention of a
railway labor organizationdefined as an "employer" in subsection (a) of this section
shall be disregardedfor purposes of determining eligibility for and the amount of
benefits pursuantto this Act if the individual rendering such service has not previously
rendered service, other than as such a delegate, which may be included in his "years
of service".

ANNUITIES

SEC. 2. (a)

**

Such satisfactory proof shall be made from time to time, as prescribed by the
Board, of the disability provided for in paragraph 4 or 5 and of the continuance of
such disability (according to the standards applied in the establishment of such
disability) until the employee attains the age of sixty-five. If the individual fails
to comply with the requirements prescribed by the Board as to proof of the con
tinuance of the disahility until he attains the age of sixty-five years, his right to an
annuity by reason of such disability shall, except for good cause shown to the
Board, cease, but without prejudice to his rights to any subsequent annuity to
which he may be entitled. If before attaining the age of sixty-five an employee in
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receipt of an annuity under paragraph 4 or 5 is found by the Board to be no longer
disabled as provided in said paragraphs his annuity shall cease upon the last day
of the month in which he ceases to be so disabled. [An employee, in receipt of
such annuity, who earns more than $75 in service for hire, or in self-employment,
in each.of any six consecutive calendar months, shall be deemed to cease to be so
disabled in the last of such six months; and such employee shall report to the Board
immediatelyvall such service for hire, or such self-employment.] If after cessation
of his disability annuity the employee will have acquired additional years of service
such additional years of service may be credited to him with the same effect as if
no-annuity had previously been awarded to him.
(d) No annuity shall be paid with respect to any month in which an individual
in receipt of an annuity hereunder shall render compensated service to an employer
or to the last person by whom he was employed prior to the date on which the
annuity began to accrue. Individuals receiving annuities shall report to the
Board immediately all such compensated service.
No annuity under paragraph (4) or (5) of subsection (a) of this section shall be
paid to an individual with respect to any month in which the individual is under age
sixty-five and is paid more than $100 in earningsfrom employment or self-employ
ment of any form: Provided That,for purposes of this paragraph,if a payment in any
one calendar month is for accruals in more than one calendar month, such payment
shall be deemed to have been paid in each of the monthb in which accrued to the extent
accrued in such month. Any such individual under the age of sixty-five shall report
to the Board any such payment of earnings for such employment or self-employment
before receipt and acceplance of an annuity for the second month following the month
oj such payment. A deduction shall be imposed, with respect to any such individual
who fails to make such report, in the annuity or annuities otherwise due the individual
of an amount equal to the amount of the annuity for each month in which he is paid
such earnings in such employment or self-employment, except that the first deduction
imposed pursuant to this sentence shall in no case exceed an amount equal to the
amount of the annuity otherwise due for the first month with respect to which the
deduction is imposed.
COMPUTATION

OF ANNUITIES

SEC. 3. (a) The annuity shall be computed by multiplying an individual's
"years of service" by the following percentages of his "monthly compensation":

2.76 per centum of the first $50; 2.07 per centum of the next $100; and 1.38 per
centum of the next [$153] $200.

(b) The "years of service" of an individual shall be determined as follows:
(1) In the case of an individual who was an employee on the enactment date,

the years of service shall include all his service subsequent to December 31, 1936,
and if the total number of such years is less than thirty, then the years of service
shall also include his service prior to January 1, 1937, but not so as to make his
total years of service exceed thirty: Provided, however, That with rcspect to any
such individual who rendered service to any employer after January 1, 1937,
and who on the enactment date was not an employee of an employer conducting
the principal part of its business in the United States, no greater proportion of
his service rendered prior to January 1, 1937, shall be included in his "years of
service" than the proportion which his total compensation ([including compensa
tion in any month in excess of $300] without regardto any limitation on the amount
of compensation otherwise provided in this Act) for service after January 1, 1937,
rendered anywhere to an employer conducting the principal part of its business
in the United States or rendered in the United States to any other employer
bears to his total compensation ([including compensation in any month in excess
of $300] without regard to any limitation on the amount of cornpensation otherwise
provided in this Act) for service rendered anywhere to an employer after January
1, 1937.
MONTHLY

(c)

COMPENSATION

The "monthly compensation" shall be the average compensation paid to

an employee with respect to calendar months included in his "years of service,"
except (1) that with respect to service prior to January 1, 1937, the monthly
compensation shall be the average compensation paid to an employee with respect
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to calendar months included in his years of service in the years 1924-1931, and
(2) the amount of compensation paid or attributable as paid to him with respect
to each month of service before September 1941 as a station employee whose
duties consisted of or included the carrying of passengers' hand baggage and
otherwise assisting passengers at passenger stations and whose remuneration for
service to the employer was, in whole or in substantial part, in the form of tips,
shall be the monthly average of the compensation paid to him as a station em
ployee in his months of service in the period September 1940-August 1941:
Provided, however That where service in the period 1924-1931 in the one case,
or in the period Aeptember 1940-August 1941 in the other case, is, in the judg
ment of the Board, insufficient to constitute a fair and equitable basis for deter
mining the amount of compensation paid or attributable as paid to him in each
month of service before 1937, or September 1941, respectively, the Board shall
determine the amount of such compensation for each such month in such manner
as in its judgment shall be fair and equitable. In computing the monthly com
pensation, no part of any month's compensation in excess of $300 for any month
before July 1, 1954, or in excess of $3.50 for any month after June 30, 1954, shall
be recognized. If the employee earned compensation in service after June 30,
1937, and after the last day of the calendar year in which he attained age sixty-five,
such compensation and service shall be disregarded in computing the monthly com
pensation if the result of taking such compensation into account in such computation
would be to diminish his annuity.

(e) In the case of an individual having a current connection with the railroad
industry, the minimum annuity payable shall, before any reduction pursuant to
section 2 (a) (3) or the last paragraph of section 3 (b), be whichever of the fol
lowing is the least: (1) $4.14 multiplied by the number of his years of service;
or (2) $69; or (3) his monthly compensation: Provided, however, That if for any
entire month in which an annuity accrues and is payable under this Act the
annuity to which an employee is entitled under this Act (or would have been
entitled except for a reduction pursuant to section 2 (a) 3 or a joint and survivor
election), together with his or her spouse's annuity, if any, or the total of survivor
annuities under this Act deriving from the same employee, is less than the amount
or the additional amount, which would have been payable to all persons for such
month uinder the Social Security Act (deeming completely and partially insured
individuals to be fully and currently insured, respectively, individuals entitled to
insurance annuities under subsections (a) and (d) of section 5 to have attained age
sixty-five, and individuals entitled to insurance ainnuities under subsection (c) of
section 5 on the basis of disability to be less than eighteen years of age, and disregard

ing any possible deductions under subsections (f) and (g) (2) of section 203
[thereof] of the Social Security Act) if such employee's service as an employee
after December 31, 1936, were included in the term "employnment' as defined
in that Act and quarters of coverage were determined in accordance with section
5 (1) (4) of this Act, such annuity or annuities, shall be increased proportionately.
to a total of such amount or such additional amount.
ANNUITIES AND LUMP SUMS FOR SURVIVORS

SEc. 5. (a) Widow's and Widower's Insurance Annuity.-A widow or widower

of a completely insured employee, who will have attained the age of [sixty-five]
sixty, shall be entitled during the remainder of her or his life, or if she or he re
marries, then until remarriage to an annuity for each month equal to such em
ployee's basic amount: Provided, however, That if in the month preceding the em
ployee's death the spouse of such employee was entitled to a spouse's annuity
under subsection (e) of section 2 in an amount greater than the widow's or widower's
insurance annuity, the widow's or widower's insurance annuity shall be increased
to such greater amount.
(d) Parent's Insurance Annuity.-Each parent, [sixty-five] sixty years of age
or over, of a completely insured employee, who will have died leaving no widow,
no widower, and no child, shall be entitled, for life, or, if such parent remarries
after the employee's death, then until such remarriage, to an annuity for each
month equal to two-thirds of the employee's basic amount.
(f Lump-Sum Payment.-(l)***
(2) Whenever it shall appear, with respect to the death of an employee on or
after January 1, 1947, that no benefits, or no further benefits, other than benefits
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payable to a widow, widower, or parent upon attaining age [sixty-five] si~xty at
a future date, will be payable under this section or, pursuant to subsection (k) of
this section, Upon attaining age sixty-five at a 'future date, will be payable under
section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended, there shall be paid to such
person or persons as the deceased employee may have designated by a writing
filed with the Board prior to his or her death, or if there be no designation, to the
person or persons in the order provided in paragraph (1) of this subsection or,
in the absence of such person or persons, to his or her estate, a lump sum in an
amount equal to the sum of 4 per centum of his or her compensation paid after
December 31, 1936, and prior to January 1, 1947, and 7 per centum of his or her
compensation after December 31, 1946 (exclusive in both cases of compensation
in excess of $300 for any month before July 1, 1954, and in the latter case in excess
of $350 for any month after June 30, 1954), mninus the sumi of all benefits paid to
him or her, and to others deriving from him or her, during his or her life, or to
others by reason of his or her death, under this Act, and pursuant to subsection (k)
of this section, uinder section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended: Provided,
however, That if the employee is survived by a widow, widower, or parent who
may upon attaining age [sixty-five] sixty be entitled to further benefits under
this section, or pursuant to subsection (k) of this section upon attaining age sixtyfive be entitled to further benefits un-der section 202 of the Social Security Act, as
amended, such lump sum shall not be paid unless such widow, widower, or parent
makes and files with the Board an irrevocable election, in such form as the Board
may prescribe, to have such lump sum paid in lieu of all benefits to which such
widow, widower, or parent might otherwise become entitled under this section or,
pursuant to subsection (k) of this section, under section 202 of the Social Security
Act, as amended. Such election shall be legally effective according to its terms.
Nothing in this section shall operate to deprive a widow, widower, or parent
minking such election of any insurance benefits under section 202 of the Social
Security Act, as amended, to which such widow, widower, or parent would have
been entitled had this section not been enacted. The term "bemmefits" as used in
t~his paragraph includes all annuities payable uinder this Act, lump sums payable
under paragraph (1) of this subsection, and insurance benefits and lump-sum pay
ments uinder section 202 of the Social Security Act, as amended, pursuant to
subsection (k) of this section, except that the deductions of the benefits which,
ursuant to subsection (k) (1) of this section, are paid under section 202 of the
Nocial Security Act, during the life of the employee to him or to her and to others
deriving from himi or her, shall be limited to such portions of such bcnefits as are
payable solely by reason of the imiclusion of service as aim employee in "employ
ment" pursuant to said subsection (k) (1).
(g) Correlation of Payments.- (1) * **
(2) If an individual is entitled. to more than one annuity for a month under
this section, such individual shall be entitled only to that one of such annuities
for a month which is equal to or exceeds any other such annuity. If ant individual
is entitled. to an annuity for a month under this section and is entitled., or would
be so entitled on proper application therefor, for such month to an insurance
benefit under section 202 of the Social Security Act, the annuity of such individual
for such month under this section shall be only in the amount by wvhich it exceeds
[If an individual is entitled. to an annuity for a month
such insurance benefit.
under this section and also to a retirement annuity, the annuity of such individual
for a month under this section shall be only in the amount by which it exceeds such
retirement annuity.]
(i) Deductions From Annuities.- (1) Deductions shall be made from any
payments under this section to which an individual is entitled., until the total of
such deductions equals such individual's annuity or annuities under this section
for any month in which such individual
(i) will have rendered compensated service within or without the United
States to an employer;
(ii) wvill have rendered. service for wages as determined under section 209
of the Social Security Act,, without regard to subsection (a) thereof, of more
than $75, or will have been charged under section 203 (a) of that Act with
net earnings from self-employment of more than $75; or
[(iii) if a child. under eighteen, and over sixteen years of age, will have failed
to attend school regularly and the Board finds that attendance will have been
feasible or]X
[(iv)j (iii) if awidow otherwise entitled to anannuity under subsection (b)
will not have had in her care a child of the deceased employee entitled to
receive an annuity uinder subsection (c);
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(1) Definitions.-For the purposes of this section the term "employee" includes
an individual who will have been an "employee", and
(1) The qualifications for "widow", '"widower'', ''child'', and ''parent'' shall
be, except for the purposes of subsection (f), those set forth in section 216 (c),
(e), and (g), and section 202 (h) (3) of the Social Security Act, respectively; and
in addition
(i) a "widow" or "widower" shall have been living with the employee at
the time of the employee's death; a widower shall have received at least onehalf of his support from his wife employee at the time of her death or he
shall have received at least one-half of his support from his wife employee
at the time her retirement annuity or pension began;
(ii) a "child" shall have been dependent upon its parent employee at the
time of his death; shall not be adopted after such death by other than a
stepparent, grandparent, aunt, or uncle; shall be unmarried; [and less than
eighteen years of age] and shell be less then eighteen years of age, or shalt have

a permanent physical or mental condition which is such that he is unable to
engagetin any regular employment: Provided, That such disability began before
the child attains age!eighteen; and

(iii) a "parent" shall have received, at the time of the death of the em
ployee to whom the relationship of parent is claimed, at least one-half of his
support from such employee.
A "widow" or "widower" shall be deemed to have been living with the employee
if the conditions set forth in section 216 (h) (2) or (3), whichever is applicable, of
the Social Security Act are fulfilled. A "child" shall be deemed to have been
dependent upon a parent if the conditions set forth in section 202 (d) (3), (4), or
(5) of the Social Security Act are fulfilled (a partially insured mother being deemed
currently insured). In determining for purposes of this section and subsection
(f) of section 2 whether an applicant is the wife, husband, widow, widower, child,
or parent of an employee as claimed, the rules set forth in section 216 (h) (1) of
the Social Security Act shall be applied[;]. Such satisfactory proof shall be made

from time to time, as prescribed by the Board, of the disability provided in clause (ii)
of this paragraph and of the continuance, in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Board, of such disability. If the individual fails to comply with the require
ments prescribed by the Board as to the proof of the continuance of the disability his
right to an annuity shall, except for good cause shown to the Board, cease.

(9) An employee's "average monthly remuneration" shall mean the quotient
obtained by dividing (A) the sum of (i) the compensation paid to him after 1936
and before the quarter in which he will have died, eliminating any excess over $300
for any calendar month before July 1, 1954, and any excess over $350for any calendar
month after June 80, 1954, and (ii) if such compensation for any calendar year is
less than $3,600 and the average monthly remuneration computed on compensa
tion alone is less than [$300] $350 and the employee has earned in such calendar
year "wages" as defined in paragraph (6) hereof, such wages, in an amount not to
exceed the difference between the compensation for such year and $3,600, by
(B) three times the number of quarters elapsing after 1936 and before the quarter
in which he will have died: Provided, That for the period prior to and including
the calendar year in which he will have attained the age of twenty-two there
shall be included in the divisor not more than three times the number of quarters
of coverage in such period: Provided further, That there shall be excluded from
the divisor any calendar quarter which is not a quarter of coverage and during
any part of which a retirement annuity will have been payable to him: And
provided further, That if the exclusion from the divisor of all quarters beginning
with the first quarter in which the employee was completely insured and had
attained the age of sixty-five and the exclusion from the dividend of all compens~a
tion and wages with respect to such quarters would result in a higher average
monthly remuneration, such quarters, compensation, and wages shall be so
excluded.
With respect to an employee who will have been awarded a retirement annuity,
the term "compensation" shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, mean the
compensation on which such annuity will have been based;
(10) The term "basic amount" shall mean
(i) for an employee who will have been partially insured, or completely
insured solely by virtue of paragraph (7) (i) or (7) (ii) or both: the sum of
(A) 40 per centum. of his average monthly remuneration, up to and including
$75; plus (B) 10 per centuma of such average monthly remuneration exceeding
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$75 and up to and including [$300] $350, plus (C) 1 per centum of the sum
of (A) plus (B) multiplied by the number of years after 1936 in each of which
the compensation, wages, or both, paid to him will have been equal to $200
or more; if the basic amount, thus computed, is less than $14 it shall be
increased to $14;
SEC. 20. Any person awarded an annuity or pension under this Act may decline
to accept all or any part of such annuity or pension by a waiver signed and filed with
the Board. Such waiver may be revoked in writing at any time, but no payment of
the annuity or pension waived shall be made covering the period during which such
waiver was in effect. Such waiver shall have no effect on the amount of the spouse's
annuity, or of a lump sum under section 5 (f) (2), which would otherwise be due, and
it shall have no effect for purposes of the lost sentence of section 5 (g) (1).

RAILROAD RETIREMENT TAX ACT
PART I-TAX ON EMPLOYEES
SEC. 1500. RATE OF TAX.

In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
income of every employee a tax equal to the following percentages of so much
of the compensation, paid to such employee after December 31, 1946, for services
rendered by him after such date, as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar month
before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 for any calendar month after
June 30, 1954:

1. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1947 and
1948, the rate shall be 5%/ per centum;
2. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1949,
1950, and 1951, the rate shall be 6 per centum;
3. With respect to compensation paid Pfter December 31, 1951, the rate
shall be 6Y4 per centum.

SEC. 1501. DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM COMPENSATION.
(a) REQUIREMENT. The tax imposed by section 1500

shall be collected by the
employer of the taxpayer by deducting the amount of the tax from the comnpen
sation of the employee as and when paid. If an employee is paid compensation
after December 31, 1946, by more than one employer for services rendered during
any calendar month after 1946 and the aggregate of such compensation is in excess
of $300 for anl,* month before July 1, 1954, or in excess of $350 for any month after
June 30, 1954, the tax to be deducted by each employer other than a subordinate
unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer from the compensation
paid by him to the employee with respect to such month shall be that proportion
of the tax with respect to such compensation paid by all such employers which
the compensation paid by him after December 31, 1946, to the employee for serv
ices rendered during such months bears to the total compensation paid by all
such employers after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered
during such mon01th; and in the event that the compensation so paid by such em
ployers to the employee for services rendered during such month is less than $300
if such month is before J uly 1, 1954, or is less than $350 if s uch month is after June
30, 1954, each subordinate unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer

shall deduct such proportion of any additional tax as the compensation paid by
such employer after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered
during such month bears to the total compensation paid by all such employers
after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during such
month.
PART II-TAX ON EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES
SEC. 1510. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
income of each employee representative a tax equal to the following percentages
of so much of the compensation, paid to such employee representative after
December 31, 1946, for services rendered by him after such date, as is not in excess
of $300 for any calendar month be~fore July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350
for any calendar month after June 30, 1954:

1. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1947
and 1948, the rate shall be 11Y2 per centum;
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2. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 19497
1950, and 1951, the rate shall be 12 per centumn

3. With respect to compensation paid after becember 31, 1951, the rate
shall be 12% per centum.
PART III-TAX ON EmPLOYFRS
SEC. 1520. RATE OF TAX.

In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise tax, with respect
to having individuals in his employ, equal to the following percentages of so much
of the compensation, paid by such employer after December 31, 1946, for services
rendered to him after December 31, 1936, as is, with respect to any employee
for any calendar month before July 1, 1954, not in excess of $300, and for any
calendar month after June 30, 1954, not in excess of $350: Provided, however, That
if an employee is paid compensation after December 31, 1946, by more than one
employer for services rendered during any calendar month after 1936, the tax
imposed by this section shall apply, with respect to any calendarmonth before July 1,
1954 to not more than $300, and with respect to any calendar month after June 30,
1954, to not more than $350 of the aggregate compensation paid to such employee
by all such employers after December 31, 1946, for services rendered during such
month, and each employer other than a subordinate unit of a national railwaylabor-organization employer shall be liable for that proportion of the tax with
respect to such compensation paid by all such employers which the compensation
paid by him after December 31, 1946, to the employee for services rendered during
such mouth bears to the total compensation paid by all such employers after
December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during such month;
and in the event that the compensation so paid by such employers to the employee
for services rendered during such month is less than $300 if the month is before
July 1, 1954, or is less than $350 if the month is after June 30, 1954., each sub
ordinate unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer shall be liable for
such proportion of any additional tax as the compensation paid by such employer
after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during such
month bears to the total compensation paid by all such employers after December
31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during such month:
1. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1947 and
1948, the rate shall be 534 per centum;
2. With respect to compensation paid during the calendar years 1949,
1950, and 1951, the rate shall be 6 per centum;
3. With respect to compensation paid after December 31, 1951, the rate
shall be 6Y4 per centum.
PART IV-GENERAL

PROVISIONS

SEC. 1532. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this subchapter
(e) Compensation.-~***

A payment made by an employer to an individual through the employer's pay
roll shall be presumed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to be compensa
tion for service rendered by such individual as an employee of the employer in the
period with respect to which the payment is made. An employee shall be deemed
tobepaid, "for time lost" the amount he is paid by an employer with respect to an
ietfiable period of absence from the active service 9f the employer, including
absence on account of personal injury, and the amount he is paid by the employer
for loss of earnin~gs resulting from his displacement to a less remunerative position
or occupation. if a payment is made by an employer with respect to a personal
injury and includes pay for time lost, the total payment shall be deemed to be
paid for time lost unless, at the time of payment, a part of such payment is specifi
cally apportioned to factors other than time lost, in which event only such part
of te pymen
asis nt s aportioned. shall be deemed to be paid for time lost.
Comenstio
fo sevic asa dlegate to a national or internationalconvention of a
raiwaylabr
oganzaton efiedas an "employer" in subsection (a) of this section
shal b direardd
fr
urpsesofdetermining the amount of taxes due pursuant
to hisActif
he ndiidul rndeingsuchservice has not previously rendered service,
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other than as such a delegate, which may be included in his "years of service" for
purposes of the Railroad Retirement Act.

RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT
DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1. For the purposes of this Act, except when used in amending the
provisions of other Acts
(g) The term "employment" means service performed as an employee. For
the purposes of determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits and the
amount of contributitmns due pursuant to this Act, employment after June 30,
1940, in the service of a local lodge or division of a railway-labor-organization
employer or as an employee representative shall be disregarded. For purposes of

determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits and the amount of contributions
due pursuant to this Act employment as a delegate to a national or international
convention of a railway laor organization defined as an "employer" in subsection (a)
of this section, shall be disregardedif the individual having such employment has not
previously rendered service, other than as such a delegate, which may be included in
his "years of service" for purposes of the Railroad Retirement Act.

(i The term "compensation" means any form of money remuneration includ
ing pay for time lost but excluding tips, paid for services rendered as an employee
to one or more employers, or as an employee representative: Provided, however,
That in computing the compensation paid to any employee with respect to any
calendar month before July 1, 1954, no part of any compensation in excess of $300
shall be recognized and with respect to any calendar month after June 30, 1954, no
part of any compensation in excess of $350 shall be recognized. A payment made by
an employer to an individual through the employer's payroll shall be presumed
in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to be compensation for service rendered
by such individual as an employee of the employer in the period with respect to
which the payment is made. An employee shall be deemed to be paid, "for time
lost" the amount he is paid by an employer with respect to an identifiable period
of absence from the active service of the employer, including absence on account
of personal injury, and the amount he is paid by the employer for loss of earnings
resulting from his displacement to a less remunerative position or occupation.
If a payment is made by an employer with respect to a personal injury and includes
pay for time lost, the total payment shall be deemed to be paid for time lost unless,
at the time of payment, a part of such payment is specifically apportioned to
factors other than time lost, in which event only such part of the payment as is
not, so apportioned shall be 'deemed to be paid for time lost. Compensation
earned in any calendar month before 1947 shall be deemed paid in such month
regardless of whether or when payment will have been in fact made, and coem
pensation earned in any calendar year after 1946 but paid after the end of such
calendar year shall be deemed to be compensation paid in the calendar year in
which it will have been earned if it is so reported by the employer before February
1 of the next succeeding calendar year or, if the employee establishes, subject to
the provisions of section 8, the period during which such compensation will have
been earned.
(k) Subject to the provisions of section 4 of this Act, (1) a day of unemploy
ment, with respect to any employee, means a calendar day on which he is able
to work and is available for work and with respect to which (i) no remuneration
is payable or accrues to him, and (ii) he has, in accordance with such regulations
as the Board may prescribe, registered at an employment office; and (2) a "day
of sickness," with respect to any employee, means a calendar day on which
because of any physical, mental, psychological, or nervous injury, illness, sick
ness, or disease he is not able to work or which is included in a maternity period,
and with respect to which (i) no remuneration is payable or accrues to him, and
(ii) in accordance with such regulations as the Board may prescribe, a statement
of sickness is filed within such reasonable period, not in excess of ten days, as
the Board may prescribe: Provided, however, That "subsidiary remuneration,"
as hereinafter defined in this subsection, shall not be considered remuneration
for the purpose of this subsection except with respect to an employee whose
base-year compensation, exclusive of earnings from the position or occupation
in which he earned such subsidiary remuneration is less than [$150] $400:
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Provided further, That remuneration for a working day which includes a part
of each of two consecutive calendar days shall be deemed to have been earned
on the second of such two days, and any individual who takes work for such
working day shall not by reason thereof be deemed not available for work on
the first of such calendar days: Provided further, That any calendar day on
which no remuneration is payable to or accrues to an employee solely because
of the application to him of mileage or work restrictions agreed upon in schedule
agreements between employers and employees or solely because he is standing
by for or laying over between regularly assigned trips or tours of duty shall not
be considered either a day of unemployment or a day of sickness.
For the purpose of this subsection, the term "subsidiary remuneration" means,
with respect to any employee, remuneration not in excess of an average of one
dollar a day for the period with respect to which such remuneration is payable or
accrues, if the work from which the remuperation is derived (i) requires sub
stantially less than full time as determined by generally prevailing standards,
and (ii) is susceptible of performance at such times and under such circumstances
as not to be inconsistent with the holding of normal full-time employment in
another occupation.
BENEFITS

SEc. 2. (a) Benefits shall be payable to any qualified employee (i) for each day
of unemployment in excess of seven during the first registration period, within a
benefit year, in which he will have had seven or more days of unemployment,
and for each day of unemployment in excess of four during any subsequent
registration period in the same benefit year, and (ii) for each day of sickness
(Other than a day of sickness in a maternity period) in excess of seven during the
first registration period, within a benefit year, in which he will have had seven or
more such days of sickness, and for each such day of sickness in excess of four
during any subsequent registration period in the same benefit year, and (iii) for
each day of sickness in a maternity period.
The benefits payable to any such employee for each such day of unemployment
or sickness shall be the amount appearing in the following table in column II on
the line on which, in column I, appears the compensation range containing his
total compensation with respect to employment in his base year:
Column I
Total compensation

Column II
Daily benefit
rate

[$300 to $474.99 ----------------------------------------------$475 to $749.99 -----------------------------------------------$750 to $999.99 -----------------------------------------------$1,000 to $1,299.99 --------------------------------------------$1,300 to $1,599.99 --------------------------------------------$1,600 to $1,999.99---------------------------- ----------------$2,000 to $2,499.99 --------------------------------------------$2,500 to $2,999.99 --------------------------------------------$3,000 to $3,499.99 --------------------------------------------$3,500 and over------------------------------------------------

$3. 00
3. 50
4. 00
4. 50
5.00
5. 50
6. 00
6. 50
7. 00
7. 503

$400 to $499.99--------------------------------------------------- 3S.50
$500 to $749.99---------------------------------------------------- 4. 00
$7.50 to $999.99---------------------------------------------------- 4. 50
$1,000 to $1,299.99 ------------------------------------------------- 5. 00
$1,300 to $1,599.99 ------------------------------------------------- 5. 50
$1,600 to $1,999.99 ------------------------------------------------- 6. 00
$2,000 to $2,499.99------------------------------------------------- 6. 50
$2,500 to $2,999.99------------------------------------------------- 7. 00
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ------------------------------------------------7. 50
$3,500 to $3,999.99 ------------------------------------------------- 8. 00
$4,000 and over---------------------------------------------------- 8. 50
Provided, however, That if the daily benefit rate in column II with respect to anys
employee is less than an amount equal to 50 per centum of the daily rate of cornpen
sation for the employee's last employment in which he engaged for an employer in
the base year, such rate shall be increased to such amount but not to exceed $8.50.
The daily rate of compensation referred to in the last sentence shell be as determined
by the Board on the basis of information furnished to the Board by the employee,
his employer, or both.
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(c) The maximum number of days of unemployment within a benefit year for
which benefits may be paid to an employee shall be one hundred and thirty, and
the maximum number of days of sickness, other than days of sickness in a
maternity period, within a benefit year for which benefits may be paid to an
employee shall be one hundred and thirty: Provided, however, That the total amount
of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days of unemployment within a
benefit year shall in no case exceed the employee's compensationin the base year; the
total amount of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days of sickness, other
than days of sickness in a maternity period, within a benefit year shall in no case
exceed the employee's compensation in the base year; and the total amount of benefits
which may be paid to an employee for days of sickness in* a maternity period shall
in no case exceed the employee's compensation in the base year on the basis of which
the employee was determined to be qualified for benefits in such maternity period.
QUALIFYING CONDITION
SE~C. 3. An employee shall be a "qualified employee" if the Board finds that
his compensation will have been not less than [$300] $400 with respect to the
base year.

CONTRIBUTIsONS
SEC. 8. (a) Every employer shall pay a contribution, with respect to having
employees in his service, equal to the percentage determined as set forth below of
so much of the compensation as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar month
paid by him to any employee for services rendered to him after June 30, 1939,
and before July 1, 1954, and is not in excess o'f $350 for any calendar month paid by
him to any employee for services rendered to him after June 30, 1954: Provided,

however,That if compensation is paid to an employee by more than one employer
with respect to any such calendar month, the contributions required by this sub
section shall apply to not more than $300 for any month before July 1, '954, and
to not more than $350 for any month after June 30, 1954 of the aggregate compensa
tion paid to said employee by all said employers with respect to such calendar
month, and each employer other than a subordinate unit of a national railwaylabor-organization employer shall be liable for that proportion of the contribution
with respect to such compensation naid by all such employers which the compensa
tion paid by him after December 31, 1946, to the employee fur services during any
calendar month after 1946 bears to the total compensation paid by all such em
ployers after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during
such month; and in the event that the compensation so paid by such employers
to the employee for services rendered during such month is less than $300 if such
month is before July 1, 1954, or less than $350 if such month is after June 30, 1954,

each subordinate unit of a national railway-labor-organization employer shall be
liable for such proportion of any additional contribution as the compensation
paid by such employer after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services
rendered during such month bears to the total compensation paid by all such
employees after December 31, 1946, to such employee for services rendered during
such month:
1. With respect to compensation paid prior to January 1, 1948, the rate shall
b2 .
it epc to compensation paid after December 31, 1947, the rate shall
be as follows:
The rate with re
spect to com
pensation
paid
during the next
succeeding
cal.
If the balance to the credit of the railroad unemployment insurance account as of the endar year shall
he:
close of business on Sept. 30 of any year, as determined by the Board, is:

$450,000,000 or more------------------------------------$400,000,000 or more but less than $450,000,000--------------$350,000,000 or more but less than $400,000,000 -------------$300,000,000 or more but less than $350,000,000--------------$250,000,000 or more but less than $300,000,000--------------Less than $250,000,000 -----------------------------------

Y2 percent.

1 percent.
1Zpercent.
2 percent.
2~percent.
3 percent.
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As soon as practicable following the enactment of this Act, the Board shall
determine and proclaim thebalance to the credit of the account as of the close
of business on September 30, 1947, and .n or before December 31 of 1948 and
of each succeeding year, the Board shall determine and proclaim the balance
to the credit of the account as of the close of business on September 30 of such
year.
(b) Each employee representative shall pay, with respect to his income, a
contribution equal to 3 per centumn of so much of the compensation of such
employee representative as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar month, paid
to him for services performed as an employee representative after June 30, 1939,
and before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 paid to him for services
rendered as an employee representativefor any calendar month after June 30, 1954.
The compensation of an employee representative and the contribution with
respect thereto shall be determined in the same manner and with the same effect
as if the employee organization by which such employee representative is
employed were an employer as defined in this Act.

APPENDIX
REPORT

OF THE

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD TO THE SENATE
LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE ON S. 2930

COMMITTEE

ON

JULY 1, 1954.
This is a report on S. 2930, introduced in the Senate on February 11, 1954, and
referred to your committee for consideration.
OUTLINE OF PROVISIONS

The bill would amend the Railroad ]Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, in the following respects:
1. The bill would amend all three acts by
(a) Increasing for benefit and taxing purposes the present maximum
compensation a month from $300 to $350; and
(b) Excluding the service of delegates to national or international con
ventions of railway labor organizations from the benefit and taxing provisions
of the railroad-retirement and railroad-unemployment insurance systems
if these delegates would not otherwise be covered by the railroad-retirement
system.
2. The bill would amend the Railroad Retirement Act by
(a) Reducing the eligibility age for survivor annuities of widows, dependent
widowers, and dependent parents from 65 to 60;
(b) Permitting the payment of a survivor annuity to a child over age 18,
and to its mother, if the child became totally and permanently disabled before
age 18
Wc §qbstituting a straight month-to-month work clause for the present
recovery test for disability annuitants of earnings over $75 in each of 6
consecutive months; (under this substitution, if the disability annuitant is
paid more than $100 in any month in employment for hire or self-employment,
his annuity would not be paid for such month);
(d) Permitting the payment to a widow, dependent widower, or dependent
parent of a survivor annuity under the Railroad Retirement Act without
reducing the annuity by any retirement annuity under that act for which
such widow, widower, or parent may be eligible by reason of his or her own
employment; and
(e) Excluding from the computation of the "monthly compensation" an
individual's earnings after the year in which he attained age 65 if such
exclusion would result in a larger annuity.
3. The bill would amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act by
providing an additional daily unemployment benefit rate of $8 if the employee's
earningrs in a base year totaled as much as $4,000' The present maximum rate
of $7.50 a day would apply to earnings, in a base year, of $3,500 to $3,999.99.
In addition, this amendment wouid provide that, if the daily benefit rate is
otherwise less than 50 percent of the employee's daily wage rate, the benefit
rate would be increased to one-half of the wage rate, but not to more than $8.
RETIREMENT ACT AMENDMENTS

1. Increase in tax and creditablecompensation base from $800 to $850 per month.
Forty percent of all present employees do not earn more than $300 a month
and the increase in the tax base would not affect them. Sixty percent would
pay the tax on the increase from $300 to $350 per month in the taxable base
beginning July 1, 1954. The total taxable payroll would be increased by about
9 percent or $450 million a year, and retirement-tax collections by about $56
million a year. This amendment would of itself result in ihcreased benefits
which would cost approximately $31 million a year-$25 million under the
retirement and $6 million under the survivor provisions. Deducting the in
creased benefits from the $56 million additional taxes leaves a net increase in
31
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revenue of about $25 million a year which would be enough to pay the other
benefit increases provided in p art
of the bill. The $31 million increase in
benefits from this provision plus the additional cost for other Retirement Act
amendments included in the bill would total approximately $54 million. The
$56 million additional revenue would pay for all the increased benefits provided
for in the bill. The Director of the Bureau of Wage and Service Records strongly
urges that, if the bill is reported out, the effective date of this provision be made
January 1, 1955, instead of July 1, 1954. This would save the Board considerable
expense in reconciling the correct compensation to be recorded to the employees'
accounts, especially where 'the employee worked for more than one employer
during the year. Similarly, it would appear that changing the maximum credit
able compensation during the year would pose serious problems for employers
making reports to the Board. Appropriate changes in the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act to increase the taxable base from $300 to $350 a month are included in
the bill.
2. Reduction in the eligibility age for widows, dependent widowers, and parents
from 65 to 60.-Under the present act no benefits are payable to widows and
parents until they reach age 65. The present Railroad Retirement Act permits
the payment of full retirement annuities at age 60 to women employees if they
have had 30 years' railroad service. There are about 30,000 widows and parents
between the ages of 60 and 65 who would become eligible for survivor benefits,
averaging about $45 a month, on the first of the month after the bill is enacted.
The cost of this provision would come to approximately $23.5 million a year.
3. Substitution of a work clause for the presumptive recovery provisionfor disabled
annuitants under 65.-The present Retirement Act provides that a disabled
annuitant under age 65 is presumed to have recovered from his disability if he
earns in employment or self-employment more than $75 a month for 6 consecutive
months. The provision has been found to be difficult of administration and sub
ject to abuse. The Board believes that the substitution for this provision of one
that would suspend benefits for any month for which the employee earns in
employment or self-employment more than $100 a month would be more equitable
and easier to administer than the present provision. There are approximately
43,000 disabled annuitants under age 65 who would be potentially affected by this
provision. About 800 of them are now suspended because of the application of
the present 6-month recovery test and would have to be reexamined for possible
reinstatement. It is estimated that the provision would be a little less costly
than the present one, the amount of savings being approximately $1.5 million a
year.
4. Payment of survivor benefits to a widow and dependent disabled child past age

18.-Under the present Railroad Retirement Act, a widow under age 65 can
receive a widow's benefit if, and so long as, she has a child under age 15 in her
care, regardless of whether the child, after age 18, is able to work or not. The
bill eliminates the age restriction if the child became disabled before age 18. No
good estimate is available as to the number of survivors who will he affected by
this provision. A rough estimate of the cost of the provision is $750,000 per year.
5. Utilization of employment after age 65 in computing the monthly cornpensa
tion.-The present Railroad Retirement Act provides that all compensation earned
by an employee, including compensation after age 65, shall be used in determining
the amount of the retirement annuity. In a number of cases, the employee after
age 65 earns less than he did hefore age 65. Approximately 100,000 annuitants
who bad service after age 65 are now on the current payment rolls. Only those
among them who file applications will have their annuities considered for recompui
tation under this provision. It is estimated that, if all file, some 7,500 will be
eligible to receive higher annuities from a few cents to a few dollars a month and
averaging 55 cents per month, retroactive to November 1, 1951. Of the current
new retirements at age 65 or over, about two-thirds have had some service after
age 65. Only a small minority of these, however, had higher average earnings
before age 65 than after and would, therefore, profit from the provision. It is
estimated that the cost of the provision would be about $50,000 per year.
6. Elimination of reduction in survivor benefits on account of entitlement to rail
road-retirementbenefits.-Under the present act, a woman who is covered by the
act and whose husband is also covered cannot receive both a widow's benefit and
a retirement benefit based on her own earnings. In effect, she can receive only
the larger of the two benefits. There are fewer than 100 aged widows and parents
now receiving less than the full amount of both survivor and retirement annuities.
These individuals would receive increases averaging about $20 a month. The
cost of the provision would be about $20,000 per year.
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7. Elimination of national delegate service in the absence of previous railroad

employment.-In the conventions of the railroad brotherhoods, there are a con
siderable number of delegates who are not railroad employees and whose service
as delegates is now taxed under the Railroad Retirement Tax Act. Practically

all such persons will never receive benefits under the act, because they would not

have the minimum of 120 months' service required for eligibility for benefits.
The work of collecting the taxes on this small and irregular service and of keeping
compensation records in the Board is not justified by the small amount of taxes
and benefits invol'ved. Appropriate, amendments to the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act are also included in the bill. There is no way of knowing the number of
individuals who would be affected, but it is probably small. A rough estimate of
the cost is about $10,000 a year.
S. Eliminationof deductions because of failure of childrento attend school.-Under
the Railroad Retirement Act, a child of a deceased employee is entitled to benefits
until he reaches age 18, except that if he is age 16 or over and is not attending
school, no benefit will be paid for any month while he is not attending. Such a
provision was originally in the Social Security Act., but has been removed, and
there is no'good reason for continuing it under the Railroad Retirement Act.
Some 150 children, whose annuities are now being withheld under the school
attendance clause, would be affected by this provision. Most of these children,
however, are in families already receiving a social-security minimum amount.
The total benefits to the family would, therefore, not be affected in these cases,
although a recalculation of the individual benefits may have to be made. The
amendment will have little effect on the total cost of the bill.
The table on the following page gives the costs of the amendments in the bill
to the Railroad Retirement Act. Both dollar costs and tax rates are given. The
table and the footnote show that the increased revenue from the increase in the
taxable ceiling to $350 per month is enough to pay the increased benefits without
increase in the tax rate.
COST AND TAX-RATE

SUMMARY

Additional annual costs and corresponding level tax rate required by amend
ments in S. 2930 to the Railroad Retirement Act:
[Assumes level annual payroll of $5,450.000,000 on basis of $350 monthly compensation ceiling]

Proisondollar
Prvsin(in

Level cost
(percent
of taxable
payroll)

Annual
cost
thousands)

1. Additional benefits resulting from increase in ceiling to $350 per month:
Retirement benefits----------------------------------------------Survivor benefits-------------------------------------------------2. Reduction of eligibility age for widows and parents to 60------------------3. Change in disability work clause ---------------------------------------4. Disabled child--continuation of benefit to widow and child ----------------5. Disregard compensation after age 65 if use would reduce annuity -----6. Allow widow full widow's annuity and any annuity based on her own
compensation-------------------------------------------------------7. Elimination of credit for national delegate service for persons who have no
other creditable service----------------------------------------------5. Elimination of provision for suspension of benefit of child over 16 niot
attending school -----------------------------------------------

$25,000
6,000
23,500
(1,500)
750
10
201
10

53,831

0.459
.110
.431
-(.028)
.014

.001

.987

Under the present Railroad Retirement Act, benefits cost $670.5 million per
year on a level basis. The proposed amendments would thus increase the required
annual outlay to $724.3 million ($670.5 plus $53.8). This would be equivalent to
a 13.29 percent tax rate on the $5,450 million covered payroll based on a $350-per
month ceiling. The latter payroll compares with the $5,000 million assumed level
annual payroll based on the present $300-per-month creditable ceiling on taxes
and compensation.
The existing tax rates are not changed by the proposed amendments. However,
because of the increased payroll there will be available $56 million in additional
tax revenue. This compares with the annual cost of $53.8 million resulting from
the benefit liberalizations of the proposed amendments.
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RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT

INSURANCE

ACT AMENDMENTS

The provision of the bill mentioned earlier increasing the tax and benefit base
from $300 to $350 a month applies also to the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act contributions and benefits. As stated previously, it is estimated that the
increase in the contribution base to $350 a month would increase the taxable
payroll by about 9 percent, or to $5,450,000,000 per annum.
The bill also provides, in effect, for two changes in the benefit formula of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act' including both unemployment and sick
ness benefits. The first change is to acid a new bracket to the present formula.
The present formula provides that any employee whose earnings in a base year
exceeded $3,500 would have a benefit rate of $7.50 a day. The bill provides a
new rate as follows:
Per dayi

$7. 50
$4,000 and over------------------------------------------------- 8. 00
The addition of the $8 benefit rate would have no effect on benefits until July
1956, except as it sets a maximum rate for the other change proposed, since 1955
would be the first base year in which any employee could have creditable com
pensation of $4,000 or more.
The second change in the railroad Unemployment Insurance Act provides that
the employee's daily benefit rate shall not be less than 50 percent of the daily
rate of compensation for the employee's last employment in which he engaged for
an employer preceding the registration period, but that no such rate should be
increased above $8 per day. This provision would immediately increase the
benefits for about two-thirds of the unemployment and sickness beneficiaries.
Increasing the earnings to $350 a month would have some effect on all benefit
rates in the existing schedule, but would. affect principally those now in the top
3 or 4 compensation ranges. The proviso, on the other hand, would have its
greatest effect on benefits paid to those qualified at the lower benefit rates. It
would have the effect of guaranteeing a minimum rate of nearly $6, since all but
a few railroad. jobs pay at least $12 a day.
it is estimated. that the average increase in the total amount of benefits paid
if S. 2930 is enacted would be about 20 percent. This estimate allows both for an
increase in claims due to higher benefit rates, and for the effect of future wage
increases.
It has been estimated that the average level of benefits under the present law
would. be about $125 million a year. For all cost purposes, the Board has used a
taxable payroll of $5 billion for the present laws. With this payroll, the average
of benefits under the present unemployment insurance law would be 2.5 percent
of the taxable payroll.
The estimated average increase of 20 percent in benefits for S. 2930 would add
$25 million to the estimated benefits under the present law, increasing it to $150
million. At the same time, increasing the taxable earnings limit to $350 a month
would add about 9 percent to the taxable payroll, raising it to $5.45 billion.
From these data, the average of benefits with S. 2930 is estimated at 2.75 percent
of the taxable payroll. Based on the experience of the Board over nearly 15 years,
.15 percent of payroll is enough to allow for ad~ministrative expenses. The average
total cost for the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act with S. 2930 and includ
ing administration, is, therefore, estimated at 2.90 percent of payroll.
As far as contributions to be paid by the railroads, are concerned, the cost should
be reduced by .1 percent to allow for interest on the balance in the railroad unem
ployment insurance account. The allowance assumes an ultimate balance of
$250 million to $275 million in the account and an interest rate of 2y8 percent.
This makes the average future contribution rate 2.80 percent of payroll. Because
of the present balance in the fund of $600 million, the present contribution rate of
.5 percent will continue for about 2 years, and intermediate rates for about 2 years
more. Thereafter contributions would average 2.80 percent.
Separate statements of individual members of the Board follow.
$3,500-$3,999.99 --------------------------------------------------

RAYMOND

J. KELLY, Chairman.

SEPARATE STATEMENT OF HORACE W. HARPER, MEMBER OF THE BOARD

I favor the enactment of the bill S. 2930 with such amendments as were made

to the comnpamniorn bill H. R. 7840 by the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign COmmere. See House Report No. 1899, 83d Congress, 2d session,

dated June 21, 1954, to accompany

H.

R. 7840.

My reasons for favoring the
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enactment of the bill, as so amended, are set out in the Board's report on H. R.
7840 appearing in the hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, House of Representatives, 83d Congress, 2d session, on H. R. 7840,
beginning at the end of page 5 and ending toward the end of page 9; in my state
ment appearing on pages 11 and 12 of said hearings; in the letter dated April 12,
1954, appearing on pages 84 and 85 of said hearings; and in the Board's report
dated February 15, 1954, on the bill H. R. 6403, 83d Congress, 1st session. 'I
request that your committee consider these reasons the same as if they were
here restated.
HORACE

W. HARPER,

Member of the Railroad Retirement Board.

~STATEMENT

OF F. C. SQUIRE, MEMBER,

RAILROAD

RETIREMENT BOARD,

ON

S. 2930

I am opposed to a number of the principal provisions of S. 2930 for the reasons
given below.
A. Retirement Act
Increase in maximum compensation from $300 to $350 is inequitable.-The rate

of the payroll tax on the railroads is already 3 times (6Y4 percent v. 2 percent) the
payroll tax rate on their nonrailroad competitors and other industries.

it should be understood that S. 2930 makes no increases in annuities of railroad
employees already retired.-To avoid later disappointment, it should be borne in

mind that S. 2930, unlike the provision of social security bill, H. R. 9366, as to
those now on the social security rolls, provides no increases in annuities for the
290,000 retired railroad employees now on the railroad retirement annuity rolls;
no increases for employees earning less than $300; and but small increases for those
earning over $300 who will retire in the next several years. Any sizable increases
are for those retiring in the rather distant future.
For those who will receive increases, the increased benefits will come at the
following rates, based on earnings of $350: (a) a man who has 1 year yet to work
before retirement will pay $3.13 more taxes per month and when he retires 1 year
hence will receive $0.69 greater annuity per month; (b) a man who has 5 years yet
to work before retirement will pay $3.13 more taxes per month and when he retires
5 years hence will receive $3.45 greater annuity per month.

B. Unemployment Insurance Act
The bill proposes increasing the benefit rates of the Railroad Unemployment Insur
ance Act, the provisions of which are already far more liberal than those of the State

laws.-Only 2 years ago substantial increases were made by Public Law 343, ap
proved May 15, 1952, in the daily benefit rates.
Will increase cost of benefits $25 million per year.-In its rep6rt above, this Board
estimates that this bill would increase the average annual cost of benefits by 20
percent of $125 million or $25 million per year.

Combined effect of increased unemployment costs in the bill added to effect of
exhaustion of the excess in the unemployment insurance fund about 4 years hence,
will increase the unemployment taxes the railroads are now paying by about $127
million a year.-Due to the large surplus built up ii. the unemployment insurance

fund prior to the time the sliding scale became effective in 1948, unemployment
taxes under the sliding scale have been about $25 million a year. That surplus
will disappear in about another 4 years at which time, for that reason and because
of the increases under the bill, the average tax will become 2.80 percent of $5,450
million payroll or $152,600,000 per annum, which means that the railroads will
then in average years have to pay about $127,600,000 more per year than they
are now paying for the unemployment system.

The bill wauld increasethe taxable maximum from $300 to $350 per month whereas
the Federal-State unemployment taxable maximum is only $3,000 per year.-The

Economic Report of the President makes no suggestion to increase the present
taxable maximum of $3,000 per year in the Federal-State unemployment com
pensation laws. When the social security old-age taxable maximum was raised
in 1950 from $3,000 to $3,600, the States and Federal Government (except for
the action of Nevada in 1953) let the taxable maximums for their unemployment
compensation laws stand at $3,000. The tripartite Federal Advisory Council on
Unemployment Security at its meeting October 26, 1953, turned down a proposal
to recommend increasing the Federal-State unemployment taxable wage base
from $3,000 to $3,600. The Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act has, from
the beginning, specified a taxable maximum of $300 per month (approximately
$3,600 per year), and S. 2930 now proposes further widening the difference by
increasing the taxable maximum for railroad unemployment to $350 per month.
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The bill would make the railroad unemployment minimum benefit as high as the
maximum of the State systems.-Very few railroad rates of pay are now less than
$12 per day so that as a practical matter the 50 percent proviso would make the
minimum railroad unemployment benefit about $6 a day or $30 a week. Only
two of the States have a maximum higher than $30 a week and the weighted
average of the State maximums is $27.64.
This 50-percent proviso would, of course, primarily increase the unemployment
benefits to casual labor. For example, the man who works a month or two in
the summer would be able to draw just as much unemployment as the man who
stayed on the job all year.
The railroad law provides sickness benefits which most State laws do not.-Forty
percent of the benefits paid under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
are for sickness and maternity. Only four States have laws for the payment of
sickness benefits and those laws provide for the employees to pay all or part of
the cost of sickness benefits. In contrast, the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act provides sickness and maternity benefits for railroad employees and requires
that the entire cost be borne by the railroads. Consequently, the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, in providing such sickness and maternity benefits
entirely at the employer's expense, already provides very much more than the
State systems.
Comparison of railroad and State average weekly benefits.-Disregarding the
additional sickness and maternity benefits provided by the present Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, let us see how the unemployment benefits already
provided by the railroad law compar~e with the unemployment benefits provided
by State laws. A common comparison is between the average per week paid
to all beneficiaries under State laws and the average benefits per week of unem
ployment paid under the railroad law. Under State laws, the average per week
of total unemployment for the calendar year 1953 was only $23.58 as compared
with average per week of total unemployment under the railroad law of $29 for
the last 6 months of 1953.
Comparisonof State and railroadminimum and maximum.-The more important
provisions of State unemployment compensation laws are shown on pages 16
and17 of the Social Security Bulletin for Decemberl1953. Excluding dependents'
allowances, which are payable in only 11 States, there are only 2 State laws with
maximums of more than $30 a week. This may be compared with the maximum
of $37.50 now payable under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, and a
maximum of $40 proposed in S. 2930. Even including dependents' allowances,
there are only 4 States paying a maximum of more than $38 a week. In the
following tables, averages of the provisions of State laws are compared with the
present railroad law and the proposals in S. 2930. Allowances for dependents
are omitted from the State figures because such allowances constitute only about
1 percent of the total paid by the States for unemployment.
states
Provision

Minimum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

Simple
average

weekly benefits ---------------------------weekly benefits--------------------total benefits payable in a yer------$812.77
weeks of total unemploymenpabl

$7.82
$26.66
23

Railroads

Weiglbted
average I
$8.62
$27. 64
$675. 44
24

Present
law

S. 2930

$16.00
$37. 50
$071.00
26

$29. 10
$40.00
$1,040.00
26

I Computed by weigbting figure for eacb State by number of beneficiaries in calendar year 1862.

Other respects in which the present railroad unemployment system already pays
more than those of the States.-(ly All State laws prohibit the payment of unem
ployment benefits to strikers. Radically contrary is the railroad unemployment
system under which strikers are paid unemployment benefits unless the strike
is in violation of the Railway Labor Act or the rules and practices of the labor
organization. If the act is to be amended, certainly the payment of benefits to
strikers should be prohibited the same as in the State laws.
2. Of the 4 States that have sickness (temporary disability) laws, 3 of them
specifically prohibit payment of benefits for maternity, and while the other pro
vides for sickness benefits in maternity cases, it is for a shorter length of time than
the railroad unemployment insurance law, and is at the expense of the employees.
In contrast, the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act provides for nationwide
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payment of maternity benefits. These average about $755 per case, and aggregate
about $3 million per year. About two-thirds of the women do not return to work.
The entire cost is on the railroads. If the act is to be amended, the maternity
provision should be eliminated. It should be remembered that under no State
law are even sickness benefits payable at the sole expense of the employer.
3. Under most State laws the taxpaying employer can under certain conditions
object in the administrative proceedings and also obtain court review if he thinks
that payments of certain unemployment benefits to his employees, or former
employees, by the State agency are contrary to the State law. Under the Rail
road Unemployment Insurance Act, the taxpaying railroad employer does not
have that right, according to the decision of the Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit in Railway Express Agency, Inc., v. Kennedy et al. (189 F. (2d) 801;.
certiorari denied in 342 U. S. 830).
4. Under the railroad law a man who quits a job without good cause, or who
refuses to accept suitable work, is disqualified from receiving unemployment
benefits for 30 calendar days. All States have related provisions. In some of
them disqualification is complete. In a great majority of the others the dis
qualifying period is much longer than 30 days.
5. All States disqualify for varying lengths of time a man who has been sus
pended or discharged for misconduct. The railroad law does not disqualify, but,
on the other hand, pays unemployment benefits in such a case just the same as if
the man had been laid off due to lack of work.
6. In most States, the maximum total amount of benefits, in addition to being
restricted to a certain number of weeks, is further limited to a specified proportion
of base-year earnings. The most common limitation is that total benefits shall
not exceed one-third of the total base-year earnings. There is no such restriction
in the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.
Some or all of the above should be corrected before further increases of benefits
in other respects are made in the railroad law.
5O percent proviso
This is the proposed provision that all the lower benefit rates in the present
law be increased t~o half the claimant's daily rate of compensation. This sounds
simple, but would result in the grossest inequities and also in difficulties of ad
ministration. It would, in effect, substitute daily benefit rates of $6 or more for
the first 6 brackets of the present schedule.
Of the "hard core" of regular railroad employees, most earn over $3,000 per
year and under the present law are entitled to $7 or $7.50 per day for unemploy
ment. However, there are a few hundred thousand casual or temporary railroad
workers every year. Under the present law 4 or 5 weeks' work in the base year
with $300 earnings entitles one to $3 per day unemployment for a maximum of
130 days. The 50-percent proviso proposed in S. 2930 would entitle him to $6
per day, nearly as much as a regular railroad employee who had spent years in the
railroad industry. While many regular railroad employees would benefit from
this 50-percent proviso, the greatest benefit from it would go to casual and tem
porary workers.
A few of the other. bad features of this proposed 50-pei cent proviso I will men
tion only briefly:
1. Thousands of beneficiaries will receive more in benefits than they earned in
railroad employment.
2. Benefit payments will be so high if this proviso is enacted that the incentive
to seek work will be reduced.
3. The 50-percent proviso could have the effect of penalizing an unemployment
claimant who accepts a temporary railroad job carrying a lower-rate pay.
4. Basically the proposed 50-percent proviso is an attempt to graft onto the
present law, which bases the benefit rate on total earnings in the base year, a
feature which might appear to be somewhat similar to the provisions of some State
laws which base the benefit rate on earnings in a single quarter or in the period
immediately preceding the beginning of unemployment. However, the proposal
omits entirely the safeguards that are in these State laws. These safeguards are
in the form of provisions requiring total base-period wages of some such figure as
30 times the weekly benefit amount to be eligible for benefits or of provisions which
restrict the total benefits payable in the year to a fraction (commonly one-third)
of the total base-year earnings.
5. The administration of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, instead
of being simple and economical, will be made costly and complex by this 50-percent
proviso.
JULY 7, 1954.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,
AEXANER
SITHWashington,
D. C., July 1, 1954.

Chairman, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR, MR. CHAIRMAN4: This is in reply to your letter of June 22, 1954,

wherein you request a repoit on S. 2930, to amend the Railroad Retirement Act,
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act.
The bill would revise the railroad-retirement program in several important
respects. It would increase the maximum wages subject to payroll taxes and
creditable toward benefits from $300 to $350 a month. It would reduce the
eligibility age for widows and dependent parents from 65 to 60 years of age.
Eligibility for disability benefits would be put on a month-by-month basis and
the allowable earnings raised to $100. Compensation after age 65 would not
be counted toward benefits if it had the effect of reducing such benefits. Sur
viving spouses entitled to benefits in their own right would be permitted to re
ceive such benefits, and their survivorship benefits as well, without any offset
requirements. In cases where a dependent child is disabled, his benefit rights
would continue after his 16th birthday, both in respect to the offspring and the
widow. Several other relatively minor revisions, which would be brought about
by the Vroposed bill, include elimination of the school-attendance provision for
children s benefits and exemption of service as a union delegate from covered
employment.
The Railroad Retirement Board has made a cost analysis of the proposal and
indicates that it would not add to the present deficien~cy of the program. Raising
the tax base would increase revenues by an estimated $56 million a year and the
automatic increase in benefits resulting from a parallel increase in creditable wages
would be $31 million a year. Other changes would add another $23 million a
year to annual costs. The net effect would be a slight reduction in the financial
deficiency under which the program is now operating.
InI respect to the railroad unemployment insurance program, the bill would
raise the tax base to $350 a month with a parallel increase in maximum benefits
from $7.50 to $8. This provision is recommended. T]he unemployment benefits
would be further liberalized by a provision that in no i'nstance could they be less
than 50 percent of the claimant's last daily rate of pay. We believe this provision
requires careful examination.
The change in the method of computing unemployment benefits from an
annual-wage base to a "last daily rate of pay" would favor particularly the
casual employees of the railroad industry. The casual worker is already favored
in that the present railroad unemployment insurance program does not contain
any limitation on the duration of benefits to keep it in accordance with the
claimant's prior service in the industry. In consequence, it is possible now for a
person who works 5 or 6 weeks, or earns a minimum of $300 in the railroad
industry, to get benefits for as much as 26 weeks of unemployment and 26 weeks
of sickness-far more in the aggregate than the total wages. earned in the rail
road industry. The proposed bill would have the effect of increasing substan
tially the benefits going. to such claimnants. Inasmuch as the cost of unemploy
ment insurance is borne by the carriers, we believe the Congress will wish to
consider whether those provisions of the bill create an inequity by increasing the
burden of the carriers with respect to individuals whose connection with the
industry is of short duration. If it is intended to depart from the annual basis
of determining benefits, such a step Inight be accompanied by "a standard requir
ing more substantial connection with the railroad industry" as a precondition of
receiving benefits. Such standards 'exist in the great majority of State unem
ployment-insurance programs.
The proposed increase in the covered wage base to $350 a lonoth would cor
respond to the President's proposal for revision of old-age and survivors insur
ance. In view of these Presidential recomimendations, the pwposal for a higher
wage base and resulting automatic increases in benefits under the railroad sys
tem would appear appropriate. Its enactment is recommended. Because of
the complex interrelationship between social security and railroad retirement,
however, it is important that enactment of a wage-base increase in the railroadretirement program not becomne effective in advance of the increase in old-age
and survivors insurance.
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The case regarding the other increases in benefits, amounting to $23 million a
year, is one which the Congress will wish to consider in connection with (1) the
existing financial situation of the railroad retirement system, and (2) the poten
tial effect of railroad-retirement increases on the general old-age and survivors
insurance program, and on relationships between the two systems.
In respect to the first point, the fact that the system is presently underfinanced
by approximately 0.9 percent of payroll raises a question as to whether a sub
stantial part of the increased revenues should be allocated to decreasing the
deficiency. As indicated above, about 60 percent of the increased revenues
resulting from the higher wage base in the retirement program would be required
to finance the automatic increase in benefits. Most of the remaining 40 per
cent, under the bill, would be devoted to the other liberalizations.
In regard to the second point, the reduction of the eligibility ago for widows
may well lead to pressures for a similar measure) in the old-age and survivors
insurance program. Inasmuch as the railroad retirement program is a socialinsurance system, as well as a staff-pension plan, it may serve to some extent as
a precedent for OASI. As a matter of principle, the social-insurance features of
the railroad retirement program should be kept in consonance with the general
social-security program insofar as it is practicable and equitable to do so. Al
though we recognize that there may be special problems of survivorship in the
railroad industry, we cannot endorse this provision.
In according eligibility to disabled dependents beyond 18 years of age, the
bill creates a new class of beneficiaries which is not provided for in the old-age
and survivors insurance system. The principle, howeger, is equitable and pro
vided for in tax law. It would seem desirable to provide specifically that the
offspring be, in fact, economically dependent.
The provision making it possible for surviving spouses to receive two benefits
may be questioned on the grounds that (a) the spouse's benefit is a social benefit
based on the added financial need of annuitants with dependent wives, and (b)
that it has no relation to individual contributions.
We believe this argument
has validity and would suggest that it be considered by the committee. Favor
able action on this provision should not be considered a precedent for similar
liberalization of social-secuirity laws.
The other previsions of the bill are without objection.
In summary, the increase in the taxable wage base and the concomitant
automatic increase in benefits would be consistent with the President's recom
mendations respecting the old-age and survivors insurance program. Their en
actment is recommended to become effective at such time as the amendments to
the Social Security Act become effective. The increase in maximum unemploy
ment benefits is also recommended at such time as the wagec base is raised.
With respect to the other changes in the railroad retirement prog-ram, the Bu
reau, although agreeing t~hat most of these arc socially desirable, believes that
the Congress will wislh to consider carefully whether they should be enacted at
this time.
Sincerely yours,
DONALD R. BELCHER, Assistant Director.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Hon.H.

SITHWashington,
AEXANER

JulY 14, 1954.

Chairman, Committee on Labor, and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SEINATOR SMuITH: This is in reference to S, 2930, a bill to amend the
Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, which is now pending before your committee.
I am in favor of an increase in the tax and benefit base, proposed in this bill,
which would raise both retirement and unemployment benefit levels for railroad
employees.
Such an increase is in line with the President's recommendations
regarding an increase in the benefit base of the companion Federal social-security
system, the old-age and survivors insurance program.
The President has also suggested that State unemployment-comipensation laws
adopt a benefit standard so that payments to the great majority of beneficiaries
may equal at least half of their regular earnings for a period of 26 weeks. S. 293()
reflects such a standard and thus follows on a Federal level the President's advice
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to the States. The bill provides that 50 percent of the last daily wage will be
paid as the daily unemployment-compensation benefit, limited by a daily max
imum of $8, for a period of'130 days in the benefit year. The principle of provid
ing during periods of involuntary unemployment and sickness a minimum benefit
which bears a relationship to actual wage loss is in my opinion warranted by
equitable considerations.
Notwithstanding my support of this principle, I do not oppose conditions of a
reasonable character in connection with the minimum daily benefit provisions
which would differentiate its application to employees who are part of the industry
and those who drift in for short periods. I am in favor of a qualifying amount
which would eliminate from these benefits many transient employees. Any pro
visions of law to prevent disproportionate payments to transient employees should,
however, be carefully drawn so that career employees, such as those who con
stitute most of the operating groups, will not be excluded when they suffer long
terms of unemployment or sickness in a benefit year.
I am also in favor of the other liberalizations which S. 2930 proposes, provided
that fiscal considerations permit their enactment.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that it has no objection to the submission of
this report.
YourtrlyJAMES
vey

MITCHELL, Secretary of Labor.

MINORITY VIEWS OF MR. GOLDWATER
In filing minority views on this bill, I wish to invite attention to the
more apparent shortcomings of this proposed legislation, in addition
to the gross inadequacy of the consideration given to this bill in
committee.
This bill, H. R. 7840, proposes a number of fundamental changes in
three complicated and highly technical laws-the Railroad Retire
ment Act, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unem
ployment Insurance Act. It involves many millions of dollars and it
affects the lives of hundreds of thousands of men and women who work
on America's railroads, together with their dependents. It imposes
extensive additional burdens on the railroad industry.
H. R. 7840 was passed by the House of Representatives on July 30,
1954. It was referred to the Senate Labor Committee on July 31,
1954. The Senate Labor Committee reported the bill, by a vote of
11 to 1, on August 2, 1954, just 1 day after it had been received.
The bill was never considered by the Subcommittee on Railroad Re
tirement, of which I am chairman, nor was it subjected to any con
sideration whatsoever by the full committee. It was simply ordered
reported in the closing minutes of the Labor Committee's executive
session on Monday, August 2, 1954.
The seriousness of this deficiency is illustrated, in part at least, by
the fact that amendments will be required to bring certain sections
of the bill into line with the provisions of the recently enacted Internal
Revenue Code.
My efforts to invite attention to the need for amendment of the
bill in committee were talked down and the bill was hastily voted out
over my objection: Because I believe it to be in the public interest,
I have had drafted and I will offer at the proper time the one amend
ment to H. R. 7840 which absolutely should have been made in
committee had this bill received committee consideration.
This bill, H. R. 7840, in the form in which it was introduced in the
House, was a companion bill to S. 2930, which was introduced in the
Senate by request on February 11, 1954. Following the introduction
of S. 2930, it was promptly referred to the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare and thereupon was placed on the calendar
of the Special Subcommittee on Railroad Retirement Legislation,
which was then under the chairmanship of the late Senator Dwight
Griswold. On February 16, a formal request was made of the Railroad
Retirement Board to report its views and recommendations on the
bill.
In February, when S. 2930 came before the Railroad Retirement
Subcommittee, it was publicly announced and otherwise made known
to all interested parties that subcommittee consideration of the bill
would not be undertaken until after the committee had acted upon
and disposed of 5. 2178, a bill to repeal the dual-benefit ban. Coin
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mittee action on S. 2178 was not completed until May 14, 1954, when
that bill was favorably reported to the Senate.
It may be observed that the persons who were most vocal in charging
"unfortunate delay" in considering S. 2930 are the very ones who used
every conceivable means to delay committee consideration of and
action on the bill to repeal the dual-benefit provision. They did
everything in their power to thwart action on that bill both in sub
committee and in the full committee. After the bill had been passed,
representations were made to the White House urging that the bill be
vetoed. That bill (S. 2178, H. R. 356) nevertheless became law on
June 16, 1954 (Public Law 398).
Prior to the scheduling of formal hearings on S. 2930, the Senate
version of H. R. 7840, the views of the Bureau of the Budget were
solicited. A formal request was made for such. a report on June 22,
1954. The reply of the Bureau of the Budget was dated July 1, 1954,
and was not received by the committee until July 6, 1954. The
Railroad Retirement Board's views and recommendations on S. 2930
were not received until July 7, 1954, the opening day of the hearings
on the bill. Their letter was dated July 1, 1954, and it was presented
to the committee during the course of the testimony of the members
of the Board on July 7, 1954.
Every effort was made to acquire and place before the subcommittee
members reliable inforimation in regard to the provisions of this bill.
Replies to the latest inquiries which were dispatched to the Secretary
of Labor and the Bureau of the Budget for additional information
which I considered essential to intelligent action on this bill had not
been received when the full committee ordered H. R. 7840 reported.
The Railroad Retirement Subcommittee held public hearings on
S. 2930 on July 7, 14, and 19, 1954. The transcript of the testimnony
taken has been reviewed and the corrected copy is now in the hands
of the Public Printer, It is estimated that the printed testimony
cannot possibly be available for consideration and for circulation until
August 9, 1954.
I cite these facts merely to show that S. 2930, the companion bill to
H. R. 7840, was handled as promptly as possible at the subcommittee
level. It was being given what I believe to be the kind of responsible
and careful consideration which it required. This was in accordance
with my conception of the duties and responsibilities of the office which
I hold.
In addition to my objections to the cursory consideration given this
bill in committee, I wish to point out also that I am not satisfied as to
the merit of this bill. In fact, I am more impressed by what this bill
will not do than by what it will do. In my view, its shortcomings
overshadow its benefits.
H. R. 7840 does not, for example, provide any benefits for some
290,000 retired employees and an additional 260,000 other bene
ficiaries now on the retirement rolls. This is in contrast to the Social
Security Act amendments now being considered which would increase
the benefits of all retired employees covered by our social-security
laws by about $6 per month.
HI. R. 7840 does not increase the benefits of some 36 to 40 percent
of rail employees who earn less than $300 per month. This is a most
.serious shortcoming since it withholds increased benefits from the
group most in need of additional benefits.
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H. R. 7840 does not provide additional retirement benefits for
employees who retire with less than 10 years of service or for their
dependents.
H. R. 7840 does not provide for a realistic increase in benefits for
employees who retire in the near future, even though they earned over
$350 per month. Testimony taken by the committee indicates that
an employee receiving $350 per month who worked for 1 year after
the enactment of this bill would receive an increase of only 69 cents in
his monthly annuity, although hie would be required to pay additional
taxes of $37.56 during the year. If hie worked 7 years at $350 a month,
his annuity would be increased by only $5. Proponents of the bill
say that by reason of this increase in compensation, the average
annuitant would receive $3 for each $1 in taxes. This is obviously
incorrect, since the cost estimates show that employees will pay in
$28 million in additional taxes and wvill receive additional annuity
benefits of only $31 million.
I think it is important likewise to examine closely the unemployment
insurance provisions of H. R. 7840. According to undisputed testi
mony, railroad unemployment insurance benefits are ,already far more
liberal than those available to about 50 million employees covered by
State unemployment compensation acts, not only with respect to
rates, but in other respects as well. This fact is strikingly illustrated
in the appended table which shows the comparative benefits payable
under the present Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, companion
bill S. 2930, and individual State lawvs. The table was submitted to
the committee during the hearings on S. 2930.
Both the Secretary of Labor and the Bureau of the Budget have
raised questions regarding the unemiploymnent insurance provisions
Of H. R. 7840. The Secretary of Labor, in a letter dated July 14, 1954,
states with respect to the miniiimumi daily benefit provisions that hie
is "in favor of a qualifying aniount whichi would eliminate fromt those
benefits miany transient employees." The Bureau of the Budget, in
its report, comments:
-we believe that this provision r:iurscareful cunsidtratiojn.
T lie rop~os-d
bill would have the, ciffect of increasing siihst'ait~ia~ll the lbonefits going to such
claimants (casual workers). Inasmuch ns tlnat cost, of inieinplovntent insurance is
borno bv the carriers, we lbelieve the Coiwrrss"will wvish I o consider wlii'lfhcr these
provisions of the bill cre~ate an iiiequily bv ink-reasing the burden of the carriers
with rospect to individuals wvhos-, connecli, n with the industrv is of shortcduration.

I wish to point out specifically that in at least one major p~rovision,
mainly in that p ovision relating to lowering- the retiremniit eligibility
age of wvidows from 65 to 60, this legislation~is not in accordance with
the President's program. The Bureaui of the Budget has sin~gled out
this provision of H. IR. 7840 for its particular disapproval. There is
concern that enactment of this provision will servo, to some extent as
a precedent for similar changeos in our old-egog audl survivors insurance
(social-security) laws.
The provisions of H. R. 7840 to reduce widlows' retiremnent eligibility
..ge will cost approximately $23,500,000. The Department of Hlealth,
Education, and Welfare advises me that if it were to laid in b~ringing
about a similar change in our social-security laws, the cost to the
Treasury of the United States would be $125 to $150 million in the
first full year of operation if widows alone were considered and $700 to
$800 million for the first full year if all women were included. If,
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eventually, the age is reduced for all beneficiaries, the cost would be
$1%to $2 billion.
During the hearings, the suggestion was made that the subcom
mittee might want to consider a proposal to eliminate the widows
provision and apply the $23,500,000 which this provision would cost
to an across-the-board increase for all employees. The Railroad Re
tirement Board was requested for its views on such a proposal and in
reply stated that if this proposal were adopted, employee benefits
would be increased by about $5 a month. It seems to me that the
matter of possible adoption of such a proposal was worthy of con
sideration by the committee.
In view of the importance of this legislation and the fact that it
received no consideration in committee; in view of its cost to the rail
roads and railroad employees; in view of its inadequacies especially
in regard to those employees who most need increased benefits,I
recommend against enactment of this bill.
BARRY M. GOLDWATER,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Railroad Retirement Legislation.
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3 members, 1 representing the public, I
representing the railroad employees, and
1 representing railroad management,
All three of the members are appointed
by the President.
In some instances, the bill would increase retirement annuities and benefits
to their survivors. In other instances
the bill would increase the unemployment and sickness insurance benefits of
these acts:By way of background, let me point out
that there are approximately 1,300,000
railroad employees in our great railroad
systemsj. Approximately 290,000 former
retired employees are on the railroad retirement rolls. Those who enjoy survivor benefits from these funds number
approximately 260,000. The railroad retirement fund presently amounts to approximately $3,200,000,000. The railroad unemployment insurance fund
presently amounts to approximately
$627 million,
The bill now before us was passed by
the House of Representatives by a vote
of 360 to 0. A companion bill was introduced in the Senate by the chairman of
the Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare, the distinguished senior
Senator from New Jersey [Mr. SMITH].
Hearings were held and the bill was reported to the Senate by me, after the
committee had voted 11 to 1 to have the
bill reported.
Mr. President, I do not intend to explain in great detail the proposed
AMNMETO
RIRAD R-changes, but it is my duty to inform
AMENMEN
OFRAILOADRE-the Senate about the changes proposed
TIREMENT ACT, RAILROAD RE- in the bill,
TIREMENT TAX ACT, AND RAILI wish to say that I am discussing
ROAD UNEMPLOYMENT INSUR- this bill today because the distinguished
ANCE ACT
chairman of the committee, the senior
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I Senator from New Jersey [Mr. SMITH],
ask unanimous consent that the unfin- is not present and because the chairman
ished business be temporarily laid aside, of the subcommittee, the distinguished
and that the Senate proceed to the Senator from Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER]
consideration of Calendar No. 2249, has filed a minority report,
I-ouse bill 7840, relating to the Railroad
I address my remarks, first, to the
Retirement Act and companion meas- amendments relating to the Railroad
ures. VC
Retirement Act, and which affect the
The VC PRESIDENT. The bill will railroad retirement fund. The amendbe stated by title, for the information of ment I shall first discuss would change
the Senate.
the age at which a widow, dependent
The CHIEF CLERK. A bill (H. R. 7840) widower, or dependent parent can beto amend the Railroad Retirement Act, come eligible for a survivor's annuity
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and from 65 years, as at present, to 60.
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
The second change relates to the surAct.
vivor's benefits, which a widowed mother
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there oh- and her children would receive as a
jection to the request of the Senator result of the payments made by the husfrom California?
band, a railroad worker. Under the
There being no objection, the Senate present lawv a surviving child receives
proceeded to consider the bill (H. R. benefits, until the child reaches the age
7840), which had been reported from of 18 years. The mother also receives
the Committee on Labor and Public Wel- certain benefits, on account of the child,
fare.
even though she may not yet have
The VICE PRESIDENT. The bill is reached that age when she is eligible in
open to amendment.
her own right for a survivor's annuity.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, the bill
The amendment would provide that if
which I present, H. R. 7840, amends the a child is permanently and totally disRailroad Retirement Act, the Railroad abled, when it reaches the age of 18
Retirement Tax Act', and the Railroad years, the child can continue to receive
Unemployment Insurance Act, compris- its survivor's benefits as long as the coning the railroad retirement system.
dition of disability continues. At the
I desire to point out that the bill would same time and for the same length of
affect two funds, namely, the railroad time, the child's mother would continue
retirement fund and the railroad un- to receive the benefit she receives beemployment insurance fund. Both of cause the child is physically disabled.
these funds are administered by the
Another amendment proposed is that
Railroad Retirement Board, composed of a widow who has been a railroad em-
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ployee and has made her payments into
the retirement fund may receive her
benefit retirement and also a survivor's
annuity if her husband was an eligible
railway worker. Heretofore, if her busband had been a railroad employee, and
he died, she could not receive both pay
ments. This amendment would permit
her to receive both payments, upon the
theory that both she and her husband
had paid their taxes into the railroadretirement fund, and that she is entitled
to receive the benefits for which they
paid.
I failed to say at the beginning of my
remarks that the railroad-retirement
fund is sustained at present by a tax of
6¼/percent upon the earnings of railroad
employees, to a maximum base of $300
a month. In addition, the railroad corn
panies must pay an equal amount into
the railroad-retirement fund. They
must pay a sum equal to 6¼/percent of
the amount of earnings upon which the
railroad employees are required to pay.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. BUSH. Is this fund on an actu
arially sound basis?
Mr. COOPER. That is a very compli
cated subject, and one which I am not
prepared to discuss in detail.
Let me say to the distinguished Sen
ator that at the beginning of my re
marks I said there was presently a total
sum of $3.2 billion in the railroad-retire
ment fund. There are liabilities against
it, in the amount of about $7.5 million,
because there are paid-up employees
who have not received their annuities.
This total liability is not due. It means
that there are employees who have paid
their taxes, are not presently eligible to
receive retirement, but nevertheless,
there is a contractual obligation to make
these payments at the time they become
eligible. This obligation would amount
to about $7.5 million if it were necessary
to pay it at this time.
It is my understanding that in deter
mining whether this fund is actuarially
sound, its solvency is determined by a
formula which takes into account a term
of years and the amount of money which
would in experience be paid out to the
beneficiaries over that term of years.
At present, under the formula which is
used, which is called a level base-tak
ing into consideration the amount of
Payments that would be made over a
period of years-a tax rate upon the
compensation base of 13.56 percent
would ideally be required rather than
the 12.5 percent presently paid into the
fund if the fund is to he brought actu
arially in balance.
As it is my recollection that one of the
witnesses who came from the staff of the
Railroad Retirement Board said there
could never be an exact balance. Today
teei
oislec
ftefn.I
ther inonsolven a cywt
. ofllthe fulnd.eI
i ovnwt
32blinblne
with Payments regularly coming in.
Technically, at present, there would be
required a tax of 13.56 percent rather
than the 12.5 percent now levied to
bring the fund ideally in actuarial bal
ance, but there is no question about its
solvency.
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Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the the people of the United States in the pie, a person with 30 years of service and
Senator Yield for one more question?
form of increased freight rates. There an average monthly compensation of
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
were other and more detailed objections, $350 would obtain an increase in his
Mr. BUSH. Has this act, so far, cost but I have tried to give the Senator as monthly annuity of $20.70 over the max
the taxpayers of the United States any honestly and accurately as I can the imum amount that is payable under
money?
general objections, without going into present law.
Mr. COOPER. No tax is levied upon great detail. It will result in a larger
Survivor benefits would also be in
the taxpayers of the United States to burden upon the railroads,
creased in those cases in which the de
sustain the retirement fund; no contriMr. SMATHERS. I thank the Sen- ceased employee had an average monthly
bution is made from appropriations to ator. I wonder whether it was the com- compensation in excess of $300.
this retirement fund.
mittee's conclusion that those, objections
I do not desire to go into great detail,
Mr. BUSH. There is no contribution? were not well founded or that the dire particularly after listening to the speech
Mr. COOPER. No. The entire re- results predicted would not be realized, of the distinguished Senator from West
tirement fund is made up, as I have said,
Mr. COOPER. I can answer that Virginia [Mr. NEELY]. What I have said
of the 61/-percent tax levied upon a question only by saying that the com- points out the fact that the bill would
level of earnings of the employees, and mittee voted by 11 to 1 to report the bill impose the tax upon an additional $50
a similar amount which is contributed to the Senate. I cannot inquire into the monthly wage of a worker who made as
by the railroads.
mind of any member of the committee, much as $350 a month. It would give to
The railroad unemployment insurance Hearings were held in the subcommittee, the person who made in excess of $300
fund is furnished entirely by the rail- The subcommittee never reported the bill a month some increase in benefit. I wish
roads.
to the full committee. The bill came to be frank about it, because I know the
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, will before the full committee on motion, and argument will be made that the benefits
the Senator yield?
a vote was taken to report it to the to retired railroad workers will go only
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Senate.
to those who make over $300 a month,
Mr. SMATHERS. As I understand,
Mr. SMATHERS. When the Senator because the additional tax will affect
all the Qoverninent does is just admin- says the bill was reported to the Senate, only them. It will affect only the addi
ister the fund,
he means it was reported favorably?
tional $50, which raises the level from
Mr. COOPER. That is correct.
Mr. COOPER. Yes. Reported favor- $300 to $350 a month. It is in line with
Mr. SMATHERS. The contributions, ably to the Senate.
the social security change, raising the
as the Senator said, are made to the
Mr. SMATHERS. I thank the Sen- taxable base from $3,600 to $4,200.
fund by the employees and the em- ator.
I believe I am correct in saying that
ployer.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the the number of workers who would be
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is cor- Senator yield?befidbytencasdm
thyp
rect. There is no payment, no tax, and
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
meneftd
smal thoug itceae maynbei pabou
no appropriation provided by the taxMr. LEHMAN. Is it not a fact that 60 percent of those who are employed.
payers of the United States, other than while the proposed change would entail About 40 percent, who make less than
the railway workers themselves,
some increased expenditures, the changa $3,600 a year, would receive no additional
Mr. SMATHERS. Does the Senator in the base would bring in as contribu- benefits.
know of any opposition to this particular tions to the retirement fund, from the
The maximum sum of $20.70 to which
bill? If so, from whom is there oppo- workers and from the railroads, an I have referred would be paid only to
'sition?
amount at least equal to, and possibly those who have actually worked for 30
Mr. COOPER. Yes. In the hearings, slightly more than, the increased ex- years and who have paid the tax. The
representatives of the Association of penditures?
increased payment to others would be
American Railroads, appeared and very
Mr. COOPER. The Senator from New reduced in proportion to the number of
vigorously opposed the enactment of the York is correct. When I have finished years they had worked, and would go
bill.
noting the chief amendments that are down to a rather small sum. In the case
Mr. SMATHERS. Does the Senator proposed, I shall devote some time to an of a worker who had worked, for exam
recall the basis for the opposition?
explanation of the financial implications ple, only 5 years, his monthly annuity
Mr. COOPER. Their opposition was of the bill,
would be increased by only $3.45 a
directed toward several features of the
Another amendment relates to those month.
bill.
who have retired and who are receiving
Teciiimhsbe
aeta
Som ofthir
bjctinswer drecedannuities. Under the present law, a dis- great many of these men will pay in each
against provisions already in the Rail- abled annuitant who earns as much asyermcmoetathywltkeu.
road Retirement Act which they think $75 in employment in each of any 6yermcmoetathywltkeu.
are inequitable. They did not want to calendar months is deemed able to be For example, one who has been in the
sethose features continued,
employable at the end of the 6 months railroad service for 28 or 29 years, with
A second objection was based upon period. The amendment would elimi- onyI or 2 years left to work, would he
the proposition that a relatively small nate this provision and would provide in- required to pay the additional rate on
benefit would accrue to many of the stead, for nonpayment of the annuity to $600 a year, amounting to a considerable
railroad employees, the workers them- the disabled annuitant with respect to sum, and their annuity would be inselves,
any months in which he receives morecraebyol70r
ensam th
A third objection was that the full cost than $100 a month from employment.
The point is, however, that the older
of the increased payments for unem- It is less harsh than the present rule, and railroad workers are willing to make
ployment and sickness would have to be fairer. From the financial side, it was these payments in order to help provide
borne by the railroads, and that the in- stated that this change would result in for the younger men coming on. Their
creased payment was out of line with a saving of about $1.5 million to the increased payments also provide addi
the payment of other systems, Another fund,
tional funds for their widows, by reduc
point made was that under the law, since
There are several other amendments ing the age of eligibility from 65 to 60
they must pay into the railroad retire- which we can discuss, but I have pointed years. They are willing to make this
ment fund an amount equal to the out the principal amendments, with the payment to make more favorable pro
amount which the employees pay-and exception of one. Under the present law, vision for their widows and their children
they must pay into the railroad unem- the maximum compensation that is tax- who are survivors. They are to be con
ployment insurance fund the total able and creditable for both railroad re- gratulated for this attitude.
amount necessary to meet demandstirement and unemployment insurance
I turn, now, to the amendment to the
they stated their belief that it would purposes is $300 a month.
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.
place too heavy a burden upon them at
The bill increases this maximum to At present it is required that a railroad
the present time. It was said that many $350, both for tax purposes and for credit worker must earn a minimum of $300 a
railroads had been operating at a loss, benefits. Individuals with an average month to be eligible for unemployment
that this bill, in increasing their pay- monthly compensation in excess of $300 or sickness benefits. Unemployment and
ments, would increase the deficit, and will obtain higher benefits than are ob- sickness benefits can be paid for a period
result in the burden being passed on to tamnable under present law. For exam- of 26 weeks.
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This bill would change the minimum
and require that a worker must earn $400
a month before he can be eligible for
unemployment or sickness benefits. The

bill provides, also, that in any event, the

-

the schedule of contribution rates to the
fund as provided by law. There being
no objection, the language was ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
The schedule of contribution rates pro-

worker who becomes unemployed or be- vided for in section 8 of the Railroad Recomes sick cannot take out of the fund tirement Act, as amended on June 23, 1948,
for sick benefits or unemployment bene- is as follows:
fits more than he or she has earned in If the balance to the
credit of the railthe base year.
The rate with reroad
unemployA third change in the Railroad Unemspect to cornment insurance acctwoud ddan
nsuane
Plomet
pensation paid
aenei count as of the
pditoymntl Insracenst Ath wudaddy
during the next
close of business
aditoal5
cns o h diy eeft
succeeding calon Sept. 30 of any
rate. The maximum which could be
endar year shall
year, as determined
drawn under this amendment would be
be:
by the Hoard, is:
$8.50 a day. It is also provided that in
'A----percent.
every instance an unemployed worker or $450,000,000 or more
one who has become ill and draws sick- $400,000,000 or more but less..1 percent.
than $450,000,000.
ness benefits must receive at least 50
percent of his daily wage in the preceding $350,000,000 or more but less-1l1/2 percent.
than $400,000,000.
year.
The benefit year runs from July 1 un- $300,000,000 or more but less..2 percent.
til the following June 30. The base pe- $250,000,000 or more but less..21/ percent.
than $300,000,000.
niod upon which determinations are
made is the calendar year prior to the Less than $250,000,000--------- 3 percent.
Since the balance to the credit of the
beginning of the benefit year. For example, we are now in the benefit year be- unemployment insurance account has been
ginning July 1, 1954, and ending June 30, in excess of $450 million from the time this
1955. The base year for this benefit year amendment became effective on January 1,
1948, the rate of contribution has been onewould he the calendar year 1953.
One feature of the provision which was half of 1 percent since that time. The balas of March 1954 was
obetdto was that the daily benefit rate ance in the account
$627 million.
objectedapproximately
In accordance with the amendments prowould be determined by the last wage
earned in the base year. I believe the posed to be made in the Railroad Retirement
present act provides that it should be Act and the Railroad Retirement Tax Act
the average wage earned in the base year. with respect to delegates attending a national
I may not be correct in that statement, or international convention of a railway labor
hut it was argued that because the bill organization, the reported bill likewise exdil
ag, tempts from the provisions of the Railroad
woldchne
t oth ls
dansywaer ito Unemployment Insurance Act such delegates
migdhtaenfair. Iothin thet
migh beunfir.thnk

he aswe

toif
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they have not previously rendered service

period July 1, 1948, to June 30, 1953, the
total contributions made by the carriers
amounted to $91,425,823, or only 63 per
cent of the contributions made for the
fiscal year July 1, 1947, to June 30, 1948.
I shall discuss briefly the cost of the
bill. The amendment reducing the age
of eligibility of widows, parents, and de
pendent widowers from 65 to 60 would
require additional payments from the
fund amounting to $23.5 million, Pay
ments to retired workers in the form of
increased annuities would amount to $31
million.

Other incidental payments, including
benefits to widowed mothers and disabled
children, arising from the continuance
of payments to mothers of children who
are disabled at the age of 18, would
amount to $750,000. Other charges are
estimated at $80,000. The total amount
of additional charges against the fund
is estimated to be $53,800,000.
To offset those charges, the following
credits would become available to the
fund, under the provisions of the bill:
The increase in the taxable base from
$300 to $350 a month-without increas
ing the tax rate-would bring into the
fund from the workers $28 million. By
reason of the fact that the railroads must
contribute a similar amount, a total of
$56 million would thereby be added to
the fund.
There is also estimated a saving of $1,
500,000 because of a change in the pro
vision relating to the loss of payments if
retired workers are employed. That is
under the disability work clause.
According to the estimates, the ap

that is that if the employee was em-

to an employer as defined in that act.

proximate cost of the bill would thus be

ployed at a certain pay scale at the time
he became sick or unemployed, it could
he reasonably anticipated that his employment would be continued at that last
rate during the time he was sick or unemployed,
The matter of supplying the unemployment insurance funds is a fairly
technical procedure. The balance in the
account as of March 1954, was approximately $627 million. It is required by
the act that the employer pay into the
fund a certain percentage of all sums
paid by him to railroad workers, based
upon the balance in the fund at the close
of business on September 30 of any year.
For example, if the balance in the fund
is $450 million or more, the rate is one-

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Kentucky yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. LEHMAN. Is it not a fact that
when the Unemployment Insurance Act
was passed it was contemplated that the
railroads would pay into the fund 3
percent of the wages of the workers?
Of course, the bill provided, as the distinguished Senator from Kentucky has
pointed out, a sliding scale, depending
upon the amount of money in the insurance account at the close of business
on September 30 of any year. It was
contemplated-and I am quite sure it
was the fact-that the contributions of
the railroad companies were at the rate

$53,800,000. The approximate increase
in income would be $56 million Rough
ly, there would accrue to the fund about
$1.5 to $2 million more than would be
lost to the fund annually. I have point
ed out that $28 million of that amount
would be furnished by the railroads.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. BUSH. On page 6 of the report
the following statement appears:
This hill is opposed by pension groups
and by the Association of American Rail
roads.
Will the Senator tell us briefly what
pension groups oppose the bill, and why
they oppose it?

half of 1 percent; if the balance is $400

of 3 percent a year.

million to $450 million, the rate is 1 percent; if the balance is $350 million to
$400 million the rate is 1½1/percent; if
the balance is $300 million to $350 million, the rate is 2 percent; if the balance
is $250 million to $300 million the rate is
2'/2 percent; if the balance is less than
$250 million, the rate is 3 percent. That
is based upon the rate of $300 maximum
amount to each employee,
This bill would require that the employer pay on a base of $350 a month for
each employee, which would, of course,
raise the total contribution of the employing railroad. I wish to point this
out because I think it is fair to make that
statement.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to insert in the RECORD at this point
the language in the report concerning

tinguished Senator has pointed out, the
railroads do not pay, and for many years
past have not paid, 3 percent; they have
not paid 21/ or 2 percent or 1 percent;
they have paid only one-half of 1 percent-certainly a very moderate payment.
is it not also a fact, as is pointed out
in the report, that during the 5-year
period from July 1, 1948, to June 30, 1953,
the total contributions made by the carriers amounted to less than the amount
paid in a single fiscal year during the
period July 1, 1947, to June 30, 1948?
So we are certainly not asking the carriers to pay any unusual amount.
COOPER. The distinguished
Mr.
Senator from New York has stated the
facts as set out in the report of the
Senate committee. During the 5-year

Today, as the dis-

Mr. COOPER.

To be frank with the

distinguished Senator-and I do not wish
to misinform him-

Mr. BUSH.

I do not wish to press the

Senator for a reply if he is not prepared
to answer.
Mr. COOPER. Although I was on the
committee, I was not present at the
time when Mr. Thomas Stack, president
of the National Railroad Pension Forum.
Inc., testified. It is my understanding
that he and his organization represent
employees who have retired from the
railroad, they are not now required to
pay any contributions into the fund.
They are receiving benefits, and under
the terms of the bill, would receive no
additional benefits. At the proper time,
I hope the distinguished chairman of the
subcommittee, the Senator from Arizona
[Mr. GOLDWATER], who is familiar with
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their claims, I believe, will be able to
answer the question asked by the Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. BUSH.
The term "pension
groups" is a very broad term. I wondered whether it had to do with Pension
funds in other industries. As I understand, it has nothing whatever to do
with pension funds in other industries,
but efes
grupsin
oly o pnsin
he
but efesgrupsin
oly o pnsin
he
railroad organizations.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct. It
did not refer to other pension groups.
Many railroad groups support the bill.
I shall not read the list of them, but
beginning on page 5 of the report is a
statement as follows:

-
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would pay the additional sum Into the knew then that there were other Inequities
fund. They would be required to pay, to be eliminated from the railroad retire
on a percentage basis, upon the addi- ment system. Individual members of the
Senate and the chiefs of the standard rail
tional $50 of those who earned up to $350 way labor unions have been flooded with re
a month,
quests from railroad workers all over the
I said at the beginning that the bill country proposing various improvements in
also would amend the Railroad Retire- the railroad retirement system. Some asked
ment Tax Act.. The present tax act per- Increases in annuities for the retired men,
mits the imposition of the 6¼/ percent others for disabled employees, for spouses,
hic th rairoa emloyes
ustpay for widows, parents, or children. Still others
hic th rairoa emloyes
ustpayhave requested liberalization of the eligibil
upon a maximum of $300 a month. ity conditions for the various types of anLikewise, it obligates the railroads to Pay nuities payable under the Railroad Retireinto the railroad unemployment insur- ment Act, and some have pointed to the
ance fund only to a maximum of $300 a Inadequacy of the daily benefits for unem
month,
ployment and sickness.
The bill would change those provisions
H. R. 7840 now before the Senate makes
an
eur
amn
yrira
m the following changes in the basic railroad
poeesunite
basisn of
railmaximum-o
retirement statute:
loeena
heands woul
pay-mu
o
1. The age of eligibility for widows, wi
$350 amonth, adwudrequire pa-dowers, and dependent parents is reduced
ment by the railroads into the railroad from 65 to 60 years of age. One of the great
employment insurance fund *upon an est needs of all is relief for unemployed

sThs upote
il
bahestnar
silwylabor sunionsticlding the 4stadrai
raiwa laorunons
icluin te 4trin
and engine service brotherhoods. and 19
organizations affiliated with the Railway
Labor Executive Association.
The four train and engine services brother- additional $50 for railroad workers who widows of railroad men who have reached a
hoods are Brotherhood of Locomotive Engi- make up to $350 a month. This change twilight zone in which they are too old to
nerBohrodogoooieFrmn
ol
aeefc
so uy1 94
work and too young to draw a pension. This
neer
Bothrhod
o Locmotve ireen
Thel crtikefcis
has bee raise that9the bill meets that need and the proponents
and Enginemen, Order of Railway Conduch
rtcs
a be
asdta
h
consider it a vastly important change spe
tors, and Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, revision of the internal revenue law, cifncally designed to help widows of railroad
There follows a list of organizations which was recently passed by Congress personnel.
affiliated with the Railway Labor Execu- and is now the law, contains a provision
2. Under the present law, a widowed mother
tives Association. I ask unanimous con- that payments shall still be made upon and her child cease getting survivor's bene
sent to have the list of such organizathe basis of $300 a month. There seems fits when the child reaches age 18 even
tions printed at this point in the RECORD, to be a contradiction between this bill though the child may be completely dis
Thee bingno
bjetio, te lst asand
the Internal Revenue Act. The abled for any employment. The bill pro
Thderedt bein prnotbection, the listRDwas argument has been made that the bill vides that if the child is permanently and
fordrdl
obopitdwnths:oRa
should be amended to correct that con- totally disabled, the survivor's benefits to the
follows:Id
nt
hnkiti
nce-widowed mother and child will continue
The organizations affiliated with the Railtaradcton
Th
dol notlthike
itr is nhecesit-byn g
way Labor Executives' Association are:
sary.nTeebillwillrtkeecar ofwth situ-beyondageh18
Switchmen's Union of North America: the ato
ni
aur
had railroad employment and is eligible for
,15.Whnta
Order of Railroad Telegraphers; American tiearvstepoe
ehia
mn-a
retirement annuity in her own right and
Train Dispatchers Association; Railway Em- ment can be made,
who would also be eligible for a survivor
ployees' Department. A. F. of L.; InternaI shall not speak any longer on the annuity by reason of her husband's employ
tional Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron bill. I felt that I should make a state- ment has the latter offset against the former
Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, and ment as to its principal provisions, and and cannot receive both. The bill provides
Helpers; Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of at least to outline the chief facts con- for both to be paid.
America; Sheet Metal Workers International nected with its financial implications.
4. Under the present law, the maximum
Association; International Brotherhood of
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- compensation that is taxable and creditable
Electrical Workers; International Brother- sent to have printed at this point in the for both railroad retirement and unemploy
hood of Firemen and Oilers; Brotherhood of RECORD tables to illustrate the effect of ment insurance purposes is $300 per month.
Raidlwaysan
StpesamdShaipoleks
Frloeight the bill, and a longer statement which I The bill increases this maximum to $350 both
HandlersoExresMaindteatieon
aEmplyes
had prepared.
for tax purposes and for credit toward bene
Broths;Brterhood Maneancerofd
of
Wigayme
Em-engn
becin
hemte
fits. Individuals with an average monthly
ployes;Broherood
Rilrad ignlmen
f
Thee bingno bjecion th matercompensation in excess of $300 would obof America; National Organization of Mas- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, tain higher benefits than are obtainable un
ters, Mates and Pilots of America; National
as follows:
der present law. A person with 30 years
Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association;
The bill H. R. 7840, which is now under of service and an average monthly com
.International Longshoremen's Association;
consideration, is~an Important piece of legis- pensation of $350 would obtain an increase
Hotel and Restaurant Employees' and Bar- lation. Its companion bill S. 2930 was intro- in his monthly annuity of $20.70 over the
tenders International Union; Railroad Yard- duced by the senior Senator from New Jer- maximum amount that Is payable under
masters of America; and Brotherhood of sey, the Honorable H. ALEXANDEa SmITH, the present law. Survivor benefits would also
Sleeping Car Porters.
chairman of the Senate Committee on La- be increased in those cases where the de
I do not say that the fact these organ- bor and Public Welfare, for himself and ceased employee has had an average monthly
izaioste avr il i bidig
n he others. The bill is supported by all of the compensation in excess of $300.
Senate, butaso they payl the taxno thei
standard railway labor unions, by the pub5. Under the present law, compensation
viw dsrv
osieato.lic
member and the labor member of the earned after retirement age is used in com
view cosidraton.Railroad
deerv
Retirement Board. Hearings were puting the annuity even though lower earn
Mr. COOPER. The report continues:
held on this bill by the appropriate Comn- ings in later years operate to reduce the
This bill Is opposed by pension groups and mittees of both Houses of Congress. and annuity. The bill provides for disregardby the Association of American Railroads, after it was reported favorably by the House Ing such compensation (though crediting the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Coin- service) if using such compensation would
At the Proper time I hope the distin- mnerce, the House of Representatives ap- reduce the annuity.
guished Senator from Arizona, chairman proved it unanimously; the vote was 360 to
6. Under the present law, a disability an
of the subcommittee, will be able to pro- 0. This bill has since been reported favor- nuitant who earns more than $75 in each of
vide the Senatoi from Connecticut with ably to us by our own Senate Committee 6 consecutive months is deemed no longer
more information about the Position of on Labor and Public Welfare, by a vote of disabled at the end of the 6-month period.
the pension groups.
11 to 1.
The bill eliminates this test and provides
I come now to the cost to the fund for
A few months ago the Senate Committee Instead for the nonpayment of the annuity
unemloymnt
enefts.on
Labor and Public Welfare reported favor- to a disability anuitant with respect to any
unmlyetbnft.It is estimated ably on a bill to amend the Railroad Re- month in which he is paid more than $100 in
that the increase in benefits for unem- tirement Act so as to eliminate certain in- earnings from employment or self -employ
Ployment and sickness would Cost about equities. We passed that bill last June and ment. This will remove hardships on the
$25 million anually. The railroads it is now Public Law 398, 83d Congress. We one hand, and eliminate abuses on the other.
ra
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7. Under the present law, the service of
delegates to national or international conventions of railway labor organizations is
covered employment under the act. These
conventions frequently include delegates
from units outside the railroad industry or
outside the country who have no other coyered employment. The accumulation of
these trifling credits is of little if any value,
particularly when compared with the nuisance of recording them and collecting the
suh erh
n ehe,il eclde
taxs
icxesfom coverag whereil tex individual hsev
te
iniviualhasto
ice romcovragewhee
no other previous covered employment,
8. The bill would strike out the present
requirement that the child of a deceased
employee under 18 and over 16 must attend
school regularly if feasible in order to be
eligible for a survivor's benefit. This provision was placed in the law originally because
a similar provision was contained in the
Social Security Act. This provision has long
since been stricken from the Social Security
Act and it should be removed from the Railroad Retirement Act.
9. The Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act is amended so as to provide that a great
majority of the beneficiaries may receive at
least one-half of their regular earnings for a
period of 26 weeks. This is consistent with
the President's recommendations regarding
increases in the benefit base of the Federal
social-security system. The changes contemplated in H. R. 7840 were in fact adopted
following issuance of the President's economic report, and the proponents intended
to adopt the suggestions of the President.
In order to eliminate a serious problem of
administration, the original provision providing for benefits based on the rate of pay
on the last day worked has been changed
by the committee to provide benefits based
on the last day worked in the base year. In
addition, in order to meet the objections of
the Bureau of the Budget in the problem of
weighted equities in favor of transient employees in the industry, the qualifying annual earnings was increased from $300 to $400
a year. In addition, in response to suggestions made by the Bureau of the Budget, a
guaranty has been inserted in the bill which
provides that under no circumstances shall
a beneficiary receive benefits totaling more
than the amount of actual wages earned in
the base year.
10. Provision is made to permit the waiving
of such portion of his railroad retirement
annuity as an annuitant may desire in order
that this annuity not interfere with the
annuitant's ability to qualify for a veteran's
pension.
It is not possible, of course, to amend the
railroad retirement system so as to adopt all
proposals made. We know that the system
originated with the standard railway labor
unions who are conservative in all matters
concerning the financial soundness of the
system. It is a matter of record that the
railroad retirement system came into being
because the old railroad private pension eyetems were inadequate to meet the needs of
retired railroad workers and their families,
In this instance. these standard railway labor
unions have found that some Improvements
could be made in the railroad retirement
system without adding to its financial burden. I wish to emphasize that this bill
represents the view of the four operating
unions as well as the 19 nonoperating unions, comprising a membership substantially
100 percent of all railroad workers in the
country. As railroad men they know the
plight of a railroad man's widow. Normally
a woman is in her thirties when she gives
birth to her youngest child so that by the
time that child is 18, the woman, if she
should become a widow then, is in her fifties,
The loss of the breadwinner at that time is
a catastrophe; yet, under the law now in
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effect, such a woman could not be paid a
widow's insurance benefit before she attains the age of 65. The committee has
come to the conclusion that this Inequity
ought to be eliminated by reducing the
widow's eligibility age but finances prevented
them from reducing the age to lower than
60. The bill therefore proposes to pay a
widow's insurance annuity beginning at age
60. Another liberalization relates to a
h
ilwud
8
fe g
nut
chl'
tchidsangeithi pftrovision excep with respec
noch getiprisnexptwhrset
a child that Is totally and permanently
disabled. In such case the annuity would

the railroad-retirement system, when the
cost of the benefits and the income from
taxes differ 1 percent either way, the finan
cial status of the system need not be con
sidered with alarm. The Congress has pro
ceeded on that basis ever since 1948. In fact,
at the end of the 1951 amendments, the
difference was close to 1½/ percent. In any
event, without attempting to Justify the ar
gument that 1 percent one way or the other
is not alarming, we must remember that
the enactment of this bill would not affect
adversely the present financial status of the
railroad-retirement account.
It should be remembered also that while

be paid after age 18 under the same conditions as it would have been paid before
that age.
For all annuities, the bill would provide a
higher average monthly base by changing
the creditable monthly earnings from $300 to
$350 a month. In addition, the bill would
permit a widow to receive her survivor annuity without reduction by the amount of
her own railroad retirement annuity; would
credit compensation earned after age 65 In
the computation of annuities only if such
credit would operate to increase the amount
of the annuity, would simplify the conditions for the receipt of a disability annuity
for months during which the individual was
able to work, and would make several other
amendments of relatively minor importance.
To meet the cost of the liberalizations- of
the Railroad Retirement Act the bill would
amend the Railroad Retirement Tax Act so
as to increase the taxable base from $300 to
$350 a month. The report of the Railroad
Retirement Board on the bill shows that this
increase in the taxable base would add $56
million a year to the railroad-retirement
system. This same report shows also that
the cost of the higher benefits resulting from
the crediting of $350 instead of $300 a month
for retirement and survivor benefits would
be $31 million a year, leaving a balance of
some $25 million a year to cover the cost for
reducing the eligibility age for widows without minor children from 65 to '60, and the
remaining amendments, the cost of which
is estimated at about $23 million a year.
Thus the $56 million additional revenue
would more than pay for all the liberalizations provided in the bill for the Railroad
Retirement Act.
The argument that the benefits under the
Railroad Retirement Act are already higher
than under the Social Security Act shows
no more than that some benefits are higher
than others. Although the Congress is now
in the process of increasing retirement benefits under the Social Security Act, it recognizes the inadequacy of the total monthly
benefit by increasing the amount which the
retired worker can earn to supplement his
monthly benefits. This amount which originally was $15 a month, was increased to
$25, to $50, to $75, and now it is proposed
to increase the amount to $1,200 a year. In
any event, the congressional policy has always been to consider the proposals to imProve the railroad-retirement system on their
own merits without regard to inadequate
benefits elsewhere, as long as the finances
in this system permit. improvement. That
this is so under this bill has already been
well established. It is certain, in any event,
that the liberalizations proposed in the bill
for the railroad-retirement system would not
adversely affect the financial soundness of
the system.
The argument that the railroad-retirement
account has now a deficit of about 1 percent
of payroll does not alter the fact that the
enactment of- this bill would not increase
that deficit. In other words, the deficit
would be about 1 percent of payroll whether
or not we enact this bill. It has been teatifled in the past that In a system such as

the additional revenue to the railroad-re
tirement account would be $56 million a
year, the cost would not be borne by em
ployers alone. In fact, the employers would
bear the smaller proportion of the cost.
Under the provisions of the Railroad Re
tirement Tax Act, $28 million of this $56
million would be paid by employers and $28
million by employees.
The objection to increasing the creditable
and taxable maximum monthly base from
$300 to $350 a month is made on two grounds.
First, the social security base is still only
$3,600 a year, that is, the President's pro
posal to increase that base to $4,200 a year
has not yet been enacted; and, second, even
if the social security base were increased to
$4,200 a year, the railroad base of $300 a
month should nevertheless remain un
changed because of the higher taxes re
quired to maintain the railroad retirement
system. Both objections are without merit.
The railroad retirement system and the so
cial security system were established in 1937.
At that time the wage base in the Social
Security Act was $3,000 a year, averaging
$250 a month, while the wage base under
the railroad retirement system was $300.
Thus, from the very beginning, the railroad
retirement system had a wage base which
was $600 a year in excess of the social
security wage base.
The tax rates for the maintenance of the
railroad retirement system are, and from the
beginning have been, higher than those for
the social security system, but the reason for
this may readily be seen. Both systems were
established as of January 1, 1937, when taxes
began to be paid under each. But whereas
the social security system had no immediate
obligations (monthly benefits under that
system did not become payable until Janu
0-Y 1, 1940, and these were at an extremely
low rate up to recently), the railroad retire
ment system had to pay substantial annulties immediately upon its establishment to
many tens of thousands of railroad workers
who had already retired, and whose annui
ties in many cases were retroactive to June
1, 1936. Moreover, the railroad retirement
system took over prior service obligations of
two kinds. The first, and very serious one,
was the obligation to credit as much as 30
years of service before 1937 for which no
taxes were paid. The second required the
system to take over the railroads' obligations
to some 50,000 pensioners then on the rail
roads' own private pension rolls. Besides
all this the railroad system provides dis
ability annuities at ages long before the
youngest age, 65, at which the social security
retirement benefits can begin; and it is im
portent to consider that almost one-third
Of all retirement annuities now being paid
under the railroad retirement system are for
disability.
It is thus obvious that the tax rate for the
railroad retirement system could not be
kept as low as for the social security system
because (1) benefits were paid immediately
1
and on a substantial basis rather than 3 A,
years later and on an extremely low scale as
under the social security system, (2) the
benefits were all considerably higher than
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those provided by the social security system
and in many instances, as in the disability
cases, at much earlier ages than the earliest
age, 65, at which old-age social security benefits can be paid and (3) the railroad retirement system assumed relatively heavy
prior service obligations recently estimated
at about $3.8 billion. The tax rates for the
railroad retirement system, therefore, had to
be fixed so as to cover not only the cost of
benefits for service after 1936, but also to
cover the cost of the prior service obligations,
Moreover, when the $300 limit was first
established in the Railroad Retirement Act,
98 percent of the number of railroad employees were earning no more than $300 a
month, and 98 percent of the total railroad
payroll was creditable and taxable for benefit purposes under the act. The average
monthly earnings per railroad employee in
1937 was $1,780. but in 1953 the average was
$4,400. Although the social security base
was changed from $3,000 to $3,600 a year,
the railroad base remained unchanged at
$300 a month to date. The result is that at
the present time only 36 percent of the employees are earning $300 a month or less and
only 80 percent of the payroll is creditable
and taxable for benefit purposes under the
act. As a matter of fact, even after this bill
is enacted and the base is increased from
$300 to $350 a month, only 88 percent of
the total railroad payroli would be creditable and taxable for benefit purposes of the
act as compared with 98 percent in 1937.
And we all know, of course, that the President has proposed an increase in the social
security wage base from $3,600 to $4,200 a
year.
It has been suggested that It would be
better to use the available $23 million to
increase benefits instead of liberalizing the
eligibility conditions for widows' annuities,
If the additional revenue to be derived from
H. R. 7840 were devoted to increasing only
retirement annuities and pensions, in addition to the increases in the annuities of
workers now employed who will derive increased benefits by reason of the increase
in average monthly pay allowed, the increase
would not be more than 4.25 percent; if such
revenue were devoted to increasing spouses'
annuities as well as retirement annuities
aind pensions the increase for all 3 would
not be more than 4 percent; and if such
revenue were used to increase also the survivor annuities payable under the act the
increase for all would not be more than
3.25 percent. When money is available for
improvement of a retirement system, such
as the railroad-retirement system or the

social-security system, it is necessary to conalder how best to distribute that money,
In this instance, of course, the increase in
revenues from taxing earnings in excess of
$300 a month (up to $350 a month), would
be used primarily to provide for larger benefits to employees (and their survivors) now
in active service who would pay these increased taxes, and any revenue over and
above that would be used primarily for the
situations of greatest need, that is, f or the
dependent widows and dependent parents
without any income at all in that very critical period from ago 60 to 65, when age and
disability prevent the securing of employment, particularly by women.
I whtha
hpe
sad husfa deon
a
eo-$300
htIsadtu
I oeta
strates the propriety of, need for, and the
financial feasibility of the amendments proposeRairoa
fo th Reiremnt
ct nod
posd or heRairod
Rtiemet
ct nd
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act.
For the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, the bill would increase the maximum taxable monthly compensation from
$300 to $330, the same as for the railroad
retirement system. The taxable base under
the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act
has always been the same as for the railroa
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retirement system, and the bill would continue this uniformity. In addition, the bill
would increase the daily rate for unemploysnent and sickness benefits generally by 50
cents up to a maximum of $8.50 a day, with
the assurance that In no case would
the daily rate be less than 50 percent of the
employee's last daily wage rate in the preceding base year. This guaranty is subject
to two limitations. The first is that in no
case would the amount exceed $8.50 a day,
and the next Is an overall limitation that
in no case would the total amount of benefits for unemployment or sickness in a benefit year exceed the employee's total earnings
in a base year. The guaranty of benefits
up to 50 percent of an employee's daily wage
rate is in conformity with the President's
proposal for the State unemployment insuranice systems; and the limitation against
total benefits exceeding the employee's earnings in the preceding base year is one of
two conditions directed against casual workera. It has been complained by some that
the railroad unemployment insurance benefits constitute a windfall to many casual
workers in the railroad industry; that their
benefits in a year exceed by far their earnings in the preceding base year. To meet
this objection, the bill amends the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act so as to yequire no less than $400 a year as a condition
to qualify for benefits under the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act instead of the
present $300 a year. This provision alone
would eliminate many casual workers from
the coverage of the act; and this provision,
together with the overall limitation against
total benefits exceeding the total earnings
in the preceding base year, go a long way to
meet the objection as to casual workers,
With regard to the amendments proposed
for the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act, we must remember that the President
of the United States has recognized the inadequacy of the State benefits and has recommended State action to increase benefits
up to 50 percent of regular earnings. The
proposal in the bill to increase benefits up
to 50 percent of the employee's last daily
wage rate in the base year is substantially
the same as the proposal of the President for
the State systems.
In considering the cost of the proposed increase in benefits under the Railroad Unempomn
nuac
cw
utrmm
poyetIsrneAtwemsreabar that such cost will come within the 3
percent tax rate fixed in the Railroad tinem-

ployment Insurance Act. The opposition
has not maintained, and cannot maintain,
that the cost of the railroad unemployment
insurance system, even after the enactment
of the bill, would exceed, or even approach
this 3-percent rate. This rate was reduced
in 1948 to one-half of one percent of payroll
by the use of a sliding-scale schedule of
rates fixed by Congress at that time in order
to avoid the accumulation of a large reserve
for which there was no immediate need.
This was a proper measure and saved the
railroads hundreds of millions of dollars
from 1948 to date. If there were no need
for improving benefits we would welcome
the railroads to the additional savings resuiting from the reduced rate, but this re
duction in rate was only a temporary mess
ure subject to increases up to the original 3
percent should there be a need for improv
ing the benefits.
Now that the need has
arisen no one should complain if the result
would be an increase from the present onehalf of 1 percent to perhaps 1 percent in
1957, since there is the assurance that in no
event would the total cost of the benefits as
so improved reach as much as the 3 percent
of payroll originally adopted for the system.
In summation, may I say to the Senate
that it is necessary in considering the bill
before us that we pass it without amend
nment. This bill passed the House of Repre
sentatives by an overwhelming unanimous
vote and it will become law if the Senate
pse
ti
t
rsn
om
n
cino
passesait wincit preset frm.uAnyactonfeonc
or other undue delay might conceivably resuit in this meritorious legislation not be
cmn
a.Isget
hrfro
e
half of the committee that all amendments
to this bill be rejected.
I submit that the bill before us is an ax
m
cletoe
tpoie
uhnee
croementsoe intheprovidesomuc
netiededt tin
proemplyents
instherailroa
restiement ands
unmployements r insurance rmsystems.Thes
thespoto
iProemient'sprgare ind cofomiyvit
Presadidnit'pratoga
and
Thae
Sertheysport Laof,
th adminisraton. Prsiecrt'Caryneof
The
Labor
endorsed the bill completely. All the stand
ard railway labor unions, representing some
1,500,000 railroad workers in the country,
are enthusiastically for this bill. The House
of Representatives passed this bill unani
mously. Let us do likewise. Let us assure
h
,0,0
alodwreswoaerpe
th1,000rilad
okrshoreer
sented by all these standard railway labor
unions that we are with them in this cause.

TABLE 1.-Effect of increasingcreditotle and taxable base to $330 per month on employees

retiring on full annuities after 30 years of service, assuming alt service after increase in
base to be at $350
Increase in monthly
annuity

Years of service
___________Increase

Average monthly compensation before
increase in base

Before
After
base
bsse
inraeincrease

Per

Per
ya

in
aggregate
taxesitomdate
oftreirme

Increase in
aggregate
benefits
for life
exp21~eancy

teof r22
year
Inetm

_________________

0--------------------------------------------

30

$20.70

$248.48

$1,126.80

$3,101.00

$200------------------------------------
$210----------------------------------------------

21

17.21

207.00

939.00

2,187.50

20

13. 80

165. 00

711. 20

2,070.00

Ii5

10.31

124. 20

103.40

1,5112.50

10

6.90

82. 80

371.00

1,036.00

5

3.41

41.40

187. 80

0300 -------------------
$200_ --------------------------------
$200------------------------------------------------------------$200----------------------------------
$210-----------------------------------------$300----------------------------------
$200-----------------------------------1
$210-----------------------------------------$300-----------------------------------I
$20 ---------------------------------
$210-----------------------------------j
$0

117. 50

Source: Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, 83d
Cong., 2d sess., en H. R. 7840, a bill to amend the Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and
ad the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, p. iS.
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TABLE 2.-Annual cost and level rate required point out that, although the bill goes a

to support the RailroadRetirement Act as
revised by proposed amendment (assumes
level annual payroll of $5,450,000,000 ont
basis of $350 monthly compensation
ceiling)
___________________

long way toward alleviating certain hardships which have developed under the
provisions of the present law, the Congress should consider, as soon as possible,
increased benefits for individuals already

retired as well as for the large number of
railroad employees receiving less than
Level
Benefit provision
$300 a month.
cs
the enactment of H. R. 356, which
-By
repealed the dual benefit restrictive pro1. Railroad retirement benefit
12. 303
*670, 500
under present art---------vision enacted by the 1951 amendments
2. Chants, limit on creditable
to the Railroad Retirement Act, the Coneamnings from $300 to s3s0
and the administration have cor.5690 rs
31,000
a mouth-----------------rected a serious inequity with respect to
.450
20,000
A. Retirement benefitspensioners eligible to receive both railB. Survivor benefits
(including residual
road retirement benefits and old-age in.110
6,000
lump sum)------------surance benefits under the Social Secu3. Reduce eligibility age for
widows and parents from
rity Act. This bill (H. R. 7840) would
.432
23, 500
65 to 60 ------------------correct many other inequities, such as
4. Cbange in disability work
clause provision to $100
reducing the eligibility age for widows
- (.023)
-(1,500)
per month (as accrued) - without an eligible child from age 65 to
0. Survivor benefits coutin60, and eliminating the provisions in the
deendentoondisable chid
present law, which provide that a dis.014
710
past age 18-----------------ability annuity ceases after the annui6. Disregarding compensation
after age 65 if use of such
tant earns more than $75 in each of 6
compensation would reconsecutive calendar months.
10
dues annuity---------------7. Elimination of reduction inon
Although the Senate Committeeon
survivor benefits on acLabor and Public Welfare did not have a
.001
count of railroad retiresufficient opportunity to consider the
20
ment benefit inown right..
8. Elimination of national del
proposed legislation as thoroughly as was
egate service where other
the Committee on Interstate
creditrablservice-----------10desirable,
Foreign Commerce of the House of
1and
---------crdtal
Representatives did give to H. R. 7840
13. 290
724, 330
Net level rate-----------very thorough consideration. Moreover,
Source: Hearings before the Committee on Interstate I understand that the Secretary of Laand Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Bid
bor, the Chairman, and the labor memCong., 3d sass., on H. R. 7840, p. 29.
of the Railroad Retirement Board
I
e qull-bar
favor the enactment of this legislation.
Under present law, an employee sqai
benefits
sickness
or
unempioyment
fled for
Al though the bill. does not go as far as
in a benefit year if he is paid compensation
totaling not less than $300 in a base year?, some of us would like it to go, it is a
The daily benefit rate is determined by the definite step in the right direction.
employee's base-year compensation, in ac- Therefore, I urge that the Senate pass
H. R. 7840. I urge, moreover, that the
cordance with the following schedule:
Daily benefit bill be passed without amendment, because, if it were to be amended at this
rate
Base year compensation:
$300 to $474.99 -------------------- $3. 00 late hour in the session, such action
$475 to $749.99--------------------- 3. 50 Would almost surely doom it to ultimate
$700 to $999.99 --------------------- 4. 00 defeat.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
$1,000 to $1,299.99------------------ 4. 50
$1,300 to $1,599.99------------------ 5. 00 am the chairman of the Subcommittee
$1,600 to $1,999.99 ------------------ 5.50
$2,000 to $2,499.99 ------------------ 6. 00 on Railroad Retirement. I feel it is nec$2,500 to $2,999.99------------------ 6. 50 essary for me to make a brief statement
$3,000 to $3,499.99 ------------------ 7. 00 of my objections to the bill, and why I
$3,500 and over -------------------- 7. so have found it necessary to object to it.
Under the reported bill the daily benefit At the end of my remarks I shall offer
rate would be determined by the emnployee's three short amendments, as to which I
base year compensation in accordance with shall ask the earnest consideration of the
Senate.
the following schedule:
I am very sorry that this very imporDaily benefit
tant proposed legislation comes up at
rate
Ease year compensation:$400 to $499.99-------------------- $3. 50 the end of a very busy session. It should
$500 to $749.99 --------------------- 4.00 be given thorough, sober study, much
$750 to $999.99 --------------------- 4. 50 more thorough study that it has been
byteSntComteonLbr
$1,000 to $1,299.99 ------------------ 5. 00
Annual dollar
cost (in
thousands)

$1,300 to $1,599.99 ------------------ 5. 50

$1,600
$2,000
$2,500
$3,000
$3,500
$4,000

to $1,999.99 -----------------to $2,499.99 -----------------to $2,999.99 -----------------to $3,499.99 -----------------to $3,999.99 -----------------and over---------------------

6.00
6. 50
7. 00
7. 50
8. 00
8.50

Mr. IVES. Mr. President, in supporting H. R. 7840, as passed unanimously
by the House of Representatives, I would
______change

A benefit year extends from July 1 to the
following June 30; the base year is the calendar year preceding the beginning of the
benefit year.

given byteSnt

omte
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been extremely fair in their treatment
of my views. They know exactly where
I stand. I also wish to say that the rail
roads have been extremely fair in their
attitude toward the bill. Their attitude
has not been based primarily on the in

creased cost to them, but upon the rather
obvious defects in the bill as it came from
the House. I may say to my colleagues,
particularly to the Senator from Con
necticut [Mr. Busn], who posed this
question, that in my office and in the
office of the committee there have been
received more than 3,000 letters and
cards objecting to the passage of the
pending bill. I believe most of those
cards came from the members of the
various brotherhoods, and I think most
of them are members of the railroad
pension fund, whose representatives tes
tifled against the bill during the Senate
hearings, and during the House hearIngs, as reflected on page 66 of the House
print.
To point out some of the seriousness
involved in the proposed legislation, and
the fact that any change in the Railroad
RtrmnAcshudeeiehrug
Rtrm tAcshudeeiehrug
and full consideration, I should like to
answer another question posed by the
Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
TiSiyE in the chair). Does the Senator
from Arizona yield to the Senator from
Connecticut?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield.
Mr. BUSH. What was the basis of the
opposition of the persons who were writ
ing? Three thousand communications is
quite a number. What was the basis of
their objection?
Mr. GOLDWATER. There was in the
Congress another bill which proposed to
give benefits to persons now retired.
Most of the objections were probably
from retired persons, who wanted im
provement in their lot so as to place them
on a comparable basis to that of persons
receiving social security. That is about
as much as I can tell the Senator about
the objections.
I wish now to come to the objections
with are specific, and~which are my own;
but, first, I should like to answer the
question of the Senator about the ac
tuarial solvency of the railroad-retire
ment fund, because it points up the sari
ousness of the whole question. I am
quoting the testimony of Mr. Ettenger,
of the Association of American Rail
roads, before the committee:
Tertrmn

ytmi

oacrigt

Teeieetssemsnwacdngo
actuaries, operating at an annual deficit

and Public Welfare. I am afraid, if the of $52,500,000 per year, and, In the absence
Senate passes the bl~l, that while there of more revenue, the costs, which would be
are many, many parts of it which are added by S. 2930
Which, I might say parenthetically,
good-in fact, the great majority of the
wath SetevrinoH.R780
provisions of the bill are very goodthere might be enacted into law changeswathSetevrinoH.R780
in the Railroad Retirement Act which would increase this deficit to $106,331,000 a
we shall be asked to change in a few year.
During the testimony on Senate bill
years. We were asked this year to
law which was hurriedly enacted 356, regarding the question of dual ben
in 1951, and to restore the dual benefits efits, it was brought out many times that
the fund is not actuarily sound. It is in
which were darnied in that year.
In making these statements I wish to no danger, but I feel that in the coming
say that I believe the brotherhoods have years the Senate and the House should
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have their representatives sit down with
representatives of the Railroad Retirement Board and try to ascertain a method of making the fund actuarily sound.
I mention that aspect to point out that
this is not merely another bill that is
being considered by the Senate tonight.
There are in this country about 1,300,000
railroad workers. There are 290,000 persons on the railroad-retirement rolls,
and there are 260,000 persons on the
survivors rolls. So, again, we are not
talking about something that affects only
a few persons, or about a minor piece
of proposed legislation.
The bill, H. R. 7840, proposes a number
of fundamental changes in three Comnplicated and highly technical laws, the
Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad
Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act. It involves many millions of dollars, and affects the lives of hundreds of thousands
of American men and women who work
on America's railroads, together with
their dependents. It imposes extensive
additonal burdens on the railroad industry.
H. R. 7840 was passed by the House of
Representatives on July 30, 1954. It was
referred to the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare on July 31,
1954. The Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare reported the bill by
a vote of 11 to 1 on August 2, 1954, 1 day
after it had been received. The bill was
never considered by the Subcommittee
on Railroad Retirement, of which I am
chairman, nor was it subjected to any
consideration whatsoever by the full
committee. It was simply ordered reported in the closing minutes of an executive session of the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare on Monday, August
2, of this year.
A little later on I shall po,,,nt out that
the Senate subcommittee held hearings
on it, but the members of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare knew nothing of the contents of the
pending bill, with all due respect to
them, because they are very busy men,
and I doubt whether they read the bill.
But the bill was reported by a vote of
11 to 1.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield to the
Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. COOPER. I am a member of the
subcommittee. I wish to make it clear
that I did not attend all the meetings,
but I did attend a number of the meetings.
Mr. GOLDWATER. That is correct,
Mr. COOPER. I heard most of the
testimony that was given in the hearings. I read many of the written statements that were made, and I certainly
studied the bill, and I knew what I was
voting for when I voted for it in the
committee.
I read many of the prepared statements which were presented, and I certainly studied the bill and knew what
I was voting on when I voted for it in
the Committee. I wish to make that
clear. I am in the Position of handling
the bill on the floor because the chairman of the full committee is not present
and because my distinguished friend is
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opposing the bill. I wish to make it
clear that I was present a great part of
the time, and I read the testimony. I
knew what I was voting on.
Mr. GOLDWATER.
The Senator
from Kentucky was faithful in his attendance at the meetings. I was not
referring to the Senator from Kentucky.
The Senators to whom I was referring
know full well who they are. I shall not
mention their names.
I The seriousness of this deficiency is
illustrated, in part at least, by the fact
that amendments will be required to
bring certain sections of the bill into line
with the provisions of the recently enacted Internal Revenue Code.
This bill, H. R. 7840, in the form in
which it was introduced in the House,
was a companion bill to S. 2930, which
was introduced in the Senate by request
on February 11, 1954. Following the introduction of S. 2930, it was promptly
referred to the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare and thereupon was placed on the calendar of the
Special Subcommittee on Railroad Retirement Legislation, which was then
under the chairmanship of the late
Senator Dwight Griswold. On February
16, a formal request was made of the
Railroad Retirement Board to report its
views and recommendations on the bill,
In February, when S. 2930 came be&fore the Railroad Retirement Subcommittee, it was publicly announced and
otherwise made known to all interested
parties that subcommittee consideration of the bill would not be undertaken
until after the committee had acted
upon and disposed of S. 2178, a bill to
repeal the dual-benefit ban,
Mr. President, I wish to compliment
the Senator from Kentucky on the excellent part he played in removing that
objectionable piece of legislation from
our books. He worked religiously on it.
I think it is a credit, not only to the
Senator from Kentucky, but to this administration, that this obnoxious portion of the Railroad Retirement Act was
removed during this year.
Committee action on S. 2178 was not
completed until May 14, when that bill
was favorably reported to the Senate.
I may say, as an aside, that that bill
was held up in committee repeatedly,
month after month, by the determined
action of one of the members of the committee. He was acting perfectly within
his rights. He doubted the wisdom of
passing it. I do not criticize him for his
actions. I merely wish to point out that
that delay was occasioned by repeated
objection,
Prior to the scheduling of formal hearings on S. 2930, the Senate version of
H. R. 7840, the views of the Bureau of
the Budget were solicited. A formal request was made for such a report on
June 22, 1954. The reply of the Bureau
of the Budget was dated July 1, 1954,
and was not received by the committee
until July 6, 1954. The Railroad Retirement Board's views and recommendations on S. 2930 were not received until
July 7, 1954, the opening day of the
hearings on the bill. Their letter was
dated July 1, 1954, and it was presented
to the committee during the course of
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the testimony of the members of the
Board on July 7, 1954.
I cite these facts merely to show that
S. 2930, the companion bill to H. R. 7840,
was handled as promptly as possible at
the subcommittee level. It was being
given what I believe to be the kind' of
responsible and careful consideration
which is required. This was in accord
ance with my conception of the duties
and responsibilities of the office which
I hold.
I point out that during the period
we were holding subcommittee hear
ings on this bill, and immediately
afterward when several times we at
tempted to have subcommittee meetings,
there was what has been referred to as
a filibuster going on on the floor, and
two members of the subcommittee were
very interested in that rather lengthy
exchange of words. It was impossible
to hold a subcommittee meeting at that
time.
Mr. President, politically I probably
should sit down and close my mouth.
The smart thing, politically, would be
to vote for the bill without any opposi
tion. But as the chairman of a sub
committee, I do not think it is my duty
to be prompted by politics. I have seen
what I feel are deficiencies in this bill,
and I am going to report them to the
Senate.
In addition to my objections to the
cursory consideration given this bill in
committee, I wish to point out also that
I am not satisfied as to the merits of this
bill. In fact, I am more impressed by
what this bill will not do than by what~
it will do. in my view, its shortcomings
overshadow its benefits.
For example, H. R. 7840 does not pro
vide any benefits for some 290,000 retired
employees and an additional 260,000
ohrbnfcaisnwo
h
eie
mtentrols
Thnfiisries ino contrasttothreSocial Security Act amendments now
being considered which would increase
the benefits of all retired employees coy
ered by our social-security laws by about
$6 per month.
This bill does not increase the benefits
of some 36 to 40 percent of rail employees
who earn less than $300 per month.
This is a most serious shortcoming since
it withholds increased benefits from the
group most in need of additional bene
fits.
This bill does not provide additional
retirement benefits for employees who
retire with less than 10 years of service
or for their dependents.
This bill does not provide for a realistic
increase in benefits for employees who
retire in the near future, even though
they earned over $350 per month. Tes
timony taken by the committee indicates
that an employee receiving $350 per
month who worked for 1' year after the
enactment of this bill would receive an
increase of only 69 cents in his monthly
annuity, although he would be required
to pay additional taxes of $37.56 during
the year. If he worked 7 years at $350 a
month, his annuity would be increased by
only $5. Proponents of the bill say that
by reason of this increase in compensa
tion, the average annuitant would receive
$3 for each $1in taxes. This is obviously
incorrect, since the cost estimates show
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that employees will pay in $28 million in
additional taxes and will receive additional annuity benefits of only $31
million,
Mr. President, the evening is going
alng sal
otenmrae l teof
minor objections which I found in this
Particular piece of legislation, because
my amendments are directed at correcting those. I do wish to mention one more
thing.
The Provisions of H. R. 7840 to reduce
widows' retirement eligibility age will
cost approximately $23,500,000. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare advises me that if it were to aid in
bringing about a similar change in our
social-security laws, the cost to the
Treasury of the United States would be
$125 to $150 million in the first full year
of operation if widows alone were considered and $700 to $800 million for the
first full year if all women were included,
If, eventually, the age is reduced for all
beneficiaries, the cost would be $11V2 to
$2 billion,
During the hearings, the suggestion
was made that the subcommittee might
want to consider a proposal to eliminate
the widows provision and apply the $23,500,000 which this provision would cost
to an across-the-board increase for all
employees,
Mr. President, that is exactly what I
favor. I shall bring that up in my
amendment. I think it is not fair to
the retired railroad workers of this country to deny them an increase in their
benefits,
The Railroad Retirement Board was
requested to submit its views on this
proposal, and in reply stated that if this
proposal were adopted, employee benefits
would be increased by about $5 a month,
or very close to the social-security standards we have recently enacted.
It seems to me that the matter of
possible adoption of such a resolution is
worthy of consideration by the Senate.
Mr. President, as I said, I have 3
amendments to offer. I send the first one
to the desk and ask that it be stated,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will state the amendment.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 9
after line 3 it is proposed to insert the
following:
Szc. 206. (a) Section 3201, section 3202
(a), section 3211. and section 3221 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are hereby
amended by striking out '$300" each place
it appears in each such section and inserting
in lieu thereof "$350."

(b) Section 3231 (e) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 is hereby amended by
inserting at the end thereof the following
sentence:
"Compensation for service as a delegate to
a national or international convention of a
railway labor organization defined as an
'employer' in subsection (a) of this section
shall be

disregarded

for purposes

of de-

termining the amount of taxes due pursuant to this chapter if the individual rendering such service has not previously rendered service, other than as such a delegate, which may be included in his 'years
of ser'vice' for purposes of the Railroad Retirement Act."

On page 13, after line 19, insert the
following:
SEC. 407. The amendments to the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 made by section 206
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shall become effective as if enacted as a part
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, let
me present a very brief explanation. I
think it is quite obvious from the words
the amendment that this is a technical amendment, which will be needed
to make the act operative within the safe
actuarial limits of the fund,
When this legislation was being considered by both committees we had not
as yet passed H. R. 8300, which is the recodification of the Internal Revenue
Code. Because of this change it is necessary to make some amendments in the
Internal Revenue Code so that the proposed act, if it is passed, can start
operating immediately, and we shall not
find ourselves borrowing from existing
funds in order to make the payments between now and the first of the year.
The amendment I am offering is a
technical one and is needed to conform
the provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 to the amendments to be
made to the Railroad Retirement Tax
Act by this bill,
Beneflit rates under the Railroad Retirement Tax Act are at present financed
by a payroll tax of 61¼ percent on railroad employees and an equal tax on the
employers, payable on each employee's
earnings up to $300 per month. That is
important.
H. R. 7840, in amending the Railroad
Retirement Tax Act, increases the tax
base from $300 to $350 per month, eff ective July 1, 1954, and excludes from
taxation, as of April 1, 1954, the compensation of certain delegates to national
or international conventions of the railway labor organizations,
Under section 7851 of the Internal
Revenue Act of 1954, the present Railroad Retirement Tax Act will be superseded, effective January 1, 1955, by a new
Railroad Retirement Tax Act, which is
chapter 22, I. R. C., 1954. That is the
Internal Revenue Code.
The new tax act, however, contains
the $300 tax base and fails to provide for
the increased $350 base. Likewise, it
fails to provide for excluding the compensation of certain delegates to conventions. This amendment would remedy this deficiency by adding these provisions to the new Railroad Retirement
Tax Act,
In brief, that is what the amendments
do. I heard the plea of the Senator from
New York not to amend the bill. I have
heard the suggestion made, "We can Put
it through, and we can amend the act
next year when we take it up again."
Mr. President, I think that is very bad
legislative procedure. If this bill is to
be enacted into law certainly it should
be enacted into law with all the mechanism necessary to make it work,
Ihaentigmrtosyntis

Ihv

ohn

oet

a

nti

amendment. I feel it is one which must
be accepted unless we want to see this
fund further jeopardized in the process,
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BRICKER in the chair). The question
is on agreeing to the amendment of the
Senator from Arizona.
Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. President, the
junior Senator from Nebraska supports
the views of the able Senator from
Arizona.
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In my opinion this is no social-security
act. This is no WPA Project. This is
nlo foreign-aid proposal. Nor is it a
drought-relief measure. When the Con
gress first inaugurated teRira
e
tirement Act it was assumed-and in my
opinion it was the intention of Con
gress-that this would be one fund which
would be put on an actuarially sound
basis.
While the Senator from Arizona points
out the fact that the fund is in no
jeopardy at this time and is solvent, if
we are to pass bills such as those before
us today without adequate hearings, the
fund will not remain solvent.
I trust that Senators will keep in mind,
in considering this bill, that this is one
fund which must remain actuarially
sound.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senator from Arizona [Mr.
GOLDWATER].
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I urge
that the amendment be defeated, and
submit these reasons:
First, there is no question of whether
or not this fund is solvent and will re
main solvent. As of today-and my dis
tinguished friend will agree with me-the
fund is absolutely solvent. There is no
problem about having plenty of money
in the fund to pay the charges.
Today in the railroad retirement fund
there is a total of $3.2 billion. The total
benefits which would be paid from this
fund if the bill were passed would be
$724 million a year. Of course, there are
funds coming in all the time.
There is some question of whether or
not this is an actuarially solvent fund.
As I said, I cannot go into all the details,
but I hope my distinguished colleague
will check me, and if I make a misstate
ment, I hope he will correct me, because
I do not want to make a misstatement
to the Senate.
As of today, to make the fund abso
lutely actuarially sound there should be
levied, instead of a tax of 6¼/percent
against the employees, a tax of perhaps
7 percent. It is said it would require
about 1.6 percent more, divided as be
tween the employees and the employers,
to make the fund actuarially in balance.
What do the words "actuarially sound"
mean? They mean, according to actu
arial principles, taking into considera
tion over a long term the average re
ceipts and payments from the fund in
that long term, that there should be suf
ficient amounts of money in the fund to
maintain solvency at all times.
As I remember, the representatives of
the railroad retirement fund testified
that it would be the year 2010, if condi
tions remain as they are today, there
might be some question as to whether or
nothtaouttobrisdnte
o

h

a

uh

ob

asdi

h

year 2010. I ask the distinguished Sen
ator from Arizona if that statement is
correct?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I think the Sen
ator from Kentucky is approximately
correct. However, it was brought out in
the hearings on the dual benefits ques
tion, as the Senator will recall, that
there was a doubt about the actuarial
soundness of the fund; and the state
ment was made by the Senator from
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Illinois that changing the act of 1951
would reduce that estimate of exhaustion by 10 years.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct. From
the year 2010 to the year 2000.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I believe that
was the amount.
Mr. COOPER. Let us fully understand this question. So far as the fund
being solvent at present is concerned,
there is, of course, no question about the
fact that it is actuarially solvent. The
testimony is that the fund will last until
the year 2010. It might be necessary at
that time to raise the tax rate, to keep
the fund on an actuarially sound basis.
There is no problem now about whether
or not the fund is actuarially sound and
solvent.
I know my distinguished friend will
agree with me that there is no question
on that point, except a question based
upon the abstraction of whether at the
moment it is actuarially ideally in balance.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. GOLDWATER. That is the point,
In economic theory, where I depart from
many of my brethren. I think all funds
should be solvent at all times. These
workers have paid money into this fund.
The railroads have paid money into the
tind. I do not think it is fair to say
"We have $3.2 billion in the fund, and
that is a great deal of money, and since
we have to operate off the 'kitty' for
only 3 or 4 months we should go ahead
and do it."
That is not good business. I do not
think it is fair to the railroad peopleI the
working people, and the public to misuse
funds held in trust for them. I have said
that if the fund is actuarially unsound
we should determine it, and not wait
until 2010. If adjustments must be
made, let us make them now.
Mr. COOPER. I know the Senator did
not mean to suggest that I said we should
use the fund recklessly without regard to
the future. I said that as of the moment
it is absolutely solvent, and even on the
ideal actuarial basis it is solvent under
the present rate. It will be solvent and
in balance until the year 2010, according to the experts. That is a fair statement. Any fund might be out of balance,
from the standpoint of an ideal actuarial
basis, by 1 percent one way or another,
I have the highest regard for my friend,
but I really do not believe there is much
basis for the argument based on the
question of actuarial solvency.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I now wish to apPeal to the Senator as a lawyer. I am not
a lawyer, and I want to appeal to his
legal background and to the inherent de
sire of all lawyers to enact clean legisla
tion. I call the Senator's attention to
the fact that in the bill before us section
205 amends a subsection of a law which
no longer exists. I am not a lawyer.
Perhaps it is permissible to do that.
That is not what I pay my lawyer for,
however.
Mr. COOPER. I will address myself
to the amendment of the Senator. The
bill which is before us would raise the tax
base from $300 to $350. It would be
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come Immediately effective. When the
Internal Revenue Act was passed a few
days ago-of course, not taking into ac
count that this bill might be passed-it
retained the tax base at $300 a month.
That bill does not become effective until
January 1. I believe I am correct in say
ing that, with respect to absolutely
maintaining a balance of benefit paymeats and receipts against this fund,
there is no question at all until January
1. If the Internal Revenue Act should
be effective and should change this pro
vision, by keeping the base to $300, there
might then be a technical defect which
would have to be remedied. It would
require an amendment of the Internal
Revenue Act to raise the base to $350. I
believe my friend will agree that there is
no problem from now until January 1.
Mr. GOLDWATER. If the Senator
wishes to admit that poorly written leg-
islation, which does not cover laws which
Congress has enacted, presents no prob
lem, it is an entirely new approach for
a lawyer, so far as I am concerned. I
still have not had an answer to my ques
tion regarding a lawyer's interpretation
as to how it is possible to amend an act
which no longer exists.
Mr. COOPER. Is the Senator ad
dressing his suggestions to the amendmeat before us?
Mr. GOLDWATER. Yes. The second
part of the amendment takes care of
the compensation for services as a dele
gate to a national or international con
vention.
Mr. COOPER. I make the point that
so far as the amendment is concerned,
it can have no effect until January 1.
The practical effect of the amendment,
if it is adopted, would probably be that
the bill would not be passed. The Senate
must weigh that question. It is a matter
of policy. Because I think that the
amendment is so inconsequential, I pre
fer that the bill be passed, and I urge
that the amendment be defeated.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I may say in
closing that I have never heard in any
legislative body the suggestion that we
pass Poorly written legislation. -I am
perfectly willing to go to conference on
this question. I think it is an amend
ment that has to be made now or in
January. So far as money is concerned
the money is there. However, it does not
take care of all the Provisions of the
bill we have before us tonight. An
amendment is needed. I am sure the
HOuse would have added it, had the
House known of the passage of H. R. 8300.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from Anizona [Mr. GOLDWATER].
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AMENDMENTS TO RAILROAD RE
TIREMENT ACT, THE RAILROAD
RETIREMENT TAX ACT, AND THE
RAILROAD UNEM[PLOYMENT IN
SURANCE ACT
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H. R. 7840) to amend the
Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad
Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. President, wiUl
the Senator from Kentucky yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. LEHMAN. I have understood
that there isa provision in virtually every
major revision of laws which includes
a saving clause which takes care of
changes in revision. I do not believe we
could properly legislate otherwise, be
cause in hundreds of bills changes are
made in dates or in other things which
cannot be immediately included and are
not Immediately included in all the leg
islation to which reference has been
made. But the saving clause is there,
which takes care of the situation. It
seems to me the objection is a purely
technical objection.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President,
will the Senator from Kentucky yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Will the Sena
tor from New York cite me such a sav
ing clause?
Mr. LEHMAN. It is In many laws. I
do not have the code of laws before me,
of course, but I am quite sure my state
ment is correct. I have checked with
persons who have had experience. I do
not believe we could properly legislate
otherwise. Every time we amended a
bill, unless we went through all the laws
on our statute books and simultaneous
ly made changes to conform, we would
run into the very difficulty which the
Senator from Arizona has pointed out,
if, indeed, he is justified in pointing it
out.
Mr. GOLDWATER. If the Senator
can cite me such a saving clause I shall
be happy to see it.
Mr. LEH1MIAN. I cannot cite it, be
cause I cannot go through the entire
revenue act at this time.
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator is a
member of the committee and has had
ample time to study the bill, and I am
sure he gave it long and careful study.
I should like to know if I am in error.
Mr. LEHMAN. Let me say to the Sen
ator from Arizona that I am a member of
the committee, and I have taken great
interest in the bill. It is supported by
all the railroad brotherhoods, the men
and women who pay into the contribu
tory fund 6¼/ percent of their wages
every month. I believe it is a good bill.
I believe it, is actuarially sound. I as
sume the increased benefits will be more
than counterbalanced by increased re
ceipts because of the larger payments
due to the increased wages and salaries
which are paid. So the only objections
which can be raised, so far as I can see,
are technical objections. I very much
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hope they will not be made, because I is only a possibility, not a probabilitythink they are contrary to the interests that in the year 2010 it may be necessary
of the country and the interests of the to take further action on the railroad rebeneficiaries of this fund. Of course, tirement law, from the standpoint of its
Senators can block the bill, but I strongly actuarial features. But the record is
urge that Senators not offer technical not clear that such action may be necesobjections at this late date to make an sary, even in the year 2010. I think we
impact to the extent that any Senator had better pay some attention to the
would think of voting against the bill, needs of the recipients of the benefits
which is a sound one and one to which under this very sound social law in the
I have heard no objections save from present and in the immediate future,
Likewise, I am not greatly moved by
the railroad companies, which may have
to pay a little bit more into the fund; the argument that this is an amendment
but it is a very little bit more.
to a nonexisting law. Of course, for the
Mr. COOPER. I thank the Senator RECORD, it should be made clear what is
meant by that argument. It means that,
from New York.
I think the Senator from Arizona is because a new internal revenue law has
proceeding with a proposal which is not recently been passed, which in turn will
only technical, but which is really not be codified by way of making a great
of any large substance. He has given many technical changes in titles and
to the Senate two instances in which he section numbers, in passing a law which
says technical corrections should be in its printed form does not refer to the
made. One of them is in section 205, sections and the titles of the new internal
which reads as follows:
revenue law, we should postpone final
SE.
Sbscto
05
() f ecio 532 of action on the bill until the printers have
finished their work some time between
the Rairoa Rubectiremnt Tax AfsctioIshrb
amended by inserting at the end thereof the now and January.
following sentence: "Compensation for servIf I ever heard an argument of form
ice as a delegate to a national or interna- without substance, this is it. When we
tional convention of a railway labor organi- pass the bill tonight, as I hope we shall.
zation defined as an 'employer' in subsection and without amendments, there will be
(a) of this section shall be disregarded for two parliamentary procedures to follow
purposes of determining the amount of taxes in order to meet the very superficial ardue pursuant to this subchapter if the in
dividual rendering such service has not pre- gument of form which has been previously rendered service, other than as such sented against the bill. I have consulted
a delegate, which may be included in his with the legislative counsel in regard to
'years of service' for purposes of the Rail- this question.
First, the usual language should be
road Retirement Act."
Prospectively, it would mean that the adopted to authorize the clerks and the
compensation of delegates could not be staffs to make such changes in numberincluded in the base upon which taxes ing and titling as may be necessary.
are levied.
Second, I propose to offer-and it is now
Th Snao'saruen i ha b-being drafted-a concurrent resolution,
The enaor'sargmen is hatbe-not an amendment to the bill, because
cause this tax would still be levied under no chances should be taken with amendthe Internal Revenue Act, there shou~ld ments to the bill, as has been brought
be a technical amendment correcting out by the distinguished Senator from
the language, without regard to the say- Kentucky [Mr. COOPER], the distining clause which I think will be found guished Senator from New York [Mr.
in the Internal Revenue Act. This LEHMAN], the Senator from Alabama
would involve a later amendment, and, [Mr. HILL], and other Senators. If it
in my opinion, would repeal the earlier is desired to make certain that justice
enactment in the Internal Revenue Act will be done to the railroad workers,
whose representatives are unanimously
so far as the delegates are concerned,
As to the other question raised by the behind the bill, then let us not, in the
Senator, I think there is a saving clause closing hours of the session, attach any
which would take care of it, anyway. I amendment, technical or otherwise, to
hope the amendment will be defeated, the bill, which will cause the bill to die
because I think its passage would mean in the House.
But a concurrent resolution can be
the defeat of the bill.
Mr. HILL. Mr. President, will the submitted-and I propose to submit
one-which will make it perfectly clear
Senator from Kentucky yield?
that when the two laws come to be enMr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. HILL. I strongly support the rolled, they shall be dovetailed as to the
pending bill, and I certainly hope that technical matters of titling and sectionSenators will realize that if any amend- ing, making certain that they are interment is added to the bill it mlight well related and coordinated, so far as endefeat it in this session of the Conigress. rollment is concerned.
if an amendment is placed on the bill
Let me make it very clear that if the
it means that the bill must go back to concurrent resolution should not be
the House of Representatives, and there adopted between now and the adjournwill be no time for action, which will ment of the House, no damage would be
mean the defeat of the bill,
done. Congress will again convene in
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, in my January, and at that time such a resolujudgment the railroad retirement bill, in tion can be adopted.
the form in which it is offered tonight,
Lastly, in answer to the argument
is long overdue. Its passage should be which has been made, this matter would
immediate, without amendments,
be taken care of automatically when the
I am a little amused, I may say, speak- codification is made. We do not need to
ing good naturedly, about the last-mmn- worry about it. If the bill shall be
ute concern over the possibility-and it passed tonight, there will be no question
C-954
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about the railroad retirement law re
ferring to the previously existing in
ternal revenue law, which now has been
changed by action of Congress. When
the codifiers begin to codify the law, they
will codify the railroad retirement law in
terms of the new internal revenue law.
That is why I say the argument is an ar
gument without substance.
In order to meet the artistic niceties
of the legislative process, I shall offer a
concurrent resolution, believing that
there will be time for the House even to
act on it. But in case the House does
not act, I shall reintroduce the concur
rent resolution in January, and the ar
tistic job can be done then.
In the meantime, there should be on
the statute books this proposed law,
which would do justice to the railroad
workers of the country. It is a bit of
justice which is long overdue. We
should proceed to pass the bill now, first
by rejecting the amendment which has
been offered, and then by voting in sup
port of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment offered by the Senator from Anizona [Mr. GOLDWATER].
Mr. MURRAY. Mr. President, I join
with my colleagues in supporting the bill.
I think it should he passed. It has been
before the Committee on Labor and Pub
lic Welfare for a long time. In fact, we
have been studying such legislation not
for 2 years bat for 2 decades. I am
proud of the fact that I have supported
all advances in this type of legislation
for the railroad workers.
I think there should be no delay in
passing the bill. I believe it would be
unwise to undertake to amend the bill
now, because to do so would merely
mean the end of the measure. It would
not be possible to have the bill passed
if it had to go back to the House.
I do not think it is necessary to have
amendments to the bill. I agree with
the Senator from Oregon that the prob
lem can be handled by concurrent reso
lution, which would make the necessary
proper adjustments, due to the fact that
other legislation has been enacted in the
meantime.
I think the bill should be passed with
otaydly
otaydly
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senator from Arizona.
Mr. BUSH. I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask unan
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Arizona.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I have been
trying quietly to persuade our good
friend, the Senator from Arizona, to
withdraw his amendment. I think he
has made his point. I do not think the
amendment is necessary. I do niot think
any of the other amendments he may
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have to off er are necessary at this particular time.
The reasons for my conclusion in that
connection have been well covered by
Senators who have spoken. I think if
the Senator from Arizona places his Pasition in the REcoRD-and there is considerable provocation for the proposals
he is making-his position will be there
for all to see when we convene next January. At that time we can make the
changes found to be necessary. I see no
point in jeopardizing the passage of the
bill. If a single amendment to the bill
is agreed to at this time, it is very likely
that the bill itself will be doomed. So
I plead with my good friend from Anizona not to press his amendment.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
may say to the Senator from New York
that if I had desired to withdraw my
amendment I would never have bothered offering it, and I would be on an
airliner right now on my way home,
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescirded.
Mr. LANGER. MI. President, I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection has been heard. The clerk will resume calling of the roll,
The Chief Clerk resumed the calling
of the roll,
Mr. KNOWLAND.
Mr. President,
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Arizona.
Thnyshveben
yasan
rdre-intent
Mr. COOPER. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. COOPER. I do not wish to take
the time of the Senate, but because several Senators have entered the Chamber
since the Senator from Arizona offered
his amendment, I should like to say that
the amendment is purely technical. The
bill which we are considering raises the
tax base from $300 to $350. The Senator
from Arizona has said that since the old
tax base will become effective January 1,
1955, according to the Internal Revenue
Act, he is proposing to bring the two
laws into conformity.
In the first place, there will be -no
possible conflict until January 1, 1955.
In the second place, all that is involved
is a technicality. It is my opinion that
the act would be repealed by implication. Furthermore, we have been told
that there is a saving clause in the Internal Revenue Act which would take
Care of that. It is purely a technical
amnmnadis
of no importance.
amendmentthefuds
All the adoption of the amendment
would mean is that the bill would be
defeated. Therefore, I urge the Senate
to reject the amendment.
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Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina. tween the $300 and the $350, between
Mr. President, will the Senator yield for now and the first of the coming year.
a question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. COOPER. I yield to the Senator question is on agreeing to the amend
from South Carolina.
ment of the Senator from Arizona [Mr.
Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina. GOLDWATER].
Is it not true that if any amendment to
On this question the yeas and nays
the bill is agreed to, it will mean the have been ordered, and the clerk will call
death of the bill itself this year?
the roll.
Mr. COOPER. That probably is true,
The legislative clerk called the roll.
but if I thought the amendment was a
Mr. SALTONSTALL. I announce
worthy one, or that it should be adopted, that the Senator from Nebraska [Mrs.
I would not make that argument. I say BOWRING], the Senator from Maryland
to the Senate that I do not believe the [Mr. BUTLER], the Senator from Vermont
amendment is of any importance what- [Mr. FLANDERS], the Senator from Indi
soever, and that, on its merits, it should ana [Mr. JENNER], the Senator from Wis
be voted down.
consin [Mr. MCCARTHY], the Senator
Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. President, will from Connecticut [Mr. PURTELL], and
the Senator yield?
the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
Mr. COOPER. I yield to the Senator UPTON] are necessarily absent.
from Nebraska.
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. CAPE
Mr. REYNOLDS. In the opinion of HART] and the Senator from Idaho [Mr.
the Senator from Kentucky, is there a WELKER ] are absent on official business.
conflict as between the present time and
The Senator from New Jersey [Mr.
January 1?SMT]adteenorfmWicsn
Mr. COOPER. No; there is no con- SMITH andEY the asenatory
fromvWisonsine
flict as between now and January 1.
[Mrat.WLE]aebsnbylveoth
Mr. REYNOLDS. I understood the
I
rsn
n
oig h
eao
Senator to say that if there were a conIfroNeweJerseyn[Mr.tSMITH]hwouldavot
flict, it would be only in that respect.
"rmNay."
ey[r
MIH
oudvt
Mr. COOPER. There might be a co.n- "a.
flict with January 1, except for a saving
Mr. CLEMENTS. I announce that the
clause in the tax bill, to take care of the Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], the
situation.
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. FULBRicHT],
Mr. REYNOLDS. And no one has and the Senator from Alabama [Mr.
been able to present such a saving clause. SPARXMAN] are necessarily absent.
Mr. COOPER. There is a saving clause
The Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, CHAVEZ], the Senator from Texas [Mr.
on page 815, section '7852 (b), under the DANIEL], the Senator from Illinois [Mr.
caption "Reference in Other Laws to In- DOUGLAS), the Senator from Mississippi
ternal Revenue Code of 1939'"; and in [Mr. EASTLAND], the Senator from
this respect I refer to the bill which was Louisiana [Mr. ELLENDER], and the Sen
enacted the other evening:
ator from North Carolina [Mr. LENNON]
(b) Reference in other laws to Internal are absent on official business.
Revenue Code of 1939: Any reference in any
The Senator from Iowa [Mr. GILLETTE]
other law of the United States to any provi- is absent by leave of the Senate.
sion of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939
I announce further that if present and
shall, where not otherwise distinctly ex- voting, the Senator from New Mexico
pressed or manifestly incompatible with the
[Mr. CHAVEZ], the Senator from Texas
thereof, he deemed also to refer to the
[Mr. DANIEL], the Senator from Illinois
crepnigpoiino
hstte
[Mr. DOUGLAS], the Senator from Missis
That provision is stated somewhat in sippi [Mr. EASTLAND], the Senator from
the reverse. It seems to say that this Iowa [Mr. GILLETTE], and the Senator
act will be superior unless a provision of from Alabama [Mr. SPARKMAN] would
another act is manifestly incompatible each vote "nay."1
with it. It is simply unreasonable to beThe result was announced-yeas 7,
lieve we would pass a measure without nays 68, as follows:
regard to any other act which had been
YEAS-7
passed. Such an act always would be Bennett
Hickenlooper
Reynolds
applicable.
Bricker
Knowland
I am confident, in my own mind-and Goldwater
Martin
I would not say so to the Senate if I were
NAYS-68
not-that the amendment of the Senator Aiken
Hendrickson
McClellan
from Arizona is unnecessary, and should Anderson
Hennings
Millikin
be rejected.
Barrett
Hill
Monroney
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, Beall
Holland
Morse
Bridges
Humphrey
Mundt
this amendment was deemed necessary Burke
Ives
Murray
by the legislative counsel, who felt that Bush
Jackson
Neely
the bill should be brought into conform- Case
Carlson
Johnson,
Johnson, Colo.
Tex. Pastore
Payne
ity with the new laws. The legislative Clements
Johnston, S. C. Potter
counsel drafted the amendment, and I Cooper
Kefauver
Robertson
have submitted it.
Cordon
Kennedy
Russell
Crippa
Kerr
Saltonstall
I have only one question to ask: IS it Dirksen
Kilgore
Schoeppel
wise to enact into legislation a bill which Duff
Kuchel
Smathers
would raise the tax base from $300 to Dworshak
Smith, Maine
Langer
$5,sthttefnswlbepionErvin ilandpad o
Lehman
Stennis
;erguson
Long
Symington
that basis, and without actually raising Frear
Magnuson
Thye
the tax base at all?
George
Malone
Watkins
I ask the Senator from Kentucky Gore
Mansfield
Williams
where we would get the funds, as be- Greden
Mcaybank
on
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Bowring
Butler

Eastland
Ellender

Byehrd

Plbiander

Chavez
Daniel
Douglas

Gillette
Jenner
Lennon

McCarthy
Pur~tell
Sprmatn.r
Upton
Welker
Wiley

So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
offer a series of amendments which I
send to the desk and ask to have stated,
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Secretary will state the amendments,
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 3, before
the period in line 10, it is proposed to
insert a semicolon and the following:
"'and by adding at the end of subsection
(a) of section 3 the following: 'and by
adding to such sum thus obtained a further sum equal to 5 percent thereof'."
On page 4, it is proposed to strike out
lines 16 and 19, inclusive.
-sons
On page 4, beginning with line 22, it
is proposed to strike out over through
the word "by'" on page 5, line i.
On page 5, line 4, beginning with the
semicolon, it is proposed to strike out
down through the quotation marks in
line 7.
It is proposed to renumber sections 9
to 15, inclusive, as sections 8 to 14 respectively.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendments will be considered en bloc.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a question?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield.
Mr. CORDON. I should like to ask
the Senator from Arizona whether the
amendments offered by him were offered
to and considered by the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare?
Mr. GOLDWATER. No, they were
not, because the committee never had a
hearing on the House bill.
Mr. CORDON. Were the amendments
considered by the committee in connection with the Senate bill, If there was
one?
Mr. GOLDWATER. The amendments
I am now offering were considered. in
fact, in the hearings there is quite a bit
of correspondence with the Railroad Retirement Board regarding this subject.
Mr. President, these are the last
amendments I shall offer. The advisability of these amendments was discussed in the hearings. The amendments were never discussed in relation
to the bill we are working on, because
the pending bill was never considered by
the committee, other than by taking a
vote on it.
Mr. President, I shall complete my
statement as quickly as possible.
This particular section is also objected
to by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Mr. President, this bill does nothing
f or the retired railroad worker. We
have, by the enactment of the Social
Security Act, raised the benefits to all
the recipients of social security all over
the country about $6 but for some 290,000 retired employees of the railroad industry we have done nothing. There are
about 5 Percent of those people whose
benefits fall below the social security
benefit level, who will have their benefits raised to the Social Security Act level.
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Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield.
Mr. CORDON. Am I correct In my
belief that the Congress passed an act
which was of aid to presently retired
railroad workers?
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator is
correct. That act was passed on May
21, I think. It did away with the dual
benefits restriction passed in 1951. It
affected only a small fraction of the retired workers. This is a different matter.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for another question?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield,
Mr. CORDON. Is it correct to say
that the pending bill is prospective, not
only with respect to the effective provisions, but with respect to the class of perit affects?
Mr. GOLDWATER. That is correct.
Mr. CORDON. It affects only those
workers now in service, and then only
from the date of enactment forward.
Mr. GOLDWATER. And if this bill
is enacted it will affect only those workers making $350 a month and more.
I might quickly explain to the Senator
what this amendment would do. In the
proposed act there is a provision which
would reduce the age of widows' eligibility from 65 to 60.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, may I
suggest to the Senator that he speak so
that the Senate may hear? I believe
this is an important matter, and we
should make a record,
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President,
may we have order, so that the Senator
can be heard?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator suspend until we have order in
the Chamber?
Will those standing in the rear of the
Chamber stop their conversations or
kindly retire to some of the rooms outside, so that the debate can be clearly
understood.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President,
what this particular portion of the bill
does is reduce from age 65 to age 60 the
eligibility standard for widows.
I am not arguing against that idea,
I might say in connection with this matter that I have a retirement fund in
my own business, and at one time I
thought it would be wise to reduce the
age from 65 to 60. I found, when making an actuarial study of it, I could not
afford to do so, and retained the requirement of age 65.
I do not think we should go into a
matter of reducing the age from 65 to
60 without thorough study, because that
would lead to a perfectly natural result,
namely, of reducing the age with regard
to social security from 65 to 60 years.
Again, that may be perfectly all right,
I am not against the idea. However, I
am against the idea of starting this
snowball rolling before we have made
full and competent studies of what the
effect would be.
For instance, the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare tells me
that if this idea were extended to those
persons receiving benefits from social
security, it would cost in the first year
from $125 million to $150 million, and in
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the next year the cost would be easily as
high as $800 million. Then, as an esti
mate of the ultimate cost, which would
only be a guess, for there has been made
no actuarial studies, would be between
$11l/2 billion and $2 billion.
All my amendment would do would be
this: Because the 290,000 people who are
now retired will not receive one bit of
benefit from the passage of this bill, I
would propose to take the $231'/2 million
which would go to some 30,000 widows
falling in this bracket and give that
money to the entire 290,000 retired peo
ple. That would give them an increase
of about $5 each, compared to the socialsecurity increase of $6 a person. I think
that would be very fair. I do not like
to see us take this step without giving
full consideration to the dangers in
volved, if there are actuarial dangers in
reducing social-security standards from
65 to 60 years of age. I think we owe
it to the retired employees of the rail
roads to do at least something for them,
inasmuch as we are going to do some
thing for a man who is making more
than $350 a month.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I am happy to
yield.
Mr. CORDON. Is the Senator from
Oregon correct in his understanding,
then, that the purpose of the amend
ments offered by the Senator from Ari
zona [Mr. GOLDWATER] is to provide some
relief for that group which has already
passed the dividing line, now in retire
ment, and can no longer influence the
results or effect of the law upon them
except as we do it here? Is that correct?
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator is
absolutely correct.
Mr. CORDON. I should like to ask
another question. Assuming the adop
tion of the Senator's amendment, would
we then be in a position, after such
study as the importance of the subject
matter would require, to make such con
rections in the present law as would
prospectively,
operating
upon the
younger people who are still on the sun
ny side of the retirement line, put them
in a position at least to equal and, if
necessity required, exceed the benefits
which the Senator's amendment would
confer upon those who have already had
their active service and are now in re
tirement. Is that a correct statement?
Mr. GOL.DWATER. That is a cor
rect statement. The young people who
today are employed by the railroads will
benefit by this bill. There are many
benefits in it. I am not criticizing this
entire bill. I would not argue with 85
percent of it. I do argue with it in con
nection with this particular point, be
cauce we are completely neglecting the
nearly 300.000 people who have not ben
efited by our action with respect to the
social security law and are not going to
benefit by this bill. So long as we are
going to spend about $23 '/2 million, let
us spend it for the benlefit of as many
people as we can; and then if it is de
sired to study the question of reducing
the age from 65 to 60. As I say, I am not
against that idea. I entertained it for
years. But when we begin to talk about
millions of dollars, we should not do it
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on the last night or two of the session of
the Senate.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a further question?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I am happy to
yield.
Mr. CORDON. The Senator from
Oregon is constrained to make these
inquiries for the reason that the amendments offered by the Senator from Anizona are not printed and have not been
available to the Members of the Senate,
and for a perfectly valid and proper reason. In the hurried and hectic days immediately preceding the conclusion of
the session, it is impossible to know what
bills can be brought up and when they
can be brought up. in this instance, we
have the bill before us and it is impossible for any Member of the Senate who
is not a member of the committee and
who has not had an opportunity to study
tebasic legislation or to study the imhc
yteaedet
thet upni
he
whch
pactupo
menment itby
are offered, to understand and to comprehend in the slightest degree the
meaning of the amendments offered by
the Senator from Arizona. Yet there
cannot be any more important legislation before the Senate than legislation
which may be the basis for fundamental
changes in the social-security law of the
United States. I am sure the Senator
from Arizona will pardon me if I try to
probe a bit to understand precisely what
would be the legal effect of the amendments which he is proposing, and I
humbly urge that he make as comprehensive an explanation as it is possible
to make before we are called upon to
vote.
M.GOLDWATER. As to what it
Mr.
would do legally, not being a lawyer, I
am unable to tell the Senator. I have
no idea what happens when amendments are interpreted fromr a legal
standpoint, but, plainly and simply, my
amendment would put 290,000 retired
railroad employees in the position of receiving at least a meager increase of $85,
whereas they would not receive any increase without it. It will deprive about
30,000 widows, now from 60 to 65 years
of age, of a benefit which would be given
to all retired employees,
Ishould like to read to the Senator
Bueauof
fromthereprt

o

th
te
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the report, In turn, was quoting from
some statement, made by whom?
Mr. GOLDWATER. It was made by
the Bureau of the Budget. I have the
letter here, which I intend to enter into
the RECORD, signed by Donald R. Belcher.
Mr. CORDON. Will the Senator
from Arizona advise the Senator from
Oregon as to what would be the result, as
the Senator from Arizona understands
it, of the passage of this bill, were the
Senator's amendments to be adopted? I
think the Senator has explained what
would happen to the railroad employees
who have already retired. What would
be the result, beneficial or otherwise, for
those who fall within the group~of
widows from 60 to 65 years of age, or
the group beyond 65, who are in the first
group? What would happen to them,
and what would be the result of the application of the whole bill to those who
are not within either of those two preerdbaktoperation
errd backtspossibly
Mr. GOLDWATER. I shall answer
the second question first because it is
quicker. It would benefit those who
have not retired, the younger employees .
Although, as I pointed out in an earlier
colloquy, and as is contained in the report, it would take from 7 to 10 years, if
I recall correctly, for the annuitant to
receive a sum equal to what he has paid
into the fund, it would be a definite
benefit to the younger employees. The
widows will continue to receive the benefits they receive today. All this amend
ment would do would be to delete from
the bill the provision which lowers the
age from 65 to 60, and then spreads the
amount which would thereby be saved
over the retired group.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield, not for a question,
but for an observation?
Mr. GOLDWATER. I yield.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, I re-

the RECORD at the end of my remarks in
connection with H. R. 7840.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
There being no objection, the docu
ments were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
MeoadmAUGUST 2, 1954.
Subect:rOld-aeadsuvvrmisrne
uretirement
Cosjet:
effects ofd lowrvingrthe
age to 60.
This memorandum will present cost esti
mates as to the effect of lowering the retire
ment age under the old-age and survivors
insurance system from 65 to 60 for all types
Of benefits. My previous memorandum of
July
29 dealt with such a change only for
women.
The increased cost on a level-premium
basis-according to the intermediate-cost
estimate-for lowering the retirement age
to 60 is about 21¼ percent of payroll on the
basis of the benefits provided by H. R. 9366.
The increase in cost for the first full year of
would be at least $11'2 billion and
as much as $2 billion. An estimate
for the initial year of operation is rather
difficult to Make because fluctuations in eco
nomic conditions and employment oppor
tunities could have a very considerable ef
fect in connection with the operation of this
proposed change. It should be noted that
the figures given here include the effect of
lowering the retirement age to 60 for wo
men and are not merely the additional costs
for lowering the retirement age to 60 for

men.

ROBERT J. MYERS,
Chief Actuary.
UNITED STATES or AMERICA,
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD,

Chicago, Ill., July 27, 1954.
M. GOLDWATER,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Railroad
Retirement, Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, United States
Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR GOLDWATER: This will ac
knowledge receipt of your letter of July 21,
1954, in which you request the views of the
Railroad Retirement Board on certain pro
h
sfcdwt
eae
grtta'h
ae
ihteposals to amend the Railroad Retirement
eaei
h
grtta
necessity of making a decision this eve- Act.
In the first paragraph of your letter you
ning on a matter so important, and at
the same time so highly technical as this state that it was brought out at the recent
is. It leaves the average individual- hearings on S. 2930, a bill to amend the
and the Senator from Oregon makes no Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Recontention that he comes up to that tirement Tax Act, and the Railroad Unem
average-without the basic knowledge ployment Insurance Act, that the proposed
t

ac

intllienty.

fee

weshold

The Honorable

HARRY

mendments to the Railroad Retirement Act

h
o at inpteligntly. poitfeelnw shoculd contained in S. 2930 would provide no benethnueuo
psiton.Cirum-fits for some 290,000 retired employees now
Budgt o ths pint:notbe ut n tat
are responsible for that, and I on the retirement rolls and that there is
stances
the
reducIn regard to the second point,
tion of the eligibility age for widows may certainly have no criticism with respect nothing in the proposed amendments which
frometh

rethspornt:o

well lead to pressures for a similar measure

to that.

would provide increased annuities for the

I wish we could have more specific in- approximately 40 percent of all railroad em
formation upon which to base our ac- ployees who earn less than $300 per month.
it is true that the enactment of S.
s asocil-isurnce
s wel ton.While
progam ystm,
have some slight understanding 2930 would provide no additional benefits
io.I
prgrm s scil-nsrncsstmaswel
as a staff-pension plan, it may serve to some of the overall picture, and a little more for some 290,000 retired employees now on
extent as a precedent for QASI. As a matter than that as to the purpose of the bill, the retirement rolls, it must be borne in
of principle, the social-insurance features of
the railroad-retirement program should be but I say, very frankly, that as to this mind that these annuitants will pay no part
kept in consonance with the general social- specific question, the resultant legal ef- of the coat of the liberalizations of the Rail
security program insofar as it is practicatle fect of the adoption of the Senator's road Retirement Act proposed in S. 2930.
amendment, or of its failure of adoption, Such costs will be borne by the workers in
and equitable to do so. Although we recogthe railroad industry who will, under S.
nize that there may be special problems of Ia amr nafg
2930, be required to pay retirement taxes on
Gna
oLDAE.Id
alodw
suvvrhpiIh
up to $350 (instead of the present $300) of
ontquite
we
M.GLWTR
h
alodindustry,
suvvrhpI
follow the Senator. If the amendment their compensation.
cannot endorse this provision,
Commenting on'ithe expression in the first
I have nothing more to say on the fails, it would not do anything. The
adoption of my amendment would elimi- paragraph of your letter that the 40 percent
matter, Mr. President.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will nate the situation which I described,' and of all railroad employees who earn less than
the Senator yield for a further question? the money would be paid to the already $300 a month will not benefit by the pasof S. 2930: as time goes on, a good
etied ldely orkrssage
app
to
Mr.
IamOLDATE.
of these 40 percent begin earning
reidelderywATkerssusqetysi:number
GOLWTR
Iamhpyt
yilMr.
$300
a month and, therefore, profit by
sad
:over
sbseqenty
Mr GODWATR
yiel.
Mr. CORDON. The Senator was Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent the crediting of compensation which would
quoting from the report, and evidently that certain documents be printed in have been excluded under the present law.
in the old-age and survivors insurance program. Inasmuch as the railroad retirement
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in any event, they will not have suffered any
increase in their retirement taxes during the
time they will be earning not more than
$300 a month and, after their death, their
widows and parents may benefit by the lowering of the eligibility age from 65 to 60.
In the third and fourth paragraphs of
your letter, you state that it has been suggested to the committee that if the provision lowering the eligibility age for widows
and parents (to a point below the social security requirements) were eliminated from
S. 2930, some $23,500,000 could be applied to
increases in benefits for all employees. The
desirability of reducing the widows' and parents' eligibility age must be weighed against
the desirability of increasing present annuities since both cannot be allowed from the
additional funds provided for in the bill.
The Board feels that in answering this part
of your letter, it should do so on two bases.
On both bases, 5. 2930 would be changed to
eliminate the reduction in age requirement
for widows from 65 to 60, and to substitute
"across the board" increases in benefits for
all employees. All other provisions of S.
2930 would remain unchanged:
Basis 1: Estimates on this basis assume
that the increases will be made without regard to the present social security minimum
and without considering the effect of H. R.
9366, a bill to amend the Social Security
Act, If adopted as approved in the House, on
benefits under the railroad retirement systam. On this basis, the $23,500,000, if applied to employee benefits only, would increase them roughly 4.25 percent or $5 a
month. If the Increase were applied also to
spouses' annuities, but the $40 maximum
were retained, the increase would be about
4 percent. If the money were applied to
all annuities under the Railroad Retirement
Act, that is, annuities of employees, spouses.
and survivors, the percentage increase would
be between 3 and 3.25 percent.
Basis 2: Estimates on this basis are made
on two assumptions: (1) that H. R. 9366 will
be adopted with the benefit provisions of the
bill as passed by the House, and (2) that any
beneficiary under the Railroad Retirement
Act who receives the social security minimum may receive only the increase resulting
from H. R. 9366 and no increase from the
railroad retirement system under the suggestion for "'across the board" - increases,
What this means, is that whenever the banefit under H. R. 9366 would produce a higher
amount than the benefit under the modified
regular railroad retirement formula, such a
social security minimum benefit will not be
Increased further. On this basis the $23,500,000, if applied to employee benefits only,
would increase them roughly 4.4 percent. If
the increase were applied also to spouses'
annuities, but the $40 maximum were retained, the increase would be about 4.25 percent. If the money were applied to all annuities under the Railroad Retirement Act,
that is, annuities of employees, spouses, and
survivors, the percentage increase would be
about 3.75 percent. The percentages on the
basis 2 were calculated without taking, into
consideration the effect of the pending social security amendments on other cost factors of the railroad retirement system.
The Board wishes to point out that employee annuities were increase 20 percent in
1948 and 15 percent in 1951, with the result
that the maximum employee annuity now
payable under the railroad retirement systam is $165.60 per month as compared to the
$85 maximum employee annuity under the
SoilSecurity Act. Further, survivor annueeas
Soialsudrtertrmetsse
were alosos
itireaseude the reotir3em entsse
3 prcntandspuss'would
inceaedby
bot
annuities were added in 1951.
It seems to a majority of the Board, therefore, that it is more desirable to use available money to reduce the eligibility age of
widows and parents than to increase all banefits by such a small percentage,
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The dissenting views of Board Member
Frank C. Squire follow,
Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND J. KELLY, Chairman,
DISSENTInNG VIEWS Or P'. C. SQsnaE, MEMBER,
RAILROAD RETIaREMENT BOARD
In my opinion the suggestion quoted in
your letter, that the $23,500,000 be applied to
increasing present and future employee annuities, is much preferable to the provision
now in the bill for applying the $23,500,0000
to benefits for widows aged 60 to 64 Inclusive,
Such a change in S. 2930 would appear in
accord with the report of the Bureau of the
Budget to your committee which said, "We
cannot endorse this provision," namely, benefits for widows from 60 to 64 inclusive,
A further fact that may well be considered
Is that the social-security bill, H. H. 9366,
recently passed by the House and reported by
the Senate Finance Committee, provides im'mediate increases in benefits for present and
future retired employees who come under
social security, as well as for their wives and
survivors. Under S. 2930 as now drafted,
retired railroad employees will receive no
immediate increases, whereas their neighbors
under social security will, under H. R. 9366.
My statement above is subject to the views
I expressed in opposition to the bill as a
whole, attached to this Board's report to.the
committee.
Sincerely yours,
P. C. SQUIRE.
EXECUIJYVE OFFicE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUaEAU OF THE BUDGET,
Washington, D. C., July 1, 1954.
Hon. H. ALEXANDER SMITH,
Chairman,Committee on Labor and Publio Welfare, Unitead States Senate,
Washington, D. C.
My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to
your latter of June 22, 1954, wherein you
request a report on S. 2930, "To amend the
Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Retiramnent Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act."
The bill would revise the railroad retirement program in several important respects.
It would increase the maximum wages subject to payroll taxes and creditable toward
benefits from $300 to $350 a month. It would
reduce the eligibility age for widows and
dependent parents from 65 to 60 years of age.
Eligibility for disability benefits would be put
On a month-by-month basis and the allowable earnings raised to $100. Compensation
after age 65 would not be counted toward
benefits if it had the effect of reducing such
benefits. Surviving spouses entitled to banefits in their own right would be permitted to
receive such benefits, and their survivorship
benefits as well, without any offset requirements. In cases where a dependent child is
disabled, his benefit rights would continue
after his 16th birthday both in respect to the
offspring and the widow. Several other relatively minor revisions, which would be
brought about by the proposed bill, include
elimination of the school attendance provision for children's benefits and exemption
of service as a union delegate from covered
employment,
The Railroad Retirement Hoard has made
a cost analysis of the proposal and indicates
that it would not add to the present deficiency of the program. Raising the tax base
would increase revenues by an estimated $56
million a year and the automatic increase in
benefits resulting from a parallel increase in
creditable wages would be $31 million a year.
Other changes would add another $23 million a year to annual costs. The net effect
be a slight reduction in the financial
deficiency under which the program is now
operating.
In respect to the railroad unemployment
Insurance program, the bill would raise the
tax base to $350 a month with a parallel
increase in maximum benefits from $7.50 to
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$8.00. This provision is recommended. The
unemployment benefits would be further lib
eralized by a provision that in no instance
could they he less than 50 percent of the
claimant's last daily rate of pay. We believe
this provision requires careful examination.
The change in the method of computing
unemployment benefits from an annual wage
base to a "last daily rate of pay" would
favor particularly the casual employees of the
railroad industry. The casual worker is al
ready favored in that the present railroad
unemployment insurance program does notcontain any limitation on the duration of
benefits to keep it in accordance with the
claimant's prior service in the Industry. In
consequence, it is possible now for a person
who works 5 or 6 weeks or earns a minimum
of $200 in the railroad industry to get bene
fits for as much as 26 weeks of unemploy
ment and 26 weeks of sickness-far more in
the aggregate than the total wages earned
In the railroad industry. The proposed bill
would have the effect of Increasing substan
tially the benefits going to such claimants.
Inasmuch as the cost of unemployment in
surance is borne by the carriers, we believe
the Congress will wish to consider whether
those provisions of the bill create an inequity
by increasing the burden of the carriers
with respect to Individuals whose connec
tion with the industry is of short duration.
If it is intended to depart from the annual
basis of determining benefits, such a step
might be accompanied by "a standard re
quiring more substantial connection with
the railroad industry as a precondition of
receiving benefits. Such standards exist in
the great majority of State unemployment
insurance programs.
The proposed increase In the covered wage
base to $350 a month would correspond to
the President's proposal for revision of oldage and survivors insurance. In view of
these Presidential recommendations, the
proposal for a higher wage base and result
ing automatic Increases in benefits under
the railroad system would appear appropri
e
srcmedd
ae
t
ncmn
cause of the complex interrelationship be
tween social security and railroad retire
mant, however, it is Important that enact
ment of a wage base increase in the rail
road retirement program not become effec
tive in advance of the increase in old-ag~e
and survivors insurance.
The case regarding the other increases in
benefits, amounting to $23 million a year,
is one which the Congress will wish to con
sider in connection with (1) the existing
financial situation of the railroad retire
ment system, and (2) the potential effect
of railroad retirement increases on the gen
eral old-age and survivors insurance pro
gram, and on relationships between the two
systems.
In respect to the first point, the fact that
the system is presently underfinanced by
approximately 0.9 percent of payroll raises a
question as to whether a substantial part
of the increased revenues should be allo
cated to decreasing the deficiency. As indi
cated above about 60 percent of the in
creased revenues resulting from the higher
wage base in the retirement program would
be required to finance the automatic in
crease in benefits. Most of the remainingr
40 percent, under the bill, would be devoted
to the other liberalizations.
In regard to the second point, the reduc
tion of the eligibility age for widows may well
lead to pressures for a similar measure in the
old-age and survivors insurance program.
Inasmuch as the railroad retirement pro
gram is a social-insurance system, as well as
a staff pension plan, it may serve to some
extent as a precedent for QASI. As a matter
of principle, the social insurance features
of the railroad retirement program should
be kept in consonance with the general so
cial security program insofar as it is practi
cable and equitable to do so. Although we
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recognize that there may be special problems
Of survivorship In the railroad Industry, we
cannot endorse this provision.
In according eligibility to disabled de
pendents beyond 18 years of age, the bill
creates a new class of beneficiaries which Is
not provided for in the old-age and survivors
Insurance system. The principle, however,
Is equitable and provided for in tax law.
It would seem desirable to provide specifically
that the offspring be. In fact, economically
dependent.
The provision making it possible for sur
viving spouses to receive two benefits may
be questioned on the grounds that (a) the
spouse's benefit is a social benefit based on
the added financial need of annuitants with
dependent wives and (b) that it has no re
lation to individual contributions. We be
lieve this argument has validity and would
suggest that It be considered by the com
mittee. Favorable action on this provision
should not be considered a precedent for
similar liberalization of social-security laws.
The other provisions of the bill are with
out objection.
In summary, the increase in the taxable
wage base and the concomitant automatic
increase in benefits would be consistent with
the President's recommendations respecting
the old-age and survivors insurance program.
Their enactment is recommended to become
effective at such time as the amendments
to the Social Security Act become effective.
The increase in maximum unemployment
benefits is also recommended at such time
as the wage base Is raised. With respect to
the other changes in the railroad retirement
program, the Bureau, although agreeing that
most of these are socially desirable, believes
that the Congress will wish to consider care
fully whether they should be enacted at this
time.
Sincerely yours,
DONALD R. BELaCHER,
Assistant Director.
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AMENDMENT OF RAILROAD RE
TIREMENT ACT, THE RAILROAD
RETIREMENT TAX ACT, AND THE
RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT IN
SURANCE ACT
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H. R. 7840) to amend the
Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad
Retirement Tax Act, and the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act.
Mr. COOPER.
Mr. President, t~s
manager of the bill, I oppose the amend
ment offered by the distinguished Sena
tor from Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER). I
shall briefly direct my argument to the
amendment, and to ask the Senate to
note exactly what the Senator is pro
posing.
One amendment to the Railroad Re
tirement Act proposed by this bill would
change the eligibility age of widows from
65 to 60. This amendment would cost
the Railroad Retirement fund about
$23,500,000. I may say, parenthetically,
that that charge would be made up by
a tax against the workers, plus contribu
tions by the employer. The point to re
member is that the reduction in the age
from 65 to 60 would cost the fund $23,
500,000. It would bring benefits more
quickly to about 30,000 widows.
But what the Senator from Arizona
proposes to do-against the unanimous
action of the House and against the
11 to I vote in the Senate committeeis to write his own bill on the floor of the
Senate tonight, and to provide that the
$23,500,000 shall not be used for the
widows, but that it shall be distributed
equally or be distributed pro rata among
the retired workers.
To correct any belief that there are
no benefits in -this bill for workers, I
make this point: The bill will provide ad
ditional benefits to about 700,000 work
ers. Congress has already passed a bill
which makes possible additional pay
ments to about 30,000 retired railroad
workers. The bill would give benefits
to widows, to surviving children, and to
disabled children.
With all due regard to my good friend
from Arizona, I do not think the bill
should be written on the floor, as he
now suggests. The railroad unions and
brotherhoods, those who keep in mind
the needs of their own people, recogniz
ing that many things could be done for
those who are retired, have selected this
method of helping those who need help
most. They are paying the bill, with the
help of contributions from the railroads.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. CORDON. I have two questions.
Before the House voted 360 to 0, had it
considered an amendment similar to the
amendment offered by the Senator from
Arizona?
Second, before the Senate committee
voted, 11 to 1, to report the bill, had it
considered the amendment offered by the
Senator from Arizona?
Mr. COOPER. My recollection is that
in the full committee the Senator from
Arizona discussed the proposal. I do
not think the committee voted upon it.
Mr. GOLDWATER.
I can answer
the question asked by the Senator from
Oregon.
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I asked permission to discuss the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
amendment with the members of the objection? The Chair hoars none, and
committee, because we had been study- it is so ordered.
ing the question. I outlined at great
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I now move
length what I thought should be done to to reconsider the vote by which House
the bill to make it a perfect bill, but the bill 7840 was passed.
members of the committee rejected my
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
proposal. I never had an opportunity to move to lay on the table the motion of
amend the mill, or even to offer an the Senator from New York.
amendment to it in committee, because,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
if I am correct, it required half an hour question is on agreeing to the motion
to discuss it, and I spoke f or about 28 of the Senator from California.
minutes of the time.
The motion to lay on the table was
It was for that reason that I had to agreed to.
attempt to legislate on the floor. I dis-.
Mr. COOPER subsequently said: Mr.
like doing that. I think it is poor prac- President, I wish to make a statement
tice. But when I have been denied the regarding House bill 7840. I wish to
right in committee to submit an amend- say that the distinguished Senator from
ment and to argue it, I have only one Arizona [Mr. GOLDWATER], who presided
other forum, and that is in the Senate. as chairman of the subcommittee in the
Mr. COOPER. I say to my good friend consideration of the bill should receive
that the chairman of the subcommittee commendation. He was the one member
had control of it.
of the committee who was present at all
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the times. Hie studied the bill thoroughly.
Senator yield further for another ques- He presented his views to the individual
tion?
members of the subcommittee. While I
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
did not agree with his views, I must say
Mr. CORDON. The railroad brother- he certainly acted in the most sincere
hoods have perhaps the most outstand- and conscientious way, and his work on
ing record in the field of labor organiza- the bill has been of benefit to all of us.
tion in the United States, extending over I think the Senator from Arizona de
a long period of time, and showing per- serves the commendation of the Senate
haps the finest standards in the Amer- for the work he did.
ican tradition, both in negotiation and in________
maintenance of contracts entered into.
Can the Senator tell me whether all the
railroad groups or brotherhoods affected
by the bill are in favor of its provisions
as recommended by the committee?
Mr. COOPER. The four brother
hoods, the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomo
tive Firemen and Enginemen, the Order
of Railway Conductors, and the Brother
hood of Railroad Trainmen, all testified
in favor of the bill. A number of or
ganizations such as the Labor Railway
Executives' Association, and the railroad
nonoperating unions, 15 or 20 of them,
all supported the bill. I do not know of
a single railway labor organization that
did not support the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend
ment of the Senator from Arizona [Mr.
GOLDWATER].

The amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
bill is open to further amendment.
If there be no further amendment,
the question is on the third reading of
the bill,
The bill (H. R. 7840) was ordered to a
third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
Mr. NEELY subsequently said: Mr.
President, I move to reconsider the vote
by which the bill (H. R. 7840) was
passed.
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. President, I
move to lay on the table the motion of
the Senator from West Virginia.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair advises the Senator that the PendIng business has been laid down. It will
be necessary to obtain unanimous con
sent to return to H. R. 7840.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I ask unan
imnous consent that the Senate return
to the bill which was just Passed, House
bill 7840,
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by the clerk, with the understanding
that, of course, if it is not adopted at
this session of Congress, it in no way
affects the bill the Senate has passed.
If the concurrent resolution is adopted
by the Senate and by the House, then
the problems referred to in the debate
with regard to the technical deficiencies
of the bill will be automatically cor
rected.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous consent re
quest?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the Senate Con
current Resolution (S. Con. Res. 108),
which was read, as follows:

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Rep
resentatives concurring), That the Clerk of
the House of Representatives, in the enroll
ment of the bill (H. R. 7840) entitled "An
act to amend the Railroad Retirement Act,
the Railroad Retirement Tax Act, and the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act," Is
authorized and directed to make the follow
ing corrections:
On page 9 of the House engrossed bill, after
line 3. insert the following:
"SEC. 206. (a) Section 3201, section 3202
(a), section 3211, and section 3221 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are hereby
amended by striking out '$300' each place It
appears in each such section and inserting
in lieu thereof '$350.'
"(b) Section 3231 (e) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 is hereby amended by
inserting at the end thereof the following
sentence: 'Compensation for service as a
delegate to a national or International con
vention of a railway labor organization de
fined as an "employer" in subsection (a) of
this section shall be disregarded for pur
poses of determining the amount of taxes
due pursuant to this chapter if the individ
ual rendering such service has not pre
viously rendered service, other than as such
delegate, which may be included in his
"'years of service" for purposes of the Railroad
Retirement Act'."
On page 13 of the House engrossed bill,
after line 19, insert the following:
"SEC. 407. The amendments to the Inter
nal Revenue Code of 1954 made by section
206 shall become effective as if enacted as a
part of the internal Revenue Code of 1954."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the concurrent
resolution.
The concurrent resolution (S. Con.
Res. 108) was agreed to.

AMENDMENT OF RAILROAD RETIRE
MENT ACT, THE RAILROAD RE
TIREMENT TAX ACT, AND THE
RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT IN
SURANCE ACT
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, referring
to Senate Concurrent Resolution 108, I
have taken it UP with the majority
leader and the minority leader. I re
ferred to it earlier in the discussion on
the railroad retirement bill. It was prePared by legislative counsel after con
sultation with the parliamentarian. The
concurrent resolution deals with cor
recting the retirement bill in respect to
sections and titles.
I send the concurrent resolution to
the desk and ask unanimous consent to
have it considered and have it stated
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RAILROADS-RETIREMENT ACT, RETIREMENT TAX ACT
AND UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ACT
AMENDMENTS

~PUBLIC LAW 746
[H. R. 7840]
An Act to amend the Railroad Retirement Act, the Railroad Retirement
Tax Act, and the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativesof the United
States of America in Congress assembled,
PART I-AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT
ACT
Section 1. Subsection (h) of section 1 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended,' is hereby amended by inserting after the
end of the last sentence thereof the following: "Compensation for
service as a delegate to a national or international convention of a
railway labor organization defined as an 'employer' in subsection (a)
of this section shall be disregarded for purposes of determining eli
gibility for and the amount of benefits pursuant to this Act if the in
dividual rendering such service has not previously rendered service,
other than as such a delegate, which may be included in his 'years
of service'."
Sec. 2. The last paragraph of subsection (a) of section 2 of the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, 22is hereby amended by
striking the fourth sentence thereof.
Sec. 3. Subsection (d) of section 2 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by adding after the end
thereof the following paragraph:
"No annuity under paragraph 4 or 5 of subsection (a) of this sec
tion shall be paid to an individual with respect to any month in
which the individual is under age sixty-five and is paid more than
$100 in earnings from employment or self-employment of any form:
Provided, That for purposes of this paragraph, if a payment in any
one calendar month is for accruals in more than one calendar month,
such payment shall be deemed to have been paid in each of the
months in which accrued to the extent accrued in such month. Any
such individual under the age of sixty-five shall report to the Board
any such payment of earnings for such employment or self-employ
ment before receipt and acceptance of an annuity for the second
month following the month of such payment. A deduction shall be
imposed, with respect to any such individual who fails to make such
report, in the annuity or annuities otherwise due the individual, in
an amount equal to the amount of the annuity for each month in
which he is paid such earnings in such employment or self-employ
ment, except that the first deduction imposed pursuant to this sen
tence shall in no case exceed an amount equal to the amount of the
annuity otherwise due for the first month with respect to which the
deduction is imposed."
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Sec. 4. Subsection (a) of section 3 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, 3 is hereby amended by substituting "$200"
for "$150".
Sec. 5. Subsection (b) (1) of section 3 of the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by substituting
for the parenthetical phrase "(including compensation in any month
in excess of $300)" wherever it appears the phrase "(without regard
to any limitation on the amount of compensation otherwise provided
in this Act)".
Sec. 6. Subsection (c) of section 3 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by inserting after the
figure "300" the following: "for any month before July 1, 1954,
or in excess of $350 for any month after June 30, 1954,"; and by
adding at the end thereof the following: "If the employee earned
compensation in service after June 30, 1937, and after the last day
of the calendar year in which he attained age sixty-five, such com
pensation and service shall be disregarded in computing the monthly
compensation if the result of taking such compensation into account
in such computation would be to diminish his annuity."
Sec. 7. Subsection (e) of section 3 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by inserting after the
comma following the word "respectively" the following: "individu
als entitled to insurance annuities under subsections (a) and (d of
section 5 to have attained age sixty-five, and individuals entitled to
insurance annuities under subsection (c) of section 5 on the basis
of disability to be less than eighteen years of age,"; and by substi
tuting the words "of the Social Security Act" for the word "thereof"
in the last parenthetical phrase of the subsection.
Sec. 8. Subsections (a) and (d) of section 5 of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937, as amended,' are hereby amended by sub
stituting the word "sixty" for the word "sixty-five".
Sec. 9. Subsection (f) (2) of section 5 of the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by substituting
the word "sixty" for the word "sixty-five" wherever it appears; by
inserting after the phrase "pursuant to subsection (k) of this Sec
tion," where it first appears, the following: "upon attaining age
sixty-five at a future date, will be payable"; by inserting after the
word "month" in the parenthetical phrase the following: "before
July 1, 1954, and in the latter case in excess of $350 for any month
after June 30, 1954"; and by inserting after the phrase "pursuant
to subsection (k) of this section," where it first appears in the pro
viso the phrase: "upon attaining age sixty-five be entitled to fur
ther benefits".
Sec. 10. Subsection (g) of section 5 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by striking the last
sentence of paragraph (2).
Sec. 11. Subsection (i) of section 5 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by inserting the word
"or"~after the semicolon in clause (ii) of paragraph (1) ; by striking
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clause (iii) of such paragraph; and by redesignating clause (iv) of
such paragraph as clause (iii).
Sec. 12. Subsection (1) of section 5 of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by striking from para
graph (1) (ii) the phrase "and less than eighteen years of age" and
substituting in lieu thereof the following: "and shall be less than
eighteen years of age, or shall have a permanent physical or mental
condition which is such that he is unable to engage in any regular
employment: Provided, That such disability began before the child
attains age eighteen". Such subsection is further amended by
changing the semicolon at the end of paragraph (1) to a period, and
adding the following: "Such satisfactory proof shall be made from
time to time, as prescribed by the Board, of the disability provided
in clause (ii of this paragraph and of the continuance, in accord
ance with regulations prescribed by the Board, of such disability.
If the individual fails to comply with the requirements prescribed
by the Board as to the proof of the continuance of the disability his
right to an annuity shall, except for good cause shown to the Board,
cease,"
Sec. 13. Subsection (1) (9) of section 5 of the Railroad Retire
ment Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by inserting after
the term "calendar month" the phrase: "before July 1, 1954, and
any excess over $350 for any calendar month after June 30, 1954";
and by substituting the figure "350" for the figure "300" where it
appears the second time.
Sec. 14. Subsection (1) (10) (i) of section 5 of the Railroad Re
tirement Act of 1937, as amended, is hereby amended by substituting
the figure "350" for the figure "300".
5
Sec. 15. The Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, as amended, is
hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sec-.
tion:
"Sec. 20. Any person awarded an annuity or pension under this
Act may decline to accept all or any part of such annuity or pension
by a waiver -signed and filed with the Board. Such waiver may be
revoked in writing at any time, but no payment of the annuity or
pension waived shall be made covering the period during which such
waiver was in effect. Such waiver shall have no effect on the
amount of the spouse's annuity, or of a lump sum under section 5(f)
(2), which would otherwise be due, and it shall have no effect for
purposes of the last sentence of section 5(g) (1)."
PART II-AMENDMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT
TAX ACT
Sec. 201. Section 1500 of the Railroad Retirement Tax Act 6 is
hereby amended by inserting after the word "month" the following:
"before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 for any calendar
month after June 30, 1954".
Sec. 202. Section 1501 of the Railroad Retirement Tax Act 7 is
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hereby amended by inserting after the figure "300" where it first
appears the following: "for any month before July 1, 1954, or in ex
cess of $350 for any month after June 30, 1954"; and by inserting
after the figure "300" where it appears the second time, the follow
ing: "if such month is before July 1, 1954, or is less than $350 if
such month is after June 30, 1954".
Sec. 203. Section 1510 of the Railroad Retirement Tax Acts is
hereby amended by inserting after the word "month" the following:
"before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 for any calendar
month after June 30, 1954".
Sec. 204. Section 1520 of the Railroad Retirement Tax Act'9 is
hereby amended by inserting after the word "month" where it first
appears the phrase: "before July 1, 1954"; by inserting after the
figure "$300" where it first appears the following: ", and for any
calendar month after June 30, 1954, not in excess of $350"; by
inserting after the phrase "shall apply" where it first appears the
phrase: ", with respect to any calendar month before July 1, 1954,";
by inserting after the figure "300" where it appears the second time,
the phrase: ", and with respect to any calendar month after June
30, 1954, to not more than $350,"; and by inserting after the figure
"300" where it appears the third time the phrase: "if the month
is before July 1, 1954, or is less than $350 if the month is after June
30, 1954".
Sec. 205. Subsection (e) of section 1532 of the Railroad Retire
ment Tax Act 10 is hereby amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following sentence: "Compensation for service as a delegate
to a national or international convention of a railway labor or
ganization defined as an 'employer' in subsection (a) of this section
shall be disregarded for purposes of determining the amount of
taxes due pursuant to this subchapter if the individual rendering
such service has not previously rendered service, other than as such
a delegate, which may be included in his 'years of service' for pur
poses of the Railroad Retirement Act.".
Sec. 206. (a) Section 3201, section 3202(a), section 3211, and
section 3221 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 are hereby amend
ed by striking out "$300" each place it appears in each such section
and inserting in lieu thereof "$350".
(b) Section 3231(e) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
is hereby amended by inserting at the end thereof the following sen
tence: "Compensation for service as a delegate to a national or in
ternational convention of a railway labor organization defined as
an ''employer'' in subsection (a) of this section shall be disregarded
for purposes of determining the amount of taxes due pursuant to
this chapter if the individual rendering such service has not previ
ously rendered service, other than as such a delegate, which may be
included in his "years of service" for purposes of the Railroad Re
tirement Act.
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PART III-AMENDMENTS TO RAILROAD UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE ACT
Sec. 301. Subsection (g) of section 1 of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act 11 is hereby amended by adding at the end there
of the following sentence: "For purposes of determining eligibility
for and the amount of benefits and the amount of contributions due
pursuant t~ this Act, employment as a delegate to a national or
international convention of a railway labor organization defined as
an 'employer', in subsection (a) of this section, shall be disregarded
if the individual having such employment has not previously ren
dered service, other than as such a delegate, which may be included
in his 'years of service' for purposes of the Railroad Retirement
Act.".
Sec. 302. Subsection (i) of section 1 of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act is hereby amended by inserting after the term
"calendar month" where it first appears the phrase: "before July 1.
1954"; and by inserting before the period at the end of the first
sentence the phrase: ", and with respect to any calendar month
Ch. 1164
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after June 30, 1954, no part of any compensation in excess of $350
shall be recognized".
Sec. 303. Subsection (k) of section I of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act is hereby amended by substituting the figure
"400" for the figure "150". Section 3 of the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act is hereby amended by substituting the figure "400"
for the figure "300".
Sec. 304. (a) Subsection (a) of section 2 of the Railroad Unem
ployment Insurance Act 12 is hereby amended by substituting for the
table the following:
"Column I
Total compensation
$400 to $499.99.............................................
$500 to $749.99..............................................
$750 to $999.99..............................................
$1,000 to $ 1,29 9.99...........................................
$ 1,3 00 to $ 1,5 99.99...........................................
$ 1,6 00 to $ 1,99 9.99...........................................
$ 2,000 to $ 2,49 9.99...........................................
$ 2,5 00 to $ 2,9 99.99...........................................
$ 3,000 to $ 3,4 99.99...........................................
$ 3,5 00 to $3,9 99.99...........................................
$4,000 and over ........................................

Column IH
Daily benefit rate
$3.5 0
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.5 0
7.00
7.5 0
8.00

8.50

Provided, however, That if the daily benefit rate in column II with
respect to any employee is less than an amount equal to 50 per
centumn of the daily rate of compensation for the employee's last
employment in which he engaged for an employer in the base year,
such rate shall be increased to such amount but not to exceed $8.50.
The daily rate of compensation referred to in the last sentence shall
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be as determined by the Board on the basis of information furnished
to the Board by the employee, his employer, or both."
(b) Subsection (c) of section 2 of the Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act is hereby amended by changing the period at the
end thereof to a colon and by inserting after the colon the following:
"Provided, however, That the total amount of benefits which may
be paid to an employee for days of unemployment within a benefit
year shall in no case exceed the employee's compensation in the
base year; the total amount of b---nefits which may be paid to an
employee for days of sickness, other than days of sickness in a
maternity period, within a benefit year shall in no case exceed
the employee's compensation in the base year; and the total amount
of benefits which may be paid to an employee for days of sickness in
a maternity period shall in no case exceed the employee's compensa
tion in the base year on the basis of which the employee was deter
mined to be qualified for benefits in such maternity period."
Sec. 305. Subsection (a) of section 8 of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act 13 is hereby amended by inserting after the date
"June 30, 1939" the following: ", and before July 1, 1954, and is
not in excess of $350 for any calendar month paid by him to any
employee for services rendered to him after June 30, 1954"; by in
serting after the figure "300" where it first appears in the proviso
,of the subsection the following: "for any month before July 1, 1954,
and to not more than $350 for any month after June 30, 1954,"; and
by inserting after the figure "300" where it appears the second
time in the proviso the following: "if such month is before July 1,
1954, or less than $350 if such month is after June 30, 1954".
Sec. 306. Subsection (b) of section 8 of the Railroad Unemploy
ment Insurance Act is amended by inserting after the date "June 30,
1939", the following:
and before July 1, 1954, and as is not in excess of $350 paid to him for services rendered as an employee repre
sentative in any calendar month after June 30, 1954".
Id,

PART IV-EFFECTIVE DATES
Sec. 401. The amendments made by this Act shall be effective
July 1, 1954, except as otherwise provided.
Sec. 402. The provisions of sections 1, 205, and 301 of this Act
shall be effective with respect to compensation paid on and after
April 1, 1954.
Sec. 403. The provisions of sections 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 15 of
this Act shall be effective as of the first day of the first calendar
month following the month in which this Act is enacted.
Sec. 404. The annuity awarded under paragraph 4 or 5 of section
2(a) of the Railroad Retirement Act 14 to any person who has been
deemed to have recovered from his disability, pursuant to the pro
visions of the last paragraph of section 2(a) as in effect prior to the
enactment of this Act, shall be reinstated to begin the first day of
the first calendar month following the month in which this Act is
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enacted and deemed, for purposes of section 2(d) only, never to
have ceased: Provided, That such proof is made of the continuance
of such disability as is required in accordance with the provisions
of such paragraph which are not amended by this Act.
Sec. 405. The provisions of section 6 of this Act amending sub
section (c) of section 3 of the Railroad Retirement Act,"5 by adding
a sentence at the end of the subsection, shall be effective as of
November 1, 1951: Provided, however, That no increase in any an
nuity heretofore awarded shall be granted pursuant to the amend
ments made by such section except upon application therefor by the
person to whom the annuity was awarded.
Sec. 406. The provisions of section 10 of this Act shall be ef
fective with respect to ainnuities accruing and annuities awarded
on and after the first day after the enactment of this Act.
Sec. 407. The amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
made by section 206 shall become effective as if enacted as a part of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
Approved August 31, 1954.
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On August 31 the President signed H.R. 7840, a bill making
important changes in the railroad retirement program. To date no
public law number has been assigned.
H.R. 784i0 leaves basically unchanged the present coordination
of the railroad retirement and old-age and survivors insurance
programs. Probably the most important provisions of this legislation
are those which increase the maximum monthly wage and tax base from
$300 to $350, and lower the retirement age requirement for widows.,
widowers, and parents from age 65 to age 60.
Following is a brief summary of the more important provisions
of this new railroad legislation.
1. As noted, the maximum monthly wage and tax base of the
railroad retirement program is increased from $300 to $350,
'with corresponding changes in the benefit formulas. This new
maximum is comparable with the new $4,200 maximum of the oldage and survivors insurance program.
.2. As noted, the retirement age requirement for widows,
widowers,, and parents is lowered from age 65 to age 60.

3. Benefits would be payable to a totally and permanently
disabled survivor child age 18 or over if the disability
began before age 18, anO to the widow caring for such a child.
(Also, a spouse's nnnuity would be payable in certain cases
to the wife under age 65 caring for a disabled child over 18.)
4.. The so-called "social security minimum" provisions
of the Railroad Retirement Act are specifically applied to the
new classes of beneficiaries described under "12" and "Y31above.

5. A railroad survivor annuity is no longer reduced if
the annuitant also qualifies for a retirement annuity under the
railroad program (but is still reduced if he qualifies for an
old-age and survivors insurance benefit).
6. Compensation earned after age 65 is disregarded if its
use would lower the amount of the annuity.
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7. The provision that a disability annuitant who earns
more than $75 in each of any six consecutive calendar months
is deemed no longer disabled is eliminated, and replaced
with a provision for suspending payments for any month in
which the disability annuitant receives more-than $100 in
employment or self-employment.
8. The school attendance requirement for children under
18 and over 16 years of Age is eliminated. A similar pro
vision in the Social Security Act was eliminated in 1946.
9. An individual entitled to an annuity or pension
under the railroad retirement program is permitted to waive
all or part of that benefit. The principal purpose is to
permit the beneficiary to come within the income limitations
specified in the veterans' laws. A waiver has no effect on
the amount of any spouse's or survivor's annuity, or on the
amount of any residual lump-sum payment. Jurisdiction of a
case cannot be transferred to old-age and survivors insurance
as a result of a waiver.

Victor Christgau
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